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PRESBYTERIAN REVIEW,
VOL. XXX.—NO. 1.

JANUARY, MDCCOI.XXIX.

ARTICLE I.

THE DIACONATE.*

The Committee appointed last year to report to the Synod, at

its present meeting, on the subject of the Diaconate, respectfully

present the followino; paper:

The Committee in taking up the subject referred to them have

acted under the impression that the purpose of their appointment

was not that they should attempt an exhaustive treatment of it,

but should consider it in certain aspects in which either princi-

ples underlying the diaconal office may be developed, or theoreti-

cal differences be discussed, or the points indicated in which our

practice is defective. Accordingly, we propose, after a brief

statement of certain assumptions in reference to which there is

universal agreement among us, to submit the results of our reflec-

tions under the following heads: first, The Relations of the

Diaconate to the Presbyterate ; secondly. The Scope of the Dea-

con's Functions; "and thirdly,. The Sphere of his Operations.

*Thi8 paper was presented as a report to the Synod tit its recent sessions

at Spartanburg, and appears in the Revie\^ in accordance with a request

of that body. It will be observed that the report was a partial one, dis-

cussing only the first head of the general schetne of topics which it pro-

poses to cover. The Committee were directed to submit the remainder

at the next sessions of the Synod.
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In the first place, it is assumed that the office of the deacon

^vas instituted by Christ, the King and Head of the Church, and

therefore exists of divine right. This requires no discussion,

since it is obvious that our standards, following the Scriptures,

enounce the principle that an office which lacks a divine warrant

is a mere human device, and should be excluded from the house

of the Lord.

In the second place, it is assumed that the office of deacon is

perpetual in the Church. "The ordinary and perpetual officers

in the Church," says the Form of Government, "are bishops or

pastors; the representatives of the people, usually styled ruling

elders; and deacons." It is hardly necessary to state the dis-

tinction between the perpetuity of an office and its perpetual

occupation by an officer. He ma}' cease to be an officer by either

deposition, or demission, or elevation to higher office, or removal

by death, or transfer of membership. The officer may chatige,

but the office remains permanent.

In the third place, it is assumed that the deacon is not a

preacher. The designation of the end upon which his office

terminates makes this clear. "The Scriptures," says the Form

of Government, "clearly point out deacons as distinct officers in

the Church, whose business it is to take care of the poor, and to

distribute among them the collections which may be raised for

their use. To them also may be properly committed the manage-

ment of the temporal affiiirs of the Church." The doctrine and

practice of our Church are so firmly settled upon this point as to

make it unnecessarv that it should here.be considered.

In the fourth place, the qualifications for the deacon's office

are so distinctly specified in the Scriptures, that no difference of

opinion can exist among us in regard to them. They are, there-

fore, taken for granted, with the simple remark, that they are

partly spiritual and partly natural; but as the office takes its de-

nomination from its end, and not from its qualifications, that of the

deacon is said to be temporal in contradistinction from the others

the ends of which are spiritual.

T\\ the fifth place, we assume that the election of deacons is by

the people. This has not been the practice of all the Reformed

\
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Churches, but it is the hiw and practice of ours ; and besides is

settled by the precedent recorded in the sixth chapter of the

AxjtS. ' V :. .- .v:v..;,.;--,tf,.;; ,

In the sixth place, we assume that the deacon ought to be

ordained by the congi-egational presbytery, with prayer and the

imposition of hands. This is not required by our present Con-

stitution, but it may obviously be deduced from the scriptural

account of the ordination of deacons ; and the provision touching

the matter in the Revised Book, sent down to the Presbyteries

by the General Assembly, so clearly reflects the opinion of our

Church, that discussion is now deemed unnecessary. Having

premised these assumptions, we proceed to take up those aspects

of the subject which particularly challenge our attention. .,.,,

I. First, we will consider the Relations of the Diaconate to the

Presbyterate. Under this head, we propose to speak, 1. Of the

points of similarity and difference between the office of deacon

and the other officers of the Church; 2. Of the theorv that the

higher office includes the lower; and 3. Of the relations of the

deacon to the eldership in the jjracticai working of our system.

First. All the offices of the Church are reducible to their

highest genei'ic unity by the property of ministry. They are all

ministers of Christ for the advancement of his glory, and minis-

ters of the Church for the protnotion of her welfare. Jesus him-

self said that he came not to be ministered unto, but to minister;

and Paul declared that the Apostles preached not themselves, but

Christ Jesus the Lord, and themselves the servants of the Church

for Jesus' sake. What was true of the Apostles must be true of

all lesser officers ; and accordingly Peter exhorts presbyters to

refrain from esteeming themselves lords over God's heritage.

The appellative deacon is sufficient to show that the officer who

bears that name is emphatically a servant of the Church. Ac-

cepting the usual distribution of functions as designating the

chief end to which each kind of officers is to be devoted, we say

that the preacher ministers by the word and doctrine, that the

presbyter ministers by rule, and that the deacon ministers by

distribution. Ministry, then, is the highest genus under which

the offices of the Church may be collected. The whole essence
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of the property of service enters into all tn^i-s^cific functions

which church-officers are called to discharge. In this regard they

are all alike.

But in order to ascertain the relations which the respective

offices sustain to each other, it is necessary to point out. the

elements of difference between them, as well as that of similarity.

We must go on to discover the proximate genus and the specific

difference, in order to ascertain th^peculiar properties and the

limitations of the several offices. Now the ministry of the church

divides itself into orders which furnish a lower generic unity.

These orders are not three—the preacher, the presbyter, and the

deacon, but two—the presbyter and the deacon. The order of the

presbyterate is a proximate genus distributable into two species,

which are distinguished from each other precisely by the posses-

sion or the non-possession of the property of preaching. One

class of presbyters preach, and the other class of presbyters do

not preach. The property of ruling is common, that of preaching

peculiar and distinctive. The preacher and the ruling elder are

not different as to order—they are generically the same officer.

They differ only as to the performance or non -performance of a

special function. We are not called upon here to vindicate this

distribution, but content ourselves with the remark that the more

closely it is examined the more distinctly will it be seen to be in

accordance with the teachings of the Presbyterian Reformers.

The doctrine of Calvin upon this point is very definitely ex-

pressed. We cite attention to his language in his comments upon

the twenty-eighth verse of the twelfth chapter of First Corinthians.

He says that Paul indicates a twofold order of presbyters

—

duplicem ordinem preshyterorum. He does not say two orders

—

duce ordines, but a twofold order

—

duplex ordo ; that is, clearly,

one order with two distinct properties.

Now the deacon is not simply distinguished from the other

officers by the possession of a specific property. He is generically

different from them. He does not belong to the order of pres-

byters, with a specific function which peculiarly marks his office;

he belongs to a different order, which has been generally desig-

n.ated by the^ title of distributors. He is not a presbyter who
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distributes, as the preacher is a presbyter who preaches. He
falls under an entirely different proximate genus; so that the

difference between him and the other officers of the Church is

generic and not merely specific, or, to speak perhaps with greater

strictness, he is both generically and specifically different from

them. In the case of the deacon the genus and the species are

one and the same—the order and the function coincide. There

is no division of the order diaconate into species, as in the case

of the presbyterate. Let it be carefully observed, then, that the

presbyterate and the diaconate are two distinct and separate

orders, not indeed coordinate as to authority, but concurrent as

to ministry. Whatever be the relations subsisting between them,

it is evidently not that of generic identity. This is clear from

the consideration of the object-matter about which each order of

officers is concerired', and the ends which it contemplates. The

one terminates mainly on persons, the other on ecclesiastical

goods ; the one is appointed for government, the other for distribu-

tion ; the one is chiefly occupied with the care of souls, the other

with the care of bodies.

.,„ Secondly. But here we are bronght face to face with the next

question which we proposed to discuss: Does the higher office

include the lower? Does the presbyterate contain the diaconate?

It is one which lies directly in the track of our exposition of the

relation between the two orders, and which cannot therefore be

logically evaded. What, then, is the doctrine concerning the

inclusion of the lower office in the higher, as stated by those who

h?ive held it?

1. Sometimes it is thus expressed, as in the first revision of

our Form of Government which was approved at Memphis, 1866,

by the General Assembly: "He that is called to teach is called

also to rule, and he that is called to rale is called also to dis-

tribute." It* this language is to be strictly construed, it means

that the obligation to distribute is as much bound upon the pres-

byter by a divine call as is that to rule upon the preacher.

2. Sometimes it is said to-be a virtual inclusion of the lower

office in the higher. This, for example, was the view expressed

by the London ministers who were authors of the Divine Right of

r
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Church Government, ^fheir language is :
" All the inferior offices;

are virtually co!Mpref)<ended in the* superior, and may be discharge(i

by them; elders may distribute as well as deaconsv, and beyond

them, rule: pastors may distribute and rule as well as deacons-

and elders, an-d beyond both, preach, dispense sacraments, and

ordain ministers: Apostles may do them all, and many things

besides, extraordinary." Here the doctrine seems to be that the

higher officers have the power possessed by the lower, so that in

the absence of the lower they may actually discharge their

functions, but in a regular condition of the churcti^do not exer-

cise that power.

3. But at other times, the ground is taken that there is an

actual inclusion of the lower in the hi";her; so that the hi-rher

officers are not only empowered to perform the acts of the lower

in an irregular and extraordinary state of the church, but in its

regular condition may ordinarily discharge me functions of the

lower. Thus, for instance, elders may coiiporate with deacons in

the jomt administration of the business which properly belongs

to the diaconal office. This is the view set forth in the Catechism

of the Principles and Constitution of the Free Church of Scot-

land. To the question: "Df)es it not belong to the deacons alone

to administer the secular affairs of the church?" the answer is:

*'The greater office alwa-ys includes the less; the presbyter may,

therefore, as a deacon, take part, when it is necessary, in con-

ducting the 'outward business of^the house of God.'" This is

the theory in which the practice of holding what is known as the

deacons' court is founded. The elders and deacons sit and vote

together in relation to busir»ess which is properly diaconal. Such

are the forms in which the doctrine is enounced, and it must be

admitted that they are not coincident with each other; it becomes

necessary, therefore, to settle the state of the question which we

are discussing.

First, then, the question is 4iot, whether the higher officers,

when they are the only existing officers, may discharge the func-

tions of the lower who are wanting. In that case, it is conceded

that they not only may, but ought to, discharge those functions.

Where no deacons can be obtained, the elders ought to perform

tl

ii
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'diaconal duties. But that, we conceive, is a diflferent thing from

paying that the elder is a deacon.

Secondly, the question is not, whether the ruling office includes

the non-ruling and merely distributive, as an object upon which

government terminates. In regard to that, there can be no dis-

pute. The governmental administration of the affairs of the

Ohurch, as well teniporial as spiritual, is lodged in the presbyter-

ute. But in this sense, all ecclesiastical persons are included

Jinder ihe presbyterial office. The preacher who is the highest

officer as well as the deacon who is the lowest are alike included

under the jurisdiction of presbyterate. >;*•/= ^1*1 !«f?ii ' #5;> ifffe^

Thirdly, the question is, whether in a regular condition of the

•church, in which its complement of offices is filled and in orderly

operation, the higher office so includes the lower as to make it

legitimate for the higher officer to discharge the functions of the

lower. To state the question still more precisely, in relation to

the matter immediately in hand, ii is whether the presbyter is

also a deacon, "and whether, in a regular state of the church, he

may therefore legitimately perform diaconal functions. And the

question is, further, whether there may be a joint management

by vote, or a joint execution, by presbyters and deacons, of busi*

ness belonging to the deacon's office. This, then, is the precise

question before us, and in undertaking to refute the doctrine that

the higher office so includes the lower, we shall first consider the

arguments in support of the affirmative, and then present those

which occur to us in favor of the negative.

1. The first argument which we encounter is derived from

alleged apostolic teaching and practice: the Apostle, the higher

officer, included the presbyter and the deacon, the lower officers;

therefore, reasoning from analogy—for there is no scriptural

statement of the fact—the preacher, the higher officer, includes

the presbyter and the deacon, the lower; and the presbyter, the

higher, includes the deacon, the lower officer. There are here

two questions: Do the Scriptures teach that the apostolic office

included that of elder and deacon ? and, if they do, is the ana-

logical inference legitimate, that the preacher includes the elder

and deacon, and the elder the deacon? In proof of the fact that
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the Apostle included the elder, two passages are relied upon—

-

1 Peter v. 1, in which the Apostle says: "The elders which are

among you T exhort, who aro also an elder"; and 2 John 1, in

which the Apostle John styles himself an elder: "The elder unto

the elect lady." We submit that these passages are of too doubt-

ful meaning to ground the doctrine of the inclusion of the lower

office in the higher.

(1.) In the first place, they do not necessarily teach an inclu-

sion of the lower in the higher office, but, for aught that appears

to the contrary, only a divinely-ordained coexistence of the two

offices; and this view would seem to be supported by the fact

that when the Apostles acted as Apostles, they did not act as

elders, and, on the other hand, when they officiated as elders,

they did not as Apostles. When they organised a church by the

appointment and ordination of elders, they acted simply as Apos-

tles; but the eldership having been constituted, whenever they

sat with it in the exercise of joint rule, they acted not as Apostles

but as elders. Thus, in the Synod of Jerusalem, they partici-

pated as presbyters with the body of the presbyters as, quoad hoc,

their coordinates and peers in rule. The Apostle did not express

himself as apostle mediately through the elder, but the Apostle

who was at the same time also an elder expressed himself as elder.

We see no reason to conclude that one office was included in the

other, but merely that there was the concurrence of the generi-

cally distinct apostolic and presbyterial offices in the same person.

At least the hypothesis of coexistence has as fair a support in the

passages cited as that of inclusion; and as these are the only

proof-texts adduced in behalf of the latter, we repeat it that they

are too doubtful to furnish it an adequate ground.

(2.) In the second place, if it should be said that the Apostles

were not only extraordinary teachers, but also extraordinary

presbyters, and that as such they included the ordinary presby-

ters of the Church, we refer again to the fact that when they sat

with the ordinary presbyters they did not sit as a superior order,

with higher authority and rank than the other elders, but as coin-

cident with them in order. They did not sit as prelates, but as

the fellow-presbyters of their brethren.
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(3.) But, in the third place, even if it could be proved from

Scripture that the Apostle included tie elder, the inference by

analogy from that admission to the position that among the ordi-

nary officers of the Church, the higher officer includes the loAver

would appear to be illegitimate. For^ first, reasoning by analogy

from the case of extraordinary and temporary officers to that ol

ordinary and perpetual, is, to sa}^ the least, too doubtful to ground

a theory which takes on the aspect of a regulative dogma. Sec-

07idly, if the apostolic office as the higher included the presbyte-

rial as the loAver, this inclusion must be conceived either under

the notion of the product of a genetic process of evolution, or of

a result of logical classification. Let us suppose the former^

—

that the elder's office was evolved, produced, out of the apostle's.

Now pursuing the path of this analogical reasoning, it would

follow that the elder's office as lower is evolved out of the preach-

er's as higher. But what is the fact? Every ordinary officer is,

so to speak, produced, in the development of the steps looking to

his induction into office, at the last, by ordination. No ordina-

tion, no officer. Now, in the ordinary and regular condition of

the church, who ordains? The higher or the lower officer? Thp

answer is, that it is not the preacher, the higher officer, Avho ordains

the elder, the lower officer, but precisely the contrary— the elders

ordain the preacher. The preacher is genetically evolved from

the presbytery. But to press the analogy under consideration

would be to establish the doctrine that the preacher ought to

ordain the elder. The analogy therefore is deceitful. But if it

be said that we conceive of the inclusion as the result of a logical

reduction, then it must be held in the sense that the lower office

is included under the higher as the species is included under the

genus. If this be so, then as the whole essence of the genus is

contained in the species and something more that is a peculiar

property, the whole essence of the apostolate descends into the

elder, and he is an apostle with an additional and distinctive

function. That of course no one would hold. Further, the infer-

ence is drawn from the case of the apostle to that of the preacher.

He includes the elder because he is the higher officer. But the

genus, we have seen, is the presbyterate, and the preacher is a

VOL. XXX.,. NO. 1—2.
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species; so that, logically speakin<^, the preacher is included in

the e)der and not the elder in the preacher. A species may be

greater than the genus—man is greater than animal ; so the

preac^her is greater than the elder, but, nevertheless, the genus

includes th^ s^^ecies, not the species the genus. Animal includes

man, not the contrary. So, logically, the genus presbyterate

incliides the species preacher. The -whole essence of the genus,

presbyter,., is in the preacher, and he is something more; but the

contrary doctrine would lead to the position that the elder has

the Avhole essence of the preacher as the generic officer, and some-

thing more that is distinctive, viz., the ruling function. Neither,

therefore, upon one supposition or the other can the' inference be

drawn from the apostolic office that in the ordinary condition of

the Church the "higher office includes the lower. It would seem

indeed that the lower and generic office, presbyter, includes the

higher and specific office, preacher, and that all we can determine

is, that in the defect of the lower officer, the higher officer may

discharge his functions. There is no need to formulate a theory

as to the inclusion of one office in another, but simply to hold

that one officer may be called upon occasionally to perform the

acts habitually pertaining to the other.

Th^ truth would appear to be that it is useless to inquire

whether the preacher includes the elder, or the elder the preacher,

for the simple reason that the preacher is an elder, and therefore

not only may perform, but is bound to perform, the dutie^ of an

^Ider, ^ So far as he is an elder, there is no difference between

him and the ruling elder. He does not include him; he is the

ruling elder. There are other persons besides him who are also

ruling elders though not preachers; but as to the office of rule, he

and they are one. There is no dispute upon the question whether

the person who preaches may also rule. Of course he may and

ought, for the reason that he is an ordained ruler: but it cannot

be proved that as preacher he ever performs the function of

rule., He includes rule in his office, but not in his office as

preacher. The distinction is patent.

Thd special question before us, however, is, whether the office

of presbyter includes that of deacon ; and we proceed to consider
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the proof alleged from Scripture to show that the apostolic office

included the diaconate, and the inference by analogy that the

presbyter's office includes the deacon's. It is inferred from the

narrative in the sixth chapter of Acts, that, previously to the elec-

tion of the seven deacons mentioned, the Apostles themselves had

distributed the alms of the Church to her poor members. It is

certain that contributions were laid at the Apostles' feet, but there

is no clear evidence that they discharged the distributive func-

tion. It is worthy of notice that the names of the seven appear

to indicate that they were Hellenists, and it has been argued that,

as it is not likely that there were no Hebrew distributors, such

had previously existed as transferred from the synagogue upon

their profession of the Christian faith. We venture no decisive

judgment upon this point; but in the absence of anything more

certain than a bare probability that the Apostles had acted as

deacons—a probability somewhat countervailed, at least, by the

considerations which hav^^ been mentioned— it must strike a can-

did mind as rash to found upon it a theory regulative of eccle-

siastical practice. The words, "It is not reason that we should

leave the word of God and serve tables," may mean that the

Apostles had not done so unreasonable a thing; they may mean,

on the other hand, that, inasmuch as the opportunity existed for

the appointment of others to attend to the poor, the Apostles

availed themselves of it to relieve themselves of an unreasonable

impediment to the full exercise of their proper ministry. Both

suppositions have been advocated. The case is too doubtful to

afford definite ground for a doctrine.

The other passages alleged are those in which the Apostles are

represented as having acted as receivers and transmitters of alms

contributed by the Gentile churches for the relief of the poor

saints at Jerusalem. That, however, would not prove that they

were deacons, or that they acted in the capacity of deacons. We
send contributions by other hands than those of deacons to Balti-

more, and to our brethren now suffering from the ravages of the

pestilence. The Assembly's Executive Coonmittees do not employ

deacons to transmit money to distant missionary stations. If a

minister going to one of those missionary points were made the
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bearer of supplies, how would that prove him to be discharging

the functions .of a deacon any more than a trustworthy merchant

charged with the same responsibility? No doubt the Apostles

in their instructions, by letter or orally, urged the duty upon the

Gentile churches of contributing to the wants of their needy

brethren in Judaea, but in doing so they were performing a func-

tion proper to their own distinctive office as preachers, a function

which every pastor now feels himself obligated to discharge in

similar circumstances. Here again the scriptural evidence that

the Apostles acted as deacons is too slender to afford 'i foundation

for the generalised statement that the hi<2;her office includes the

lower. And putting both these sources of proof from Scripture

together, we cannot fail to observe that the induction is very in-

complete which leads to so wide a generalisation, the data too

meagre to ground so controlling a theory.

But even if it were admitted that the Apostles did under cer-

tain circumstances discharge the duties of deacons, that would by

no means legitimate the inference that in a formed and regular

condition of the Church preachers and elders may perform diaconal

functions. The record in Acts would prove precisely the oppo-

site. For, whatever were the facts before the election and ap-

pointment of the seven, after that took place it is certain that the

Apostles did not act as deacons. They expressly affirmed that it

would have been unreasonable for them to do so. Deacons being

in existence, the performance of their duties by ministers of the

word was pronounced to be incompatible with the due discharge

of their proper functions. Should it be urged that such a conse-

(juence resulted simply from the want of time on the part of the

Apostles to attend to the duties of the diaconate, and would not

hold where there is time for such duties on the part of the higher

officers of the Churchj the answer is, that the supposition is purely

gratuitous. There is no time, there never can be any time, from

the very nature and pressure of his own official trusts, for any

officer to leave his proper functions for the purpose.of performing

those of another, when that other may compass their discharge.

This is certainly true of the minister of the word, and, we sub-

mit, must also be true of ruling elders, who, in addition to their

^

*.v.
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secular avocations, have the burden of government and episcopal

oversight resting upon them. They have a plenty to do, if they

attend to their peculiar duties. So much for the proof from

apostolic teaching and practice.

2. The next argument in favor of the theory that the highe?

office includes the lower is derived from the doctrine and practice

of the Reformed Churches.

(1.) It cannot be questioned that the standards and the prac-

tice of the Scotch Churches may be pleaded in support of the

theory. The deacons' court of the Free Church is a well known

instance of their practice, and the First and Second Books of

Discipline, the Collections of Steuart of Pardovan, and the Cate-

chism of the Free Church, definitely announce the doctrine.

The virtual inclusion of the lower in the higher office is asserted

in the "Divine Right of Church Government," written by certain

London ministers. Our information may be at fault, and if so

we will be glad to be corrected, but we have been unable to dis-

cover that there has been a common consent of the Reformed

Churches touching this matter. We have not encountered any

statement of the doctrine in their Confessicms, and we have failed

to find it in Calvin, or Turrettin, or Voetius, whose great work

on ecclesiastical polity is very full and minute, or in DeMoor,

whose distinctions are particular, or even in George Gillespie;

while Dr. David King, a Scotchman, in his able work on Pres-

byterian Church Government, expresses grave distrust of the

tendencies of the practice upon this point of the Free Church.

We have not found it in the Discipline of the French Churches;

but Canon I., Chapter IV. is in these significant words :
" Moneys

belonging unto the poor shall not be dispensed by any other hands

than those of the deacons, by and with the advice and consent of

the Consistory." It is deserving of attention that in the French,

Belgic, an<i Dutch Churches, exactly the opposite theory was,

under certain circumstances, put into practice—that the deacon

might discharge the functions of the pc£sbyter. He shared the

spiritual government of the church with the elders. Says Canon

II., Chapter V., of the French Discipline: "Whereas our

churches, by reason of the present distress, have hitherto most
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happily employed deacons in their government^ and that they

have discharged at the same time the elder'» office; such as for

the future shall be so elected or continued, shall have with tha

pastors and elders the government of the church, and therefore

shall commonly appear with them at the Consinitory, and at Col-

loquies, and Synods, provided they be sent by their Consistory.'^

Here the office of the deacon was made inclusive of that of elder,'

the very reverse of the Scotch doctrine. Thefse references are

sufficient to show that there has not been common consent on the

: part of the Reformed Churches in regard to the matter under

consideration. On the other hand, there have been wide differ-

ences among them, and the conclusion obviously is, that our

Church must settle her doctrine and practice concerning it in

accordance with her views of the teachings of Scripture, and of

the analogy of Presbyterian church government.

(2.) But if it may be proved that the consensus of the Reformed

Churches upon this point was more general than we have ascer-

tained it to be, the argument derived from it would only have the

force of a presumption—a venerable presumption, it is true, but

still only a presumption. What is the force of that presumption?

The answer to that (juestion must depend upon the answer we

give to another which precedes it—whut is the true Church?

That question .must first be settled at the bar of conscience. But

those who have settled it, must believe that the Church which

they hold to be true is under the guidance of the Holy Spirit in

its interpretations of the Word. And consequently to them the

probability is a powerful one that doctrines sustained by the com-

mon consent of that Church for ages are true. Authority, num-

bers, and antiquity, may be and are pleaded in behalf of error;

and therefore the celebrated maxim of Vincent, quod semper

y

quod ubique, quod ab omnibus, must be determined in its appli-

cation by the sort of body in connexion with which it is pleaded.

To us, \viiat has been held always, everywhere, and by all, in

the Reformed Church, comes commended by a presumptive value

which no independence of judgment can despise. All this we

cheerfully concede, but yet Protestants have always held that

even the true Church, as visible, is fallible; and therefore its
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common consent cannot be erected into an infallible standard of

judgment. There is but one such standard—the supreme and

perfect rule of faith and practice in the inspired Word of God.

A true Church may depart from this standard; hence the possi-

bility of a corrupt Church. Corruption presupposes purity; no

corrupt church begins as corrupt. Like the human race in inno-

•cence, it starts right. It is therefore evermore necessary to

compare the special doctrines «nd practices of even that Churcb

which we believe to be in the main pure and uncorrupt with th6

infallible and unchanging standard of the divine Word. Sleep-

less vigilance is the price of purity. We can never be discharged

from the law that evidence is the measure of assent to the intelli-

gence of the adult, and that in matters spiritual and supernatural

in the sphere of doctrine, government, and worship, that evidence

is to be ultimately found in the Scriptures, and to he ultimately

weighed by x\iq individual judgment. Now, were it true that the

pnrticular principle under examination is sustained by the general

consent of the Reformed Church, it could not be reflectively

appropriated by us as an established one without testing it for

ourselves by the supreme standard. Much more does it require

investigation, if, as we have seen, there is proof of its being sus-

tained only by a partial consent of the Church. We proceed,

therefore, to indicate the considerations which lead us to ques-

tion, if not reject, its validity, especially in its applicability to

the relation between the office of presbyter and that of deacon.

We have seen that there is a defect of scriptural proof of the

doctrine we are examining, that the passages relied on for its

support are of too doubtful a character to ground it; the argm»i

ments in opposition to it will be in the shape of inferences-^

legitimate inferences we conceive—from the teachings of Scrip-

ture and from the principles of our standards which express

them.

1. ^Tb^first is derived from the admitted fact, which has

already been set forth, that the ehier and the deacon belong to

different orders. They are generically different, and not merely

specifically, as are the preacher and the ruling elder. Now, ac-

cording to the first principle of classification, the essence which

:4\
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is contained in the genus^ as a whole of extension, must also be

contained in the species, as a whole of intension. Bwt the essence

of the genus-presbyter is the property of rule, and it follows that

if the deacon is included under the presbyter as generic, the

property of rule descends to the deacon. It is evident, howevery

that the property of rule cannot be predicated of the deacon.

He is not generically a ruler with the superadded property of

distribution which specifically marks him. He is simply a dis-

tributor. This of itself is sufficient to show thsut he cannpt be

included in the elder. IJe belongs to a different order or proxi-

mate genus, the very essence of which is distribution and not rule.

It cannot be urged in reply that one order may be included under

another order, since one genus, as lower, may be included under

another ffi^pws, as the next higher. For in that case the lower

genus, so included, is relatively but a species, and the principle
'

holds that it must contain, besides a specific property, the whole

essence of the genus. But no reasoning can show that, in accord-

ance with the Scriptures and o\\v Constitution, the essentia)

attribute of rule is possessed by the deacon. He cannot therefore

be reduced under the order of the presbjterate. It may be said

that the General Assembly of 1840 decided that an elder may

be a deacon. The question was, "May a person at once be

deacon and elder?", In answer, the ruling of the Assembly was

as follows:

'"^Resolved, That while it is important and desirable that the several

offices in the Christian Church should be kept distinct, and be sustained

by different individuals whenever a sufficient number of competent

men can be found
;

yet, in the judgment of this Assembly, it is not-v^^

inconsistent with the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church, pbr with

the precedent furnished in filling the office of deacon at its first institu-

tioji, that, where a necessity exists, the same individual shoul(il sustain

both offices."

Now, it is evident that the Assembly did not deliver the judg-

ment that the office of elder included that of deacon—the language

of the ruling implies the opposite—but that the person who is

elder may in extraordinary circumstances and under thestuess of

necessity, discharge the office of deacon. All that can be col-

lected from the decision is, that it affirmed the possible coexistence

i
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of the two offices in the same person ; not that the one office

includes the other. The distinction is one we have already sig- ,

nalised, between a person embracing in himself two functions,

and an office including another office. The preacher unites in

his person two functions of preaching and ruling, but the func-

tion of preaching does not include that of ruling. But whatever

may be the construction placed upon this deliverance of a single

Assembly, it cannot legitimately contradict the plain principles

which we have enounced.

It may also be suggested as a difficulty in this view that it

would involve the consequence that a deacon when elevated to

the eldership would cease to be a deacon. We admit that eleva-

tion to higher office is one of the causes of removal from the office

previously held; as when, for example, a State Treasurer is made

Senator or Governor, he ceases to be Treasurer; nor could he,

in that case, in ordinary circumstances, act as Treasurer. Upon

this point we cite the words of Owen, who inconsistently with

his apparent approval of the doctrine tliat the higher officer may

ordinarily perform the functions of the lower, but, we think,

truly, says: "The difference between a deacon and a presbyter

is not in degree, but in order. A deacon made a presbyter is

not advanced unto a farther degree in his own order, but leaves

it for another." But if he leave the diaconal order, to become a

member of the presbyterial order, how can he continue to discharge

vacated functions? Is he not functus officio, as deacon?

It may further be urged, that to admit the legitimate discharge

of diaconal functions by the elder, by reason of liecessity arising

from extraordinary circumstances, is to, give up the question.

But that does not follow. It does not follow that because a

ruling elder, in such circumstances, performs functions which are

ordinarily assigned to the preaching elder, as our constitution

provides in the case of churches having no preacher, his office

includes that of the preaching elder. It does not follow that

because, under similar circumstances, the deacon, as the Re-

formed Churches conceded, may perform those duties, his office

includes that of the preacher or the ruling elder. "Necessity has

no law." And to argue from a condition of things in which the

VOL. XXX., NO. 1.—
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ordinary operation of law is suspended to one in which it exists,

is certainly to reason inconclusively. The argument proves too

much and is therefore invalid. An elder may, under extraor-

dinary circumstances, do what is ordinarily done by a deacon,

and yet the doctrine be true that his office, as such, does not

include the office of deacon.

In connexion with this argument from the difference of orders, •

it may be added, that the doctrine under discussion proceeds

upon a delusive analogy. As the preacher's office includes the

elder's, so the elder's includes the deacon's. We have already

exposed the confusion of the preacher, as person, with the office

of preaching. But admitting that the preacher legitimately dis-

charges the functions of ruling elder, the reason is plain : he is

a ruling elder, and therefore ought to perform his own duties.

He is ordained a ruler as well as preacher, as his ordination vows

imply. But the ruling elder is not ordained as deacon, and

accordingly he undertakes no engagements, makes no vow, at his

orxlination to perform the duties of deacon. The reason is,

that he belongs to a different ordo from the deacon, and there-

fore has different obligations to meet. Tt is clear that there is

no analogy between the two cases.

2. Our next argument is derived from the import of ordina-

tion. No one has a right to perform ecclesiastical functions

unless he be ordained to their discharge. If, therefore, the elder

may perform diaconal functions, it must be because he is ordained

to the office of deacon. But this is contrary to the understand-

ing by the Church of the import of ordination to the eldership,

and contrary indeed to the terms of the ordaining act. Surely

it does not follow that when one is formally inducted into one

order he is formally placed in another. But unless the elder is

thus assigned to the diaconal order, we fail to appi^hend his right

in an orderly state of the church to discharge its functions. But,

further, if the ground be taken that the elder is ordained not only

as elder, but as deacon, it would follow that as ordination is

always to a definite work, and solemnly imposes an obligation to

its performance, the elder is, ex officio^ bound to do the work of

a deacon. But that position will be held by none. Nor will it

/
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do to say that there are others to whom that work is peculiarly

assigned. If the work goes with the office, the fact that some

deacons perform it cannot excuse other deacons from its discharge.

They may have other work to do, but this cannot be neglected

without a violation of their ordination engagements. They must

do their whole work.

8. Our third argument is based upon the incompatibility of

the duties of deacon and elder, in a settled condition of the

church in which the offices are filled. It is not necessary to

advance any other proof of this position than the declaration of

the Apostles at the election of the seven deacons: "It is not

reason that we should leave the word of God to serve tables."

Attention to the temporal duties of the deacon is inconsistent

with concentration of purpose upon, and devotion of energy to,

the spiritual functions which are proper to the elder's office.

He ought not to be diverted from his own proper work to do that

which pertains to another office, and is of another kind than his.

If the mingling of the two sorts of duty is pronounced unreason-

able by inspired authority, one would be apt to suppose that a

theory which justifies it is itself unreasonable.

4. Our fourth argument is a probable one drawn from the

early existence of the office of archdeacon in the post-apostolic

Church. We have the authority of Bingham for the statement

that Jerome announced the view that the office was elective and

that the deacons were the electors. In all probability the board

of deacons in the early Church were accustomed to elect their

chairman from their own number. This officer, it is altogether

likely, came to be, like the moderator of the congregational pres-

bytery, a permanent president. It would seem impossible to

account for the existence of such an elective archdeacon as Jerome

mentions, in any other way. This would be wholly inexplicable

upon the theory that the minister of the word was, ex officio^

moderator of the board of deacons, or that the elders sat with the

deacons in the joint management of diaconal business.

5. Our fifth consideration is derived from a logical and yet

impossible consequence flowing from the doctrine. It is pre-

sented by Dr. Arnold W. Miller in an able discussion of the
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deacon question. If the higher office includes the lower, it fol-

lows that "the superior officer must possess all the qualifications

required in the inferior." But such a consequence is both un-

scriptural and unreasonable. If you do not admit the conse-

quence, then the head of the Church has imperfectly provided for

its wants. He has called officers to a work for which they are

not qualified. But such a view reacts to the destruction of the

hypothesis that the greater office includes the less. If you

admit the consequence, then it is not justified by the divinely

given list of the elder's qualifications, which do not include those

of the deacon. One may be qualified to rule and not to dis-

tribute; and therefore the offices themselves are distinct. And
so the legitimate consequence of the theory being false, the theory

itself must be defective.
''

6. The next objection to this doctrine springs from its legiti-

mate tendency to effect the i^uppression of the deacon's office.

If the higher office includes the lower, the lower to the extent of

that inclusion becomes unnecessary. The elder being supposed

to be the subject of diaconal power, and the executor of diaconal

functions, the conclusion is easy, that the deacon as a distinct

officer is superfluous. This is obvious from the law of parcimony

which precludes the needless multiplication of causes for an

effect—of agencies for an act. But this would be to impeach tlie

wis'dom and authority of Christ in appointing the deacon as a

separate officer for the performance of peculiar and distinctive

functions. The wisdom, nay, the necessity, of such an appoint-

ment, is briefly evinced by such considerations as the following.

First, other than spiritual officers are able and suited to discharge

temporal offices. A separate class of officers for those functions

is required by the principle of a division of labor, assigning to it

the duties which it is most competent and adapted to perform.

Secondly, it is inexpedient, human wisdom being the judge, that

they who minister in spiritual things should distribute the alms

of the church. That would expose them to the danger of being

continually deceived. Such is the weakness of human nature,

that the recipients of spiritual instruction should not be liable to

the motives arising from the hope of receiving material aid.
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And here w<3 refer not to the. dispensation of private charity—

though even in that case ca<uj;ix)n is necessary in mingling the two

things—but to the regular operation of a system of offices.

Thirdly, both functions—the spiritual and the temporal—cannot

be adequately performed by the same officer. The practice,

consequently, which tends in an ordinary and regular condition

of the Church, to sink the deacon's office into the elder's, involves

not only a disregard to the kingly authority of Christ, but an

impeachment of his wisdom; and we may add, an obstruction to

the operation' of his mercy in relation to the temporal necessities

of his saints. The natural tendency of the doctrine that the

higher office includes the lower to render the deacon a super-

numerary was manifested during a long period of the history of

the Scottish Church. In very many of her congregations the

office of deacon, as distinct from that of the elder, was obliterated.

Some of her own writers assign this result to the influence of the

theory in question, and we think with justice. We see the same

tendency exhibiting itself in the American Church, in the exclu-

sion of deacons from all the Executive Committees of the General

Assemblies; for although they havediaconal functions to perform,

this doctrine justifies their discharge by presbyters alone. But

any theory which inherently tends to the suppression, or even

the neglect, of an office established by the authority and grounded

in the wisdom and mercy of Christ, is convicted by that fact of

lodging a sophism in its bosom.
"

7. The last argument against the doctrine which we submit,

is derived from the fact that it legitimates the bodies known as

deacons' courts. If thev are without warrant for their existence,

the theory which justifies them must be regarded as erroneous.

The force of this argument depends upon the proof of the illegiti-

macy of the deacons' court. That proof, therefore, it is incum-

bent upon us to furnish. What then is the deacons' court? For

an answer to that question we must repair to the authorised

documents of the Free Church of Scotland, since, so far as we

know, that court had its origin in, or at least is indebted for its

formal recognition' to, that Church. In Appendix No. V. to its

Catechism, entitled "Organisation of the Free Church of*^Scot-

^
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land,'* we find this provision : '"When the kirk-session meets

quoad temporalia—that is to say, in reference to the secular

business of the congregation—-the deacons are entitled to be

present as members of it, and have an equal voice with the elders

in all the proceedings. On such occasions it is called the dea-

cons' court." Here then we have a definition of the deacons'

court. With an eye simply to the language of this statement, we
would be entitled to infer that on these occasions it is the session,

as session, which meets, and that the deacons are admitted to a

participation in the sessional deliberations and decisions, because

they bear reference to secular business. And then the judgrnent

that such a body is illegitimate would be obvious and indisputable.

For it would amalgamate two orders, generically different, into a

mongrel unit—would admit those who have no right to rule to

joint rule with presbyters who alone^^re entitled to rule. But

we are not disposed to take advantage of mere phraseology. Let

it be admitted that the deacons' court of the Free Church is not

the same thing, even as to temporalities, with the extraordinary

Consistory of the French, Belgic, and Dutch ChurOTes, which

mingled deacons with elders in joint rule; but that it meets not

as the session, with an incorporation of deacons, but as a board

of deacons, the elders not appearing as elders merely, but as

elders who are also deacons. This construction is rendered pos-

sible by the very name of the body. It takes its denomination

from the diaconal element as that which is prominent in its

composition. But if it be conceded that this is the nature of the

'deacons' court as it would be explained by its advocates, it can-

not, we conceive, be introduced into the working of the Presby-

terian system without involving a departure from principles fun-

damental in that system. For, in the first place, it implies the

sinking of some of the proper and distinctive functions of the

eldership into those which are purely diaconal. It cannot be

denied that the session, as session, is both empowered and obli-

gated to act in reference to temporal matters, in so far as they

stand related to the personal rights and duties of the members of

the Church, and are made the subject of deliberation and action

with regard to spiritual ends. For example, it is the province of

I!
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the session to fix the stipend of the minister of the word, to order

collections for benevolent objects, and to determine the amount

of money which may be needed for special purposes. Here they

deal with temporalities, but temporalities as affecting personal

rights and duties and contemplating spiritual ends. These are

presbyterial and not diaconal functions, and to say that the elders

discharge them as deacons is to say that they abandon the duties of

the eldership to perform those of the diaconate, or, more strictly,

that they destroy the functions of the eldership and substitute

those of the diaconate in their place. This, we contend, is what

the deacons' court actually does, and therefore charge it with

being a body whose existence has no warrant. But, in the sec-

ond place, if this be denied, and the ground is taken that in the

cases specified the elders act as elders, the alternative is equally

damaging. For, that is to admit that the deacons are allowed

to share in acts of rule, which, as they terminate upon persons

and spiritual ends, are absolutely competent to elders alone.

The deacons are supposed, in this respect, to perform the ruling

functions of the elders. And besides this consideration, to say

that the elders, in the deacons' court, act as elders, is to give up

the very theory in which that body is grounded, viz., that when

the elders sit in it with the deacons they act as deacons and not

as elders. .. -'\ .>« -'•^.•.'i.-,:--.^.^^,^ *';''> i.r'^.

In addition to these views, it may be remarked, that the

implicit tendencies of such an organisation are dangerous. Being

a larger and more imposing body than the session, and wielding

the whole power of the purse, it tends to overshadow that vitally

essential body ; and should this tendency be developed, it is not

extravagant to augur that a new court would be introduced into

the Church unknown to Presbyterianism, which would be para-

mount to the court of presbyters itself. Indeed, though we

would not be captious, this seems to be indicated in the unhappy

title affixed to the body. To call a deacon a member of a court

is either a solecism, or, if the language means anything, it trains

the deacon to regard himself as possessed of the power of juris-

diction, and entitled to express it as a constituent of a judicial

tribunal.
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If, now, it has been proved that deacons' courts are unpresby-

terian institutions, the conclusion is fairly reached that the theory

in which they find their justification is convicted of being erro-

neous. That theory is, that the office of elder includes the office

of deacon. '•'•''• '---.-.--,. ,.:-',. j .-/.- ..>-.. !^.-.m.;..,;v

In the prosecution of this argument against deacons' courts, it

is not intended to imply that there ought not to be joint-meetings

of sessions and boards of deacons. On the contrary, we believe

them to be highly expedient. But then the ends sought ought

to be conference, mutual information, and the reception of direc-

tion and advice by the deacons from the session, and not the de-

cision of questions by a formal joint vote of the two bodies. Such a

meeting might be designated elders' and deacons' joint meeting,

or elders' and deacons' conference, or something equivalent to

those titles.

Having endeavored to refute the doctrine that the office of

elder so includes that of deacon, as to make it competent to the

elder, in an ordinary and regular condition of the Church, to

perform the duties of the deacon, and having attempted to estab-

lish the opposite doctrine, .we proceed to indicate, without ex-

panding, some of the prominent consequences which would logi-

cally flow and might be expected practically to result from the

prevalence of the view for which we have contended in the

working of our system. It would follow:

1. That in the general, the distinct functions and responsibili-

ties of generically different offices would be disentangled from

confusion and kept separate from each other. It is needless to

argue at length that this would be a positive practical gain.

What is every one's business is apt to be done well by no one.

2. That the session ought not to participate with the board of

deacons in the joint formal discharge of proper diaconal func-

tions. The deacons' court, as court, would be precluded.

3. That the minister of the word is not, ex officio^ moderator

of the board of deacons, but that board is entitled to elect their

chairman from their own number.

y-4r'TJiat where the proper duties of deacon are to be discharged,

-^b^^deacon ought to be assigned to their performance and not the
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presbyter. This consequence is capable of special applications,

some of which we signalise

:

(1.) That, as the canon of the French Discipline already men-

tioned has it, "moneys belonging unto the poor shall not be dis-

pensed by any other hands than those of the deacons, by and

with the advice and consent of the session,"

(2.) That, in connexion with executive committees of the courts,

the deacon ought to have a place for the discharge of functions

which are peculiarly and distinctively diaconal. Thus, for ex-

ample, as the function of treasurer is purely diaconal, it ought to

be assigned to a deacon. Where presbyteriaf functions ajre to be

performed by committees, they ought to be composed of presby-

ters, as for instance, a committee of missions; but where, in

connexion with these duties, those strictly diaconal come in, the

deacon ought to come in with them. This would hold in regard

toa^l1~"tH^ courts from the Session to the Assembly. Special

temporary committees of finance, whose function expires with

the meetings at which they are appointed, would come properly

within the province of courts discharging financial business as

affecting personal rights, interests, and duties.

(3.) The deacon ought to have a place in the Board of Trus-

tees of the General Assembly, and in every board of directors

appointed by a court, and which involves the execution of finan-

cial business. U ,...,,*! i,,

5. That all agencies appointed for the raising of money for

particular ends ought, so far as the collection of the money is con-

cerned, to be executed by deacons. Let us illustrate by a special

case which may serve as a specimen of the rest. Money is needed

for the support of a theological seminary. An agent is appointed

to induce the churches to contribute to this purpose. If he be a

presbyter, or any non-diaconal person, his function consists in en-

lightening the Church in respect to the matter, and by instruction

and exhortation inciting it to contribute. So was it with the Apos-

tles when charged with an agency to raise money for the relief

of the poor saints in Judaea. They stirred up the churches to

contribute, but did not actually collect the alms. This is plain

from the exhortation of Paul to the Corinthian church to collect

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—4.
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them before the agents came, that there might be no hurried col-

lection after tbey came, r And he boasted to the Macedonians

that Achaia was a year ahead of the arrival of the agents in be-

ginning to make collections for the specified end. It is clear that

the actual collection was done by the deacons. The Apostle and

his co-adjutors received and transmitted the alms simply because

it "was either impossible, or utterly inexpedient, to send deacons

from every church to Jerusalem, as carriers of the supplies. We
are satisfied that the employment of deacons for collection in every

congregation would be a more penetrating, searching, particular,

exhaustive method of raising money, than the personal collection

of it by one individual. This, we think, is Christ's plan, and

when the Church adopts and pursues it she will find her difficul-

ties clearing away.

In the case of an effort to raise an endowment, while we believe

that personal solicitation as well as public appeals may be com-

mitted to a single agent, for they are really of a didactic and

hortatory nature, it would be better, and safer for the reputation

of the agent, that the amounts contributed be placed in the

hands of the deacons of the churches, and by them forwarded,

either through the agent, or any other approved and trustworthy

channel, to the Treasurer of the Board of Directors.

Thirdly. We proceed to consider the Relations of the Board

of Deacons to the Session in the practical working of our system.

The duty of the diaconate may be conceived as having a threefold

relation: first, to the temporary relief of the poor; secondly, to

the temporal support of the benevolent enterprises of the Church
;

thirdly, to the temporal maintenance of the Church, and the care

of all ecclesiastical goods. The third element of this distribution

will not here be considered, as it properly falls for consideration

under the second general head of this report, viz., the Scope of

the Deacon's Functions, and ought to be reserved until the dis-

cussion of that topic. The relation of the board of deacons to

the session will therefore be treated with reference to the first

two/^aspeCts of the functions of the diaconate, viz,, in regard to

the xjare of the poor, and the support of the benevolent causes of

the Church. The simplest method of dealing with the question

\

o
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before us seems to us to be, in the first place, to compare the two

bodies in respect to their ends, the nature of their power, and the

objects about which that power is concerned ; and in the second

place, to take up the special questions, Have the deacons any

autonomy? Are they in any sense possessed of independent

authority? Have they any discretion in their own sphere? and

jf so, what is its extent?

1. Instituting a comparison then between the two bodies, we

find— :, ....
(1.) That they differ in regard to their enda. Those of the

session are spiritual; those of the board of deacons, temporal.

This is generally conceded and need not be discussed. In this

respect, therefore, the spheres of the two do not come together

and blend with each other. Neither does that of the deacons

intersect and share that of the session, nor th»t. of the session

overlap and engross that of the deacons. '
' *'

(2.) They differ as to the nature of their power. The session

is possessed of the poteatas jurisdiction is ^ the power of joint rule

as distinctively a court—the power to interpret and administer

law, to dispense judgment in causes judicial, and to enforce dis-

cipline. Of this sort of power the deacons are entirely devoid.

Their power is only that of a financial board. In this regard

also it is manifest that the two bodies revolve in different orbits.

(3.) They differ further as to the objects about which their

power is concerned, and upon which it terminates. It is agreed

on all hands among us that the objects of sessional power are the

Persons of the church members, and that with them diaconal

power is in no degree concerned. On the other hand, it is cus-

tomary to say that the objects upon which the power of the

deacons terminates are Things—the moneys, the temporal sub-

stance of the Church. Here, it occurs to us, it is necessary to

distinguish. The power of the session cannot be absolutely ex-

cluded from reference to things; it touches them relatively to

persons. Whenever things are conceived as involving personal

rights, interests, and duties, they fall within the purview of ses-

sional power. It is for the session to determine whether in con-

sistency with these personal rights and interests, or in obedience
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to these^personal obligations, contributions of things ought to be

made to this or that purpose. Whether a cause shall be pre-

sented to the people, what amount of money is required for any

end, what method shall be adopted to secure it, what destination

the contributions of the people ordinarily shall take—these are

questions relating indirectly but really to the things of the

Church which the session alone has power to decide. With these

questions the power of the deacons is not concerned. There is,

then, an aspect of ecclesiastical things from which the application

of diaconal power is debarred. Consequently the dictum that

the power of the session is concerned only about persons and not

things must be accepted under proper limitations. The whole

practical system of our church operations evinces the justice of

this opinion. But the session having decided these questions

which have been designated as properly falling under its power,

the things viewed as out of relation to personal rights, interests,

and duties, pass under the power of the deacons. They collect

them, receive them, keep them, distribute them. In fine, the

power of the session in relation to things is exercised in deter-

mining the causes for which contributions are required, ordering

the collections, fixing the mode of taking them, and, in cases in

which oflferings are made for the advancement of Christ's king-

dom in the general, of specifying the particular direction in which

they are to be distributed. What remains is in the hands of the

deacons. Thenceforward the session ceases to touch the things

;

they are in the control of the deacons, whose acts in regard to

them, however, although not in their performance interfered

with by the session, are subject to the review of that court

—

involving its approval or censure. And to this end, it is the

duty of the board of deacons to render a periodical report of their

proceedings to the session. Such, briefly stated, is the relation

of the deacons to the session in regard to the objects about which

their power is respectively concerned.

2. The only remaining question which we shall discuss under

this head—and one perhaps presenting the most difficulty—is.

Have the deacons any independent power of control in the sphere

of things? Or are they the mere agents and servants of the

;
11,
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session—its hands to execute its will? Have they any discre--

tion, and if so, what is its extent? and what its limitations?

Here the question is not as to ultimate accountability. The

principle of responsibility runs through and pervades our whole

system. Every court in it is in a measure responsible for its

acts ; no one of tli^m is independent of others, so far as ulti-

mate accountability for its proceedings is concerned. And what

is true of them must in a greater degree be true of a body which

does not enter as an element into the correlated series of courts.

The board of deacons must be responsible, and we think, respon-

.sible to the session. On this account, we cannot but regard the

adjustment of the deacons' court in the Free Church system as

seriously defective. It is made, for an obvious reason, respon-

sible to the presbytery and not to the session ; and so assumes

the complexion of a congregational court coordinate with the

session.

Nor is the question, whether the deacons, as persons, are

responsible to the session. Of course they are. Every presby-

ter and preacher is personally responsible not only for his ordinary

conduct but for his official acts. Every instance of neglect of

^the poor, or mal-administration of ecclesiastical things by the

deacons, may be made a subject of complaint to the session, and

of censure by it. Here the principle is plain. The personal

duties of the deacons, and the personal rights of the»members of

the Church are alike involved, and, therefore, the case falls under

the cognisance and jurisdiction of the spiritual court.

But the question is, whether in the legitimate exercise of their

functions in their own sphere, there is any sense in which they

are independent of immediate control by the session, iand may

employ their own judgment and discretion in deciding for them-

selves. In regard to the moneys contributed to the benevolent

enterprises of the Church at large, we would answer this question

in the negative. From the nature of the case, no discretion is

required. They are, in this respect, the mere executors of the

session's will. But in regard to their chief function—the care of

the poor, the case, we think, is different. Here the fact comes

out distinctly that they are officers of the Church, appointed by
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Christ and clothed with some authority—an authority not as

rulers of persons, but as to the administration of things. "The

office of deacons," says Owen, "is an office of service, which

gives no power in the rule of the Church. But being an office,

it gives authority with respect unto the special work of -it, under

a general notion of authority; that is, a right to attend to it in a

peculiar manner, and to perform the things that belong there-

unto." " Owen's meaning is," remarks Dr. Boggs, in a valuable

article on the Deacon's Office, in the Southern Presbyterian

Review for July, 1875, " that while in the Scriptures we find

no carefully drawn definition of the precise limits of the deacon's

authority, yet the fact of an office being instituted by Christ car-

ries with it a grant of power from him to transact the duties per-

taining to it in such way as their owniudgment may decide." As

officers in Christ's house, then, they would Appear to be something

more than mere hands of the session. They are its subordinates,

but not its slaves. They may without consulting the session

determine upon investigation who are worthy to receive the

church's alms, and what amounts should be appropriated to

them. Just here is one of the conditions upon which their pecu-

liar qualifications may be put into exercise. For this sort of

judgment they are distinctively suited in contradistinction from

the other officers, and for that reason receive their special voca-

tion. True*, they must report even these decisions to the session ;

but that court passes upon them, not simply as the acts of the

deacons, but as acts related to the rights of the beneficiaries con-

sidered as persons under its jurisdiction, and of the members of

the Church who are entitled to know how their alms are dis-

bursed. To state the case plainly : no wise session would contra-

vene the judgment of the deacons as to these matters, since from

the nature of the case that judgment must be better founded than

their own. In short, in this sphere, the deacons are not inde-

pendent, any more than in any other, of the superior authority

of the session for their acts, but are independent of the session in

the performance of the acts. Here they have a limited and rela-

tive independency; else they were mere machines, and the title

officer as applied to them would be a misnomer.

k\
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There are two other respects in which, according to our judg-

ment, the deacons pnss out of the category of mere executive

agents of the courts, In the first place, they would appear to

sustain to them somewhat the relation Avhich a committee of ways

and means bears to a legislature. Not that we mean to imply

that they are nothing more than committees appointed by the

courts, for they are distinct officers appointed by Christ and

elected by the people; but their function is analogous to that of

such a committee. The session, for instance, having determined

that a cause falling outside of the regular schedule of those for

which the stated oiferings of the people are given, should be pro-

posed to them for their contributions, it devolves upon the deacons

to devise the best and most effective method of compassing the

end desired. Here especially their gifts and qualifications, as

.official ministers of finance, are evoked into exercise, and they

cease to discharge the simple functions of treasurers and clerks.

Hero there is a draft made peculiarly upon their judgment and

their time, and in performing this function they would, to a

great extent, set the spiritual officers free from the entanglements

and absorbing effects of secular questions. We submit that this

view of the deacon's office merits more consideration than is given

to it. In this respect it rises to an importance which redeems it

from neglect.

In the second place, we would signalise what is so often ovefr-

looked—the recommendatory and advisory function of deacons.

It is a function which is formally recognised in some Presbyterian

standards—those of the Churches of Scotland, for example, but

one which among us, at least, sinks into disuse. It would be

exactly congruous to their office to suggest advice and make

recommendations to the spiritual courts in reference to the care

of the poor, and to questions concerning the raising and manage-

ment of money. As for this they are supposed to be peculiarly

qualified by their gifts and habits, so to this we think they are

called. How greatly their discharge of such a function would

abridge the time needlessly and perhaps improperly spent by the

spiritual courts in the discussion of financial plans and methods,

it is not difficult to estimate. And were our Church to recognise
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this as one of the functions of the diaconate, and by her practical

arrangements call it out into continual exercise, the solemn words

of Dr. Thornwell would meet a fulfilment which now they so

sadly lack: "Our spiritual courts would soon cease to be, what'

they are to an alarming extent at present, mere corporations for

secular business,", . .. ^
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I

THE INFLUENCE OF THEORIES OF THE WILL ON
. THEOLOGY.

The connexion between certain branches of philosophy and

theology cannot but be clo^. So close is it, in fact, that the

theology of many is virtually dictated by their philosophy. The

intimacy of the connexion arises from three facts. First, all

truths are inter-consistent. Hence, secondly, when propositions

are embraced as truths, the very nature of the reason ensures

that the mind shall strive towards an inter-adjustment of them.

Thirdly, theology and philosophy have in part the same fields.

Both claim as their subjects God and man ; theology (in its

restricted sense), and anthropology- When man's philosophy

thus demands adjustment with revealed propositions, his pride of

thought and rationalism are but too prone to suggest that Scrip-

ture shall be moulded to suit reason, instead of reason corrected

to submit to Scripture. Thus, it is familiar to the student of

Church history, how materialism has dictated atheism; the utili-

tarian ethics have vitiated the doctrine of Christ's sacrifice; the

false ontology has introduced pantheism. But theories of the will

and free agency have been more influential in Christian theology

than any other part of philosophy. The effects have been exten-

sive and subtile: if "the form of sound words" has not been

rejected, in many cases new meanings have been injected into
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them. Hence the belief that it is ever timely to illustrate the

subject announced.

The method attempted will be to state, first, the three theories

of volition which have been propounded, the Necessitarian, the

Calvinistic, and the Arminian ; and then, omitting the first, to

compare the last two in their modifying power over doctrine.

No attempt will be made to demonstrate the true philosophy of

the will nor the doctrines of Calvinism cohering therewith, or

to refute the opposing theory and its doctrinal results. The

reader is presumed to be established already in both his philoso-

phy and theology. Only the more important applications of the

two philosophies can be touched in the limits of this article.

The prefiitory remark should be made, that theories of the

will cannot but have the most intimate relations with Christian

doctrine. 1. Because they unavoidably involve the view held of

moral responsibility. But God's chief relation to us is that of

.moral governor. Now we see an erroneous philosophy of the

will exclude from the sphere of responsibility all man's concreated

dispositions and desires, all those which are now connate in him,

all those inwrought by an omnipotent Spirit, dll the subjective

consequences of a federal relation to Adam. We see it sunder-

ing the tie between disposition and volition, and placing the seat

of self-determination in the separate faculty of choice, instead of

the personality of the monad mind. It cannot but be, that when

the view of our responsibility is modified in so many points, the

doctrine touching sin, guilt, the law, expiation, shall be afi'ected.

2. Because on the theory of the will turns our view of free

agency; but free agency, as consciousness testifies, under all

philosophies, determines our accountability, and makes man a

subject of religion. Hence the question, What constitutes free

agency? is almost synonymous with the question: How is man
related to God in religion? But theology has been defined as

"the science of man's relations to God." The very fact that all

philosophies claim the reality of our free agency to be an imme-

diate dictum of consciousness, will incline the rationalistic mind

to bend its whole views of those relations, with the more confi-

dence, to its preconceptions on that central point: he will either

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—5.
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make the Scripture bend, or break, before them. The law,

providence, and redemption, must all cohere with the conditions

of our free agency. 3. Because man's spirit was created in the

image of God's, and so, the view held of our free agency and

will cannot but be reflected back upon our apprehension of God's.

When Ave remember, in the light of these remarks, that theology

must be a nystem^ that a close logical dependency and harmony

must rule among all its propositions, we feel that the extent of

our topic can scarcely be exaggerated. >' ^ ti ^^ I ;r^f-r
;

I. Examining now the several theories of volition advanced, we

see that the necessitarian scheme is the result of a sensualistic psy-

chology, which, overlooking the subjective powers of the soul,

accords to it only susceptibilities, and ascribes all mental modifi-

cations to objective impressions. Thus, 1. It fails to make the

vital distinction between objective inducements to volition and

subjective motives thereto. 2. It regards volition as an effect of

desire, and desire in turn as an effect of some sense-impression.

3. Thus it really omits all true spontaneity, and views man's

actions as under a necessity as fatal as though it were that of

material forces. When the seductive object is presented from witt^

out, preponderant desire is, on this scheme, as truly the physical

effect as pain is of a blow; and volition to grasp the object is the

unavoidable effect of the preponderant desire. 4. Disposition,

on this view, is not a rational trait of the spontaneity, any more

than is the instinctive law of a brute's appetite. The oply theo-

logy (unless atheism be called "atheMogy") consistent with

this philosophy is that of the pantheist. As our debate is not

with him, we dismiss this theory.

The Calvinistic theory, and that of contrary choice, will now

be stated in contrast, so as to place them before the reader's mind

in the sharpest discrimination.

Both agree that free agency is essential to responsibility, and

that the necessity of external compulsion supersedes both. But

—

The one places man's free agency in the self-determining

power of the soul; the other places it in the self-determination

of the will.

The one teaches that all deliberate, responsible volitions are
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effects, vis., of the soul's own f^revalent motives; the other that

volitions may always arise uncaused.

The one teaches the efficient and certain control of (subjective)

' motives over all responsible volitions; the other teaches that

volitions may always be contingent.

The one holds that this efficient certainty, which is " moral

necessity," is entirely consistent with our freedom and responsi-

bility ; the other regards both "physical" and "moral necessity"

as incompatible with them.

The one holds that man's freedom consists in his privilege of

acting out his own preference, according to his own disposition
;

the other, that it consists in the power of the will to choose,

,
without, or even in opposition to, the soul's own desire and dis-

position.

The one teaches that all responsible action is spontaneous, but

that rational spontaneity has always its own regulative law, which

is its own subjective disposition; the other claims that volition

may always arise against the disposition.

The one teaches that the volition always follows the prevalent

motives ; the other that the will in choosing, always has, even

though it does not exercise, a " power of contrary choice."

Both admit that there is a sense in which the involuntary is

neither praise-nor-blameworthy. But here

—

The Calvinist by the involuntary means only the contra-volun-

tary ; that which the agent wills not to do, but is compelled

against that will to do. And he holds that man may be respon-

sible for states not resulting from volition^ and in that sense

involuntary, as for the concupiscence preceding evil choice. But

the other party limits the voluntary to acts of will and their effects,

thus excluding subjective dispositions and concupiscence from

blame.

The one asserts that only physical inability excuses from duty,

while inability of will, being itself spontaneous and criminal, con-

sists with free agency and responsibility; the other demands

both kinds, in order to ground responsibility.

It may be as well to say, that this statement of the principal

points in the Theory of Contrary Choice is in consistent agree-
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mentwith the grand fundamental position of the theory, which is)

that volitions may always be uncaused phenomena. Some advo-

cates of this theory would accept and attempt to defend it just as

stated. Others—the Wesleyans especially—would object to some

points. For instance, they would deny that the theory neces-

sarily excludes the native dispositions of the soul from the sphere

of responsibility. But it will appear before we finish, that even

they practically exclude the native disposition in adhering to

this theory.

The former theory of volition is that which coheres with the

Reformed theology, as expounded in the Westminster standards.

The latter finds its fullest theological expression in Pelagianism.

To our readers the features of that old system are too familiar to

need recital. Other schools of theology, as the Semi-Pelagian,

the Franciscan, or Scotist, the Jesuit, the Arminian, and even

the Wesleyan, while recoiling from many of the old positions

under the stress of a greater reverence for Scripture, still retain

the essential features of this philosophy. Did they retain all the

theological consequences of Pelagius, they would be, while worse

Christians, more consistent logicians from their wrong premises.

] I. We come now to notice particular doctrines in theology

which have been affected by false views of the Will. ;i

1. And here we notice first, the influence of a false doctrine

of the Will upon our views of several of the divine attributes;

the divine law; and the impeccability of Christ.

A. The Divine Attributes. The Westminster Catechism says:

"God is a Spirit, infinite, eternal, and unchangeable, in his being,

wisdom, power, holiness, justice, goodness, and truth." The

definition is not intended to be exhaustive—this would be impos-

sible from the nature of the case. It is, however, intended to be

accurate as far as it goes. But the theory of contrary choice

impugns several of the most glorious attributes here ascribed to

God. .

(a). His Knowledge. We do not know whether the Pelagians

attempted to limit in any way the infinite knowledge of God.

But the Socinians, arguing from exactly the same premises, have

denied to God an absolutely certain, universal foreknowledge of
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the acts of free agents. They admit that God has indeed, in a

vastly higher degree, the same kind of wise foresight that belongs

to a great statesman or a great leader among men. But they

deny that even God can know, with absolute certainty, the future

acts of free agents. And for those who admit their premises,

their reasoning seems to be invincible. Say they, God can un-

doubtedly foresee all that can possibly be foreseen. But in the

very nature of the case it is inconceivable that even the wisdom

of God can enable him to foresee as certain an event which is not

certain. But all the acts of free agents are contingent (here

comes in that theory of the will which is common to them,

Pelagians and Wesleyans) ; and hence they cannot be foreseen as

certain. This logic is perfect. And the premises, viz.7"that all

man's responsible acts are contingent, is one for which every ad-

vocate of "contrary choice" contends most earnestly. Hence,

one of the first results of a wrong theory of the will is to rob God

of one of his most glorious perfections.

(b). His Justice. Again, a fiilse theory of the will impugns

the justice of God. A sound theology teaches that by this at-

tribute the will of God is invariably and immutably determined

to visit every sin with punishment according to its desert. But

can this be asserted, if we once admit, with those who hold to the

indiflferency of the will, the motives exert no efficient control over

volitions? In other words, if we find that in the case of the

human soul, its acts are not regulated by its native dispositions,

what warrant have we, when reasoning of God, to assume that

the perfections of the Divine Nature will infallibly control the

Divine Will ? Is not the Socinian position the only one we can

properly assume? They do not deny that the attribute of jus-

tice belongs to God. But they affirm that, notwithstanding the

fact of the possession of this attribute, it is competent for God

either to punish sin or to pardon it. And in particular cases

they place the decision as to pardoning or punishing not in an

essential and necessary perfection of the Divine Nature (which

will efficiently and certainly control the Divine Will), but in the

self-determination of the Divine Will itself. Thus we see that a

false doctrine of the will leaves us without any valid ground on

I

*
';
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expectation that God will always govern the

world in righteousness. It leaves us nothing but a Socinian

God, who may do right or who may do wrong, according nsan ir-

responsible faculty, which rejects alike the guidance of his infinite

intelligence and of his immutable perfections, may dictate.- Hence

if it be true that the Divine Will is lika the human will, and that

the human will is not regulated and controlled by the essential

dispositions of the soul, then God may at any time cease to be

God. 'v /I
-• . '•';' -'
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(c). ili8 Holiness. But let us notice yet another way in which

an erroneous doctrine of the will must affect our view of the

divine perfections. In what does God's holiness consist? Does

it consist in acquired habits of rectitude, benevolence, and the

^M>ke? Or is it not rather the effulgence arising from the har-

mony of all the other essential attributes which God has possessed

from eternity, and itself as eternal as these attributes? Was
there ever a time when God was in puris naturalihus? (we ask

th(^ question with all reverence) in order that by the self-deter-

mined choice of his will to holiness, he might henceforth claim

the merit of virtue for his deeds? Or has he not rather from all

eternity been immutably determined to holiness by the very spon-

taneity of his being? Is this present holiness the result of holy

acts of a self determined will ; or are all the acts of the divine

will inevitably determined towards holiness by the divine perfec-

tions which are back of and regulative of the divine will? If

moral character is to be denied to those concreated dispositions

which were regulative of Adam's will; if it can be maintained

that Adam was without true holiness until this was acquired

by acts of volition ; if the certain efficient control over the will

exerted by the new principles implanted by the Holy Ghost in

the sinner's heart at conversion deprive the acts of the regenerate

man of moral character and the man himself of free agency, what,

under these circumstances, becomes of the holiness and freedom

of God?

B. The Divine Law. Admit that volitions are uncaused;

admit that in the case of a free agent the native dispositions exert

no efficient control over his volitions, and we must seek the
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ground of the moral distinctions found in the Decalogue in the

mere will of the Creator. The Ten Commandments will become

a mere expression of the will of God. Had that will, clothed as

it is (on this false theory) with the power of self-determination,

seen fit, it might have reversed every command of both Tables

and made an exactly opposite code obligatory. But such an

idea is at once rejected both by sound sense and a sound theology.

A sound theology admits, indeed, that the Ten Commandments

are an expression of the divine will, but at the same time it ap-

pears that they take their moral complexion from the divine per-

fections, which, as it teaches, are themselves immutable, and

immutably control the divine will. Thus a sound theology finds

the ultimate ground of moral distinctions, not in God's will, but

in his very essence.

Already we begin to see the sad havoc which a false theory of

the will—if consistently carried out—will make in our theology.

It is subversive of all right ideas of the divine perfections. Does

any one object? "Oh! but the advocates of the doctrine of

contrary choice would be as far from pressing this theory to

these results as the moat zealous Calvinist." Doubtless they

would. But their theory may carry them when they would not

carry their theory. It would be well for those who trifle with

the foundations of truth, to remember that they may bring the

temple down in ruin upon themselves.

C. The Impeccability of Christ. Let us notice the influence

of a false theory of the will on those doctrines which concern the

person and character of Christ. The Westminster Catechism

teaches that "Christ the Son 6f God became man by taking to

himself a true body and a reasonablei?oul, being conceived by the

power of the Holy Ghost in the womb of the Virgin Mary and

born of her, yet without sin." The points to be noticed here are,

(1) that Christ was very God; (2) that he was also very man;

(8) that in his human as well as his divine nature, he was sin-

less; or to state it more strongly, Christ, even as to his humanity,

was impeccable. None can deny the vital place which such truths

as these occupy in theology. Yet a false theory of volition has

attacked the first of these truths indirectly, and the last directly.
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The bearing of a false theory of the will on the question of the

real Deity of Jesus is best seen in the theology of the Socinians.

Socinianism is but a development of Pelagianism. Pelagius be-

gan by belittling sin and extolling man's ability to save himself

Socinus ended by simply adapting the Saviour to the needs of

the sinner. Pelagius taught fhat all that man—endowed as he was

with the power of contrary choice—required in order to holiness,

was the holy example of Christ. Socinus, entertaining the same

views of human ability, acted according to the maxim of the

Pagan poet •'-1^^'' ; ;4vli<f •.:*'-; vivvtv-.. ik;--;?:^^-. O ?;*''. ^/ik^ u:i^%,:ii-^nv-h'^r.<y'.

f " Nec Deus intersit nisi dignus vindice nodus '
'

'

Inciderit;^^ ''^'"'^- ;.i..i.«;vu.,..

and made Christ a holy man who led a holy life, yet who was

nothing but a mere man. Here we see how the fully developed

plant only gives us what was wrapped up in the fatal germ.

And historically we find a false doctrine of the will resulting in a

denial of the divinity of Christ.

But the connexion between a false theory of volition and a

denial of the impeccability of Christ is still apparent. Remember

the question here is concerning the man Christ Jesus, for all

admit that as to his divine nature, Christ was impeccable. But

on what valid ground can it be asserted of the man Christ, who,

as other men, had a reasonable soul, that he was impeccable ?

that he possessed the non posse peccare f Evidently it was not

because some higher power, by external means, restrained Christ

from sinning. No, he was a free agent as truly as other men are.

What then insured the fact that Christ would not and could not

sin when urged by temptation? Or is it a fact that Christ could

not sin? If not, he was not impeccable. Grant the principle,

that holy dispositions, when nothing occurs to prevent their

action, will invariably and infallibly secure holy volition; grant

that God, without the violation of the creature's free agency, can

sustain in constant exercise holy dispositions once implanted;

and finally grant ("according to a Calvinistic theology) that Christ's

humanity was sustained just in this way ; and we have a ready

solution of the impeccability of the God-man. But on the as-

sumption that our moral dispositions exert no efficient control
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over our volitions, it is conceivable, nay certain, that, notwith-

standing and even in spite of the support of the divine nature,

Christ might have sinned. But the case is even worse than this,

for those who hold a wrong doctrine of the will. On their prin-

cfples, they are not only compelled to admit that Christ might

have been peccable—they must go further and maintain that

Christ must have been peccable. Else on their theory Christ could

neither have been free, nor holy. He could not have been free,

unless his will had possessed the power of "contrary choice,"

which, according to their theory, is essential to pardon. But this

power of contrary choice implies that his will might have deter-

mined itself to sin as well as to holiness—which makes Christ

peccable. He could not have been holy, except in so far as his

holiness was the result of deliberate acts of choice on the part of

an indifferent will, which might have refused to make holiness'its

choice. For if Christ's holiness was not voluntary, it could not

have been meritorious. But according to their theory, a volun-

tary holiness is the holy character acquired by right acts of will.

But while he was acquiring this holy character by right acts of

will, it must have been possible for him to have yielded to tempta-

tion and chosen what was sinful. He would not have been free

—

which again makes Christ peccable. Thus we see that according

to a false theory of the will the destiny of man and the glory of

God hung for thirty-three years in terrible suspense. For during

the entire course of Christ's earthly existence it must have been

absolutely uncertain whether or not Christ would sin. For to say

that Christ was peccable is also to say that he was liable to sin.

2. Let us now consider the influence of a false theory of the

will upon theology regarded as a science which treats of God's

counsels and dispensations toward his creatures. Here we must

content ourselves with examining certain central doctrines which

will give shape to all our views on these points. Of these we

notice first

—

D. The Doctri7ie of the Divine Decrees. What has been the

bearing oii a false theory of the will upon this doctrine? Out*

views of the Divine Decrees must all determine our views of Pre-

destination, Providence, and Election. ••

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—6.
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The true doctrine of the decrees is thus briefly and perspicu-

ously stated in the Westminster Shorter Catechism :
" The decrees

of God are, his eternal purpose according to the counsel of his

will, whereby, for his own glory, he hath foreordained whatsoever

comes to pass." Which statement embraces the following points

as to the decrees : "(1) Their unity; (2) Their eternity; (3) Their

universality, embracing especially future acts of free agents;

(4) Their efiiciency; (5) Their absoluteness from conditions."

Now examination will show that every one of these points as to

God's decrees will be affected by a false theory of the will. This

statement is found true simply as a matter of history. For his-

torically we find that the unity and eternity of the decrees have

been denied by the Socinians; while their universality, efficiency,

and absoluteness from conditions have been denied by the Socin-

ians, Pelagians, Semi-Pelagians, and Wesleyans. Nor need this

surprise us; for the rejection of the true doctrine of the decrees

is logically necessitated by that false theory of the will which

they all hold in common. Let us here restate one or two promi-

nent features of the theory of contrary choice. The advocates of

this theory insist that volitions are contingent; that moral neces-

sity, which underlies the establishment of a causal tie between

the soul's dispositions and its volitions, is inconsistent with man's

freedom and responsibility; that the will remains in equilibria

after all the preliminary conditions of judgment in the under-

standing and emotion of the native dispositions are fulfilled; that

the act of choice is self-determined by th» will and not by these

preliminary states of soul." Now if these cardinal propositions

in the doctrine of contrary choice be true, then is the truo^oc-

trine of decrees overturned in every individual point. Let us

first notice those points where all our opponents join in their

denial.

They all agree that man's acts, to be free, must be contingent.

The Calvinist can say, that, since dispositions and motives effi-

ciently determine volitions, God, by knowing those perfectly, and

by controlling providentially the objective circumstances sur-

rounding the agent, can surely foreordain and effectuate these.

But if there were no efficient, causal tie between them, then God

^

w
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cannot. The decree as to free agents can be neither universal,

efficient, nor unconditioned. He cannot determine that a given

agent shall do thus, or that he will do thus; he can only say that

he may do thus. It matters not that this result disparages the

sovereignty and omnipotence of the Lord and introduces blind

chance into the events his providence seeks to govern, logical

consistency must lead all to it who deny the certain efficiency of

the dispositions and motives. Since the more evangelical advo-

cates of this false psychology, Arminians, hold the same premises,

they are in danger of the same consequences.
"

' Similar consistency constrains them to make all of God's decrees

concerning human actions conditioned on the creature's foreseen

free will. When we assert that it is derogatory to God to enter-

tain any other than unconditioned purposes, we do not deny that

his decrees are based upon his own wisdom and holiness. In

this sense, we might say that they are based on all his perfections.

Nor do we mean to deny that the events decreed are brought

about through their appropriate conditions or means. But we

mean that God's acts in holding his purposes are conditioned on

nothing outside of himself. If the decree is eternal, sure, univer-

sal, and efficient, then it must be thus unconditioned; because

there can be no creature's act subsequent to it, which does not in

some sense proceed out of the prior decree; and the effect cannot

determine its own cause. But now, if human volitions are

uncaused and contingent, if, for instance, the sinner's acts of faith

and repentance must be such in order to be free and responsible,

obviously God's decree to save him through faith and repentance

cannot be unconditioned. Waiving the hard question (already dis-

cussed) how God could certainly foresee these contingent acts, we

must conclude that any purpose as to that man's salvation must be

dependent and conditioned. And how deep will this cut? The

dependent purpose cannot be more certain than the condition on

which it depends. Since execution and purpose correspond, in

God's providence, the execution must also be as contingent as

the condition. Hence neither has God the power of keeping a

justified believer nor a glorified saint in his blessed state beyond

the uncertainty of this human will, always contingent in order to

..ifc
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be free; nor can we have a hope of such blessedness resting on

any firmer foundation. Thus, this doctrine of self-determination

unsettles the very foundations of our heaven! Again, Wesleyans^...

are very loth to follow the Socinian to his consistent conclusions,

that because volitions are contingent, even omniscience, cannot

foreknow them all ; and that thus many of God's purposes origi-

nate in time, and that his providence is not almighty, and that

his government is one of doubtful expedients. But if one does not

wish to leap a precipice, he had best ask himself where he will

stop, before he sets out on his race towards it. The laws of logic

are as regular as those of gravitation. A dependent decree can-

not be more absolute than the condition on which it depends, nor

the foresight more certain than the condition foreseen. Hence,

If Judas's act, for instance, in betraying his Lord, must be contin-

gent in order to be free, then all the decree dependent on God's

foresight of it must have been mutable just to the extent that

Judas's "free will" was contingent. How, then, could God cer-

tainly determine what he would do for man's redemption through

his Son's sacrifice accomplished through Judas's treason ; until

the effectuation of Judas's act had put it beyond contingency?

And suppose Judas's avIU, in the exercise of its self-determination,

should at last decline the treasonable volition—a supposition

which must be always admissible, on their theory, before the

act—then must not God effectuate his plan through some new

patchwork of it?

E. Another central doctrine relating to God's counsels and

dispensations toward his creatures is that of the

Federal Headship of Adam. Inseparably connected with this

doctrine are the kindred and important doctrines of original

righteousness, the fall, imputation, original sin, the nature of sin,

human ability; and also the doctrines of Christ's federal Head-

ship, vicarious satisfaction, and***infinite righteousness. Let us

see now how this doctrine has been affected by the theory of

contrary choice.

Calvinists, without pretending to have sounded all the depths

of the mystery involved in the doctrine of Adam's federal head-

ship, assert that, ^s a mere matter of fact, it is taught in Scrip-

n

^
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ture, is based upon God's sovereignty, and is consistent with

God's righteousness. The following is a statement of the doctrine

and what is implied in it, taken from our standards (Westminster

Confession of Faith, Chap. VI., and Larger Catechism, Qu. 20-26),

The reader will see, on reference, that the following points are

there stated: (I) That God entered into a covenant with Adam
not only for himself but for all his posterity descending from him

by ordinary generation; (2) That Adam's conduct under this

covenant was to determine not only his own state before God, but

that of his posterity; (3) That had Adam kept the covenant, all

his posterity would have been established in holiness, i. e., they

would have come into existence with wills immutably determined

to holiness; (4) That in consequence of Adam's violation of this

covenant, all his posterity are now born into the world with wills

y^ under bondage to sin, so that they are "utterly indisposed, dis-

abled, and made opposite unto all that is spiritually good, and

wholly inclined to all that is evil, and that continually." Now,
what is asserted and can be proven is, that upon the theory of

"contrary choice," such a doctrine as that of Adam's federal

headship would not only be unjust but utterly inconceivable.

This assertion is one which the bolder and more consistent

advocates of the doctrine of contrary choice do not care to deny.

It is true that a rejection of the doctrine of the Covenant of Works
appears to be somewhat damaging to a scriptural theology; it

appears to work confusion in the very language of Scripture; it

appears to render inexplicable some of the most obvious facts of

observation and experience, to say nothing of the fact that the

rejection of this doctrine, by involving a rejection of the federal

headship, vicarious satisfaction, and imputed righteousness of the

Lord Jesus Christ, robs the sinner of hope and dooms him to

despair. Still, notwithstanding all these damaging appearances,

the Pelagians and Socinians have not hesitated to reject the doc-

trine of the federal headship of Adam. They do so avowedly on

the ground that this doctrine is utterly at variance with their

ideas of human free agency and responsibility taught in their doc-

trine of the will. And logically, their ground is valid. But here

again the Wesleyans are unwilling to carry their doctrine of the
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will so far. To reject what is involved in the doctrine of the

covenant of works appears too much like a rejection of both reason

and revelation. Rather than do this, they are willing to make,

some sacrifices in the matter of consistency. They prefer, there-^

fore, in order to secure a theology not so entirely unscriptural as

that of the Socinians and Pelagians, to sacrifice the head to the

heart. This spirit may have something commendahle in it,

though it certainly seems that in so important a matter as theolog}^

it is desirable to have both head and heart united. Still, if

necessity demands a sacrifice somewhere, it would possibly he best'

to make the head yield to the heart. They wish to retain the

federal headship of Adam, albeit they wish to retain also the doc-

trine of contrary choice; whereas they cannot logically retain'

both. Let us see., The doctrine of Adam's headship implies

that if Adam had kept covenant with God, then his posterity

would have been born not only with the 'posse non peceare, but

the higher blessedness of the non posse peceare. In other words,

that they would have been born to an estate of secured blessed-

ness and with wills immutably determined to holiness. This

consequence of Adam's obedience they do not deny, but claim.

But if the theory of contrary choice be true, such a state of things

would not only be inexplicable but inconceivable. For what does

this state of established holiness imply but the existence of an

absolute moral certainty—a moral necessity that the creature

would put forth none but holy volitions? Now such a moral

necessity, no matter how brought about, is, upon the theory of

contrary choice, essentially inconsistent with the creature's free

agency. The position which the Wesleyan takes concerning

regeneration asserts this incompatibility. When asked whether

the grace there is invincible, he answers, no; and he argues that

if it were, none of the evangelical acts following it would be free,

responsible, or moral. It may be as well, now that this point is

named, to take note how it both arises necessarily from the doc-

trine of contrary choice and how it makes havoc of the plan of

redemption and of God's sovereignty. For, of course, if the most

special forth-puttings of converting grace are vincible by the sin-

ner's contingent will, Christ has no sovereignty as to his posses-

'.:'^'
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sion of a purchased people. But to return : we ask, if efficacious

grace derived through the second Adam would infringe the soul's

freedom, how comes it that efficacious principles of holiness

derived from the first Adam, under a covenant of works success-

fully kept, would not have infringed that freedom ?

Again, the doctrine of Adam's headship implies that if Adam
failed to keep covenant with God (as he did fail to do), then his

posterity would be born into the world with their wills in bond-

age to sin, so that they would be "utterly indisposed, disabled,

and made opposite to all that is spiritually good, and wholly

inclined to all evil." This statement the Wesleyan admits. Yet

it is so palpably contradictory of his doctrine of the will, that he

has recourse to his doctrine of "common sufficient grace." By
this he holds that while in the fall man lost the self-determining

power of his will, still by virtue of the covenant of grace it was

restored to every man in Christ. So that every descendant of

Adam comes into the world with his nature corrupted, it is true,

but still with a will rehabilitated with the power of self-determin-

ation. And he holds that, except we admit his doctrine of com-

mon sufficient grace, we cannot justify God in making the cove-

nant of works, nor can we establish man's free agency and

responsibihty. But this position is justly liable to the following

criticisms: (1) That Mr. Wesley himself being judge, 4;he legiti-

mate result of the covenant of works (if the theory of contrary

choice be true) would have been to leave fallen man destitute .

alike of freedom and responsibility
; (2) That his only escape

from this unfortunate conclusion is in the doctrine of common •

sufficient grace. BuMhis doctrine is no where found in Scripture.

(3) That in order to prevent injustice to Adam's posterity and

an end of his moral government over them, God was bound to

send Christ into the world to make an atonement. For this gift

of common sufficient grace is bestowed only in consideration of

Christ's work. Thus this doctrine of free will leads to the con-

tradiction of all those Scriptures which represent Christ's whole

mission as gracious, as an act of undeserved mercy prompted only

by God's free compassion. According to this view, God, after

once permitting man's fall into a, bondage to sin, was bound to'
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provide this redemptive reparation. The work was not of grace,

but of debt. The aid should be called the common debt of God

to sinners, rather than "common grace."

F. The word "grace" suggests the last point (or cluster of

points) to be discussed, the application of redemption in ""effectual

calling." The violence of the modifications made in this depart-

ment of theology by the theory of contrary choice, is illustrated

by the wild definitions which Pelagians and Socinians give of the

idea o^ grace. With them, grace is our natural endowments of

spirit, or it is moral suasion, or it is pardon on grounds of repent-

ance. But the Apostle gives a very different and a perfectly

distinct meaning: grace is the opposite of "debt:" it is that gift

which is "not of works." Now the Westminster doctrine of re-

generation involves these points: 1. That it is a work of pure

grace; 2. That it finds the sinner in bondage to sin; 3. That

his will is passive in the act, viz., is subject of it, and not agent

or co-agent in it; 4. That the power is invincible (as already

stated). This doctrine of "effectual calling" is a central one,

around which cluster those of faith, repentance, justification,

sanctification. There was a liberality, one may even say a

gratuity, in the covenant of works. God promised Adam a

reward out of all proportion to his obedience, and he waived, in

promising it, the principle that he had a right to exact obedience

of his creature, his property, without promising any recompence.

Now then, the Apostle in the passages alluded to (Rom. iv. 5,

xi. 6), is undoubtedly contrasting the grace of the gospel with the

covenant of works. Hence his meaning must be, that gospel

grace is something contrasted even with the species of liberality

exercised in that covenant. But Arminians even, not to say

Pelagians and Socinians, in order to retain their scheme of con-

trary choice, teach a grace which is virtually that of the covenant

of paradise. The amount of it is, that God is so liberal as to

place man under another probation, in which he determines his

own lot with the same species of self determination which Adam
exercised in paradise, and is Simply rewarded for the right or

punished for the wrong use of the power of contrary choice about

another "positive" command.* Arminius denied that the law of
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the covenant of works required faith or repentance, so that the

gospel command to these is precisely as "positive" as the com-

mand to Adam not to eat the particular fruit. Does the Wes-

leyan teach that "common sufficient grace" is needed to restore

to fallen man that power of "contrary choice" ? But we have

shown that, on his scheme, God was indebted to man to bestow

it. Does the Socinian say that heaven is a reward out of pro-

portion to man's evangelical obedience, and so, gracious? So

was the adoption of life promised to Adam out of proportion to

his temporal obedience. Does the Arminian say that our faith,

without works, is imputed as our gospel righteousness? In his

sense, faith is a work, and it is no more really out of proportion

to eternal life than Adam's "work" was. No synergist can hold

to a gracious application of redemption in the Apostle's sense.

The synergist is a co-worker with God in that work: the Apostle

describes a man that "worketh not." According to him, God

sovereignly applies redemption to a sinner, dead, save as the ap-

plication quickens him ; according to the synergist, God lays

before the sinner's self-determination this new proposal, and sim-

ply rewards his right choice of it.

As to the second and thinl points of the gospel doctrine of

effectual calling, the doctrine of contrary choice must of course

exact a denial of the sinner's inability. That scheme teaches that

a "loss of all ability of will" would overthrow free agency as truly

as the other kind of inability created by a destruction of the

faculties requisite to serve God. It asserts that the man whose

will is disabled unto all spiritual good by sin must be as irrespon-

sible as the man who is deprived of the faculties of understanding

and conscience by idiocy or mental disease. And they are con-

sistent; for certainty of evil volition cannot consist with the

power of contrary choice. Again :*of course they must deny that

man is passive in the quickening; for if he did not at least co-act

in choosing the new gospel habitus, he would not be a moral

agent in exercising it. The same result would follow were grace

admitted to be invincible. If grace in effectual calling is invin-

cible, and fiith and repentance are the fruits of that grace, then

they also would be non-moral and irresponsible, on the Arminian
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principles ; hence they must be represented as preceding regen-

eration.

But these illustrations have been carried as far as space allows,

Since the rationalistic influence of this theory of volition is so far-

reaching, every reflecting mind is impressed with the importance

of the correct philosophy here. Again, the reader sees a strong

presumptive argument against the theory of contrary choice in

this, that it dictates violent exegesis of such a multitude of Scrip-

ture declarations covering nearly every head of our theology.

Arrainians are wont to represent the Augustinian or Calvinistic

construction of the Scriptures as rationalistic, in that we warp

them to suit our foregone metaphysical theory of the certainty

of the will. But every impartial reader of Scripture can testify

that it is we who take the Bible declarations concerning sin,

grace, redemption, and free agency, in their obvious sense, while

it is our opponents who find the occasion, from the stress of their

philosophy, to subject them to laborious tamperings. This is a

true and ftiir summary view of the history of this debate: That

when Pelagius had adopted the theory of contrary choice and

had carried it out with thorough consistency through his scheme

of redemption, he was found to have sophisticated every head of

the Church's creed. Such was the deliberate, historical judgment

of the Church of every subsequent age. But the Pelagian view

of the powers of nature is flattering to man's pride and self-will,

hence it was not surrendered. And this is the rational account

of every subsequent movement of its advocates as to Christian

doctrine, of semi-Pelagianism, of Arminianism, of Wesleyanism:

they are successive attempts^ more and more refined and astute,

to mix the oil and water: to make the obvious and inflexible de-

clarations of the Scripture ply to the false theory ; to find some

more indirect bridge over the impassable gulf, which the sense of

Christendom has always found existing between Pelagianism and

Christianity.
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ARTICLE III.

THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL IN ITS THEOLOGICAL
RELATIONS.

^

-Wf!

The foregoing analysis* of the facts of Adam's case, and the

development of the inferences which legitimately flow from them,

have, we submit, fairly conducted us to the following positions;

first, that Adam was not in any sense necessarily determined,

but determined himself, to the commission of his first sin; sec-

ondly, that the moral spontaneity of Adam, as started in the

direction of holiness, did not determine his will to the formation

of his first sinful volition, but that his will, traversing the path of

his holy dispositions and tendencies so far as they were moral, was

precisely the organ through which he determined himself in the

commission of the first sin. In other words, we have seen that

Adam sinned by a self-determination of the will. He had the

power of contrary choice as an attribute characteristic of his will,

and by an exercise of that power, which might have been avoided,

willed to sin. Whatever difficulties emerge to speculation in the

attempt to think the case, as one involving the self-determination

of the will, we are under the necessity of believing the facts as

revealed by Scripture, and of accepting the inferences which they

enforce. The conclusion to which Ave are shut up is, that the

sin of Adam was avoidable, and, therefore, cannot without a

contradiction be affirmed to have been necessary, or unavoidably

certain. His first sinful volition was efficiently produced by the

causal power of his will. Here now we have the real test-case of

a power in the human will to determine itself, that is, to form

unnecessitated volitions—a case which is lifted out of the embar-

rassments environing the acts of a being already determined to

sin by a fixed moral spontaneity. In Eden, and around the will

of the first man, is the great theological and philosophical battle

to be fought. Thither every train of speculation, not indepen-

dent of God's revealed authority, inevitably tends; and there,

we insist, is the ground upon which, after all, the issue as to the

*In an article in the October number of this Review for 1878.
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freedom of the will must be met. We do not reject nor overlook

the argument from individual consciousness—that has its proper

office; but consciousness has been, in the progress of the contro»

versy, so diversely interpreted, inferences from its alleged deliv-

erances have been so conflicting, that the demand Jbecomes

imperious for a more certain source of information. Kant, as

we have seen, affirmed that we cannot, in the empirical sphere,

escape the conclusions of Necessitarianism, and Sir W, Hamil-

ton, that while the fact of liberty is to be believe<5, it is wholly

inconceivable. Ham-ilton rested in an assumed deliverance of

consciousness as to a fundamental belief in a self-determining

power of the will. Kant, in order to ground responsibility,

mounted to a transcendental existence, unconditioned by time and

space, in quest of an original self-determination of each indi-

vidual. The Sublapsarian Calvinist goes back to the will of

Adam, and, as with the call of a trumpet, demands attention to

its unnecessitated decision as fixing the moral complexion of

every other human ^vill' i,
•

-•. ^ s.

Here, then, we encounter the great argument for Determin-

ism

—

instar omnium—which if true of every human will is true

of Adam's, if untrue of his is shorn of universal validity. We
allude to the argument, against a self-determining power of the

will, of a reductio' ad absurdum. It is presented in two forms:

First, If it be affirmed that the will is the self-determined cause

of its acts, we have an absolute commencement, which is incoii-

ceivable. Secondly, The law of cause and effect requires for

every specific determination of the will a preceding determination,

and that another preceding it, and so on ad infinitum ; but, as

that is absurd, we are obliged to hold that every specific volition

is efficiently caused by the sum of motives arising from the dis-

positions, tendencies, and desires of the soul ; and as they in turn

depend upon the views of the understanding, every such volition

is ultimately caused by the last view which the understanding

takes of any given case. This second branch of the argument

reduces itself consequently in the last analysis to this : that every

specific determination of the will is efficiently caused by a mental

apprehension. .
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In regard to the first form of the argument—conceded to be

reflectively valid by Sir W. Hamilton, himself a pronounced

Libertarian*—we have to say, that there is a failure to signalise

a distinction between the origination of existence, and the origi-

nation of phenomenal changes in existence. If the question

were, whether the will by its determination originates itself as an

existing thing, we would be obliged to confess that it would be a

supreme absurdity to affirm that it does. That would imply that

an effect produces itself—an absolute commencement with a wit-<

ness. Or, if the question were, whether the will causes, that is,

creates, any other substantive thing than itself, we would of course

deny. Or. if it were, as Edwards in attempting to reduce the

case to absurdity says, whether one act of choice produces an-

other act of choice, we would also deny, since no phenomenal

change can be conceived as, of itself, producing another phenome-

nal change. But if the question be—and we hold that to be the

real state of the question—whether the will, as an existing

power, causes its own acts, we fail to see that an absolute begin-

ning is involved. - In the power of the will we have a cause, of

which volitions are legitimate effects. The chain of cause and

effect is unbroken. We would have : volition caused by the

power of the will, and that power caused by the creative will of

God. There is no addition to the sum of substantive existence

by a determination of the will. All that is accomplished is a

phenomenal change in previous existence. We are happy to be

sustained upon this point by tHe able and acute American critic

of Hamilton's philosophy—the late lamented Dr. Samuel Tyler.

After stating Hamilton's doctrine as to the origin of the causal

judgment in our inability to construe in thought, as possible,

an increase or diminution of the complement of existence, he

remarksf

:

'

^
;''••'-- ::••: -i^. .;-.-',,-(•»-

" The question in nature is not, whether the present complement of

existence had a previous existence—has just begun to be ; but, how comes

its new appearance? The obtrusive and essential element is the new

appearance, the change. This is the fact which elicits the causal judg-

^Hamilton's Reid, pp. 602, 611, foot notes.

^Pi'ogress of Philosophy, p. 175, et seq, .' ?'*
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mont. To the change is necessarily prefixed, by the understanding, a

cause or potence. The cause is the correlative to the change, elicited in

thought and posited in nature. The question as to the origin of the sum
of existence does in no way intrude into consciousness, and is not involved

in the causal judgment. Such a question may of course be raised ; and

then the theory of Sir William Hamilton is a true account of vrhat would

take place in the mind. And this is the question which, it seems to us,

Sir William has presented as the problem of the causal judgment. Ilis

statement of the problem is this: ' When aware of a new appearance, we
are unable to conceive that therein has originated any new existence,,

and are therefore constrained to think, that what now appears to us

under a new form had previously an existence under others—others

conceivable by us or not. We are utterly unable to construe it in thought,

as possible, that the complement of existence has been increased or

diminished.'

" This seems to us not a proper statement of the problem of causation.

This problem does not require the complement of existence to be accounted

for; but the newform to be accounted for j and a new form must not be

QoniovindiQdi vf'\i\iiM\ entirely new existence. Causation must be discrimin-

ated from creation ; in the first, change only, in the last, the complement of

existence, is involved. If we attempt to solve the problem of creation^

the notion of an absolute beginning is involved ; consequently, a negative

impotence is experienced, as we cannot think an absolute beginning, and

WQ would fall back on the notion of causation—would stop short at the

causal judgment, unable to rise to a higher cognition, the cognition of

creation. -_.,,..„!/',•; ..,:' ,. '.', .'.,: .;.;; -?^'.-^,;^.4 'tv.'.V:- ::vi';J,:-

"The causal judgment consists in the necessity we are under of pre-

fixing in thought a cause to every change, of which we think. Now
change implies previous existence ; else it is not change. Of what does

it imply the previous existence? Of that which is changed, and also of

that by which the change is effected. Now change is effect. It is the

result of an operation. Operation is cause (potence) realising itself in

effect. . . . When we attempt to separate effect from cause, in our

thought, contradiction emerges. It is realised to consciousness in every

act of will, and in every act of positive thinking as both natural and

rational. ...
"It is doubtless true, that the negative impotence to think an absolute

beginning necessarily connects, in thought, present with past existence;

and a« all change must take place in some existence, the change itself is

connected in thought with something antecedent : and, therefore, the

mind is necessitated by the negative impotence to predicate something

antecedent to the change. But, then, as a mere negative impotence can-

not yield an affirmative judgment, it cannot connect present with past

existence, in the relation of cause and effect, but only in sum of existence

which it is unable to think either increased or diminished. The caugal
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judgment is determined by a mental power elicited into action by an

observed change, and justified thereby as an a£Brmation of a potence

evinced in the changed existence ; and it matters not whether the change

be the result of many concurring causes, or of one; still the notion of

potence cannot but be thought as involved in the phenomenon. When
we see a tree shivered to atoms by a flash of lightning, it is difficult to be

convinced that the causal judgment elicited by the phenomenon is merely

the impotence to think an absolute beginning.

" We are conscious that we are the authors of our own actions ; and

this is to be conscious of causation in ourselves."

If these views be correct, Adam's first sinful volition, as caused

by a divinely imparted efficiency of his will, was not an instance

of a supposed absolute commencement. It was an eifect of the

causal power inherent in his will, or, what is the same thing, of

the causal power of will inherent in him.

In re/^ard to this aspect of the argument we would further ob-

serve : First, that the difficulty alleged is not peculiar to the will,

and therefore ought not to be urged in reference to it alone. The

same difficulty might be adduced in relation to the production of

any physical eifect by a material cause. Unless we are prepared

to adopt the hypothesis of Absolute Dependence in its most un-

qualified form, we must admit that there is a causal efficiency,

derived, dependent, limited, indeed, but real, in natural forces to

produce their appropriate effects. Why not such a causal ef-

ficiency in the human will ? In the case of the effects produced

by a natural force, is there any absolute beginning of existence?

Are not these effects regarded simply as new appearances, as phe-

nomenal changes in substantive existence ? We see no difference

in the two cases, so far as this difficulty is involved, unless it be

supposed that the divine efficiency is more immediately exerted

in the will than in physical force, and all real causality is denied

to the human soul. It is sufficient to say in regard to such a

supposition, that it is precisely the opposite of the ordinary judg-

ment of men, and would, by denying the causality of the will,

bar the possibility of an empirical development of the notion of

cause as applied to physical changes. Whence do we derive the

notion of cause, as elicited in experience, if not from the exer-

tions of the will ? And that it, the very instrument by which
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the causal judgment is formally developed, should be stripped of

eausality, is something passing strange.

But if it be said that, although the acts of the will are not sub-

stantive beings, they are existences, real things susceptible of

predication, and that the difficulty, in that view, is not relieved;

we answer, that it does not appear how that distinction would

vacate of force the argument just presented; for phenomena!

changes in nature resulting from the operation of physical force

are, in this sense, existences; and yet in affirming that they are

caused, we do not dream of affirming that they have an absolute

beginning. But we remark, secondly, that the difficulty, in this

form, presses equally in relation to the acts of the understanding,

held by the Determinist to be regulative of volition, as in relation

to the acts of the will. The understanding being, in the general,

the power by which the soul knows or forms cognitions, the cogni-

tive acts are products of the cognitive power. If this is not

granted, then whence come cognitions? What is their genesis?

The law of cause and effect postulates a cause for them. What

is that cause? If it be not the power of understanding, we crave

to know what it is. Now, if volition is accounted for by referring

it to intellectual apprehension as its ultimate cause, so as to avoid

the inference of an absolute beginning, how is that inference to

be avoided in relation to the first intellectual act? It would seem

to be clear, that the alleged difficulty of an absolute commence-

ment is not peculiar to the processes of the will, but holds equally,

upon the hypothesis in hand, of those of the understanding.

And so, all intellectual and voluntary activity are alike estopped

by this inconceivable thing of an absolute beginning. Ere we

can suppose ourselves to act causally at all, we must await the

removal of this formidable contradiction! Now, if the Deter-

minist replies, that all this is true, and that it only supports his

doctrine, that cognitive acts are the unavoidable products of an

immanent necessity in the intelligence which must be referred to

the will of God, we confront him with the first sin of Adam, and

urge upon him the irresistible consequence of his position, to wit,

that Adam sinned by virtue of a necessity divinely implanted in

his nature; which is tantamount to the position, that God was
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the real efficient of the first sin. But if that cannot be true, the

hypothesis which logically conducts to it is fallacious. It is

scarcely necessary to remark, that the full force of the assumed

difficuly of an absolute commencerhent directly recoils upon the

half-way Determinist, who inconsistently maintains an originating

causality in the understanding as the ultimate ground of voluntary

action. To him the inconsistency is irretrievably damaging. We
cannot forbear observing, in addition, that the refusal of causality

to the will, and the assignment of it to the understanding, is a

paradox, the statement of which is suflScient to refute it. As well

might we say, there is no power of taotion in the muscles; it

resides in the brain.

Jt must be admitted, however, that the core of the difficulties

attending this question has not yet been reached. That is found

in the second aspect of the argument against a self-determining

power in the will. Let it be conceded, it is urged, that there is

a power resident in the will, adapting it to the formation of voli-

tions; still, that power as a generic activity will not account for

specific determinations. Each act, as being of a particular kind

rather than another, can only be accounted for by the supposition

of an intelligent reason, in which its peculiarity is grounded.

Thus in thought we are never able to escape the necessity of

referring specific acts of the will, as characterised thus and so, to

the apprehensions of the intellect. Let us fix our conception of

this difficulty, as presented by Leibnitz and relentlessly pressed

by Edwards. On the hypothesis of a self-determination of the

will, each act of choice must be determined by a preceding act

of choice, and that by another antecedent to it, and so on ad

infinitum; which is absurd. This absurdity is avoided on the

part of Determinism, by denying the dependence of acts of choice,

one upon another, and referring each to the causal efficiency of

the habitus of the soul as ultimately directed to specific results

by the last view of the understanding. The regression is, on the

one hypothesis, to infinity ; on the other, it is arrested, according

to some Determinists, by the apprehensions of the understanding;

according to others, by the causal efficiency of God. Such is the

difficulty, stated, we think, with fairness. Now, if it be conceded

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—8.
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that an un necessitated determination of the will is incapable of

being thought, that fact would not destroy its possibility. It

might still be believed, on the ground of a datum of consciousness,

or the deliverances of supernatural revelation. And if an equal

difficulty, to thought, can be proved to exist in the* opposite

hypothesis, the two would be in equilibrio^ speculatively, and

their respective claims would have to be adjudicated at the bar of

consciousness and the Scriptures. This plan ,we propose to pur-

sue. We shall endeavor to show, that the hypothesis of Deter-

minism may be reduced to absurdity, at least equal to that which

is alleged against its antagonist; and then, by throwing our

fundamental beliefs and the testimony of the Scriptures into the

opposite scale, kick the beam against it.

First, let us start with the assumption, which we have no dis-

position to dispute, that every effect must have a cause. Now,

every act of the understanding, according to the Determinist, is

an effect; for every thing that comes to pass, he contends, is an

effect. And as an act of the understanding is something which

occurs—which begins to be—it must be assigned to that category.

But if every act of the understanding is an effect, it must have a

cause. Now, either that cause must lie in the understanding or

without it. Without it, it cannot be; for the Determinist makes

the acta of the understanding ultimate causes of volition. The

only cause, therefore, for an act of the understanding must be

Avithin the understanding—namely, a previous act of the under-

standing itself; and as that is an effect, it is likewise grounded

in another preceding it, and so on ad infinitum. But it is just

as absurd to suppose the acts of a finite understanding to be pro-

jected backward infinitely, and of an understanding acting in

time to reach to eternity, as to make a similar supposition in

regard to' a finite will acting in time. The Determinist cannot

meet this argument from an infinite regression of intellectual

acts, by affirming the existence of a first act which originates

the series ; for, on his own principles, that first act, as an effect,

must be accounted for by the assignment of a cause for it, and so

we would have an act preceding the alleged first act, and his own

contradiction as to the will emerges. If he says that there must
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be a limit to the series of intellectual acts, and that the first act

is not determined by a previous act, but by something extraneous

to the subjectivity of the man—by the circumstances, for example,

in which he is placed, and the objects to which his understanding

is related—he gives up his position, that although the will does

not determine itself, the man determines himself. If, inconsis-

tently, he admits that the man does not determine himself, but is

determined to the first act of the understanding by something

outward to himself, he strikes the track of external effects and

causes. Either that series must recede ad infinitum, or it must

stop with the efficiency of God. If the former, his own reductio

ad ahsurdum ensues. If the latter, we confront him again with

the first sin of Adam, and. Scripture and intuition being our

authority, we pronounce the result still more absurd.

If it should be objected to this reasoning, that intellectual

activity is a property of a substance rather than the effect of a

cause, the reply is obvious, that a distinction is to be taken

between the power of thinking', which is a property of the soul,

and the act of thinking, which is a product or effect of that power.

The relations are different. But such an objection would be in-

competent to the Determinist, whose theory is that the intellectual

apprehensions are causes and not mere properties; and as they

must be admitted to be second causes, they are also effects.

Otherwise, the immediate efficiency of God is exerted in the

production of every human act, and, consequently, of every

sinful act.

Secondly^ upon the hypothesis of Determinism, there can be

no such thing as responsibility for intellectual opinions. Its very

core is in its affirmation, that every specific act of the will is ulti-

mately determined by some view of the understanding. It is not

our intention to deny that in many cases that may be so; what

we have to do with is the assertion that it is so in every case.

Now, the only way in which, so far as we know, it has ever been

attempted to prove that men are responsible for their intellectual

views, is by showing, that in some sense the will is able to con-

trol the operations of the understanding, either by determining it

to reflective, as distinguished from spontaneous, processes; or,
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by directing its attention to certain kinds of evidence; or, by

controlling its relations to external circumstances which influence

it; or, by holding this or that class of objects in connexion with

the springs of action in the appetites and emotions, which in turn

affect the mental states. But if the understanding always con-

trols the acts of the will, never the cdhtrary, it is clear that that

method of proof is destroyed. Then, either the man is responsible

for his intellectual views on some other ground or he is wholly

irresponsible for them. The only other ground, possible to the

Determinist, is the self-determining power of the man over his

intellectual acts by his intellectual acts. But it is absurd to say

that the man determines one involuntary mental act by another

equally involuntary. They may possibly be determined one by

another, but he does not determine them. The only remaining

supposition is, that he is wholly irresponsible for his mental acts;

and it may be left to common sense to say whether that position

does not lead to practical consequences not only absurd, so far

as our relation to God and to truth are concerned, but dangerous

to the well-being of society. And this is all the more remarkable,

because the Determinist makes the views of the understanding

determine the acts of the will. If, therefore, we are not responsible

for intellectual acts, we are not for volitions. And so, all the

actions of men would be exempted from the law of responsibility.

The truth is, that the very seat of obedience to law is the will;

but if the will is always determined by the views of the under-

standing, and there is no responsibility for them, there is no

responsibility for disobedience and no room for punishment. Now
let the application be made to Adam's first sin. If his will was

determined by the views of his understanding, and he was not

responsible for them, he could not be justly said to have been

responsible for his disobedience to God, and therefore could not

have been punishable. To that result Determinism logically

leads ; and if so, no reduction to absurdity could be stronger,

since it would hold in the moral, and not simply in the speculative,

sphere.

If it be said, that this reasoning begs the very question in dis-

pute, namely, whether the will is not always controlled by the
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directive power of the understanding; and that it is overlooked

that the very reason why the will determines the intellect in its

reflective processes, or directs the understanding to this or that

sort of evidence, or places the man in this or that relation to

circumstances, or puts the springs of action in connexion with

this or that class of objects, is precisely some previous view of

the understanding itself without which the action of the will in

the premises would be irrational and arbitrary; we answer: In

the first place, we concede the fact that there must be some in-

telligent reason for the specific determinations of the will in the

premises, but the very pinch of the question is. Does the reason

absolutely control the acts of the will, as a natural law the oper-

ation of a natural force, or has the will power to concur or not to

concur with the reason? And we anticipate our final conclusion

by the remark, that in the beginning of certain voluntary acts

the understanding illuminates, without absolutely governing, the

will—shows the path to be pursued, but does not compel the will

to take that path. There must be some light to see by, but the

light is neither the power nor the determination to walk. In the

second place, if this be not admitted^ it follows with indisputable

certainty, as the states and acts of the understanding must con-

form to the laws of evidence, or implicitly follow those of its

spontaneity, that if they control the will and are in no degree

swayed by it, men are not responsible for their intellectual pro-

cesses and opinions. This last position cannot be true, and

therefore it cannot be true that in every case the understanding

dominates the will. Granted that we cannot escape in though^-

the antecedence of some intellectual action to every volition, it is

equally true that we cannot escape the moral conviction that we

are responsible for our opinions. Now we may legitimately doubt

whether the views of the understanding control the will in all its

acts—it is not perfectly clear what the precise quantum of their

influence is upon the will. But we cannot legitimately doubt the

responsibility of men for their opinions—it is perfectly clear that

the conspirator against lawful government lawfully administered,.,,

that the criminal whose crime has been proved by unimpeachable

testimony, that the hearer of the gospel who rejects it when truly
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preached, cannot plead immunity from judgment on the ground

of irresponsibility for their opinions and beliefs. We are, there-

fore, bound to square the doubtful position by the undoubted.

It is the latter which is entitled to stamp the type of our theory.

Thirdly^ the theory of Determinism furnishes an incomplete

account of the origination of motives, and of the mode in which

they operate upon the will. It is conceded that no elective act

of the will ever takes place without some motive to its occurrence.

We reject that view of contingency, as sometimes applied to the

acts of the will, which ascribes to them no cause for their existence,

and no motives to their production. In this respect, therefore,

there is no controversy between us and the Determinist. But

there is a twofold aspect of his theory of motives, in which we

regard it as inadequate and unphilosophical. In the first place,

he assigns to motives an invariable dependence, in their origina-

tion, upon the perceptions of the understanding. The rise of the

emotions and desires, as inducements to voluntary action, is regu-

lated by the intellectual processes. Savs Edwards:* f

"Whatever is a motive in this sense [of a complex whole operating; as

inducement] must be somethin<»; that is extant in the view or apprehension

of the understanding or perceivintj^ faculty. Nothino; can induce or in-

vite the mind to will or to act anything; any further than it is perceived,

or is some way or other in the mind's view : for what is wholly unper-

ceived, and perfectly out of the mind's view, cannot aflfect the mind at

all. It is most evident that nothing is in the mind, or reaches it, or takes

any hold of it, any otherwise than as it is perceived or thought of."

We have no wish to misstate any element of the theory under

consideration; and we think it will be acknowledged that these

words of Edwards justify the account, attributed to it, of the de-

termining influence of the understanding upon the origin of

motives. Not that we mean to imply that Edwards taught that

no feelings, tendencies, or desires could spontaneously arise with-

out the originating influence of the understanding ; but that they

could not operate as motives upon the will without such an influ-

ence of the understanding. Now we appeal to consciousness and

Scripture to bear us out in the assertion, that there is a class of

* Inquiry^ etc., Pt. i., ^2.
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motives which cannot be assigned to this category. Those ap-

petencies which are termed blind impulses must be excepted from

it. They receive that denomination, partly because they do not

depend for their emergence as springs of action upon any opera-

tion of intelligence. Hunger does not originate in, nor is it

regulated by, any perception or thought or view of the under-

standing as to the necessity or desirableness of food. It springs

blindly, unintelligently, from the very make of the bodily organ-

ism. So is it with curiosity, which, although intellectual in its

nature, does not depend for its excitation upon any particular

view of the intellect. It is an original spring of action. These

examples of a class are sufficient to expose the incompleteness of

the Determinist's analysis of the origin of motives. But these

impulses are among the most frequent and powerful inducements

which solicit the will to action. They are imperious wants which

clamor for gratification; they admit of no rest until they are

SUplied. ^ •;;-.!

In the second place, the Determinist makes the understanding

always and absolutely regulative of the application of motives,

when they have arisen, to the activity of the will. It is an in-

evitable mediator between inducements and the will; more than

this, it fir^ appropriates the inducements, gives tiiem the character

of motives, assimilates them to its own processes, and then pre-

sents its views as the controlling motive—the real, efficient cause

of volition. " The will," according to the great canon of Edwards,

" always is as the greatest apparent good," and nothing can appear

as good or agreeable except as submitted by the understanding.

It is its office to stamp the agreeable complexion of every object

to which the tendency of the will is directed. It is alike, there-

fore, the master of the motives and of the will. If this claim for

absolute supremacy and unexceptional control in favor of the

understanding can be invalidated, it is obvious that the theory

of the Determinist would break down at its most critical point.

His position would be fatally breached, if any exception could be

indicated to the operation of this law.

We appeal to consciousness to sustain the statement that, in

the first instance, the blind impulses regulate the views of the

ih['
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understanding, and subordinate it as an adjuvant in the attain-

ment of their appropriate objects. Hunger excites the imagination

of food, and drives the judgment to adopt the means of its pro-

curement. The very dreams of the hungry man are ruled by

the craving for food; they are haunted by visions of it. He sits

at royal banquets and feasts on delicious viands. So with the

appetite of sex, and so with curiosity. They impress themselves

upon the imagination, mould it into conformity with themselves,

and stimulate the mental processes to action in order that the

means of their gratification may be furnished. True, the imagi-

nation thus excited reacts upon them and inflames them to a

higher pitch of energy. But that is because of its vicarious

power of representing the objects with which the impulses are

naturally correlated. It is as if those objects were themselves

presented. And if it be a fact that it is not the presence of the

real objects which creates or regulates the impulses, for the hungry

man, for example, continues to be hungry in the absence of food,

the power to create or regulate them cannot be assigned to the

imagination as their mere vicar. Now, it is further clear, that

the tendency in the impulse, which awoke into activity indepen-

dently of the representations of the intelligence, terminates as

directly upon the will as upon the imagination. There is no jieed

of the mediating office of the understanding to transmit the influ-

ence of the inducement to the will. It may heighten the impres-

sion, but does not communicate it. The impulsion is communicated

immediately to the will, and its conative element is directly incited

to exercise. The hungry man, for instance, thus stimulated by

the direct influence of the impulse upon the will, forms the volition

to seek food; and, if the desired object is at hand, forms the

volition to eat. Here then, we maintain, is a volition which no

necessity compels us to refer to the view of the understanding as

its eflScient cause; and we have in it a negative instance which

checks a thousand affirmatives in the prosecution of the induction

leading to the law, that the^ acts of the will are invariably deter-

mined by the views of the understanding. Let consciousness be

consulted, and it will testify that while, the influence of the im-

pulse may simultaneously terminate upon the imagination and
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the will, we do not depend upon the information of the understand-

ing for an inducenaent to act, but are moved by the impulse com-

municated immediately to the will. That is inducement enough.

' It would be vain to say that the very nature of these blind

impulses is to impel, without directing, and that consequently

the understanding must come in to designate the special mode of

their gratification, and so to cause a specific volition to adopt

that mode. That may be so, but we have already discovered

k^l volitions which do not depend upon this office of the intelligence,

and therefore cases infringing the invariability of the law we are

considering. And further, in regard to the specific directions of

the understanding in these cases, it is the will which puts that

power upon exerting itself to furnish them, and the will is moved

by the impulses to that determination. To say that the under-

standing directed the will to direct the understanding to direct

the will specifically, looks very much like burlesquing the whole

matter; but that is what the Deter'minist must say in accordance

with his theory.

The conclusion to which we are conducted by this special line

of argument is, that it is not a universal and invariable law that

the understanding originates, absorbs, and regulates all motives

acting upon the will, but that, on the contrary, the blind impulses

start and control the intellectual processes, and at the same time

terminate independently of them and immediately upon the nisus

of the will.

In accordance with the central idea of this discussion —that the

question of a self-determining power of the will is really the

question of an original self-determining power in the will of our

first progenitors, the exercise of which was destined to fix the

moral attitude of all their posterity— it is necessary to subject

this doctrine of a regulative control by the understanding of all

motives operating upon the will to induce specific action, to a

comparison with that first test-case. Now, it would seem to be

manifest, that the understanding of our first parents, normally

right as it was in their estate of innocence, could not have origi-

nated the motives to the first sinful act. It could not have been

the precise seat of responsibility for the "first disobedience"

—
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the organ and motor of the great revolt. The supposition is im-

possible. Did it then take up the inducements to the sin origi-

nated by other elements in their subjective condition, represent

them to the will as motives, and causally enforce them upon it

in order to the commission of the sin? The moral spontaneity

of their affections and wills and consciences was as normally right

as that of their understandings. The motives to the sin, there-

fore, could not have originated there, any more than in the spon-

taneity of the intellect. Where, then, was the source of those

motives? We have seen that in all probability it was, as Butler

has profoundly suggested, in the blind impulses implanted in

their constitution by the hand of their divine Maker. Possessed

of no intrinsic moral character, they might be correlated either

with lawful or forbidden objects, by virtue of the inherent adapta-

bility of their nature. These impulses received their direction to

a forbidden object, not by the spontaneous or elective action of

the powers of our first parents, but by the insidious art of an

external tempter. Here is the scriptural account of the way in

which they were induced to a specific determination of the will

—

to an abusive employment of the liberta» specificationis. It was

not their understanding which, in the first place, imparted the

specific direction ; it was that of the devil, immediately in Eve's

case, mediately through Eve in Adam's case. He touched the

spring of action in the blind impulses, perhaps the only vulnerable

point at which they were accessible, to temptation. If it be said

that the devil must have operated upon the understanding in

order to reach the will, it may be answered: In the first place,

the first apprehension which mediated the access of the tempta-

tion, the first channel through which it came, was one of sense

—

the visual apprehension of the fruit, and the suggestion of good

to accrue from eating it was consequent. The sensation con-

ditioned perception and judgment; and so the appeal to the in-

tellect was not the initial step in the process. The great master

of temptation, with consummate adroitness, put his finger upon

the divinely constituted adaptation between the make of the body

and the external object.* It must not be overlooked, that the

* It deserves to be noticed, that such was precisely his policy in his

first approach t©^the Second Adam in the wilderness.
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sin had a progressive development culminating iir the eating of

the forbidden fruit; and that the moment at which it began was

exactly that at which, at least in Eve's case, the will moved by

the blind impulse consented to that motion—tolerated the sug-

gestion to look wishfully at the interdicted tree. It was this

sinful consent of the will in the first instance which made it

possible for the imagination to be inflamed, and the intellectual

apprehensions to be impressed, and thus for the soul to be pro-

jected forwards, under a combination of inducements, to the con-

summation of the transgression. It would seem, therefore, to be

clear that the views of the understanding could not have been

the efiicient cause of the beginning of the sin. In the second

place, in the progress of the temptation, it must be observed, that

the argument of the tempter addressed to the intelligence was

not employed until he had appealed to the blind impulse of

curiosity. Here, again, the will must have consented to the in-

dulgence of this innocent impulse thus directed towards a for-

bidden object, before the intellectual incentives presented by

Satan could have had their designed effect. In other words, in

the second stage of the temptation of Eve, the impact of the blind

impulse of curiosity upon the will was felt, before the intellectual

considerations suggested by the tempter operated as motives upon

it. We have not space, nor is it necessary, to consider particu-

larly the case of Adam. Allowance being made for the circum-

stantial differences between it and that of Eve, we believe that

the conclusions reached would be substantially the same, with the

exception that his sin was more aggravated than hers. The con-

siderations submitted we regard as sufficient to prove that, in the

case of our first parents, the views of the understanding were not

motives which causally controlled the action of their will in the

production of the first sin. And if so, this leading element in

the theory of Determinism is overthrown, in relation to the only

case of self-determination in the religious sphere about which it

is worth while to discuss—the case of our first parents in the

garden of Eden.
,

,

Fourthly^ The hypothesis of Determinism, however specious

its argumentation, is opposed to consciousness, Scripture, and

i
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the general usage of language as expressive of the convictions of

the race, in regard to the seat of efficient causality in the human

soul. It is, we know, an old question, whether the soul has any

efficient causal power; whether the will of God be not the sole

efficient cause in the universe. We will not now discuss that

question at length, but content ourselves with one brief but con-

clusive argument. If the will of God is the only real efficient

cause of all things, it is the efficient cause of moral acts, and if

so, of sinful acts. It was, therefore, the efficient cause of the

first sinful act of the first man, and by consequence of all the

sinful acts of all men which spring from it as their ultimate

source. But we have already shown that such a position leads

to inconceivable absurdity and contradiction. We therefore as-

sume that. God, in creating man, endowed him with a causal

efficiency as to acts somewhat analogous to his own—not a power

creative of existence, but a derived, dependent, and limited power,

productive of phenomenal changes in the mode of man's being.

Now, this causal efficiency in man has its seat precisely in the

will, and expresses itself in the determinations of that faculty.

In the first place, we must distinguish, what Determinism con-

founds, efficient and final causes. The Determinist makes motives

the efficient causes of voluntary acts. But what are motives but

ends of action as conceived by the mind ? They are, therefore,

final and not efficient causes. Granted, that the understanding

furnishes some of the motives to action, it proposes the ends to

be secured—it gives the final cause. But it is the will itself, as

the doer of the action, which purposes its performance—it gives

the efficient cause. The understanding proposes; the will pur-

poses and disposes. The power to direct lies in the motives as

final causes; but the power to do lies in the will. It is clear

that neither the understanding, nor-i^ie emotions, nor the blind

impulses, could do what the will does. The distinction would

seem to be perfectly obvious between that which incites to doing

and that which does. Motives, therefore, are the final, the will

is the efficient, cause of voluntary acts.

But, in the second place, the old difficulty will here be urged

that the specific acts of the will are determined by the motives

;
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otherwise they are unaccountable. We have admitted that where

a moral spontaneity has been established by an original free self-

decision, that is so.. The fixed self-expression is the result of

that self-determination. But in the instances of natural and

merely moral and non-spiritual acts, that principle does not

operate. Nor did it operate, in the case of our first parents, in

the spiritual sphere. The Determinist confounds the directing

power of motives with a determining power. They direct, but

do not determine the will. It determines itself in accoudance

with directions furnished to it. On the principle that most effects

are produced by a concurrence of causes, we admit that final

causes concur with the efficient cause in the production of volun-

tary acts. ,, Without the final, the efficient would not produce;

but it is the efficient, not the final, which produces. Without

the final cause of justification—the glory of his grace, God would

not justify the sinner; but surely it is not the final cause which

justifies. It is grace itself which is the efficient cause of the

result. And we might just as well argue that, because it is in-

conceivable that God would specifically determine to justify a

sinner without the direction of his wisdom hs to the end contem-

plated, therefore it is his wisdom and not his grace which justi-

fies, as to say that because the specific determination of the

human will cannot be formed without the directing power of the

understanding, therefore it is the understanding and not the will

which voluntarily determines. So, Adam's will would not have

formed the sinful volition, without motives inducing the act; but

it would be unphilosophical and unscriptural to say that the

motives, and not his will, efficiently produced the act. This is

another of the defects of determinism, that it paradoxically trans-

fers the seat of efficient causality in the human soul from the will

to the understanding. It is like mistaking a man's eyes which

indicate the point toward which he walks, for his power to walk

to that point. Without his eyes he would not walk to that point,

but surely it is not his eyes which walk.

Further, the distinction between the spontaneous and reflective

processes of the understanding deserve especial notice in the

consideration of this question. With the spontaneous, it is con-

1;' 'A
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ceded that the will has nothing to do; but it is directly con*

cerned in the reflective. The very point of difFerence between

the two is, that the one class of intellections' is involuntary, the

other voluntary. This the Determinist must admit, or announce

his arbitrary resolution to stick to paradox. But, if it be 'admit-

ted, we have the understanding determining the will to volition^

and the will determining the understanding to reflection, or, since

the Determinist must hold that some of tKe acts by which the

understanding determines the will are reflective, the case may be

put more sharply : reflection determines volition ; volition deter-

mines reflection. This circle cannot be endured ; we must break

it and get a starting point somewhere. Where shall it be? Is

it reflection ? Is it volition ? If reflection, the case will be

:

reflection determines the volition which determines reflection^

and the circle is as vicious as ever. If volition, the Determinist

admits that there are some cases in which the will determines the

understanding, not the understanding the will ; and his invariable

law, that the views of the understanding are efficients of volition,

breaks down. Let it be observed that this is an argumentmn ad

hominem. It is not our purpose inconsistently to depart from

the position for which we have contended—that at the root of

every faculty there are laws by which its own processes are regu-

lated. The understanding discharges its appropriate functions

in obedience to the fundamental law^s of thought and belief, and

the will in conformity to the law of efficient causality, lying at

the basis of all free, voluntary determinations. As "we have

maintained that the understanding does not causally eff'ect the

decisions of the will, so we here concede that the will does not

produce the acts of the understanding. It is the understanding

which reflects, not the will, even when it is determined to reflec-

tion by the will. All that we do urge is, that the intellect does

not efficiently cause the free determinations of the will. The

nature of effects, strictly speaking, must correspond with the

nature of the efficient causes by Which they are produced—intel-

lectual eff'ects with an intellectual cause, emotional with emotional,

and voluntary with voluntary. The Determinist departs from

this principle in demanding for the free determinations of the
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will an invariable connection with the acts of the understand-

ing as their efficient cause. He makes the root of intellection'

produce volition as its fruit.

The following remarks of Miiller are worthy of consideration:*

"That the will is this, inseparably one with all other elements of the

personal life, just as its inmost determininsf centre, the very use of lan-^

^ua^e confirms. Even consciousness and reason it ventures to denomi-

nate as something which the Ego has ; while it directly identities the will

with the Ego. No one will say : ray will has determined this or that,

just as he says : my reason, my consciousness has taught me that. The
will is very man himself, just as Augustine says: Voluntas est in omni-

bus; imo omnes nihil aliud quam voluntates sunt. By a just estimate of

this relation, the old instances of the common Determinism, that the will

in each one of its decisions is determined by certain representations, as

motives, that these therefore produce the resolve and bring about the act

by the will as their instrument, will scarcely be able any more to place

us in embarrassment. That would imply a strange psychology, which

regarded the conceptions, mental representations, as the only strictly

active and efficient agencies in the soul, and on the contrary gave to the

will a merely receptive, or, to speak more correctly, passive pof^ition.

That is in reality to deny the will, which is indeed nothing if it has not

real causality. . . , ^Are, then, determinate mental representations, as

such, motives, impulses, for our will ? The question is^not, whether they

ought to be, but whether they factually are so. No, answers experience,

but they first of all become so, by our placing our interest in their con-

tents, and then making it the object of our desire. ... The motives

are always only the self-mediation, not the producing cause of the free

volition ; they belong to that inner body which the will out of pre*

existent stuff forms for itself, in order to reveal itself therein. The will

attracts and encircles itself with the representations and feelings which

correspond with its germinating tendency, not as by a definite resolve,

but as if with the power of magic, operating unobservedly, and thus

constitute them the permanent determinings and determinate tone of the

inner life, by which it is actuated, or by which its volition is mediated in

the individual act. As therefore the conditions of, and changes occur-

ring in, the soul become known in the expression and movement of the

body, so does one recognise in the nature of the motives, by which man
determines himself, the fundamental constitution or character of his will,

present at the time, and which he cannot have derived elsewhere than

from himself. His will is entirely in them, the motives are very mo-

ments of his will 5 but thereby it is not in the smallest degree deprived

..."

'''Christian Doct. Sin, Vol. ii., p. 54 f.
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of its freedom. Also the individual act of the will is never dependent

upon the motives, strictly taken, but may very well be so upon the ten-

dency immanent in the will itself/' ' *;
'

'

Let us now" review the state of the question in hand. The al-

leged unanswerable argument of the Determinist is his reductio

ad absurdum of the theory which affirms the possibility of an

unnecessitated determination of the will by showing that it in-

volves a regression of such determinations to infinity. This

cannot be thought. We have endeavored to show that there are,

on the hypothesis of Determinism, difficulties equally insoluble,

absurdities equally gi'eat. We claim that this has been accom-

plished ; and the effect is, .to neutralise, at least, the force of the

famous reduction from a regressus ad infinitum of unnecessitated

volitions. That celebrated argument is checked ; and we are at

liberty to appeal to other sources of proof. This would be the

state of the question, upon the admission of a perfect equipoise.

But we submit that the equipoise is not perfect, that the force

of each reductio ad absurdum is not the same. There is not a

simple neutralisation of each other. This may be the case in

respect to the arguments considered only as metaphysical. But

in favor of th«t in the moral sphere we have the testimony of our

fundamental intuitions and of the Scriptures, which, taken to-

gether and thrown, like Brennus's sword, into the scale, kick the

beam ; while for that in the metaphysical sphere, there is no

equal additional consideration. The equilibrium is thus de-

stroyed. But everi if it be granted, that no more has been

achieved than to complete the neutralisation within the limits of

the subjective states and processes of the soul, still, as soon as

those limits are overpassed, and the connection is palpably estab-

lished with the train of causes leading to the causal efficiency of

God in relation to sin, the equipoise is destroyed, and the argu-

ment from that point is overwhelmingly opposed to the hypothe-

sis of Determinism. Let us gather up these additional consider-

ations with reference to the first sin of the race and by rapidly

throwing them together evince their transcendent power. God

was not the efficient producer of Adam's first sin ; that sinjvas

not a mere negation of rectitude, a privative effect of a deficient
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cause, but a positive and gigantic disorder; Adam was the ef-

ficient producer of the sin ; his moral spontaneity was all right,

and therefore it could not, as a motive or as a complex of motives,

have necessitated the commission of the sin ; therefore, the first

sin was the eifect of an unnecessitated and avoidable determi-

nation of Adam's will. -

This conclusion having been fairly established, it follows that

the in variableness of the great law of Determinism is disproved—
namely, that, in the moral sphere, volitions are always and ne-^

cessarily as the moral spontaneity ; that the decisions of the will

are necessarily or unavoidably determined by the sum of motives

in the soul. The first sinful volition of the first man furnishes

that "negative instance," which Lord Bacon says, is, "in estab-

lishing any true axiom, the most powerful." It overthrows the

induction proceeding upon a host of affirmatives. The determi-

nation of the will in the first sin was not necessary, not unavoid-

ably certain. It negatives the universal conclusion of the Oe-

terminist. And this is true of the sin Avhich fixed the destiny of

the race, apart from the supernatural interposition of grace. We
see clearly, what the Determinist fails to show, that the fixed ex-

pression of a sinful spontaneity was not original—it is penal.

The question finally demands our attention—and it is a critical

one—what is the relation of God's foreknowledge to the first sin

of Adam ? The ground has been taken by some Calvinistic

theologians that inasmuch as only that, the futurition of which

is certain, can be foreknown, and nothing can be certain in the

future unless it be efficaciously decreed, the divine foreknowledge

of Adam's sin as a fact certain to take place must have been

grounded in a decree that it should take place. They seem, in

addition to a strange oversight of the distinction between efficient

and permissive decrees, to have been led to adopt this view from

a failure to observe another obvious distinction—namely, that

between the sin of one already a sinner and the first sin of one

previously innocent. They put these two sorts of sin, differently

conditioned as they are, in the same category, and make them

the subjects of common predication. For example, they deal with

Adam's first sin and the crime of our Saviour's crucifixion upon

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—10.
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the same principles. Because the Scripture appears to affirm

that the divine foreknowledge of the crucifixion was grounded in

the divine decree that it should take place, they infer that the

same must hold good of i^#ai^'s first sin. Principal Cunning-

ham,* ascribes to the cotnpileitsj of the Westmrnster Standards

and the Reformers the beliefv^^fti which he himself evidently con-

curs, "that God's providence, executing his decrees, was concerned

in the fall of Adam, in the same sense, and to the same extent,

to which it is concerned in the sinful actions which men perform

now." Let us soberly inquire whether this principle is capable-

of equal application to the first sin of Adam and the crime of the

crucifixion. It is argued, as by President Edwards, that God,

in decreeing the death of Christ, also decreed the means by which

it was to be accomplished. But as those means involved the

sin of the agents o#his crucifixion, that sin was decreed in the

sense that it could not but have been committed. Its commis-

sion was necessitated by the decree; and so, it was an object of

the divine foreknowledge. Now assuming that this view is cor-

rect, in so far as the foreordination of the sin efficaciously is con-

cerned, is there no difference between such a case and that of

Adam's first sin? Because it is right and just in God judicially

to shut up malicious sinners to the performance of an act which

is but the climax of their iniquity, the consummation of their

desperate wickedness, does it follow that he would appear to be

equally just ih shutting up an innocent being to the commission

of a sin which would initiate an endless series of crimes and be

the key-note of an eternal doom? It cannot be true that the

relation of God's providence to the two cases is precisely the same,

nor that Dr. Cunningham has correctly represented the catholic

doctrine of the Reformers and Westminster divines upon this

point. But if there be a difference between the cases, then the

alleged ground of foreknowledge in that of the crucifixion is not

proved to be the ground of foreknowledge in that of Adam's first

sin. *In the one, it is assumed that the certainty of the event as

necessitated by the divine decree was the ground of its being

foreknown. In the other, there was no such necessitation, as we

^Historical Theology, Vol. I., p. 579.
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liave shown in the previous argument, and consequently no such

ground of foreknowledge. God most assuredly knew the cer-

tainty of Adam's first sin, but he did not know its certainty

because by his decree he had necessitated its occurrence. No
sublapsarian, at least, can hold that to have been the reason of

his knowing it. He must admit that, as there was a possibility

of Adam's standing, he was not necessitated to sin by the divine

decree. So far as God's positive agency was concerned, he might

have obeyed, been justified, and have secured eternal life for

himself and all his seed; otherwise the covenant of works was a

mockery. To the sublapsarian, therefore, there must have been

some other ground of God's foreknowledge of the sin of Adam
than the causal necessitation of decree.

But admitting that the sin of the crucifixion was rendered neces-

sary by an efficacious decree, it would not follow that God's

knowledge of its certainty was grounded in—depended upon

—

the relation between it and the decree. The concurrence of the

foreknowledge and the necessary result of the decree may be

conceded, without the admission that the divine foreknowledge

of the certainty of an event cannot exist without the effectuation

of that certainty by a decree. The acts of no creature can pass

into the category of history, without having been necessarily

objects of the divine knowledge from the very nature of that

knowledge as infinite.

And here we must call attention to a distinction which is too

often overlooked, but which it is necessary to signalise ; namely,

that between the foreknowledge of the existence of an active being

as grounded in the divine decree to produce it, and the fore-

knowledge of the acts of that being. It must be confessed that

God could not have foreknown the existence of Adam as an actual

being unless he had decreed to create him, and the certainty that

he would exist, as depending upon the execution of that decree.

Otherwise Adam must have remained an object of knowledge

only as in the category of the possible. But God having decreed

to create him and therefore having foreknown his existence, the

question is, how he foreknew the sin of Adam. Now we have

proved, if argument can prove anything, that God neither decreed
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to produce his sin nor efficaciously to procure its commission.

But he must have foreknown it, else his knowledge \Vas limited

and imperfect. That it could not have been, nor can be, for it is

infinite. The foreknowledge of the sin of Adam was not grounded

in a decree which necessitated its commission. The explanation

seems very simple, and the wonder is that it is so often lost sight

of. It is certain that Adam's sin has taken place. It has passed

into history. We know it as an historical fact. -But all histori-

cal facts mu^t be known by the divine mind from eternity by

virtue of the very nature of his knowledge, however they may

be produced. He must/ equally know those produced by the

agency of other beings than himself with those which are the pro-

ducts of his own causal efficiency. Adam having been known as

to be produced by a creative act, and to be produced as an active

being endowed with power to will, all the acts which he would

put forth must have been also objects of divine knowledge. For

that knowledge, being commensurate withGod's existence, reaches

from eternity to eternity. He knows the succession of events,

^
but there is no succession in his knowledge. It is all as much

present to him as an object now gazed upon is to us. Having

determined to create Adam, he knew how he would act, not from

a sagacious calculation based upon the relation of cause and effect,

but by intuition. If God had determined to prevent the sin of

Adam, it could never have occurred. In that case God would

have known his purpose causally to hinder the commission of the

sin, and the necessary effect of that purpose—its non-occurrence.

But he did not please so to determine. Consequently, what he

knew was Adam's free causality, and the acts proceeding from it.

He made Adam an active being, and such a being, while in a

state of activity, must produce some acts. But if so, God must

know those acts before they actually occur and become historical,

or his knowledge would be imperfect. What has occurred, what

occurs now under our observation, is no more certain to us, than

what will occur is certain to God. But Adam's sin has occurred,

and it is obvious that God must have known it from eternity

by virtue of the infinite perfection of his knowledge. In the case

of the acts of beings whose existence was determined by his effica-
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cious decree, there is no need of any eifectuating causality, to

ground the certainty of his knowledge. He knows, not because

those acts are made certain by any necessitating influence, but

because from the very nature of the case, he must know them, if

they are to be, no matter how produced. If a future event can

never be known to be certain unless there is the previous knowl-

edge of a cause which will necessitate its occurrence, then the

knowledge of the certainty of the event is not immediate and

intuitive, but mediate and inferential. But God's knowledge is

immediate and intuitive; and it follows that its relation to a

future event, no matter what its cause, is not mediated through,

nor inferred from, the operation of the cause. The event as an

element of history is as directly known to him as is any occur-

rence upon which We actually gaze. He knows the operation of

causes, and he knows their eff'ects, but he does not know the

eifects because they can only be produced by the causes. He
knows both alike in the same intuitive act. If any proof were

needed for this view, it is foundin the consideration that God's

knowledge must be commensurate with his being. If not, then

a portion of his being would be characterised by knowledge and

a portion not; that is, God would be partly ignorant—which is

contradictory and absurd. But his being is eternal and immense.

All events occur within his immensity and eternity. He is pres-

ent in his undivided existence at every point of space and at

every instant of duration. Wherever and whenever he is, he

knows. All facts, therefore, whether past, present, or future, in

the order of their actual occurrence, are matters of present

knowledge to him. He knows the succession and order of actual

events as they are developed, but his knowledge of them is not

developed. As intuitive, perfect, infinite, it is characterised by

no succession, no development. It is not dependent upon prem-

ises, whether they be causes which ground existence, or reasons

which ground conclusions. He knows the relations of cause and

eifect, but does not depend upon them in order to know; he

knows how to reason, but is not indebted to reasoning for

knowledge.

If these views be correct, it follows that God knew Adam's sin
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from eternity, as he knew it at the time of its actual occurrence,

and as he knows it now, that it has become an element in human

history—by intuition. ' "

Two sorts of error have been maintained by the parties to the

controversy concerning the relation of knowledge to the certainty

of events. The first is, that as certainty is a quality predicable

of events as related to causes, there can be no knowledge of an

event the certainty of which is not guaranteed by a necessitating

cause. The other is, that certainty is never a quality of events,

but only of knowledge. It must be admitted, on the one hand,

that there may be certainty of knowledge in regard to an event

where the event is not made certain by necessity—that there may

be intuitive knowledge without reference to cause; and on the

other, that there may be certainty in an event owing to the

necessary operation of cause, apart from the knowledge of the

event—tl^at the certainty of existence is not the same thing as

the certainty of knowledge. Allowing, on the one side, that

certainty may characterise events, we deny that God knows them

to be certain by a process of inference; and admitting, on the

other side, that certainty may characterise knowledge, we deny

that God knows an actual event without its being certain. In

brief, all actual events are certain, and God certainly knows them

as certain, not by sagacious calculation, but by an infinite, all-

embracing, all-perfect intuition.

It is proper to remark, that in speaking of God's knowledge as

intuitive, it has not been intended to deny that the term fore-

knowledge may be legitimately employed under certain relations.

There is a period of duration during v/hich every event which

comes to pass had no actual existence. Considered in relation

to its actual occurrence, God's knowledge of it must^o human

thought be conceived as foreknowledge; and so the Sbriptures

employ the term. But considered as to its intrinsic natuVe as

an energy of the divine being, knowledge is neither before nor

after events; it is neither prescience nor memory. It is, to

speak reverently, as presentative as ours is, when an external

object is in immediate relation to our faculty of perception.

It may be said, that, as there is an actual succession in the
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acts of God's power, the same may be true of his acts of knowl-

edge. To this it is obvious to reply, that, as power is creative

and productive, it is necessary, unless all things which it effects

are sirnultaneou^y brought into being, that there should be suc-

cession. But no such necessity obtains in the case of knowledge."

It is not creative and productive, but simply apprehensive. God

knows in the unity of intuition the successive acts of his power.

Accordingly, the Scriptures say: "Known unto God are all his

works from the beginning of the world." And in like manner,

known unto him from the beginning are all the works of man.

He does not produce all things at once, but he knows all things

at once.

^^^A farther distinction, in order to a complete discussion of [the

subject, ought to be noted between the contingency of Adam's

sin, as related to his knowledge, and the certainty of it as related

to God's. To Adam it was contingent, while he was innocent,

whether he would sin or not. He had the power to do either.

He may, or he may not, have sinned. And, of course, his

knowledge as conditioned upon the exertion of his will, was con-

tingent and uncertain. But such was not the case with his

divine Maker. His knowledge of Adam's course was not con-

ditioned upon the acts of Adam's will, and was, therefore, not

contingent and uncertain. What was contingent to Adam was

certain to God.

From these considerations it appears, that the Divine prescience

of an event as certain is not grounded in the perception of the

necessary relation between an efficient cause and its effect, so far

as acts are concerned. The argument, therefore, founded on

that assumption in favor of the position, that, as God foreknew

the sin of Adam, he must have necessitated it, is seen to be desti-

tute of proof.

The doctrine for which we have contended in regard to the

foreknowledge of God, may be supposed by some to be out of

harmony with the teaching of Calvinistic theologians. The con-

trary, however, may without difficulty be evinced. It is admitted

that it is consistently denied by the supralapsarian Calvinists;

and also that some sublapsarians have, with utter inconsistency,
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maintained that God could not foreknow any sin which he did

not efficiently decree. But we have shown* that the C07isensu8

of the Reformed Church, as expressed in its formularies, is clearly

in favor of the view which we have advocated »concerning the

relation of God's decree to the first sin; and by necessary infer-

ence we conclude that it could not have grounded the foreknowl-

edge of that sin in a decretive and causal relation which it denied.

We refer, further, to a few names, which will be confessed to be

of great weight, in regard to the question what the doctrine of

Calvinism is upon the point in hand. '
' * "

wf-,,

Augustine made the contents of God's foreknowledge wider

than those of his efficient decree. He taught that " predestination

could not be without foreknowledge, but that foreknowledge could

be without predestination;" that "by predestination God fore-

knew those things which he himself would do; but he is able to

know those things which he himself does not do."t Here, of

course, he means not permissive, but efficient decree.

Calvin, we have seen, drew the distinction between efficient and

permissive decrees, and between the relation of efficient decree to

the sin of Adam and to the sins of sinners. He thus clearly

states the view for which we have contended in regard to the

nature of God's foreknowledge: J

"When we attribute prescience to God, we mean that all things

always were, and ever continue, under his eye; that to his knowledge

there is no past or future, but all things are present, and indeed so

present, that it is not merely the idea of Ihem that is before him (as

those objects are which we retain in our memory), but that he truly

sees and contemplates them as actually under his immediate inspection.

* Southern Presbyterian Review, October, 1878.

t Praedestinatio est, quae sine prajscientia non potest esse; potest autem

esse sine praedestinatione prasscientia. Praedestinatione quippe Deus ea

prsescivit quae fuerat ipse facturus: unde dictum est, Fecit^qusB futura

sunt. Praescire autem potens est etiam quae ipse non facit, sicut quae-

cumque peccata. De Procdestinatione Sanctorum, Cap. X., ^§ 19, 20.

Praescientia quippe Dei eos quos sanaturus est, peccatores praBnoscit,

non facit. Nam si eas animas liberat a peccato quas innocentes et

mundas implicuit ipse peccato; vulnus sanat quod intulit nobis, non

quod invenit in nobis. De Anima et ejus Origine, Cap. VIH., I 7.

J Institutes^ B. iii., C. xxi., ^ 5. .
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This prescience extends to the whole circuit of the world and to all

creatures."

John Owen also distinguished between efficacious and permis-

sive decrees; but he was entangled by the attempt to distinguish

between sin as an entity and as a quality, and with Turrettin

illogically represented permissive decrees as making their objects

certain ; that is, that God decreed that some things may be and

shall be at one and the same time. Like the same great author,

also, he failed to mark a palpable distinction between making

and proving a tiling certain. Foreknowledge, from the nature of

the case, never makes, it only proves, an event infallibly certain.

It exercises no causal efficiency. Nevertheless, Owen furnishes

the following just description of the divine foreknowledge, from

which our conclusion logically flows:*

"God knows all things as they are, and in that order wherein they

stand. Things that are past, as to the order of the creatures which he

has appointed to them, and the works of providence which outwardly

are of him, he knows as past 5 not by remembrance, as We do, but by

the same act of knowledge wherewith he knew them from all eternity,

even before they were. Their existence in time and being, cast by the

successive motion of things into the number of the things that are past,

denotes an alteration in them, but not at all in the knowledge of God,

So it is, also, in respect of things future. God knows them in that esse

intelligihile which they have, as they may be known and understood. . . ,

He sees and knows them as they ar*, when they have respect upon

them of being future ; when they lose this respect, by their actual ex-

istence, he knows them still as before. They are altered ; his knowledge,

his understanding, is infinite and changeth not. 'In God there is simple

intuition, by which compound things are viewed simply, variable things,

invariably, and successive things, simultaneously.' "

The philosophic John Howe is very express as to the matter

before us. We give a brief extract from an able discussion by

him of the question, How it is possible there should be any cer-

tain knowledge of events yet to come, that depend upon a free

and self-determining cause : f

"It must be acknowledged that to whom anything is uncertain, it is

a contradiction that to him it should be certainly known ; but that

* Works, Goold's Ed., Vol. xii., p. 127.

f Living Temple, Pt. i., C. vi., ^8.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—11.
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such thinocs are uncertain to God needs other proof than I have met

with. . . . But since we are sure many such things have been certainly

foretold by God (and of them such as we may be also sure he never

intended to effect), we have reason enough to be confident that such

things are not unknowable to himi^^y','s Though he [Strangius] truly

says that the Scotists' way of expressing how future contingeYits are

present to God—that is, according to their objective and intentional

being only—affords us no account why God knows them (for which cause

he rejects it, and follows that of the Thomists, who will have them to

be present according to their real and actual existence) ; I should yet

prefer the deficiency of the former way before the contradictiousness

and repugnancy of the latter; and conceive those words in the Divine

Dialogues [More's] as good an explication of the manner of his knowl-

edge as the case can admit (which, yet, is but the Scotists' sense),

'That the whole evolution of times and ages is so collectedly and

presentifickly represented to God at once, as. if all things and actions

which ever were, are, or shall be, were at this very instant and so

always really present and existent before him.' Which is no wonder,

the animadversion and intellectual comprehension of God being absolutely

infinite, according to the truth of his idea."

In regard to relation of the divine foreknowledge to the fall of

Adam, he thus speaks:* •
;

..

"God's prescience of the event (besides that no man knows what it is

yet), whatever it is, it is wholly immanent in himself, as also his decrees;

therefore could have no influence into the event, or be any cause of it

;

all depended, as hath been shown, on man's own will ; and, therefore, if

God did foresee that man would fall, yet he knew also, that if he would, he

might stand."

The conclusion at which we arrive from this special discussion

is, that God's foreknowledge of Adam's first sin was not grounded

in a decree which necessitated its occurrence, or rendered it un-

avoidably certain, and if so, the proof professedly derived from

the opposite view in favor of the theory of Determinism as to the

freedom of the will fails to be established.

We here finish our examination of the fundamental positions

of Edwards and his school as to the will, viewed in relation to

the estate of man in innocence and to the fall. The theory of

Determinism has been laid upon the anvil of Adam's first sin.

and struck by the hammers of Scripture, consciousness, and the

Works, Tegg's Ed., Vol. i., p. 472.
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fundamental beliefs of the race. Whether it has endured the

blows the candid thinker must judge. In our humble judgment,

it has failed to stand the test. We have endeavored to show

that, theologically, it cannot, in its radical principle, be adjusted

to the Calvinistic system; and that, philosophically, as well as

theologically, it fails to answer the grand inquiry, How man's

present moral condition came to be so determined. Considered

in relation to man's natural fallen estate, it accounts for self-ex-

pression, but not for self-determination, and in relation to his

fall from his estate of innocence, it accounts neither for self-

expression nor self-determination. We hav^ not written on the

question as one involving the mere history of opinions, but as a

living, pressing, supreme, tremendous issue. The agony -and

sweat of the soul have demanded a reply to the great query: Did

God determine the present wretched moral condition of man? or

did man determine it for himself by a free, unnecessitated, avoid-

able decision of bis will? We inquired at the oracle of Deter-

minism, and its response deepened our gloom. We inquired at

the Oracles of God, and they thundered forth the answer: Man,

by his first sinful volition, himself unnecessarily determined his

mournful captivity to the law of sin and death. Great New
Englander! Mighty master of metaphysical argumentation!

First, spell-bound by his genius, which wielded over us the wand

of a wizard, we bowed in allegiance to his sceptre, then doubted

its legitimacy, and then declined subjection to its sway. We
close with one of his own utterances, by which he appears to us

indirectly but surely to refute himself:*

"This is the general notion, not that principles derive their goodness

from actions, but that actions derive their goodness from the principles

whence they proceed 5 and so that the act of choosing that vphich is good

is no further virtuous than it proceeds from a good principle, or virtuous

disposition of mind. Which supposes that a virtuous disposition of mind

may be before a virtuous act of choice ; and that, therefore, it is not neces-

sary that there should first be thought, reflection, and choice, before there

can he any virtuous disposition. If the choice be first, before a good dis-

position of heart, what signifies that choice?''

Here, then, is the great law of his philosophy as to the will:

* Original Sin, Pt. ii., C. i., § 1.
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no velition has any moral value except as it is determined by a

preceding moral principle or disposition—^a moral spontaneity

;

and of course it is applicable to bad as well as good acts of choice.

Let us then read the foregoing utterance in relation to bad acts

of choice: This is the general notion, not that principles derive

their badness from actions, but that actions derive their badness

from the principles whence they proceed ; and so that the act of

choosing that which is bad is no further sinful than it proceeds

from a bad principle, or sinful disposition of mind, which sup-

poses that, therefore, it is not necessary that there should first be

thought, reflection, and choice, before there can be any sinful

disposition. If the choice be first, before the existence of a bad

disposition of heart, what signifies that choice ? . Now, Edwards

was maintaining against Taylor that Adam was created in

righteousness, "with holy principles and dispositions." Whence^

then, the sinful principle or disposition which determined thefi,rst

sinful act of choice'^ And if there was none, what signified that

choice? We answer: there was no preceding sinful disposition

which determined it; but, alas, that unnecessitated and avoidable

act of choice, originated and determined by Adam's will, had a.

significance which is marked upon the everlasting ages.

John L. Girardeau.

ARTICLE IV.

A PLEA FOR THE STUDY OF HEBREW.

I

It is a well established principle of the Presbyterian Church,

that her ministry should be educated. This doctrine she holds

in unison with most of the Reformed Churches. The well known

arguments, behind which they have entrenched themselves on

this point, need not be here enumerated. It may be stated, how-

ever, that the doctrine, if we may so term it, is one that is gain-

ing ground. Even those evangelical Churches which have hitherto
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deemed it of no vital importance, are beginning to turn their

attention to the matter, and to view it in a more favorable light.

In consequence of her views upon this subject, consistently sus-

taining theory by practice, the Presbyterian Church has ever

been among the foremost in providing for the education of her

candidates. She strictly binds them to a course of study Iq

college and seminary that requires at least six years for its suc-

cessful prosecution. The Church has laid down as many require-

ments, and been as strict in enforcing them, as we could expect.

We would not have her go any farther in this direction than she

has already gone. The field to be cultivated is sufficiently broad.

The standard which the student is theoretically required to attain

is sufficiently high ; we would not have it raised. The remarks

about to be made are not, therefore, to be understood as applying

to the curriculum of our seminaries. As long as the Church is

responsible for the candidate's education, she discharges her duty.

But when the student finally quits the walls of the seminary, the

point arrives at which the Church ceases to be responsible for the

direction of his studies, and the responsibility is transferred to_

himself. It is to this class that we wish more particularly to

address the remarks about to be made. We suppose the young

licentiate to ask the question : "Shall I prosecute my Hebrew

studies after leaving the seminary, or shall I suifer them to

drop ?"

It will hardly be denied that very few of our young ministers

do prosecute their Hebrew studies after entering upon the active

work of the ministry. They breathe a sigh of relief, and ex-

claim : "We are done with Hebrew." The Hebrew Bible is laid

aside, and soon becomes . /

"to dumb forgetfulness a prey."

The dust of months and years accumulates upon it. The undis-

turbed worm is the sole visitant to its pages. It holds its unmo-

lested way through leaf and back. You need not ask the owner

whether he uses it. Open it. The musty smell tells its own

tale, and that tale is a tale of neglect.

It was formerly a custom, almost religiously observed in some

of our colleges, that a copy of the Calculus in use should be
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solemnly buried on the day of graduation. The whole class

would appear as chief mourners. In solemn array they would

bear the book to the designated spot, and there bury it out of

sight, in token that they had forever buried from sight and

thought its odious equations. This is just what very ihany of

our ministers practically do to-day with their Hebrew Bibles. -

When we come to inquire into the causes of this state of things,

we find that there are several which concur to bring it about. At

the very outset of his theological course, the student finds the

opinion prevailing that the Hebrew language is a bore and its

study a drudgery—a thing to be endured, as the galley slave

must endure the toiling at the oar, but a thing no more to be en-

joyed than the galley slave enjoys his irksome task. The force

of public opinion, strong everywhere, is especially strong in in-

stitutions of learning. The student immediately falls under its

influence. A few enthusiastic minds may see beauty in the sim-

plicity and dignity of one of the oldest languages, and earnestly

seek to master it ; but they are generally laughed at for their

pains. The majority will give their strength to other matters,

and give to Hebrew only the grudging attention that a school-

boy, eager for his bat and ball, gives to his Xenophon or his

Caesar. Should they be solicited to pay more attention to this

study, the question cui bono is asked ; no one appears to answer,

and the matter is adjudicated against the friendless language.

When the student comes to leave the seminary, feeling that he

is just freed from a troublesome task, as far as this study is con-

cerned, he finds nothing in the opinions or the habits of- the

ministry to combat, but everything to encourage, his willing

neglect. He is told that whatever else he may fear, he need en-

tertain no fears as to the result of his examinations in Hebrew.

This is in most cases true, and for the very best of reasons. In

many Presbyteries not a man can be found who is capable of con-

ducting a Hebrew examination, worthy the name of an examina-

tion. A few questions are asked, remarkable for nothing except

their elementary character. But a few moments suffice to show

that though the candidate's attainments are slim, the attaiments

of the examiner are yet more hopelessly slim. The whole thing
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degenerates into a farce. The impression left upon the minds

of Presbytery, candidate, and spectators alike, is, that this is a

mere routine or red tape matter, and may safely be dismissed

from the minds of all until another candidate appears upon the

scene, when the farce shall be repeated. Not only, then, is it a

fact that the ministry neglect this study, but, considering the

circumstances, it is a fact which was to have been expected. It

is none the less, however, in the opinion of the writer of this

plea, a thing to be deplored.

. !
We proceed now to answer some objections, and to urge some

reasons. why the study of Hebrew should not be neglected. We
trust that if our arguments do not prove convincing, they may at

least be thought worthy of attention. The chief objection urged

to the continuance of the study is based upon the assumption of

the inutility of such a course—not an absolute, but a comparative

inutility. There are so many things, it is said, that mW give a

better return for the labor spent upon them. Why should we

spend our strength for naught ? The minister has at best but little

time for study ; should he not spend that time in cultivating more

fruitful fields ? By way of answer, it may be remarked that

this objection has been made against all the higher branches of

study—against logic and psychology and moral science. It is

based upon the wide-spread but erroneous doctrine that we should

confine our attention to what are called practical studies. Were

this doctrine logically carried out, it would prove fatal to culture

and progress. Learning itself would commit ^felo de se. Link

by link the chains of thought would be shortened, until there

would be none long enough to draw water from the deep wells of

truth. We must plough deep if we would obtain a vigorous

growth of ideas.
' ^

'

.-

Again, let it be remembered that if this argument is lo be

pressed, it should cut far deeper, and lay a prohibition upon the

study of the language in the seminary. Are we prepared for

this which ought legitimately to follow? Let us see, now, what

may be said in favor of our plea. At the outset we may state

that we have the judgment of the Church. What is the design

of that part of the Constitution which enjoins the study of He-
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brew? for it is the law of the Church that every candidate under

her fostering care shall study it—why ? Is it merely as a

means ? The faithful study of this language, as the faithful

study of any language, is valuable as giving to the mind exer-

cise, and thereby strengthening all its powers. This 'was no

doubt one reason ; but it is not the only one. Was not the

knowledge of this language, in the opinion of our fathers, at

least, an end to be desired ? Nav, was not this the chiefest rea-

son for its study ? The other is merely iiicidental. A rpan may

obtain the finest kind of exercise hoeing in his garden ; but his

purpose is not to get exercise, but to raise vegetables. The com-

pany in which the study is found shows this. The student is

supposed to have completed his special course of training before

he reaches the seminary. Here the studies are to be eminently

practical—such as shall have a direct tendency to fit him for his

work. Theology, Church History and Government, Biblical

Interpretation and New Testament Greek, and Archaeology, are

all studied, because they are directly to fit the student for the

coming labors of his calling. They are, each, part of his fur-

nishing and his armament. It was therefore evidently the in-

tention of the framers of our Constitution to place Hebrew in

the same category. We have, then, the authority of the Church.

Shall that be almost a dead letter, and be carelessly contemned

every year by those who, in other respects, exalt it as a wonder-

ful compendium of wisdom ?

But there are special arguments. A student, whenever it is

practicable, ought to drink at the fountain head. Suppose that

he may acquire the same knowledge in two ways. He desires,

for instance, to discover the exact shade of meaning of a passage

in the Old Testament. To obtain this knowledge, he may con-

sult a commentary, or he may pursue an original investigation.

The latter course, when practicable, will be worth far more to

him than the former. Benefit is derived from the exercise of

the faculties of the mind. He obtains the gratifying reward of

industry. The mind is grateful for being trusted, and not merely

made the porter of other men's thought. A sense of responsi-

bility is thrown upon the judgment, which tends to strengthen it
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and make it more careful and trustworthy. That which passes

through the alembic of one's own mind is in a better condition to

be used by that mind. Original investigation gives a tone of

decidedness to our convictions and teachings.

Again, the majority of our ministers find tha,t, even when

most actively engaged in pastoral work, they are all the better for

earnestly pursuing some branch of study; and the question arises/

What that study shall be ? The minister will of course give at-

tention to general science, but here he must confine himself to

the results obtained by other explorers. The pastor cannot pos-

sibly plunge into the fathomless depths of investigation that

geology or chemistry open up. For original study, then, the

languages aiford him the best opportunity. And here Hebrew

has an advantage over all others, because, if he studies the He-

brew in its purity, he must study the Hihle. Greek, besides the

New Testament, gives him the lofty thought and consummate

method of Aristotle, the wonderful history of Thucydides, the

wisdom of Socrates, and the almost inspired common sense of

Plato, and, above all, the living and life-giving eloquence of the

ideal orator, Demosthenes. Butr Hebrew takes him to the very

fountain head of history and bids him marvel at the majestic

simplicity of Genesis, Joshua, and Judges, opens to him the

more than Socratic wisdom of Proverbs, and waits till he grasps

the lofty images of Prophecy, or kindles his enthusiam at the

fire that burns in the book of Job. If Latin leads him to the

purity and eloquence of Tully, Hebrew takes him to the sublime

utterances of Isaiah ; and the Commentaries of Csesar are far

excelled by the hand that guides us through the rapid conquest

of Canaan. « -'

Or look at it from another point of view. The man who cul-

tivates eloquence, who seeks by every legitimate means to arouse

men to action, who would express himself in "thoughts that

breathe and words that burn," must cultivate the imagination,

must store his mind with striking analogies, must be inspired

with something of the spirit of poetry. The Hebrew, like all

Oriental languages, is picturesque and poetical. A striking

analogy is often found in a single word, and there is the sugges-
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tion of a poem in a line. It may be said that we have all these

advantages in the English Bible. True, we have many of them,

and yet who does not know that much of the vividness, the pic*

turesqueness, and the force of a language is necessarily lost in the

process of translation. It is well known that no poem especially

can bear translation without losing something of that delicate

aroma that lingered around it in its native garden and its native air.

When you translate it, you strip it of that grace which was born

with it, amid the throes of genius, and you adjust to it garments

which often fail to fit. And this lack of fitness must be increased

when the language vestments belong to different families, widely

separated ages, and diverse civilisations. Analogies and similes

are frequently, it is true, transferred, but by common use in our

every-day language their origin is forgotten and their beauty un-

appreciated. But when we find them in a new and unfamiliar

language, they come upon us with all the stimulating vividness of

a new discovery. We cannot therefore derive the full benefit

here suggested, unless we go to the old language itself.

- 'Again, consider that the Hebrew Bible is one of the very best

and simplest commentaries on the English. To discover the

original meaning of a word is often like throwing open the win-

dow of a darkened room. As the light streams in forms hitherto

dim and shadowy stand forth with the clear and distinct outlines

of well-known objects. We might give many examples of this,

but two will suffice for illustration. The word translated sanctify^

me^ns, originally, to separate. A sanctified person or thing,

therefore, was one separated from all others of the same class,

and set apart to the service of God. See how much this adds to

the clearness of the concept of which this word is the sign. The

Old Testament word {or faith comes from a root meaning to make

steady, thus bringing out the idea of that practical reliance

which is of the very essence of saving faith, and denoting that

steadying effect which it exercises, not only over the intellect and

the heart, but over the whole life.

Once more : the study of this noble language cannot fail to

act in some measure as ai^ antidote to the weak and watery style

which the literature of the day is too well fitted to beget and
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nourish. The infant sometimes draws death from the same

breast from which it draws life. We must, to a large extent,

seek our literary pabulum amid the publications of the day, and

too often the tainted leaven infuses corruption into the ferment-

ing style of the young.

The age tends to superficiality
;
young men come forth with

great pretensions and great expectations. Their encyclopedic

attainments are calculated to startle. And yet too often this is

illusory. There is the breadth, but not the depth. There is the

glitter, but not the gold. They lack that sweep of pinion and

that vigor of stroke that lifts the eagle toward the sun. It avails

not to have much and varied knowledge in the multiplied

branches of human investigation, unless there be also depth and

justness of thought and keenness of vision. Truth lies beneath

the surface. We must dig for her diamonds, we must dive for

her pearls. Anything that antagonises the mushroom learning

of the day must be beneficial. Let us lay the foundations broader

and deeper with lexicon and grammar. We need to commune

not only with Augustine and Calvin, with Turrettin and Hodge

and Dabney, but also with Gesenius and Fuerst, with Davidson

and Deutsch. Our Southern Church is already widely known

for her orthodoxy and for her unswerving fidelity to the incom-

parable symbols of the Presbyterian faith. Let her be equally

widely known for her scholarship and her ability and determina-

tion to stand on that high plane of learning on which Melanch-

thon and Calvin placed the Church of the Reformation. Let her

do this—not for the pride of learning, or the exulting joy of su-

periority, but for the glory of her King ; that she may bring to

his altar a richer sacrifice, and offer there with vows of consecra-

tion not only the strength and service of her body, but the power

and service of her mind ; that she may bear her continued testi-

mony to the value of an educated ministry ; that she may have

young men upon whose shoulders the mantles of ascending schol-

aVs may fall, to cover a double portion of their spirits ; and lastly,

that she may cover her front with that broad and burnished

shield of learning that shall turn aside from her vitals the poi-

soned darts of superficiality and ignorance. '
' '

F. W. Lewis.
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At its meeting in Columbia, in October, 1877, the Synod of

South Carolina appointed John B. Adger and John L. Girardeau,

Ministers, and Thomas Thomson, Ruling Elder, a Committee

to report to its "next meeting a plan for improving the contribu-

tions of our churches." In October, 1878, the Committee re-

ported to Synod in session at Spartanburg church. It pleased

that venerable body to express its approbation of the report and

its desire to have the same spread before the churches. The

manner of publication it was left with the Committee to deter-

, ipine. The following paper will set before the reader with suf-

ficient exactness the views which were presented to the Synod.

At this late day, after so much has been written and said, it

would seem that it ought to be admitted by all that giving to the

Lord of our substance is a mode of worship divinely appointed

and acceptable ; also that it is not only a duty but a fruit of grace

and a means of grace and also an evidence of grace, and like-

wise one of the sweetest privileges Christians can enjoy. Further,

it would seem that all should admit that this mode of worship is

to be at regular times, and by every individual, and in proportion

to each one's ability. Moreover, all would allow, one might well

suppose, that it is to be perfectly voluntary, and not offered

grudgingly nor of necessity. And in addition to all these things,

aH Presbyterians may be expected to agree that, in the conduct of

this worship, it is orderly and proper to use, as being divinely

ordaine(^ to this business, the services of the diaconate.

It has appeared safer to say what it would seem ought to be

allowed by all, rather than venture to affirm what is admitted by

all. In fact, it is to be feared that there are numbers in every

Presbyterian church who do not intelligently and heartily accept

the idea that Grod can be and must be worshipped with substance,

and who, therefore, are not prepared to accept all the consequences

of this view as they have been now set forth. An intelligent and

considerate observer can hi^rdly fail to be impressed with the
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belief that this doctrine of Scripture needs to be more fully and

frequently expounded and inculcated in every one of our churchea.

Should the present examination result in deepening this convic-

tion in the reader's mind, it will not have been made in vain,

even though there should be a complete failure to establish any

other of the positions which may be assumed.

But whilst the points named already seem to be perfectly indis-

putable, there are some others bearing on the subject, which are

not so plain. One of these is the question whether our worship

by giving is necessarily to be always in secret. Our Lord does,

indeed say that we must not let our left hand know what our

.

right doeth. But so also, and in the same place, he said, we

must shut our door when we pray. He was speaking there of

private prayer and private charity, and not of public worship and

public offerings in the great congregation. Indeed, elsewhere he

himself says, "Let your light so shine, that others seeing your

good wof'ks may glorify your Father who is in heaven." Mani-

festly, therefore, while ostentation is to be avoided, we are not

required so to arrange our services of this kind as that absolute

and perfect secrecy shall be secured in reference to the gifts of

each person. In so far as it may be necessary for any good

reason to have it known to the deacons what each person con-

tributes, there is no sin in giving them this knowledge. *^
,

Another question is whether the current expenses of a church,

as the salary of minister or sexton, the cost of fuel, lights, repairs, ?

etc., ought to be excluded from any connexion with its benevolent,

givings, and never be provided for on the same plan. This ia

.

the position taken by the Rev. George Harris, of Providence,

»

Rhode Island, in a tract of his, widely and acceptably published.

But it is not clear that it is absolutely necessary to make two

distinct kinds of church givings—those of benevolence and thosQ

for church debts. The items named are indeed of debt by thq

church ; for the minister's salary, for example, is not due to him

by individuals. It was the church, as such, which called and

promised him a support, and to the church he very properly looks

for the fulfilment of this promise. Yet the church appeals to

individuals to enable it to discharge this obligation, somewhat ill

1
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the same way that the Assembly appeals to every individual mem-
ber for offerings to enable its Executive Committees to discharge

the Assembly's obligations. It is not clear, therefore, that the

current expenses of a church must not be provided for in the

same way precisely as funds for benevolent work. " ^^ -
.

v,^

At the same time there may be churches so situated, in one

respect or another, as to make it convenient for them to separate

their current expenses from their benevolent givings, and evi-

dently they must be allowed to arrange the matter as may suit

them best. Indeed, it is very certain that some of our churches

receive no little help in the support of their ministers from per-

sons outside of the church, who for various reasons are willing

to contribute to that object and yet are not ready to give money

for missions or other like church objects. And surely none

should feel disposed to throw the least obstacle in the way of

these outside supporters. It is infinitely preferable by every

warrantable means to attract them to the church, and interest

them in its support.

There is a third question : Must the public worship of God

with our substance necessarily be offered on every Lord's day in

every church ?

In answer, many are disposed to insist that this is the only

right plan. The apostle, say they, gives this to us in 1 Cor. xvi.

2, as the divine plan, and therefore it is of course universally

binding. Yet it is not quite clear to all that the inspired writer

did intend to lay down there a rule for all churches without

regard to any difference in their circumstances. Paul says to the

Corinthians, "As I have given order to the churches of Galatia,

even so do ye;" but he does not say that he gives this inspired

order to all churches. Had he been laying down a universal

rule he would hardly have added, "And when I come, whomso-

ever ye shall approve by your letters, them will I send to bring

your liberality to Jerusalem. And if it be meet that I go also,

they shall go with me." Surely in these last words, the apostle

is referring to the particular case before him ; but if this portion

of his directions be specific and not universal, it can hardly be'

insisted that the other portion conveys unquestionably a universal
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and inviolable rule. And indeed, it may. well be asked, Is it

analogous to the free spirit of the gospel that a rule of this kind

should be imposed as binding on all churches, whatever their

circumstances? Were this indeed a binding rule, then when-

ever any church should neglect to obey it, there would be sin ; and

no matter what might be its liberality in other modes, it would

be necessary that that church should be visited in some form ox

other with the discipline of the Presbytery.

Now, on the other hand, some hold that the apostles' labors

naturally were at first given to cities and towns where money is

apt to be in somewhat plentiful abundance and use. There, even

the day-laborer as well as the richer man may be expected

generally to have money in hand, at least at the close of every

week. Wherever this is the case, the wisdom and eflficiency of

the apostle's rule are beyond question. But had it been the fact,

and been known as a fact to the apostle, concerning the rural

populations of that day—the country churches of other regions

than Greece and Galatia—that they had no money in current

circulation and no conveniently merchantable products of their

labor suitable to offer for church use, can we believe that Paul

would have laid on them, in such circumstances, the binding rule

that they must on every Lord's day absolutely settle their accounts

with' God's good providence, and liberally give of what was not

in their hand?

And yet the zeal of many for this as a universal divine rule,

leads them to insist that somehow or other it must be enforced.

One excellent minister of our Church writes thus : "Ever since

I entered the ministry I have believed that all the revenues of

the kingdom ought to come in from week to week by the free

gifts of God's people. I have preached it and prayed it and

practised it. It is God's plan, and with faith and prayer it must

succeed. It is said (he continues,) that in vsome communities

men only get money once a year. Very good. As soon as they

get it let them lay by God's part, and put a portion in each of

the fifty-two envelopes, and it will be there when the Lord's day

comes." But one might well ask, if thus portioned out and

placed inside of fifty-two envelopes to be given in every Lord's

-:••, (I
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day at church, is it quite certain that it would stay there ? Might

hot sotne of these envelopes be stolen, burnt, or otherwise lost ?

Would it not be safer and every way better to give to the Lord his

portion at once ? Is it not really the Lord's as soon as laid by for

the Lord, and may it not, therefore, be well placed at once in the

Lord's treasury ? Or, will it be said that it is more acceptable

to God, given in weekly portions through the coming year, than

paid over all at once as soon as obtained ? Is there, indeed, arty

weight or value in the good brother's idea that all the revenues

bf the kingdom must come in from week to week ? Is that really

the divine plan and the only acceptable plan ?

Let us now take up for consideration some of the plans in

present use, and compare them one with the other. '"

""
\. There is a plan pursued in many congregations for raising

the pastor's salary, which we may call

THE SUBSCRIPTION PLAN.

It usually has in view no other object than the one natnedi

When a call is about to be made for a minister, a paper is circu-

lated, and every subscriber promises such a share of the salary

as he is willing to pay. This plan certainly has some merits.

But one very great objection to it is that it frequently is under-

stood as a mere personal promise of the individual and for the

time. The minister called is (erroneously in all ordinary cases)

considered as having examined the names and amounts on that

paper, and as forming his own conclusions as to the goodness^ in

a financial sense, of each of the subscriptions ; and if he sees

fit to accept the call fortified by these individual subscriptions he

does it at his own risk. In the course of time, some die, some

temove, and some see fit to withdraw from the engagement with

or without notice given, and some again just neglect or decline

to pay what they promised. But it is an individual affair; the

church does not hold itself responsible for the amount stipulated

in the call or for any definite amount whatever. When indi-

viduals draw out, it is the preacher's loss, and the church has

nothing to say or to do in the premises. Thus comes about an

irregular and insufficient support of the minister^ and a conse-

quent diversion of time, thought, and effort on the minister's
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part from his proper work of winning souls. And thus comes

about that most fatal trouble in a church

—

the getting behind in

settling with its minister. Who likes to pay for dead horses ? For

his back services past and gone, who likes to be called upon to

make up deficiencies in the pastor's salary ? The church that

gets into debt to its minister is in a bad way, even though it is

for a small amount and has been only for a short time ; if the

debt is large and old, the church may be said, in a sense, to be

on the road to ruin. There is only one way to save it—^a very

bad way, but in the noble disinterestedness of our ministry a

somewhat common way—and that is for the genexous man of God

to forgive the debt, if his family does have to suffer.

2. There is

THE PEW RENT PLAN.
\t 14. ---.t

This also is a plan for raising the minister's salary. But as it

contemplates no other object, let us pass it by. , ,.^,{'/ .,,,",, ].,

3. There is the plan of ,r :

i

WEEKLY COLLECTIONS BY THE BAG. ',A

Many congregations in cities and towns have adopted this plan,

using the bag or hat or basket passed around. In a great many

cases it has worked well. We personally know of some where it

has proved itself in the highest degree efficacious. Sometimes it

has proved a failure, because of a prejudice with individuals

against a bag thrusting itself before them at church for money.

Yet we know of one case in a Southern city, and that immediately

after the war in the midst of great suffering and distress, where

this plan was successfully employed, a forenoon collection being

raised in this way for benevolent or foreign objects, and then an

afternoon collection for current or home expenses; and both col-

lections were ample. Let it be observed that the forenoon collec-

tion, which might well be expected to be the larger one, was

given to benevolence, the afternoon collection to home objects,

which illustrated the spirit of the scriptural injunction for every

man to look not upon his own things, but to regard primarily the

interests of others. It should be stated that in this case there

never was employed any urgency of appeals or any pressing

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—13.
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application for money ; only the preacher frequently and earnestly

held forth to the view of the congregation the greatness of Christ's

sacrifice made for us. Here lies the potent influence which alone

can draw forth the Church's liberality. In the case of this

church of poor suffering Confederate people, as in that of the

Macedonians mentioned by Paul, "in a great trial of affliction,

the abundance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto

the riches of their liberality." It was "the joy of the Lord" which

constituted their "strength," making them richly liberal even in

deep poverty. It was their being made "to know the grace of

Christ, that, though he was rich, yet for our sakes he became

poor, that we through his poverty might be rich
"— it was this

which wrought in them, although in distress and want, an abound-

ing charity to others. It was an earnest ministry, at once

enlightening their understanding and stirring their affections,

which made them forget their own troubles in caring for others

yet more needy and distressed. It was also the power of the

littles, and the influence of frequent collections, and the effect of

letting all have the opportunity at all times to worship the Lord

with offerings of substance, small perhaps, but numerous and oft

recurring, and so swelling into a great and ample volume. Great

is the power of grace, but great also the advantage of good plans

over bad ones. This is a good plan in many places. It gives

every one an opportunity to offer. It passes no one by. It comes

again and again to each person in God's house and accepts from

every one, great and small, his willing tribute to the King. But

still, in rural congregations generally this plan can hardly be

expected to be efficient, because there, very commonly, the people

have not much money in hand all the year round. They cannot

all give weekly in proportion as the Lord prospers, because their

returns are for the most part annual. The plan of weekly collec-

tions in tbe bag may bring in some little gifts from some of them,

but to get at such congregations successfully some other plans

must be substituted for, or at least conjoined with, this plan.

For it is a demoralising thing in any congregation to see many per-

sons decline to give—a very demoralising thing it is for this blessed

ordinance of worshipping God with offerings of money to be visibly
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(though perhaps it may be excusably) dishonored in pew after

pew as the deacons go round! Yes, a dreadful thing it is for our

children to grow up habituated every Lord's day to the sight of

what certainly must look like the Church's trampling on her

Lord's ordinance!

4. There is
''- '

' . .-r
-
' '

•
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; THE PLAN OF ladies' ASSOCIATIONS. f
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This has been very successful in raising funds for Foreign

Missions. There are not over one hundred and ninety of these

in all our nineteen hundred churches—not more than one in

every ten of our churches. Yet they have given one-fifth of our

whole Foreign Missionary contributions for the past two years.

This is a remarkable showing. It was not reasonable to calculate

that these few women associated together thus would give one-

tenth of all our whole Church gives, but lo, they give one-fifth

of the whole sum. And yet perhaps in no case does the Ladies'

Missionary Association in a church combine the strength of even

all its female members ! What is the secret of the power of these

Associations? Multiply their number tenfold, and put one in

every church of our whole connexion, and the Foreign Missionary

fund of the bodj would be by them alone doubled immediately.

And how would this result come about? What is the process by

which they multiply Missionary funds? There is no mystery

about it. Systematic giving of a small sum by a number of per-

sons is the whole secret. It is just the power of the littles. The

ladies promise each of them a certain sum—and it is usually a

small one—every month. There needs no machinery—only a

Treasurer to receive and forward the oiferings. A missionary

lecture by the pastor is given at the monthly meeting, and thus

the members learn to know what is doing by the Church through

missionaries, and also to pray for the spread of the gospel amongst

the heathen.

Now what should hinder the uniting of all the members of any

church and of all our churches, in this kind of systematic giving

for Missions and learning about Missions and praying in concert

for their success? There is no charm of course in the union of

one sex by itself in this blessed work. Why should we need a

i
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Ladies' Missionary Association ? Why not all the church mem-
bers, old and young, male and female, be associated as such in

this giving of money systematically for Missions? And if for

Missions, why not for every one of the Church's objects? And
this done, whether the gifts were large or small, the treasury

would be full. And this done, all would be accomplished which

our hearts desire, and the Sacramental Host would march to

assured and speedy victory. - .
>

5. Some have endeavored to get a contribution from every

church member for one or more church olyects by using in various

ways a written pledge. >

In some churches in New England a card is left at every house

for each and every member of the family, and the receiver, if will-

ing, puts down so much pledged by him as a daily contribution,

from one cent up to any higher figure, and the cards are all sent

back to the proper person. Then collectors are appointed to go

and gather the promised amounts every month. We Presbyte-

rians should do all this through our divinely appointed Diaconate.

This plan has proved very effective. In country churches who

work on this plan, it is arranged that those who are farmers may

pay in any sort of produce at the market price, some merchant

being selected as receiver, who sells the produce on ihe church's

account. This is one way of employing the written pledge.

Here is another: in a little church in South Carolina Presby-

tery a paper is circulated by the deacon amongst the members,

which has a column for every one of our Assembly's schemes,

and for other objects of the individual church, and every person

is requested to set down in each column such contribution, how-

ever small, as he or she feels able to pledge. The result is very

much larger contributions than that little church ever before

made. The secret of this success is just the power of the littles

—

the mighty influence of systematic and universal giving.

There is yet another form of written pledge suggested in The

Missionary for October. It is headed
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Deacons' List of Contributions to Benevolent Objects for the peat

1S79, in the Presbyterian Church.

Sustentation, to be paid in January,

Publication, to be paid in March,

Foreign ^lissions, to be paid in May,

Invalid Fund, to be paid in July,

Evangelistic Fund, to be paid in September,

Education Fund, to be paid in November,

Theol. Institute, Tuskaloosa, to be paid in Dec'r,

cents.

It is suggested that about the first of December* a full statement

be made to the church in regard to these matters and the plans

of our Assembly;, that two copies of the Deacons' List be fur-

nished to every member of the church, old and young, male and

female, both to be filled up, one to be retained and the other given

back to the deacons; that at the appointed time each collection

be taken up, the members bringing or else sending in their offer-

ings, name attached ; that the deacons keep precise accounts and

inform the congregation statedly through the Session of the

results attained. ^

Now it will be observed that here are three forms of using the

written pledge, but none of these contemplate weekly collections.

The New England plan of cards and collectors looks to monthly

gatherings; and the little South Carolina church plan looks to

gathering the gifts pledged, at no stated times, which is certainly

a great defect in that plan; and the plan proposed in our Mis-

sionary for October looks for payments to be made once in every

two months. - • ' ' ^

6. But we come at length to speak of one form of using the

written pledge which distinctly contemplates weekly offerings

and those on the Lord's day, and as a formal act of divine wor-

ship. It is known as the envelope plan. The Rev. George

Harris, before mentioned, claims that this plan was introduced

"^There is no reason why this plan should not be introduced at any

period of the year, ^. ,_, .
,

. ,j,,^
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by the Union church of Providence, Rhode Island, which is cer-

tainly, we think, a mistake. He says that church adopted it in

1873, while we are confident that we met the envelope system in

some form before that time in Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle, Lon-

don. Possibly some of the many Americans who saw it there

used, brought back the idea to this country, or it may have been

known before in the United States. Mr. Harris says, ''The merit

of this plan lies in the annual pledge of a weekly offering." As
he sets forth the plan, cards are left before the beginning of a

new year* in every pew, stating the objects had in view, and a

column of figures, from one cent up, representing a weekly offer-

ing, and each person is requested to cross out the figure which

represents the sum he pledges to give every week. These cards

are to be dropped the next Sunday into the boxes at the church,

and then fifty-two small envelopes are sent to each person pledg-

ing, and every envelope has printed on it the date of each suc-

cessive Sunday in the year. The envelopes are numbered each

several pack with its own particular number, (say sixty or twenty-

three or some other figure,) and as they come in a check is made

against their corresponding figure in the Treasurer's books, who

keeps his accounts with numbers and not names, and so there is

no parade made of donors' givings. Into one of these envelopes

every Sunday the amount pledged is to be enclosed, and it is

dropped into the box as the person enters the church. If he has

been absent (»ne or more Sundays, his little pack of envelopes

remind him of it—he sees that some have not been used and he

encloses the money and drops them in.

In some churches the envelopes are not dropped into a box,

but gathered during the service, either whilst the congregation

sings, or else keeps profound and thoughtful and reverential

silence. And after the collection is made, the minister in a short

offertory prayer beseeches the Head to accept and acknowledge

these gifts with his blessing. In other churches, the practice is

for this prayer to precede the collection, and then it becomes a

prayer of special consecration of the offerings about to be made.

*The New Year having now already begun, there is no difficulty in

entering on this plan at any subsequent period.

\r
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In sucfj cases the minister prays that the people may give

thoughtfully and intelligently, and that the Lord's blessing may
follow what they thus set apart to his service. * No mere formal

petition is suitable, of course, but a glowing, heartfelt, touching

prayer, in which every pious heart would join, and which would

instruct and impress every observer and every hearer. The

interests involved are unspeakably great—they are connected

with the extension of the kingdom ; and the gifts are especially

sacred in many cases, devised by generous, loving hearts, pro-

cured by toil and self-denial ; and surely, as has been well said,

very, very tender should be the spirit of the occasion when the

offering is made. But, it is to be feared that money very often

is thoughtlessly, nay, perhaps unwillingly, cast into the Lord's

treasury, no higher promptings moving the giver (as it has been

well said) than when he tosses a nickel to an organ grinder in

the street. A consecrating prayer by the minister before the

collection would surely add not a little to the solemnity and de-

vout seriousness of our worship with substance. '41!

The financial success of the envelope system has, in many

cases, been very decided. In one church it raised the collections

in one year from $479 to $1,686, and the year after to $2,397;

in another church in one year from $3,540 to $5,064; in another

from ^3,600 to $7,674. These churches are all in Providence,

Rhode Island. In one of them the number of givers was increased

by the envelope system from sixty-two, which was the largest

number called on by collectors, to one hundred and eighty-seven

and then to two hundred and ten ; in another of these churches

from ninety-five to two hundred and eighty-three. ' - '!.'?'^

And then there are other advantages of this system:

1. It is entirely free of all personal solicitation, which is per-

haps an unmixed evil, for it is fatal to a genuine benevolence to

give only on persuasion. In fact, there are some who go so far

as to say that it is a shame to send any person, young or old,

male or female, upon any begging errand. >
; u

2. It removes elements of uncertainty : on a rainy Sunday

one-half the people will not come out, but the envelopes will

bring their offerings on the next clear day. , >Ji > li^- f it tit

- Ml

>'M
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3. It secures the small gifts which readily swell into a large

volume. For nine persons in ten, who live in cities or towns, it

is easier to give twenty-five cents per week than to give thirteen

dollars once a year—easier to give one dollar a week than fifty-

two dollars at the end of the year. If fifty-eight persons in a

city congregation give five cents a week, the amount in one year

will be $150.80, but if a deacon sets out to collect such an

amount for any church object whatever, he is very a*pt to feel and

say, "I do not know where I can rind givers enough to contri-

bute it." If fifty persons give ten cents a week, the sum total

will be $260—-just think of it

—

two hundred and sixty-jive dol-

lars in ten cent pieces! If thirty-three persons give each twenty-

five cents a week together they pile up annually $429.00. And
these several amounts, contributed in small gifts ranging from

five cents to twenty-five cents, will count up annually $839.80.

Great is the power of the Jittles ! Nine-tenths of this amount,

moreover, is clear gain, for very little of the sum accumulated by

these small gifts would have been gathered into occasional collec-

tions. A capital mistake in our collections commonly is, that we

get from the few but not from the many. The Roman Catholics

build their grand cathedrals with gifts of laboring men and ser-

vant girls. Their exactions may sometimes prove oppressive, but

the principle on which they proceed is the correct one for all

church-givings—we want the gifts of the many, of all the multi-

tude, whether large or little, the gifts of the whole body in one,

and we want these gifts at regular and short intervals.

4. It invites everyone to give as God hath prospered him,

that is, according to his or her own ability, whether great or

small. It invites each to make no account of what others do or

leave undone. It invites each to deal in this matter personally

and in a private way directly with the Lord. It invites each to

pay conscientious worship to him of a kind which he has di-

rectly appointed.

5. It trains the children to give systematically and on princi-

ple. One reason why the members of our churches generally

give so little is, that they do not know how to give more, and

that because they were never trained to give. In no one affair of
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human life is the effect of training more manifest than in this

matter of giving. One Christian or one church will with great

delight give largely and enjoy it as an unspeakably sweet privi-

lege; another gives as if it were the drawing of teeth ; and the

difference between the two is simply a matter of training. Dr.

Smyth of Charleston, thirty-five years ago had a Juvenile Mis-

sionary Society in the Second church of that city, and the chil-

:

dren brought in a really large amount of money in the course of

years for Foreign Missions. But the main point gained was his

education of these children in the love of Missions by the lec-

tures with which he constantly enlivened and enlightened their

meetings, as well as by their individual efforts. He trained those

children to be zealous for Foreign Missions, and therefore for

every good work. Those juvenile friends of Missions are now the

members of the office-bearers of that congregation, and they know

all about giving and therefore it comes easy to them. Their old

minister sleeps in his grave there, butyhis living, active influence

survives. .
.•' '••. r.5•i^^.ft;^>i^,:. -^r^JH:^- ,.

One of the pastors of the South Carolina Presbytery tells of a

church member saying in his presence, "Why, I gave ten cents

for Foreign Missions three times last year!" How much educa-

tion in giving, think you, had that person enjoyed? But another

minister of the same Presbytery hearing this statement, remarked

that there are hundreds of our church members who could not

boast of giving even that much! Astounding comment on a

statement which no well-trained Christian could regard otherwise

than as both surprising and ridiculous, "Why, I gave ten cents

for Foreign Missions three times last year!" But what will the

reader think when we tell him that still another minister of the

same Presbytery spoke on the same occasion of an intelligent and

generally zealous ruling elder, who said to him, "If all the money

expended by the Church on missionary work in heathen lands

had been employed in building railroads amongst them, more

good would have been accomplished"—which signified, of course,

that the Lord Jesus (may he graciously forgive the unworthy

sentiment) should not have said, "Go, preach and teach the

gospel!" but, " Go, build railroads "
!
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The simple truth is, that we must train the next generation to

be better givers, and, in every other respect, better church mem-
bers. We need a better article of members, deacons, elders,

ministers; and the way to get them is by rightly training them

from the beginning.
, ... , » i

* ^ .• "r^

It should be stated, in explaining the envelope system, that it

is distinctly expressed on the cards employed that should the

person pledging discover at any time during the year that his

offerings are too large for his means, he is to be at perfect liberty

to make the necessary reduction, only notifying the Treasurer of

the change.

It should also be stated, that where contributors make no

specific apportionment of their offerings, it will be for the Session

to divide out the same according to its best judgment. , , v

It should yet further be said, that our Committee of Publica-

tion at Richmond will, at low prices, furnish any church with

envelopes and other papers explanatory of their use. —
Once more, it is to be very especially observed, that all agree

in recommending the greatest thoroughness of explanation to the

congregation wherever this system is proposed to be introduced.

The Rev. Dr. Lane, of our church at Athens, Georgia, before

entering on the use of this plan in his church, preached several

sermons on giving as a required act of worship. "I do not think

(he says) that the plan can successfully be put in operation without

first thoroughly discussing the whole subject." Another high

'authority says: "The thoroughness with which the matter is

presented at first will have influence for years ; and no time, con-

sideration, or labor should be spared in its inauguration. After

a proper presentation of it from the pulpit, let the officers of the

church prepare a careful and ample estimate of the amount neces-

sary to meet all the working expenses of the church, including the

Sunday-school, and then convene the congregation and lay it

before them, that they may act intelligently in providing for these

expenses, as well as in contributing for the benevolent objects of

the church." This distinction between the working expenses

and the benevolent objects of the church is a necessary and proper

one. There is no benevolence in providing ourselves with a house
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of worship and a minister and sexton, and with fuel and lights,

nor in carrying on a good Sunday-school for our children ; the

benevolent work of the church relates to those outside of the

church, and perhaps far off at the ends of the earth.

There is one aspect, however, in which objection might be

urged against this envelope plan, namely, that it seems at first

sight to be calculated (mly for members of the church, leaving

all the non-communicants aside, making no application for help

to them, and using no efforts to interest them in the benevolent

work of the church. But it does not appear, on more thorough

consideration, that this neglect of the outsiders is any necessary

part of the system. We do not see why application for offerings

to the Lord may not properly and suitably be made to all such

persons as are diligent in attending upon the "common ordi-

nances ;" that is, those onlinances which people come together

to enjoy in common. Let them signify, as the members of the

church do, what they are willing to pledge of their substance to

the Lord by the use of the envelopes. It may be that, through

grace from on high, the giving of their substance may help them

to give themselves to the Lord. Let us in every proper way

attract them to the church.

Thus has been presented to the reader a somewhat full exhibi-

tion of the envelope system which is now accepted in very many

churches of cities and towns, as beyond all comparison the best

plan for their church collections. One eminent minister of our

Church says : "It is the plan of plans for raising church rev-

enues." Another commends it as "bringing every believer face

to face once every week with the Lord, to settle the question,

How much do I owe him ?" Already one has been quoted who

says that he "has long been satisfied that all the revenues of the

kingdom ought to come in from week to week by the free gifts of

God's people," and that "this is God's plan, and with faith and

prayer must succeed." And yet, let the impressive words of the

Rev. George Harris of Rhode Island be recalled to mind,

who truly says, as already quoted : "The merit of this system

resides, however, in the annual pledge of a weekly offering."

It cannot be gainsaid, therefore, that with all its acknowledged
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efficiency, this plan does not literally nor fully comply with the

apostle's injunction to the Galatians and Corinthians. The lay-

ing by as God hath prospered each one, the apostle said to those

churches, must be done on every Lord's day—that is, strictly

from week to week, with their varying circumstances, all along

through the whole year. He did not enjoin the pledge at the

year's beginning, of a fixed amount for each successive week, as

the admirable and very efficient envelope plan proposes and re-

quires. The question is therefore raised here again, Is there

any weight or value in the idea that all the revenues of the king-

dom must come in from week to week ? Is that really the divine

plan to the exclusion of all other plans, and are our offerings ac-

ceptable to God upon no other system ? ^ , . ,, j,

7. There remains one other plan to be considered. It does not

literally comply with the apostle's directions to the Galatians and

Corinthians. It contemplates the formal offering of substance

to the Lord in worship chiefly once in the year. It is a plan

suited especially to rural congregations. It proposes that every

such congregation associate itself under its own deacons in some

sort of voluntary agreement to raise different kinds of produce

for the church's objects—each man signing a written agreement

to cultivate for the service of the church, ten acres, or five, or

three, or two, or one acre, or a half acre, or a quarter acre, in

cotton or rice or corn or wheat or barley or oats, as might suit

him best ; and each woman dedicating, in the same formal and

solemn way, all she can make by manufacturing a carpet or a

quilt, or by the care of so many turkeys or geese or ducks or

hens ; and each child promising what can be produced by a bee-

hive, or a bed of potatoes in the garden, or a patch of pindars,

or an apple tree, or a peach tree, or the care and feeding of a

pig or lamb or kid. On a given day the results might all be

gathered at some central house in the congregation, or some store

in the neighboring village, or wherever it could be most conve-

niently gotten to a market ; or, all these articles being turned by

each person into money, the proceeds might be brought thus to-

gether, and then the elders and deacons divide it out between
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their own church's objects and the Assembly's seven schemes.

Who can doubt that in some such way as this, larger results

would be attained in our country churches, than their subscrip-

tions and collections do ever now reach ? And might not other

advantages accrue to these churches besides this development of

their financial strength ? More zeal and more devotion to the

church's interests ; a closer union of the whole body in hearty

sympathy and mutual good will ; a great deal of pleasure in the

very cares and labors required ; a great deliverance from the bur-

den which the collection of money for the church's use now con-

stitutes and imposes ; an agreeable escape from many disastrous

failures and break downs in our church financial undertakings ; a

valuable training of ourselves and our children in working directly

for the Lord in our daily avocations ; a pious' sense of our da*

pendance upon him for all success, since without his rain and

dew and sunshine no crops and no produce are possible—might

not all these advantages flow to our rural congregations from

some such plan as this, in addition to the large increase of their

benevolent contributions ? ; vi«:;'il5

The ground on which this plan is proposed for the adoption of

rural congregations, is that for the most part they get their money

once a year, when their fall crops are sold. If they are to give

as God has prospered them, they must give out of these annual

receipts. The money which in small amounts they do frequently

receive all through the year is not an adequate sum from which

the Lord's share can be apportioned. But the farmer and planter

can daily and weekly worship the Lord with their substance and

their strength, as they cultivate his crop on their consecrated

ground; and their "God's acres" may thus minister all the sea-

son through to their increase in faith, and their growth in zeal

and love.

It has indeed been suggested by an Oconee farmer, who is a

ruling elder, that there are two seasons in the year when the ag-

ricultural class of church members may be successfully called on

to give money : in the fall, when cotton is sold, the farmer

has the most money ; but in the spring, also, he generally has

some wheat or corn or other produce left, which he can sell,
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And so this farming elder urges that, as we have two meetings of

Presbytery in the year, we may make demands before the spring

meeting for the farmers' offerings for Sustentation and Publica-

tion, which are the appointed objects for January and March

;

and then, before the fall meeting of Presbytery, (or at least be-

fore the Synod's meeting, when Presbytery can always have an

adjourned meeting,) we can call on him for his offerings on behalf

of Foreign Missions and the Invalid Fund, the Evangelistic

Fund, Education, and the Tuskaloosa Institute.

8. In conclusion, reference may be made to what a young

brother in the ministry in the North Carolina Synod writes as to

a plan by which he was enabled to wake up the benevolence of

one of his churches there, so that their gifts were increased from

fifty dollars to four hundred and fifty dollars in a comparatively

short period. He went to the tax records, and ascertained what

every one paid to the State. Then he found out, by patient in-

quiry, what each one paid for his own gratification with tobacco

and cigars. And then he persuaded every one, in a private con-

versation, to compare with these expenditures for the State and

for luxury, what he was doing for Christ and the Church.

J. B. A.

There may properly be appended to this article the resolutions

which embodied the action of the Synod after consideration of

the subject thus presented to it.

^^Resolved, by the Synod of South Carolina

—

"1. That it be ur^ed on every minister to instruct his people, and every

evangelist the feeble congren;ations to which he ministers, in the Scripture

doctrine of the worship of God with substance. On this subject, it i»

necessary in every one of our churches to give line upon line, precept

upon precept. And our Sessions and evangelists are called upon to give

opportunity in the best possible manner, whatever that may be, to all our

churches, for offering to our adorable Head the worship under consid-

eration.

"2. That for our churches in cities and towns this Synod recommends

the envelope or some similar plan of weekly collections in order that the

unquestionable advantages of frequent, systematic, proportionate, and

universal oflferings may be gained under the guidance of Apostolic
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wisdom in ail those churches where that method can be successfully em-

ployed.

"3. That for rural congregations which cannot depend on the envelope

or any other system of weekly collections, we recommend the combined

use of several plans. The Synod would favor the trial in such churches

of the plan of agricultural and such like undertakings as detailed in the

report just presented. But where persons have a repugnance to such

plans, it is recommended to our country churches to have them invited

to employ the written pledge of money. The deacons can make a list of

all the Assembly's objects, adding to them, if thought advisable, those

objects which concern immediately the local church, and persons may be

asked to give a written promise to contribute a certain sum at stated

periods. The written pledge, in some one or other of the forms sug-

gested in the report, is very important to be secured in order to give ef-

ficiency to collections in such churches as cannot follow out Paul's direc-

tions to the Galatians and Corinthians. The tribute to our King must

be taken from every one of his liege subjects in proportion to the pros-

perity vouchsafed by Ilim.

"4. Regarding associations of ladies and others in efforts to raise

money for the work of Foreign Missions, in which they have certainly

been very efficient, it may be said that they simply constitute an attempt

to unite the churches where they have been established, in systematic

giving by each and every member for that object, and then going on in

the same track to interest and unite them in collecting money for every

other church object. But where such associations exist, or may be

formed, measures should always be taken to have them come under the

acknowledged rule of the church, by their submitting regular reports of

their doings and securing the approbation of the same by the Sessions
5

because the Synod is properly and rightfully jealous of every plan which

does not contemplate direct and immediate action by the church as such^

and under direct and acknowledged responsibility to the ruling eldership

as such. Let us call on our churches, in their church capacity to contri-

bute their offerings at stated times in those ways which seem most prac-

ticable, instructing them about Foreign Missions and all the other inter-

ests of the Church, «ind appealing always to that great motive—the love

which we owe to Him who bought us with His blood."
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ARTICLE VI.

PRESBYTERIANISM.

"And as they ministered unto the Lord and fasted the Holy

Ghost said: Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work where-

unto I have called them. And when they had prayed and fasted,

they laid their hands on them and sent them away." This pas-

sage is a record of fact throwing light incidentally upon the great

transition period when the Church was passing from one regime

to another. The period of that transition ran over a space of

ninety years, including the whole of the New Testament record,

a period in which the Church of God made its escapement

from an elaborate system of symbols, some of them specially

oriental and archaic, and therefore having a special adaptation

to earlier ages and modes of thought; some of them typical, and

therefore carrying in them their own limitation of time; some of

them of apt and universal significance, and therefore, though

Jewish, of universal application. ^ '

We say it without unkindness to any who may differ from us,

that the Presbyterian Church most truly represents this transition

period, has brought away whatever was integral to the Church of

God under the old dispensation and left behind whatever deserved

desuetude; that her genealogy of Church government, of ordi-

nances, and of doctrine, runs back to the original constitution of

the Church, and that she most thoroughly antagonizes the attempt

now too prevalent in some quarters to underrate the Old Testa-

ment writings.

1. The Old Testament Church government was essentially

Presbyterian. It was a government by elders. The position of

Moses was that of a medium or agent to inaugurate and set in

motion. He was not an element of the organic system, just as

the Apostolate was not an organic element in the New Testament

revival of Church government. The priesthood was chiefly typi-

cal of Christ, and therefore fell when he came. The ceremonial,

being adumbratory mainly, had its bounds set to it beyond which

it could not pass. But the interior and permanent government
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of the Church was hy elders in body. We read everywhere of

elders of the people, elders in the gate, elders of the city, elders

of the congregation ; in fact, of elders of Egypt, and elders of the

tribes before the organisation. He was a most natural and neces-

sary man, the first formulated idea of organised society, entering

into the Senate of all nations, the Sheik of the Arabs, and the

Patrician of the Romans, the original Alderman or Elderman of

the English. He was a natural growth, and had come down

from original patriarchal times before the Flood. When the

Church was organised fully, he was not created^ but appro-

priated: lifted into a higher position and endorsed; just as cir-

cumcision and anointing, long known and practised, were lifted

into the position of Church ordinances. At the Mosaic organisa-

tion these officers were utilised, were distributed into higher and

lower courts, and a bench of seventy of them erected into a

Senate, the highest tribunal of the Church. Then arose the

famous General Assembly of the Jews, which never died out until

fifteen hundred years after, when the first General Assembly of

the apostles and elders met in Jerusalem, A. D. 46. When the

New Testament record opens, it opens upon the Jewish Church

in full running order. The "Great Synagogue" of rulers was

sitting. We read of rulers of the synagogue, elders of the syna-

gogue in every city. When Paul came to Antioch in Pisidia,

the elders of the synagogue there gave him permission to preach.

When Jesus was taken in Nazareth to the brow of the hill, it was

by the orders of the rulers of the synagogue. Now when the

Apostles are spoken of as ordaining elders in every church,

without saying what the business of that officer was, the conclu-

sion is irresistible that they were, with silent consent, just giving

to them the same old functionary with whom they were familiar

—

just setting apart to the well known eldership new incumbents of

that office, in the place of those who were found hostile to the gospel,

as they usually were. When one of these rulers was converted,

as in the case of Sosthenes, the chief ruler or moderator of the

bench of rulers at Ephesus, he probably exercised his office in

the new church without re-ordination. For the whole record

seems to speak of the Church order of the time not as a new thing

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—15.
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but an institute resuscitated. Converted Jews went to work in

the old tracks of Church activity. Hence little specific instruc-

tion is given about Church offices. It would have been a false

history. It would have implied that the office was not known to

the people. Of the office of elder little is said, because that office

was not changed; of his moral and^piritual qualifications much

is said, because the old officers had lost their spirituality. It is

for this reason that Church government, in its organic elements,

is only incidentally taught in the New Testament, since the

model of Church government had been long before given and had

been long in use. Now it was this work of putting new life into

an old frame, of breathing on the same dry bones of the valley,

that yet had all the articulations and fitnesses for motion when

again strung with sinews and muscles, that gives to the work of

the apostolic missionaries so little of the appearance of formality.

And if this work was essentially a resuscitation of all that was

valuable or abiding in the Church order of the old Church, and

if the bench of the ordinary or particular synagogue ran up into

the great synagogue, the ruling power of the Church lay in the

ruling elders. Ruling was the trunk from which preaching and

teaching grew as branches. There was no place for a higher

order or rank of officers, as bishop is by some understood to imply.

Nor is there any reason for this opinion, because the terms

bishop and elde7' are used in the New Testament interchangeably.

In the church of Philippi a plurality of bishops is expressly men-

tioned. That could not have been one diocese, much less a

plurality of them. When you have shown that the ruling elder

is the generic church officer of the Apostolic Church, you have

shown that Presbyterianism is the true succession from the old

to, the new dispensation.

2. What has been said of Church government as a descent

from the Jewish economy is equally true of the ordinances of the

Church. Baptism and the Lord's Supper are lineal descendants

of the old Church; the paschal lamb being dropped for obvious

reasons, and the bread and wine of the Jewish supper retained for

equally obvious reasons; the circumcision and personal ablutions

of the earlier economy being dropped as having their meaning
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better expressed in the one Church ordinance in which they all

culminated, the baptism of sprinkling. Our Baptist friends, in

all their arguments upon this latter ordinance, proceed on the

assumption that Christianity is an entirely new movement; that

as the apostolic record is in a new language, and in speaking of

the subject of baptism employs a new term, they are warranted

in breaking the connexion between the old and the new economy.

They depend upon the surroundings of the transition period for

their interpretation of the ordinance. It is here that their greatr

mistake is made. For the New Testament treats the subject

incidentally in running narrative, without a word of explana-

tion, precisely as it speaks of elders. It would have been a false

history to have explained baptism—it being simply one, and the

simplest and most sacred one, of the purifying ordinances of the

old Church. Now the fundamental doctrine of this ordinance

and the doctrine of which the Presbyterian Church is the true

conservator is: that the Church of God, the kingdom of heaven,

is a succession from generation to generation, and that its charter,

"I will be a God unto thee and thv seed after thee," secures this

succession. In fact, the charter with its privileges was meant

for the children of believers as their natural successors. Were

there no heirs to the estate, the covenant would have no perpetu-

ating quality, and each generation of adults would require for

the continued existence of the Church a new charter. Consid-

ered as an estate, there could ,be no natural descent of its fran-

chises except by the operation of express law. God meant this

succession to be natural. To this end he adapted the great

religion to earthly law, that the channel of its transmission might

be natural rather than extra-natural. For the natural transmis-

sion is from parent to child: the extra-natural by adult conver-

sions, which sometimes proves a stumbling-stone to the Church.

The addition of men to the Church by adult conversions is only

a secondary and provisional arrangement, for which, as Malachi

tells us, "God reserved the residue of the spirit." But the pri-

mary law is through the institute of the family, in which God

made them one {i. e., the man and his wife,) that, as Malachi tells

us again, " he might seek a godly seed." Now if we recognise this
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normal and natural law of perpetuation of the kingdom of heaven

throughout the generations of men, we shall understand that the

child inherits the franchises guaranteed to his parents. He may

forfeit them by misconduct, yet by birth he comes into covenant

possession. He is a part and continuation of the parent in all

interests, personal, govermental, and religious. Our definition

of the Church therefore is: that it consists of believing parents

and their children. The Church is in reality not an aggregation

of individuals, but of families. And the whole history of the

introduction of Christianity into countries shows it to be naturally

an association of families. In the New Testament record this

doctrine of succession is quietly assumed, and the blessings of the,

kingdom assured to parents and their children with scarcely any

reference to the mode by which that assurance is sealed. What-

ever be the mode, children of believers are by birth entitled to it.

The family is the integer, and if all the children are adults, yet

if they are under parental representation they are baptized. But

the whole New Testament narrative, with all the special cases of

baptism in it, just quietly assumes that the mode was an element

of the Jewish ritual, one of its purifications, understood by every-

body in Judea, and therefore no explanation is anywhere at-

tempted. It would have been an indirection unworthy of the

noble indifference of the sacred narrative. That mode, there can

be no doubt, was the final and most prevalent sanctuary mode,

baptism by sprinkling^ the mode to which the whole terminology

of the Bible on related subjects conforms. Now it is the doctrine

of succession, as most perfectly held by the Presbyterian Church,

that controls the subject of baptism. As the constitution of the

Church comes to be more and more understood, the lines will

close around immersion more and more. It will be understood

that fanciful arguments drawn from little versatile prepositions

"into," "out of," etc., still more versatile in Greek than in Eng-

lish, are frail things on which to build an ordinance of the Church

of God. It will be understood that the majestic indifference of

the NcAV Testament narrative as to modes, and that at a juncture

when the Church of God was making its escape from a system

of modes, rebukes the absolutism which cannot be satisfied with

anything short of mode.

\
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3. And as we have traced the genealogy of Church government

and the genealogy of the ordinances to the original institution of

the Mosaic Church, so might we trace every one of the doctrines

of the faith to the same source as heing less articulately and

didactically stated, it is true, but not less really and substantially

contained in the record. The doctrine of predestination, for

example, of which the Presbyterian Church has been the chief'

exponent through all the ages of its history, runs like a strong

cordon throughout the Old Testament writings, binding together

its parts and binding indissolubly the Old and New Testaments

together. The words of Jacob, "The sceptre shall not depart

from Judah, nor a lawgiver from his feet, till Shiloh come," was

a veritable predestination that came duly to its maturity. The

captivity and thraldom of the children of Israel in Egypt four

hundred and thirty years; their deliverance, their march into

Canaan; the desolating sweep with which they brought the

doomed inhabitants to lick the dust; their actual possession of

the land of milk and honey—was, every step of it, a stern

predestination. The man who burnt the bones of the priests

of Jeroboam fulfilled a predestination uttered three tiundred and

fifty years before by a nameless prophet. Both his deed and his

name were predestinations. Every promise, and every prophecy,

every type, every adumbration, and every historical prefigure-

ment. involved predestination. Everything in the Old Testament

that looked to futurition in the New was a predestination. It

has been the special honor of the Presbyterian Church to hold up

this great but mysterious truth before the world, and to combat

legions in defence of it.

4. But not only has the Presbyterian Church conserved what-

ever was substantive of the Church and doctrine of God through

the great transition from dispensation to dispensation, but it has

also the honor of a veritable historical succession from the apos-

tles down to our own time. The Church of RdYne has long

claimed such a succession unbroken. The Church of England

has long claimed it. But Thomas Macaulay, the great historian

and a member of the Church of England, has demonstrated that

such a succession cannot be made out. Many of the learned
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divines of that Church have fairly abandoned the claim. We
know where the Methodist Church as an organisation originated.

The Baptists also"have claimed a succession. But the late Dr.

Williams, Professor of Church History in'^Greenville, S. C, says:

"There can be no doubt in the world that in our so-called his-

tories of the Baptists, sects are claimed as Baptists, which

if now reproduced, would not be acknowledged as such; as Nova-

tians, Paulicians, Donatists." "Those Baptists," says he, "who
urge our claims on the ground of a historical succession, are doing

us harm with all intelligent and well read people." Drs. North-

/rop and Buckland, also of the Baptist Seminaries at Rochester

and Chicago, unite in saying that a Baptist succession is a sheer

historical picture. ;
„,.,,. .-,....-...,..

We have not insisted upon it, being content to find the linea-

ments of our organisation on the pages of the Bible. Yet the Pres-

byterian Church has such a succession. One* presentation of the

argument is found in a little book by Dr. T. V. Moore on the

Culdee Church. The theory is this: the Celts, the original

inhabitants of Northern and Western Europe, called by the

Greeks Keltai, by the Romans Galli, settled a section of Asia

Minor, which was styled after them Galatia. To this people

Paul preached and wrote an epistle. Converts from among these

Asiatic Celts carried the gospel in their trading expeditions, and

in the movements of the Roman armies across the continent of

Europe. One line of them through the Roman armies, which

were invading Britain from A. D. 43 to 80, carried Christianity

to England, from which sprang the Culdee Church. From these

a succession can be traced to the present time. Very briefly the

main facts are these: Tertullian, A. D. 200, says, that "the

inaccessible parts of Britain are subject to Christ." The inac-

cessible parts of Britain mean Scotland. Subject to Christ means

that Christianity was prevalent and had been introduced a good

many years earlier, while the Apostles were yet preaching, and

before the invasion of Britain under Claudius A. D. 43. Baro-

nius says that Christianity was carried to Britain A. D. 35,

three years after the death of Christ. Greek names, Alexander

and Andrew, were found in Scotland before the invasion. The
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conquest of Britain began A. D. 43, continued to A. D. 80.

But Scotland was never subdued by the Romans. During that

campaign of forty years it would have been scarcely possible

that Christians among the Roman armies should not disseminate

the story of the cross, and even the Epistles, during the lives of

the Apostles. Here is Christianity in Scotland, and perhaps

Ireland, while the Apostles were yet preaching. But where is

Presbyterian ism? Here: Milman says :
" The early Scotch and

Irish missionaries held an uninterrupted succession of their tradi-

tion from the Apostles." Mr. Jones says : ''The gospel from its

first planting by the Apostles was never extinguished from

Britain." Stillingfleet says : "If we may believe the antiquaries,

the Church of Scotland was governed by their Culdei^ as they

called their presbyters or elders, without any bishop over them."

He uses the word bishop in the sense of prelate. This was Pres*

byterianism. Joannes Major says :
" The Scotch were instructed

in the faith without any bishop, by priest and monks." He
speaks from a Romish standpoint, priest^ the only name that a

Roman Catholic knew for minister and monk^ for a churchman.

Thus he gives us the preaching and the ruling elder. Here was

Presbyterianism. Dr. d'Aubign^ says: "Their candidates were

ordained to the ministry by the laying on of hands of the elders

after the apostolic manner." Archbishop Ussher says: "St.

Patrick founded three hundred and sixty-five churches, ordained

three hundred and sixty -five bishops, and three thousand elders.

Here was one bishop to about ten elders. This was Presbyte-

rianism. Now when you remember that a theological seminary

was established on the Island of lona about A. D. 5(30, which

sent out its missionaries for a century or more over England,

Norway, and other countries, long before the Romish Church

was shaped into Popery, and by what strategy the Romish

Church finally gained the ascendancy; that when it was estab-

lished in Scotland, it was the forcible act of the government and

not the choice of the people ; that when it was established it had

to be done by an importation of rulers from France ; how from

the earliest time that people have been characterised by their

desperate struggles against a foreign religion, and how, when
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the choice was given them, they flew to their beloved Presbyte-

rianism again, there seems to be no doabt that through the Scotch

Church, Presbyterianism is traced by an uninterrupted succession

up to New Testament days, the same that has been imported to

these shores and constitutes the American Presbyterian Church.

As a denomination, we have never insisted on a historical suc-

cession. Amid the fluctuations of human society many a people

may drift wide of Bible doctrine and recover Christianity again

and be as good Christians as if they had a lineal genealogy. The

Jews had a perfect genealogy from Abraham, a line that took in

Christ. Yet that Church became so corrupt that God said to the

pious, "Come out of her, my people." It is the glory of the Pro-

testant Church that she heard that voice and came out. Yet it

is one of the honors of the Presbyterian Church that she has not

been under the necessity of seceding from the Great Apostasy.

She stood, by a desperate and forlorn struggle, in the valleys of

Piedmont and of Scotland, successfully against the absorption.

If there is any Church that can claim a succession through all

time, through the chasm of fifteen hundred years from Luther to

Paul, and over the other dismal chasm, from John the Baptist,

our Great Sprinkler, to Moses, fifteen hundred years more, it is

the Presbyterian Church. It has fought all the great battles of

time, and is still holding its way. It has occupied, we may

proudly and thankfully say, the forefront of the war of time, for

the great fundamental doctrines of the faith. It has held them

against statesmen and kings, against philosophers and fanatics,

against the sword that persecuted unto death. Its names are

escutcheoned with the many of whom the world was not worthy.

Its record, its sublime succession, is on high. And yet it has

never been a Church of dogmatic bigotry. It has never given

its sympathy to absolutism. It shakes hands with all Christians,

and counts their institutions valid, if not scriptural. It has always

accounted substantive doctrine and principle more valuable than

ritual, and has, therefore, always been patient of the fanaticism

that wastes itself on modes. It has none of the esprit de corps

of the zealot, because it has an evangelical sympathy too wide to

be confined within the limits of a denomination. It is generous
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to a fault. It gives without stint its material to make other com-

munions, but never compasses sea and land to make one proselyte.

It blocks out the truth from the quarry, and throws with gener-

ous hand the pabulum of thought to every people. Popular

manipulators appropriate and adapt it to their uses. , Still she

abides by her quarry work, her grand mission to feed the world

with truth, rejoicing and continuing to rejoice that "nevertheless

every way Christ is preached." This is noble. But has not the

time come, when we must train our children and ourselves

to a more cohesive loyalty to the Presbyterian Church? Has

not the time about come when we should more perfectly popu-

larise the two great fundamentals of Presbyterianism, the elder

and the family^ and take the field as well as abide by the

foundry ? Nay, the Presbyterian Church in this country owes

it to Christ and to herself more perfectly to unfurl her banners,

and instead of a popular literature, to hold up to the world the

sturdy religion of Knox and of Murray, of Calvin and Coligny,

of Augustine, and Paul. Let us honor the faith which it is our

honor to possess. D. E. Frierson.

ARTICLE VII.

THE REVISED BOOK OF CHURCH ORDER.

The Committee of Publication have, in accordance with in-

structions of the Assembly of 1878, issued the last revision of

the Book of Church Order now submitted to the final vote of the

Presbyteries. It may be neither inappropriate nor untimely to

make this the occasion for submitting some remarks in historical

review of this great work, and noting some of the more important

amendments of our "constitutional rules" contained in it.

It is now over twenty-one years since, under appointment of

the Assembly at Lexington, Kentucky, a Committee, composed

of ecclesiastics so conspicuous as Thorn well, Robert Breckinridge,

McGill, Hodge, Swift, and Judges Sharswood, Leavitt, and

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—16.
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Allen, began the second general revision of our rules of Discip-

line. There had been a previous general revision near forty

years before, from 1816 to 1821 ; but by reason of the growth

and development of the Presbyterian Church in that forty years,

it had become a prevalent conviction among the leading ecclesi-

astics of the Church, that the Church needed, in the language of

Dr. Thornwell, "a more articulate and more pronounced exposi-

tion of our Church Order and Government, as these have been

elucidated in the discussions and controversies of the last thirty

years."

After a most laborious consideration of the subject, under the

lead of Dr. Thornwell, this Committee submitted as the result of

their labors to the Assembly of 1859, a "Revised Book of Dis-

cipline"—the basis of that now before our Presbyteries. It was

pronounced even then, by those who examined it, a work of

singular merit and worthy the genius of Dr. Thornwell ; though

it was also vigorously assailed, and called forth the two Essays of

Dr. Thornwell, in defence of his work in the Southern Pres-

byterian Review, to be found in his "Works, Vol. IV.," pp.

300-375. These we would specially commend to the perusal

of those who may yet be in doubt in regard to the changes in

the Book of Discipline. After some able discussion, the subject

was recommitted, and in 1860 additional members were added to

the Committee, with instructions to suggest modifications of the

Form of Government also.

Then followed the war and the division of the Committee. In

the Northern Assembly of 1863, a report was submitted, and

that Assembly adopted seven of the twelve chapters of the Book

of Discipline. But just at that time a movement was initiated

looking to the reunion of the Old and New School Churches,

which was consummated in 1868. This movement, naturally

enough, suspended the work of revision, since it was to be feared

that the adoption of a new Form of Government and Book of

Discipline at that time by one of the parties might rear a barrier

to the contemplated union. After the reunion, the united Churcli

was so engrossed with the rearrangement of its executive agencies

and adapting itself to the new order of things, as to be unable
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to prosecute me "work of revision suspended in 1863; and be-

sides, the New School portion of the body had not been a party

to the revision, nor had it yet become interested in it. It was

therefore not until the Assembly of 1878, at Pittsburgh, that

the work of revision was resumed by giving it in charge to a

Committee embracing in its numbers the very best ecclesiastical

ability and experience in the Church. The names of McGill

and Hatfield, their Permanent and Stated Clerks almost from

time immemorial ; Moore, the compiler of the New Digest ; West

and Patton, both conspicuous for the ability with which they had

conducted celebrated cases ; R. W. Patterson and Judges Strong,

Allison, Breckinridge, Moore, and Nixon, furnish a sufficient

guarantee that the work of revision will be ably done.

The Southern Assembly, in 1861, as soon as organised, evinced

its sense of the importance of the work of revision which had

been begun in 1857 and reported in 1859, by adding other mem-

bers to the Committee with Dr. Thornwell, with instructions to

continue the revision of the Book of Government and Discipline

and the Directory for Worship. This Committee was unable to

meet, owing to the troubles and confusion of the war, before the

death of Dr. Thornwell. But taking up the work where he had

left it, they reported to the Assembly of 1866, at Memphis, a

Revised Book of Church Government and Discipline, which was

carefully examined by the Assembly and sent down for approval

by the Presbyteries. Just at that time, however, was opened the

question of the union of the Synods of Kentucky and Missouri

with the Southern Assembly, and, in prospect of the immediate

accession of those Synods, leading members of the Committee of

revision publicly advised that the Presbyteries should not take

final action on the subject until the Presbyteries in Kentucky and

Missouri might have a voice in the modifications to be made. In

view of this state of the case, very few of the Presbyteries voted

to approve of the Book. But on the admission of these Synods,

delegates from the Synod of Kentucky feeling that it was due to

the other Synods who had suspended the work of revision on

their account, that the proposal to resume the work should come

from themselves, it was therefore overtured the Assembly of 1869,
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that the Revised Book be taken up then and tjhere ; and after

being amended by a Committee of the Assembly, in the light of

the amendments sent up by the Presbyteries, be sent down to the

Presbyteries, "that the Presbyteries express their assent to such

portions thereof as may meet their approval, and send up also to

the next Assembly objections to any portions they disapprove

of, with a request that the portions disapproved of be revised by

that Assembly and sent down to the Presbyteries, with a view to

final action by the Assembly of 1871. At the Assembly of 1870,

the report of the Committee on the responses of the Presbyteries

was, that "of forty-seven Presbyteries reporting, twenty-seven

favored further revision and the early adoption of the Book ; and

on the other hand, twelve sent amendments, w^th an expression

of general approval of the Book ; seven express a wish that, in

view of the unsettled condition of the present period, the Book

may not now be pressed upon the Church." The movement

made in the direction of union with the Nor£h, by the appoint-

ment of commissioners by the Philadelphia Assembly of 1870,

to confer with the Louisville Assembly, led to a general concur-

rence, in the judgment of the seven Presbyteries, that the unset-

tled state of things rendered it unwise to press revision further

at that time. The Assembly therefore referred all the amend-

ments proposed by the various Presbyteries to the original Com-

mittee on revision, to be incorporated into the New Book, if ap-

proved by a majority. The unsettled state of things continuing,

this Committee did not make report till the Assembly of 1872,

and then only on the Rules of Discipline, which were sent down

to the Presbyteries. It was reported to the Assembly of 1873,

that "out of the forty-seven Presbyteries reporting, thirty ap-

prove of the work of revision and of the Revised Book of Dis-

cipline. But of this number, ten, on the ground of expediency

or for other reasons, decline to adopt. Of the remainder, fifteen

decline to adopt, while three decline to vote either to adopt or

not." On account of the continued unsettled state of things,

the Assembly suspended again the work of revision. In the

Assembly at Savannah, 1876, seeing that the question of our

relation with the North, with its excitements, had been practi-
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callv settled and the Church almost a unit on the main issue, the

earliest opportunity was taken to resume a work felt by many to

be so much needed ; and, with apparently no division of senti-

ment, that Assembly sent down the Book of Church Order as

last revised, for the approval or disapproval of the Presbyteries.

The responses of the Presbyteries indicating that there were cer-

tain points about which there was more especially difference of

opinion, the Assembly of 1877 adopted the method of sending

down to the Presbyteries, that portion both of the Form of Gov-

ernment and the Rules of Discipline about which there seemed

to be little difference of opinion, and for a separate vote, some

eight propositions, two of them alternative propositions, to be

voted upon separately by the Presbyteries.

The report of the responses of the Presbyteries to the Assem-

bly of 1878 at Knoxville, shows a very considerable advance

toward unity of sentiment. The votes of the Presbyteries on

seven of the debatable propositions show a very remarkable

degree of unanimity. Out of sixty-four Presbyteries, fifty-two

affirm the proposition "of cases without process ;" forty-four

affirm the revised definition of an offence; forty-three affirm the

proposition that communicants only shall be electors for pastor;

thirty-nine affirm the proposition to transfer unconverted com-

municants to the roll of non communicants ; thirty-nine affirm

the proposition for inserting the examination rule into the consti-

tution ; thirty-five affirm the proposition for ecclesiastical com-

missions ; and twenty-eight against seventeen of the Presby-

teries that voted at all affirm the proposition for the involuntary

demission of the ministry, which was also sent with the Assem-

bly's propositions by the Committee ; while no less than forty-

seven affirm the proposition for the voluntary demission. The

vote on adopting "the Book as a whole," as it stood incomplete,

was but twenty-nine ; but very obviously this came from the mis-

understanding of the overture sent down to the Presbyteries,

some being unwilling to adopt the Book as a whole before they

knew whether the separate propositions would be adopted and

naade part of the Book. The chairman of the Committee claimed,

and no doubt justly, that while but twenty-nine Presbyteries voted

:

in
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to adopt the Book as it stood incomplete, the number in favor of a

revised Book was really forty-two. The very large majorities

affirming the separate propositions, about which there has been

most controversy, indicate a remarkable agreement where there

seemed at first to be much division of sentiment. It may there-

fore be fairly inferred that, on a vote to approve the Book, with

these separate propositions embodied in it, there will be a much

nearer agreement than on votes taken heretofore. The fact, too,

that the twenty-nine Presbyteries who have voted to approve the

Book even in its incomplete state, and most of the separate pro-

positions, also comprise about one-half of the ministers of the

Church, and about five-sevenths of the 5,428 ruling elders, and

the further fact that two-thirds of the Presbyteries voted in favor

of going on with the work of revision, would seem to indicate a

growing desire in the Church that the Revised Book be accepted

as the "constitutional rules" of the Church, in place of the present

Book.

In view of the very cumbrous and inconvenient method in

which a general revision of our constitutional rules must be car-

ried on, it is somewhat surprising that the work should have

reached its present stage with comparatively so little division and

agitation. The provision of the famous "Barrier Act" of the

Kirk of Scotland in 1696, embodied in our Constitution, provid-

ing for the submission of any changes of the constitutional rules

by the Assembly to the Presbyteries for their sanction, and then

the enacting of them by the Assembly, contemplated originally

only the submission of but one, or, at most, a few propositions to

the Presbyteries. In that case the process is very simple. But

when it comes to the submission of so many propositions in a

general revision to be approved or rejected, each one of them by

sixty-four Presbyteries, it is a different matter. That so general

an agreement has been reached is of itself proof sufficient that

the Church is essentially at one on the subject. Indeed, it is

well known that the chief part of the discussions and divisions

have arisen on incidental questions of expediency and outside

issues not involving the real merits of the propositions of the New
Book. On a test vote in the Knoxville Assembly, on a square
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issue presented by the minority of the Committee in charge of the

reports from the Presbyteries, whether the revision shall be in-

definitely postponed, the majority against indefinite postpone-

ment was not far from 4 to 1 ; and on the vote to send down

the Book as completed to the Presbyteries, the vote liras nearly

5 to 1. Both these votes—96 to 28 in the one case, and 95 to

20 in the other—indicate a full house on the occasion, and show

that these are fairly representative expressions of the opinions of

the Church.

The correctness of this growing sentiment in favor of a re-

vision of our Government and Discipline in our Church, as

evinced by these votes in the Knoxville Assembly, has recently

received a strong confirmation in the resumption of the work of

revision by the Northern Assembly after a suspension of fifteen

years. And it is no less gratifying than surprising to find- the

leaders of thought in the Northern Church commending without

stint our Revised Book of Order on its recent issue by the Com-

mittee of Publication. Even the Presbyterian Banner of Pitts-

burgh, hitherto so prone to ask concerning every thing South-

ern, "Can any good thing come out of Nazareth ?" in a mas-

terly article on this subject, after an elaborate history of Revision

from 1857 to 1863, and of the work in the Southern Church from

1861 to 1878, speaks in the following generous and intelligent

terms of the Book now before our Presbyteries:

"The Southern Book is a more extensive work than the Revised Book

of 1863. It includes the ' Form of Government' as well as the ' Book of

Discipline,' and its revisions are not limited merely to verbal corrections

or occasional new insertions, but make a re-cast and re-arran^rement of

the whole structure of both these departments. Radical improvements

are made throughout. The doctrine of Ecclesiastical and other Com-

missions is developed, electors of Church Officers sharply defined, dif-

ference between Ecclesiastical and other Offences stated. Judicial and

Non-Judicial Process distinguished, Common Fame is abolished as an

accuser, and the Committee of Prosecution erected into an Original party

with the right of appeal. Every indictment is to begin, *In the name of

the Presbyterian Church of the United States,' and conclude with the

words, ' against the peace, unity, and purity of the Church, and the

honor and majesty of the Lord Jesus Christ as the King and Head
thereof.' Provision is made for the demission of the ministry, and

^ I
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special discipline for ministers who have turned aside to secular callings.

It is no copy of the Revised Book of 1863, but a new Book, and rejects

some of the most important features of this Book. It is Presbyterianism

of the highest and purest kind, and the logical relations of all the parts

of the Book, the clear statement of principles and duties, anji the em-

phasis given to the Covenant of God, rind to Doctrine and Discipline as

an institute of God, removes it the farthest from the modern liberalism

that would let everything drift as it pleases, or fly at loose ends in the

wind. There are some things in it we would prefer to see otherwise ; but

on the whole, it is far in advance, as a ' Book of Church Order,' of any
thing that has appeared in this country."

In the Interior of Chicago, of November 2 1st, we find an

editorial, evidently from the pen of Dr. Halsey, inspired, we

doubt not, by the recollection of his noble and manly fight,

shoulder to shoulder with Dr. Patton, against Swing and his ad-

herents in the Chicago Presbytery and in the Synod of Illinois,

which speaks of our Revised Book in such terms as the following

:

"So far as we have examined it, wc can have no hesitation in saying

that it is a great improvement on the partially accepted Book of 1863,

even as that was a great improvement on the old Discipline. It sac-

rifices no single essential principle either of polity or discipline con-

tained in the old Book, while what it adds or restates, renders the

old far more intelligible and perfect. If the two stood before us to-day,

for the first time, to be judged on their own merits, we could not for

a moment hesitate to accept the new as a vast improvement in ful-

ness, in clearness of statement, and in logical arrangement. On read-

ing its lucid definitions, its ampler statement of essential points, and

its better proportioned chapters, one cannot help wishing that the Pres-

byterian fathers of 1788, 1789, while they w^ere on the work of revision

and amendment, had given us a work like this, in place of our excessively

curt, and sometimes not unobscurc, little treatises.

"The Book of Church Order is in two parts of equal length, the first

containinffjfre Form of Government in seven chapters, the second the

Rules of/Discipline in fifteen chapters. Many of the difficult, perplexing

questions which perpetually arise in our Church courts, and lead to end-

less debates, would be at once settled and ended under the sharply de-

fined and unmistakable statements of this new book. This is especially

the case with the admirable chapters on Church Officers and Church

Courts, and with those on Offences, on Jurisdiction, on Original Parties,

on Election of Church Officers, on Judicial and non-Judicial Process, on

Appeals, and on Complaints. With scarcely an exception, the book as a

whole meets our cordial approbation. As to its general tone, through-
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out, we can heartily respond to what the Presbyterian Banner says : *It

is Presbyterianism of the highest and purest kind, in the logical relations

of the book, the clear statement of principles and duties, and the em-

phasis given to the Covenant of God, and to Doctrine and Discipline as

an institute of God.'

"As in the Confession of Faith and Catechisms, everything is clear,

logical, and exhaustive—adequately proportioned as to parts, and well

nigh perfect as a whole. No intelligent reade/can fail to see that the

compilers of this new Book of Church Order, have reached something of

the same precision of statement, and perfectness of systemisation. They

have given to the ecclesiastical standards precisely that clear-cut finish

of definition and that unmistakable intention as to the import of the law,<

which have so distinguished our doctrinal standards. It would unques-

tionably be a great gain, and a great relief from doubtful disputations,

if our own Church had a book like this ; and the strong probability is

that the Southern Presbyteries will approve it. The Southern Church is

proverbial for its conservatism and strong attachment to the past ; but

it can hardly set aside a work so excellent in itself as this, and at the

same time so conservative of all the grand essential elements of Presby-

terianism and so true to the old Westminster Standards."

This is very strong, and, evidently, very intelligent testimony
;

and the more confirmatory in that it comes from outside parties

who cannot be suspected of having become partisans from par-

ticipating in the discussions of revision during the last twelve

years. It comes also from men representing the ecclesiastical

conservatism of the Northern Church.
' '

r ^ '

'^^

That our revision is a wise one—wise in practical wisdom—is

affirmed also, so far as we know, by the ecclesiastical men of the

Northern Church who have had most experience in the applica-

tion of the present "constitutional rules" to concrete cases in

maintaining the Presbyterian doctrine and order. Rev. Drs.

West and Skinner in the midst of their great struggle for Pres-

byterian order in the case of McCune, frequently expressed the

wish that they had our Revised Discipline instead of the present

Book ; for with that they would have been able to restrain their

opponents from the raising of side issues, and entangling the

case in technicalities and special pleadings. Since their triumph

in the Pittsburgh Assembly, they have repeated their opinion.

Says Dr. West of our Revised Book, in a letter to a friend :

"Abating one or two unimportant particulars, I am highly delighted

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—17.
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•with it. It is superior in every way to any Presbyterian Manual of Dis-

cipline I have ever seen, and, if adopted by your Church, will unques-

tionably relieve Church courts of many of the perplexities and improper

disputes that so constantly arise in cases ofjudicial and executive admin-

istration. That it will operate efficiently, if adopted and faithfully carried

out, to promote the peace, piety, and unity of the Church, no competent

ecclesiastic- who has studied it can doubt for a moment. I have pondered

it carefully and frequently, and find that it provides most wisely for the

most troublesome exigencies that, unforeseen, yet too often arise from^Ke

very inception to the consummation of our various processes. It is a

great advance upon the Revised Book reported for the Old School Church

years ago by the lamented Dr. Thornwell 5 and I could wish no greater

blessing, in this line, for the Northern Presbyterian Church, than its

unanimous adoption of the Southern Book as its own, and the constant

and faithful practice of its provisions by all our courts. Every intelli-.

gent and sagacious presbyter must admit it is the result of long experi-

ence, wisdom, and care." r
' 1 -

This we take to be a very remarkable testimony from confess-

edly one of the very ablest ecclesiastics of his Church ; and one,

as is well known, ^ whose prejudices have had no leaning in favor

of anything Southern in its origin. It is the manly and mag-

nanimous testimony of an impartial critic entitled by his eminent

celebrity to express an opinion.

Dr. Thomas H. Skinner, become justly famous as the leader

and defender of Presbyterianism in the McCune case, fully en-

dorses Dr. West's opinion, saying

:

"I heartily endorse Dr. West's letter. I have not seen the more per-

fect copy of your Book of Discipline. The one I had was such a marked

improvement on the old Book that I could not but commend it. I am
sure that it will greatly serve the interests of religion and order, and

facilitate the action of the courts of the Church. The defects of our

present Book are glaring, and it is wide open not only to the captious

obstructions of accused persons and their friends, but also to honest ob-

jections which delay justice in our judicatories. I have learned the

lesson by a painful experience in Presbytery, in Synod, and in the

Assembly."

We have other similar testimony from the Northern Church,*

* The testimony of Dr. Francis L. Patton, another member of the

Northern Committee on Revision, in favor of the New Book of Discip-

line, might also have been cited here. "The New Book is certainly a

great improvement on the old, and will make process far simlper and
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borne by such as are best qualified to express an opinion, but it

is needless to multiply witnesses. We fully recognise the fact

that this is not an issue to be settled by authority. But it cer-

tainly is legitimate to show for the benefit of those who have

hesitated about our revision as too radical and revolutionary, that

disinterested conservative judges and those best qualified to give

an opinion fully concur with us in sentiment, both as to the

character and extent of the changes needed.

The plea has indeed been urged with some plausibility, that

instead of a "New Book" we need simply amendments inserted

into the old. That plea will not be pressed by any who have

actually attempted, as we have, to insert the amendments neces-

sary into the old book. They will find this to be one of the

cases in which he that "putteth a piece of new cloth unto an old

gairment," finds that "the rent is made worse." For not only does

the want of logical arrangement of the present book render any

neat patch-work impossible, but the insertion of one important

amendment involves change in so many other places as would

make the book a mere confused medley of propositions throughout.

From what has been said, it will be seen that the steady in-

crease of opinion in our own Church in favor of the importance

and the necessity of a revision of our Constitutional Rules ; the

existence of the same opinion in the Northern Church which has

recently found expression in the action of the Pittsburgh Assem-

bly resuming the work of revision suspended in 1863 ; and the

much less liable to mistake. The points in my mind are (1) The clear

deiSnition respecting original parties, who they are. (2) The detailed

method of prescribing the order to be followed. (3) Making all prose-

cutions run in the name of the Church. (4) The use of a more discrimi-

nating phraseology throughout." In connexion with some criticism ex-

pressing his preference for the old Scotch terminology over that in our

Book borrowed from the civil courts, and suggesting some minor defects,

Prof. Patton says: "I think the true view should be that the court is

never a party ; that it is the cause, not the court which goes up to the

higher courts, that the parties are the original accusers and accused at

every stage where an appeal is taken."

Dr. Patton's remarkable experience in the Swing case entitles him to

ave and to express an opinion on the provisions of a Book of Discipline.

(

I;

i\
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y testimony above recited of these disinterested judges from the

outside best qualified to pronounce an opinion to the singular

excellence of the revision which we have made, all goes to create

a very strong presumption in favor of the Revised Book anterior

to any critical examination of the changes made in it in the way

of improvement. -
,

- ;>.,

The ordinary lim^fs of such an article as this forbid any exam-

ination in detail of the provisions of the Book now before the

Presbyteries. All that will here be attempted is some general

considerations going to show the benefits that may be expected

from its adoption as the constitutional rules of the Southern

Presbyterian Church.

It is not claimed that the Revised Form of Government has

introduced any new principle of Church Order not already

asserted in the standards of the Church. But it is very obvious

that it has brought the formulas of Government and Discipline

into more perfect conformity with the utterances of our doctrinal

standards on the subject of the Church, its government and dis-

cipline. While it retains every important proposition of the

present Book, it supplies omissions with statements from the

recognised standards of Presbyterianism and the interpretations

of the General Assembly, and by a logical rearrangement of the

statements, adapts the Book to use in the practical administration

of the Church. It must have struck every one who has paid any

attention to the subject, that, aside from many omissions to speak

where it is proper, there is a striking contrast between the loose

and full statement of the doctrine of the Church, so far as any

statement is made, in our present Government and Discipline,

and the strong, explicit, clear cut statements of the doctrine of

the Church and its government, as made in our doctrinal stand-

ards. And there is a very interesting historical reason for this

contrast. The fathers who originally framed our Form of Gov-

ernment and Discipline accepted what had come to be considered

the Church Government and Discipline of the Westminster As-

sembly. WhereAs, it was not really the Presbyterian order of

the Westminster Assembly at all, but the order which, in spite

of that Assembly, the Erastian Parliament had forced upon the
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Presbyterianism of Britain. It is a noteworthy fact, that while

the Parliament accepted the statements of the Westminster As-

sembly in the Confession of Faith, as to the doctrine of the

Church and its government^ made during the earlier sessions of

the Assembly, it would not accept the same principles several

years later, when embodied in a Form of Government and Dis-

cipline. This conflict between the Parliament and the Assembly

forms one of the most remarkable episodes in its history. Find-

ing themselves in a lean minority in the Assembly, the Erastians

and Independents adopted the policy of acting against the Pres-

byterian Assembly through their agents in Parliament, when the

conclusions of the Assembly were laid before that body for rati-

fication. By the time the Assembly had reached the subject of

Church Government, the Scotch had ceased to be so essential to

the protection of England against its King, and therefore the

influence of Presbyterians was on the wane. Hence, when the

Assembly sent up to Parliament its scheme of Government, in-

volving the jure divino right of Church Government, the record

is : "Mr. Glynn and Mr. Whitaker (in Parliament) spoke largely

against the jus divinum of any particular form of government

;

and when the question was put to the vote, the decision was

against the proposition of the Assembly ; and instead of deter-

mining that the government of the Church was of divine au-

thority, by Congregational, Classical, and Synodical Assemblies,

their resolution was, that it is lawful and agreeable to the word

of God that the Church be governed by Congregational, Classical,

and Synodical Assemblies. The loss of this important question

in Parliament greatly affected the minds of the Scottish Com-

missioners and the Presbyterians in the Assembly."*

A. still more exciting struggle on the question of Jus Divinum

between the Assembly and the Parliament occurred on the oc-

casion of the Assembly's sending up its Rules of Discipline,

providing that the elderships (Sessions) should have power to ex-

clude the profane from the Lord's Table. The Parliament re-

fused such power to the elders, and undertook to declare what sins

* Hist, of Westm. Assembly, pp. 113-122, Pres. Board of Publication.
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should exclude from the Lord's Table, and after enumerating

several sins, enacted that commissioners appointed by the civil

government should decide in cases of sins not enumerated ; thus

excluding the elders altogether. Thereupon, as we learn from

the recently discovered "Minutes of the Westminster Assembly,"

at the session of March 20, 1645, Mr. Marshall, referring to

this Act of Parliament as lying heavy upon the conscience of

himself and brethren, moved that a committee be appointed to

prepare a petition to Parliament, which was done. In this peti-

tion, after pointing out that this appointment of commissioners

to fence the Lord's Table is contrary to Christ's appointment,

they proceed to say : "Wherefore, your petitioners, in discharge

of their fidelity to God, to His Church, and to your Honors, do

humbly pray that the several elderships may be sufficiently en-

abled to keep back all such as are notoriously scandalous from

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, of which we must, as for-

merly we have done, say it expressly belongeth unto them by

divine right and by the will and appointment of Jesus Christ," etc.

The Parliament aifected great indignation at this petition, and

after grave deliberation, entered upon their journals "a narrative

of the matter of fact concerning the breach of the privilege of

Parliament by the petition of the Assembly of Divines," in

which they set forth how the Assembly was called to treat of

such matters as should be proposed to them, and no other; that

by Act of Parliament, Oct., 1643, they are authorised to treat

among themselves upon such a Discipline and Government as

may be most agreeable to God's word ; that the Parliament

having received their advice on this subject, saying that Jesus

Christ hath placed in his ministers and elders of his Church the

power of keeping awjiy scandalous persons from the Lord's

Table—notwithstanding both houses did ordain that commission-

ers appointed by law should exercise this power ; that the Assem-

bly do4;h, under the name of a petition, oppose their judgment as

an Assembly in relation to a law passed both houses unto the

judgment of Parliament; that it appears to their consciences to

be so contrary to that way of government which Christ hath ap-

pointed in his Church, etc., the House hath resolved and declared
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that this petition thus presented by the Assembly is a breach of

the privilege of Parliament.

Thereupon Mr. Samuel Browne, Mr. Fiennes, Sir John Evelyn,

Sir John Wentworth, Mr. Rouse, and others—twelve in all—are

appointed a committee "to communicate in a fair manner unto the

Assembly of Divines the vote of this House upon the breach of

privilege in their petition ; and are to enlarge themselves upon

the several heads of this narrative."*

Accordingly at the session of the Assembly, April 30, 1646,

the Committee appeared in the Assembly, Sir John Evelyn opened

a long speech, by informing the Assembly that, in the peti-

tion, the House "did find things that did strike at the foundation

and roots of the privileges of Parliament" ; and descanted upon

the condescension of Parliament in thus sending a committee to

confer with such offen(JJers.

Mr. Fiennes told them that "in Parliament resides the power

of making laws, and, once passed, all are subject to them. Who-

soev^shall infuse anything to the contrary in the mind of those

that should obey them, are guilty of a grave offence," and in-

flicted upon them a terrible rebuke, reminding them all the while

of the grace of Parliament in condescending to reason with them.

Mr. Browne made an elaborate historical discourse to prove

that Parliament is the supreme judicature, spiritual and eccle-

siastical.

Sir Benjamin Rudyard declared "this ju8 divinum is of a for-

midable and tremendous nature. 'Decency and order' are vari-

able, and therefore, cannot he jure divino. The civil magistrate

is a Church officer in every Christian commonwealth. "f
After thus—if one may use an expressive slang term in this

case

—

'

'•bulldozing'' the Assembly, the Committee left the famous

Nine Questions as to the jure divino of Elderships, Elders, Classi-

cal and other Assemblies, to be answered by order of the House

of Commons, and requiring each member to subscribe his name

to his vote on each proposition,X obviously for the purpose of in-

timidating them.

^Minutes of the Assembly of Divines, pp. 456-458.

fMinutes of West. Ass. pp. 448, 458.
'

JMinutes West. Ass., pp. 225, 226.

i
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Now, the point of this summary of a long story is, that in the

matter of Church Government the theory of the Westminster

Assembly was suppressed, and the system which was forced upon

the Church was in large measure permeated by the Erastian

poison of the Parliament, and this was strengthened by the leaven

of Erastianism in the scheme establishing the Church of Scot-

land. That the ideas of our fathers who framed our Form of

Government were derived from the Presbyterian usages that grew

up under the Acts of Parliament, rather than from the original

theory of the Westminster Assembly that framed our Confession

of Faith. And hence the contrast between the bold, clear

propositions concerning the Church and its jure divino order, and

the statements of our Form of Government.

Any thoughtful student will see at a glance that the Revised

Book contains more nearly the original theory of the Church and

its government held by the Assembly that framed our Confession

than any system of Church order constituted since the Westmin-

ster Assembly. So far, therefore, as the argument from venerable

antiquity and the fathers of Presbyterianisra goes, it is, doubtless,

with the Revised Book, rather than with the old Book.

But, returning to the Book itself and the more important im-

provements in it: in place of the introductory chapter which is

in the nature of an apology, all well enough for a Church of

one hundred and seventy-seven ministers and four hundred

churches, contributing for religious purposes, outside of current

expenses, less than one thousand dollars, but surely unnecessary

for a Church "whose sound has gone forth into all the earth."

No important truth is set forth in this chapter that is not better

exhibited elsewhere in our standards. It probably should be

recited in a historical preface to the Revised Book as an interest-

ing historic document. But surely its place is better supplied

with the statement "of the doctrine of Church Government," in

Chapter I., and that grand old preface from the original West-

minster Form of Government in Chapter II. of the Revised Book,

which ought never to have been omitted. The conservatism that

clings so affectionately to ancient symbols cannot well object to

the restoration of this venerable preface with the summary of

)
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propositions concerning Christ's kingly relations to the Church,

v„ote(i at the 76th Session, October 20th, 1643.

On the other hand, the Revised supplies here a very important

omission of the old Book, in the statement that the doctrine of

jure divino government by no means excludes the evangelical

denominations from a place in the true Church of Christ. That

"this visible unity of the Church of Christ, though obscured, is

not destroyed by its division into diiferent denominations," etc.—

^

a statement not only important but very timely in the present

age of the Church. It protects, on the one hand, the principle

objure divino against the unreasonable charge of "High Church-

ism," and on the other, silences the clamor of Papists and Carap-

bellites about the "sects" of evangelical Protestantism.

Important omissions are supplied in Chapter II. in the state-

ments concerning "the Nature and Extent of Church Power";

"Of the Particular Church"; and in the specific direction for

"the organisation of a particular Church." The value of all the

additions in this Chapter will hardly be questioned. While there

is no new principle introduced, yet the principle on which the

provisions of the present Book rest are distinctly set forth.

Indeed, this is one of the great advantages of the Revised Book,

that it so clearly brings out the doctrinal principle involved in

the provisions for the administration and government of the

Church. The shortest and surest method of getting at the mean-

ing and purpose of a law is to get clearly before the mind the

principle upon which the law rests. It is a distinguishing mark

of the Revised Book that it gives prominence to the principle

in every case.

Without noting several minor improvements, we may point to

the clear and definite statement in Chapter IV. of the duties and

functions of Church ofiicers, in which all must admit the defi-

ciency of the present Book is glaring, while the Revision is every

Wiiy admirable. Thus, for instance, how marked the contrast

between the Revised and the present Book in setting forth the

official functions of ruling elders and deacons. Who can distinctly

define the duties of either under the vague incidental allusion to the

subject in the present Book? Where is the ruling elder who can

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—18.
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find out from this Book what his place is in the Church, and

what the functions of his office? One would suppose that a com-

parison on this single point would constrain every such elder in

the Church to accept the Revised Book gladly, unless he should

find something elsewhere in the Book which opposed insuperable

objections to it. With the provisions of this paragraph in our Book

formulating so distinctly the duties of the office which is the dis-

tingushing feature of our system, if the eldership can be brought

up to it as the measure of their duty, the Church will be practi-

cally revolutionised within five years. With the blessing of God

upon the labors of such ruling elders, the Presbyterian Church will

stand forth "clear as the sun, fair as the moon, and terrible as an

army with banners." The lamentable failure of our churches in so

many instances to reach the masses of the people is largely due to

the fact that the eldership at present is so truly representative of

Chapter V. of our present Book, which asserts simply the pro-

priety of an eldership, without any definition of the functions of

the office beyond their joint power of jurisdiction as members of

the Session. It makes no suggestion of their duties as set in the

Church, to have oversight of the flock, to watch over the people,

to admonish them of their duties, to guard them against errors,

to visit the sick, comfort the mourning, cherish the children

—

keeping the pastor fully advised of the state of the congregation,

upholding his hands, and pointing out to him where his special

attention is needed. We are persuaded that if the attention of

the ruling elders can be fixed upon this Section 3 of Chapter IV.,

their voice will be nearly unanimous for the Revised Book.

The Chapter, "Of Church Courts," embracing about one-third

of the Revised Book of Government, is essentially the same with

Chapters VIII. to XII. of the present Form of Government, ex-

cept that several important omissions are supplied from what has

become accepted usage or declared by the General Assembly to

be the meaning, by implication, of the present Book. The chief

improvement in this chapter is its setting forth distinctly the

"jurisdiction of church courts," for the instruction of office-

bearers in regard to the principles which underlie the action of

these tribunals. 'I'he question so much controverted, heretofore,
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as to a quorum of Presbytery, is settled b}'^ requiring the presence

of at least one ruling elder in Presbytery and three in the Synod

tp constitute a quorum. Provision is made also for a formal sub-

scription to the formula assented to at ordination; for receiving

ministers of other denominations and churches of other denomi-

nations into our connexion—none of which will probably be

challenged as unwise or improper. , ,,

The Section, "Of Ecclesiastical Commissions," especially

that part of it relating to commissions of the Synod and Gen-

eral Assembly to try appeals, we confess is less satisfactory to us

than any other portion of the Revised Book. That such commis-

sion shall be authoris^ed only in case of "appeal"—not in cases

of "complaint"—and then " only by consent of parties"—seems

so to restrict the power of acting by commission as to render the

provision, practically, almost inoperative. Yet, when it is con-

sidered that for half a century there has been so decided a differ-

ence ofjudgment on the subject of commissions among the ablest

ecclesiastical leaders of the Church, this limited provision for^

commissions is probably all that can be expected at present. If

it shall be found, on fair trial, that the scheme works well and

saves much time and trouble, at no sacrifice of truth and justice,

the limiting clause will probably be stricken out. Besides, the

adoption of theRevised Discipline would relieve the courts of so

many of the difficulties attending judicial trials as to render the

commission less needful. It will be the part of wisdom for those

who, like ourselves, find some things in the Revised Book that

we would rather have otherwise, to accept cheerfully what we can

get, rather than what we want, in view of the vast advantages of

the improvements of the Book in other and vastly more impor-

tant matters.

x\s to Chapter VI., "Of Church Order"— its two sections

concerning "the doctrine of vocation" and "the doctrine of ordi-

nation," though they contain additions to the present Book in

the way of supplying omissions, yet they are really but an ex-

planatory preface to what follows concerning the election and

ordination of Church officers. This brief definition of terms and

exhibit of the principles underlying vocation and ordination, for
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the benefit of both' the office-bearers and the people who have

occasion to take part in the solemn proceedings afterwards de-

scribed, is manifestly a most valuable provision, and in full accord

with the spirit of our system. Of ijie improvement in Section 3,

defining explicitly the qualifications of the electors in the choice

of pastor, and confining the right of suffrage to communicants, it

is needless to speak, since the voice of two-thirds of the Presby-

teries has already decreed in favor of the revised provision.

The remaining four Sections of this Chapter, covering the

same ground as Chapters XIII. to XVII. inclusive, of the present

Book, are substantially the same as the present Book, and are

therefore passed over without notice.

Since these are the more important changes proposed in the

Form of Government, it will be perceived that they are not in

their character revolutionary, introducing any new principles,

but simply supply from sources already recognised as law the

defects and omissions of the present Form of Government. Nay.

in all the criticisms of twenty years no one has, at least to our

knowledge, seriously challenged these amendments as wrong,

unwise, or contrary td the spirit of our standards. The chief

arguments against the Revised Form of Government have been

directed, not against its intrinsic provisions, but chiefly against

the expediency of adopting so thorough a revision in times of

excitement.

Of the revision of the Book of Discipline there is space here

for only a brief comment on a few of the proposed amendments.

This portion of the revision is chiefly the work of Dr. Thornwell,

but his work has been much improved by the varied criticisms of

the Presbyteries since 1859. The claim set up for the Revision

by Dr. Thornwell in 1859 is still valid in every particular:

" It has pruned away redundancies and supplied many important omis-

sions; removed incongruities and contradictions to the general tenor of

our system ; extended privileges which experience has shown to be im-

portant ; cleared up ambiguities, and reduced our discipline to a logical

completeness which it did not possess before; it has simplified the pro-

cess of appellate jurisdiction and cleared away a highway for our upper

courts where all before was rocks and thorns."

A careful comparison of the Revised with the present Discip-
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line will show that this is no extravagant "claim in any of itp

several particulars. The chief improvements in the Revised Book

relate to the definition of an offence, how oifences shall come

before the courts, how the prosecution of offences shall be car-

ried on through the series of courts, or dealt with in certain cases

without process.

Of the revised definition of an offence it is unnecessary to say

anything further, since the Presbyteries, by a vote of more than

two-thirds, have accepted the Revision in this particular. Of

the manner in which offence^ shall come before the courts and be

prosecuted—in regard to which the present Book is singularly

obscure, ambiguous, and erroneous in principle—the Revised

Book, as it seems to us, is singularly felicitious in clearing up the

difficulties which environ the provisions of the present Book, by

two brief paragraphs (Chap. V, 3, 4) declaring the original and

only parties in a case of process are the Church, the accuser,

whose honor and purity are to be maintained, and the accused;

and the prosecutor, whether voluntary or involuntary, is always

the representative of the Church, and has all its rights in

the case."

It will be perceived that this simple, clear-cut statement at

once sweeps away all the disputes about "common fame," and all

questions about who are the original parties, those chronic troubles

in almost every case of judicial process. It sets forth so clearly

the principle that underlies judicial process that none can well

fail to comprehend it. And. more important still, it rids the

Church of the error of throwing the protection of the Christian

commonwealth upon individuals, and thereby making the trial of

offences a personal conflict between the prosecutor and the

accused and his friends. It is no doubt largely on account of

this glaring error in our present Book that discipline in the

Church is becoming almost obsolete. Nor is it to be wondered

at, that church sessions should hesitate about encouraging persons

to prosecute offences, in view of the fact that the prosecution is

likely to engender personal feuds in the Church, the end of which

no one can foresee. And, indeed, how shall it be expected

that a person in the Church will volunteer to assume the position

U
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of prosecutor and thereby subject himself to the odium of affect-

ing to be more scrupulous of conscience and more concerned for

the name of the Church than his brethren who seem to consent

to let the offence pass Avithout notice, rather than become involved

in a personal quarrel? . . -. ,
-,- „ • . -,,. .. v- --. * -v

Another great improvement in the Revised Book relates to the

method of appeals. Under our present Book we have the strange

incongruity of carrying up the lower court as a party with the

case itself to the higher court, to be judged for having given a

certain decision. As Dr. Thornwell very aptly puts it, "'The

appellant appears not only to represent the merits of the case to

which he was an original party, but to expose the demerits of the

court that refused him justice. He is at once a suitor and a

prosecutor. Both issues are tried at the same time and so blended

that they constitute but one apparent case. . . To try at the

same time the question of individual right and the question of

the integrity of a judge, is an outrage upon common sense, and

yet this is what the Old Book does." Surely it is but right

reason and common sense that the purpose of an appeal should

be simply to transfer the case—the identical case on which the

lower court decided, and that the higher court should have before

it precisely what the lower court had—the same issue, the same

testimony, the same circumstances. It is owing to this singular

incongruity that we have in almost every case which comes to the

higher courts, the never-failing dispute to begin with, as to who

are the parties before the court, and the confusion and entangle-

ments of side issues that renders it impossible to have an intelli-

gent final decision.

The provision of the Revised Book for "Cases without pro-

cess"—that is, not requiring the formalities of a judicial process

—

has already been endorsed by the Presbyteries by the extraor-

dinary vote of fifty-two out of sixty-three Presbyteries, and

therefore needs no discussion here. It is worthy of note, how-

ever, that this chapter "Of cases without process" contains the

propositions so much controverted in former times, that a commu-

nicant confessing an unregenerate heartpbuf otherwise having

been guilty of no offence, may, at the discretion of the Session,
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be transferred to the list of non-corarnunicants; also, tliat a

minister who may conclude that he was mistaken, and that God

has not called him to the ministry, may be divested of his office

without censure. The large vote for these propositions is one

of great significance, as showing how the diverse views of the

Church have gradually come together, and that therefore the

adoption of the Revised Book will leave no great questions of

controversy to be agitated among us.

Of the minor improvements in the Book of Discipline it is not

important to speak here. These are for the most part only the

necessary result in carrying out the important changes already

noticed. It is, however, no unimportant change that has been

effected by the re-arrangement of the whole, both in the Form

of Government and in the Book of Discipline. In the constitu-

tional rules, both of government and discipline, the chief aim

should obviously be a book of definitions, fornre, and rules, and

these in the most compressed form consistent with clearness.

Our B<|ok of Government and Discipline should be so arranged

as to adapt it to the purposes of a text-book for students in our

Theological Seminaries, so that the professor may connect his

instructions in the doctrine and order of the Church directly with

the propositions of the Book which is to become their manual in all

their future professional life. Beyond doubt, the generally ad-

mitted deficiency of our younger ministry in knowledge of the law

which they are called upon to administer comes from the ill'

adaptedness of our present Book as a text-book of instruction.

It will hardly be disputed either that the present Book of Gov-

ernment and Discipline is sadly deficient in this respect, or on

the other hand, that the Revised Book is eminent in the excel-

lence of its logical arrangement, and its direct and clear expres-

sion of what it means. In short, as Dr. Halsey expresses it,

"They have given to the ecclesiastical standards precisely that

clear-cut finish of definition and that unmistakeahle intention as

to the import of the law which have so distinguished our doctrinal

standards.''

We contemplate this Book of Church Order now, in its com-

pleteness, with singular pleasure. That such a work has been

<^
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accomplished by the Church of our love, the Southern Presbyte-

rian Church—leading the Presbyterian Churches of the world in

exhibiting our glorious scriptural system in its simplicity and

beauty, without any trace of the collar which usurping civil gov-

ernments put upon the neck of Presbyterianism in the days of

our martyr fathers—we confess stirs our pride somewhat. As

we read the admirable judgments of the most capable judges of the

Northern Church—men entitled to have and to express an opin-

ion, and who cannot be suspected of partiality-—confirming our

own judgment, that we have at last worked out a formula of Pres-

byterian Church order "far in advance of anything that has

appeared in this country," we feel a glow of high satisfaction.

We feel disposed to say, all honor to the men that have labored

and toiled in the accomplishment of a task so honorable to our

Church. From the immortal Thornwell, who "being dead yet

speaketh" in the work he projected, on through the list of the

living men who have so laboriously built it up—Adger and E. T.

Baird, and Palmer and Armstrong, who have figured m#re con-

spicuously in it, with scores of equally earnest though less con-

spicuous fellow- laborers in the great enterprise—these men have

our gratitude and our homage.

There may still be things in the book to which many will have

objection. But these points should be yielded now. Our ear-

nest hope is that the Presbyteries will accept this Revision with

the same unanimity with which they have approved some of the

separate propositions of the Book. A good degree of unanimity

will secure the more ready application of its important provisions,

without jar or friction, to the administrative and disciplinary work

of the Church. While there may still be differences of opinion

in regard to matters of detail, let us thank God that we have

been able to accomplish so much and go forward with one heart

and "one step" to the work of spreading our pure Presbyterian

Church order and pure gospel doctrine. It needs no gift of

prophecy to foresee that within ten years or less it will become a

matter of wonder that the Presbyterian Church endured these

deficiencies in her constitutional rules so long. And following

our lead, other Presbyterian bodies will make a similar revision.

Stuart Robinson.
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ARTICLE VIII.

ETHICS OF THE FATHERS.*

A Tracidte of the Mishna, with the Commentary of Maimomdes
thereon. Translated and annotated by Alexander Mbyro-
wiTZ, M. A., Ph. D., Professor of Hebrew and Semitic Lan-,

guages and Ancient History in the University of Missouri.

...,.,...,.... r>.. :..,.,.>
Preface.

The following work is a translation of the best and most in-

structive part of the Jewish literature called Mishna. The

Mishna is the text of the Talmud. The word Mishna means

repetition; and, according to the Jewish belief, it is the only true

commentary on the Pentateuch, imparted by God himself to

Moses after imparting to him the text. This commentary Moses

* The Reverend Dr. S. S. Laws, President of the State University of

Missouri, has done us and the readers of the Review a favor in procuring

us this article from the learned translator, Dr. Meyrowitz, now a devout

Protestant Christian, but a Jew by blood, who is master of both biblical

and rabbinical Hebrew. He has doubtless given us a most accurate version

of this specimen of the Talmud. Archaeologists tell us that this compila-

tion of Jewish traditions, the Talmud, consists of two parts : the Mishna,

or text, and the Gemara, or commentary thereon. But the portion of the

Mishna given here has no Gemara of the earlier Rabbis. Dr. Meyrowitz

gives us, instead, the exposition of Maimonides, a learned Jew, who lived

six centuries after the Talmud was compiled. Our author also adds some

explanations of his own, which are placed as notes in the margin, en-

closed in brackets, thus,
[ ], and also signed Tr. (translator), ij--- '-f! <

The strange literature of the Talmud formerly received much attention

from some learned Christians, such as Lighfoot. But their works are

rare, costly, and voluminous, and inaccessible to most Presbyterians.

We therefore present our readers this specimen ; in which rabbinical

ideas are as exactly reproduced as an English dress will permit; that we
may have some actual knowledge of the modes of Jewish thought, and may
be able to appreciate our Saviour's verdict on the " traditions of the

elders." The triviality and error of many of their rules are no measure

of the value of this knowledge to us, and of the article which presents it.

The reader will not fail to notice the progress of error in uninspired

tradition. Maimonides is worse than the Mishna.

[Editors Southern Presbyterian Review.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—19.
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is said to have delivered to Joshua, and Joshua to the Elders,

and the Elders to the prophets, as the reader will find in the first

section of the following article. The Mishna was at first oral,

but the corapilatn^n of it was made by Rabbi Jehuda, the holy,

about one hundred years before Christ; whilst the commentary

on it, which passed under the name of Gemara, i. e., completion

or complement, was not finished till the end of the fifth century.

The Mishna is certainly the oldest part 55f uninspired Jewish

literature; its language is purer than that of the Gemara, and it

is, in a literary point of view, next to the later prophets. Let it

here be remarked, that the simple study of the Old Testament,

the Mishna, and the Gemara, is considered by the Jews the most

pleasing act in God's sight. The Talmud says: "Whosoever is

occupied with the study of the Law"—and under the word Law

they understand all the three above-mentioned compositions—"is

released from observing any other of God's commandments."

Yet, in their perverse pride, they say (Baba Mezia, fol. 33, col. 1):

*' Whosoever studies the written word of God possesses virtue, but

receives no reward; whosoever studies the Mishna possesses

virtue and receives reward; but there is nothing higher than the

study of the Gemara."*

By keeping these Talraudistical notions in mind, many a pas-

sage which occurs in the Mishna will be better understood. The

commentary on this Tract of the Mishna, here translated, is

composeci by Rabbi Moses, son of Maimon, generally called

Maimonides. He w^as born at Cordova in Spain A. D. 1131.

The early part of his education was under his father, the later

under Rabbi Joseph, son of Mages, and also under the learned

Arabian, Iben Thophail and Averroes. Maimonides was perfect

master of the Hebrew, Chaldee, Arabic, Turkish, and Greek

languages; was a very great admirer of Aristotle; and made

himself familiar with all the branches of philosophy and mathe-

matics written in those languages. He was also well informed in

Jewish divinity and jurisprudence. His extraordinary accom-

plishments excited the envy and ill-will of some of his own nation

* How true the words of Christ : " Thus ye have made the command-

ment of God of none effect by your traditions" (Mark vii. 13).
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in Cordova ; hence, before he was yet of the age of thirty, he left

Cordova for Egypt. His great medical skill caused him to be

appointed chief physician to Saladin, Sultan of Egypt; and he

died in Egypt A. D. 1205. When the Jews speak of him now,

they use the proverbial saying, " From Moses to Moses, there

arose none like Moses,"

—

i. e., from Moses, son of Amram, to

Moses, son of Mairaon. The first of his productions, in order of

time, was his commentary on the Mishna. It was originally

written, like most of his works, in Arabic, and translated into

Hebrew by Rabbi Jehuda Aben Tiben. Our Tract, like many

others, has no Gemara. Let, now, the indulgent reader, if he

can, imagine the difficulty of translating a translation of an

Oriental work into our Occidental English. It is quite an im-

possibility to render Maimonides's commentary literally into

English. The Hebrew phraseology is so ornamental, that the

English idiom cannot bear it, and its literal rendering would

be quite unintelligible to the English reader. The translator

was, therefore, sometimes, forced either to omit or to add, so as

to give faithfully the full meaning of the commentator. In som e

places of this Mishna, where its sense seemed to have been quite

plain to the commentator, but rather obscure to the English

reader, I have given my own explanations, marked Tr. [i. e.,

translator).

Should this translation find favor with the literati of my adopted

country, and add but the least to the great knowlege of its savanSy

I shall feel myself greatly gratified, as an instrument in the hand

of the Lord, who wills, for the sake of his righteousness, to

magnify the law and make it honorable (Isaiah xlii. 21).

Alexander Meyrowitz.

Columbia, Mo.^ Aprils 1878.
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f • ETHICS OF THE FATHERS.

Part I. Mishna, .!;

-^

,''• l,U3 • u; 1.,

Mishna 1, Moses received the Law on Mount Sinai, and de-

livered it to Joshua, Joshua to the Elders, the Elders to the

prophets, the prophets to the Great Assembly.* They said three

sayings: Be slow in passing judgment (a); make many disciples;

and make a hedge to the law (6). - :

(a.) Be slow in judgment, lest you find out, after having passed

sentence, something you did not know before. '

(6) You shall hedge around the law of God with other laws, so

that it will be impoesible to transgress it lightly.

Mishna 2. Simeon the Just was one of the last of the Great

Assembly. He used to say: Upon three things does the world

depend, viz. : upon learning (a); upon sacrifice (^) ; and upon

benevolence.

Commentary.—{a) Learning, i. e., a thorough study of the law

of Moses, so as to know what is right and what is wrong.

{h) Sacrifices make man's peace with God. But now, when

there is no temple, the reading of the ordinances of sacrifices is

acceptably in its place, as it is written (Hosea xiv. 3). [And let

us repay the bullocks with (the prayers of) our lips.

—

Tr.]

Mishna 3. Antigonus of Socho received (the oral tradition)

from Simeon the Just. He said: Be not like servants who serve

their lord in order to receive favor ^'nS («), but like servants

who expect no favor; and let the fear of God be before you {b).

Commentary.—(a) The word OIS? which is here used, is pro-

perly the Chaldee word for the Hebrew nn5)Di a present, and is

quite distinct from ^DtiJ, reward. Rabbi Antigonus means to

say: Man can never expect reward, as he never can do more than

what he is obliged to do ; but in this case only can there be re-

ward.| 'All that God will ever give to those who fear him, will

* According to the Talmud, the H^I^Sin ^1053 Congregatio magna,

was established by Ezra, in which were Daniel, Neheiniah, etc., and

consisted of seventy persons, in imitation of the seventy elders under

Moses.

—

Tr.
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be but favor, and those who serve him should not even do it for

this favor's sake. Two of this Rabbi's disciples, Zadok and

Boethos, when they heard this saying, went nway from his school

in great displeasure; for they supposed the Rabbi taught, there

is nothing to be expected in the future life. The followers of

Zadok are called Zaducees in the Talmud, and Karaites at pres-

ent; and those of Boethos are called Boethussim. Both sects

deny the traditions of the Rabbis, and accept the books of the

Old Testament only literally. .':.tnMm"i(k't.

(b) The fear of God is commanded (Deut. vi. 13). The Lord

thy God thou shalt fear. Serve thy God out of love, or out of fear.

Mishna Jf,. Jose, son of Joezer, of Zereda, and Jose, son of

Jochanan. of Jerusalem, learned from them. Jose, son of Joezer,

says: Let thy house be a meeting-house for wise men (a), and be

covered with the dust of their feet ; and drink their words like a

thirsty man.
.

> .,,,;;, t^;

Commentary.—(a) When one rabbi asks the other. Where shall

we meet? let the answer be, At thy house. ; ? ;?;^;^?''rr'ij

Mishna 6. Jose, son of Jochanan, of Jerusalem, says : Let thy

house be wide open (a), and let the poor be of thy household (6).

Do not talk too much with thy wife. If that is the rule to be

observed with one's own wife, how much more is it applicable to

his neighbor's wife? [e) Hence said the wise men: Whenever

a man talks much with a woman, he brings evil upon himself, is

hindered in his study, and ultimately gets his inheritance in hell.

Commentary.—(a) *'Wide open," that they may have easy

access, and every hungry and thirsty traveller may find relief in

thy house. ,:>,,;-

(b) Instead of having many servants, let the poor and needy

serve thee, and find themselves at home in thy house.

(c) Talk with woman tends only to inflame man's passion. It

keeps him back from study, while he spends his time in foolish

chat; and ultimately hell becomes his portion.

Mishna 6. Joshua, son of Perachia, and Nitai, the Arbelite,

received the tradition from them. Joshua says: Make to thyself

a teacher (a), and acquire a fellow-student (6), and judge every

one for the best (c). .

'^^''
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, Oommentary.—{a) Even if thou thinkest thou hast no need of

a teacher, it is nevertheless better to have one; that thou mayest

be sure thou goest the right way in what thou studiest. "

• •: (h) A companion thou must acquire; for it is written (Eccl. iv. 9):

"Two are better than one; because they will have a good reward

for their toil." .. : . . . .;

(c) When thou seest any one whom thou dost not know, doing

or saying something which can be taken either for good or for

bad, judge it for good, and do not suspect him because thou dost

not know him. But if thou dost know him to be a wicked man,

and seest him doing or saying something which may be considered

as good, judge for the worst, for of such a one it is written

(Proverbs xxvi. 25): "Though he make his sound ever so

graciously, believe him not." Only as to an unknown person,

judge always that he does for the best. -

Mishna 7. Nitai, the Arbelite, says : Avoid an evil neighbor (a);

do not join thyself to a wicked man (6); and do not despair of

punishment {c).

Commentary.—(a) If you join yourself to an evil neighbor, you

will be sure to learn his evil habits; for, bad company corrupts

good manners.

. (b) For in doing so, you will forego the blessings of the good

man, who does not walk in the way of the ungodly.

(c) When you see the wicked prosper, do not suppose that God

will hold him guiltless; even if he goes out of this world un-

punished, he is sure to get his punishment in the world to come.

Mishna 8. Jehuda, son of Tabai, and Simeon, son of Sotach,

received the traditions from them. Jehuda, son of Tabai, says:

Be not (if thou art a judge) like a pleading attorney (a). And

when the litigants are before thee, consider them both as guilty;

but when they depart, accepting the verdict, consider them both

as worthy of good.

Commentary.—{a) The judge must not speak for one party in

his favor, or put words in his mouth, thus acting the part of an

attorney; but his decision is to be clear and positive, according

to what he hears from the litigants.

Mishna 9. Simeon, son of Shotach, says: Examine diligently
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the witness, and take care of what you speak ; that the witness

may not learn from your words to tell a lie. Shmaya and Ab-

talion received from them. Shmaya says: Love to work, and

hate to rule, and do not seek friendship with (the heathen)

government. •

Mishna 10. Abtalion says: Wise men, take care of what you

say ! (a) lest you may be exiled, and come to a place where there

is bad water (ft), and your disciples who come after you will drinkj

of it, and thus God's name will be profaned. •

(Commentary.—{a) The disciples of Antigonus, Zadok and

Boethes, because they misunderstood the saying of their Rabbi,

separated themselves from the traditional doctrines, and became

heretics; let, therefore, every teacher take care that his teaching

may not be misunderstood.

(ft) Bad water is a figurative expression for heresy.

Mishna 11. Hillel and Shamai received from them. Hillel

says: Be of the followers of Aaron (a), loving peace and pursuing

peace, loving men and bringing them to God's law. He used to

say : He that blasphemes God's name, let his name perish ; he

that does not add (to his learning), let (his life) be diminished;

he that does not learn at all is worthy of death; and he that

makes use of the crown (ft), let him depart from life. '
'''"'

Commentary.—{a) Tradition tells, that Aaron, when he ob-

served a man of bad character, used to visit him and converse

with him, so that the man, supposing that Aaron did not know

of his wickedness, became ashamed of his life and became better.

This tradition is based on the words of the prophet (Mai. ii. 6):

"In peace and in equity he walked with me, and many did he

turn away from iniqiiity." . .
r« " .

i -^ •

(ft) "Crown" is used for the law of God; the meaning is: He

that tries to gain honor and wealth by the law, is not worthy

to live.

Mishna 12. He (Hillel) used to say: If I am not for myself,

who is for me? (a) And when I am for myself, what am I? (ft)

And if not now, when? (c)
: , v . , .

- v ,, .

Commentary.—(a) If I do not stir up myself to learn some-

thing, and to do what is best, who should stir me up? Man must
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exert his own energy, if he is to become a good and a useful,

member of society.

(5) But if I possess in myself the energies of directing myself

in the right way, what am I? Am I a perfect being, so that my
energies are adequate to lead me in the good way? '

= *
'

(c) And if not now, i. e., while I am young and capable of re-

ceiving any impression, when? Surely not when I grow old, and

the bad habits have become rooted into my nature. The wisest

of men said (Proverbs xxii. 6): "Train up the lad in accordance

with his course; even when he groweth old he will not depart

from it."

^rMishna IS. Shamai says: Make your study the chief mat-

ter (a) ; say little and do much (b); and receive everybody wiib

iriendliness. /.:-'.

Commentary.—(a) Your study must be the root of all your

actions; and private business must be done when you find time

after study.

(b) Say little, i. e., like Abraham, when the three visited him;

he said: *'I will fetch a morsel of bread" (Gen. xviii. 5). But

when he came to do, Abraham ran unto the herd, and fetched a

calf, tender and good. The ungodly say much, but do little, like

Ephron, who offered to Abraham much, and at last did not relax

even one penny.

Mishna 14- Rabbi Gamaliel says : Get thee a rabbi, and avoid

doubt (a). And do not pay tithe by conjecture.

• Commentary.—(a) The getting of the rabbi is not for instruc-

tion, but for decision, that you may lean on him in giving judg-

tnent; for it is always better to have some one's aid in deciding

a matter. So in the case of paying tithe, it should not be done

by conjecture.

Mishna IS. Simeon, his son, says: All my days have I spent

among wise men, and have not found anything better for a man

than silence (a). The learning is not the chief matter, but the

acting ; and any one who speaks much cannot avoid sin.

Commentary/.—(a) Solomon said (Proverbs x. , 19) : "In a

multitude of words transgression cannot be avoided." And the

«ign of a wise man is silence, but much talking is the sign of a
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fool. It is told of a wise man who talked very little, that when

he was asked for the reason of his constant silence, he answered

:

"Talk may be divided into four parts: (I) Talk useless to one's

self, but completely injurious to others; (2) Partly good and

partly injurious, e. g.^ praising one's neighbor, which will provoke

his enemies; (3) Indifferent talk, e. g.^ about buildings and the

weather; (4) Scientific, and the most necessary household talk.

We see, therefore, that only the fourth part of usual talk is useful.

I can, therefore, talk only the fourth part of others."

Mishna 16. Rabbi Simeon, the son of Gamaliel, says: The

world exists by three things, viz. : Justice, Truth, and Peace (a).

As it is written (Zech. viii. 16): "Truth, judgment, and peace

judge ye in your gates."

Commentary.—(a) No community can exist without these three

governing powers. Truth is necessary in family life, justice in

life's intercourse, and peace for the security at large. ,
' -

Part II. Mishna. y .
i -^

Mishna 1. The Rabbi says : Which is the best way (of life)

that a man is to choose? That one which is most beautiful for

himself, and is most beautiful in the sight of others. Be diligent

in observing the smallest commandment, as in the greatest, for

thou dost not know their reward («). Reckon the loss which

thou sufferest by observing the commandment, against its reward;

and the gain of committing a sin, against the punishment for it.

Consider, also, three things, and thou wilt not be enticed to sin,

viz. : above thee is (1) an eye that sees, (2) an ear that hears, and

(3) all thy doings are recorded in a book ih). ' ' ' ^

Commentary.—{<i) The law of God has specified certain punish-

ments for certain transgressions; which are: for the greatest

sins, (1) stoning, (2) burning, (3) decapitation by sword, (4)

strangling, (5) unnatural death, (6) excommunication, (7) stripes,

forty save one. By these degrees of punishments, we know how

to estimate the greatness of the sins ; but no gradations of rewards

have been specified for fulfilling God's commandments; therefore,

if thou art engaged in observing one commandment, do not leave

it off" to do another. .

-
"
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{h) The language of Scripture uses the anthropomorphic figure

of recording in a book, for anything known to God. As

in Malachi iii. 16, "And there was written a book of remembrance

before him."

Mishna 2. Rabbi Gamaliel, son of Rabbi Jehuda the Nassi,

says: Study is good when connected with business; for the ex-

ertion in both makes man to avoid sin. And study which is not

accompanied by some work is at the end useless, and causes

sin {a). And all w^ho work for the community should work for

God's sake. For the virtue of their forefathers helps them, and

their righteousness is of eternal value. God will greatly reward

you, as if you had done his work (6).

Commentary.—[a] Study, with the Rabbis, had no temporal

advantage. No teacher was allowed to receive payment; and

those who studied had to support themselves. Hence, if a student

had no wealth, he was obliged to live on the wealth of others,

which is robbery.

(6) The time which you spend in working for the community

you will not be able to employ in doing something else for which

you might expect good reward; therefore, he says: God will re-

ward you, for this time, as if you had done some other thing, for

which you could expect a great reward.

Mishna 3. He (Gamaliel) used to say: Direct thy will accord-

ing to his (God's) will, that he may direct the will of others ac-

cording to thy will. Give up thy will because of his will, that

he may make others give up their will because of thy will. Hillel

says: Do not separate thyself from the community. Put no faith

in thyself until thy last day. Do not judge thy neighbor until

thou be in the same situation. Do not say anything which is

unintelligible, though it be understood at last (a). And do not

say. When I shall have time I will learn
;

perhaps thou wilt

have no time.

Oommentary.—[a) When you teach, do not use language which

is unintelligible, and requires much explanation to make it in-

telligible at last.

Mishna 6. He used to say: No ignoramus can fear sin, nor

can the unlearned be pious, nor the bashful learned, nor the
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irascible teachers. And not every one, who engages greatly in

business, becomes wise. And where there is a want of (good)

men, try diligently to be a man.

Mishna 6. He saw also a soul swimming upon the water, and

said: Because thou madest another to swim, they made thee to

swim. But at last those who made thee to swim, will also swim (a).

Commentary.—{a) In the original there is a paronomasia.

The meaning is, that with the measure one measures it is measured

unto him. The Rabbi, seeing a man who was probably drowned

by some one, concluded that this one must have previously

drowned somebody, but predicted that those who drowned him

should also get their reward.

Mishna 7. He used to say: He that accumulates flesh (on his

body) accumulates worms; he that accumulates possessions ac-

cumulates cares ; he who multiplies wives multiplies sorcery;*

he who multiplies handmaids multiplies whoredom ; he who

multiplies men-servants multiplies robbery ; he who increases

learning in the law prolongs his life ; he who increases classes (of

students) increases wisdom ; he who takes many counsels increases

in understanding ; he that gives much alms increases peace. Has

one acquired a good name ? he acquired it for himself; and has

he made the law of God his own ? he has acquired the life to

come. He used to say : If thou hast learned much, be not proud

of it ; as for this hast thou been created.

Mishna 8. Rabbi Jochanan, son of Zakai, had five disciples

:

they were, Rabbi Eliezer, son of Hircanos; Rabbi Joshua, son

of Chananya ; Rabbi Jose the priest ; Rabbi Simeon, son of

Nathaniel ; and Rabbi Eliezer, son of Aroch. He told their good

qualities. Rabbi Eliezer, son of Hircanos, is like a plastered pit,

which does not lose even a drop ;t Rabbi Simeon, son of Nathaniel,

fears to sin [a) ; Rabbi Joshua, blessed be his mother! (6) Rabbi

Jose is pious (c?); Rabbi Eliezer, son of Aroch, is like a fountain

continually increasing [d).

* The Talmudical idea is, that sorcery is mostly practised by women.

And in Tractate Sanhedrin, page 67, it is said: "Sorcery is mostly to be

found with women."

—

Tr.

t lie retained whatever he learned, without forgetting one word.

—

Tr.
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Commentary.—(a) He occupied himself always with doing

good, for fear of doing soniething wrong and sinful,

(h) He was of so lovely a character, that every one praised and

blessed the mother of such a child.* - t-.^ *\5'

(c) His learning went over into actions; he practised what he

.learned. * u , , •, ':.:,.>.? .'...v.?:- •...' .„. i^;p>"*-.-,;

(<i) Rabbi Ehezer was of such great wisdom, that /there was

nothing too difficult for him, and his wisdom continually iWcreasing.

Mishna 9. He used to say : If all the wise men of Israel were

in one scale of the balance, and Rabbi Eliezer, son of Hircanos,

in the opposite one, he would outweigh all of them. Abba Saul

said in his name: If all the wise men of Israel, together with

Rabbi Eliezer, son of Hircanos, were in one scale, and Rabbi

Eliezer, son of Aroch, was in the other scale, he would weigh

more than all of them. He (Rabbi Jochanan) said to them : Go

and consider, which is the best that man should choose? Rabbi

Eliezer said, A good eye {a) ; Rabbi Joshua said, A good com-

panion (h)\ Rabbi Simeon said, To behold the future {c)\ Rabbi

Eliezer, son of Aroch, said, A good heart; Rabbi Jose said, A
good neighbor {d). Then said their Rabbi : I consider the words

of Rabbi Eliezer, son of Aroch, the best, for yours are included

in his.f Then he said to them : Go and consider, which is the

bad way which man must avoid? Rabbi Eliezer said. An evil

eye; Rabbi Joshua said, An evil companion; Rabbi Jose said,

An evil neighbor; Rabbi Simeon said, To borrow and not pay,

for to borrow of men is like borrowing of God, as it is written

(Psalm xxxvii. 21), "The wicked borroweth and repayeth not;"

Rabbi Eliezer, son of Aroch, said, A bad heart. Then said their

Rabbi: I consider the words of Rabbi Eliezer, son of Aroch, the

best, for your words are contained in his.

Commentary.—[a) A good eye means, contentment with what

one possesses.

*See Luke ii. 34, where the same expression is used of Christ.

—

Tr.

t A good heart is the thing most necessary for going in the right way
;

for it is written (Prov. iv. 23), "Above all that is to be guarded, keep thy

heart; for out of it are the issues of life." And, therefore, their Kabbi

judged that all they found to be good, is included in the words of his

fifth disciple.

—

Tr.
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(J; A good companion is to be chosen; because one can learn

of him what is best.

(e) To behold the future, i. «., to foresee the consequence of

his actions, is certainly the best means of going in the right way.

(c?) A good neighbor is more constant than a good companion.

Mishna 10. They (the last mentioned five disciples) said each

three things. Rabbi Eliezer said : Let the honor of thy com-

panion be as dear to thee as thine own. Do not be easily pro-

voked to anger (a), and repent one day before thy death (6). And
warm thyself at the flame of the wise men (c), but take care that

thou dost not burn thyself by their coals ; for their bite is the

biting of the fox,* their sting the sting of the scorpion, their

hissing the hissing of a serpent, and all their words are like

fiery coals.

Commentary.—(a) Anger is considered to be equal to idolatry.

Tractate Sabbath, 105.
^

- -j. -:

(h) But does any one know when he will die? Therefore, one

ought to repent every day of his life, as though the next day

were to be his last. ^ .. jfc:- iiiL^^...

,(6*) Warm thyself by the flame, i. e., do not mix with them

freely, but approach them only by their permission ; else thou

mayest oflend them and suffer by it, just as one who warms him-

self by the fire does not approach too close to the fire. Their

honor is to be kept sacred.

Mishna 11. Rabbi Joshua said: An evil eye (a), evil nature,t

and misanthropy (5), shorten a man's life.
,

Commentary.—(a) An evil eye means a greedy eye and dis-

content. '.

(6) Misanthropy induces man to avoid his fellow-man, and live

in desert places, which kills him before his time.

*The bite of the fox was supposed to be incurable.

—

Tr.

t Evil nature; the original has ^^^H ^lljS''' which is generally under-

stood to represent an evil spirit, which accompanies every man and

seduces him to every bad action. The orthodox Jews believe two spirits

accompany every man—a good one on his right, and an evil one on his

left; the good genius solicits him to and rejoices in his doing good ; the

evil genius seduces him to and rejoices in his doing evil.

—

Tr.
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Mishna 12. Rabbi Jose said : Let the money of thy companion

be dear unto thee as thine own ; and make thyself fit for the study

of the law ; for it is not thine as an inheritance. And whatever

thou doest, be it done for God's sake, ^j? ;;^ ^^^ -m . ;^^

Mishna 13. Rabbi Simeon said : Take care to read Sh'ma,

^)2X5^ and prayer.* And when thou dost pray, do not perform

it as an obligation, but as a supplication for mercy before God

;

for it is written (Joel ii. 13): "Gracious and merciful is he, long-

suffering and of great kindness, and he bethinketh himself of the

evil." And do not consider thyself too wicked (a).

Commentary.—[a) When a man considers himself wicked, no

sin is then of any importance in his eyes.

Mishna H,. Rabbi Eliezer says : Be diligent in learning the

law. And know what thou shouldst answer to an Epicurean (a).

Know also before whom thou workest, for faithful is thy master

to pay thee the wages of thy work.

Commentary.—(a) The word ''Epicurean " is used by the

Rabbis for heretic, i. e., any one who denies anything of the

written or traditional law. The believing Jew is here commanded

to be able to give an account of his faith to any unbeliever.

Mishna 15. Rabbi Tarphon says : The day is short, the work

is great,t the workers are lazy, the reward is great, and the

master urges.

Mishna 16. He used to say : Thou art not bound to finish the

work (of obedience to God), neither is it allowed thee to preter-

mit it wholly. Hast thou learned much, thou wilt receive much

reward. And thy master is faithful to repay thee the wages of

thy work. But know, that the reward of the righteous is in the

world to come.

* Every Jew is obliged to read twice a day, morning and evening, the

portion of Scriptures written (Deut. vi. 4-10) which begins with the word

5?^tp- The prayer consists of eighteen blessings ; and no Jew must

taste anything or go to work in the morning before the reading of Sh'ma

and performing the prayer of the eighteen blessings.

—

Tr.

t The Latin poet says : '"''Ars longa, Vita brevis.^^—Tr.
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Mishna 1. Akabia, son of Mahallallel, says: Contemplate

three things, and thou wilt not be induced to sin : (1) Whence

dost thou come ? (2) Whither dost thou go V and ( 3) Before whom

wilt thou give an account? Whence comest thou? From a fetid

drop. Whither goest thou? To a place of worms and rottenness.

And before whom art thou to give an account? Before the King

of kings, the Holy One ; blessed be his name

!

Mishna 2. Rabbi Chanina, leader of the priests, said : Pray

for the peace of government ; for were it not for the fear of it,

each man would have swallowed the other alive. Rabbi Chanina,

son of Tradion, said : When two are sitting together and do not

speak about the law of God, it is the seat of scorners, of which

it is written (Psalm i. 1), "And sitteth not in the seat of the

scorners." But where two sit together, and converse about the

law of God, there is the presence of the Shechina,* as it is writ-

ten (Malachi iii. 16): "Then conversed they that feared the

Lord one with another ; and the Lord listened and heard it, and

there was a record written in a book of remembrance before him

for those who fear the Lord, and for those who respect his name."

Here I learn of two sitting together ; but how do I know that

when one is occupied with the study of God's law, God rewards

him ? For it is written (Lament, iii. 28): "That he sitteth in

solitude and is silent, because He has laid it upon him." (a)

Commentary.—[a) The relevancy of this verse depends, not

on the usual sense given to it, but on quite a different one, which

the Rabbi understood, and read thus: "When he sits alone and

murmurs (p'T^') in the law), it is as if God had laid upon him

(the whole law)."

Mishna 3. Rabbi Simeon says : When three are eating to-

gether and do not converse about the law, they are as if they

had eaten of the sacrifices to idols ; and of them it is said

* ThVi Rabbis never use the name of God as given in Scriptures, but
« • •

use either H 5*^3 ID? tD'^)3'©) ^^ QtDtl > and wherever the reader finds

in this translation the word God, it is either added by the translator for

the better understanding, or a translation of one of the above given

words.

—

Tr.

I"

!; if

v.
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(Isaiah xxviii. 8): "For all tables are full of vomit of filthiness."

But when three are sitting together at the table, and converse of

the law, they are as if they had eaten at God's table (i. e., the

altar), as it is written (Ezekiel xli. 22): "And he spoke unto

me, This is the table that is before God."* -..::...r.,,^^:^rT^^„..>.--^., ^^

Mishna Jf,. Rabbi Chanina, son of Chakinai, says: Whosoever

is awake at night, or travels singly on a road, and thinks of non-

sense, has forfeited his life. Rabbi Nechemia, son of Canna,

says: Whosoever accepts the yoke of the law, providence takes

off from him the yoke of government (a) and the yoke of business

;

but he that removes from himself the yoke of the law, upon him

is placed the yoke of government and business.

Commentary.—[a) The yoke of the law means diligent study,

and the removal of the yoke means denying that the law is from

God, and therefore neglecting it. In Tractate Erubin, page 54,

column 1, it is said: There is no such free man as he who studies

the law, for it is written (Exod. xxxii 16): "Engraved tl^lH

upon the table." Do not read tl^'irij engraved, but tl^'inr
T ••

freedom, ^. e., the study of the tables brings freedom.

Mishna 6. Rabbi Chalafta, from the village Chanania, says:

Where ten sit and study the law, the Shechina is among them,

for it is written (Psalm Ixxxii. I): "God stands in the congrega-

tion." [a) Whence do I know, when even five? For it is writ-

ten (Amos ix. 6): "And has founded his bundle {h) upon the

earth." Whence even two? For it is written (Malachi iii. 16):

"Then conversed they that feared the Lord one with another."

Whence even one? For it is written (Exod. xx. 21): "In every

place where I shall permit my name to be mentioned, I will come

to thee and bless thee."

Commentary'—{a) A congregation is no less than ten, and ten

make a congregation.

(h) A bundle is as much as one can hold with five fingers.

Mishna 6. Rabbi Eliezer Bartotho says: Give Him of His,

for thou thyself and thine are His. And thus says David

^The Talmud explains it more fully in another place; it says : '''The

verse begins with the Altar and iBnishes with the Table ; that teaches us^

that our table is a substitute for the altar."

—

Tr.
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(1 Chron. xxix. 14) : "For from thee is everything, and out of

thine own have we given unto thee." Rabbi Simeon says : When

one studies* while he is travelling, and interrupts himself and

says. How beautiful is this tree ! or landscape ! the Scripture

considers him to have forfeited his life. Rabbi Dostoe, son of

Janay, said, in the name of Rabbi Meir : Any one who forgets

a part of what he has learned, has forfeited his life, for it is writ-

ten (Deut. iv. 9) : "Only take heed to thyself, and guard thy

soul diligently, that thou do not forget the thing which thine

eyes have seen." Wouldst thou say that this is the case, even

when what he has learned is too difficult to be remembered ?

Therefore it is written [ibid.): "And that they depart not from

thine heart all the days of thy life." That means to say, that he

willingly forgets them. Rabbi Chanina, son of Dossa, says

:

When a man first fears sin and then learns wisdom, f his wisdono

will avail him.; but he who learns wisdom before he has learned

to fear sin, will not be profited of his wisdom. >
,

^

v

Mishna 7. He used to say : When one's works are more than

his learning, his learning has stability ; but when his learning

surpasses his good works, his learning has no stability. He said

also : Whomsoever people like, him does God like ; and with

whomsoever people are displeased", with that one God is also

displeased. Rabbi Dossa, son of Hircanos, says : Sleeping ^

late in the morning, drinking wine at noon, chatting with chil-

dren, and sitting in the company of ignorant people, shorten a

man's life.

Mishna 8. Rabbi Eliezer the Modai says : He that profanes

the holy sacrifices, despises the feasts, makes white his friend's

face publicly (a), makes naught the covenant of our fiither Abra-

ham (6), and gives a false explanation of God's law (c), though

he has learned much and performed good works, he has no part

in the world to come.

' "'i

* No other study than that of the law is considered a study.

—

Tr.

t The meaning is, when one's character is firmly fixed, then the wisdom

he acquires by learning will help him to direct his actions ; but if one

believes that learning will give him a good character, he may be greatly

mistaken.

—

Tr.
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Commentary.—[a) To make one's face white means, to put him

to shame.

(b) Covenant of Abraham is circumcision. So, when one does

not circumcise the child which he is commanded to circumcise.

(c) A wrong explanation means, doing contrary to what the

law commands. But this is only the case when one, who did

these things, died without repentance; in which case, though the

pains of death blot owt many other sins, it cannot blot out the

above three mentioned sins ; but if he exercised repentance, no

sin can remain, as repentance blots out any and every sin.

Mishna 9. Rabbi Ishmael says : Be humble before a head (a);

deport thyself easily before a black-haired head (6) ; and meet

every one with a friendly face (c).

Commentary.—(a) A head means, any person more honorable

than thyself. One who, when in company, will be its head.

{b) A black-haired means a young man whose hair is yet black.

Do not urge thy company on him.

{a) Yet even one below thee receive in a friendly way.

..i^Mishna 10. Rabbi Akiba says: Laughter and light minded-

ness induce a man to shameful doings. The Masorah* is a hedge

for the law. Tithes are a hedge for riches. Vows are a hedge

for self-control {a). The hedge for wisdom is silence.f

Commentary.—{a) Vows, when they are made and performed,

will by experience teach the man to refrain from making them.

Mishna 11. lie used to say : Beloved is man, for he was

created in the image (of God.) He is peculiarly beloved, because

he was declared to have been created in (God's) image, as it is

written (Genesis ix. 6): "For in the image of God made he

man." Israel is beloved, for he is called the child of God.

* Masorah, is either to l>e understood Tradition, and then its meanin<]i;

would be. the commandments of the law of Moses are so hedged around

hy traditional laws, that no law can be broken hefore all its 8urroundin<i;

laws are viohited ; or, hy Masorah is to be understood that the traditional

reading of the text of the holy written Scriptures is its hedge, so that the

text cannot be corrupted, and its true meaning is thus preserved.

—

Tr.

t Silence certainly withholds a man from folly. Solomon said

(Proverbs xvii. 28) : "Even a fool, when he keepeth silence, is counted

Wise. — iR.
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They are peculiarly beloved, because they have been told that they

are called the children of God (a), as it is written (Deut. xiv. 1)

:

''Ye are children of the Lord your God." Israel is beloved, be-

cause God gave him a delightful vessel {i. e., the law). They

are peculiarly beloved, because it was told them that there was

given them such a delightful vessel, as it is written (Prov. iv. 2^:

"For good information do I give you, ray teaching must ye

not forget." -

,

Commentary.—[a) The telling one of a favor is here supposed

to increase the favor, as an unknown favor may not be regarded.

Mishna 12. Everything is seen (by God), and freedom is

granted (to man). The world is well judged, and all according

to the multitude (a) of the works done.

Commentary.—[a) Here the Ral^bi solves the great problem of

fore-knowledge and free-will. He says: "Everything is seen in

the present tense. Man lives in time; with him all is either past

or future, for time is transient; but God lives in eternity, where

there is neither past nor future, but all is present. So, God sees

everything as it is done, and his seeing does not necessitate the

action, but freedom is granted to every man to do as he wills."

"According to the multitude," i. ^., God rewards man for each

action separately; e. g.\ one gives to one poor man one hundred

florins, God rewards him as for one action ; another gives one

hundred florins to one hundred poor men, and God rewards him

for one hundred actions. The reward is not according to the

greatness of the act, but according to the number.

Mishna 13. He used to say: All is given, but on a pledge;

and a net is spread out upon all who live. The store is open,

the master of the store lends out with care(rt), the ledger is open,

and the hand writes down. Whosoever will borrow, let him come

and borrow. But the executors (5) come daily to exact payment,

whether the debtor will or not, or have anything on which they

can rely. The judgment is a true judgment, and all is prepared

for the entertainment (c).

Commentary.—{a) With care, i. e., though some may suppose

their debts are forgotten ; for the wicked may long prosper, yet

the act is recorded, and care is taken, of it.
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(h) The executors, i e., death and other bodily pains, from

which no mortal is exempted. .

[c) "The entertainment," the life to come is represented in

this figure. >..'. ;. j .-t-vy;-;?-"

Mishna 14- Rabbi Eliezer, son of Azaria, says: If there is no

study, tliere can be no good behavior ; and if there is no good

behavior, there can be no study. If there is no fear of the law,

there can be no wisdom ; and if there be no wisdom, there can

be no fear of the law. If there is no understanding, there is no

knowledge ; and if there is no knowledge, there is no under-

standing (a). If there is no flour (bread), there is no learning;

and if there is no learning, there is no flour.

Commentary.—(a) The Rabbi makes each of the two objects de-

pendent on the other. Under knowledge he implies the posses-

sion of various sciences, which depend on the capacity of the

human mind to grasp them, which he calls understanding.

Mishna IS. He used to say : lie whose wisdom surpasses his

good actions is like a tree whose branches are many, but whose

roots are very few ; the wind comes, uproots, and overthrows it.

Of him it is written (Jerem. xvii. 6): "And he shall be like a

lonely tree in the desert, which feels not when good comes, but

abides in the parched place, in the wilderness, in a salty land

which cannot be inhabited." But any one whose good works

surpass his wisdom, is like a tree whose branches are few, but his

roots are many ; so that, though all the winds may blow at hira,

they will not move him from his place. Of such a one it is

written (Jerem. xvii. 8): "And he shall be like a tree that is

planted by the waters, and by a stream spreads out its roots,

which feels not vrhen the heat comes, but its leaf remains green,

and in a year of drought it is undisturbed by care, and ceases

not from yielding fruit."

Mishna 16. Rabbi Eliezer, son of Chismo, says : The law con-

cerning the birds which a woman has to offer after the birth of

a child,* and the laws concerning her purification, ai'e the bodies

* It may be curious to the English reader that this entire clause is ex-

pressed by one Hebrew word, l"'P"'p

—

Tr.
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of the laws {i. «., most important). But astronomy and geometry*

are like the dessert of a banquet.f

Part IV. Mishna.

Mlshna 1. Ben Zoma says : Who is wise ? He that learns

from everybody, as it is written (Psalm cxix. 99), "I became

wise from all my teachers." Who is a hero? He that can

conquer his own lusts, as it is written (Prov. xvi. 32), "One that

is slow to anger is better than a hero, and he that rules his spirit

than the conqueror of a city." Who is rich? He who is con-

tent with .his portion, as it is written (Psalm cxxviii. 2), "When
thou eatest the labor of thy hands, thou wilt be happy and it

shall be well with thee." Thou wilt be happy in this world, and

it Avill be well with thee in the world to come. Who is honored?

He that honors others; as it is written (1 Sam. ii. 30), "For

those that honor me I will honor, and those that despise me shall

be lightly esteemed." •;:,;?

Mishna 2. The son of Azai says : Run to do a small command-

ment, as to do a great one («) ; and flee from sin. For one good

action follows another, and one sin brings with it another. The

reward of one good deed is another good deed, and the reward of

one sin is another sin.

Commentanj.—[a) The Rabbis say : That when Moses ap-

pointed the three cities of refuge this side of the Jordan, he knew

that they could be of no use until the other three cities of refuge

on the other side were established, for it is written (Num. xxxv. 13),

"Six cities shall be unto you." Nevertheless, Moses said.

Though I can fulfil but half of the commandment, I will not

neglect it.

Mishna 3. He used to say : Despise not any man, and contemn

no thing, for every man has his time, and everything its place.

* The Tiihnud seems to have no word to express /geometry, and uses

the Greek Teufierpla with the Hebrew plural, tll2j^'''ltp)2'^5' ^^j for the

word dessert, it uses tlliSllSIsS' i- €., ;} nepiipopa^ and many other Greek

words will be found.—Tu.

t The whole Mishna mefins, that the lest important scriptural law is

more important than the greatest scientific laws.

—

Tr.
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Mishna 4- Rabbi Levitas from Jabne says : Be very, very

meek ! (a) For all that a man can hope for is to be consumed

by worms.

Commentary.—{a) Meekness is the best quality that man can

possess. In Tractate Meggilah, page 31, we find: Rabbi

Jochanan said : Wherever thou findest described the greatness of

God, there thou findest described his meekness. This is written

in the law, repeated in the prophets, and also in the Hagiography.

In the law (Deut. x. 17, 18): "For the Lord your God is the

God of gods, and the Lord of lords. , . . Who executes judgment

for the fatherless and widow." In the prophets (Isaiah Ivii. 15):

"Thus says the Lord, the high and lofty One, ... I dwell with

the humble." In the Hagiography (Psalm Ixviii. 5, 6): Extol

Him who rides upon the heaven, ... "a father of the fiitherless,

and a judge of the widows." The greatest encomium that was

given to Moses was: "The man Moses was very meek" (Num-

bers xii. 3).

Mishna 6. Rabbi Jochanan, son of Beroka, says: Any one

who profanes God's name in secret is punished publicly, be the

profanation [committed] willingly or unwillingly {a).

Commentary.—(a) That is to say, if it was done willingly, the

punishment in accordance with it will be visited upon the perpe-

trator publicly; and when it was done unawares, the punishment

in accordance with it will happen publicly.

Mishna 6. Rabbi Ishmael says : He that learns for the sake

of learning, is helped (from above) to learn and to teach. But

he who learns for the sake of doing (what he learns), is helped

to learn and to teach, to observe and to do. Rabbi Zadok says

:

Do not make (thy learning) a crown, in order to become great

by it, nor a mattock, to dig with.* And thus said Hillel : "He

* Maiinonides jj;ives here a large homily aorainst those who try to live

at the expense of others, whilst engaged in study. To understand his

rebuke, it must be stated that it was already the custom of many Jews in

the eleventh century to emigrate to Jerusalem for the purpose of studying

the Talmud there, and to depend for their subsistence on the alms sent

them from Jewish congregations in various quarters of the globe. Mai-

monides, in his integrity, despised such an idle life; and he quotes many

instances of the great Rabbis who showed their aversion to such dealings.
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that makes use of the crown should die." Hence thou canst

learn, that whosoever iiiake§ any gain by the word of God has

already taken the reward which he might have expected in the

world to come.

Mishna 7. Rabbi Josi says : Whosoever honors the law, he

himself is honored by men ; but whosoever profanes the law, he

himself is profaned by men (a).

Commentary.—(a) The honor of the law consists in observing

it, and honoring the learned and their writings.

Mishna 8. Rabbi Ishmael says: He that withdraws himself

from being a judge avoids hatred, robbery, and false swearing

;

but he who gives decision with a proud heart is a fool, a wicked

man, and possesses a proud spirit.*

Mishna 9. He used to say : Do not give a verdict when thou

art the only judge; for to judge singly is only permitted to the

only One {i. e., God). And do not say. Take my opinion ; for

they are allowed, and not thou (a).

Commentary.—(a) When thou nrt sitting with other judges,

who differ from thee, thou canst not force upon them thy opinions,

for they, being the majority, are allowed to sustain their opinions,

but thou art not allowed to coerce them.

Mishna 10. Rabbi Jonathan says : Whosoever occupies him-

self with the law w^hen he is poor, will occupy himself with it,

even when he becomes rich. But whosoever neglects the law

when he is rich, wMll neglect it when poor (a).

The first is the great Rabbi Ilillel, who lived in abject poverty, and had

to support himself by cuttinu; wood whilst he attended the teachino; of

Sheinaia and Abtalion. Secondly, Rabbi Chanina, of whom a voice from

heaven said: "The whole world is sustained for the sake of Chanina my
son, and Chanina himself lives on a measure of St. John's bread (Carob)

from one Friday to another." In a year of famine Rabbi Jehuda tho

holy opened his granary to the poor and said : "Let any one who is

learned partake of it." The learned Rabbi Jonathan came for some help,

whereupon he was asked: "Hast thou learned anythin<;?" He answered,

"No." "But," asked Rabbi Jehudah, "wherefore shall I help thee?"

Rabbi Jonathan answered : "Feed me, as God feeds the do^ or the raven."

So great was their aversion to receive any favor as learners.

—

Tr.

* According to the Jewish jurisprudence, he who deprives one of the

litigants even of one penny to the profit of the other, by giving a wrong
judgment, though unwillingly, is a robber and a perjurer.

—

Tr.
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Commentary.—(«) If poverty and the trouble of gaining his

livelihood will not prevent a man from studying the law, a com-

fortable life will certainly not do it. But if the comforts of riches

will prevent one from study, much more the caros of poverty.

• Mishna 11. Rabbi Meir says: Do less business, and take time

for studying the law, and be humble before every man (a). Wilt

thou neglect the study of the law? So wilt thou find many,things

which will make thee neglect it. But if thou art diligent in its

study, there is great reward to be given to thee.

Commentary.—(a) "Before every man." Not only before one

who is greater than thou art, but even before thine equal, or one

less than thyself.

Mishna 12. Rabbi Eliezer, son of Jacob, says: He that fulfils

one commandment acquires an- advocate, and he that commits a

sin acquires an accuser.* Repentance and good works are like

a shield against punishment (a).

Commentary.—(a) Repentance and good works

—

i. e., either

repentance after committing sin, or good works at the beginning,

will save a man from hell. Every good action will speak for

man's acquittal, and every bad action will ask his condemnation.

Mishna 13. Rabbi Jochanan, the shoemaker, says : Every

assembly which assembles for God's sake will have stability. But

if it is not for God's sake, it will have no stability. Rabbi

Eliezer, son of Sliamua, says: Let the honor of thy pupil be dear

unto thee as thine own, and the honor of thy companion as the

reverence for thy teacher; and the reverence for thy teacher as

the fear of God. Rabbi Juda says : Take care of thyself when

thou art learned, for the error of the learned is presumption.

|

Rabbi Simeon says : There are three crowns—the crown of the

law, the crown of priesthood, and the crown of royalty. But the

crown of a good name overtops them all {a).

Commentary.—{a) God crowned Israel with three crowns. To

* The orijrinal has for the -yv^ord advocate t^'^bpIS? UapaK^.r^rog, and

for the word accuser, l^t^'^tOpj llaHj-yopog. The first corresponds to the

Hebrew ^^\)2- the latter to the Hebrew I'Dtl?—Tr.

f A wronji; act committed by a learned man, thoup;h done in ignorance,

people will suppose to be done in presumption.

—

Tr.
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Aaron be gave the crown of priesthood, to David the crown of

royalty. The crown of the law is left for any one who will take

it up; but in the law the other two crowns are contained, as it is

written (Prov. viii. 15): "Through me (learning) do princes rule

and nobles decree justice." The crown of a good name gotten

by learning surpasses them all.

Mishna 16. Rabbi Neharbi says : Go thou to the place of

learning, but do not think that the learning will come to thee, or

that thy friends will bring it to thee. And do not rely on thy

knowledge.

Mishna 16. Rabbi Janai says : We possess neither the peace

of the ungodly nor the sufferings of the righteous. Rabbi Mathya,

son of Charash, says : Greet everybody first. And be rather the

tail of a lion than the head of a fox (a).

Commentary.—(a) That is, be rather a pupil of some great

Rabbi than a teacher to some one less than thyself. For in the

first case thou wilt always learn more, while in the latter thou

wilt forget. -v^*;, . _*^. .;-v;,. *;;,., .'^ •;....- r^

Mishna 17. Rabbi Jacob says : This world is like the entry

hall to the world to come.* Prepare thyself in the entrance hall,

that thou mayest be allowed to enter the dining room.

Mishna 18. He used to say : One hour spent in repentance

and good works in this world is better than all the life to come (a);

and one hour of a cool spirit in the world to come is better than

all the life in this world. .. , .,,

Commentary.—(a) The world to come is only the consequence

of this world ; he that has prepared here can enjoy there. "For

there is no work nor, experience nor knowledge nor wisdom in

the world whither thou goest" (Eccles. ix. 10). Therefore, one

can gain in one hour in this world what it is impossible for him

to gain in the whole life of the world to come.

Mishna 19. Rabbi Simeon, son of Eliezer, says: Do not try

to reconcile thy friend whilst he is angry ; do not comfort him

whilst his dead lies before him ; do not question him whilst he is

* The original has here for entry-hall, "mTTlB) npdaodog^ and for the

word dining-room, *l'^^p'^^p» TpUhvov, triclinium.—Tr.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—22.
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making his vow ; and do not try to see him whilst in the middle

of affliction. ,_.,,,,,. _ ,^, .

Mishna 20. Samuel, the little one, says : At the fall of thy

enemy do not rejoice ; and at his stumbling let not thy heart be

glad; "lest the Lord see it, and it be displeasing in his eyes, and

he turn away from him his wrath" (Proverbs xxiv. 17, 18).

Mishna 21. Elisha, son of Abuya, says : He that teaches the

yonns^is like one who writes with ink upon new paper; but he

who/ceaohes the old is as one who writes with ink upon old paper,

from which writing has been erased.

. Mishna 22. Rabbi Josi, son of Juda, from the Babylonic vil-

lage, says: He who learns from the young is like one who eats

unripe grapes, and drinks out of his wine-press. But he who

learns from the old is like one who eats ripe grapes and drinks

old wine. The Rabbi says: Do not regard the flask, but its con-

tents. There is a new flask full of old wine, and there is an old

flask wherein there is not even new wine.

Mishna 28. Rabbi Eliezer, the Capor (?), says : Envy, lust,

and vain glory shorten a man's life *

rUrMishva 2^,. Housed to say: Those who are born must die,

and those who nre dead will revive, and all living will be judged.

To know, make known and take knowledge (a), that He is the

mighty, the One who forms, the Creator, and the future Judge.

Blessed be he ! before whom there is no perversion of judgment,

no forgetfulness, no respect of persons, no bribery; for all is his.

And know, that all will be by reckoning. Let thy imagination

not persuade thee that the grave is a place of refuge. f Thou art

formed without thy consent, unknowingly thou art born, without

thy will thou livest, against thy will thou diest, and constrained (h)

wilt thou have to give reckoning and account before the King of

kings the Holy One, whose name be blessed.

* There is nothin<^ which makes a man's life more miserable than envy,

because all that makes others happy conspires to make him most miser-

able. He is the enemy of all mankind. Lust weakens man's natural

constitution. Vain-glory is an object of continual pursuit, which yet is

never attained.

—

Tr.
. .' '

t Both the punishment and the reward of an action is given, according

to the Talmud, in this world.

—

Tr. .
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. I

Commentary.—(a) To know, make known, and take knowl-

edge, refers to the three divisions of mankind: those not yet

born, those who are born, and those who will rise after death ; of

the first he is the .former, of the second the judge^ and of the third

he wiJl be the judge. "No respect of persons," i. «., if any one

has done ever so many good actions, and committed but one sin,

that sin will be punished. On the contrary, the wicked who per-

form only one good action will be rewarded for it.

{b) Here the Rabbi would say, that all natural accidents hap-

pen to man without man's will, but that the doing of good or bad

lies in man's own will : and, therefore, though unwilling, man

must nevertheless give an account of all his doings while in

the body.
., ,,,., ^

• Part V. Mishna.

Mishna 1. With ten sayings (a) did God create the universe

;

and does this teach us? Could he not create it with one saying?

Yes, but he speaks thus to show, with emphasis, that he will

punish the wicked who destroy a world which was created with

ten sayings, and reward the righteous who establish a world

which was created with ten sayings.

Commentary.—(a) Nine times are repeated the words, ^'•and

he said.''' *)72Sli*'l) ^^ the six days of creation, and the word

n^tpiJ^llil makes ten.
'

'"^I-

Mishna 2. Ten generations passed from Adam until Noah, to

teach thee how long-suffering God is ; in that all these genera-

tions were continually provoking him to anger, until he brought

upon them the deluge. There were ten generations from Noah

to Abraham, to show thee how long-suffering God is; for all these

generations continually provoked him, till Abraham came and

received the reward which they might have had.

Mishna 3. With ten trials {a) was Abraham tried, and re-

mained steadfast ; to show how great our father Abraham's love

to God was.

Commentary.—(a) The first trial was, leaving his country

;

2d, the famine in Canaan ; 3d, Pharaoh's taking Sarah ; 4th,

Abraham's war with the four kings ; 5th, taking Hagar as his

wife while despairing of a son from Sarah ; 6th, circumcision in
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old age ; 7th, the taking away of Sarah by Abimelech, king of

. Gherar; 8th, the driving away of Hagar; 9th, the sending away

of Ishnaael ; 10th, the offering up of Isaac on Mount Moriah.

M'ishna 4- Ten miracles were done to onr fathers in Egypt (a),

and ten at the Red Sea (b). Ten times did our fathers tempt

Grod in the wilderness (c); as it is written (Numbers xiv. 22),

"And they tempted me these ten times, and did not hearken to

my voice." .' ' ''

'
'"- ^^'^' ff^twAvi-i, ;;...- -. .„...; v'-f. -.

Commentary. •^:=-^) The ten miracles in Egypt were the ten

plagues, from which the Israelites were exempted.

ib) The ten miracles at the Red Sea were: Ist, the dividing

of the waters ; 2d, that the water formed itself into a roof; 3d,

that the ground became hard for easy walking ; 4th, that the

road on which the Egyptians walked was sticky clay ; 5th, that

the water was divided into twelve separate roads for the twelve

tribes; 6th, that the water became hard like stone; 7th, that the

water was in separate layers like bricks; 8th, that hardened

water was transparent; 9th, that the hardened water yielded

sweet drinking water ; and, 10th, that as soon as the sweet water

was used, what was left hardened.*

ic) The ten temptations were: 1st, at the Red Sea; 2d, at

Marah, asking for water; 3d, before the giving of the manna;

4th, seeking the manna on the Sabbath ; 6th, at Rephidim

;

7th, making the golden calf; 8th, at Taverah ; 9th, at Kibhroth

ha Taara, asking flesh ; 10th, in sending the twelve spies.

Mishna 5- Ten miracles were done to our fathers in the holy

temple, viz.: (1) No woman miscarried from the smell of the holy

flesh (sacrifice)
; (2) The holy flesh never became corrupt; (3) No

fly ever appeared in the slaughter-house; (4) No high priest ever

became self polluted on the day of atonement; (5) The rain never

extinguished the fire on the altar (a); (6) The wind never blew

away the pillar of smoke (6); (7) There was never found anything

wrong in the sheaf, the two loaves,t and the shew-bread; (8) The

* Every item of this statement, is sustained by an ingenious sentence

from the Scriptures.

—

Tr,

t The sheaf was that which was brought on the second day of Easter,

and lifted up before the Lord (Leviticus xxiii. 10-15). The two loaves

are those which were to be offered on Pentecost.

—

Tr.
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worshippers in the temple stood in very limited space, but when

they fell down to worship they had space enough ;* (9) No ser-

pent or scorpion ever did any harm in Jerusalem ; (10) No

Israelite ever said, "There is no place for me to lodge in

Jerusalem."

Commentary.—(a) The altar stood in the fore-court, where

there was no covering, and yet the fire burnt continually.

(h) The pillar of smoke, which was caused by the burning of

sacrifices, was never disturbed by the wind.

Mishna 6. Ten things were created on the evening before

Sabbath, in the twilight (a): (1) the mouth of the earth; (2) the

mouth of the well ; (3) the mouth of the ass ; (4) the rainbow
;

(5) the manna; (6) the staff; (7) the Shamir
; (8) the written

;

(9) the writing; and (10) the tables. Some say, also, the demons

and the grave of Moses, and the oak of our father Abraham.

Others say, even the tongs by which the first tongs was made.

Commentary.—(a) All things mentioned here, though they

appeared to occur at different tinies, were nevertheless caused by

the same God, and it was fixed and appointed at the time of

creation when they should take place. (1) The mouth of the

earth to swallow Korah ; (2) the mouth of the well, ^. e.^ the

opening of the rock to give water
; (3) the raouth of the ass, of

Balaam ;t (6) the staff, i. g., the rod of Moses ;t (7) the Shamir,

i. e., a kind of animal which splits any hard substance over which

it is thrown. Solomon in building the temple was not allowed

to cut the stones by iron, and employed this Shamir to split the

stones; (8) the written, ^. ^., the written tables; (9) the writing

on the tables
; (10) the tables of stone, which were, according to

tradition, large precious diamonds. "

Mishna 7 . There are seven properties in a wise man, and

seven in an idiot. A wise man will not talk before any one who

^' Literally, stood swimming, and worshipped commodiously.

—

Tr.

t Maimonides in his Ductor perplexorum regards this and the visit of

the three angels to Abraham as a dream.

—

Tr.

X The Jewish tradition is, that Adam took it with him from Paradise,

gave it to Shem, Shem to Abraham, Abraham to Jacob—or Shem to

Jacob—Jacob who brought it to Egypt, Jethro stole it and planted it in

his garden, where Moses found it and performed by it his miracles.

—

Tr.
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is his superior in wisdom and age; he will not interrupt another's

speech ; he will not be hasty in answering any question ; he will

ask properly, and answer to the point ; he takes up any matter

in proper order ; he will confess his ignorance, and give in to

the truth. The contrary in each of these cases is true of the idiot.

Mishna 8. Seven kinds of punishments come upon the world

for seven kinds of sins. When some give tithe and some not,

then comes a famine of drought; so that some are filled and some

do hunger. Do they not give tithe at all ? tnere comes a famine

of war and of drought. When they do not ^ive the first cake of

the dough to the priest, a universal famine comes (a). '' :

•

Commentary.—(a) The difference between these three kinds

of famine is, that the famine of drought is only partial, some

fields get rain and some do not; the war famine is by reasoi of

the people's not having time to sow their fields; the universal

famine is by reason of no rain at all.

Mishna 9. Pestilence- comes upon the world because the four

punishments of death are not executed by the law courts, and be^-

cause the fruits of the Sabbath year are eaten. The sword (war)

comes upon the world because justice is delayed and perverted.

Mishna 10. Wild beasts destroy the world, because people

swear falsely and profane God's name. The punishment of exile

is visited upon the world, because of idolatry, fornication, murder,

and the neglect of releasing the field (in the Sabbath year). At

four times does the pestilence increase: in the fourth year, in the

seventh year, and at the end of the seventh year, and at the end

of every feast in the year. In the fourth year, because of the

neglect of giving the poor tithe in the third year; in the seventh

year, because of the neglect to give the poor tithe in the sixth

year ; at the end of the seventh year, because of the fruits of the

Sabbath year;* and after every feast, because the poor were

robbed of the gifts due to them at every feast.

* The private consumption of the fruits of the seventh year, which

were common property. It will be easily perceived that the purport

of Mishna 8, 9, and 10 is to teach the well-established doctrine of the

Talmud: that the world exists only for the sake of Israel-, and that

all calamities of the world come also in consequence solely of Israel's

sins.— iR.
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Mishna 11. Men possess four kinds of characters (literally

measures). Mine is mine, and thine is thine; that is middling.

Some say, it is the character of the Sodomites. Mine is thine

and thine is mine, that is common. Mine is thine and thine thine

own, that is piety. Mine is mine and thine is mine, that is the

character of the wicked.

Mishna 12. Men posses four kinds of natures (literally meas-

ure). One is quick to become angry, and easy to be reconciled ; his

reward counterbalances his loss. Another is difficult to become

angry, and difficult to be reconciled; his loss counterbalances his

reward. A third is difficult to become angry, and easy to be

reconciled; that is piety. A fourth is quick to become angry,

but difficult to be reconciled ; that is wicked.

Mishna IS. There are to be found four properties (literally

measures) in students. Quick to comprehend and quick to forget;

his gain is equal to his loss. Difficult to comprehend and difficult

to forget; his loss equals his gain. Quick of comprehension and

slow in forgetting ; that is a good portion. Slow in comprehension

and quick in forgetting; that is an evil portion.

Mishna llf,. There are four properties (literally measures) in

men giving alms. (1) One gives himself willingly, but does not

like that others shall give; his eye is evil as to the property of

others. (2) Another likes that others shall give, but does not

hke to give himself; he has an evil eye as to his own. (3") A

third gives, and likes that others shall also give; he is pious.

(4) Neither does he give, nor does he like others to give; that is

wicked.* '
' -

Mishna 16. There are four qualities (literally measures) in

those who go to study. He goes, but does not study ; he has the

reward of his going. He studies, but does not go; he has the

reward of his study. He goes and studies; that is the pious one.

He does not go nor study ; that a wicked one.

Mishna 16. There are four qualities (literally measures) in

those who attend the teaching of the wise. A Sponge, a funnel,

a filter, and a sieve. The quality of a sponge is his who sucks

*Ca8es 1 and 3 are oases of alms-j2;ivinji;, but 2 and 4 only pertain to it.

Similar discrepancy will be observed in the next Mishna.

—

Tr.
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up everything ; of a funnel, who receives what he hears in one ear

and dismisses it through the other ear; of a filter, who ejects the

best and retains the worst; of a sieve, which lets go the fine flour

and retains the coarse flour.*

, Mishna 17. Whenever love depends on something that will

cease, as soon as the thing ceases this love ceases; but when it

does not depend on a transient matter, it never ceases (a). What
kind of love is it that depends on a things that cease? The

love of Araon and Thamar (2 Samuel xiii. 1-15). And what

kind of love does not depend on passing things? The love of

David and Jonathan (2 Samuel xviii. 1).
""

f'

Qommentary.—(a) The thought of the Mishna is, that all ma-

terial objects must ultimately cease, and if man's aff'ections are

set on such objects they must cease, but the spiritual is of

eternal duration. , .- ,,. ,
...

.

;f^ Mishna 18. Every dispute which is for God's sake will endure;

but every dispute which is not for God's sake will not endure.

What kind of dispute is for God's sake? That of Hillel and

Shamai.f And what kind of dispute is not for God's sake?

'*' *The word tr^O is understood bv lexicoo;rapher8, like Gesenius, ta

mean j^ne flour. Maiinonidea, however, means that it denotes the coarse

flour, else the idea of the Mishna would be altogether wrong. The Mishna

gives preference to the sieve, and it agrees with the doctrine of our pres-

ent science, that coarse flour is more nourishing than fine.

—

Tr.

tHillel and Shamai were two presidents of two great schools. Rabbi

Hillel is said to have been of a very patient and mild temper, and was

very popular, because he always favored making things as easy as pos-

sible; while Rabbi Shamai was of a contrary temper. In regard to what

is allowed or not allowed, what is to be considered clean or unclean, these

two schools always differed. The dispute went to such a height, that

once, when both parties were together in one room, and the disciples of

Shamai outnumbered those of Hillel, they stuck a sword into the ground

and threatened to kill any one who should leave the room ; and thus

having gained the majority, fixed eighteen laws. The most curious part,

perhaps, of this scene is, that when a certain Rabbi met Elias, who, ac-

cording to Talmudical tradition, was a frequent visitor of the Rabbinical

schools, and asked him: Which of these two schools is in the right?

Elias answered him. The words of the one as well as the other (which

perfectly contradict each other) are the words of the living God.

—

Tr.
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That of Korab and his assembly. He who makes others virtuous

will not sin ; but whosoever makes others to sin will not be per-

mitted to repent. Moses was virtuous and led others to virtue;

the virtue of those others is ascribed to him, as it is written (Deut.

xxxiii. 21), "He executed the justice of the Lord, and his judg-

ments with Israel." Jeroboam sinned and made many others to

sin; the sins of those others are ascribed to him, as it is written

(1 Kings xiv. 16), "Who did sin and who induced Israel to sin."

Mishna 19. Whosoever possesses the following three properties

is one of the disciples of our father Abraham; and whosoever .

possesses three other properties is a disciple of the wicked Ba-

laam. He who has a good eye (a), a humble spirit, and a mag-

nanimous soul, is a disciple of our father Abraham. But whoso-

ever has a bad eye, a proud spirit, and a pusillanimous soul, is a

disciple of the wicked Balaam. What is the difference between

the disciples of our father Abraham and the disciples of the wicked

Balaam? The disciples of our father Abraham enjoy this life and

inherit the world to come, as it is written (Proverbs viii. 21), "That

I may cause those that love me to inherit a lasting possession ; and '

their treasures I will fill." But the disciples of the wicked Balaam

inherit Gehenna, and descend to the pit of destruction, as it is

written (Psalm Iv. 24), "But thou, God, thou wilt bring them

<lown into the pit of destruction : let the men of blood and deceit

not live out half of their days: but I will trust in thee."

Commentary.—{a) A good eye means one who is not greedy,

but content with what he has. As for instance, Abraham refused

to receive anything out of the hands of the king of Sodom. An
evil eye is one which has never enough, as Balaam who said,

"If Balak gave me his house full of gold and silver."

Mishna W. Jehudah son of Thoma says : Be fierce as a leopard,

light as an eagle, swift as a roe, and strong as a lion, to do the

will of thy Father who is in heaven. He used to say: The impu-

dent belong to hell, and the bashful belong to Paradise.* Let

thy will be, Lord our God, that thy city be quickly built in

our days, and let our portion be in thy law.

*The Rabbi supposes that the Israelites are mostly bashful, whilst the

heathen are frenerally bold and impudent.

—

Tr.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—23.
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Mishna 'Bl. He used to say: At the age of five years one is

to learn the holy writ; at the age of ten the Mishna; at the age

of thirteen one is obliged to keep God's commandments;* at the

age of fifteen one is to study the Geniara; at the age of eighteen

one must marry ;f at the age of twenty one must pursue (busi-

ness) ; at the age of thirty he possesses strength ; at the age of

forty understanding ; at the age of fifty he can counsel; at the

age of sixty he is an old man ; at seventy he is a hoary man ; at

eighty he must possess vigor (to arrive to that age) ; at ninety

he can only meditate ; at a hundred years he is like one dead,

and no more regarded in this world. The son of Bagbag says

:

Turn, and turn again in it {i. e., in the law), for you find all in

it; contemplate it, and become old, and finish thy existence over

it, but do not remove thyself from it, for there is nothing better

than the law. The son of Hehe says : As the pains, so the

reward.

According to the Jewish jurisprudence, a child before the age of thir-

teen is not commanded to keep God's commandments. Women, slave?,

and little ones, says the Talmud, are released from obeying the law. It

is, therefore, the usage that when a male child becomes thirteen years

old, he is called up to read a portion of the law in the synagogue publicly,

and the father says then, "Blessed art thou, Lord! who hast relieved me
from this punishment."

—

Tr.

fEarly marriag;e is a bounden duty with the Israelites. The Talmud

says: Till man arrives at the age of twenty God waits for him to marry;

after that time God curses him for diminishing the people of Israel.

—

Tr.

^w*•-.-
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CRITICAL NOTICES.

Sylhhus and Notes of the Course of Systematic and Polemic
'

Theology, taught in Union Theological Seminary, Virginia.

By R. L. Dabney, D. D., LL.D. Second Edition. St. Louis,

1878. 903 pp., large octavo.
•|v«;.«

Dr. Dabney, in the publication of this book, has done the sci-

ence of Theology a service at once most valuable and most season-

able. A one-sided development of Calvinism, too exclusively

forensic, has had the public ear and held the public sway in the

Calvinistic world for more than a third of a century. WWlst this

development was taking form and scientifically arranging its re-

sults, there were more than occasional murmurs from old-time

theologians against the new thoughts that had been thrust into

the old statements on vital points. Now that the structure is

complete, and stands forth in the full dimensions and proportions

to which its "idea" has all along tended, it is time to enter a

formal protest against the authority it assumes. Dr. Dabney has

had the eminent privilege and honor to rearticulate the ancient

Calvinism in the forms of modern scientific thought; and well

has he done the work. He deserves the most careful study, and,

if worth can win its due, will receive it from theologians of all

'schools.
' •. - V' . ::'< n'^i.-j -,

',?

The ethical Reason instinctively assumes that there must be

some nearer approach between "the subjective and the objective,"

the real and the forensic, than the so-called Princeton-school can

admit. It is this felt need which makes the now most popular

and current Calvinism seem defective and artificial, and has driven

some of its ablest defenders to seek a remedy in the untenable dogma

of a substantive generic humanity. The reader of«this neo-Calvin-

ism is quite conscious that he is in the hands of a system whose

spirit, point of view, and practical results, are strangely different

from those of Calvin's Institutes. Especially is this the fact in

reference to the two great all-controlling subjects, the Fall in

Adam and the Restoration in Christ.. In reading the "Course of
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Theology" under review, one feels that he is led back to the old

pastures—food for the soul—in which the needs of the moral

instincts are not sacrificed to the demands of a factitious sym-

metry determined by the constructive imagination. We con-

sider that this return to the postulate "that God's judgments

are according to the truth," and not merely according to a "con-

cept," is the all-conditioning characteristic of these lectures, and

stamps them with a personality and significance altogether their

own. If now Dr. Dabney would prepare, and publish a practical

work, like "Hodge's Way of Life," they would be tests clearly

revealing to the intelligent untheological layman the animus of

each system. Of this much we are sure : Dabney 's book would

have much more need of the sinfulness of human nature and the

work of the Holy Spirit than, strange to say, there is room for

in "The Way of Life." The "Sensualistic Philosophy," the

"Syllabus and Notes," and the future "Guide to Life," would

form a complete series. '

The form of the book is determined to a great extent by the

wants of the class-room. Hence, each lecture is prefaced with a

syllabus to guide the student in his reading. In this prescrip-

tion, however, Dr. Dabney evidently intends to plan a full course

of study for the post-graduate in after-life. In the immense

claim that is made upon every professional man for keeping up

with his science, he has imperative need of a qualified "professor"

to point out what is worth the time and labor of reading ; and

Dr. Dabney has done this Avith unexceptionable wisdom for the

theologian. The curriculum is not too much for average dili-

gence to accomplish, and yet, at the same time, gives a complete

view of theological science. No better guide for study or for a

library is known to the writer, who, as he often looked back with

pain upon his own weary and useless reading, has equally often

tried to save his younger brethren from the same mistake.

The lectures themselves are gems. We know nothing in the

realm of theological literature with which they can be compared

for luminous excellence except the sixteen published lectures of

Dr. Thornwell. Indeed, excepting the peculiar charm of that

brilliant man's style, they are equal to these in all substantial
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merits, and superior to them in patient, sober thought. In read-

ing Thornwell, one feels that the author is in danger of being led

astray and leading the hearer astray by his own powers of gen-

eralisation. On the contrary, in reading Dabney, he feels himself

under the guide of a safe and cautious leader, who examines with

inexorable analysis the contents of his statements. The wisdom,

moderation, conservatism, balance, and symmetry of these lectures,

as well as their extensive learning, are above all praise. The

march of their logic is a most salutary and delightful exercise.

Evidently they are not intended to exhaust their subjects, but to

teach the way in which the reader may safely explore all the ter-

ritory for himself. Thus, in less than nine hundred pages we

have more and better theology than is often found in as many

thousands. We find in the book no fruitful tendency to absurd

deductions and generalisations offensive to that rational and moral

nature of man to which alone a revelation can be given or a

theology be intelligible or possible. The educating power of

these lectures is wonderful. The ex-pupils of Dr. Dabney are

accustomed to give expression to a most enthusiastic admiration

of their former teacher. In the light of these didactics and po-

lemics, this enthusiara is altogether comprehensible. If there

are pleasure and benefit in having one's own mind aroused,

stimulated, and guided to its most vigorous action, then surely

that pleasure and profit await the reader of the "Course of Theo-

logy taught in Union Theological Seminary, Virginia." We have

no hesitation in saying that it is the best book with which we are

acquainted, to put into the hands of students, ministers, and in-

telligent laymen. ^-^ wv tiirjv .-^i, t»j^j*...Ti.,j,

The plan of the work is substantially that of our standards
;

and, if the author had followed their order more exactly, he

would perhaps have done quite as well, if not better. It is

scarcely an advantage to put the discussion of ihe moral law im-

mediately after the lectures on original sin. It does not appear

that the plan of the Westminster standards is capable of im-

provement. This order assigns the law its most logical place

in a system of Christian theology—its .place as the rule of Chris-

tian living. To be sure, the pedagogic office of the law is logi-
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cally in place as a preparation far the reception of grace ; and,

without doubt, thia view was the one that determined its place

before ''the covenant of grace"^ in "the Syllabus and Notes/'

Perhaps, to be perfectly true to the facts of experience, it ought

to be in both places, and may therefore properly appear in either.

It is manifest that Dr. Dabney intends his "Sensualistic Phi-

losophy" to be the companion and fore-runner of his Theology.

These two books are a most noble pair of brothers. They have

the same characteristic traits of great learning, ability, fairness,

logic, and thorough research. It is right, too, that the philosophy

should be introductory to the theology. Our standards begin at

the beginning, and therefore set out from the fundamental fact of

man's conscious existence. Hence, a just and adequate knowl-

edge of one's self with his laws of thought is a necessary pre-

requisite of all theology ; and especially so, as the belief in God's

existence is dependent on a belief in the laws under which the

human mind exists. Dr. Dabney has indeed done well in incor-

porating parts of his philosophy, as they were needed, in his

course of theology ; but the whole of his psychology and meta-

physics is a necessary preparation for a just appreciation of

the man and of his work for the defence of divine truth. •

The reviewer is aware that he is speaking almost too much as

a judge, and discarding the good example of Dr. Dabney, in

giving, at every step, the ground of the faith that is in him. The

impossibility of exhibiting, in this short notice, the proofs and

examples of the excellent traits and individual character which

distinguish this new theological work, is his only excuse. At

some future time he hopes to deal with it in more detail, "objec-

tively and relatively considered," whilst he now declares only

the effect of its presence upon his own mind and heart.

Before finishing, however, the writer wishes to put on record

his dissent in two particulars. The points to be criticised, how-

ever, are independent of its general drift, and do not depreciate

its value as a whole. They can be exscinded and leave a com-

plete and unique volume behind. First, on pages 95, 96, Dr.

Dabney argues that a logical judgment—-the conclusion of a just

syllogism—is truly and properly intuitive. We deem this a
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grave error in psychology. True, there is no practical use made

of this generalisation in the progress of the lectures; but, as all

error tends to practical vice, and unforeseen consequences may

flow from any error in the analysis of our mental powers, we

enter our dissent. - The author here seems to be misled by his

own trope, and to halt in his usual accuracy. Is it to be ex-

plained by the fact that he had no use for the generalisation

after he had made it ? If useless, is it correct ?

He says : "Whether the object of bodily sight be immediate or

reflective, an object or its spectrum^ it is equally true that the

eye only sees by looking—looking immediately. So the mind

only sees by looking ; and all its looking is intuition ; if not im-

mediate, it is not its own ; it is naught." We reply that the eye

is not the only organ of sense-perception, nor intuition our only

faculty of spiritual cognition ; that the eye by looking can see

only a visible object, and intuition only an immediate truth. The

percipient does 7iof SEE a valid deduction, but only its validity.

Certainly all knowledge, once attained, is immediate, is the

mind's own ; or is nothing ; but the truths known are as dis-

parate as the energies by which they are known. It is an over-

sight to transfer the popular use of "to 8ee"=="to know" into

the realm of mental science ; and, unless Dr. Dabney is willing

to affirm that the mind knows onlyhj seeing, and that all knowl-

edge is intuitive or naught, his labor has been lost. If the eye

be the analogue of the intuitive faculty, then the legs are the

analogue of the discursive faculty, whereby we pass (discurrere)

from thought to thought. Their actions are as different as vision

and locomotion ; their products, as color and place. Conscious-

ness reports Discourse as specifically different from Intuition,

whether we consider them as faculties, functions, or products. If

any perspicuity could be gained by extending the definition of

intuition,—the faculty of knowing without any discursive pro-

cess,—we would not object. We thoroughly agree, for instance,

with Dr. Dabney in accepting the substantial oneness of Inducr

tion and Deduction. In both these there is the same conscious-

ness of passing from one notion to another ; but the unity of

Intuition with either is of a different kind. This unity consists :
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(a) in' the subjective fact, that they are faculties and exercises of

one and the self-same ego ; and (Jb) in the objective fact, that In-

tuition guides Discourse, as vision directs locomotion, and Dis-

course bears Intuition to new fields of vision, as locomotion

transports the eye to new places in space ; and {c) in the singular

relative fact, that Intuition endorses the trustworthiness of De-

duction, just as we are compelled to think of place as colored

;

and (d) in the absolute fact, that the results of both are knowl-

edge. This extended statement is here made, because we are

convinced that it is nothing less than a movement towards intel-

lectual chaos to substantially identify intuerl with di.scurrere

;

as if we might say that, in some sense, we intuit a deduction or

infer an intuition. The writer is not more sure that to him the

knowledge that Lord Beaconsfield is the leader of the British

government, is not an intuition than any "good and necessary in-

ference" he has ever drawn. We do heartily wish that the word

see were banished from psychology. It is misleading to the last

degree, by the furtive ease with which it glides from its specific

to a general sense, and then scatters itself into numberless spe-

cific meanings, remotely analogical, until at last we discover that

a blind man may go to see his friends, i. e., see them, by hearing,

touching, tasting, and smelling them.

The second point marked for criticism, is Dr. Dabney's great

argument from "traits of naturalness," against the conclusions of

current sceptical geologists. If the position is valid, he can of

course silence them, whenever he chooses to say, "Thus far and

no farther." But then he also shuts the eye of Reason, which

refuses to consider creation as merely an object of God's omnipo-

tence unlimited by His moral attributes ; and stops the logical

faculty, which always struggles to move along in the presence of

Reason. Indeed, on this point, Dr. Dabney reminds one of Sir

Wm. Hamilton with his "law of Parcimony," a sword that he

always kept ready, holdjng it in terrorem over his opponents, but

never could prevent it from hurting himself

In Lecture XXIIL, Dr. Dabney argues {a) that the six days

of creation are days of twenty-four hours,—a point of exegesis

on which we may join issue in the future; (6) that "the first of
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each species must have received from the supernatural, creative

hand, every trait of naturalness; else it could not have fulfille(i

the end for which it was made,—to be the parent of a species."

This allegation does not appear to be either an intuition, or a

valid induction or deduction, or established by "parole-witness."

In repeating the proposition, the author undoubtedly enunciates

a valid induction, when he says : "The parent of a natural

species, while supernatural in origin, must have been thoroughly

natural in all essential traits.'' The italicized words call atten-

tion to the difference in the statements
;
yet the whole force of

the argument proceeds on the assumption that all the natural

traits of the individual are identical with all the essential traits of

the species. Now, the natural traits of the individual are pre-

cisely those that Nature communicates ; that is to say, the essen-

tial traits of the species, plus the marks of propagation. The

traits of the original parent are the same minus the marks of

propagation. By an irresistible impulse of human nature, it is

authoritatively affirmed, that wherever the signatures of embry-

onic or foetal life are found, the record is "parole-testimony" to

ihe truth, and overrides all other hypotheses. Now, what are

the marks of growth^ is a physiological question ; but, whatever

they are, they were not impressed by the act of creation. It is

unscientific, nay, impossible, to believe that the method by which

a creature comes into being does not, from the necessity of the

case, make its own record. If it had "every trait of natural-

ness," its origin was natural : if not, then not. For instance

:

believing that Adam was created, we believe that he was also

destitute of the marks which foetal life invariably necessitates.

This "estate of creation" neither helps nor hinders his propa-

gation of children after his own kind, who will bear oh their

bodies and souls the marks of their derived origin. The parent

trees of every species were created without the marks of growth,

whilst their descendants have necessarily recorded in their own

structure the history of their progress from germ to maturity.

Of these signatures of a natural origin, the writer is acquainted

with only two or three, but feels impelled to conjecture that they

will be revealed in vastly greater number, as science improves

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—24.
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her instruments and observations. Perhaps the time may come

when even "a bone of Adam" would reveal in a language of its

OAvn that it did not grow^ but was made. Creation is unlike pro-

pagation : their effects must be unlike to an equal degree. We
object to this postulate, however, chiefly because of its ten-

dency towards what Dr. Dabney happily names "the eternity of

naturalism," and the dreadful abyss beyond. The a priori con-

ception of Nature, which underlies the proposition that the origi-

nal parents of every species were created with all the traits of

naturalness found in the offspring, is that of a cycle; so that, at

whatever point the Creator introduces Nature, she will necessa-

rily appear as if she had passed through the previous stages.

There is certainly a wonderful fascination in this transcendental

construction, but what is its logical tendency ? To the Chris-

tian, who believes the revealed word, it is at best utterly barren

of results, if indeed devoid of positive evils. To the sceptic, it

only confirms doubts as to the reality of a creation in time ex

nihilo. If the supposed anterior ideal stage had such an energy

as to project the traits of a natural origin into the realities of its

immediate successor, it must have been a cause ; and, if a cause,

must it not be assumed to be real ? Can an ideal cause be one

at all ? Thus we have at once a regressus into a past eternity,

and with it the eternity of Nature. Indeed, the most charming

and acute metaphysician we have ever read yields exactly to this,

the legitimate, result of such a conception of Nature's cycle. In

his "Introduction to Metaphysic," on page 214, C. M. Ingleby,

M. A., LL.D., of Trinity College, Cambridge, says: "Let us

then understand by the term nature, the world limited by time

and space and the law of causality. Of this world it is infallibly

true that there is not, nor can be, any origination in its own

order. Every event, whether state or act, is the product of a co-

existing ol" antecedent event, and is, in its turn, the co-efficient of

others: so that in this series there is no first cause or last effect.

We believe this complex was created; and we deny that the as-

sumption of its eternity, backwards and forwards, is repugnant

to this belief But if it was created in time, it was created with

all the evidences of its preexistence inscribed on its surface." . . .
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"If we conceive God to start the cycle, we must conceive Him as

starting it at some point in the cycle. . . . And since there is no

necessity in the case determining us to a blind belief that so it

was, the case supposed is incredible.'' Here, then, we have an

eternal creature without a first or a final cause ! How different

from Dr. Dabney's doctrine on Creation ! And yet we deem it

the only logical result from the assumed datum. "The cycle of

Nature" is "limited by time, space, and causation,"—is a work

of creation ;—but there is not one moment of time or point of

space in the whole cycle where causation can be supposed to

begin rather than any other ! The doctrine and the thing are

bewilderingly circular.

We could wish that Sir Wm. Hamilton's "law of parcimony"

and Dr. Ingleby's "Cosmothetic Idealism" were buried in the

same grave with this doctrine of "Nature's Cycle." And yet,

for our philosophy, we are indebted chiefly to Hamilton ; and for

most important corrections thereof, to Dr. Ingleby ; even as for

our theology we are mainly indebted to Dr. Chas. Hodge ; and

for most valuable corrections thereof to Dr. Dabney.
""""

J. A. L.

Discussions in Church Polity. By Charles Hodge, D. D.

Selected and arranged by the Rev. W. Durant, with a pre-

face by A. A. Hodge, D. D. New York : Chas. Scribner's

Sons. Pp. 532.
\w:

These "discussions" have been selected from the Princeton

Review., sometimes in the form of whole articles, sometimes in

the form of excerpts more or less full, from articles contributed

by the industrious pen of Dr. Hodge. Many of these contribu-

tions were in the form of a review of the proceedings of the

General Assembly. Annual articles of this sort were written by

Dr. Hodge for thirty years, beginning with 1885. They con-

sisted of "brief narratives of the proceedings of that court, and of

discussions of the doctrinal and ecclesiastical principles involved."

" They therefore contain an exposition of the author's views of

the fundamental principles underlying the constitution of the

Church and its administration." Another class of articles in

i
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^^he Review were substantially identical with lectures delivered to

his classes in the Seminary from 1845 to 1857 on the subject of

' Ecclesiology as one branch of Dogmatic Theology. The book is

Veil printed; has a full table of contents, and a copious index.

We are sorry to say that the foolish custom has been followed

in this instance of leaving out the date of publication on the

.title page.
.--,...., -,.;.-....::;:.,'?...-„>..-..-... .:I- ..,,...

.
_

The contents of the volume may be distributed under two general

heads: 1. The Church and its doctrine as a department of Theo-

logy. 2. The principles and features belonging to the Presby-

terian Church, in contrast with other denominations, specially

the forms of Independency and Papacy. Under neither of these

heads can the discussions be considered as satisfactory by those

who ha^ve been trained in the school of Dr. Mason or of Dr.

Thornwell. " *
-- • •

''
"

1. As to the first. Dr. Hodge gives such prominence in his

'"Idea of the Church" to "the true Church" (the ^''vera ecclesia'

t)f the Reformers) as to lose sight of the Church visible almost

entirely, and to seem to deny the doctrine of the Westminster

Confession of Faith in Chap. XXV., Sec. 2. His notion seems

to be that of the Donatists, Anabaptists, and Novatians, that the

Church consists only of holy people; and he uses expressions,

in some passages, which seem to imply that the members of the

true Church may be discerned by men to be such ; in other words,

that the invisible Church is visible. In other passages, indeed,

he makes concessions which are inconsistent with these views;

but we think that the impression which would be left on the

minds of his readers, upon the whole, is what we have just de-

scribed. The author was led, no doubt, to take this extreme

view, by keeping the Papal and Prelatical view too much in his

eye. His doctrine is unquestionably less objectionable than that

of the Papists, whose definition of the Church practically denies

the invisible Church'; but both the doctrines are extremes. The

truth in this as in so many other cases, lies in the middle.

Again, we cannot help considering his derivation of the out-

ward form of the Church from its inward life or nature as very

unhappy, or at least as very unhappily expressed. His idea

JfuVlil^
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seems to be that the form of the Church is the result of its life in

much the same sense as the cocoon of the silk-worm is the result

of its life.,, Hence there is room for diverse forms and polities of

the Church, all of which may be equally legitimate and normal.

Within whatever range of aberrations from the type the life may

still preserve its essential nature, within the same range may the

outward forms vary legitimately. If this be his view, he must

deny t\\QJus divinum of the Presbyterian polity, in any exclusive

sense. It has the same divine right, and no other, with the other

forms. We are not sure that Dr. Hodge would not have been

willing to take the position of Melanchthon, at a memorable crisis

in the history of the Reformation, and to acknowledge the Pope

as, in a certain sense, a legitimate officer of the Church.

Now. we admit that there is a correspondence between the life

and the form, and that without such a correspondence, the life

cannot be fully manifested and developed. The soul of a man in

the body of an ox would have a very sorry chance of development.

We admit, further, that when any serious change occurs in the

character of the life, it tends to work a change in the outward

form, and, without hindrances, will in time work such a change;

as the forms of the Roman Republic gave way at last to the forms

of the Empire, and as the forms of the Church gave way at last

to the hierarchy, after the time of Constantine. But we hold

that, as in the beginning God created the body of the man as

well as the soul which was to animate it and did not leave the

soul to make a body for itself, so he created a body for the Church

in entire correspondence with the nature of its life. No other

differences in outward form are legitimate, than those which are

analogous to the varieties which we find in the human form. Dr.

Hodge himself uses this illustration, but it makes rather against

than for his position. It would hardly be contended that a crea-

ture whose body was different, in its organic frame-work, from

the human body, was a man.

2. As to the 'second head under which the contents of this

volume have been distributed, our remarks must be briefer than

they were upon the first. The author states " the fundamental

principles of our Presbyterian system" thus: (a) " The parity of

i
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the clergy" (by "clergy" he means the ministers of the word

—

our standards never use the word), (h) " The right of the

people to a substantive part in the government of the Church."

(c) "The unity of the Church."

In reference to the first of these principles, it is very obvious

that while it is a fundameTital principle, it is not a distinctive

one. It merely gives us the genus to which Presbyterianisra

belongs; and the same may be said of the thirds "the oinity of

the Church." We must have the differentia in order to get a

specific idea of Presbyterianism. Dr. Hodge finds it in "the

right of the people to a substantive part in the government of

the Church." This process of defining is very much like that

of undertaking to define a raan by saying that he is an animal,

and then that he is a biped; and when it is objected that there

are other animals and other bipeds, to add, in order to give the

species, that he is -a, feathered biped. That is, in defining Pres-

byterianism, our author has stated as the specific difference some-

thing which does not belong to Presbyterianism at all, and, if it

did, would belong to it in common with Congregationalism. His

idea was that the ruling elder is only the deputy or proxy of the

people, appearing in the church-courts simply because it is impos-

sible or exceedingly inconvenient for the people to appear there.

It differs from the Congregational theory only as a representa-

tive democracy differs from a simple or pure democracy. The

"clergy" are present as a sort of prelates, not representing the

people, but keeping them straight, and, in their turn, kept in

check by the people. A portentous mixture this of Congrega-

tionalism and Prelacy! Dr. Thornwell and Dr. Cunningham

have shown, after Ames and the old writers, that it is not Pres-

byterianism—this right of the people to a substantive part in the

government of the Church. It may be true, it may be just, it

may be scriptural, but it is not Presbyterianism; and we venture

to predict the ruin of that form of church polity, when this view

of its theory shall have been generally received and acted on as

the true one.

Such being the theory of the Church in general, and of Pres-

byterianism in particular, held by our author, we need not be
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surprised at certain conclusions which he reached in regard to

the nature of the Church's mission, and in regard to the rights

of ruling elders. We will mention a few of them as specimens.

(1). A body which is authorised to make a form and polity for

itself cannot be expected to make the Bible the rule of faith and

practice in the sense of the sixth section of the first chapter of

the Westminster Confession. Its discretionary power must needs

be very large, so large, indeed, as to be limited only by the pro-

hibitions of the Bible. We confess ourselves unable to see any

difference in principle between th'e position of our author upon

this point and the position of the anti-Puritan party in the Church

of England in the reign of Elizabeth.

(2). If the ruling elder be what Princeton said he is, then

doubtless he has no right to lay on hands in the ordination of a

minister; and it is difficult to see what right is left to him,

except that of informing the "clergy" what the wishes of the

people are. ;-.,.;.- ....^i..v^-,-',^,v:'-:::;;-;«^(,-.'..:. . «

But we are engaged in an ungracious task, and hasten to con-

clude. We have a great veneration for the memory of Dr. Hodge

as a noble champion of that truth which lies nearest to the salva-

tion of a sinner. His name deserves to be held in everlasting

remembrance in the Presbyterian Church as a theologian. And
we sincerely regret that we cannot respect him as highly as an

Ecclesiologist. But, non possumus omnia. T. E. P.

Some Elements of Religion: Lent Lectures^ 1879. By H. P.

Ltddon, D. D., Canon of St. Paul's. Second Edition. Riv-

ingtons: London, Oxford, and Cambridge. 1873.

Since his famous Bampton Lectures on the Divinity of our

Lord, the name of Canon Liddon is known wherever English is

read and the Redeemer honored. At home he is equally cele-

brated as the London preacher who in the estimation of many

most admirably combines weight of matter with impressiveness of

delivery. It was therefore with strong expectations of what Plato

calls a banquet of reason that we betook ourselves to the perusal

of this neat volume: nor were those expectations wholly disap-

pointed. These Lectures were delivered in St. James's church,

\
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Piccadilly, during the Lent services of 1870. This accounts for

the fact that they are in form, and to a certain extent also in

substance, of a popular rather than a scientific character. They

are moreover published in the midst of pressing cares without

material revision, under the judgment that they had already

proved useful in the shape first given them, and that .

-;v-'' .; \- '"Un sou, quand il est assure, ' n^i .

. ' • ' •' *r' " Vaut inieux que cinq en esperance." ;<•'.•- - ,

There are six Lectures, one for each of the six Sundays in

Lent, ^he first is on the Idea of Religion; the second on God,

considered as the Object of Religion; the third on the Subject of

Religion—the Soul; ihQ fourth on the Obstacle to Religion—
Sin; the ^15^ on Prayer, regarded as the Characteristic Action

of Religion; and the sixth on the Mediator, contemplated as the

Guarantee of Religious Life. The foot-notes are as interesting

and valuable as the text. These may be said to be select rather

than numerous, and to be discerning and apposite rather than

remote in their reference to the matter in hand. They are rich

in apt quotation and pondered learning, and bring the scattered

rays of many cross-lights to bear upon the subject that in the

given case happens to be under treatment. In the first Lecture

the author emphasizes the significant fact that religion to-day

more than ever before is a matter of general scrutiny. This is

all the more remarkable as religion, though never before so univer-

sally safeguarded as an idea, was perhaps never before more

widely opposed and denounced as a reality. Where are we to

look for the explanation of this fact? Is it that this period in

which we live is one of transition? "Is it that as of old, barba-

rian invaders, who will without scruple devastate the precincts

and sack the interior of the temple, are pausing involuntarily,

spell-bound, almost terrified, upon the threshold of the sacred

shrine?" Is it due to the aesthetic feeling? Is the present

notice that is taken of religion, even by a godless world, at bot-

tom owing to social, to political, to selfish, or instinctive causes?

Allowing as he does some force to these and other secondary

influences. Canon Liddon finds a deeper reason for the phenome-

non in the wider conviction that religion is an indispensable part

'*^

\iM^
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of man's moral and mental outfit. Two causes have deepened

this conviction in modem times: first, the subjective spirit of the

age, following the leading of the German idealists, and especially

of Schleiermacher, which has been carried, indeed, so far by

Feuerbach as to have conceived of all existing religions as but

the creations of human thought ; and second, a profounder study

of history. These causes special to the time we live in, do, how-

ever, only reinforce the reasons for the sway of religious reflection

which are always operative. One of these is the certainty that

every one of us must die. From this the Lecturer presently

comes up to the question, "What is religion ?" This he answers

by showing that it is not a mere form (though the highest and

purest) of feeling. This was the view of Schleiermacher, and he

might have added of Morell. Neither is religion a mere form

of knowledge. This too is evinced and illustrated. This (or

something near it) was the view of the Gnostics and of such recent

thinkers as Hegel. Nor is it enough to say that the essential

thing in religion is morality. This was the view of Kant. The

true answer is then given. It is that religious life is more than

feeling, more than knowledge, more than obedience to a moral

code, and yet it involves all these. "Religion is feeling; it is

mental illumination; it is especially moral effort; because it is

that which implies, and comprehends, and combines them all.

It is the sacred bond, freely accepted, generously, enthusiastically,

persistently welcomed, whereby the soul engages to make a con-

tinuous expenditure of its highest powers in attaching itself to

the personal source and object of its being." •

Dr. Liddon refers to the notion of Cicero that religion is that

anxious habit of mind which cons over and over again what

relates to the divine. He himself evidently inclines more to the

notion of Lactantius, who connects religion with the idea of an

obligation by which man is bound to God. This, as he points

out, is in substantial harmony with the phraseology of Scripture.

Religion is a covenant and at the same time a communion. But

what are the characteristics of a true religion? It must be mys-

terious. It must be definite. There are weighty arguments and

fine remarks under this head. The definiteness of the New Tes-

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—25.
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tament is strikingly signalized. It must be positive. The un-

fruitfulness of religious negations is well brought oiit, while it is

cheerfully admitted that even a true religion has important nega-

tive aspects. It must furthermore be absolute. Would any sane

man die for what was only "relatively true," in the sense of the

sceptic? Yet religion is not absolute in the sense of Theodore

Parker, and precisely because Christianity is not relative in the

sense of a partial, merely preparatory system, but a universal

and perfect one.

This is a crude statement of the main drift of the first Lecture.

It takes no note of the amplification of the points of the delicate

nuances^ of the rich dress in which the thought is clothed. An
interesting testimony to the importance of religion is given from

the lips of Sir Robert Peel. Dr. Tholuck is reported as saying

to Dr. Pusey that the higher criticism having done away with

Christianity was just then earnestly insisting upon the necessity

of taking regular exercise.

We cannot analyse the remaining Lectures minutely. The

fiours thirst, our author proceeds to show, cannot be satisfied by

heathenism, or by materialism. The human mind recoils from

Atheism. The thought of God is latent in the breast of man.

The cosraological and teleological arguments are carefully stated.

The Lecturer then goes on to point out how God is banished from

the world by Deism, and buried in the world by Pantheism, and how

Pantheism relapses back into Materialism. This part of the

book is especially able and impressive. A noble passage, that

has been often cited, is quoted both in English and Latin from

the Confessions of Augustine. It is the one in which that father

tells us why nature was to him so beautiful, by telling us how

nature had led him up to God. God is more than the highest

intelligence; being an inference also of the practical reason.

There is a discussion of conscience, which is proved to be not a

product of education. God is a postulate of conscience; and the

identity of the God of conscience and the God of nature is certi-

fied by miracle. It is conclusively demonstrated that the dignity

of God is not compromised by miracles which attest his morality.

Man is next considered; the sense of personalty; the spiritual
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nature of the soul; the estimate that the Lord puts on the out-

ward and inward elements of human nature. The. theory of the

soul's preexistence is fully presented and refuted. The rival

theories of Traducianisra and Creationism are exhibited with

unusual clearness, and we know not where to find a better account

of the matter in English from the view-point of a creationist.

The destiny of the soul, immortality, the resurrection, are dis-

cussed in a manner worthy of the theme. There is considerable

space devoted to a philosophic examination of the subject of

suicide. Our business is to save our souls. There is therefore

an awfulness no less than a blessedness in life. Then our author

treats of sin. He follows the traces of its recognition in Judaism

and heathendom, in the melancholy of Werther, and in the

Pessimism of Schopenhauer, as well as in the threnody of Paul

over creation's anguish, who,* however, alone sees light on the

distant horizon. The awful problem is then dealt with of the

origin of moral evil, of which the reverend Lecturer says: "Our

path lies between the temptation to extenuate the idea of evil,

and the temptation to tamper with the idea of God." The falsity

and worthlessness of Spinoza's theory is made evident. The

theory of Dualism is then admirably discussed, and is rejected.

Sin is tracked to its lair in evil desire and the selfishness that

originates in a corrupt heart. It is further shown that sin con-

tradicts eternal law, lifts itself in opposition against the self-

existent nature of the infinite lawgiver, and abuses the generosity

of a boundless and divine benefactor. There is a valuable analysis

in the notes of the Hebrew words for sin. Paul and Augustine

are shown to be in harmony in what they say about the reasons

for the permission of sin. It is religion's task to grapple with

sin. The "philosophies" vainly ignore or belittle it. Jesus

teaches what sin is and what it leads to, and is himself the only

atonement for it, the only victor over it. There is a thorough

discussion of prayer, as the characteristic action of religion.

Serious prayer, it is argued, so far from being "sentimental." is

a form of hard work. This view is perhaps pushed a little too

far, and might seem to squint towards monachism. There is

little if anything, however, to except to in the author's language.
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Prayer implies and teaches that "God is really alive." Prayer

is far more than mere petition, yet in the lower sense is shown to

be reconcilable with the principles of enlightened reason and the

mandates of natural law. The author leans towards the possi-

bility of a miraculous intervention. This is virtually the position

of Mozley. This is a grand chapter. The most attractive of all

the Lectures is the last. • '
.i ^ v H. C. A.

A Blow at the Root of Modern Infidelity and Scepticism ; or,

Huxleyism Analysed and Criticised. By Thomas Morkow,
J. B. Lippincott & Co. : Philadelphia. 1878. Pp.60.

Mr. Morrow is engaged in a most important work. This pam-

phlet, he informs us, is the condensation "of a more elaborate

and more extensive work,"* and is designed to give a summary

view of the alleged discoveries of men of science, such as Darwin,

Tyndall, and others of less note, but especially of Prof. Huxley,

whose name he introduces, as represented by "Huxleyism" in

the title of the pamphlet, because he embraces nearly all the

"suppositions and theories of scientific scepticism." Mr. Morrow

proposes to show, in his larger work, now ready for the press, in

fuller discussion, what he here summarily sets forth, "that the

arguments of the Professor (Huxley) and others in favor of Evolu-

tion are utter failures;" that "all the suppositions, hypotheses

and theories of scientists, biologists, and geologists, in opposition

to the Bible, have their ultimate and only foundation in the

supposed c\iYono\og\Q'A\ records of geological strata;" that "by

their own statements, the existence of such chronological records

in geological strata is a fivefold impossibility," and that "Prof.

Huxley himself admits, and repeats with emphasis, that there is

not the slightest proof of the age of strata."

These are bold and confident words. We do not profess to

enter into that minute and careful examination of this little work,

by which we might give a positive endorsement of Mr. Morrow's

views. Yet we have no doubt of the entire honesty and fair dealing

*Morrow'8 Thesaurus : ContaininG; a collection of Facts on Geology,

Darwinism, the Bible, and Modern Scepticism, with Appendices A, B,

C, D.
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with which he raafces his quotations from Prof. Huxley and other

scientific writers ; ami we can see no reason to doubt the correctness

of his inferences, as/ne states them. We have been especially

impressed with his \" recapitulation" on page 59, in which he

sustains his "five impossibilities" in the way of forming a chro-

nological record of geological strata, by the statements of scientific

men themselves, especially of Prof. Huxley.

It has not been our custom to criticise "pamphlets," but in

view of the intrinsic importance of the subject, we bring this

production to the attention or our readers with the hope that

they will procure a copy of it, and so be led to patronise his

enterprise in publishing the larger work. But this is not all.

While not proposing any close examination of Mr. Morrow's

views or of those whose "theories" and "suppositions" he com-

bats so earnestly, we embrace the occasion to offer some

suggestions touching the great importance of proper discussions

of the sceptical views which have been set forth by some men,

eminent in scientific attainments, whose views must exert great

influence on minds capable of appreciating the conclusions pre-

sented, even if incompetent to form intelligent apprehensions on

the facts, real or supposititious, on which those views are alleged

to rest.

Scepticism and infidelity are by no means the legitimate off-

spring of true science. Of two things we have an abiding con-

viction: (1) That the teachings "of the things that are made"

respecting God's "eternal power and Godhead" and all involved

in that comprehensive phrase, must, rightly read and understood,

confirm and sustain the teachings of that book which has been

given to lead us to the knowledge of "what we are to believe

concerning God and what duty he requires of us;" (2) And that,

after the Bible has passed successfully through such crucial tests

as those to which for eighteen centuries it has been subjected,

both the credibility of its history, on which so much of its other

teachings rest, and the divine authority, including the strict in^

spiration of God, of the entire volume, are and must remain

indefeasible.
'

Still we are not insensible to the force of the considerations by
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which Mr. Morrow informs us he has been induced to undertake

the elaborate and extensive discussions, of which we have before

us this condensed presentation.

', To some thinking minds in our day, the Christian faith has

appeared to be threatened with an "eclipse." True, it is not

supposed that such will be final. Nay more, the calculations on

which such an eclipse are apprehended are probably not well

founded. Still, to drop our figure, there is much in the course

of thought extensively prevalent, to justify fears lest the ''faith

of some be overthrown." The credibility of the Pentateuch and

the historical books of the Old Testament has been openly and

persistently impeached, and the wonderful narrative of the Crea-

tion, Fall, Flood, and Dispersion declared to be myths or legends

of no more authenticity than the fabulous accounts of the origin

of the world set forth in Oriental tales; or the founding and

rise of the Roman Empire, as given in the iEnead of Virgil, and

the traditions of the birth and lives of Romulus and Remus.

Before the stern canons of what has been called " Historical

Criticism," the myths and legends of the earliest profane writings

melted, and now the Biblical historical criticism has been brought

to bear on the venerable records, which from our childhood we

have been accustomed to receive as not only credible and authentic,

but written by "holy men of God, who spake as they were moved

by the Holy Ghost." The result of the processes of criticism to

which the Old Testament Scriptures have been subjected, if

accepted, must be to sap the foundations of the revealed principles

of faith and practice, and leave us to the surmises and hypotheses

of the "advanced thought of the nineteenth century." There is

great danger that the uncontradicted and unanswered systems of

teaching advanced by the abettors of modern scepticism, have

already exercised a pernicious influence on the minds of many.

For these teachings are no longer confined to strictly scientific

works, nor to the essays and other papers read in associations of

scientific men, and published under the auspices of such associa-

tions. They have been to a great extent incorporated in com-

mentaries on the Bible, set forth as well-established principles

in articles in quarterly reviews, monthly magazines, and weekly
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or daily newspapers. In all such periodicals we encounter dis-

cussions by sceptical writers respecting the Mosaic or other his-

torical writings of the Old Testament. They find place in popular

school-books in Christian schools. Mere hypotheses or illogical

corollaries from alleged discoveries in geology and kindred topics,

are postulated as authentic declarations of science ; and the insti-

tutions, as well as historical statements of the Old Testament,

are sumnnarily dismissed as the productions of a barbarous age,

the interpolations of conceited Jews, or the dreams of visionary

enthusiasts; all of which, we are told, might be tolerated cen-

turies ago by uncultivated men, but to the "advanced thought,"

are idle tales and immature fancies. The names of German and

English Biblical critics are heralded to readers among English-

speaking people as the discoverers and teachers of " more excellent

ways" in unfolding to us the history and the interpretation of the

Bible. Bishop Colenso, a "Right Reverend Father in God," of

the Anglican Churcli, Davidson, author of an Introduction to the

Old Testament, and Block, a German writer on the same topic,

have classified, condensed, and combined with their own views

those of such men as DeWette, Kalisch, Von Bohlen, Knobel,

Graff, Riehm, Koster, Noldeke and others. Under the guise of

defenders and expounders of the volume, of whose religious

system they are professed and liberally remunerated teachers

in Christian communions, and occupants of professorial chairs in

nominally Christian institutions, these men have presented to the

world the teachings of scepticism, consisting in part of their own

deductions from the theories of physical science, and in part of

their speculations in historical criticism. They arraign not only

the credibility of the historians, but of the history, the wisdom

not only of the lawgiver Moses, but of Moses' God; and essay

to be infallible judges, both of the best method of making the

world and peopling its continents, and of governing the whole

physical and moral universe.

Meanwhile there has arisen an unexpected difficulty in the way

of pressing the principles of "Historical Criticism" (confidently

asserted to be so successful in the attacks on the Old Testament),

with any measure of success in attacking the New. The stale
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old argument, that the Jews were serai-barbarians, and the age

of the writers of the Old Testament one of darkness, fails as to

the New Testament, both respecting the people for whom its

authors wrote and their age. It would be a bold attempt to

make such allegations respecting the advanced civilisation, both

material and intellectual, of the Christian era. The histories and

didactic teachings of the writers of the New Testament were ad-

dressed to men, both Jews and Greeks, who fully understood

what was written, and whose appreciation of such situation,

whether in rejecting or accepting its ideas, is a matter of well

authenticated history, both by those who favored and those who

rejected. . / ,

But "dripping water wears away rock." If we allow semi-

infidel views respecting the Bible, whether taught first hand by

men of eminence in physical science or Biblical criticism, or

second hand by text-books and teachers in our literary institu-

tions, to be continued unchecked, we may look forward to a

coming generation prepared to sneer at the faith of th^ir fathers

and abjure the obligations of the divine word. For we must

remember that these sceptical views, as Universalism, and other

forms of error, find ready reception in the carnal mind, which is

enmity to God and his law, by nature. Natural men need no

conversion to unbelief.
i

,. • -

And yet it is encouraging to believe, that though absolutely

more prevalent than formerly, sceptical views are relatively less

prevalent. In our age, the knowledge and reception of the

Bible is more extensive than in the early part of this century.

Still, though less prevalent relatively, the facilities for publishing

everything and increased means of reaching the popular mind,

render the advocates of sceptical views more loud and peremptory,

as well as more articulate. Hence the great need, under every

aspect, for endeavoring to bring intelligent expositions of truth

face to face with destructive error. B. M. S.
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A Popular Commentary on the New Testament. By English

and American scholars of various denominations, with illustra-

tions and maps. Edited by Philip Schaff, D. D., LL.D.
In four volumes. Vol. I., large 8vo., pp. 508, containing

Introduction and Matthew, Mark, and Luke. Chas. Scribner's

Sons: New York. '^;; ;":-"""•• r-'-^^^H^'

The editor states ^hat the object of this new exposition of the

New Testament is to provide a commentary suitable for intelli-

gent laymen. Hence it does not compete with the voluminous

and learned commentary in twenty-one volumes, edited in Ger-

many by Lange, and in this country by Schaff. The names of

the contributors to the whole of the four intended volumes are

given to the public. They are confined to Great Britain and the

Northeastern States of the United States, and are chosen from

among Presbyterians, evangelical Episcopalians, and Congrega-

tionalists. Among the names whose aid is promised, are many

which are already known to students, such as those of Dean

Howson and Dr. Oswald Dykes ; and also of some who are only

beginning to be known to American readers. This first volume

is the joint work of Dr. Schaff himself and Prof. Matt. B. Riddle

of Hartford, Conn.

First, as to the material part of the book: the paper and print

are excellent, neat, and substantial, and the binding the usual

flimsy muslin. The illustrations consist of eleven engravings (or

maps) representing to us important cities or scenes in Palestine,

each of which is of the full size of a page ; and of a number of

smaller cuts representing natural or architectural objects in Bible

lands. It is our opinion that these illustrations may be accepted

by the reader with confidence, because they are either copied from

photographs carefully taken on the spot, or have been criticised

by careful eye-witnesses from Syria. The maps are corrected by

Dr. Arnold Guyot of Princeton. The general impression on the

eye is that the volume is too much of a picture-book for its serious

purpose. This impression is confirmed by our observing that

many cuts are introduced, which, even to the ordinary reader of

Sabbath-school publications, have no novelty or new merit what-

ever, and which seem to be put in merely to fill space. It is

voti. XXX., NO. 1—26.
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palliated by the real interest and utility of a part of the pictorial

illustrations.

Secondly, as to the contehts of the work: their plan is to

give a brief, compact, and plain expositionof the text, presenting

the results of criticism rather than the criticism itself. The

extent of the comments may be conceived from the fact that they

do not usually cover more than twice as much space as the text.

The work opens with a brief, and in the main, judicious, intro-

duction to the New Testament as a whole, to the Gospels as his-

tories of Christ's life and works, and to each of the four specially.

The text of the Gospels, which is printed in large and beautiful

type, is accompanied with marginal references, with suggestions

of emendations in the received text of the Greek, and with a

multitude of corrections in the English version. The concern of

the learned editor with the "revision movement" which is now

in progress, suggests the probability that in these proposed

changes of translation, which as yet, in this exposition, are kept

in the place of notes at the foot of the page, are foreshadowings

of the work of revision to be disclosed to the public in future,

as a part of the English Scriptures. Should this surmise prove

correct, the prediction and warning uttered by the Southern

Pkesbyterian Review as to the revision movement, will be

proved timely: that the Revisers will attempt to change too

many things. In the newly suggested translations of this expo-

sition, we find a number valuable as expressing the force of the

Greek more exactly, the most of them correct and scholarly, and

many of them unnecessary. That is to say : in many cases it is

proposed to change our version, when the only difference is a

more exact expression of the force of a Greek word or idiom in

some minute respect, where the present version does not contain

the slightest shade of error, and no addition of clearness is gained.

We submit, for instance, then when. Matt. iv. 18, the words of

our version for &dXaa(rav T^g TahXaiag, " sca of Galilee," are changed

into 'Hake' of Galilee; and il/xova rbv Aeydjuevov nhpov, "Simon

called Peter," into Simon "who is called," etc., there is no atom

of gain in correctness or expressiveness, justifying the change of

our venerable translation. The Notes also seem objectionable to

-^
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us, in proposing too many excisions and emendations of the

Textus Receptus. The remark recurs too often: "According to

the best authorities this word (or clause) should be omitted;" or,

"should be read thus." The exposition professes to be written

for lay readers. There is reason to fear lest these frequent

indications of mistrust as to the text shall produce some of the

sceptical results which came from the too slashing criticism of

Griesbach. Not having become converts to all the canons of

criticism enunciated by those who are claimed as "best authori-

ties," we have not yet felt any conscientious obligation to surren-

der so much of the received text. Hence we naturally deprecate

so much cutting and pruning.

The exposition seems usually orthodox, just, and sober. The

liberties which used to be taken by Neologian expositors find no

countenance in the reverent comments of our authors. As the

work is designed, in a certain sense, for a catholic use, the doc-

trinal peculiarities of neither of the denominations represented

are sharply deduced. On the whole, we can recommend the

work, as beautiful for typography, replete with useful information,

and valuable to all who have not the time and means for extended

and critical study of the New Testament. _ H. L. D.
",{ t'*!-Vf^7,,.; ff

The Christian. By William S. Plumer. D. D. Philadelphia:

J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1878. Pp. 146, 12mo.

This little work discusses the Christian's Name, Profession,

Life, Doctrine, Character, Simplicity, Way, Temptations, Views

of Sin, Faith, Hope, and Trust. It speaks of his Enemies, his

Shepherd, and his Advocate, his Joy and his Sorrow, his hatred

of Error and his glorious Riches. It presents to us some musings

of an old Christian, a letter to an aged Christian, and an account

of the death of an old Disciple, also some account of Two Great

and Good Men—the Rev. Dr. Thomas Smyth of Charleston and

the Rev. Dr. Thomas DeWitt of New York.

Our readers are familiar with the writings of the author. This

book has all their usual characteristics. It is adapted to be

useful to many, both in the Church and out of it. We had no

sooner read it than the determination was formed to send our
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copy to an aged man in our neighborhood, who may or may not

be worthy to bear the name given to this volume, but who cannot

fail, with God's blessing, to be profited by its perusal. A large

class of readers, old and young, will be interested in this account

of "the Christian," and all interested must be profited. , i;.

The last topic discussed is PosMmwzows Usefulness. Abel's

case is referred to, of whom the Scripture said four thousand

yeafs after his time: " He being dead yet speaketh" The ven-

erable author expresses the hope of his own usefulness in this

world after death as well as of glory, honor, and immortality in

the world to come. It is a natural and an honorable wish, which

in his case is not likely to be disappointed. He says the virtue

and the value of a good song or saying or book ever depended on

the truth taught by the spirit breathed into it, and so it may long

survive the man who made it. We agree with him that "such

things invest life with the deepest solemnity," and "should

encourage us to zeal in the Master's service." J. B. A.

An Examination of the Alleged Discrepancies of the Bible.

By John W. Haley, M. A. With an Introduction by Alvah
HovEY, D. D., Professor in the Newton Theological Institu-

tion. Andover: Warren F. Draper. Boston: Estes & Lau-

riat. 1875. Pp. 473, 12mo.

This author did not propose a discussion of all the diflScult

questions which arise in studying the Bible, but only an examin-

tion of so-called "discrepancies" in the statements or njarratives

of the sacred volume. Of these he has treated nearly nine hun-

dred^ and in a clear and forcible style, vigorously, directly, and

without unnecessary circumlocution. We may not be able always

to accept the solution given by Mr. Haley, but he appears to be

a sober and careful wwter, and to have mastered the literature of

his subject in various languages. But he says that he knows

of "no work, ancient or modern, which covers the whole ground,

treating the subject comprehensively yet concisely, and which is

at the same time adapted to general circulation." And to

supply this lack is the aim of this book. He claims little

originality or literary merit, and designs his book not so much

'A'iJkKvl-v
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for scholars and critics as the coramon people. And he begs the

reader to bear in mind that the Bible is neither dependent upon

nor affected by the success or the failure of his endeavors.

The plan of the book is to present in Part I. the Origin of the

Discrepancies, the Design of the Discrepancies, and the Results

of the Discrepancies, each of these being discussed very fully and

ably in a separate chapter ; and then in Part II. we have three

other chapters presenting Doctrinal Discrepancies, Ethical Dis-

crepancies, and Historical Discrepancies. These are followed by

a Bibliographical Appendix, an Index of Scripture Citations,

and a full General Index, all of which add of course very much

to the value of the work.

We quote the last few sentences of this naodest author:
' ' i ^\

*' When we consider the long interval of time—from eighteen to thirty-

three centuries—which has elapsed since the several Books of Scripture

were written ; and that during all but four centuries of this time they

have been circulated and transmitted in manuscript ; and the additional

fact that our knowledge of antiquity is exceedingly limited ^^nd imper-

fect—many minute and sometimes important circumstances pertaining

to every event having passed irrecoverably from the raem'ory of man-

kind—where these disadvantages which attend the investigation of the

subject, are tal^en into account, it surely cannot be tbo much to believe,

that, if in any instance the explanation adduced should seem inadequate, a

knowledge o^ all the circumstances of the case would supply the missing

link and solve the supposed discrepancy to the (jomplete satisfaction of

every reasonable minjl." J. B. A.

'J
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There is certainly not more than the ordinary degree of interest

attaching to the last quarter's instalment of now books. From

the days of Sir William Jones to the present time, increasing at-

tention has been paid to the subjects of ethnography and com-

parative grammar and thelogy. During this entire period the

Parsees* have continued to attract a special notice. We have

here a new claimant to the eminence in the hard science of values.^

It is a mistake to suppose that the Chinese can boast no litera-

ture.* By way of example, we saw a cultivated Japanese this

summer reading an extended Chinese poem of the ninth century

before Christ. After the elaborate article in the Quarterly, little

need be said at present about [in]"glorious John."^ That paper

hardly does full justice to two other names'' ^ which appear in close

succession after his at the bottom 6f this page. As to the re-

maining name, it is sufficient to remember that he has restored

the lost Paradise. What would John Wilson have said to the

new American primer?'' Books of reference are always useful,

^Essays on the Sacred Language. Writings, and Religion of the Parsees.

By Martin Haug, Ph.D. Edited by E. W. West, Ph.D. Vol. XI. in the

"English and Foreign Philosophical Library." Second edition. 8vo.,

xvi., 427 pp., cloth, $4.50. Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston.

'^The Political Economy of Great Britain, the United States, and France,

in the Use of Money : A New Science of Production and Exchange. By

J. B. Howe. 8vo., ix., 592 pp., $3.50. Ibid.

^The Dhammapada. Translated from the Chinese by the Rev. Samuel

Beat, B. A. Vol. xii. of the "English and Foreign Philosophical Library."

8vo., viii., 176 pp., $2.50. Ibid.

*Dryden'8 Poetical Works. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., cloth, $3.50. Riverside

edition. Ibid.

^Prior's Poetical Works. Crown Svo., cloth, $1.75. Riverside edition.

Ibid.

^Poetical Works of Milton and Marvell. Complete in two volumes.

With Memoirs and Portraits. Crown Svo., gilt top, $3.50. Riverside

edition. Ibid.

'A Primer of American Literature. By Charles F. Richardson. ISmc,

117 pp., cloth, 50 cents. Ibid.
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but seldom require pictures.^ Who wants to study Russian?^ If

any. the opportunity has arrived. We should sooner think of

studying Basque or Coptic.^

Masson in his biography of John Milton has taught us how

much the author of "the Paradise" owed to the author of the

Faery Queen.* The question now agitated is, To what extent was

the courtly Elizabethan a benefactor also to the Bedford Tinker?

Sir Walter Scott was a passionate admirer of Edmund Spenser.

Of his great poem, it may be said that it is "linked sweetness

long drawn out." Those who prefer (as we do, unhesitatingly)

the breezy charm of bluff old Chaucer may now (under good

guidance, too) begin with him and only end with the Portuguese

Sonnets.* We are half inclined to forgive the sweet Quaker poet

the false but pretty nonsense about Barbara Freitchie out of

consideration of the Vaudois Teacher.^ A new volume from such

a writer is always to be welcomed—until, as may chance, it must

be condemned. Like Dryden, Southey was as successful in prose

as in verse.^ Unlike Dryden, he was far more so. Southey 's

verse and Dryden's prose are now read by few. Yet there is a
'

'

. -LV.-

^The Dickens Dictionary. By Gilbert A. Pierce and William A.

Wheelor. With many illustrations. Uniform with "Illustrated Library

Edition of Dickens." Price reduced to $2. Houghton, Osgood & Co.,

Boston.

'^How to Learn Russian : A Manual for Students of Russian. Based

on the Ollendorffian System of Teaching Languages, and adapted for

self-instruction. By Henry Riola, Teacher of the Russian Language.

With a Preface by W. R. S. Ralston. 12mo., 567 pp., $3. Ibid.

'Key to the Exercises of the Manual for Students of Russian, By Henry

Riola. 12mo., 125pp., $1.25. Ibid. . : >.

*Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser. Riverside Edition. 3 vols.

Crown 8vo., cloth, gilt, $5.25. Ibid.

^The Family Library of British Poetry, from Chaucer to the Present

Time (1350-1878). Edited by James T. Fields and Edwin P.Whipple.

With heliotype portraits of Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, Pope,

Ooldsmith, Burns, Wordsworth, Scott, Byron, Tennyson, and Mrs.

Browning. Royal 8vo., xxx., 1,998 pp., $6.50. Ibid.

*The Vision of Echard, and other Poems. By John G. Whittier.

16mo., $1.25. Ibid.

^Poetical Works of Robert Southey.. ''Riverside Edition of the British

Puets." 5 vols. Crown 8vo., $8.75, Ibid.
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Bpecies of ponderous merit in the cantos which sing "How happily

the days of Thalaba went by."

Calvin wisely forebore to comment on the last book in the New
Testament. Much light has since been shed upon its transcen-

dant symbols by Hengstenberg, Auberlen, Fairbairn, Waldegrave,

and Ramsey. We may, not improbably, find ourselves once more

on this account indebted to a German pastor.^ Luthardt's^ fame

as an exegete is settled ; but there are grave drawbacks. Lampe
and Godet are esteemed the best books on the Fourth Gospel.

Much of what is finest in modern literature takes its rise in the

chansons of the Troubadours;^ and their romantic story never

grows wearisome to the student of history and language. Others

besides fishermen are enthusiasts in their love for one who is at

once the prince among angling scribblers and a delightful old-

fashioned fireside companion.^ The Oxford Lecturer's* is a high

name in a difficult and profitable field of thought. Mr. HowelF

is a rising man in the same department. What may be the rea-

son-of-being of another history of the Peninsular Waj^ after

Napier's grave but splendid and seemingly exhaustive treatment

of that subject passes our wit. "Insatiate archer, will not one

suffice"? This, however, is the day of duodecimos !

^The Doctrine of the Apocalypse, and its Relation to the Doctrine of

the Gospel and Epistles of John. By Pastor Hermann Gebhardt. Trans-

lated from the German by the Rev. John Jefferson. 8vo., cloth, $3.

Scribner & Welford, New York.

'St. John's Gospel Described and Explained accordino; to its Peculiar

Character. Vol. iii. By C. E. Luthardt. 8vo., cloth, $3. Ibid.

'The Troubadours : A History of Provencal Life and Literature in

the Middle Afi;es. By Francis Hueffer. 8vo., cloth, $5. Ibid.

*The Complete Anf>;ler. By Isaak Walton and Charles Cotton. A
new illustrated edition, with Notes, by George Chri«topl\er Davies.

12mo., 470 pp'. "The Chandos Library Edition," cloth, gilt, $1; "The

Chatidos Classics Edition," paper, 75 cents. Ibid.

^Chapters on Political Economy : Being the Substance of Lectures

Delivered in the University of Oxford. By Bonaxiiy Price. 12nio..

cloth, $5. Ibid.

®The Conflicts of Capital and Labor, Historically and Economically

Considered. By George Howell. 12mo., cloth, .|3. Ibid.

^The War in the Peninsula. By H. R. Clinton. "Chandos Library."

With maps and plans. 12mo., cloth, $1.50. Ibid.
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;- All continental travellers will hail with joy the appearance of

Baedeker's London.^ There is nothing to conripare to these guides,

considered as a series. Galignani is the book for Paris. Hare's

books on Italy and London are of inestimable richness, but are

far above the level of mere travelling guides, and are not portable.

The eulogiura of Edmund Burke in his Reflections on the Revo-

lution in France has seemed to us to be extravagant ; but

^'L'Esprit des Lois' is one of the works that marks an epoch.^

The treatment of the subject is one of startling novelty. The

characteristic features of the several forms of government are

given with a delusive air of precision and accuracy. There is

much that is superficial and fanciful in the book, and much that

has endured the test of ages. ^We are more partial to the manner

of Hallara or DeTocqueville. Agnosticism had better be insulated

than conducted.^ The island meant in this case is an imaginary

one and not England. The author is a clever writer. The

Latinity of Desiderius "Erasmzus" is probably the best since that

of Cicero, and his lambent satire has never been successfully

imitated.^ The other one (Francis William), we are glad to see,

has taken to literary subjects. The physic of the late Henry

Rogers was too much for his "spiritual" constitution. His

brother, the Oxford priest, is one of the great masters of English

and of Romish dialectics and exegesis.'* Is not Mr. Brassey the

'London and its Environs : Including Excursions to the Isle of Wight.

Handbook for Travellers. By K. Baedeker. 16mo., cloth, $2.50. Scribner

& Welford, New York.

'^The Spirit of Laws. By M. de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu.

With D'Alembert's Analysis of the Work. Translated from the French

by Thomas Nugent, LL.D. A new edition, revised, with additional

Notes, and a new Memoir from the latest French editions. By J. V.

Prichard. 2 vols., $2.80. Ibid.

^The New Paul and Virginia ; or, Positivism on an Island. By W. H.

Mallock. Uniform in type and binding with "The New Republic.'' $1.

/ bid.

^Colloquies of Erasmus. Translated by N.Bailey. Edited, with Notes,

by the Rev. E. Johnson, M. A. 2 vols. 8vo., cloth, $7. Ibid.

^An Essay on the Development of-Christian Doctrine. By John Henry
Newman. 12mo., cloth, $3. Ibid.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—27.
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member Avho navigates so many vessels ?^ The Bampton Lec-

tures on Miracles^ are masterly, but concede much.

Whatever may be thought of the prime minister's eye-brow and

curl, there is no doubt of his genius or of the figure he will make

in English history.^ Right or wrong in his treatment of Peel,

he has realised the early dream of Tancred and Coningsby, and

raised England from a second-rate to a first-rate power. Yet the

ides are not over. John Leech is probably the cleverest carica-

turist that ever lived, and but for John Tenniel Punch would

hardly have survived him. The historian of the Crimean War
had already made his fame by a literary tour de force., which

atoned for his silence in the House of Commons.^ By a happy

coincidence, John Morley, the editor of the Fortnightly Review,

is whitening the sepulchres of Rousseau* and Voltaire^ at the very

time that Dennis Kearney and Robert Ingersoll are rattling the

dishonored bones of Tom Paine. Morley is a learned but heavy

critic, a refined scholar, and a bitter opponent of Christianity.

We know nothing of this volume,^ but just such a handy-book on

England as a whole has been in request among tourists. Murray

twaddles; and demands a shelf for his district-guide. A friend

once remarked to us of Kane's book, ''There is but one idea in

it!" "What is that ?" we asked. "Ice!" was the reply. This

is another book on the same thrilling, but also chilling topic.^

'^Lectures on the Labor Question. By Thomas Brassey, M. P. Third

edition. London, 1878. 8vo., cloth, ^3. Scribner & Welford, New York.

'^Eight Lectures on the Miracles. By J. B. Mozley. (Bampton Lectures.)

12mo., cloth, $2. Ibid. ''

^Benjamin Disraeli, in upwards of One Hundred Cartoons, from the

Collection of "Mr. Punch." Drawn by John Leech and John Tenniel.

4*0., paper, $1.25; cloth, $2. Ibid.

*Eothen. By W. A. Kinglake. New edition. 12mo., cloth, $3. Ibid.

^Rousseau. ' Vol. I. of the "Now Uniform Edition of John Morley's

Works." Complete in one volume, $2.50. Ibid.

^Voltaire. Vol. II. of the "New Uniform Edition of John Morley's

Works." Complete in one volume, $1.75. Ibid.

''Handbook for England and Wales. Alphabetically arranged for the

use of Travellers. With an outline map. 12mo., cloth, $4. Ibid.

^The Great Frozen Sea : A Personal Nari-ative of the Voyage of the

"Alert" during the Arctic Expedition of 1875-6. By Captain Albert

Hastings Markham. With numerous illustrations. 8vo., cloth, $9. Ibid.

i
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There is more glow, if not more glitter, about the royal coffers

we come next to open.^ The great Surrey pastor writes as well

as he preaches ; and take him for all in all, where shall we find

his equal as an expounder of the Scriptures for the multitude?

^'Verdant Green" and "Tom Brown at Oxford" give us capital

glimpses of certain aspects of Oxford life. Bristed's autobio-

graphic sketches find criticisms still left something to be done of

the kind now attempted by Mr. Stedraan.^ The popularity of

the Jewish historian,^ though not everywhere as great as it was

in Edinburgh in the boyish days of Robert Chambers, is as steady

as it is wide-spread. The Tiibingen critics mention him with the

awe reserved by believers for inspired authors. Yet we should

not for that or any other reason undervalue the services of this

honest and able writer, who is often our chief and sometimes our

only dependence. We once perused an essay on "Ham and

Eggs," lamenting the apparently indissoluble nature of the tie

that uniformly connects them in the same dish. It is with some-

what of the same feeling of regret, not unmingled with apprehen-

sion, that we approach the uncut leaves of Mr. Urwick's lexicon.*

The grammar is easily distanced by the dictionary in the .arena of

dogmatic disputation. Notwithstanding, this may be and is likely

to be (as from a second edition in Germany) a work of some

mark. A good idea.^ Mr. Morley^ is judged toihave come off

better Avith his narrative than with his critical estimate of the

^The Treasury of David. Vol. V. By C. H. Spur^reon. Svc, cloth, $4.

Scribner & Welford, New York.

'^Oxford : Its Social and Intellectual Life. With Remarks and Hints

on Expenses and Examinations, the Selection of Books, etc. By Algernon

M. M. Stedman. 12mo., cloth, $3.75. Ibid.

^Josephus's Complete Works. By William Muston. New edition.

12mo., cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

''Biblico-Theolofijical Lexicon of New Testament, Greek. Translated

from the German of the second edition. With ad'^itional matter and cor-

rections by the author. By William Urwick. 4to., cloth, $10. Ibid.

^Selected Essays, Chiefly from Contributions to the Edinburgh and

Quarterly Reviews. By A. Hayward, Q, C. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Ibid.

^Diderot and the Encyclopaedists. Vol. III. of the "Uniform Edition

of Morley's Biographies." By John Morley. Crown 8vo., cloth, $2.50.

Ibid.
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^clopaedists. A question of such momentous importance as

the one supposed to have been set at rest by Diderot, D'Holbach,

and ihoxv co7ifreres^ could not be fairly dealt with by so prejudiced

a court as that of the Fortnightly. Nobody has pretended to

more knowledge about Russia than Mr. Eugene Schuyler/ who

here puts Count Tolstoy into English form. The rage for this

class of works has, however, subsided for a while ; though there

are symptoms of its early revival. On the whole, let us hope

that the peace of Europe, \i not of Asia, has been secured. The

effect of music^ on the human soul is one of the things that

materialism fails to account for. Such a theme^ by such a writer

will make many mouths water. "0 si sic omnes." But the Arch-

bishop^ is not a man to follow blindfold. Neither, for the matter

of that, was John Calvin. Professor Perry's book^ was as lively

as it was sound, but apparently written in some haste. The

chapter on currency, for instance, had not been perfectly analysed.

It is a work of rare merit. Dunlop and Long and Mommsen, and

now Crutwell.^ The theme is inexhaustible. May the day be

distant when the portcullis of Merton shall give way under the

pressure of the men who know not Tully. •:-,..;

Whatever Dr. Shedd'' writes for the press is sure to be valuable

and interesting. The robust literature of theology and history is

^The Cossacks. Translated by Eu/j;eno Schuyler from the Russian of

Count Tolstoy. Small 12mo., 310 pp., cloth, $1.25. Charles Scribners

Sons, New York.

'^A Concise History of Music, from the Commencement of the Christian

Era to the Present Time. By H. G. B. Hunt, B. Mus. For the use of

students. 12mo., 200 pp., cloth, $1. Ibid.

'Lectures on Mediaeval Church History. By R. C. Trench, D. D.,

Archbishop of Dublin. 8vo., 454 pp., cloth, |3. Ibid. &,

^Elements of Political Economy. By Professor A. L. Perry. New
edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo., 621 pp., cloth, $2.50. Ibid.

^A History of Roman Literature: From the Earliest Period to the

Death of Marcus Aurelius. By Charles Thomas Crutwell, M. A., Fellow

and Tutor of Merton College, Oxford. With chronolo<i!;ical tables, etc.

Crown 8vo., 520 pp., cloth, $2.50. Ibid.

^Literary Essays. By the Rev. Wm. G. T. Shedd, D. D., Professor

of Systematic Theology in Union Theological Seminary, New York.

With a new portrait of Dr. Shedd, engraved on steel by Mr. Ritchie.

8vo., 377 pp., cloth, |2.50. Ibid. .
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not the only literature with which the learned professor is richly

acquainted. The time should have come for a new synthesis, by

one who is not only a competent scholar but a competent artist,

of so much of the early Roman story as has resisted the acid of

sober criticism.^ We boldly avow the opinion, that nothing has

been written in the vernacular since Junius that has so keen an

edge as these papers on the career of Disraeli.^ They are cur-'

rently attributed to the editor of the Daily News. They are

certainly the work of a consummate master of language, of allu-

sion, of the subtlest as well as the broadest irony, as well as an

expert in the cunning fence of political debate and in the treat-

ment of political affairs. This little volume of recollections^ has

the finest aroma for the lovers of Charles Lamb and of refined

literary gossip. The gentle authors were held in deserved esti-

mation by some of the most famous wits and poets of the past

generation. ''The Speaker's Commentary"* has already been

noticed in these pages. It is in some important respects the

most satisfactory commentary we yet have on the Old Testament.

It strikes the golden mean betwixt books of a popular and de-

votional nature, and works of a severely critical character. It

presents in an intelligible form the results of the recent anti-

quarian research. It nevertheless has serious defects and'

blemishes. It often lacks the vigor of the older and more prac-

tical school of exegetes, whilst it is not critical enough to meet

the demands of the more thoughtful student. It is somewhat

^Early Rome : From the Foundation of the City to its Destruction by

the Gauls. By W. Ihne, Ph.D., Professor at the tJniversity of Heidel-

berg. With map. 16mo., 238 pp., cloth, |1. Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York.

^Political Adventures of Lord Beaconsfield. 192 pp., paper, forty

cents. Ibid.

^Recollections of Writers. By Charles and Mary Oowden Clarke. With

letters of Charles Lamb, Leigh Hunt, Douglas Jerrold, and Charles

Dickens. 12mo., 3.55 pp., cloth, $1.75. Ihid.

*The Bible Commentary : The Speaker's Commentary, Explanatory

and Critical, with a Revision of the Translation. By Bishops and

Clergy of the Anglican Church. Edited by F. C. Cook, M. A., Canon

of Exeter, Preacher at Lincoln's Inn, and Chaplain in ordinary to the

Queen. Ibid.
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tainted, too, with what may be justly described as Semi-Rational-

ism. These Letters^ of the German Chancellor are vastly diverting,

and have modified, and yet in some things confirmed, the view we

had of him before we read them—or rather read some of them.

The Prince comes out emphatically and impetuously on the side

of religion. A stern sense of dutv to God, he tells us, is all that

keeps him at the helm of State. It appears he is as good a cook

as a diplomatist. The glimpses of autobiography and of con-

temporary history are of special interest and sometimes of great

value. The Yale President^ discusses of American education as

few others can do. We warm to him just now (and forgive his

chapter on "System" in "The Human Intellect"), because of the

remorseless castigation he has just administered to Mr. Tyndall

for his late address on man regarded as a machine. The great

reply to Farrar^ is that of Dr. McElhinny of the Alexandria

Seminary. A good subject.* All questions are reopened now-

a-days.* The question about Agnosticism^ is a question only with

the sceptic. Theism is no longer in question, except among

infidels, but "in proof!" The evidence is unassailable.

If the "Young Folk's History of Germany/"^ by Charlotte

Yonge, has the charm of the Child's History of England by Charles

Dickens, it is a good book. "England's Worthies,"^ "forgotten"

^Prince Bismarck's Letters to his Wife, his Sister, and Others, from

1844 to 1870. Translated from the German by Fitzh. Moxse. 12mo.,

269 pp., cloth, $1. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

'^The American Colleges and the American Public, with After-Thoughts

on College and School Education. A new, revised, and enlarged edition.

By President Noah Porter, D. D. 12mo., 408 pp., cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

^"What is the Eternal Hope of Canon Farrar?" Being a Review and

Reply to his Book. Cloth, 75 cents. Pott, Young & Co., New York.

^Sketches of Church History. By the Rev. J. C. Robertson. 12mo.,

130 pp., cloth, $1. Ibid.

^What is Natural Theology? By the Rev. Alfred Barry. 12mo.,

327 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

^Theism or Agnosticism. By Rev. B. Maitland. 12mo., 239 pp.,

cloth, 75 cents. IMd.

'Young Folk s History of Germany. By Charlotte M. Yonge. Map
and eighty-one illustrations. I). Lothrop & Co., Boston.

^Men of Mark; or, Heroes of English History. By William Mai'-

shall, D. D. 12mo., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.
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and unforgotten, stand high on the scroll of Viri Tdustrissimi

;

and deserve better at the hands of Massachusetts than to be rapt

from the repose of antique vellum and stately folio to the poor

apotheosis of flimsy cloth and twelve times folded rags. We have

lately said our say of the author^ of the '"Holy War" and "The

Jerusalem Sinner Saved." With possibly one exception, he was

the strongest imaginative genius of the century. Over and above
'

all this, he was one of the soundest of exegetical and practical

theologians, and the most popular of theologians, whether sound

or unsound. Then, too, he has given to the world one of the

noblest models in existence of English style. We ought to be

sincerely grateful to the venerable scholar and ex-president for

the guidance he here offers to the untitled and the immature.^

America owes a debt to the old •' Grecian " and interpreter of the

classics and the Bible that cannot be otherwise than ^'forcibly re-

adjusted." At last the rarely gifted Virginian^ has obtained the

recognition of both hemispheres. His present biographer tells

the sad story calmly and well, though not without a dash of par-

donable bitterness. There has been no more original poet in our

time. His fault is in pushing the mysterious too far in the direc-

tion of obscurity and horror. Yet, in his verse, his "every idea

will to melody run." The recent prevalence of yellow fever in

unaccustomed places makes Dr. Logan's book* a timely one.

The greatest of modern historians in the ancient acceptation of

the ttrm.^ The author of "The Decline and Fall" followed the

French in his idiom and his irreligion. The amplitude, the

honesty, and the worth of his citations have never been contested.

^The Pilgrim's Progress. By John Bunyan. With illustrations by

Stothard, and vicinette title engraved by Marsh. New edition. $1.25.

D. Lothrop & Co., Boston.

fllelpfiil Thou^dits for Young Men. By Ex-President Woolsey, of Yale

College. New edition. 12mo., cloth, 75 cents. Ihid.

«The Life of Edgar A. Poc. By William F. Gill. Fourth edition, re-

vised and enlarged. l2mo., 347 pp., cloth, $1.75. W. & J. Widdleton,

New York.

^Physics of the Infectious Diseases. By C. A. Logan, A. M., M. D.

12mo., 212 pp., cloth, $1.50. Jansen, McClnrg & Co., Chicago.

^Gibl)on. By J. C. Morison. "English Men of Letters." 12njo.,
'

cloth, 75 cents. Harper & Bros., New York.
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The accomplished editor of the Spectator \\^9 rewritten for us the

life of Scott.^ The work is thought to be well done, and contains

many suggestive remarks and novel judgments. The student's

vade mecum in extra-biblical Church history—we mean the well

known work of Philip Smith^—is chiefly defective because of the

enormous multitude of the facts to be epitomised. The man wlio

suggested the steamboat lived a life that was worthy of record.*

The best works that have been put forth of late years on the

Atonement are those of Professor A. A. Hodge and Hugh Martin.

We know)nothing of this treatise by Dr. Samson^ except what is

told us on the title page. We are free to own that we do not ad-

mire the style of the title. The two wizards'^ ^ are here placed

side by side. Andersen has more poetic genius, Grimm more

homely variety and better plots. Of the two, Andersen loses far

the most by translation even into kindred tongues.

The two gentlemen who have undertaken the biography of the

statesman and orator of Georgia^ are singularly qualified, one

should say, to do so, on the score of their talents, their acquire-

ments, and their experience. Since it has been found out that

Democritus and Lucretius have forestalled the egotistic science

of the nineteenth century, they have been more- run after than

^Sir Walter Scott. By R. H. Hutton. 12rno., cloth, 75 cents. Harper

& Bros., New York.

'^Student's Ecclesiastical History. By Philip Smith. 12mo., cloth,

$2.75. Ibid.

^The Life of John Fitch, the Inventor of the Steamboat. By Thompson

Westcott. With illustrations. New edition. 12nio., cloth, $1.25. J. B.

Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.

*The Atonement: Viewed as Assumed Divine Responsibility; Traced

as the Fact Attested in Divine Revelation ; Shown to be the Truth Har-

monising Christian Theories ; and Recof]i;nised as the Grace Realised in

Human Experience. By G. W, Samson, D. D. 12mo., cloth extra, $1. Ibid.

^Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales, A new translation by Mrs. H. B. Paull.

Especially adapted and arranged for young people. With original illus-

trations. 672 pp., cloth, black and gold, $1.25. Ibid.

^Grimm's Fairy Tales. A new translation by Mrs. H. B. Paull. Especi-

ally adapted, etc. Uniform with "Andersen's Fairy Tales. 16mo.,

nearly 600 pp., $1.25. Ibid.

^Life of Alexander H. Stephens. By Richard Malcolm Johnston and

William Hand Browne. 8vo., cloth extra, $3. Ibid.

I
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ever.^ "The Southern Household Companion"^ gives a compre-

hensive and captivating account of itself. The " People's Edition
"

of the Waverley series^ is one of the cheapest forms in which

these delightful and in^j^^ensable volumes can be had. The

editor of the Portfolio^ (an art journal) is a marvel of versatility.

Nothing will content him but he must enter the lists with M.

Taine. With a sudden transition, presto we change to the quaint

and memorable pages of the titled and pious English doctor.^

For some odd reason we always associate in our mind with the

"Religio Medici" of Browne the "Utopia" of Thomas More.

They are in reality as unlike as the "Utopia" and the "New
Atlantis" are like one another.

No one writes more pointed papers than the active pastor of

Brooklyn.^ They are always as terse and racy as they are evan-

gelical. The eighth volume of this series^ crowns the historical

labors of the pictorial chronicler and brave defender of the Refor-

mation. This is already the approved narrative of the labors of

Calvin and his coadjutors. The old paths of catechetic prolonga-

tion are by M. T. S.,® abridged and beautified, and thus converted

into "primrose paths" of easy household chat. The character

^Lucretius. By W. II. Mallock. Vol. VIII. of the supplemental series

of "Ancient Classics for English Readers." Edited by the Rev. W. Lucas

Collins, M. A. ]2mo., cloth, $1. J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.

'^The Southern Household Companion : Containing valuable informa-

tion on all subjects connected with Domestic and Rural Affairs, Gardening,

Cookery, Beverages, Dairy, Medical, Veterinary, and Miscellaneous. By
Mrs. Mary L. Edgeworth. 12mo., cloth extra, $1.25. Ihid.

^Waverley Novels. "People's Edition." New edition illustrated.

12 vols., crown 8vo., fine cloth, in neat box, $12. Ihid.

*Modern Frenchmen. By P. G. tlamerton. Square 12mo., cloth, $2.

6. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

^Rcligio Medici and Miscellaneous Writings of Sir Thomas Browne.

16mo., cloth, $1.25. Roberts Brothers, Boston.

"Pointed Papers on the Christian Life. By the Rev. T. L. Cuyler.

12mo., 360 pp., cloth, $1.50. Robert Carter & Bros., New York.

''^D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation in the Time of Calvin.

Vol. VIII., completing the work. With full Index to set. 12mo., $2;

the set, eight volumes, $16. Ihid.

^Ilome Lessons on the Old Paths ; or, Conversations on the Assembly's

Shorter Catechism. By M. T. S. 16mo., $1.25. Ihid.

VOL. XXX., NO. 1—28.
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and the writings of John^ are as pure and unfathomable as the

unsullied and luminous blue sky. Robert Hall used to read two

chapters in Matthew Henry^ every day. Macduff^ is felicitous

and full of unction. "Outlines of Theology"^ occupies a place

by itself and a place of high merit. The Bath clergyman^ is in

general a safe interpreter of Scripture, and a writer of tact and

fervor.

The miraculous and parabolic elements in the Old Testament

afford abundant scope to gifted sermon isers.^ The honored names

of Dr. Browne and Bishop Ellicott seem to guarantee the sound-

ness of this little book on inspiration.^ The father of political

economy^ once more advances to the front, and takes up a question

of which it may be said, '•''Nodm vindice dignus.'' The last book

on our list^ is evidently a compilation, but the subject is one of

unusual interest. We notice the omission in the title page of

Taney and Binney. H, C. A.

^John, Whom Jesus Loved. By Dr. Culross. 12mo., $1.25. Robert

Carter & Bros., New York.

^Henry's Commentary on the Bible. 5 vols. 4to., oloth, $15. Ihid.

^Brighter than the Sun. By the Rev. Dr. Macduff. New edition. $2. Ibid.

^Hodge's Outlines of Theology. New edition, rewritten and en-

larged. Ibid.

^Ilelp Heavenward. By Octavius Winslow, D. D. l8mo., 75 cents. Ibid,

^Outlines of Sermons on the Miracles and Parables of the Old Testa-

ment. Original and selected. By a London Clergyman. 12mo., cloth, $2.

T. Whitaker, New York.

^The Inspiration of Holy Scripture. By the Rt. Rev. E. Harold

Browne, D. D., and C. J. Ellicott, D. D. Square 18mo., cloth, 75 cents. Ibid.

8The Wealth of Nations. By Adam Smith. 12mo., 780 pp., cloth,

^

SI. 25, Ibid.

^Short Studies of Great Lawyers: Containing a Brief Biography and

Critical Estimate of the Character and Career of the Leading English and

American Lawyers and Judges, including Coke, Mansfield, Kenyon,

Thurlow, Loughsborough, Ellenborough, Erskine, Eldori, Romilly,

Abinger, Brougham, Parsons, Kent, Marshall, Pinckney, Wirt, Rikcr,

Story, Webster, Walworth, and Choate. By Irvi^fig Browne. 12mo.,

386 pp., $2. Weed, Parsons & Co., Albany, N. Y.
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MEDIEVAL AND MODERN MYSTICS.

/. UUmana Reformers before the Reformation. Translated by
Rev. Robert Menzies. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark.

2. The History and Life of the Rev. Dr. John Tauler^ with

twenty-five of his Sermons. Translated by Susanna Wink-
worth; Preface by Rev. Charles Kinqsley; Introduction

by Rev. Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D., Washburn Pro-

fessor of Ecclesiastical History in the Union Theological Sem-
inary (New York). New York : Wiley & Halsted.

S. Madame G-uyon and Fenelon. By Thos. C. Upham, Pro-

fessor in Bowdoin College. Harper & Bros., New York.

what mysticism is.

Difficult indeed would be the task of defining the undefinalde.

Mysticism is not like the sun, the moon, the planets, all which

give the telescopic observer a sharp-edged disk ; not even like

the fixed stars which present glittering points, or at least approxi-

mations thereto; but like the zodiacal light stretching back

from the sun just after nightfall in long vagueness of splendor;

or the nebula in Andromeda shining yonder from age to age, an

undefined luminosity. Like the nebula, it is, however, a reality;

it has a central aggregation from which on all sides it passes

away gradually into utter faintness.
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We take this nucleus to be an aspiru-tioii after an intuition; a

longing for immediate communion Avith the Greatest and the Best.

Ullman says of John Wessel that he "lias also a mystical ele-

ment He strives, like the mystics, to break through the

limits of the finite, to blend himself in love and longing with God»

and, as the principal means of union with him, employs contem-

plation and prayer." Dr. Hitchcock characterises the mystics

as "inordinately bent on hiding their lives in God." Kingsley

says they are "all inclined to claim some illumination, intuition,

or direct vision of eternal truth, eternal good, eternal beauty,

even of that eternal Father in whom all live and move and have

their being."

PSYCHOLOGICAL ORIGIN OF MYSTICISM.

A phenomenon which has appeared and re-appeared so often

in the Church, must find something within man to "which it ap-

peals. We might almost say a man is a born mystic, or else he

never becomes one ; nascitm\ non fit. To be more exact, there

are some persons, who, like Geor«.';e Fox, spontaneously develope

into mystics; others, like the excellent Penn, easily absorb the

infection; then after every conceivable degree of liability to con-

tract the disease, we arrive at mental constitutions so robust as

to repel its most powerful attacks.

So far as the intellect is concerned, we apprehend the differ-

ences between men in this respect to be closely allied to the

different proportions in which the intuitive and the discursive

faculties are comprehended in each individual. Every man has

both of these faculties, and it must be owned that the discursive

is ultimately for the intuitive, and not the intuitive for the dis-

cursive. But there may be a just balance of these powers; or

the discursive may so predominate as to make the man a mere

mathematician, or metaphysician, or dialectician; or the intuitive

may be so overshadowing as to produce a dreamer, a theosophist,

a mystic.

The common way of expressing this difference in men is to say

that the one is a Platonist, the other an Aristotelian. There is

a modicum of truth in this statement; only a modicum, for Plato
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was a powerful dialectician. He could hardly have been so long

under the influence of that cogent and subtle reasoner, Socrates,

without cultivating his own discursive faculty to the last degree

of which it was susceptible.* On the other hand. Aristotle in-

sists in his Organum upon the absolute prior need of first truths,

if we would reason at all. Yet we cannot but suspect that the

intuitive was paramount in Plato's mental constitution and the

discursive in Aristotle's, and that this will explain Dr. Shedd's

result (History of Christian Doctrine, Vol. I., p. 60) : *'In this

way, Platonism, under the treatment of the New-Platonics, degen-

erated into an imaginative theosophy; and Aristotelianism, in the

handling of the later schoolmen, became mere hair-splitting." The

trouble in both- cases arose, he says, *'from an exaggeration of one

particular element in each, and its sole employment in philosophis-

ing upon Christianity to the neglect of the remaining elements of

the system." This, however, could scarcely have happened as it

did, unless Plato and Aristotle had differed in their own leanings.

Another phraseology discriminates the Pauline from the Jo-

hannean type. Forceful, but inexact concretion of thought,

doing injustice to Paul, who was a man of rare intellectual bal-

ance. Yet, again, the discursive minds of the Church turn to

Paul's writings, and tho mystically inclined find refreshment in

those of the beloved disciple. The born dialectician will hardly

become a mystic. No, their ranks must be recruited from men

of imagination, from contemplatists, and from dreamers.

Leaving the intellect now, and seeking for the roots of mysti-

cism, in the domain of the sensibilities, we find in all men more

or less, in some men a very ardent, longing for repose. The

coveted boon may be a rest from the accusations of a guilty con-

science and a sense of tho just indignation of God. Our Luthers

and Bunyans are types of this class, which, however, is not very

productive of mystics.

*"''The poetical essays of his [Plato's] youth were discontinued after

he became more intimately acquainted with Socrates A
young man, endowed with a luxuriant fancy, he received the logical dis-

cipline to which Socrates subjected him as a kindness worthy of all

gratitude." Ueberweg's History of Philosophy, Vol. I., p. 101.
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A second class seek for rest from intellectual toil. They are

disinclined to research, to laborious comparison of scripture with

scripture, to wearisome deduction of one truth from another. It

is so much easier to say, "God has revealed this or that truth to

me," either as an exposition of scripture or as a strictly new

'evelation. We speak now not as before of the intellectual ability

too-eason, but of the slothful aversion to ratiocination; of the

desire to grasp the wealth of knowledge without paying the

divilnely appointed price of labor.

third class long for rest from the struggle against sin.

They would by one coup de main of the will, one so-called act of

consecration, terminate the battle. They would by one eagle

wing-flap soar above the smoke, dust, and din of the Church

militant.

A fourth, and it is our last class, are the invalid corps of the

Church; the worn, the disappointed, the sick, the aged, the

recluses of constraint or of choice, ^he trumpet no longer sum-

mons them to battle. Pseans of victory do not, as once, burst

from their lips. Their daily monody is

"I long, oh! I long to be there I" "
' '

The gentle mystics come largely from this class. Let us be very

tender to them, even as the Shepherd of Israel bears them in

his arms.

From this pathology it will appear that objective mysticism is

an exaggeration, a want of balance, resulting psychologically

from a one-aidedness of original constitution or of development,

and admitting of a boundless variety of degree and modification

—

as a ship may go directly with the wind and thus keep its decks

level ; or may sail across the wind at various angles and careen

accordingly ; or may be struck at right angles to its length by a

sudden and violent squall throwing it on its beam-ends, and, if it

be ill ballasted, causing it to founder in mid ocean.

THREE CLASSES OF MYSTICS.

Dr. Shedd subdivides into these three classes: 1. Mystic

Scholastics. 2. Heretical Mystics. 8. Latitudinarian Mystics.

"The Mystic Scholastics were those who held the hereditary or-
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thodoxy of the Church, and sought to reach the meaning of the old

symbols and doctrines by a contemplative and practical method;

yet not to the entire exclusion of the speculative and scientific.

Such men were Bernard (f 1153), Hugh St. Victor (f 1141),

Richard St. Victor (f 1173), William of Champeaux (f 1113),

Bonaventura (f 1274)." EisL Chr. Doct., i., 79.

Christ announced himself as the Truth and the Life. We may

fail to render unto the Truth the things which belong unto the

Truth; or, on the other hand, to render unto the Life the things

that belong to the Life. . The former of these is the error of the

mystic; the latter, at least a prominent error of many of the

scholastics. A man might be both a scholastic and a mystic in

one sense of the terms, i. e., by rendering their dues to both the

Truth and the Life. But this was an unusual phenomenon.

Pronounced mysticism and pronounced scholasticism seem to us

to have been natural enemies.

MWman says (Book XIV,, Oh. S):

"It is an error to suppose mysticism as the perpetual antagonist of

scholasticism ; the mystics were often severe logicians : the scholastics

had all the passion of mystics. Nor were the scholastics always Aristo-

telians and nominalists, or the mystics realists and Platonists. The
logic was often that of Aristotle, the philosophy that of Plato."

Yet in the same connexion he tells us that
«

" From the hard and arid system of Peter the Lombard the profound

devotion of the Middle Ages took refuge in mysticism Hugo and

Richard de St. Victor (the Abbey of St. Victor at Paris) w^ere the great

mystics of this period. The mysticism of Hugo de St. Victor withdrew

the contemplator altogether from the outward to the inner world—from

God in the works of nature to God in his workingaion the soul of man.

This contemplation of God, the consummate perfection of man, is imme-

diate, not mediate. Through the angels and the celestial hierarchy of

the Areopagitc, it aspires to one God, not in his theophany, but in his

inmost essence. All ideas and forms of things are latent in the human
sou], as in God ; only they are manifested' to the soul by its own activity,

its meditative power Thus the silent, solemn cloister was as it

were constantly balancing the noisy and pugnacious school. The system

of the St. Victors is the contemplative philosophy of deep-thinking minds

in their profound seclusion, not of intellectual gladiators." (Latin Chris.,

Vol. VIIL, p. 240-1.)

If by a scholastic we mean merely a man who spent his life in
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reading and writing theology, it is manifest that a scholastic

might readily be a mystic. But if Ave mean by the term one who

discussed theology in a scientific way, using a logical method,

answering all objectors, thrusting and parrying, we cannot well

see how such a man could have been a St. Victor. St. Augus-

tine with his vast territory of intellect may have been a combina-

tion of the consummate logician and the profond mystic ; but St.

Augustines are rare phenomena. Jonatlian Edwards, in more

recent times, furnishes an instance of subtle ratiocination and

ecstatic fervor.

Taking the terms, then, in their very best sense, we deem the

scholastic mystics the highest style of theologians. Their path-

way lies along the lofty summit of a ridge from which there is

a too easy descent on eitlier side. Such men never give in to

the heresy that the pursuit of truth is better than its possession.

They are not guilty of the solecism of pursuing the pursuit of

truth. Truth and holiness; truth in order to holiness ; holiness by

means of the truth ; truth sought in order that it may be gained,

and when gained, may sanctify: this, in brief, is the purpose

and the method of a true theology. This would have preserved

the scholastics from their enormous waste of subtlety and logical

power on trivial questions. Supplemented by just views of the

right methods of acquiring knowledge, it would have spared the

Church the evils of mysticism.*

"^We have followed Dr. Shedd's classification, although it does not suit

our purposes as well as it did his. In giving; a history of Christian doc-

trine one would naturally make orthodoxy the standard, and differentiate

heresies and heterodoxies from it by the amount of their divergence from

the truth—as though they were so many variations of the needle from

the true meridian. Neither is it easy to make a more satisfixctory classi-

fication on any plan other than Dr. Shedd's. We suggest the following:

Our emotional and intellectual natures are so closely related, and the

impossibility of experiencing an emotion without a preceding intellection

is so uUer, that the myotics themselves have been unable to invert or

wholly ignore the mental process. Then we may select as the principle

of the division, the source of the intellection. When it is derived from

the Scripture by a claimed but imaginary illumination of the Holy Spirit,

the result may be a sense of measureless repose or of jubilant delight.

When the mystic deems himself the recipient of a new revelation, it is a
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THE HERETICAL MYSTICS.

It would have been better at once to call these the Pantheistic

mystics- Pantheism seems at first sight the most absurd of all

imaginable theories of the universe. It emerges, however, in

the speculations of the ancient Hindus and Greeks; it has largely

influenced the thinkers of Germany
;

practical, cummercial New
England has not escaped the malaria.' Dr. Emmons unwittingly

maintained it; and the Church has had to cry out i -

"Quo tantum mihi dexter abis?" ' " < -i. V/

even to the astute and most evangelical Jonathan Edwards. ^' ':

JOI^N ERIGENA SCOTUS (f 880). i .j; i^>^,::]-

This remarkable man was educated in one of the famous Irish

schools, and found a patron in Charles the Bald, King of France.

He read not only the Latin, but also the Greek Fathers, and

thus fell under the influence of the New-Platonists. The works

ofthepseudo Dionysius which had appeared first about A. D.

682 were sent by the Greek Emperor to the Emperor Louis the

Pious in A. D. 824. They were translated into Latin by the

Abbot Hilduin, and again at the instance of Charles the Bald

by Scotus. If such a thing be possible, Scotus was both a theist

and a pantheist. He prays devoutly to God and to Christ; yet

at other times utters pure pantheism. Speaking of God, he

says :
" Himself alone is truly per sg, and everything which is

truly said to be in those things which are, is himself alone. . . .

He is the end of all things, which seek him that they may rest

in him eternally and unchangeably." God, truly speaking (ac-

cording to Scotus), neither creates nor is created. The creature

case of enthusiasm, properly so called. When the mind evolves from its

own depths a consciousness of essential union with the Absolute of which

it is only a transient iiidividualisation ; when it derives nothing from the

Scriptures except some wretched perversions of the mystical and living

union of Christ with the Father and with the Church, the phenomenon is

Pantheism. Hence using a subordinate principle in subdividing the first

into two classes, we have, 1. The Mysticism of Quietism ; 2. That of

Ecstasy
; 3. Of Enthusiasm ; 4. Of Pantheism. More than one of these,

however, might be found in a single mystic. The Quietist might be an

Enthusiast, or even a Pantheist.
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subsists in God. In the creature God is created in a wonderful

and ineiFable manner. Tiie Invisible manifests himself as visible,

the Incomprehensible as comprehensible, the Infinite as finite.

With other pantheists, he denied the real objective existence of

sin. God was all in all, and even the semblance of evil should

finally be driven from the universe of creation which was the

manifestation form of God.

It is interesting, though not wonderful, that whenever and

wherever pantheism appears, the original principle is devel-

oped into the same forms. Even the phraseology and the poetical

similitudes are strikingly alike. Shedd justly remarks that pan-

theism may be reached by two routes, the cold dialectic, or "the

rejection of all logical methods, and the substitution of mere

feelings and intuitions for clear discriminations and conceptions."

(P. 80.) The speculative reason finds it hard to explain the

nexus of the Infinite with the finite, and the immanence of sec-

ond causes, while yet "all things consist" in God. This, apart

from any professed belief of the Scriptures. But there are pas-

sages in the inspired documents of our religion which can be and

have been wrested from their proper meaning, as for instance

Matt. X. 20: "It is not ye that speak, but the Spirit of your

Father which speaketh in you." This was twisted into a pan-

theistic sense by Scotus. So also of course the saying of Paul

:

"In Him we live, move, and have our being."

This loose kind of exposition was in all likelihood fostered by

Origen, with whose writings Scotus seems to have been acquainted.

Of the second route by which pantheism has been reached, we

shall have an example presently ; but with regard to this first

we may well echo the thought of Neander, that dialecticism and

mysticism form "a strange mixture."

MASTER ECKHART.

Eckhart was at one time a Professor in the Dominican Convent

of St. Jacques in Paris. This was about the end of the thirteenth

century ; for in 1304 he was appointed Provincial of the Domini-

can Order in Saxony. He was esteemed " the most learned man

of his day in the Aristotelian philosophy.*' In him we find^again
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inconsistencies such as must always arise when a man tries to be

a Christian in religion and a pantheist in philosophy. Eckhart

longed for peace. - ,: . ,

"Dost thou ask me what was the purpose of the Creator when he

made the creatures? I answer, Repose. Dost thou ask a<j;ain what

all creiuures seek in their spontaneous aspiration? I answer ac;ain, Re-

pose. Dost thou ask a third time what the soul seeks in all her mo-

tions? I answer, Repose That word I AM none truly speak but

God alone lie has the substance of all things in himself.

All things are in God, and all things are God Simple people

conceive that we are to see God as if he stood on that side and we on this.

It is not so: God and I are one in the act of my perceiving him."

These quotations sufficiently exhibit his views.

Prof. Schmidt savs: - '....•,; a .;.»

"Regarding Neo-Platonism as by no means incompatible with Chris-

tianity, his philosophical views resemble, in their general tendency, those

of Dionysius Areopagitica, combining with them the mystical elements

contained in the writings of St. Augustine With Plato himself he

is not unacquainted, but cites him several times, calling 'the Great Par-

son' [Der Grosse Pfaffe). Scotus Erigena, the translator of the Platon-

ising Dionysius, though not named in his writings, must be regarded as

furnishing the starting point for his theories. Of the other mystics of

the Middle Ages, he only names St. Bernard. But he has not rested

within the systems advanced by any of the philosophies he studied; he

made all the ideas that he may have derived from them his own, and

gave them a further development, so that his position is that of a

thoroughly original thinker."

Eckhart is interesting also on account of his influence upon

John Tauler, who belongs to Dr. Shedd's third class.

LATITUDINARIAN MYSTICS.

These, says Dr. Shedd, "agreed with the Mystic Scholastics

in holding the Church orthodoxy in honor, but from the neglect

of scientific investigation lost sight of some parts of the catholic

system. The piacular work of Christ, and the doctrine of jus-

tification in particular, were misconceived and sometimes over-

looked. The best representatives of this class are Von Colin

(t 1329), Tauler (f 1361), Suso (f 1365), Gerson (f 1429),

Thomas 4 Kempis (f 1471), and the author of the work which

goes under the title of 'Theologia Germanica.'
"

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—2.
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JOHN OF RUYSBROEK (t 1384). v.^

Ruysbroek's proper place is here, and not, where Dr. Shedd

puts him, among the pantheistical mystics. He was born in Bel-

gium, not far from Brussels, about 1293; was educated in part

in that city, and in due time was appointed vicar of the church

of St. Gudule. He zealously discharged the duties of a secular

priest up to his sixtieth year, and then retired into the Augus-

tinian Monastery of Groenendael, two miles from Brussels, in a

vast beech forest which extends to Waterloo. Ullman gives 1381

as the date of his death, instead of 1384, as above, from Shedd.

A life-long trait of Ruyshroek was a love for solitude and con-

templation. In his later days he would plunge into the depths

of the forest to meditate and to write on his waxen tablet. He
was visited by multitudes of people, among others by Gerhard

Groot and John Tauler ; but he retained his humility and mod-

esty to the last. Among his writings are the Commentaries on

the Tabernacle of the Covenant, The Mirror of Eternal Salva-

tion, and treatises On the Adornment of the Spiritual Nuptials,

On the Progress of Religious (i. e., monks). On the Seven De-

grees of Love, On the Four Temptations, On True Contempla-

tion. In the absurd legends of his time, he is said to have been

haunted by the devil in the form of a hideous monster; but also to

have been visited by Christ, who on one occasion, in the presence

of the Virgin Mary appearing as the Regina Coeli, and of all the

saints, said to him, Thou art my beloved son, in whom I am well

pleased. We take these stories of course to have been posthu-

mous. Ruysbroek believed in the Trinity of persons in the one

divine essence, and repeatedly taught that God never became

the creature and the creature never became God. He held to

the true objective reality of sin, and the obligation of the law

even over the most advanced earthly saints.

He lays down three great steps toward unity with God, viz.,

the active, the inward, and the contemplative life. The active

life consists in abstinence, penitence, good morals, holy actions,

denying ourselves, and taking up the cross, even as Christ did

for us. The inward life is one of love, of dissatisfaction with our

attainments in spirituality, of longing, of aspiration. Nothing
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but God pleases us. "This oneness with a perpetual hunger and

intense desire, consumes the object of its love, and constantly

gives birth to a new fervor, in which the spirit offers her highest

sacrifice." (Quoted by Ullman from Engelhardt's Monograph.)

The contemplative life consists in going out of ourselves and be-

coming one spirit with God. He abides in us and we in him.

Our contemplation of him is not unreasonable, but it transcends

reason in its mode, and also in its object, which is the absolute.

There is a lower stage of this, wherein God flashes like lightning

into the heart that has been opened to him, and floods it with an

ineffable joy. But in the highest stage there is no mental action,

only a pure rest in God, the soul no longer conscious of its own

existence, forgetting itself, forgetting all things in the calm repose

of celestial love.

Some of Ruysbroek's expressions bordered so nearly on pan-

theism that even Gerson, himself a mystic, directly charged him

with that heresy. His theory of the spirit of man's existing

eternally in God, being an image of God, as the image of a natural

object is reflected from a mirror, approaches closely to pantheism,

particularly because he uses the same figure to express the Son's

relation to the Father in the Godhead. "The spirit becomes the

very truth which it apprehends : God is apprehended by God.

We become one with the same light with which we see, and which

is both the medium and the object of our vision."

No theist ought to use such phrases, for their most natural

interpretation is pantheistic. But Ruysbroek avows over and

again that God and the creature never can become the same.

No fitter place may occur for the remark that the rhapsodies

of many mystics often fail to cohere with their everyday, sober

declarations. They revel in ambigious, overwrought, easily mis-

understood, and self-contradictory expressions. John of Schoen-

hoefen, an admirer of Ruysbroek, and a canon of Groenendael, it

seems defended the great mystic so successfully that Gerson sub-

stantially withdrew his accusation.

We must not omit to state that for all his mysticism, Ruys-

broek was an energetic reformer of morals, and chastised the

sloth, the dancing, the gluttony, and the debauchery of convent
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and nunnery with an unsparing hand. He does not exempt pre-

lates and Popes if they are worldly-minded and covetous. A
pure, good, humble, and holy man, this priest and monk of the

Netherlands. •

GERHARD GROOT (1340-84).

Among those who personally knew, admired, loved, and were

profoundly affected by Ruysbroek, was Gerhard Groot. Born in

1340 in Deventer, educated there first, and afterwards at the

University of Paris, and again at Cologne, where he became a

Professor; next receiving high preferments at home, rich, tal-

ented, fashionable, he stands one day lookjng at some public

game. An unnamed person regards him with interest and says

to him, "Why do you stand here intent on vanities? You must

become another man!"

Moreover, an old friend of the former years at Paris, Henry

Aeger, now prior of a Carthusian monastery, subsequently ad-

monishes him of the vanity of earthly things, of death, of eternity,

of the chief good. From that hour Groot is a transformed man.

One trait of the mystics is a peculiar impressibility, as we shall

note again. They have all the ordinary traits of mankind, but

some almost obliterated, others exaggerated greatly.

Gerhard fears to take orders as a priest, but he becomes an

eloquent preacher, being first licensed by the Bishop of Utrecht,

as the day of Lay Evangelism had hardly dawned then. His

ease, his copiousness, his eloquence, above all, his heartfelt love

for souls, made him a power wherever he preached.

Owing, it is said, to his attacks on the vices of the clergy,

complaint was lodged against him with the bishop, who withdrew

the license he had given him to preach in his diocese. Gerhard

then became a teacher in his native city of Deventer. He em-

ployed clerks to copy the Scriptures and the ancient fathers.

One of his intimate friends, Florentius, then vicar at Deventer,

said to him, on a day, " Dear Master, what harm would it do

were I and these clerks who are here copying, to put our weekly

earnings into a common fund and live together?"

"Live together?—the mendicant monks would never permit

it; they would do their worst to prevent us."
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''But what," said Florentius. "is to prevent our making the

trial? Perhaps God would give us success."

'^Wetll, then," said Gerhard, "in God's name commence. I

will be your advocate and faithfully defend you against all who

rise up against you."

Thus arose the society of the Brethren of the Common Lot.

It spread far and wide and became a powerful instrument for

good. The Brethren were not monks, took no monastic vow,

could quit the Brotherhood if they desired, did not segregate

themselves from the world, except that they lived in Brother

Houses; yet they maintained a community of goods, lived accord-

ing to rule, and "for God's sake" yielded an unconditional obe-

dience to their superiors.

Gerhard having some knowledge of medicine, hastened to the

help of a friend who had been struck with the plague. He con-

tracted the disease himself, and died in Deventer August 20,

1384, aged forty-four. He was cheerful, affable, modest, prudent,

and sagacious; had a vein of humor; dressed in grey, with great

plainness; was an exceeding lover of books; and left behind him

a few old articles of furniture, his library, a fur mantle, and a

haircloth shirt; "an example to the devout," says good Thomas k

Kempis, who wrote his life, "and a holy memorial to posterity."

His " Rules of Life" and " Moral Sayings" are mildly flavored

with mysticism. He exhorts to turn away the heart even with

violence from the creatures, that we may conquer ourselves and

point our minds continually to God; to be humble, chiejfly within,

in the heart; never to show yourself off as very pious or very

learned; and never to study, write, journey, or labor to extend

your fame, to obtain promotion or gratitude, or to leave a memo-

rial behind you among men. His spiritual kinship to k Kempis

is thus very apparent. He evidently was a link between k Kem-
pis and Ruysbroek.

JOHN TAULER (1290-1361).

Another man who was somewhat influenced by Ruysbroek was

the celebrated John Tauler ; born at Strasburg, of independent

worldly estate, becoming a Dominican monk probably in the year
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1308, a student of theology in the Dominican College of St.

Jacques in Paris, and a famous preacher in Strasburg. In the

troublous times resulting from the conflicts between the Pope and

the Emperor, Tauler did the work of an evangelist at Cologne,

Basle, and the regions along the Rhine.

He was an earnest, useful preacher of the gospel in Strasburg

in the prime of his powers, when ho attracted the attention of a

layman who was destined to affect him profoundly. We have

the singular advantage here of an autobiographical account of the

matter, which was confided in manuscript by Tauler himself to the

layman. The existence of this manuscript has been known to a

few learned persons for some time, but it has been brought into

publicity quite lately by Prof. Schmidt. A large folio volume

also has been discovered in the archives of Strasburg. It for-

merly belonged to the Convent of the Knights of St. John, and

its existence was a secret intrusted to only a few, as it contained

some private papers. Among other things it contains a manu-

script called The Book of the Five Men, which gives an account

of the layman and his four friends; so that, as the translator of

Tauler's Life, etc., remarks, we know more of these worthies now,

after the lapse of five hundred years, than was known to their

contemporaries. Ullman quotes from the autobiographical sketch,

but it is extremely gratifying to have the sketch itself in our own

hs^nds. Isaac Taylor says that more Church History is to be

learned from a single original tractate than by a far larger amount

at second hand. The quaint style, the illuminated initials, the

antique head and tail pieces, and the marginal notes, transport

.us into the past.

''In the year of our Lord 1340 it came to pass," so the account

begins, "that a master in Holy Scripture preached ofttimes in a

certain city." A layman was warned three times in his sleep to

go and hear him. He went and heard him five times; sought

him personally; made confession to him and received the Lord's

Body from him. He next, that is twelve weeks after his arrival

in Strasburg, said to the Master: "I beg you for God's sake to

preach us a sermon, showing us how a man may attain to the

highest and utmost point it is given to us to reach in this present
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time." Tauler complied with the request, and took for a text

John i. 47: "Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile."

The sermon, as given by Tauler, is short, but is divided into

no less than twenty-four heads or articles, as he denominates

them. It inculcates submission to God's will, a single eye to

God's glory, humility, and the imitation of Christ. The layman

heard it, returned to his lodgings, and from memory wrote out

the whole discourse with surprising exactitude. He told Tauler

that it was a "good lesson," but moreover charged him with not

living up to his own preaching. "Your vessel is unclean and

much lees are cleaving to it. . . . You are indeed able to under-

stand the letter, but have not yet tasted the sweetness of the

Holy Ghost; and withal you are yet a Pharisee."

Tauler replied that he had never before been spoken to in this

way. "The man said. Where is your preaching now? . . . You

are in truth guilty of all that I have said. ..." He went on,

however, to explain that he did not mean by "Pharisee" a hypo-

crite, but one who loved and sought himself in all things, and not

the glory of God. He then, at Tauler's request, gave a short

history of God's dealings with him. "The first thing that helped

me was, that God found in me a sincere and utterly self-surren-

dering humility." He practised austerities until he was brought

to death's door. He sank into a sleep, and seemed to hear a

voice upbraiding him for following his own or "the devil's coun-

sel. When I heard speak of the devil, I awoke in a great fright,

rose, up, and walked out into a wood nigh to the town." He con-

sulted a well known old hermit, who advised him to give up his

austere practices and yield himself entirely to God. One morn-

ing at 3 o'clock he was saying his matins, when "an ardent

longing came over me, so that I said, eternal and merciful

God, that it were thy will to give me to discover something that

should be above all our sensual reason." He was sorely affrighted

at the thought of having offered such a petition when so unworthy.

He confessed his sinfulness, and then punished his body for his

sin. "With that I threw off my garments and scourged myself

till the blood ran down my shoulders And in that same

'

hour I was deprived of all my natural reason ; but the time seemed

y. -4;

A-
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all too short to me. And when I was left to myself again, I saw

a supernatural mighty wonder and sign, insomuch that I could

have cried with St. Peter, 'Lord, it is good for me to be here.'

Now know, clear sir, that in that self-same short hour I received

more truth and more illumination in my understanding than all

the teachers could ever teach me, from now till the Judgment

Day by word of mouth, and with all their natural learning and

science."

Time would fail to recount the whole history. Suffice it to say

that the layman took the learned and eloquent Dr. Tauler under

his instruction ; urged him to follow Christ's example, to spend

much time in mcditatipn and Contemplation, and to abstain for

some time from preaching. Tauler suffered greatly for t'wo years

and fell into poverty; lay sick in his cell and meditated on our

Lord's sufferings; heard a wondrous voice and was straightway

healed in body and mind; sent for the layman, who rejoiced

much that the master had been enlightened of the Holy Ghost,

and counselled him to preach again. He agreed to do so, and on

the appointed day a large audience assembled to hear him; but

when he attempted to speak from the pulpit, ''his eyes overflowed

with tears of tenderness, and this lasted so long that the people

grew angry. At last a man spoke out of the crowd, 'Sir, how

long are we to stand hcJre? It is getting late: if you do not

naean to preach, let us go home.' " In the end he found himself

so overcome with weeping that he was compelled to dismiss the

congregation. "This tale was spread abroad and resounded

through the whole city, so that he became a public laughing

stock, despised by all ; and the people said, 'Now we all see

that he is a downright fool.'"

But he did preach again, and his words produced an impression

not unlike what was witnessed in our own land in the Revival of

1800. A man hearing him speak of the joy the Bride (the Church)

has with the Bridegroom (Christ), cried out with a loud voice, "It

is true!" and fell down as if he were dead. It is certain that from

this time onward he preached with new unction, and with the

greatest acceptance.

Tauler was evidently a man of very tender feelings, and quite
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impressible from without. He was fond of spiritualising upon

a text, which is always attended with more or less danger. As

we are not making history, but writing it, we have given a picture

of the times as they were. There was much in these men that

the Church of the present day would look very askance upon,

and justly so. Yet Tauler truly loved, devoutly worshipped, and

most faithfully and courageously served the divine Redeemer.

With a leaning towards mysticism, and with the idea of

following Christ in his poverty and humiliation as well as his

holiness, he yet was violently hostile to the pantheism of the

Beghards of his time. Witness an extract from one of his ser-

mons: "From these two errors proceedeth the third, which is

the worst of all ; the persons who are entangled therein call thera-

$elves beholders of God, and they may.be known through the

carnal peace which they have through their emptiness. They

think that they are free from sin, and are united to God without

any means whatsoever, and that they have got above all subjec-

tion to the Church, and above the commandments of God, and

above all works of virtue." He proceeds to speak of their desire

to be free, and obedient to none, neither the Pope, nor the bishop,

nor the pastor. The fourth error he characterises as that of those

who think themselves "empty of all works, and tools of God, by

whom God works whatsoever he will, and they merely suffer hira

without working themselves Inwardly they are passive,

and live without care for anything In this they are false

that they hold everything whereunto they are inwardly impelled,

whether good or bad, to proceed from the Holy Spirit." These

notions of the pantheistical Beghards may be compared with

some things heard at the present time.

While Tauler was a monk, he did not carry his monachism to

as great an extreme as some. In his sermons we find much of

self-renunciation, even the Hopkinsian sentiment of being

willing to be damned for the glory of God, as in the remark with

which he ends his story of the young maiden who "resigned her-

self humbly to the will of God, content to bear an eternity of

pain in hell, if God in his righteousness saw fit to condemn her

thereunto." (Sermon for the second Sunday in Lent, p. 314.)

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—3.
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But there appears little of the swallowing up of the soul in an

ecstasy of immediate communion with the Infinite Spirit. In his

sermon for the fourth Sunday after Trinity this passage occurs:

" It flows back into its source without channel or means, and loses

itself altogether; will, knowledge, love, perception, are all swal-

lowed up and lost in God, and become one with him." This,

however, should be taken in connexion with what follows, where

he says that the gush and outflowing of this love gives a

man a yearning desire for the salvation of sinners. Tauler's

favorite authors would seem, from his quotations to have been

Augustine and Bernard; and on the whole he was—if a mystic

at all—one of the mildest and hQ^X,.^,,:-/^;^^^!-! :^,. )'../. 'ir^-'^-^'-X^-. rr-

In the year 1361, after a painful illness of twenty weeks, in which

he was cared for by his aged sister, who was a nun, he felt that death

was approaching, and sent for the Layman, who lived a consider-

able distance away. The Layman was glad to find him still alive,

and said, "Dear Master, how fares it with thee ?" Then said the

Master, "Dear son, I believe the time is near when God is minded

to take me from this world; therefore, dear son, it is a great

comfort to me that thou shouldst be here at my departure." He
then gave him some papers on which he had preserved the account

of their interviews twenty years before, and asked him to make a

little book of them, but by all means conceal both their names,

substituting the Master and the Man. For eleven days longer

Tauler lived, and had much discourse with the Layman; then, on

the 16th of June, 1361, he yielded up hi? spirit to God.

THE LAYMAN.

After great research. Prof. Schmidt has succeeded in identify-

ing the Layman with Nicholas of Basle, a man of considerable

wealth, fair education, and good abilities, but not very notable

save for an intense consecration to Christ. He became the head

of a society of Gottesfreunde or Friends of God, which was not

a sect, but an association of devout men in the fourteenth cen-

tury. Did space permit we would give some details of his life.

It is enough to say that in extreme old age he received the crown

of martyrdom at the hands of the Inquisition in the diocese of
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Poictiers. Johann Niederus writes that he publicly avowed to

the inquisitors that Christ was in him actually (actu) and he in

Christ. This would appear to have been taken in a pantheistic

sense by his stupid judges. Nieder winds up the recital by say-

ing, "secularium potestati juste traditus est, qui eum incinera-

iv ^^r^ *i->-afw* »-3,

1 :>'il':n

runt," i. e., burnt him to ashes! .
-

THOMAS A KEMPIS (1380-1471).

It is remarkable that so much obscurity has rested upon the

authorship of '*The Imitation of Christ." Dr. Ullman and his

English translator, Rev. Robert Menzies, have thrown all needful

light upon both authorship and author.

Thomas Hammerken (in Latin Malleolus^ a diminutive of Ham-

mer), was a native of Kempen or Kampen, a small town not far

from Cologne, and in the valley of the Rhine. His father was

a mechanic, and a good workman , his mother of humble family,

but very pious. As the Brethren of the Common Lot established

schools everywhere and aided the indigent, Thomas was sent at

the age of thirteen to the famous academy at Deventer. He was

filled with admiration at the sight of the piety of the Brethren,

and in due time entered the order. His time was occupied in

devotion, in reading, and in copying the Scriptures. The super-

intendent of a monastery at Windesheim in connexion with the

Society of the Common Lot, was Florentius, a very kindly, ven-

erable man, whose influence on Thomas was great and happy.

Thomas afterwards wrote a grateful, loving Life of Florentius.

This excellent man advised him to enter the order of the Canons

of St. Augustine, instituted by Gerhard Groot. They had lately

erected two colleges, and to one of these, the Convent of St.

Agnes, near the town of Zwolle, young Thomas went. Here he

passed his long life, industriously copying the Bible, and some of

St. Bernard's works, and writing various devotional books, of

which his "Imitation of Christ" is considered the best. He was

for a while steward, but the duties were found to take too much

time from his hours of meditation and authorship, and he resumed

his former position of sub-prior. Thomas was one of those who

long for tranquillity; he avoided great and honorable men ; he
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loved solitude and meditation; he usually wore a placid exterior,

but would warm into eloquence in speaking of heavenly things.

It is to be regretted that he used the scourge upon himself while

singing the hymn Stetit Jesus. In person he was rather small, but

shapely, and had eyes of piercing brightness, that never needed

the aid of spectacles. His pen was not idle; he wrote large

biographies of Gerhard and Florentius, and smaller ones of sev-

eral less noted Brethren of the Common Lot; Sermons to Novices

and Discources to Conventual Brethren ; the Soliloquy of the

Soul, the Garden of Roses, the Valley of Lilies, or a tract on the

Three Tabernacles, and some minor pieces, part of which are

poetical. !^ r .^.iM\:\-Hii. 'i.>. '.»'»>l"'f M,*Ki3*.' ifj-).'

After a laborious life, passed largely in his cell, he died at the

age of ninety-one. His bones were exhumed in 1672 and re-

interred in Zwolle.

Thomas k Kempis is usually classed among the mystics. Most

of his works are inaccessible to the American student, but so far

as we can judge from his Imitation of Christ, and from LHlman's

copious citations from his other writings, he was far more of an

ascetic than a mystic. While he did not, like Florentius and

Gerhard, injure himself by fastings and vigils, or indeed by his

weekly scourgings, yet he always advocates the strictest obedience

to conventual superiors, the most total self-abnegation, and the

uttermost humility. Give up the world Avas his maxim; for

truth, freedom, peace, and blessedness are to be sought in God

alone. He only can quiet the longing of the heart, and give it

perfect tranquillity. Quicquid Deus non est^ nihil est. What-

ever is not God is nothing. That man will long remain little

and grovelling himself who esteems anything great save the one

infinite and eternal good. His whole rule was condensed into the

aphorism, "Part with all, and thou wilt find all." Forsake thy-

self, and thou shalt find God. Die to thyself, and thou shalt live

to God. Whosoever loves himself will never find God.

All this is monachism, though in its longing for peace and

tranquillity it touches upon mysticism. A monk could well be a

mystic too, and was certainly in danger of becoming one, if he

were not so when he entered the cloister. i
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Bodily penances have a double outlook: they maybe intended

as the punishment of sin, in order to justification; or as the sub-

jugation of the flesh, in order to sanctification. In the latter of

these, as we conceive, they partake of a mystical character. The

mystic seeks for holiness in an unscriptural manner. Thomas

seems not to have laid special weight on these personal chastise-

ments as means of grace. For instance, he says that Florentius

too rigorously chastised himself with fasting and vigils. But

according to the Gnostic dualism, which entered so largely into

mysticism, the greater the chastisement the higher the attained de-

gree of holiness. Otherwise, he insists on resisting sensuality, and

therefore guarding all the avenues of temptation. An excess of

this is ascetic rather than mystic.

Again, his directions to the monks favor our view. He pre-

scribes solitude, silence, fasting, prayer, copying the Scriptures

and other good books, submission to the superior, self-examina-

tion, recollection of God, eternity, heaven and hell, and unre-

mitted bodily or mental occupation from the earliest to the latest

hour ot the day. In addition, attendance on public worship, a

zealous observance of sacred rites and seasons, the faithful adora-

tion of Mary and the saints, and a frequent partaking of the Holy

Supper. " Rise early, watch, pray, labor, read, write, be silent,

sigh, and bravely endure all adversity." In his "Vita boni

Monachi," which is in rhyme, these lines occur

—

*' Sustine vim patiens.

Tace, ut sis sapiens.

Mores rege, aures tege.

Saepe era, saepe lege.

Omni die, omni hora,

Te resigna sine mora."

In all which there is hardly an allusion to any rapt intuition

of Deity. In fiict, he dissuades from metaphysical and transcen-

dental inquiries into the nature of God, but advises to know God
as he is in us.

If prolonged contemplation on the divine word and works be

mysticism, then all the higher attainments in religion should be

called mystical. The piety of the present day needs just this

contemplative cast. Not less action, but more meditation;
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spiritual moantain-tops of prayer amid the calm of nightly seclu-

sion. We need to be more with God, that from this holy com-

munion we may go forth to faith's battles and victories.
•'

We must not omit one feature in Thomas : he did not expect

to become holy by any one act, or in a single hour. "Not by a

sudden conversion," says he of the Apostles, "nor in one day

only, did they rise to so great perfection." "Little by little a

man advances, and that by daily exercises." The conflict is a life

long one. "A man should extirpate a vice every year."

Quamdiu in hoe mundo sum^ mundus non sum. So that he

cannot be claimed very strongly by the mystics of our day.

' Yet after all, there is a tinge of mysticism in Thomas, as when

he speaks of our being at length wholly dissolved and swallowed

up in the divine love, and of God's being one and all. His atten-

tion is withdrawn too much from Christ's work for us, and our

appropriation thereof by faith; to the Spirit's work in us, and to

our responsive love to God. Sanctification rather than justifica-

tion; love rather than faith. This is a mystical leaning, and

we shall find Madame Guyon following closely in his footsteps.

. U*" •:i'. ,',:-'vy i^=,^!:|r':? |/-^,;^^SJ .-tj.T-v'V h."!/:

HENRY SUSO (f 1365).

This poetical mystic was a Swabian by birth, and of the family

of the Bergers or de Berg. He took his mother's name of Suess

or Seuss, Latinised into Suso. From his mother he derived an

ardor in religious matters; from his father a chivalrous turn.

He entered the Dominican Convent at Constance as a pupil at

the age of thirteen. In his eighteenth year he was strongly

drawn to a spiritual life. Eternal wisdom appeared to his impas-

sioned mind as a beautiful female. "She flioated high above him

in the vaulted choir, she shone like the morning star, and seemed

as the sun sporting in the dawn. Her crown was eternity, her

robe was bliss She accosted him affectionately, and gently

said, Give me thy heart, my child! He knelt at her feet and

thanked her from his inmost heart, and in deep humility. Such

was his vision, and none greater could he have received."

Suso went to the University of Cologne,, studied the scholastic

theology and philosophy, and became specially acquainted with
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Aristotle. He also fell under the influence of Eckhart, and from

some rapt expressions would appear to have adopted his pan-

theistic views. For instance: "Thus man is exalted to spiritual

perfection, is made free by the son and is the son. Above time

and space, and in close and loving vision, he has vanished into

God." Again he makes God say, "I will embrace them so

closely and lovingly that they and I, I and they, and all of us to-

gether, shall continue a single unit forever and ever." Once

more: "The dying of the spirit consists in this, that in its transi-

tion into the Godhead, it perceives no distinction in the proper

essence." No one who is not a pantheist should express himself

in this way. It will have, we suppose, to be charged to mystico-

poetic license. Elsewhere he- avows distinctly that in all this

there is no transmutation of the human into the divine ; everything

continues to be what it is in its natural being; the spirit is a real

existence created out of nothing. -^ i.ij-v'i .;

Suso was an exceedingly attractive man, very sympathetic,

very kind to the afflicted, who regularly sought his counsel; a

truly g^)od man and an eloquent preacher. From his eighteenth

to his fortieth year he was extremely rigorous in his penances;

so much so indeed that he was forced to desist or die. Ullman

claims him as a Reformer before the Reformation, partly because

he " instituted fellowships among godly people, which inevitably

led to their disconnecting themselves from the Church and the

control which she exercised in all spiritual affairs"—-the italics

are our own—partly because he resolutely attacked the sins of

the clergy and the laity.

MADAME GUYON (1648-1717).

This remarkable woman, whose life no one can read without

being aroused to the desire of greater holiness, was born at Mon-

targis in France, about fifty miles south of Paris. Her maiden

name was Jeanne Marie Bouvier de la Mothe. She was tal-

ented, beautiful, charming in conversation, an heiress, and mar-

ried early in life to M. Jacques Guyon, a gentleman of rank and

great wealth. She was educated as well as women of her rank

usually were, chiefly in a convent of the Benedictines, but

i
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for some months also in a Dominican convent. Her favorite

religious authors seem to have been A Kempis, Molinos, and

Francis de Sales. The influence of A Kempis is very marked,

although she did not adopt the ascetic rigor at all, and, in fact,

considered outward penances comparatively unimportant. Of

Francis de Sales it will be sufficient to state that he was a Bishop

of Geneva, and died in 1622, He strongly urged the renuncia-

tion of human will.

At the age of twenty-two she was seized with small-pox, which

disfigured her for life—the more so, as from a false notion of

duty she refused to employ the means offered to diminish the

marks of the disease. At twenty-eight she was left a widow, and

after settling her husband's estate, and placing her children at

school, she began, in 1681, her travels and more extended spiritual

labors in France, Switzerland, and Italy. She at length returned

to Paris, fell under the displeasure of Bossuet, but seems to have

affected powerfully the religious opinions and career of Fenelon.

She was imprisoned twice by order of Louis XIV., the last time in

the Bastile and for four years. In 1703 she was banished to

Blois, a city on the Loire, one hundred miles southwest from

Paris, where she died in great peace in June, 1717.

Madame Guyon's mind was of a susceptible and imaginative

type; not of the exact and the systematic. The salient features

of her system were the annihilation of self, the losing of our will

in that of God, uncomplaining resignation, absorbing love to God,

and Christian perfection.

As to her impressibility—she consulted at her father's house a

devout Franciscan monk, who after remaining silent for some

time in inward prayer and meditation, said, *'Your efforts have

been unsuccessful, madame, because you have sought without

what you can only find within. Accustom yourself to seek God

in your heart, and you will not fail to find him." She says these

words were to her like the stroke of a dart, which pierced her

heart asunder. "I felt at this instant deeply wounded with the

love of God—a wound so delightful that I desired it never might

be healed." . > ^

She often speaks of her soul being "absorbed in God," but
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never seems to have thought of pantheism. So to lose our will

in God's as to be wholly passive in his hands, and to move only

as we are moved upon by him, was a favorite thought with her.

If it verged upon a denial of second causes and contained a germ

of pantheism, she does not appear to have been aware of it. She

advocated a high communion with God in which both intellect

and desire were in abeyance. This she denominated the "Prayer

of Silence," in which the soul no longer desired aught, because

it possessed all things in God. We imagine that perception or

intuition was allowed to remain in action, that is, in a calm ap-

propriation of God, but that the ratiocinative faculty was to be

wholly inert.

In the office of love in religious experience, she closely fol-

lows A Kempis. In her external activity, she is like Tauler,

combining her spiritual elevations with honest toil in the vine-

yard. We need not therefore speak particularly of these points,

but will confine our attention to her views of Christian Perfec-

tion, the more so as they are making a stir in our own day.

But to give these views from her own writings would be a difficult

task. Prof. Upham says (Vol. II., p. 371-2): "It is often

necessary to compare one passage with another, and sometimes

to modify the expressions in order to reach the true meaning."

Fortunately we have the subject of the inner life, or as it would

be styled to-day, the Higher Life, treated by Fenelon, the Arch-

bishop of Cambray, but most widely known in America as the

author of Telemaque. Fenelon become acquainted with Madame
Guyon's character and writings during his mission in Poitou,

1685-8. He then met her for the first time at the country resi-

dence of the Duchess of Charost, not far from Versailles. They

had several conversations with each other and exchanged a

number of letters. Under date of August 11, 1689, he draws

out in a number of particulars the way to the inward life. The

first step after conversion is to bring our natural appetites and

propensities under subjection. The second, to cease to rest on

the pleasures of inward sensibility. The struggle here is more

severe and prolonged than in the first step. Third, an entire

crucifixion to any reliance upon our own virtues ; to become dead

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—4.
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not to the practice of the virtues, hut to a secret satisfaction in them,

as if they were self-originated. Fourth, a death to our aversions,

a kissing of the divine hand that smites us. Fifth, the New Life,

not merely the beginning of a new life, but a new life in the higher

sense of the terras. God smites all that joy and prosperity which

the creature has in anything out of himself, that the soul may be

brought into perfect union and communion with God. The soul

has this new life by ceasing from its own action, that is to say,

from all action except that which is in coiiperation with God, and

letting God live and act in it. Sixth, this life becomes a truly

transformed life. The soul now acts or suffers, acts or is inactive,

just as God would have it to be. It does this without the trouble

of first overcoming contrary dispositions. All selfishness and all

tendency thereto is taken away. But this transformed soul does

not cease to advance in holiness ; its life is love, all love, but the

capacity of its love continually increases.

In this statement we have given almost verbatim Fenelon's

understanding of Mme. Guyon's views. He adopted them with

a few unimportant explanations. Upham says that at this time

Fenelon had not much acquaintance with A Kempis, Tauler,

Ruysbroek, and other mystical writers, but learned these les-

sons in the inward life from Mme. Guyon. Possibly so.

Meanwhile Bossuet, the Bishop of Meaux, spent some eight

months in carefully reading up the whole subject, and finally

produced his very able work, "Instructions sur les Etats d'Orai-

son" (Instructions on the States of Prayer). He regarded Mme.

Guyon's views as heretical on two points mainly, the needless-

ness of the austerities and mortifications of the Church, and the

possibility or even actuality of attaining on earth to a life with-

out sin. Having prepared his MS. thus laboriously, Bossuet

submitted it to a number of distinguished men for their approba-

tion; among others to Fenelon, who declined to approve and was

dragged into the controversy. "The Maxims of the Saints"

published by Fenelon in January, 1697, professed to be drawn

from previous devout minds of the Church. The synopsis of this

work, given in the second volume of Prof. Upham's "Mme. Guy-

on and Fenelon" (pp. 209-253), contains probably as guarded
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and strong a defence of Perfectionism as can be found in any

language. It defines three stages of love to Clod. 1st. The

mercenary or selfish, originating in an exclusive and sole regard

to our own happiness. This is described in the language of St.

Francis de Sales as "sacrilegious and impious." 2d. Mixed

love, involving a regard to our own happiness, and also a regard

to God's glory as its chief element. It is loving God as he ought

to be loved, and ourselves no more than we ought. 3d. Pure

love. In this our own happiness becomes so small and so re-

cedes from our view as to be practically annihilated. Our own

happiness and all that regards ourselves is entirely lost sight of

in a simple and fixed look to God's will and God's glory.

We are to advance to this high state step by step. Love is

not the only virtue, but it is the fountain of all others, as tem-

perance, chastity, truth, justice. The perfect in love desire their

own salvation chiefly because it is God's pleasure that they shall

be saved, and because he is glorified thereby. If it should be

his pleasure to separate them forever from the enjoyments of his

presence, their language is, ''Not ray will, but thine be done."

Fenelon accepts the Arininian view of universal grace. "To
every one under the new dispensation, the covenant founded in

the blood of the Cross, God gives grace."

We love ourselves and our neighbor in and for God. Self-

love is innocent when kept in due bounds. When it goes beyond

these bounds it becomes selfishness, which was the sin of the first

angel. The perfect in love, forgetting the nothingness of the

creature in the infinitude of the Creator, love God for his own

^lory alone.

In the prayer of silence we have God. What else can we

have? What else can we ask for? In this state the soul is so

occupied with God as to be hardly conscious of its own existence.

It does not stop to think and reason; it looks and loves. In the

contemplative state we find ourselves incapable of profitably era-

ploying our rainds in meditative and discursive acts. All our

time cannot be spent in this contemplative state, but much may

and ought to be. Having God, the soul has everything and rests

there. Dionysius the Areopagite is quoted in favor of the view
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that in the exalted state of contemplation, the holy soul is occu-

pied with the pure or spiritual Divinity; with God, and not with

any sensible image or conception of him. Fenelon adds that the

soul is not satisfied with the attributes of God, but seeks and

unites itself with the God of the attributes. Persons arrived at

the state of divine union are made one with Christ in God; they

no longer seem to put forth distinct inward acts, but their state

appears to be characterised by a deep and divine repose. Hence

St. Francis of Assisi and others have said that souls in this

state are no longer able to perform distinct acts. The highest

state is not characterised by excitements, raptures, ecstasies,

hut by peace. Holy souls are allowed a familiarity with God,

not deficient, however, in reverence, like that of a child with a

parent, like that of a bride with a bridegroom.

The perfect in love do not sin deliberately and knowingly, but

can still say, "Forgive us our trespasses;" for their former state

of sin can never be forgotten. . . . There are sins, properly

80 called, and there are mere venal transgressions which are

termed faults (such as imperfections of manner, errors of judg-

ment, an unintentional wrong word, and the like). . . When

devout writers speak of an essential and substantial union with

God, they mean not a literal union of essence or substance, but

only a firm, established union.

This a very brief rSsumS of the Maxims of the Saints. It will

be observed that the precise nature of the impeccability sought

is not very fully defined. A few extracts from other parts of the

Memoir will make it plainer.

The new creature may love God without selfishness and with

entire purity, yea. with all the heart. The voice has gone forth :

Put away all sin; Be like Christ; Be ye holy. Beginners in

the Christian life, Mme. Guyon conceived it to be her mission to

lead into what might perhaps be called a perfect conversion.

"My soul, as it seems to me, is united to God in such a manner,

that my own will is entirely lost in the divine will.. . . The

creature is nothing (I speak now of myself j; God is all." "So

easy, so natural, so prompt, are the decisions of the sanctified

soul on all moral and religious subjects, that it seems to reach its
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conclusions intuitively. And if such a person is asked for the

reason of the opinion which he gives, it is not always easy for

him to analyse his mental operations and to give it. At the same

time, he retains great confidence in the opinion itself, as being

the true voice of God in the soul, although it may not be an au-

dible one." The love of the sanctified one may become stronger,

but not purer ; its increased exercise will be the result exclu-

sively of its increased capacity ; it will not render him more ac-

ceptable to God, who requires from us according to what we have,

and not according to what we have not. . . . My state

has become simple and without any variations. It is a profound

annihilation. I find nothing in myself to which I can give a

name." The holy are free from the mixed life of faith and doubt,

of love and aversion. Is it our destiny to be always sinning and

always repenting? Is there really no hope of deliverance from

transgression till we find it in the grave? No; amid all the

temptations of this world we may live wholly to God, and in some

true sense an entire surrender, not excluding, however, a con-

stant sense of demerit and of dependence upon God, and the con-

stant need of the application of Christ's blood, is in reality not

less practicable than it is obligatory. We are to receive Christ

as a Saviour, moment by moment, from sin. Here on earth, at

least, we must rest, so far as rest is given us, with our armor on.

From the above it will be seen that perfect sanctification was,

and again was not, claimed by the older advocates of the Higher

Life. If we have been able to frame un intelligible statement

from their inconsistent ones, it would be that the principle of sin

was not wholly eradicated from their natures, but its manifesta-

tion, or natural fruit, was kept down so far that they did not

knowingly or willingly commit actual transgressions.

Let us see now how this state of holiness is to be reached. Not

exactly at a leap ; not by springing across a line that separates

two states. Yet the trouble with most Christians is that while

they desire^ they do not will to be holy; the will is wanting,

therefore the man is wanting. They are not willing to die the

second deaths so as to be truly sanctified. They do not make an

act of consecration, and thus place themselves so that God can

if":

\V'>\
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consistently and effectually operate upon them by his Holy

Spirit, and complete the great work. Fenelon urges the thought

that no one should lightly conceive himself to have attained the

"fixed" or "transformed" estate. "Strive after it; but do not

too readily or easily believe that you have attained to it."

There is at least a touch of sobriety in this, as compared with

the recent extravaganza of seizing upon the Higher Life by one

vigorous clutch, and of indubitably and at once believing that

you have it. :

We have stated Mme. Guyon's views partly in her own lan-

guage, partly in that of Fenelon, and partly in that of Upham.

Our object in adhering so closely to their words, and introducing

so few of our own, is that the readers of this article may be able

to compare the phraseology of earlier mystics with those of our

own day. Verily there is nothing new under the sun.

Before passing on, let us make a few remarks on Mme. Guyon

and her system.

1. The fundamental error is that all sin consists in selfishness.

This heresy in morals is always detrimental to religious experience.

2. While the conception of justice is not entirely wanting in

this system, it is obscured. We become just—so they say—by
loving. Hence little or no place is left for justice pure and simple.

3. While admiring beyond expression the zeal and almost

superhuman resignation of Mme. Guyon, we cannot regard with

any satisfaction her extreme consciousness of spiritual elevation.

Read the following quotations.

"The fervency of my love allowed me no intermission. . . . The

taste of God was so great, so pure, unblended and uninterrupted, that it

drew and absorbed the powers of the soul into a profound recollection, a

state of confiding: and affectionate rest in God. . . . This immersion

in God absorbed all thinffs. A lady of rank said that

she observed in me something extraordinary and uncommon. My im-

pression is that my spiritual taste reacted upon my physical nature, and

that the inward attraction of my soul appeared on my very countenance.

... A f^entleman of fashion one day said to my husband's aunt,

'I saw the lady your niece, and it is very visible that she lives in the

presence of God,' . . . She wops surJDrised at my expressing things to her

so much aboveVhat is considered the ordinary range of woman's capacity'

i
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. . . It was God who gave me the gift of perception and utter-

ance for her sake. . . . That heart (her own) where I had for-

merly detected in their secret places so many evil motives, was now,

so fsir as I was enabled to perceive, made pure. I did all sorts of

good, as it were by a new and imperative law, written in my heart,

naturally, easily, without premeditation, as it was without selfishness.

. . . I no longer felt myself obliged to say, 'When I would do

good, evil is present with me.' . . . How could such a soul (as

her own) have other than a deep peace. . . . One characteristic

of this higher degree of experience Was a sense of inward purity. My
mind had such a oneness with God, such a unity with the divine na-

ture, that nothing seemed to have power to soil it and to diminish its

purity. . . . The dark and impure mud does not defile the sun-

beams that shine upon it. . . The person who is truly pure, may see

sinful acts, may hear impure and sinful conversation, or may otherwise

be brought providentially and in the discharge of duty into connection

with impurities, without contracting any stain from them. .
*;^

' . "I

did not practise the virtues as virtues. That is to say, I did not . .

endeavor to practise them as a person generally does in the beginnings

of a Christian life. . . . The effort, if I had made one, would have

been to do otherwise." And so on.

4. Some psycliological errors might be expected in an un-

trained thinker; such as exalting the will, exclusive of the affec-

tions, into a controller of the whole man. The will in this sense

is itself controlled by the affections and desires.

5. Her imaginative and poetical temperament did not fit her,

to be an expositor of the prose parts of Scripture. Neither did

her ignorance of Greek and Hebrew.

6. The duty of loving the God of the attributes rather than

the attributes of God is either a truism or an absurdity. Love

always terminates upon an entity as its object, but never on an

entity abstracted from its qualities or attributes.

7. All of which goes to show that real godliness can live and

be fruitful in the midst of some very unpropitious surroundings.

Yet we must say that imitators are in peril of copying the worst

parts of a model.

GEORGE FOX. (1624-1691.)

This famous founder of the Society of Friends or Quakers was

born in Leicestershire, England; was the son of a pious weaver
;

u
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was apprenticed to a grazier ; had a natural turn for mysticism

;

gave up laboring for a support at the age of nineteen, as he con-

ceived that he was called of God to devote himself exclusively

to a religious life; commenced preaching in 1648; visited Amer-

ica in 1671 and remained here two years; twice visited the con-

tinent of Europe: was persecuted; was discharged from custody

by Oliver Cromwell, who seems to have had somewhat of a liking

to him ; and at last ended his days in 1691. From this brief

rSsumS, it is seen that he appeared in a stormy period of English

history, his life extending from the last year of James I., through

the reign of Charles I., the Commonwealth, the reigns of

Charles XL, James II., and to the third year of William and

Mary. It was also the era of the large proprietary settlements

in America. Wm. Penn introduced his views into Pennsylvania;

and as the Quakers organised themselves without disregarding

family ties into societies, and have recognised all the local socie-

ties as constituting a general Society, they have not frittered

away like the Beghards, Beguins, Lollards, Friends of God,

Brethren of the Common Lot, and other loosely constructed sodali-

ties of the Middle Ages. Beside a powerful political friend in

Wm. Penn, Quakerism found a learned expositor and apologist in

Robert Barclay (1648-1690), a native of Gordonstown, Scotland,

educated at a Scotch college in Paris, where he became a Roman

Catholic, but after his return home followed his father into Qua-

kerism. His celebrated "Apology for the True Christian Divin-

ity, being an Explanation and Vindication of the Principles and

Doctrines of the People called Quakers," is said on the title-page

of my copy to have been "Written in Latin and English by Ro-

bert Barclay and since translated into High Dutch, Low Dutch,

French, and Spanish, for the information of Strangers." A rather

sonorous title.

Barclay lays down in the beginning Fifteen Propositions, which

hej then takes up seriatim and maintains, citing and responding

to objections, and quoting Church Fathers from Polycarp down,

Bellarmine and the Council of Trent, Luther, Calvin, Carlstadt,

and Osiander, besides various other Councils and several Confes-

From these Propositions we select what is to our purpose.sions.
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"The testimony of the Spirit is that alone by which the true knowledge

of God hath been, is, and can be only revealed. . . . These divine

inward revelations which we make absolutely necessary for the building

up of true faith neither do nor can ever contradict the outward testimony

of the Scriptures, or right and sound reason. Yet from hence it will not

follow that these divine revelations are to be subjected to the examina-

tion either of the outward testimony of the Scriptures, or of the natural

reason of man, as to a more noble or certain rule or touchstone." ..uc

Hence, he holds that every man is or at least may be as truly

inspired as the apostles and the prophets. -^
-•

Of the Scriptures he says, " Nevertheless because they are

onlv a declaration of the fountain, and not the fountain itself,

therefore they are not to be esteemed the principal ground of all

truth and knowledge, nor yet the adequate primary rule of faith

and manners. Nevertheless as that which giveth a true and

faithful testimony of the first foundation, they are and may be

esteemed a secondary rule, subordinate to the Spirit, from which

they have all their excellency and certainty." He holds also a

"saving and spiritual light wherewith every man is enlightened."

Under the 10th proposition as expounded p. 287, we find

—

"There may be members therefore of this catholic Church both among
heathens, Turks, Jews, and all the several sects of Christians, men and

women of integrity and simplicity of heart, who though blinded in some

things in their understanding and perhaps burdened with the supersti-

tions and formality of the several sects in which they are ingrossed, yet

being upright in their hearts before the Lord, chiefly aiming and labor-

ing to be delivered from iniquity, and loving to follow righteousness, are

by the secret touches of this holy light in their souls enlivened and

quickened, thereby secretly united to God, and therethrough become

true members of this catholic Church."

By the catholic or universal Church he means the invisible

Church, including the Church triumphant. So that our old

friend Haroun Al Raschid may have been a spiritual Christian,

or at least a living member of Christ's body, without knowing it.

"By this gift or light of God , . every true minister of

the gospel is ordained, prepared, and supplied in the work of the

ministry. . . . /Moreover, those who have this authority,

may and ought to preach the gospel, though without human com-

mission or literature." The sacraments of Baptism and the

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—5.
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Lord's Supper are to be taken only in a spiritual sense, there

being no need of the outward ordinances, which are, accordingly,

not in use among the rriends. /^

Touching a learned ministry he says : "As for letter learning,

we judge it not so much necessary to the well-being of one,

though accidentally sometimes in some respects it may concur,

but more frequently it is hurtful than helpful, as appeared in the

example of Taulerus, who being a learned man, and who could

make an eloquent preaching, needed nevertheless to be instructed

in the way of the Lord by a poor laick," He commends the

knowledge of languages and schools, but "the Spirit is the tru-

est interpreter of the Scriptures, whether from the original

languages or without them. ... A poor shoemaker that

could not read, refuted a professor of divinity's false assertions

of Scripture. . . . If ye would make a man a fool to

purpose, that is not very wise, do but teach him logic and

philosophy." "Natural logic" howevei* was "useful.

Ethics is not so necessary to Christians. . . Physics and the

metaphysics make no preachers of the truth. The school divin-

ity is a monster,'* j'nd ruined Origen and Arius. Satan invent-

ed it. "The devil may be as good and able a minister as the

best of them ; for he has better skill in languages, and more logic,

philosophy, and school divinity than any of them, and knows the

truth in the notion better than they all, and can talk more elo-

quently than all those preachers." Ordination is solely by the

Spirit. "When they assemble together to wait upon God, and

to worship and adore him, then such as the Spirit sets apart for

the ministry, by its divine power and influence opening their

mouths, and giving them to exhort, reprove, and instruct with

virtue and power—these are thus ordained of God, and admitted

into the ministry, and their brethren cannot but hear them,

receive them, and also honor them for their work's sake.

. It is left to the free gift of God to choose any whom he

seeth meet thereunto, whether rich or poor, servant or master,

young or old, yea, male or female. . . . The distinction of

clergy and laity is not to be found in the Scripture. . . When

God moved by his Spirit in a woman, we judge it no ways unlaw-
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ful for her to preach in the assemblies of God's people." Minis-

ters may receive free gifts, but not salaries, for thnt makes them

hirelings. Tithes are specially abominable. " T knoAV myself a

poor widow, that for the tithes of her geese, which amounted not

to five shillings, was about four years kept in prison, thirty miles

from her house." " .; • '» : r;* . , ^..,*»y>? ,;

The 8th Proposition of the Apology is one "Concerning Per-

iiiiiiMih.fection.

"In whom this pure and holy birth is fully broujijht forth, the body of

death and sin comes to be crucified and removed, and their hearts united

and subjected to the truth ; so as not to obey any sugo;e8tion8 or tempta-

tions of the evil one, but to be free from actual sinning and transjjjress-

ing of the law of God, and in that respect perfect; yet doth this perfec-

tion still admit of a f!;rowth ; and there remaineth always in some part

a possibility of sinninfi;, when the mind doth not most dili^jently and

watchfully attend unto the Lord." i -<. -r.. -r.'r.

Barclay published this Apology when he was twenty-seven

years of age. His youth and the times in which he lived may

be pleaded in extenuation of some harsh expressions. Moreover

the Quakers in England (and in America too) in the seventeenth

century were horribly maltreated.

The benevolence, the quaint simplicity of manners, the style

of dress, not invented by them but only retained from the time of

Fox and Penn, the straightforwardness, and the unaffected piety

of the Friends are too well known to require either proof or de-

lineation. But it is not a little surprising to see so many of their

minor doctrinal crotchets adopted by religionists far removed

from the Quakers in other respects, and apparently in no wise

acquainted with the writings of honest Robert Barclay.

GENERAL REMARKS.

1. It would be Utopian to hope to purge out Mysticism abso-

lutely and forever from the Church. Sobriety in doctrine and

practice is a great desideratum, but we must not become dis-

heartened if it be not attained as fully as we could wish. The

Church still lives, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against

her. Of all the millions of the human race, only a few would be

pronounced by life insurance examiners physically sound from
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head to foot; yet meagre Calvins somehow live on as well as stal-

wart Lathers, and accomplish much for God and his truth. The

gracious Head of the Church works in and oy Prelatists and In-

dependents as well as more scriptural Presbyterians; yea, might-

ily in and by evangelical Arminians, as well as true-blue Calvin-

ists- We would that they were all of them not only almost but

altogether Presbyterian in church order, and Augustinian in

faith.*

So with the Mystics: in spite of all the miserable errors re-

cited in the foregoing pages, how much worth, spirituality, and

tender yearning for souls have we found in them ! Of course we

exclude Neo-Platonists like Plotinus, and Pantheists like Spinoza,

as enemies of Christ. But Tauler may well put our sluggishness

to shame, and the one-sided, ascetic, Romish A Kempis may soothe

and cheer, when we note the gradual approach of death.

2. Some of the most extravagant features of Mysticism are out

of keeping with the spirit of the age. The author of the Natural

History of Enthusiasm has adverted to the boldness and brillian-

cy of the speculations of the first few centuries after Christ. The

cause alleged by him is that Greek was then a spoken language,

and the healthful toil of linguistic labor was not needed by the

expositor; hence restless Thought ventured into the unreal do-

main of Speculation, and Gnosticism, Manicheeism, and Arian-

ism dazzled and confounded the world. We deem this a cause,

possibly, but, compressing all the external causes into one phrase,

would say that those glittering heresies were due to the spirit of

the age. The same formula will sufficiently express the ground

of our conviction that the Pseudo-Dionysius, Scotus Erigena, and

Master Eckhart will never'again deeply affect, much less dominate,

the philosophy of the Church.

3. Some of the elements or frequent concomitants of mysti-

ism are to be feared in our own day; as

* "Altogether Augustinian in faith" will of course be understood as re-

ferring to the general system of doctrine styled Augustinian. As to

adopting all the opinions of that great man and profound thinker, no

Westminsterian could for a moment think of doing so, after the most

cursory perusal of the Confessions of St. Augustine or of Wigger's Au-

gustinism and Pelagianism.

..a
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(a) Unchurchliness ; the disorganising spirit; fostered by Ply-

rnouthism; not a necessary element of mysticism, for Bernard, if

he may be called a mystic, and A Kempis, were, after the Romish

style, strictly churchly. Still mysticism, as Ullman has well

shown, is in its own nature introversive and egoistic. The

mystic who at all goes to the length of his principles, is occupied

with his own mental states; he does not greatly feel the need of

external forms and sacraments, but soars into his immediate com-

munion with Deity without the felt cooperation or even the joint

presence of a fellow-worshipper. He does not in spirit mingle

his adorations with those of the Church militant and the Church

triumphant; his voice does not rise together; with the voices of

the hundred and forty and four thousand. No, the true mystic

longs to be alone with God. This solitariness of ecstasy tells

upon his practical life. A brotherhood or society is enough for

him. He does not consciouslv need a church. But if he be in

outward union with a church, he gives his best affections to a

sodality within the Church,—or the Churches.

[b) As closely connected with this, we have reason to appre-

hend antagonism to an ordained ministry; resistance to all au-

thority in the Church ; an undervaluing, if not a blatant decry-

ing of human learning in the clergy; perhaps an intrusting of

the administration of the sacraments to the laity.

(c) A wild spiritualising of Scripture; a deriving of strange

lessons from the historical parts of the Old Testament, and from

colors, buttons, shovels, or what not accessories of the tabernacle

in the wilderness; opening thus a flood-gate to extravaganzas in

doctrine and worship.

[d) Enthusiasm, i. e., a belief that God makes revelations to

us, or at least lets us into the meaning of isolated passages of

Scripture, so that we need not disturb ourselves or our interpre-

tations by the fact that studious and learned and also truly pious

men dissent strongly from those interpretations. So that, indeed,

we can look down from the height of superior spiritual illumina-

tion, and smile at arguments that we cannot answer, saying, "We
are not logicians, or scholars, but God has revealed thus and so

to us." Neither shall we be moved by ascertaining that the dif-

1

11
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ferent parts of our creed will in no wise cohere. If this enthusi-

asm should turn acrid and become fanaticism, the student of

church history will not be surprised. -^ •• ''-' '""

[e) In our day the old doctrine of Christian Perfection, newly

dubbed the Higher Life, threatens the Northern Methodist

Church, to a less degree the Southern Methodist, and to some

extent the Presbyterian bodies. We fear that it is of a more vio-

lent type than it has hitherto assumed since the time of the Styl-

ites; that it is fuller of spiritual pride and irreverence. Why
should not those who approach so near to the Unseen One in-

dulge in a little familiarity? Meanwhile a truly reverential soul,

prostrate before the throne, but hearing man speak thus, may

inwardly ask, "Is this the house of God, and the gate of heaven ?"

4. How shall we guard against mysticism? We must begin

with the education of our ministry ; and here we have not so

much to suggest anything new as to commend the wisdom of the

fathers.

Let our theological students be well drilled in Greek and He-

brew for sundry weighty reasons. They can form independent

opinions as to the real meaning of a passage by examining the

originals. This alone will preserve them from numberless false

interpretations. Winer has said that many blunders in theology

are in truth and at bottom blunders in grammar. This study of

language requires and promotes a healthful use of our faculties,

and habituates the mind to sobriety.

But of course mere grammar and lexicon work is not all. The

mind that utilises the grammar and the word is itself more than

the grammatical word. Calvin does not seem to have been at

the head of the grammarians, but he stands amazingly near the

head of the interpreters. Why ? Because he discovered so acute-

ly and held with such tenacity the logical thread of his text.

Then theology, systematic iheology, must be stated, proved,

and defended. Above all, Westminster theology.* The man

*For instance, the Higher Life vagary of the present day can never

live in the atmosphere of sound Presbyterian theology 5 except perhaps

a short sickly life. It is an excrescence which Arminianism or Semi-

Pelagianisni may foster, but genuine Calvinism rejects and destroys. A

I
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who has ever really understood and embraced this system will

never become a mystic—unless he was born one; and the born

mystic not once in a myriad of times ever can be made an Old

School Westminsterian in theology.

In the department of Church History, the rise, progress, plau-

sibility, error, and evil of mysticism will present a very interest-

ing and a most profitable theme. It is well to teach our young

ministry that this or that apparently new experiment is no nov-

elty at all, but has been tried and demonstrated to be a failure

by the slow but unerring instructor—Time.

Then as to the pulpit, let us have logical preaching both expo-

sitory and doctrinal. Be the scabbard gilt, and the handle jew-

elled, if need be, but oh, let the blade be steel ! Dr. Nathan

Rice said in his later days that congregations would listen longer

to logic, e. g., argumentative preaching, than to anything else. A
church trained to think, to compare scripture with scripture, and

to connect doctrine with doctrine, will not be easily blown about.

The intellectual habits of the preacher, too, will be reproduced

in the people. „ . ;. . . ...i .

We say nothing against eloquence, /f^ ytvoiro ; but let it fit the

definition given by Lyman Beecher, "Logic set on fire!" such

as some time fell from the lips of Thorn well. '
'

Last of all be it said, in the pastoral treatment of the mystic,

use gentleness. For mysticism, though absurd and hurtful, is

an aspiration heavenward, to be guided and purified rather than

sternly repressed. It is an infirmity of noble spirits, a weakness

of warm and often of generous hearts. Oh for its warmth, its

generosity, its aspiration, without its extravagance and its spirit-

ual pride !
* L. G. Barbour.

deep Auguatinian sense of the spirituality of the law, of the hidden evil

of the heart lyinji; below the reach of consciousness, and of the sinful-

ness of emotions as well as desires and purposes, will leave no room for

that self-complacency which is so odious to God and man.

* Our limits forbid a discussion of Swedenborgianism, which alone

would require a monograph.
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NON-SCHOLASTIC THEOLOGY. ^^^^^^^^^'

No man by searching, can find out God. If this statement

were not found in Holy Writ, the fact would still be apparent, as

an axiomatic principle. The whole is greater than any one of

its parts; and even upon the theory of the ancient philosophy

which made God the soul of the universe, no fragment of this

vast frame of nature could be equal to the central force that

vitalised the whole.

But if there is really a God, who is Creator, Governor, Giver,

and Judge, then the relations sustained by creatures, subjects,

recipients, and criminals, make it necessary that men should

know something about God. Indeed the Scriptures assert that

God reveals himself to the unreached heathen, making his eter-

nal power and godhead known to them by all the outward works

of his hands, "so that they are without excuse," when they fail

to render thankful adoration to the Giver of good. And so much

of a true knowledge of God is involved in this revelation, that

Paul affirms "that which may be known of God, is manifest to

them, for God hath shewed it unto them." And this, without

any other revelation than the orderly courses of nature. While

it is true, therefore, that man, being only a part of this grand

system of nature, cannot equal the Creator of Nature in wisdom

and knowledge, and cannot know the Almighty unto perfection;

it is also true that man is so constituted as to know his eternal

power and godhead by the evidence of his senses, by instinctive

perception, and by the clear deductions of logic.

The argument of the apostle does not end here. He distinctly

announces (Romans i. 19-32.) that the hideous catalogue of evils

that have cursed the race are the legitimate consequences of the

loss of this natural knowledge of God. And he concludes by

charging all the members of the race with the same guilty igno-

rance. "Therefore thou art inexcusable, man, whosoever

thou art."

Added to this natural obligation, there is the distinct announce-

.;:R,
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merit of the ever-incumbent duty to search the Scriptures for

higher attainments in the same knowledge of God. And the

culmination of human history is summed up in the short sen-

tence: "then shall we know even as we are known." When

mfln attains perfection, it will be a perfection in the knowledge

of God, and the Scriptures clearly enjoin the steadfast cultivation

of this knowledge from day to day. The sinner is specially re-

huked because he does not retain *'God in all his thoughts," that

is, in the totality of his thoughts. As a matter of invitation, of

exhortation, and of definite command, the cultivation or acquisi-

tion of this knowledge of God is spread all over the Scriptures.

These statements will probably meet with no opposition from

Christian thinkers. As statements of general truth, they would

probably pass in the most orthodox assemblages. The example

of Enoch, whose character was so sublimated by his constant

intercourse with God, is frequently quoted to enforce the general

duty. All the exhortations to frequent prayer, meditation, praise,

and study of the Divine word proceed upon this basis. Man, who

was created in the image of God, is bound by every consideration

to press on toward the mark for the prize of perfection in knowl-

edge. There are insurmountable limits to this knowledge, of

course, but these limitations are the natural barriers that separate

the finite from the infinite. All that Gabriel may know of God,

and probably far more, is lawfully within the scope of human

attainment. Because God did not make Gabriel in his own

image and likeness. Yet it is patent that Gabriel knows more

of God to-day than the most holy and wise of the incarnate sons

of men. His experience is far wider than that of Enoch, because

he has lived longer; but it is probable that Enoch has far out-

stripped the seraph, because Enoch was endowed with far nobler

attributes. And the common experience of the two Intelligences,

through the long centuries since Enoch ''was not," has probably

resulted in higher attainments in knowledge to the glorified man
than angelic powers could compass. '

The question is here suggested, How shall man know God?

If you are saved, you must know two things: you must know

that God is; you must know that God is the rewarder of them

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—6.
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that diligently seek him. And so far from being the limitations

of possible human knowledge, these two truths are at the thresh-

old. "He that cometh to God" must come thus far furnished.

There is far more to learn. If you are endowed with the ordinary

wisdom of your race, you will know yourself a sinner, and you

will need to know how God can be just and yet justify you. If

you say, you know this by faith, that you are justified by faith,

this is very true. But faith is not a blind reliance upon dogmatic

formulae. You must be able to give a reason for the faith that

is in you. If God had not said so, it would still be true, be-

cause you are made in the image of God, and you are compelled

by the very constitution of your nature to know in whom you

have believed, -i l.:,:;;: i^'v^&Ju'^rft'f'' -^ m-'i-ix^^m^^v

First, then, shall you reach the knowledge of God by the

evidence of your senses ? There are teachers in the world who

have earned a wide reputation for wisdom, who do not hesi-

tate to affirm that man can know nothing except by sense per-

ception. And as men do not see God, or hear his voice, or touch

him with their hands, there is no God. This is the sum of their

philosophy. If you say Peter and James and John did see hira

and talk with him, and that these witnesses laid special stress

upon "that which our eyes have seen, our ears heard, and our

hands handled, " the reply will be that the followers of Mahomet

can present precisely similar arguments. If you say Moses talked

with God face to face, the answer will be, that events occurring

three or four thousand years ago cannot be authenticated now,

and that the proof of the existence of such a man as Moses is by

no means satisfactory, or at least conclusive. And after all, the

world has no better evidence than the mere word of Moses, who

might have been either a deceiver or himself deceived. There

will ever be, lying back of all the accepted declarations of Holy

Writ, the demand for something analogous to inherent probability.

Such evidence of the existence and goodness of God as may be

presented to sense perception, is not underrated in this statement.

It would apparently accord with the highest philosophy to ascribe

the multitudinous adaptations in Nature to the wisdom and benefi-

cence of Nature's God. There is a large degree of unmixed
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effrontery in the scholastic arguments of Evolutionism, for ex-

ample. It is fashionable to give a patient hearing and to return

a courteous reply to such vagaries, but it still remains true that

the vast majority of educated thinkers in the world have a pro-

found contempt for such schools and a profound pity for such

scholars. Because man, made in the image of God, is endowed

with a substratum of hard sense, which enforces the cognition of

a Designer when confronted with the tokens of design. And as

the organs of sense were constructed by God, they do continually

discover the Worker in His works. It is possible to befool the

thinker, to confuse his mind by the use of scholastic technicalities,

and to make the ready answer to atheistic theories very difficult;

but the underlying conviction abides in every human heart that

somehow, God is true, though every man be a liar. And deep

down in the consciousness of all men, there is the cognition of a

possible God, wherever the wide sweep of the ocean tempest or

the appalling force of the thunderbolt in the land storm attest

his presence and power. These tokens appeal to the sense per-

ception, and they tell of God.

But, secondly, does man obtain a knowledge of God by in-

stinctive apprehension? It is no part of the present purpose to

attempt the analysis of metaphysical science. It is no part of

this purpose to intrude into those misty solitudes where the few

guide-posts are inscribed with directions that were incompre-

hensible to the men who erected them. Here, again, the honest

thinker and searcher after truth is easily bewildered and easily

silenced. Among those who profess to have threaded these laby-

rinths there are here and there trustworthy witnesses whose testi-

mony would be valuable if it could be made intelligible. But

having dwelt in Ashdod, they speak with the Ashdodian accent,

and the enormous majority of their instructors in that unhappy

region have written their theses upon brazen tablets. The com-

mon sense of the world refuses brass. And the common sense of

the world has already pronounced its verdict upon Mill, Huxley,

Spencer, Darwin, and a host of others like them, whose only

capital was composed of technical fluency and unlimited effron-

tery and pretension.

I'll'
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This second question does not invade the charmed circle, how-

ever. You are asked only to examine your own mental exercises,

and to determine whether intuitive perception discovers God. It

is not easy to discriminate between this exercise of the mind and

the deductions of logic. But there is less difficulty in making

this distinction when it is remembered that intuition is that act

of the mind which cognises prerequisites sine qua nan. Intuition

does not come by experience, and cannot be strengthened or dis-

turbed by logical disputation. That which is known intuitively

is so known, because it needs must be. Does the knowledge of

God come under this category? ;;: i i -u ,- f : r "|t \

The quotation from the tenth Psalm already given, "God is

not in all his thoughts," has been variously paraphrased.* In a

late revision, published by Eyre and Spottiswoode of London,

the phrase is rendered: "All the thoughts of the wicked are

—

No God!" As if the Psalmist should say : "The sura of wicked

thinking is atheism." The same sentiment occurs three timt'S

in the Psalms: "The fool hath said in his heart, No God."

(Psalm xiv. and Psalm liii.) In all these places the implication

seems plain, that the "fool" or the "wicked" has reached this

conclusion by the violent contradiction of his instinctive appre-

hension ; or, as Thornwell states the case: "Man cannot think

rightly without thinking—God!" Herein is no reference to

logical thinking, but to the instinctive apprehension, which cog-

nises God, as the natural eye cognises light. The infant of days

* Is there not in this expression of the Psalmist a very coininon

Hebrew idiom which is to be met with even in the New Testament?

"Yea. hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the jrarden ?"

—

that is, of any tree? The wicked su^^estion is : "Has God been so hard

on you as to forbid the use of any tree?" The woman's answer tits this

view: "We may. eat of the trees generally, and only one is forbidden.''

But the mischief was done when she for one moment entertained a ques-

tion of the Creator's fjoodness. And the adversary then boldly presses

his advantaf^e : "Ye shall not die, for God doth know," etc. So Paul

:

"Without all contradiction"—that is, without any contradiction. So here

the Psalmist: "God is not in all his thoughts"—that is, in any of his

thoughts. This would still be an assertion of the practical atheism of all

wickedness.

—

Editors Southern Presbyterian Review.
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sees the light and rejoices in it. When he reaches the full

maturity of his powers under rare cultivation, he will not see the

light, but certain vibrations or undulations in the ether that may

be measured by mechanical appliances, and described in techni-

cal phraseology. Because—scholastically— no matter is cognis*

able by the senses. The senses cognise the 'phenomena of matter,

but the substance eludes human scrutiny. i

And here is suggested the point of the present argument. The

cognition of God by the normal power of the human organism is

of the nature of inevitable necessity, if God exists, and if God

made man. The Being who was able to make you with your

marvellous mental endowments could not hide himself from you.

The first tiling Adam saw, when he opened his eye-lids just

formed, was—God! And it was a personal God who touched

him in every nerve of his organism, mental, moral, and physical.

And he will see him again and hear him again when the normal

organism in its exquisite perfectness is restored to him and his

redeemed progeny. He has never seen God since he saw the

glitter of the flaming sword at the eastern gate of Eden.^ =

But there is some remnant of the normal power which is re-

vivified by the touch of grace, and brought back to its pristine

vigor by the long processes of grace; so that the saved sinner

may say: "Though after my skin, worms destroy this body, yet

in my flesh shall I see God!" It was not to be the creation of

a new faculty. It was only the restoration of lost power. "Open

thou mine eves, and I shall behold!" And it does not militate

against this argument to affirm the necessity for Divine power to

effect the restoration. Only the Power that created these now

shattered faculties can repair the damages of sin. And the illus-

tration of the cognition of light by the eye of infancy is applicable

here. Because the simplicity of childhood is the very analogy

employed in Scripture; as the unmixed faith of the infant in

parental love is the type of the highest exercise of faith in a

covenant-keeping God, who is also a father.

The peculiarity of original sin is to manifest itself more and

more as the native powers of its victims mature. It does not

show itself in the infant of days, when the native disposition of

;;1
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the child is unfolding. For example: 5i child may manifest an

inherited independence of character, which is restive under re-

straint. He derides all assumptions of authority, excepting the

recognised authority of the parent, which is something more than

the dread of penalty. There is some psychological faculty by

which the child learns obedience, before the law of obedience can

be formulated; and the same occult power detects the lack of

authority in fellow-subjects. Now the resistance to unlawful

authority is not sinful in the child. If you have watched the de-

velopment of mental powers you will have seen numberless

examples of this sort,j,and if you have learned how much of roy-

alty there is in this prompt rebellion, you will be able to discrim-

inate between the normal intuition, which is rights and the

prompt display of evil temper under the provocation, which is

wrong. And you may also learn to allot a due proportion of

your condemnation to the provocation. No amount of culture

will render the direct power of the Holy Ghost unnecessary in

regeneration. But there are no statistics that shew a contradic-

tion to the affirmation of Holy Writ: "Train up a child in the

way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it."

And you have this sure foundation to start upon: the earliest

mental exercises of the child may include the instinctive cognition

of God, and a large part of your labors will be expended in clear-

ing away or in preventing the accumulation of rubbish that

obscures the normal faculty.

One other question remains : Can man know God by his

logical powers?

It is precisely upon this wide plateau that all the battles be-

tween atheism and theism have been fought. " The argument

from design" is the precise thing that evoked Evolution on one

hand, and materialistic systems like that of Mr. Tyndall on the

other. And this portion of the argument, though touching the

borders of temporal scholasticism, does not invade the domain

of theological scholasticism. It is therefore an open ground for

discussion, even by non-scholastic thinkers.

It is probable that all resolute, systematic thinking upon any

allowed topic of human interest, breeds in the mind of the thinker
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more or less restiveness and impatience under the restraints of

scholastic formulae. And it is not improbable that the reason

for this growing restiveness may be found in the detection of

weak links in the chain of accepted formulae. Take for example

a case of this sort. The common faith of Christendom, twenty-

five years ago, accepted the Mosaic cosmogony, as set forth in

formal shape in the Westminster Catechism: "The work of

creation is that wherein God did in the beginning, by the word

of his power, make of nothing, the world and all things therein

for Himself, within the space of six days, and all very good."

(Larger Catechism; Question 15.) Now there are four statements

in this sentence, that all science known or knowable can never

contradict or disprove. First, God made. Second, God made

by his powerful word. Third, God made—absolutely—not re-

formed—but created. Fourth, God made all for himself No
system of philosophy can be constructed that subverts any one of

these four points, except atheistical philosophy. No philosophy

that has the necessary existence of God for its primal postulate,

can escape these four conclusions. And atheistical philosophy is

a misnomer. It is always literally true that the "fool says, No
God." The wise man may say he does not know there is a

God, but he can never say he knows there is no God. If Chris-

tian scholars would only investigate the doctrines of infidel

scholars, they would infallibly detect the cold-blooded effrontery

that supports all their systems. And if they would not allow

their politeness to obscure their common sense, they would coolly

kick these miserable vagaries out in the cold, with the exposure

of the one weak link in the chain of causation.

But when you reach the fifth statement— "within the space of

six days"—you are confronted with something more formidable

than infidel philosophy. You find the indubitable evidence that

huge mammals existed on the pre-Adamite earth, and that in the

coal formations of pre-Adamic eras there are the ring marks,

indicating years of growth. Therefore you are compelled to say

that God made the mammals that never brought forth and gave

suck to their young; and that he builded these vast storehouses

of fuel with sham time-marks engraved upon them; or, that the
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literal, civil day of the Westminster Catechism is a faulty trans-

lation of the statement given by Moses. How readily then do

you accept the statement in Hebrews i. 2: "His Son, by whom
he constituted the Beons," that is the "time-worlds," before he

entered into his rest after the culminating creation—man! And

if you venture into the domain of scholastic theology you will

find that Moses uses the exact word, "day" (Hebrew, yom)^ in

Genesis ii. 4, as including the entire toeek of creation. So the

time-honored students of the Westminster Assembly can safely

afford to accept the amendment: "all in the space of six ages,

and all very good." Now, supposing all Hebraists to admit the

accuracy of this rendering—behold how great a stumbling-block

melts away, and how God's revelation in his Word and his other

revelation in his Work, are found to be in exact accordance, each

with the other. And the mind of the non-scholastic thinker

returns to its rest, because the defective link in the chain is

taken away.

So, recurring to the question, "Can man know God logically?"

the foregoing illustration comes prominently forward. Because

the logical faculty would never disclose a God, infinite in truth,

who made sham mammals. But, beginning with the inevitable

cognition of the distinction between ego and non-ego^ the logical

faculty cannot escape the cognition of God. And if you have the

courage to throw off the shackles of scholastic formulae, you may

see that God is revealed to you by a succession of syllogisms, if

you have the patience to construct them. Give nihilism and

pantheism both to the moles and bats—they are both essentially

silly—and try the mental processes by which a God of some sort

must be disclosed.

It is not an easy task to construct an original argument upon

this theme ; because the present age is distinguished from all

preceding times by its vast flood of formal disputation from all

quarters, and upon all phases of this topic. That which the

learned few knew in past generations has been largely diluted

and given to the world in copious streams. All the rehgious

periodicals, of all evangelical sects, have more or less of this

fragmentary scholarship scattered over their pages. You will
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be met by the most unlettered unbelievers, with quotations from

some famous atheistical formula; or you will receive from some

humble gospel hearer, a clear statement of Christian doctrine in

syllogistic form, which cannot be found in the books of a past

generation. The age is far wiser than past ages. ,The lecturer

who presumes upon the possible ignorance of his audience to-day

always makes a mistake. . . , > ;

But, beginning with the apprehension of one's identity, you see

the sun blazing in the heavens day after day, and all the plane-

tary systems pursuing their courses with unerring regularity.

The common school books tell of the laws that control all these

movements, and your first conviction is, that these things exist

around you, outside of you, independently of you in every sense,

while you still have so enormous an interest in them that your

own existence is involved in these orderly recurrences. The solar

system to which the earth belongs hangs upon the central sun.

And if, so to speak, some accident should happen to the sun, to

relax or weaken his hold upon his system (including your own

dwelling place—the earth), you feel that the banded universe

may be dislocated in a moment by a thousand chances. If you

are learned in chemical lore, for example, you will know how

small a change in the elements would make the atmosphere of

the earth inflammable. If you are learned in geological science,

you will know there was a time when the surface of this planet

could not sustain organic life, and that the present cosmical

arrangement of this surface came from chaotic disarray. The

story is written all over the globe, in the thick strata that support

field and forest and city.

In the presence of all these overwhelming realities, w^iat is

your estimate of your identity ? Because you are concerned only

with ego and non-ego, and ego stands on one side—and all the

universe on the other. ^

Well—the answer comes from all philosophy in all ages—the

individual man is a mere speck of dust, a mere mote floating in a

chance sunbeam. He may have lived a thousand years, but he

is nothing; or he may be hurried into instant annihilation, and is

he is nothing. Because the individual is swallowed up and lost in

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—7.
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the millions that people the earth, and yet all these millions hy com-

bining their powers, could not make the sun rise one second early

or one second late. And the earth itself is a mere speck in

space, and for aught that man can know, it might be rent asunder

by internal convulsions and scattered into. a thousand fragments,

like the asteroids that revolve between Mars and Jupiter, and

still produce no perceptible eifect upon the cosmos. This is the

sum of all possible philosophy. Ego is a very small thing.

Now what is the precise thought in the mind of every man

who thinks at all? What is the bottom conviction that controls

all his powers? Is it this conclusion? Verily no!

Because each man feels, acts, lives his entire life upon the

theory that ego is everything and all else nothing! And when

the man is enlightened by divine light and made a partaker in the

divine inheritance, it is still true that his own personal salvation

is the first, chiefest, overmastering interest. If you investigate

man in his noblest relations, as husband and father, where the

most unselfish manifestations of character appear, you will still

discover that self gives emphasis to his purest affections. It is

because the woman to whom he devotes his life is his wife, and

the children for whom he spends all his energies are his children,

that this special display of unselfish beneficence is common. The

patriot who dies for the country does so because it is his country,

and not a strange land. Everywhere ego dominates the earth,

and the most disinterested exhibition of charity reveals upon

analysis the same foundation. Because God hath made of one

blood all nations to dwell upon the earth, man gives kindly aid

and succor to his brother man. It is the controlling law of human

existence. In a certain sense, all the hopes, desires, and pur-

poses that make the activities of life, have their origin in each

segregated heart of each actor, and all terminate upon self

If the most splendid illustrations of unmixed benevolence that

ever beautified humanity be examined, the same inevitable ten-

dency appears. There once lived a man of wonderful native

gifts, of high cultivation, and of most spotless Christian reputa-

tion. His history, as recorded by himself, in sober sentences

thus suras up the events of his life: "I have fought the good

t
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fight. I have kept the faith. Henceforth there is laid up for me

a crown of righteousness." He was "more abundant" in all

ministerial labors because, to use his own words, "Wo is me if I

preach not the gospel." ..^^ ,,,•;,
,

Now this selfhood is the common heritage of the race. Each

man is so certainly separated in his egoism that all the powers of

men and devils combined cannot invade the citadel of his soul.

It is coexistent with the most sublime thinkable form of unselfish

philosophy. It is far diff'erent from the "selfishness" that animates

the miser, who, failing to apprehend the ego^ has allowed his

affections to fasten upon so mean a god as gold. It is widely

removed from the emotions of the cruel man, whose faculties are

so blunted and brutalised that he cannot adequately measure

cruelties under which he suffers himself, and therefore cannot

estimate the effect of cruelties upon others. In his normal con-

dition, and with his sensitive organism perfect, man recoils with

horror from the bare sight of suffering. To venture once more into

the dominions of theology, the formal statement accords with

this patent fact. Suffering is the penalty of sin, and sin is ab^

normal. God made man upright, and, so to speak, did not pro-

vide him with attributes for the enjoyment of sin or its fruits.

When he tastes the "pleasures of sin," it is "for a season" only,

and the poison is always hidden under the transient sweet. So,

when man violates the least commandment, and covets unlawfully,

and when he violates the greatest commandment, and proceeds to

the overt act of harm, he dethrones the ego. To do this is to

attempt the dethronement of God, because man is made in the

image of God.

This intense selfhood has been perfectly visible to philosophy

throughout the ages. And the systems of the old heathen would

have been more symmetrical if these ancient instructors had

not mistaken the caricature for the original, and thus expended

their powers in the analysis of sefishness instead of selfhood.

The study of human character in all ages has been hampered by

the fatal fact that humanity w^as in ruins; and the race has fur-

nished no perfect specimen in its original symmetry excepting
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the One Man, who being also in the form of God, thought it no

robbery to be equal with God. The life of this Man, upon the

earth, began long after tbe ancient systems of philosophy had

been formulated. And none of these made provision for the

exercise of the normal powers in a future state of existence, be-

cause none of them recognised the remnants of the lost faculties

in fallen humanity. The Jews had sacred books and sacred tra-

ditions, but all the rest of the world was lying in ignorance.

When, therefore, Jesus of Nazareth appeared among men, to

take his place in the annals of the race, he did not appear for the

purpose of exhibiting these native excellences, but for the pur-

pose of establishing a system of philosophy against which the

gates of hell could not prevail. His human life was ipso facto

exemplary; yet no doctrine is more clearly, announced in evan-

gelical standards than that of the inability of any mere man since

the fall to keep the law of God perfectly. And Jesus kept this

law perfectly. This is another most fundamcDial doctrine of all

creeds that contain his revered name. But this is anticipating.

The present point relates to the knowledge of God, independently

of revelation, and therefore independently of any doctrine founded

upon revelation.

The old philosophers were confronted by the selfhood of the

individual. A uniform law requires a certain supply of oxygen

to the human lungs as the invariable condition of life. Without

it, the physical organism dies. Another law, just as inflexible,

requires the mental organism to demand the "How" of all phe-

nomena. As man cannot breathe without air, so man cannot

think without reason. The most ignorant of the children of

Adam has, by the necessity of his constitution, a theory of some

sort to account for all the phenomena he cognises. And this

inflexible necessity has peopled the air with such agencies as

chance and luck whenever the sequences of cause and eff"ect are

hidden. Without the revelation of a God of providence no other

conclusion was possible. Therefore the primal maxim of old

assumed definite shape: "All things come from chance."

But the sacres could not rest under this conclusion when an
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could not make ^ersalinvariable law came into view. Char

selfhood. Look fpr a moment at the result of a life of thinking,

in the case of Epicurus.
^

It was no small advance upon the previous philosophy for this

man to begin with the assertion that "nothing could come from

the non-existent." It was a marvellous advance from this point

to affirm that "nothing which exists can pass into non-existence."

And so he constructs the universe from " atoms and space" which

were eternal. Thus far his physics. One would expect from

such a thinker something better in his ethical system than blank

egoism. Yet this is the sum and substance of his philosophy,

"The highest good is happiness," individual happiness of course,

"and happiness and pleasure, synonymous terms, are the natural

objects for which man must seek. Virtue is commendable only

because it is the only possible, and the perfectly sure way to

happiness." (Ueberweg, Vol. L, p. 208, 209.) It is not easy

to find a more utterly selfish conclusion in any known system of

morals.

From these brief suggestions, the drift of the argument upon

this head may be seen. The eternal domination of self, visible

upon every page of human history, would seem to suggest to the

thinker this conclusion. All men belong to the same race.

Among the earliest diversities there is an ever-present identity,

and this universal selfhood is one of the characteristics that pro-

claim the brotherhood. And if all the sons of men are in fact

the progeny of a common ancestor, (which would be the infallible

deduction of reason if the thinker did not hate God,) then this

ancestor must have transmitted this self-love, just as he trans-

mitted any other distinguishing attributes.

The second thought would seem to follow: that this universal

instinct must be essentially right. Because all the orderly courses

of nature are beneficent, and the Lord of nature could not be the

one exception to the uniftmn rule. It has been seen that man
did not make nature, or enact the laws that govern nature. He
is at best only a part of one grand system, though he be at the

head of it. And the Force that made nature stamped this self-

hood indelibly upon the character of the dominating intelligence.
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It is of the nature of a uniform law, a beneficent law, a right-

eous law. :,:''
.'- '

"'---.'-'.- .,',/;.,"
^

:
:.:-'^' -vr-M^ ':iv::8<VA^'::.

Therefore, if the Force that niade Adam set this peculiar mark

upon him, it must have been a necessary reflexion of his own

attribute. All that God does, he does for his own glory. As
all things came from him, all things tend to him. ''•For whom
are all things; by whom are all things." And the creature

made in his image must needs, in his place and degree, shew

forth something analogous to the selfhood of God. Because he

was made in the image of God.

But there is one more source of light still outside of scholastic

theology. God has given a revelation to man, and this revela-

tion has the universal injunction, "Search the Scriptures,"

inscribed all over it. Not one solitary sentence in the sacred

volume is withheld from the scrutiny of the humblest and most

ignorant render. And the poorest saint is bound, as he values

liis soul, to see to it that all doctrine that may be proclaimed

upon the authority of God is clearly revealed in this Word. So

far as this discussion has gone, it has proceeded upon the theory

that there is such a thing as natural theology, which, however,

culminates in the cognition of possible Deity. But now the

august word of revelation comes into view and supplants all other

sources of knowledge. There is henceforth only one question;

"What hath God spoken?"

There have been various ansAvers to this query, sometimes so

contradictory that sectarianism is far more prominently manifest

in the Church than vital godliness. But while this is true, it is

also true that the points of divergence in evangelical creeds are

minor points. All creeds teach that God is infinite, eternal, and

immutable in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, good-

ness, and truth. But all sects do not teach identical doctrines,

as founded upon these attributes. There is not a Christian in

the world who would deny that God is infinitely, eternally, and

unchangeably wise, just, and good; while there are multitudes

of divergent opinions in the Church as to God's methods of

manifesting those attributes. And the schools of theology

are established for the very purpose of giving formal shape
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and logical unity to the doctrines that distinguish the sects of

Christendom.

Concerning this revelation, the first thought presented is, that

coming from a wise and infallible God, it must needs be at agree-

ment in every part of it. The Larger Catechism of the West-

minster Assembly, in answer to Question 4, gives "the consent

of all the parts" as the evidence of the divine authorship of the

Scriptures. And it is not a thinkable proposition that the God of

truth could contradict himself in his own revelation. Yet igno-

rant persons in the Church have a vague idea that the Epistles to

the Romans and the Ephesians are specially Calvinistic epistles,

while others, such as the Epistle of James, specially favor Armin-

ian doctrine. Such a conclusion is nowhere stated, of course,

but any reader can easily satisfy himself of the existence of such

an illogical delusion by questioning the members of diiferent

sects. The inestimable advantage of schools of didactic theo-

logy, nay, the imperative necessity for them, if the integrity of

the Church is to be preserved, is therefore apparent. It is of the

last importance that the authorised teachers, called of God into

the gospel ministry, should be thoroughly equipped for their

work; and no amount of native genius, no extent of desultory

investigation, no degree of piety in the preacher, can substitute

the training of the seminary. The authorised preacher must,

first of all, be called of God. But he must be endorsed by God's

representatives as well, who have also been called of God, and

investe<l by God's Church with the authority to give this needed

endorsement. God's government is not a commune. It is an

absolute monarchy. And while the King could call ignorant

fishermen and publicans, qualify, and send them forth into the

world with his messages of grace, it is still true that every word

of these messages was spoken by a holy man as he was moved by

the Holy Ghost. All the authority of the New Testament rests

precisely upon the same basis as the "sure word of prophecy"

contained in the older revelation. Nothing short of the " inspi-

ration of God" can give authority to revelation. Men do not

read the Epistles of Peter as merely human utterances, or the

Epistles of Paul with mere admiration of the logical force of his
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statements. It is the Word of God, whether spoken by Peter or

Paul, and the chief business of later preachers of the word is to

expound the divine word that came through these channels.

It has been said in recent times, that irregular and unordained

preachers stood substantially upon the same ground as that occu-

pied by Peter and Paul. As God called Peter and Paul, so he

called these modern evangelists, filled their hearts with grace,

with a longing desire to save souls, and endowed them with dis-

tinguishing gifts for the work. It would not seem unreasonable

to ask for a more thorough authentication. Let these modern

apostles raise the dead, and then submit to martyrdom, for ex-

ampl-e. These were the ''signs of an apostle" in the olden time,

and the Scriptures do not tell of any change in the signs. And
when you find a travelling self-called evangelist who can furnish

the certificate given in 2 Corinthians xi, 23-28, it will not be

amiss to give a patient hearing to his message. But these excel-

lent brethren generally content themselves with the concluding

_., clause of the certificate, and only assume ''the care of all the

? churches." .

:-/^::)r^ ^'"'S^-il^ ...'^'^-y'^l^rr:*.

" Enough has been said to show that this paper, treating of non-

scholastic theology, does not make an assault upon scholastic

theology. The present purpose is served, if it can be shown that

the saving knowledge of God is within reach of the unlearned;

and that problems which cannot be solved by the unaided reason

may be solved by faith in the Revelation which God has given to

' men. The things which man must believe concerning God are

sometimes marvellous things, but they are never monstrous

things. And the credence which God requires is never the blind

acquiescence of the Papist worshipper, but rather the intelligent

apprehension of the thinker, who searches reverently for the exact

shade of thought in the message.'

The present age is deistical, and the belief in and acknowledg-

ment of a possible personal God, is the sum of religious sentiment

in many. It has become fashionable to sneer at revelation, or at

least to express gral^e doubts as to the authenticity of the Sacred

Scriptures. Very often the doubter is only the victim of conceit,

and adopts the doubt in order to show his independence of mind
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and his strength of character. ''So many learned men deny

revelation that there must be a weak spot somewhere."

Now what are the things most surely revealed in this word of

God? The first thing is the authenticity of the revelation, and

the last words of it contain an awful warning against the slightest

addition to the canon or the subtraction of the most minor pre-

cept from it. The attention of the reader is challenged at once

to this unique position. In the face of all the unbelieving philoso*^

phy in the world this Book asserts its own preeminence, as if the

audible voice of God called upon his universe to hear and heed. It

is not credible that a book of such dignity, such logical force and

coherence, such uniform excellence of doctrine and precept,

should contain so silly a prohibition, if it were merely a human

composition! Whatever men may say^ the strong probability

remains that no sane man ever reads those terrific words without

feeling a thrill of apprehension lest in some unguarded moment

he should incur the dismal penalty. There is a dynamical prin-

ciple hidden under the very form of words.

But there is more than this. The Book itself contains the

announcement that the Divine Spirit gives efficiency to the re-

vealed word. God opens the eyes to see, the ears to hear, the

heart to receive the truth. And the most curious part of this

divine system is the fact that no previous training, no long ap-

prenticeship, no probationary exercises, no self-culture, are re-

quired. The analogy is stated to-be that of the dead man, hearing

a voice and leaping into life; and though not fully equipped for

his warfare, still an armed warrior, and more than a match for

the hosts of hell. It is at the reception of this word that he be-

gins his apprenticeship, his training, his probation, his cultiva-

tion. And the assurance that he shall grow in grace and knowl-

edge, in the study of this revelation, is written all over it;Mvith

the promise of the certain culmination, in the fulness of stature

at last.

If it be said that the non-scholastic student of Scripture is in

danger of error, because of the tendency to wander from the

record, and to explore the wide fields of merely speculative

philosophy, the answer is, the Word itself is his safeguard. The
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more he explores this fiehJ, the less temptation will he find to go

beyond its limits. And the notorious fact is, that erratic excur-

sions to the misty fields of doubt are rarely made by thfe non-

scholastic reader. The cases in which he has ventured into those

localities are the cases in which he has followed some acknowl-

edged authority, and where he essayed to show the philosophical

errors which encumbered the unorthodox theory of the acknowl-

edged teacher. And the grand argument in support of a non-

scholastic theology is the fact that the very citadel of Popery is

builded upon the assumption that the priest is the only authorised

interpreter of Scripture. God's revelation has nothing to fear

from all the scrutiny of all the Avorld. And the private intelli-

gent Christian has as free access to this word as the most learned

professor. The glory of Protestant Christianity is its open Bible,

where the truth is so clearly revealed that the wayfaring man

need not err. And if this wayfaring man does not happen to be

a fool, he may not only learn something for his own comfort and

guidance, but may even point out to others some wayside flowers

and fruits that have escaped the attention of his more highly

instructed and more highly f;ivored brethren. The Bereans

probably announced what resulted from the search for which

they were commended, if anything practical came from their

search of the Scriptures. At all events, their example has been

presented to the Church since apostolic times as worthy of

imitation. «

There are multitudes of questions, however, which are con-

stantly discussed in the Church and out of it, that have more

of a philosophical than a theological character. Such ques-

tions will be debated while the world stands, and the fact that

they have a theological side will not exclude non-scholastic de-

baters from the consideration of the topics. You cannot say to

the world, and certainly not to the membership of the Church in

the world, that these topics occupy a forbidden ground. The

area occupied by didactic theology is clearly enough defined.

But the area occupied by apologetic theology has larger boun-

daries, and there are hundreds of points where the domain over-

laps the domain of pure logic. The Temple is holier than Porch
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and Academy; but Paul took the chief pillars of the Temple and

set them up in the midst of Mars Hill, where the disciples of

Porch and Academy had a sure foothold.

Nothing can be more contemptible to the Christian thinker

than Broad-Churchism, in so far as this system overrides or over-

shadows the time-honored symbols of Christian faith. But you

pray to the King in Zion to lengthen her cords. May it not be

true that these cords are shrunken by the application of that

form of sacerdotalism which denied the right of private judgment

and forbade the discussion of doctrine outside the cloister? It is

one thing to preach the gospel under the assumed call of God

and the assumed authority of Christ, without the endorsement of

Christ's visible Church. It is quite another thing to discuss the

numberless questions perpetually cropping out in the world—all

having an ethical aspect and all relating to the glory of God and

the good of man—with reverent humility as towards God, with

honest jealousy of the honor of Christ, and with a sincere desire

to discover the truth as revealed in God's Word. The men whom

Malachi tells of as ''speaking one to another" were probably not

all priests or all scholars.

ARTICLE III.

THE GRACE OF ADOPTION.

Paul, in speaking of that system of saving truth, that wisdom

of God in a mystery, hidden from the world, which he in the

gospel preached, says to the Corinthians (1 Cor. ii. 9, 10): "Eye

hath not seen, nor ear heard, neither have entered into the heart

of man, the things which God hath prepared for them that love

him; but God hath revealed them unto us by his Spirit." In

all nature there is nothing like the exceeding riches of his grace

which is bestowed upon sinners; and the thought of such amazing

exaltation and blessedness it never entered the mind of man to

conceive. The knowledge of them comes only by special revela-
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tion of the Spirit. Concerning this same wondrous grace to

sinners of mankind, the Apostle, on another occasion, is led to

exclaim (Romans xi. 33): "Oh the depth of the riches both of

the wisdom and knowledge of God ! how unsearchable are his

judgments, and his ways past finding out!" In magnifying and

praising the riches of this marvellous grace as experienced by

sinners, the same Apostle, on still another occasion, breaks forth

in this glowing strain (Ephesians i. 3-14): "Blessed be the God

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with

all spiritual blessings in heavenly places in Christ: according as

he hath chosen us in him before the foundation of the world, that

we should be holy and without blame before him in love: having

predestinated us unto the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to

himself, according to the good pleasure of his will, to the praise

of the glory of his grace, wherein he hath made us accepted in

the beloved. In whom we have redemption through his blood,

the forgiveness of sins, according to the riches of his grace;

wherein he hath abounded toward us in all wisdom and prudence;

having made known unto us the mystery of his will, according to

his good pleasure which he hath purposed in himself; that in the

dispensation of the fulness of times he might gather together in

one all things in Christ, both which are in heaven and which are

on earth; even in him: in whom also we have obtained an in-

heritance, being predestinated according to the purpose of him

who worketh all things after the counsel of his own will : that we

should be to the praise of his glory, who first trusted in Christ.

In whom ye also trusted, after that ye heard the word of truth,

the gospel of your salvation; in whom also after that ye believed,

ye were sealed with that holy Spirit of promise; which is the

earnest of our inheritance until the redemption of the purchased

possession, unto the praise of his glory." And, once more, in

application of this divine grace to the Galatian Christians, who

were "so soon removed from him that called them into the grace

of Christ, unto another gospel" (so-called), who were so foolish

as to turn away from the true benefits and privileges of the gospel

of God's grace, and resort again to the lower system of legalism

;

in order to remind them of their true and high vocation in Christ,
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and to call them back to the full acceptance and enjoyment of his

grace, the Apostle writes (Galatians iv. 4-7): "When the fulness

of the time was come, God sent forth his Son, made of a woman,

made under the law, to redeem them that were under the law,

that we might receive the adoption of sons. And because ye are

sons, God has sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts

crying, Abba, Father. Wherefore"'—he adds, making a direct

application of this precious truth to the heart of every individual

believer among them

—

'•''Wherefore thou art no more a servant^

but a son."

It is, then, the G-race of Adoption which God confers upon

believers under the gospel scheme. To the conten^phition and

study of this rich and abundant grace of God toward sinners, in

the Christian economy, the mind of the believer may well be

turned. It is a topic full of comfort to the Christian heart, and

one which opens up a grand field for religious thought and in-

quiry. Yet, strange to say, it is one which has been little dis-

cussed, and is very imperfectly understood and appreciated. The

remark was made from the pulpit by an eminent preacher a few

years ago, that no published treatise on theology contains a full

and distinct treatment of this subject. Calvin, in his famous

Institutes of the Christian Religion, seems to have overlooked it

almost altogether, and the name does not appear even in Dr.

Hodge's voluminous work on Systematic Theology. The West-

minster Confession does indeed devote to it a separate chapter,

but disposes of the whole subject in a single section. With the

purpose of directing the attention of others to this doctrine, which

is one of great practical importance and value in the Christian

life, and in the hope of leading to its fuller discussion by abler

pens, we venture to present to the readers of the Review some

thoughts upon this subject.

I. The highest and most blessed relationship to which the

sinner is admitted under the scheme of grace is Adoption.

This is peculiarly a personal relationship of the redeemed

sinner with God the Father. Not that it does not imply a per-

sonal relationship also with the Son and the Spirit. This is

very clearly involved. But the relationship distinctly expressed
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bj the word Adoption, while, of course, it covers a great deal

under it, is that which exists between the sinner, redeemed by

divine grace, and the Father, the first person of the sacred

Trinity. The term, therefore, sets forth peculiarly the office of

God the Father toward us under the economy of saving grace.

Now, the Father's official position in this scheme is the first and

highest. Jesus himself taught (John xiv. 24-28) that the Father

sent him, and is greater, in official position, than he; and

(John xiv. 26, xv. 26) that the Spirit is sent by the Father and

himself; and so is officially inferior to both of them. Since, then,

the Father's official position in the scheme of grace is the first

and the highest, it follows that the personal relationship with

him, expressed by the term Adoption^ is—if we may distinguish

betwixt them—the most exalted and blessed under the covenant

of redemption. That is to say, this relationship with the Father—
in all that it comprehends under it—is the highest and fullest

expression of divine grace to the sinnei* included under the

gospel economy.

(1). Our relationship with Jesus Christ the Son, in the economy

of redemption, is indeed most blessed and most essentially im-

portant. His is peculiarly a law work. His special office is to

represent us under the moral government of God before the law.

Accordingly he appears as our Substitute, who dies in our stead

under the penalty of the law, which we by our trangression

had provoked, and so atones for our guilt. As Paul declares

(Gal. iii. 13): "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse of the

law, being made a curse for us." He also, as our federal Head,

obeys the law in our behalf, and so brings in a righteousness for

us, on the ground of which we are justified. And as our repre-

sentative before the law, whose perfect obedience, both active and

passive, in our stead, has been accepted and approved of God for

us, he ever appears before the throne of God in heaven and inter-

cedes in our behalf there. The end, therefore, which is accom-

plished singularly by Christ the Son's work in the plan of salva-

tion is, as Paul expresses it (Romans iii. 26), "That God might

be just, and thejustifier of him which believeth in Jesus."

Now, under God's absolutely perfect and inviolable moral
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government, which lies at the foundation of, and necessarily con-

ditions, all his dealings with us sinners, it is a most essential and

a most blessed thing for us that we have such a representative to

appear for us before the law, who so fully and gloriously meets

all its demands with regard to us, who thus completely lifts us

above its condemning power, who turns its curses into blessings,

its threats into approvals, and its frowns into smiles, upon our

souls; and so fulfils the first essential requsite in the matter of

our eternal salvation. We cannot, therefore, too greatly magnify,

too highly estimate, nor too loudly praise, God for his grace, as

expressed to us in our relationship with the Son, who loved us

and gave himselffor us. In the contemplation of this grace alone,

we are fully warranted in joining in the glowing doxology of John

in Patmos (Revelation i. 5, 6): "Unto Him that loved us, and

washed us from our sins in his own blood, and hath made us

kings and priests unto God and his Father: to him be glory and

dominion forever and ever. Amen."

(2.) Our relationship with the Holy Spirit, under the scheme

of redemption, is also a most gracious and blessed one. His

special work therein is peculiarly a personal one with regard to

us; his office is to apply to us individually and personally the

salvation wrought out for us under the law by the Son, the Lord

Jesus Christ. If the work of redemption had stopped with the

Son's peculiar work, though that is most glorious and complete

in itself, the sinner would be left still personally dead in sin.

Such, for example, as we know, was the case of every one of us

up to the time of our conversion to God. Though Christ had

completed his redeeming laAV-work for us eighteen hundred years

ago, and had thus been, long before our birth into the world,

accepted of God in our behalf as included in the election of grace;

yet we were born guilty and dead sinners, and continued in this

state up to the time that, in infinite grace, we were quickened

into spiritual life by the renewing of the Holy Ghost. But be-

cause the Son has worked out complete redemption for us under

the righteous government of God, and appears for us as our ac-

cepted Redeemer in heaven, the Holy Spirit is sent forth to

apply salvation personally to us whom Christ in covenant has
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before redeemed. And his work is to restore us personally to

spiritual life. By divine power and grace he regenerates us,

which is the beginning of this saving work,; sanctifies us, which

is its continuation ; and finally glorifies us—raises us from the

dead in incorruption and immortality, in the full likeness of our

blessed Lord—which. is its completion.

And this he does by actually entering our sinful hearts in his

own person, and dwelling in us and operating in us, acting

directly upon and infusing new life into all our natural faculties;

breaking down, mortifying, and rooting out the old sinful nature

that still remains in us and hinders the action of the new; and

finally, causing the life of God, of which he is the active principle

and eflScient energy, to permeate and control fully our whole man.

And so are fulfilled the words of Scripture (2 Cor. vi. 16): "Ye

are the temple of the living God; as God hath said, I will dwell

in them and walk in them; and I will be their God, and they

shall be my people;" and (Phil. i. 6), "He which hath begun a

good work in you will perform it (margin, willfinish it) until the

day of Jesus Christ." i - , .^ ...,,' .^,-:.-.^,,.^.,., ...
^ ...,[

It is, therefore, a most necessary and a most gracious work

which the Holy Spirit, the third person of the Godhead, performs

for us in the scheme of redemption. And no words can adequately

set forth the honor and blessedness of the relationship which thus

exists, by divine grace, betwixt him and ourselves. To be, in

our poor sinful selves, the temples of the living God ; to have the

divine and blessed Spirit himself come and take up his habitiition

in these polluted hearts of ours, and thereby enter into the most

intimate, tender, and constant fellowship with us; and, at the

same time, make us partakers of the divine nature, by his gracious

power cleanse, purify, and elevate our hearts so that they may

become fit dwelling-places for the Holy God: surely it would be

difficult for us to conceive of any relationship that is higher and

more blessed. Indeed, this is itself one of those things which

God has prepared for them that love him, which it certainly would

never have entered into the heart of man to conceive. This

blessed work of the Spirit, and the relationship which it implies,

are altogether worthy to evoke the sublime invocation of the
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Apostle concerning the Ephesian Christians (Eph. iii. 14—19):

*'! bow my knees unto the God and Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ, of whom the whole family in heaven and earth is named,

that he would grant you, according to the riches of his glory, to

be strengthened with might by his Spirit in the inner raan; jthat

Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith; that ye, being rooted

and grounded in love, may be able to comprehend with all saints

what is the breadth, and length, and depth, and height; and t(

know the love of Christ, which passeth knowledge, that ye might

be filled with all the fulness of God." And realising this priceless

blessing by the Spirit, we ma}^ well unite with Paul in the grand

doxology which he adds in celebration of the Spirit's grace:

*'Now unto Him that is able to do exceeding abundantly above

all that we ask or think, according to the 'power that worketh in

us, unto Him be glory in the Church by Christ Jesus, through-

out all ages, world without end. Amen."

(3.) But, important, exalted, and blessed and glorious as are

our relationships with the Spirit and the Son under the wondrous

scheme of redemption, it is not until we take in also our peculiar

relationship with God the Father, which is expressed by the

term Adoption, that we arrive at a just conception of the exceed-

ing riches of divine grace to sinners, and that we acquire a true

idea of the spiritual exaltation and blessedness which is ours by

that unspeakable grace. We must see ourselves to be not merely

redeemed legally by the Son, who has fully met all the require-

ments of the law in our behalf, and restored to spiritual life and

purity by the Spirit dwelling and ruling in our hearts; but,

further, as vitally united to Christ by the Spirit, and personally

identified with him, even ns the wife is with her husband; we

must see ourselves to be so borne by the Son, personally with

himself, into his own most blessed relation of Sonship with the

Father; and ourselves so recognised presonally, and owned and

actually admitted and established in his family by the Father as

his children, before we can know all. It is only as we thus see

ourselves to be really the sons of God by a spiritual adoption,

personally received and treated as the brethren of the Lord Jesus

Christ, the Holy Spirit dwelling in us, as the "Spirit of Adop-

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—9.
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tion," crying from our hearts, "Abba, Father;" and ourselves

personally the objects of the Father's paternal love and compas-

sion and care, admitted to full and free fellowship with Him, and

entitled, as "joint heirs with Christ," to eternal heirship under

him,

—

only then is it that we perceive what the grace of God to

us-ward is, and what is the full height of privilege and blessing

which he has made ours. We are the %on8 of God, and nothing

less. "Thou art no more a servant, but a son.''

These thoughts have been suggested by a careful study of that

exquisite portrayal of the scheme of grace contained in the

fifteenth chapter of Luke's Gospel, where our Saviour most clearly

and beautifully sets forth the distinctive work of the three per-

sons of the Trinity in the plan of redemption, by a group of in-

imitable parables. The first, that of "The Lost Sheep," exhibits

specially in this aspect the law-work of the Son, who, as a good

Shepherd going out after his strayed sheep and seeking it till he

finds it, rescues the sinner from guilt and destruction, and

brings him back on his own person to the fold of God, the

trophy of his redeeming grace. And thus is the salvation of

sinners made possible.

The second parable, that of "The Lost Piece of Money," sets

forth specially the work of the Spirit, who, like a woman hunt-

ing for a lost coin, through the Church—usually represented in

Scripture under the figure of a female—searches out amidst the

dust and filth of sin, the lost and dead sinner whom Christ died

to save, and plucking him out of his state of sin and death, re-

stores him to spiritual life and sets him a jewel in the Saviour's

diadem of glory.

In the third, the parable of the "The Prodigal Son," is por-

trayed in distinction from the others, the Father's special office

in the gracious scheme. And he is represented as receiving and

welcoming back the lost sinner, who, redeemed by the Son and

reclaimed by the Spirit, returns in penitence to him; appointing

him a place—not that of a servant, but—in his own house and

at his own table : and, reaching the culminating point of the

whole wondrous exhibition of divine grace to sinners, as expressly

%
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proclaiming him to be his son, who was dead and is alive again ;

who was lost and is found.

And a more recent study of the eighth chapter of Romans has

revealed to us the fact that the Apostle Paul employs the very

same method and follows the very same order in setting forth the„

grounds of assurance to believers under the gospel scheme. "His

theme here," says Dr. Hodge, "is the security of believers. The

salvation of those who have renounced the law, and accepted the

gracious oflfers of the gospel, is shown to be absolutely certain.

The whole chapter is a series of arguments most beautifully ar-

ranged in support of this one point. . . . The proposition is con-

tained in the first verse. There is no condemnation to those

who are in Christ Jesus; they shall never be condemned or per-

ish." And this is proved, 1 (verses 2-4). By the fact that thet/

are deliveredfrom the condemning power of the law, through the

law-work of the Son, by which the righteousness of the law is

fulfilled in them that believe. 2 (verses 5-11). By the fact that

thei/ are not in the flesh, but in the Spirit. That is, they are not

in a state of nature, having the carnal mind, which is death, but

have been renewed by the Spirit, who now dwells in them, and

carries forward their salvation, and will certainly complete it by

quickening their mortal bodies, even as he raised up Christ from

the dead. And 3 (verses 12-17). By the fact that being led by

the Spirit of God, thei/ are the sons of Grod; of which blessed pri-

vilege they are assured by having received the Spirit of adoption,

whereby they cry, "Abba, Father;" and by the witness of the

Spirit with their spirits that they are the children of God. Thus

we see that Paul, in setting forth the grounds of Christian com-

fort and hope, begins with the law-work of Christ the Son, as the

foundation ; rises up through the Spirit's work, in the applica-

tion, and reaches the highest, crowning expression of divine grace

in the Father's work of adoption. This is that most exalted re-

lation, to which believing sinners are raised under the gospel

economy, in which, despite "the sufferings of the present time"

they are assured that all things work together for their good
;

and that God being for them, it matters not who may be against
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them, for nothing can separate them from hia love which is in

Christ Jesus their Lord. , . x^c ^^Kfts

II. The full comfort and joy of the Christian religion, to which

we are entitled by the grace of God, are realised only as we

breathe truly the spirit of adoption.

The truth as revealed to us in Cod's word is the proper meas-

ure of Christian experience; and our experience may and ought

to accord with that truth so revealed to us. Now adoption be-

ing, as we have seen, the highest and fullest expression of divine

grace to us, our personal experience of religion ought to corres-

pond with that, and we realise the full measure of inv/ard com-

fort and joy only as it does so. In other words, we attain to the

true and full measure of inward blessing only as we realise in our

experience what the Spirit, through Paul, says to each one of us

in the Scripture, "Thou art no more a servant^ but a son."

In order that we may the better understand this truth, let us

see what, according to Scripture and experience, are those spirit-

ual comforts and joys which accrue to us respectively— if we may

venture to draw a line of distinction betwixt them—from our sev-

eral relationships with the Son, the Spirit, and the Father, in

the scheme of grace.

(1.) The comforts and joys arising specially from J;he work of

the Son,—which no doubt come first in the order of our Chris-

tian experience—are those which appertain immediately to our

law relations. They are such, resulting directly from our justi-

fication in God's sight for Christ's sake, as the Apostle (Romans

V. 1) comprehends under the expression "peace with God

through our Lord Jesus Christ;" which is, as more fully drawn

out, a sense of relief from guilt, of acceptance with God, and

assurance of his eternal favor. This is certainly a very impor-

tant and essential element of religious experience, and it is plain

that there could be no genuine Christian comfort and joy without

it. It is indeed fundamental to all Christian joy. And so pre-

cious is it that we may well say, Happy, thrice happy is that

humble believer who, in the personal experience and full sense

of the truth, can say with Paul, "There is therefore now no con-

demnation . . . for the law of the Spirit of life in Christ

Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin and death."

I
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(2.) The comforts and joys of religion which pertain peculiarly

to the Spirit's work, are those pleasures which arise specially

from the experience of netv life^ and the divine presence with us

through the personal indwelling of the Spirit of grace in our

hearts. Such, for instance, as new views of the truth, new ener-

gies, new activities, new tastes, new hopes; what Paul expresses

when he says (2 Cor. v. 17) : "If any man be in Christ, he is a

new creature: old things are passed away, behold, all things are

become new\" To which may be added the assurance of divine

sympathy and help in all the infirmities and trials of life, through

the Spirit's presence with us, as declared by Jesus when he said,

"I will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comfor-

ter that he may abide with you forever," and by Paul when he

writes, "The Spirit also helpeth our infirmities." With such

experiences of divine grace, following up and confirming and

making effectual in our lives the glorious work of Christ for us,

we may justly consider that our cup of spiritual comfort and joy

is full to overflowing, and be ready to exclaim, It is enough.

It may indeed be enough for our poor feeble human thought

to comprehend, and more than enough for our Aveak faltering

faith to believe. But we have not seen all; we have not felt all;

we have not taken hold of the yet larger, richer, cup of inward

blessing which divine grace has filled for us, until we are carried

a step further—conducted, as it were, into another chamber of

love—and experience

(3.) The blessedness of Adoption^ in our personal relationship

specially with the Father. It is only here that all the comforts

and joys of salvation as realised in Christian experience, reach

their full scope and exercise. To illustrate: take the case of the

Prodigal Son, which, in the spiritual meaning of the parable,

clearly and beautifully portrays to us the whole matter. And
suppose now that he had received ample assurance of his father's

forgiveness of his sins, which he so freely confessed, and of his

father's entire reconciliation toward him, thus relieving com-

pletely all his fears and troubles upon this score. Now this, re-

garding him as the sinner saved by grace, is what Christ the

Son's redeeming work, apprehended in itself, would do for him.
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Then add to this his personal restoration to spiritual life ; a new

nature given him, new feelings, new desires, new aspirations
; the

power of that old sinful nature that led him wickedly to wander

away from home and conducted him down to such depths of moral

infamy and wretchedness, broken, and new spiritual life infused

into his whole being. This is what the Spirit's work alone would

do for him. 'But suppose that the work of grace stopped here,

left him just at that point, what would be his state? What would

be his position ? and what would be, consequently, his experi-

ence? Certainly very much improved; infinitely superior to

what it had been. But his relation with God would be that only

that of a servant. Not that of a slave., but of a servant^ as dis-

tinguished from a sow.* And of course his experience would be

accordingly. We really have no such thing under the scheme

of grace; and exactly such a case never has existed in the his-

tory of man. But we can imagine something of what that expe-

rience would be. We can see the Prodigal in that case, putting

on a new and different countenance, exercising new activities,

led by new tastes, prompted by new motives, and choosing a new

occupation, and, in a word, living a new and better life. But

still, he remains in a state of strange isolation and self-depend-

ence, and must actually look to his own efforts, his own work.,

under God, for the supply of his wants and his maintenance. In

other words, exalted and blessed as his experience now is, com-

pared with what it formerly was, it is yet but that of a servant.

And how incomparably inferior this is to what the Prodigal

actually experienced, when, by the grace of God, through the

work of the Son and of the Spirit he was lifted up out of his

moral wretchedness and degradation, from the midst of the filthy

swine-herds, and borne directly back to his father, who, perceiv-

ing him while he was yet a great way off, instantly recognised

him as his son, felt his compassion move for him, ran out to meet

him, welcomed him home with a parental kiss and fond embrace

and at once adopted him into his family as his own son, that

*Yov a clear presentation of the distinction between a servant and a

son under the moral government of God, see Thornwell's Collected

Writings, Vol. I., pp. 258, 259.
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was dead and is now alive again, and that was lost and is found!

The Prodigal, out of an overwhelming sense of his sinfulness and

unworthiness, may be ready to ask that he be given—and that as

a special grace—only a hired servant's place. But no : this is

not the place provided for him, this is not the place that divine

grace assigns him, and this is not the place that his father will

permit hira to occupy. " Thou art no more a servant, but a

son," is the purport of the father's reply. A son, and nothing

less than a son, he must be; with the family badge upon his

hand, a seat at his father's table, a full admittance to all the

privileges and benefits of his father's home, and a full interest

in and title to his father's rich estate. "If children, then heirs

;

heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ."

The sweet and precious comfort and the "joy unspeakable and

full of glory" flowing from all this, is ours by the grace of God.

In adopting us as his sons, God the Father steps out and enters

into a personal relation with us too; and coniprehending in it

the work of his only begotten Son, whom, in infinite love, he

gave to redeem us; and the work of his Spirit, whom he sent

forth to apply salvation to us; he crowns it all by his own inesti-

mable and superabounding grace in becoming our Father, And
this most exalted and blessed relationship into which we are thus

introduced, throws its benign light back upon, and determines the

character of, all the other relationships and the experience of the

Christian life. In its light, Christ stands to us not simply as

our legal representative and sponsor, but our own dear Elder

Brother, "in whom it hath pleased the Father that all fulness

should dwell," and who is to us "the chiefest among ten thou-

sand," and "altogether lovely." And the Holy Spirit becomes,

not merely the 'principle of life within us, operating unseen and

unrecognised in our hearts, but himself "the Spirit of adoption,"

ever breathing forth from our breasts the filial cry of "Abba,

Father;" and himself, too, the seal of our adoption and the ear-

nest of our inheritance, bearing his personal witness with our

spirits that we are the children of God. Other Christians, too,

no matter what their earthly position or relationships be, become

bound to us by the sacred and tender ties of brotherhood, we and
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they being all the children of one common family. Life's work-

with us also becomes, not so much duties., which belong more to

the relation of a servant, but privileges., which we exercise and

enjoy as expressions of our own love, and in response to our

Father's wondrous love. And the life which we live upon this

elevated plane of Adoption, Avhere we are lifted above all servile

fear and anxious care, and where the ineffable love of God pours

down its full flood of heavenly light upon us, is a veritable walk-

ing in love: its very atmosphere is love, its every motive love,

and all its works are done in love. "God is love, and he that

dwelleth in love, dwelleth in God, and God in him."

Such is the privilege, and such ought to be the experience, of

every sinner who accepts the Lord's gracious promise: " I will

receive you, and will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my
sons and daughters, saith the Lord Almighty." T. H. Law.

'^i'lVi'Mi 'Kh'yi^Pv'-

ARTICLE IV.

THE FOUR APOCALYPTIC BEASTS; OR, THE
CHERUBIC SYMBOL.

Nothing '\i\ the Sacred Scriptures is more remarkable than

their profound and beautiful symbolism. Throughout the entire

period of revelation, great moral and spiritual truths are most

impressively set forth by the use of natural and material things;

and whatever natural and material thing is used to convey moral

and spiritual truths is appropriately termed a symbol. It is

greatly to b6 regretted that a subject so fruitful and instructive

as that of scriptural symbolism has not received more careful

study at the hands of biblical students.

Many of-these symbols are found in every period of revelation,

and much of our knowledge of divine truth must depend upon

their proper interpretation.

The revelations to Daniel in the Old, and the revelations to

John in the New Testament, are almost entirely made through
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the medium of symbolical representations; and until we have the

key to these symbols, large portions of the word of God must

remain sealed. ^ -

The beasts, the living creatures, the candlesticks, the stars,

the elders, the trumpets, the vials, the horns, are the impressive

objects used by the Holy Ghost to represent the great spiritual

truths of the heavenly kingdom. Some of the symbols of Scrip-

ture are found in many portions of the word ; many of them,

certainly, are found in every dispensation of the covenant

of redemption.

Everywhere bread and water are used as symbols of gospel

grace. Ho, every one that thirsteth: if any man thirst, let him

come unto me, and drink; I am the Bread of Life. Every-

where animal sacrifices are typical of the sacrifice of Christ Jesus,

the spotless Lamb of God. Christ, our Passover, sacrificed for us.

The central object to whom all the prophets gave witness, and

testimony to whom is the spirit of the entire Scriptures, is the

Lord Jesus Christ. He is the Bread of God, the Lamb, the

Vine, the Corner-stone, the true Manna, the Lion of the tribe of

Judah. Nearly all of the symbols of Scripture are connected

directly with the Lord Jesus Christ, the God-man Mediator, and

with his redemptive work.

After the vision of the seven golden candlesticks and the seven

stars, and the interpretation thereof, contained in the first three

chapters of the Revelation, John beheld a door opened in heaven,

and heard a voice saying, Come up hither, and I will shew thee

things which must be hereafter.

The chief figure of the vision was seated upon the heavenly

throne, and to look upon was like a jasper and a sardine stone;

the emerald rainbow was round about the throne, and the golden

crowned elders, clothed in white, sat upon the four and twenty

seats; He who sat upon the throne was the Lord Jesus, who

created all things, and for whose pleasure they are and were

created. In the midst of the throne and round about the throne

were four living creatures ; for the Greek word Cwa is here most

incorrectly and improperly translated ^^ beasts;" and the first

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—10.
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living creature was like a lion, and the second like a calf, and the

third a man, and the fburth a flying eagle, -.fr? ;>»i,vl-

The position of this living creature is most significant: it is

in] mediately connected with the mediatorial throne upon which

the Lord Jesus Christ, as Lamb of God, is seated. And this

gives one clue to the interpretation of the symbol; viz., whatever

may be the solution of the figure, it must be found in connexion

with the redemptive work of the Son of Man, the Seed of the

Woman, the King upon the throne.

If, upon examination of the Avord of God, it shall be found

that in every instance where this symbol occurs, it is always

found in connexion with the Lord Jesus, then we are certain

thai no explanation which disconnects the symbol from the work

of Christ can be true. Omitting at this time any argument to

identify the living creature of John with the Cherubim of

Ezekiel—for this identity will appear as we proceed—the first

mention of this symbol is found in Gen. iii. 24: God placed at

•the east of the garden of Eden cherubims, and a flaming sword

'which turned every way, to keep the way of the Tree of Life.

' The Tree of Life in Eden, of which man was commanded to

eat, was the symbol of the divine food which God prepared and

gave to sustain that life which he breathed into man. It was

thus a symbol of blessedness—of man's truest, highest, and most

exalted blessedness. The cherubim are in immediate proximity

to this Tree of Life; the Messianic Promise of the seed of the

Woman—the Son of God incarnate—has been made; the altar

of sacrifice, stained with the blood of those animals whose skins

now covered the shame of our first parents, stands in view, and

the fourfold composite form of creaturehood is thus connected

with the Trqe of Life, the altar of sacrifice, the blood of Atone-

ment, the promise of a Saviour who should be the Seed of the

Woman. Any careful examination of this portion of Scripture

must connect the cherubic symbol with the redemptive work of

the promised Saviour, the Seed of the Woman. That Tree of

Life is to be protected by the flaming sword, until it reappears in

paradise regained—when the redeemed shall eat of it, as it bears

its twelve manner of fruits, yielding her fruit every month, and
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whose leaves shall be for the healing of the nations. And in

sight of that Tree of Life, restored to paradise by the blood of

the Lamb, is the fourfold form of creaturehood, the four living

creatures of the Revelation of Jesus Christ to his servant John

on Patmos. ,, .\ ,. ;;•: ^-.-i. -'^x-y-^ ''
'.,;:s'''- v,":'

From the fall in Eden to the exode from Egypt, a period of

about twenty-five hundred years, there is no record in the Scrip-

tures of any appearance of this symbol.

But when the tabernacle of testimony was erected in the

wilderness, and when the Lord Jesus Christ took up his abode in

that Tabernacle in the midst of his redeemed people, the Cheru-

bim or the living creatures reappear in immediate connexion with

the Mercy Cover, the Blood, and the Shekinah presence of God.

Among the divine directions for building the tabernacle is this:

"And thou shalt make two Cherubims of gold, of beaten work

shalt thou make them, in the two ends of the mercy cover; and

the Cherubims shall stretch forth their wings on high, covering

the mercy cover with their wings, and their faces shall look one

to another, toward the mercy cover shall the faces of the Cherubim

be. And there I will meet with thee, and I will commune "with

thee from above the mercy cover from between the two Cherubim

which are upon the ark of the testimony."

Here the Cherubim are in immediate connexion with the Ark

of the Covenant, the blood-sprinkled mercy cover, the Shekinah

presence of God; and all of this within the Most Holy place.

From Moses to Solomon, a period of about five hundred years,

the Cherubim held this position in the tabernacle of testimony;

and from Solomon to Nebuchadnezzar, a period of over four

hundred years, this symbol occupied the same relative position

in the temple.

The Epistle to the Hebrews, which is an inspired exposition of

the symbolism of the Levitical dispensation as related to the

priestly work of Jesus the Son of God, calls attention to all of

these symbols, and makes special mention of the Cherubim by

name, saying that they were within the most holy place.

Ezekiel, the prophet of God to the children of Israel, exile of

the captivity^ on the banks of the river Chebar, two hundred

W&i.''
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miles above lordly Babylon, saw through the opened heavens

visions of God, and lo, the Cherubic Symbol in wondrous four-

fold form appeared. .' ^ :" >

Again, when he sat in his house with the elders of Judah be-

fore him, the hand of the Lord was upon him, and he saw this

same majestic symbol, the appearance of the likeness of the glory

of God; this time, however, not on the river Chebar, but in the

holy city Jerusalem, and preparing to depart from the house of

the Lord; and the prophet knew that this was the Cherubim, for

he expressly says: "I knew that they were the Cherubim."

Whatever of hope, mercy, or comfort was connected, with the

Cherubic Symbol goes with the covenanted people of God from

Jerusalem to their captive home in Babylon ; and doubtless the

heart of the prophet of God was cheered and strengthened by this

imposing vision of the glory of God.

Nearly seven hundred years after this, John, from another

exile at Patmos, saw in the midst of the heavenly throne and in

the midst of the elders a slain Lamb with seven horns and seven

eyes, and there in the midst of the throne and elders were the

four living creatures, the Cherubim that Ezekiel saw on the

banks of the Chebar. Thus it is established, that, during the

entire period of revelation, under every dispensation of the Cove-

nant of Redemption, the Cherubim, or the living creatures, are

never found except in immediate connexion with the redemptive

work of the Lord Jesus Christ.

Another most significant and important fact, as related to the

exposition of this Symbol is found in the song which the four

living creatures sing before the throne: with the elders, they fall

before the throne, saying to the Lamb, Thou art worthy to take

the book, and to open the seals thereof, for thou wast slain and

hast redeemed us to God by thy blood; and then the angels take

up the song of thanksgiving to the worthy Lamb ; and then every

creature which was in heaven and on the earth and under the

earth ascribed blessing and honor and glory and power to Him

that sitteth upon the throne and to the Lamb forever.

Whatever interpretation may be given to the Oherubim^ this

much is certain, they themselves say that they have been re-
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deemed by the Lamb. The symbol may have other significa-

tions; but it must signify Redeviption : "Thou hast redeemed us

to God by thy blood."

In the Eden, then, that was lost, the Cherubim are found near

the altar of sacrifice and the Promised Seed; in the wilderness

and in the promised land, they are seen over the mercy cover,

and near the atoning blood; in time of the captivity, they go

with the redeemed people, and are seen in vision with all the

symbols of salvation on the banks of the river Chebar; and in

the paradise regained, the new heavens and the new earth, they

are in immediate connexion with the slain Lamb, and they sing,

"Thou hast redeemed us to God by thy blood."

We are thus prepared from this induction of Scripture facts to

take another step, and say that the Cherubim represent the re-

deemed creation and symbolise the deliverance of the creature

—

all creaturehood, KTcaig—to the favor and enjoyment of God ; not

merely redeemed man, but the redeemed creature—the creature

that now waiteth in pain the hour of joyful deliverance from the

bondage of corruption. The symbol represents complete creature-

hood, the totality of animal life, delivered by the second Adam,

the Son of Man, the Head of the creation, from the curse and

death which entered into and passed upon the whole creation by

the sin of him who was the first Head, and who was the figure—
the TVTTog—of Him who was to come.

As the symbol becomes fully developed and clearly defined,

there are plainly seen four faces—the man, the lion^ the calf^ the

eagle—the representative types of the animal world ; man the

representative of moral intelligence, the lion of wild animals, the

calf of domestic animals, the eagle of all fowls that fly, and fish

that swim ; for in the Mosaic account of creation, the eagle was

the product of the water: "God said. Let the waters bring forth

abundantly the moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may
fly above the earth."

The Ch&tnihira of the Old and the four living creatures of the

New Testament represent the totality of creaturehood ; and the

song they sing before the slain Lamb—" Thou hast redeemed us

to God by thy blood"—leads to the conclusion that they sym-
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bolise the redemption and restoration of the creation to the favor

and fellowship of God. '

'•

But here the objection will at once be raised : this teaches the

immortality of the brute creation; and "do you mean to assert

that Christ died in any sense to save the world of irrational

animals?" We reply: ihQ immortality of the brute creation is

not taught in the sense of any resurrection or restoration of the

generations of dead animals to life; nor does Christ die in any

sense to take away their persojial guilt, for they can have no

guilt in any moral sense; but it is asserted that Christ's death

does remove the curse not only from man, but also from the

entire creation, upon which that curse passed from the sinning

head, the first Adam.

The work of Christ has a far wider scope than man's redemp-

tion ; that work overflows the channel of manhood, and reaches

to the farthest limits of creation, and blesses the whole boundless

universe; for in the dispensation of the fulness of times he will

gather together in one all things in Christ, both which are in

heaven and which are on earth, even in him. He is the first-

born of every creature; for by him were all things created that

are in heaven and that are in earth, whether visible or invisible,

whether thrones, or dominions, or principalities, or powers; all

things were created by him and for him.

When we look carefully at the creation, we find man with a

material body, linking him to the material world around him;

he had also animal life, linking him to the animal world; and a

God-given and God-like life, linking him to his Maker and his

God. When the second Adam came, of whom the first was a

figure

—

TVTToq—he too had a material body, animal life, and a hu-

man soul, and all these united indissolubly to \\\9, eternal Godhead.

It is evident, therefore, that the inorganic creation and all the

forms of animate existence are bound up in the destiny of Him

who is creation's Lord and Head; and if that Head shall suifer,

all the members must suffer with Him. Hence, when he sinned

against God, by eating of the forbidden tree, the curse and the

death falling upon him, the offending head, passed over upon all

the manifold forms of the creation : "Cursed is the ground for
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thy sake; thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee;

dust thou art and unto dust shalt thou return;" and thus the

curse and the woe passed upon all forms of life, even from the

head to the very earth upon which Adam walks; and with this .

statement all the facts of human history and the teachings of

God's word agree; and the imagination of the poet expresses a

sad and solemn fact, when he says:

"Earth felt the wound, and Nature from her seat,

Sighinji; through all her works, gave signs of woe

That all was lost."

Christ, the second Adam, comes not merely to save man, but

to retrieve the ruin of the fall, to restore the lost creation. He
is the Lord from heaven, and is indeed a quickening Spirit, who

shall roll away the curse from the ktIglv—the created thing—and

make all things new. "In him creation and the Creator meet

in reality and not in semblance." "On the very apex of the

finished pyramid of being, he sits Son of Man and Son of Gotl,

the adorable monarch of all."

Christ as Son of Man, in whom the headship over creation is

to be regained, must reach forth his healing hand and touch and

restore and renew every form and part of that sin-cursed creation,

which now groaneth and travaileth in pain, waiting for the re-

demption and resurrection of the bodies of the sons of God, when

the Lord himself shall appear in glory, and make all things new.

Jlaaa fj KTiaig—every creature—is waiting in earnest expectation

the hour when the children of God shall be openly manifested to

the universe as such ; at which time the creature shall be delivered

from the bondage of corruption into that glorious liberty which

the children of God shall enjoy at the appearing of Him who is

creation's Lord and Head and Restorer.

The heavens and earth which now are, by the word and power

of God are kept in store unto the day when the Lord will come,

when they shall be dissolved, and be purified with fire; when the

earth, its works, and elements shall be burned up, but not anni-

hilated; and when the new heavens and earth shall appear in

immortal beauty and glory, according to the promise, in which

the four and twenty elders and the four living creatures shall
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dwell eternally with the slain but ever-living Lamb. Behold, I

make all things new. " '
.

"Come, for creation groans,

Impatient of thy stay;

Worn out with these long years of illy

These ages of delay.

"Come, and make all things new.

Build up this ruined earth
;

. Restore our faded paradise

—

Creation's second birth.

"Come, and begin thy reign

Of everlasting peace
;

Come, take the kingdom to thyself,

Great King of Righteousness

^

"
'

'

The typical symbol of the restored creation—the CheruUm of

Eden^ of the Tabernacle^ of the Temple^ of the river Chebar, re-

appear as the four living creatures in the new heavens and earthy

and join in the anthem of praise to Him who hath redeemed them

to God by his own precious blood.

God has assured us in his word that he will not leave the

present material and animate creation, which before sin entered

•he himself pronounced very good, under the blight of sin, the

bondage of corruption, and the power of the devil; that blight

shall be removed, that bondage shall be broken, that power shall

be destroyed by Him who is the Restorer, the Resurrection, and

the Risen Lord.

No spot in all this wide universe has ever been hallowed as has

this earth upon Avhich we live—hallowed by the human birth and

life, the toils and tears, the sufferings and sacrifice, the burial and

resurrection, of the Son of God. Honored thus above all other

worlds, God will not leave it under its present burden and bondage

of corruption, but will still more highly honor and glorify it at

the appearing of the Son of Man, when Christ and his redeemed

people as kings and priests unto God shall reign upon the earth.

The composite Cherubic form, the man, the ox, the calf, the

eagle, represents then the Kriaig—the creature-—every creature;

and symbolises the redeemed creation, and its restoration to the

favor and fellowship of God.

siM^'iii
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The four living creatures, or the Cherubim, is also V^e symbol

of God's dwelling place in the midst of this redeemed creation.

The wise king of Israel, Solomon, asked, ''Will God indeed

dwell on the earth?" and the Cherubim is the symbolic answer:

Yes, God will indeed dwell on the earth, with him that is of an

humble and contrite heart, in the midst of his blood-bought people,

in the mi^lst of his redeemed creation. In very deed, God has

dwelt on the earth ; he now dwells on the earth ; he will dwell

on the new earthy in the midst of the four and twenty elders and

the four living creatures. " *

For nearly a thousand years, in the Tabernacle and in the

Temple, within the most holy place, God had his dwelling, over

the mercy cover, between the outstretched wings of the Cherubim ;

here was the manifested presence of God, the Shekinah glory;

and from this, as his dwelling place, Jehovah met and communed

with the high priest of his people. Ezekiel saw the same God

in the same place, between the Cherubim, on the banks of the

river Chebar; and John, in his exile at Patmos, saw through the

opened heavens the Lamb of God, the Lord Jesus, in the midst

of the throne and the four and twenty elders and the /our living

creatures. The second point of the symbol, then, is plain—it is

God's dwelling in the midst of his redeemed creation. . i. r s

As the Infinite Spirit, the Fountain of Light and Life, the

Author of all existence, God is equally present in every part of

his boundless universe; so that if we ascend up to heaven, he is

there; if we make our bed in hell, he is there; if we take the

wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,

even there shall his hand lead us and his right hand hold us; the

darkness and the light are both alike to hira.

'But while he is thus omnipresent, he manifests his gracious

and loving presence in a special and preeminent sense in the

midst of his redeemed creation: as his dwelling place was in the

midst of Israel of old, so now it is and will be in the midst of his

redeemed ones, to whom he will reveal the infinite fulness of his

glory as it shines in the face of Jesus Christ our Lord; and God,

who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined

in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—11.
:!*.
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God in the face of Jesus Christ. In Jesus Christ, God dwells in

mortal flesh; and the High and Lofty One that inhabiteth eter-

nity, whose name is Holy, saith, I dwell also with him that is of a

contrite and humble spirit. From the Cherubim of Eden to the

Cherubim of the Paradise restored in the Revelation, this symbol

sets before us, for perpetual memorial, the precious truth, that

God dwells in the midst of his redeemed ones here, and will dwell

in his redeemed creation throughout the endless ages ; it is not

merely a redeemed creation, but this as the dwelling place of the

Infinite God—God and man dwelling together in holy fellowship

in the new heavens and the new earth. Here we reach a point

beyond which the imagination of man in its wildest flights cannot

possibly reach ; at which the deepest and most intense longings

of the human soul rest in peaceful and profound satisftiction.

Here all heathen mythologies, all pagan sacrifices, all philosophi-

cal inquiries, all poetic musings, all prophetic dreams, all Chris-

tian desires terminate—to dwell with God and he with us forever

and forevermore. The life of the Infinite and the finite coming:

together in one dwelling-place in the restored creation.

F'How fearful and dreary the ut»belief of atheism—to dwell in a

Fatherless, Godless universe; to see no Father's face, to hear no

Father's voice, to feel no Father's hand; to be left thus forever,

with nothing higher than the hum.an amid the infinities of time

and space. How sublime and thrilling the faith of the Christian

—

to see God, to know God, to be with and like to God, to dwell

with him, and to have poured into the human soul the fulness of

the blessedness of the Godhead.

God created this earth as the dweUing-place of man, where he

would meet with him and reveal to his creature and servant all

the plenitude, of his holiness, goodness, and love; nor shall man's

sin, and the consequent curse upon the creation, prevent the

joyful and blessed consummation.

A second Adam, the Lord from heaven, of whom the first

Adam was a, figure, shall come down to earth, and dwell in human

form with men, and die, and rise again, and ascend on high, and

sit on the throne; and from thence will come back to earth, and

make all things new, and shine himself in this renewed creation

,',*St,
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as his eternal home. lie dwelleth in the midst of the four living

creatures; and his redeemed ones shall hunger no more, neither

thirst any more, neither vshall the sun light on them, nor any

heat, for the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne shall feed

them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of waters, and

God shall wipe away all tears fr*om their eyes. ":''>; j^l; ivKiti:- 51*1;?

This, we believe, is the second truth set forth in this symbol,

viz., God's dwelling in the midst of the redeemed creation. **^ ''^'^^

To say that the Cherubim is a symbol of redeemed men is in-

sufficient—it is more than man^ it is the total of ereaturehood.

Nor is this all, for the Cherubim is always connected with God;

in no instance are the living creatures found apart from God;

the interpretation of the symbol must therefore make full account

of this fact; and what more apparent than that this inseparable

connexion teaches the inseparable connexion between God and

his new creation ? The symbol cannot be, properly interpreted,

separated from its connexions. This intimate and invariable con-

nexion of the Cherubim with God is an essential element in the

exposition. To say that the living creatures symbolise the re-

deemed creation is to stop short of the full truth ; we must add

that the symbol teaches that this redeemed creation is God's

eternal-dwelling place. > < > > *> - ^ ^
-'•

A third truth is taught, and this, we believe, exhausts the

symbol, viz.: the Cherubim is a symbol of the glory of God.

shrined in arid shining out from his dwelling-place in the re^

stored creation.

Ezekiel says expressly concerning the Cherubim : '•''This was

the appearance of the likeness of the glory of God.''

And a careful induction of Scripture will show that the glory

of God is always connected with the symbol, and the symbol is

never separated from that glory. The glory of God is so inti-

mately and inseparably connected with this symbol, that no inter-

pretation can be correct that fails to notice the glory : this is

the appearance of the likeness of the glory of God. The re-

deemed creation, as the dwelling-place of God, is the most glorious

manifestation of God to the universe.

The chief end of all things, of creation, providence, and re-
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demption, is to show forth the glory of God : of him, and through

him, and to him, are all things: to whom be glory forever.

Beautiful and glorious beyond description was this world, with

its teeming forms of life, as it came into being, fresh from its

Maker's hand; very good unto its glorious end, as manifesting

the wisdom, power, and goodness of God, its new light flashing

over it, its new life pulsating wildly through it, clothed with ver-

dure, and filled with all lovely forms of sentient and animal life.

God created the earth and man upon it; and here he dwelt

with man in holy and blessed fellowship. Here he manifested to

man, his creature and his son, the fulness of his goodness, holi-

ness, and love. The heavens declare the glory of God, and the

firmament showeth his handiwork. This earth hung upon nothing,

with its attendant moon revolving round the sun; the sun and

moon and stars hung in the heavens for days and weeks and

months and years, and for signs and seasons; the ocean bound in

his bed by rock-ribbed shores and sandy beach; the expanse

dividing the waters above from those beneath; the earth teeming

with all forms of life, trees and fruits and flowers; countless races

of animals springing into being at the almighty word; and man,

the last and highest in the very image of God himself the head

and lord of all, the link between the Creator and his creation.

From this creation, his dwelling-place with man, the glory of

God streamed forth to and upon the universe.

But the glory of God, as it dwells in and shines forth from the

new creation shall as far exceed this as the light of the noonday

sun exceeds the light of the twinkling far-off" star. By just so

much as the second Adam surpasses the first in the dignity of

his person and the divinity of his being, shall the new creation,

the new heavens and earth, the Spiritual Temple of living souls,

surpass the first creation in splendid magnificence and glory.

In that day of the Lord, to which all days are looking forward

and hasting; when the sons of God shall be manifested; when

the creature shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption;

when the New Jerusalem shall come down out of heaven ; when

the Lamb shall dwell in the midst of his blood-bought people,

leading them in the green pastures and beside the still waters,
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wiping all tears from all faces ; when there shall be no night, and

no death and no parting forever; then from that new creation

shall the glory of God pour forth in richer and more copious

streams, filling and flooding the universe with light and beauty

and blessedness. That the glory of God shrined in and issuing

from his dwelling place in the redeemed creation is an essential

element in the Cherubic symbol is evident from the fact, that the

Spirit-taught and Spirit-rapt prophet at Chebar and apostle at

Patmos gather up all the precious and costly and beautifui

things of earth to give us some idea of the transcendent splendor

of that glory.

There are wheels and eyes, clouds and infolding fire, jasper and

sardine stones, and crystal sea, and arching rainbow, and crowns

of gold, a-nd tree of life, and light above the brightness of the

sun, and redeemed creaturehood and glorified humanity and

shrined in the midst of all is the Lamb slain from the foundation

of the world. Angels, principalities, and powers in the heavenly

realm gaze with wonder and admiration upon the redeemed crea*

tion ; and with adoring love and delight upon Him who is Re-

deemer and Lord and Head of all and over all, Gt)d blessed for-

ever more; throughout the limitless bounds of the universe there

is no such manifestation of the life and loveliness of God.

The four living creatures sing the new song :
" Thou wast slain,

and hast redeemed us to God by thy blood, and hast made us

unto our God kings and priests; and we shall reign on earth."

The angels, the number of whom was ten thousand times ten

thousand and thousands of thousands, say with loud voice,

*' Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power and riches

and wisdom and strength and honor and glory and blessing."

And then every creature in heaven, on earth, and under the

earth, and such as are in the sea, say : "Blessing and honor and

glory and power be unto Him that sitteth Mpon the throne, and

unto the Lamb for ever and ever. And the four living crea-

tures say Amen."

The results reached may be thus briefly summed up: (a) The

identity of the Cherubic symbol in all the periods of revelation,

from the Cherubim of Eden to the four living creatures of the
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Apocalypse; [h) The Cherubim represents not man only, but the

creation ; and symbolises the redemption not of man only, but of

the creation
;

[c] This redeemed creation as the dwelling-place of

the risen and glorified Son of Man; {d) The glory of God as

shrined in and flowing out from this redeemed creation.

Or, stated in another form: The Cherubim is a symbol— 1st.

Of the redeemed creation ; 2d. Of this redeemed creation as God's

dwelling-place; 3d. Of this dwelling-place as the seat of God's

greatest glory. . .h

, Or, stated in one sentence: It is Christ, from his dwelling-

place in his new and redeemed creation, manifesting to the uni-

verse the glory of God.

In this impressive symbol, God has revealed to believers, in

every dispensation of the covenant of grace, the truth, that for

man, the earth, and creature there was redemption ; that God

himself would dwell with his redeemed; and that here his glory

would be most signally manifested; and these three truths are

necessary to the full exposition of the symbol.

A. W. PiTZER.

AKTICLE V.

THE DANCING QUESTION.

Modern society, while condemning sternly man3r things which

the ancients tolerated or even applauded, countenances some things

which they utterly rejected. It is very pleasant and natural for

us quietly to assume that ours is the advanced and civilised age.

But when men reason thus, "A given usage cannot be improper

because Christian opinion and society allow it among us," they

reason in a circle. If the propriety of the usage is in question,

then there are two hypotheses to be examined, of which one is,

"Ours is a pure state, and ^therefore what we tolerate must be

pure;" but the other is, " This tolerated usage being impure, it

proves our state corrupt." Now the decision between the two
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hypotheses cannot be made by a self-sufl5eient assumption.

Oriental, Greek, and Papal Christianity justifies many things

which we think excessive corruptions, by just such an assump-

tion ; it is no more valid in our case than in theirs. Indeed, the

very tendency to such self-sufficiency is, according to the Bible,

one of the strongest symptoms of corruption. The matter must

be settled by a fair appeal to Bible-morals. These remarks are

made because many relaxed Christians now virtually settle the

dancing question by this short and easy sophism. Th^y see nu-

merous persons who claim Christian character tolerate or advo-

cate dancing. They assume that all these are a very proper kind of

Christians. Thus they ''jump to the conclusion" that in spite

of the opinions of the "old fogies" ' dancing must be a very proper

thing. Now, in opposition, no charge is here made as to the

character of our fashionable Christianity, but this obvious thesis

is asserted, that should the dancing usages of fashionable Chris-

tian society be found in fact corrupt, then their easy tolerance

among us is a sign, not of their innocence, but of a fearful and

unsuspected corruption of our state.

Circumstances now give this matter a peculiar importance.

The discussion involves not only the wrong or right of dancing,

but many other vital questions, such as the extent of Church

power, the nature of the Church's didactic function. Christian

liberty, with its "metes and bounds," the obligation of Christian

charity to avoid causeless offence, and the social morality proper

for God's people. These all-important questions need exposition

and reassertion from time to time. It is evident that such a need

now exists.

It is expressly admitted in the outset that there are acts which

are sinful, and yet are not such offences as are properly reached by

church discipline. (Book of Discipline, Ch. I., §5.) Hence the

proof that dancing is sinful would not suffice to demonstrate that

it is disciplinable, and each proposition requires a separate dis-

cussion.

On the question whether dancing is an innocent recreation for

Christians, it must be remarked that the act must be considered

in the concrete, with its usual circumstances, adjuncts, and con-

1,
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sequences. Practically, these determine the question of mornl

propriety. No one affirms that there is »in per se merely in the

rhythmical motion of human members to music. Just as some kill-

ing is the sin of murder and some is not, some beating is the sin

of assault and battery and some is not, so the attendant circum-

stances give the moral character to this form of motion. It is

proposed first to state the judgment of past ages. The classic

heathens of antiquity ever regarded dancing for amusement, even

of a male solvs, or of males with males, as contemptible in a free-

born adult, and inconsistent with manly dignity and self-respect.

In a religious ceremonial, the afflatus of the divinity was sup-

posed to authorise this extravagance of motion and make it ex-

cusable at least, if not compatible with a freeman's dignity. The

dancing of females with males for social amusement would have

been regarded as an act so inconsistent with decency that an

instance can scarcely be heard of in reputable society. Greek

and Roman gentlemen, whose amusements in their si/mposia and

fcena^ (with no lady present) were certainly far from strict, found

much interest in the evolutions and pantomimes of professional

dancers, male and female. But the actors were usually slaves,

and the profession was regarded as woi-se than menial. Such is

a fair digest of the testimony of antiquity. The earliest witness

cited is that of Herodotus, the "Father of History." In Book

VI., 139, he relates that Kleisthenes, the chief magistrate of

Sicyon, having a marriageable daughter, collected many of the

chief men of Grreece as her suitors. Among these the favored

suitor was Hippocleides, son of Tisandros, from Athens. At a

male entertainment, after the drinking had proceeded far, this

young man, calling on the auletes to play for him, danced first

some Laconian and then some Attic figures. Herodotus pro-

ceeds: "Kleisthenes, while he was dancing these, though loathing

the thought of having Hippocleides as his son-in-law, by reason

of his dancing and indecency, still constrained himself, not wish-

ing to break out on him. But when he saw him gesturing with

his legs he was no longer able to hold in, but said: "Well, son

of Tisandros, thou hast danced away thy bride." The daughter

was given to another.

.JC
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The eminent and accurate Greek scholar, Becker, in his Chari-

cles, says (p. 103): "Though the art of dancing was so highly

prized, though it served to give Sclat to the festivals and shows,

and though the guests of the symposia delighted to see the feats

of a skilful artist; still, in private life it was little practised, and

tiiere seeras to have arisen almost a prejudice against it. . .

it 8eeras to have been considered incompatible with the dignity of

a man. . . . Indeed, it was usually looked upon as a pre-

liminary symptom of intoxication." <„

As to the opinion of the Romans, Dr. Wm. Smith (Dictionary

of Greek and Roman Antiquities, p. 852), concludes thus:

"Dancing, however, was not performed by any Roman citizens

except in connexion with religion ; and it is only in reference to

such dancing that we are to understand the statements that the

ancient Romans did not consider d ' 'g disgraceful, aftid that

not only freemen, but the sons of senators and noble matrons

practised it. In the later times of the republic we know that it

was considered highly disgraceful for a freeman to dance; Cicero

reproaches Cato for calling Mursena a 'dancer.'" Dr. Smith

then quotes a part of the famous passage in the Oratio pro Mu-
rcena^ c. 6: ''Saltatorem appellat L. Muraenam Cato. Maledic-

tum est, si vere objicitur, vehementis accusatoris ; sin falso, maledici

conviciatoris .... Non debes .... temere consulem populi

Romani saltatorem vocare; sed conspicere quibus praeterea vitiis

affectum esse necesse sit eum, cui vere istud objici possit. Nemo
fere saltat sobrius, nisi forte insanit, neque in solitudine, neque

in convivio moderato," etc. " Tu mihi arripis id^ quod necesse

est omnium vitiorum esse extremum.'' The Oratio in Pisonem,

c. 10, 22, may be compared. Forcellini and Facciolati, in their

Latin Thesaurus, define thus: Saltator : mollis artifex et pro-

hrosus. To one who knows antiquity this statement will appear

perfectly moderate and reasonable : that had the daughter, not

only of a rigid Cato, but of a flexible Cicero or Julius, done pre-

cisely the thing which is currently done by Christian females at

modern dancing parties, Roman opinion would have such a sense

of the disgrace that on the following morning the father would

have consulted the leading parents of his "Gens," and, with their

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—12.
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full moral support, would have exerted his autocratic domestic

authority to consign the disgrace of his house to an imprison-

ment, which she would have not a little reason to submit to

thankfully, as the alternative of a capital penalty. Roman opinion

was not an infallible ethical standard ? No. But it gives us the

estimate of one civilised age. And if Roman morals were in

many points deplorably relaxed, and yet judged this amusement

thus, there is yet room for the question, whether a sounder

standard of morals might not condemn it even more clearly.

But let us now look at the verdict of Christian antiquity.

Chrysostom (court preacher at Byzantium), expounding the his-

tory of Herodias's daughter in Matthew, says : "Where dancing

is, there is the devil. For God did not give us our feet for this

end, that we might demean ourselves indecently ; but that we

might walk decently, not prance like a parcel of camels ; but that

we may exult with the angels. If even the body is disgraced,

which perpetrates this indecency, much more the soul. . . .

Dancing is the devil's invention."

The councils of the early Church frequently condemned the

practice. The fifty-third Canon of the Synod of Laodicea enacts,

"Christians when coming to weddings must not caper or dance;

but dine or sup decently as becomes Christian people." The same

Synod forbids clergymen when attending marriages even to wit-

ness dancing exhibitions. The Synod of Agatho says (A. D. 450);

"Dancings to songs or music of an amatory or loose character are

absolutely inhibited to all Christians." So enacts the council of

Illerda, A. D. 515. The. eighth universal council of the Church

(in Trullo) (A. D. 692)^nacts: "We also forbid and expel all

public dances of women, as producing much injury and ruin."

We now hasten to modern Christian judgment and legislation.

Presbyterianism has uttered no uncertain sound. Calvin insisted

on the discipline of dancing in Geneva. The Westminster As-

sembly Larger Catechism, Question 139, declares "lascivious

dancing and stage-plays" breaches of the Seventh Commandment.

The Scotch Assembly of 1649, "finding the scandal and abuse

that arises through promiscuous dancing
.^
do therefore inhibit and

discharge the same, and do refer the censure thereof to the several
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presbyteries," etc. So the Scotch Assembly of 1701, "do revive

the acts of the General Assembly of 1648, discharging promis-

cuous dancing," etc. If recent use has allowed these acts to fall

into such desuetude as to justify the assertion that Scotch Pres-

byterianisra does not now discipline for dancing, the comment

made on the neglect, by its manifest influence on the morals of the

Scotch peasantry, is the best demonstration of error.

Let us now hear the testimony of American Presbyterianisra.

The Assembly of 1818 pronounced dancing in "its highest ex-

tremes" as admitted by all to be of " fatal consequences." (Round

dances were then unknown in America.) The Assembly "appre-

hends danger from its incipient stages;" and requires church

members to "heed on this subject the admonitions of those whom

you have chosen to watch for your souls." The Assembly of

1827 virtually repeats this action. In 1789 the Synod of North

Carolina, in reply to an overture, requires that persons guilty of

dancing, horse-racing, etc., must be "dealt with by their spiritual

rulers." This action, being allowed tacitly by the Assemblies

which reviewed the Synod's proceedings, becomes of authority as

expounding the law.

The existence, and consequently the action on this subject of

our Southern Assembly, are recent, and should be familiar to us.

Hence only the main points are recalled. In 1865, our Assembly

decided, 1st. That while no church court " has a right to make

any new rules of church membership, different from those con-

tained in the constitution," all courts, including church sessions,

have the undoubted right "to make deliverances affirming their

sense of what is 'anx)ffence' in the meaning of the Book of Dis-

cipline, Ch. I., §3." 2d. That our church courts have hitherto

"probably been too tolerant of dancing," etc. 3d. That "it is

the duty of every judicatory to enforce the teachings of our

standards on this and other fashionable amusements." Those

teachings "repeatedly" uttered by the supreme judicatory and

now reaffirmed at large, are that dancing is "in direct opposition

to the Scriptures and our standards," is indisputably a "worldly

conformity," and is liable to "excesses." What species of "en-

forcement" this Assembly enjoins the church courts to employ
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is thus explained at the end of the enactment : "Instruction from

the pulpit," prudent "admonition" ; but when all other means

fail, then such methods of discipline as shall separate from the

churcJt those who love the world and whose practices conform

thereto."

In 1869, the Assembly "heartily responds" to a, similar ques-

tion by ''''earnestly and solemnly enjoining upon all sessions and

presbyteries under its care the absolute necessity of enforci7ig

discipliiie .... against offences ; under the word offences

including . . theatrical exhibitions and performances and

promiscuous dancings.''

In 1877, the Presbytery of Atlanta asked the Assembly to

interpret the law of the Church, as set forth in I860 and 1869,

as to these points: whether it forbade dancing, or only "promis-

cuous dancing." And if the latter, to what accident of the dance

the word "promiscuous" referred. The answer of the Assembly

is in these words

:

1. "The Assembly has uniformly discouraged and condemned the

ujodern dance, in all its forms, as tending to evil, whether practised in

public balls or in private parlors.

2. " Some forms of this amusement are more mischievous than others

—

the round dance than the square, the public ball than the private parlor;

but all are evil and should be discountenanced.

3. "The extent of the mischief done depends largely upon circum-

stances. The church session is therefore the only court competent to

judge what remedy to apply; but the Assembly, being persuaded that in

most cases it is the result of thoughtlessness or ignorance, recommends

great patience in dealing with those who offend in this way."

When this is viewed in connexion with the previous enact-

ments (which are not repealed here but virtually reaffirmed), its

meaning is obvious : that while all dancing is against the law of

the Church, yet, as some forms are more mischievous than others,

and attendant circumstances largely qualify the mischiefs, church

sessions should use great patience in dealing with offenders.

But the law of the Church clothes the sessions with discretion

as to "what remedy" should be applied, mere remonstrance or

judicial discipline. That the Assembly, notwithstanding its ten-

derness towards offenders, clothes the sessions with the power of
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iudicial discipline and designs its exercise in all the worse cases,

is manifest. Why else do they authorise sessions to "judge what

remedy to apply," and speak of their "dealing" with offenders?

Again, the body clothed by the Assembly with the discretionary

power is not the didactic agency, the pastor, nor even the indi-

vidual elder, but the judicial body, the session. The Assembly

indisputably authorises judicial action in all such cases as are

^'mischievous" and cannot be curbed by didactic means, and that

at the discretion of sessions. ^- -. -v

The views and law of the great Wesleyan body may be gath-

ered, first, from Wesley's own words. In his Works, Vol. VII.,

p. 224, he says of square dances (round dances were then un-

known in England): "It seems God himself has already decided

the question concerning dancing. If dancing be not evil in itself,

yet it leads young women to numberless evils." So in Vol. II.,

p. 271, Sermon on "The More Excellent Way." "So (evil

tendencies) undoubtedly have all public dancings. And the

same tendency they must have, unless the same caution obtained

among Christians which was observed among the ancient heathens.

With them men and women never danced together, but always

in separate rooms. This was always observed in ancient Greece

and for several ages at Rome, where a woman dancing in com-

pany with men would have been at once set down as a ."

Wesley's classical attainments authorised him to speak of the

ancient usage and opinion. So Adam Clarke: "Let thena plead

for it who will; I know it to be evil and that only." Let the

enactment of the "Methodist Church South" be taken as a speci-

men of Methodist law on this subject. The General Conference

of 1874 added to their Book of Discipline, as an appendix, the

Pastoral Letter of the Bishops. This, speaking of worldly

amusements, says:

" Their multiplied and insidious forms are a source of perpetual temp-

tation and damage, and are denounced by the word of God and by that

part of our general rules which forbids 'the taking of such diversions as

cannot be used in the name of Jesus.' This denunciation is explicit and

comprehensive. 'The name of the Lord Jesus' in this connection is a

decisive test ; and we are content to leave the issue to its sovereign arbi-

trament. Amongst those muuigences which cannot stand this solemn
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test is the modern dance, both in its private and public exhibitions, as

utterly opposed to the genius of Christianity as taught by us. When
persisted in, it is a justijiable ground of judicial action by the church

authorities.''''

The Protestant Episcopal Church has been sometimes unjustly

called a "Dancing Church." But the tenor of its verdict

against dancing may be seen in the following:

Bishop Hopkins, speaking only of square dances, "No inge-

nuity can make it consistent with the covenant of baptism."

Bishop Meade: "Social dancing is not among the neutral things

which, within certain limits, we may do at pleasure, and it is not

even among the things lawful but not expedient; but '\i\^ in itself

wrong^ improper, and of bad effect." This Bishop Meade spoke

of "social dancing": what would he liave said of round dances?

The latter, Bishop Cox pronounces "enormities," and "lascivious."

^ishop Johns calls round dances "lascivious" and a "demoralising

dissipation." "This scandal is not to be tolerated in the Church

of Christ." "If all such efforts (as remonstrances and instruc-

tions) prove unavailing, .... and it becomes necessary to resort

to the exercise of decided discipline, it must be done."

It may be said that these opinions, though the views of bishops,

are not Episcopalian law. Let us then to the law. The general

canons of the "General Convention," enjoiijing discipline for

irregular living, in the hands of the minister, subject to an appeal

to the bishop, remits the providing of detailed rules to the differ-

ent diocesan conventions. (Digest of Canons, 1878.) The

canons of the Virginia Diocese may be taken as a fair specimen.

Canon nineteenth, after authorising the minister of the parish to

repel from the Lord's table any professed Christian "conducting

himself in a manner unwpfthy of a Christian," adds: "And

gaming, attendance on horSe-racing' or Ntheatrical amusements,

witnessing immodest and licentious exhibitions of shows, attend-

ing public balls, etc., .... are offences for which discipline

should be exercised.''

But Bishop Whittle of Virginia, wishing for still more stringent

and imperative legislation against round dancing, speaks of it thus

:

"I adopt his" (Bishop Johns') "language as my own." Round

dancing is a "dreadful evil." "Judging the tree by its fruit,
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our wisest and best people, ministers and laymen, have become

alarmed lest its effect shall not only be to injure pure and unde-.

filed religion in the Church, hut even to sap the very foundations

of all social virtue and morality. I will not discuss its character

and consequences. For while St. Paul wrote to the Church in

Ephesus that it was a shame even to speak of those things which

were done by some in secret, I should feel ashamed even to speak,

as the truth would require, of this thing which is done openly

before all.''

The Council of 1878, in response to the bishop's request,

unanimously resolved that it is the ''solemn duty of every com-

municant to abstain from round dancing ; and that every minister

be requested to use every effort to arrest the practice of round

dancing by admonition and discipline." Legislation, rendering

this absolute by an additional "canon," is now on foot and re-

ferred to the next Council. ^ i.'

The Papal body has not had the character of being at all a

strict guardian of morals. But even American popery cannot

away with the abuse. The Pastoral Letter of the Roman Cath-

olic archbishops and bishops in Council in Baltimore in 1866

speaks thus : They consider it "their duty to warn their people,

.... especially against the fashionable dances, which, as at

present carried on, are revolting to every feeling of delicacy and

propriety, and are fraught with the greatest danger to morals^

The same Council adopted the following Canon C. Choreae

dictae "round dances" in scholis nee tolerandae nee docendae.

Cum PP. Cone. Bait. Plenarii II. in Literis Pastoralibus ad

Populum, omnino improbarint choreas, quae vulgo nomine

'Waltzes' et 'round dances' veniunt: statuimus illas non esse do-

cendasetnetolerandasquidem, in Collegiis, Academiis, et Scholis

hujus Diocoeseos, etiamsi recreationis tantum causa inter personas

ejusdem sejius habeantur.

And the archbishop, with a nerve which shames the timidity

of many a Protestant, ordered the parochial clergy to withhold

absolution from all such as refused to forsake these amusements.

It may be rejoined, that all the witnesses cited are human, and

therefore none of them is Lord of the Christian's conscience.
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Let this be granted. But what shall be the presumptive estimate

of the humility, modesty, and docility of that temper, which sets

itself up arrogantly against this eoneursus of all religions, al!

ages, all civilisations, to decide, in its ignorance and inexperience,

in favor of what the wise and good of the ancient and modern

world have condemned ? In the face of this array, the chart^e

that the condemnation of dancing is only puritanical or self-

righteous is simply silly. Whether this opinion of the virtuous

of all ages be sound or not, it is clear that the self-sufficiency and

arrogance of mind which rejects it under the plea of asserting its

Christian liberty, is the farthest possible from that righteous and

Reverent, God-fearing, and humble temper which should animate

the champion of the holy rights of conscience, especially when

constrained to contend against (jod's own Church.

But it is by no means c :,.:d!ed that this condemnation of public

dancing is without scriptural warrant, and sustained only by

ecclesiastical opinion. Few practices, which have become current

since Bible days, are so fully and expressly condemned by the

Bible as is this. No competent archaeologist will risk his credit by

denying the following facts: that modern dancing, i. e., the

dancing of free males and females together for amusement, was '

unknown in the decent society of the Jews (as of the ancient

heathen) ; that the only dancing mentioned with allo^yance in the

Bible was religious, choral movements, in which the sexes always

danced alone, and that the dancing of females for amusement in

a male presence, like that of Herodias' daughter, was uniformly

recognised as too notoriously indecent to need any new condem-

nation. Hence all attempted use of the Bible cases as precedents

for modern dancing are simply preposterous. And that the canon

of Scripture. should close without any additional prohibition, in

express words, of our modern dancing, is exactly according to

that plan by which Ood has legislated for his Church in all other

points of modern sin. Why is it that no church session, if called

to discipline a man for the trespass of wantonly cutting a tele-

graph wire, or the crime of displacing a railroad bar in front of

a passenger train, would expect to find a prohibition in express

words against these forms of sin ? Every child knows the answer ^

V'^-'
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Because telegraphs and railroads had not. then been invented,

and God's uniform plan is not to place on the page of the Bible,

in Bible times, precepts which must be wholly unintelligible to

the generation to which the Bible was given. But his plan was,

so to prohibit sins which were current in those generations, as to

furnish all honest minds parallels and precedents which would

safely guide them in classing the sins of later invention. The

position here assumed is, that the Bible has condemned the mod-^

em dance as expressly as the plan of its revelation made possible

for it. For

—

- ' h*.uv; .^. ^-^^

1. The Bible enjoins on. Christians sobriety: the dance is an

act of pronounced levity. The Bible morality is not ascetic, but

it is distinctly sedate. It summons us to regard ourselves and our

fellow-men as invested with the dignity of immortality ; as en-

gaged in a momentous struggle for our own salvation and for the

rescue of a perishing generation of .fellow-men ; as bought for God

with divine blood ; as at strife with spiritual adversaries of mighty

power; as waging this warfare in the presence of a world of men,

of angels, and of God. The Bible commends cheerfulness, but

forbids frivolity and levity. It allows recreations, but it limits

them to such bounds as refit the powers for the serious duties of

life, or such as are compatible with the solemn warfare we wage.

Let any obedient mind froili this point of view compare the nu-

merous places where this au(j>poavvr/ is positively enjoined.* To

appreciate the meaning which the Spirit meant to put into this

precept, we must consider the meaning which the usage of the age

attached to the quality. According to that usage, all such levi-

ties as the dancing of a virtuous free-born man for amusement,

were outrages on that alSdj^, that sense of dignity and decency of

person, the absence of which was a shame and disgrace.

2. The Bible enjoins on Christians strict economy. They are

stewards of their riches for God. They must use their super-

fluity to do good, in the spirit of that Redeemer, "who, though

he was rich, for our sakes became poor."t But the modern

dance is a wasteful and expensive amusement, wasteful of time,

*1 Tim. ii. 9, 15; iii. 2-, 2 Tim. i. 7 ; Titus ii. 12; 1 Peter iv. 7.

fLuke xi. 41 ; xii. 33 ; 2 Cor. viii. 7 ; ix. 6 ; 1 Tim. vi. 17. 18.
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of money, of dress, of equipage and furniture, and most mis-

chievously hindering industrial pursuits. Is it said that modern

Christian society indulges in many other expensive amusements

besides the ball? This is deplorably true; but the answer is

that *'two wrongs do not make a right.' All of those expensive

amusements are unscriptural and unchristian; God calls for the

retrenchment of all. But it would be a sorry method to pursue

that important result by sanctioning one of the most obtrusive

and fruitful sources of this sinful waste. He who looks around

and comprehends the vast destitutions appealing to Christian

charity, he who sees our young missionaries detained from the

open doors God has set before them among the perishing heathen,

he who hears the imploring but vain appeals of our Committees

for aid, and then sees God's money, in the hands of his stewards,

lavished on the mischievous prodigalities of balls and other fash-

ionable pomps, can appreciate somewhat the greatness of this

element of sin. It is as expressly anti-scriptural as the word of

God can make it.

3. It has been already remarked that a practice must be viewed

in the concrete and with its usual adjuncts in order to make a

just moral appraisement of it. The modern dance is antiscrip-

turjil again, because it dictates usually a mode of <lress in females

which the Word condemns. Paul* expressly requires Christian

females to ''adorn themselves in modest apparel" {ku KaraGToXy KoafiU^).

How much this meant, this raiment seemly and decent for woman,

must be learned from a proper understanding of the meaning

which virtuous opinion in Paul's day attached to the words. The

unlearned Bible reader may see what this was from 1 Cor. xi. 4-10.

We there see that, according to that standard which is enjoined

on the Christian female, she who appeared in public unveiled

—

not to say with parts of her person exposed which delicacy should

have most jealousy guarded—disparaged the honor of her sex by

an unnatural transgression.

4. The Scriptures expressly forbid the modern dance, in that

they enjoin the strictest purity in the intercourse of the sexes.

f

Here we approach very delicate ground. But as our citations

*rTini. ii. 9 ; 1 Peter iii. 3-5. fl Tim. v. 2t

7^V:.
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showed, it is one which the Church and its pastors have always

and everywhere felt constrained by duty to assume in resisting

the sin. Its defenders not seldom resent this objection to their

practice as an indelicate and libellous assault. They endeavor to

cry shame upon the construction which experience places on their

indulgences. But one thing is clear: if the candid and plain

description of the adjuncts of the modern dance would demand

words whose utterance would be an outrage to the decencies of

debate, then this is the strongest possible proof that the doing is

still more an outrage upon the decencies of Christian morals.

We have seen above a Christian, as pure as he is brave, con-

fess that the personal modesty he cherished as a man disquali-

fied him for expressing in words the adjuncts of the fashionable

dances. He could have selected no words which implied so

severe and just a censure of them. The Christian physician is

sometimes obliged to uncover a fatal ulcer in order to exscind it.

But he may do it with a hknd as chaste as that which lays his

benediction on an infant's brow. So the spiritual surgeon may
be under obligation to probe, and in probing expose, the moral

impurity which his sanctity would fain hide. But the duty may

be performed with sanctity. It may be modestly claimed that if

any place is suitable for such exposure, it is especially the page

of a professional journal which is designed for the teachers and

rulers of the Church, and not for the popular assemblage of

families.

The attempt has been often made to break the force of the pre-

cedents cited from sacred and secular antiquity, by 'saying that

the usages of those days were dictated by that jealous seclusion

of women which Christianity has banished as a remnant of bar-

barism. And we are reminded that, as there is a legitimate

union of the sexes, there may be a legitimate scope in social inter-

course for the disclosure of the emotions which approximate them

to each other. Such is the intimated plea. Now it is conceded

that Christianity has elevated woman, in freeing her from that

ancient state in which she was, while unmarried, half a slave and

half a prisoner. It is conceded that the intercourse of the sexes

n domestic society refines both, as long as it is retained within
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scriptural bounds; and that it is necessary to found Christian

marriage in the mutual knowledge, respect, and friendship of the

parties. It is admitted that God, in his laws, always assigns

somewhere a legitimate scope to those affections which, in his

creative handiwork, he made constitutive of our nature. But

since man's fall he teaches us that every one of these affections

must be restrained. Now it is the clear teaching of Scripture

that the special emotions which approximate the sexes can have

no innocent or lawful existence, except between those who desire

to be united by them in that sacred union which makes of the

twain one flesh. That union is the institution ordained by God
in paradise as the means of "-seeking a godly seed," consecrated

to the high and holy purpose of surrounding young immortals

with the safeguards which will fit them for heaven. It is the

selected tvpe of the eternal union of Christ to his ransomed

Church. Hence its affections must remain unique, and must be

sacredly directed towards or confined to the enclosure of the con-

secrated type. Anything else than this is pollution. From this

scriptural position it follows, that in the common social inter-

course of the unmarried everything is to be retrenched which has

a regular tendency to develop, promiscuously, sentiments which

can have lawfully but one single direction. Clear as this deduc-

tion is, we are not left to deduction, but have the sure word of

Scripture. The rule enjoined on Timothy, 1 Epistle v. 2, is:

"Treat the younger women as sisters, with all purity." Now,

first, while it is conceded that a breach of propriety by a young

minister would carry heavier aggravations of guilt, it is false and

absurd to allow to the young layman a different rule of morals.

The rule then is, that young Christian males and females are, in

their general social intercourse, to exclude all the peculiar senti-

ments of the sexes, just as completely/ as they are excluded between

virtuous brothers and sisters. The apostle teaches us the stimu-

lation of those sentiments towards the common female acquaint-

ance is, while less criminal, as distinctly unlawful. See also for

confirmation, Prov. v. 17-18, 1 Tim. ii. 9; 1 Pet. iii. 2-5;

Matt. V. 28.

Does any one exclaim that our Christian society is exceeding
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far below this standard in many other things besides dancing: in

modes of dress, in manners and intercourse? And that there-

fore we cannot justly condemn dancing while we allow the other

departures? If the statement is true, then it proves, not that we

are to legitimate dancing, but that we are to reform all the other

licenses along with it. Our Saviour's word concerning such re-

form of a prominent abuse is clear: " This ought ye to have done,

and not to leave the others undone." Again, should the averment

be true, then the state of facts proves, not that the standard laid

down above from the Scriptures is unreasonalble, but perhaps it

may prove that we are, indeed, far gone from that high Chris-

tian state on which it is so pleasant to plurae ourselves, and that

we may be, in God's eyes, in a deplorable state of decadence and

corruption. What way is there for safely settling this question

except a comparison of our ways with God's word? ;^

The impulses of human acts are usually complex. To the less

objectionable dances of a former generation, young people may

have been prompted in part by tlie mere animal love o( motion

which leads the lamb to skip and the school-boy to leap. Some

found another impulse in the love of music. Many were impelled

by the tyranny of fashion, by the fear of being taunted as "wall

flowers," or of being reproached as Puritans. Many moved under

a love of excitement which they did not stop to analyse. In

some at least, less innocent emotions prompted the exercise.

In the modern dances it is simple folly to deny the presence of a

stronger tendency towards the evil elements of attraction. Now,

the complexity of the impulse could not but deceive, especially

the inconsiderate and inexperienced dancer, as to the nature of

his own emotions. He felt, but did not analyse. This admission

may on the one hand greatly palliate the error of the inconsider-

ate dancer, and may give us the pleasing ability to exculpate him

personally from conscious corruption. But on the other hand,

it only places the practice in a more objectionable light by so much

as it shows it deceitful and treacherous as a stimulus of evil.

From this point of view, one easily sees how futile it is to quote the

declarations of a few inexperienced dancers as to their innocency

of evil sensations, in proof of the lawfulness of the amusement.
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Over against this partial testimony must be placed a fearful array.

It is notorious that the introduction of the waltz, less objection-

able than the more recent round dances, excited in England and

America the general condemnation of the world and the universal

reprehension of the Church. To those who are old enough to

remember the verdict of the healthier sentiment, it is self-evident

that any change in that verdict since is due to the sophisticating

of the general conscience by the tolerance in society of the evil.

Those whose experience is more recent may see a fair picture of

the earlier and healthier disapprobation in Byron's poem, " The

Waltz." It is replete with his keenest and bitterest satire.

The amusement is by innuendo charged with the worst possible

tendencies. He intimates that nothing but the deplorable relax-

ation in the fashionable world, resulting from the example of the

fourth George when Prince Regent, and the force of his personal

example, could have made it possible to domesticate the abomin-

able innovation in British society. In his view the waltzer

had tarnished all the purity and delicacy which make woman

attractive :
,
>; ;

"At once love's most enduriniij thouo;ht resijijn, ; .

To press the hand so pressed by none but thine :

To gaze upon that eye which never met

Another's ardent look without regret.

Approach the lip which all, without restraint,

Come near enough—if not to touch—to taint!

If such thou lovest, love her then no more."

Byron, it is well known, was far from a saint. If even his

gross mind was thus impressed by the new amusement, what is

the judgment which Christian purity must pass upon it? And

if we may receive these verses of Goethe as an expression of

German sentiment, the waltz was no more justified in the land

of its oritrin than here :

"What? The girl of my heart by another embraced?

What? The balm of her lips shall another man taste?

What? Touched in the whirl by another man's knee?

What? Panting recline on another than me?
Sir, she is yours : from the plum you have brushed the soft blue ;

From the rose you have shaken its tremulous dew

—

What you touched you may take
;
pretty waltzer, adieu !"
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He must be verdant indeed, who can defend the round dancei

from the charge of impurity, after he is made aware of the -feel-

ings avowed by its unblushing male votaries. Let the partici-

pants of the other sex be as innocent as a vestal of the infection,

that innocency does not remove the loathing which the delicate

mind should feel for the unconscious association. Nor, in view:

of the fact that Goil forbids our nuiking ourselves unnecessarily

the occasions of sin to others, does it remove the guilt. Again,;

it is well known that men who join in these dances with females

for whom they care nothing, usually express the greatest repug-.

nance to seeing their own sisters imitate their example. Why is>

this? Because these men know the true nature of the amusement.

The argument is trite but just, that the real secret source of the

excitement is disclosed by the fact that round dances of men with

men, and women with wonaen, possess no attraction. In view of

these stubborn facts, and the fearful testimony of the police of

our large cities as to the sources whence the denizens of the house

of her whose *'feet go down to death and whose steps take hold

on hell" are recruited; the denial of evil tendency in this prac-

tice can appear as only the blindness of prejudice and folly.

Should any reputable father detect a man, who had no other

rights than those of a stranger or at most of a common acquaint-

ance, in such relations to the person of his daughter in the parlor

as attend the round dance, he would unquestionably regard it as

an outrage upon the honor of his house, which, if Christian for-

bearance did not hold his hand, would be washed out in blood.

But now we ask, first, how does publicity modify an indecent

act except by aggravating it? Second, can such an act, intrin-

sically immoral, be changed in its character by the attachment of

any frivolous adjunct? Would a judge at law, for instance, in a

commonwealth which made duelling by its laws a crime, dream

of justifying the duellist because the perpetration of his murder

was accompanied with a graceful Pyrrhic dance ? With what

scorn would the righteous magistrate dismiss so impudent a plea!

Why then shall the Christian moralist modify his reprobation of

that which, when done without accessories, would be condemned

by all as unchaste; because, forsooth, tyrannical fashion has at-

i
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i •

tached to it her frivolous adjuncts of music and rhythmical motion?

The demand is an insolence. ,.^ y vi^fi^^^ t.

It is therefore without a shadow of ground that a lack of ex-

press law for applying the corrective of discipline is asserted

either of the Bible or of our Constitution. Let any church ses-

sion bring charges, not against the music and motion, but against

the postures of the round dance, and they would find express

authority in the Larger Catechism, Question 138, L39. The

impropriety which would be admitted by all, if perpetrated with-

out those adjuncts, cannot be excused by them. Hence if the

court should, in tenderness to the oifender, refrain froiii stating

its charge in terms fully equal to the grossness of the real act,

and speak of it as "round dancing," it is hard to see how a culprit

otherwise clearly condemned by our law, can acquire any rights

of justification from this undeserved forbearance.

5. The Scripture has virtually included the modern dance in

an express prohibition in three places, Rom. xiii. 13, Gal. v. 21,

1 Peter iv. 3, where it sternly inhibits the KUfint of the heathen.

In the first text it is rendered ''rioting," and in the other two

"revellings." These words now fail to convey to the English

reader the real nature of the sin. "Rioting" suggests some such

violent insurrection against law as is put down by reading the

wot act, or by an armed police; while "revelling" suggests lavish

and intemperate amounts of eating. The Kcb/uog of the Greeks was

wholly another matter: the comissatio of the Latins. This was a

general frolic or jollification, following the deiirvov or ccena^ usually

pursued within the house of the host. Its spirit and natm^c may

be inferred from the "walking honestly," evaxw^^"^" of Rom. xiii.

13, with which the Kib/uog is contrasted. Evaxvfioaivn was that

sedate dignity and seemliness which the gospel requires of the

Lord's freedmen, the same dignity, exalted and spiritualised,

which the Greek ethics exacted of the free-born citizen. The

KO)fjog was condemned, partly because it was in contrast with this

dignity. Cicero, in the place cited, describes the comissatio as

an excess considerably short of dancing, and a milder preliminary

usually preceding, before dissolute people got to the dancing

pitch. His defence of Murcena 'Against the infamous charge of
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being a dancer is that Cato could not catch hira in any of these

previous excesses, which alone could lead a freeman down to the

final shame of dancing for social amusement. *'Xu mihi arripis

id, quod necesse est omnium vitiorum esse postremum : relinquis

ilia, quibus remotis hoc vitiuna omnino esse non potest. Nullum

turpe convivium, non amor, non comissatio, non libido, non sump-

tus ostenditur." Now if Paul and Peter sternly inhibit the

Kibfiog or comissatio, a priori they inhibited the dancing which

contemporary opinion regarded as still more unworthy. No female

was usually present in these jollities. But their presence and

participation, had it occurred, would unquestionably have made

the condemnation of the apostles just so much the, sterner, be-

cause it would have outraged their moral sense in another point.

But add to the ancient comissatio the presence of women partici-

pating as agents in the frolic, and we have precisely the modern

ball, as it appears in its full fledged dissipation. The conclusion

of the whole is, that in forbidding ku/wi, the Scriptures did still

more forbid the modern dance.

None will be so hardy as to deny that the light of experience

may properly be invoked in interpreting the preceptive principles

of Scripture and applying them to existing practices. For in-

stance, it is agreed that the Sixth Commandment forbids suicide

as truly as the murder of a fellow-man; and that therefore prac-

tices destructive of mental and bodily health are criminal. (Larger

Catechism, Question 136.) But now the modern drug "chloral"

is introduced, and it is found to be a fascinating sedative and

nervine. May we then indulge in it causelessly—when not really

necessary as an anaesthetic—for our gratification? It is said,

that when habitually used it fatally impairs the brain-tissue,

tending to induce mental imbecility and premature death. If

this be true, its causeless, habitual use is clearly a sin under the

Sixth Commandment. What is to settle the question ? Now,

every one will say in this case, the light of experience must settle

it: and the experience must be chiefly that of medical observa-

tion. Now, should some caviller in this case object: "No; for

that would be to clothe the doctors with power over my conscience,

which is a species of popery ;" it would cost no person of common

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—14.
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sense any trouble to explode the cavil by saying : God's word has

decided the principle of the duty of abstinence; the doctors are

merely referred to as to a question of fiict. And if what they state

is a fact, then the rash fool who persists in saying, against the light

of a sufficient experience, "I don't believe that any amount of

chloral will hurt me—these doctors shall not make my conscience

for me," must even bear the penalty of his own sinful obstinacy.

This parallel receives an easy application. There is no question but

experience proves the tendencies of modern dancing to be, not in

every case, but in ordinary cases, unhealthy for body and soul.

Medical experience has lately been cited, from the over-pampered

and luxurious society of one of our cities, to testify that it was

not unhealthy. Of such subjects this may be relatively true,

that is, oven so ill-judged an exercise as that of the ball-room

may be found not as bad for the health as the pampered indolence

in which such people would otherwise exist. But this admission

does not at all detract from the truth that the practice is of un-

healthy tendency. Other and more trustworthy medical authority

testifies that modern dancing is most deleterious. Unseasonable

hours, an atmosphere over-heated and vitiated, the glare of lights,

the imprudent and unseasonable raiment, the unhealthy food, the

excessive social excitement prompting over-exertion, all indispu-

tably concur to make it anything but a safe recreation. An old

physician, looking on a gay dance, said: " This will be worth

dollars to me." The prediction was exactly verified, with

the addition of the death of two young people from pneumonia.

It is a vain attempt, in the presence of experiences like these, for

thoughtlessness to dismiss the warning of prudence.

Experience proves the tendency of the modern dance to be

yet more unhealthy for the soul. Is one and another "dancing

Christian" obtruded as an instance of lively religious zeal? The

answer is : "One swallow does not make a summer." These facts

are well known: that it is not usually the spiritual-minded peo-

ple who are the dancing members ; that a dancing minister would

shock even the most worldly sentiment; that at the approach of

a revival dancing always ceases ; that the world claims the amuse-

ment as its own. What is the meaning of these facts? The
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familiar association with the ungodly on their own ground, the

levity, the intoxicating excitement, the bustle and glare, cannot

but quench the holy and silent motions of God's Spirit and exhale

the dew of his graces. .. .,,,, :. r^'^--<-ui^i''^'^^:^.r^'-:ir,ri^;<w^-,r.-,,i^

It has been conceded that all evil acts are not properly dis-

ciplinable by the visible Church. Advantage is taken of this

admission to argue that dancing should be disapproved, reasoned

against, and admonished, but not disciplined. One plea for this

untenable position is, that it is admitted that there are forms of

dancing Avhich are innocent, and since the different kinds shade

off into each other by nice gradations, and since the Bible has

not drawn a lirie between the tolerated and the disciplinable

forms of the practice, all the Church can rightfully do is to re-

monstrate and instruct. The answer is, that by the same logic,

one might prove that no breach of any commandment is disciplin-

able. The lesser and greater breaches of all of them shade off

into each other. Who doubts that a plain breach of the Third

Commandment by cursing or swearing should be disciplined?

But there are expletives and exclamations heedlessly uttered by

truly good people, which are against the spirit of that Command-

ment in that they depart from our Saviour's law: "Let your yea

be yea, and your nay nay, for whatsoever is more than these

Cometh of evil." Breaches of the Ninth Commandment are cer-

tainly disciplinable. But a Christian youth might, in a thought-

less moment, utter a quiz. Now to make these faults grounds of

judicial censure, without .other provocation, might be neither

wise nor just. Shall we argue thence that the rod of discipline

cannot reach lying and profanity? No one claims this. Then

the existence of such gradations in dancing cannot prove that the

grosser forms of the practice may not be disciplined.

The reader has a right to ask this objector, who says he wholly

disapproves dancing but does not deem it disciplinable, how he

found out that it is to be disapproved. May not a church session

ascertain its evil in the same valid wav in which he has? He
stickles much for the principle that none but God can make an

act a sin. How then did the objector convince himself so clearly

that dancing is to be disapproved? Has he committed the error
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which he is so jealous of in the church court, that of'judging his

fellow-creature's conduct by some merely human standard?

When men plead that there are other sinful amusements than

this, and that a pharisaic professor may not dance, and yet may

commit much greater sin by tattling, censoriousness, covetous-

ness, the answer is too plain to need restatement. The conscien-

tious Christian should forsake dancing and also these other forms

of evil. If it be charged that church courts are partial, even

though dancing be conceded to be evil, in directing their discipline

so exclusively against this, while much greater sins go unwhipped

of justice, then all that can be inferred is, not that the court

erred in exerting its authority in the one case, but that it erred

in failing to exert it in the many other cases. It needs to go, not

backward, but forward; not to begin conniving at this one form

of evil, but to cease conniving at all the other forms.

But there is a truth usually overlooked which justifies special

watchfulness and jealousy touching these worldly and sinful con-

formities. It is that they practically lie so near the dividing line

between the penitent and the ungodly. When two rival king-

doms touch each other geographically, the boundary line is but a

mark. A portion of the territory of the one, although as really

foreign soil to the other as though it were in the centre of its

own realm, must be within a single inch of the line, and so within

an inch of the other's ground. However sharply the boundary

may be defined and established, this remains true. One result

is that the king of either side takes much more pains to defend

his frontier than his interior: his fortresses are built and his

guards paraded almost exclusively along the outer edge, next his

foreign and hostile neighbor's territory. By the same reason, it

is unavoidable and right that in Christ's kingdom the frontier,

ground which borders upon the territory of Satan's kingdom, the

sinful world, should be more jealously guarded. Practically, that

is the region where the citizens of the spiritual kingdom suffer

incursions and are exposed to danger. The officers oHliat king-

dom would be derelict to their duty if they did not bestow special

watch at these points. Thoughtless people suppose that the noise

made by presbyters of the Church against cards and dancing is
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prompted by nothing but their puritanical prejudice; that being

determined from censoriousness and pride to be *' righteous over-

much," they pitch on these practices as their "pet horrors."

But that this is entirely short-sighted appears from the simple =

view just given. Since the rival kingdoms are both together in

this one world, this nearness of the conterminous domains must

always exist, it matters not what may be the practices prevalent.

It must be so in all ages and states of manners. Were the world

to agree so utterly to desert cards and dancing that its votaries

and worldly Christians should both forget them, the general truth

would recur. The contest would inevitably revive about other

(juestionable worldly practices, and the same jealousy and watch

would become obligatory upon the guardians of the Church. •

Another truth follows from this view: that however sharply .

the boundary line may be drawn between the hostile kingdoms,

practically, the belt of land next the frontier must be "debatable

land" as to its perils. Hence the man who desires to pay a

righteous regard to his own safety will avoid occupying the space

very near the boundary, even though he may believe that it be-

longs to his own king. His actual peril is about as great as

though he were over the line. Let us suppose that a western

cattle farmer should insist that he knew exactly where the line

between the territories of the United States and Mexico ran,

even to an inch; that he was legally entitled to "preempt" any

United States lands; and that therefore he should claim his rights

and place his farm-house within an inch of the Mexican line.

All this might be very true; and yet when the lawless Comanches

harried his home, he would become convinced that he had been

very foolish and criminal. The analogy is just. The Christian

who is successfully assaulted by Satan is the one who causelessly

ventures near his boundary line. Usually men do not backslide

by suddenly falling into some large and clearly acknowledged

crime. Nemo repente turpissimus. To change the figure—Satan

does not attempt to rend a soul away from Christ by inserting

the blunt of his wedge between them first. The thin edge is

insinuated. It is because it is thin, because the crevice first made

by its introduction is very narrow, that it is adapted to do its
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deadly work. Because this is generally trufe, Christians are

morally bound to guard themselves most against the smaller sins

lying next the debateable zone ; and those who watch for souls

are bound to be most wakeful and strict in the same points.

This conclusive argument would hold thoroughly upon the

ground asserted by the palliators of dancing, that it is a slight

sin. But that ground is by no means admitted, as to all forms

of the practice. We believe that round dancing, at least, is a sin

of a very grave character, and a flagrant breuch of morals, such

as cannot but rapidly debauch the conscience and choke the

spiritual life.

The reasonable inquirer will now be ready to concede that if

some forms of dancing have been proved sinful by the former

part of this discussion, then such dancings are clearly disciplinable

offences. They have every mark by which disciplinable sins are

discriminated from the undisciplinable. They are public sins.

Their commission is overt. The acts may be clearly defined.

They are, notoriously, attended by scandal. They have regular

tendencies to other sins. Above all, if the testimony of pastors

and elders may be believed, the milder measures of instruction

and remonstrance fail to restrain the irregularity of many. In

such a state of the case, when the purity and authority of the

Church are wantonly provoked and defied by the continuance of

a practice confessedly needless and non-obligatory, in spite of her

solemn and tender entreaties, the claim, that the ofi*enders may

not be touched with the rod of discipline, savors more of sinful

audacity than of righteous zeal for freedom of conscience. Our

Assemblies, in 1869 and 1877, have distinctly declared that some

forms of dancing are not only reprcihensible, but disciplinable. We
have seen that the authories of all tlie other denominations, even

those farthest from Puritanism, treat the practice as disciplinable.

It has been argued that a Session may not discipline any form

of dancing, no matter how gross, because the records of our

Church courts contain no precedents of such cases. Is it demon-

strated that they do not? When the statute law exists, as in the

decisions of 1869 and 1877, no precedents are necessary. The

demand for a precedent is absurd. The first precedent could
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only arise by the legitimate exercise, by some church court, of

the power to discipline in some first case. But this preposterous

argument would require a precedent before the first precedent to

justify the use of the power! Let us suppose that when railroads

were first constructed, our Assemblies had seen a stolidity and

perversity of conscience among the people, such as required a

declarative enactment to this effect, viz., that the displacement of

a rail for the purpose of throwing a passenger train off* the track

is a breach of the Sixth Commandment, and must be disciplined

as such. According to this notable argument, this most clear

and righteous rule must remain a dead letter until after a prece-

dent had arisen, which, on the terms of the argument, could never

arise. Should it then prove the case, that the declarative enact-

ments of Assemblies have made gross forms of dancing disciplin-

able? that such forms do prevail, and yet no precedent of their

discipline exists? the only reasonable inference is, that our

church courts have been too long derelict to solemn duty; and

that they should reform their delinquency at once.

It has been supposed that the rights of conscience are involved

in this discipline. Some have taken the ground that nothino- can

be justly disciplined, except what is expressly condemned by

God; others, assuming a less extravagant ground, say, that the

interpretative powers of church courts can never inhibit any

practice, under any circumstances, which cannot be proved by
Scripture to be forever and under all circumstances malum per se.

And it is further claimed, that whenever an individual judges

that his own church courts have in any thing exceeded these re-

strictions, it is his right and duty to assert his freedom of con-

science by doing the thing inhibited. To separate the error min-

gled with the truth here, let this series of statements be con-

sidered, which all Presbyterians will accept without cavil:

"God alone is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free from the

doctrine and commandments of men which are in anything contrary to

his word, or beside it in matters of faith or worship."

"All church power ... is only ministerial and declarative; . . . and
all decisions should be founded upon the revealed will of God." Gov.
€h. 1, go. and VII.

"The whole counsel of God coneerninfi; . . . man's salvation, faith and

»!>
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life, is either expressly set down in Scripture, or bi/ good and necessari/

ronsequence may bo deducedfrom Scripture/' Con, of Faith, Ch. I., gVI.
''Every Christian Church is entitled to declare the terms of admission

to its own communion," etc. "In the exercise of this rijrht they may
notwithstanding, err, in making; the terms of communion too lax or too

narrow
;
yet even in this case they do not infringe upon the liberty or the

rights of others, but only make an improper use of their own."

If the erroneous term of communion forbids a positive perma-

nent duty, or commands an act which is sin per se, then the con-

scientious dissentient has no discretion: he must resist it at

once and utterly. But if the act in question is only "beside"

and not "against Scripture," then his course is to be modified

bv circumstances. *

The adult member seeking admission to a Christian Church is

responsible for informing himself as to that understanding of

scriptural terms of communion on which its previous members

have expressly agreed among themselves as their known consti-

tution; and he is justly presumed, when he voluntarily applies

for membership, therein to have approved those terms, and to

covenant with his brethren to keep them. He is therefore bound,

as for himself, by his own act to keep all those rules, unless he

afterwards discovers any of them to be unscriptural in such sense

that he may not righteously comply with them. But in this case

also, his voluntary covenant binds him to vindicate his conscience,

not by remaining in the communion and disobeying its agreed

rules, but by peacefully withdrawing to some other church, whose

terms he believes scriptural. Should he wish to exercise his

right of seeking, inside the church of his first choice, the amend-

ment of the rule' which he once covenanted to observe, but now

finds to be unscriptural, common h(tnesty requires him to promote

that amendment, not by the broach of the rule while it yet sub-

sists, which is factious and of bad faith, but by moving and arguing

for the change in the ways provided by the church constitution.

If the dissentient is an officer in the church, such factious conduct

is a still more indecent breach of faith.

Each man must be his own judge, in the fear of God, on every

question, whether a church rule is scriptural or not; and on that

question the courts of the Church must not come between his
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conscience and God by assuming to decide for him that the rule

is scriptural.

But neither has this dissentient a right to come between the

consciences of the majority and Grod^ when they decide that the

rule he regards as unscriptural is scriptural, and that it shall

therefore remain the rule of their communion. He has his in-

alienable right of withdrawal; but he has no more right to dictate

his judgment to them, against their conscientious judgment, than

they have to punish his conscientious dissent with fine or im-

prisonment. In this case, even if it be conceded for illustration's

sake, that he is right and the majority wrong, "they have not

infringed upon" his rights, "but only made an improper use

of their own." :. ?,, .r.

In such case, where the majority make a term of communion,

though not sinful yet too strict, and insist on its observance by

those who voluntarily join them, they <lo not commit the sin of

popery, neither do they make a papal assault on liberty of con-

science. This appears from two differences: they do not claim

any right to coerce acquiescence in what they judge according to

the mind of God, by civil pains and penalties ; neither do they

declare submission to and communion with them essential to sal-

vation. The nature of their error is only this: that they blunder

in their interpretation of God's will on the point involved in their

rule, and impair causelessly the comfort or edification of their

brethren who judge with and adhere to them.

Actions which the Scripture does not make sins 'per se, neither

by expressly setting them down as such, nor by good and neces-

sary consequence, may, by reason of circumstances, be not for

edification. Then the law of love should prompt every Christian

to forego those actions for his weak brethren's sake. But of the

duty of foregoing these acts, or of the call uttered by the law of

love, each one must judge, in the fear of God, in his own Chris-

tian liberty. For, were the church court to usurp that decision,

and enforce their view of it by church discipline, as a universal

obligatory rule on their members, they would thus indirectly

attain that power of making a thing to be sin which God did not

make sin ; which Christ has inhibited to all human authorities.

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—15.
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• But once more: the maxim, that "circumstances alter cases,"

has an ethical application. That is, actions which, under certain

circumstances, were morally neutral, may, by a change of circum-

stances, become truly sins. Scth's marriage to bis own sister

must have been allowable. In the days of Moses the cbann^ed

conditions of the human race made such a marriage the sin of

incest. Under the Mosaic manners, a "bill of divorcement" to

a newly espoused wife was in a certain case allowable ; in our

Saviour's and our times, it would be the sin of adultery. If this

is so, then for a Christian to claim his liberty of conscience to

continue that act, now become actually sinful, would be license,

and not spiritual liberty. - /^

May a Church then, after the completion of the canon of Scrip-

ture, assume to declare that circumstances have now made some

act sinful in itself which Christ or bis Apostles had left allowable?

No; this would be a violation of spiritual liberty, and a claim of

an uninspired and fallible body to change his infallible legisla-

tion. That a Church may justly prohibit a practice as evil by

reason of newly arising circumstances, it must be able to prove

from Scripture (either by express declaration or good and neces-

sary consequence) that God regards the practice thus circum-

stanced as evil. An instance in point may be imagined. Our

Assemblies, while scripturally condemning drunkenness, have

scripturally refused to make temperate drinking an oifence.

Hence, no Presbytery may enforce total abstinence on its minis-

ters, by the plea that their temperate drinking may become a

temptation to excess to others. But here is a town, in which is a

drinking-hell that is proved to be a regular occasion of drunken-

ness to many. A Presbyterian minister residing in that town

habitually exercises his right of temperate drinking in public in

that drinking-hell; and it is duly proved that this his example

does occasion the fall of unwary persons into the sin of drunken-

ness, and the name of Christ into scandal. Can the Presbytery

restrain that minister by its ecclesiastical authority? Every man's

common sense answers at once that it can. Bv what rule? Not
ft/

by enacting that temperate drinking, which Christ had left allow-

able, has now become sin; but by enforcing Christ's own rule,
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that Christians must not "let their good be evil spoken of." The

Presbytery would leave him his Christian liberty of temperate

drinking under other circumstances, but it would teach him to

distinguish between this right and the sin of causelessly mislead-

ing souls. See Con. of Faith, Chap. XX., § 4.

But the Scripture furnishes us with a better instance. About

the fifty-second year of Christ, Jewish Christians felt themselves

scandalised by several things which were seen among some Gen-

tile converts to Christ. One was, that they entered the Church

without circumcision ; another, that they ate articles of food which

had before been offered to idols ; another was, that they ate flesh

with the blood, as things strangled; and another, that same con-

tinued to practise unchastities which pagan morals had long justi-

fied. The apostles and elders met to settle the dispute. See

Acts XV., xvi. 4; Rom. xiv. 2, 17; 1 Cor. viii. 8, x. 25;

Titus i. 15. They decided, with the authority of the Holy

Ghost (Acts XV. 28), that circumcision was not incumbent on the

Gentile believers; that all forms of fornication must be jealously

avoided; and that two practices, in themselves indifferent (see

Rom. xiv. 14; 1 Cor. viii. 4, x. 25)—eating things which had

been before offered to false gods, and eating the flesh with the

blood—must be temporarily forbidden and forborne. The pro-

priety of this latter part of the rule is grounded on these circum-

stances (see Acts xv. 21): that Gentiles were almost everywhere

united in Christian communion with believing Jews; that these

Jewish Christians were still observing the Mosaic ritual and syna-

gogue worship of the seventh day, just as they had forages; that

during the transition stage from the Old to the New Dispensation

this was legitimate for Jewish believers (see Acts xxi. 20-24);

that according to the Mosaic point of view, blood was sacredly

set apart from all common uses to the sacrificial, and whoever

"ate of a sacrifice (1 Cor. x. 18) was partaker of the altar;"

whence the indulgence of Gentile brethren in these must un-

avoidably scandalise Hebrew Christians, and break the peace of

the Church. For this reason it was necessary to enforce the two

prohibitions temporarily, so long as the transition stage lasted.

It has been attempted to argue, that these two points were not

litM^!-.
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enjoined by apostolic and presbyterial authority, but only recom-

mended. The plea is, that Paul, notwithstanding the decision

circumcised Timothy; and that in the Epistles he gave the Gen-

tile converts full liberty to eat if they saw fit. Of the latter, we
shall enquire anon. To the former, it is a suflBcient reply to dis-

tinguish between enforcing circumcision on Gentiles and per-

mitting the circumcision of one who was* half a Jew by blood, and

who had been reared as an orthodox member of the old dispensa-

tion in all else than circumcision. When Pharisaic men demanded

the circumcision of Titus, a Gentile—the very thing forbidden

by the Synod at Jerusalem—Paul had scrupulously anticipated

the Synod's subsequent decree, and refused the exaction. But

to grant circumcision to Timothy, from prudential reasons, was

not a transgression of the Synod's decree. They had only for-

bidden the exacting of it of Gentiles. The attentive reader of

the history will hardly doubt but that these other points of duty

were positively enjoined. The Apostle James says (Acts xv. 19):

"My sentence is" (tyw /cp/vw); 28: "It seemed good {hh^ev) to

the Holy Ghost and to us to lay upon you' this ^^burden.'' The

burden is "these necessary things." Acts xvi. 4: Paul himself

"delivered them" (the Gentiles) "the decrees for to keep, that

were ordained of the Apostles and elders" {ra Myimra rh KeKfufiha).

Acts xxi. 25, the Apostles remind Paul (after the Epistles to

the Romans and First Corinthians had been written, in A. D. 60):

"As touching the Gentiles which believe, we have written and

concluded^'' etc. {vfieig kTZEaTei'kafiEv Kfuvavreg, etc.) How could more

authoritative terms be used? It is incredible that Paul should

have set himself to infringe a rule which was thus legislated by

the Apostles, in his presence, with his concurrence, and to meet

a state of facts reported by himself as brought about chiefly by

his own labors. Hence the exgesis of the Epistles must be er-

roneous which represents him as authorising his converts to dis-

regard a 66yjua KEKpifiEvov, a "neccssary" obligation "laid on them"

by God's Holy Spirit, with his own concurrence.

From the historical point of view, the true exposition of those

passages is very obvious. It is not necessary to detain the read-

er with citations and verbal criticisms; he can compare the three
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passages (Rom. xiv., 1 Cor. viii. and x.) for himself. He will see

that the Apostle, in thorough consistency with the Synod of

Jerusalem and with himself, asserts all along these points:

That the Jewish law of meats being positive and ritual, any food
.

was, per ae, indifferent; that idols, being nonentities, no real

effect could be wrought on the flesh which had been on their al-

tars, so that to the believer who understood this fact, it was, per

se, as any other meat; that yet, if a man indulged his appetite,

while himself doubtful of the lawfulness of his indulgence, it

would be sin to him; not because the meat was defiled, but

because his act was a tampering with possible sin according

to his own judgment; that if the man's own mind were clear,

and no scandal arose, such eating would be lawful. But if

such eating were attended with scandal, then it became unlaw-

ful; not because the food was defiled, or the act sin, per «e,

but because self-indulgence in a needless gratification was pre-

ferred to a brother's safety and salvation. On this last point

Paul dwells. It is evidently the turning point of the duty of

abstinence. It is evidently on this point that he justifies the

Synod of Jerusalem (whose "dogma" he had himself given to the

churches "<o keep'), in forbidding, under certain circumstances,

what they admitted to be indifferent. Rom. xiv. 20. "But it is

evil to that man who eateth with offence" (rnKdv). 1 Cor. viii.

12. "But when ye sin so against the brethren and wound their

weak conscience, i/e sin against Christ.'' X. 32. "Give none of-

fence." It is the TrpdaKOfifia attending the act, otherwise indifferent,

which makes it sinful. It should be observed that the "offence"

arose in this way: the "weak brother" who witnessed the eat-

ing, not comprehending the eater's more enlightened view, really

regarded him as in the act doing homage to an idol. Had the

"weak brother"' understood that the eater only considered him-

self as doing the allowable act of satisfying hunger, the former

could not have seen in it a just occasion of offence. When that

result is experimentally ascertained, the precept is as positively,

"Eat not," as any other Christian precept. But this scandal is

precisely the ground assigned by the Apostle James for his vote

in the Synod.
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^ We thus have an unquestionable instance of a church court

which, under the teachings of the Holy Spirit, declared that the

moral character of a concrete act, the form of which might be,

per 86, indifferent, may be changed, at least for a time, by cir-

cumstances. It may be said: The canon was not then closed;

and they had the intullible guidance of inspiration in thus de-

claring. The just reply is, that a supreme church court still has

the infallible guidance of the Bible principle ("It is evil to that

man who doeth the indifferent act with offence'^') to direct it in

parallel declarations; and unless that principle clearly sustains

it, it should not venture on them.

But, supposing a well-informed believer had persisted in eating,

and had declared that he did so regarding an idol "as nothing,"

and had urged the question : "Why is my liberty judged of another

man's conscience?" Would Paul have disciplined him for this

act alone? We suppose not; the man would have been left to

his own conscience, with the warning: "Now walkest thou not

charitably." He is clearly sinning; but there are clear sins

which yet are not proper subjects for human discipline. Should

that man prosecute his selfish act under circumstances which

proved demonstrably that he was not defending his conscience,

but acting selfishly and mischievously of deliberate purpose^

then he would come under discipline, not merely for eatings but

for wantonly doing mischief.

The establishment of these views is not really necessary to

prove round dances unlawful and disciplinable in Christ's Church.

For they are never per se indifferent, but essentially contrary to

the permanent precepts of Scripture, as has been shown. But

it was judged best to settle these points of exposition, because

the misconception of them has tempted some to push the claim

of Christian liberty much farther than Scripture allows.

To one who places himself in the point of view of the West-

minster Assembly, and of the American General Assembly which

adopted our constitution, there is no doubt whatever, but that

they would have included the modern round dances under the

forbidden term "lascivious dances." t5ut "'the meaning of the

law is the law." In their day, the society which these holy men

iM!i
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considered worldly and unchristian had not gone farther than

minuets, reels, and quadrilles. When the round dances were at

last introduced, in our generation, the estimate of a worldly opin-

ion even, was, that they were lascivious. If the decent part of

the world now wavers in that judgment, it is only because the

abuse "unwhipped of justice," and weakly connived at by

Christian tribunals, has already had such disastrous power to de-

bauch public opinion. The claim that these dances shall be ac-

quitted of prurient tendency on the testimony of some females

that they do indulge without any such consciousness, is prepos-

terous. For, *in the first place, we have shown that when the

impulse is so complex, consciousness will probably fail, amidst

the haste and excitement, to detect the prurient element. And

second, such ambiguous testimony is fatally counterpoised by the

candid declaration of the coarser sex, avowing the prurient ex-

citement as the prime attraction to them. There is no offence

against decency, save the most extreme, which might not be cleared

of blame by so absurd a plea, because it is supposable that a rash

and reckless person might still aver, without conscious falsehood,

that in his own case his mind was preoccupied in the perpetration

of it, by the fun, or the novelty, or some accessory excitement.

No; Church courts are both entitled and bound to judge prac-

tices by their overt forms, and by the tendencies which experi-

ence shows usually inhering in them. Tried in this way, round

dancing certainly falls under the ban, both of the principles of

Scripture and the express words of our constitution, by which we

have all voluntarily covenanted to walk.

Seeing that the practice of our Sessions is still timid, we are

persuaded that- it would be well for our next Assembly to speak

out still more explicitly, and order categorically the discipline of

all church members who are found contumacious in round danc-

ing as practised between men and women, or who dance in pub-

lic and promiscuous balls, after any fashion of the mixture of the

sexes. The latter prohibition should rest on the facts that, as the

world now goes, round dances do prevail at all public balls; and

also, that the free access to them of persons disreputable, profane,

intemperate, or utterly frivolous, renders them sinful places for
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Christians; unless, like their Saviour, they go thither to carry

the warnings of the gospel. And this declarative legislation the

Assembly should rest squarely on the words of our Catechism, and

the principles of the Bible. As to the milder forms of domestic

and social dancing, we would have the presbyters of the Church

rely, for the present at least, on dissuasions and instructions.

No man is fit to be a presbyter in Christ's Church who is ca-

pable of being intimidated from the performance of covenanted

judicial duties by the strength and rampancy of an abuse. No
presbyter should need to be reminded that, as a question of mere

policy, it is far wiser to have a small church expurgated of world-

ly corruptions, and clad in the beauty of holiness, than a large

one weakened and crippled by dead members. But there is, we

fear, reason that we should all have "searchings of heart" for our

moral cowardice, in the presence of the worldly conformities

which now so deface our Zion.

It is justly remarked, that a merely repressive policy, where

no innocent substitute for vicious amusements is offered, may

more probably repel than reform the youth of our Church. There

is a trait of human nature which the wise pastor should study.

We usually speak of man as "a social being." The mass of hu-

man beings scarcely deserve so elevated a description, and should

rather be termed gregarious. The gregarious instinct in them is

potent. They shun solitude, and earnestly crave the presence of

their kind; but not converse with their kind. For, in fact, ordi-

nary people have not intellectual resources enough to furnish

anything that deserves the name of conversation, except for a

small fraction of the hours they crave to spend together. To bo

compelled to kcsep up intelligible conversation the whole time

would be to them more irksome than the solitude from which

they flee. Here is the true source—so far as the impulse is not

vicious—of all the non-intellectual amusements. People need

something which does not tax their ill-furnished minds, 7/jhich

they may do together^ so as to provide for the instinct of gregari-

ousness. This solution is verified in the case of the old housewives,

who spend a long summer's day in each other's presence, with

little social communion save the community of their occupation
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of knitting. It was verified around the planter's fireside, in for-

mer days, when children and servants pleasantly spent the long

winter evening in the common task of "picking cotton." It is

verified in the long sederunfs of whist-playing old ladies and

gentlemen. The communion in the mild excitement of their

game gives play to the gregarious appetency, without taxing their

vacant hiinds for any other contribution to the mutual intercourse.

The same solution accounts for a large part of the interest in the

more decent dances of our fathers. Often have we seen young

fellows, at social gatherings, with minds too unfurnished for sus-

tained converse, detained in the parlors in part by good manners,

and in part by the unsatisfied gregarious instinct, yet insuff'er-

ably "bored." But at last the music enters, and they are im-

mediately revived. Here now is something which they can do

in common; a social occupation which brings them into a grega-

rious union, to which their heels are competent, if their heads

were not.

The problem tor the wise parent then should be, not overlook-

ing this trait, to find social occupations which may satisfy it, and

yet may be innocent; and instead of aggravating the incapacity,

and leading downwards like the dance, to deeper mental vacuity

and positively vicious sentiments, may instruct while they please

and unite. Might not a holy ingenuity find a sufficient variety

of such gregarious occupations? One suggestion is that of par-

lor vocal music, both social and sacred. Another is the time-

honored usage of reading aloud. Let the selections vary frona

"grave to gay," while never coarse or demoralising; and let

"them who are strong bear the infirmities of the weak," by yield-

ing their attention in turn to the simple matter which may inter-

est without fatiguing even the juvenile and the vacant mind.

Thus the temptation to less safe amusements may be obviated,

and the social hours of the young be made enjoyable, without

being made dangerous. R. L. Dabney.

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—16.
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ARTICLE VI.

THE QUESTION OF DANCING FROM ANOTHER
POINT OF VIEW.

This is and ever has been a free journal. From its beginning,

some thirty years since, there has never been amongst even its

editors a complete agreement of opinion on all subjects. And so

its correspondents and contributors have frequently differed in

the sentiments expressed by them. Indeed, our Church is by

no means at one upon a variety of questions which, though not

fundamental, are yet frequently of great practical importance.

Hence the necessity and the value of free discussion. This

journal claims that during its whole course it has furnished op-

portunity to thoughtful men for setting forth without reserve

their varying opinions.

In this very number we are furnishing an illustration of the

catholic spirit of this Review. One of our most learned theo-

:
logians, who is at the same time of our editorial corps, utters

freely and foi;cibly his opinions on an important practical ques-

tion Avhich is dividing our Church at the present moment. He

may well be reckoned to have made the strongest, fullest, and

, most impressive exhibition possible of that side of the question

which he has espoused. If he has not established the doctrine

which he advocates, it may be taken for granted that it cannot

be established. Having no such claims as his to the attention or

respect of the Church for what we have to offer, nevertheless we

shall essay to'dispute some of his positions, being much impressed

with the opinion that there is danger both to the purity, the

liberty, and the peace of our ecclesiastical household from some

of the views which he has advanced.

Tlierc are two positions maintained: the one that dancing is

sinful, the other that it is an offence to be formally disciplined.

On the first point, as well as on the second, the argument is full,

positive, and elaborate; and the ground taken makes every form

of this amusement to be morally wrong. There is a distinction

drawn between some forms and other forms of it, so that the sin-
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fulness is greater in some cases than in others; but it will not be

denied that the first position maintained is condemnatory in gen-

eral of all dancing as sinful.

Now we are not and never have been patrons of your " dancing

disciples." We are not and never have been friends, admirers,

ot apologists of the amusement of dancing in any of its forms.

But this is not because we are able to accept the first position

taken, which makes all dancing sinful. We are on record as

expressing very strong disapprobation of all forms of dancing

between the sexes, and we still hold the same opinions on that

subject. But the proposition, that dancing, considered generally,

is sinful, followed as it is and must be by the other propositionni

viz., that it must be formally disciplined, presents the subject in

a very different light. Our ground is, that this is just one of

those many things which are to be condemned and dissuaded from,

but not made matters of technical discipline. But it is attempted

to shew (page 828) that one has no right to disapprove unless one

is so clearly convinced that God's word is against that which is

disapproved, as to be prepared to demand its discipline by the

Church. Now, we admit that the word is our rule in morals as

in faith. But the distinction is clear and warrantable between

disapprobation or condemnation, and formal church discipline

based on judicial proceedings. An individual Christian may
speak or write against what is in his opinion dangerous, and a

pastor may from the pulpit reason and exhort, and a Session may

warn or remonstrate, respecting whatever in the general aspects

of the word seems to be improper or injurious. But when that

court comes to acts of technical discipline, the warrant of the

word is reasonably and rightfully required to be much more ex-

plicit. This distinction is made in chapter first of our present

Book of Discipline, «and is expressly admitted on page 303 of the

argument we criticise. And it has been acknowledged necessary

and just by all authorities on ecclesiastical discipline.

The distinction is also clear and warrantable between those

-actions themselves that are to be disapproved on general grounds

of Scripture as many persons believe, and other actions whose

condemnation is either express in Scripture or else necessarily de-
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ducible therefrom. We call these latter sinful. The former are

only questionable, and different minds will and may view them

diiferently. There is card-playing, and theatre-going, and novel-

reading, and tobacco-chewing or smoking, and all use, even the

most moderate, of any kind of stimulating drink, and dinner

parties, and big suppers, and fashionable dress and equipage, and

the wearing of a gold watch, diamond ring, or other jewelry

—

yes, and we may go further and say life insurance, and the mar-

riage of first cousins; and proceeding another step, the use of

instrumental music in public worship in God's house, and of

church fairs with their many bad accompaniments; and going a

little further, the use of stated supplies for a long period instead

of settled pastors; and still further, the establishment of theo-

logical seminaries; and still one step more, the Pan-Presbyterian

Alliance itself—all these, and a score or two more of other like

things, are questionable with many, and they have been and are

occasions of earnest differences of opinion amongst honest, consci-

entious, intelligent Christians, who have nevertheless all alike

adopted the word as their only rule. And some of these things

have seemed to many to be fully as objectionable as any form of

dancing. Novel reading, for example, as practised amongst us,

is probably in every aspect quite as great an evil as dancing. It

has lately been said on high authority that "no one systematically

reads the average novelette of the day and keeps either integrity

or virtue; and that there are a million of men and women in the

United States to-day reading themselves into hell." And then

the use of tobacco: who can calculate the evils of that practice to

health and to morals both? These evils are so manifest, and they

press so heavily on the consciences of many, that some Churches

in these States have been ready to make either chewing or smoking

a disciplinable offence. For ourselves, we have a thousand times

wished that we had a scourge of small cords put into our hands

with authority to go and cleanse our ministry, and our member-

ship too, from all this abominable filth. But where are we to find

Scripture for making the use of either tobacco or novels a dis-

ciplinable offence? **

Now, the whole argument to prove that dancing is sinful ap-
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pears to us to be a signal failure, while, nevertheless, it is a very

successful dennonstration that dancing, like the other matters just

named, is questionable, and may fairly be held in disapprobation

by a conscientious Bible believer.

What is the line of argument to prove dancing to be sinful?

The first point made is, that classical antiquity eschewed it.

Surely the heathen Greeks and B.omans are hardly to be held up

as authority with us Christians as to what our church courts shall

condemn as sinful. Surely all things were not wicked which

they held to be such. The second proof is drawn from the con-

demnation of Christian antiquity ; where again it is just the

opinions of men that are quoted. Then, thirdly^ we are told of

modern Christian judgment and legislation, where Calvin, and the

Westminster Assembly, and the Scotch Kirk, and the American

Assemblies (including our own), and John Wesley, and Adam
Clarke, and the General Conference of the Methodist Church,

and a number of Episcopal bishops of the highest character, and

various Diocesan Conventions of the Episcopal Church, and cer-

tain Papal bodies and bishops in America are quoted.

Now let it be observed, that in Calvin's day, at Geneva, there

were enormous excesses practised under the guise of popular

amusements. Bungener, in his "Life of Calvin," says: - ^

"It must not be forgotten what, at that period, certain things were,

which the refinement of manners has more or less modified. Every

custom, and therefore, much more, every kind of disorder, retained the

impress of preceding centuries ; hence the passions easily degenerated

into a brutish and uncouth cynicism. Drunkenness and revelling are

now among the very lowest of the inferior classes just what they

were then to many of the higher ranks. There were scarcely any inno-

cent pleasures. The dances, for instance—do those who reproach Cal-

vin for having so strictly forbidden them, know what they were? They

may learn it from these same registers, which shew us that the said

dances were forbidden long before Calvin's time ; they may learn it

also from the registers of our courts of justice ; for they not seldom

degenerated into outrages on decency which no respectable government

will ever tolerate." (P. 110.)

So, too, Guizot, in his "Saint Louis and Calvin" (p. 274),

quotes from the "Pieces Justificatives by Gaberel" (p. 249) as

follows: "A memoir still exists which gives a detailed account of
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these extraordinary amusements, and from this terrible record it

appears that the dances then performed in private houses would

not be tolerated at the present day in the height of the most

disorderly carnival." This memorial, addressed to the king of

Navarre by Dancau, is in the library of Geneva.

And let it also be understood, that no man has expressed him-

self more scripturally, kindly, moderately, and wisely than Calvin

on the subject of disciplining oifenders by the Church. He knew,

like his great teacher Augustin, how to point out "the incon-

siderate zeal for righteousness of even good men," and how to

condemn their "excessive moroseness" and their too "rigorous

severity." He could quote from Augustin how "the pious and

placid should mercifully correct what they can in the Church, but

bear patiently what they cannot correct, in love lamenting and

mourning until God either reform and correct, or at the harvest

root up the tares and scatter the chaff." He could say in his

own words: "Let all the godly study to provide themselves with

these weapons, lest, while they deem themselves strenuous and

ardent defenders of rightousness, they revolt from the kingdom

of heaven, which is the only kingdom of righteousness." Yes,

Calvin strongly sympathised with Augustin when he said that

"if the contagion of sin has seized the multitude, mercy must ac-

company living discipline." And so when Augustin, speaking

of "drunkenness, which is so severely condemned in Scripture,

but was prevalent in Africa with impunity," called for a council

to provide a remedy, Calvin heartily approves his declaring,

nevertheless, "In my opinion such things are not removed by

rough, harsh, and imperious measures, but more by teaching than

commanding, more by admonishing than threatening. For it is

thus we are to act with the multitude of offenders. Severity is

to be exercised against only the sins of the few."

Calvin, therefore, is not to be pleaded as insisting on disciplin-

ing the dances at Geneva without explanation as to the character

of the amusement then and there. And the Reformer must be

understood as objecting with Augustin to any use whatever of

formal discipline with a whole demoralised church or community.

Formal discipline is not to be used where the public sentiment
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does not sustain it as wise and good; and this, of course, cannot

be where any abuse is generally practised. In cases of that sort,

preaching is the remedy, according to Augustin and to Calvin;

not commanding and not threatening, but teaching and admon-

ishing must be relied on. It is only where an offence is the sin

of the few that they recommend formal discipline. And we may

add, that even then it should not be resorted to hastily. It is a

dangerous remedy in unskilful hands. One single case of it mis-

managed may split a flourishing church into fragments. '!.''•''

Then, as to the Westminster Assembly, let it be observed that

it qualifies the dancing it pronounces sinful with the terra

"lascivious." ,, :.

And then the testimony of our Southern Church does not seem -

to us quite so strong as represented. In 1865, for example, the

Assembly denied distinctly the right of any church court to make

new rules of membership different from those contained in the

Constitution, but allowed that each has power to declare or affirm

its ficnse of what is an offence; signifying, of course, that an ap-

peal might always be taken from its judgment on that point. And
that Assembly said that the "lascivious dancings" named in the

Larger Catechism are not, in its belief, those usual in. our best

society; also, that it would not say that all these worldly amuse-

ments are, in their own nature, sinful. Yet it is correctly stated

that that Assembly did call on Sessions to "separate from the

church those who love the world and conformity thereto rather

than the law of Christ." The same was done by the Assembly

of 18C)9 ; but that body qualified the dances to be disciplined by

the term "promiscuous." Then in 1877 the Presbytery of

Atlanta asked the Assembly to explain whether all dancing, or

only promiscuous dancing, is forbidden. And that Assembly

answers that all forms of the dance, whether round or square, and

whether in public balls or private parlors, tend to evil, are evil,

and should be discountenanced. It was very clear as to the

teaching and admonishing, but less so as to the commanding and

threatening. For that Assembly very wisely said that the extent

of the evil depends on circumstances, and that Sessions are the

only courts competent to judge what remedy to apply; and it also
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recommended great patience on the part of Sessions with oifenders

in the matter of dancing.
;

: ,,,. •, y- ^^ hm ; ;

This language is interpreted to mean that the Assembly

"clothes the Session with the power of judicial discipline." Wo
submit, that if the Session did not possess the power of judicial

discipline before, it could not be clothed with it by any Assembly.

No Assembly can clothe a Session with any power which it does

not get from the Constitution of our Church. This representa-

tion of the matter is repeated again and again. The Assembly,

it is said, "authorises the Sessions to judge what remedy to apply."

We know that the New Orleans Assembly expressed the opinion

that only the court most immediately connected with the people

can judge how best to deal with such occurrences amongst them;

but we submit, that that was not by any means the same as to say

that Sessions must use formal discipline. The Sessions who only

can know all the circumstances of each case can alone determine

wisely what the remedy should be; but whatever remedy they do

employ, they must exercise great patience in dealing with those

who offend in this way. That is really what the New Orleans

Assembly said. But we submit, that even if it had expressed the

positive judgment ascribed to it, our Sessions should have now

no more authority in the matter than they had before the Assem-

bly met at New Orleans. It is from the Book, and not from the

Assembly, they get all their authority. Moreover, it is to our

mind quite clear that the Assembly at New Orleans was not

thinking at all of any such undertaking as "clothing the Ses-

sions," nor yet of bestowing on them, the grant of any new

"authority." On the contrary, what it was aiming at was just to

free itself from any supposed power or obligation to deal with

such cases, seeing that, as has been well said in the article we are

considering, the act in question must be considered in the con-

crete with its circumstances and adjuncts. The Assembly said

that the church Session is the only court competent to judge

what remedy to apply; in other words, the supreme judicatory

cannot determine any such cases except as they may come up

from the courts below in one or other of the four constitutional
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ways. This, now, really is the last deliverance made by our

Southern General Assembly. .^

But as touching Calvin's opinion and that of the Westminster

and the Southern Assemblies and all the other Assemblies, and

all the Bishops and Dioceses^all the Conventions and Conferences

named—what of them all, singly or collectively? What do they

avail in the question before us? Excellently good they certainly

are, and deserving of much respect as evincing that, according to

the best judgment of the most pious and the wise men, dancing

is to be discountenanced as an improper and a dangerous thing.

Let them be quoted again and again to frown down this amuse-

ment. Let them be used to organise a public sentiment which

shall banish it from refined society. There must be something

evil in dancing (as said Dr. Thornwell) when the Church in all

ages has set her face against it. But (as he said again) the

Church has no opinions—she has a faith. That is to say, the

Church may not act on opinions held by whom they may be, in

or out of her bosom ; she can act only on what is indisputably re-

vealed. Our Confession savs well the whole counsel of God is

either expressly set down in Scripture or by good and necessary

consequence may be deduced from Scripture, unto which nothing

is at any time to be added. It is thus we get every doctrine

—

either it is expressed in the word, or it is necessarily deducible

from the word. And so our rules of discipline must be based on

principles that are distinctly revealed. If the good and the wise

who have been quoted, can shew that dancing is, either expressly

or by necessary consequence deductively prohibited in the word,

let them make that plain, and there will be an end of the matter.

But it is just wasting words to tell us what men have thought or

believed on a subject like this, when the question regards formal

discipline by the Church. Suppose the lawfulness of instrumental

music in public worship were under earnest discussion, as we our-

selves think it ought to be all through our Church, could those

who, like ourselves, believe that not being commanded it is for-

bidden, claim to apply that principle so decisively as to make the

use of an organ an offence to be formally disciplined, and that

against the honest and earnest, though, we think, unfounded, plea

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—17.
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by good men that the organ is a necessity to good congrec^ational

singing? Suppose the marriage of cousins was to be earnestly

protested against, on the ground that the Scripture forbids

marrying any who are "near of kin." Coukl it be fairly main-

tained that the application of that prohibition in this way is

clearly necessary, so as to make this kind of marriage sinful? A
great deal is said, and we think can be justly said, against such

marriages; logic and eloquence and zeal might fortify themselves

with the testimonies of the highest medical authorities and assail

this practice and seek to bring it under the formal ban of the

Church ; but is the deduction a clear and necessary one, such as

would justify ihe claim that the Scriptures condemn this kind of

Why, even the marriage of the wife's sister, whichmarriage

seems to us to be far more clearly condemned in the word, could

not, we seriously apprehend, be successfully maintained to be so

unquestionably forbidden in the Scriptures as to be a proper

matter of discipline. That practice is getting to be common in

our Church, and the subject is one that ought to be discussed

amongst us by way of preventing the further spread of it, sup-

posing that such marriages are incestuous; but is it not manifest

that the formal discipline of such marriages in the present state

of public opinion is a somewhat questionable remedy for any

church Session to apply? Suppose, again, that a church Session

should be unanimous in the opinion that life assurance is based

on a wicked distrust of providence, and in fact is a species of the

sin of gambling. Would it be safe or right for them to undertake

to discipline a church member for making that sort of provision

for his widow and orphans? And so we might ask whether the

most earnest advocate of total abstinence from drink, though he

can portray in melting terms the grief of broken-hearted wives

and the distress of worse than fatherless children, and though he

can describe justly and movingly the dishonor to religion from

drunkenness in the very Church, and though he can demonstrate

that no man becomes a drunkard in a day, and that the temperate

use of liquor is the road to intemperance—yet, we might ask, can

this pleader for teetotalism expect to prevail with the Church to

make all use of stimulus a sin and a disciplinable offence? Let

^'"
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him tell us of the tremendous array of testimony which can be

produced to declare the drcadfulness of intemperance; let him

also set forth the incontrovertible opinion hehl by hundreds and

thousands of good and wise men, that if there were no tiioderate

drinkers there could be no drunkards; let him produce (as has

been done in this question of dancing) "a concursus of all re-

ligions, all ages, all civilisations," against drunkenness and all

the causes (especially the chief cause) of it; and let him seek by

all this powerful array to make some little, insignificant, obscure

Presbyterian church Session declare that moderate drinking is a

sin: and he will fail, and he ought to fail, because the Church

must not essay to be wiser than her Lord, or better than the

Bible. Let the State adopt the Maine law, which forbids all

selling ofe liquor except by the apothecary on the physician's pre-

scription; we would hold up both hands for it; it would be a

mighty bulwark against intemperance, and in fact might be the

very cure of it; and not only so, but it would be a perfectly

legitimate exercise of the law-making power of the State. But

the Church cannot make laws. This is the insuperable obstacle

in the way of that exercise of discipline which is urged. We are

not the Lord's councillors, but his servants. He makes the

laws ; Church rulers can only administer them. And therefore,

all that is said about the "selfsufficiency and arrogance which,

in its ignorance and inexperience sets itself up against what the

wise and the good of the ancient and modern world" have said

about dancing, or any thing else; all this falls to the ground.

The plea of Christian liberty is to be asserted over and over again

whenever churches or church courts essav to invade that liberty

in the least degree. The Apostle says we must stand fast and be

not brought under any human yoke. And so, whatever "the

opinion of the virtuous of all ages" about dancing, and whether

that "opinion be sound or not," the question before us simply is,

whether, if the Church undertake the formal discipline of any

practice not indisputably forbidden in the Scriptures, basing her

action solely on the opinions of the virtuous of all ages, it does

not become the duty of the humblest member in all "humility,
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modesty, and docility" to protest, in the interest of the liberty

and the purity and the peace of the Church. . /-

But it is contended, touching the first point of the argument

we are reviewing, that the Scriptures do condemn public dancing

both "fully and expressly"—as much so, at least, "as the plan of

its revelation made possible for it." The proof offered is: (1)

that the Bible enjoins sobriety, and the dance is an act of pro-

nounced levity
; (2) that the Bible enjoins strict economy, but the

modern dance is a wasteful and expensive amusement; (3) that

the Bible requires modesty of female dress, but the dance usually

an opposite mode; (4) that the Scriptures expressly forbid the

modern dance, in that they enjoin the strictest purity in the inter-

course of the sexes. There is a fifth statement of proof, but let

us look for a moment at the argument as thus far presented.

The first remark we have to offer is, that we have under these

four heads a statement of the writer's views touching the bearing

of certain Scriptures on the dance. There are very many who

agree with him. In many of the positions he takes, we agree with

him ourselves. But there are many, very many, perhaps, not in

his circle or sphere of life or ours, but certainly many in other

spheres, who differ with him entirely as to the justness of his

application of the Scriptures quoted. A great deal, of course,

depends on our training. Many things seem to country people

extravagant wliich city folks consider moderate. Persons of the

middle class, educated at home and brought up with simple tastes,

cannot take the same views which obtain in the highest ranks of

life. There must be allowed a considerable latitude for these

necessary differences of taste and habits and feeling. The Church

must not undertake sumptuary regulations. She cannot construct

her rules of discipline to suit any one class, whether the highest

or the lowest or the middling. They must be such as will easily

and naturally apply to the different situations in which her mem-

bers are found. Her rules of discipline, it is true, must not be

made of gum-elastic; but, on the other hand, they must not be

iron-works which cannot bend without breaking.

The second observation we make is, that the acknowledgments

quoted from many advocates of the round dance are such as we
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have ourselves heard denied by honest and fair witnesses. Here,

again, much depends on training and character, and both those

testimonies we have received and those quoted on the other side

may be equally true. But this much is certain: there are men

of such vicious disposition and such immoral training and char-

acter that every circumstance is to them a temptation and an

inducement. For such men, not the dance merely, but every

other form and mode of social life excites evil inclinations. More-

over, if because of the abuse of it by some very badly disposed

persons, we are to discipline dancing, it will be necessary, for the

same reason, to make an offence out of all the amusements which

voung people can ever have, however innocently, together.

There is no possible coming together of the sexes in social inter-

course which will not be liable to the objection of tempting bad

men to evil. . ... ;, ,

The third remark which occurs to us is, that the Scripture in-

junction to sobriety^ as here interpreted and understood, would

apply full as well to the playfulness of our youth ; and that what

is said about the requirement of economy would call for the dis-

cipline of rich church members who ride in fine carriages and

dwell in brown stone fronts. .,,.,.,

A fourth suggestion is, that our Creator has made the sexes to

incline towards one another, and it is right that they should.

And every attempt that is made to bar against these constitutional

tendencies must not only fail, but react and work evil. A good

deal of what has been said upon this whole topic appears to us

preposterous; for example, the idea that young men and young

women in society are required by the Apostle Paul to regard

each other with only such feelings as belong properly to brothers

and sisters. We cannot make Shakers of our young people, and

must not try to do it.

Once more: the weakness of all this argument from Scripture,

so far, is, that the deduction is not of good and necessary conse-

quence. The application made is not such as will bear calm and

fair examination, or as will commend itself to the impartial judg-

ment of intelligent observers of human life and manners. Dis-

cipline would break down under any attempt of this sort to make

out its justification.
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But let us recur to an expression quoted already as to the

Bible's condemning dancing "as expressly as the plan of its

revelation nnade possible for it." With deference, we suggest

that this language is objectionable—it seems to signify (what we
know was not designed) that the word is not as complete and

perfect a rule as might be desired. It would seem to have been

forgotten for the moment that not only what is expressly written,

but what is necessarily deducible therefrom, is revealed—the

latter full as completely as the former. And some will be in

danger of receiving the idea from what is said that from the very

nature of the case, however sinful dancing may be, the revelation

made long before it was invented could not possibly prohibit it

in a perfectly clear and distinct way by anticipation, which

position, of course, is not tenable any more than it is honorable

to the word. Nor does it appear to us that there is as felicitous

a statement as our author usually makes when he sets forth what

is the plan adopted by the Author of the Bible, as follows:

"This plan was so to prohibit sins which were current in those

generations, as to furnish all honest minds parallels and prece-

dents which would safely guide them in classing the sins of later

invention." It is not "parallels and precedents" so much as

principles which the Author of revelation has given us for the

guidance of our minds and our ways. Accordingly, it seems to

us that no Session called on to discipline a man for wantonly

cutting a telegraph wire or displacing a railroad bar in front of a

passenger train, would any more go to the Bible for a parallel or

a precedent than for an express prohibition of these particular

forms of sin. Our standards would make the former of these

offences, in several different forms of expression, a clear and in-

disputable violation of the Eighth Commandment, which requires

justice between man and man; and they would make the second

also, clearly and indisputably, a violation of the Sixth Command-

ment. There were no telegraph wires or railroads when the

Decalogue was given, but the Sixth and the Eighth Command-

ments have unquestionably anticipated the sins mentioned, and

no session could pretend that there is any lack of clear Scripture

condemnation of these sins. So of all sins: the Bible condemns
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all possible offences against God or man, and whatever it does

not condemn, either expressly or deductively by good consequence,

is no offence, and must not be made by man to be an offence.

And the difficulty which Sessions find as to dancing, and which

the Westminster Assembly also found, was that it cannot be made

out to be indisputably certain that all dancing can be held to be

in violation of the Seventh Commandment; so that the Assembly of

Divines were obliged to insert that qualifying term, "lascivious."

But, fifth, it is said that Scripture virtually includes the modern

dance in an express prohibition in three places, viz., Rom. xiii. 13,

Gal. V. 21, and I Peter iv. 3. The first passage condemns rioting,

and the other two revellings. And it is added that the Sixth

Commandment prohibits suicide, but dancing destroys both mental

and bodily health, which makes it doubly suicidal. This com-

pletes the argument from Scripture to prove dancing sinful.' ; .

We have only to remark, with deference, that this appears to

us to be a thorough break doivn in the appeal to the word. That

portion of the argument which relates to suicide is just a mere

general inference not to be relied on for a moment as a basis of

judicial discipline. But what of the three texts? Clearly they

forbid rioting and revelling. And these offences may accompany

dancing; but is it safe to affirm that they always do accompany

it? Can we reason from rioting and revelling, which are clearly

forbidden, to all dancing—to even all round dancing? On
page ':i26 we read: "We believe that round dancing at least is a

sin of a very grave character and a flagrant breach of morals;"

and again, on page 334, that round dances are always "unlawful

and disciplinable in Christ's Church; for they are never per se

indifferent, but essentially contrary to the permanent precepts of

Scripture, as has been shown." Now, if any texts of Scripture

have been adduced to show that round dancing is essentially

sinful, it can only be these three; and to affirm that these do so

teach is to affirm that "round dancing" and "rioting and

revelling" are synonymous terms. Surely this will be acknowl-

edged by all to be going too far.

So much for the first position maintained—viz., that dancing
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is sinful. Let us pass to the other : that it is an offence to be

formally disciplined. Of course, however, this cannot stand if

there has really been, as we suppose, a failure to make good the

first position. If this be so, then all falls to the ground which is

said about some forms of dancing having "every mark by which

disciplinable sins are discriminated from the undisciplinable;

they are public sins; their commission is overt; the acts may

be clearly defined ; they are notoriously attended by scandal

;

ttiey have regular tendencies to other sins" (page 826). Indeed,

how could it possibly be true that some forms of dancing are as

here described, and yet some other forms of the same amusement

be innocent? Admit that it is the circumstances which make

the criminality, and then you may discriminate between dancing

and dancing. But if certain forms of dancing are, as is declared,

"never per se indifferent, but essentially contrary to the perma-

nent precepts of Scripture" (page 384), then it passes our com-

prehension how there can be any innocent forms of the same act.

There may be innocent forms of killing, but not of murder, nor

of stealing, nor of lying, nor of adultery, nor of any other act

which is essentially sinful.

We are, therefore, not a little surprised to meet at the outset

of the second part of this discussion the admission distinctly made

(page 823), that "there are forms of dancing which are innocent."

So far as observed, this has not been admitted till now. All

along we have understood it to be held that the modern dance

—

that is, the dancing of the sexes together in any form— is always

sinful, though more or less so, according to circumstances.

The first point made under this second .head of the discussion,

is, that there is no reason to deny that dancing is a disciplinable

offence from the fact that there are gradations in dancing—some

kinds being admitted to be innocent, and the sinful kinds shading

off nicely from the other ; and the further fact, that the Bible has

not drawn the line between the tolerated and the disciplinable

forms of the practice; because the lesser and the greater breaches

of all the commandments shade off into each other, and because

such a plea for not disciplining certain dances would prove that

no breach of any commandment is disciplinable.
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Now, the first remark we have to offer is, that we do not know

of any greater breaches of any of the commandments which do so

shade off into lesser breaches as that these latter become innocent.

There are some sins greater than others, but no breaches of any

commandment are innocent. v'^^ :«/?^^^t'3^i ^^? fw ^w^s,

And our second observation is, that the gradation plea is one

we would not think of making. A far more obvious as well as

stronger plea is, that the Bible does not, so far as proved, make

any form of dancing sinful; and therefore the Church can only

warn and cannot discipline. If rioting and revelling, or any

other sinful thing, be mixed up with any dance, that may of

course be disciplined. But the simple dancing, whether round

or square, we have not had demonstrated to be condemned either

expressly or by good and necessary consequence in the Bible. It

is not, therefore, in itself a disciplinable offence. And yet, in

every age, the Church has looked upon it as a questionable and

dangerous thing, .and therefore has remonstrated and exhorted

against it, and to these warnings and remonstrances all right-

minded church members should pay great respect. What is so

well urged about its being a dividing line, in the apprehension of

many, between the penitent and the ungodly, deserves the highest

consideration. For our own part, we cordially accept the state-

ment that it is frontier ground between the kingdom of Christ

and that of Satan. There is, and as has been well said, there

always must be, a belt of territory between rival kingdoms, and

so between the Church and the world, which is ''the debateable

land." And this is always, as is well said, a region full of perils,

and the man or the woman who desires to pay proper regard to

his or her own safety will not dwell very near this dangerous

boundary, even" though it may be honestly believed that it belongs

to the King. The actual peril of this contested territory is well

nigh as great as of the enemy's acknowledged soil. And the

Christian who is successfully assaulted by Satan will usually be,

as is well urged, the very one who causelessly ventures near his

boundary line. It is true, as is insisted on, that usually men do

not backslide by suddenly falling into some monstrous crime.

Satan does not attempt to rend a soul from Christ by inserting

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—18.
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first the blunt edge of his wedge between them, but its thin edge,

and that because it is thin. And for this reason Christians ought

to guard themselves most against the smaller sins lying next to

the debateable zone; and for this reason, those who watch for

souls are bound to be most wakeful and strict at the same points.

All this is exactly to our mind, only the strict watchfulness of

pastors and Sessions must not take the form of technical discipline,

but that of parental, loving, affectionate oversight and care. We
do not believe that the testimony of pastors and elders, who are

thus tenderly watchful, will be found to be, as is said on page 326,

that "the milder measures of instruction and remonstrance fail

to restrain" our youthful church members. Certainly we have

had contrary testimony. At New Orleans, two pastors, one of

Richmond, Virginia, the other of St. Louis, each having in charge

a large church in a rich and gay community, told us they never

had any difficulty on this subject. They found the power and

influence of a loving pastorate amply sufficient in every case,

and they held formal discipline for dancing to be incongruous

and needless.

The next point which we deem it necessary to take up is,

whether rights of conscience can be involved in this question. It

appears to be considered quite doubtful. There is a statement

made of the grounds on which such an idea may be entertained,

but we do not consider the statement altogether adequate. Some,

it is stated, hold that nothing can be justly disciplined except

what is expressly condemned by God; others, only what are

mala per se ; and yet others, that whenever a church court ex-

ceeds these two restrictions, the individual who so thinks about

its action is not only at liberty to assert, but bound to assert, his

freedom of conscience by doing just what such court forbids..

Now, as to the first of these points, surely nobody would say that

the express prohibition is necessary where the thing is forbidden

deductively. And as to the second, surely nobody would say

that a church court may not judicially discipline where an act,

not malum per se, becomes unquestionably sinful through the

circumstances of its commission. Then as to the third point,

clearly it involves a very nice and difficult question, and nobody
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could be so foolish as to lay down the imperative rule stated.

Wisdom is profitable to direct. It may be one's duty under such

circumstances quietly to submit. It may be his duty to refuse

submission to the court of first resort in the way of appealing to

a higher court until a decision is reached in the highest court.

And should the decision be then adverse to his conscientious con-

victions of what Scripture and our Constitution maintain, as

might be the case, perhaps he would be bound (see Confession,

Chap. XX., § 2) to hold his membership or his ministerial

position and agitate—of course, however, in a constitutional and

Christian way—for the reform of what he may justly consider

corruption and abuse; for "all synods or councils since the

Apostles' times, whether general or particular, may err, and may

have erred," and "to obey" their commandments is sometimes

"to betray true liberty of conscience." ^- 'h:S' •T'Tr?

Now we do not think it can be justly maintained that any pro-

fessed believer who entered our communion when we became a

separate Presbyterian Church, whether member or office-bearer,

found any such rule as made dancing a disciplinable offence.-

There was no such term of communion amongst us then, and there

is no such term of communion now. The Assembly of 1865

called on Sessions to discipline such as "love the world and con-

formity thereto rather than the law of Christ." The Assembly

of 1869 enjoined the discipline of "promiscuous dancings."

Those who were anxious for the formal discipline of the dance

pressed the Assembly in 1877 to interpret this word "promiscu-

ous," and say if all dancing is forbidden by our Church. And
the answer probably surprised them, for the Assembly very

wisely discountenanced all forms of dancing, but referred the

whole business of formal discipline to the only body wh^ch can

constitutionally exercise it, and recommended that body to be

very patient with offenders.

It is therefore, we conceive, rather premature to urge that our

Church has a rule binding Sessions to discipline all dancing, and

that whoever is not able to approve that method of dealing with

it must either go out of the Church or else quietly submit ; as

though our Church policy were settled in favor of formally dis-
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ciplining the dance. If we are to have a new constitutional rule

the Presbyteries must first agree to adopt it. And it might be

well for those who favor the formal discipline of dancing not to

be too sure that the majority, when such a question shall come

to be proposed, will certainly be found on their side. Who are

to wear the name of "dissentients," it will be time enough to

decide when the question really comes up for decision and is

decided.

It is said that where a majority make a term of communion

though not sinful yet too strict, and insist on the observance of

it by the body, it cannot be alleged that there is any Popery in

their proceeding so long as they do not coerce by civil pains, nor

declare submission necessary to salvation. But it seems to us,

with deference, that, notwithstanding what is said, there may be a

grain of Popery in such a proceeding, inasmuch as "God alone

is Lord of the conscience, and hath left it free from the doctrines

and commandments of men Avhich are in anything contrary to his

word, or beside it in matters of faith or worship ; so that to believe

guch doctrines, or to obey such commandments out of conscience,

is to betray true liberty of conscience; and the requiring an im-

plicit faith, and an absolute and blind obedience, is to destroy

liberty of conscience, and reason also." The great Assembly

which wrote these words, and the many and various other Pres-

byterian Assemblies which have adopted them (our own included),

have all considered that apart from enforcement by civil pains

and from limiting salvation to obedience, it is a Popish thing to

make any rule that is beside God's word, that is, additional to

God's word. The whole counsel of God is either expressly set

down in Scripture or deducible by necessary consequence, and

we may neither take away from nor add to it. And if there be

added any rule, whether to be enforced by civil or by spiritual

and eternal threats, our devotion to true liberty of conscience may

require us to resist and not obey, lest we become betrayers of

that most precious inheritance. And here we must remember

what was said above in connexion with another point about "the

thin edge." If there is a thin edge of sinful compliance with

worldly enticements which Satan uses to separate the disciple
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from his Lord, so there is also a thin edge of human inventions

in religion and in morals which the devil often introduces to cor-

rupt the faith and the worship and to destroy the liberty, purity,

and peace of the Church. The apostle bids us "stand fast and

not be entangled." We do not know whereunto would grow our

yielding that anything may be "considered by any judicatory a

(disciplinable) offence or admitted as matter of accusation, which

cannot be proved to be such from Scripture or from the regula-

tions and practice of the Church founded on Scripture.'' There •

are, as we said in the outset, a score or two of questionable things,

as many view them, which the Church may discountenance but

cannot lawfully discipline, because it is not clear from Scripture to

the general apprehension that they are sinful. And if we begin

by allowing Sessions to discipline dancing, a^ dancing, if the

thin edge is once introduced in this way, our Church liberty may
be speedily destroyed, and with it will go our Church unity and

also our Church purity. Because it is Popish, let what will be

said to the contrary, to make any rule beside the Word. The

Church is, as Calvin well said, closely ^^astricted to the Word.'\.

In all free governments the ruler may not take the life nor

abridge the liberty, nor even despoil the property of the subject

or citizen, except in certain cases plainly provided; and the pro-

visions which are made to protect the private individual from the

unlawful exercise of governmental authority over him are very

numerous, very ingenious, and of the utmost value to liberty.

And so in that free Christian commonwealth which the Church

of Jesus Christ constitutes, the liberty of the private Christian

and of the individual office-bearer is carefully guarded. Presby-

terians have always been great on liberty, and representative

government finds its chief model and bulwarks in the provisions

of its heaven-descended constitution. The question, then, of the

formal discipline of dancing, or of any other merely questionable

thing, goes down to the very foundations of our system, for that

requires that every Christian be left free from doctrines and com-

mandments of men that are beside the word. And therefore we

are very strongly of opinion that whatever cannot be clearly and

indisputably proved from Scripture to be forbidden by the Master,
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his Church can well afford to have passed by without formal dis-

cipline. Our standards, deducing clearly from the word, say

that "all provocations to uncleanness" and "all immodest ap-

parel" and "all light behavior" are violations of the Seventh

Commandment, and on the same ground they condemn as sinful

all "lascivious dancings." If we cannot make out to the general

conviction that any particular form of amusement comes up to

this description, we are necessarily estopped from formally dis-

ciplining it. What do we want to condemn in any worldly

amusement except what is certainly sinful? And wliat can any

church court touch that the word does not unquestionably

condemn ?

The discussion of the law of love and of the unquestionable

fact that actions may under certain circumstances become truly

sins is both interesting and instructive, including as it does an

elaborate exposition of the proceedings of the first Presbyterian

General Assembly described in the fifteenth chapter of Acts.

As to the law of love, it is well said, that its obligations never

can upset Christian liberty—each freeman in Christ must judge

in the fear of God when he should forego any right of his for the

sake of his weak brethren ; and that no church court can require

of him this surrender on pain of discipline, because that would be

to give them power to make things sinful which God has not made

80. Then as to neutral acts becoming sinftfl by circumstances,

which undoubtedly they may in certain cases, it is also well said

on the other hand, that for a Christian to claim the right to do

such acts, which have thus become sinful, would be license not

liberty. And so it is likewise well said that no church court can

assume to declare that circumstances now make some act sinful

which Christ or his apostles had left allowable. Everything

which Christ and his apostles, in other words which the word,

leaves allowable, may be done .without guilt. Let it be here

repeated by us that the perfect word of God anticipates to con-

demn every conceivable sin. There never can arise any new

sins which that word will not be found to have prohibited. And

so it is here (page 330) correctly stated: "that a Church may

justly prohibit a practice as evil by reason of newly arising cir-
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curastances, it must be able to prove from Scripture (either by

express declaration or good and neeessary consequence) that

God regards the practice thus circumstanced as evil." Hence it

is added, "our Assemblies, whilescripturally condemning drunk-

enness, have scripturally refused to make temperate drinking an

offence." All this appears to us exactly true and just, and more-

over quite confirmatory of our position in this argument. But

the illustration here given we are not prepared to adopt. That

a Presbyterian minister should ever go habitually to drink in a

drinking-hell and in that way encourage drunkenness is a very

unsupposable case. Some strangely powerful and sustaining

reason for such a course would be necessary or it could not be

taken, and this reason must needs be such as would justify the

act before Presbytery. We can as easily suppose such a reason

as we can suppose such an act. If the act were done without

some such reason, of course it would be censurable as an evil act.

But what is the thing Presbytery would censure? Not his drink-

ing, but his setting a scandalous example by his drinking pub-

licly. And he would be told to use his liberty of drinking in

secret, which possibly would constitute a greater scandal in the

eyes of many than what it was designed to remedy. On the

whole, we are forced to say that the illustration is both very

unsupposable, and also avails little if such a case could be sup-

posed. Let us pass to what is very properly said to be "a better

instance"—that which occasioned the first General Assembly at

Jerusalem. We find nothing to object to, but much to admire, in

the explanation of the decrees here given. It is confirmed by

Calvin's exposition of the same. The great Genevan aims to

prevent Romish or other councils from claiming the right from

this example of the apostles and elders to make new moral laws.

He meets the question : if lawful for that Assembly to do this,

why not lawful for their successors as often as occasion requires?

Calvin shows that the Jerusalem Council decreed nothing new

whatever. For if Peter declares that God is tempted if a yoke

is laid on the necks of disciples, he could not afterwards agree to

the imposition of such a yoke. So then, Calvin continues : "The
first thing in order and the chief thing in importance is that the
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Gentiles were to retain their liberty, which was not to be dis-

turbed; and that they were not to be annoyed by the observances

of the law. And the reservation which follows touching idols

and blood is not a new law enacted by the apostles, but a divine

and eternal command of God against the violation of charity,

which does not detract one iota from liberty." Only (he says)

the Gentiles were not to abuse their liberty—in other words,

they were to use "an innoxious liberty, giving no offence to the

brethren." "In removing grounds of offence, the apostles would

simply enforce the divine law which prohibits offence, as if they

had said: The Lord hath commanded you not to hurt a weak

brother; but meats offered to idols, things strangled and blood

ye cannot eat without offending weak brethren ; we therefore

require you by the command of the Lord not to eat with offence."

We have therefore here, as is properly said, an unquestionable

instance of a church court, under the plain and sure guidslnce of

the Spirit, declaring that the moral character of a concrete act

had become under circumstances and for a time at least, sinful

;

while yet per se it was indifferent.

Now how does this bear on the question we are discussing ?

All that has been proved is that circumstances may make a thing

sinful which is per se indifferent. And if the thing becomes

sinful, then it is a proper subject of discipline if circumstances

render it suitable and wise so to deal with it. Liberty is a great

and precious right, but charity is a great and holy duty, and

liberty must not violate charity. The law of love is to be

obeyed. Regard for the opinions and prejudices of others must

influence our conduct unless a greater duty override this one.

It is a grievous thing to wound the weak brother. He who does

it assumes a- heavy responsibility. Yet sometimes this very thing

has to be done. Charity, sweet and heavenly as it is, must not

be allowed to invade or overthrow liberty. When the weak brother

gets so strong that he demands the sacrifice of my freedom, the

time has come for me to resist him and to refuse his demand.

Now it is very difficult sometimes to decide between the con-

flicting claims of charity and liberty. It is given up in the article

we are reviewing that Paul would not have disciplined a well-
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informed believer who persisted in eating idol's meat and claimed

that his liberty was not to be judged by another man's conscience.

Only in case he was not defending his own liberty, but acting

selfishly and mischievously of deHberate purpose, only for wan-

tonly doing mischief, and not merely for eating, it is said could

such a man be disciplined. This is distinctly admitted. So far

so good. Let us go just one step farther, and say if it be not

perfectly clear and certain that such a believer was deliberately

and wantonly set on doing injury to his weak brother, it were

evidently better not to attempt the formal discipline of him, but

,

merely to reason with and exhort and persuade him.

The conclusion reached bv this elaborate discussion of "The

Dancing Question" is that our Assembly at Louisville ought cate-

gorically to order theformal discipline by our Sessions of all round

dances and public and promiscuous balls. We should very much

prefer that the Sessions should be left according to the New Or-

leans deliverance to apply the law of God in their own wisdom

and faithfulness. Let Assemblies, Synods, and Presbyteries de-

clare and expound the teachings of the word on this subject, as

occasion shall require ; but let our Sessions determine what remedy

is suitable in each particular case as it arises, and let pastors also

be left to deal tenderly and prudently but earnestly with this

matter. You cannot trust the Sessions because too timid ? Far

better trust them to act as may be right and wise in each separate

case than impose on them the sweeping order proposed, which

they would not, could not, oiight not to carry out, because it

transcends the word. Let the Louisville Assembly deliver itself

zealously but scripturally on this subject, and then let our pas-

tors preach and teach the people. We want no preaching of a

crusade against dancing. Vastly more should we confide in the

preaching of Christ and the powers of the world to come, in

the setting forth of our duty to the Head of his Church. The

remedy of Augustin and of Calvin is the one we wish to see

tried—"not rough, harsh, imperious measures, more teaching

than commanding, more admonishing than threatening." But if

there must be special action taken against special evils, let us at

least keep our action within constitutional bounds. We may not

VOL. XXX., No. 2—19.
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discipline but we may teach. Only three of our Assemblies

have yet spoken. Let them utter their voice, if needful, from

year to year^ and let Synods and Presbyteries take up the testi-

mony, and let all these bodies speak. It may be fairly said that

there has been no speaking adequately yet. Let all church

courts, if it be necessary, thunder against the evil in question,

and let the pulpit thunder also. We have done nothing yet.

The power of teaching is immense. Whatever it cannot over-

throw, no human power can. Let this remedy be tried. Let

there be at least a fair beginning made of trying it before we

rush to our highest judicatory and weakly beg it to do what it

has no authority to do. We insist upon it, the remedy is by doc-

trine and not by discipline; and as yet we never have indoctrin-

ated adequately on this subject. The remedy is teaching, ex-

horting, persuading, by the church courts as they are clearly

empowered to make deliverances of true doctrine, and by the

ministers who specially are called to teach. This is the remedy

for the evil, and this remedy faithfully and prudently employed

we cannot doubt will be found sufficient ; if not, then there is no

remedy. Sure we are that what is urged to be done by the

Assembly would be no remedy.

We trust we shall never see our Assembly by any such cate-

gorical order as has been proposed undertaking to deal with

individual churches and persons, nor in any manner otherwise

than in one of the four ways that are pr®vided. We trust we

shall never see our Assembly giving forth in thesi deliverances,

nor sumptuary regulations, nor sweeping requirements touching

concrete cases. Each case must needs be left to be decided by

the Session coficerned ; for the circumstances of each case make

the case. This was what the last Assembly said, which spoke of

this matter ; and what it said was true and wise and scriptural,

and moreover was Presbyterian. Our system requires the formal

discipline of churches and individuals to remain with courts of

first resort. Li extreme cases, dancing may come to rioting and

revelling. In such cases our parochial presbyteries may be safely

trusted to proceed to formal discipline. John B. Adger.
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-ARTICLE VII.

[

W'

MTHOUGHTS ON FOREIGN MISSIONS.

It is uot the design of this article to offer any formal argument

in defence or in support of this sublime enterprise, but rather to

bring forward some of those more familiar considerations whi^ch

ought to stimulate the people of God to a heartier and more ear-

nest prosecution of it. The time for argument is gone by. The

man who professes to be a disciple of Jesus Christ, but denies

his obligation to do what he can to promote this cause, needs

to vindicate the sincerity and consistency of his Christian charac-

ter. If it be true, as is generally acknowledged, that we who

dwell in Christian lands are indebted to the presence and influ-

ence of Christianity for all the civil, social, and religious bless-

ings with which we are surrounded; if it be true, as is acknow-

ledged by all evangelical denominations, that there is no possi-

bility of salvation for the heathen without some knowledge of the

gospel of Jesus Christ; if it be true, that it is the special work

of the Church to spread the knowledge of salvation among all

mankind; if it be true, that the Bible, and the Bible alone, sheds

any light upon the world to come, then it is a matter of momen-

tous importance that the knowledge of the gospel should be com-

municated as speedily as possible to all the nations of the earth.

Among those considerations which we wish to impress upon

the minds of our readers, we would mention,

Ist. That if the Lord Jesus Christ has made known his will

more clearly in relation to any one matter than another, it is that

his gospel should be made known to all the nations of the earth.

We touch at once the main-spring of Christian activity. The

man who feels no desire to do the will of Christ can have no well-

founded hope of interest in his atoning blood. Christ himself

has emphatically said, "Ye are my friends if ye do whatsoever I

command you." Not only has the Saviour made known his will

in commanding that his gospel should be preached to every crea-

ture on the face of the earth, but the very circumstances under

which it was uttered give great emphasis to the command itself.
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He had completed the work of redemption, so far as that work

was to be completed here upon earth. He had by his sufferings

made atonement for sin ; by a life of obedience he had wrought

out a perfect righteousness in behalf of all his own chosen people;

he had come forth from the grave, not only for the justification

of his people, but thereby furnished the assurance of their resur-

rection also; he was just about to ascend to heaven to take his

seat on the mediatorial throne; he had just made the grand and

sublime announcement that all power in heaven and in earth had

been committed to his hands. It was in connexion with these

impressive surroundings and this grand announcement, that he

gives the command to go into all the world and preach the gos-

pel to every creature. He saw distinctly all that was involved

in the execution of this command: how much self-denial would

have to be practised, how much hardship would have to be en-

dured, how much danger would have to be encountered, how

much' persecution would have to be borne. In view of all this,

he fortifies the minds of his disciples with the precious assurance

that he would be with them to the end of the world ; and with

this assurance, they went everywhere proclaiming the unsearch-

able riches of Christ ; realising at every step his personal pres-

ence and protection.

But not only is the will of the Saviour made manifest in ap-

pointing this work in the first instance, but it is equally manifest

in the favor he is bestowing upon it in these latter days. And

without going into any extended details, we would simply ask,

Where has the gospel been preached in modern times, even among

the most degraded portions of the human race, that there have

not been tokens of tlie Saviour's presence and blessing? How is

it that thereare scores of immortal beings i-n almost every kind-

red and nation on the face of the earth, who are to day lifting up

anthems of praise to him who died to redeem them ? Can any

one fail to see the hand of the Redeemer in all this? Can any

one doubt whether this enterprise lies near to his heart?

And what is the spontaneous feeling of every regenerate heart,

especially when that heart feels the freshness of atoning blood

applied to it? Is it not, "Lord, what wilt thou have me to do?"
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And what is the answer that comes down from heaven, if not in

articulate voice, yet in the indications of providence which some-

times speak even louder than the audible voice? Is it not, "Go

into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature"?

If, from some providential hindrance, any one cannot go him-

self, then, to the extent of his ability, let him help those that

can go. How any church, or individual member of the church,

can stand aloof from this great work that is so dear to the heart

of the Redeemer, and yet profess to be a friend and follower of

him, is a problem that we cannot undertake to solve.

2d. The work assigned the Church by her Divine Head is to

make known the salvation of Jesus. The field he has given her

to cultivate is the world. If this is not the special work of the

Church, then the Scriptures may be searched in vain to find out

what that work is. The apostles and primitive Christians made

no mistake in relation to this matter. They felt that a special

work had been given them to do; that the world was truly and

literally the field that was to be cultivated. They commenced

their labors in Jerusalem, which was not only the most natural

course, but was in strict accordance with the command of the

Saviour himself; but in a comparatively short time the glad news

of salvation were made known, not only in Judea and Samaria,

but to the distant ends of the earth. They never thought of

using the miserable pretext "that there is work enough at home,''

for lingering indefinitely on the confines of their own native homes.

The same unmodified obligation rests upon the Church at the

present day.

The Church is not responsible for the conversion of men, either

here or in the heathen world, this being preeminently the work

of th« Holy Ghost. But she is responsible, at least to the extent

of her ability, for the universal dissemination of the gospel among

all mankind. And this responsibility is greatly heightened by the

fact, that, so far as we know, the Holy Ghost never regenerates

the heart of an adult man except through the medium or instru-

mentality of that truth which it is the special business of the

Church to disseminate. In the order of God's grace, therefore,

the sowing of the gospel seed, which is the work of the Church,
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must precede the converting power of the Holy Ghost. It is

unreasonable, therefore, for us to expect or to pray for the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit upon any portion of the human race

among whom the knowledge of salvation has not been previously

diflfused. In this view of the matter, the duty of the Church

becomes solemn and momentous to the last degree. The position

assigned her in carrying the work of redemption into eifect is

momentous in the extreme, and is especially so in connexion with

the urgent duty of carrying the knowledge of salvation to those

portions of the race who are destitute of it. Not only is the

honor of the Redeemer involved, but the spiritual welfare of the

Church and the solvation of millions of perishing men are all

dependent upon the faithful performance of this duty by the

Church. Indeed, we do not see how any Church can have

spiritual life while it neglects this duty. There have been times

in the history of the Church when the heathen world was inac-

cessible to her, and of course it was not expected that she could

do much for their salvation. But now the case is different, and

inactivity is incompatible with the life and spirit of the Church.

The spirit of missions, which is the spirit of Christ, is emphati-

cally the life of the Church. Without this, no matter how~Targe

her communion, how compact her organisation, how abundant

her pecuniary resources, or how sound her religious creed, it will

be utterly impossible for her either to maintain her own spiritu-

ality or to fulfil the object for which she was instituted. Duty

to a perishing world, the maintenance of her own spiritual life,

as well as duty to Him who redeemed that life, make it necessary

for her to be unreservedly devoted to the business of spreading the

knowledge of salvation among all mankind. Her activity in the

performance of this duty will always be the true gauge of her

spirituality, and without which she cannot long be regarded as a

living Church.

3d. Another consideration of great moment, and one that

ought to be deeply impressed upon the heart of the Church, is,

that so far as we are informed by the word of God, there is no

possibility of salvation for the heathen without some knowledge

of the gospel of Jesus Christ. Of course no reference is made
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bere to the millions who die in infancy in heathen lands, and who,

never having committed actual transgression, may be saved

through the atoning merits of redeeming blood.

In relation to this general matter, there has recently sprung

up (and we are sorry to say to some extent in the evangelical

Church) a wide-spread scepticism, which is undoubtedly closely

allied to that general disbelief in future retribution which has

become so rife of late. Now without citing the almost innumer-

able passages of Scripture, both from the Old and New Testament,

which declare that all the nations that forget God shall be de-

stroyed; without stopping to show that the denial of the punish-

ment of the heathen is a virtual abrogation of all God's denun-

ciations of sin; without dwelling upon the solemn declaration of

the Saviour himself that those who refused to hear the gospel

would be damned ; without commenting upon the statement so

frequently and so emphatically made in the New Testament

Scriptures, that the gospel was just as necessary to the Gentile

as to the Jew, we come directly to the well-known creed of all

evangelical denominations, that there is no salvation for man

(that is, adult man) without faith in the merits of a crucified

Redeemer. And here the apostle, as if he were writing with

special reference to this modern scepticism, settles the question

beyond all reasonable controversy :
*' How shall they (the Gen-

tiles) call on Him in whom they have not believed? And how

shall they believe in Him of whom they have not heard? And
how shall they hear without a preacher?"

But the question presents itself and is pressed with no ordinary

pertinacity, how shall the heathen be condemned for rejecting

the gospel when that gospel has never been presented to them,

or for turning away from Jesus Christ when they never heard of

that blessed name? The answer is, that they will not be con-

demned on either of these grounds. The same apostle makes

this point just as clear as the other: "The Gentiles which have

not the law, are a law unto themselves, which show the work of

the law written on their hearts." The law of God. of course not

in all its fulness, is indelibly written upon the human heart.

This is not more in accord with the teachings of God's word than
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it is with the experience and the observations of all tliose who
have had the opportunity to study the matter under favorable

circumstances. There exist in every heathen mind, it is confi-

dently believed, some conceptions of a supreme governor of the

universe, some perceptions of the distinction between right and

and wrong, and some ideas, though indistinctly developed, of

future accountability. There are those, and among them some

for whom we have great respect, who doubt the correctness of

this statement. But this doubt, we apprehend, arises from one

of two things, or from the two combined. 1st. The heathen (the

great majority of them at least) are not in the habit of formulating

their religious creed in any very intelligible phraseology. In-

deed, they cannot always tell what they do believe, and their creed

has to be inferred from their actions rather than their words.

2d. In many cases those who seek this knowledge are not suffi-

ciently acquainted either with the language or the character of

the people to ascertain precisely what they do believe. All na-

ture reminds the heathen that there is one great first cause of all

things. The laws and usages by which all their social intercourse

is regulated are based on the conviction that there is an essential

difference between right and wrong, good and evil. Then the

custom, which is amazingly prevalent in all heathen communities,

of burying persons of notoriously bad character apart from those

that have been orderly in their deportment, shows not only a

belief in a future state of existence, but also in a state of future

retribution. Without the existence of such convictions it would

be almost impossible for a missionary to bring the gospel to bear

upon the hearts of the heathen at all; as the matter stands, it is

not necessary for him to attempt to prove the existence of a per-

sonal God. This is already admitted. His work will consist in

giving right views of God's moral character. So it is unneces-

sary for him to attempt to show that lying, theft, adultery, mur-

der, and sins of like nature, are all wrong. The heathen not

only knows this, but these crimes against society are often severely

punished. It looks like an absurdity to the heathen to try to

convince him that he has a soul that is to exist hereafter. He

carries food almost every day to the grave of his parents. When
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reminded of future accountability, he plainly shows that a

painful apprehension has been confirmed, rather than a new idea

suggested.

But how far operative is this law of God written upon their

hearts? Here is just the point where its weakness and insuffi-

ciency manifest themselves. Whilst the law itself is universal,

and cannot be altogether obliterated, it exercises very little power

over the moral character of men. On this point there is no

diversity of views among missionaries. The first man in all the

heathen world is yet to be found who is living according to this

law written upon his heart, or is even trying to do so. There is

diversity of moral character among the heathen as there is among

ourselves. But the best and purest among them not only fall

infinitely below the gospel standard of purity, but far below that

standard of moral rectitude that might be inferred from their

inherent knowledge of right and wrong, and by which they are

to be judged and condemned in the great day of accounts. There

is no more possibility of their being saved by this natural law

than there is of our being saved by the law as revealed in the

word of God. We and they therefore stand substantially on the

same platform. Neither can be saved except through faith in

the merits of a crucified Redeemer. If the gospel is necessary

for our salvation, it is not less so to theirs. . . ; ; (f/ ^k^ -ri

But we are told that it is a great mystery that the millions of

the heathen should have been left for so many centuries in utter

ignorance of the gospel, when that gospel was so essential to their

salvation. It is readily admitted that there is a mystery in this

too profound to be fathomed by the human mind. But is this the

only mystery in God's providence or grace that cannot be fath-

omed? Who can tell why the coming and incarnation of the

Son of God was delayed four thousand years after the promise

was first made ? Who can tell whv the Redeemer, when he took

his seat upon the mediatorial throne, did not at once take to him-

self his great power and subdue all the nations of the earth to his

dominion? More than all this, is there really any more mystery

in the fact that the heathen should 'be lost, than that hundreds

20.VOL. XXX., NO. 2-
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and thousands of men should he permitted to perish here in the

full blaze of gospel light? ?;i-'Of:-^ .fmiii ^f^ n I tin i:

4th. The success of the gospel among the benighted nations

of the earth during the present century furnishes a powerful

motive for the more earnest prosecution of the work. This is not

offered as an argument for the undertaking or the prosecution of

the work, for obedience to the command of the Saviour makes it

the duty of his people to preach the gospel everywhere, whether

men hear or forbear. But when God is pleased out of regard to

the weakness of his people's faith, or in fulfilment of his own de-

signs of mercy, to make the gospel effectual to the salvation of

multitudes of ignorant and perishing men, a most powerful motive

is superadded for a more vigorous prosecution of the work. The

cause, thus made to bear the seal of the Saviour's approval,

ought to be brought very near to the heart of every believer.

But in what does the success referred to consist? In an article

like the present this inquiry can be answered only in the briefest

manner. It is not necessary to go back to apostolic times for

proofs of the power of the Holy Ghost to reclaim the worst and

most degraded of the human race. The times in which we live

are furnishing even stronger illustrations of that power. Before

adducing the actual facts connected with the success of modern

missions, it is necessary to premise that the condition and circum-

stances of the world at the two periods referred to are essentially

different. Most of those communities in which early Christianity

had its most vigorous growth had been previously permeated by

the teachings of the Old Testament Scriptures, and were in con-

sequence measurably prepared to embrace the gospel as soon as

it was proclaimed. Again, the Gentile world, in the days of the

apostles, occupied a much higher place in the scale of civilisation

than the present inhabitants of the pagan world. Not only did

they occupy this higher place, but human ingenuity had exhausted

all of its resources in the effort to acquire more certain knowledge

about a future world. The minds of men, therefore, were in a

favorable attitude for the reception of the truth. The pagan

nations of the present day have sunk so deep in the mire of sin

and superstition that nothing short of an extraordinary divine
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power can reach and save them. More than this. The early

propagators of the gospel were endowed with the gift of language

and the power of working miracles. What the prinaitive disciple

possessed by intuition or inspiration, the modern missionary can

acquire only by laborious study. , .,„ ,,, ,,,h, ,^w»

In view of this state of things, it must be seen at once that a

most important work of preparation had to be perfected in modern

times before any great ingathering of souls into the fold of Christ

could be realised. The minds of the nations had to be aroused

from the slumber of centuries, their systems of superstition and

false religion overthrown; and the truth had to be disseminated,

which involves not only the preaching of the gospel in languages

that have been acquired at the expense of great labor, but also

.

the translation and the circulation of God's word into all such

languages. No adequate views of the actual success of modern

missions can be formed without taking into the account the nature

and magnitude of this work of preparation.

Let us now look at some of the actual facts connected with the

progress of modern missions. And first, as to the extent to which

the work has already been carried. There are those still living

who can remember the time when all the Protestant missionary

stations in the heathen world could be numbered on the fingers

of the two hands. But what is the state of the case at the pres-

ent time? What considerable tribe of Indians are there on the

North American continent of the present day that have not rep-

resentatives of the Christian Church among them, endeavoring

to guide them in the paths of Christian knowledge? What con-

siderable group of islands are there, either in the Northern or

Southern Pacific, upon which the light of the gospel is not already

beginning to shine! Note the fact too, as we pass along, that

the inhabitants of at least three hundred of these islands have

already been brought so much under the influence of Christianity

that all traces of idolatry have disappeared from among them.

Look at the great continent of Africa, that which a few years ago

seemed to be the darkest and most hopeless of all portions of our

habitable globe. Travel now along its western coast, over its

southern territory, along its eastern shores, penetrate the regions
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around the newly discovered lakes, ascend the Niger from its

outlet in the Gulf of Benin to its source near the Great Desert,

and everywhere you will find representatives of the Christian

Church, kindling up lights, feeble and flickering now, but

destined in the mercy of God to blaze up and illuminate the

whole continent. Go to Eastern Europe, especially to that por-

tion that was known until recently as Turkey in Europe; to

Greece and the Grecian Islands; to all parts of Asia Minor, in-

cluding Armenia and Nestoria; to Palestine, to Syria, to Persia,

to the Valley of the Euphrates, to all portions of the great empire

of India; to Burmah, to Siam, to Chinn and Japan; and what one

of these great sections of the earth has not representatives of the

Christian Church laboring among its people at the present day?

Not only are missionaries to be found in all these regions, but

the most important, and what may be called strategical points,

have been seized and will be made tributary to the universal

spread of the gospel among these various races. Now connect with

this wide-spread work the further fact that there are at the pres-

ent time as many as twenty-five hundred foreign missionaries

and more than twenty thousand native laborers scattered over

these vast regions and proclaiming far and wide the glad tidings

of salvation, and we shall have some idea of the extent to which

the work has already been carried.

But we must look further at what has been achieved, through

the blessing of God, by these missionary brethren.

One of the most serious obstacles that lay in the way of the

evangelisation of the heathen world was the number of languages

and dialects that had to be acquired, and many of them to be

reduced to writing for the first time, before the knowledge of the

gospel could be communicated to the people. It is a work of

great labor to acquire one of these languages, but especially so if

it is to be reduced to svstem for the first time. A still jrreater

and more laborious work is to translate the word of God into

one of these newly written languages. But what has been ac-

complished in this direction? As many as two hundred and

thirty languages have not only been made tributary to the public

preaching of the gospel, but into most of them the word of God,
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in part or in whole, as well as hundreds of other religious books,

have been translated, printed, and circulated, and are read to-day

by millions of the human race. It is estimated that there are

now as many as one hundred and thirty-five million copies of the >

Scriptures in whole or part, in possession of the human family

—

about one copy for every ten human beings on the face of the

earth—and more in all than was ever possessed by the world

from the days of Moses to the present time. •!'::/// ;-.f i

But the achievements of the missionary work are by no means

limited to this work of preparation. Far more has been accom-

plished in connexion with the conversion of men—the great end

for which the work was instituted—than could reasonably have

been expected under the circumstances of the case. Without the
'

exercise of the power of miracles, the gift of tongues, or any of

the extraordinary advantages which attended the labors of Apos-

tles and primitive Christians, the number of conversions that have

taken place in the heathen world during the last half century is

probably a good deal larger than what took place during the

whole of the first century of the Christian era. Rieger, whom
Lange endorses as good authority, estimates the number of con-

versions during the first century at five hundred thousand. This

includes the converts in Palestine as well as those in all other

parts of the world. The estimated number of converts in all

parts of the unevangelised world at the present day—taking no

account of those in Christian lands— is probably not less than six

hundred thousand, the great majority of whom have actually

been gathered into the fold of Christ in the last twenty-five years.

It should be borne in mind at the same time, that these converts

have not been gathered mainly out of one or two nations, but

from all the kindreds and tongues and peoples and nations on the

face of the earth—thus showing that the glorious Redeemer is

now marshalling in all parts of the earth that mighty host, too

great to be numbered, that is to surround his mediatorial throne

in heaven. It has become true, too, as has frequently been re-

marked, that the sun, in performing his daily circuit around the

earth, rises now upon no people among whom there are not some

to send up ascriptions of praise to Him who sits upon the throne,

I
V
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and who redeemed them from their sins. What a grand view is

this that is now spreading itself out before the Christian Church!

What a privilege, what an honor it is, to live in times like these!

How strange it is that any portion of the Church should be asleep

in such an emergency! How strange it is that the whole Church

does not rise up with one mind and one heart and devote all her

strength and all her resources to the one great object of saving a

lost world

!

5th. Another consideration of great moment is, that there are

greater facilities and advantages at present for spreading the

knowledge of the gospel among mankind than ever existed before.

This is equally true whether regard be hud to the condition and

resources of the Church, or to the altered condition of the great

mass of the heathen world. The number of ministers, as well as

the means of training men for the ministry, has been multiplied

beyond anything that has ever before been known in the history

of the Church. At the same time, wealth has been poured into

the lap of the Church without stint; so that there are means and

agents in the bosom of the Church at the present day, if they

were properly consecrated, to carry the gospel, in a comparatively

short time, to every portion of the habitable earth. The heathen

world, too, in some respects, is in a more favorable condition for

the reception of the gospel. They have been aroused to unusual

activity by being brought in contact with modern commerce

—

have felt the throb of a superior civilised life. They realise, as

they never did before, the essential difference between a life of

barbarism and one of enlightened civilisation.

But not onlv is the mind of the heathen stirred, but the in-

creased facilities of travel and transportation bring the products

of the civilised world to their doors, and, what is far more im-

portant, they bring the heralds of salvation also to guide them

into the paths of truth. India, Burmah, China, Japan, and the

Polynesian Islands, can now be reached in greater comfort and

safety, and in fewer weeks than it formerly required months to

perform the same voyage. And not only can these far-off countries

be reached in a comparatively short period, but they can be

traversed with more ease, speed, and safety than could have been

>A
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imagined fifty years ago. A missionary can travel and see more

of India in one day now than he could formerly have done in a

whole month. Similar advantages will soon be enjoyed in China,

Japan, and other parts of the world. Recent discoveries show

that there are '^at least twenty thousand miles of navigable inland

waters in the heart of Africa, and intended in the goodness of

God, no doubt, to furnish facilities of access to the millions of

that benighted land.
'

- / -; . ^ >'
;

'-
'
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New, what is the design of that providence which has brought

all these nnevangelised nations face to face with the Christian

world? The man of commerce sees in this nothing but the re-

sults of the commercial activity of the age. The man of science

claims it all as the necessary results of the scientific discoveries

of the day. But the thoughtful Christian recognises the hand of

the Redeemer behind and above all these movements, directing

them so as to bring about the complete fulfilment of his own

precious promise, that "the knowledge of the Lord shall cover

the earth as the waters cover the sea."

But whilst there is cause to rejoice in this promising state of

things, there is also occasion for most serious anxiety. And it

is this: if the bringing of these uncultured races in contact with

the civilised world does not result in promoting their spiritual

welfare, it will certainly result in their ruin, both temporal and

spiritual. This has not always been the consequence of the com-

mingling of barbarous and civilised races. But there is something

in our modern civilisation—even what is called Christian civilis-

ation—or in the deeper degradation of modern heathen nations,

or in both combined, which prevents the two from being brought

into close contact without serious detriment to the best interests

of the weaker and more ignorant party. Nothing but the inter-

penetrating power of Christianity can counterwork this result.

We shall not turn aside to analyse the causes which lead to

these disastrous consequences, but look at a few of the facts

themselves ; and we have not to go far for such facts* Where,

for example, are all those numerous tribes of Indians which

once overspread New England and occupied all the country

lying between the eastern slopes of the Allegheny Mountains and

'<(.
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the Atlantic Ocean? The only answer that can be given is, that,

with the exception of a little handful of Choctaws, Chickasaws,

Cherokees, and Creeks, now residing in the IndTan Territory, and

who were brought under the influence of religion before the tide

of white population reached them, they have been swept from the

face of the earth. Their natines, except so far as they have been

perpetuated by our geographical nomenclature, are not even

known to the present generation. And those smaller tribes

to the Northwest, who are now struggling so manfully, but

unwisely, perhaps, to perpetuate their own nationality, where

will they soon be? Their names will scarcely be known two

generations hence.

It is the boast of Great Britain that she put an end to the

foreign slave-trade on the western coast of Africa. And when it

is remembered how much it cost her to suppress that nefarious

trade, she deserves all the honor she claims. Legitimate trade,

as it is called, has taken the place of the slave-trade, and it may

with propriety be asked, what has been gained by the exchange?

Peace has been restored to her borders, it is true, but intemper-

ance, brought about by the use of New England and Old England

rum, is likely to do that country more harm than the foreign

slave-trade ever did. This is the express testimony of an Ameri-

can missionary who lived on that coast nearly twenty-five years,

who had the amplest opportunities for forming a correct judgment

on the subject, and whose veracity is heartily endorsed by the

writer of this article. Again, it is well known that the British

government was the chief agent in forcing open the empire of

China to the light and influences of Christian civilisation. But

at the same time she forced upon that people the opium trade.

And what have been the consequences? In the judgment of

missionaries an<l others equally well qualified to form a correct

opinion on the subject, there are now at least seven million of

Chinese who have become the victims to the use of this poisonous

drug, which is virtually acknowledging that that number will be

destroyed. In no part of the unevangelised world has the gospel

performed greater achievements than among the Polynesian

Islands in the Southern Pacific. But now this work is threatened

m-
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with entire overthrow by the introduction of what is called the

"transportation of labor," i. e., by carrying laborers from these

islands to different parts of Australia to cultivate cotton and

sugar plantations. Bishop Paterson, who labored among the

people of those islands for many years, affirms that the prosecu-

tion of this system is doing as much harm to the Melanesian

Islands as the foreign slave-trade ever did on the west coast of

Africa. Further, those who are at all acquainted with the pro-

gress of British colonisation on the island of New Zealand, are

perfectly aware that the native population of that great island is

rapidly disappearing before the march of European civilisation.

What has become of the aboriginal population of the Cape of

Good Hope? And what is to be the fate of those brave Zulus

who recently dealt such heavy blows in the face of this onward

progress of European colonisation ?

Now we raise no question about the natural rights of civilised

men to force themselves upon territory that is but partially oc-

cupied by weaker and savage races. But we simply look at the

facts of the case, and ask what is the duty of the Church of Christ

in view of these conflicts which must necessarily take place. The

influence of Christianity alone can forestall the direst calamities

that must always ensue from contact between races of such diverse

condition and circumstances. The weaker races must always go

down, unless they are sustained and fortified by the principles of

a living Christianity. The Christian Church ought, therefore,

to be alive to her great mission, and do what she can to save

these untutored races both from temporal and eternal ruin.

, John Leighton Wilson,

vol. xxx., no. 2—21.
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ARTICLE VIII.
^/r'''

CAPITAL AND LABOR.

'uYH^i

V'Ut/*!

Time is a teacher. Time brings its revenges. The Southern

statesman may find many of these in the confessions to which

Northern men are brought, in their recent journals, by the "logic

of events." They are now learning in the school of experience

truths tendered to them a generation ago from this quarter, nnd

disdainfully scouteid then. For instance, Fitzhugh's "Sociology

for the South," a book which they scarcely noticed enough to

disparage, forewarned them of a defect in the popular application

of their favorite science of political economy. He told them that

if men were only machines, if money was the only end of social

existence, if the moral side of political economy was properly dis-

carded, then the principles of Adam Smith were doubtless cor-

rect. The surest way to get most dollars was to leave labor, like

calico and pig iron, to adjust itself to the rigid laws of supply

and demand. But if political science was to remember that a

laborer was something else than an animal machine, then there

must be a modification in that symmetrical theory of theirs of

"free trade" in labor. Dabney's "Defence of Virginia and the

South" forewarned them that on their hireling system the strife

between labor and capital must be perpetual and remediless.

"Where labor is free, competition reduces its price to whatever

grade the course of trade may fix; for labor is then a mere com-

modity in the market, unprotected, and subject to all the laws of

demand and supply. The owner of land or capital pays for the

labor he needs, in the shape of wages, just the price fixed by the

relation of demand and supply; and if that price implies the

severest privation for the laborer or his family, it is no concern

of his. Should they perish by the inadequacy of the remunera-

tion, it is no concern of his—he has but to hire others from the

anxious and competing multitude." The law of increase in popu-

lation, illustrated by Malthus, at which the philosophers of

hireling societies had only railed, while equally unable to refute

it or to provide a remedy for its evils, was pointed to as un-
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avoidably diminisbing the remuneration of labor in an endless

series, and thus ensuring the progressive misery and discontent

of the laborers. . .. -

All this was folly in their eyes in 1850 and 1865. But it is

edifying to see how rapidly they are now learning these truths'

under Dame Experience, the price of whose tuition and the

quality of whose pupils are both so accurately stated in the old pro-

verb. President Chadbourne, for instance, of Williams College,

Massachusetts, in the International Review^ September, 1878,

writes on the "Cry of Labor: What Answer?" He makes some

confessions. He has found out that the facts are as these despised

"rebels" had taught. He avouches them both in terms of re-

markable similarity. He admits that the problem of the relation

of labor to capital has, thus far, found no solution from hireling

society ; and that it is now looming up as a frightful, urgent, and

absolutely unmitigated peril among them. He confesses that

whatever Northern labor presented of prosperity or comfort was

not due to its right organisation, but to the accident of possessing

a wide and fresh virgin soil to ravage; and that as soon as it was

tested by any strain, it disclosed itself a failure. Their publicists

have no practicable remedy. Almsgiving, while a Christian duty,

is no adequate solution, because it leaves the fatal causes in full

action. Popular education, so boastfully relied on as the Ameri-

can safeguard, has demonstrated its worthlessness for this end.

"It brings the conditions of fever to the patient, but has thus

far, to the masses, offered no prevention and no cure." Such is

the gloomy result of "free-soil " wisdom and material civilisation!

What, then, is the remedy which President Chadbourne advises?

He maps out the main lines of a new organisation of labor, which

the North will be constrained to adopt, in its essential features;

while he admits many details must be left to the teachings of ex-

perience. Here it is:

Having distinguished the community into the two main

divisions, capitalists and laborers, he claims that "society," by

which he moans civil government, must lay its regulative hands

on both, and fix the relations between them. As for capitalists,

whether individual or corporate, they are no longer to be per-
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iflitted to avail themselves freely of the law of supply and demand

in the labor-market, and get labor for the least reranneration that

market allows. They are not to be allowed to run such a career

of competition against each other, as so reduces the cost of their

productions that remuneration of labor becomes inadequate to its

comfort and respectability. That is, every capitalist that employs

labor is to be compelled by government to give the employes

enough, in wages, homes, and perquisites, to enable them, 1st, to

live in human decency; 2d, to rear families intelligently and re-

putably; and, 3d, to la}'^ up savings ''for a rainy day."

But then, labor may not wisely employ these, its legal emolu-

ments, in the designed way. So our writer proposes that ''so-

ciety" shall see after that point also. He next distributes laborers

under the two classes of those who have work, and those who are

too ignorant, lazy, or unlucky to get work. The former class is

to be so regulated by law that they shall be compelled to apply

their adequate wages to the three legal ends. They are not to

be permitted to misuse them, and thus disable themselves from

the attainment of comfort, present and prospective, and brew

trouble, pauper or socialistic, for "society." As for the unem-

ployed class, "the strong arm of the law . . . must see that

they have some employment, and that they work. They are

wards of society. It comes to this at last, when such persons

reach the prison and almshouse, and the earlier the wardship is

recognised the better."

Is it objected that all this indicates very extensive intrusions

irtto individual liberty ? His answer is: "We have listened to

this cry long enough. Whatever is essential to the preservation

of society can never be against individual rights^ but must be for

them.'' We cannot forbear Dominie Sampson's exclamation:

"Prodigious!" Is Saul verily among the prophets? Time is a

potent teacher indeed ! President Chadbourne, after so long a

time, finds himself confidently asserting the very premise (and

conclusion even) by which we have been refuting the Abolitionists

for forty years! Well, he has been a slow pupil; but "better

late than never." "We have listened to this cry long enough,"

viz., that the right to personal liberty is inalienable, being natural

;
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no supposed right of individuals is valid against any measure

which is essential to the preservation of society. Just so; and

the personal restraint of the Africans being a measure essential

to the preservation of our "society," that measure was "not

against their individual rights." But, on the contrary, the Afri-

cans being a part of our society to be thus essentially preserved,

that measure "must have been for them." That is to say, Afri-

cans among us had a right to the protection of bondage. Excel-

lent; only our writer, unfortunately for the South, "listened to

the cry" some forty years too long; until he and his people had

time to destroy Southern "society" in the pursuit of what he now

finds out wais a "cry," «. e., a sophism, a mischievous heresy.

He adds: "We must not, from our fine ideas about freedom"

[consoling irony for us, ruthlessly destroyed by precisely those

" id'cas "] " wait for them (laborers) to come to the prison or alms-

house before we care for them by controlling them In

a word, let sOiciety^ through organised forms of law, become his

guardian before he is sentenced as a criminaV How quickly is

the North unlearning its "fifteenth amendment," so lately boasted

as the axiom of political justice: that in this free land no person

shall be subjected to personal servitude except for crime. Here

the proposal is, to subject a whole class, not for crime, but for

lack of employment, which may be no fault of theirs; nay, for a

mere prospective liability to give trouble at a future day. Verily,

the Maseachusetts Rehoboam maketh his little finger thicker than

the Southern ruler's loins.

Let us see what is unavoidably involved in this plan of organ-

ising labor. It unavoidably implies, first, that "society," that is

the civil government, shall dictate to employers, of all classes, the

rates of wages paid by them for labor, and also the rates at which

they shall sell the commodities produced. The former will be

both impossible and wrong without the last; for if capitalists are

allowed to compete against each other in low prices, they cannot

pay the high wages. Second, the government must dictate to

the laborers how they shall spend their money after they earn it,

how much for current subsistence, how much for education, how

much for the savings bank. To do this with any effect, govern- I

I
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ment must, of course, go deep; it must be virtual treasurer and

housekeeper for the laboring families. Then, to the unemployed

class, government is to be "guardian," and is so to control it as

to cause it eifectively to work, and to use the wages of its work

wisely. This must obviously imply, first, the government's power

to choose an employment for the individual laborer. The govern-

ment says to him, "Work." The poor fellow has no answer but

the question, "Work at what?" The government must give the

practical reply, i. e., choose his work. Then, second, the govern-

ment must, of course, be armed with a coercive power to ensure

obedience; for the unemployed man is presumably so, according

to our author, because he does not wish to work. Shall the

coercion be imprisonment? No; far if he is locked up he cannot

work. Shall it be the rod ? Third, the plan must, of course,

include the government's control over his person and locomotion.

For when the law says to this laborer in western Massachusetts,

unemployed because lazy, "Work," he will almost surely take

himself off to Boston, or some whither. But tramping is not

working. So, "society" must treat him in a way amazingly like

"slave-catching" ! Fourth, if the "unfortunate" cannot be trusted

with himself, a fortiori^ he cannot be trusted with his family; for

thus he would inevitably disappoint this precautionary system,

by multiplying himself into a whole household of "society's

wards." Hence government must govern his family for him. Let

the reader now gather up these features of the "guardianship,"

and ask himself what it looks like; what it used to be called in

South Carolina! But this is the present Northern political

philosophy for white men

!

One more point remains to be viewed: the executive agency

through which all this "control" is to be exerted. President

Chadbourne says it must be "through organised forms of law."

These, of course, imply organs; that is, officials. Government

office-holders, then, are to be invested with all this power over

capitalists' wealth, prices, wages, and business enterprises; and

over the laboring classes' liberty of motion, toil, wages, families,

and expenditures. Certain questions here become relevant.

Must not some chief office-holder have the appointing power for
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all these office-holders, who are to be the "guardians" of labor?

How enormously will this swell his prerogatives? Will he be

magistrate or Czar? Again: will these laborers, so benevolently

"controlled" for their own good, vote or not? If not, what limit

have they to this subjugation, or check on their "guardians'"

use of them, their earnings, and their families? If they vote,

what chance will other voters have against the will or ambition of

the "guardians" advancing to the ballot-boxes with such cohorts

of "wards"? Again, have Americans, especially, encouragement

to expect of government officials such philanthropy, integrity, in-

telligence, or disinterestedness, as will qualify them for these

large trusts over the interests of the rich and the persons of the

poor? Is there any danger of their "manipulating" the questions

of prices, products, wages, in the interest of parties or persons?

What is the experience of business men about Washington, Al-

bany, and Boston on that point? Will they be just and faithful,

as well as humane, to the "wards" over whom they are to have

so much power? Will .none of the wages find their way into

their pockets instead of the ''wards'" savings banks? Will they

be in circumstances to feel any of that family tie which so natur-

ally grows up in domestic dependence and intimacies between

superior and inferior? And above all, will they have any of that

keen, wakeful prompting of self-interest to care faithfully for

their "wards," lest their own pockets suffer by their sickness or

destruction, which that ''barbarous" old system of the South pro-

duced? Or will they, being mere officials, know that either the

happiness or misery, life or death, of the hirelings intrusted to

their oversight will have no effect whatever on their own einolu-

ments, save as the death-rate may diminish their own labors and

make their snug places more of sinecures?

These are questions which "give us pause." The illustrative

reply which they receive from an experiment of Northern wisdom

of recent date, strikes us as rather unfavorable. Americans have

an unsavory remembrance of the "Freedmen's Bureau." When
the Africans were found precisely in that category of "unem-

ployed" for which President Chadbourne is now legislating, and

from the same causes of ignorance, laziness, and ill luck, we re-

1
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member how that Congress fell very much upon this plan—it

organised the "Freedman's Bureau." It selected the "Christian

statesman and soldier," Gen. 0. 0. Howard, who turned out not

to be just the Howard of Burke's splendid panegyric, and made

the freedmen say to him, after the fashion of the Danites to

Micah's Levite: "Be thou unto us a father and a priest." But

we have a dim reminiscence that the experiment was not a suc-

cess, and that the Danites, instead of plundering Lachish were

plundered themselves; that the "nation" became excessively

weary both of "wards" and "guardians" ; that the former only

became more lazy, dependent, and helpless as the latter became

richer; and that the howl of disgust and indignation which

consigned them to "the tomb of all the Capulets" was louder in

the North than the South. '

Yes; all such organisations of labor are but forms of -political

slavery, having every bad feature ever erroneously imputed to

domestic slavery, without a single one of its redeeming features.

It would fix on rich and poor every outrage and oppression of

despotism and communism at once. President Chadbourne may

be assured that there is no remedy in that direction. He assures

us that some remedy is essential, because the evil is in full tide

of progress, it has found as yet no solution at all, and it threatens

society with certain calamity. He is doubtless correct in this:

he speaks what he does know, and testifies that which he has seen.

But the remedy? He has given an accurate diagnosis; but

his "physic is worse than the disease." What is to be done? It

does not become guilty rebels to obtrude a prescription—we only

echo the question. What? One quack remedy has killed the

Southern patient, a result exceedingly comforting to the Northern

" Sick Man, ' in the hands of the same doctor. Quis
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ARTICLE IX.

•''-^:^^;.^:l{,. LIFE OF HORACE MANN.

This volume was published in 1865. It is not, therefore, in

order to call attention to something new, that it is made the sub-

ject of the following article. But an examination of it is not

inappropriate at any time, because the character and career of

Horace Mann illustrates so conspicuously the tendencies and

results of false philosophy.

The biography is very interesting. It was written by one who

of course was absolutely familiar with her subject, and whose

intellectual character and culture fitted her, not only to sympa-

thise with all her husband's opinions and feelings, but also to co-

operate with him vigorously in his work. We may indeed feel

called upon to be on our guard when contemplating a portrait

drawn by a hand so fond and so skilful. In fact, she says that she

is herself aware of the danger of idealising his character, and of

seeing virtues where others see faults. The memoir, however,

consists very largely of the letters and other writings of her hus-

band. This puts authentic materials into our hand as far as they

go; but does not secure us against the error of estimate which

may be occasioned by adroit omission. As we read of his relin-

quishment of his post of Secretary of Public Education in Massa-

chusetts for a seat in Congress, and afterwards of his removal to

Antioch, Ohio, where he ended his life in the midst of the ruins

of disappointed expectations, we are conscious of a suspicion

that there are some clews of the narrative which we do not hold

in our hand. In this we may be mistaken ; and if we are not,

who can find fault with the tear-blinded eyes of love if they can-

not see everything? For the purpose of this article, a very brief

recapitulation of the events of the life of Mr. Mann is all that is

necessary.

He was born in 1796, in Franklin, Massachusetts, of parents

represented as of much moral worth and very strongly religious

convictions carried out strictly into daily life. The poverty of

his parents compelled him to unremitting toil, Avhich, while it de-
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prived him of any but the most meagre opportunities of elemen-

tary education, gave him habits of industry ami a powN* of con-

tinuous labor which enabled him to prepare in six months to

enter the l^'ophomore Class of Brown University, where he grad-

uated with the first honor of his class. In 1823 he was admitted

to the bar, and until 1837 practised law with sufficient success,

but from anything that appears in his biography, without any

of that enthusiasm which characterised his movements everywhere

else he appears. He served several years as member of the House

and the Senate of Massachusetts respectively, and devoted his

efforts mainly to hunianitarian objects, as the founding of a State

Lunatic Hospital, and to temperance legislation. In July, 1837,

he assumed the duties of Secretary of the Board of Education, or

as the more familiar title now is. Superintendent of Public In-

struction in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. This work,

the most laborious and conspicuous, and probably the most suc-

cessful, of his life, he continued till 1848, when he took in Con-

gress the seat vacated by the death of John Quincy Adams. He

remained in Congress for two terms. In 1852 he was nominated

for Governor by the Free Soil party in Massachusetts, but was

defeated. In the same year he was offered the Presidency of

Antioch College in Ohio, which he accepted, and there he con-

tinued to labor until his death in 1859.

If this outline brings before the mind of the reader a man of

intellectual ability, varied attainments, vigorous activity, pure

personal character, and elevated aims, of incessant industry with

great endurance, the portrait Avill not be untrue, so far ; but it

would be incomplete, as will appear from a more minute inspec-

tion. Horace Mann was superficial and bigoted in religion,

fanatical and inefficient as a legislator, and visionary in his schemes

for education. All this resulted from his inablity to take a com-

prehensive view of things in their mutual relations and compara-

tive importance, and from want of self-knowledge, and thence an

overestimate of his own powers.

Things of second-rate importance and rnen of second-rate ability

he assigned to the first rank, and considered as impossible what-

ever he coidd not do, and, as necessarily untrue whatever he could

not comprehend.
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To establish and illustrate this statement, we will present, as

brought to view in this volume, his religion, his political career,

and his educational labors.

His parents were Calvinists in creed, and seemed to have

maintained fully the domestic strictness of New England. The

celebrated Dr. Emmons was the minister of his native town, and

certainly the Calvinistic tenets were not softened as they were

uttered from the pulpit. Mr. Mann, in an autobiograpliical

passage, says: •:
- . . • 1^

" At ten years of a^e I became familiar with the whole creed, and

knew all the arts of theolofr;ical fence by which objections to it were

wont to be parried. It nii^ht be that I accepted the doctrines too lite-

rally, or did not temper them with the proper qualifications; but in

the way in which they came to my youthful mind, a certain number

of souls were to l)e forever lost, and nothin*^—not powers, principalities,

nor man, nor an^el, nor Christ, nor the Holy Spirit—nay, not God him-

self, could save them ; for he had sworn before time was, to ;<;et eternal

jijlory out of their eternal torment. . . . The judgment had been made
up and entered upon the eternal record millions of years before we, who
were judged by it, had been born : and there sat the Omnipotent upon His

throne, with eyes and heart of stone, to ^uard it; and had all the beings

in all the universe gathered themselves before him to implore but the

erasure of a single name from the list of the doomed, their prayers would

have been in vain. . . . The consequences upon my mind and happiness
'

were disastrous in the extreme. ... I remained in this condition of

mind till I was twelve years of a<2;e. I remember the day, the hour, the

place, the circumstances, as well as though the event had happened but yes-

terday, when, in an agony of despair, I broke the spell that had bound

me. From that day I began to construct the theory of Christian ethics

and doctrine respecting virtue and vice, rewards and penalties, time

and eternity, God and his providence, which, with such modifications

as advancing age and a wider vision must impart, I still retain, and

out of which my life has flowed."

The particulars of this experience are given in the following

reminiscence of a friend, as coming from Mr. Mann himself. It

was at the funeral (conducted by Dr. Emmons) of a young brother

who had been drowned.

"A crisis took place in his experience similar to that described in

Mrs. H. B. Stowe's story of 'The Minister's Wooing,' when Mrs. Marien

hears of her son James's death without knowing whether he was con-

verted or not. His whole bein^ rose up against the idea df such a cruel

I
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Creator, and declared hatred to him. lie would hate Infinite Malio;nity

personified, if he must suffer eternally, in consequence . . . and delib-

erately, with all the tremendous force of his will, he chose to suffer with

the lost, rather than make one with the selfish immortals who found

happiness in witnessing torture." '
-

'<*
•?

t i -

He is quoted by his editor as saying: "If I believed in total

depravity, I must of course believe in everlasting punishment;

but I consider both unworthy of God." Yet, with an inconsis-

tency of which we have no explanation, he says of himself in

after life: ''I have come round again to a belief in the eternity

of rewards and punishments, as a fact necessarily resulting from

the constitution of our nature!"

We are inclined to suppose that Mr. Mann has unconsciously

transferred the matured creed and sentiments of after life to

the period of childhood. He would be a very precocious boy of

twelve who could formulate so precisely his objections to what

he called Calvinism, and a very wicked one, in will at least, who

could deliberately declare hatred to God, as "personified Malig-

nity" ! But whether to be accredited to his childhood or to his

manhood, it determined his religious life; and his own account of

it clearly illustrates the fatal narrow-mindedness and the exces-

sive self-estiraate which so deteriorate his character as to cause

undoubted great possibilities to end in almost a failure.

The difficulty which pressed him was the old difficulty of recon-

ciling God's sovereignty with man's free will. It is not peculiar

to Calvinism, nor even to revealed religion, but inheres in every

system of theism which assumes that God is infinite in his power,

wisdom, and goodness, and that man is responsible for his moral

acts. And, again, however true and important the doctrine of

the eternity of future punishment, the belief of it is not made a

necessary condition of salvation ; while yet the creed which

disowns it comes not up to the declaration of our Saviour in

Matthew xxv. 46 and John iii. 36, and utterly fails to account

for his humiliation and exceeding sufferings in Gethsamane and

on Calvary, and is so far defective and harmful.

Yet to the mind of Mr. Mann, the solution in general of this

inexplicable problem, and the unhesitating denial of a dogma

connected with it, and held by the great majority of professing
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Christians, seemed to be fundamental in doctrinal religion. His

child's view of the question he makes the initial of the system

which he undertook to "construct" concerning the momentous

topics of Christian ethics and doctrine, virtue and vice, time and

eternity, God and his providence. It does not seem to have

occurred to him that he was, to any degree, relieved from the

obligation to become an original construetor by the fact that a

revelation liad been already vouchsafed by God to man; or by

the further consideration, that during many years, men of tran-

scendent intellects, had given the profoundest thought to the sub-

ject. The audacity of his self-reliance and its logical worthless-

ness, are strikingly illustrated by the fact that, as we have seen,

in after life he abandoned the basis of his system without chang-

ing the system itself What was the precise religious system he

"constructed," or what formulated creed he held, if any, is not

easily gathered from his writings. Either he was reticent upon

the subject or his biographer has seen fit to eliminate what might

remove doubt upon the question. One element of his system is

obtrusively obvious—antagonism to those he called Orthodox.

This epithet, as used by him, is so indefinite that we are at a

loss to know how far inclusive it is. We have seen that his own

personal religion began in passionate hatred of the Calvinism, as he

apprehended it, of Dr. Emmons; but it afterwards presented a

much more extended front of antagonism. Whoever were his

Orthodox, tliey were the objects of his lively animosity and per-

petual invective. He says of one class of them: " That they are

born orthodox ; and if they had had wit enough, they would have

invented orthodoxy, if Calvin had not. I never saw one of this

class of men whom I could trust so long as a man could hold his

breath."

To a suggestion that in a certain town, in order to avoid any

charge of sectarianism (he was then at the head of the public

schools), he might go to each of the several churches, Congrega-

tionalist. Baptist, and Methodist, he replied jestingly in form,

but ex animo, that sooner than hear three orthodox sermons in

one day, "I had rather be burned in , at least a little !"

W^riting of the West, he says: "The Great West has been con-
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quered^ religiously speaking, from Black Hawk to JTohn Calvin.

So far as the religious dogmas are concerned, I would rather it

would be Black Hawk's again." •

As we have seen, the corner-stone of the religion he undertook

to construct was the characteristic tenet of the Universalists;

but he arrayed himself with the Unitarians, and often appealed

to them for support in his educational schemes. In one of his

letters he says: "Think of the great State (Ohio) with more than

two million of inhabitants and only one Unitarian Society! The

Christians are, however, the best medium through which to intro-

duce a more liberal Christianity." This latter sentence demands

attention. By "the Christians" Mr. Mann does not mean to

include all commonly so called; but he designates a particular

denomination of believers who have assumed the generic term as

their peculiar name. This Church, though small and not influ-

ential, owned and controlled Antioch College when Mr. Mann

became President. The differential tenets of the Cliristian de-

nomination it is not necessary here to signalise. It is sufficient

to say that it differed as really, though not as widely, from Uni-

tarianism as it did from Orthodoxy, as generally understood. But

to this Church he a Universalist, Unitarian, and rejector of

revelation, united himself as a member. It is fair to give his own

qualifying account of the transaction. "Last Sunday Mrs.

M , R , and I joined the Christian Church. We thought

our influence for good over the students would be increased. We
had no ceremony of baptism : we subscribed no creed. We as-

sented to taking the Bible for 'the man of our counsel,' as it was

expressed, with the. liberty of interpretation for ourselves; and we

acknowledged Christian character to be the only true test of fel-

lowship. This is all."

This generality may have satisfied Mr. Mann's view of candor
;

but it is certain that the society which received him entertained,

if not at the time of his admission, very shortly afterwards, views

not so latitudinarian. Mr. Mann's theoloi^iv became a matter of

suspicion to the '"''Christian' denomination, and he declined to

allow himself to be hold to account for his views "respecting the

agency of the Holy Spirit in the conversion of men, respecting the
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Atonement, the Resurrection, etc." This led Theodore Parker

to charge him with having concealed from the leading members

of the "Christian" sect his differences of opinion from them.

We have a much better opinion of the integrity of Mr. Mann

than of that of Theodoi-e Parker, and much more respect for his

memory. We will not therefore affirm that there was intentional

deception in his act of joining the "Christian" Church. But in

a wider view there was a duplicity, of which he furnishes himself

the proof, apparently unconscious of any moral obliquity.

He avers, in the paragraph quoted above, that his motive in

joining the "Christian" Church was that thereby he hoped to

exercise more influence over the students. Whether this was a

legitimate motive for the act we will not inquire. But what was

his object in taking control of Antioch College? Publicly he

says, and his biographer states the same thing, that it was to

inaugurate a system of non-sectarian^ undenominational educa-

tion; and further asserts that the Unitarians of New York con-

tributed tw'enty-five thousand dollars to the College then under

the control of the "Christian" denomination, upon the explicit

pledge that its sectarian character should be abandoned. But

what does Mr. Mann cover up under the negative term non-sec-

tarimt? Writing to the Rev. Daniel Austin (Unitarian) ho says:

" I wish you knew more of our Institution here and of our plans.

In all this Great West, ours is the only Institution of a first-class char-

acter which is not directly or indirectly under the influence of the Old

School Theology ; and though the mass of the people here are more

liberal-minded and free-thoughted—more open and receptive, and less

'cast-irony than the corresponding class in the East, yet the ministers

are more narrow and bijroted. Our College, therefore, is really like

breakinoja hole in the Chinese Wall, It lets in the light of religious civili-

sation Avherc it never shone before. Think of this great State, with more

than two millions of inhabitants, and only one Unitarian Society! The

ChrintiHiifi^ however, are the best medium through which to introduce

a more liberal Christianity,"

Liberal Christianity \x\ the mouth of a Unitarian means Uni-

tarianism. Thus Mr. Mann was solemnly connecting himself with

the "Christian" denomination when distinctly to himself his great

object was, through this readiest medium, to introduce Unitarians

y
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to the overthrow of all other denominations, that of the ''Chris-

tians" included !
'

• • \>
^''^^-'^ ''-"

'

-';--' 'n ^r r^-m '^r^^M-r: ^:^-

Was he the person to proclaim that " no Orthodox minister

was to be trusted longer than a man can hold his breath?" The

biographer seeks to avoid the charge of Theodore Parker by as-

serting that when he wrote his criminative letter, "he was so

enfeebled in mind by illness as to be scarcely responsible." It

is within the competency of an only moderate intellect and of a

conscience only tolerably enlightened to pass judgment upon such

Jesuitry. A system of religion constructed even by a child ten

years old could hardly be so crude as not to condemn such pal-

tering with sincerity. Certainly the Calvinism of his parents,

from which Mr. Mann revolted, would not have tolerated it. Cer-

tainly it would have been more in harmony with the Black Hawk
theology which he grieved to see superseded by Calvinism !

Want of space forbids a more extended notice of Mr. Mann's

religious system and career. But, for the purpose in hand,

enough has been said. Surely the man who adopted Unitarian-

ism, which, to say no more against it, is confessedly negative,

sapless, and utterly uninfluential upon the history of mankind

;

who rejected the Bible because he could not fathom it, and took

up a child-constructed religion in place of the Christianty re-

vealed by God, which overthrew the Paganism and conquered the

philosophy of Greece and Rome, that dispersed the millennial

darkness of the Middle Ages, that planted Europe with power,

that is at this hour the acknowledged source of civilisation, liberty,

learning, morality, and religion throughout Christendom, and is

diffusing the same blessings to the ends of the earth—surely the

man who did this, was narrow-minded, of short vision, and inca-

pable of comprehending the meaning and the relative importance

of the facts in the midst of which he was living and acting !

Yet something more must be said briefly about his philosophy,

if, indeed, we can separate his philosophy from his religion ; for he

manifestly inclined, after discarding the religion of revelation, to

substitute the religion of man, or philosophy so called, in its

stead. And as he rejected revelation because he could not fathom

its depths, he would be sure to take up with a philosophy which
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did not soar above his reach. Such a philosophy he found in

Phrenology ! And he embraced it with an ardor which, as the

world now regards that pseudo-science, seems contemptible. He
says of Mr. Combe's work, "The Constitution of Man": "Its

doctrine I believe will work the same change in metaphysical

science that Lord Bacon wrought in natural." And again, in

writing to the author himself: " There can be but one discovery

of the circulation of the blood, or of the solar system, or of the

identity of electricity and lightning; and so there can be but one

author of 'The Constitution of Man.' We or others may apply

its principles to facts and to near combination of facts, but the

great discoverer must stand unequalled by himself or by others.

Your applications of the subject to criminal legislation, jurispru-

dence, etc., will in time, I have no doubt, work revolutions in

those departments." In another place he says: "Mr. Combe is,

on the whole, the completest philosopher I have ever known.

He comprehends how he was made and why he was made, and

he acts as the laws of his nature indicate." Nor does Mr. Mann
hesitate to utilise his supreme philosophy ; of merely speculative

philosophy he has no notion. Thus we find him giving a very

dogmatic estimate of Gen. Harrison, based mainly upon the fol-

lowing inventory of his phrenological developments :
" He has

no predominant self-esteem or love of approbation. These organs

are small. Combativeness is also small. Alimentiveness and ac-

quisitiveness are almost wanting. The moral region is tolerably

developed ; but this absence of the great mischief-working propen-

sities gives it fair play. This is the key to his character and

history."

We are not surprised, therefore, to hear him express great ad-

miration for a sermon based on Phrenology, nor to find that he

is ready to believe in animal magnetism, and suggesting that the

battery (electric) in a man's brain might overcome the natural

gravitation of a table. Indeed, Mr. Mann seemed to have a

natural susceptibility for all contagious fanaticism, and was not

by any means discriminating in his fervor. His denunciation of

the use of tobacco is as fierce as of intemperance, and for himself

he classed coffee and tea among the delenda. Holy City, Holy
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Sepulchre, Holy Cross, were in his eyes e(]|ually worthy of a cru-

sade. His ability to discriminate between what is first and second

rate is manifested by a list of some of the men whom he held as

heroes—Channing, Combe, Sumner, Kossuth, Pierce, Fay, Neal

Dow, and some others of like uncelebrity.

Mr. Mann's longest and most faithful public service was in

connexion with the Public Schools of Massachusetts. It would

seem from his biographer's statement, (and we have not felt called

on to examine any other documents for the purpose of either

confirmation or correction,) that Mr. Mann is entitled to the credit

of having infused new vigor into a system of public instruction

that was in a lethargic condition at the time, and to have greatly

extended the comprehension of its existing narrow limits. He

aroused public sentiment in favor of Public Schools, secured for

them legislative aid and oversight, established Normal Schools,

held conventions and institutes of teachers, and by his speeches

and writing so advanced the whole matter of popular instruction

that he may fairly be called the father of the modern Common

School System in Massachusetts. Let all this be so: we have no

occasion to dispute any part of it. We only wish to point out in

Mr. Mann in connexion with this, his most successful work, the

same want of apprehending the just relations of things, the same

tendency to regard as first rate what is secondary, the same

overweening confidence in himself, and the same intolerance to-

wards all who differed with him, especially the Orthodox.

It is natural and not inexcusable that men should have a ten-

dency to exaggerate the importance of any pursuit to which they

have devoted themselves with ardor. Unless we are mistaken,

this tendency is notably conspicuous in the advocates of the free

or public school system of education. They hold, in varying

degrees, that the education of the intellect is the greatest need of

man, and the greatest blessing, as bringing in its train all other

blessings; and further, that all other systems of education are of

little worth compared with that of organised, consolidated State

education. The first of these exaggerations has its foundation in

an inability to make a just comparison between things of first and

things of secondary importance; and the second, in self-conceit
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engendered by a certain measure of acknowledged success. Mr.

Mann was just the person to appropriate in excess these two

errors. He who could substitute "The Constitution of Man" for

the Bible, and Connbe's Philosophy for religion, would have no

difficulty in believing that society jnight safely intrust its inter-

ests to universal education, with but little help from Law, and

less from Divine Providence. Thus we hear him say: "The com-

mon school is the greatest discovery made by man; we repeat it:

the common school is the greatest discovery ever made hy man.

Let the common school be expanded to its capabilities, let it be

worked with the efficiency of which it is susceptible, and nine-

tenths of the crimes in the penal code would become obsolete; the

long catalogue of human ills would be abridged ; men would walk

more safely by day ; every pillow would be more inviolable by

night
;
property, life, and character would be held by a stronger

tenure ; all rational hopes, respecting the future, would be

brightened." His biographer, writing under the inspiration of

such sentiments, thinks that by the impulses of education, the

colored race "bids fair to be the superiors and instructors of the

white men of the South" ! ;, .

In a letter to a reverend friend, Mr. Mann says : "I certainly

agree with you, that schools will be found to be the way that God

has chosen for the reformation of the world." The success of

normal schools in Massachusetts, he predicts, "will be an era in

the welfare of mankind.''

It would be easy, but it is needless, to multiply evidences of

Mr. Mann's inordinate estimate of the importance of Common
Schools, and his apparent unconsciousness of thp existence of any

other system of education worthy the name. His estimate of him-

self appears in his impatience of opposition, and his intolerance to-

wards those whose views were contrary to his own, "the Orthodox"

especially. Speaking of some article in The New York Observer., he

says: "As for St. James's definition, 'Pure religion and undefiled

is to visit the widows and fatherless in their affliction,' and that

other definition, ' Do justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with

thy God,' the Orthodox have quite outgrown these obsolete no-
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tions, and have got a religion which can at once gratify their self-

esteem and their destructiveness." i ^v-jt, iVi;;
: r'v j ;iM rhmi't*. -'

It is further noticeable that his educational methods were nov-

elties, and what we are inclined to call radical, banishing from

schools all corporal punishment, eliminating emulation as an

incentive to study; the coeducation of the sexes and the min-

gling the two races in schools; and, what he calls non-sectarian

education, but what, as we have seen, was in reality an education

on the basis of Unitarianism, with some variations introduced bv

himself In instruction he aimed at uniting "the drill of West

Point with the conscience of the Normal Schools of Massachu-

setts." Whether the drill was to improve the conscience, or the

conscience the drill, is not stated.

Mr. Mann served two terms in Congress, taking the place of

John Quincy Adams, who had been stricken by paralysis while

in his seat in the House. The Congressional career of Mr. Mann

extended over somewhat more than four years, covering the ex-

citing period of the election of Gen. Harrison and the culmina-

tion of the Slavery question. His character as an extreme abo-

litionist was the sole ground of his election to Congress; and

during all his four years there, he devoted himself almost exclu-

sively, and with all the ardor of his nature, to the anti-slavery

contest. Following the fatal tendency of his mind, he believed

that this question ought to dominate all others, actual or possible.

He says: "I will never yield to the claim to carry Slavery into

the Territories, come what will. I should prefer dissolution (of

the Union) even, terrible as it would be, to Slavery extension."

He would not support Gen. Taylor, "because he had been nomi-

nated by the combined force of Slavery and War." He would

not attend the Congressional funeral of Mr. Calhoun. The pas-

sage of the bill to make operative the requirement of the Consti-

tution touching the rendition of fugitives from service, he styled

"an infernal day's work." He adopts, of course, the "higher

law" morality, and writes to Theodore Parker to furnish him

with "heathen and pagan authorities in favor of it." He avows

that the importance of education (that "greatest discovery ever

made by man") subsides in his view before abolition. Of the
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Soutti and Southwest he says: "Christianity is nineteen hundred

years distant from them." Perhaps a sub-audition against his

Orthodoxy is discernible here. Mr. Mann was not only bigoted

in his opinions, but acrimonious and vindictive in his animosities.

Not to refer to his comments upon men of lesser note, he says:

" Cass as a Democrat, and Clay as a Whig, had offered to immo-

late Freedom to win the South. Webster must do more than

either, or abandon hope. He consented to treachery ; and to

make his reward sure, proposed to do more villainies than were

asked of him." , ,„ ^

With an unfortunate overestimate of his own powers, Mr. Mann

seems to have felt called on to be the leader of the abolition at-

tacks upon the great Massachusetts senator. He did this most

prominently by a letter addressed to his constituents. In one

place he expresses his regret that he had not had the opportunity

to do so in a speech. His letter, which it would seem was vitu-

perative as well as antagonistic, arrayed against him, according

to his own account, all the supporters of Mr. Webster, constitut-

ing pretty much all the intelligence and influence of the State.

He represents the whole Webster party as combining to defeat

his nomination for a second term in Congress; "and in order to

bring the odium theologicum, to crush me [we quote to show here

his own anti-orthodox oc?zwm] an evangelical was taken as my
opponent." If so, he had reason to be proud of a signal victory

;

for he offered himself as an unnominated independent candidate,

and stumping the State, a thing at that time unusual in Massachu-

setts, he was reelected by a handsome majority. This success in no

wise, 30 far as we see, mitigated his animosity against Mr. Web-
ster, which he allowed himself to express in such terms as "apos-

tate," "Lucifer," "fallen star," "fit only to mingle with mules

and apes," "as corrupt a politician as ever lived," "intellect with-

out morality." "Webster has debauched the country, not only

on the subject of Slavery, but as to all decency and truth."

This exceeds the usual virulence of politicians, or even of the

old-time abolitionists. What acerbated the feelings of Mr. Mann,

we learn from a side-light casually let in. In a letter to Mr.

Combe he says, " When I returned to Washington, Webster cut
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me. In a letter written to some citizens, he put in the most ar-

rogant meer that his talent could devise." In replying to a

friend who seems to have regarded his utterances as unjustifiably

severe, he says in bitterness, or, to use a still harder term, vin-

dictiveness: "My references to Webster, compared with his con-

temptuous and supercilious manner to me, were as honey to vit-

riol." Mr. Mann had misconceived the relative importance of

things, when he proposed himself as a match for Mr. Webster

;

and to be treated as insignificant, was to his self-esteem a sting

harder to endure than would have been a crushing political buffet.

In 1852, the Free Soil party nominated him fpr Governor; he

failed to be elected ; and having been invited to the presidency

of Antioch College, he abandoned his political career and re-

turned to his educational work. Why he left Massachusetts does

not appear. What were his purposes and real motives in under-

taking this scheme we have already seen. It was to introduce

in the West education of a high grade, conducted on principles

called by him unsectarian, but which were in fact advanced Uni-

tarianisra; and this, as we have also seen, through a college be-

longing to a sect distinctly different. ' ' f'
'

' ?

This he was not able at that time to accomplish ; but, says his

biographer, "It may be done now. The ground has been

broken for the Unitarians. Let them hang out their banner.

It is not yet too late to enlist the enthusiasm of many who

personally knew the spirit in which Mr. Mann worked upon the

underpinnings.

We have already expressed our view on this matter ; but we

cannot withhold our admiration for the industry, courage, and self-

denial with which he wrought. All his labors were sacrifices,

but he never yielded to weariness any more than he was discour-

aged by diflSculties, or daunted by opposition. But he had, as

was usual with him, underestimated the obstacles in his way, and

overestimated his own ability. Religious antagonisms, dissensions

in the Faculty, the crudeness of his material, untried schemes

(as the coeducation of the sexes and of the different races), and

above all, insufficiency of funds, involved him in a struggle in

which he was steadily growing weaker. He saw this, and others
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saw it. Others yielded, but he would not yield. The more in-

extricable became his embarrassments, the severer were his efforts.

He stood at his forlorn post, despairing but undismayed, until,

after six years, death relieved him.

Nothing qjore commends itself to all men than true courage.

Even when ill-directed and ill-inspired, it separates itself from

the object and the motive, and for itself attracts admiration.

Horace Mann was brave. From his initial struggle with pov-

erty, through his course as a lawyer, temperance advocate, abo-

litionist, State legislator, Congressman, and President of Antioch

College, he never flinched nor blenched. His courage did not

fail him in the trial of death, if that solemn scene has been truth-

fully reproduced by his biographer. After a period of extraor-

dinary labor and excitement, he came in an exhausted condition

to preside over the Commencement exercises of his College. The

festivities of the day lasted twelve hours, ending with a crowded

lev^e at the house of the President. A fearful reaction in his

system ensued. Burning fever raged for weeks, depriving him

of sleep; but only for three days was he a prisoner in his apart-

ment. When he was informed that he had not more than three

hours to live, he replied : " ' I do not feel it to be so, but if it is so,

I have something to say. Send for B ' " (a student who had

given much anxiety). "To this young friend and others of the

students he spoke earnestly for two hours, pouring forth his great

soul in inspired words." Of this address his biographer has

given no record. He again and again uttered the words, " iKfaw,

Duty^ God)'' words of great import, and comprehending all that

is of supreme final importance. But the value of them to every

mortal closing his career, depends upon their adjustment in pro-

per relations. And this adjustment is not the work of man, nor

discoverable by the reason of man, but is given in the ministry

and mystery of reconciliation received by faith, "to wit, that

God was in Christ reconciling the world unto himself, not im-

puting their trespasses unto them." Mr. Mann's only recorded

mention of the name of Christ is, that he said to his children

:

"When you wish to know what to do, ask yourselves what Christ

would have done in the same circumstances." How much faith
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in the Redeemer this implied, we cannot know. Let us hope,

enough to save. But this much, without any breach of the ten-

derest charity, we may say: that we do not find here, nay, we

mourn the absence of that light and warmth which has so often

been shed around the dying bed of many an humbU^-hearted be-

liever, who, as a little child, has received the kingdom of heaven.

It is to our purpose to remark, and thus in closing this article

to signalise its intended moral: that the death of Mr. Mann was

in accord with his life. We have seen how in his early youth he

turned away from the Light of the world, and ventured with de-

liberate hardihood to he his own guide. Never, from that mo-

ment, was he able to perceive the highest truth. With elevated

purposes, great abilities, unusual opportunities, and often appa-

rently on the verge of success, his disappointments were renewed,

one after another his plans were frustrated, until a life of incom-

pletion was terminated by an unirradiated death.

J. T. L. Preston.
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CRITICAL NOTICES.

History of the Reformation in Europe in the Time of Calvin.

By the Rev. J. H. Merle d'Aubigne, D. D. Translated by

William L. R. Gates. Vol. VIII. Hungary, Poland, Bohemia,

Netherlands, Geneva, Denmark, Sweden, Norway. New York :

Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broadway. 1879. Pp. 464,

12mo.
u...

This is the eighth and concluding volume of this great work.

There was a previous History of the Reformation by D'Aubign^,

which he entitled as of the Sixteenth Century, and which extended

through five volumes. The work now finished he called by the

name of The History of the Reformation in Europe in the Time

of Calvin, and it runs through eight volumes. The whole History

covers thirteen volumes, ten of which the author himself pub-

lished, and three are posthumous. His labors as their author

commenced, it seems, in 1817, "immediately after his ordination

to the ministry," and continued almost uninterruptedly down to

1872. He conceived the idea of becoming a historian of the

Reformation when visiting Germany in the first named year for

the purpose of perfecting his theological studies. That year was

the tercentenary of the Reformation begun by Luther, and Ger-

many was in a ferment and the Reformer's name on every tongue.

The young Genevese sketched, Nov. 23, 1817, the plan of his

work, and devoted his life to its accomplishment, dying when he

had nearly finished his eightieth year. Two more years, the

editor tells us, he required to finish his great undertaking, but

they were denied him.

The consequence is that we have an incomplete history of the

Reformation, and the parts omitted are precisely those which we

should have most earnestly desired not to have been left unwritten.

We cannot agree with the editor that "everything that is essen-

tial to the history of the Reformation is narrated in these thirteen

volumes." The most important part of the History of the Refor-

mation in the time of Calvin is the part which Calvin [icted, and

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—24.
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that we have not here in full. The history breaks off long before

that Reformer's death. Nor is there any account given of the

struggle betwixt Calvin and Servetus. It is much to be regretted

that D'Aubign^ was not led to devote his attention to a complete

presentation of the great Genevese in every part of his history,

from the beginning of it to its very end—for it is he who consti-

tutes beyond all comparison the most interesting actor in the

whole drama ; and it is especially to be regretted that the author

did not give us at least one long and complete chapter to clear up

the |.)roeeedings held in the case of Servetus.

The volume before us presents a curious and awkward blunder

on its title page. There we read that it relates to Hungary,

Poland, Bohemia, Netherlands, Geneva, Denmark, Sweden, Nor-

way. But there is nothing about these countries in this volume.

Denmark, Sweden, Norway are treated in Book XII., and Hun-

gary, Poland, Bohemia, Netherlands, in Book XIII. But this

volume contains Books XIV., XV., and XVI., the first treating

of Spain, the second of England, and the third of Germany.

Of course the most interesting to us is Book XV. about Eng-

land. It consists of eleven chapters. A considerable portion of

these is taken up with the terrible, and we must add the most

sorrowful, history of Henry the Eighth and his four last wives.

Jane Seymour, mother of Edward VI., dies; Anne of Clcves is

divorced, as was Henry's first wife; Catharine Howard was be-

headed, as was his second wife ; and Catharine Parr barely escapes

the same fate and survives the King. Of the six queens two

were Roman Catholics and four Protestants, and doubtless politi-

cal and sectarian intrigues have had much to do with the pictures

history has drawn of them all. D'Aubign^ condemns Henry

"as a man for his treatment of his wives, especially of Anne

Boleyn." We certainly will not defend him absolutely, but it is

our opinion that there is some excuse for Henry in all these

affairs. He had great faults as a man and a monarch, but it was

his lot to stand between very embittered opponents, and we have

no irlea that justice is done him by writers in general. It was

also his lot to occupy a throne respecting the succession to which

it was of the utmost importance to England and to Europe that
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there should be no doubt. It is the noble task of enlightened,

patient, industrious, candid, modern history to investigate the

records of the past, sometimes intensifying our hatred and con-

tempt for base and wicked conduct, but sometimes also redeem-

ing in whole or in part a reputation which has been unduly

blackened. i-;.. .•:„... -yj M.,-i- y^-.^-i.si m^'^a^u J. B. A^j^^m.

Thii Reign of God Wot the Reign of Law. By the Rev.j

Thomas Scott Bacon, Rector of the Episcopal church, Oak-i

land, Md. Turnbull Bros., Baltimore. 1878. Pp. 400, 12mo..

The title of this work discloses its origin in a protest against

the Duke of Argyle's ''Reign of Law." The problem of this

was to show how prayer could be answered and miracles wrought,

consistently with that universal and immutable prevalence of

natural law asserted by modern science. Mr. Bacon's dissatis-

faction with the Duke's solution may be summed up in this word:

that no such reign of natural law should be admitted by the

believer, but we should squarely deny that term of the theorem,

and assert instead the mediaeval Scholastic or Thomist and mod-

ern Cartesian theory of the universe. This is the only reign of

law which Mr. Bacon thinks the Bible admits, and the only

kind he will hear of. He does not believe that there are, properly

speaking, any such things as "second causes," except rational

creature-wills; the rest are only effects. God is the only, ''the

incessant, the immediate agent" of all changes in the physical

universe. There is literally no force and no power except his

will ; and this will, while dictating law to created wills, is so far

from having any regulative law that he is unwilling even to say

that it is regulated by God's own rational and moral perfections.

His statement is, that the divine will is not regulated by wisdom

or love, but is love. And he is convinced that none of us can

save the doctrines of supernatural creation, miracles, special pro-

vidence, or prayer, on any other ground.

The well-informed reader will see at a glance that the author,

while in the main on the right side, is a logical extremist. He
is vigorous, extensively read in some departments, dogmatic, per-

spicuous, and in true and pious earnest. As against the ration-
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alistic theory of a providence, which is merely the original con-

struction and general superintendence of Nature as an automatic

machine, self-regulating under the dominion of invariable physical

laws, he gives us a capital, and in some respects an original

demonstration. In a sense, his protest is timely, for there is a

strain in this noted book, the "Reign of Law," which demands

vigorous correction. It is that suggested by the title. In seems

to concede to the sceptical physicist that law reigns^ w-hereas all

intelligent Christians hold that it does not reign ; being itself, as

it is physical, unintelligent and dependent. It is God that reigns

in and through physical laws, just so far as he pleases to uphold

their regularity. The capital error of the Duke of Argyle is

that he seems to concede the universality and immutability of

physical law as an initial postulate. Whereas it is the very point

to which he should have held the assailant, to prove that postu-

late which human knowledge never can prove. Many old truths

are tersely and powerfully stated by Mi*. Bacon, and some are

set in a new and advantageous light. Thus: such a doctrine of

"reign of law" must be sustained on a theological rather than a

physical demonstration (Chap. III.), because physics are properly

only the science of the phenomenal. But such a law, if demon-

strated, must be shown to be the exclusive and radical solution

of the phenomena. But, to any except atheists, the hypothesis

that God's will is that solution must always be tenable and proba-

ble, unless the place can be shown in his word where he disclaims

it. So, page 207, he gratifies the friends of truth by a powerful

statement of the real rationalism (or virtual infidelity) of that

claim so often made by physicists, that the meaning of Scripture

must await its exegesis from scientific results. "It needs but a

little reflection to see, that if a 'word of God' is to be construed,

without regard to its apparent meaning, by 'something outside of

itself, the real authority is in this 'supreme court' of construction,

whatever it may be." Page 198 he exposes the arrogance and

folly of the current, often tacit, assumption: that "'of the two

related factors (of human knowledge) there. Holy Scripture is the

variable, science the constant." He shows that this assumption

is a virtual rejection of all revelation. Chapter X. gives us a
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tellino" argumentmn ad hominem against the unbelieving advocate

of the automatic theory of natural law. It fancies that it has

excluded God's providence and interposition. But here are raiU

lions of creature-wills tampering with the machine, in little,

teasing, disturbing ways. Mankind are forever making intru-

sions into the workings of nature, small individually, but inevita-

ble in ultimate- effect. The more complicated, nicely adjusted,

and automatic the great machine, the more certainly these per-

petual little meddlings must break it down, just as the great

Strasburg Clock must be ruined by the wilful child who should

insist on dribbling little pebbles between its accurately polished

wheels; and all the more certainly ruined by reason of its com-

plication and accuracy. ., ..-..,..„_ ^,

The list of our exceptions against the ultraiams of our author

may begin as conveniently at this tenth chapter as elsewhere.

Man's thorough free agency is obviously the premise of the inge-

nious argument just stated. Not content with asserting free

agency, the author must needs also assert for man "free will,"

and then misrepresent and attempt to vilify "Calvinism," which

he imputes, with very little justice we suspect, to the Duke of

Arjiyle. He thinks it fosters a "rigid and unspiritual temper

of mind," etc. The only "rigid" things history has really found

fostered by true Calvinism are "rigid" logic, a quality by which

the author would be greatly profited, and "rigid" principles of

duty, which we sincerely trust he possesses. Did he understand

either the logic or history of Calvinism, he would know that its

main characteristic has been to foster just that devout, gracious,

and spiritual type of piety which he professes to admire; and

that of this, Augustine whom heclaims, Calvin, whom he only

remembers, of course, as the burner of Servetus, and the noblest

names in the Anglican Church, from her first reformers down

to Scott and Ryle, were eminent types. Mr. Bacon has him-

self subscribed the Thirty-nine Articles. We do not intend to

permit any such attack on Calvinism from that quarter to pass,

without testifying to its flagrant inconsistency, from the well

known fact that this Episcopalian symbol is precisely as Calvin-

istic (even in the sense of being guided by the individual views
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of John Calvin) as any of the other symbols of the Reformerl

Churches. And with all well-informed readers the attempt to

deny this would only illustrate the irapugner's ignorance of his-

tory the more. '
' " :-• /.^>^^-- .' >''J '!.V;:M •V.VPV (•;. ,,

Had Mr. Bacon's knowledge whereof he affirmed been greater,

he would have been aware that his special theory of God's rela-

tion to creatures in providence \9> 'precisely the Thomist ; and that

all the adequate thinkers On both sides of the debate, whether

Dominican, Augustinian, Scotist, Molinist. Genevan, or Armin-

ian, saw that this Thomist theory, true or false, can be made to

fit only with the most rigid and extreme form of what is now called

Calvinism. One simple view should be enough to evince this:

The Thomist view makes God the only real agent, in the true,

efficient sense, in the universe. If that agent is immutable in will

and infinite in knowledge, then inevitably his decree necessitates

everything that happens in the universe. If Mr. Bacon were

consistent, he would ''outherod Herod" among the Predestinarians

he dislikes.

No correct mind will demur to his definition of "law" as,

strictly, a rule imposed by a superior will on a subject will, and

thus implying personality and intelligence in both its related

parts. But our author objects also to using the phrase "law of

nature" even in the secondary sense, whoso justice he admits

as expressing only the regular method of a power in nature. We
find that in this sense we need that or some equivalent term to

express a general fact. The power exhibited in nature (or as

Mr. Bacon would have us say, in created things), manifestly has

a regular method. All may safely admit this. But what is the

power whose "law" or regular method we observe? Mr. Bacon

answers, with Thomas Aquinas, Des Cartes, Malebranche,

Dugald Stewart, nothing but God's direct ,immediate power. He

"does everything in 'nature' as immediately as when he said,

'Let there be light.'" P. 102. And this he thinks to be the

unmistakeable teaching of " thousands" of scriptures, while God's

creating or governing any real "second causes" at all (except

creature-wills) is taught in not a single one. When we examine

his texts, we find that they teach what every consistent Christian
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believes—a universal special providence; God's "upholding and

governing all his creatures and all their actions." But we find

none which teach that there are no such things in God's creation

and government as veritable second causes, truly possessed, fror

him, and under him, of power in their subordinate place. We
find the opposite. Gen. i. 11: God ''made the fruit-tree yield-

ing fruit after his kind.'' Mr. Bacon thinks there is no generic

cause whatever in the trees: only successive acts of immediate

divine will. In God's "covenantof the day and the night" (Jer/

xxxiii. 20), which cannot be broken, he sees no astronomical law

at all. lie does not think that in Jer. v. 22, when God "placed

the sand for the bound of the sea by a perpetual decree," there

is any real restraining force in the sea-beach itself to contain the

waves, but that the beach is only a sort of deceiving screen to

hide God's hand. In Daniel iii. 27, we are told that the fire had

"no power" on the bodies of Shadrach, etc., by reason of a

miraculous hindrance, although it slew the guards who cast them

in. This would look, to a plain mind, as though God had given

to fire a natural power to burn. But Mr. Bacon thinks not; the

only power is God's, '* as immediate as when he said. Let there

be light." So in the "mighty wind," the "mighty wavef^^f the

sea," the "rushing of mighty waters," the "power of the sword,",

he sees none of that natural power which to the plain reader of

the Bible is so obvious; he sees only "God's immediate will,"

over which these pfiysical objects are but delusive masks.

This suggests the objection from reason against the Thorn ist

doctrine: that it contradicts the testimony of our senses and com-

mon sense. These tell us that second causes are not simulacra

of causation, but are endued (by and under God) with real power.

Should we thrust a hand into the fire, it would be impossible for

us to avoid the conviction that the fire hurt us; we should never

learn that the fire was a delusion and it was God alone who really

hurt us. Again, we perceive in all material things certain essen-

tial attributes, and these our reason judges to be potentially

powers, not shams. If our perception of essential attributes is

not trustworthy, then we can still less know the esse of material

things, for the knowledge of the essentia is in order to that of the
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esse. Thus this Thomist doctrine is not far off from idealism.

Yea, it leads to it by a still more direct road. If the real efficiency

in all second causes is only from God, why should Mr. Bacon

except this class of second causes which seems to operate on our

organs in sense-perception? Consistently he cannot. Then,

when a horse in the highway seems to impress my sense of sight,

it is not really the horse, but the Almighty, who immediately

effects this impression. Then I have no evidence whatever, from

this impression, that the horse exists. I know only the ego and

God! The objective world has become wholly unreal! The

remaining step is most natural. Ought not the seeming subjec-

tive modifications in consciousness also to be referred to that same

sole efficient? Why not? Why should the ego be more stubborn

about yielding up its reality than the objective, when one is as

valid to common sense as the other? Thus we have nothing left

but pantheism. The step from Des Cartes to Spinoza is much

easier and more natural than Mr. Bacon admits. Indeed, to go

back to his own doctrine, if God is the only real agent and sec-

ond causes are the mere phenomenal modes of his one, immediate

agency, then it is most reasonable to say also that the Uav-een^

is the only real being, and all seeming beings are but phenomenal

modes of his existence.

If the author will study these deductions, he will see that the

Duke of Argyle had reason, when he assumed that second causes

are real, subordinate causes; that God has been pleased to deposit

in them potentialities which are, under proper conditions, real
;

and through which he conducts his special providence, which is

his ordinary and general providence. For we agree with Mr.

Bacon that all providence is special. That it is not necessary to

impeach this philosophy of common sense and Scripture in

order to uphold God's special providence, sovereignty, and an-

swers to prayer, may be made plain to Mr. Bacon thus: he

admits that free agency ("free will" he calls it) is real; that the

human soul is not a mere puppet; and yet he believes that God's

providence over men is as real and efficient as over material masses.

Why then should he deny that material causes may be real sec-

ond causes also, and yet equally manipulated by this sovereign

providence?
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In his fourth chapter, he makes an assault on natural theology,

which seems unessential to his main thesis, as well as extreme.

He thinks that men are not convinced of the existence of God,

but told of it; that the latter is the way they become theists.

Told by whom? Adam and Moses, by God himself; we later

mortals, by our parents and pastors. Now, unless this human

testimony is authoritative and certain, it does not ground in us

the truth that there is a God. Is this a squinting towards the

prelatic theory of the Church and faith? Is it "holy mother

Church" which is the source of my credence? Many parents and

pastors also tell children many false things about fairies, ghosts,

goblins, transubstantiation, purgatory. What is the difference

between the child's conviction of these and of a God ? The simple

appeal of natural theology to reason and conscience, sustaining

the testimony to the latter. Mr. Bacon admits that the Creator

has fashioned human souls for the prompt recognition of his being.

True. But when he sends only a fallible, human witness, that

recognition must be rational in order to ground certainty; and

that is natural theology. R. L. D.

The Fletcher Prize Essay. The Light: hit Waning? Why?
How much? And what shall we do? Boston Congrega-

tional Society : Congregational House, Beacon Street.

It ought to be a sufficient recommendation of this admirable

treatise, that the above-named prize was unanimously awarded to

its lamented author, the Rev. A. F. Dickson, by competent judges

of its intrinsic and comparative merits. Mr. Dickson was emi-

nently qualified for the suuce"5sful execution of the task he had

undertaken. He was gifted with powers of analysis of an unusual

order, which were like blades of well-tempered steel, and which

were constantly sharpened by profound philosophic studies. He
was an exact scholar, and kept fully abreast of the age in every

department of learning connected with his profession. His mind

seemed to be at once microscopic and telescopic, penetrating the

heart of the matter with metaphysical subtlety, and looking be-

fore and after with a long range of vision. He decomposes the

light into its original elements, separates its prismatic colors, and

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—25.
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then determines the relative position and motions of the heavenly

bodies. He knew the difference between fixed stars and planets.

^ The title of the treatise is striking, and suggestive of many a

luminous illustration. The Church he views as a "Light Holder"

that God has set, like the sun, in the firmament. The question

he discusses is: Is the Light waning, which the "Church was

brought into being to concentrate, to order, and radiate afar

—

the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of
*

Jesus Christ" ? He shows, first, that the light may only seem

to wane, when, in fact, it is waxing brighter. The entrance of

gospel light is more dazzling than the most radiant period of its

subsequent progress, just as the break of day kindles our admira-

tion more than the blaze of noon. The power of contrast is

gradually diminished as "Christianity tr;insforras social, moral,

and intellectual life" into her own image, reflecting much of her

brightness. Infidelity no longer appears as a system of mere

negations, but covers its nakedness with garments dyed in gospel

colors, mouths the language, and imitates the gait of the Chris-

tian. Superstition, too, "borrows all its gilding from Chris-

tianity." In the eloquent language of the author, "We see

Christianity, like a lofty light-tower, irradiating alike the waves

of infidelity that beat upon her rocky base, the dank marsh of

supevHtition that rolls up its poisonous mists against her light,

and the myriad interests of Christendom that flit like freighted

vessels over the sea of time."

But while the light is not actually Avaning, it is often obscured

and eclipsed by prevalent evils incident to an age of universal

shallowness and of outward religious activity. The historical

Church, the divine light-bearer, holds on her way, i like the sun

amid the revolving seasons—light and darkness, drought and

flood, summer and winter ; but individual Christians are imper-

illed, succumbing to the sudden and severe atmospheric changes;

their spiritual health declines, false witnesses abound, the keepers

of the light-house tremble, and the gospel loses its saving power

over the world. The light is obscured by the wide diffusion of

mere information without knowledge, and consequent clouds of

delusion and sophistry. The fixed stars of "standard truths"

^ \
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are lost in the nebulous mist, and public opinion staggers in the

uncertain haze, and many who once worshipped at the shrine of

truth have joined the irreverent and mocking multitude. Then

follows a general disregard for Church authority and discipline.

The type of piety that is not rooted in sound doctrine and religious

principle is merely emotional, and evaporates in sentimental

cant; in superficial worship and superficial work—artificial unc-

tion and formal routine. Underlying it all are the smouldering

fires of scepticism, the smoke whereof darkens the air, "blurring

the spiritual vision, weakening the life, and throwing the haze

of uncertainty over those precious things which every believer

ought so to hold as loyally to die upon them." Religion and

morality are divorced, the Church and its worship are secularised.

Such are the tokens "that the vitality of the Church is declining,

her vows are losing their sacredness, her doctrines are less loyally

loved and defended, her work more slightly done, her sincerity

alloyed, and her purity tarnished, hy her own children. None

can so wrong her but they."

What now is the remedy for these alarming evils? How shall

we dispel the mists and fog and poisonous gases that obscure and

intercept the light. "It is evident," says our author, "that the

root of our disease is a weakened hold of vital truth; and the

remedy must be a recovery of strong convictions of mind, heart,

and life. And I have indicated reasons for believing that the

special defect in our present convictions regards Christ's relations

to law and duty, and that if through the grace of the Spirit he

should become a living presence with his people in this regard,

the age of power and glory would immediately be born." He
whose convictions centre in the person of a " Redeemer adminis-

tering a law" will walk in the light as he is the light, and have

no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness. Consecra-

tion to Christ, our Saviour and Lord, will make our conviction a

practical living reality.

But it is impossible to give in the narrow compass of this

notice a complete analj^sis of a work so rich in matter. It is a

treasury of profound and suggestive thought. The canvass is

small, but the picture of the age is there, with all its lights and
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shades—not a shadow or a color omitted. One must be a close

observer and study the picture in detail to see all the delicate

tints an<l touches. Mr. Dickson is a master of the art of expres-

sion and a charming word-painter. But his diction is never

superfluous, and nothing is added for the sake of ornament. His

style is always original, fresh, sprightly, often brilliant, and daz-

zling—full of the unction of a deep and fervent piety.

His book is popular neither in matter nor style, and yet the

reader who cannot readily grasp the gist of the argument will be

affected by truth and error only as a weather-cock that is the

sport of every wind. His indifference or indolence are proof

against: all human eloquence. ^ . ^: v
..

r ., i.f,,i -. . v

If all our ministers would take up the themes here discussed

and present them in a series of pul[)it discourses, the design of

the treatise would be in a great measure accomplished. Such

preaching we believe would be timely and fruitful. G. 11. B.

A Short Method iviththe Bipfhig Anti-Pedo-Baptiftts. In Three

Parts, with Appendices. ]W Kkv. Thomas Gallaiiek, Presby-

terian Minister, LaGrange, Missc nri. St. Louis: Presbyterian

Publishing Company, 207 North Eighth Street. 1878. Pp.

340, 8vo.

The author of this treatise never heard but three sermons from

Presbyterians on baptism, but scores and hundreds of harangues

from Anti-Pedo-Baptists. lie has seen intelligent and pious men

and women of the Presbyterian and Methodist Churches sit in

silence and bite their lips while Campbellites and Baptists from

the pulpit, or in the social circle, were caricaturing sprinkling

and infant baptism. Sometimes this silence was prompted by

self-respect and respect for the company present, but far oftener

because so little had been read and heard from their own ministers

on the subject of baptism, that there was a consciousness of the

want of due information about it; ;ind because so much had been

heard from the Dipping Anti-Pedo-Baptists, as to produce a

thorough disgust with the whole Baptist controversy.

In the author's judgment, Presbyterians have stood on the de-

fensive long enough. He claims to be as charitable and generous
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as truth requires, but does not wish to be more than that. He
declares that he will "carry the war into Africa," put the dippers

on the defensive, silence their batteries, and spike their guns, if

not convince and capture the whole force. And in doing this,

he purposes to write for those who "never rubbed against college!

walls." But he will not, as his opponents generally e-\pect, allow^

'•ae^suiiiptions," nor permit "underholds," nor yield any "start in •

the race" for the prize of victory. •'^ ^.nro-^ tn/vH..nfM)ai ^.t/^'!' r>M»*;;

"The Baptist System," or "the Baptist Theory," a phrase he

frequently employs, is explained by him to signify the following^

or similar doctrines, which have been taught for a little more than

two hundred years:

1. That '''•Bapto'' and ^^Baptldzo'' signify the same act; so

that (lipping is baptizing and baptizing is dipping. i

2. That Baptidzo always means ''dip, and nothing but dip

through all Greek literature;" "the command to baptize is a

command to dip." .

^

3. That none but those dipped by the Baptist Church are

worthy communicants.

4. That connexion with the visible Church is only by connexion

with some Baptist congregation. = . .^ ,,, , .,,1

5. That all in the visible Church must necessarily be "true

believers," and "certainly regenerate," so that we may have a

"Church without sin."

This is what he calls the distinctive "Baptist System," which,

as he is aware, is not all of it accepted for truth by very many

Baptists. For Baptists, as a people, hold much evangelical truth

in common with other Christians, and very frequently are found

holding Calvinistic doctrine in common with Presbyterians.

What he opposes, therefore, in his "Short Method," is the "dis-

tinctive and schismatical theory" detailed above. And yet he

maintains that "the most fanatical of the Landmarkers are the

only really consistent Baptists." The author "knows of no

Baptist who is entirely consistent with his own principles"—"a

far greater number are revolting from the inevitable conclu,'-3ions

of their own doctrines."

Mr. Gallaher hopes to see the time "when all the best and
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ablest immersicmists in our own country will occupy the position

of Dr. Landels, Dr. Brock, and other English Baptists on this

baptism question." And he thinks that the masses of Christian

people in the Baptist churches in America are restless under the

restraints (far more prevalent in America than England) of close

communion. It is for this reason, he says, that there is such a

constant "hammering at and patching up" their theory of bap-

tism. "An intelligent young man, a Baptist, assured the writer

some two years since, that from extensive acquaintance with the

Baptists of Missouri, he felt satisfied that a large majority of the

Baptist Church of this State were at heart in favor of open com-

munion. That young man was, at the time, principal of one of

the largest public schools in central Missouri. We do not know

that his statement Avas correct. But we do know that Baptists

never can consistently give up close communion while they ad-

here to their (exclusive) doctrines of baptism and the Church."

He rejoices, however, in "the privilege of communing with as

pious and godly a section of the Baptists as can be found on

earth. Such men as John Bunyan, Baptist Noel, Robert Hall,

and Charles H. Spurgeon, not to mention thousands of lesser

lights, have been more than willing to meet Christian brethren

not Baptists at the communion table."

We can only add that the work consists of three parts. The

first discusses What is Baptism f in thirteen chapters. In these

the question of \\\^ mode of baptism is considered. The second

part takes up the subjects of baptism, and is divided into fourteen

chapters. Then part third deals with "Perversions of Fact and

History by Anti-Pedo-Baptists." These occupy four chapters.

The Appendices are ten in number, and they handle in an able

and spirited manner a number of interesting and important points.

J. B. A.

*S'^. Paul at Athens. Spiritual Qhristianity in i^elation to some

Aspects of Modern Thought; being nine Sermons preached at

St. Stephen's Church, Westbourne Park, by the Rev. Charles
Shakspeare, B. a., with a preface by the Rev. Canon Far-

RAR, D. D. I 2mo, pp. 167, muslin. Chas. Scribner's Sons.

The author informs us that these sermons were designed for
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those educated sceptics in his charge whose tendencies were

agnostic. He says: "The fundamental idea of the sermons is,

that the very existence of the spiritual faculty in man, so per-

sistent and so vigorous, is ground of faith in a supersensuous

reality corresponding to this faculty and creating it." The line

of the discussion is sufficiently indicated by the titles of the ser-

mons: "The City and the Apostle," "Culture and Faith,"

"Sensuous and Spiritual Religion," "Paganism and Chris-

tianity," "Philosophy and Christianity," "Ancient and Modern

Scepticism," "The Epicureans," "The Stoics," "Humanity

and God,"

The characteristics of the book may be said to be, first, a fine

and pleasing flavor of scolarship and classicality, with a clear and

elegant style; second, a strangely studied attempt to disparage

the Apostle's "culture" and to praise his faith at its expense;

third, a tendency to sustain rather than to rebuke the accusations

of cultured sceptics (not against Christianity but) against Chris-

tians; fourth, a theology so indefinite as not only to be Broad-

Church, but to raise the doubt whether it be not virtually Pelagian

;

and last, a lack of steady logical grasp in dealing with the problem

the author propounds to himself. As instances under the second

classification, we note, page 23, the concession that "in Tarsus

some chance seeds of Greek culture had fallen" on Paul's naturally

ardent mind. On page 25, "He saw (in Athens) little more

than the idolatry." On page 26, of the names of Plato, Socrates,

and Aristotle, "he had probably just heard and no more." On
page 31, "Of the history of Athens he knew but little." A fuller

acquaintance with Paul's writings would teach the author that

the Apostle had the most accurate knowledge of Greek philosophy

and literature; and that his inspired wisdom in making the doc-

trines of Redemption always dominant is mistaken for a lack of

acquaintance with a culture which he designedly relegated to the

background.

The type of the author's view touching inspiration may be

surmised from the two following citations. Of Paul's vision of

the man of Macedonia saying, "Come over and help us," he gives

the following version (page 16) : "The thoughts which possessed
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him shaped themselves into a vision of a man of the West," etc.

Page 99, he deprecates the setting up of "the authority of an

infiUlible Church or the dead letter of an infallible hook in oppo-

sition to the advancement of learning and to the progress of

science." Page 154, "Though we cannot reason out the existence

of God, we can feel it." "And this consciousness of the divine

is revelation, the unveiling of the heavenly light to the mind,"

etc. It is a favorite hypothesis of the author, that at Paul's day

pagan philosophy "had become devout." It had assumed "spirit-

ual, ethical, and practical aspects." The philosophic heart "was

not devoid of some measure of the Spirit." The people "must have

heard within the walls discourses addressed, like the Christian

sermon, to the spiritual part of man, and resulting in the con-

-yersion from the evil to good." The Christianity which Mr.

Shakspeare would defend against "culture" is clearly not that of

Acts iv. 12 or Rom. x. 13, 14. R. L. D.

Voices from Babylon ; or, the Records of Daniel the Prophet.

By Joseph A. Seiss, D. D., Pastor of the Church of the Holy
• Communion, Philadelphia, author of "A Miracle in Stone,"

"Last Times," "Lectures on the Gospels," etc. Porter &
Coates: Philadelphia. 1879. Pp. 891, 12mo.

This volume contains fourteen Lectures on the Book of Daniel,

followed by a critically revised translation of that book, with a

list of authors consulted, and an Index to all the matters discussed.

The revised translation is "principally the work of the author's

friend and co-laborer. Rev. R. F. Weidner, A. M., whose special

studies in ancient Oriental languages and Biblical criticism well

qualify him" for such an undertaking.

It is not often in this book-making age that we encounter so

sensible, judicious, and learned a production as this, which is yet

so unpretentious and modest. It is not designed in this com-

mendation to express approval of all the author's views of the

meaning of Daniel's prophecies. But what is intended is to say

that the reader will be apt to find nothing suggested that is not

well worthy of respectful consideration, while he will discover

plentiful evidence througliout the whole of the author's studious
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research, sobriety and yet vigor of thought, and sound orthodoxy

of doctrine. The style is highly attractive, without any affecta-

tion of meretricious ornament. There is perhaps no book of the

season that is more suitable for family readings of a Sunday eve-

ning or to put into the hands of thoughtful intelligent youth.

There are many beautiful and impressive passages with which

it would be pleasant to adorn these pages. There is room to

quote only two that will give the reader some idea of the author's

way of thinking and writing. ' "IT.
^^

"Though multitudes believe and preach that the age in which we live

is the most glorious and hopeful that was ever known, and consider that

we are now on the very threshold of a grand jubilee of universal intelli-

gence, brotherhood, and liberty for all men, in which the golden dreams

of 80 many ages are about to be fulfilled in the onward flow of human
improvement and progress, it is in the very principles and foundations

on which all this is hoped and prognosticated that I see the coming of the

Antichrist. If men would only sift it to the real elements of which it is

made up, they could not fail to detect in it the very spirit out of which

the divinely -predicted Man of Sin must come.

"If men will look at what is mojit lauded and gloried in as the intel-

lectual greatness of our times, they will find it summed up in a vaunting

materialism which finds its life and crown in inspections and manipula-

tions of the lower elements till it has come to be concluded in leading

circles that everything is derivable from slime without a personal God

or need of revelations from him. This is the spirit of the prevailing

philosophies ; of the popular theories of education, politics, and legisla-

tion ; of the noisy reforms which propose to do away with human ills

without the word and ordinances of Jehovah ; and of many of the most

favored religious activities which boast of having outgrown the ancient

creeds and are eating away the vital substance of all sound doctrine.

We have only to dig down into the inner kernel of modern thought and

feeling in order to find lodged there, in one form or another, and more

or less swaying the whole spirit of the age, a doctrine which enthrones,

adores, and worships Progress as the great hope of the world, holds man
to be an ever-improving growth, and practically accepts evolution as the

bringer in of a glorious reign of wisdom, peace, and blessedness yet to

come in this present world, without need of any kingdom to be brought

to us from the heavens, or any changes by the miraculous power of God.

This is the sum of the teachings of scientists, of the theories of govern-

ment and law, and of the popular theologies. Even the faith held by

most professed Christians is but the aggregate of changeable and growing

sentiments, ever throwing off the old and putting on the new, rather than

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—26.
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the fixed literal revelations of God, which are the same for all a^es alike.

In other words, the heart, pulse, and rulinp; ideas of our times, exhibit

all the indications of that very apostasy or 'falling away' which Paul

fore-announced as the forerunner, be^innin^, spirit, and cause of the

Man of Sin and his disastrous revelation. The seed is planted and ^row-

in^, and meets in our aj^e a congenial season for rapid development and

speedy maturity.

" Accordinjrly also we, everywhere and in all circles and teachings,

hear about The Coming Man. The idea is treated somewhat jestin^rly,

but it is not a mere fancy, myth, or play on words. It expresses some-

thing which is inlaid in the theories and principles which in one shape

or another are governing the thinking and the expectations of the great

mass of the most active and potent existing minds. The feeling and con-

stant implication in the noisiest as well as the most subtle of modern

demonstrations, is that nothing is settled ; that the great problems of

human life, including society, government, philosophy, and religion, all

yet remain to be solved ; that what has hitherto been taken as final

authority is not final and is no authority at all ; that there remains to be

wrou";ht out a thorough reconstruction in all earthlv affairs on other

foundations than those which have served mankind in past ages ; and

that there must come a new order of the social fabric, with new regu-

lating forces, exhibiting another style of man in all the relations of life.

And as things now go, what the majority ordains and determines will be.

But when that Coming Man who is thus developing, comes, he can be

none other than this very Man of Sin, the Lawless One, the Antichrist,

foreseen and foretold by the holy prophets; for the final concentred ma-

turity of human progress, cut loose from the time-honored laws and insti-

tutes of Jehovah, is the Antichrist. And with this manifest and inevitaWe

tendency of things before our eyes, and the accepted thinkers of the world,

including many amongst the most influential in the professed Church of

God, abetting the conceit as man's great hope, ignoring the proper Christ

of our salvation and virtually denying both the Father and the Son by

the philosophies they entertain, what is it that we see but the preparing

of the way for the Antichrist and the manifest token of the nearness of

his revelation?" Pp. 297-300.

Another sjjecimen :

''What then is to be understood by this fifth or Stone Kingdom? Alas

that there should be any difficulty or diversity on this the chief and cul-

minating portion of this imperial vision ! But great and wide diversity

there is, and hence also a vast amount of unsound and erroneous teaching

among expositors.

" Some say that this stone kingdom is the United States ! A learned

professor of a theological seminary, lately deceased, has confidently given

out that, in his judgment, 'there is no possibility of evading the force ol
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the argument which identifies the stone kinfi;dom with the great republic

of North America' ! With equal conclusiveness he might have said that

it is the empire of Russia or the republic of Liberia. Our government

is not a kingdom at all, in any proper sense of that word. Neither was

it set up by the God of heaven any more than was Babylon, Persia, or

Greece, or Rome, or any other sovereignty that has existed, if we except

that of Israel. It has existed one hundred years, and yet it never fell

upon the toes of the great image, as explained by Daniel, nor shattered

or destroyed any kingdom on earth, nor showed capacity for crushing out

all other governments. It is not able to govern any one of its own great

cities with decent respectability, and how is it to take the rule of the

whole earth? It is itself compounded of the miry clay and iron of the

toes of that image which the stone is to dash to atoms ; and how can it be

the stone which does this crushing? So far from being cut out of the

mountain without hands, human governments planted and fostered its colo-

nies, and revolution and the power of human arms and passions wrought

it into an independent nationality. From the common clay of humanity,

by the common processes in the formation of governments, it has come

into being, and every year only makes it the plainer that the forces of

decay and dissolution are rapidly gaining on the forces of self-perpetua-

tion. Instead of having in it the elements of inalienability and eternity,

the power is continually passing from the sovereigns of to-day to other

people. Where are the Presidents, representatives, and voters of one

hundred years ago? There is also every intimation of the ordinary mor-

tality in whatever characterises our government. Indeed, there is not

one feature in all the prophetic description but is contradicted by this

notion. I say notion, for an interpretation it is not." J. B. A.

•

/. Eventide at Bethel. By J. R. Macduff, D. D., Author of

"Mind and Words of Jesus," "Footsteps of St. Paul," etc., etc.

New York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broadway. 1879.

Pp. 277, 12mo.

^. Wells of Baca ; or, Solaces of the Christian Mourner and
Other Thoughts on Bereavement. By J. R. Macduff, D. D.,

Author of "Morning and Night Watches," etc., etc. "Who
passing through the valley of Baca (weeping) make it a Well"
(Ps. Ixxxiv. 6.) From the thirtieth London edition. New
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broadway. 1879.

Pp. 119, 16mo.

3. The Widow's Trust. By Mrs. Martha Tyler Gale. "Let

thy widows trust in me" (Jeremiah xlix. 11). "And when the

Lord saw her he had compassion on her, and he said, Weep
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'J^ not" (St. Luke vii. 13). New York : Robert Carter & Brothers,

^1530 Broadway. 1879. Pp. 265, 16rao.

4. Feeding on OJirwt: The Soul's Hungering and Thirsting,

and Its Satisfaction. By the Rev. W. P. Breed, D. D.,

Author of "Christ liveth in me," "Jenny Geddes," "Under
the Oak," etc. Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion, No. 1,334 Chestnut Street. 1879. Pp. 208, 12mo.

5. Pointed Papers for the Christian Life. By Theodore L.

CuYLER, Pastor of Lafayette Avenue church, Brooklyn. New
York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broadway. 1879.

Pp. 363, l2mo.

All these are good books. The first two, especially, are to be

commended as possessing the usual characteristics of Dr. Macduff.

The third is by an authoress not known to us. She appears to

write with ink of her own black and deep sorrow. The design

of the little work is to aiford comfort to such as like herself have

been widowed. The plan of her book leads her to seek consola-

tion in studying whatever the Scriptures set forth regarding

those who have been bereaved in this way. Accordingly, she

introduces us to Naomi, Ruth, the widow of Sarepta, the widow

in debt, Anna the widow waiting for Redemption, the widow of

Nain, the oppressed widow, the widow of the two mites, minis-

tering widows, and the widows indeed. The book is attractively

got up, and will, we presume, serve well its useful and impor-

tant purpose.

Dr. Breed's little book (No. i) is more pretentious than satis-

factory. He undertakes to expound passages of Scripture (as

John vi. 41-58) without seeming to appreciate the diflSculties in-

volved in them. One lays down the book feeling that the writer

says things that are true and good without giving him instruction

or impressing more deeply on his mind what he knew before. It

is very pleasant, however, to observe that this author can now

write on a theme altogether religious and in no degree political.

What we have had occasion to examine of his previous produc-

tions have savored more of spread-eagle than of Presbyterian
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sentiment. The topic on which he treats in this book is strictljr

and highly evangelical.

The last book on our list is made up of detached pieces of all

sorts and for various purposes, all, however, religious. They are

filled with anecdotes and personal references. The writer tells

us "Moody is my dear friend," and I "know Varley the evan-

gelist," and I have "been to see George Muller, the great be-

liever." There are numerous allusions to Europe and to Palestine

and to Switzerland, in which countries our author has travelled.

In a word, these little productions are very pious, but sensational.

Their very title confesses this: they are "Pointed Papers."

They would be nothing if not pointed. Now we can see how

there may be a demand for such in our weekly religious papers,

but all jumbled together in a book it appears to us they are out

of place. It would be enough to give one a spiritual dyspepsia

to read such a volume through. Who wants fifty cups of milk

and water, or skimmed milk, poured down his throat in a day or

even a week?

And yet these forty-nine brief essays are not bad—not one of

them, so far as we know, is otherwise than good in its way.

Only one feels in reading it. Well, here is another book that has

been made. Book-making—and pious book-making too—is a

trade now that has many followers. What Solomon said is in-

finitely more true and infinitely more harassing now than it could

have been in his day : "Of making many books, there is no end."

Oh for a law prohibiting the making of any more books for a

given period, till we shall have digested what we have already

perused ! Oh that for a generation to come there might appear

no more books of the made sort ! Let us have for the rest of our

lives only such books as are a real growth—the precious life-blood

of a master spirit; such books as have not had money for their

motive, nor an evanescent fame, but the necessity laid on the

author to write or burst. Let there be a fine collected from every

man who writes a book, unless he can prove that it was either to

write or to die.

Of this writer it was aaid by the Philadelphia Presbyterian

(and this is printed in a prominent way and place opposite the
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title page), that 'he is "the best writer of pointed, racy, religious

articles in our country/' Pointed and racy religious articles—and

this the best writer of such in the whole country ! So the conipli-

ment, such as it was, passes into the title of the book: '"''Pointed

Papers for the Christian Life." As if it had been said, "Pickled

peppers and rich cheese for all the liver-diseased people in the

land." It is not what is pointed and racy that the Christian life

requires, but the simple and sincere milk of the word, that it may

grow thereby. And as to authorship, one single tract or essay

wrung out of a good man's soul from the depths of his experience^

and from the strength of his convictions, will outweigh and out-

live a whole shelf of these dilettante high-pious effusions, come

from where or from whom they may. J. B, A.

"/'';' - .^ .#

.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

The list of books for the quarter now ending opens rather

<Trandly, with the new lights shed by a mass of hitherto unused

manuscripts on the career of him whom no one cares to call the

Viscount St. Albans. Mr. Spedding's great work'^ came into

vogue years ago, and was in a manner popularised by Hepworth

Dixon. Like Montagu, these two are apologists for Bacon,

though with more show of reason. The relations of Bacon with

Essex and with the Parliament are much cleared up. Mr.

Rowley's address last February in Bristol, England, and Mr.

Spalding's earlier memoir in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, take

what we regard as the just view of Bacon's character, and the

one that lies between the extremes of Macaulay and Montagu.

Of the three dii majores among the painters, Angelo, Rafaello, and

DaVinci,^ the third was the most comprehensive genius and the one

now least known. All his pictures are disputed, and they are as few

or as the equally contested tableaux of Griorgioni. "The Last

Supper" is a wreck at Milan. The small dark canvas in Flor^

ence representing the head of Medura will haunt one forever.

It is a precipitous descent from Leonardo to the American,^ and

even to the English artist.* Sir Edwin has humanized brute

beasts. Bayard Taylor's last poem is worthy of his pen.* Read

with Carleton,® Bishop Ellicott^ is incontestibly one of the finest

'Life and Times of Lord Bacon. By James Spedding. 2 Vols. Orown

8vo, 1849 pp., $5. Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston.

^Leonardo da Vinci. By M. F. Sweetser. 18mo, 145 pp., cloth, 50c.

Ibid.

^Washington Allston. By M. F. Sweetser. ISmo, 192 pp., cloth, 50c.

Ibid.

*Sir Edward [Edioin^ Landseer. By M. F. Sweetser. l8mo, 142 pp.,

50c. Ibid.

^Prince Deukalion. By Bayard Taylor. 4to, 171 pp., vellum cloth,

$3. Ibid,

*Carleton's Popular Readings. Edited by Mrs. Anna Randall-Diehl.

$1.50. G. W. Carleton & Co. New York.

^Ellicott's Commentary on the New Testament. Vol. IL 4to, 671 pp.,

cloth, $6. E. P. Button & Co., New York.
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scholars and exegetes in England. His great work is preemi-

nently a critical commentary, but he is now trying his hand at a

more popular exposition. No one else seems to be so familiar

with the older versions, or to make so much use of them. He is

sound on inspiration and strictly evangelical, and S6?m-Calvinistic.

He favors the descensus ad inferos^ baptismal regeneration,

churchly traditions, and the possibility of the final lapse of be-

lievers. Refinement, both linguistic and logical, is carried by

him to a point of excess ; and his extreme caution sometimes

borders on weakness and timidity. The Annotated Bible,* of

which the first volume is here announced, is an acceptable edition

to our apparatus exegetieus. ,„, .^.,,,,,,,;,, -, .: .i..,,v^s,t.,>i....A >. ,

We think the "Theory of Development"^ is like to be itself

developed to death. Some of Bonar's hymns' are very precious,

and nearly all have value and beauty. Archer Butler's Sermons*

are among the most massive and noble of our day. Brown on

the Second Advent® is a very timely republication.

, The great "Masque" is that of Comus; but this one^ has made

some reputation in literary circles. "Jean Ingelow"'^ is a com-

bination of sounds and letters that has become a symbol of lyrical

pathos and picturesque and animated prose. The author of

^'Characteristics of Shakespeare" merited to have her own char-

acteristics set in biographic amber.^ With so lovely and fragrant

a theme,* the author of the next book on the Roberts's list must

»The Annotated Bible. Vol. I. By John Henry Blunt. 4to., 750 pp.,

cloth, $10. E. P. Outton & Co., New York.

^The Theory of Development. By J. B. Mozley. 350 pp., cloth, |1.5U.

Ibid.

'Hymns of the Nativity. By Horatins Bonar, D. D. 16mo., 160 pp.,

eloth, gilt edges, $1. Robert Carter & Brothers. New York.

*Sermon8. , By the Rev. Wm. Archer Butler. Two volumes. 850 pp.,

eloth, $2.50. Ibid.

^The Second Advent. By Dr. David Brown. Cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

"A- Masque of Poets. 16mo., cloth, $1. Roberts Brothers, Boston.

''Jean Injielow's Poems. "Household Edition,"

'Memoirs of the Life of Anna Jameson. By Gerardine McPherson.

8vo., cloth, $2.50. Ibid.

'Flowers : Their Origin, Shapes, Perfumes, and Colors. By J. E.

Taylor. With thirty-two colored illustrations, and one hundred and

sixty-one wood-cuts. 12mo., cloth, $2.50. Ibid.
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(at least with the aid of his plain and tinted pictures) have made

a work that will be welcome, any how, in fashionable drawing-

rooms and in the "apartments" of girls' schools. Retzsch's Out-

line Drawings^ are full of character, and have Shakespeare for

their subject. Fastidious critics express themselves in the most

laudatory manner of the chronicle of our literature,^ the first

volume of which is presented by the Putnams.

Whether the felicity, the moral virtue, or the salutary conduct

of the most industrious and mathematical, but also the most

Seductively epicurean, of insects are meant to be expressed in the

quaint title^ of their unknown panegyrist, we wot not. This life*

of the famous English Premier is a good one, and may be taken

as a fair set-off against the iS^^onderfuUy clever diatribe that has

just been reprinted, we see, from recent numbers of an English

periodical. "The Bible of To-Day"'^ is a title that grates upon

our ears. The Bible of to-day is the Bible of our fathers, and

will be the Bible of their latest descendants. The Bible of to-day

is the Bible as well of yesterday and of to-morrow. We anticipate

a treat in this new work of Professor Day.® '

"
' '

There is evidently an attempt to satirise the Churches, or cer-

tain Churches, under cover of describing the congregation and

society of Chartville.'^ "Various sexes" are doubtless peculiar

to that locality.

The growing disposition to advocate the ancient heathen prac-

tice of burning the dead is, we swspect, largely due to the fear

of being buried when alive. One of the most eminent medical

^Outlines to Shakespeare's Dramatic Works. Designed and engraved

by Moritz Retzsch. Oblong 4to., cloth, $9 ; morocco, $15. Roberts

Brothers, Boston.

^History of American Literature. By Moses Coit Tyler. 8vo., 720 pp.,

cloth, $5 ; half calf, $9.50. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

^The Blessed Bees. By John Allen. Ihid.

*Beaconsfield. By George Makepeace Towle; 24mo., 163 pp. Ihid.

n^he Bible of To-Day. By John W. Chadwick. 12mo., pp. 304. Ihid.

"Outlines of Ontological Science ; or, A Philosophy of Knowledge and

Being. By Henry N. Day. 12mo., pp. 441. Ihi:d.

''Modern Fishers of Men among the Various Sexes, Sects, and Sets of

Chartville Church and Community. 16mo., pp. 179. IMd.

VOL. XXX., NO. 2—27.
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writers of our time has lately discussed the question of the fre-

quency of such burials, and decided against it. The common

opinion is the other way. The subject (even when in more pro-

saic hands than those of Poe) is a ghastly one, but demands

exactly such a consideration as is here undertaken.^ The life of

such a man as Bryant^ by such a man as Dr. Osgood is apt to

prove inviting. Richard H. Dana, of Boston, who died the other

day over ninety, had made fame by his "Buccaneers" before

Bryant was heard of. Bryant did as well as a lad in Thanatopsis

as ever afterwards. He was, perhaps, the most coldly faultless

of American poets. There was an element of fanaticism in him,'

but Bryant was a fine spirit and a pure and admirable character.

The memoir of a Revolutionary soldier^ is always to be accepted

with thanks. Gerrit Smith* was the most amiable and cosmo-

politan of the coterie. Of original Abolitionists, Mr. Frothing-

ham is, we believe, a Buddhist priest.

Surely the Scribners have given us an edition de luxe in this

superb quarto*^ in honor of the land of the Jungfrau and the

Matterhorn. The so-called discoverer of the circulation of the

blood® was a doctor in the reign of James I., and the man who

said that Bacon in matters of science reasoned like a Lord Chan-

cellor. He was doubtless a very great man ; but we are equally

^Premature Death : Its Promotion or Prevention. New York. 24mo.,

pp. 94. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

''Bryant among his Countrymen : The Poet, the Patriot, the Man, By

Samuel Osgood, D. D., LL.D. 8vo., pp 34. Ibid.

•Soldier and Pioneer : A Biographical Sketch of Lieutenant-Colonel

Richard C. Anderson, of the Continental Army. By E. L. Anderson.

16mo., pp. 63. Ibid.
^

^Gerrit Smith : A Biography. By Octav^ius Brooks Frothinghani.

12mo., pp. 371. Ibid.

^Switzerland : Its Mountains and Valleys. With four hundred and

eighteen illustrations after original drawings by eminent foreign artists.

Engraved by A. Closs. Imperial 4to., richly bound in fine cloth gilt,

morocco backs, silk registers, top edge gilt, $18 ; the same bevelled, with

all edges gilt, $18 ;
full morocco bevelled, full gilt, $25. Scribner & Wel-

ford. New York.

"A History of the CircuJation of the Blood. By William Harvey. With

a portrait of Harvey after Faithorne. 8vo., cloth, .f 7 Ibid
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persuaded that there were times this very winter when our blood

did not circulate. The acquisition of the Suez Canal and of

Cyprus by Great Britain, and the Afghan trouble, have awakened

fresh inquiry about India^ and the countries bordering on India.

The work of Dr. Stoughton^ on our English Bible deserves our

hearty commendation, and takes its place on the same shelf with

Westcott, Eadie, Trench, Ellicott, and Lightfoot. It is more a

popular than it is in any distinctive sense a critical work. ' •- -
-

The best part of Lange^ is always the part that is not Lange.

These commentaries fill a space that needed to be occupied, and

in some respects they are without rivals in English. They are

more critical and far less readable and popular than "the

Speaker's" Commentary. A valuable needle is sometimes to be

found in a bottle of hay. We suppose Lange's most worthy

monument to be his "Life of Christ. The venerable and con-

spicuous name of the late Dr. Hodge was not needed as a voucher

for the ability and interest of these essays.* It is precisely cer-

tain of these particuhir essays, however, that will fail to be con-

vincing to a majority of Southern Presbyterians. The volumes

of the "Epoch Series" are in historical writing what cates and

sugar-plums are in material cookery. This one'^ on the Normans

is no doubt in good part a skilled abridgment of the great work

by Freeman. Apropos of material cookery, the reviewers go into

^India and Her Neighbors. By W. P. Andrew. With maps and Ap-

pendix. 8vo., cloth, $7.50. Scribner & Welford, New York.

^Our Enfijlish Bible : Its Translations and Translators. By John

Stoughton, D. D. illustrated with upwards of thirty wood engravings.

12mo., cloth, $2. Ihid.

'Lange's Commentary. (Vol. XI. of the Old Testament.) Isaiah.

Translated from the German, with additions, by the Rev. Samuel T.

Lowric, D. D., Philadelphia; and the Rev. Dunlop Moore, D. D., New
Brighton, Penn. 8vo., 751 pp., cloth, $5 ; sheep, $6.50; half calf, $7.50.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

*Discu88ions in Church Polity. By Charles Hodge, D. D. From the

contributions to the Princeton Review. Selected and arranged by the Rev.

Wm. Durant, with a Preface by A. A. Hodge, D. D. 8vo., 544 pp.,

cloth, $3.50. Ibid.

*The Normans in Europe. By the Rev. A. H. Johnson, M. A. In

"Epochs of Modern History Series." With three colored maps. 16mo.,

293 pp., cloth, $1. Ibid.
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ecstasies over Mrs. Terhune's last exploit.^ Such books are

peculiarly stimulating to invalids with morbid appetites. We are

not of those who fancy artificial titles like that of Dr. Vincent,

but bjs book on the Psalms,^ we have little question, is a good

one. How much Socrates owes to Plato will never be' known.

The Apology and the Phaedo are the first of the dialogues in

personal and tender interest; and the Crito is their suitable com-

panion,^ It is a pity the incomparable music of the Phaedo could

not have been preserved unbroken. Yet how could it be even

partially reproduced in aversion?

The monograph* from Bologna is a memoir of a somewhat noted

Italian, at part of whose name the world once grew pale. Bolpgna

is not only famed for its sausages (those of Florence are distinctly

inferior), but for its picturesque site, its library, its museum, and

its St. Cecilia by Raphael. Mezzofanti was once professor there;

and a great Egyptologist, who publishes his own books there now,

will expound to you in any language the remains of Copt or

Etruscan, and not disdain your modest gratuity. There is no

end of works (and elaborate works) on the writer^ who may be

justly styled the glory of modern literature. The late Professor

Hart, by his edition of the Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser

(some thirty years ago), haa given evidence of his competency for

^The Dinner Year-Book. By Marion Harland. 12mo., 713 pp. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York.

^Gates into the Psalm-Country. By Marvin R. Vincent, D. D. 12mo.,

315 pp. Ibid.

^Socrates : A Translation of the Apology, Crito, and Parte of the

Phaedo of Phito. 12mo., 107 pp. Ihid.

*La Vita e le Opere di GiulioCesare Proce. Monografia di Olindo Gue-

rini. In Bologna: Presso Nicola Zanichelli. 8vo., 516 pp.

^The Completo Dramatic and Poetical Works of William Shakespeare:

With a Summary Outline of the Life of the Poet, and a Description of his

most- Authentic Portraits; Collected from the Latest and most Reliable

Sources. By John S. Hart, LL.D. To which is appended a Descriptive

Analysis of the Plot of each Play ; together with an Alphabetical Index

to the characters of Shakespeare's Plays, an Index -to familiar passages,

and a complete Glossary of the words used in the Text that vary from

their modern signification. The Text edited by W. G. Clark and W. A,

Wright. Royal 8vo., 896 pp. Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger, Phila.

(
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the sort of work he has here taken in hand. Mr. Hart was a

man of sense and taste, and at one time paid close attention to

Arabic and other Oriental tongues. He was generally recognised

as one of our best English scholars. Germany is the place to go

to if one would study the science that is related to any art, whether

useful or ornamental : not excepting the science and art of agri-

culture.^ ll is pleasing to see the prominence that is given just

now by our editors and booksellers to the name of Dr. Johnson.

There is a new edition of Boswell.^ There is also a miscellaneous

book, with a preface by Matthew Arnold,^ of which it may be

said that it is multum in parvo. We grieve over Matthew Arnold

as we grieve over Sainte Beuve. Arnold is not such a just and

catholic critic as Sainte Beuve, but he is as fine and discerning

in his appreciation within his limits. The literary instinct of the

two men (where unbiassed) is seldom at fault. Matthew Arnold

has, moreover, the synthetic as well as the analytical faculty ; he

is poet no less than critic and scholar. Both the English and the

French writer may be set down as delicately tutored pagans.

There is here a fit alliance between a gifted Virginian and

Londoner,* and the author of all error and falseljood. This new

account of the French Revolution^ has received praise without

stint from men whose praise is worth having. The standard

works of Thiers and Mignet are not likely to be superseded in

our time. The theoretical discussion of the problem brought for-

^Zur Arbeiterfrage in der Landwirthschaft. Von Dr. Ottomar

Victor Leo. 8vo., 49 pp. Oppelne Commissionsverlaf!; von W. Clar's

Buchhandlung.

'^The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL.D., including the Tour to the Hebrides.

By .Jafties Boswell. 12mo., 689 pp. Henry Holt & Co., New York.

^Johnson's Chief Lives of the Poets: Being those of Milton, Dryden,

Swift, Addison, Pope, Gray ; and Macaulay's Life of Johnson, with a

Preface. By Matthew Arnold. To which are appended Macaulay's and

Carlyle's Essays on Boswell's Life of Johnson. 12mo., 439 pp. Ibid.

*])enionology and Devil-Lore. By Moncure Daniel Conway, M. A.

Two volumes. 8vo., pp. 428, 472. Ibid.

^The French Revolutionary Epoch : Being a History of France from

the Beginning of the French Revolution to the End of the Second Empire.

By Henri Van Laun. Two volumes. 12mo., pp. 503, 454. D. Appleton

& Co., New York.
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ward by the Socialists was carried over from the Convention of

the first revolutionary period in France into that of the second,

where it was maintained by such men as Prudhon, Ledru Rollin,

Louis Blanc, on one side of the question, and Thiers, Barthe,

De Tocqueville, and Dufaure, on the other side. There is little

to be added to their arguments. Professor Hitchc^ock may be

relied on for a judicious treatment of the subject.^ The origin

and etiology of infectious diseases^ call for a yet sharper scrutiny

since the visitation of last summer. Mr. Bacon evidently diifers

from the Duke of Argyle as to the boundaries that are to be

assigned to law.* The Turnbulls are not in the habit of printing

indifferent books. This remark may help to recommend to notice

the pastoral and other stanzas of Mr. Laurence B. Thomas.*

Dr. Pressens^* is the more voluminous writer, and wields great

influence, but in our judgment Godet is the most profound and

attractive writer among contemporary Protestants in France.

Dr. Weisse has hit upon a title® which reminds us of the subject

of a college speech which occupied ten minutes in the delivery

—

"The Origin, the Progress, and the End of all things." This is,

however, a great book, though it is also a dry on§. Ex-Governor

Winthrop^ is one of the few hale survivors of the great men before

Agamemnon, and was in his day the peer of Webster, Choate,

and Everett. In occasional addresses he has the studied felicity

^Socialism. By Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D. 12mo., Ill pp. Anson

D. F. Randolph, New York.

^The Germ Theories of Infectious Diseases. By John Drysdale, M. D.

12ino., 74 pp. Balliere, Tindall & Cox, London.

^The Reign of God not "the Reign of Law :" A New Way (and yet very

old) to Decide the Debate between "Science" and Religious Faith. By

Thomas Scott Bacon. 16mo., 400 pp. Turnbull Brothers, Baltimore.

*A Dream of Arcadia, and Other Verses, By Laurence B. Thomas.

24mo., 87 pp. Ihid.

*The Early Years of Christianity. By E. de Pressens^, D. D. Trans-

lated by Annie Harwood Holmden. 16mo., 528 pp. Nelson &

Phillips, New York.

^Origin, Progress, and Destiny of the English Language and Literature.

By John A. Weisse, M. D. 8vo., 701 pp. J. W. Bouton, New York.

''Addresses and Speeches on Various Occasions, from 1869 to 1879. By

Robert C. Winthrop. 8vo., 566 pp. Little, Brown & Co., Boston.
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which used to be admired in Lord Napier and Sir Francis Head,

and is now admired in Lord DufFerin^ and the Marquis of Lome.

With the blood he has in his veins, the descendant and biographer

of the old Governor is naturally a conservative of the most whole-

some quality. This volume of speeches is dedicated to Chancellor

Grigsby, of Charlotte, Virginia. A well known London house

gives us another book on Russia; this time a history.* The

theme is getting to be a little thread-bare; but the authority is

high. Turkey^ has become as tiresome (or nearly so) as Russia;

but Asia Minor is a part of Turkey that can never lose its inter-

est, and is invested with an international importance by the treaty

of Berlin. The author (in the literary sense) of this attractive

specimen of press-work ought to know what he is writing about.

There could be few more racy subjects than Emmet, Grattan,

Curran, and the orators and wits, their contemporaries and com-

patriots, whose noble portraits now adorn the old Parliament

House in the city of Dublin.* William Cobbett* was a sort of

civilised Thersites. His English resembles that of Swift, and is

a model of terse, downright, idiomatic brevity and point.

Not far from the city of Avignon, in the south of France, are

the ruined chateau of Laura's laurelled eulogist, the ^^valla

clausa' (so beautifully referred to by Carlyle in his Essay on

'Canada under the Administration of the Earl of Dufferin. By
George Stewart, Jr. 8vo., 696 pp. Rose-Belford Publishing Company,

Toronto, Canada.

^The History of Russia, from its Origin to the Year 1877. By Alfred

Kambaud, Member of the Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg. With

six maps. Translated by Mrs. L. B. Lang. With genealogical tables

and additions and corrections by the author. Two volumes, demi 8vo.,

cloth extra, 38s. [Just ready.] Sampson, Low, Maraton, Searle &
Rivington, London.

'Asiatic Turkey. By Grattan Geary, Editor of the Times of India.

Two volumes. Crown 8vo., cloth extra, with many illustrations, and a

route map, 288. Ibid,

*The Irish Bar: Comprising Anecdotes, Bon-Mots, and Biographical

Sketches of the Bench and Bar of Ireland. By J. Roderick O'Flanagan,

Barrister-at-Law. One volume. Crown 8vo., cloth extra, 10s. 6d. Ibid.

^William Cobbett: A Biography. By Edward Smith. Two volumes.

Crown 2vo. [sz'c], £1 Ss. Ibid.
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Burns), the picturesque cliffs from which the Chateau frowns, the

shrubbery and nightingales, and the pellucid fountain of Vau-

cluse, with its white-fleshed trout and its ^'chiare e dolce acqua^''

of which the writer of these famed sonnets^ speaks. It is rarely

that an economist is fitted, by nature or habit, to be a litterateur.

Like Emanuel Deutsch and G. H. Lewes, Mr. Bagehot^ was a

man of letters as well as a man of science. The logical Bishop

(afterwards Archbishop) of Dublin, and vigorous thinker and

writer, Richard AVhately, was in private a man of great wit and

humor, and much eccentricity, and of most enviable character.

His writings are of varied merit, but the best of them deserve a

somewhat qualified but hearty laudation. This tractate on the

Romish system* has tardily won its way to the uncertain tribute

implied in the fact of a second edition.

The way to find out things^ in the domain of physical science

is a topic of great interest, and is, in the instance before us,

handled by a savant of acknowledged competence. It is a mistake

to suppose that the particular method of Francis Bacon is exactly

the one now in use. It would be coming nearer to the truth to

say that it is the method of Sir Isaac Newton. Deduction has a

larger place given to it by the experts of to-day than was assigned

to it in the De Augmentis and the Novum Organum. There used

to be two Midians'* laid down on the charts. The famous African

explorer was the very man to write about either one of them.

John S. Mill was nothing if not metaphysical.^ His physical

world, indeed, retained only a "permanently possible" existence.

^The Sonnets and Stanzas of Petrarch. Translated by C. B. Cayley, B. A.,

Translator of Dante's Comedy, etc. Crown 8vo., lOs. 6d. Longmans &

Co., London.

'Literary Studies. By the late Walter Bagehot, M. A. Edited, with

aMemoir, by K. n. Hutton. Two volumes. 8vo., with portrait, 2Hp. Ibid.

'Romanism the Reli<»;ion of Human Nature. By R. Whately, D. D.,

soraetime Bishop of Dublin. New edition. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. Ibid.

*The Art of Scientific Discovery, By O. Gore, LL.D., F.R.S.. Crown

8vo., 15s. Ibid.

^The Land of Midian Revisited. By Captain Burton. Two volumes.

Demy. 8vo., cloth, 328. C. Ke^an Paul & Co., London.

*The Metaphysics of John Stuart MiU. By W. L. Courtney, Fellow of

New College, Oxford. Ibid.
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His meaning is always as clear, and his reasoning patient and

calm, as his opinions are often deeply erroneous. The next book

on our English catalogue, we are assured on good testimony, is a

highly interesting memorial of one who deserved better of the.

world than to be at once forgotten.^ The Country Parson'^ is, of

course, delightful.

^Frederick Ozanain. Professor of the Sorbonne : His Life and Works*

By Kathleen O'Meara. Second edition. Crown 8vo., cloth, Is. 6d. C.

Kojian Paul & Co., London.

'^From a Quiet Place : A New VoluDje of Sermons. By A. K. H. B.,

Author of "Recreations of a Country Parson," "A Scotch Conununion

8unday," etc. Crown Hvo.. ^a. Ihid,
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ARTICLE I.-

THE BRETHREN OF OUR LORD.
i'i/^

An interesting inquiry is suggested by the phrase, *'The

brethren of our Lord" Were they children of Joseph and Mary,

our Lord's mother; or of Joseph by a former wife; or of Mary the

wife of Cleopas, adopted by Joseph on the death of their father;

or of Joseph by a Levirate marriage with the widow of his brother?

For this last view few advocates have appeared, and these divided

in opinion as to the person of the widow, whether Mary the wife

of Cleopas or some unmentioned woman. Indeed the opinion is

entirely based on suppositions, none of which can survive a critical

examination.

Of the three others just given, the bulk of Patristic, Papal,

and Protestant authorities favor the adoption of the third. Early

authorities were divided between the first and second. Each has

had distinguished advocates as well as the third during the last

hundred years, within which period discussions on the subject of

the inquiry have become more numerous and been distinguished

b)' more zeal and ability than during any former period subse-

quent to the fourth century.

In prosecuting this inquiry, it becomes us to lay aside a priori

considerations, traditions, and ecclesiastical dogmas, and examine

with careful criticism those scriptures which formally or inciden-

tally inform us respecting our Lord's parentage, birth, and house
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hold relations. Though the conclusions to which such an inves-

tigation may lead may not deserve to be formulated as matters of

evangelical faith, they may yet be highly important, either in

sustaining truth of spiritual value or in dissipating superstition^

and dogmas opposed to the divine word and pernicious to a true

religious faith and practice.

We propose to present the statements of Scripture under three

divisions. They will be given in the words of the inspired pen-

men, according to our authorised version, with such summaries

of the context as may be necessary; and also with such explana-

tions as in some passages the literal rendering of the (ireek text

may provide.

I. Our Lord's parentage and birth is the first section of the his-

tory. These are narrated only by Matthew and Luke. They

follow, in extracts from each, according to generally accepted

chronological order of the history. Gabriel was "sent by God

to a virgin whose name was Mary," Luke i. 27, ''being," literally,

having been, "espoused to Joseph." 28: The angel said,

^•Hail! highly favored! the Lord is with thee: blessed art thou

among women." To soothe her fears and her mental perplexity

respecting "this manner of salutation," the angel reassures her.

V. 30, "Thou hast found," or obtained, "favor with God." and

adds the evidence, v. 31, "Thou ^halt conceive in thy womb and

bring forth a son, and thou shalt call his name Jesus." 32:

" He shall ... be called the Son of the Highest, and the Lord

God shall give unto him the throne of his father David." Mary

seems at once to have believed this assurance, but was perplexed

respecting the mode by which it should be accomplished, "seeing

I know not a man," 34. Her marriage with Joseph was not

yet consummated; otherwise she would not have been affected

as Zacharias had been, 18. The angel then proceeds to inform

her of the miraculous agency to be provided, 35: "The Holy

Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall

overshadow thee: therefore that holy thing that shall be born of

thee shall be called the Son of God." With this assurance,

Mary replied, 38: "Be it unto me according to thy word."

Luke ii. 4-5: "Joseph went up also . . . unto the city of David,

I ii

ti!
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because he was of the house and lineage of David, to be taxed,

with Mary his espoused wife, beiog great with child." 6:

^'wliile they were there," ... 7, "she brought forth her first

born son and wrapped him in swaddling clothes," ct^.

Matthew i. Kl, closes his "book of the generations of Jesus

Christ, the son of David," bj saying, "And Jacob begat Joseph, the

husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is called Ghrist."^

IH: ' NoAV,' Greek de (continuation and contrasted with the forms

of the preceding verses literally ; but, on the contrary,) "the birth of

Jesus Christ was thus" : '"When," etc., or literally, for his mother

having been "espoused to Joseph, before they came together, she

was found with child of the Holy Ghost." The clause "before

they came together," may be understood in the wide sense of

living in the same house, implying but not asserting the narrower

sense of cohabitation, cf. 25. '"'Found^'' not merely was, nor,

on the other hand, detected^ but became knotvn or 'was discovered,

as often used in active or passive form.* Joseph was troubled,

for being a "just man," 19, he was bound "to put away his

wife" if his natural suspicions were well founded; yet he thought,

in his affectionate regard for her, "to put her away privately."

God however interfered, by the appearance of an angel in a

dream, 20, "saying, Joseph, thou son of David, fear not to take

unto thee Mary thy wife, for that which is conceived in her is of

the Holy Ghost." 21: The name of the son she should bring

forth was given as Luke i. 31, and it is added, "for he shall save

his people from their sins," 22. As we understand it, the

angel says: "Now (literally and) all this was done that it might

be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet, saying,

2-3, Behold, a. (Greek the) virgin shall be with child, and shall

bring forth a son, and they shall call his name Emmanuel."

24 : "Then Joseph, being raised from sleep, did as the angel

of the Lord had bidden him, and took unto him his wife, 25,

and knew her not till she had brought forth her son the first

born." (E. V. her first-born son.)

*Matt. xxvi. 40, 43; Luke i. 30; ix. 36; xii. 37, 38, 43; xvii. 18
5

xxiv. 2; .John v. 14; xi. 17 ; Acts v. 39; 2 Cor. v. 3; Phil. ii. 8; Heb.

iv. 16.
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1

With this scriptural narrative of our Lord's parentage and

birth before us, let us examine its teachings on the family rela-

tion into which he was introduced. .-,

1. The careful perusal of this history raises a presumption that

there was a true marriage of Joseph and Mary. Instead of

recognising any sundering of the betrothal, we are carefully

informed that Joseph's purpose of effecting this, even in a manner

not necessarily exposing Mary to disgrace, much less to death,

was prevented by a divine revelation given in such a manner as

to allay his natural apprehensions. He is called her ^^husband,''

and she having been espoused is taken to him a wife under

divine bidding.

2. The careful critical examination of the salient points of

this narrative confirms the presumption raised by its perusal.

When Mary had received the angel's annunciation, Luke i. 38,

we are toM, 39, she *'arose in those days and went into the

hill country with haste, ... v. 40, and entered into the house of

Zacharias and saluted Elisabeth," who, 43, returned her salu-

tation by saying, "Whence is this to me, that the mother of my

Lord should come to me?" How long a time "in those days"

may mean and how long after the annunciation Mary remained

in Nazareth, are unknown to ua. But Elisabeth's langunge indi-

cates that Mary had then conceived. She "abode" vyith Elisa-

beth "about three months," 56. It does not appear by whom

she was accompanied on the visit. Joseph is not mentioned. It

is not as probable that some kinsman or suitable company went

with her as that she had made known her condition to Joseph,

and that the events recorded in Matt. i. 18-20 then occurred in

Nazareth ; that he, having taken her to wife, might properly

attend her. At all events, the customs of the country and age

would forbid a betrothed virgin or other unmarried female making

such a journey alone. She went "in haste"—"in those days"

—

the space of time indefinite and yet including the time of the

annunciation. These suggestions are made, not as speculations,

but as explanations most consistent with the scope of the whole

narrative. We must not be misled by the succinct account of

Matt. i. 16-25, to suppose that her condition had been unknown

m
=
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to Joseph till the birth of the promised son was iraminent. Nor

can it be supposed that either Elisabeth or Mary uttered the

glowing words of joy and praise, Luke i. 42-56, and especially

that Elisabeth saluted Mary as "the mother of my Lord," unless

both were entirely satisfied that the fulfilment of the divine as-

surance to Mary respecting her destiny had already begun. We
say Mary was now "married." The narrative gives no account

of the ceremony of a wedding, a feast, guests, contracts, proces-

sions, and other attendant circumstances. But to "take Mary

thy wife," and he "took unto him his wife," are expressions

indicative of marriage, as usage both of the Old and New Testa-

ment writers fully shews. The passages cited below are only a

small specimen. There was then a real marriage, and even if the

time above suggested be not accepted, it occurred before the birth

of our Lord.

3. The angel or the evangelist, equally authoritative, says "all

this," the espousals, conception, and birth, "was done that it

might be fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord by the prophet,

Behold, (the, E. V., a) virgin shall (conceive) be with child and

shall bring forth a son," etc. That is, God thus ordered the

means by which this enigmatical prophecy, one involving such

an extraordinary event, might have a verification in well attested

facts. It is interesting to discover the relation of the most prom-

inent fact, the birth from the virgin, to the prophecy. We notice

the use of the definite article before virgin, both in the Hebrew

text and the Greek of Matthew quoted from the Septuagint. It

is probable that our translators followed the Latin Vulgate, the

Latin language having no article, hence the reading, "a virgin."

The Prophet Isaiah was specially directed to announce this

strange prophecy to Ahaz, the representative "of the house of

David," as a SIGN. Of what else could it be a sign for his com-

fort other than of the assured perpetuation of David's line? In

doing this the Divine Spirit appears to have had in view a more

ancient prophecy. It is recorded in Gen. iii. 15, and has received

the name o^ the protevangel. God said to the serpent "I will put

enmity between thee and the woman, and between thy seed and

her seed. It (Hebrew he) shall bruise thy head, and thou shalt
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bruise his heel." The first part of the verse has been accepted

as a typical prophecy, setting forth the proverbial enmity between

the human race and the race of serpents. This view is not set

aside by the worship of the serpent by some pagans, for the ground

of that worship is /ear. But we are tnore concerned with the

latter part of the verse—to the typical is added another direct

prophecy. In this the "typical" seed or posterity of the woman

becomes a person. " He saith not seeds, as of many ; but seed, as

of one," with a masculine singular pronoun and a masculine

verbal form. Eve is a representative generally of her race, spe-

cially of the mother of this "seed," just as Abraham was his

progenitor, respecting whose relation to the seed of promise Paul

uses the language above quoted. Gal. iii. 16. But further, in

this part of the verse, the serpent, "that old serpent, the devil and

Satan," Rev. xii. 9, and not his seed, is addressed. The serpent

represented Satan, whose ageiit he was. The "seed of the woman

who shall bruise his head" (Hebrew^, him as to head) is "the Son

of God who was manifested to destroy the works of the devil,"

1 John iii. 8. The phrase "her seed" is equivalent to "seed of

the woman." This relation of woman to seed is no where else

occurrent in the obvious sense of this passage. In Gen. iv. 25,

Eve says of Seth, "God hath appointed me another seed instead

of Abel." But as born by ordinary generation and of Eve per-

sonally, Seth could not be "her seed" in the sense here found.

The same may be said of seed (Hebrew, child) in Lev. xxii. 16.

It was said to Flagar, Gen. xvi. 10, "I will multiply thy seed;"

but we know that was said in respect of Abraham's descendants

through Ishmael. So it was said to Rebekah, "Let thy seed possess

the gate of their enemies"—Gen. xxi v. 60, addressed to her as the

wife of Isaac. In Is. Ivii. 8, the last two words furnish a barely

possible exception to the remark on the singularity of our pas-

sage. But rightly translated these words are, "thou hast com-

mitted adultery." In the New Testament, Paul has given us the

interpretation for which we see good reasons in the foregoing

examination; not only was "the word made flesh," John i. 14,

but Paul savs, Gal. iv. 4, the Son of God was "made of a woman."

This, as our narrative shows, was done by the agency of the Holy

h
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Spirit, the recognised agent in executing God's purposes. As

Eve was made without an earthly father, by God's almighty

power, made of man's rib, so Eve's illustrious "seed" was made

or created of a woman by the same power. We have no notice

of x\dam in the passage. Gen. iii. 15.

Now in view of what has been said, it is not a harsh presump-

tion that from this singular prophecy an apprehension, more or

less clear, may have arisen in the minds of holy men of old, that

"her seed," of whom the victory over Satan was predicated, might

be one born out of the ordinary mode. Then Isaiah, when the

time for interpreting the old prophecy and clearing up all specu-

lation had arrived, was specially instructed to formulate that

interpretation in the words of prophecy, now fulfilled, as related

by the Evangelist. The title of the child is added, "Emmanuel,"

to indicate his power to sustain the dynasty, as "David's Greater

Son," of the perpetuation of which his birth was a sign. This

titular name is fully explained, Is. ix. 6 (E. V.): "Unto us a

child is born, a son is given: and his name shall be Called Won-

derful, Counsellor, The Mighty God," etc. In ordaining means

to fulfil the prophecy, God selected the virgin as the sole human

parent. By the miraculous conception the child to be born was

not only secured from the taint of sin, to which all born by ordi-

nary generation were subject, but endued with a holy human

nature as well as a perfect divine nature. It is only for us to

discuss what is revealed. Of possibilities of accomplishing God's

plan, other than what is revealed, we need not speculate. The

mother was secured from the slightest suspicion, not only of

Joseph, but of all to whom the miraculous agency was made

known, and by them believed. At the same time marriage with

Joseph provided birth in wedlock, and the protection of a legal

husband and a legal earthly father. All that prophecy required

was met by an antecedent virginity of Mary. Yet while using

that, for reasons already stated, God put no special honor on

virgiyiity as opposed to the married state. On the contrary, he

honored marriage by choosing for his Son, who in all proper

relations was to "be made like unto his brethren," a lawful family

connexion. There is no evidence in Scripture that a subsequent
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or perpetual virginity was appointed to Mary. On the contrary,

we think a proper inquiry will result in shewing clear evidence

of the opposite position.

4. The language of Matt. i. 18, "before they came together,"

and 24-5, "he (Joseph) did as the angel of the Lord had bid-

den him and TOOK unto him his wife, and knew her not till

she had brought forth her son, her first-born," raises a presump-

tion that Joseph's abstinence from marital relations was only a

postponement limited by the birth. Calvin rather censures the

discussion of the subject, not as involving indelicacy, but because

"the historian has not informed us what took place afterwards."

With due respect, we protest that this is a "begging of the ques-

tion." Rightly interpreted, we hold the historian's language,

with the characteristic delicacy of Scripture, does inform us.

It is true that the particle twf alone, does not define, necessarily,

the extent of the limitation which it signifies. Whether the as-

sertion, closed by fwf simply, reaches only to the particle or

extends beyond it, must be determined by the context. The

same remark occasionally applies to tuf hv. Ordinarily ewf in

local or temporal clauses defines the limit of action or condition

by the word following the particle: as, '"''go kuq Antioch, Acts

xi. 22; kioQ Athens, xvii. 15; '^Till the days of David," Acts

vii. 45; ^'Till the ninth hour," Mark xv. 33. Or after the limi-

tation expires, in clauses of a general character, the act or con-

dition is changed : "Serve me till I have eaten, and afterward

thou shalt eat," etc., Luke xvii. 8 ;
" until he find it," xv. 4, when

ceasing to seek is implied. The use of ewf &v, involves a condi-

tional sense, the clause succeeding the particle expressing limita-

tion of the action or state preceding it, but not defining extent.

"Sit on my right hand tut; hv I make thy enemies thy footstool,"

Mark xii. 36. This assures the session till the enemies are sub-

dued. It may continue. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 28, intimates that

some new phase of the mediatorial kingdom will then ensue. But

we have not space for more examples of these two particles.*

It is evident that the action or state preceding the particle is

nVe refer only to Matt. xvi. 28
; x. 11 ; v. 26; x. 23 ; Mark xiv. 25;

vi. 25.

V
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generally limited by it. But neither of these particles is that

used in our passagd. This is ewg ov. When the verb following

is indicative, this particle involves more precision. If the verb

is subjunctive, a condition may he implied. But, as the otheir

particles, this is one of limitation. Ou following ^wf is regarded

as elliptical for ov xp6vov. In nearly, if not quite, every case in the

New Testament

—

• ' ^. i

(1) The action or condition preceding the particle is arrested

and more generally, expressly, or impliedly changed or reversed

by the statement following. Thus: -i- '•^' :^ :^' ^^ r'< ?1 .<.

(a) Leaven hid in bread '^HU whole leavened," Matt. xiii. 33.

Action arrested and another state of meal and leaven declared. :

(b) "Cast into prison till he should pay the debt," Matt, xviii.

80-34. Release on payment implied.

(c) "How am I straitened till it (the baptism) be accomplished.";

The "baptism" was suffering "the wrath of God, the cruel death

of the cross, being buried, and continuing under the power of

death for a time." Jesus having "accomplished" this, rose "tri-

umphant over sin, death, and hell," "to die no more."

(d) The apostles were commissioned to preach the gospel in

all the world," Matt. xvi. If5; but our Lord directed them to tarry

in "Jerusalem till endued with power from on high," Luke xxiv.

49. They were then to be "witnesses unto me, both in Jerusa-

lem and all Judaea and Samaria and the uttermost parts of the

earth," Acts i. 8. The result was in accordance with these

commands. After receiving the power they no longer "tarried

in Jerusalem" than to fulfil the part of the commission requiring

them to "begin in Jerusalem," Luke xxiv. 47. Other examples

of same purport are Acts xx. 21; xxi. 26; xxv. 21; 2 Pet. i. 19.

(2) This construction is still clearer when, as in our passage,

the clause preceding the particle is a negative statement. Thus:

(a) "The cock shall not crow fill thou hast denied me thrice,"

John xiii. 38. The third denial was followed immediately by

the crowing.

(b) They "bound themselves that they would neither eat nor

drink till they had killed Paul," Acts xxiii. 12. In that event

of course taking food would follow, '< '^

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—2.
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(c) ''Tell the vision to no man till the Son of man be risen,"

Matt. xvii. 9. The enjoined silence then ceased ; cf. 2 Peter i.

17-18. This usage of eu^ oh, evidently sustains the presumption

that the ohvious sense of Matt. i. 25 is the critically correct in-

terpretation. This view leaves the precedent and absolute vir-

ginity of Mary entirely unimpaired till the birth of her son, and

implies, by the very structure of the sentence, that the meaning

of "taking a wife" was no longer subject to any exceptional

condition of the married parties.

5. It may be true that the mention of the "first born," in

view of Ex. xiii. 2, does not necessarily imply subsequent births.

Still we must remark that we find in genealogical lists only one

apparent exception, that of Hur, 1 Chron. ii. 50. But he may

have had sisters, not usually named in genealogies. Isaac, an

only son of Abraham and Sarah, is not called first born. Mat-

thew, who mentions this ''''first horn,'' would more naturally

be supposed to have in view subsequent births, as he mentions

*'the brethren and sisters" along with "the mother of our Lord,"

xii. 47, xiii. 55. We therefore confidently claim that the use

of this phrase in Matt. i. 25 completes fully the elements of

evidence, that Mary, "married maid and virgin mother," having

now performed the uniquely holy and sublime office of bearing

the "Lord's Christ," and fulfilled the great Messianic prophecy,

passed her life not in the toils of the "will worship" of asceticism,

but after the "manner of holy women of old time," inculcating

and exemplifying the "sweet charities of a pious home.
'

II. The infancy and childhood of Jesus are illustrated by but

few incidents in the gospel history, but they are striking and

pertinent to our discussion. Immediately after the announcement

of our Lord's birth to the shepherds by the angel, Luke ii. 16,

"they came with haste and found Mary and Joseph and the babe

lying in a manger," . . . 19, "and Mary kept all these things

and pondered them in her heart."

After the circumcising on the eighth day and naming the

child, 22, "when the days of her purification" . . . "were accom-

plished, they (see verse 27, the parents) brought him to Jeru-

salem to do for him according to the law" (Ex. xiii. 2), which

'
.1 !
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provided that the first born should be presented to the Lord.

[The best texts give their for her^ recognising thus that either

Joseph participated with Mary or that the child was included

with the mother iu this ceremonial uncleanness and consequent

purification.] The presentation in the temple followed and in-

cluded the offering, which was the conclusion of the ceremony of

purification (Lev. xii. 4; vi. 8). Simeon being present, broke

forth into a song of praise, and, 33, "Joseph and his mother

marvelled at those things which were spoken of him," "and Simeon

blessed them." The narrative of Matt. ii. 1-12 informs us of

the visit of the Magi, who, 11, saw "the young child and his

mother . , . worshipped him . . . and presented gifts." Then

13 and 14 relate the flight into Egypt, under instructions given to

Joseph by an angel of the Lord in a dream, and 19-23 two

other revelations to Joseph by the same means, the first to take

*'the young child and his mother ... to Judea;" the second,

on the accession of Archelaus to the throne, to turn "aside into

the parts of Galilee." We can but notice the prominence of the

"young child" in this narrative, that phrase always preceding

"his mother." Matt. ii. 23 says "he (Joseph) came and dwelt in

. . . Nazareth"; Luke ii. 39, "they returned .., to their own

city Nazareth," 40, "and the child grew and waxed strong in

spirit, filled with wisdom, and the grace of God was upon him."

Luke ii. 41 we are told the "parents" of Jesus "went every

year to Jerusalem at the feast of the passover," 42. .Such

a visit was made when Jesus "was twelve years old.*' 43 : At

the close of the feast he remained behind," "Joseph and his

mother not knowing it." 44: Missing him after a day's journey

and not finding him "among (their) kinsfolk and acquaintance,"

45-46, they "returned to Jerusalem, and after three days found

him in the temple sitting amidst the doctors, both hearing them

and asking them questions." 47-8 : Participating in the astonish-

ment of all who heard him, his mother rather reproved him,

adding, "Behold, thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing."

49, 50 : They did not apreciate his reply, "Wist ye not that I

must be about my father's business?" 51-2: He readily went

with them to Nazareth and was subject to them. "Mary kept
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I!:

all these'sayirigs In her heart," (See verse 19.) "Jesus increased

in wisdom and stature and in favor with God and man.'lv,;

On this narrative we remark— ;/; 4^;i€ !::/': v-i^vn;' .
.

. (1) It preserves the scope of what was before related as hainy

the, history of an ordinary Jewish family. Abstracting the

miraculous incidents, we find that the parents and child were

housed in the quarters to which the exigencies of their situation

assigned them; that Joseph, just as if directed by providential

causes, had fled with his family to Egypt to escape Herod's mur-

derous schemes; returned when Herod was dead, and diverted

by the news of the accession of his son, went on to Nazareth.

For nearly six years no incident occurring has been deemed

of sufficient importance for narration. Then comes the visit to

Jerusalem, when, as the Jewish writers say, the child has reached

the period to become "a son of the law." Knowing the circum-

stances of Jesus' birth, we \XYQ prepared to find thar. this period

of his life was one in which his consciousness of his true nature

begins to be developed, and he is not only seeking but giving

instruction. The parental solicitude for his safety is just what

we would expect. But notwithstanding his evincing a regard

to "his father's business," and assigning that as a reason for what

to them was so inexplicable, he completely fills the picture of a

"holy" child in returning to his home and continuing in subjec-

tion to his parents, and grows in preparation for the great work

of his life. The language of Luke is fatal to the assumed supe-

riority of Mary's virginal character, for "the young child" con-

stantly precedes "his mother" in the order of the narrative, and

not Mary, but Joseph, is the head of the family.

(2) The presence of the miraculous element in this family his-

tory, so far from vitiating its reality as such, really enhances our

estimate of it, as recognised by God as one of the chief agencies

in that scheme by which our Lord, "though a Son, learned obe-

dience," "was made perfect (completely adapted) through suffer-

ings," (Heb. ii. 10,) and thus "he thatsanctifieth" (or redeemeth)

and they who are sanctified (or redeemed) are all of one."

As part of the discipline by which his human nature, though

entirely sinless, was trained, he was as a child "subject to his

I
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parents." In his intercoarse with his mother there was no lan-

i^uage of ill temper, and yet an unexpected development of the

other nature and the rising consciousness of the work the "Father

had given him to do." He meekly acquiesced in the divine

place, for "he came to do his will" (Heb. x. 9). Of the course

of his subsequent life with his parents in Nazareth we have only

the assurance of that growth in "wisdom and favor with God

and man," by which his preparation for his work of life was

conducted. : ^ V, ;
- -, > f .-i

(3) His mother was perplexed but patient, and "keeping all

these things in her heart" awaited the results with evident recol-

lections of the wonderful revelations vouchsafed to her. The

whole of this history, from the first revelation made to Mary to

his mature manhood, is that of one well entitled to be called

"wonderful." But the great bulk of the people recognised only

his human nature, and till he had been two years in his work he

was regarded by such only as the son of Joseph. The question

is not what they might have known and believed, with a

right interpretation of the Old Testament prophecies, such

as Ps. ii. 45, 6, Is. vii. 14, ix. 5-6, and others, nor what

the Zachariases, Simeons, Annas, and Elisabeths under divine

revelation did receive, but it is what the people, quisled by

false interpretations of scribes, really believed. By many he

was regarded as an impostor, a false Christ, by others a great

teacher, by most perhaps as one in whom men "hoped" to

find a temporal prince to relieve them from the Roman yoke..

Even apostles, after his resurrection^ still hoped he \\ould "restore

the kingdom to Israel." In the synoptical Gospels, he called

himself "the Son of Man;" though in discourses with the Jews,

as given by John, he declared himself "the Son of God," and as

they rightly understood him, thus claimed "to be equal with

God." He appealed to his works to testify as well as to God,

devolving on men the responsibility of receiving or rejecting him

when they had the means of knowing him. Still, such was his con-

stant human development, that during his life, before the crucifixion,

he was regarded by the masses, from the human point of view, and

that not very discriminating. His family relations, his life in
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Nazareth, to those not divinely taught, but misled from right views

of his divinity, left the impression that though "wonderful" he

was yet only a human being. This leads us to consider

III. The subsequent life and household relations of Jesus.

Says Luke, in opening his genealogical record, iii. 23: "Jesus

himself began to be about thirty years of age, being (as was sup-

posed) the son of Joseph"; and John i. 45, Philip says, "We have

found him of whom Moses in the law, and the prophets, did

write, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph." John ii. 1-4 nar-

rates the presence of Jesus and his mother and disciples at the

marriage in Oana. To her evident suggestion of her belief in his

wonderful power, by telling him "They have no wine," Jesus

replied, "Woman, what have I to do with thee? mine hour is not

yet come." John ii. 12: "After that he went down to Caper-

naum, he, and his mother, and his brethren, and his disciples."

Luke iv. 16 records our Lord's visit to "Nazareth, where he had

been brought up." The people heard his exposition of Is. Ixi. 1,

and "wondered at the gracious words which proceeded out of his

mouth, and they said. Is not this Joseph's son?" On the same

occasion, as some suppose, others a diiferent one, we have accounts

by Matthew and Mark. Matt. xiii. 54: "They were astonished,

and said, Whence hath (this) man this wisdom and these mighty

works? Is not this the carpenter's son?" (Mark vi. 3: "Is

not this the carpenter?") "Is not his mother called Mary? and

his brethren, James, and Joses, and Simon, and Judas? and his

sisters, are they not all with us?" (Mark vi. 3: "Is not this the

son of Mary and brother of James, and Joses, and Judas and

Simeon? and are not his sisters here with us?") Both record,

"and they were oifended in him."

John vi.'42: "They said, is not this Jesus, the son of Joseph,

whose father and mother we know?" We learn from Mark iii. 21

that our Lord's popularity as a teacher and worker of miracles

attracted great crowds and created much excitement, so that "his

friends went out to lay hold of him, for they said, He is beside

himself" The marginal reading for friends is "kinsmen," and

the phrase thus translated literally means "those from" or "those

pertaining to him." Mark proceeds to relate, 22-30, the ran-

:ii|l
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corous malice of his enemies, who, obliged to acknowledge his

wonderful works, ascribed the power they evinced to the devil.

The writer then returns to the incidents above introduced by

narrating, 31-35, the result of the impression of his friends, in

that "his mother and his brethren," 32, or "his brethren and

mother," 31, desired to see him; as Matt. xii. 46, "desiring," or

literally "seeking to speak with" him. Luke viii. 19 says, "they

could not come at him for the press." Whether the interview

sought was obtained we are not informed, but our Lord improved

the occasion to state solemnly the nearness of those who would

do the will of his Father in heaven'.' ; f . >[

John vi. 66 says: "Many of his disciples," taking offence at

the terms of relation to him, "went back and walked no more

with him." With this incident respecting discipleship there

appears a connexion, topical, though not perhaps closely chro-

nological, in the narrative of his interview with his "brethren,"

when "after these things," vii. 1, he had retired to Galilee. His

"brethren" urged him to return to Judaea and attend the feast

"that thy disciples also may see thy works. ... If thou doest

these things, shew thyself to the world," 3, 4. The evangelist

explains this language of his brethren by adding, 5, "For

NEITHER DID HIS BRETHREN BELIEVE ON HIM," evidently thuS

classing them with those, vi. 66, who "went back and walked no

more with him."

This mention of the "brethren" separately from the "mother"

may be followed in this sketch by a mention of the "mother"

without the "brethren." John xix. 25: "There stood at the

cross of Christ, his mother and his mother's sister, Mary the (wife

of) Cleopas, and Mary Magdalen." This last mention of his

mother in connexion with himself, before his resurrection, is full

of interest as an example of hi^ tender regard for her. He com-

mitted her to "the disciple standing by whom he loved," saying^

"Woman, behold thy son," . . . and to the disciple, "Son, be-

hold thy mother." There is no certain scriptural authority for

any subsequent interview, though there are good reasons for sup-

posing she may have been of "the certain (others)" and "other

(women)" with "the women which came with him from Galilee,"
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Luke xxiv. 1, 10, and xxiii. 55. We nave now to add the last

notice of a mention of "his mother" and "his brethren." Acts

i. 14: "Then all (the apostles named, 3) continued with one ac-

cord in prayer, etc., with the women, and Mary the mother of

Jesus, and with his brethren." And hereafter we hear not

another word—in history, "Epistles," or "Revelations," of "Mary

his mother," whether by that title or the appellation "the virgin"

or aught else. Paul, 1 Cor. ix. 5, speaks of "the brethren of

the Lord," distinguishing them from himself, "as well as other

apostles" and "Cephas," and in Gal. i. 19, names "James the

Lord's brother," In Acts xii. 17, Peter, after his miracu-

lous deliverance from Herod, says, "Go shew these things to

James and to the brethren." We find mention of "James" again

with no distinguishing title, in Acts xv.l3, taking a prominent

part in the council. And Acts xxi. 18, on Paul's last visit to

Jerusalem, he "went in with us to James, and all the elders were

present." In Gal. ii. 9, James is named with John and Cephas

as three "who seemed to be pillars" of the Church; and 12,

Paul, introducing his address to Peter, whom he "withstood

because he was to be blamed," mentions "certain came from

James" to Antioch. And Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 7, recounting our

Lord's appearances to sundry persons after his resurrection, says,

*'After that, he was seen of James." This prominence given to

James has led many to believe him to have been the author of

the epistle, as he mentions his name without the adjunct of "an

apostle." We have thus given in scripture language entirely a

history of our Lord's personal and domestic relations. ^Ve have

seen, pages 440 and 448, that in the scriptural account of ourLord's

parentage, birth, infancy, and childhood, the presumption in favor

of natural and obvious interpretation is sustained by the careful

critical examination of the passages. So we shall find in this

section that the natural and obvious meaning that "the brethren

and sisters" of our Lord were the children of Joseph and Mary is

similarly sustained by the careful examination of the terms of

the narrative.

(1) There is nothing, in the growth of the family, abnormal.

On the contrary, in view of what has been presented, as only an

) /
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antecedent virginity was required by the scope and terms of the

^'prophecies going before," so not one particle of scriptural evi-

dence can be adduced in the narrative of Mary's subsequent |ife

and relp;tipns to sustain the dogma of a subsequent virginity.

The fari^ily CQntinties to reside iu Nazareth; the son, Jesus, j?

represented by his neighbors, who h^d ki^own his history, not

only as the "carpenter's son," bpt also as a "carpenter." Oncf

for all, it m£^y be said, though hftrdly necessary, that we by no

pieans regard the testimony that he was Joseph's son as that of

inspired men. They relate the views of others, when, as Luj^e

records it, he was "supposed" to be Joseph's son; or that such

was the popular view presented in Philip's so calling Jesus, or

a view prevalent long after he had entered on his ministry as

well as on his visit to Nazareth. "Is not this Jesus the son of

Joseph, whose father and mother we J^npw?" John yi. 42, is laa-

guage clearly intimating that Joseph and IVf^^ry were both thqn

living. We know such was true of Mary from other evidence.

And yet when these words were spoken Jesus had been two

years preaching. The evidence is riegatiye bpt no less strong.

It shows that in the aspects and relations of the family there ap-

pear no incidents, such as preceded aqd attended his birth, to

indicate an abnormal family or hpnsehold relation^ of J^sug.

This wfis God's pjan fpr reasons already stated, page 448.

2. We )i?ive the words "brother," "brothers," "brethren,"

"sister," and "sisters," used in the New Testament (1) only ot

natural relations of a common parentage; (2) of national rela-

tions; and (3) of ecclesiastical relations. The usage of such

word8 for near relations, not of common parentage but common

ancestry, does exist in the Old Testament ; but the New Testa-

ment supplies a term to denote this blood relation, which onr

version renders "cousin," "kin," "kinsfolk," "kinsmen," etc.

It is avyyev^g, " pf the Same r9,ce or stock." It has also avc'tpcSg

for nephew, for which the Old Testament used a phrase. 3ut

the relation expressed by brother is the natural sense in the Old

Testament, even when that term is employed with other termq,

"father," "mother," or "sister," in their natural sense. Now,

few as we find the notices of ov^if Lord's Jipusehpld, we he^ve fonj

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—3.
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instances in which "mother and brethren" (in one "sisters" also)

are named together. Then we have either "mother and brethren"

(or "brethren" alone in one case) distinguished from disciples in

four instances. In that of "brethren" alone it is said expressly,

"For neither did his brethren believe on him." On any other

view than that the natural relation is meant, it is singular, to say

the least, that these terms are united with "mother," the nature

of which relation is certain; and equally inexplicable, that avyyevfjg

is never employed. It may be remarked too, that the use of

"brethren," a double plural, or a collective rather than plural,

which is used by English writers rather in an official, national,

or congregational sense, instead of "brothers," has a misleading

effect on the minds of merely English readers.

3. When our Lord's attention was called to his "mother and

brethren seeking to speak with him," he used the terms to denote

the most decided in attachnient to him. Who are nearer than

such persons if natural relations? Just such nearness he claims

to those who "do the will of his Father." The relation of cousins

would not afford an illustration on the same plane with that of

mother. He mentions "sisters" also. Further, these relations, who

were males, are called in Mark vi. 3, "James, Joses, Judas, and

Simon." Three of these names, James, Judas, and Simon, occur in

the list of the Apostles, Matt. x. 2-4, Mark iii. 16-19, Luke vi.

14-16. Lebbaeus (or Thaddeus his surname) of Matthew and Thad-

deus of Mark is evidently the Judas of Luke. Now the identity of

these with three of the names, Mark vi. 3, is thought to justify the

assertion that they were our Lord's brethren, and of course being

called sons of Alpheus, could not be sons of our Lord's mother.

But the fatal difficulty that "none of his brethren believed on

him," John vii. 5, excludes them from the apostolic college.

The allegation that the clause just cited from John vii. 5 must

be taken in a modified sense o^ none^ equal to most of his breth-

ren, or a modified sense of "believed," i. e., not fully believed,

seems a special pleading and is fully refuted by the list, Acts i.

14, in which all three names occur, and yet the writer adds men-

tion of "his (Jesus') brethren," as additional parties in the assem-

blage of the "upper room." There is certainly no necessity that
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identity of narties so common as James, Judas, and Simon, should

require an identity of persons. We have not space for discussing

the questions respecting the sameness of Clopas, John xix. 25,

and Alpheus, in the passages above cited, nor of the true reading

of "his mother and the sister of his mother, Mary (wife of)

Cleophas (English version, or Klopas, Greek), etc." It may be

remarked, however, that we have two pairs of names separated

by a comma and the names of each pair separated by "and," as

is the manner in the lists of apostles in Matt. x. 2-4 and Luke

vi. 14-16 ; and that on comparing Matt, xxvii. k)Q^ "the mother

of Zebedee's children," and Mark xv. 40, "Salome" appear to

take the place of "the sister of his mother," John xix. 25. And
thus there is no ground for supposing Mary (wife of) Alpheus or

Cleophas, or Klopas, was our Lord's mother's "sister" and her

children "the brethren" by being cousins of our Lord.
,, ,, ; ,

IV. But we are brought by the above to consider some objec-

tions to the views of "our Lord's brethren" now given and

sustained by the examination of the passages quoted. We shall

combine this consideration with that of the grounds on which the

two leading conflicting opinions on the subject of our discussion

are advocated.

1. These two opinions have evidently a dogmatic basis of com-

mon origin and character. Owing to the low, sensual view of

marriage, growing out of Oriental customs which existed at the

Christian era, there arose at a very early period in the Church

a decided opinion among many religious teachers that virginity

was a state of superior holiness to that of marriage. In the dis-

courses of our Lord and the writings of the apostles, some favor

seemed to be shown to this view. But such an interpretation

was due to a misapprehension of special and exceptional cases as

presenting the law of the gospel, instead of being merely permis-

sive or recommendatory provisions for those "able to receive

them," Matt. xix. 12, or in view of the exigencies or "present

distress," 1 Cor. vii. 26. For our Lord, Matt. xix. 4-6, explicitly

reenacts the primeval law of marriage. Gen. ii. 24, and Paul,

1 Cor. ix. 2, ix. 5, 1 Tim. v. 14, Heb. xiii. 4, as clearly incul-

cate the lawfulness of marriage and its consistency with the
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highest moral piiHty. In time of jjer^eciitioh, whfeti alternatives

of exile Or death on the one hand arid a denial of Christ on

the other would more eitibarrass men with families, or when op-

portutiities for preaching the gospel "in regions beyond" were

less available to the niat-ried than the single, or in other exigen-

cies 6f local or temporary influence, all exceptional, the unmar-

ried might do better to remain so; but the instructions for such

cases Were by no means favorable to the asceticism find monas-

ticism which made them not only of a permissive but obligatory

force. Of all the ancients kriowh as the "Fathers" none was

more rigid in the adoption and practice of monastic asceticism

than Jei*ome. While traditions had existed which, to favor the

growing e&timate of virgitiity, taught that our Lord's mother had

no other children of her body except him, and that the "brothers

of our Lord" Were Joseph*s sons by a previous marriage, and

had not excited up to the middle off the fourth century any strongly

mal-ked opposition, the rapid gt-owthof the ascetic views involved

induced Helvidius, a Christian writer of Rome, to take a decided

stjihd in opposing such views. In doing this he boldly advanced

the scriptural view, and held that our Lord's mother had other

children after his birth. He seemed to feel impressed with the

conviction, on the one hand, that the popular estimate of virginity

aS o|3posed to marriage was greatly sustained by the widespread

acceptance of the perpetual Virginity of the tnother of Jesus, and

6h the other, that £(, dogma so utterly unsupported by Scripture

as this, as well as other forms of asceticism, tnust receive a death

blow in the establishment of her true position after the birth of

her first-born. His effort, whether particularly successful ih

repelling the force of tradition that "the brethren" were the sons

of Joseph, excited a storm of indignation and virulent rebuke

from Jerome. This writer introduced the view, then entirely

novel, which has since most widely prevailed. If the scri|)tural

view already presented be correct, of course that of Jerome falls.

2. We may examine some of his allegations. While the tra-

dition had not presented any scriptural basis, Jerome, relying oti

no tradition whatever, professed to derive his opinions from criti-

cal examinations of certain scriptures. The explanations already
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given of these, relb^tin^ to the /'brothers" as bonstituting a clkss^

''none of whom believed," the improbability that the sons of some

other mother would be constantly associated, not- with their own

mother, but with our Lord's mother^ and cognate propositions^

need not be repeated. The basis of Jerome's "critical" work is

a series of suppositions, as that of the other theory is a tradition

;

neither resting on one word of Scripture. Prominent among

these is the supposition that "James the Lord's brother," Gal. i.
1

19, was the son of Alpheus and cousin of our Lord. Not to

notice the contradiction of John vii. 1-5, above shown to exist,

only two other explanations of this language are feasible. Either

James became a convert and then apostle, or he, as an eminent

servant of Christ, was at once, by his virtues and his relation to

our Lord, raised to a position of influence in the Church in Jeru-

salem, remaining its chief pastor when the apostles having "begun

at Jerusalem" had gradually scattered to other fields, according

to our Lord's commands, Mark xvi. 15, Luke xxiv. 49. That

he was ever chosen as an apostle there is no evidence. Matthias

succeeded Judas, Acts i. 25. Paul was a special apostle to the

Gentiles. Or, as some suppose, Mattliias's appointment was not

recognised and Paul was chosen instead of Judas. The first is

perhaps the soundest view. But we cannot discuss the question.

At all events, "twelve" or "eleven" (for a time) are the uniform

numbers designating the apostles in the Gospels, Acts, Epistles,

and Revelation. But is it not said, "Other of the apostles saw I

none, save James the Lord's brother" ? Gal. i. 19. Certainly, but

this language does not assert that James was an apostle. Paul went

to Jerusalem "to s^e," literally become acquainted with, "Peter,'*

18, and remained "fifteen days." The chronology of Paulas

movements after his conversion, Actsix. 23—30, 2 Cor. xi. 32-83,

Gal. i. 17-21, presents many difficulties, for the discussion of

which there is neither space nor necessity here.

It was not pertinent to Luke's history to record the visit "to see

Peter," nor to Paul's defence of his divine commission, to mention

the visit "with Barnabas." The particle el/j.^, here rendred save

^

denotes an exception to a positive statement, added outside of the

sentiment expressed by it, and implies an ellipsis, in accordance
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with the structure of the sentence ;
generally, of the verb express-

ing an act or condition. Paul says positively (literal rendering),

"another of the apostles I saw not," e\ fi^ (I saw) "James the

Lord's brother.
'

' To express an exception as to apostles the Greek

idiom would perhaps require hrSg before el ju.^. 1 Cor. xiv. 5;

XV. 2; 1 Tim. v. 19; in all which the exception is inside the

statement preceding, as el //^ often represents Sib-dJSjjSO hrdg el ^r/

^SSib'DU^- Compare Luke iv. 25-27. There were many widows

IN Israel in the days of Elias, . . . and to no one (denying

absolutely sex in verse) was Elias sent, el fxij to Sarepta of Sidon,

to a . . widow." Many lepers were IN Israel in the days of

Eliseus, and no one of them was cleansed, ti/x// Naaman the

Syrian." Supply he was sent before "to Sarepta" and '^was

cleansed" after "Syrian." In John xvii. 12, our Lord says,

"Whom thou gavest me I have kept, and not one of them is lost,

el fi^/—the son of perdition" {is lost). Matt. xii. 4: "Was not

lawful for him to eat (the shew bread) neither for them that were

with him, elfip for the priests only (was it lawful). 1 Cor. i. 14:

"I baptized no one of you" (Corinthians) el fii^
—[1 baptized)

"Crispus and Gains." But neither of these was a Corinthian.

These quotations will suffice. We add references to others.

Matt. xi. 29; Mark ix. 9; John xix. 15; Acts xi. 19; 1 Cor. ii.

2, 11, etc. Any one with a Greek Concordance can make the

examination. In one passage we have the ellipsis supplied.

Rom. xiv. 14: "Nothing is unclean of itself, el fi^ to him who

esteeraeth anything unclean to him it is unclean." In our pas-

sage then James is not reckoned an apostle, so he could not be

either one of that name mentioned in the lists. This examination

destroys Jerome's first argument and confirms all that has been

said respecting "the Lord's brethren" as not belonging to any

class otherwise named. This James is evidently the same who

is mentioned. Acts xii. 17; xv. 13; xxi. 18; and Gal. ii. 9. He

was also probably the author of the Epistle. He does not use

the word "apostle" in inditing the Epistle, and Jude does not,

but in verse 17 speaks of "words spoken of the apostles." If an

apostle, he would have said "of us the apostles." Paul tells us

1 Cor. v. 7, that our Lord appeared to James after his resurrec-
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tion. It may not be asserted positively, but it is by no means im-

probable, that he and his brothers constituted as eparate class from

the apostles to whom our Lord sent the message—Matt xxviii. 10;

John XX. 17: "Go tell my brethren, that they shall go into

Galilee ; and there shall they see me." For the angels sent the

message to the disciples, Matt, xxviii. 7; and though Mary Mag-

dalen, John XX. 18, "told the disciples that he had spoken these

things," the record does not represent her as conveying this

message to them. Or if we accept this as another communication

to the, apostles^ the use of the term "brethren" is evidently that

of Ps. xxii. 22; Heb. ii. 11, 12; Matt. xii. 49; xxv. 40.

Jerome's argument in fact is self-destructive. He says as to

"James the Lord's brother," that brother means "cousin" or

"step-brother." Then in the passage "neither did his brethren

believe on him," "brethren" must mean the same. Jerome can-

not be allowed to play fast and loose. Again, if our Lord had

no brother, the word "brother" must mean "cousin" or "step-

brother" wherever it occurs. Then has Jerome proved that

Cleophas' (or Alpheus') son could not be an apostle as effectually

as that any son of Mary's could not. ' So his argument answers

In conclusion, the question may be asked, of what benefit is

this discussion. We reply briefly.

The tradition on which "the brethren of our Lord" were said

to be "sons of Joseph by a previous marriage," and the view of

Jerome which spread so rapidly and widely, were, as we have

seen, adopted in the interests of asceticism, as specially illustrated

in exalting the state of virginity ever that of marriage. But the

dogma of the perpetual virginity of Mary gradually developed a

more widespread and pernicious evil than that of monasticism.

This could not be universal either in practice or influence. Though

"all error tends to practical vice" in some the tendency is arrested.

The most flagrant crimes chargeable on the Papacy are by no

means, however horrible and disgusting, confined to the results

of monasticism. The "perpetual virginity of Mary," logically to

the Papal conceptions, led to the dogma of the immaculate con-

ception, which, long debated yet long believed, has within the last
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thirty years been declared an article of faith by the late Pope,

and of course is now to be accepted by the Faithfuls an infallible

truth. Her worship has long held a high place in the affections of

the Papists. Her titles, however blasphemous, are accepted, and

her intercession sought by her votaries as even superior to that of

QUr Lord, The dogma has been accepted by many leading Protest-

ant divines, who allege that the same reasons which required the

antecedent virginity of Mary might at least possibly require it after-

wards. It is also intimated by such that the rejection of a subse-

quent and perpetual virginity is only due to the superstitious rev-

erence for Mary and the ascetic overestimate of virginity which are

believed intimately connected with the dogma. But such forget

that the Scriptures, by prophecy and didactic teaching alike, only

require an antecedent virginity, and that no where in the Bible,

subsequent to the narrative of the events preceding our Lord's

birth, is Mary even called a virgin. We 4o not see why the

views we hold should be termed matters of ''taste and sensibility"

alone. The antecedent virginity is clearly a teaching qf the

Word, and the subsequent is not. It is not a superstition, but a

belief of the Word, which occasions us to shrink from the idea

that our Lord might have been born of any other than a virgin.

All these sentiments, which present the subsequent ^q of equal

importance with antecedent virginity, grow out of the error that

it was because virginity was a purer state than marriage that God

selected the virgin to be the mother of our Lord ; whereas, as >ve

have shown, it was in accordance with his wisdom thus to use

virginity as the means of introducing his Son as both "Son of

Man" and "Son of God," virgin born, not purified but pure, not

deified but divine, set apart in unique and awful solemnity from

all mankind, "the second Adam, the Lord from heaven" ; the

"seed of the woman," "made of a woman," "of the seed of David

according to the flesh," in due time to be "declared," not; made,

tfthe Son of God, with power according to the Spirit of holiness,

by the resurrection from the dead.''

But the "sentiment" of this dogma has not only been of most

disastrous power in engendering the widespread idolatry of the

Papal Ohurch, an evil we may deplore but c^n dp tmt; Uttle to

>l
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remove or arrest ; it has become an engine of great influence in con-

ciliating Protestants to this abominable idolatry. Rome knows how

to reach all classes. The ignorant and superstitious, who engage

in the worship of the Virgin, may sin *'ignorantly in unbelief."

That worship is encouraged by the Papal hierarchy. To the

more enlightened, both Papists and Protestants, the "sentiment"

is presented in all the winning charms of music, painting, and

sculpture, in prayers and hymns. Madonnas and the Child. You

hear the music and the words in the school-rooms and parlors of

Protestant teachers and parents. You behold the eflSgies and

portraits in art galleries and the engravings of them in magazines.

It is thus this great error wins votaries.

"Vice is a monster of such fearful mien

.vi -'.' That, to be hated, needs but to be seen
5

But, seen too oft, familiar to the face, ?? ./; >5,|?yJ'

We first endure, then *honor,' then embrace." 1,1

Doubtless many who have been carefully reared in the "doc-

trines according to godliness" have been gradually turned to

regard the sentiment of this dogma as harmless, then the dogma

as reasonable, and so gradually drawn to tolerate cognate corrup-

tions of truth which distinguish the Great Apostasy, and at last

become fully wedded to its soul -destroying heresies, in doctrines

and puerile vanities in worship. Let this dogma of the perpetual

viginity and its whole train of legitimate heresies and vices, be

once rejected by the Protestant world, and men's vision be relieved

of the glamour with which Rome has invested her favorite super-

stition, she who was divinely "blessed among women" would

cease to be adored above her glorious Son, or have her name

and true excellence prostituted to the purposes of an avaricious

priesthood, and be hailed by men and angels as "highly favored" in

having been only, as well as solely, distinguished as the "Mother
OF OUR Lord!"

.
, .
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if there were, the different influences exerted upon different indi-

viduals widen the divergence from the cradle to the grave. It is

bv no means a self-evident proposition that God made all men

free and equal and endowed each individual with any certain in-

alienable rights. And this precise form of statement has grown

axiomatic from long use, and is invested with the power of a

quotation from Holy Writ, while in fact it is a delusion invented-

by the devil.

The revelation of God and the history of the world teach the

same truth as opposed to this foolish postulate. God created

some men for domination and vast multitudes more for subjection,.

The Proverbs of Scripture are full of instruction upon this point.

*'The king's heart is in the hand of the Lord." "Many will

entreat the favor of the prince." "My son, fear thou the Lord

and the king." "Put not thyself forward in the presence of the

king." "The king that faithfully judgeth the poor, his thronef

shall be established forever." The exhortations of the New Testa-

ment to honor the king are frequent and emphatic, and there is

no hint of democratic equality found in the word of God except"

in those passages where the total depravity of the race is por-

trayed, or the pious act of the subject, as in the case of the widow's

mite, is placed upon an equality with the best deeds of the rich;

and powerful. In all such instances the contrast is between God

the Infinite Ruler and man the finite subject. The vast moun-

tains and deep caverns that cover the moon's sui;face do not

prevent the essential rotundity of the satellite as seen from the

earth; and to an inhabitant of the moon these pronounced ine-

qualities would be a thousand times more apparent than the

smooth rim of the golden surface is to the dwellers of earth.

It will be said that the true intent of the postulate is to assert

the equality of all men in the eye of the law. The rich criminal

does not differ from the poor criminal. The rich proprietor does

not differ from the poor proprietor. The rights of property are

precisely the same, and the most withering curses of Scripture

are addressed to the oppressor who dares oppress the poor. The

Lord is the special champion of the poor and needy and of him

that hath no helper. The withheld wages of the laborer cry to
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the Lord God of Sabaoth for vengeance. And as justice and

judgment are the foundations of God's throne, so the earthly

potentate has his thrOne established by justice. All these truths

are self-evident, and they give emphasis to the argument herein

presented. Because the poAver and authority that accompany

wealth and station are here recognised, and the owner of this

superior status is constantly warned against the misuse of this

rightful authority. But the authority belonging to the oiBcial

station is everywhere conserved in Scripture. ^

Nor is this all. It is not merely official station that gives

authority and domination. There are many other factors recog-

nised in Scripture and endorsed by the verdict of all civilised

communities. The man who lives a godly life properly dominates'

his vicious and criminal neighbor. The man who has added

learning to his native^giits properly dominates his ignorant neigh-

bor. The man who inherits an honored name from gentle ances-

try properly outranks his neighbor, who may be his eo[ual in

other respects. And the man who owns property rightfully

dominates his neighbor who does not own. It is very easy to

make an outcry against this divine arrangement. It is very easy

to declaim against the tyranny of capital and to mourn over the

sorrows of oppressed labor. And the kernel of agrarian heresy

is in the idea that the "accident" of wealth confers no rights

upon its possessor. But the Bible and common sense agree in

ranking wealth among the powers that rule the world; and the

conservation of property rights was important enough to form

the subject of two, if not three, of the specifications in the second

table of the Decalogue. The ownership of property is no more

an "accident" than the ownership of the official authority of the

sheriff. It were just as wise for the impecunious debtor to object

to the sheriff's authority, when his goods were seized, as to as-

sault the rights of property. The possession of property makes

society possible, and the criminal upon the scaffold, dying by the

hands of the sheriff, might well use the same plea, because his

death is necessary to the stability of social life and relations.

God made society, when he created Adam, and environed society

with certain immutable laws, giving at least one-third of the

penal code to the protection of property rights.
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There can be no doubt that the civil war, among all its hideous

evils, inflicted the curse of agrarianism upon this country. The

invader of an enemy's territory soon learned to despise the rights

of private property there. He could rob with impunity, and he

did rob with unfaltering diligence. Whatever was portable and

within roach was—taken ; and the taker, multiplied by thousands,

returned to his home when the war was over, and under the

beneficent reign of democratic theories, resumed his rights of

citizenship, and sent his representative to the national legisla-'

ture. In a multitude of cases the representative had also been a

warrior, and therefore properly enacted such laws as would accord

with the theories held by his constituents. In a multitude of

other cases, the legislator was not a warrior, but only a robber

armed with a carpet-bag, in which he carried the life, liberty,^

and happiness of great commonwealths through many dreary

years. Like the sequalse that follow such hideous diseases as

diphtheria, these con-sequences of the war were more fatal than

the original strife. These reptiles not only disgraced the body

of which they were members, lowering the standard of manhood

and morality there, but they also exerted a baleful influence upon

the communities they misrepresented. Nothing else under the

wide heavens did so much to transform the happiest peasantry

on the fixce of the earth into a race of idle, discontented, and

vicious vagrants. The exceptions to the rule are found nowhere

except in localities where the former owner of the laborer con-

served the interests of the freedman. They not only robbed the

State with unsparing industry, but they also gathered up the

scanty savings of the freedmen into one mass—and stole it also.

The commercial reverses of the past five or six years spread

their influence over the whole land. Capital promptly withdrew

from enterprises that had sure margins of profit in ordinary times.

Men of good reputation, holding places of trust, became faithless,

beginning a bad career in many cases by borrowing without the

owner's knowledge or consent, and speculating with borrowed

funds and losing them. Defaulters multiplied, and capital, always

sensitive and timorous, withdrew more and more. Thus the land

was filled with thousaniis of vagrants, losing remunerative em-
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ployraent, and an army of tramps invaded all accessible localities,

growing more truculent as their ranks swelled, until to-day the

vital question before all thinking men is, what possible remedy

can be found for this most portentous evil. The ballot-box is

not large enough to grapple with it. And if it were, these

vagrants and their congeners control the ballot-box.

One more factor remains. Democracy glories in unlimited

freedom. And the legitimate fruit of this upas tree, whose roots

are nourished in the bottomless pit, are Nihilism, Socialism,

Communism. The law says the Christian Sabbath shall be differ-

ent from other days. The law says marriage is honorable, and

promises protection to the institution. The Sabbath and the mar-

riage relation are the two memorials of Eden that God has kept

upon the earth, and Communism, Socialism, and all kindred

doctrines of the devil, precisely assault these. Society, having

some vague idea that its very existence depends upon the pre-

servation of these int^titutions, offers some feeble resistance; but

Sunday concerts in the large cities, Sunday trading, Sunday

excursions, Sunday drunkenness and murders, monopolise the

news columns of all the Monday papers. And divorce laws are

probably more numerous in the codes of some States than any

other laws that affect the social relations of men. The owner of

a lager beer shop, without one particle of visible interest in ex-

isting society, insolently defies the authorities of New York, and

is kept from outbreaking violence only by the power of the police

force and the dread of fine and imprisonment. Yet this vaga-

bond is so much a power in the land that he numbers his followers

by thousands. His most pronounced confrere is a Frenchman

who boasts that his hand slew the Archbishop of Paris during

the reign of the Commune there. Now he is a "citizen" and a

sovereign.

There are two aspects of the subject that the Christian must

contemplate. One is the horrible personal condition of the poor

vagrant, as a sinner against heaven and an enemy of all that is repu-

table upon earth. No-man with human sympathies can think upon

the desolation of such a life without commiseration. AH that is

included in such words as home and kindred and honor, is denied to

JO
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the tramp, wandering with purposeless indiflference over the face of

the hind. Enough food for present wants, and such shelter as

will suffice to keep life in his gaunt body; such cast off garments

as he can beg or steal in his wanderings—these are all. But no

possible ra}' of hope in the future, unless the hope be founded

upon such a general upheaval and disintegration of society as will

afford him the chance to take—without dread of the law and its

sanctions. Surely, if any combined effort could accomplish it,

no pains would be spared, no outlay would seem too costly, to

bring back these wretched outcasts to the ordinary decencies of

life. When the tramp come to your door and tells you he is

foot-sore and hungry and unable to obtain work, you dare not

withhold food if you have it in possession. If he is suflfering

from cold, you dare not refuse the cast-off coat—if you have one.

Yet you know that these slight charities encourage the recipient

to continue his life of vagrancy. But the tokens of present

suffering are before you, and they appeal with resistless potency

to the beneficent instinct Avhich God implanted in your nature,

while you were yet in Eden!

It is quite easy to sit down and debate the question, pro and

con, in the quiet of your library. You know, upon general prin-

ciples, that each gift you make to the idle vagrant adds to the

encouragements to vagrancy. You are helping to make thriftless

penury tolerable. Y'^ou are furnishing the object of your indiscreet

charity with another proof that work is not a good thing, since

idleness may be fed. Nay, you are saying to the tramp, "If you

are an hungered at the next meal time, and are refused food at the

next house, take—by stealth or violence—that which is refused."

It is boldly asserted by the managers of the various benevolent

corporations, that indiscriminate charity not only demoralizes the

recipient, but also cripples these societies in their efforts to do

good to the helpless poor. Still, no Christian man or woman
can steel his or her heart against the present living fact, when a

hungry man asks for bread. Perhaps he is not really hungry?

Very true. There have been numberless cases where want was

simulated. But try the other side of the question: Perhaps he

is really suffering for lack of food ! Do you not see that all other

I r
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icedquestions sink out of sight the moment you are convinc

the applicant is actually needy? Well, suppose you are not quite

convinced? The probabilities may lie in that direction, but you

have no proof. Ah! you cannot afford to wait for proofs The

probability overmasters you, and you give.

There is another point for the Christian to consider. There

is some law in force that makes poverty an ever-present fact.

"The poor are always with you." Sometimes, and indeed gen-

erally, poverty is the penalty attached to wrong-doing. But

sometimes there is such a thing as virtuous poverty. There are

thousands of women and children suffering to-day for want of

food and raiment, because God has taken away the bread-Avinner.

You cannot visit the penalty upon those whom God has bereaved.

If you can make these thousands producers as well as consumers,

you will do the greatest possible good, speaking economically,

that can be done for them and for society. But this is not pos-

sible, and meanwhile they must be fed and clothed, It is not

difficult to understand that God allows these cases; nay, that

God produces these cases in order that the beneficent emotions

and powers of his children may have constant exercise in the

grace of giving. The commands of the Lord Christ to feed the

hungry, clothe the naked, and minister to the poor, are specially

abundant and emphatic. And in one of his most awful discourses

he makes the distinction between the sinners on his right band

and the sinners on his left hand to consist in the fact that one

, class was merciful to the poor while the other was not. The gra-

cious words of welcome to the beneficent there, and the terrible

curse pronounced against the others, are not for rhetorical display.

Does not the appalling charge, "1 was a stranger and ye took

me not in!" sometimes flash upon the mind, as the unrelieved

vagrant drags his unwholesome body away from your gate? He

is a bold man who can confront that awful sentence with plati-

tudes about indiscriminate charity.

Once more: Do not hug the delusion that your ready gift of

the trifle solicited places you among the right-hand company. A
dime is not enough to buy admission there. And you have not

done all the_thi.ngs enumerated when you yield to your pity and

I
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give your money. In fact, while stinginess, hardheartedness,

callous indifference to human woe or humaii want, are hideously

repulsive when brought out in sharp outlines, and in direct con-

trast with the opposite virtues—these virtues are not, in them-

selves, tickets of admission to the court of heaven. You cannot

earn the inheritance. You must be ^^children, then heirs." And it

is the spirit of adoption whereby you cry "Abba, Father" that gives

value to all your works of beneficence. Moreover, the feeling of

pity for the destitute very frequently exists in the heart of the

man who knows not God. It is the vestige, the indestructible

remnant, of the manhood that God made in his own image, and

the uncharitable man not only sins against God but also denies

his manhood. * So, when you give in heedless, spontaneous pity,

do not claim the favor of God, because you have merely obeyed

your normal instinct. Uncharitableness is not only ungodly. It

is inhuman.

These brief suggestions are offered to prepare the way for the

other side of the topic. The discussion is very important, and

the exact truth should be stated, and all that can be said on the

side of pity, forbearance, and charity, should be said with ear-

nestness. But vagrancy is a tremendous social evil, and it is a

growing evil. And the stability of all cherished institutions is

threatened by the alarming increase of vagrancy in this country.

While it is true that an innocent tramp is a thinkable entity, it

is also true that a well defined case of virtuous tramping is no

where on record. A man may wander from the Atlantic to the

Rocky Mountains, or from the great lakes to the Gulf, in search

of remunerative work. This is conceivable. But when men are

inspired by hunger for work, they are not usually gregarious.

And the danger from this form of vagrancy lies in the fact that

these prowling vagabonds go in bands; and already the papers

are filled with accounts of assaults upon life and property com-

mitted by companies of these vicious nonoiads. The following

article is from The Charity Record of St. Johns Gruild of De-

cember 21, 1878, published in the city of New York. The object

of the publication is stated:

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—5.
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; "To place before the public in convenient form a statement of the needs

of the deserving poor of this city.
: -ia f »i - .v#;

"To discourage indiscriminate almsgiving by advocating the advantages

of organised societies.
*'

*t'1'-'' -

"To advocate the labor test as a remedy for mendicity.

"To represent the necessity for a 'Sea-Side Hospital, for destitute sick

children," to be established in connexion with the 'Floating Hospital' of

St. John's Guild."

((r'TRAMPS.

"The return of winter is accompanied, as usual, by the return of an

army of vagabond wanderers to the great cities, and principally to New
York. They have renewed their operations by begging from house to

house, and from the casually careless giver on the street, to the end that

they may subsist through another hard season in idleness, and be pre-

pared to renew their annual campaign throughout this vast country on

the advent of genial weather.

"The attention of the charitable is respectfully invited to the fact that

these impostors never apply for relief to any of the organised institutions

of benevolence in the city ; and their reason for not doing so is because

they know their impositions would be detected. Their best method is to

work upon the sympathies of those who lack the time or the disposition

to investigate their roprescntations.

"The purpose of this article is to attempt to dissuade those who have

hitherto given to professional mendicants, whether at their homes or in

the streets, from continuing a practice which, we feel certain, they would

have long since discontinued if they had comprehended the variety of

evil wherewith it is fraught. It is the misdirected generosity of these

tender-hearted people that converts our city (among others) into a winter

asylum for an army of outlaws who leave it in the spring to beg, steal,

or intimidate, according as they think they may gain the most,

among the wives and daughters of farmers, and among those who, from

living in lonely places or by reason of age, feel compelled in a majority

of instances to contribute to the support of a worthless class of non-

laborers, that they may avoid insult, assault, or assassination, all of

which have been repeatedly perpetrated by tramps in almost every sec-

tion of the country. It is not only useless, but wrong, for city people to

ignore the fact that the acts of tramps render many localities in the rural

districts unsafe for residence in summer ; and we respectfully suggest to

the chance-almoners of city streets and homes that they, by converting

cities into winter asylums, make themselves, unthinkingly of course, in

large part responsible for the insolence, abuse, barn-burnings, assaults

on women, occasional riots, and murders, which are committed by tramps

in the open country every summer.

"The tramp, as a character, lacks the active principle of every virtue
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which renders men and communities moral, industi^ious, happy, prosper-

ous and safe. The tramp's appearance at country houses, from which

the male residents are absent, is regarded by the women almost always

with fear and frequently with terror. To the public alms-houses should

be left the care of tramps, because in these they can always be watched

and controlled. Those of them who are not impostors, and who are,

legitimately unfortunate, can always prove their cases to some parties

who are willing to furnish or find them necessary assistance. ;..;•;'<,?- .^r

"The charitable impulse which prompts careful housekeepers to see

that even their crusts shall not be wasted, can be wisely directed ; and

the gifts resulting from this impulse may be made to confer real benefit

on the most worthy of our poor. If such housekeepers will notify the

Guild or other charitable organisations that food can be had at their

addresses on certain days of the week, we can furnish a list of families

whose worthiness is beyond question, and members of which would be

only too glad to call for whatever would keep them from starvation.

"Cast-off clothing, if wisely bestowed, would bring much comfort to

children and others who now shiver with the blasts of winter. It is in-

deed a pity that anything should be lost or wasted in a city where there

is 80 much poverty and suffering; but it is even more to be regretted that

any gifts, however trifling, should be squandered on a class of individuals

who are thereby enabled to exist until the season returns when they

may again go forth to endanger the lives and property of peaceable

citizens.".,-^

• Here is a tolerably fair statement of the case. Outside of the

tramp organisation (for it is an organisation, with signs and pass-

words and some caricature of internal regulations), there is not a

sane man in America who does not perceive the great damage

such vagabondage inflicts upon the country. There are public

prints, more or less in the interest of Communism and infidelity,

that openly assert the doctrine that any attempt to arrest the

evil must be an assault upon personal liberty. Can laws be

enacted prohibiting purposeless wanderings of free citizens from

State to State, or from county to county? Shall legislation for-

bid the gentleman of leisure taking a pedestrian ramble in search

of health or recreation? And if not, will you discriminate against

the poor citizen whose chief offence is his poverty, if he attempt

the same? Questions of this sort can be multiplied indefinitely,

and they cannot be put aside without consideration.

By way of answer, suppose you see a company, say six men,

armed with tomahawks and knives, striding along the public
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highway. Suppose you have read in the papers that murders

and other outrages have been committed in adjacent localities.

Will you stop these six citizens and ask their destination and

purposes? They may answer very properly that it is none of

your business. The organic law of America provides that no

citizen shall be deprived of the right to bear arms. They are

violating no law. They are accused of no crime, and you arrest

them at your peril. You see a rattlesnake crawling across your

path. You know rattlesnakes have bitten people, and people

have died in consequence; but you do not know that this par-

ticular snake has ever done any damage. Shall you crush the

life out of a possibly innocent organism formed by God? Be-

cause this is the analogous case! All the platitudes that have

ever sickened the world cannot blot out the instinctive enmity

existing between men and snakes. And all the agrarian nonsense

of this democratic age cannot make vagrancy respectable. So-

ciety maintains its integrity by stamping out evils when they

grow out of proportion, and society cannot afford to remain

quiescent while tramps multiply in the land. All the vast de-

struction of property that accompanied the railroad riots so

recently would have been averted if there had been no tramps.

The working men who were "on strike" protested with indignant

emphasis against the arson, robbery, and murder, although the

strike was the signal for the riot! The trades-union, with lofty

scorn, scouts enrolment in the same list with the Molly Maguires.

Yet the Molly Maguire is only a trades-union that murders non-

members. Indeed all trades-unions derive their efficiency from

the terror they are able to excite in non-members of the same

craft. And the organic law, that is, the common law of England,

forbids these combinations explicitly, in that it forbids "con-

spiracy." It defines "conspiracy" as the combination of two or

more men to injure a third. And this specification exactly meets

the case. The very essence of these organisations is the trucu-

lent attitude they assume towards peaceable workers.

This allusion is not aside from the main subject. Because

"the strike" makes compulsory idleness. The member of the

union who dares to work when the union commands to strike

>
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takes his life in his hand. It is far better and safel* for him to

. turn tramp • _
It is not the province of this Review to form laws for the govern-

ment of municipalities. It is the business of grand juries and legis-

latures to meet and overcome the evil. But it is the province of

this Review to warn all God-fearing people that the sickly senti-

mental charity that envelopes the tramp in gentle pity, that gives

the vagrant the crown of martyrdom, is not the kind of charity

that thinketh no evil. Vagrancy is sin. And the most hideous

form of vagrancy is tramphood. No sort of repression can be

too stern and relentless that is enforced by legal enactment. And
if legal forms should prove powerless to drive back this filthy,

malarious, murderous tide, now pouring its unwholesome volume

over the face of society, then a crisis has arrived in which society.

Christian society, should read the old story of Amalek in the

15th chapter of I. Samuel, and listen attentively to the voice

of God!

A man who feels conscious of his own manhood can stand on

his threshold, and when he finds the truculent vagabond who

stands without is no proper object of charity, he can drive him

from his premises. v

Suppose this man is compelled to leave his home the next day,

with no defence under God, for his wife and daughters, but the

present laws against vagrancy? Will not the grisly memory of

that unlovely face that scowled upon him the other day, haunt

his dreams? For this is the kernel of the topic! This wander-

ing vagrant is becoming better and better known as the enemy

of helpless women and children. And the time is already come,

when women and children invest this vagrant with the attributes

of the arch enemy of God and man—the devil.
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ARTICLE III.

ENDLESS PUNISHMENT. '. ^
-Viil i'h^fi '

Eternal Hope. By Canon Farrar. New York: E. P. Dutton
& Co. 12mo., pp. 225. A. D. 1878.

The Death of Death. By an Orthodox Layman. Richmond,
Va.: Randolph & English. 1878. 12mo., pp. 210.

We here group together two books which advocate the Restora-

tionist theory of Origen. The first has as its nucleus the five

sermons in Westminster Abbey, in the end of the year 1877, in

which the author was understood to preach Universalism. But

as presented in an American dress by the Messrs. Dutton, they

are preceded by a long controversial preface, intermingled with

many notes, and followed by five Excursus attempting to sustain

its doctrine.

The doctrine of endless future punishments of the impenitent

is one so awful and solemn that it is with painful reluctance the

Christian sees it made a subject of controversy. The odium

theologieum must be malignantly developed indeed, to make one

forget that in proving the truth he may be only sealing his indi-

vidual doom ; and is assuredly doing it, unless he attain some degree

of the Christ-like spirit of love. It is presumed that there is not a

right-minded man in any Church who would not hail with delight

the assurance that every creature of God will be finally holy and

happy, provided only it could be given with certainty, and in a

way consistent with the honor of God. If there are men who

are glad to have the fact the other way for the gratification of

their own malice or indignation, we have never met them, and

we gladly relinquish them to Canon Farrar's eloquent invective.

But we submit that he may be doing great injustice by confound-

ing with this harsh temper an honest zeal for the integrity of

Scripture exposition, which they fear he is violating; and a

benevolent apprehension lest souls may be ruined by a cry of

"peace, when there is no peace." We can conceive that good

men may be actuated by these motives in opposing our author,

and yet feel all the solemn and yearning compassion for lost souls

/ <
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which he professes. And here is the answer to the charge he

hurls constantly of the malignant harshness of the orthodox, that

the worthiest and most deeply convinced men of that opinion

have ever been the most self-devoted and affectionate laborers for

the rescue of their fellow-men from the horrible fate which they

believe awaits the disobedient. They have demonstrated their

philanthropy by toils, sacrifices, and blood, much more valuable

than the rhetoric of such as Canon Farrar. ..-'.<

His professed arguments against the orthodox view are many;

his real ones are two. One is that common Christians act so

little like men who live among a race rapidly perishing with an

everlasting destruction. This argument is, alas, just, not as

against God's truth, but as against us; and it ought to fill us

with wholesome shame and to stimulate us to remove the pretext by

the love and faithfulness of our toil for souls. His other argu-

ment is purely sentimental : that his sensibilities reject an idea

so ghastly as the endless perdition of creatures; he cannot admit

a thing so awful. The awfulness cannot be exaggerated ; but it

is forgotten that perhaps, if sin appeared to his mind as abomin-

able as it does to God, and if he appreciated the rights of God's

holiness and majesty as a creature ought, he would see that the

doctrine is as just as awful, and therefore likely to be realised under

such a Ruler. Thus he might be taught to transfer his abhor-

rence /rc)m Calvinism to sin, as the proper object of the unspeak-

able awe and revulsion.

If the reader expected from so scholarly a source something

new and better than the staple arguments of ordinary Univer-

salists, he will be mistaken. He gives us only the old exegesis,

in the main, so often refuted, and the old, erroneous ground-view.

of God's moral government, as utilitarian. In this brief review

no attempt will be made to refute his points in detail : only the

salient peculiarities of the book can be briefly noticed. We can-

not honestly withhold the judgment that this book is foolish,

uncandid, and mischievous. Its attempts at argument are weak

and self-contradictory, its misrepresentations are patent, and its

tendencies are to lull impenitent men into a false security, by the

delusive prospect of repentance after death. For instance, the

..#
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orthodox doctrine is uniformly painted as including the everlast-

ing damnation of a majority of the human family, immensely larger

than the number of the saved. If Canon Farrar knew enough

to entitle him to preach on this subject, he ought to have known

that nearly all the orthodox believe just the opposite. Although

at some evil time or place the reprobate may outnumber the saved,

they hold that by virtue of the redemption of the infants dying

in infancy (nearly half the race) and of the teeming millennial

generations, the raajor^part of the race will ultimately be gathered

into heaven, so that mercy shall boast itself against judgment.

He uniformly asserts that we hold all this immensity of penal

woe embraced within the immortality of a lost soul as earned

exclusively by the sins of his short life on earth. Surely Canon

Farrar must know, that while we do not concur in his evident

estimate of sin, and while we do not think that man can commit

a little sin against an infinite God, the orthodox always assign

an everlasting series of sins as the just ground of endless punish-

ments. If he does not know our express dissent from the papal

dogma, that beyond death the soul cannot merit, his ignorance is

without excuse. His scarcely veiled preference for the papal

theology over the reformed theology of his own Church suggests

that probably he may hold some such error. But we do not.

Hence, if the sinner persists in sinning everlastingly, justice may

punish endlessly.

He represents the orthodox as teaching the odious idea that

the saints will find an important element of their bliss in gloating

over the despair and torments of those once their fellow sinners.

Among his proofs are citations from Thomas Aquinas, who says

that the happiness of the saints will be enhanced by the law of

contrast; and from Jonathan Edwards, teaching that the knowl-

edge of the nature of the torments from which divine grace has

delivered them, will enhance the gratitude of the redeemed.

Ought not an honest mind to have seen the difference of these state-

ments from his charge? Canon Farrar, let us suppose, has been

saved from a shipwreck, in which a part of his comrades have

perished. But can he not apprehend how adoring gratitude and

joy for his own rescue would be increased by comparing himself,
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reclining safe and warm before the genial fire, with the battered

corpses tossing amidst the sea-weed, while yet his whole soul

might be melted with pity for them ?

He preaches a sermon to refute the notion, falsely imputed to

,us, thnt the redeemed will be the small minority. It is from the

text, Luke xiii. 23, 24: "Lord, are there few that be saved?

And he said unto them, Strive to enter in at the strait gate."

Will the reader believe that he closes his sermon without alluding

to the next words of our Lord? "For many shall seek to enter

in, and shall not be able." Had he permitted the last words to

be heard, they would have refuted his Universalism ; teaching the

solemn truth of Prov. i. 28. that mercy may be defied until

at last the selfish and unholy cry of remorse may be forever

too late. ^:-'<i'ii(j ?'ji ->

He labors in two places at least to prove that the Anglican

Church designedly recognises his doctrine, in that she did, A. D.

1562, remove from her Articles the 42d, which rejected restora-

tionism. Yet he knows that this indirect plea is fatally refuted

by these facts : that the Litany expressly teaches the people to pray

for deliverance from "Thy wrath and everlasting damnation ;'*

that the Prayer Book, in the visitation of prisoners, and also of

those under sentence of death, most expressly teaches the orthodox

view; and that the "Irish Articles of Religion," adopted by the

Episcopal Church of Ireland, A. D. 1615, and approved by the

government, §101, declares "that the souls of the wicked are cast

into hell, t?iere to endure endless torments."

On page 78 he claims, with a taste at least very questionable,

the right and qualification to tell xk^., ex cathedra, y^hfit aldvioq

means: "the word in its first sense simply means age-long."

Yet every lexicon in our reach concurs in saying that its probable

root is ad—ever, and gives as the first meaning of al6vLo^, "time

long past and indefinite," and as the second, "of endless

duration."

Canon Farrar feels much outraged at being called a " Univer-

salist." He declares more than once that he does not deny the

actual endless punishment of some sinners who remain obstinately

rebellious. In other places he acknowledges that he does not

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—6.
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know what he believes touching the duration of hell. Only, he

is a firm believer in future puni^ments, to be (possibly or proba-

bly) ended by the repentance of the offenders; in the case of how

many, who die impenitent, he does not know. The sum of his

theology seems to.be here: that he will not believe in any more

future punishment than he can help, because he does not like to

believe it. Would not the common good sense of men decide

that one whose own belief was in this fluctuating state should not

attempt to teach others, lest if perchance the future should turn

his doubts into certainty, he might find that he had misled his

fellow-sinners to their ruin? Many of his violent dogmatisms

are offensive when thus connected with his avowed uncertainty.

Thus, among many admissions, page 84: "I cannot preach the

certainty of Universalism." Yet he tells us of wicked men who

declared that the doctrine of an endless hell, instead of restrain-

ing their sins, inflamed their indignation and sense of injustice

against (the Calvinist's) God. With this feeling he evidently

sympathises. The language certainly bears the appearance of

taking part with these sinners against the representation of God

given in the doctrine. Now, as he has confessed that there may

be men sinful enough to be endlessly puunished, would it not

have been best to refrain from thus taking the culprit's side

against justice, lest he should even be found to fight against God?

He admits that a man may be bad enough to receive endless pun-

ishment. Yet in oiher places he denounces the horrors of the

doctrine as intolerable to the loving mind. Here again, let it be

supposed that the All-wise may see that all who die impenitent

are bad enough to be justly punished forever. Can the author

safely claim such an acquaintance with the evil of sin as to pro-

nounce that supposition impossible? But should it turn out the

true one, where will his argument bo ? He declares that the

doctrine of punishment is wholly hardening and depraving in this

world. Yet his hope of the salvation of multitudes after they go

to a (temporal) hell is founded solely on the expectation that they

will be so sanctified and softened by the punishment as to embrace

the Christ there whom they wilfully reject here! His main argu-

ment is, that he cannot believe God's infinite placability can be
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limited by a few years and a separation of the soul from an animal

body ; so that if the sinner in hell repents, God will surely stay^

his punitive hand. But he is careful not to advert to the vital^

question: Will any such repent? Thus his Pelagian leaning iS|

betrayed. Again, his whole theory of punishment is utilitarian ;J

he cannot conceive of penalty as inflicted for any other end than

the reformation of the sufferer; and for penalty inflicted to satisfy,

justice, his softest word is "arbitrary." It is evident that he

knows too little of the "systematic theology" which he despises,

to be aware of the fatal contradictions and absurdities into which

his theory leads him. The fact of the evil angels' condemnation to

endless punishments is, too evidently, fatal to his whole argument.

This needs no explanation for Presbyterian readers. It is sad.

to see the evasion. He informs us quietly near the close that he
,

made up his mind not to complicate the inquiry into human des-

tiny with that about the fallen angels ! Had he done so, his whole

structure would have tumbled into ruins. ' , . . i

The most prominent feature of Canon Farrar's attempted argu-

ment is, that he ascribes the belief in endless punishments to the

seeming force of a few texts But he would have us found doctrines,

not on particular texts, but on "broad, unifying principles of Scrip-^

ture," page 74. On the next page he cries: "I protest at once

and finally against this ignorant tyranny of insulated texts," etc.

Proof-texts seem to be his especial bane (except such as he shall

be allowed to interpret for us in his own fashion). The naughty

Orthodox prove too many things by them, which he does not like.

They have even refuted by them his darling abolitionism! Now,

while we all admit that a proof text is only valid in the sense the

Holy Spirit meant it to bear; and that in fiinding that sense

we ought to give much weight to "the analogy of the faith;" yet

we see in this outcry an injustice to the orthodox, and an absurdity.

It was the author's duty to tell his hearers that the orthodox

never have considered their doctrine of endless punishments as

based only on a few "texts;" they always claim that they find

themselves constrained, with reluctant awe and fear, to recognise

it as based on the "unifying principles" of the whole Bible, as

taught in many forms and implied in many of the other admitted

P
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doctHnes. And second, as the general is made up of particulars, we

cannot conceive whence we are to draw those "unifying principles"

except from the collecting and grouping of particular texts. If

the author rejects each stone, individually, as a "text," of course

he can reject any arch built of stones, no matter how firm.

In fine, his theology is not only against the texts, but it impinges

against God's attributes, the fundamental principles of theology,

and the facts of Bible history. It overlooks God's sovereignty

and majesty, the true nature of sin, the true nature of guilt and

penalty, the true condition of man as dead in sin and wholly dis-

abled for any Spiritual good accompanying salvation. It builds

on the "benevolence theory," and makes man's welfare instead of

God's glory the ultimate end.

The second work named, although anonymous, bears designed

internal marks of being written by an Episcopalian. While its

theory differs but little from Canon Farrar's, its author assures

us that it is wholly independent of him. The exact position which

the writer wishes to occupy is not clear. For when charged by

an objector with a denial of "eternal punishments," he disclaims

this construction, and says that he only held that "a hopeless

punishment is nowhere taught" in Scripture. This would seem

to give the following position: that on the one hand no sinner's

doom condemns him inexorably at death or the judgment day to

everlasting woe, and whenever a sinner in hell relents from his

impenitence and prays for reconciliation, he will receive it; yet

on the other hand it is still always possible and even likely that

some will suffer everlastingly because they will in fact forever

postpone repentance. This is the only sense we can attach to

punishment everlasting and yet not hopeless. Yet the author

afterwards declares that his "theory embraces in the harmony of

the universe every creature of God, whether he be a human being

or a fallen angel." He belongs therefore to that class of Resto-

rationists to which Origen is generally referred. While regarding

his argument as inconclusive, we must concede to him a pious and

reverent spirit. Every trait of his book bespeaks the good man,

the devout Christian, and the gentleman. In every respect save

>
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the erroneous logic, in true eloquence, temper, and vigor of

thought, he stands in favorable contrast with his clerical comrade

in Westminster Abbe^. We conclude, with the Charleston News^

and Courier, that, "although the argument burns with the fervor;

of impassioned feeling, it never ceases to be argument; while it

rises at times to lofty eloquence, it never suggests, as does Dr.

Farrar, the suspicion of rhetorical display."

Our review must again, for lack of space, omit all detailed

examination of particular expositions and arguments. We limit

ourselves, at this time, to the notice of one feature. This is the

evident affinity between the Restorationist scheme and Semi-Pela-f

gianisra. W^e find both these advocates attempting to give their

doctrine respectability by quoting the names of Q-reek Fathers

who advocated or at least tolerated it. Prominent among these

are Justin Martyr, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Theodore

of Mopsuestia. Well, these are the very men whose theology

was most infected by the arrogant views of Neo-Platonism touch-

ing the powers of human nature, and who were swayed by that

pagan philosophy to deny or depreciate total depravity; and

accurate readers of church history know that Theodore (the true

father of Nostorianism) expressly adopted the view of Pelagius

and Celestius, then becoming current among the Greeks, and

conformed to it his conception of the hypostatic union. Our

author reveals the logical tie again in a startling manner. He
informs us that his scheme is expressly the sequel and applica-

tion of Dr. Bledsoe's "Theodicy," which he lauds in the main to

the skies. He dissents from him, in that Dr. Bledsoe was a firm

assertor of everlasting punishments.

Now the readers of this Review remember that this Theodicy

of God's permission of sin is : that he cannot necessitate with

absolute certainty the continuance in holiness of any rational

creature, because such necessity would destroy his free-agency.

Hence he claims for God, that he may plead he has done all for

every lost spirit, human or angelic, which even omnipotence could

do, compatibly with its nature as a rational free-agent. Because

free-agency consists in the contingency and self-determination

of the will.
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- This theory the author adopts with iall his soul. On it he builds

his hope of universal restoration ism. While his lack of acquaint-

ance with theological science prevents his use of its accurate

nomenclature, his scheme, stated in that nomenclature, is the

following: No sinner ever loses his ability of will to true faith

and repentance, even amidst the obduracy and long-confirmed

habits of hell. It is a part of bis rational xindt moral essentia.

Since death does not change this essentia., the "faculty of repent-

ance," as he sometimes calls it, cannot be terminated by death.

Indeed, no sinner can ever lose it, for in doing so he would lose

his essential identity, and so his responsibility. Now, then, reject

the horrible doctrines of "election and reprobation," claim Christ's

sacrifice to be universal in design, dispense with the necessity of

an effectual call, and suppose the gospel offer of reconciliation in

Christ to be held forth forever, and our author reaches his con-

clusion, that whenever the souls in hell repent, as sooner or later

all will, they will be pardoned out of it. Thus, page 87, he

denies that sin is naturally and certainly self-propagating; hence

he holds there is no ground for saying that sinners after death

will never repent.

This unscriptural view of human nature is evidently the corner-

stone of his system. But if the Bible doctrine is true, that man

is "dead in trespasses and sins," that "no man can come to Christ

except the Father draw him," then all the author's suppositions

may be granted, without reaching his conclusion. He is sure,

from his conviction of God's placability and fatherhood, which

are immutable, that the day can never come, to all eternity, when

the worst sinner who repents will be refused pardon in Christ,

But will any who die impenitent ever truly repent ? None truly re-

pent here except they be moved thereto by efficacious grace ; their

original sin will not be less there. The "faculty of repentance"

is not natural to man's essentia here; he cannot lose what he did

not possess; it is the gift of special grace. Hence the very hinge

of the whole debate is in the question whether Christ will give

effectual calling to the condemned in the state of punishment.

On that question the Scriptures say at least nothing affirmative.

Would it not then be better for us all to be silent where we have
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no authority to speak, and to avoid the risk of encouraging sin-

ners to procrastinate repentance by a hope of amendment after

death which they will find illusory.

The travesty which is given of the doctrine of predestination

shows that the amiable author only knows it in the caricatures of

its enemies. If he will study it in the statements of its recog-

nised advocates, he will find in it none of the abhorrent features

he imagines. .,; : i< ^ ^ ': • .: <! h^-i^^^'^i'-

.

The author overthrows the theodicy of his own teacher, Dr.

Bledsoe, in a most instructive manor. He argues that if men

can and do abuse their free-agency, in spite of God's strongest

moral restraints, so as to make everlasting shipwreck of their

being, then Dr. Bledsoe's defence of God is worthless. For,

although his omnipotence be not able to necessitate their holiness

consistently with their free-will, his omniscience must have fore-

seen the utter shipwreck. So that the frightful question recurs

as to the origin of evil : Why did not God refrain from creating

these reprobate souls? Thus the author demolishes Dr. Bledsoe's

theodicy. But now, he argues, let his scheme be added, that

God's omniscience foresees no souls finally reprobate, that all

penal evil is remedial to the sufferers, and that God will make

hell itself a means of grace to all the lost, and he has a true

theodicy.. Alas that this also should be demolished as quickly as

the other ! If God's end in the creation of the universe is bel-

tistic, as his whole argument assumes, then why did not God also

refrain from creating all such souls as he foresaw would require

these frightful means for their final restoration, and stock his

worlds with only such souls as would follow holiness and happi-

ness, like the elect angels, without being driven into them by this

fiery scourge? Surely the author will not attack God's omnipo-

tence by denying that he was able to do the latter. Then we

should have had a universe containing all the good which he

supposed will be finally presented by the existing one, minus all

the woes of earth and hell. These, including the penal miseries

of those who die impenitent, which the author thinks may con-

tinue for multitudes of the mure stubborn, through countless,

though not literally infinite, years, makeup a frightful aggregate.
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Why did God choose a universe with such an addition of crime

and woe when he had the option of one without it ? The author

is as far from a theodicy as Dr,. Bledsoe.

The speculations of both these writers are obnoxious to this

just charge: that in assuming an a priori ground of improbability

against endless punishments, they go beyond the depth of the

created reason. They tell us that when the everlasting penalty

is properly estimated, it is found so enormous that they cannot

be convinced that God is capable of inflicting it. Are they cer-

tain that they know how enormous an evil sin is in God's omni-

scient judgment? Does not the greater crime justify the heavier

penalty, according to all jurisprudence? Before this question, it

becomes us to lay our faces in the dust. But such writers would

exclaim, if sin is indeed such a thing as to necessitate this fearful

treatment by a "God of love," and if so many of our race are

actually exposed to it, then should all men take wholly another

view of this world and of life than that taken by the most serious

believer! Then we ought to regard our smiling world as little

less dreadful than a charnel house of souls ! Then every sane

man ought to be, as to his own rescue, "agonising to enter into

the strait gate!" Every good man ought to be toiling to pluck

his neighbors as "brands from the burning," like men -around a

burning dwelling which still includes a helpless family. There

should not be one hour in this world for frivolous amusement or

occupation; and all should be condemned as frivolous save such

as bore, directly or indirectly, on the rescue of souls. The man

not stony-hearted ought to "say to laughter, it is mad ; and mirth,

what doeth it" ? on such a stage as this earth, where such a

tragedy is enacting. Every just and humane mind ought to feel

that it was little short of treason to human misery to expend on

the pomps or luxuries of life one dollar of the money which might

send a Bible or an evangelist to ignorant souls.

Well, if it should be even so? If it be so, the world is insane

(Eccles. ix. 3) and the Church is shockingly below its proper

standard of duty ! But is this an impossible supposition? Unless

these writers are justified in saying so, they are not justified in
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leaping to tjie conclusion thg-t the ortjiodox doctrine qannpt b^

true because it is so awful. One thing appears evjcjent, there

hag been one Man on earth who did appear to frame his who)e

life and nerve his energies in accordance ^ith this solemn an^

dreadful view of human destiny. He seempd to live, and strive,

and preach, an4 die, just as a gqod man shpuld, who really

believed the sinner's ruin to be everlasting. And this was th^

one Man who knew the trnth hy experience, because he camp

from the other world f^nd feturned to it. R. L. DABNEy.
•y.'
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CALVIN AND SERVETUS.

The relations which subsisted between these two celebrated

persons, and the connection of the former with the latter's death,

constitute one of the most interesting subjects of modern historical

research. The first modern attempt to portray the life of Calvin,

so far as we know, was one by a Genevese named Senebier, and

the second, another by one J^jscher—both simple biographical

notices, very brief and meagre. Bretschneider also wrote a short

memoir in the Reformations-Almanack on the Genius anc(

Character of Calvin. Ip 1831-3Q £|,ppeared G-enealogica,l Notices

respecting Genevan faniilies, by J. A. Galiffe of Qeneva, lyhp

"takes part against Calvin, though not very fairly and openly,''

says Dr. Paul Henry. In 1839 {|,ppeared the work of Trechsel

in German, which Henry speaks of as expressly defending Calvin.

During twenty years before and after this period Henry's "Lif^

and Times of John Calvin" was in process of writing and publica-

tion. Dr. McCrie, it is said, was engaged at the time pf his deatl|

on a "Life of the Reformer," but we are not informed if it was

ever given to th^ publip. Mjgnet, the j^uthor of a 'fHistory of

the French Revolution," also wrote iE^ work on "Calvin and the

RpfQrn]{^tion." Ip 1844 M. RiljieP de Candpllp, ^ho wa?, if \y^
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mistake not, a Unitarian minister of Geneva, publislied his

"Account of the Trial of Servetus." It appeared in the Memoirs

and Documents put forth by the Genevan Society of History and

Archaeology. In 1848 M. Emile Saisset published his views of

"The Prosecution and Death of Michael Servetus" in the Revue

des Deux Mondes, Paris. In 1850 appeared a "Biography of

Calvin^" by Stiihelin, a theologian of Basle, which gives even a

fuller account than M. Saisset's articles, of the doctrines of Ser-

vetus, for which he had to suffer. Then in 1853 we get the

History of the Church of Geneva, by Jean Gaberel ; and in 1862,

*•'' Calvin: his Life^ Labors, and Writings,'' by Rev. Felix Bun-

, gener, a Genevan pastor and an author of repute. In 1868

appears "Great Christians of France: St. Louis and Calvin," by

the distinguished M. Guizot. Finally, Dr. Merle d'Aubign^,

in eight volumes, has treated of the Reformation in Europe

in the time of Calvin^ and has given us very valuable information

about the Reformer himself, but does not discourse at all upon

his relations with Servetus. We must not close this list without

mentioning that the Rev. Dr. Jules Bonnet, with the approbation

of the French Government, explored its archives with great suc-

cess and brought forth a large number of original letters of Calvin.

They cover the period from 1528 to 1564, and have been trans-

lated into English from the Latin and French and published about

1858 by the Presbyterian Board at Philadelphia in four octavo

volumes.

Guizot and Bungener, then, are the latest writers who have

discussed the subject of this article. They are both Protestants.

M. Saisset, Guizot tells us, is (or was) "a very distinguished

philosopher of the contemporary French School"—he may or

he may not be of the Roman Catholic Church. We propose to

furnish our readers W'ho,may not have convenient access to the

productions named with what we may be able to learn under the

instructions especially of these three writers, respecting the great

Genevese and his unhappy Spanish antagonist.

Let us begin by recurring to two new and daring ideas which

Guizot says that Calvin introduced into the Reformation: the

Jlrsty that Church and State were to be neither united nor separ-
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ated, but only distinguished—they were two societies, two powers,

each independent in its own domain, but conabining in action and

giving support to each other; the second, that.the Church is not

to be governed by "clergy," but by elders, who are representa-

tives chosen by the people. These elders were to constitute an

ecclesiastical tribunal authorised to inspect continually and by

discipline to control the life and morals of all members of the

Church, and in extreme cases to have recourse to the civil power.

Two bodies of elders are constituted, one called The Venerable

Company of Pastors, who preached and administered the sacra-

ments and also sat as members of the other body, called The

Consistory. This second body was composed of twelve elders and

six pastors (the popular element doubling the ministerial); and

the election of members depended on a nomination by the Ven-

erable Company and the choice of the Lesser Council and the con-

firmation of the Council of Two Hundred, both of which were

political bodies. There was one more political body at Geneva,

namely, the General Council, which consisted of all the citizens

summoned to meet when needful by the ringing of the great bell.

All these political councils existed at <jeneva long before Calvin's

day. But the Reformer was not long there before he procured

the passage of a law making it a crime for any one to summon

this mass meeting, and thus he established and conserved popular

freedom by confining authority to the hands of representatives of

the people.

The French statesman concludes anddeclares that there was no

ecclesiastical theocracy at Geneva in Calvin's time. In all ques-

tions of faith and of religious or moral discipline the magistrates

recognised the ministers and elders, but vigilantly resisted any

extension of their power beyond due limits, controlled it within

those limits, and even exercised due authority over these pastors

themselves. Calvin unquestionably wielded great influence, yet

even he was not beyond the reach of admonition by the magistrates.

And he had enemies in Geneva—bitter enemies, who hated him

with mortal hatred, seeking long and pertinaciously his overthrow

and even his life. Two classes of these are to be especially

named—-both classes called Libertines: the one being local and
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practical liberiiiies, irreligious tiHd itfifttoral pfe'rsons, bofcli male

kiid female, and the other an anti-Christian and Pantheistic sect

who chose to be styled Spiritual Libertines. One fclass Of these

Libertines, or enetnies of all restraint, are tberefbre Sceptical, the

other licentious, but both united eagerly against the Reformer.

And it is Guizot's opinion that in his zeal for the proper regula-

tion of morals and of conduct amongst the people, Calvin allowed

himself to interfere with the rights of conscience and of personal

liberty, and restricted individual responsibility within too narrow

limits; knd that in this way he furnished his foes with danget-ous

weapons a,gairist himself and prepared grave perils which he had

afterwards io ehcounter. .'i'",^ ' C'''^"^'

Here let us ttirn to Bungenfer, who tells iis of the ^'ecclesiastical

Ordinances" passOd through the three political councils iinme-

diately on Calvin's return from exile, by which "the Christian

State" sought "to make iti the name of God such laws as might

concur to the establishrtient and tiiaintenance of the kihgdom of

God on earth." Amongst these is found a law Requiring the

pastors to assemble weekly for mutual instructiori by Biblical

exposition. "Should atiy difference as to doctrine arise, let them

treat of it at first together; if that suffice not, let them call the

elders; and if that suffice not, let the cause be brought before

the magistrate to be set right." This A^as truly (as Bungener

says) "a straiige article"! It seemed to put the State over the

Church as to doctrine itself. He views it is an expedient of the

inoraent arising but of the need to Consolidate at any cost an

edifice that was to be assailed by so many stormS. But per-

haps, he says, it is not just to attribute this article to Calvin.

The Couiicil had ai some length revised what Calvin and a com-

mission' acting with him had prepared, and its registers prove

that their revision was not always in accordance with his views.

And yet Bungener holds that the Reformer had very skilfully

guarded the independence of the ^hurch^ although that was

"sacrificed as it seemed in some krticleS, and compromised as a

whole, by the very fact of the strict union between Church and

State." He adds that "the Church's independencfe was cramped

here and there, it is true, by inevitable Contact ^ith the political
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powet, but it was ever i-ecogfiised and respected in its general

features as an indestructible tradition"; and that "the Church

of Geneva always had for her bishop—the company of pastors:"

We are resldy now to consider what Giiizot says of the personsil

history and character of Servettis. He was born in the samd"

year with Calvin, 1609, at VillanUeva, a city of Arragon; Spain.

He travelled through France, Germany, and Switzerland, and

was strotigly imbued with the novel opinions of the time. With

him the Pope was "the most murderous of beasts," and Ronie

"the most shameless of harlots." Bungener says: "Hunted by

the idea that the Reformers had stopped too sdon, and that Chris-

tianity, in order to become true again, needed a restoration deeper

and far ihore complete, he hoped to induce Calvin to place him-

self at the head of the work thus resumed." This was toi "ask

frdm hitn a declaration that till then he had only taught half aC

reformation." Guizot describes him as gifted with rapid insight,

brilliant imagination, marvellous powers of acquisition, and wealth

of novel theories, often rash^ but sometimes ingenious and happy.

Bungener says he blended in his studies law, physic, and divinity^

and toiling like oil e of the sixteenth century, but daring as one

of the eighteenth (he might better, we think, have said of thd

iiineteenth), he pried into everything. In his first work against

the Trinity and in the fifth book there is a passage which was

unheeded by his contemporaries, but which contains the whole

theory of the circulation of the blood. Guizot says that in Paris

in 1584 he was both a student and a professor, giving and receiv-

ing lessons in medicine, mathematics, and astronomy, and turning

his attention also to astrology. The extent and versatility of his

powers attracted large audiences, but his exacting and quarrel-

some temper soon embroiled him with the whole University;

v^hich distrusted his views and detested his persofl. He lacked

riiodesty ^nd was violent and abusive ^nd full of presumptuous and

arrogant self-complacence. He had previously published two

books—the first "on the Errors of the Triiiity," which Guizot

Says was vague and superficial, rash and violent, but written with

vigor and a Certain glitter of imagination and subtlety of thought.

Both Cathtilics and Protestants received it with prompt and severe
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disapproval. Almost immediately he published a second on the

same subject, retracting the first, not as false, but crude and

iraperfeet. In addition to attacks an the Trinity, this book dis-

closed a much more wild and impious pantheism than the first

"had done. It was the damage he did thus to his name in both

Germany and Switzerland that drove him to Paris,' where, as just

mentioned, he quarrels with his associates. Leaving Paris he

sojourns in different places, changing his name with every change

of residence. An length in 1540 he settles at Vienne in Dau-

phin^ for twelve years, under the naim ft of Vill ftnftiive^ from his-

native city, enjoys high repute as a physician, and is in outward

conformity a Roman Catholic. Dr. Henry says he lived there

in the very palace of the Archbishop in perfect tranquillity, but

as a hypocrite, for he submitted himself to all the practical

requirements of the Church. Shortly before his death he remem-

bered all this and expressed his shame to the magistrate at

Geneva*

Bungener says that the movement at the head of which SerVetus

wished Calvin to stand was nothing short of ''Anabaptist Pan-

theism—not Pantheism as in our day it is often taught or com-

batted on the ground of social questions, but Pantheism as

dogma," so that Calvin "clearly perceived in the system he

proposed the very subversion of Christianity." Guizot refers to

Stahelin as explaining that the fundamental principle of the whole

book is the assertion of the one absolute and indivisible God and

yet that God is all things and all things are God. M. Emile

Saisset gives a more developed account of the doctrine of Scrvetus

which yet is in full agreement with that of Stahelin—so Guizot

declares. Bungener quotes what Servetus said at his trial in

Geneva as setting forth his doctrine: ""I have no doubt that this

bench, this cupboard, and all that can be shown me, are the sub-

stance of God;" and when the objection was set before him by

Calvin that then even the devil would be substantially God, he

replied laughing, "Do you doubt it? All things are part and

parcel of God." And Dr. Paul Henry tells us how, with a view

of making the doctrine of the Incarnation appear ridiculous, he

made blasphemous sport of holy things in words which, with

'\ii^
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Henry, we grieve and tremble to copy, but which the truth of

history bids us transcribe, and may the Holy One graciously for-

give if we do wrong. He wrote thus,* *'If th* angels in like

manner were to take asses' bodies, you must allow that they would

then be asses, and they would die in their asses' skins; they
;

would be four-footed animals and would have long ears. So too

you must allow that were you right, God himself might be an ass,

the Holy Spirit a mule, and that He would die if the mule died.

Oh the wondrously altered animal! Can we be surprised if the

Turks think us more ridiculoas than asses and mules?" There

is, however, something even worse than this which Dr. Henry

quotes from Servetus as follows, and again we say in pious horror

of the blasphemy, may God forgive us if we do wrong even to

refer to it: "He called the Persons of the Godhead inventions of

the devil ami the Triune Deity a hell-hound," or. as he otherwise

expressed it, "a three-headed Cerberus." •'
•

*- '
';

' * '

In 1534 Calvin first met with Servetus in Paris. The latter

had just published his first book upon the Trinity at Hagenau,

and he had repaired to Basle and there sustained his views against

(Ecolampadius. Thence he went to Paris, declaring he would

sustain them against Calvin. There is abundant evidence that

Servetus regarded himself as a veritable Reformer—the last and

greatest one. Evidently too he had strange fancies of his own,

such as that somehow he stood connected with Michael the arch-

angel whose name he bore. We have seen that he considered

that the Reformers stopped short of the right point—he would

inaugurate a very different kind of reformation (as Gui^ot says)

from what was going on around him ; or as Bungener expresses

it, if the Reformers before him attacked only certain dogmas of

the Church, he would aim at the very heart and soul of the Chris-

tian system. "I am neither Catholic nor Protestant," he said.

And 80 he aspired to convert Calvin, and either destroy his

influence, or else, as Bungener says, induce him to take the lead

in this last and greatest reform. Accordingly he challenged Calvin

to a public controversy at Paris, which challenge Calvin accepted

and repaired to the appointed place at the set time. Servetus,

however, for what reason it is not known, did not make his ap-
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pearance. And Guizot suggests that there can be no doubt that

some contempt for an adversary who ha I escaped in this manner

from a contest was awakened in Calvin's mind. Subsequently

Servetus writes many letters to the Reformer, who replies coldly

but without acrimony. He gave him, says Guizot, wise and

earnest advice, but was evidently careful not to enter into regular

correspondence with him and anxious to avoid all appearance of

intimacy, even as an opponent, with a man whom he did not

esteem and whose views and ideas outraged all his own. To their

common friend, Frellon, a bookseller of Lyons, he said, on the

18th February, 1646, the great lesson Servetus needed to learn

was f'humiljty, but it must come to him from the Spirit of Go(|,

Dot otherwise. ... If God grants that favor to him and to us

that the present answer turns to his profit, I shall have whereof

to rejoice. If he persists in the same style as he has now done,

you will lose time in asking me to bestow labor upon him, for I

have other affairs which press upon me more closely. ... And

therefore I beg you to content yourself with what I have done in

the matter, unless you see some better order to be taken therein.''

The Spaniard, however, continued to write, sending Calvin a great

mass of his productions. He even expressed his wish to go to

Geneva, but he required a safe-conduct and an invitation. But

Henry, who states the fact, says Calvin would lend him no

aid. And Guizot says that the Reformer was at length wearied

out and replied thus: "Neither now nor at any future time will

I mix myself up in any way with your wilil dreams. Forgive

me for speaking thus, but truth compels me to do so. I neither

hate nor despise you; I do not wish to treat you harshly; but I

must be made of iron if I could hear you rail against the doctrine

of salvation and not be moved by it. Moreover, I have no time

to concern myself any further with your plans and systems; all

that I can say to you on this subject is contained in my 'Christian

Institutes,' to which I must now refer you."

Servetus was deeply wounded by this language, which Guizot

calls "haughty," and from this time forward there was an end of

all direct correspondence on the part of Calvin. On the 13th of

February, 1546, the same day that he writes as above to Frellon,
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the Reformer pens his celebrated letter to Farel (Bungener by

mistake says to Viret), in which, according to the translated letter

in Bonnet's Vol. II., p. 33, he says: "Servetus lately wrote to

me and coupled with his letter a long volume of his delirious

fancies with the Thrasonic boast that I should see something

astonishing and unheard of He takes it upon him to come

hither if it be agreeable to me. But I am unwiUing to pledge

my word for his safety ; for if he shall come, I shall never permit

him to depart alive, provided my authority be of any avail."

Dr. Paul Henry says "this was but an outbreak of anger, a

threat uttered in passion." But he adds that the letter to Frellon

of the same date expresses the kindly hope that his opponent

might still be converted. This is true, but hardly consists with

the imputation of passionate anger to the Reformer. His ene-

mies, says Henry, have made the sentence referred to of vast

importance for the want of grounds of accusation against him.

They seem not to perceive that their complaint is unreasonable

;

for had Calvin really and in itself wished for the death of Ser-

vetus, he must have encouraged his coming to Geneva. It is

incredible, continues Dr. Henry, how many fables have been

founded on this expression—to what ravings even it has given

occasion, and that up to the present time. And then he observes

that Calvin in all simplicity always acknowledged that he thought

Servetus deserved to die for his blasphemy. It appears to us

therefore quite unnecessary, also unjust, to ascribe this declara-

tion to passion. It was the Reformer's honest belief that a blas-

phemer ought to be put to death, and he expressed it coolly and

calmly. And as Bullinger remarks, it is fundamentally better

that this declaration was made beforehand than if he had acted

towards his opponent with more circumspection, concealing from

him what awaited him at Geneva. And further, there is mani-

fest here the total absence of all personal animosity. This menace

is made in 1546, a period in which the Spaniard showed him only

great consideration and respect—indeed, almost admiring friend-

ship. Calvin at that time could not have hated him personally,

whatever may be charged on him afterwards, nor could this threat

be other than a calm and solemn declaration of what he held that

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—8.
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duty would demand of him. Indeed, it appears to us that he may
have honestly said even during the terrible trial seven years after,

that^he had hated and did liate the errors—not the man. What-

ever his faults, there were in Calvin no disguises. True to the

spirit of his age and to the principles he holds and boldly pro-

fesses, he is ready to sanction the execution of a blaspheming

heretic, and so he gives him plainly to understand.

At length Servetus publishes his "Christianismi Restitutio,"

which he expected to produce a greater social and religious revo-

lution in Europe than the Reformation had done. But with

mingled audacity and cowardice he does not declare himself its

author. He procures the printing of it in secret in Vienne in

the very diocese where he was living under the protection of

tbe Archbishop. Eight hundred, some say one thousand copies,

were struck off, and bales of them forwarded at once to Lyons,

Chatillon, Frankfort, and Geneva. It was an octavo of 734

pages, says M. Saisset, and he adds that there appear to be extant

now only two copies of this edition, one in the French National

Library and the other in the Imperial Library of Vienna. The

book bore no name either of author or printer, only the three

initial letters of the name and country of Servetus were placed

at the bottom of the last page: M. S. V.—Michael Servetus,

Villanueva.

Lyons, says M. Guizot, was now the centre of Catholicism, and

Geneva that of Protestantism; in both the book excited public

indignation. Yet the people of Geneva marvelled that in a city

like Lyons no steps were taken to stop the circulation of such a

book and to discover and punish the author. Because, as M.

Saisset mentions, Lyons had for its governor and archbishop the

Cardinal Tournon, so celebrated for burning zeal against heretics,

and by his side there dwelt Brother Matthew Ory, Inquisitor Gen-

eral of the Kingdom of France. Now there was a M. de Trie at

Geneva, a French refugee and a zealous Protestant and follower of

Calvin, who was in correspondence with a relative at Lyons, Antoine

Arneys, who was an ardent Catholic. This latter accuses the

Reformers of being without faith or discipline and of sanctioning

the most unbridled licence. In his turn De Trie accuses the
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Roman Catholic Church of inability to repress licence in her own

domains and of indifference to it, and in proof he instances Ser-

vetus and his book recently printed at Vienne under the very

eves of the Archbishop. And then he substantiates his words

by sending to his relative the title page, the index, and the first

four pages of "the Restitutio." The Inquisitor, the Cardinal,

and the Vicar General of the Archbishop of Vienne, take up the

case, and Servetus is summoned for examination. After two

hours, which interval those who upheld him acknowledged that

he no doubt occupied in destroying all his dangerous papers, he

appears, but puts in a denial that he held any heresy, and offered

to have his apartments searched for any letters or other docu-

ments that could compromise him. Nothing of the sort was found.

The printers also denied that they had ever seen the manuscript

of the work of which four pages were shown them or that within

two years past they had printed any work in octavo; and for

proof they produced a list of their publications during that

period. So the conclusion was reached that there was really no

ground for any proceedings against the Spanish physician, Senor

VillanuevH.

But, Guizot says, the falsehood was rash and useless, and the

reader may be disposed to add cowardly too. Too many, says

Guizot, had been engaged in the production of the book; too

many copies had been sent away; the initials M. S. V. pointed

too plainly at the author; and Servetus himself had too often

boasted of his work. The Cardinal and the Inquisitor apply to

the source whence the first notification came for further light.

They direct A rneys to write to De Trie for information and

proofs. He sends some letters from Servetus to Calvin, which

he was sure Servetus could not deny writing. But he tells Arneys

that he had great difficulty in obtaining them from Calvin—"not

that he does not desire to repress such execrable blasphemers, but

that it seems to him that his part is, inasmuch as he does not bear

the sword of justice, rather to confute heresy by sound doctrine

than pursue it by other means"—and then he goes on to explain

how he had prevailed over the Reformer's objections by pleading

that, if he did not furnish him with these proofs, he, De Trie,
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would be held guilty of having made reckless assertions. The

effect of these proofs was the re-arrest of Servetus. The unhappy

man was greatly troubled, and fell, says Guizot, into all kinds of

strange and contradictory statements and denials. "If he had

written these things, it was done heedlessly, by way of argument

and without serious thought." "And then he is said (records

the French statesman quoting from Dr. Paul Henry) to have

burst into tears and uttered the most unexpected lie, denying that

he was Servetus: 'I will tell you the whole truth. Twenty-five

years ago when I was in Germany, a book by a certain Servetus,

a Spaniard, was published at Aganou (Hagenau); I do not know

where he was then living. When I entered into correspondence

with Calvin, he charged me with being Servetus on account of

the similarity of our views, and after that I assumed the character

of Servetus." Upon this he was imprisoned, but he was treated with

indulgence by the gaoler whose sick daughter he had cured, and

was allowed to escepe. For months there were no traces of him.

Sentence was however pronounced against him by the Roman

Catholic authorities at Vienne, and on the 17th of June he was

condemned to be burnt alive.

M. Saisset is of the opinion that in all this affair De Trie was

only a puppet in Calvin's hands, who dictated the letters which

he wrote, and used him as an instrument for procuring the execu-

tion of his foe by the hands of the Roman Catholics. He says

De Trie expatriated himself through religious zeal, but insinuates

that "perhaps also this was necessitated by misfortunes in busi-

ness." He speaks of him also as a "simple and uneducated

person," though Paul Henry calls him "a noble Frenchman."

Saisset says "the docile simplicity of William Trie and the fanatic

zeal of Arneys were the two instruments which Calvin resolved

to make use of to destroy his enemy." Accordingly the first

letter written by M. de Trie to his friend at Lyons, Saisset main-

tains was "manifestly calculated with most adroit perfidy to

induce Arneys to denounce" Servetus to the Inquisition, "Calvin

(he says) denied all hand in this outrageous letter, but traces of

him are to be seen throughout the whole of it, and it is to-day

incontestable that he dictated it." His proofs are that Trie should
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know that Servetus was the author of "Restitutio," and that he

should also be acquainted with the contents of that book. The

second letter of M. de Trie, written to his Lyons friend, Saisset

maintains, was also dictated by Calvin, and he says : "Never did

implacable hatred pursue its end by more tortuous paths." "Cal-

vin (he says) shows himself in this letter more sagacious and

more jealous than the very Inquisition." "He communicates to

it documents it asked not for," and "at the same time he feigns

to have had them extorted from him by a species of violence."

And he thinks that in this "memorable letter the hypocrisy,

the fanaticism, and the hatred (of Calvin) form a horrible

assemblage." -- . ,
.

These are very serious charges. M. Saisset no doubt believed

them. But he offers no proof, though asserting that in this day

they are incontestable. It does not appeart o us very strange, if

a bale of these books were sent to Geneva, that an intelligent and

earnest Protestant sojourning there, like M. de Trie, should have

seen and examined the book, and should have conversed with

Calvin about it, and should have learned the source of it from

him. These facts admitted, the rest is all plain and easy. He
writes to his friend, defending the cause he has adopted from

unjust accusations, and seeks with very proper zeal to turn the

tables on him. Arneys feels the sting of the reproach against

his Church and reports to the Inquisitor. Servetus denies and

seems to disprove the charge, and De Trie finds himself in the

position of a false accuser. With the plea that his good name is

at stake he overcomes Calvin's scruples, declaring for him that

he does not question the necessity of putting down the blasphemer,

but that he is loth to undertake what does not devolve on him.

All this seems to us very natural, and we can discover nothing

tortuous, implacable, hypocritical, or fanatical about it. The letters

of M. de Trie moreover impress our mind as in no respect chai'acter-

istic of the Reformer, but as being just such letters as a converted

Roman Catholic of education might be expected to write. But

we have positive evidence to add to this negative sort. Modern

jurisprudence allows every man to testify in his own behalf, and

we can produce what Calvin himself said by way of self-defence.
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Guizot tells us what he said as follows : "Tt is reported that I have

contrived to have Servetus taken prisoner in the Papal dominions,

that is at Vienne; and thereupon many say that I have not acted

honorably in exposing him to the deadly enemies of the faith.

There is no need to insist on very vigorously denying such a

frivolous calumny, which will fall flat when I have said in one

word that there is no truth in it." This appears to us to settle

the question of fact. Guizot says well: "There are no errors or

rather no vices with which it is so impossible to charge Calvin as

with untruth and hypocrisy. During the whole course of his life

he openly avowed his thoughts and acknowledged his actions; he

left his native country forever and the country of his adoption for

a long period, just because he was resolved to assert his opinions

and to act according to his opinions." The French statesman

says also that "it shows an extraordinary misapprehension of his

character to imagine that this hesitation [that is, about giving to

De Trie the evidence he sought for] was an act of hypocrisy and

that the surrender of the papers was a piece of premeditated

perfidy." No, Calvin's positive denial settles the question of fact

—

had he actually been the author of Servetus' arrest and rearrest,

he never would have flinched one moment from acknowedging it;

nay, he would from the very construction of his nature have openly

declared and gloried in it. But, as Bungener says, "his enemies

admit that the business was not conducted by him but by M. de

Trie, who acted as his secretary. The question therefore is

reduced to this—to know whether the secretary had orders to do

what he did. Now we do not think that any man of good faith,

at all acquainted with Calvin, can dare to suspect him of having

said, 'It is not I,' if the culprit had been his agent."

But we have not heard the whole of Calvin's evidence. Bun-

gener makes it plain, as he puts the case, that the Reformer is

not chargeable even indirectly with laying a plot against Servetus.

"It is a frivolous calumny," says the great, the candid, the honest

Genevese, "there is no truth in it." Enough. His bitterest

enemies ought to acknowledge that he never lies, and clearly he

had in fact no hand in bringing Servetus before the Inquisition.

That was the result of De Trie's simple-hearted effbrts to rebut
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the charges brought by Arneys against the Reformation. But

now hear Bungener speak again : "Why speak of culprit?'' And

he proceeds to declare that Calvin did not think De Trie's con-

duct in any aspect blameworthy. And hear Calvin speak again,

adding to what was quoted from him above these words, which must

silence every doubt as touching the fact. "If (says he) the accu-

sation were true, I would not deny it, and I do not think it would

be at all discreditable to me." He felt, as Guizot says, a con-

tempt for the untruth and cowardice practised by Servetus; he

openly condemned him and his book from the very first; and he

thought it was a right thing to prove Servetus the author of the

blasphemies he had published and then denied; but in point of

fact it was not true that he had caused his betrayal, and therefore

he would not lie under the imputation. ,. ,...,.,, .,,...

Sentence against Servetus was pronounced by his Roman

Catholic judges on the 17th June, 1553. He had been put into

prison on the 5th April and had escaped on the 7th. No traces

of him were found between that day and the middle of July. He
appears to have wandered either in French or in Swiss territory,

and when at a later period he was asked where he had intended

to go after his escape from Vienne, he varied in his answers,

sometimes naming Spain and at others Italy as his proposed place

of refuge. But Guizot says: "I am inclined to believe that from

the very first he intended to make his way to a much nearer spot."

Accordingly on the 17th 'July, just one month after his fearful

sentence at Vienne, alone and unknown he enters a little inn called

the Auherge de la Rose on the banks of the lake at Geneva. He
said that he wanted a boat to go across the lake so that he might

goon to Zurich. He did not cross the lake, however, but stayed,

says Guizot, for twenty-seven days at that place, greatly exciting

the curiosity of his host, who asked him one day if he was mar-

ried. "No, "said Servetus, "there are plenty of women in the

world without marrying."

Calvin afterwards said that he did not know how to account for

the conduct of the Spaniard "unless he was seized by a fatal

infatuation and rushed into danger." But Guizot thinks there is

equally strong proof of premeditated design in this prolonged
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visit. Precisely at this period the Reformer was' in the thick of

his contest with the Libertines on the subject of excommunication

from the Lord's Supper, and at that very time they had some

reason to expect a triumph. Ami Perrin, one of their leaders,

was first Syndic. In the Council of the Two Hundred they were

sure of a majority, and nearly sure of one in the Lesser Council,

which possessed the executive power. And one of their party

named Gueroult, who had been banished from Geneva but had

just been brought back through the influence of the Libertines,

was the corrector of the press to the printer Arnoullet at Vienne

who had got out the Restitutio. Naturally he would be the

medium between the Libertines and Servetus. Guizot finds no

definite and positive proof of his intervention at this particular

time, but is convinced, taking a comprehensive view of the whole

case, that Servetus came to Geneva relying on the support of

that powerful party, whilst the Libertines on their side expected

efficacious help from him against Calvin.

But from the moment Calvin heard that Servetus was in Geneva,

he appears not to have hesitated for one moment. Engaged in

one fierce and perilous struggle, he instantly adds a second contest

to the first. He aspires to gain a victory for Christianity over

a Pantheistic visionary, and at the same time one for religion and

morality over a licentious faction. He writes to one of the Syn-

dics and demands the arrest of the Spaniard, and he is arrested

on the 13th August, 1553. According to Genevan law there

must be a formal accusation, and also a prosecutor who consents

himself to be imprisoned and to hold himself criminally respon-

sible for the truth of the charge. Calvin provided this prosecutor

in the person of his secretary, Nicolas de la Fontaine, a French

refugee. The first examination was held the day after the arrest,

and the trial commenced on the 15th August. It lasted two

months and thirteen days.

For the first fourteen or fifteen days, says Guizot, Servetus

showed no lack either of moderation or skill, although both attack

and defence were sharp and keen. He maintained the truth of

the doctrines he had put forth, but was most anxious to show that

they were not contrary to the Christian religion, that he had
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never wished to separate himself from the Church, and that his

aim was to restore Christianity, not to abolish it. The trial was

soon transferred into a theological controversy, Calvin after the

17th August taking part directly in it. Servetus offered to shew

Calvin his own errors and faults before the whole conoregation,

proving them by arguments drawn from the Sacred Scriptures.!

Calvin eagerly accepted this offer, declaring that he desired nothing'

so much as to conduct this trial in the church and before all thet

people But the Council refused to let the case pass out of theirj

hands, and especially as the friends of Servetus, more prudent

than himself, were not willing, knowing how much more weight

the Reformer's words would naturally carry with the people than

the Spanish stranger. •.-,>...-;.», r*-^ '

The developments at the trial, Guizot tells us, both shocked

and embarrassed the Council. Calvin had warm partisans and

Servetus eager advocates and protectors, as the principal Liber-

tine leaders. Ami Perrin and Berth elier. But there were, he

says, impartial members of it, who were sorry to see Calvin take

such a prominent part in the prosecution. These had moreover

no desire to become judges in a trial for heresy. Yet they recog-

nised the danger to Christianity from the Spaniard's Pantheism,

and refused at any cost to appear to sanction it. And moreover

^

they disliked and suspected Servetus. Sincere enough he was

in his adhesion to his own views, but they found him frivolous,

vain, arrogant, irresolute, and worse than all, untruthful. He
denied all connexion with the Libertines of Geneva or with even

their agent Gueroult, who had corrected his book at Vienne.

These obvious falsehoods withdrew from him all the confidence

even of those magistrates who hesitated to condemn him. The

majority of these judges, Guizot says, unquestionably desired to

modify the character of the trial and make its personal animosity

less apparent. They wished to appear the defenders of Chris-

tianity in general, and not any special theological system. And
therefore they adjourned the trial several times, and put off the

final decision as if dreading to pronounce it. Moreover, when by
the advice of his supporters Servetus demanded that the principal

Reformed churches in Switzerland—Schaffhausen, Berne, Zurich,

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—9.
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and Basle—should be consulted on his case, since on similar

occasions they had always shown themselves far more moderate

than Calvin, the Council granted the request and the Reformer

did not oppose it.
^ i: .:,•(,,,;.

But the time for procrastination at length passed away and the

crisis of the two struggles going on in this little state arrived.

With the instinct of the man of action, says Guizot, this was felt

by Calvin, and on the 27th August, 1553, he utters from the

pulpit the severest censures on the conduct of Servetus, and on

the following Sunday, Sept. 3d, refuses to administer the com-

munion to the leader of the Libertines, notwithstanding the require-

ments of the Council of State. The trial of Servetus suddenly

changes its whole character. All moderation, all prudence is cast

aside by the prisoner, who is led away by the hope of overwhelming

an enemy now fiercely attacked and in danger elsewhere. Servetus

becomes the violent accuser of Calvin, even to the demand for his

death. The Reformer was in circumstances to feel the proba-

bility that this appeal might be a success. The Memoir of Ser-

vetus calling from the depths of his prison for Calvin to be likewise

incarcerated and put on trial for his life, together with the an-

swer which he gave to it, the Council decided to send to the Swiss

churches. But they seem to have hesitated about submitting the

case to the judgment of these colleagues. Should the Swiss

churches not judge like Calvin, what was to be done? Should

they judge like Calvin, it would become necessary to condemn

Servetus ; and amid their other Genevan disputes, says Bungener,

the Council was not anxious to procure for Calvin a victory which

might lead to more victories. The Reformer understood the

situation perfectly well. His letters to Bullinger and Farel indi-

cate his discouraged state of feeling. The possible absolution of

Servetus appears to him the' subversion of his work—of his moral

and political work as well as of his religious work and the too

certain indication that God no longer supports it. He goes so

far as to hint that be might take his departure and abandon it all.

So that instead of Calvin's being at this time all-powerful and

dictating the sentence of Servetus, on the contrary, he had never

been so nearly unable to do anything. Bullinger and Farel both
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conjure him not to give way to these feelings and not to expose

Geneva by his departure to the acconiplishment of her ruin

by her own hands. Farel boldly declares that the death of Ser-

vetus was indispensable, and that whoso said the contrary was a

traitor or an imbecile. ''I have always declared (said he) that

I was ready to die if I had taught what was contrary to sound

doctrine, and I cannot apply a different rule to others." So

reasoned the stern spirit of the sixteenth century. The question

of sincerity or of intentions is set aside—neither was possible in

him who taught' error. It was the Romish idea in all its rigid-

ness but without its logic, for there can be no logic in this idea

(as Bungener says well) unless the infallible tribunal is supposed.

But this Romish idea is so deeply imbedded in the spirit of the

age that we find even Servetus himself accepting it. In his

Memoir to the Council he says he is -"content to die if he does

not succeed in confounding Calvin," and asks that Calvin may be

"detained a prisoner like himself," and if proved guilty be put to

death instead of him. "

At length, on the 19th September, it is decided in the Council

to apply for the opinions of Berne, Zurich, Basle, and Schaff-

hausen. On the 21st the necessary documents—the Memoir of

Servetus and Calvin's answer, with other such papers—are dis-

patched. Three weeks elapse, and Servetus finding there is no

answer, concludes that he has been misled as to his adversary's

weakness. In prison, sick and forsaken by the Libertines who

had urged him on, his passionate excitement gives place to dejec-

tion. To be a prisoner in the sixteenth century, says Bullinger,

was horrible. Already on the 15th September he petitions the

Council for some relief to his sufferings, and receiving no answer

he again supplicates on the 10th October. His clothes are in

rags, he is eaten up with filth, and the first cold of autumn tor-

ments him because he suffers from colic and other maladies. Is

he exaggerating to excite sympathy? It is hard to understand

how such could be the condition of a prisoner who had several of

the Councillors and the First Syndic for his sworn friends, while

the gaoler also, Claude Geneve, was one of Perrin's confidants.

However this may be, "the Council sent two of its members to
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the prison with orders (says M. Rilliet*) to cause the necessary

clothing to be given to the prisoner so as to remove the hardships

of which he complained." This we get from M. Gui^ot,

Meantime, says Bungener, the fate of Servetus was decided,

but out of Geneva. A messenger of State, commissioned to bring

the answers of the Cantons, delivered them on the 18th October.

Each of these answers was twofold—that of the Church or of the

pastors, and that of the Government— in all eight. There was

complete and awful unanimity. Servetus must die. Berne and

Basle so indulgent two years ago to Bolsec, have now for Servetus

none but expressions of their horror. All the answers, says

Guizot, are cautious and guarded, though in different degrees,

and all are sorrowful in their tone but unanimous in the nature

of their advice. There can be no doubt (he adds) that they

recommended severity. Here then, says Bungener, is the whole

of Protestant Switzerland forming a jury and unanimously pro-

nouncing a sentence of condemnation. No mention is made of

extenuating circumstances, nor is there any solicitation either

direct or indirect for pardon or indulgence, and yet all know that

it is a question of life and death. The Council of Geneva could

no longer hesitate ; although meeting on the 23d October, they

adjourn the decision to another meeting on the 26th. But it was

felt that the whole of Protestant Christendom was demanding the

death of the criminal. Several councillors, says Bungener, now

perceived this, who till then had only seen in this affair a trial

between the Spaniard in whom they felt but little interest and

the Frenchman whom they did not like. They could hencefor-

ward therefore yield, not to Calvin, but to the whole body of

Protestantism ; and so the majority of the Council are decidedly

against Servetus. Ami Perrin, however, is true to him, and first

demands absolution pure and simple, which would have been the

exile of Calvin and the final triumph of the Libertines. It was

refused. He demanded then what had already been asked by

Servetus, that the cause be brought before the Council of the

Two Hundred. Calvin, says Bungener, had many enemies there,

*^M. Rilliet de Candolle, Unitarian minister at Geneva and author of a

celebrated history of this trial.
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and that Council was less bound by the previous advice of the

Cantons. M. Saisset says that "in the Council of the Two Hun-

dred the party hostile to Calvin was in the majority." He adds

that Ami Perrin, "a second time defeated, next essayed to have

the punishment made more tolerable, and that it appears that

this was also the desire of Calvin, but that whether it was that the

Council wished to follow the letter of the law which condemned

heretics to the flames, or whether it was that they considered it

11 an honor not to fall below the Catholic Inquisitors in point of

severit}', the more cruel opinion prevailed, and it was decided

that Geneva also should have her auto-da-fe.'' And so, ssbys

Bungener, the Council still refused the reference to the other

body, but "there is no one now who does not say, 'Would to God

that Perrin had succeeded,' and we too say so with all the world."

Yet, he says, it is not the less true that if the general state of

affairs is admitted to have been such as we have described, the

efforts of Perrin were neither those of a friend of the Reformation

nor those of a wise politician, and to regret their failure may

certainly be humane but it is also rather selfish. We think of

ourselves and of the annoyance which this affair gives to us, and

we make no account of the requirements of the moment misunder-

stood or betrayed by the Libertine magistrate. And Guizot

remarks that at that period there was no hesitation on account of

the atrocious torture of such a punishment and no scruple as to

the right of inflicting it. Heresy was a crime and the stake its

penalty. This was what Rome had taught mankind and what

Protestantism had not yet untaught them. In that very year,

1553, at Lyons, not far from Geneva, several Reformers had

suffered martyrdom, among them five young French students

from the Theological Institute at Lausanne. And the Roman
Catholic judges at Vienne had condemned Servetus to be burnt.

Save for some scattered protests, says Guizot, which saved the

honor of the human conscience, the burning of heretics was in

the sixteenth century looked upon as the common right of

Christianity.

But as to Calvin (remarks the French statesman), during the

whole course of the trial he never had concealed his feeling of
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what the sentence ought to be. On the 20th August after it had

commenced he wrote to Farel : "I hope that he will be condemned

to death, but I trust that there may be some mitigation of the

frightful torture of the penalty." After the fulfilment of the sen-

tence he wrote: "When Servetus had been convicted of heresy, I

did not say a word concerning his execution; not only will all

good men bear witness to this, but I authorise the bad to speak

if they have any thing to say." On the 26th October, the very

day on which sentence was passed, he writes to Farel : "To-

morrow he will be led to the stake. We made every eflFort to

change the manner of his death, but in vain." These are Guizot's

statements. "Observe (says Bungener) that he was not writing

to some friend milder than himself in whose eyes he might wish

to array himself with the semblance of humanity. The friend

was Farel—more hostile to Servetus than was Calvin himself."

Now why did the Council refuse this mitigation? Bungener

answers, perhaps that they might not seem to adopt only in part

the imperial canon law which recognises nothing but the stake

for heresy
;
perhaps also (for we know that those who voted for

the stake were not all Calvin's friends) not to give the Reformer

a fresh victory by allowing him as it were the right to pardon or

to mitigate.

But let us hear M. Saisset on this point: "Besides, it is just

to say it, Calvin believed that one could do nothing more legiti-

mate and useful than to choke the voice of heresy, and his senti-

ments on this subject were those of all the men of the sixteenth

century, particularly of the principal Reformers. . It is no doubt

a contradiction on which it is not possible to insist too strongly,

to see men whom they would' have burnt at Rome as heretics

assuming at Geneva the right to punish heresy with death—but

this contradiction itself proves the perfect good faith of the Re-

former. Led to the stake for the crime of impiety, they protested

against the false application of the right, but never contested the

right itself Moreover they were influenced by a sort of horrible

emulation to pursue heresy with as much zeal and to strike it

with the same rigor as the Catholics. It was for them, Calvin

especially, a point of honor. The legislator of the Reformation

i'^.
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was accused of destroying the principle of authority in religion:

he gloried in showing to the world that in his hands this principle

had not weakened. Everything concurred, then, to dispose Calvin

to the most violent resolutions—vengeance, fanaticism, policy

all ; add that he had gone too far to hesitate. Logician in hate

as in everything else, he could not spare at Geneva hino whom

he had denounced at Vienne." v . ^fJi' »_- »:}: ?:«

Let us hear the same witness a little further. Speaking of the

behavior of Servetus at the stake in yielding so far to the per-'

suasions of Farel who attended him thither, as to recommend

himself to the prayers of the people that each might pray with

him and for him, the Reformer, it seems, had said that he did not

know with what sort of conscience Servetus could do that, being

what he was, for he had with his own hand written that the faith

which reigned at Geneva was "diabolical, and that there was there

neither God nor Church nor Christianity, because there they

baptized little children." "How then," the Reformer had asked,

"could he join in prayers with a people whose communion he should

have fled from as holding it in horror?" Calvin had continued:

"Servetus prayed as if he were in the very midst of the Church

of God— in which he showed plainly that with him opinions were

nothing. What is more, how came it to pass that he never said

a word in defence of his doctrine? I ask you what it signifies

that having liberty to say what he pleased, he made no confession

neither on the one side nor on the other, no more than if he had

been a block of wood? There was no danger of their cutting

out his tongue ; they had not gagged him ; they had not forbid-

den him to say whatever seemed to him good." All this Calvin

wrote by way of denying thiit Servetus had any sense of religion

or that his was "the death of a martyr." M. Saisset says that

never did theological fanaticism express itself in more coldly

atrocious words, and at great length he pours out the most bitter

reproaches on Calvin for the inhuman cruelty of these statements.

"What! I would say to Calvin, it does not suffice you to take

Servetus's life, but you must also dishonor his death?" He ad-

mits it was right for Calvin to make war on the ideas of Servetus

because he believed them false ; right also to destroy his writings
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because he held them dangerous ; and that he should even lay

violent hands on his person was a crime for which the age he

lived in must share the responsibility. "But," says M. Saisset,

"having smitten an unfortunate in his ideas, his books, and his

life, at least have respect to his honor." We confess that this

severity appears to us misplaced. On the one hand, as a martyr

to truth, Servetus should have given when permitted some testi-

mony to what he believed at the stake ; on the other hand, as a

sincere and consistent blasphemer of Christianity and reviler of

Genevan Christians, he should not have asked for their prayers

without some acknowledgment of his past errors. But M. Saisset

will not admit anything of the kind, and goes so far as to insist

on forcing Servetus into the true Church of God and excommuni-

cating Calvin. His words are as follows : "This man who dies for

an idea, these persons who pray with him and who touched with his

sufferings endeavor to shorten them belong by the same title to

God's Church. But you, Calvin, who denounce a personal ad-

versary to the Catholic Inquisition, you who demand death where

exile should have sufficed, you who preach against Servetus, he

being absent and under the burden of capital condemation, when

you cap the climax of all these dark offences by undertaking to

contest against evidence the good faith and sincerity of your

enemy in order to travesty and dishonor his last moments, you

do not belong at all, I dare affirm it in the name of that profound

faith I have in an eternal principle of goodness and justice, you

do not belong at all to the Church of God."

Yet M. Saisset has the candor to go on to say that however

severely history should condemn Calvin in this matter, still it is

not just to concentrate on him alone the responsibility for the

stake at which Servetus was burnt. He says the Swiss churches

contributed their influence in leading the Council at Geneva to

pronounce sentence of death, and that the churches in Holland

were not any more tolerant. He says, Melanchthon, the gentle

Melanchthon, highly complimented Geneva and Calvin for what

they did. Twenty years earlier (he adds) (Ecolampadius, Capito,

Zwingle, Bucer, all had held like views. "Such was the spirit

(he continues) of this rude epoch. Catholics and Protestants,
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nobody doubted that an error in religion was a punishable offence

to be repressed by the magistrate. . . . Strange and terrible age

when every thought might be a crime, when in the name of the

gospel each party launched against all others anathemas and

death." He proceeds to say that "Luther in the beginning of his

career said, 'Why kill the false prophets when it would suffice to

exile them ?' but that encountering opposition his heart grew bitter

and he also called for violence to succor truth." And so, he says,

Calvin when he was himself a wanderer and in danger counselled

mildness in repressing heresy, but that after the death of Servetus

he wrote a book to establish the rights of the sword over error.

So Beza maintained in the name of Protestantism the murderous

doctrine. '*In the next age Bossuet reaffirms it uncontradicted

in the midst of a period of polish, of sweetness, and of light. To

eradicate it two ages of philosophy have been required—Locke

and Voltaire, Montesquieu and Rousseau, have been required; the

French Revolution has been required."

So far M. Saisset. Bungener, referring to the many slanders

against Calvin, says he has "even been reproached by some on

account of the green wood of which the pile of Servetus was made

in order they say that he might die a lingering death. Thus at

the very moment when Calvin was asking for a milder form of

death for Servetus, they would represent him as employed in ren-

dering his tortures more cruel. Besides, what are they thinking

of? Green wood was a favor, for the victim would be stifled be*

fore the flames reached him. All this discussion moreover reposes

historically upon nothing. The documents which deserve to be

believed make no mention of wood either green or dry; and the

whole is only one of the thousand fables which blind hate has heaped

around the name of Calvin Let us quit these details once

for all. In vain are the horrors of this fatal day magnified ; they

will never equal those of so many days which had been witnessed

already and which were yet to be witnessed—we will not say by

Spain, whose soil is made up of human ashes—but by the Nether-

lands, by Austria, by England undef her bloody Mary, and by

France under her devout and dissolute kings. If Servetus had

perished ut Vienne, who would now have spoken of him? Who
VOL. XXX., NO. 3—10.
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would notice the luckless unit which is lost on the enormous total

of the victims of Rome? What Romanist in the sixteenth centuiy

had the audacity or even the thought of reproaching Calvin or the

Genevese for the death of Servetus? The tardy horror with which

it inspires the Romanists of our day will never, do what they will,

be aught else than a tribute of homage to the Reformation, for it is

Romanism that is attacked and condemned when the Reformation

is condemned for having inconsistently done once what Romanism

did every day upon principle." Elsewhere he says: "It is a great

anachronism to charge Calvin with this ,fault, as though it was

his own and one with which his own age might have reproached

him. Lament that he had an opportunity to commit it; blame

him for having committed it with the bitter zeal which is always

and in all things to be condemned; but to accuse him alone of it

when all his friends, includwg the mild Mehnchthon, all his ene-

mies with the exception of Castalio, but including Bolsec, and the

whole sixteenth century in short, approved and in some sort com-

mitted it with him, is to sacrifice him to the ideas of the nine-

teenth century as Servetus was sacrificed to the ideas of the

sixteenth. But when this sacrifice of Calvin is demanded by

Romish writers, when those who testify so much horror before

the stake of Servetus, experience none before the thirty or forty

thousand fires kindled by the Church of Rome in the same cen-

tury, we no longer ask where is justice, but where is the most

common honesty and the most ordinary decency ?"

M. Guizot says he does not think the Reformer ever felt any

regret as to his own conduct during the trial. He believed in his

duty to suppress heresy in this manner as sincerely as Servetus

held to his opinions, and his most intimate friends sought not to

soften but to confirm his severity. The most advanced advocates

of freedom of opinion, Guizot says, did not go so far as to say that

honest error could not be a crime. Servetus himself when charged

with saying the soul is mortal, exclaimed that if he ever had he

would condemn himself to death for it. Yet, says Guizot, amongst

even the Calvinistic Reformers some were averse to the capital

punishment of heretics, and would not tolerate the reproduction in

their own body of the cruelty they protested against in the Church

of Rome.
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M. Guizot also says: "This celebrated trial has become a great

historical event and I have followed its different stages with scru-

pulous care. I have endeavored to disentangle its philosophical,

social, and political aspects, and to describe them accurately. I

have been anxious truthfully to delineate the character, opinions,

passions, and attitude of the two opponents. It was their tragi-

cal destiny to meet each other and to enter into mortal combat as

the champions of two great causes. It is my profound conviction

that Calvin's cause was the good one, that it was the cause of

morality, of social order, and of civilisation. Servetus was the

representative of a system false in itself, superficial under the

pretence of science, and destructive alike of moral dignity in the

individual and of moral order in human society. In their disas-

trous encounter, Calvin was conscientiously faithful to what he

believed to be truth and duty; but he was hard, much more influ-

enced by violent animosity than he imagined, and devoid alike of

sympathy and generosity. Servetus was sincere and resolute in his

conviction, but he was a frivolous, presumptuous, vain, and envious

man, and capable in time of need of resorting both to artifice and

untruth. In an age full of martyrs to religious liberty Servetus

obtained the honor of being one of the few martyrs to intellectual

liberty; whilst Calvin, who was undoubtedly one of those who did

most towards the establishment of religious liberty, had the mis-

fortune to ignore his adversary's right to liberty of belief."

What we have thus laid before our readers is a fair and truth-

ful representation of the views of Guizot and Bungener on the

one side, and of Saisset on the other. The great French states-

man is the authority from whom we have quoted most largely.

Of course it is not to be understood that we accept all his repre-

sentations as perfectly just to Calvin. The Reformer's case is a

better one in truth than Guizot makes it to appear. He admires

Calvin, but with heavy discount. Evidently he hates the Calvin-

istic theology. But on this very ground his testimony will go

further with many than if he were a Calvinist as well as a

Protestant.

A few observations of our own will close this sketch.
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1. The candid reader Will regard the case of Calvin and Ser-

vetus in the light of a very desperate encounter. It was a life

and death struggle, and that hetween giants. These two so won-

drously endowed men were, through the infatuation that seemed

to get possession of Servetus and through the force of circum-

stances, formally pitted against one another. Laelius Socinus,

the uncle of Faustus Socinus, who became the father of Socinian-

ism, held opinions very similar to those of Servetus, was a young

man of great intellectual power, with a strong leaning towards

philosophical speculation, and passed several years in Germany

and Switzerland on friendly terms with Calvin and the other

Reformers. There is a beautiful letter of Calvin in Jules Bon-

net's collection, to which Guizot refers, written to his "dear

Laelius," which shows with what affectionate earnestness and for-

bearing tenderness ho could treat a youth who was, as Guizot

states, "incessantly expressing doubts as to the divinity of Christ,

the truth of redemption, expiation, original sin, and the majority

of the Christian doctrines," to which the Reformer held so tena-

ciously. But in the case of Servetus, there was a trial of strength

forced on Calvin by his antagonist. And yet we have no belief

at all in the statement that the Reformer either had a personal

hatred of the Spaniard or ever plotted against him. M. Saisset's

monograph is disfigured with constant charges against Calvin of

management and tricks. But that sort of blemishes never did

attach to the character of the great Genevese. Committed by

principles which he held sacred to certain course of conduct to-

wards Servetus (some of those principles held by most good men

at his day), he acted accordingly, and his conscience upheld and

sustained him throughout.

2. The candid reader will also bear in mind, when judging

Calvin and the other Reformers and also the Council of Geneva

who condemned Servetus, how, by the very, relations sustained

by them to Rome, they were compelled to be stern and severe in

dealing with Pantheistic unbelief and blasphemy. There stood

their watchful adversary, ready at every moment to make capital

for herself out of the least toleration by them of such errors.

But in the account he gives of Calvin's book published the year

i
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following the death of Servetus to demonstrate the lawfulness of

the sword as against heretics, Bungener points out how different

was Calvin's intolerance from that of Rome. The Reformer does

not advocate the State's punishment of error as error, but only

the punishment of the heretic when he becomes the disturber of

society; and he always supposes the case where there has been

really a disturbance, a shaking of the social foundations, and seri-

ous danger resulting both from the gravity of the error and the

activity of the heretic. It is for a civil oifence solely that he calls

for the action of the magistrate. But according to the Romish idea,

as realised in the Inquisition and by all the tribunals which judged

under the influence of the Church, it was heresy and heresy in

itself that was smitten—heresy in its obscurest adherents just as

in its most renowned apostles—heresy whether rooted after and

discovered in the depths of the conscience, or zealously and de-

fiantly and dangerously proclaimed in sermons and books. And
hence ensues an important practical consequence: the system

advocated by the Reformer could not have extended to every

heretic nor to every opinion reputed to be heretical, but to ex-

treme cases only, where error was diffused that subverted Chris-

tianity. Thousands were put to death by the Papacy as Protest^

,

ants ; Calvin never proposed to put any one to death as a Romanist.

The men he would smite were such as Gruet and Servetus, whom
all Christendom would have smitten as he did. This was indeed

to go too far ; but history, as Bungener well says, must take note

of these differences. The intolerance of Calvin could lead to the

vStake a very small number of victims ; Romish intolerance was

at that very moment immolating its thousands.

3. Let the candid reader also observe that every particle of the

special interest attaching to the death of Servetus is that it was a

Protestant auto dafe. Had the Spanish physician been burnt

at Vienne, had he been one of the millions of Rome's victims,

we had never heard his name. Geneva did take his mortal life,

but gave him an immortal history and a deathless though not

honorable name.

4. It is not a pleasant but an imperative duty to maintain that

Servetus's name is not an honorable one. M. Saisset claims
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that in denying the Trinity and the divinity of Jesus Christ and

original sin he awakened and roused up Socinus; and that in

coni,posing a rational Christianism where every mystery becomes

just a development of philosophy, he was the prelude of Male-

branche and Kant and Schelling and Hegel and Schleiermacher

and Strauss; and also that this courageous and hardy genius well

knew all along the scope and reach of his daring enterprise.

M. Saisset acknowledges that the "theology" of Servetus, "pro-

found but subtle and refined, is fallen into oblivion," and that

"his Neoplatonic philosophy is shipwrecked," but he declares that

"what has not perished and cannot perish is the grand idea of a

rational explanation of the Christian mysteries." He says: "It

pertains to the nineteenth century to accomplish this magnificent

enterprise, but the honor of having conceived of it and essayed

to realise it, at the cost of his quiet and his life, will suffice to

consecrate forever the name of Michael iServetus. He had a

place amongst the martyrs of modern liberty, but it is just to

mark out for him another not less glorious amongst philosophic

theologians, amongst the forerunners of Rationalism." How
far Socinians and Rationalists and the disciples of all the philoso-

phers named by M. Saisset will consider it complimentary to be

represented as the progeny of Servetus, it is not for us to judge.

All we care to deny in M. Saisset's statement as given is that

Servetus can be held to be the true originator of the idea of

explaining the mysteries of Christianity. The French reviewer

has forgotten the Gnostics and the Platonising Fathers of the

early Church and the Schoolmen. But the special point we wjsh

to make respects the moral character ascribed to Servetus. Does

he really deserve to be counted a martyr to anything good or

great who had no brave words to utter at the stake when called

on to speak what he pleased in defence of what he believed ?

Did either his death or his life proclaim him courageous and

hardy, or not rather vacillating, weak, and cowardly, though

impulsive and rash ? And what sha44 we say of his characteristic

untruthfulness? Many a Christian, many a Protestant, has

suffered all that Servetus had to endure without falsifying, as he

did constantly. Christianity glories in her martyrs, not alone
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for their courage, but their truth. If Rationalists or Socinians

—

if unbelief in any of its forms is prepared to glory with M. Saisset

in poor Servetus, we bid them welcome to the honor and privilege

with ever^' advantage to their cause that can accrue.

5. Very high is the compliment paid to Protestant Christianity

in our being required to defend John Calvin in this matter. Had

he been a Roman Bishop, Archbishop, Cardinal or Pope, who

had ever heard that he burnt Servetus? The world expects no

better of Rome, but takes her as it finds her and as it reads of her

in authentic history. She has long been addicted to burning

men, and does not disown nor condemn any such act that she ever

performed. Never is she heard excusing one of her innumerable

martyr fires on the ground that it was an error of the age, for

she claims infallibility and the world expects her to justify every

abomination that stains her history. But men expect better things

of Protestantism ; and neither Calvin nor any other nor all its

leaders lay claim to being above or beyond errors and mistakes.

Nay, the immortal Genevese shall at any time and to any degree

which justice demands bo censured if only the glory of the true

faith of the gospel may thereby be increased. For who then is

Calvin, nay, who is even Paul and who is Apollos but ministers

by whom we have believed? For we do not glory in men. For

all things are ours and the Church's—whether Luther or Calvin

or any other Reformer, whether the martyrs or confessors, whether

Paul or Apollos or Cephas, all are ours, and we are Christ's and

Christ is God's. John B. Adger.
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ARTICLE V.

CONTRARY CHOICE.

Whatever may be regarded as a subject of the foreknowledge

of Deity, is properly represented as certain. As this foreknowl-

edge is perfect, the future history of the universe is as distinctly

present to the mind of the Creator as the events of the infinite

past. There can bo no exception to the statement ; for any ex-

ception would be a defect of his knowledge. No degree of igno-

rance can be imputed to Him, whether we refer to the past, the

present, or the future. The suggestion sometimes advanced that

all divine knowledge is a knowledge of the present, does not

justly represent the truth as we must necessarily apprehend it.

We Cannot conceive of events unrelated to time. God has not

revealed himself in his absolute being, and reason cannot con-

template him under such a restriction. Besides, if it were possible,

such a conception of Deity would be a limitation of his nature.

Whatever may be his absolute mode of existence, we must admit

that he is capable of regarding events in succession. A perfect

foreknowledge of all future occurrences must, therefore, enter

into every reverent conception of his boundless attributes.

If the future history of his creation is thus open to the view

of the Creator, it cannot be denied that what he foreknows is

known with certainty. There is no contingency with God.

Neither curiosity nor doubt can be predicated of him. By a law

of our own minds we believe that the future will assume a definite

character. If known to the Almighty, it is definitely known in

the most minute particular. A contingent event is one that may

or may not be. But this language is relative to created intelli-

gence. The mind of God cannot be so restricted. He sees the

end from the beginning. "All things are naked and open unto

him with whom we have to do." Faith and reason concur in

this truth. The foreknowledge of God is therefore assured of the

whole chain of future events, and of each successive link. As

there is no point in space concealed from his inspection, so there

is no moment of time to come that escapes his omniscience.
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It follows that not only all creative acts, and all the processes

of material nature, but every action of created intelligence must be

embraced in the category of objects foreknown. Every sentiment

of affection, every direction of desire, every movement of feeling,

every impulse of passion, every phase of thought or volition, will

necessarily fall within the boundaries of this immense domain.

There can be no exception or exemption. If the sovereignty of

God is universal, nothing can exist, originate, or occur without

his knowledge and permission. The certainty of future volitions

is as true as that of external changes in nature. That Judas

would betray his Master on a given day, was as positively fore-

known to his Maker as that the sun would rise and set, , w

Some authors have maintained that volitions are exempt Trom

this law of certainty by the nature of the will. They contend

that it is conceivable that the Creator should intentionally deny

to himself all immediate knowledge of future volitions of respon-

sible agents, and that mediate knowledge of such volitions is

necessarily conjectural and imperfect. These suggestions cannot

be admitted by those who hold the universal sovereignty of God.

If there were a point in space which his intelligence had never'

penetrated, or a moment of life beyond his observation, that point

or that moment would be a limitation of his empire. If the

volitions of men or angels were independent of the divine will,

then each would be sovereign in his own sphere, and the sphere

of created will must be deducted from that of the Creator. The

will of God and the will of the creature, being mutually indepen-

dent, would divide the sovereignty of the universe. But the

sovereignty of God is not now under discussion, and its relations

to the present subject will be examined hereafter. The absurdity

of such an abdication, on the part of an infinite and perfect God,

is, however, so obvious as to require very little argument.

We are now concerned with the distinct attribute of knowledue,

and insist that the suggestion that the Deity might intentionally

abstain from knowing what he could know in the full exercise of

his powers, is derogatory to his character, and inconsistent with

any just estimate of his perfections. Why should he impose such

a restriction upon himself? If we say it was in order to impose

VOL. XXX., NO. 3— 11.
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upon the creature a proper measure of responsibility, we answer

that this motive would have operated to conceal from the divine

intelligence all the volitions of moral agents; but we know that

in fact God has given us in revelation many evidences of his fore-

knowledge of human conduct. All prophecy is founded upon

such knowledge. The suggestion is therefore inapplicable to a

multitude of examples in which the Deity must have foreknown

the future volitions of his creatures. And yet in these cases his

foreknowledge did not diminish the responsibility of the agents.

As, therefore, the foreknowledge of God extended to many actual

volitions, no believer in revelation can, with any consistency,

deny his foresight of all the volitions of his creatures.

But natural reason points to the same conclusion independently

of revelation. The suggestion referred to, when plainly stated,

amounts to this: When God created man, he knew nothing of his

future character and historv. The whole course of human affairs

was a perfect blank. And even now, a shrewd conjecture is the

only basis on which he can proceed in providing for the future

dealing of his wisdom with mankind. It is clear that no believer

in the government of the world by a supreme, intelligent, per-

sonal Deity, can ever adopt such an opinion. It involves conse-

quences from which natural reason revolts. It implies that God's

foreknowledge of the actions ^f all his intelligent creatures is a

complete void. Conjecture itself is out of the question. All

rational conjecture is founded in law. But, by the hypothesis,

there is no natural law in volition. The will is not deteruiined

by any antecedent. Even a probability would indicate a certain

approximation towards the discovery of a regulative law. The

denial of law, the exclusion of causal efficiency from the domain

of the will, renders all probable reason nugatory. We say, there-

fore, that this suggestion implies absolute ignorance on the part

of the Creator, of the future course of the whole body of his intel-

ligent creatures. Angels, men, and devils are hourly adding to

the sum of the divine knowledge, and God is growing daily in wis

dom, as each day contributes a new page to the history of the

past. How profound must have been his ignorance before creation

began!

,«».
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Allusion has already been made to the fact that some writers

endeavor to escape from the 'difficulty, by denying to God the

attribute of foreknowledge altogether. They insist that time is

not a condition of thought with the Creator, as it is with the-^*^

creature. He knows all events as present to his apprehension!

In his mental exercises, he anticipates nothing and remembers

nothing. It is all an eternal now. His references to the past

and the future are mere accommodations to the limited intelligence

of his creatures. '
'

^ '
..^r.>

As before stated, we cannot know the absolute mode of the

divine existence. All our knowledge of God is necessarily rela-

tive to our own capacities. The preceding speculation extends

beyond the sphere of human reason. It is absurd to endeavor to

satisfy reason by a reference to hypothetical truths that lie entirely

beyond its scope. It is evident that revelation affords no counte* '

nance to such a representation of the divine nature. It is a

rational speculation in its terms. And yet reason cannot appre-

hend it. But this much is certain, that, if it implies an incapacity

in the Almighty, it cannot be true. Now the use for which the '

suggestion is made is dependent upon that very incapacity. The

question is not whether God is capable of apprehending facts as.

unconditioned by time and space, but whether he is not also capa-

ble of apprehending them under such conditions. If he is not,

an incapacity' is implied. If he is, then he does exercise that

power. For it is inconceivable that God posseses any power

which will never be exerted. Whatever therefore maybe the

mode in which he exercises liis knowledge with reference to

himself, there is an inexorable demand of right re^oj^hat we

shall recognise memory and foreknowledge among ^lis active

powers.

We leave these speculations behind us, as unworthy of further

consideration-, and assume with confidence, as the dictate of Scrip-

ture and reason, that the boundless future is completely foreknown

to the Creator in its consecutive form, and no less certain than

the past. The next inquiry is the ground of this certainty. We
propose to conduct it first in the light of sound reason, and after-

wards in that of revelation. For it will afford the highest satis-
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faction to discover that the two processes lead independently to

the same solution. :,' ,n * v ^ '';!,
At the outset we premise that the apprehension of certainty in

relation to the future, implies, to our created intelligence, a pre-

determination. We cannot predicate certainty, without aknowl-

edge and appreciation of the laws that regulate the universe.

Eclipses, transits, and comets are calculated by means of such

knowledge. On the other hand, we cannot entertain a positive

certainty of the execution of our own purposes for want of certain

fixed data. Our subjective states are liable to innumerable

changes produced by the volitions of surrounding agents, and by

the unforeseen physical conditions to which we may be exposed.

If the human mind were not subject to subjective change, and

external circumstances were all under our control, the pur-

poses we form for the future might be predicted with infallible

precision.

It will be conceded therefore that, if the analogy holds, all

divine purposes are foreseen by the infinite mind that conceives

them. And hence all divine acts are foreseen distinctly by the

Creator, and are the products of his power and will. God does

nothing from a new impulse or extemporaneous design. This

would imply change and imperfection. His acts are predeter-

mined, and are independent of conditions. His purposes ante-

dated creation. It was his preconceived design, at a given point

of time to create angels, and at another to create man. He ap-

prehended from eternity the certainty of these events. How,

then, was that certainty related to his purpose? A certain future

event is not one that simply may be. but that muat be. The

introduction of contingency is inconsistent with the premises.

According to the laws of thought with which we ourselves are

endowed by the Creator, we cannot conceive of certainty which

is not established by antecedents. But, before creation, all ante-

cedents must have been in the mind of the Almighty. His voli-

tions, therefore, are the foantains of his creative acts. His purposes

alone established the certainty of these wonderful events. Reso-

lutions formed by an infinite mind must be accompanied by a

positive assurance of the acts to which they relate. This con-
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sciousness is not the result of calculation or inference. It is not

an impression of overwhelming probability, but an intuition that

tlie purposes of such a mind, unrestricted by conditions, will be

fulfilled. The purpose is a cause, of infinite efficiency, and the

effect is immediately apprehended as a certain result.- -;f-rv ;

All this would be indisputable, if the analogy of human con-

sciousness could be assumed. But such is our ignorance of the

modes of the divine existence, that we can venture no farther

than to affirm that it is the only view of the subject of which we

are capable. If we are left to the resources of reason, we can

discover nothing of the mind of God without applying to him the

laws of thought with which we are endowed. His nature is

unthinkable, except through the medium of that consciousness

which is the condition of all speculation. All reverent concep-

tions of God must embrace a consistent view of his character,

which can only be obtained by the reason through the channel

we have indicated. If we think of him at all, we must think of

him as constituted mentally like ourselves, yet on a scale infinitely

great. And it must be admitted that this analogy is, for all practi-

cal ends, an index of truth. For as God is the author of our being,

and has given us this medium of knowledge, we cannot without

impiety accuse the testimony of our reason of falsehood. It is

therefore a sound conclusion, or at least the soundest we can

rationally attain, that God's foreknowledge of his own acts is

based upon his purpose to perform them. His capacity of

knowledge is one of his original perfections, and as independent as

the rest. But the actual knowledge of a future fact cannot be

imagined to exist till the fact has been determined. For if we

speak of a future event as certain, we simply mean that the causes

exist that ensure its accomplishment.

The same method will also lead us to trace the purposes of God

to his previous subjective states. That is, he forms these pur-

poses for reasons within himself, and his wisdom and goodness

are the fountains of his volitions. We say he will never do wrong,

and the proposition is founded upon our conception of the perma*

nent influence of these principles upon his actions. The highest

praise we can render to him is to affirm that he cannot do other-
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wise than that which is supremely right. Reason > therefore, as

far as it can pretend to piety, attributes a certain neceanty to his

purposes and their execution. And, on the other hand, the same

reason testifies that God is perfectly /re^;. We are thus brought

to inquire whether necessity and freedom may not coexist in the

same moral agent.

The certainty of physical phenomena is obviously due to the

adequate causes that produce them. We have presented the con-

siderations that lead us also to conclude that, in the constitution

of the divine nature, his actions are rendered certain by his pur-

poses, and his purposes are induced by his perfections. If the

latter relation is definitely fixed, we have in God's mental and

moral nature a law as reliable as any he has imposed upon matter.

If the purposes he entertains must needs accord forever with his

wisdom and goodness, we have them as the invariable effects of

permanent causes. This is nothing less than law. Knowing his

perfections, an intelligent creature may as certainly predict that

he will always take the best course, as that the sun will rise.

Few theists will deny that such a necessity exists. They not

only perceive the certainty, but recognise his perfections as the

ultimate cause of it. The highest eflSciency of causation is found

in the permanent principles of the divine nature which determine

all the actions of Providence. But at the same time it cannot be

conceived that the freedom of God is in the least restricted by

them. It becomes necessary, therefore, to inquire into the rela-

tions of necessity and liberty in the constitution of moral agents.

Of such agents God is the highest and purest type. If the recon-

ciliation can be effected in reference to him, there can be no

difficulty in subordinjite instances.

The definition of freedom is ever before us in the plain propo-

sition, that the person in question may act as he pleases. Any

exterior restraint impairs this liberty. In the divine nature, all

restraint is wanting, and God, beyond dispute, acts as he pleases.

But the question is legitimate, how it comes to pass that it always

pleases him to do right. Does it simply happen to be so, or is

the fact determined by precedent conditions of the mind? All

our confidence in God is predicated upon the permanence of his
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character. If natural religion requires this confidence, it must

furnish a basis for it. We have this in the argument already

adduced to show that God's course of action is determined by his

perfections. To say that we know that he will always do right,

and yet deny the existence of any efficient reasons for the belief,

is contradictory and absurd. It must be clear therefore that all

just conceptions of the nature of God include a necessary certainty

of his choice, and an absolute freedom in that choice. "'>'>!*! ^-f ft'

The nexus of these facts can only be found in the unity of God.

Necessity and certainty are relative, but the absolute unity of

God is the common point in which these relations meet. In the

most precise language, it is God who is free and necessary at the

same time. But philosophers are in the habit of discussing these

principles as distinct, and attributing necessity to God's disposi-

tions, and freedom to his volitions. This may be a convenient

form of artificial analysis, but it ought never to be forgotten that

it is artificial. In his nature God is a unit, and it is this unit

that possesses a permanent character. It is at the same time this

unit that is active in volition. But freedom cannot belong to

volition in any other sense than the mind in the act of willing;,

and necessity cannot pertain to the dispositions in any other sense

than the mind disposed. The same mind is permanently inclined

to the supreme good, and freely performs it. Necessity and lib-

erty coexist in the unity of God, without schism in his being, or

discord in his counsels, and must be reconciled, if ever, as coor-

dinate truths of the same indivisible nature.

Some authors seem to discover a conflict between determination

and volition. But this is due, in part, to the association of neces-

sity with coercion. Physical law must often override volition.

The term Necessity, in its application to material phenomena,

carries wMth it the idea of physical force. But in its application,

through the poverty of language, to conditions and changes of an

intellectual or moral character, such an association must be dis-

carded. So far from operating contrary to the will, this necessity

operates, in moral agents, through the will. This is eminently

true of God. His will is an infallible index of his principles and

desires. So long as these remain the same, his will must continue
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to reflect them. If we say his will possesses the power of a con-

trary choice, we can only mean that his choice would be different

if his desires or dispositions were different. His character deter-

mines his actions with an absolute and necessary certainty. The

will is the channel through which the possibilities of thought are

realised in experience. It is free, in the sense of exemption from

coercion. It is free, in the sense that it acts as the individual

mind pleases. But as an office of mind, or a subject of law, it is

not and cannot be free. It must act forever in exact accordance

with the prevalent desires of the spiritual unit. Volition is a

function of the spiritual being, and liberty belongs not to the

function but to the essence itself. .. ? li • .; .;; .^ ; ^

It is a common reply to such reasoning, that the power of con-

trary choice is involved in the very definition of liberty, and that

moral responsibility depends upon it. But here is a case of per-

fect freedom without any such power. With God there is an

infinite preponderance of motive in favor of rectitude. With the

purely metaphysical question of equality of motives, we have

nothing at present to do. In moral natures there cannot bo such

indifference. The question is, does such a power exist where the

motives are all on one side? No meaning can be attached to a

power which is not, never has been, and never will be exercised.

No choice contrary to holiness can be even imagined to spring up

in the consciousness of God. It is a mere fiction of sophistry,

invented for the purpose of sustaining a theory of speculation.

We add nothing to the praise of the Creator by ascribing to him

such a power. It would only detract from the exalted chiiractcr

which reason imputes to him. Nor does the question of respon-

sibility affect the case. For this cannot be predicated of the

Supreme Being. And the glory of his righteous government

consists especially in his want of liability to sin. Such a want,

so far from implying imperfection, is the highest evidence of per-

fection. It remains therefore a necessary element of our most

rational conception of God, that he cannot deviate from rectitude.

We think it will now be admitted that a definite result has

been reached, and a law of spiritual life established; The prin-

ciples of the spiritual nature being permanently directed to holi-
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ness, the volitions and actions of the individual will invariably

take the same direction. And jet the freedom of present choice

will not be infringed. What God chooses to-daj, he will continue

to choose to-morrow, necessarily and yet freely. The necessity

is imposed by the continuity of his perfections. The freedom is

unquestionable. And difficult as it may be to reconcile the facts

in our own consciousness, that difficulty does not impair the force

of the facts. Now if this law obtains so evidently in the divine

nature, it would seem to be equally applicable to responsible

creatures. If absolute necessity does not affect His liberty, it

may well consist with the free-agency of men and angels. That

they are, in a certain sense, free, is a matter of consciousness.

That their natures are permanently directed to sin or holiness,

and the general tenor of their lives is shaped by fixed principles,

may be denied by the unbeliever, but must be accepted by the

Christian reader. But even the unbeliever must acknowledge

that the analogy of the divine nature creates a powerful presump-

tion in favor of a necessitarian theology.

At this point we assume the truth of revelation. And here it

is evident that the foregoing rational inquiry results in the system

of doctrine which Calvinistic creeds embrace. That God fore-

ordained whatsoever comes to pass, and that, at the same time, the

liberty of second causes is not thereby impaired but established,

is the keystone in the magnificent structure. The certainty and

necessity of all events within the scope of God's foreknowledge,

must include even the volitions of his creatures. And the diffi-

culty is immediately started by Arminian and Pelagian critics,

that this makes God the author of sin. But the inference is

unwarranted by reason and directly contradicted by Scripture.

All sinful volitions and actions take their rise in the principles

and inclinations of the being that conceives them, and owe their

malignant character to the nature of the individual. Sin sustains

a twofold relation : a moral one to the motives that have actuated

the culprit, and an historical and providential one to the decrees

of God. It is the moral relation that imparts to it its true

heinousness. The historical relation has tio moral features, but

simply connects it as a link with the vast chain of antecedents

VOL. XXX., NO. 3— 12.
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and Consequents which the wisciom of God has established. This

is the best rational solution which our minds can frame consist-

ently with our premises. >*.::.."" »,; ;i -j' '.i^vui-Hii •,!/ ,r<

' But we appeal now to the Word of God, in proof of the facts.

Whether these facts can be reconciled with other facts, is another

question. The Apostle Peter, in addressing the assembled Jews

after the crucifixion, brings against them this indictment: "Him
being delivered by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of

God. ye have taken, and, by wicked hands, have crucified and

slain." And again, the rest of the apostles, after he and John

had been restored to liberty, in their thanksgiving to God, use

this language: "For of a truth, against thy holy child Jesus,

whom thou hast anointed, both Herod and Pontius Pilate, with

the Gentiles and the people of Israel, were gathered together, for

to do whatsoever thy hand and thy counsel determined before to

be done."

The crucifixion of the Son of God was sin in its most aggravated

form. Its criminality is clearly attributed to the wicked parties

who instigated and executed it. Their motives were corrupt and

malicious, and therefore the act was condemned. But the reverent

reader cannot fail to observe that the event was one determined

in advance by the counsels of heaven. The great difficulty pre-

sents itself in a concrete and unavoidable form. T^he death of

Christ was from eternity necessary and certain, and predeter-

mined in its minutest particulars, and yet the sinfulness of the

transaction is traced by the finger of God, not to his own decree,

but to the depraved bosoms of the perpetrators. A sinful act

was committed in accordance with God's appointment, and yet

no wicked suspicion is warranted that God was in any sense im-

plicated in its criminality. A multitude of similar examples

could be produced from the sacred volume. We refer to only one

more, in which Joseph consoles his brethren by declaring, on two

occasions, that their conduct in selling him to strangers was a

fulfilment of the merciful purpose of God.

Several methods of escape from the plain tenor of these scrip-

tures are resorted to by critics, who seek to vindicate the holiness

of God by limitation of his other perfections. One is the denial
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of the immediate knowledge of God in reference to the volitions

of his creatures. The other is by denying his decree, whilst they

admit his foreknowledge. We have endeavored to show the

unsoundness of the former in the light of reason. Will it stand

the test of Scripture? As a divine attribute, foreknowledge must

be perfect and eternal. The Scriptures nowhere admit a limita-

tion of any of his perfections. If God from eternity foresaw the

sin of Judas, as is admitted, it must^ have been certain from

eternity. Only two alternatives are possible in thought, prede-

termination by blind destiny, or foreordination by decree. We
do not find it possible to avoid some kind of necessity, if the

scriptural view of the divine nature is c<)nce<lod. Revelation is full

of such ascriptions to Jehovah. If his power is infinite, as there

represented, we cannot imagine hira limited by any force outside

of himself. Fate is out of the question. If necessity be admitted

anywhere, it must be in his own nature. But these writers deny

necessity. According to them, the actions of men are certain,

yet undetermined. There are events in the future which may or

may not be, and certainly will be. The absurdity of such Rea-

soning is manifest, and it has the disadvantage of being in the

teeth of the Scriptures, which declare that Jesus was delivered

into the hands of his enemies "by the determinate counsel of

God." Judas fulfilled this mission in the exercise of his volition,

and, according to the theory, that volition was an uncaused event,

one that might have been otherwise. And yet it is represented

as eternally certain in the mind of God. Unless there is an end

of all reasoning, this certainty must have had a cause. A raison

d'etre is demanded by the terms themselves. Such arguments

must be abandoned. They are plainly contradictory, not only

to the dictates of enlightened reason, but to the whole testimony

of the Bible concerning the perfections of the Almighty.

Let us subject the doctrine to a test. In physical nature, cause

and effect are acknowledged to be antecedent and consequent.

Man must view them under the category of time. Make them

simultaneous, and you destroy the relation. Now, according to

those who admit that future sequences may be known to God as

certain, including the uncaused volitions of men, the Creator does
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not view these occurrences as future. They are in his knowledge

simultaneous. In other words, what are to our minds antecedents

and consequents are, to his mind, contemporaneous facts. They

confess that our own reason and Scripture represent these facts

to us in succession. But they maintain that in reality God
regards all things as present. Cause and effect are therefore

terms of accommodation to us. We do not deny that the divine

knowledge is intuitive; bi*t we do deny positively that this intui-

tion excludes from it all recognition of the different modes of

time. We insist that God regards phenomena in their temporal

sequence and causative relations, as really as we do ourselves.

If time and space are realities at all, they are realities to him,

and if causality is valid at all, it is valid in his sight. The sug-

gestion that all time is present time to God, springs from a con-

scious necessity to get rid of causation in phenomena of the will.

But it is clearly untenable. Our nature revolts at the thought

that time may be an illusion imposed upon creatures, and that

the being of God is constituted so differently from the representa-

tions of Scripture. In fact an eternal present is an absurdity

in terms, for the present is correlative of the past and the

ftiture, and, when they are wanting, all the teirms of the relation

vanish.

Assuming, then, the reality of succession in time for all physical

causes and effects, the knowledge which God has of them is

evidently a true /o^vknowl edge. He sees the antecedent precede

the consequent, and he knows the cause as necessary to the effect.

But the question is, does he, or does he not, see volitions as future

events also? This it is impossible to answer in the negative, if

the truth is admitted concerning physical phenomena. It would

be a most violent incongruity to acknowledge the one and deny

the other. No one will be so bold as to propound such a sugges-

tion. Well then, volitions are regarded by the Deity as future

events, and his knowledge of them is /oreknowledge. Now this

foreknowledge is confessedly infallible. The volition is foreseen

as certain. The event has not yet occurred, but it is certain that

it will occur. Man may say it is contingent, that it may or may

not be. But no such affirmation can be put into the mouth of
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t^mniscience. In his foreknowledge it is certain to be. (See

Confession.) ....

This certainty of futurition is the great question to be settled.

The foreknowledge of God is intuitive and not inferential. Its

cause is the infinite nature of Deity. But how is the certainty

to be accounted for ? The answer of the critics is, that it is alto-

gether uncaused. God foresees the volition intuitively, but that

volition, up to the moment when iti is realised, remains undeter-

mined. Even God himself regards it as a contingent phenomenon,

which may or may not be, although he knows that it will be!

It is certain, and yet nothing makes it certain. It is positively

foreseen, and yet it is possible for the will, at the last moment,

to make a contrary choice, and frustrate the foreknowledge of the

Creator! Now it seems to us that the foreknowledge of a cer-

tainty, implies certainty in the object. The volition is a true

certainty—a realised phenomenon beforehand—or its future cer-

tainty appertains to some cause that ensures it. Either this must

be admitted, or its objective certainty must be denied, and the

certainty be merely subjective in the mind of God.

We contend that a subjective certainty in the mind must have

an objective certainty in the event. The validity of the one is

dependent upon the validity of the other. Consciousness cannot

mislead, and most obviously the consciousness of God is veracious.

If he foresees an event as certain, the certainty of the latter is

assumed. But, this being granted, it follows that the objective

certainty is valid, independently of the act of knowledge. When
we see an external object, we know that its existence is indepen-

dent of our senses, and is the cause of the perception. So we
say in reference to God's foreknowledge of a human volition, that

he foresees it as certain, because it is certain. If it were not

certain independently of this foresight, there could be no validity

in the foreknowledge itself

It will hardlv be denied that the future volitions are thus

objectively valid, and not certain merely because they are known.

We are then face to face with the question in its utmost simplicity.

How does the volition come to be certain ? It is given in response,

that no cause is necessary for a new phenomenon of will. It is
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known that it will come to pass, simpl}^ because it will come to

pass. But hoAv does this accord with the other truth, that it may
not come to pass? If the certainty is not caused by God's fore-

knowledge, it may be considered apart from it, and the fore-

knowledge be treated as zero. Let Uv<», with all reverence, and

only for the sake of the analysis, suppose the suggestion of some

Arminian writers to be true, that God may, by an exercise of his

will, refrain from knowing certain facts of the future. Amoni?

these objects of liis nescience may be the volitions of some of his

creatures, which are nevertheless certain to occur. It is obvious

that the event is still certain, even in the supposed absence of

the divine foreknowledge. The fact is positively in the future,

and, although unknown to God, might be known to him if he

desired to know it. Now we have reduced the certainty to this

point, that it is not the object of any mind in the universe, and

still it is true. But what is it? It is not in any train of causes,

according to the theory we are examining. All physical cer-

tainties are founded in permanent laws of nature. But here

there is none. Down to the last moment that precedes the volition,

a contrary choice is possible, and this would seem sufficient to

render the event uncertain. And yet it is conceded that it is

certain. What can be the meaning of this certainty that is predi-

cable of the event which is at the same time uncertain to all

intelligences?

Every rational predication must have a reason for it. To affirm

anything, and be unable to assign a ground upon which it rests,

is sheer imbecility. But this certainty of a volition that may or

may not be realised, is founded upon no datum of any intellect,

upon no ascertained premises, upon no experience. It stands

upon nothing, and is as unsubstantial as a dream.

The foreknowledge of volitions which pertains to the Deity is

fully admitted by almost all theologians. None will contend that

his foreknowledge is the cause of these volitions. A very distinct

line is drawn between those who affirm, and those who deny that

they are due to causation. Some who call themselves Calvinists,

are found on the negative side. It is with these alone that we

hold this discussion. Their position appears to us singularly
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1^^

weak and unfortunate. The Socinian, and even the Arminian,

is far more consistent, for the reason that he makes fewer fatal

concessions.
i\.,ji't. %: , . 1 t^.J. tili^l^iK^

1. The Calvinist who accepts our standards admits, that "God

did freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass;

yet so as thereby neither is God the author of sin ; nor is violence

offered to the will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contin-

gency of second causes taken away, but rather established." /ii;vij>

An effort is sometimes made to escape from the natural and

obvious purport of this language of the Westminster Confession,

under cover of what are called "permissive decrees." Some dis-

tinction is no doubt allowable between different decrees of God.

But we have shown conclusively that no distinction is admissible

which may invalidate the certainty of the event. Volitions do

"come to pass," and are therefore "unchangeably ordained" as

effects of second causes. Besides, these Calvinists acknowledge

the objective validity of the thing foreseen and foreordained.

They must therefore understand "the contingency of second

causes" in a sense consistent with this concession. They cannot

interpret the facts in any way that would conflict with the cer-

tainty of the event. They cannot deny that there may be certainty

of futurition which is consistent with liberty and contingency

as understood by the authors of the Confession. This would be

a plain contradiction, and yet into it they unwittingly fall.

The inspiring motive to this course of reasoning is, avowedly,

to save the character of God. But this is not dependent upon

human logic at all. And, besides, if it were, the theory of

uncaused volitions offers a very feeble defence. For a permissive

decree is just as inexplicable as any other. The origin of evil

remains unsolved when reason is exhausted. Rejecting the

Manichaean heresy, we are compelled to acknowledge that evil

originated in time, and not with man, but with the first angels

who apostatised. If the positive decree of God necessarily impli-

cates him in its criminality, what must be said of his permissive

decree? Angels were created by him with the full knowledge

of their future fall. Might not sin have been avoided by abstain-

ing from creation? '

i

»t.
—'*'-
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When we conjoin the unquestionable certainty of the event

with the fact that it is foreordained, it seems to us that the vin-

dication of Providence, by a resort ta~uneaused volitions, is im-

possible. Nor do we see the least necessity for such an effort.

Faith lays down a far more satisfactory and defensible thesis,

in the proposition that whatever God does is right; and our

business is an a priori inquiry for the fact itself, not the vin-

dication of the fact.

2. Again, the Calvinistic theologian accepts of course the doc-

trine of the Confession concerning the holiness of God, that it

pervades his entire nature. Indeed, all Christians admit that

this principle gives shape and direction to all his actions. Not

only his will, but his inclinations and affections are holy. But

since his holiness and his wisdom are perfect and infinite, his will

is immutable. It cannot be denied that the will of God is per-

manently and unchangeably directed to the choice of moral good

in preference to moral evil. Faith reposes with unshaken con-

fidence upon this truth. Certainty, in its utmost objective validity,

appertains to the future moral action of the Deity. But if the

power of contrary choice is essential to volition, and God has a

will analogous to ours, his will must determine itself in every act

of volition. It is conceivable, under such circumstances, notwith-

standing his holiness, that his will might act in direct opposition

to the moral principles of his nature. The thought is shocking,

but unavoidable, if this theory be true. We have no idea that it

is held to this extent by any of our theologians. But if not,

they must admit that there is some guaranty in the divine nature

against such consequences. Either the will of God is perma-

nently directed to holiness, or it is efficiently and infallibly influ-

enced by associated principles in his nature. The latter supposi-

tion is stoutly denied by the critics under review. They hold

that will ceases to be will when its action is determined by any-

thing out of itself But what will they do with the other alter-

native? Is the will of God permanently directed to holiness?

If so, and his existence is eternal, how comes it so, unless we

assume a permanent principle that gives unity to all his volitions?

The only answer possible is, that it is the nature of the divine
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will to prefer holiness. But the use of such a term significantly

points to a law in the operations, a law of the series of volitions,

that determines their constant character. And if the will of God

is regulated by a law^ neither the will nor the law is undetermined.

A second cause is established. :^ : ..>; : im * :;« ? ..

Here, then, is the most independent of all beings in the uni-

verse, whose freedom is undeniably perfect, independent and free

in the exercise of a will permanently and infallibly determined to

holiness by a principle which is regulative of it. How then can

it be maintained that the power of contrary choice is essential to

the operations of the will? The concession of holiness as a fixed

principle of the divine nature, is fatal to the theory.

3. Further, those who accept our standards, although they may

question the analogy of the divine will to ours, admit, in regard

to intelligent creatures, that there are several classes whose

natures are confirmed in good or evil. Angels who have passed

their probation, the redeemed in heaven, and unconverted men

on earth, are all acknowledged to have a fixed n'dtiire, determined

to holiness or sin.

How is it possible for these theologians, holding this doctrine

in its integrity, to contend that the power of contrary choice is

essential to responsibility? Angels and saints in glory are surely

not irresponsible agents. The devils and lost men do not cease

to owe obedience to the divine law. The unregenerate descend-

ants of Adam, whose "minds are carnal, at enmity with God, are

not subject to his law, neither indeed can be," are, in the lan-

guage of Holy Writ, "sold under sin," and are confessedly deter-

mined to evil, are nevertheless held to a just and awful account

for not exercising that powepDf contrary choice which, according

to our Confession and the Bible, they do not possess.

It is said in reply, that this inability is an element of the penal

state. Be it so. The difficulty is not removed. It is only

increased. The penalty has God for its author, and, if sin is a

part of that penalty, according to the method of argument adopted

by the respondents, he is made the author of sin. But more than

this, men are held responsible for these sins in spite of the bond-

age in which they are committed. The determination of their

VOL. XXX., NO. 3— 13.
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wilLs by the fall, which took place thousands of years before they

were born, does not, in the divine judgment, in the least impair

the enormity of their guilt. Indeed, the more the will is deter-

mined to evil, the more guilty the individual is held to be.

These admitted facts seem to us effectually to close the door

upon those who imagine that human responsibility and divine

rectitude necessarily require that the will of a free agent shall

be exempt from determination.

4. Again, the parties referred to, hold their peculiar views of

the fall for ethical reasons which are contradicted by all the

admitted facts we have recited. If it was required by divine

justice that Adam should possess, up to the moment of his trans-

gression, a will exempt from all determining influence, it follows

with infallible necessity that all the foregoing articles of faith

must be abandoned.

If the fall of man, and the entire history to which it has given

rise, might have been frustrated by an exercise of the contrary

choice of Adam, we do not see how the utmost ingenuity can

sustain the doctrine of the foreordination of "whatsoever comes

to pass." Even under cover of the notion of a "permissive de-

cree," the trouble recurs. For a determination to permit that

which was certainly to be, reads like nonsense. And if the fore-

knowledge of the event were denied (which it is not), the alterna-

tives must have been before the mind of the Creator as objects of

thought, and preference given to the series of facts which have

actually occurred. The occasion, and the circumstances render-

ing the fall possible, must have been provided for in advance.

Otherwise the foreordination amounted simply to a resolve that,

if the tempter should assail our first parents, and if they should

elect to transgress, no obstacle should be put in their way. But

this would be a strange use of the word ^'ordain.'' And the

word ""whatsoever' distributes the ordination to each and all of

the events, to the volition as much as anything else, and it

follows clearly that, when it came to pass, it did so in accordance

with a special ordination. This is precisely what the conceded

certainty implies. And moreover, if no cause is implied in

volition, how could the Confession declare that "second causes"

-
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^^causes' recognises theare established? The use of the word

efficiency of the antecedents.

Again, this theory requires the abandonment of the Calvinistic

doctrine of a regulation of the will of God by a principle of holi-

ness. If a degree of influence proceeding from the highest prin-

ciples of the soul sufficient to ensure the moral character of the

volitions, would, as maintained, destroy their voluntary nature,

then a less degree of such influence would proportionally weaken

their voluntary character, and any influence from God's moral

attributes over his will would be incompatible with his freedom.

If the will of God does not point permanently in the direction of

rectitude, its future exercises are unreliable; if it does, there

must be a principle at the root of the will, and distinct from it,

which regulates its action. " It may be a misuse of terms to call

this influence control; but it is evidently an efficient of certainty

in the consequent events. But the theory under review sunders

the will of God from all efficiency distinct from itself. The prox-

imity of a principle of holiness m^ay be the occasion, but never

the cause of holy acts of the will. The will is independent of

regulative principles, and retains the poAver of every moment

changing its line of action. In other words, there is no guaranty

for the continued rectitude of the divine conduct. We will do no

orthodox divine the injustice of supposing that such is the con-

scious deduction. All we say is, that in our apprehension it is a

necessary one.

Further, the doctrine of the confirmation of certain classes of

creatures in sin or holiness, cannot be sustained along with this

theory. It must inevitably perish. This is the point of collision

that excites our greatest wonder. No two propositions strike us

as more directly antagonistic than this: that a power of contrary

choice is essential to a true exercise of the will, and this: that

a moral agent may be rendered permanently holy or permanently

wicked without destroying his free agency.

The bare statement of this antithesis is sufficient to illustrate

the incompatibility of the terms. The contradiction is so glaring

that we fear, in writing it down, lest, by some dulness of intellect,

we may have misapprehended the first proposition. But so it
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stands before us, and how to bridge the chasm and effect a recon-r

ciliation, is more than we can accomplish.

5. Recurring to the unquestioned certainty of future volitions,

which is implied in every page of Scripture, and is the very foun-

dation of the Covenant of Redemption, we find an effort made to

break its force in this argument, by an appeal to the case of Adam.

The object is avowed. It is not to disprove the certainty, but to

counterpoise its influence upon dogma, by showing equal evidence

of uncertainty or contingency in the statement given by Moses

of the fall of man.

Such a cours^ of reasoning is strange indeed. It cannot sub-

serve the cause of truth to unsettle the human mind on any

subject. If the objective certainty of volitions is once admitted

as established, all contrary reasoning is sceptical in its tendency.

But the citation of the case of Adam is peculiarly unfortunate,

for the reason that, aside from psychological theory, it does not

throw a particle of light upon the subject. The greater multitude

of pertinent facts furnished in the history of the second Adam,

point to him as a much more satisfactory illustration; and in the

latter case, revelation leaves the nmtter in no doubt whatever.

The divine will and the human will of Christ were in perfect har-

mony. If such a contingency as is claimed for Adam's volitions,

had belonged to Christ, the permanency and certainty of that

harmony must have been exposed to constant interruption. But

the faith of the disciples justly reposed upon that certainty as an

infallible ground of assurance. —

'

The whole narrative of the Fall is embraced in a few sentences,

not one of which imparts the least information to any inquirer

on the question of determination. It is related in precisely the

same simplicity which characterises the plainest historical por-

tions of the New Testament. The latter always recognise the

free agency of the persons introduced, as well as the determination

of their volitions by anterior causes. No explanation of the

mystery is ever given. In the case of Adam, we have nothing

but the naked facts, and nothing is added that can throw any

light upon the question of their origin. How, then, can these

facts be appealed to as a counterpoise to the whole body of scrip-
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tural proof which we have of the truth of the doctrine of pre-

determination ? ,,

,

In reality, the appeal is not to facts, at all, hut to a psycho-

logical hypothesis. In the first place, such an appeal is not

legitimate. In psychology, the question may appear to have two

sides, but in theology it has but one. And in the second place,

the psychological argument is not conclusive. Far from it. The

attempt is made to rehabilitate the Arminian theory of the will,

and yet confine its application to a small class of facts. If suc-

cessful, however, it is obvious that it must be applied to every

responsible nature. But it is not successful, as we proceed

to SnOW./iy,. <. :,•.".•,:.(;„/. :;."";;?
.. *i>* • -.< v,? v'«vj

The argument is: Adam was created upright, and yet he fell.

Therefore subjective principles afford no sufficient guaranty of

continued innocence. It ia plain that we are warranted, by the

concessions already referred to and shown to be scriptural, in

excluding theological considerations from the inquiry. It will

not be denied that Adam might have been confirmed in holiness,

without interfering with his free agency or his responsibility.

The question is purely psychological for the present. There may

be cases, therefore, in which subjective principles do ensure a

holy life, without violence to freedom. The freedom of moral

agents is thus consistent with determination. The case of Adam,

if an exception in fact, is not an exception in any sense that

implies incompatibility between determination and freedom. The

second member of the foregoing syllogism cannot be true as a

universal proposition. It is Only possible in a case like that of

Adam, Can it therefore be demonstrated that this example was

an exception? We can conceive of no method of proof, in the

absence of facts, but to establish the theory on a general principle

of psychology ; and then what becomes of the conceded cases of

determination ?

The only fact in the history bearing upon the question, is the

mutability of Adam's nature. This peculiarity of his being ex-

isted previous to the fall. It was in him from the first Ac-

cording to the theorist, it was a quality of his will, and moral

deterioration followed from its exercise. The subjective tenden-
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cies of the moral nature coexistent with it, being incapable of

changing themselves, could only undergo change through the

will. But the will itself, being capable of spontaneous chancre,

was the true origin of the entrance of sin into the soul. The

will was mutable from the beginning, and needed only occasions

to manifest its nature. Causes of change there could not be.

If this is a fair statement, which we honestly think it is, what

follows? Holiness required a steady perseverance in obedience.

Innumerable opportunities must occur in a state of probation to

decline from the path of rectitude. With a will capable every

moment of change, and no sufficient guaranty in Adam's moral

principles to restrain him from aberration, his perseverance in

obedience would have been the greatest wonder in the world. If

under such circumstances he had continued steadfast, that result

could never have been attributed to his mutable will, but to the

influence of the motives presented to the mind. For leaving

them out of the account, his volitions, shaped and directed by no

regulative principle, must have occurred fortuitously; and as in

casting dice a thousand successive aces would be incredible, so a

thousand successive volitions, all virtuous, would be equally

incredible. To account for continued innocence, we would there-

fore be compelled to ascribe almost the entire result to the

motives themselves.

Now consider the fact that the motives, according to the theory,

were at no given moment sufllicient to ensure obedience, and that

the will was at every moment liable to change; and we have con-

ditions that, with almost perfect certainty, must have terminated

in the fall. As Adam actually did apostatise, and these are the

supposed conditions, who can wonder at the result? So much

for the practical value of a self-determining will, in its application

to a creature originally upright, but liable to fall. It does not,

to any appreciable degree, relieve the question of any of its

difficulties.

Still bearing in mind that the previous certainty of the fall is

an admitted truth, we now inquire more directly into its relation

to the present question. How does a contrary choice agree with

it? According to this theory, the event was both certain and
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contingent. Although there was a virtual certainty of its occur-

rence, still there was at least a possibility that it might not occur,

owing to the fact that the will of Adam was the only true cause

of its volitions. Every possibility is a supposable case. Let us

therefore suppose that Adam had made the opposite choice of

obedience rather than transgression. What would have become

of the certainty ? •-, -. : v-' ' ^:,>i ^'-s^ 'i-.i-^^ -.-'.iii'^-hrmjiV'

But leaving also this pregnant question behind, we ask whether

it is conceivable that when thought, and feeling, and conscience,

are all in harmony with a given command, the will can normally

violate it? Can we conceive of that perfect unit, the human

mind, in a state of sanctity, with its spiritual tone undisturbed,

with its moral judgment unperverted, with its faith in God

unshaken, contemplating duty on the one hand, and sin on the

other, and yet rejecting the former and choosing the latter? We
find it impossible. But this must be possible, if a contrary

choice in such a being is admissible. Let any degree of prepon-

derance of motive be accumulated in favor of one alternative;

still, according to the theory, the power to adopt the other re-

mains. The degree of motive influence has nothing to do with

the choice, except to furnish the occasion for its exercise. This

is not always admitted, but it must be true nevertheless. If any

efficiency is allowed to motives at all, the theory falls. For such

efficiency, it is thought, deducts from the independence of the will,

and the greater its degree, the less must be the power of the will

;

and the stronger the motive to do right, the less meritorious must

be the act performed." Hence we maintain that the true question

here is, whether the will of Adam exercised a choice contrary to

the dictates of his conscience and understanding and in opposition

to a real or apparent preponderance of the motives presented to

him. Is there anything in the narrative to show that the voli-

tion was the primary phenomenon in the complex act of trans-

gression? Is there anything in psychology that requires us to

confine the causation of that phenomenon to the will itself? The

narrative speaks for itself. The science of mind utters no uncer-

tain testimony. We appeal, not to authority, but to the facts of

observation that obtrude themselves upon our notice.
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The veracity of consciousness is unimpeachable. In its light,

it is unphilosophical to say that volitions are caused by voli-

tions. Hence our theorists are careful to say they are caused

by the will. But the will is simply the power of the mind to

will ; and a power is never strictly a cause. The true statement

is that volitions are one class of mental actions, and, unless they

are fortuitous^ must be caused by principles in the mind that are

a priori to volition. Nothing could be more unphilosophical or

heterodox than to introduce a fortuitous element. And it would

be absurd to make a limited succession of volitions depend upon

itself. Therefore, inevitably, some principle in the mind is the

cause of volition. It cannot be anything out of ourselves, which

would destroy all responsibility, but must be sought for in our-

selves, as something distinct from volition. This position is im-

pregnable, unless we abandon consciousness as a confused and

untrustworthy witness, and resort to a theory which is above con-

sciousness—a process altogether absurd.

Space is not allowed for a further analysis, and this is unneces-

sary. If the foregoing statement, which is strictly in accordance

with all psychology founded on our own consciousness, is applied

to our first parents, their first sinful volition was determined, or

proximately caused, by some principle in themselves different

from volition. But our theorists appeal from this conclusion to

Scripture and to consciousness. They cannot legitimately appeal

to either. The Mosaic narrative reaches us only through con-

sciousness, and thus the appeal to theology is one and the same

with an appeal to consciousness itself. But they cannot call upon

the latter to contradict itself, unless they are prepared to abandon

the whole field to scepticism. They endeavor to explain the fall

through a new psychology and a new theology ; w^hereas they set

out to reconcile it with the old. This is suicide. Our conscious-

ness testifies that, in yielding to temptation, we find our sinful

volitions determined by some principles in our minds not of the

nature of volitions. If Adam's consciousness was different, his

mind was differently constituted, and requires a new science for

his case. But we know nothing of Adam's consciousness as such,

and can found no theory upon it.
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But they say our consciousness testifies that our wills are free.

This begs the question. The will is the mind willing, and the

mind is a unit. Consciousness testifies positively that the ego is

free, which is a different statement. For this free agent is not

the will dissociated from the other powers, but the whole person-

ality. Our consciousness does not say the volitions of the mind

are free from the mind itself They are effects, if not fortuitous,

and no effect is free. It is the mind, the personal ego^ that is

consciously free, and not its products. The whole confusion

arises from attributing a substantive and independent character

to the will, which is simply one of the powers of the mind.

This involves another grave error. What kind of a cau9e do'

we mean, when we speak of the cause of volition? God is the

only First Cause recognised by theistical philosophers. We must

therefore mean that our inquiry refers to a second cause. But

second causes are always in their turn effects. Now this theory

makes the second cause of volitions a new First Cause. It super-

sedes the Deity. Wherever in the universe a creature is found

endowed with absolute sovereignty in his own will, a future his-

tory may originate which God can only prevent by annihilation.

But this removes our question out of psychology into the domain

of ontology, where the origin of evil again confronts us. Indeed,

this theory does summarily solve that question. It teaches us

that, relativelv to God, events are not successive. Future events

are noiv transpiring, and it is^ too late to prevent them. Adam's

will was free, and freely originated his sin in time always present

to God. Therefore it could not be anticipated.

Great as is the ingenuity employed to establish the theory of

a contrary choice, we think it can be easily shown to be incon-

sistent with all valid philosophy and logic. The science of the

mind is based upon the observed consciousness of fallen man.

We know nothing of the consciousness of man in any other state.

If the laws of mind as now observed, are inapplicable to Adam
as he was before the fall, a different psychology must be invented

to suit his case; and this must be purely hypothetical. It is

admitted by the advocates of this theory that the volitions of

fallen men are determined, proximately, by the subjective states.

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—14.
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In Adam's case, it is denied. If these positions are both true,

it follows that the will of the one stands in a different relation to

the subjective states from the will of the other. The mental

constitution has been changed by the fall. The same philosophy

cannot be applicable to both. But there is no philosophy appli-

cable to Adam, because we cannot know his consciousness. On

the other hand, we know our own, and might be satisfied with

the information it affords concerning ourselves, if we were allowed

to assume that Adam was differently constituted. To this there

are insuperable theological objections, and our respected opponents

would reject it as firmly as ourselves. The Bible, however, must

be a paramount authority, and as this, according to the theory,

clearly proves that Adam's mental constitution involved a power

in his will of contrary choice, our own mental constitution must

possess the same. We ought therefore to he conscious of it.

But it is afiirmed that we are not. The appeal is rnade to our

consciousness itself, which the orthodox declare has ever testified

against such a power. The only possible exit from the dilemma

that we can discover is, that the relation of the will to the motives

is not a part of the mental constitution at all; and this, we sub-

mit, is a negation of all psychology. For if consciousness does

not testify to this fixed law of our nature, it testifies nothing.

And with philosophy, must perish also that inexorable logic by

which this theory is so skilfully sustained.

These writers, however, have no idea of giving up to their

opponents the armory of syllogisms, or the philosophy from which

these weapons are furnished. The appeal is constantly made to

their established principles, and an effort is made, with gigantic

force, to introduce into Adam's mental constitution a principle

unknown to our philosophy. According to them, Adam possessed

a power of contrary choice which we do not. It is thus attempted

to add on, to the received system of philosophy, a special sup-

plement, which may embrace the mind of unfallen man. It pro-

fesses to be founded, not on consciousness, but on Scripture, and

then we have the only philosophy of the mind which is practicable

to us placed in direct antagonism to the word of God. This

again is fatal to the science of psychology.
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We not only accord to the gentlemen who maintain this pecu-

liar doctrine the credit due to signal ability, but also a devotion

to orthodox truth equal to our own. But truth is more sacred

than persons, and we are compelled to suggest that their views,

as they appear to us, are in conflict with certain venerable articles

of our faith. ;. i ^*v .•, ? ^m- .,,

I. Our standards attribute the guilt of men to three things :

actual transgression, corruption of nature, and representation in

Adam. Now, according to explicit admissions, the guilt of trans-

gressions Is fully recognised, although they are' determined by

antecedent subjective states. But when the guilt pertaining to

these states becomes the object of inquiry, the logician seems to

recoil from the thought that guilt can be predicated of a mere

state. It is maintained that a state cannot involve guilt unless

it is self-imposed. The reason why an infant is pronounced

guilty, is simply because it has brought corruption into its own

nature by means of an act of will. This act, not being personal,

must have been performed by the Creator, or by Adam as the

child's representative. The latter alternative is selected as scrip-

tural, and also because the former would make God the author

of the sin. Adam therefore, as the child's representative, was

the author of the necessary volition. Tiie subjective state could

not be sinful except as produced by a sinful act of will. Adam
was then the true author of the sin, and it is imputed to the child

on account of his federal relations. It follows plainly that the

guilt of "original sin" is an imputed guilt, which is not the doc-

trine of our standards. "Tiie sinfulness of that estate whereinto

man fell, consists in the guilt of Adam's first sin, the want of

original righteousness, and the corruption of his lohole nature^

which is commonly called original sin ; together Avith all actual

transgressions which proceed from it." "Original sin is conveyed

from our first parents unto their posterity by natural generation."

But natural generation is not imputation, and we hold that it was

the guilt of Adam's first sin alone that was conveyed to his pos-

terity in the latter way.

There is a guilt therefore in original sin that is not imputed, a

guilt inherent in the corruption itself, distinct from imputed
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ilt as it is from actual transgi not to lookjression. If so, we a

for it in its antecedents. It is not due to volition, and the theory

breaks down in the middle. A precedent volition is not neces-

sary to responsibility. A sinful nature is sinful, however it may

be derived. If true of a child, it may be true of Adam. It was

not therefore necessary, as is so ardently maintained, that an act

pf will must have been the first element in the trangression oF

Adam.

2. It can be further shown that this doctrine seriously conflicts

with the text of our standards on the divine decrees. Purpose

and foreordination may be qualified by permission, but cannot be

legitimately explained away. Under every conceivable condition

they must obviously involve the will of God. We distinguish,

98 our Confession does, between the decree and the execution of

it. Attention should first be directed to the decree itself This

is called a purpose, and a purpose implies active volition. It is

maintained on the other side that this volition was simply, not to

interfere. But we are expressly informed that "God executes

his decrees in the works of creation and providence." It was

his purpose, therefore, not merely to permit others to execute

them, but to provide for them by acts of his own. The creation

of man was one of the means he employed for this end, and the

condition and circumstances in which man was placed were ac-

cording to his wise foreordination. The object of the decree was

the end, the subsequent acts were the means. Now if the end

was certain, as the object of God's decree—one of the all things

that come to pass—the decree and the means must have been

efficient. There is no escape possible. The efficiency of the

decrees of God is as certain in one case as in another. In some

cases it is direct, as when he said, "Let there be light, and there

was light." In other cases, it is through his own appointed

means, as when Adam fell. The efficiency of the means is essen-

tial to the certainty of the result. But there may be a difference

in the nature of the means employed, and this may justify a

distinction between absolute and permissive decrees. But no

distinction can be admitted which would introduce an independent

element which may frustrate the decree itself If the power of a
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contrary choice resided in Adam's will, God's purpose was con-

ditional and dependent. But his works of creation and providence

were intended for the very purpose of executing an ulterior

design. We conclude therefore that God's permission simply

signifies the absence of force, and the accomplishment of the

determined purpose through the spontaneity and volition of the

creature. / • • i >;. .

In this discussion, we intentionally refrain from the use of any

authorities except that of the Bible and our Presbyterian stand-

ards. We beg leave, however, to introduce two very eminent

names, to show that they are unavailable as authority on the

Other side. Our motto is, ^''NuUius addictuB jurare in verba

magistriy" and we disclaim any dependence upon human opinion.

We refer therefore to Sir W. Hamilton, a distinguished anti-

necessitarian, simply to make it evident that he cannot be used

by the opposite parties in the present discussion. It is well

known that in enouncing his peculiar Law of the Conditioned,

he reduces volitions to the category of the inconceivable. He
holds that we can neither imagine a volition to be caused or un-

caused. These are two unthinkable contradictories, one of which

must necessarily be true. According to his express language, if

we adopt the first alternative, the necessitarian scheme is estab-

lished beyond a question. He adopts the second, that our volitions

are uncaused phenomena ; and, if his reasons were admissible, his

opinion would be of immense weight against us. But what are

those reasons? He appears to us to appeal to a positive dictum

of consciousness, to this eff'ect, that we are moral and accountable

creatures, and that, therefore, our wills must be free from all de-

termination. "In favor of our moral nature, the fact that we are

free is given us in the consciousness of an uncompromising law

of duty, in the consciousnes of our moral accountability." Here

we cannot stop to inquire whether or not this argument is con-

sistent with the previous denial of a positive dictum of causality in

the mind, although he seems to refer us to a different dictum of

consciousness in favor of freedom. We make a diff'erent point,

which is that Sir William appeals to the consciousness of fallen

man. But our respected brethren do not agree with him as to
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'I

M.

this testimony. On the contrary, tliey hold the necessitarian

view, in reference to the descendants of Adara, and, so far as they

are concerned, the argument of Hamilton is altogether against

them. On their premises, he would unhesitatingly have pro-

nounced the doctrine of moral necessity the truo one.

In reference to John Calvin, we claim him as an authority of

immense importance in favor of our own views. One sentence

will suffice. "It offends the ears of some, when it is said that

God willed this fall; but what else, I pray, is the permission of

him who has the power of preventing, and in whose hands the

whole matter is placed, but his will?"

Here, we respectfully submit, the great Reformer means to

declare, by a significant question, that to say God permitted, is

to say he willed the fall. But it is admitted by all that to will,

is, with God, to determine. No higher degree of efficiency can

be expressed in language. It means far more than to be willing.

It is action, energy, irresistible decree. Let it be observed that

he says the ivhole matter is placed in God's hands. This leaves

no possible escape from the conclusion that the great theologian

of the Reformation was as rigorous an advocate of^determinisra

as Edwards himself How perfectly irreconcilable with his views

is the present theory of a contrary choice, must be obvious on

the slightest comparison. According to the latter doctrine, the

moment before Adam transgressed, all detcrininin<x causes of a

fall were wanting. It was competent for him to take the op-

posite course, and secure eternal life, and there was nothing in

the universe to prevent it. According to Calvin, God had willed

the fall, and it Avas inconceivable that what he definitely willed

could fail to come to pass.

Permanence of character manifestly implies perpetuity in the

regulative principles of the soul. Liability to sin, on the other

hand, implies the absence of this perpetuity in the regulative

principle. This was the difference between Adam and angels

confirmed in holiness, and it is the difference between Adara and

his descendants. As we cannot enter into the consciousness of

any but the last, we cannot construct a science of mind for the

former. Neither do the Scriptures enlighten us upon the con-
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dition of Adam's mind in wliich the difference consisted. A new

psychology and a new theology for this peculiar case cannot be

established. Outside of the present systems all is conjecture.

We have seen that in a mind constituted according to this theory,

whose volitions are independent of the mind itself and subject to

no regulative law, their succession must be fortuitous^ unless

necessitated from without; and that, time being given, a depar-

ture from rectitude must be virtually certain. We admit, however,

that the doctrine of determination requires a law to ensure the

result. According to the present light furnished by the science

of mind, that law is that certain fixed principles regulate mental

phenomena. Our theology and our philosophy perfectly agree

in this. As man is now, the tenor of his conduct is positively

determined by his principles. The moral complexion of his

volitions is conformed to his moral tone of thought and feeling.

Our orthodox theology teaches us that a man's bad principles are

native to him, and that he is ''sold under sin." Our Lord com-

pares human character to a fruit-bearing tree. "A corrupt tree

cannot bring forth good fruit." And yet he does not allow this

determination to impair human responsibility.

In the case of man in his original state, we find the same re-

sponsibility. This proves i\iQ free-agency of both Adam and his

descendants. Unless the principles of divine government have

been radically changed, free-agency cannot, therefore, depend

upon the absence of determination. Determination in Adam's

case would not then conflict with free-agency. Hence it follows

that our theology and psychology may be applied to Adam with-

out his just responsibility being in the least impaired.

The difference between the first man and his descendants is

that which the Scriptures reveal. We are fallen, he was liable

to fall. His spiritual condition was intermediate between the

human nature of Jesus Christ and that of un regenerate men. In

other words, he Avas peccable. This implies the want of some

principle that is necessary to insure obedience. He might have

been created with such a principle in his nature, but he was not.

Whatever this principle was, it did not pertain to the identity of

his person. He was the same man before and after the fall. It
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is not therefore essential to the existence of man. Nor does the

want of it imply the absence of holiness. He was created up-

right, yet peccable. The consequences of the fall were penal,

and among these was a loss of holiness. We can conceive of a

suspension of the entire penalty, and then Adam would have con-

tinued to be guilty and peccable, but not fallen, in the sense

belonging to ourselves.

It does not seem impossible, therefore, to accoun tfor the cer-

tainty of the fall. Man was created upright, but without the

principle that was necessary to make his continued innocence

certain. When Satan assailed him, he was not safe like Job in

similar circumstances. His appetites and natural tendencies

were permanent. His holiness was not. He was approached by

a nature more subtle than his own, and with a malice thoroughly

fixed. It is said that he might have resisted. But how long?

The influences brought against him were powerful and permanent.

His resistance was not so, because the persistent regulation prin-

ciple was wanting. From the very terms, we are driven to the

belief that his resistance was susceptible of gradual reduction.

It is too often assumed that Adam was perfect in his holiness,

without a ray of light from the Scriptures upon the subject. He

was doubtless as innocent and holy as a peccable being could be.

But a perfectly holy being, in the highest sense is one who, like

the Son of Man, has within him a principle, copied from the

divine nature, that will infallibly protect him from future apos-

tasy. According to the Scriptures, Adam was destitute of such

security.

But this digression in quest of the identical cause of volitions,

is purely speculative, and is not essential to the argument. The

law of causality does not depend upon a knowledge of particular

causes. It lies at the basis of philosophy, and is a necessary

conviction that every phenomenon must have a cause, known or

unknown. Our reasoning is valid, if philosophy is valid.

It is vain to appeal to consciousness to contradict itself. We
cannot be conscious of a power that never has been exercised.

It is a great absurdity to suppose that, all the motives being on

one side, the human mind may normally exert a contrary choice.

^
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We cannot even conceive it. Yet this is what this theory sup-

poses. But if a certain degree of influence is necessary to render

the thought of choice possible, it follows clearly that every

choice will correspond to the real or imagined preponderance of

influence. If A influences B and does not, we cannot imagine

B, ivithout a cause^ to incline to C. If B is at the time indiffer-

ent to both parties, and his mind in equilibrio, the influence of

A, when exerted, though it be purely moral, will as certainly

prevail as any uncounteracted physical force. Our alleged con-

sciousness, under such circumstances, of a contrary choice, if

conceivable, would be useless in the argument, having no coun-

tenance from experience. But in reality there is no such

deliverance of consciousness. Its testimony is, that, if our sub-

jective thoughts or feelings demanded it, we might resist external

influence.

In conclusion, we remark that this discussion, though abstract

in terms, has a most important bearing upon the interests of

religion. Once admit a power of contrary choice in Adam, and

that power will be triumphantly claimed for all his descendants

as the ground of responsibility. Two psychologies and two the-

ologies will not be tolerated by the Christian world. In our

apprehension, Pelagianism will be easily vindicated on such

premises. A Calvinism which virtually denies God's /o?*eknowl-

edge, the causative influence of subjective states, and the culpa-

bility of human nature antecedently to voluntary action, will

prove sadly inadequate to its own defence when its strongholds

have been abandoned. It is far wiser to accept truths which we

cannot reconcile, than to hazard them both in the eff'ort to do so.

Far be it from our thoughts, in penning these lines, to canvass

the motives, or impugn the loyalty of any of our brethren who
may differ with us. We have no suspicion of a conscious depar-

ture from the path of truth. Let us be excused for the freedom

of discussion in which we have indulged, in consideration of an

honest zeal for the preservation of those bulwarks of faith which

appear to us to claim a vigilant and unfaltering defence at our

hands. - James A. Waddell.

VOL. XXX., NO. 3— 15.
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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT LOUISVILLE.

ORGANISATION.

There were very few of our Presbyteries not fully represented

in the late Assembly. An unusually large proportion of the

Commissioners were new men, and very many of them young.

But no lack of ability was to be discovered in the body, while its

patience and prudence and good temper were certainly remark-

able. Not an unkind word was spoken and not the slightest

manifestation was made of unfraternal confidence and affection.

Dr. Peck, the retiring Moderator, preached an able and interest-

ing sermon entirely without notes. Dr. Wilson was elected in

his place by a very large majority of votes. In fact, it came near

being a unanimous election—a tribute to his talents and learning

and long and faithful services as Stated Clerk. Dr. Park filled

the place he left temporarily vacant, and Dr. Bunting was elected

by acclamation the temporary or reading clerk. The venerable

Permanent Clerk, Dr. Brown, shewed his placid face as usual at

his desk, evidently much improved in health. Thus the Assembly

was organised and ready to proceed to its work. We propose to

make no comments in the wav of either censure or commendation

of the manner in which the officers of the Assembly discharged

their appointed duties, with a single notable exception, and that

in favor of

THE COMMITTEE ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

The reverend chairman of this Committee, we have been in-

formed, had signalised his firmness and his zeal for the discharge

of the same duties at a late meeting of the Synod of Virginia,

although we do not know whether that circumstance had aught

to do with his appointment to the like office in the late Assembly.

And never having sought for leave of absence from any church

court, it is probable that we are not very good judges of the way

in which a Committee on Leave should receive and entertain and

dispose of applications ; but we confess to a great admiration,

in our inexperience, of the course pursued by Mr. Dinwiddle (of
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Alexandria) and his colleagues. For example, on the last Sat-

urday of the sessions, there appeared before them a venerable

theological professor and ex- moderator (who himself gave us the

account of the proceedings and was evidently very much enter-

tained thereby), and the first question was, " Well, Doctor, what

application do you propose to make to this Committee?" The

Doctor stated his application, and the chairman with great for-

mality wrote down the same. Then he turned and very cour-

teously requested a statement of the Doctor's grounds or reasons

for making such an application. By this time the Doctor had

begun to wish himself out of the scrape, but he manfully stated

his reasons, which the Chairman and Committee appeared to take

into careful but silent consideration. At length the chairman

very blandly spoke to this effect: "But Doctor, are you not aware

that there remain several answers to overtures which have been

reported by you to the ^Assembly and it has not yet had time to

consider them?" Gently and softly the chairman proceeded:

''And, Doctor, are you not also aware that you are published

with the approbation and sanction of the Assembly to preach to-

morrow in Dr. Robinson's church?" The venerable applicant

was beginning evidently to reflect on these suggestions, when the

mild-mannered chairman followed up his advantage with the

remark very respectfully offered: "I would recommend, Doctor,

that you withdraw your application ;" and the Doctor answered

that he had come to the same conclusion.

On the same day another Doctor of Divinity appeared, and the

same formal courtesy asked and obtained and recorded the nature

of his application, and then the grounds or reasons of it were

respectfully called for. In this case the applicant was a very

laborious worker but delicate and needing rest, and accordingly

his plan was to get leave of absence after the afternoon session

and ride from Louisville to St. Louis, where he expected to solace

himself after severe and protracted toils with the Christian privi-

leges of that city on Sunday and the delightful society of some near

and dear relatives. At that time it was not anticipated that the

Assembly could be dissolved that night. The Committee care-

fully meditated for some time on this application and its grounds
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broke the loriix sil( thiand then the courteous chairman Droke tne long silence

"But, Doctor, have you reflected that as you need rest you could

secure it better by remaining here to-morrow than by spending

Sunday at St. Louis, where you might be called on to preach?"

This was a weighty suggestion, which must have produced some

effect. He continued: "And, Doctor, does it not appear to you

that to ride all night in a railroad car might be too much for your

strength which you feel has been very much exhausted?" This

logic could not be resisted, and the application was withdrawn.

Next came a legal gentleman, who was a ruling elder and who

seems to have witnessed the scenes just described. The prelim-

inary formalities being in his case also carefully gone through

with and his reasons for asking leave of absence given, it appeared

that iiis business at home absolutely required his attention and it

was positively necessary that he should lose no more time at the

Assembly. This statement threw the Chairman and his Com-

mittee into a brown study, but at length one of the members

catching inspiration from the chairman propounded this question:

"But are not you the man, sir, who on a certain occasion in the pro-

ceedings occupied the Assembly with a speech some hours long?"

We are informed that upon this the applicant hastily gathered

his hat and Avalking stick and politely bade the Committee a good

evening.

It is not very long since our Assembly requested the Presby-

teries in electing Commissioners to make sure that the parties

chosen would make their arrangements to stay quietly and pa-

tiently for two full weeks at the meeting, should so much time

prove to be requisite. It was a reasonable request. All honor

to the Rev. William Dinwiddle andMiis Committee! They ex-

cused only four commissioners to go home before the close of the

proceedings.

REPORT OF SUSTENTATION COMMITTEE.

This was read on the second day of the proceedings, imme-

diately after the announcement of the Standing Committees

appointed by the Moderator. The chief statements made in this

report are as follows: The yellow fever epidemic in Various Avays

operated to check the Sustentation work ; the number and amount
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of the collections for Sustentation, the Evangelistic work, and the

Invalid Fund do not vary greatly from those of the year previous;

the cooperation of Ladies' Societies and Sunday-schools is con-

sidered to be of great importance; receipts for Sustentation

during the past year have been ^16,680, which is $28 more than

last year; for Evangelistic work the receipts are this year $515

less than last year, the whole amount appropriated to 626 Pres-

byteries being $6,725; the Invalid Fund receipts have been

$1,245 less; the Relief Fund is worth $30,000, and annuities

have been paid to fiimilies of six deceased ministers, amounting

to $1,800; the number of names on the lists of this fund are 83;

twenty-six aged and infirm ministers and eighty-three families of

deceased ministers have been aided from the Invalid Fund; and

the "Committee of Sustentation" asks that its name be changed

to the "Committee of Home Missions."

ACTION ON SUSTENTATION.

The Assembly recognised with honorable mention the fact of

the two secretaries having voluntarily relinquished each $250 of

salary per annum; also agreed to the change of name asked for;

also added words to the third Section of By-law No. 5, which

make it indispensable to any grant of money for a church build-

ing that the sum appropriated by the Committee shall clear the

same of debt; also removed the restriction which limits all appro-

priations to the Colored Evangelistic work to five per cent, of

the whole receipts, leaving the amount to the discretion of the

Committee.

We hope to be pardoned for suggesting to this "Committee of

Sustentation" (now of "Home Missions") that their Annual Re-

port contained too much preaching, and that the omission also

hereafter of all that looks like advice to the Presbyteries would

not hurt but help their cause. Moreover, greater simplicity and

directness in the statennents made, and less reference to what is

"pleasing" or "painful" to the Committee^ would improve these

papers.

We must add that the comparisons which the Secretary of

Sustention allowed himself, when addressing the Assembly, to
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make between the Foreign and the Home work and between these

both and the Invalid Fund, appeared to us unhappy. For such

an officer of our Assembly to feel it necessary for him to declare

that he was "the honest friend and advocate of Foreign Missions,"

seemed to us a very strange thing. And it certainly was unfor-

tunate for him to fall into any such train of remarks as required

him to make this declaration. If there is, we will not say jealousy^

but even competition^ between Home and Foreign Missions, the

question will and should be raised of separating them. The two

causes were put at the one place any how not by deliberate

preference on the part of the Church.
,

. >.

;; ..,(. t. .'A.....

REPORT OF FOREIGN MISSIONS COMMITTEE.
y.i''-:-

The reading of this report followed immediately that on Sus-

tentation. The main facts reported are: (1) That the whole of

our Foreign Missionary force consists of eighty-six persons, thirty-

seven sent from this country and forty-nine natives of the coun-

tries where they labor. Of the thirty-seven, fifteen are ministers

and twenty-two assistant missionaries. Of the forty-nine, eight

are ministers, eight licentiates, and thirty-three teachers and

colporteurs. (2) Six additions only were made during the year

past to the missionary corps, and all of these under very peculiar

providences. Our means to carry on the foreign propagation of

the faith have sunk to such a low ebb that except for extraor-

dinary circumstances these additions would not have been ven-

tured to be made. The Rev. T. R. Sampson and his wife were

sent to Greece, but at the special charge of some friends, who

will also provide for their support in the future. The Rev. J.

W. Dabney (formerly of the Campinas Mission and having

knowledge of the Portuguese language) finished his theological

course at Union Seminary, and with his wife has gone back to

assist at the Campinas Institute, where it is expected arrange-

ments can be made for their entire support without charge to the

Mission. The Rev. John W. Davis, of the Soochow Mission,

married a lady of the Northern Presbyterian Mission at Shanghai,

and so a valuable member is added to our corps in China.

And Mr. A. H. Erwin at Barranquilla has been so blessed
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in his humble but efficient missionary labors there, that, as

the expense of his support will be very small, it has been

decided to let him remain at his post. This is certainly

a humiliating report touching progress for our Church in

foreign lands. (3) The receipts for the year past were

$46,284, of which $5,490 came from Sabbath-schools, P,815 from

Ladies' Missionary Associations, and the remainder, $81,928

from churches and individuals. The receipts of the year fall be-

hind those of the year previous by $990. The general debt is

$9,524. The number of contributing churches is 1,193, which

is 108 more than contributed the previous year. More than one-

third of our churches still contribute nothing. (4) The Missionary

cost during the past year only $442 more than its receipts. Had

the one thousand copies sent free to ministers been paid for, it

would have more than supported itself. (5) The work, all things

considered, never wore a more encouraging aspect. It is believed

that, notwithstanding the falling off of leceipts for some years

past, there is a growing interest in the cause among the great

body of our people, and that the number is increasing who prac-

tise self-denial and make earnest effort to obtain means for helping

this cause. And then the success had in missionary labors

abroad is encouraging, from the numbers converted, and the

increase of native laborers, and the flonrishing condition of our

various schools, and the cessation of violent opposition, and the

more earnest attention given to preaching. The field is ripening;

our great want is*more men to gather'' the harvest. (6) Four

more missionaries are specially called for abroad: two for China,

one for Greece, and one for Pernambuco. To send out and sup-

port them for one year will cost $10,000. The very existence

of one of these Missions, that at Pernambuco, where the Rev. J.

Rockwell Smith has labored for six years with very marked

success, is now at stake. Mr. Smith has been quite alone for the

last three years. It is considered necessary to send another

missionary there without delay.

Dr. Wilson was then heard through a paper which he presented

on his own responsibility. For three years past the contributions

to Foreign Missions have steadily fallen off, so that now they are
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$15,000 behind what they Avere in the spring of 1876. At this

rate in ten years there will be no contributions and no Missions

from our Church. At the same time, through the blessing of

God and in answer to our prayers, our Church work abroad has

made great progress and calls for not less but more outlay. The

Committee have in obedience to what was required of them

enforced both at homo and abroad the most rigid economy with

the most discourajiinor results. Three of our Missions have been

cast off; offers of service from many of our young people have

been declined: those in the service have not been reinforced as

was needful, and for them both health and life have been in this

way exposed to serious risk; and many of our people have appar-

ently become, under theory that has been raised for retrenchment,

more callous and indifferent to the claims of this sacred cause.

The very moment the Committee began the work of contrac-

tion, the gifts of the people began to fall off; and they have con-

tinued to do so in a way that occasions serious alarm. And now

in further proceedings of retrenchment and contraction, which of

our Missions shall next feel the stroke of the axe ? Or shall we, to

save a few hundred dollars, cease to have a special organ of Mis-

sions? Or shall Ave undertake to carry on both Foreign Missions

and Sustentation with only one Secretary? Or, shall we adopt

the expedient of sending out our missionaries henceforth without

the encumbrance of families, and require them also to follow

some secular pursuit to aitl in their own support?

Dr. Wilson's paper proceeded to urge that, in whatever way

sought to be carried out, the policy of retrenchment in Foreign

Missions is from the very nature of the case a suicidal one. It

is not retrenchment, nor is it any readjustment of machinery

which is now required, but the stimulation of our people to a

higher standard of liberality. It is not the want of means, but

of system and life, which cripples this cause.

ACTION TOUCHING FOREI MISSIONS.

The Assembly instructed the Executive Committee (1) to aim

at the highest economy compatible with the greatest efficiency;

declared that it would not consist with this efficiency to give to
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Foreign Missions less than the whole time of one Secretary!

expressed the conviction that the foreign department of our

Church work has been managed with great economy. (2) It in-

structed the Committee to make every eifort to extinguish the

debt, but to contract the foreign work no further unless absolutely

necessary to secure the speedy extinction of the debt. (3) It

instructed the Committee to continue the publication of The

Missionary. The Assembly also recommended that our churches

be exhorted to greater liberality and our ministers and other

officers be urged to do what they can to extend the circulation of

The Missionary and the observance of the Monthly Concert.

As to Dr. Wilson's paper, the Assembly recommended its publi-

cation and circulation at the discretion of the Committee.

REPORT OF EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

The main facts are, (1) That eighty-eight candidates under

care of our Presbyteries have been aided during the past year

—

forty-five of them at Seminaries and forty-three in literary insti-

tutions. (2) That in accordance with instructions from the As-

sembly the appropriation to Seminary students was reduced from

$175 to ^125, and to college students from $150 to $100 each.

('^) That the Secretary was able to visit only the two Synods of

Georgia and Memphis, the two Presbyteries of Memphis and

Cherokee, and some eight or ten churches; but he has diligently

sought to extend and deepen an interest in the cause by appeals

addressed to individual churches, with results on the whole very

gratifying. (4) That the entire receipts of the year were $11,456,

and the expenses $1,774. (5) That there were upwards of eight

hundred contributing churches, and that of our sixty-four Pres-

byteries all except three cooperate in some form with the Com-

mittee. (6) That the number of candidates aided is this year

nine more than the year previous.

ACTION TOUCHING EDUCATION.

The Assembly (1) declined making any change in the location

of the Executive Committee (as was proposed from some quarter),

or in the plan of aiding candidates whether in the seminaries or in

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—16.
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the colleges; (2) urged the continued policy of not incurring

debt; (3) and recommended that every congregation have oppor-

tunity to contribute; (4) that the Secretary visit as far as possible

Synods, Presbyteries, churches, and individuals; (5) that the

concert of prayer on the last Thursday of February should con-

tinue to be observed.

The Rev. J. L. Rogers from Atlanta Presbytery moved to

strike out "churches and individuals" from the recommendation

touching the Secretary's visiting^ on the ground that this loojis

towards the old agency system which our Church has abandoned.

He failed, however, to secure the attention of the body to his im-

portant suggestion, and his motion was lost.

REPORT OF THE PUBLICATION COMMITTEE.

The main facts are, (1) That the debt now stands at $17,177^

but there are reliable assets available during the next few months

to reduce it to less than $14,000. (2) That for the coming year

the office expenses will be not far from $3,500; and the amount

required for interest about $1,000. On the larger part of the

debt interest has been reduced from ten to eight per cent. To

meet this outlay, about $2,000 will be provided by royalty on the

the papers and the book business. Special efforts in every Pres-

bytery to increase the circulation of our papers might result in

an income from this source that would cover all expenses. (3) Of

The Earnest Worker the edition is now 7,000, an increase of

2,000. Of The Ohildrens Friend, 18,000 are printed—no

increase of circulation. Had we 10,000 subscribers to the The

Earnest Worker and 40,000 to The Children s Friend, our income

from this source would be $3,400; a little active effort in every

Presbytery would bring this about. (4) A Presbyterial Sabbath-

school Superintendent in every Presbytery is for this end and

many others of great importance. (5) No favorable opportunity

to sell the Publication House has yet occurred, but it may be

safely regarded as having paid all its own expenses.

ACTION TOUCHING PUBLICATION.

The Assembly resolved, (1) That all collections and other
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revenues above the Executive Committee's actual working ex-

penses be appropriated to the extinction of the debt. (2) That

the instructions of the last Assembly touching the sale of the

House be carried out as early as possible. (3) That the efficient

Secretary and Treasurer be recommended to visit Synods and

Presbyteries as far as in his power to forward this cause. (4) That

the Comraittee's papers be earnestly recommended for increased

patronage in all our Sabbath-schools. (5) That the Committee's

suggestions touching col portage and Sabbath-schools be recom-

mended to the consideration of our Presbyteries at their next

meetings. ' '" ^-''^:''- :' u s' ; A y [.:>. ...-,/ ;,*- r./ ?v,"-kv;.,

READING OF ALL OVERTURES. ,: ' .

On tjie afternoon of the second day, as soon as the Publication

Committee had finished its report, overtures from various Synods

and Presbyteries to the Assembly were presented. It was moved

to pass them to the appropriate Committee. Dr. Woodrow

moved to read them all before reference. Objection was made

by Elders Howison and McPheeters, because of the time it would

consume ; and the practice of former Assemblies and of State

Legislatures was pleaded against this innovation. Dr. Woodrow

urged that inasmuch as we have not the legislative custom of

three readings of a bill, it was better to have all overtures read

before reference. Thus all could know the substance of the over-

tures and have opportunity to reflect on them. Ruling Elder

Livingston supported the motion and it was carried, and we be-

lieve the experiment gave satisfaction. The overtures were then

read and passed into the hands of Dr. Peck.

THE GENERAL PRESBYTERIAN COUNCIL.

At the night session a letter was read from the Rev. Dr. H. A.

Boardman of Philadelphia, inviting the Assembly to arrange for

taking part in the coming Council. Some little disposition was

exhibited to reopen the question of our Church's taking part

again in this matter, but by a large majority it was decided to

appoint a committee to nominate delegates to the Council to meet

in Philadelphia in July, 1880. This committee consisted of W.

U. Murkland, John B. Adger, and W. W. Houston, ministei's

;
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and Alexander Sprunt, A. M. McPheeters, and L. L. Holliday,

ruling elders.

It was resolved in committee that there should be had in the

nomination (1) some regard to continuity, so that the delegation

should not be entirely new, but embrace a few names of men

attending the Edinburgh meeting. (2) That some general regard

should be had to a geographical distribution of the selections, but

that chiefly a choice should be aimed at of men who could really

be regarded as representatives of our Church. (3) That a full

list of delegates, both principals and alternates^ should be pre-

sented to the Assembly with a view to shutting out all extem-

porised and partisan nominations on the floor.

Accordingly the following nominations were reported and

the same were adopted by the Assembly

:

Ministers.

Principals.
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I

^

Principals. j ,

;
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Memphis, asking them to take action in the matter; and in addition to

all this, they have been gathering statistics and all the information within

their reach bearing upon the general subject, and endeavoring as far as

possible to spy out the land and see how it lies.

"From a general survey of the field as far as we have been able to view

it, we feel fully persuaded that the last Assembly has neither acted

hastily nor yet given undue prominence to this matter, Notwithstanding

the grave doubt expressed by one of our ecclesiastical bodies, to those who
have closely inquired into the matter, it is obvious that there is a growing

tendency to laxity in views on this whole question of Sabbath observance.

The loose trans-Atlantic ideas are coming over with every tide of immi-

gration. And though we in distant portions of the South may not yet foci

the influence to any great extent, it is nevertheless stealthily creeping in,

and like leaven, is quietly but surely working. The recent movements

in Cincinnati and Louisville, the growing disposition on the part of the

secular press to make their Sunday issues specially interesting and at-

tractive, the increasing patronage of Sunday trains by professing Chris-

tians and even ministers of the gospel, many of whom do not hesitate to

travel on Sunday trains to fill their appointments, the habitual silence of

many pulpits on this subject, and last though not least, the lamentable

example so recently set in the halls of the country, when the supreme

law-making power in the land openly, and in the eyes of the nation and

of the world, desecrated the sanctity of the Lord's day by appropriating

it to the transaction of Congressional business, all furnish evidence of

this laxity. And we may here remark that the present remoteness of

the evil from us is no protection. Society, like the atmosphere above

us, cannot be agitated in one direction without sending the influence in

others. Any evil practice in one section, like the cold wave in the

northwest, will soon begin to travel, and unless arrested will continue to

spread, until the whole country is brought under its influence and feels

its chilling power. 'Let the plague break out in any country, and how

soon our authorities would be enforcing the law of quarantine. The

action would be wise, the course commendable. Evil practices, like the

plague, when once established will soon begin to spread in every direction.

The time to fight any contagion is in its incipiency.

"Whilst our rulers are so ready to look after the physical health of the

nation, it is greatly to be regretted they are so slow in realising its moral

necessities. The question of the Sabbath has much more to do with our

political and social systems than many are ready to admit. It has a

political as well as religious outlook. Standing in close connexion with

the morals of the country, like any other question of morals, it must bear

directly upon the question of national prosperity. The ordinance stands

as the representative of the Lord, and cannot be disregarded, without to

that extent disowning allegiance to the God of heaven.
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The hebdomadal division of time being the foundation of God's scheme

of creation, and also of redemption, is also clearly the foundation of his

projected scheme of providence, with reference both to Church and State.

He has ordained that man shall within six days do all his work and rest

the seventh ; and every law or action that ignores this regulation is con-

travening his plan, and everything that contravenes any of his plans must

in the end work disastrously to all concerned. It is clearly to the best

interest of the race closely to scan and rigidly to observe all the rules

and principles of the Creator, as revealed either in revelation or nature— in

one word, to keep as near the divine plan as possible. It is only in

this way that the great problems of human civilisation and national

reform can ever be solved. Real progress in mechanism has been attained

only by a close observance and imitation of nature. When man departs

from that scheme—when he sets his judgment against the divine judg-

ment, and his law against the divine law—the scheme of the Great

Architect is marred, the time of its completion delayed, and the interest

of the whole jeopardised.

"Our legislators and rulers have generally acted upon this principle,

inasmuch as they have in the main based our Constitution and laws upon

the teaching of the Scripture. In this they have acted wisely. Queen

Victoria uttered a great truth as well as a noble sentiment when, in re-

sponse to the inquiry of the African king, she gave this answer, accom-

panying the gift of a Bible: 'This book is the secret of England's

greatness.' .; *,-; , v • ,,,,

"Whilst our Constitution and laws profess conformity to the Word of

God, there is one particular in which, in their practical workings at least,

they are sadly in want of harmony with it. While the Scriptures say

positively and unequivocally ,^ 'Six days shalt thou labor and do all thy

work ; but the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God ; in it

thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy

man servant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cattle, nor the stranger that

is within thy gates,' railroad and other corporations are allowed to ply

their vocations as on other days. In the language of one of our corres-

pondents, 'The Sunday freight business is enormous, bringing terrible

oppression' upon thousands of men.' So in the postal service. The

running of trains, the carrying and distributing of mails on the Lord's

day on the thousands of roads and the ten thousands of post-offices in this

broad land, is a great work, requiring a great number of employes and a

vast outlay of physical labor. This robbing so large a portion of our

citizens of their seventh day rest is a wrong done them, as they are

unjustly deprived of a boon conferred by the Creator upon every creature.

It is wrong done the law of God, as it casts contempt upon its authority.

It is a wrong done the Christian Church, as it weakens its testimony,

and in many instances interferes with its services. It is a wrong done
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the whole country, as it places the entire nation in a position of antag-

onism to the divine law and the divine plan, which will necessitate chas-

tisements and scourgings of various descriptions, if not final overthrow.

Revolution must of necessity follow revolution, until the governments of

this world are fashioned after the principles and teachings of the Scrip-

tures. And it would be well for the people of this country to remember

that there is no new world—no inviting Eldorado in the distant West—to

which these principles may again be transplanted and begin the experi-

ment anew. The struggle must be at home. The elimination, if ever

effectual, must be wrought with our own hands, and here upon our

own soil.

"In this action of the Government, it is impossible to see upon what

principles of equity or righteousness its conduct is based. We are utterly

at a loss to see with what consistency it can forbid in others what it allows

in itself; how it can require individual citizens to cease from their daily

toil, whilst it is driving its own business and carrying on its own work on

the seventh day as well as any other.

"Nor can we see upon what principle of justice it can allow railroad

and other corporations to carry on their traffic through the same period

of seven days, while individual citizens are required to cease from theirs.

That is a strange system of ethics, indeed, which condemns an action in

an individual when he stands in his isolation, but justifies the same when

he merges into the constituency of the Government or becomes a stock-

holder in some legalised corporation. It is needless for us to declare

that the Word of God recognises no distinctions. If it be right for the

Government and these corporations to violate the Sabbath, it is right for

individuals to do the same. If it be wrong for individuals to do it, it is

equally wrong for the Government and these corporations.

"It is not enough to say that it is a work of necessity and mercy.

The Master in his exposition of the law has clearly defined the only excep-

tions to the rule, and it is utterly impossible to see how, upon any known

principles of interpretation, this wholesale and constant discharge of regu-

lar and servile work can be made analogous to the few exceptional cases

given. It is neither lifting the ox out of the ditch nor leading the ass to

water. It is purely a question of gain. It is the same unconquerable

thirst for riches that has influenced this people as the ancient people of

God, to believe that there is more profit in seven continuous days of toil

than in six of labor, with the seventh as a day of rest.

Nor is it an answer to say that the Sabbath is a religious institution,

and that the Government is a political organisation, formed for temporal

and political purposes solely, and therefore as such has nothing to do

with religion. We most heartily indorse this sentiment, and most ear-

nestly insist upon its rigid enforcement. As a Church, we are ready to

affix our broadest seal to the doctrine of the eternal separation of Church
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and State. Let the things of Caesar ever be kept separate from the things

of God. But this matter of a day bf rest is something that concerns the

kingdom of Caesar as well as the kingdom of Christ. There are two dis-

tinct questions here before us—the one a moral, the other a religious

one ; the one a State, the other a religious question. The one concerns

ua as citizens, the other as Christians. It is to the former of these that

we are now speaking. It is to the question that concerns us as

citizens—that concerns our temporal interests and welfare as indi-

viduals, and our temporal prosperity as a nation, that we are direct-

ing attention ; and we insist upon it, that this is a question for

legislative consideration, inasmuch as it involves the question of morals,

and the question of morals bears directly upon the question of national

prosperity. God has so constituted the world that the temporal rests

upon the moral and the moral upon the religious. The field of morals

touches religion upon the one side and human government on the other,

and, like the ocean separating two continents, is the property alike of

both. No government can flourish without good morals, and no good

morals can exist without a clear recognition of the teachings of Scripture.

The true interests of the country demand that the Sabbath be protected,

as the marriage relation, or human life and property, and for the same

reason. If the Government has authority to forbid adultery, murder,

and theft, because these things are enemies to its material progress and

stability, for the very same reason it has authority to forbid the outward

violation of the Sabbatic law. It has nothing to do with the anger that

is in mUrder, the lust that is in adultery, or the concupiscence that is

in theft, for these things fall within the purview of religion. But it has

the right to forbid the overt acts to which they lead, because hurtful to

its interests. So it has no right to say that its citizens shall indulge in

holy affections or attend religious exercises on the Sabbath, for these also

fall within the scope of religion. But it has the right to require that its

citizens shall abstain from all labor and every open and flagrant breach

of the peace and order of the day.

"As to the questions, what can be done toward abating the evil, and

what is our duty in the premises? we answer that our duty is very clear

in one direction at least. 'Ye are my witnesses,' saith the Lord. It is

the duty of the Church to bear testimony to God's truth, and the teaching

of the Scriptures on this subject, and as far as possible to train the public

conscience aright. And not simply to bear testimony with the lip, but

also with the life. Preaching, unsupported by practice, would be wholly

ineffectual. A mere resolution, without observance on the part of ministers,

elders, and members, would be utterly futile and vain. We hope, there-

fore, that the Assembly will first of all insist that ministers and elders

and members of the church shall themselves set the example by render-

ing due respect in the observance of the day. For without this, any
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deliveranee on the subject, no matter how admirable, would only provoke

the taunting retort, 'Physician, heal thyself/ < :*- u'.' xmi
.

r y

"Whether much can be done by way of petition will depend very much
upon the style of the address, the zeal with which it is prosecuted, but

especially upon, the number and character of the petitioners. Two of the

Synods (Alabama and North Carolina) have, through their respective

committees, petitioned their Legislatures, The petition of the first was

too late to be fairly before the Legislature, and was defeated. That of

the second was so far successful as to secure a law forbidding the run-

ning of 'freight trains on the Sabbath.' If all the Christians of the

different denominations could only be aroused to unite in one grand eflPort,

we feel fully assured that much could be done toward abating the evil,

and preventing any farther encroachments upon the sanctity of the day,

"In several of the larger cities, and in a few of the States, there are

Sabbath Associations, composed of members of the diflPerent denomina-

tions, which have been doing a good deal in a quiet way toward pro-

moting Sabbath observence. If such associations could be formed in

every State, they could doubtless do much toward restraining the obvious

tendency to Sabbath lawlessness and desecration.

"An eflPort is being made to hold an international meeting of all the

associations in this country and Canada, to meet some time in the fall,

with a view of considering the whole subject, and devising, if possible,

some measure for the arrest of this national evil. What the result will

be remains to be seen. A similar meeting of the associations of Europe

is also appointed to be held in the city of Berne in Septeml)er next, from

which we hope great good will come.

In the meanwhile we urge upon the Assembly the importance of con-

tinued agitation. Let this venerable court continue to speak upon this

subject, and speak in no uncertain way, but in a loud and emphatic

manner. Let its voice be heard throughout the land and even the world.

Let its testimony be pointed, decided, unequivocal. Let her ministers

be urged to present this subject to their respective congregations. For

if this evil is ever reached, it must be through the agency of the Church
;

and even if not reached and corrected, it is only in this way that the

Church can clear her skirts."

Motion was made by Ruling Elder Livingston to adopt. Dr.

Peck wished the report docketed. Rev. J. P. Smith of Fred-

ericksburg moved to refer to a special committee to recommend

such action as might be necessary. Dr. Woodrow urged post-

ponement, because the Assembly ought to be responsible not

only for any report as a whole, but also for the reasoning and even

the expressions employed. There should be nothing in such a
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report which all the members of our Church could not defend or

which could not be used authoritatively. While he saw nothing

very objectionable in this report, he was of opinion that there were

certain parts of it to which he could not commit himself. Dr.

Peck's motion was carried. -^ .:.,....-,..,.,,...,

On the next day the Rev. D. K. McFarland of Savannah

moved to take this report from the docket and refer it to a special

committee, which was urged by several speakers, and the motion

prevailed. D. K. McFarland, J. L. Rogers, F. H. Johnston,

'ministers; W. G. Clark and W. V. Chardavoyne, ruling elders,

were appointed.

On the ninth day this Committee reported, (I) commending

the diligence and faithfulness of the Permanent Committee, and .;

continuing the same with the duties and work imposed by the

last Assembly; (2j recommending Synods and Presbyteries to

consider this subject, and the appointment of Presbyterial Com-

mittees to investigate and agitate
; (3) calling on ministers, officers,

and members of the church to remember the Lord's day to keep

it holy
; (4) appointing the same Permanent Committee, with

the addition of the name of Rev. J. H. Martin, D. D.

THE TUSKALOOSA INSTITUTE REPORT.

The main facts are, the much lamented death of Prof. A. F.

Dickson; the appointment temporarily in his place of the Rev.

J. W. Kerr, M. D., at sixty dollars per month; the attendance

at the school this year often students; the good character main-

tained by those who had been previously at the Institute, and the

appointment of Dr. B. T. Lacy as Financial Agent.

The Assembly adopted resolutions reported by the Committee

on Theological Seminaries expressive of their interest in this

important enterprise and commending it to the churches.

CORRESPONDENCE WITH OTHER CHURCHES.

On the fourth day came a telegraphic communication from the

General Assembly at Saratoga, presenting "its cordial salutations

to the General Assembly in session at Louisville, praying for

them grace, mercy, and peace, through our Lord Jesus Christ.
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In behalf of the Assembly and in the sympathies of a common
faith and order, I am, etc., Henry H. Jessup, Moderator." To

this the following response by telegraph was made: "The Gen-

eral Assembly at Louisville cordially reciprocates the kind Chris-

tian salutations of the General Assembly at Saratoga, and com-

mends that body to the grace of our common Lord and Master,

praying that his presence may overshadow it and its deliberations

be directed for his glory."

Similar salutations were communicated by letter to "the Re-

formed Episcopal Church," "the Associate Reformed Synod of

the South," and "the Cumberland Presbyterian Church."

The next day, however, a delegate from the Cumberland Pres-

byterian Assembly appeared in person. A letter from him

addressed to the Moderator being referred to the Committee on

Correspondence, a report was made by that Committee, declaring

on behalf of the Assembly that "in determining no longer to send

delegates to corresponding bodies (always excepting the General

Synod of the Reformed Church), it was by no means our intention

to control the action of these bodies in the matter. One reason

for our action was our poverty. But the Assembly is delighted

to receive delegations whenever sent to us, and cordially invites

the Rev. R. H. Caldwell, the delegate to this body from the

Cumberland Presbyterian Church, to address us this morning at

12 o'clock." Accordingly Mr. Caldwell addressed the Assembly

and the Moderator responded.

Subsequently the Rev. C. H. Read, D. D., was appointed

principal delegate to the General Synod of the Reformed Church

and the Rev. J. A. Lefevre, D. D., his alternate.

Upon the presentation of the report last referred to, a discus-

sion arose on a motion of Dr. Baird to rescind the rule limiting

correspondence on our part to letters, except in the case of the

General Synod. Dr. Baird held that each Assembly was enti-

tled to regulate the matter for itself, and he was opposed to any

fixed policy of correspondence. Dr. Adger opposed the motion,

firsts because of our poverty, and secondly, because a written

communication can better express the views and wishes of the

Assembly when there is anything special or particular to be said,
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than a delegate who will say what he pleases. While our Foreign

Mission work is suffering we can hardly afford to spend money

on mere courtesies. The Rev. J. L. Rogers said we must have

a settled policy—corresponding either in one or in the other way

;

and other bodies must know what that policy is, so that they

may act accordingly. Dr. Boude favored rescinding, and would

appoint the delegates, and then if they could not go on account

of their poverty, let them write the letter and say they are too

poor to go. Dr. Adger urged that if we only send letters, we

cannot expect other bodies to send us deputations. But a pre-

vious Assembly had made a rule, and being a continuous body,

respect should be had to what was done by our predecessors,

unless good reason can be given for rescinding. The Assembly

refused to rescind. '

It now appears that the late Assembly at Saratoga of the

Northern Church has followed us in this matter. It resolved to

correspond with other Churches hereafter only by letter. Two
good results may therefore be claimed for the rule our Assem-

bly refused to rescind : first, we have probably killed off for all

the Presbyterian bodies one of the most burdensome and preten-

tious of shams; and secondly, we have as probably settled the

vexed question of Fraternal Relations with the Northern Church.

It seems that they could not bring themselves to say those "few

plain words," and so now practically they will be let off from

saying them without our yielding what we were so clearly entitled

to claim at their hands. No one amongst us will object to an

annual exchange of good wishes for the future between them and

ourselves. And if thev can afford to withhold from us the ex-

pression of their regret for past oflfences given, we certainly can

well afford to do without it. That matter being thus finished

and settled up, let us proceed to our next business.

ASSEMBLY OF 1880.

Historic old Charleston was nominated by Dr. Junkin as the

place of its meeting. The Moderator said that Wilmington would

like to have the Assembly, but he would take no step in the

matter. Dr. Murkland said Baltimore would welcome them
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heartily, but he did not wish to nominate it in opposition to

Charleston. The choice of Charleston was unanimous. '

THE BOOK OF CHURCH ORDER. ;

Dr. Adger made the following report from the Committee on

Book of Church Order:

"The Committee appointed to examine the official returns from the

Presbyteries of their votes on the Book of Church Order, have carefully

performed that duty, and report to the General Assembly than an over-

whelming majority of these courts have adopted the Revised Form of

Government and Rules of Discipline as the law of oar Church on those

matters. The following table exhibits, in alphabetical order, the Pres-

byteries from which official returns are in hand, with a precise statement

of the vote in each. In some cases the returns give us no figures, but

we copy the expressions employed :

, For. Against. Non liquet.

Abingdon, ... 22 8 1

Arkansas,
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ifi>>f »!.)'>».. For. Against Non liquet

li ,' 10 If, /iWr^ffu:^^ 'SxIr^Jluh

23

10 .;

5

Rejected,

20

13

23

16

3

). h.iM-f

13

6

3

10

20

8

'tiu

'4. .uu

Mi'i.jt''^

!/

,!..-'( '•.'•! 1

Adopted by two-thirds majority.

Adopted unanimously.

Adopted unanimously.

Adopted. M . r

5 4

17 4

Adopted unanimously.

Adopted unanimously.

"-'.tol'r 'Vo

..H a (IT

I

Louisiana, % , ,

Louisville,

Macon, . .

Maryland,

Mecklenburg,

Memphis,

Missouri,

Montgomery,

Nashville,

North Alabama, ,

North Mississippi,

New Orleans,

Ouachita,

Orange, ^ '
' ;

Paducah,

Palmyra,

Red River, .

Roanoke,

Savannah,

South Carolina, .

South Alabama, .

St. John's,

St. Louis, . ./f

Transylvania,

Tombeckbee,

Tuskaloosa,

Upper Missouri,

Winchester, .

Western District,

West Lexington,

Western Texas,

Wilmington, . . Adopted.
,

"It will be observed that there remain seven more Presbyteries from

which we have no official returns, namely: Chickasaw, Florida, Muhlen-

burg, Mississippi, Potosi, Sao Paulo, and West Hanover.

"The papers publish West Hanover as adopting by a vote of 16 to 9,

jind Potosi by a vote of 17 to 1, and Chickasaw by a vote of 9 to 7, and

Florida by a unanimous vote. The papers say also that Mississippi has

adopted the Book ; that Sao Paulo has adopted, and that it is to be pub-

lished by them in the Portuguese language, to set forth our Church to

the people of Brazil ; and that Muhlenburg declines to vote.

"According to all this testimony, therefore, most of which is official, it

appears that one Presbytery, namely, Muhlenburg, declines to vote; in

^•._X; ,/.,»'J. '.-.^f V*^.'

I:
i.t'y^

14

3

23

14

12

20

6

25

6

14

12

16

2

5

8

8

9

13

• ,'!

2

2

1

r
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one Presbytery, namely, Fayetteville, there is a tie vote; eig;ht Presby-

teries, namely, Columbia, Knoxville, Maryland, Mecklenburg, Nashville

North Alabama, Western District, and Western Texas, vote to reject:

and the remaining fifty-six Presbyteries to adopt, some sixteen of them

nearly or quite unanimously.

"The committee having had referred to them by the Assembly the

overture from Abingdon Presbytery respecting the not binding of the

new Book with the Confession or the Hymn Book for five years, and the

overture from Paducah Presbytery moving the Assembly to incorporate

the old Book's chapter on Preliminary Principles into the new Book
as a preface, recommend that a negative answer be returned to both

overtures.''

The Rev. A. J. Witherspoon moved that the report be adopted.

Dr. Park thought there must be a formal announcement to the

Presbyteries by the Assembly before the new Book can become any

part of our Church constitution. Dr. Adger said we are acting

now under the provisions of the old Book, and shall so act until

this report is adopted. But the old Book, where it treats of new

constitutional rules (Form of Government, Chap. XII., §6), does

not require the action proposed by the brother. It does say that

before any new rules shall be obligatory they are to be transmitted

''to all the Presbyteries, and returns be received from at least a

majority in writing, approving thereof." This is all. There is

nothing said about the Assembly ratifying what the Presbyteries

have done. It is not called upon to enact anything about the

matter. We have to count the votes and report the result, and

when the Assembly shall adopt the report that a large majority

of the Presbyteries have voted for the new Book, then imme-

diately it becomes our law. But Dr. Park inquired what is to

become of cases of discipline now in progress which were com-

menced under the old Book? What is to be done with them?

Dr. Adger replied that the new points as to jurisdiction made

by the Revision relate chiefly to appellate jurisdiction. Cases

will come up for the most part just as they always did.

The report was adopted. Dr. Adger then offered the following

resolution

;

^^ Resolved, That while the General Assembly, in adopting the report

of the Committee on the Book of Church Order, has declared that Form

of Government and those Rules of Discipline to be of immediate force,

.#
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nevertheless it is the judgment of this body that, in the cases of appeal

or complaint originating under the old Book, which may be coming up

for adjudication by this Assembly at its present session, it is recommended

no commissioners who come from any of the Synods appealed from should

exercise the right of voting in those cases."
""«"'' ''*• • ' "<-. '"w.f

Mr. Hart of South Carolina—The resolution does not go far

enough. It ought to apply to all pending judicial cases now

issued.
,

Rev. Dr. Adger was tired of construing the lower courts as

partisans, making a new case in every higher court as the case

goes up. He thought it would do no harm for the cases already

commenced to come up into the higher courts under the forms of

the neAV Book. .' ^ :^ '**
' '

" ''

On motion of Mr. Williams, Major Hart's amendment was laid

on the table.

Dr. Boude said the new Book has been adopted by the Pres-

byteries. It is now law. We cannot set it aside. Dr. Junkin

said the unanimous voice of the Assembly cannot set aside the

law of the Church. The Presbyteries are all here, and we can-

not say to them that we propose to set aside their law. Dr.

Woodrow said the resolution was simply a recommendation ad-

vising certain parties to abstain from the exercise of some newly

acquired rights during these sessions of the Assembly. Dr.

Baird read the rule for amending the Constitution and gave its

history. The General Assembly in Scotland had possessed the

power to pass laws for the Church. The Government then packed

the Assemblies so as to enact laws repugnant to Presbyterianism.

At the second Reformation, the ''Barrier Act" placed the power

of making laws (so far as the Church has any such power) in the

hands of the Presbyteries. Our rule (in the old Book) for amend-

ing the Constitution corresponds in nature and design to the

Scotch Barrier Act. Dr. Park then offered the following sub-

stitute for Dr. Adger's resolution:

^'Resolved, That the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church,

tting in Louisville, Ky., May, 1879, hereby declares that the new Book

of Church Order has been adopted by a large majority of the Presbyteries,

as shown in their official reports to this body, and said New Book of

VOL. XXX., No. 3—18.
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Church Order is therefore declared to he the law of the Church from and
after the date of the dissolution of this Assembly." ^^ - y ^

Dr. Adger objected to this substitute as unnecessary, because

the vote of the Assembly has already declared the new Book

adopted. But he would vote for the substitute if the last words

were omitted, and he moved to strike out ^''from and after the

date of the dissolution of this Assembly."

Rev. J. L. Rogers—The Assembly has adopted the report of

the committee which has made the new Book the law of the

Church. The announcement has already been made in the re-

port we have adopted. Then he had a very serious objection to

this resolution. If we have a right to postpone its action ten

days, we have the right to postpone it five years. We are merely

a declarative body. We do not make the law. The Presbyteries

have made it. The Assembly can merely declare it. It cannot

suspend it.

Dr. Woodrow rose to a point of order, and contended that a

reconsideration of the vote declaring the new Book adopted was

the only way to reach the end aimed at. . .-.

The Moderator ruled that the report of the committee merely

gave the information of the vote to the Assembly, and the Assem-

bly has not yet authoritatively announced the adoption of the

new laws.

Rev. J. L. Rogers, resuming his argument, claimed that in

adopting the report of the committee the Assembly had already

made all the declaration necessary, and so had already recognised

the new Constitution. Having done this, we have no power to

suspend its action for a single day.

Dr. Junkin thought if the ruling of the Moderator was the

voice of the house, some of us had voted under a misapprehen-

sion. We ought, therefore, to vote over again.

Dr. Woodrow appealed from the decision of the chair. Forty-

one voted for sustaining appeal and fifty-nine against it. The

Moderator's ruling was sustained.

Col. Livingston asked if we adopt Dr. Adger's amendment

what becomes of the equities that grow out of cases already in

litigation ? There are rights that will be affected by the immediate
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adoption of the new Constitution. The Assembly has no power

to make law. But what is law does not become operative until

formally announced. We have a right to reconsi^der it. If we

should find that many of the Presbyteries had adopted the new

Book by informal votes, so it is not really adopted, we would

reconsider the action. And we can reconsider this vote if in

taking the vote you have passed an ex post facto law affecting

the rights of those in course of process. You do a thing the Con-

stitution of the United States forbids the civil powers to, and

which justice and equity forbid an ecclesiastical court to do. /,,,.

A motion to lay the whole matter on the table was lost.

Mr. Converse said the point he had wished to make was that,

by reason of the judicial cases now pending, the vote declaring

the new Book adopted should be delayed until these cases were

disposed of. It is now too late to take that course. The new

Book is now the law of the Church. But the appellants have

prepared their cases and have a right to be heard under the forms

which prevailed at the time they laid their appeals before this

Assembly. The resolution ought to be modified accordingly.

Dr. Grasty thought the Assembly could not now go back and

inquire whether the new Book is adopted. . ., .^ ,*j .

Major Hart moved that the whole matter in regard to the

question of the revised Book, which was then in order, be laid

upon the table, to make way for a substitute. Lost.

Rev. W. W. Houston said: The only question arising is the

adoption of a paper making the Revised Book the organic law of

the Church. Now, can the Presbyteries adopt a book of their

own accord? I do not see that this Assembly has adopted the

Revised Book as yet. The sentiment of the Presbyteries has

been ascertained, and it remains for the Assembly to decide the

question finally. It is incumbent upon this body to proceed to

enact that the Book shall become the organic law. The question

then arises as to when it shall be declared the law of the Church.

Dr. Adger inquired of the last speaker if in his judgment it

would be competent for the Assembly to say that this new Book

shall not be the law? Mr. Houston in reply said, ''I maintain

that on this floor I have the right to refuse to vote for this Book.

i A
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I am independent. The remedy is with the Presbyteries; they

can refuse to send us back here if they see fit, because we vote

contrary to their ideas. Dr. Adger rejoined that the brother's

answer and his argument reach the very point towards which all

the arguments offered here to-day against the immediate author-

ity of the new Book do manifestly tend. He says squarely what

all these other brethren ought also to say out, that the Presby-

teries do not make the law. He says distinctly, what they all

should also admit, that the Assembly can adopt or not adopt the

new Book, just as it pleases. He says we are not instructed.

I join him in holding that we are not to come to any Assembly

instructed^ but that does not prevent the Presbyteries from exer-

cising their right of adopting or rejecting constitutional rules.

And the brother is certainly wrong in saying the General As-

sembly can make law. Let that part of the old Book be pointed

out which squints in the slightest towards the brother's view of

the question. The Presbyteries are our law-making power. It

is necessary for us to follow their commands.

Mr. Houston—Have the Presbyteries approved or adopted

this Book ?
'

-

• '
'

"^•'- -'^--^--^- ••''•
:
^-.-'-.;*.--...T^. ^ rt^i'

Dr. Adger—They have voted to approve and adopt. They

have sent in their votes to us on the subject, and I think the

jig's up.

Major Hart—There is little difference of opinion in regard to

the adoption of the Book. The substitute proposes to postpone

its operation for ten days. It could just as well and legitimately

be postponed forever. This is a body which can enact legisla-

tion, and it can construe its own legislation.

Dr. Adger—Will you allow me to ask you a question ?

Mr. Hart—I want to ask you first whether an offence in the

old Book is identical with an offence in the new Book ?

Dr. Adger—Teetotally different.

Mr. Houston—Then we will have an ex post facto law. I

know of no law since Magna Oharta that will try a man for an

offence committed before the passage of the law.

Major T. Sparrow, of North Carolina, said he wished to pro-

pose a substitute that would tide them out of the trouble. If Dr.
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Adger had reported next Friday instead of to-day, the difficulty

would have been avoided. This Assembly could not disregard the

fact that the Presbyteries were the law-makers. When, then, is

the Book to become a law ? I think it requires the action of this

Assembly to make it the law. He wanted the question post-

poned until Friday.
"''''''

The amendment of Dr. Adger to Dr. Park's resolution, both

offered during the morning session, was put to the house and

carried.
, .

Rev. T. E. Converse moved the following amendment to Dr.

Park's resolution: "Yet this Assembly recognises the right of

those having judicial cases now pending in this Assembly to have

the same issued in accordance with the forms of the old Book."

Rev. C. L. Hogue cited the practice of the civil courts. '^'^

Dr. Woodrow—There are certain principles of justice which

every one should observe. When any man is tried in the Church,

he is tried by the law. What law ? Why, that which prevailed

at the time of the commission of the offence. We are not trying

to enact any ex post facto law. The mode of procedure has been

changed from to-day. Any question arising has to be decided

by all the Church, not by a part. This body certainly has not

the right to disregard the action of the Presbyteries by usurping

any power.

Mr. Rogers asked if cases could not come up just as they always

did.

Dr. Adger—Certainly.

Mr. Converse's amendment was put to the house and lost.

Dr. Park's resolution, as amended by Dr. Adger, was then

put to the house and carried.

Rev. J. L. Rogers offered a resolution directing the prepara-

tion of an index to the new Book of Church Order, and the pub-

lication of an edition of 3,000 copies, to be bound in a volume

with the Confession of Faith. It was referred to the Committee

on the Book of Church Order.

Rev. Dr. Boude moved that the Committee on Revision be

directed to revise also the Directory of Worship, and report to

the next Assembly. Referred to same Committee.
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Dr. Murkland moved that the Rev. Dr. J. A. Lefevre, of Bal-

timore, be added to the Committee on Revision. Carried.

Subsequently the following additional report from the Com-

mittee on the new Book was presented and adopted:

The Committee on the Revised Book has considered the paper offered to

the Assembly by the Rev. J. L. Rogers, touching an index to the Book

of Church Order, and the publication of 3,000 copies to be bound up with

the Confession of Fath ; also the question referred to it of a revision of

the Directory of Worship, and also the letter from a member of the East

Hanover Presbytery, detailing certain typographical or clerical errors

and alleged omissions, alleged to have been discovered by him, in the

present edition in the Book of Church Order.

Your standing committee on the Revised Book understands that the

Assembly has decided to revive the Revision Committee, having voted to

appoint as a member of it the Rev. Dr. J. A. Lefevre. It would therefore

recommend that the papers and questions named above be all referred to

that revision committee ; also, that that committee be empowered to cause

to be corrected any and all manifest typographical or clerical errors

which they may find or have pointed out to them in the present edition ;

also, that the Committee of Publication be instructed to have struck off

from the stereotype plates as many copies of the Book in its present form

as may be called for by purchasers; and also that the Revision Commit-

tee be authorised anew by this Assembly, as was done by a previous one,

to prepare a revised Directory of Worship ; and to make full report on

all these matters to the next General Assembly.

It has become necessary in reviving the Revision Committee to reor-

ganise it. Your standing committee would recommend that it consist of

the following named ministers and elders : B. M. Palmer, G. D. Arm-

strong, Stuart Robinson, Thos. E. Peck, James Woodrow, mnis^ers ;

Thomas Thomson, W. W. Henry, ruling elders.

For the Committee. Jno. B. Adger, Chairman.

On motion of Dr. Boude, the name of R. K. Smoot, minister^

was added to this committee, and on motion of Dr. Peck, the name

of Jno. B., Adger, minister^ was added to the same as its chair-

man.

The reviewer may be pardoned, in view of his relations during

the past and at the present to this revised Form and Discipline, if

he here ventures to oflfer a few observations respecting it.

1. There probably never were two Church papers of no greater

size than the Revised Form and Rules which occupied.and shared

the painstaking consideration and labor of so many different ec-
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clesiastical thinkers. It is not i\\e production of any man or any

committee. Perhaps not less than one hundred of our most ex-

perienced and best qualified ministers havfe made substantive con-

tributions to these two works, while several hundred others, some

more and some less addicted to this kind of studies, have had a

hand in bringing these documents to their present shape. Whole

Presbyteries have worked on them, and that at more than one

period. In fact it may be said with strict truth, that this new

Book of Order is really the work of our whole ministry and el-

dership.

2. The benefit has be,en immense to our whole Church of the

twenty- one years' study of Church Government, which this new

Book has made necessary. Some who thought themselves wise

and claimed to be especial lovers of peace, declared war against

these harmless books as sure to be the occasions of strife and dis-

sension amongst us, but we believe the conviction is now gen-

eral, perhaps universal, that this was a false alarm. Our Church

has been benefited, not damaged, by all the discussions the Book

has occasioned. The whole ministry and eldership understand

our system much the better for all this study of Church polity.

Nor could such an amount of thorough and careful inquiry and

consideration of these matters have in any other way been se-

cured on the part of the office-bearers amongst us. For our-

selves, the twenty-one years past seem to us to have been so pro-

fitably devoted to these questions, that one of the best wishes, as

it appears to us, that any man could wish for our Church, would

be that it might have occasion to occupy the twenty-one years

that are to come in the very same way- And if it were not that

some may consider it extravagant, we might venture the state-

ment that probably pure, thorough, scriptural Presbyterianism

—

the system revealed by our Head in his word—is really better

understood in our Church than in most of those which proudly

float the Blue Banner.

3. During the twenty-one years our Church has been working

upon this Book, it has many times appeared to be in great dan-

ger of final rejection. But the truth we suppose to be really

this: that the Church never did favor the rejection, but the ad-
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verse voting generally signified merely the desire for more tho-

rough revision. Andi one thing very notable is that the Assem-

bly has always in the extremity come forward to save the Book.

Whatever men might say or do against the revision at home and

in their Presbyteries, it was always so ordered in providence

that when the coramisioners came together in the Assembly the

majority of them proved to be favorable to this work.

4. It is frequently a difficult task to get a very simple bill

passed through the two houses of any legislative body. But in

this case there were more than threescore Houses, and of hard-

headed Scotch-Irish Presbyterians at that, through which it was

endeavored to have passed two bills, you might call them, com-

posed each of a number of chapters, and covering many difficult

and disputed points, Humanly speaking, this was almost a hope-

less undertaking, and yet in God's good providence it has been

successfully brought about, and that with an overwhelming and

most decisive majority.

5. And yet we are of those who hold that the Book is very

far indeed from perfection. It is not what we ourselves desired.

Several things are in it which by no means satisfy us, and some

of these we hope to live yet to see corrected. And there are two

or three such which we, for one, are ready immediately to join

with others in the effort to amend. It is a great consummation

to have adopted the Book, and now let us, with the Presbytery

of New Orleans, hope that the Church will proceed to perfect it

as much as it may be given her to accomplish.

STANDING COMMITTEE ON SYSTEMATIC BENEFICENCE.

On the sixth day Dr. Read read the report of this committee.

Fifty-nine out of sixty-six Presbyteries had sent up statistics in

respect to this matter, answering to the call from the Assembly

for such details. And, on the whole, there is reason for congra-

tulation and hopefulness. Yet, from a careful analysis and com-

parison of these reports, it is manifest that the burden (if that is

the proper word) of supporting and extending our Church is not

distributed properly, but is left by some to be borne by others.

In th<3 Committee's judgment, there is a demand for enlarge-
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ment and not contraction of our aggressive operations as a

Church. And if by appropriate instruction and appeals; if by

the education of a true Christian conscience among our people,

and especially among our youth and children, in the consecra-

tion of themselves and their substance to the service of God; if

by the encouragement of a steady and growing habit of true

Christian benevolence among all our people, we can strengthen

and enlarge each and all of our agencies, it would be, as the

Committee believes, for the spiritual profit and enjoynaent of the

individual members of our churches, for the advancement of our

prosperity as a branch of the Church of Christ, and for the glory

of God. -

It is true, that a well, fed by a feeble spring, may be pumped

dry ; and it is also true that the same well, seldom and sparingly

drawn from, may become dead and foul with mephitic gases. A
liberal heart devising liberal things is in a healthier state than a

selfish penurious heart studying retrenchment toward God and

his cause. The beneficence of the Church—its contributions

—

vshould doubtless be wisely and economically appropriated; but

that kind of retrenchment which excuses or encourages indolence

or parsimoniousness will dwarf individual piety—if there can be

true piety with such a disposition—and will spread mould and

blight upon our individual members and churches.

It is recommended that the several Presbyteries, pastors, and

sessions take this matter into careful consideration, and promptly

devise what may seem to them the best means, in their respect-

ive fields, to instruct and encourage their people in the duty and

grace of systematic Christian benevolence.

OVERTURES.

Dr. Peck, from the Committee on Bills and Overtures, offered

the following reports:

Overture iVb. 1. From the Presbytery of New Orleans, asking the As-

sembly "to take under its special consideration the matter of the religious

instruction and conversion of seamen and boatmen."

The committee recommend the adoption of the following minute, to wit

:

First—The Assembly commends the efforts of the Presbytery of New
Orleans to bring seamen under Christian influence.

VOL. XXX., NO. 3— 19.
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Second—The Assembly recommends to the several Presbyteries who
have access to this class of people to do all they can for their evanffeli-

sation.

Third—The Committee of Sustentation be, and is hereby, authorised

to grant such aid as may be in its power to this enterprise, subject, how
ever, to all the regulations which are given this Committee in making sim-

ilar appropriations. Also, that the Rev. A. J. Witherspoon, Chaplain of

the Seamen's Bethel, of New Orleans, be requested to cooperate with the

Sustentation Committee in the furtherance of this important enterprise

in our seaport towns and cities.

Fourth—-The Assembly affectionately commends to the prayers and

alms of its people that class of men that go down to the sea in ships and

do business in its great waters, and invites them to pray for the coming

of that day when the above classes of the sea shall be converted unto the

Lord, and mariners shall become missionaries to carry the gospel to the

distant parts of the earth. Adopted.

Overture No. 2. From the Presbytery of Central Texas, asking the

Assembly to say whether the action of the last Assembly, in tabling with-

out discussion a paper offered by Dr. Dabney on the subject of the rela-

tions of our Church to the General Presbyterian Council, is to be under-

stood as actually or virtually surrendering our former position, or yield-

ing up any or all the testimony made by us touching the matter contained

in said paper. .
'

; , ::,,

The committee recommend the adoption of the following minute :

" The action of our Assembly in sending delegates to the General Pres-

byterian Council, and in tabling the paper alluded to in the overture of

the Presbytery of Central Texas, is not to be understood as implying any

change in our position upon questions of difference between ourselves

and other bodies, or any surrender of our testimony.'' Adopted.

Overture No. 3. From the Presbytery of Mecklenburg, asking the

Assembly "to raise a committee to prepare a paper upon the doctrine of

the Diaconate, with special reference to the agencies of the Church."

The committee recommend that the request be granted, and that this As-

sembly appoint such a committee, to make a report to the next Assembly.

Adopted.

The Committee was appointed with the Rev. Dr. Jno. L. Girar-

deau as its chairman.

Overture No. 4. From the Synod of Alabama, asking the Assembly

"to declare lawful and valid the meeting of that body on the 28th No-

vember last," which, in consequence of the prevalence of yellow fever,

had been irregularly convened. The committee recommend that the re-

quest be granted, and that said meeting of the Synod of Alabama be de-

clared lawful and valid. Adopted.
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Overtures Nos. h, 9, 10, and 11. Overture No. 8, from the Presbytery

of Concord, No. 10, from the Presbytery of Ouachita, and No. 11, from

the Presbytery of Montgomery, ask the Assembly to take measures to se-

cure retrencliment of expenses in the management of its various schemes.

Nos. 8 and 9 (the last named from the Presbytery of Ebenezer) ask par-

ticularly for the consolidation of the Committees of Education and Pub-

lication. .
'

. . - : :

The committee recommend the adoption of the following answer to

the foregoing overtures

:

While this Assembly has not sufficient data before it to justify any im-

portant changes in the management of its various schemes of benevolence,

or even to determine whether such changes are needed, yet, in deference

to these overtures, hereby appoint a committee to investigate this whole

subject and make a report to the next Assembly.

Second—The question of consolidation of the Committees of Education

and Publication, referred to in overtures Nos. 8 and 9, is hereby referred

to said committee. i , ..

The committee report further that in overture No. 8, from the Presby-

tery of Concord, there is a request that the Assembly will "consider and

adopt the plan of biennial Assemblies alternative with biennial meetings

of the several Synods." They recommend that this* request be answered

in the negative. Adopted.

Rev. S. Taylor Martin, of North Carolina, remarked that he

did not wish the Assembly to act hastily, without sufficient infor-

mation and careful consideration. His only object had been to

have the question of retrenchment and reform thoroughly ex-

amined. He would therefore vote for the report.

The report was unanimously adopted.

The Committee on Bills and Overtures subsequently nomi-

nated the following committee on Retrenchment, and they were

appointed: Ministers—A. C. Hopkins, S. T. Martin, R. G.

Brank, C. W. Lane; Ruling Elders— D. N. Kennedy, W. D.

Reynolds, W. T. Poague, Jas. Hemphill, Henry Merrill.

Overtures 6 audi. An overture from the Presbytery of Abingdon and

one also from the Presbytery of Louisville, in regard to the ordination of

Mr. G. W, Painter by the Rev. -T. L. Stuart.

The main facts in the case were as follows: Mr. Painter, a candidate

under the care of Abingdon Presbytery, and for some years a teacher in

connection with the mission in China, was ordained to the ministry of

the gospel in that country by the Rev. J. L. Stuart, an evangelist and

missionary of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, and/a mem-
ber of the Presbytery of Louisville. ^
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There are two questions proposed to the General Assembly, viz.

:

First—Is the action of Mr. Stuart in ordaining Mr, Painter valid?

Second—If so, to which Presbytery, Louisville or Abingdon, does Mr.

Painter belong?

The committee recommend the adoption of the following minute in an-

swer to these overtures

:

First—The ordination of G. W. Painter by the Rev. J. L. Stuart, both

of the missions in China, is hereby declared to be valid.

Second—Inasmuch as that Mr. Painter was a candidate, at the time of

his ordination, under the care of the Presbytery of Abingdon, he is here-

by declared to be a member of that Presbytery.

A committee is hereby appointed to report on the whole subject of the

office and powers of the evangelist ; his relation to the General Assembly

and the Presbytery at home; his relation to the Church gathered among

the heathen ; and his relation to his fellow-evangelists in the same mis-

sionary field ; and said committee shall report to the next General As-

sembly by a proposed additional chapter to our Form of Government, or

otherwise. Adopted.

On this subject Dr. Murkland moved that the committee con-

sist of Drs. J. A.. Lefevre, J. L. Wilson, and T. E. Peck, to

•which Dr. Jno. B. Adger was added.

Overture 12. The Committee on Bills and Overtures would report an

overture from the Synod of Texas, and an overture from the Presby-

tery of Western Texas, asking a repeal of the act passed at Mobile in

1869, authorising the appointment of private members of the Church to

hold meetings under the control of Presbyteries. Your committee recom-

mend that the request be granted, and suggest the following:

Resolved, That the action of the Assembly in 1869, authorising the ap-

pointment of exhorters under the control of the Presbytery, be and the

same is hereby repealed. Adopted.

Overture 13. From the Presbytery of St. John's, asking that the Gen-

eral Assembly substitute for the present form of blanks for Presbyte.

rial reports one suggested by the Presbytery.

Second—That the Assembly instruct the Secretary of the Committee

of Publication to reduce one-half of the blanks of the Presbyterial reports

to one-half the present size.

Third—That the Assembly instruct the Secretary of the Committee of

Publication to cease the publication of blanks for sessional reports on

Systematic Benevolence, and issue in their stead blanks containing the

topics for narratives as adopted by the Assembly of 1877.

The committee would recommend that the first and second requests of

the overture be not granted.
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In answer to the third request, the committee would recommend that

the Secretary of Publication be instructed to issue the blanks containing

the topics for narratives as provided by the Assembly of 1877, and

also continue to issue the blanks for sessional reports on Systematic

Benevolence. Adopted.

Overture 15. Resolved, That the General Assembly be overtured to

publish, in its Appendix to the Minutes, the amount received from the

several Presbyteries, assessed upon them by the Assembly, together with

a statement of the disbursements of the same. .
*

The Committee recommend that the request be granted, with the diflFer-

ence that all the receipts by the Treasurer be published, together with

disbursements from the entire fund. Adopted,

Overture 16. From the elders of Freeport and Euchee Valley churches,

in the bounds of the Presbytery of Florida, asking this General Assembly

to transfer said churches to the care of the Presbytery of East Alabama;

also to change the boundary of said Presbyteries so as to make the

dividing line between these Presbyteries to be the Choctawhatchie River.

Your Committee would recommend the request to be granted when the

Synods of Georgia and Alabama shall consent. Adopted.

Overture 17. From the Synod of Texas, asking the General Assembly

to dispense with an official reporter for subsequent Assemblies. The

Committee recommend that the request be not granted. Adopted.

Overture 18. From Dr. James Park, of Knoxville, asking the Assembly

to answer the following questions, to wit:

First—Is it competent for a Presbytery to adjourn to meet in the bounds

of another Presbytery, either within or beyond the territorial limits of

the Synod of which it is a consistent part ?

Second—At a meeting of a Synod, if another Presbytery than that

within which the Synod is sitting, desires to hold a session to complete

unfinished business, or to transact new business, can it be done orderly

and constitutionally over the motion of its Presbytery itself? or must it

be by special dispensation of the Synod ?

Third—Is it competent for one Presbytery to interdict the meeting of

another Presbytery in its bounds without the dispensation of the Synod?

The Committee recommend the adoption of the following answer, viz. :

These questions can only be answered by reference to general rules or

principles. A Presbytery consists of all the ministers and one ruling elder

from each congreo-ation within a certain district, and is therefore bounded

by strictly geographical limits. In the judgment of this Assembly no

Presbytery ought to meet beyond its own bounds without strong reasons,

or without the consent, expressed or implied, of the Presbytery within

whose bounds it proposes to meet, and, if the Presbytery be within the
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bounds of another Synod, without the consent of that Synod also. The
Assembly would recommend its Presbyteries not to hold meetinors during

the sessions of Synod, unless such session be necessary, or be ordered to

be held by the Synod. Docketed, and subsequently laid on the table.

Overture 19. From Dr. James Woodrow, proposing the following ques-

tion for answer by the Assembly, viz.:

"From whom is it proper for the General Assembly to receive over-

tures, according to the Constitution?"

The committee recommend the adoption of the following answer: In

the judgment of this Assembly all overtures to the highest court of the

Church ought to come from the lower courts, and not from individuals
;

and further, that the highest court ought not to be asked for advice and

instruction (Form of Government, Chap. V., Sec. 6, Art. V.) in any case

in which the said "advice or instruction" may be given with equal edifi-

cation to the Church by a lower court. Adopted.

Overture 20. From the Synod of Kentucky, asking the Assembly to re-

consider the action of the Assembly of 1878 approving the action of the

Presbytery of Louisville "in restraining from the exercise of the func-

tions of the ministry a minister deemed irresponsible for his words

and acts by reason of unsoundness of mind, without the usual judicial

process." And the Synod furthermore asks the Assembly to make such

a deliverance on the subject as shall obviate any liability to misinterpre-

tation, or danger of the introduction of principles or usages at variance

with the regulation of our standards and threatening to the rights and

liberties of our ministers and people."

The committee recommend that the Assembly make the following

answer:

"While it might be competent for one General Assembly under such

rules as the Constitution provides to grant a new hearing of a case which

has been judicially decided by a previous General Assembly, yet, inas-

much as this memorial simply asks for a deliverance in a case adjudicated

by the Assembly of 1878, this Assembly declines to grant the request of

the memorial, for the reason that no deliverance in thesi can modify or

set aside a judicial sentence." Adopted.

But of all the overtures reported on by Dr. Peck, number five

on worldly amusements was the one which had excited the deep-

est interest, and in fact created the most anxiety. A long and

unprofitable and perhaps harmful debate was anticipated when

the subject, connected as it had been with a case in Atlanta

out of which it actually grew, should come up. Great was the

relief afforded by the very admirable report submitted from Dr.

Peck's Committee, as follows:

''^U
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Overture No. 5. From the Presbytery of Atlanta, askinp; the Assembly

for definite instruction upon the following points, to wit

:

First—Are the deliverances of 1865, 1869, and 1877, on the subject of

worldly amusements to be accepted and enforced as law by judicial

process? • • ' ^V - :.- -^ ',.;' ,• .i Ni:%M 7h:vo;i.rvi« f,/vu ••i-nih-fi

Second—Are all the offences named in them to be so dealt with, or are

exceptions to be made? ' .v 7

Third—Are the deliverances of all our church courts of the same nature

and authority, so far as the bounds of these respective courts extend?

In answer to these questions the committee recommend the adoption

of the following minute : .. .. i-

I. This Assembly would answer the first question in the negative, upon

the following grounds

:

First—That these deliver.ances do not require judicial prosecution ex-

pressly, and could not require it, without violating the spirit of our law.

Second—That none of these deliverances were made by the Assembly

in a strictly judicial capacity, but were all deliverances in thesi, and

therefore can be considered as only didactic, advisory, and monitory.

Third—That the Assembly has no power to issue orders to institute

process, except according to the provisions of Book of Discipline, Chapter

VII., in the old, and Chapter XIII., in the Revised Book: and all these

provisions imply that the court of remote jurisdiction is dealing with a

particular court of original jurisdiction, and not with such courts in gen-

eral. The injunctions, therefore, upon the sessions to exercise discipline

in the matter of worldly amouseraents are to be understood only as utter-

ances of the solemn testimony of these Assemblies against a great and

growing evil in the Church. The power to utter such a testimony will

not be disputed, since it is so expressly given to the Assembly in the

Form of Government, Chapter XII., Section 5 of the old, and in the

Revised Form, Chapter V., Section 6, Par. 6; and this testimony this

Assembly does hereby most solemnly and affectionately reiterate.

In thus defining the meaning and intent of the action of former Assem-

blies, this Assembly does not mean, in the slightest degree, to interfere

with the power of discipline in any of its forms, which is given to the

courts below by the Constitution of the Church
;
or to intimate that dis-

cipline, in its sternest form, may not be necessary, in some cases, in order

to arrest the evils in question. The occasion, the mode, the degree, and

the kind of discipline must be left to the courts of original jurisdic-

tion, under the checks and restraints of the Constitution. All that is

designed is, to deny the power of the Assembly to make law for the

Church in the matter of "offences," or to give to its deliverances in thesi

the force of judicial decisions.

II. The second question, which is, "Are all the offences named in the

deliverances of 1865, 1869, and 1877, to be dealt with in the way ofjudi-
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cial process, or are exceptions to be made?" needs no answer after what
has been said in answer to the first. •; m. ' .?Ti ;? i-i^ «-

III. In answer to the third question relative to the nature and authority

of our diiferent church courts, this Assembly would say that the

nature and authority of all our church courts are the same, so far as the

bounds of these respective courts extend, subject, of course, to the pro-

visions for review and control of the lower courts by the higher. The
power of the whole is in every part, but the power of the whole is over

the power of every part.

The perplexity about the nature of the deliverances in question has

arisen from confounding two senses in which the word discipline is used

in our Constitution. One is that of "judicial process," the other is that

of inspection, inquest, remonstrance, rebuke, and admonition. The

one is strictly judicial or forensic; the other is that general over-

sight of the flock which belongs to the officers of the Church, as charged

by the Holy Ghost with the duty of watching for souls. The one cannot

be administered at all except by a court of the Church ; the other, while

it is a function of that charity which all the members of the Church are

bound to possess and cherish for each other, is yet the special and official

function of the rulers, to be exercised with authority toward those who
are committed to their care. In the judgment of this Assembly great

harm is done by the custom of identifying, in popular speech, these two

forms of discipline, or, rather, by forgetting that there is some other

discipline than that of judicial process. Many an erring sheep might be

restored to a place of safety within the fold by kind and tender, yet firm

and faithful, efforts in private, who might be driven farther away by the

immediate resort to discipline in its sterner and more terrifying forms.

The distinction here asserted is recognised in the Word of God, and in

our Constitution, for substance at least, in the directions given for

the conduct of church members in the case of personal and private in-

juries. (See Chapter II., Article III. of the old Book of Discipline,

and Chapter V., Paragraph V. of the Revised ; also Matthew xviii. 15, 16.)

If scandal can be removed or prevented in such cases more eff'ectually.

oftentimes by faithful dealing in private with offenders, than by judicial

process, it does not appear why similar good results may not follow from

the like dealing in the matter of worldly amusements.

There was at the first readincr of the report some misconception

of one part of it. Dr. Woodrow said the whole was so admirable

that he hesitated to object to any of it. And yet while it is cer-

tain that ministers may admonish against wrong-doing, they may

not have the right to admonish any particular wrong-doer. The

Assembly itself cannot exercise the least power over any mem-

ber of the Church without first trying him. Dr. Peck ex-
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plained that some things are binding on all Christians by the

law of charity while others are official duties. It is the duty

of all Christians to help one another, but it is the special office

of the deacon to attend to such duties. We are all of us

to say to all men, Come ; but it is the special duty of ministers

to preach. It is the duty of every Christian to rebuke any

church member when he sees sin upon him ; but pastors have the

official function of doing this very thing. They are to recall any

of their flock who may be going astray and rebuke them for their

evil ways. And it is also the official duty oi ruling elders to do

this. Dr. Woodrow rejoined that the Book of Order gives to

admonition a special technical sense, but this paper uses the word

in a popular sense which must breed confusion. The Church as

a whole has already done what we are now attempting to do. It

would be a mere piece of surplusage to adopt the report as it is

now. First, we say "admonition" is reproof by a church court

and then we say it is reproof by a minister. Dr. Adger called

for the reading of the paper again, and said Dr. Woodrow seemed

to him to misconstrue its purport. lie could discover no incon-

sistency between the report and the Constitution. He read froni

the Revised Form on the ruling elder as follows: "Evils which

they cannot correct by private admonition they should bring to

the notice of the session." There is no conflict between this

"private admonition" and the other "admonition" which belongs

to the court. Moreover, it is the very language of the new Book

which Dr. Peck quoted when he said that "all those duties which

private Christians are bound to discharge by the law of charity,

are especially incumbent on ruling elders by divine vocation, and

are to be discharged as official duties."

Rev. J. L. Rogers then moved, with consent of Dr. Woodrow,

to insert the word "private" before the word "admonition," and

this was carried. Whereupon the paper was adopted, we believe,

with entire unanimity.

In connexion with this matter may properly be considered the

Assembly's action touching

THE SYNOD OF GEORGIA AND THE BLOCK CASE.

On the fifth day of the sessions, the same on which the report

VOL. XXX., NO.—3—20.
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on *'Wordlv Amusements" Was considered, but before its consid-

eration, Dr. Woodrow moved to take from the dcwiket the Records

of the Synod of Georgia. It was carried. He said then that

the Assembly ought always to know exactly what it is doing

when it approves the records of any Synod, and he read the fol-

lowing from the Minutes of the Synod of Georgia at their sessions

in Atlanta in 1878:

"The Committee appointed to report a paper expressing the opinion

of the Synod in the case of the appeal before it, beg leave to report

recommending that the following be adopted as the decision of the Synod

in the case of appeal of Mr. Frank E. Block from the decision of the

Presbytery of Atlanta confirming the sentence of the Session of the

Atlanta Central church, by which he was suspended from the privileges

of church membership. The Synod find:

"First—That laws exist in our Constitution which are applicable to

all offences, including under that term popuhir amusements of all kinds,

when these are in their own nature Binful, or from attendant circum-

stances become so.

"Second—That when common fame charged Mr. F. E. Block, a deacon

of the Atlanta Central church, with having violated a law of the Church

in connexion with dancing, it was the dtity of the Session of said church

to investigate this charge in obedience to commands of the General

Assembly as contained in its deliverances made in answer to Drs. Ross

and Dabney and the Presbytery of Atlanta, in the years 1865, 1869,

and. 1877.

"Third—That the proceedings of said Session, in conducting the trial

to which this investigation led, were irregular, First—In failing to

specify with sufficient particularity in the charge, what law of the Church

had been violated. Second—In failing to observe the requirements of

its Book of Discipline in Chapter IV., Sections. Third—In inchiding

in the sentence specifications of offences not set forth in the charge.

"Fourth—That the decision of said Session was not sustained by the

evidence.

'•Fifth—Therefore, on these grounds, the Synod reverses the decision

of the Presbytery of Atlanta in this case, and the sentence pronounced

upon Mr. F. E. Block by the Session of the Atlanta Central church,

and it restores Mr. Block to the privileges of church membership."

Dr. Woodrow then said, that in t^e whole of this trial, as con-

ducted on one side, it was maintained that the deliverances of the

General Assembly were church law. The Synod determined, by a

large majority, that the Constitution was the law, and that it has no
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right to interfere with any member of the Church of God, unless

by that law. It was asserted by some in the Block case that

there are injunctions, orders, and commands sent down by the

Assembly, which must be obeyed by the lower courts. In dis-

charge of the administrative power of the Assembly, it may utter

commands, which must be obeyed at the peril of disloyalty. •

We express the opinion that the Constitution, and that alone, is

the law of the Church by which offences are to be tried, and that

the deliverances of the Assembly are not to be counted as making

or shaping the law of the Church. The Synod decided that the

Assembly has no right to enjoin as to morals and duty, except

as these injunctions are in consonance with the standards of the

Church. The administrative injunctions of the Assembly (as

conceded by all) muU be obeyed by all. The injunctions on

morals—are they ibinding in the same force on the lower courts?

The Synod decided that this diiference is to be recognised.

Rev. J. G. Richards thought it would be better to postpone

the consideration of the report of the Committee on Synod of

Georgia until after the report of the Committee on Bills and

Overtures. His motion to that effect was carried.

Accordingly, as soon us the vote was taken on the report

touching "Worldly Amusements," the question came up on ap-

proving the records of the Synod of Georgia, and they were

approved.

COUNSEL IN JUDICIAL CASES.

The following resolution was offered by Dr. Adger and adopted

by the Assembly

:

"•Resolved^ That where our Book says that an accused person may,
if he desires it, be represented in the superior courts by "any mem-
ber of the court'' (or as the old Book expressed it, "by any minister

or elder belon^inj^ to the judicatory"), the desif^n, according to the

judgment of this Assembly, is not to allow an array of counsel, but
the privilege is to be limited to the aid which one advocate can give

to him."

STANDING COMMITTEE ON SABBATH-SCHOOLS.

Reports had been received from sixty -five out of our sixty-six

Presbyteries, the only Presbytery not reporting being Sao Paulo.

*s

H:v
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Of our 1,878 churches 1,044 have reported Sabbath-schools,

which is an increase over last year. Nine colored schools are

reported—an increase of six. Twenty-five Presbyteries report

their schools in whole or in part under the control of Sessions.

Many schools report their pastors as preaching regularly to the

children. Only seventeen Presbyteries report their schools us

making use of the Earnest Worker., Children's Friend, and lesson

papers of our Committee, and only twenty-one report the Cate-

chism taught in their schools. As might be expected, those

schools which receive the supervision of our pastors and Sessions

and which use our standards, give most unmistakable signs of

prosperity. ''^ tp.'/ > .^.itw,^;..,-- . , ,'•.• ^u.,)! ;iii.r.ij .,:^.r,,h

"Your committeo have considered with care that portion of the report

of theOoinmittoe of Publioation which related to the Sunday-school work,

and reconnnond to the AMsembly the following action thcreu|)on :

"First—No part of the work of the Church to-day demands more care-

ful .supervision and control from the courts of the Church than our Sab-

bnth- schools. The efficiency, thoroughness, and success of the work na

an agency of Church proj^ress, must be greatly promoted by its systematic

organisation under presbyterial and sessional authority.

"Second— It is manifest that the Church should afford to those who
are en;;fiii!;ed in a work so important, so vital to its welfare, every facility

to prepare themselves for its successful prosecution ; that our Presbyte-

ries and Sessions should establish a hi<rher standard of qualification for

the teachers' work, encoura^^e teachers to attain it, and afford them the

means of doinjii; so.

"Third—That in the multiplicity of books and the variety of Sunday-

school aids that crowd themselves upon the notice of our schools, many of

them havinj!; no Church responsility or control, there can be safety for our

Church and Sabbath-schools only in the closest scrutiny by our consti-

tuted authorities of everything that is used in our schools.

"Therefore the plan proposed by the Committee of Publication, and

already adopted by many of our Presbyteries, is most heartily approved

by the Assembly^, and our Presbyteries are earnestly recommended to

appoint Presbyterial Superintendents of Sabbath-school work, whose

duty it shall be to take the supervision of that work within their bounds,

gathering for the information of the Presbyteries and the Assembly the

statistics, promoting; the formation of institutes and normal classes for

the training of teachers, scrutinising carefully the Sabbath-school litera-

ture used in the Sabbath-schools, and using such effort as they may to

introduce the books and papers that have the approval of the Church.

"In order that there may be presented to the General Assembly and
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tho Church the facts full and cornplrjte in regard to this work, it is recom-

mended that the first of January of each year the Superintendents of

Sunday-schools report to the Committee of Publication the statistics of

the work within their bounds, in order that full and accurate statements

may be laid before the General Assembly/' * ^'*^"''' '

Rev. H. Moseley, Drs. J. H. Nail, Hazen, Murlcland, and

Read, Rev. Messrs. F. H. Johnson and J. P. Smith, all spoke

earnestly and instructively on the subject of Sabbath-schools.

Dr. Nail and Mr. Johnson urged the cooperation of parents with

the Sabbath-school^^achers, and the importance of sessional

supervision. Drs. Murkland and Read and Mr. Smith dwelt on

the value of training children in Sabbath-schools in giving for the

Saviour's cause. Mr. Smith said one hundred thousand children

are in our church schools, but fifty thousand more who belong to

us are ungathered and untaught. Eight hundred of the churches

of this Assembly have no Sabbath-schools. On the other hand,

he dwelt on the fact that the little children have contributed

thirty thousand dollars for the cause of Foreign Missions.

Dr. Hazen said : It may be assumed that no agency of our Church

is doing so much to mould the character of our children and youth

as the Sabbath-school. Many parents remit this work to the Sab-

bath school. The pulpit does not reach them. In view of it, he laid

down three propositions: first, this subject imperatively demands

the attention of the courts of the Church; second, it should be

kept constantly under the scrutiny and authority of our Church

courts; and, third, the teaching of the Sabbath-school teachers

should be closely watched. In reference to these points, we find

that many schools elect their own teachers; the Sessions pay no

attention to •them; the books used—the hymn-books—some of

them teach doctrines absolutely false; some of these hymns about

death are much nearer to heathen mythology than Christian doc-

trine; some of the Sabbath-school papers teach what is injurious.

Ought not these agencies, then, all to be brought under the care

of our Church courts?

Last year the Assembly committed the Sunday-school work to

the Committee of Publication. The Committee recommends the

appointment of a Sabbath-school Superintendent in every Pres-

bytery, to organise institutes and normal classes, and interest the

I:
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churches in the work of training the teachers. We can see the

necessity for some such work in our Church. We can cooperate

to a certain extent with other denominations, but we must have

oUr teachers trained as Presbyterians. We do not want to send

them off to summer institutes and conventions to be trained. We
want them trained under our Church. Some of our friends

seem afraid that this plan tends to centralisation. It has been

successfully tried in the Synod of North Carolina, which presents

encouraging statistics. But we want more than statistics—we

want training.

The difference between a Sunday-school convention and a

normal class is this: the former is designed to get up enthu-

siasm ; the hitter is a class of teachers of a school studvin^j svste-

matically under a competent teacher, pastor or elder. The Board

of Publication in Philadelphia have prepared an excellent series

of papers for this purpose.

JUDICIAL CASES.

Two of these were before the Assembly. The first was that of

Mr. I. W. Canfield. In 1877 the Presbytery of Louisville Avas

led to investigate tfie question whether Mr. Canfield was or was

not of unsound mind. After giving him due notice and hearing

witnesses, it was decided that he was so far unsound as to be

unfitted for the ministry, and Presbytery restrained him from

preaching. Synod on appeal rescinded the Presbytery's action

by a mere resolution, without a formal examination of the case,

either as a question of appealer complaint, or of general review and

control. The Assembly of 1878 sustained the complaint of Rev.

Stuart Robinson and others against the Synod by a vote of 106

to 2. And it declared that the Presbytery proceeded properly

in restraining from the exercise of the functions of the ministry

one deemed irresponsible for his words and acts by reason of

unsoundness of mind, Avithout the usual forms of judicial process;

alsa that the Synod was incompetent to interfere with the right

of a Presbytery to judge of the qualifications of its own ministers.

(See Assembly Minutes for 1878, p. 029.) Thus he was re-

manded to the position of a private member of the church.
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Subsequently he brought charges of falsehood, slander, and dis-

turbing the peace of the Church before Presbytery against Dr.

Robinson. The charges were referred to a committee, of which

Rev. T. E. Converse was phairman, and it reported them "litigious^

trifling, and irrelevant." Mr. Canfield appealed to the Synod of

Kentucky, and his son joined in the appeal. Synod decided that

as Louisville Presbytery, in the exercise of its episcopal and

visiting powers, had decided Mr. Canfield should be restrained

from exercising the functions of the ministry, and as the Assem-

bly at Knox vi lie had confirmed the action of Presbytery, the

complainant was estopped from bringing or maintaining his pro-

ceeding therein. This as to I. W. Canfield. Touching W. Q.

Canfield, his own absence barred his appeal, and indeed as he

had never submitted to any judicial trial himself, and was not an

original party, he could not appeal. Against the Synod's refusal

to entertain his appeal, Mr. Canfield complained to the Assembly

at Louisville.

The Judicial Committee made two reports on this case, one

from a majority of seven through Col. J. A. Billups, ruling elder,

chairman of the Committee, and the other from a minority of six

through Mr. R. R. Howison, ruling elder. The majority reported

that the case should be dismissed because the action complained

of is not a subject matter of appeal or complaint. The minority

reported that charges having been brought against a minister of

Louisville Presbytery, and the Presbytery having decided riot to

entertain those charges, that decision was in the nature of a judi-

cial action, and therefore was subject to review on appeal or

complaint, and that religious freedom was endangered by denying

this complainant a regular and orderly hearing.

In favor of the majority report, Col. Billups urged that before

an appeal can be taken there must have been a decision of a case

under judicial process; and also that no complaint can be based

except on a judicial decision.* The action complained of in the

Presbytery was not reachdd as the result of judicial process. The

*Thc reader will observe that this is one point where the new Book

differs from the old. **Every species of decision" may now be com-

plained of.
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Presbytery acting as an inquest dismissed the charges, and had

a right so to act, and neither appeal nor complaint can be taken

against their action, which was not judicial. < *''!' -- ..

Mr. Howison denied that Presbytery could act simply as a jury

of inquest. If charges are brought before it by a competent per-

son, and it dismisses those charges summarily, an appeal will lie.

Mr. Canfield's unsoundness of mind might debar him from the

ministry, but as a member of the church he may bring charges.

Col. Billups urged that the complaint was not from a decision

rendered against Mr. Canfield, and therefore it is no complaint.

Much has been said about liberty. But there is a great difference

betweeh denying a man an appeal from a decision against him-

self, and denying him the right to persecute another man. There

must be discretion somewhere to determine whether a groundless

prosecution shall go on or be stopped.

Mr. Howison said that Presbytery certainly has a discretion,

but it is to be used properly, discreetly, and rightly, and that is

a question for the higher court to determine.

Dr. Adijer said courts have riirhts as well as individuals. The

Presbytery decided the charges frivolous and not in self-defence,

but persecution of another man. I stand by the Louisville Pres-

bytery, and will not vote that frivolous and malignant charges

must needs be entertained. And I claim that the Judicial Com-

mittee is to protect this court from cases which ought not to be

introduced.

Rev. S. Taylor Martin (one of the minority of the Judicial

Committee) said if the Judicial Committee was not to consider

merely whether the appeal was regular, but also whether the

matter was proper to be brought up, the report might have been

different. , In numberless cases the conviction is forced on the

mind of a Judicial Committee that the charges are frivolous, and

that mountains made of mole-hills, to the scandal of the Church,

and yet those cases must be investigated, and the Judicial Com-

mittee cannot stand in the way.

Dr. Adger said. Let me ask the brother where he finds the law

that restricts the Committee to looking simply at regularity^

Mr. Martin—It has been custom.
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Dr. Adger—I deny that the Judicial Committee is confined to

the consideration of regularity merely. It has the right to pro-

tect us. Mr. Howison has intimated that probably we shall soon

see when the case is taken up that it will be dismissed. Then

the Committee should have kept it out. «> a.?:» .. « ^;. >««..

The question was put and the minority report adopted. The

case was then taken up. The Moderator charged the court as

usual. Col. Livingston oi Georgia and Gen. Johnston of North

Carolina, both ruling elders and members of the Assembly, ap-

peared for the complainant. The records were read. Col. Living-

ston in his speech for the complainant urged the point that being

debarred the ministry he still had the rights of a member, among

which is the right to bring charges. The Moderator called on

the Rev. Harvey Glass to respond for the Synod, and he made

the point that Mr. Canfield being declared by his Presbytery and

by the Assembly to be irresponsible for his words and acts, could

not bring a case before any court ; otherwise we are at the mercy

of every idiosyncrasy and every idiocy, and our courts have no

protection. The Rev. T. E. Converse also spoke in behalf of

Synod, dwelling on the provision of the Book which requires

that charges be not entertained from persons known to be malig-

nant or litigious. Gen. Johnston closed for the complainant,

urging that the proceedings were all brought regularly before the

Presbytery, and that the charges were proper to be received, and

that the decision not to receive them was proper ground of appeal.

Then the members of the Assembly were all successively called

on to express themselves, but it was agreed that no one should

exceed five minutes in doing this. The greater part of the speak-

ers held that Presbytery is endowed with discretion as to all

charges brought before it, and that there was in this case no

judicial decision, and therefore nothing to appeal from or com-

plain against. The vote being taken, fifty-six were found to be

for sustaining Mr. Canfield's complaint, but sixty-nine against

sustaining it.

After mature reflection, we are confirmed in our judgrasint that

this was a right decision, only we regret that the majority had

not been very much larger. The Presbytery is the judge of the

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—21.
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qualifications of ministers to preach, and' it is the judge of the

fitness of individual members to bring charges or give evidence,

and also of the fitness of the charges brought, or the evidence

offered, to be received. If a student in divinity is refused licen-

sure, he cannot under our old Book appeal to Synod, nor yet can

he complain. The Presbytery is the sole judge of his qualifica-

tions. So if a member is not allowed to table charges, he can

neither appeal nor complain under the old Book to Synod about

it. The decision is with the Presbytery, and it is not in any

sense a judicial decision, any more than the decision not to license

or ordain a candidate. If a deranged minister is not fit to preach

and may be restrained by Presbytery, so also after he is remanded

to a private member's position, that derangement will most prob-

ably unfit him to be the accuser of a minister or other individual,

and this matter is entirely within the Presbytery's discretion.

Touching the powers and duties of the Judicial Committee, it

seems to us preposterous to say that it is bound to introduce every

case which has been brought forward in a regular way. We
may distinguish between what is regular and what is in order.

We have known the Judicial Committee of a Synod to report that

a case was not in order because the appeal itself was filled with

vituperative abuse of the Presbytery appealed against. And the

Synod sustained that report and rightly. We can conceive that

one who appeals on good grounds from a lower to a higher court

atnongst us may by reason of excitement temporarily lose his

mind, and in preparing his appeal, otherwise perfectly regular,

Say many things of many different kinds which would warrant a

Judicial Committee in reporting the appeal as not in order. We
submit that if there is no law for what Ave are saying, there ought

to be. It is Presbyterian to do things by representatives. The

court cannot directly look into every detail. We appoint a

Committee on Bills and Overtures to take all overtures into con-

sideration and prepare answers for Presbytery, or Synod, or

Assembly to adopt. And ordinarily the report of such a com-

mittee is final, and it ought to be. Now the Judicial Committee

in our system has or ought to have as much power and as large

discretion as the Committee on Bills and Overtures. We have in
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adopting the new Book on commissions certainly adopted this

principle, that power may be given to such committees to decide

such points. When the Presbytery of Louisville referred the

charges brought by Mr. Canfiehl against Dr. Robinson to its

Committee, and they reported that those charges were "litigious,

frivolous, and irrelevant," was it a very great stretch of power or

discretion the Committee exercised? Was it needful to detail

the whole to the Presbytery? If so, what was gained by refer-

ring to a committee? We refer to committees to save time and

keep order. And it would be very strange if liberty or justice

or truth any more than order were endangered by this Presby-

terian way of doing business by representatives. .--^ -< >.. . ,>k,«»

The following is the minute adopted by the Assembly to set

forth the significance of its decision in the case of Mr. Canfield:

The General Assembly, in refusing to sustain the Complaint, while re-

cognising); the right of every member of the Presbyterian Church to bring

before the courts any matter of personal grievance or aflfecting the honor

of religion, yet mean to affirm on the other hand the competency of the

court to exercise a sound discretion as to the propriety of considering any

such matter brought before it ; and, so far as appears from the facts be-

fore the Assembly in this case, the Synod of Kentucky and the Presby-

tery of Louisville did not exercise this discretion improperly. But, though

the General Assembly approves of the decision of the Synod in dismissing

the complaint, it is not to be understood as approving of all the reasons

assigned by the Synod for that decision.
, . .

The other judicial case was that of Ruling Elder E. E. Bacon,

complaining against the Synod of Missouri. Mr. Bacon was a

member and a former acting elder of the church at St. Joseph, Mo.

The case grew out of the publication in a newspaper in St. Jo-

seph, Mo., (the Herald^ ) of an article described by the Session

as an offence to the church and an injury to the brethren, the

responsibility for which lay with Mr. Bacon. The Session of the

church charged that this publication was not only offensive, but

was in violation of a covei^ant previously agreed upon between

Mr. Bacon and his pastor, Dr. Campbell. The article stated

that Rev. R. S. Campbell had been charged with crookedness in

getting a revivalist to preach in the church, and with lying oA

general principles, by a Mr. Landis. In preparing to meet his

ly fv,;u.
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trial, Mr. Bacon claimed that a very large number of persons be

cited as witnesses. The Session felt it impossible that all these

persons could (in the nature of the case) have any knowledge of

the case, and declined to cite them, yet holding themselves ready

to receive any one whose testimony should, in the progress of

the case, become necessary. Mr. Bacon also desired, after the

court had been constituted, to challenge one member of the Ses-

sion, but this was refused. He was found guilty and admonished

of the offence, and suspended from the sacraments until the

case should be finally decided.

From this he appealed to the Presbytery on seventeen grounds,

such as the failure to specify accuser, the failure to call for a plea,

the refusal to cite his witnesses, the ruling out of his questions to

witnesses, the admitting as testimony a letter from a person not

present to be qualified, prejudice on the part of members of the

court, and inconsistency of the verdict with the evidence. The

Presbytery took up the appeal, and reversed the decision of the

Session upon these grounds. Mr. Sanders and Rev. H. P. S.

Willis gave notice of complaint against this decision of the Pres-

bytery.

The grounds of their complaint were, that Presbytery proceed-

ed to trial at ^ pro re nata meeting, with a very small attend-

ance, when the pastor of the church was absent in Europe ; and

allowed matters extraneous to the testimony and to the records

to be heard before the Presbytery. The complaint asserts that

the original charges were regularly made, and that the accuser

was named, viz., the Session.

The Synod reversed the action of Presbytery and sustained the

verdict of the Session, not, however, approving the refusal to

cite witnesses. From this Mr. Bacon complains to the General

Assembly, upon the ground that injustice has been done to him.

Mr. Bacon was allowed on Friday to state his case, which he

did, as follows : The interests of the whole Church are concerned

in this case. It is not fair to take exception to the smallness of its

pro re nata meeting, for there were seven members present; at

the previous meeting there had been but eight, and at the sub-

sequent fall meeting there was no quorum present. The verdict
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of only temporary suspension was unnecessary, because a speedy

trial could be had ; and the suspension has not been temporary,

because eight communions have now elapsed. Temporary sus-

pension was to last until I will make a formal engagement of

peace. The verdict requires me to bury all my grievances against

the church. I had no grievances against the church, but against

Dr. Campbell. This is outside of the indictment, but within the

verdict. The verdict was reached irregularly and without regard

to constitutional rights. As to the Session, if delicacy forbade

Dr. Campbell to act as Moderator, did it not forbid him to sit as

judge? Dr. Campbell also testified in the case without previous

notification. Two of the elders had expressed their opinion in

the case, and were, therefore, incompetent to vote. Rev. Mr.

Claggett's letter was admitted as testimony without his personal

presence. To the second charge, therefore, there is but one wit-

ness, and this witness does not testify to any promises or compact.

The first charge (viz., publishing, etc.) does not specify that the

publication was sinful. It does not show that I volunteered any

publication, but simply answered the questions of the reporter,

and asked him not to publish the matter of the difficulty. The

preliminary suspension was severe and wrong. The refusal to

cite witnesses was fatal. The ruling out of my question to a wit-

ness deprived me of testimony. This ruling seems to decide that

a court can proceed to try a man, hearing only such witnesses as

the court may choose.

The Rev. J. M. Cheney was called upon to represent the Synod,

which he did substantially as follows—first, however, reading a

letter from Mr. Claggett to the effect that he should not be

mixed up in the quarrel

:

It is with great hesitation that T undertake the case, because

it brings me into antagonism with the venerable father who com-

plains before you. Every word uttered by me will be uttered

for him. I think no greater calamity could fall upon him than

for this Assembly to remand the case to the Synod. I think I am
spefiking against time. I think every member has made up his

mind. When I went to hear the case of the Session, I thought

the Session had acted unreasonably, and the Presbytery right.
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But when I went into the Synod, I thought otherwise. Now the

complainant does not deny having given an interview to the re-

porter and communicated certain facts to the aforesaid reporter. I

am sorry to have to revert to the testimony of Mr. Sanders, the

young reporter, and Mr. Voltz, the night-clerk of the hotel.

These two young men contradict each other in their testimony.

They are youths who will stick by a friend. Whenever any ques-

tion arose which v^ould have damaged Mr. Bacon if answered,

the latter said "I object," and the boys refused to speak. Let

me refer to the compact entered into between Mr. Bacon and Mr.

Campbell, the pastor. It is hardly necessary to say that a compact

implies previous antagonism between the two. This venerable

father had taken discord into his embrace. An attempt was

made by Mr. Claggett, the evangelist, and Mr. Frazier, the el-

der, to effect a reconciliation between Mr. Bacon and Mr. Camp-

bell. The four prayed together in the pastor's study, and they

resolved to bury the discord. There is the sworn testimony of

Mr. Claggett and Mr. Frazier, which shows that the discord was

buried. But it was resurrected by Mr. Bacon and given to the

reporter. It is evident that the compact was broken, and that

in a most aggravating way. Mr. Bacon after giving the infor-

mation said, "Don't publish any of this"—which admonition he

must have known the reporter would not regard.

Mr. Bacon says that the court refused to cite certain witness-

es, and he makes this one of the reasons for his complaint; but

when the case came up and he was asked if he were ready for

trial, he answered "Yes." Was he ready if twenty-three impor-

tant witnesses were denied to him? If he had given some idea

of the testimony and claimed that it was relevant, the court would

not have hesitated to cite the witnesses.

The Rev. J. G. Fackler also spoke for the Synod: So far I have

not yet spoken in the Assembly. If any one in this great Church

court should speak on . this subject, it is myself My peculiar

relations to the congregation would be affected by the disposal

of this appeal. There are influences at work in this case which

no man can fully explain, but which an}^ man of sense can feel

the moment he enters the atmosphere of that congregation. The

.
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Session who tried this case, I know them, I know their love for

the Church, their standing in the community. I received six of

them into the Church. I know their^jdesire^for peace. Hence

the mildness of the sentence. No unprejudiced man will dare to»

deny that they are intelligent and just and fair-minded; as busi-r

men, some of them, ranking among the most successful in the

land. That Session knew things in connexion wi(h the animus

of this case, and the party on trial before them, that this Assem->

bly can not know. But the Session knew it, and for months

they and the whole church, at least ninety per cent, of it, had

felt it most keenly. The desire of the Session for peace prompt-

ed them to decide upon the milder form of admonition, when they

might have gone much farther. There had already appeared in

the local papers the most scandalous articles about the pastor and

the church. Mr. Bacon knew, the Session knew, everybody in

St. Joe knew it. The fact of Mr. Bacon having ceased to act as

an elder, by his general unacceptability, should have shut his

mouth. He knew when that reporter, boarding at his own house,

came to him for news about the Presbytery, and met him at the

depot, what his object was. Why did Mr. Bacon go to that

Presbytery? He was not a delegate. Why did he not refer

the reporters to Mr. Sanders, who was a delegate and presumed

to know what was done ? The principle of discretionary powers

in courts of original jurisdiction applies also to this case. The

Presbytery then reversed the decision of censure. There is a

decided contradiction in testimony between Sanders and Voltz,

before the Session. Dr. Campbell was his own witness on the

second charge. Col. B. B. Fraser and Claggett's letter are con-

firmatory of this. Mr. Bacon says the conduct of the Session is

censured by the citizens of S. Joseph. What he means by citi-

zens I hardly know. T know what the effect of sending this case

back is likely to be, in part. I tell you deliberately, it will be

disastrous, if not absolutely ruinous.

Dr. Woodrow arose in behalf of the complainant and spoke

substantially as follows:

The desire has been expressed by the respondents that justice

should be done by the Assembly. It is worth while, before

6
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going farther, to inquire bj what road we shall go to reach

that end. Let us have the fact distinctly before us that we are

not despots. We have passed beyond that earliest stage of so

ciety. We must proceed according to the Book of Discipline,

and if wo deviate from it, we are acting unjustly. Now in this

case, on the one side is merely a weak individual, and on the

other hand a powerful Synod. This man has been deprived of a

dear right—the right to sit at the communion-table. It is said

that he is a troublesome fellow in the Church. That may be,

but you must not decide the case according to the impassioned

speeches of those who spoke here to-day. It must be decided by

the law and the evidence. There is no accuser, in the first place:

no accuser is named, and the law expressly requires it. Mr.

Bacon has been drawn before the court upon charges which no

one would father. What is the first charge? It is that Mr.

Bacon told a reporter of a newspaper the truth about a meeting,

for all that appears to the contrary. Is there anything wrong

about that? Would I be guilty of anything wrong if I were to

tell one of the enterprising young reporters who sit at this table

something that happened here at a late hour last niglit? There

is no proof that Mr. Bacon told the reporter anything with a

malicious intent. Mr. Bacon gave this young gentleman some

few facts about the meeting, which he proceeded to dress up for

a spicy article.

No part of the process was conducted according to law. One

of the privileges given an accused party is that of summoning

witnesses. Now, the Session refused flatly to summon the wit-

nesses asked for by the accused. Another injustice done the

accused was, that whenever he put to a witness such a question

as "Pid I do this, or say that?" the moderator of t\\Q Session

ruled the question out. Why ? We can not help thinking that

it was fear lest Mr. Bacon should prove himself innocent.

They were questions looking towards his exculpation. Though

witnesses were not cited and questions were debarred, letters

were allowed to be introduced against the accused without any

authority-

I have gone over the points necessary to be presented in this
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~^_^JyC^^Q' There are many other arguments I might employ, but I

do not wish to trespass upon your time. This Assembly should

not be influenced by unworthy considerations, nor swayed by

threats, but it should aim to arrive at the truth, whatever

the consequences may be, for God blesses the right. I hope,

therefore, that our brother will be restored to the full privileges

of the Church. •
;i'J^'/''.:-' < -v- *r.'; * f- oj y-uri 't;::^;^ i^iJi-^*!?- «j.

It was moved that members be limited to five minutes each in

expressing their opinions.
"^ ^^j.. ;i «*«;.

An amendment was proposed that they be limited to one min-

ute. Lost. Another amendment that they be confined to three

minutes. Carried.

The roll was called and an expression of opinion was obtained

from several members. A vote was taken, and resulted in forty-

one votes for sustaining the complaint, and sixty-five against so

doing. The following is the minute reported on this case:

Your Committee appointed to brin^ in a minute expressing the mind of

the Assembly touching the complaint of Mr. E. E. Bacon against the uc-

> tion of the Synod of Missouri, would beg leave to report the following : The

vote of the Assembly in not sustaining the complaint is understood as con-

firming the sentence of the Session of the First church of St. Joseph, but is

not to be construed as giving its sanction to the irregularities in the con-

duct of the trial, namely : in declining to cite all the witnesses nomi-

nated by the accused, and in receiving as collateral testimony the letter

of Rev. W. H. Claggett; but as expressing the sense of the Assembly as

to the substantial justice of the sentence pronounced by the Session and

confirmed by the Synod.

We cannot forbear to remark, that the irregularities on the

Session's part in conducting this trial appear to us to have been

simply monstrous. And we are utterly unable to comprehend

how a body that was so largely filled with the desire to protect

individual liberty in the case of Mr. Canfield making charges

against others, should have been (as it appeared to us) quite in-

diff*erent to individual rights and liberty of conscience in the case

of Mr. Bacon. He may have been troublesome to his pastor,

and differed with him about diff'erent matters. That, however,

may not have been altogether his fault. To diff'er with one's

pastor is not necessarily a crime in the free Christian common-

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—22.
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wealth—the Presbyterian Church. We voted with the forty-

one. If the fifty-six who were for maintaining Mr. Oanfield's

rights had been as favorable to Mr. Bacon, his case would have

gone back to the Session and been reviewed. Let him patiently

submit now, however, to what he may think, as we do, great

injustice. Many other Presbyterians and Christians have had

to do the same thing. To suffer wrongfully is often the lot of

the best men. Behold, we count them happy which endure.

John B. Adger.

CRITICAL NOTICES.

Conference Papers: or, Analysis of Discourses, Doctrinal and
Practical ; delivered on Sabbath afternoons to the Students of

,; the Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J. By Charles
Hodge, D. D. Edited by A. A. Hodge, D. D. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons. Pp. 373, 8vo.

The editor explains the origin of these papers thus: The pro-

fessors at Princeton Seminary have always been ascustomed to

hold a "conference" with the students on Sabbath afternoons, on

"themes relating to the life of God in the soul, and to the prac-

tical duties having their root therein." The discussions were

from the first mainly, and at last exclusively, in the hands of the

Professors. Dr. Hodge's share in them was apparently extem-

pore; but after his death evidences of methodical preparation

were found in the existence of two hundred and forty-nine accu-

rate briefs. These constitute the volume before us. As printed,

they range from one to two pages 8vo. This brevity of course

implies that each paper is, in part, but an outline of the author's

designed train of discussion. The editor has classified them,

without much regard to the date of their delivery, under ten

heads: papers discussing, 1. God and his Attributes. 2. Christ,

his Person and Offices. 3. The Holy Spirit and his Offices.
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4. Satan and his Influence, Sin and sins. 5. Conversion: En-

trance upon the Christian Life. 6. Christian Experiences,

Characteristics, and Privileges. 7. Christian Responsibilities

and Duties. 8. The Means of Grace: Scriptures, Ministry,

Sacraments, etc. 9. Death and the Consummation of Redemp-

tion. 10. Last Words (prepared during the last year of his life).

Dr. Hodge was never pastor of a Christian church, except as

his students were his pastoral charge. These briefs give the

Christian world a specimen of what he would have made his pas-

toral and homiletical instructions to his people, after we make a

fair allowance for the fact that he knew his audience to be a

special one, qualified to appreciate a treatment of theological

truth more abstract than would be suitable for a promiscuous con-

gregation of Christians. Each paper lias actually or virtually a

scriptural text. The author's prevalent method is, first, to estab-

lish and explain some point of doctrine in theology, and, second,

to show its bearing and influence on the Christian affections and

actions. The reader will find the first half of each lecture marked

by the well-known traits of Dr. Hodge's theological writings:

learning, precision, force, and calmness. It is in the latter half

of the lecture that he discloses the experimental unction which

is so pleasing a feature of these papers, and which reveals an

aspect of his Christian character so little disclosed in his scientific

and controversial writings, and indeed so painfully missed there

by some of his readers. This unction does not appear, indeed,

in the words of the brief heads of application here set down, but

in the devout thoughts suggested; and it found its pleasing ex-

pression no doubt in the extempore expansion and the tones and

countenance of the speaker.

The examination of this book suggests a fear lest some minis-

ters may unwisely pervert it to the uses of a book of "skeletons

of sermons." Such abuse is always to be deplored, because

whether the outlines thus borrowed be judicious and scriptural or

not, they only impoverish the mind and enervate the force of the

plagiarist. In this case no one would probably protest more

earnestly than the deceased author against the perversion. His

papers are briefs of sermons in this : that they have each a text.
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expressed or implied, and that they have heads. But we surmise

t;hat the sermoniser who unwisely attempts to use them as crutches

will sorely encumber himself. If he has enough of the capacity

of the preacher to know what the true sermon is, he will soon

find that the aspects in which doctrinal truth are presented, how-

ever masterly for Dr. Hodge's peculiar audience, are not suffi-

ciently homiletical for the purposes of the ordinary pastor; that

the divisions are too numerous; and that the treatment is often

too abstract. VVe earnestly advise ministers, instead of attempt-

ing any such misuse, to buy this book indeed, but to use it

exclusively for the purpose for which its materials were prepared

by the author: for their own devotional reading and personal

edification in Christian principles and emotions.

If we may predict the place this posthumous work will fill, we

would describe it as associated both by resemblance and contrast

with "Jay's Exercises." It should fill a similar place with that

work, once so popular, in the devotional reading of believers.

But these believers must be somewhat prepared to nourish them-

selves with the "strong meat," and not the milk only, of the

Word. Dr. Hodge's essays are like Jay's, in brevity, piety,

scripturalness, judicious unction. They offer the devout soul

just the instrumentality which will aid him to realise the result

of the Psalmist: "While I was musing, the fire burned." They

are both perspicuous in expression. But in many things they

are unlike. Hodge gives his reader none of that easy and

pleasing expansion of the thought in which Jay delights, but he

leaves it to the reader's independent reflection to follow out for

himself the weighty, or luminous, or tender thoughts suggested.

Jay gives but a few points, and they of the more obvious, in each

"exercise." Hodge crowds and packs whole sections of Bible

truth into one paper, and does not spare to include among these

the most abstruse and the most fundamental. The reader who

proposes to skim him as he does his religious newspaper;, will find

himself wholly at fault and out of his depth. He who is willing

to study and ponder, will find a deep and good soil, fruitful of

growth to his soul, R. L. D.
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Sermons Doctrinal and Practical. By the Rev. William
Archer Butler, M. A., late Professor of Moral Philosophy in

the University of Dublin. Vol. I., edited, with a Memoir of

the Author's Life, by the Very Rev. Thomas Woodward,
M. A., Dean of Down. 12mo, pp. 474. Vol. II., edited

from the Author's MSS. by James Amiraux Jeremie, D. D.,

Regius Professor of Divinity in the University of Cambridge.

Pp.408. New York : Robert Carter & Brothers. 1879. .

The gifted author of these sermons needs no formal introduc-

tion to our readers. He was removed from the scene of his

earthly labors only about thirty years ago, but the star of his

fame now shines in the zodiac. He was one of the undoubted

geniuses which this century has produced ; allowed by Providence

to display his great powers only long enough to show how big

they were with promise, and then snatched away from the gaze

of admiration on earth to the sphere which ever swallows up the

spolia opima of time. Prefixed to the sermons before us is a

delightful memoir of the author, by his intimate friend, Dean

Woodward, the only defect of which is its tantalising brevity. It

reads like a short romance of intellectual achievement and pious

deeds, the object of which is, with the license of art, to group

ideal excellences into a single human life. From it we extract

a few facts for compression into this brief notice.

William Archer Butler was born at AnnervillSj near Clonmel,

Ireland. His father was a member of the Established Church.

His mother was a Romanist, and through her influence he was

baptized and educated in the communion to which she belonged.

About two years before his collegiate course began, he sought in

confession the relief which his sensitive spirit craved under con-

victions of sinfulness. "The unsympathising confessor," the

memoir tells us, "received these secrets of his soul as if they were

but morbid and distempered imaginations, and threw all his poig-

nant emotions back upon himself A shock was given to the

moral nature of the ardent, earnest youth: he began to doubt;

he examined the controversy for himself, and his powerful mind

was not long before it found and rested in the truth." This inci-

dent is instructive, as it reveals the reason why afterwards the

exclusiveness of his hierarchical theory could not repress the

(5.

I
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evangelical fervor of his preaching and the catholic regard which

he avowed for all Christ's people. He had been taught by the

Holy Ghost the true nature and consequences of sin. The depth

of anguish, to which a condemning law and an accusing conscience

had sunk him, prepared him joyfully to appreciate the sweetness

and fulness of that rest which no elaborate ritual can give, and

which the agonised spirit finds alone in Christ under the tuition

of his Spirit. He felt that he belonged not only to an outward

organisation of definite limits, but to the great company of con-

victed, believing, and penitent sinners. There is no teacher like

the Holy Ghost, and no primary lesson so valuable as that which

impresses indelibly upon the soul the unutterable evil of sin.

Years afterwards Professor Butler devoted particular attention

to the Papal controversy. Large books of his manuscript were

filled" with collections upon the subject, which death prevented

him from using. He, however, published in the Irish Ecclesias-

tical Journal a series of "Letters on Mr. Newman's Theory of

Development," which were marked by great ability and are now

stamped with a classical value. The student of that question

could no more neglect them than he could the masterly discussion

of Principal William Cunningham.

Butler pursued his studies at Trinity College, Dublin. While

still an under^aduate he evinced the marvellous resources of his

intellect by contributing to the Dublin University Magazine a

sferies of essays, of an historical, critical, and speculative charac-

ter, sufficient, if collected, to fill several volumes, among which

were able articles on Berkeley's Philosophy, on Sismondi, on

Whewell's History of the Inductive Sciences, and on Oxford and

Berlin Theology. He became President of the College Historical

Society, and distinguished himself, in that capacity, for an

eloquence which was as precocious as his other gifts. He received

the prize in the examination for the newly instituted position of

Ethical Moderator, and developed so great a talent for philoso-

phical study as to lead to the creation of a chair of Moral Philos-

ophy, so as to retain his distinguished services in the Univer-

sity. This gave him the opportunity of producing those Lectures

on Ancient Philosophy which were afterwards collected and
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published, and which, though fragmentary in consequence of his

early removal from his work by death, filled a vacuum in British

philosophical literature, and, as far as they go, will retain from

their permanent value a place by the side of the more elaborate

and finished works of the great Continental writers.

Professor Butler, according to the testimony of his biographer,

discharged with fidelity the laborious duties of a pastor of a large

parish, and rose to great distinction as an eloquent preacher.

But "roses are pleasant to the gods"—as sung the Grecian bard—

and this brilliant flower was not destined to long bloom on earth.,

Having preached a splendid sermon at the ordination of the Lord

Bishop of Derry, he went home to die at the early age of thirty-

six years. During his last illness, "one ejaculation was constantly

on his tongue, 'Christ my righteousness!'" With those power-

ful words he silenced the apprehensions of nature in her last

conflict, and passed unchallenged to the communion of the Church

triumphant.

Professor Butler preached for the most part without manu-

script; but the fifty sermons before us show that he did not

neglect the maxim of Bacon in regard to writing, and at the same

time furnish evidence of his untiring industry. The attentive

reader of them must, we think, be struck with the unusual com-

bination of qualities which they exhibit: philosophical subtlety of

analysis, metaphysical power of argumentation, deep spirituality,

emotional fervor, and brilliance of imagination. Nor is there

wanting a diction, which, though not as elegant as that of Robert

Hall, is easy, flowing, and impressive. No reader can fail to be

impressed by the vigor of the thought, felicity of illustration,

beauty of imagery, and close application of truth to the conscience,

which characterise these sermons. They are, in our judgment,

vastly superior to^those of Robertson of Brighton, which, however

they may sparkle with new and unexpected turns of thought, owe

much of their popularity to their half-formed and deceitful gen-

eralisations, and their^^introduction of the garb of orthodoxy into

novel circumstances and unexpected relations. One could hardly

help being surprised at the sight of "a bishop dancing a horn-

pipe." Butler is no such trifler with truth. One feels as he follows

.v'l?;
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his burning words that he is in the hands of a sincere, cautious,

and reverent thinker; one who is entitled to wear the cap of the

philosopher, but who habitually doffs it in the presence of God's

inspired Word, who possesses the magical power of the orator,

but ascribes all spiritual results not to human eloquence but to

the quickening and illuminating energy of the Holy Ghost. So

far we have spoken of these sermons in terms of unqualified com-

mendation. We yield them the praise belonging to the productsof

sanctified genius; they are acute, beautiful, eloquent. But we

should fail to meet the responsibility attaching to a criticism of ser-

tnons, if we did not express a judgment in regard to their theology.

What vife^s of truth do they present? A sermon without theology

is a miset-able mockery. It may be an astute philosophical disquisi-

tion, a convincing ethical essay, a production in which metaphysi-

cal, moral, and rhetorical qualities may be powerfully blended

—

it is a mere oration, a jejune lecture, a simple impertinence,

without theological truth. That is the differentiating quality of

the sermon. Without it the most cogent exhortations are but

paroxysms of wasted strength. Professor Butler is theological

in a degree. He discusses certain dogmas with ability and en-

thusiasm, but he professes to abjure the systematic presentation

of truth, and especially disputation in reference to the relations

of truth to truth in a theological scheme. He says:

"My own object (I will confess it) has lon<r been to strive after that

^reat and single thou<i;ht of which all these controversies as to the work

of Christ in relation to the soul of man—his righteousness imputed and

his holiness imparted—seem to present us but detached and lifeless por-

tions. These disputations give us truth indeed, but truth partial and

imperfect: it is as if one should labor to reflect the whole amplitude of

heaven in each of the scattered fnifiments of a broken mirror. And

when these poor fragments are bound together in the framework of a

human system, the case is little mended: they are fragments still; the

joinings and fissures are too palpable—they still cross and distort the

image.

Nrt\V this is somewhat curious, for two reasons: in the first

place. Professor Butler's mind was cast in a philosophical mould,

and therefore Was impelled to seek unity in diversity. This he

expressly intimates in the extract just given. But if by analysis
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he succeeded in discovering a fundamental principle of classifica-

tion, namely, union of man with God, answering to the mysterious

unity of Persons in the Godhead, the question is, how he could

help by synthesis employing that ultimate truth as a basis upon

which a system of truth should be logically constructed. And if

it should be said that one may rest in the result of the analytic

process, we are inclined to answer that that is impossible to a

philosophical intellect. A spontaneous construction of a system

would be a necessity, if not a reflective. But why in a sermon

which is intended .to instruct and move the popular mind, should the

analytic process be instituted, if the synthetic be rejected? They

ought to stand or fall together. In the second place, Professor

Butler elaborately expounds certain particular truths—the Trinity

for example. Now we hold that an adequate explanation of an

articulate member of the body of truth cannot be furnished with-

out a comparison of it with other related members, and an adjust-

ment of it, as the Professor himself was wont to urge, to the

whole analogy of faith. But the standard to which the individual

truth is brought is itself the very system a» a connected whole

which the preacher considered it useless to construct in a scien-

tific form. We think therefore that he here speaks from a certain

insensible prejudice, and in happy inconsistency with himself. It

is, however, true that one finds it impossible from these sermons

to collect the school of doctrine to which the author belonged.

He seems to have been in some sense an eclectic. He utters no

uncertain sound as to the doctrines of theology proper—the

Trinity, the Person of Christ, and cognate truths. In regard to

Election, he professes a studied reserve, while acknowledging the

fact. We cannot tell exactly whether he is, in this matter,

mainly a Calvinist, an Arminian, or a Faberite. The vital doc-

trine as to our relation to Adam he accepts both in the a.spects of

imputation and inherence; but what precisely the ground or

mode of the imputation is, one finds it hard to discover. Regen-

eration, Justification, and Sanctification are all on his lips, but

the reader must keep his eyes open to the exact meaning in

which the terms are employed. It strikes us that he will detect

the influence of a sacramental theory, which exaggerates the

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—23.
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effect of a natural union to Christ as the channel through which

saving blessings are conveyed, and which obscures the federal

relation as of comparative unimportance. We would be careful

not to misrepresent one whose genius we so much admire, but he

was a High Churchman and maintainer of a personal Apostolic

Succession, and it would be strange if his doctrinal views had not

received a tincture from his ecclesiastical. High Churchmai)

and advocate of a permanent Apostolate, however, as he was, we

believe that he had been taught of the Spirit the evil of sin and ^

the grace of redemption ; and the walls of a rigid churchism failed

to confine the catholic aifection for all Christ's true people which

the inrttincts of a renewed nature compelled him to express. It ^

is worth notice how the fact of conversion in the case of this dis-

tinguished man modified, checked, regulated the natural conse^

quences of a Prelatic High Churchism.

We would like to examijie the doctrinal utterances of the author

in detail, but our space forbids. The great defect of these able,

beautiful, eloquent discourses is their failure to signalise a Federal

Theology. The omission is damaging. The very type and mould

of theology is wanting.
. Had these splendid sermons been as

much pervaded with the indispensable doctrine of the covenants

as were those of his illustrious fellow-churchman, Bishop Hopkins,

there would have been need of but little qualification of our

praise. J. L. G.

-•r
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"

The books that have been brought to our notice since our last

is^ue have chiefly a literary or a utilitarian, rather than a specula-

tive or a scientific interest. The last age but one was an age of

original production. The satne is true, though hardly to the

same extent, of the age immediately succeeding it. This interval

betwixt the past and the present was, however, largely drenched

with publications of a frivolous or ephemeral nature. Our own is

emphatically the age of reprints. The literature that is thus

revived is in the main wholesome as well as stimulating. The

period we live in is evidently in training for some great work in

the future. The English house of Scribner & Welford lead oflf

with the prince of German critics* and one of the most charming of

British writers upon art and poetry.* Both these have lately

been referred to in these pages. The anticipated account of the

famous Goldsmith's Bridge over the Arno at Florence and of

the marvellous exploits of Benvenuto Cellini would be enough

of itself to tempt buyers to the little book* about the toils ofjew-

ellers. A kindred attraction may be found in the companion

volume* which treats of equally delicate, and as some may think

equally beautiful, labors in a material that is the more difficult

for being less precious and more fragile. We have already be-

spoken the friendly regards of our readers in behalf of Mr. Hay-

VLessing's Prose Works. Selected Prose Works of G. E. Leasing.

Translated from the German by E. C. Beasley and Helen Zimmern.

Edited by Edward Bell, and containing Laokoon : How the Ancients

represented Death ; Dramatic Notes. With tine frontispiece of "The
Laokoon," from the oriorinal marble. 1 vol., 12mo, cloth, $L40. Scrib-

ner & Welford, New York.

''Mrs. Jamieaon's Characteristics of Women, Moral, Poetical, and His-

torical, as illustrated in Shakespeare's Heroines. 12mo, cloth, ^L40. Ibid.

*Gold and Silversmith Work. By John Hungerford Pollen. With
numerous woodcuts. l2mo, cloth, $L Ibid.

*Gla88. By Alexander Nesbitt. With numerous woodcuts. 12mo,

cloth, 11. Ibid. .
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ward's Essays.^ These are commonly taken from the pages of

the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews^ and are largely though not

exclusively of a biographical description. The history of these

two mighty periodicals is one of the most remarkable chapters in

the history of the nineteenth century ; and it is doubted in respect-

able quarters whether Smith and Brougham and Jeifrey and Gilford

and Lockhart and Cornewall Lewis wrote any better than our co-

evals who have succeeded to their renown. It must be admitted,

indeed, that relatively to the whole mass of contemporary criticism,

the authority of these venerable and still lusty organs of cultivated

opinion has been greatly lessened. After all the works that have

appeared of late on the land of the Pharaohs and the Ptolemies,

the costly octavos of Wilkinson^ hold their ground as occupying

somewhat the same position in respect to the ancient Egyptians,

that is maintained by Lane's cheap duodecimos in relation to the

modern. The period of the Renaissance^ is the birth-time of that

portentous age which, following hard upon the splendid gloom and

death-like repose of the mediaeval centuries, is still busy garnering

the harvest of the Reformation. The "groaning and travailing"

of humanity, as she emerged once more into the unfettered life of

art, of letters, and of poesy, from the time of Petrarch, and still

more from the fall of Constantinople, to the death of Leo X., was

more conspicuous, and its results were more imposing in Italy

than anywhere else.

^Selected Essays. Historical, Literary, Biographical. Chiefly from

contributions to the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews. By A. Hayward,

Esq., Q. C. 2 vols., crown, 8vo., $4.50. Contents: Sydney Smith, Samuel

Rogers, F. von Gentz, Maria ICdgeworth, Countess Hahn-Hahn, DeSten-

dhal (Henry Beyle), Alexander Dumas, The British Parliament, Pearls

and Mock-Pearls of History, Vicissitudes of Noble Families, England and

France, Lady Palmerston, Lord Landsdowne, Lords Dalling and Bulvyrer,

Whist and Whist-Players. Ibid.

^The Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians. By Sir J. Gar-

diner Wilkinson, D. C. K., F. R. S., etc. A new edition, revised and

corrected by Samuel Birch, LL.D., etc. With numerous colored plates,

illustrations, and woodcuts. 3 vols., 8vo, cloth, $33. Ibid.

'The Civilization of the Period of the Renaissance in Italy. By Jacob

Burckhardt. Authorised Translation by S. G. C. Middlemore. 2 vols.,

«vo, cloth, $9.60. Ibid.

f
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The dash of irony in Mr. Sullivan's^ outpouring against the

workingman redeems his work from the charge of brazen impu-

dence. It is refreshing now and then to meet a man who is

unwilling to express a crazy preference for manual over intellec-

tual labor. The funny pictures will greatly help the sale of the

book; which, by the bye, is not dear. , , «
Y;

In the midst of the tremendous conflict between the two big

American Dictionaries, we are glad to be able to point to an

unpretending rivaP on the other side of the water. In our judg-

ment the test should not be the consideration of size, but that of

merit. Webster's was once valuable for Webster's own defini-

tions, and is still valuable for Mahn's unequalled etymologies.

Worcester's, whilst rivalling the other in fulness and accuracy,

comes much nearer to the English standard of spelling. The

eccentricities of Webster's spelling have we know been to a great

extent purged out of the late editions. The English work ought

to give us some new words and also the current pronunciation.

The name of Brugsch-Bey* calls for no introduction at our

hands as that of one of the most eminent of living savans, and

whose speciality, like that of Lepsius, is Egypt. His lucubrations

on the miraculous passage through the Red Sea appear to evince

that the learned author may be tinctured with rationalism.

It is cool and reinvigorating to turn from the sultry Nile to

^The British Workingman ; by One who Does not Believe in Him
; and

other Sketches. By J. F. Sullivan. Engraved by Dalziel Brothers.

Illustrated with over one hundred humorous and amusing sketches.

4to, boards, $1. Ibid.

'^Stormonth Eno;li8h Dictionary. An Etymolofcical and Pronouncing

Dictionary of the English Language. Including a very copious selection

of Scientific Terms. For use in Schools and Colleges, and as a Book of

General Reference. By the Rev. James Stormonth. The pronunciation

carefully revised by the Rev. P. H. Phelp, M. A., Cantab. Crown, 8vo,

775 pp., if3.75. Ibid.

^A History of the Pharaohs. Derived entirely from the Monuments.

By Henry Brugsch-Bey. Translated from the German by the l^te Henry

Danby Seymour. Completed and edited by Philip Smith, B. A. To

which is added a Memoir of the Exodus of the Israelites and the Egyptian

Monuments. With colored Plates and Maps. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth,

$12. Ibid.
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the fiords of the vikings and the fabled realms of the Valhalla.*

Alma Tadenia is one of the finest artists in Great Britain. There

is an absorbing interest attaching to the first telescope that was

ever used, and that is preserved to day in the Museum of

Florence. The fame^ of the man who made it is rising, if not

among the devotees of science, at least among the votaries of

philosophy. He is now said to have preceded Francis Bacon,

hot only in the outline but in much of the detail also of his

*'Novuni Organum."

Of the "Utopia"^ we have lately had our say. All such books

were suggested by Plato's Republic. It is always a subject of

congratulation when the man who is best informed on a given

topic comes forward as an instructor in that branch. If this may

not be said of the late Sir Gilbert Scott in relation to building in

the Middles x\ges,* it is at any rate true that Sir Gilbert was abso-

lutely the only man in the British Islands who perfectly under-

stood the art of "restoring" old churches.

Ladies love the lore of flowers f but few and far between are

the visits of virgins to the counters of country—or of city—book-

Sellers who brook the thought of throwing down a guinea for, the

gaudy lesson. The region that lies about the foot of the hill on

which stands the ruinous memento of old Fiesole, can show

chapiters atid urns that are® older, and in many ways more inter-

^Studies in the Literature of Northern Europe. By Edmund W. Gosse.

With a frontispiece designed and etched by L. Alma Tadema, A. R, A.

12mo, cloth, $4.80. Ihid.

'Galileo Galilei and the Roman Curia. From Authentic Sources. By
Karl von Gebler. Translated. 8vo, cloth, $4.80. Ihid.

^Utopia : Written in Latine. By Syr Thomas More, Knight, and

Translated into Enj^lish by Raphe Robynson, Anno MCCCCOLI. With

copious Notes and a Biographical and Literary Introduction by the llev.

T. F. Dibdin. Printed from Sir Henry Ellis's copy, with additional

Notes and Corrections. Portrait and engravinj^ of the Family of Sir

Thomas More. 8vo, cloth. Boston, Lincolnshire, 1878. $8.40. Ibid.

^Lectu^es on the Rise and Development of Mediaeval Architecture.

Delivered at the Royal Academy. By Sir Gilbert Scott, R. A. With

over five hundred illustrations. 2 vols., 8vo, cloth. $16.80. Ihid.

^Flower Lore. The Teachings of Flowers : Historical, Legendary,

Poetical, and Symbolical. 12mo, cloth', gilt, $5. Ihid.

®The Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria. By George Dennis. A new
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esting than those of Greece. Such diaries as that of Lady Wil-

loughby have a rare charna; but one thUt is far inferior to the

charm which invests these two ^ ^ mouldy but ever memorable

records of the cavaliers. The true way to master history is to

read books like those of these quaint old worthies. Of the two,

Evelyn is the most comprehensive (embracing as it does not only

the ten years of Pepys but fifty-five others), but Pepys is the most

laughably odd and whimsical.

The great book of the quarter is undoubtedly Mr. Froude's^

life of Julius Caesar. We confess, too, that from our college days

there has been a rebellion in our minds on this subject: so that

while our reason has been convinced by the advocates of the Re-

public, our imagination and our feelings have been captivated by

those who, like Louis Napoleon and Mommsen and Froude, have

deplored the taking ofi" of the foremost character in Roman an-

tiquity. None of our readers needs to see the bill of fare when

the banquet is served by the same hands that furnished forth the

story of Elizabeth and Mary Stuart. Mr. Cable promises some-

thing pleasant in his "Old Creole Days."^ Scholars will be

indulgent towards the new contribution' to German philology.

John Ruskin^ is a man of genius but an unsafe guide. Judge

edition, revised and enlarged so as to incorporate the most recent dis-

coveries. With twenty maps and nearly two hundred illustrations.

2 vols., 8vo, cloth extra, .$16. Ibid.

'Evelyn's Diary. From 1641 to 1706. By William Brady. With

Memoir. "Chandos Classics Edition." 12mo, 619 pp., cloth, 75c. Ibid.

^Pepys's Diary. From 1659 to 1669. By Lord Braybrooke. With

Memoir. "Chandos Classics Edition." 639 pp., cloth, 75c. Ibid.

'Caesar. A Sketch. By James Anthony Froude, M. A. With a por-

trait engraved on steel and a map. Crown 8vo, 578 pp., cloth, $2.50.

Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

*01d Creole Days. By George W. Cable. 16mo, 235 pp., extra cloth,

$1. Ibid.

^Hilfs-und Uebungsbuch beim Unterricht in der deutschen Sprache.

By Wm. R. Rosenstengel.

*Ru8kin on Painting. With a Biographical Sketch. Forming No. 29

of Appleton's "New Handy-Volume Series." Paper, 30c.; cloth. 60c.

I). Appleton & Co., New York.
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Jones's History of New York^ during the Revolution should be

thankfully accepted and at once shelved for reference.

The sarae competent pen which gave us the Great German

Composers, now recites the story of the Great Italian and French

Composers.^ The theme is a delightful one for lovers alike of

music and of memoirs. The first volume of Heilprin's important

work on the Historical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews^ awakens

hopes and misgivings that can only be realised (or be removed)

by the succeeding volumes. It is pleasant to find the little chef

d'ceuvre* of that exquisite writer, Emile Souvestre, done into Eng-

lish again. There is- but one nearly faultless art journal, and

that is the superb French work, L' Art.^ We advise any who

care to get it to buy the bound volumes at the end of each year.

Bonar's prose is almost as sweet and quite as searching as Bonar's

verse.* Montaigne^ is more than a French Charles Lamb and

Sir Thomas Browne in one. The old French, though, is very

provoking. We vary from our rule in recommending Mr. Coul-

son's novels.^

^History of New York durinj; the Revolutionary War and of the lead-

ing events in the other Colonies at that period. By Thomas Jones, Justice

of the Supreme Court of the Province. Edited by Edward Floyd De

Lancy. With Notes, Contemporary Documents, Maps, and Portraits.

Printed for the New York Historical Society in "The John D. Jones

Fund Series of Histories and Memoirs." 2 vols., 8vo, 713 pp., cloth,

gilt top. Ibid.

*The Great Italian and French Composers. By George T. Ferris.

Number 28 of "Appleton's New Handy-Volume Series." 18mo, 248 pp.,

paper, 30c.; cloth, 60c. Ibid.

'The Historical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews. Translated and Criti-

cally examined by Michael Heilpriri. Vol. I., Cr. 8vo., cloth, $2. Ibid.

*The Attic Philosopher in Paris ; or, a Peep at the World from a Garret,

being the Journal of a Happy Man. Ibid.

^L'Art. First quarterly volume, 1879. Folio, cloth, $10; paper, $8.

J. W. Bouton, New York.

'Truth and Error. By the Rev. Horatius Bonar, D. D, 18mo., 280

pp., cloth, 60c. Robert Carter & Bros., New York.

''Montaigne. By the Rev. Lucas Collins, M. A. Vol. VII. of "Foreign

Classics for English Readers." Edited by Mrs. Oliphant. 16mo, fine

cloth, $1. J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.

8The Ghost of Redbrook. A Novel. By the author of "The Clifton

Picture," etc. 8vo, cloth and paper. Ibid.
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"The Scattered Nation" will never cease to challenge the atten-

tion and quicken the astonishment of mankind. The alleged

tendency which now exists on the part of the Jews to buy up

and populate the Holy Land will perhaps increase the disposition

to examine Mr. DeGroot's volumes^ on Jewish antiquities. The

most profound and difficult of the Gospels has again met with a new

expounder f who does not aim at the scope (at once wide and deep)

of Lampe or of Godet, but will bear a comf)arison rather with

Ryle. It is a precious privilege to be *'with Jesus,"^ whether it

be "alone" or in company. Another valuable book of reference

will be discovered in Mr. Watson's Dictionary.* If so be, it must

be so: Quinby must be Bee-keeping,'' and we keep beeing with

him. Before him were Huber, Langstroth, and Lubbock.
,

James must be carefully distinguished from Robert, otherwise

known as "Satan," Montgomery. Robert had small claims to

notice, but hardly deserved the frightful castigation bestowed

upon him by Macaulay. James* is one of the most vigorous as

well as graceful and tender of our sacred poets. Mrs. Osgood^ by

some means disarmed the more poignant and equally truculent

criticism of Edgar Poe, and is worthy of a name even by the side

of Mrs. Hemans;® of whom in fact we have begun to tire.

^Israelites and JudaBans : Their History, Le^rends, Laws, and Religion.

By M. G. DeGroot. 2 vols., 12mo, cloth, $2.50. James Miller, New York.

'^Notes on the Gospel of John. Explanatory and Practical. By Geo.

W. Clark, D. D. A Popular Commentary upon a critical basis, especially

designed for Pastors and Sunday-schools. With illustrations. 12mo, 236

pp., cloth, $1.50. American Baptist Publication Society, Philadelphia.

^Alone with Jesus. Gleanings from Closet Readings. By J. C. Lam-
phier. New edition, 16mo, 192 pp., cloth, 85c.; cloth gilt, $1. N.

Tidbals & Son, New York.

^Dictionary of Poetical Quotations. By John T. Watson. New edition,

12mo, 506 pp., cloth extra, $1.50. Porter & Coates, Philadelphia.

^Quinby's New Bee-Keeping. By L. C. Root, The Mysteries of Bee-

Keeping Explained. With one hundred illustrations. 12mo, 270 pp.,

extra cloth, $1.50. Orange Judd Company, New York.

*The Poetical Works of .James Montgomery. Collected by himself.

Hvo, cloth extra, $2.50. John E. Potter & Co., Philadelphia.

^The Poetical Works of Mrs. Frances Sargent Osgood. 12mo, cloth

extra, $2, Ibid.

^The Poetical Works of Mrs. Felicia Hemans. Edited by Henry T.

Tuckerman. 12mo, cloth extra. $2. Ibid.
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Neither of them oompares with Mrs. Browning. The late Henry

Tuckerman contrived to write elegant essays and pleasing stanzas,

Since Tom Moore's^ centenary his literary reputation has been

going up rather than down. Moore was a true patriot and a man

of spirit as well as fancy, wit, and feeling. His morals werQ

easy, but he was devoted to his ^'Bessy," Pope's "Ilia4"^and

*'Odyasey"^ are far fj-om Homer's, but are justly popular. Taine*

is already a olassio.

Whether the Messrs. Putnams' Barrister" has given us a law

book or something for the laity, is a question we leave the reader

to find out independently. By every one who delights to repair

to the "well of English undefiled," Dr. Leffingwell's® efforts to

please them will be appreciated at their deserts. It is curious to

fall in with a pagan preaching about Christianity. Mr. Froth-

ingham's poisoned syllabus^ is not likely to do much damage, as it

will be taken by few people whose minds have not been previously

corrupted. The title page should have borne the additional words,

'*By one of themselves." If reading only made the ready man, Dr.

Wilder's work® would possibly make us proof against nearly

every juncture. Dr. Alden is a man of considerable force. Hia

"Thoughts"^ are this time "on the Religious Life."

^The Poetical Works of Thomas Moore. l2rao, cloth extra, $2. Ihid.

"Homer's Iliad. Translated by Alexander Pope. With valuable Notes

and Commentaries. Edited by W. C. Armstrong. 12mo, oloth extra,

$2. Ihid.

"Homer's Odyssey. Translated by Alexander Pope. With valuable

Notes and Uommentariea. Eidited by W, C. Armstrong. 12mo, cloth

extra, $2, Ibid.

'History of English Literature. By H. A. Taine, D. 0. L. Complete

in one volume. 12mo, 722 pp., cloth, $1.50. Thomas Crowell, New York.

^Briefs by a Barrister. By Edward R. Johnes. l6mo, 123 pp., oloth,

$1.50. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

*A Reading Book of English Classics. Edited by the Rev. C. W.

Leffingwell, D, D. 8vo, 403 pp., cloth, $1.50. Ihid.

''The Assailants of Christianity. By 0, B. Frothingham. 8vo. 49 pp.,

sewed, 20c. Ihid.

^Emergencies and How to Meet Them. Compiled by Burt C. Wilder,

M. D. l6mo, 36 pp., sewed, 15c. Ibid.

^Thoughts on the Religious Life. By .Joseph Alden, D. D, ]6mo,

cloth, %\. Ibid.
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ARTICLE I. ,,, ; • .

THE LORD'S SUPPER.

In the remarks which we propose to make upon this subject,

we have in our view the needs of the great body of private mem-

bers of the Church rather than the needs of the ministers of the

gospel; although we are not without hope of being able to say

something which may serve to impart additional clearness to the

views of some ministers who have not made the subject a matter

of special study. Observation and experience have convinced us

that there is not a little confusion, if not some error, in the notions

entertained by many intelligent Presbyterians in regard to the

nature and design of this ordinance, and to the mode in which it

conduces to the sanctification of believers. Fatal errors in regard

to it were taught in the Church for ages; and so inveterate have

these errors become, so thoroughly had they poisoned the life of

Christians, that even the great men who were raised up by Divine

Providence and employed as its instruments in the work of reform

in the sixteenth century, failed to reach any harmony of views

among themselves concerning it ; and an ordinance which had

been established by the Saviour as the most impressive symbol of

the union and communion of his people, became the occasion of

bitter contentions and divisions. Its mission, like the mission of

the Redeemer himself, seemed to be that of bringing a sword, not
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peace, on the earth. The history of the Church scarcely records

anything better suited to humble us and make us distrustful of

our unaided understandings, than the debates at the colloquy of

Marburg, and especially the obstinate v^eakness of Luther in

defending a position as utterly untenable as that of the Papists

themselves. The cask preserves the odor of the first liquor that

is put into it; and the error of Luther still lingers in the noble

Church which has been called by his name. But are Presbyte-

rians free from error in regard to this ordinance? Their doctrinal

standards are, as we believe; but we also believe that the ghosts

of the departed errors of Popery still linger about the communion

table even in our own Church. This is our apology, if apology

be needed, for the present writing.

We have in the New Testament four several accounts of the

institution of the Supper. The last of these is found in the

eleventh chapter of Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians; and

being the last in the order of time. as well as the most complete,

it was dobutless designed by the Saviour to be the chief directory

for the Church in celebrating this ordinance. So the instinct of

the Church seems to have decided; and we shall be guided in

what follows by this directory.

L In the first place, it must be borne in mind that this ordi-

nance was instituted by the Lord himself. "For I have received

of the Lord," says the apostle, "that which also I delivered unto

you" (verse 23). It is no ordinance of man, but an ordinance

of God in Christ. It is a positive institution, not moral; that

is, the obligation to observe it rests not upon "the nature of

things"—the nature of God, the nature of man, or the relations

of God and man as modified by the gospel—but upon the sove-

reign appointment of God. Given a knowledge of the gospel

and of those new relations which the death of our Lord Jesus

Christ has constituted betwixt him and us redeemed sinners,

then the obligation to remember his death, with the liveliest

emotions of gratitude, faith, and repentance, immediately arises

and suggests itself. The relations cannot be recognised, without

feeling the obligation. This is the moral side of the matter.

But to remember him and commemorate his death in this par-
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ticular method, to wit, by assembling before a table, and eating

bread and drinking wine together, would never have suggested

itself to us in the way of duty. No obligation would have been

felt, and none would have existed. But the moment the com-

mand is given—"Do this in remembrance of me"—the obligation

arises. It is created by the command. This is the positive side

of the matter.
^ ^ , c ; • .j - ;<

There are some inferences of immense importance to be drawn

from this fact, that our Lord by his own sovereign will ordained

this feast. . • ."..•( ^'- ., -, ,,-;-.,.,, f.;.v].„ :.;m ,.„•... _j-j

1. If it be an expression of his sovereign will, and no

reason exists for celebrating the Supper but the bare com-

mand, then a refusal to go to the Lord's table involves the guilt

of rebellion. Rebellion differs from other crimes in this, that,

while other crimes are transgressions of particular laws or com-

mandments, this crime is aimed.At the very source of all law, the

authority itself upon which all laiw rests and by which alone it

can be enforced. Murder may be committed by one who is

thinking of nothing but the gratification of a private purpose or

impulse of cupidity, lust, ambition, or revenge; but rebellion is

always an -attempt to subvert the government itself, or, at the

very least, a denial of allegiance to it. Such was the crime

of our first father in Eden. The tree of the knowledge of good

and evil was of the nature of a positive institution. The pro-

hibition, "Thou shalt not eat of it," and that alone, created the

difference between it and the other trees of the garden, as to

man's right of enjoyment. It was the expression and the symbol

of God's sovereign right to control his creature. To eat of the

fruit of that tree, therefore, was to deny that sovereign right,

and to say as plainly as an act could say, "I will not have this

God to rule over me." It was not the transgression of a single

commandment; but a comprehensive repudiation of man's whole

allegiance, an exhaustive denial of God's right to issue any com-

mand at all. So here: the refusal to obey this command, "Do
this in remembrance of me," on the part of any one who under-

stands the case, is equivalent to a rejection of the whole authority

of Jesus Christ. It is a very solemn and emphatic way of saying,
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*'I will not have this man to reign over me." Let this be pon-

dered by those who say that they can be as good Christians out of

the visible Church as in it. • : ; ^ » ; j .w <n >

2. If this ordinance be a symbol of Christ's supreme authority

in the Church, and there is no valid reason for observing it but

his command, it will follow that he who goes to the Lord's table,

with the consciousness of being impelled, only or mainly, by the

desire to obey him, to remember him and his death, in the way

that he himself has appointed, has good reason to look for a

blessing. His obedience, as such, will be rewarded. We do not

mean that a mere mechanical compliance with the law of this

ordinance, or of any other, will entitle a man to receive a bless-

ing; much less are we believers in what has been called in the

Papacy the opus operatum^ that the sacraments produce their

appropriate effects whenever administered, unless some bar is

opposed to prevent their operation. Our meaning is that beside

the effects which an ordinance is adapted in its own nature to

produce, a special manifestation of God's favor may be expected

to follow the essential spirit of obedience itself; and that where

this spirit of obedience exists, the other effects, which have been

alluded to, may be more confidently expected to take place. To

illustrate: the memorials of a Saviour's broken body and of his

blood shed, are adapted by a law of our nature to awaken certain

emotions and to call into exercise certain spiritual faculties or

habits, such as love, gratitude, faith, repentance, etc. ; and this

awakening and exercise might take place in the heart of a sincere

believer (a Quaker, for instance), when the divine institution of

the ordinance was not clear to his own mind, or even when it

was clear to him that it was not of divine institution, but was

only a pleasant ceremony of purely human origin. What we

contend for is that such a believer would not be entitled to expect

as large a blessing as another who should come with a full assur-

ance that it was Christ's own ordinance he was coming to, and

that he was coming because he believed it to be Christ's.

3. This view is important, further, as helping to settle the

question, in a given case, whether a person ought to go to the

communion. If it were a mere question of privilege, one ought
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perhaps to wait for absolute assurance of his right. But if it be

a question of duty, then a lower degree of evidence ought to con-

vince him that he is bound to perform it.

II. It is a teacliing ordinance: it is designed to set forth some

fundamental doctrines of the gospel. All teaching is by signs.

The two kinds of signs which God chiefly employs in teaching

us are words and symbols. Words, indeed, are symbols in a certain

sense; but they are here distinguished as a class of signs diifering

from symbols. Words are in their origin signs addressed to the

sense of hearing. A word is a vox; and if it be not a sign also, it is a

vox et prceterea nihil. The written word is simply the record oi

these sign, as written, appealing no doubt to the sense of sight,

but appealing remotely to the ear. Symbols appeal to the eye

mainly. In the sixth chapter of John's Gospel, we have the

record of a discourse of our Saviour, in which he announced to

the people the same great truths which are set forth in the Lord's

Supper. (See especially verses 35, 48-58). The comparison of

that discourse with 1 Cor. xi. 24-26 will give us a clear idea

of the difference between teaching by words and by symbols. In

the one, the Lord appears as describing the sacrifice which he

was to offer for the sins of the world, and the method by which

that sacrifice should become effectual for the life of the sinner.

In the other, the Lord appears as actually presenting his flesh to

his people under the symbol of bread, and they appear as actually

receiving and eating it. (Compare John vi. 51-58 with 1 Cor.

xi. 24.) It is the same truth in both ; but in the one case con-

veyed in the language of words; words in the highest degree

figurative, but still words; in the other, conveyed in the form of

symbolical elements and actions. Considering the Supper as a

system of signs, its whole value lies in the truths which it pre-

sents and exhibits.*

*We have taken for granted, it will be observed, the common Protestant

interpretation of the words, "This is my body;" this is the sign of, or

this represents, my body. This is not the place for exposing the absurdi-

ties of the Papal doctrine of transubstantiation—a doctrine fatal to all

rational belief in the Bible as the word of God, and the mother of the

inost desolating scepticism.
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Now note one or two important inferences from this view:h

;•! 1. There is no special mystery about this ordinance. It began

to be called a "mystery," a "tremendous mystery," in the Church

so early as the middle of the second century ; and as words react

mightily on thought, men began to think that there must be a

mystery in it; and as they could not find any, it became neces-

sary to put some into it. Hence the very word "Sacrament,"

which meant mystery:* hence the doctrine of the "Real Presence"

in all its forms. If this simple memorial of Christ's death could

not be made a miracle for the senses, it must at least become a

mystery for faith. Something must be put into it, to justify the

extravagant language which was commonly employed in regard

to it.
'

' ^'

The mystery is not in the ordinance. How men can be taught

by the use of visible signs and symbols, it is not harder to under

stand than how they can be taught by words. Not as hard per-

haps. The mystery is in the truth, not in the vehicle; the

mystery of the incarnation, of "God manifest in the flesh"; the

mystery of grace, condescension, and love in the Saviour's death
;

the mystery of the believer's vital union with his Saviour; the

mystery of glory, when that life which is now "hid with Christ

in God" shall be revealed in the revelation of Christ "our life";

all these mysteries are real and ineifable. But they may be and

are set forth in the preaching of the word as well as in the Sup-

per. Is there any mystery in preaching ?

2. This view furnishes an answer to the question, how the

Lord's Supper conduces to the sanctification of believers. The

answer is, by the truth it sets forth. Its operation is not physical.

Men ate the manna in the wilderness, and died the death of the

body. Men have eaten the bread of the Supper and have died

the death both of the body and of the soul. Its operation is not

magical ; its effects are not like those ascribed to the wizard ; the

*The Latin version of the Bible which goes under the name of "The

Vulgate" commonly uses the word sacramentum to represent the Greek

ytOY^ mystery ; and the English reader by substituting "sacrament" for

"mystery"' in Ephesians v. 32, will understand how ignorant people might

be made to believe that the Bible makes marriage a sacrament.
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words of institution are not an incantation. All such notions are

the dreams of drivelling superstition, or the devices of an ambi-

tious and avaricious priesthood, unsupported by any evidence

and in the highest degree insulting to God. There is too much

reason to fear that there are remains of this superstition lingering

in the minds of some Christians who are far from deserving to be

described as superstitious. '>- - •^ •/; v.vi i:::-^>^,nmn:'HJ^ iiuPi:\.'!^^4

The truth is the only instrument that God uses for the sancti-

fication of his people (John xvii. 17; 2 Thess. ii. 13; Jas. i. 18;

1 Pet. i. 22-25; ii. 1,2); while his Holy Spirit is the only

sanctifier. Peter, in the passage just cited, compares the

word of God to the seed which determines the nature of the

life and all its manifestations. Paul uses (Rom. vi. 17) the figure

of a mould or type to express the relation of the life of a believer

to the truth—"that form of doctrine whereto ye were delivered"

(see the rendering in the margin). The metal must be fused in

order to take the impression of the mould; the wax must be

softened in order to take the impression of the seal. This soft-

ening and fusing of the heart is the work of the Holy Spirit

alone. He alone gives the life, and he alone invigorates and

developes it; but he imparts it and developes it according to the

truth as recorded in the Scriptures and symbolised in the sacra-

ments. It is as easily understood, therefore, how the sacraments

conduce to our sanctification as how the reading or preaching of

the word does. There is a great mystery in the Spirit's opera-

tions (John iii. 8) both by word and sacraments; but the mystery

is not greater when he works by the latter than when he works

by the former.

There are two circumstantial differences, however, which it

may be well to note in passing

—

(1) The truths presented in the sacraments, especially in the

Lord's Supper, are presented in a more condensed form than in

the word. The light in the old creation, to borrow an illustra-

tion from Owen, was sufficient to illuminate the world while it

was diffused everywhere before the work of the fourth day ; but

it was more glorious and penetrating when reduced and con-

tracted into the body of the sun. So the truth concerning Christ
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scattered up and down the Bible is sufficient for the illumination

of the Church; but it is far more glorious when reduced and

contracted into the Lord's Supper. All the rays of Christ's

glory are here converged, as it were, into one burning focus, and

consequently better suited to set the soul of the believer on fire.

(2)- The other difference is that, in the Supper, the power of

the truth is increased by the active part which the communicant

takes in the celebration of the ordinance. There are symbolical

actions as well as symbolical elements used in the Lord's Supper.

The action of the administration in offering the elements to the

communicants is symbolical of the free offer of Jesus and all the

benefits of his redemption to those who will truly receive them.

''Take, eat," etc. The action of the communicants in taking the

elements and in eating and drinking them is symbolical of their

reception of Jesus and the benefits of his redemption. In read-

ing or hearing the word, there is no profession made as to

the state of mind and heart of the reader or hearer. In the act

of communicating, there is a profession made of receiving and

resting upon him whose body and bloo<l are symbolically offered

to them; and, by a law of human nature when such a profession

is sincerely made, the truth is brought nearer to the soul of liini

who makes it, and is in more favorable conditions for making an

impression.

We come now to consider more particularly what the truth is

which is symbolised in the Supper. "My body broken for you"

(verse 24); "this is my blood of the new covenant, which is shed

for many for the remission of sins" (Matt. xxvi. 28. Compare

Mark xiv. 25; Luke xxii. 20). The fundamental truth here set

forth is the substitution of Jesus for the sinner, of his life for the

sinner's. This was the theory of the bleeding sacrifice under

the Mosaic law. "For the life of the flesh is in the blood; and

f
have given it to you upon the altar to make an atonement

(Hebrew covering) for your lives; for it is the blood that maketh

a covering by the life that is in it" (Fairbairn's rendering: see

his "Typology"). Life is substituted for life ; the life of the victim

for the life of the sinner which has been forfeited to the law;

the life of the victim becoming, therebj, a covering for the for-
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feited life of the sinner; and hence an at-ofte-raent,* a bringing-

into-one, a reconciliation, of God and the sinner—these are the

great ideas set forth in this precious ordinance of the Church,

ideas without which the gospel is but "the play of Hamlet with-

out the part of Hamlet." '' ^ '

The great purpose of the ordinance is to set forth the death of

Christ. "As often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye

do shew (announce, proclaim) the Lord's death till he come"

(verse 26).

We are so familiar with this simple rite that we are not as

much impressed as we should otherwise be with the strangeness

of it. Men are accustomed to celebrate the birth-days of great

benefactors of their country or their race. Their death-days

have been lamented and de'plored as putting a permanent arrest

upon their beneficent career. "In that very day their thoughts

perish." The death-days of the Christian martyrs were cele-

brated by their brethren with appropriate ceremonies; but they

were celebrated as their natalitia, their birth-days, upon which

they entered into glory, honor, and immortality. It must be

borne in mind also that these days of martyrdom could never

have been celebrated, if Jesus had not died; that his death alone

made them birth-days into glory. The death of Manes was cele-

brated by the Manichseans ; but it was no doubt in impious

imitation of the Church's festival.

But the death of Jesus is not only celebrated by the Church,

that vast communion of his worshippers ; but celebrated as

a festival, as a feast of thanksgiving, as a Eucharist. How
strange! There must be something very unique about this

death; some quality or feature in which it refuses to commu-

nicate with any other death which has ever occurred amongst

*Atonement is here used in its proper etymological sense of reconcilia-

tion, expressing the result of an expiatory offering rather than the process

of expiation itself. This last is the ordinary acceptation of the word,

and that in which our authorised version of the Bible uses both noun

and verb, with rare exceptions. One of these exceptions is in Romans
V. 11, where the Greek word rendered "atonement" means reconciliation

and is so rendered by our translators in the margin.

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—2.
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men. What is it? The answer is that the death of Jesus

was to him what the death of no other man could ever be to

that man—the very end and purpose of his birth. Jesus was

born for the express purpose of dying. His body was prepared

(Psalm xl. 6; Heb. x. 5) in order that it might be broken;

his blood was made to flow in its channels, in order that it

might be shed. It is indeed "appointed unto all men once to

die"; but this is not the end for which they were created. But

the body of Jesus was created for this end (see John x. 18).

This was the commandment or commission of the Father, that

the Son should come into the world and take a human life, in

order that he might lay it down, and then take it again. Upon

the supposition that Jesus was a mere man and a mere martyr,

this passage of John is utterly unintelligible. If he came into

this world, as some monk of St. Bernard might go out among

the snows of the Alps, not for the purpose of offering up his life,

but only at the risk of losing it, in the prosecution of his benevo-

lent mission, then the gospel history is an insoluble riddle. No!

No ! He was indeed the wisest of all teachers, the most illus-

trious of all the martyrs of philanthrophy ; but he was infinitely

more : the great High Priest, performing a sublime and noble act

of worship in the offering up of himself a sacrifice to divine

justice for the glory of the Father and the salvation of the lost.

The Unitarian would place him in the same class with Paul.

Paul is indignant at the outrage done to his Master. "Was

Paul crucified for you? or were ye baptized in the nume of Paul?"

In the esteem of that great Apostle, Jesus stood alone, in solitary

glory, the Saviour of sinners. The only glory Paul claimed was

that of preaching the unsearchable riches of this Saviour "with-

out charge'' to his fellow-sinners (1 Cor. ix. 15-23).

The death of Jesus, then, was not a mere incident in his his-

tory which might or might not have taken place, and yet the

religion he taught have remained the same. It constitutes, to-

gether with his resurrection from the dead, the very essence of

his religion. So Paul, in 1 Cor. xv. 3, 4, sums up the religion

which he preached; and it is a true instinct which has led the

Church to regard the Supper as her most significant symbol and
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ensign. Around it her fiercest battles have been fought botb

with avowed enemies and with pretended friends.

This view explains the impotence, the confessed impotence, of

the Papacy to give peace to its deluded votaries. It has taken

{\wa.v from the laity the cup, the symbol of the blood, and it virtu-

ally denies the efficacy of the Saviour's death by the repetition of

his sacrifice (Heb. x. 1-4, 11-14) in the abomination of the Mass.

Compare now the views of one of its ''saints" who died more

than a century before transubstantiation became the established

dogma within its domain, and more than three centuries before

the "communion in one kind" became the established dogma.

In a direction for the visitation of the sick which is ascribed to

St. Anselm of Canterbury, we have the following:* = < > ^

"Dost thou believe that thou canst not be saved but by the death of

Christ? The sick man answereth, Yes; then let it be said to hiiu, Go to

then, and whilst thy soul abideth in thee, put all thy confidence in this

death alone, place thy trust in no other thinfj;, commit thyself wholly

to this death, cover thyself wholly with this alone, cast thyself wholly

on this death, wrap thyself wholly in this death. And if God would

jud^e thee, say, Lord, I place the death of our Lord Jesus Christ between

me and thy judf^nient ; and otherwise I will not contend nor enter into

judgment with thee. And if he shallsay unto thee that thou art a sin-

ner, say, I place the death of our Lord Jesus Christ between me and my
sins. If he shall say unto thee, that thou hast deserved damnation; say,

Lord, I put the death of our Lord Jesus Christ between thee and all ray

sins ; and I offer his merits for my own, which I should have, and have

not. If he say that he is an^ry with thee, say, Lord, I place the death of

our Lord Jesus Christ between me and thy an^er."

He who, by an unction from the Holy One (1 John ii. 20)

knows this death, can afford to despise the "extreme unction"

administered by a juggling priest, in articulo mortis.

The peculiar efficacy of the blood of Jesus is indicated by

calling it "the blood of the new covenant." The new covenant

suggests an old. Blood was the life of all the covenants before

Christ, from Abel down. With which of these old covenants

does the Saviour tacitly compare the covenant sealed with his

own blood when he calls it the "new" covenant? Evidently the

*Cited by John Owen, Treatise on Justification, Sec. 2. Works (Rus-

sell's Ed., London, 1826), Vol. XL, p. 22.

C
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covenant of redemption which was sealed with the blood of the

paschal lamb, as recorded in the twelfth chapter of Exodus.

This is the most natural supposition under the circumstances.

The Saviour was at this very time celebrating the feast of the

Passover with his disciples. The Passover covenant was that

which then occupied their thoughts. The Sinaitic covenant was

more a covenant with the Church as redeemed than a covenant

for its redemption ; a covenant for the nurture and sanctification

of pardoned sinners rather than a covenant for the pardon of

sins; although the fact that it also was sealed and ratified with

blood shows that the great idea of expiation was not suffered to

drop out of the memory. A bloody sacrifice for expiation must

continue forever to be the ground of all communion of even

redeemed sinners with God. That the Passover covenant is

referred to by the Saviour is further manifest from 1 Cor. v. 7

:

"Christ, our Passover, is sacrificed for us."

Such being the reference, the blood being the blood of redemp-

tion, the people of God are reminded of the great truths, (1) That

they needed to be redeemed. All Israel by nature were in the

same condemnation with the Egyptians. The sovereign election

of God and the blood made the only difference. (2) That this

redemption was to be accomplished—(a) by a work of righteous

judgment upon the serpent's seed (compare Ezek. xxix. 3 ff.;

Rev. xii. 3 ; xiii. 1, 2 ; 1 John iii. 8) ; and (b) by the suffering of the

woman's seed typified in the lamb. (3) That the efficacy of the

expiation for the salvation of the seed of God depended upon its

being "sprinkled," which could only be done hy faith.

All this may be readily applied to the redemption achieved by

Jesus. There is one important difference, however, between the

blood of the paschal lamb and the blood of "'the lamb of God"

with regard to their efficacy. There was no intrinsic power in

the blood of the paschal lamb to protect the house of an Israelite.

The life of no mere animal is an equivalent for the life of man.

The efficacy, therefore, was due only to the sovereign appoint-

ment of God. Far different is the efficacy of the blood of him

"who through the eternal Spirit (or, by an eternal Spirit, i. e.,

by means of a divine nature—compare Rom. i. 4) offered himself
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without spot to God." It is real and intrinsic, so that if we

could separate (which is not possible) the offering of Jesus from

the appointment of God, it would still be efficacious to "purge

the conscience from dead works to serve the living God," in the

case of every sinner who should trust in it. (See the argument

of the Apostle in Heb. ix. 13, 14, where the whole force of the

"how much more" lies in the fact of the intrinsic efficacy of the

blood of Christ.) It is impossible that the soul which has been

sprinkled with his blood should ever be lost, not only because

God says it shall not be, but because "the nature of things" for-

bids it, the nature of God, the nature of Jesus, the nature of his

priesthood, the nature of his sacrifice. Truly we have strong

consolation who have fled for refuge to lay hold on the hope set

before us (Heb. vi. 18). All this is confirmed by the fact that

the believer is made a partaker of the life of Christ. The Israelites

ate the flesh of the Paschal lamb; but there was no community

of life between them and the lamb. But there is a real com-

munity of life between the believer and his Lord. He lives in

ihe believer by his Spirit, and the believer lives in him by faith;

is a member "of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones" (Eph.

V. 30, and compare John vi. 53,-58). This is a great mystery

;

as real and glorious as it is incomprehensible—the union of

Christ and his Church.

Another comforting inference to be drawn from this reference

to the covenant for redemption out of Egypt, is that the safety

of the believer depends wholly upon the sprinkled blood, and not

upon his personal character; though it is true that the believer

has been sanctified also. We are strongly tempted here to quote

in illustration of this point more than one eloquent paragraph from

Dr. Stuart Robinson's "Discourses on Redemption," Discourse 5.

But as we take pleasure in believing that this precious volume is

very widely circulated, we shall content ourselves with a single

paragraph:

"Here is a genuine child of faithful Abraham, who has sometimes

obtained a glimpse of the great truth involved in the shed blood, and

experienced, in view of it, inexpressible comfort and peace. But the

weakness of the flesh, and the temptations of sin, and the harassing cares

of life have overshadowed his spiritual vision, and hidden the light from
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his view. The remembrance of many a sin returns and sits heavily upon

his conscience, and thereby darkens his views of the jsreat doctrine of

the atonement for sin. But still, at the command of Jehovah, through

Moses and the elders, he prepares the lamb, and sprinkles the blood.

Yet as the shades of night thicken and all are waiting in anxious sus-

pense for the blow of vengeance and of deliverance, imagination is busy,

and fears and terrors, as dark spirits, rise from the depths of his soul.

And now unbelief suggests in view of the array of past sins which memory

parades before him, 'Can a little blood, sprinkled on the door post, blot

out such sins ?' Can the mere acceptance of such a call and command
from Jehovah purge the conscience of such guilt? However this blood

might avail for the sins of the poor wretch who under the burden of

transgression cries out, for the first time, to Jehovah in his distress

—

yet can it avail for one who hath proved faithless to vows, and buried

out of sight his very covenant, under a multitude of trangressions?

thou of 'little faith I hast thou not listened to the promise ? He said not

—

'when I find a tenement wherein there is no sin, I will pass over.' Nor

—

'when I find one who has, on the whole, not gone far astray, I will pass

over.' Nor—'when I find a strong and active faith like Abraham's, I

will pass over'—but, 'When I see the blood, I will pass over.' "

Here a difficulty may be raised. We can understand, it may

be said, how all the Israelites could be "passed over" if they had

the blood upon the door-posts, no matter what their personal

character might be ; how Korah, Dathan, and Abiram could be

as safe as Moses himself; for this was a redemption from mere

temporal death. But surely, we cannot assert that the blood of

Jesus confers safety from the stroke of eternal death in the same

way. We answer, that the bondage from which the blood of

Jesus delivers is the bondage of sin, the bondage of its curse and

of its dominion in the soul ; and wherever there is true faith in

his blood, there is deliverance from the <lominion as well as from

the guilt of sin. The deliverance from its guilt is absolute and

perfect, and is the same in all believers, and the same at the

moment they first believe, in degree and in kind, as at the bar

of God when they shall be "openly acknowledged and acquitted."

There are, and from the nature of the case can be, no degrees in

justification; for the meritorious ground thereof is the righteous-

ness of Christ imputed. To that glorious righteousness nothing

can be added, and he who is clothed with it is as fully justified as

the Saviour himself is. But in sanctification there are degrees

—
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all degrees from the first blush of dawn to the splendors of the

noonday. Our title to the heavenly inheritance, if we be true

believers, is absolutely perfect from the moment we believe; our

fitness for the inheritance is a thing of growth. The two, how-

ever, cannot be separated. Wherever there is any true faith in

a sinner, there we find a man who is both justified and sanctified.

Still, the safety of the man is found in his justification, and that

depends upon the blood (Rom. iii. 24, 25; v. 9); and as all be-

lievers are equally justified, they are all equally safe. The sen-

sible evidence of the justification may and does vary according

to a variety of circumstances, and, among these circumstances,

the degree of sanctification ; but the justification is the same in

all, and, consequently, the safety from the stroke of death.

Hence, when the question is, are we safe from the stroke of the

destroyer? let our eye be fixed upon the blood! Let us ''take

ten looks at Christ for one at ourselves
!"

III. The supper is a sealing ordinance. By this is not meant

that it makes an impression upon the soul as the seal upon the

wax. This belongs to it as a sign or system of signs, as pre-

senting the truth to our minds. This has been already explained

and guarded; and the sovereign agency of the Holy Ghost as the

only sanctifier and comforter has been emphatically asserted.

The meaning is that this sacrament, like that of baptism, is a

seal appended to the gospel, the charter of our salvation, for the

purpose of confirming to our weak faith the promises of God

(see Rom. iv. 11; Acts ii. 38, 39; Heb. vi. 16-18). We are all

familiar with the use of seals for a similar purpose among men

(Gen. xxxviii. 18, 25; Jer. xxxii. 10, 11, 12, 14, 44).* God
has given us his word, his oath, his visible seals; so that it would

seem to be impossible to doubt. When we handle the elements

*A peculiar and almost mysterious importance has always been ascribed

by jurists to the ^reat seal of England. "It is held that, if the keeper

of the seal should affix it, without taking the royal pleasure, to a patent

of peerage or a pardon, though he may be guilty of a high offence, the^

instrument cannot be questioned by any court of law, and can be annulled

only by an Act of Parliament."—(Macaulay's History of England, Vol.

II., p. 487; Harper's Edition, 1849.)
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of the Lord's Supper, we hold, as it were, Christ and his salva-

tion in our hands ; we see them, we feel them ; we incorporate

them with our very selves. If we believe the evidence of our

senses, why should we doubt that Jesus and his salvation are

ours?

On the other hand, by partaking of the Lord's Supper, the

communicants seal their engagement to be the Lord's (Shorter

Catechism, Question 94). This engagement is first made in bap-

tism and then solemnly renewed from time to' time in the other

sacrament (Confession of Faith, Chap. XXIX., §1). In every

celebration of this ordinance there is an exchange of seals between

God and the believer (John iii. 33); a fresh ratification of the

covenant of grace, in which God promises to be the Father and

God of the believer, and the believer promises to be his son and

to render to him the obedience of a son. It is a fresh pledge of

God's faithfulness to us, and a fresh pledge of our faithfulness

to him.

It follows from this view of the Supper as a seal, that it is

valuable and valid only so long as it is appended to the gospel

charter. Cut off the seal from a human covenant or deed of

conveyance, and it becomes utterly worthless. It conveys noth-

ing, it comfirms nothing. Hence the worthlessness of the sacra-

ments, so called, in the Papacy, which has virtually denied the

fundamental doctrines of the gospel; and has so far laid aside

the gospel as to make the sacraments the whole of religion.*

According to its teaching, a sinner may be saved without know-

ing anything of the gospel, if he will only submit to the manipu-

lations of the priest. It teaches that the sacraments not only

signify grace, but convey it in every case in which a bar is not

opposed to its operation. The sacraments, therefore, in the

Papacy do all that the gospel can do, and a great deal more:

they save the soul, which the gospel never does without them.

The Bible teaches that the sacraments (with the exception of

baptism in its application to infants) are intended for the con-

*"By these (the sacraments) all true rifi;hteousnes8 begins, or being

begun is increased, or being lost is restored." Concil. Trident. Decretum

de Sacramentis, Sess. 7. Prooemium.
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firmation of faith in believers; Rome teaches that ''by them all

grace begins." Hence, no preaching is done, worth speaking of,

in the Papacy, where it is the exclusive religion. The pulpit

is almost as silent as the grave in Mexico and Colombia. They

have cut off the seals and thrown away the charter; and with the

seals, as magical charms, they pretend to work wonders whrcli

no eye can see. Let us guard against their fatal delusions, and

bear in mind that the sacraments are only appendages to the

gospel, and are utterly worthless without it. The sacraments are

monuments without inscriptions, and their meaning and intent

can only be known by the record. ' ,; r -
, :i •r/. L dt

IV. The Supper is a commemorative ordinance. "Do this in

remembrance of me." The idea of a commemoration is implied

in a great deal of what has already been said in explaining the

significance of the rite. We here consider it only as the com-

memoration of a great event, the death of Jesus Christ. In this

relation, it belongs to the mass of proofs by which the facts of the

gospel history are authenticated to us. The celebration of this

festival can be traced back through all the centuries to the time

when Jesus is affirmed to have died, and no further. The Church

has always professed to celebrate it in commemoration of his

death. The reality of that death is therefore indisputably estab-

lished. A similar argument might be used to establish the reality

of his resurrection from the observance of the first day of the

week (Sunday) as a commemorative ordinance; though, for

obvious reasons, this argument is not of equal strength with

the other. But we may take this occasion to remark that the

death and resurrection of the Founder of Christianity are the

only events in his history which God has commanded to be com-

memorated by the celebration of certain ordinances. All other

commemorations are without authority, and tend only to impair

the sense of obligation as to the observance of these two. In

point of fact, the day of Christ's birth was not commemorated by

a Chrismas for nearly four centuries after his birth. Further,

the anniversary celebration even of the death and resurrection of

Jesus is without authority; and seems inconsistent with the pro-

ieties of the case as acknowledged by those branches of thepr

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—3.
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Church which ohserve these anniversaries. Why celebrate once

a year, on Good Friday, an event which they celebrate once a

month, and even daily? Why celebrate once a year, on Easter,

an event which they celebrate every week?

Again, the commemorative character of this ordinance furnishes

an answer to the objection which is often felt without being

uttered, that it is a bald and simple ceremony. Even in our

ordinary human life, no other than a simple memento is needed

of a dead or absent friend; a ring or a lock of hair is sufficient.

We cannot help observing the difference in this respect between

the Jewish economy and the Christian. If. we have never seen

and conversed with one whose character and office we have been

taught to respect and love, we need a minute and circumstantial

description of his person, his voice, his features, his gait, in order

to recognise him when we see him. But having seen him and

conversed with him, a very simple memorial is sufficient to recall

his image and to evoke from the depths of the heart the emotions

which he was accustomed to inspire when actually present. So

to the Church before his advent, a very minute description of

the Christ was needful; and accordingly we find a complex

system of symbols and types foreshadowing him, his priestly,

kingly, and prophetic offices, and the leading events of his history.

But to the Church since his advent in the flesh, these things are

not needed; and the multiplication of ceremonies in the Christian

Church is a melancholy proof of the decline of love to him and of

an eclipse of faith. W^e have indeed not seen the Saviour with

our bodily eyes, but we have what is better (see John xvi. 7),

the presence of the Holy Ghost, the "Paraclete," whose office it

is to reveal him to us, to take of his things and shew them to us,

and so to glorify him (John xvi. 14). Where the Church has a

large measure of the Spirit it will feel that the simple memorial

which Jesus instituted is enough; when the Spirit withdraws,

and in proportion as he withdraws, the attempt will be made to

compensate for his absence by ceremonial symbols which appeal

to the senses and the imagination. We must walk either by faith

or by sight. A life in the Spirit is a life of faith ; a life without

the Spirit is a life of sense. Hence the horrible perversion of
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the Supper in the Papacy. Jesus is not known by faith through

the Spirit; and his very flesh and blood must be brought down

under the "species" of bread and wine. Nominal Christians

worship a wafer as their God !—an idolatry as brutal and sense-

less as that of the Israelites who worshipped a golden calf which

their own hands had made as the God who had brought them

out of Egypt,

The simplicity of the Supper is its recommendation. If it

had a great intrinsic value, if it had any quality so charming or

imposing as to fix the attention upon itself, there would be danger

of its significance, Christ and his salvation, dropping out of sight;

the symbol would be in danger of usurping the place of the thing

symbolised. The victors in the Grecian games were content

with a wreath of laurel: the glory was not in the crown, but in

the victory. The instinct of patriotism has chosen as the flag of

a country a worthless piece of bunting, or, at the most a piece of

silk; and when the flag is given to the breeze, it is not the beauty

of the cloth or of its folds which makes the heart of the patriot swell

and throb, but the thought of the country it represents, the institu-

tions, the laws, the wisdom of the cabinet, the prowess of the

field of battle, the blessings of home and fireside, in a word, the

glory of the country and of its history. So the Christian of

lively faith looks upon this simple ordinance of the Supper,

the banner of the Church, and remembers with exultation

the death by which death itself was slain and the principalities

and powers of darkness spoiled; he remembers the storms of fire

and blood through which that banner has passed, and in which it

has been held steadily and heroically aloft. He remembers the

many instances in which he has himself conquered by this sign,

or rather, the many instances in which the Saviour whose death

is there represented has, by the power of that death, given him

the victory. He looks upon it as the sure and certain pledge of

final victory for the Church and for himself.

V. This leads us to note the relation of the Supper to the

second coming of our Lord, as suggested in the 26th verse: "For

as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew the

Lord's death till he come.'' This is not designed merely to fix
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the limit, in point of time, beyond which the ordinance is no

longer to be observed. It does this ; but why is the celebration

to cease? Because then the whole work of redemption will have

been accomplished; that which was virtually done when Jesus

upon the cross cried "It is finished" will have been actually done;

the whole body of the redeemed will then be complete—complete

as to its number and complete as to all the parts and effects of

redemption, the glorified spirit united with the glorified body,

and the ransomed Church received with songs and everlasting

joy upon its head into the marriage supper of the Lamb. Mean-

time, until the Church shall be blessed with that vision of her

Lord, she is to celebrate and shew forth his death in the observ-

ance of the Supper as the pledge and earnest of his coming. As

this ordinance is a proof that he did come once "to put away sin

by the sacrifice of himself," so it is a pledge, that, having put

away sin, "he shall appear the second time without sin unto

salvation unto them that look for him." There is a parallel here

again between the Paschal Supper and this. The Passover was

a commemorative ordinance, commemorative of a redemption ; but

it was also prospective in its character. It looked back to the

redemption of the Church out of Egypt: it looked forward to the

redemption achieved upon the cross, and further still to that

which Paul denominates "the redemption of the body." It is

but one redemption throughout, in different instalments, as there

is but one Church in different stages and different forms of mani-

festation. Hence every earlier instance of redemption is a pledge

and earnest of the later and of the last. Hence the Exodus out

of Egypt, the death of the Lamb of God upon the cross, the

advent of that Lamb again in glory, are all connected by an

internal, tnoral, spiritual, and indissoluble bond. They constitute

a golden chain like that in Rom. viii. 30. We need not be sur-

prised, therefore, to find, in the vision of the rapt Seer of Patmos

(Rev. XV.), "the song of Moses the servant of God," as well as

"the song of the Lamb," sung by the harpers on the glassy sea.

The victories are the victories of the same Redeemer and for the

same Church : and it is meet that the whole body of the redeemed

should sing both songs.
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The principles upon which this connexion of the different parts

and stages of redemption rests are obvious enough. They are

the immutability of God's nature, the immutability of his pur-

poses and plan, and the necessary harmony and consistency of

the parts of his plan. What he begins, he will complete (Phil.

i. 6), and he must always act like himself. The Apostles Peter

and Jude use the same kind of argument to prove, against the

Universalists and scoffers, that there must be a final judicial dis-

crimination between the righteous and the wicked (2 Peter ii. 4-9;

Jude v. 7). There has been; therefore there shall be. The

arguments (many of them at least) used against the possibility of

eternal punishment, if valid, would prove that God has never

punished the wicked. But God has punished the wicked.

Therefore the arguments are not valid. They are dashed in

pieces against the mountains of facts. So redemption is an

accomplished fact, and the believer in Jesus may argue, with

perfect assurance, from the beginnings of redemption to its ulti-

mate and glorious completion. The worthy communicant who

aits down, with fear and trembling perhaps, at the Lord's table,

shall as certainly sit down at the marriage supper of the Lamb as

it is certain that he lives.

VI. The mention of a "worthy" communicant suggests the

last topic upon which the reader will be detained, the qualifica-

tions for communion. Read 1 Cor. xi. 27-32. (a) It is plain

that there is a worthy and an unworthy eating and drinking in

this ordinance, and hence that it is not for all persons. It is not

a mere exhibition of the truth, as in the preaching of the word.

It is a setting forth of the covenant with its seal; and those alone

are entitled to communicate who are in covenant with God and

cordially accept its promises and its conditions, (b) The worthi-

ness does not consist in being perfectly free from sin. The table

is spread for those who are still encompassed with bodies of sin

and death, and who sigh for deliverance, (c) Nor does it con-

sist in a strong faith. Faith which is as a grain of mustard seed,

if it be indeed faith, may say to the mountain of sin, "Be thou

removed and be thou cast into the sea," and it shall be done.

The feeblest faith has its hold upon Christ, and therefore upon
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salvation; and the seals of salvation belong to it. The Lord has

babes in his family as well as adults; and Christ is the food for

both—milk for the one, strong meat for the other. This is an

ordinance for the nourishing of the weak as well as of the strong.

The father is pleased with the stammering, inarticulate speech of

the child in the arms which is not yet able distinctly to recognise

its filial relation to him, as well as with the clear manly address

of the full-grown son who rejoices in that relation. Given the

adoption, whether clearly recognised or not, and the right to this

ordinance exists, (d) Nor does it consist in entire freedom from

doubt as to "being in Christ, or as to due preparation" for the

ordinance. The Larger Catechism of our Church says (Question

172): "One who doubteth of his being in Christ, or of his due

preparation to the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, may have

true interest in Christ, though he is not yet assured thereof; and

in God's account hath it, if he be duly affected with the apprehen-

sion of the want of it, and unfeignedly desires to be found in

Christ, and to depart from iniquity: in which case (because

promises are made, and this sacrament is appointed, for the relief

even of weak and doubting Christians), he is to bewail his

unbelief, and labor to have his doubt resolved ; and so doing, he

may and ought to come to the Lord's Supper, that he may be

further strengthened." (See tho whole of the elaborate and ad-

mirable exposition in this Catechism, Questions 168-175. (e) It

consists in a knowledge of the Lord's body, an ability to discern

and an actual discerning of that body (see verse 29). The word

"discern" and its related words are several times used by the

apostle in this context. Thus exactly the same word occurs again

in verse 31, and is rendered in our version "judge." So also the

simple verb in verse 32, and the corresponding noun in verse 29

(unhappily rendered "damnation" in our version: as the reading

is "judgment," which is given in the margin. Compare the cor-

responding verb, in the first clause of verse 32). The dominant

idea in verses 27-32 is that of judging and discerning or dis-

criminating. This process is twofold, so far as the determination

of our right to the Lord's table is concerned—(1) A judgment

as to the Lord's body (verse 29); that this feast is no common
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meal, at which men are to satisfy their natural hunger, much less

to drink themselves drunk (see verse 21) ; that it is a solemn act of

worship; that this body of Jesus is to be "discriminated" from

every other human body that was ever made in this, that it was

made for the express purpose of being offered in sacrifice to God,

for expiation and propitiation (see the exposition given in the

preceding part of this article). (2) A judgment of ourselves

(verse 31 and compare verse 28 and 2 Cor. xiii. 5): "of our being

in Christ; of our sins and wants; of the truth and measure of

our knowledge, faith, repentance, love to God and the brethren,

charity to all men; of our desires after Christ, and of our

new obedience" (Larger Catechism, Question 171). As the

observance of the Lord's Supper is a reasonable service, nothing

less can be demanded of a communicant than a state of mind and

heart corresponding with the truth exhibited in its elements and

actions—a state of mind and heart which may be comprehensively

described as one of faith. A worthy eating and drinking is an

eating and drinking by faith. Faith is the mouth by which the

flesh and blood of the Saviour are received (John vi. 35,40, 53-57
;

Confession of Faith, Chap. XXIX., Art. VII). He must be

received as he is exhibited and offered, and in no other way. If

he is exhibited and offered as a perfect satisfaction to divine jus-

tice for human guilt, as an expiatory sacrifice which has met all

the demands of law ; as an exemplary sacrifice also, illustrating

the spirit of true obedience to the Father, a spirit of absolute self-

renunciation for the glory of God and the good of man; then, in

order to be worthy communicants, it is indispensable that we

should have some apprehension of the justice of God, of the ma-

lignity of our guilt as sinners, of the necessity of satisfaction;

that we should have some sympathy with the spirit of Jesus, some

readiness to deny ourselves for the glory of God and the good of

men. He who does not feel himself to be guilty of death, and

who does not long to be holy, cannot be a worthy communicant.

Saving faith in Jesus Christ receives and rests upon him alone

for salvation, as he is offered to us in the gospel. He is offered

to us as our King, as well as our Priest, and we cannot truly

receive him without receiving him in both oflices. It is a fatal
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error of the Papacy and of its imitators among so called Pro-

testants, to disregard the interests of personal holiness and to

attempt to put God off with a ceremonial service which would be

despised if offered to themselves by their fellow-men. Holiness

in his Church is the very end and purpose for which Jesus gave

his body to be broken , and no man can be said "to discern" that

body who does not feel this to be true. He may not be able to

formulate, after the fashion of the theologians, this and other

truths set forth in the Supper; but there will be a spontaneous

and unreflective recognition of them. If Jesus, the holy, harm-

less, and undefiled One, did not die for the purpose of bringing

his redeemed into the likeness of hin^self, then the Bible, the

Church, the sacraments, have all alike been given in vain. To

be left to the corruption of our nature is to be left to the worm

that never dies. Thomas E. Peck.

ARTICLE n.
• \> f..s S f' y. it--

"

THE MINISTERIAL GIFT.

We often see persons exercising a control over others at once

80 subtle that it is scarcely felt and so powerful that it does much

toward shaping their lives and destinies. There is no conscious

wearing of a heavy yoke or of galling chains. The will suffers

no very disagreeable check, yet there is another will which gov-

erns as potently, in its sphere, as that of an emperor with armies

to enforce his behests.

The sphere of this power is sometimes the family, and it may

be noticed that the person in whom it resides, though often one

of its younger members, usually has his or her way in matters of

common concern in the little com motiwealth, while the rest, with-

out any great show of rebelliousness, and generally almost uncon-

sciously, fall into line and quietly acquiesce.

Again, we see one originating and carrying forward great

enterprises, and so controlling the opinions, energies, and purses
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of others, that railroads, steamboat lines, and great factories are

the result, ^..^f;' ;viip'%^v^ ^ni-fit^fl. ^ .

Occasionally a juan appears who can exercise thjs control in a

much larger sphere, and we see him swaying the masses at will,

moulding the political views of his countrymen, and stapdjng ^t

the helm of the great concerns of the State. '
'

Sometimes the sphere is that of morals and religion, and the

world is better or worse for ages because one man or woman has

lived in it. , ... iy-ti'' !'.'';:>•''*: p*-T;.'i .'.^-rf
•

'''*<wt-y>',«i'r >^ J-f ^-i^-'^ '">;> .''Ji

What is the secret of this power?
\ ^.jj ai>^k*»fi.?if*c^-) k«Vit

In many cases it may be due in great part to wealth, social

position, or other circumstances exceptionally favorable to the

exercise of it. Yet we often see persons with all these adven-

titious advantages who never in any very marked degree influence

their fellows. The real cause is generally far more in the indi-

vidual than in his surroundings. The answer to the question

may then be made, that the cause from which such effects spring

consists of certain acts, words, or looks ; that, in short, there is

no other way in which they nan be produced by a human being

except through what may be observable by the senses of those

over whom the control is exercised. It may be urged that this

must be so, unless we propose to call in the aid of sorcery, mes*

merism, or some of those mysterious powers which, in this age,

the educated, at least, suppose to have no existence except in

the imaginations of the vulgar. Still we fee) that this power does

not reside in acts, words, or looks. These may be the channels

through which it reaches us; but we instinctively refer it to a

fountain which sends its streams from some point beyond and

behind them. For instance, we may take what has ever been a

most potent means of affecting others—the expression of the

countenance. We may be told that expression is nothing else

but certain changes of the form and coloring of the face ; that \t

cannot possibly be anything else, because nothing else is presented

to the senses of the observer. Still we cannot help feeling that

the tremendous effects which have been produced by wrath or

pity, hatred or love, depicted in a human face, must have had

some other cause than the changes in form and color in a small

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—4.
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piece of mere matter. We could not find in this an adequate

cause for the dismay or the exultation of the multitudes, the

breaking of hearts, or the sweet joy of requited love.

When we see the eye brighten and the face wreathe itself in

smiliBS, we feel that there is a cause for these changes, and it is

this cause which produces a reflected gladness in us. We do not

rejoice with happy faces, but "with them that rejoice." When
we see the brow clouded and the eyes shedding tears, if we are

affected, it is because we feel assured that these are but the sig-

nals of distress in the hand of a sorrowing or suffering soul within.

Our sympathy is not with the tears or the sad looks, but with the

sad soul. We do not weep with the sorrowful countenance, but

with "them that weep." Personal influence may be due to such

things as manner of speech and action in one sense. That is, it

may be dependent on them for reaching the person toward whom
it is directed. One foot of wire in the telegraph may be abso-

lutely essential to the transmission of the electric current; but

this one foot of wire is not the whole cause of the eff*ect produced

by its transmission. It may be the sole cause at the point which

it occupies. But this is not the only nor the most important

point. A far more important point is the one behind it where

the battery originates the movement of the current. The foot of

wire may be a sine qua non for the production of the eff"ect; but

it is only an infinitesimal part of its whole cause. So these words,

acts, looks, etc., through which the power of which we have been

speaking reaches and acts upon others, may be a sine qua non

for the production of its effect; but the power does not reside

in them. It is merely transmitted through them. Its source is

a soul beyond, so to speak, and behind them. The soul is the

fountain of power as fully and solely in this case as is the bat-

tery in the other. To make this entirely clear, suppose an auto-

maton so cunningly contrived as to counterfeit precisely the

appearance and manner of a human being. Suppose it to speak

just such words accompanied with just such tones and gestures as

have melted us to tears. Would we be affected in the same way,

knowing that a mere automaton was before us? By no means.

The movements of the India rubber features would be mere
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grimace instead of expression. Its tears would be to us nothing

but so much water, and its lightning glance would be but common

fire, and not that which flashes through the orator's eje from the

lighted altar of a human soul within. •! ;-,; .^^ .^4 ,J >^>f iJ^^..-

The fact that the real seat of personal influence is the soul,

leads naturally to the conclusion that the character of the influ-

ence is, as a general rule, determined by the character of the soul

from which it flows. There may be seeming exceptions. Some

who are eminently pious are exceedingly reticent and modest, so

that to the superficial observer there seem to be cases in which

there is "a fountain sealed" fropfi wliich no streams of influence

flow out to purify and bless. But those who have a better oppor-

tunity of deciding know that the influence which comes from the

meek and quiet spirit, while it may not reach a very large num-

ber, is all the more potent in the case of those who are the subjects

of it, because of this very silence and quietness. The modest and

beautiful life has been like the precious ointment which "bewrayeth

itself" while it lasts, and afterwards the aroma lingers long

where the vase has been broken. The influence of the mother of

the Wesleys was as profound and powerful in them as theirs Was

wide-spread on others. ? [n :
.^'; J»i. i., , ..„

On the other hand, it may seem that an exception is found in

the case of the ostentatious hypocrite, who, with great skill, keeps

up an outward show of godliness, and becomes a leader in good

enterprises. Here, it may be said, is a soul of the worst type,

while the influence exerted is productive of great good. Now in

order that such a person may be proven to be a hypocrite, his

hypocrisy must be known to some other persons. We are inca-

pable of taking an exact measurement in such things, but we may

safely assert that it will be difiScult for any one to prove that the

good which such a person has done will not be overbalanced by

the evil eff"ect of his hypocrisy upon those to whom it is known,

and through them upon others. The more prominent and active'

he has been, and the higher the position he has attained, the

more baneful will be the eff'ect of his bad character when exposed;

and perhaps this effect will be worst in the case of those who

have been the subjects of his supposed good influence before.

ii.
'V
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But if it be admitted that a really good influence has sometimes

been exerted by one who has a bad character, we have a case of

consummate acting and the possession of a skill so i*are that it

would be unfair to speak of it as aifecting the general rule, that

the character of the soul determines the character of the influence

exerted on others. Even Garrick could not act so skilfully in

the usual intercourse of society (Goldsmith being witness) as to

perfectly counterfeit nature, and we may take it for granted that

very few have the histrionic ability to live lives of a perfectly

concealed hypocrisy. When the hypocrite does in unguarded

monjents allow his mask to slip a little aside so as to give a

glimpse of his real character. Ids influence becomes a subtle poison

that permeates the very marrow of society. Nothing perhaps

has done more to sap the foundations of faith in real goodness

and true religion than the occurrence of such cases.

As a general, i^not universal rule, as is the soul, such is the

influence. Whcfiher the sphere be a vast one like those in which

such giants as Luther, Calvin, Knox, or Wesley have moved,

transforming nations and turning the current of history, or that

of the neighborhood or the home, this rule holds true. The

amount of the influence will be determined by the capacity, and

its quality by the character of the soul.

This is a very serious matter. How it ought to send us to our

knees and to our Bibles I For us who are Christians, and who

know, by a sad and a blessed experience, something of what sin is

and what an escape from its guilt and power is ; for us who have

looked over the frightful brink of that ruin toward Avhich sin hur-

ries on a soul, and through unspeakable mercy have had opened

to us a door of hope through which we have had glimpses of a

glory and happiness brighter than our brightest dreams, it should

be no light question. Toward what destiny is our influence pro-

pelling those with whom we come in contact? Our influence,

whether exercised in a large sphere or a small one, whether pow-

erful, or feeble^ cannot be entirely negative, just as the immortal

soul within us cannot be negative in its character. We are

helping either to save men's souls or to destroy them. Since

the character of thci influence is determined by that of the soul,
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how important it is that our first aim should be personal holiness

—

not holiness of words, professions, or even of living onlj, but

holiness of soul ! *^" t-i^.u.7e<r';i-^5^vr:--.'nH i:^i^ .m-nmm

Reflections such as these must come hoine with force to every

Christian; but there is one class of Christians for whom the

truth from which they naturally spring has a more awful and

glorious meaning than for others, namely, ministers of the gospel.

Not only is their sphere of moral and religious influence usually

a larger one than that of private Christians, but theirs is a pecu-

liar office. They are the commissioned heralds of the great

King. They have been sent forth under a call which comes

directly to their hearts from the King himself through the agency

of his Spirit. They have been moved to
*
'desire the office of a

bishop ;" and if motives contrary to their engaging in the work

have obstructed their way and caused them to hesitate, the Holy

Spirit has made the burden of obligation weigh so heavily on

their consciences that they have been forced to cry out, in their

hearts if not with their lips, "Woe is me if I preach not the

"f'M. ••-.-^ ii;.'lj;<^pi; -f^rf^ f:iA-jA^fi.,W; , ,"1,{ igospel."

The earnest desire of every true minister is not only to escape

the woe impending over him if he preach not the gospel, but to

save souls. When we examine the work of different ministers

we find very great differences in the matter of success. Some are

instrumental in saving thousands, while others labor for years,

and so far as they or their friends know, lead few or none to the

Saviour.

There are differences in natural ability, in learning, in the

position occupied by diff'erent ministers, in the numbers they can

reach, in the susceptibility to religious impressions of those under

their charge, and above all, there may be diff*erences in the sove-

reign dispensation of the Holy Spirit, without whom no soul has

ever been born into the kingdom of grace, which may in part,

and in great part, account for the difference in success. Besides

this, it may be said that what is apparent success may not always

be real, and that what seems to be failure at the time may prove

the groundwork of great and permanent success in the sequel.

What may be a grand work in the world's estimate, may shrink
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to very small proportions when it shall have been submitted to

the test of that fire which "shall try every man's work of what

sort it is," consuming the "wood, hay, and stubble," whilst that

of one who has been a wise builder and has built on the true

foundation, with only "gold, silver, and precious stones," shall,

in the end, charm with its beauty and astonish by its magnitude.

Still every unprejudiced observer must conclude that there is

a difference in the success of different ministers which is due to

a difference in the ministers themselves—and that difference in

something else than mere abilities, whether natural or acquired

by cultivation.

This difference may be accounted for, in great part at least,

by the rule that the character of the soul will determine that of

the influence exerted. There may be a measure of piety and

zeal in one case which is lacking in another, and the influence

exerted will differ accordingly. When these qualities are seen

and felt by the people in the words and efforts of a minister, we

behold the effect of a powerful magnetism which tends to lead

them in the way in which he is walking. He is successful in

leading souls to Christ and to heaven, because his own soul is

under the constraining power of the love of Christ. He is like the

pastor of the "Deserted Village" who "allured to brighter worlds

and led the way." Here it may be permitted to suggest whether

it would not be well for every discourged minister to ask the

question whether, after all that may be said about the hardness

of heart which characterises the ungodly, and the slothfulness

and insensibility of church members, a purer and stronger love

for Christ on his own part and a more unselfish desire to save souls,

would not be the best remedy for his troubles.

The whole world is akin. God "hath made of one blood all

nations of men."

"How then should I and any man that lives

Be stranger to each other? Pierce my vein,

Take of the crimson stream meandering there,

And catechise it well ; apply thy glass,

Search it, and prove if it be not blood

Congenial with thine own : and, if it be,

: What edge of subtlety canst thou suppose
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iJiiJ't*^ Keen enough, wise and skilful as thou art,

'.j 'ic To <3Ut the link of brotherhood, by which Mil

r ,v One common Maker bound me to the kind." T

There is a kindred more intimate than that of blood. There

is an affinity of souls which is universal. There may be great

differences and bitter animosities, but there are many points in

which the most cruel foes are at one ; in which the hearts of the

learned and the ignorant, the good and the bad, the young and

the old, show the marks of a universal brotherhood. Hence it

is that the most powerful earthly source of influence on men is

the soul of a brother man. Hence it is that when a soul is pow-

erfully magnetised, those with which it comes in contact are, as

if by some spiritual induction, made sharers in its magnetism. -

The great need of every minister is to be drawn nearer to Him
who "will draw all men unto himself," that each in his turn may

become, so to speak, magnetised with the power of attraction.

We need to have a profound experience of the power, glory, and

blessedness of salvation. In order to this we need a new Pente-

cost for our own souls. We cannot attract others to heights of

attainment to which we do not first go ourselves. Our preaching

cannot produce in the hearts of others such an overwhelming

sense of the importance of eternal things as is necessary to awaken

them from their carnal dreams, and move their palsied hearts to

heavenly efforts, if such feelings are strangers to our oAvn bosoms.

The loftiest eloquence, the most impassioned oratory, will be

powerless in this case. Such ministrations may awaken wonder

and admiration, but cannot save souls. There is in th*em too

much of the automaton, while the soul is wanting. On the other

hand, if the love of God be shed abroad in our hearts, the most

quiet manner and the homeliest language will not conceal the

fact, nor suppress the throb which passes from our hearts to others

as we draw them about the cross of a suffering Saviour.

Here a most interesting question presents itself. Does not

Christ give to his ministers, through the Holy Spirit, a peculiar

power corresponding with the peculiar office to which he calls

them? Ministers are among those gifts which he received, when

he ascended on high, to give to men. They are by no means the.

5c;
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least among these gifts; for they are given "for the perfecting of

the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the

body of Christ, till we all come unto the unity of the faith and of

the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the

measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ." They have a

special and important function in the economy of the "body of

Christ." He calls them by a special call to the position they

occupy, by his Holy Spirit. Now the question is, does he also

endow them with a special fitness for the place they occupy

and the duties they are to perform? The office is unique. The

call to it is divine. Is there not also a unique and divine work

in the soul of every true minister of Christ? In other words, is

the ordinary work of grace which is essential to the saving of

every soul, the only work done in the soul of one who is called

tp the office of the ministry? The natural conclusion from reason

and Sqripture alike, would seem to be that there is wrought in

the soul of every man who is called to this peculiar position and

set of duties a peculiar work to fit him to be an able and faithful

minister of the new covenant. .«;;- vj* vtr.>>s? ^^^.n hh ^ f«^sV4«v.^

We find our Saviour, after his crucifixion and resurrection,

before he ascends on high, giving the following directions to his

disciples: "Tarry ye at Jerusalem until ye be indued with power

from on high." Luke xxiv. 49. The word here translated

"power" is not efowm—(power, in the sense of authority), but

fJwa/zff—(power, in the sense of ability).

Again, in Acts i. 8, we have the record of a promise given

them during the same period : "But ye shall receive power

(dhvcfiig) from on high, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon

you; and ye shall be witnesses unto me," etc.

Now, on the day of Pentecost, the Holy Spirit was poured out

according to the promise, and the power was received. That

power was manifested partly in speaking in foreign languages,

but also in some very powerful preaching, such as Peter most

certainly was not prepared to do before this. Was this *'power"

bestowed simply for the working of miracles—the use of which

in the Church was temporary—or was it bestowed also for the

performance of the work of preaching the gospel, which was. the
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"great commission" which the disciples were to execute? There

can be but one answer to this question. / wri;.-?. ia

The Apostle Paul does not leave us in doubt as to whether the

great Head of the Church did bestow upon him, in addition the

miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit, that special charism which

8f>ecially fitted him for his ministerial work. This fitness, too,

was evidently not the result of mere natural endowments. Says

he, ''Not that we are sufficient of ourselves to think anything as

of ourselves. But our suflBciency (iKavSrTjg, fitness) is of God,

who also hath made {Udvoaev^ fitted to be) us able ministers of

the new covenant." 2 Cor. iii. 5, 6. :.-. ;'! i^. . rii? ,oh.ii< .u.Mti.

It is also plain that this work of God, by which Paul was fitted

for his office, was not the mere conferring of authority. It was

an internal work. "For he that wrought effectually {'> kvepyvaaq)

in Pete»' to the apostleship of circumcision, the same was mighty

(hfjpyrjae) in me towards the Gentiles." Gal. ii. 8. The "fitness"

was gained, then, through a divine work within the souls of Paul

and Peter, fitting each for his special ministerial work. As far

as apostles are concerned, the question is settled. There was a

work within Paul and Peter which is not shared by all Christians,

and is distinct from that ordinary work of grace whereby every

soul is saved. Now the question is, is a special work wrought

in the soul of ordinary ministers to give them a "sufficiency" for

the work in the church to which they are called ?

Timothy was not an apostle, and his case would seem to be

like that of any other pastor or evangelist (he seems to have been

both at different times), with the exception that he lived in the

apostolic age. In 2 Tim. i. 6, Paul addresses Timothy as follows:

"Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift

of God which is in thee by the putting on of my hands." It is

maintained by many, and perhaps rightly, that this refers to the

confirming of the power to work miracles by the laying on of the

apostle's hands.

In 1 Tim. iv. 14, we have the words, "Neglect not the gift

that is in thee, which was given thee by prophecy, with the lay-

ing on of the hands of the presbytery." Now suppose that it be

granted that the first named passage does refer solely to the be-
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stowment of the power of miracles, does it necessarily follow that

this one does too—:in short, that they both refer to the same gift?

It is true that the word translated "gift" is the same in both

passages: but it is a word that does not designate specifically the

kind of gift. This word {xdfnafia) seems to have been generally

supposed to mean a miraculous spiritual endowment; but on ex-

amination we find that it is used in the Scriptures in a much

more general sense. It occurs seventeen times in the New Tes-

tament, being used sixteen times by Paul and once by Peter.

In the Epistles to the Corinthians it does sometimes refer to

miraculous gifts of the Spirit; but in Romans it means the gift

of justification, or of salvation in general (Rom. v. 15, 16; vi. 23);

spiritual privileges and graces which accompany effectual calling

(Rom. xi. 29); those gifts which fit the various members of

Christ's body for the functions they are to perform (Rom. xii. 6).

In only one instance can it be claimed that it has an exclusive

reference to miraculous endowments, and there the claim is more

than doubtful.

It is thus evident that it is scarcely more restricted to this class

of spiritual powers than is our English word gift. Indeed, it is a

word of just as general application as our w-ord "gift," with the

exception that, according to its power {xapia-iia) it refers to the

source whence the gift comes, namely, grace (;rfl/«fj in the

giver. Hence, if in any passage this word has the specific mean-

ing referred to, this is decided not from the use of the word, but

from the context. The gift then which was in Timothy, ''with

the laying on of the hands of the Presbytery," is not the same as

that which was in him "by the putting on of Paul's hands," by

any necessity arising out of the use of this word. Does the con-

text impose any such necessity? In the one case we have the

laying on of the hands of an apostle^ in the other o^ •& presbytery.

In the one case the gift is in Timothy through {6td) the laying

on of hands, in the other ivith {juerd, along with) it. Besides this,

in the case of the laying on of the hands of the presbytery, it is said

that it was "through prophecy," which makes this transaction look

very much like another in which another presbytery laid their hands

on Saul and Barnabas and sent them forth to the work for which
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the Holy Ghost said, "Separate me Barnabas and Saul." This

looks like Timothy's ordination—the conferring of the ecclesias-

tical authority to use the gift which was in him, whereby he was

"fitted" for the work of the ministry. When we look further into

the context, we find, in the verse immediately preceding this the

exhortation, "Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhorta-

tion, to doctrine," and in the one following it, "Meditate upon

these things: give thyself wholly to them, that thy profiting

may appear unto all." These are just the means by which his

ministerial "gift" would be best cultivated and used; but we see

no such appropriateness on the supposition t;hat a gift of tongues

or working other miracles is referred to. '

This conclusion falls in precisely with the fact that Paul asserts

of Timothy, as well as of himself, that he had his sufficiency

{lKav6Trir,, fitncss) from God, "who also," says he (2 Cor. iii. 6),

"hath made us able ministers of the new covenant."*

It seems perfectly clear that apostles and the ministers who

labored with them received "gifts" which constituted their

"sufficiency" for their ministry, and tht»,t these gifts were "in"

them through a work of God "wrought in" them. Was this to

cease after their day, and were ministers of later times to have no

such sufficiency and no such inworking of God in them? Were

the ministers of later times to differ from other Christians in

nothing else but an ordination by ecclesiastical authority?

In a passage already referred to (Rom. xii. 6, etc.) the Church

of Christ is represented under the figure of a body with its

various members for different functions, and the members of this

body are described as "having gifts {xapiafiaTa) differing according

to the grace that is given to us ;" and it is added, "Whether pro-

phecy, let us prophesy according to the proportion of faith ; or

ministry, let us wait on our ministering ; or he that teacheth, on

teaching; or he that exhorteth, on exhortation," etc.

Now this passage asserts that "gifts" are possessed by "every

one" (verses 5 and 6) according to the functions to be discharged

by each. Among these are mentioned "ministry," "teaching,"

*It must be remembered that Timothy united with Paul in the 2nd

Epistle to the Corinthians. See 2 Cor. i. 1.

h^i
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and "exhortation." Prophecy has ceased in the Church since

the completed revelation has superseded the necessity of it; but

the other functions must be exercised as long as there are people

to be ministered to, taught, and exhorted. Then surely the

appropriate "'gifts" must continue.

We conclude, then, that the case is made out that he who by

a special and divine call introduces men into the office of the min-

istry, does also confer special "gifts" for making them "able and

faithful ministers of the new covenant." These "irifts," thout^h

of the same general kind, vary in different individuals to fit them

for the discharge of specific duties—ministering, teaching, exhort-

ing ; or for various fields of labor, as in the cases of Paul and

Peter; but in the case of every true minister, it is that internal

work whereby his "sufficiency," which is of God, is attained!

What are the practical inferences from such a truth? One

surely is that men should be very careful about entering the

ministry. It is not a mere "profession" which any pious man is

at liberty to choose.

Another is that those who have been intrusted with so precious

a "gift" should beware of "neglecting" it. It evidently does not

supersede the necessity of effort any more than does thatbestow-

ment of divine grace whereby each soul is saved. As the com-

munication of new life to the soul and the conferring of grace

sufficient for gaining the victory, in the case of each believer, is

the great encouragement to "strive to enter in at the strait gate,"

so this gift, instead of inclining the minister to relax his efforts,

should be a spur to his energies, since this alone gives him the

sufficiency which is of God, and will alone enable him to "finish

his course with joy."

At once how blessed and how awful is the position of the

minister of the gospel ! In the mystical body he is not one of

the ordinary members, but, so to speak, one of those "joints and

bands" whereby "the whole body having nourishment ministered

and knit together, increaseth with the increase of God." Fle is

commissioned and gifted for the purpose of taking part in that

glorious work in which Christ "will draw all men unto himself."

It is his life business to save souls. How blessed to be the instru-
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ment in such a work ! Whether we consider salvation as to its

boundless wealth of blessing to a human being, and endeavor to

take in its length and breadth and height and depth, or cast our

eyes along its brilliant pathway through the future"and try to

form some conception of its limitless duration, the view is one

which overwhelms with its grandeur and dazzles with its glory.

How then can one having this gift pine for earthly honors and

pleasures? How can he sink with discouragement when, in an-

swer to his cry, "Who is sufficient for these things?" he receives

the assurance, "Our sufficiency is of God." How can a minister

among perishing souls neglect the gift that is in him? Surely

he who rows the life-boat with a careless hand, and is dilatory in

laying hold on those that are sinking, is less to be blamed than

he. How glorious the future of him who is faithful! What

tnust heaven be to one, who, like another "Great Heart," has

conducted many pilgrims thither! '*They that be wise shall

shine as the brightness of the firmament, and they that turn many

to righteousness as the stars forever and ever." ; *

.•• ..n:y.:U-.*£4|^5t!i¥..''«toj'
•"- P- P- FLOURNOY.

ARTICLE HI.

».'

THE JURISDICTION OF THE EVANGELIST.*

The Evangelist's potestas jurisdictionis is still a subject of

discussion in the Presbyterian Church, and there is a loud call

for a yet more exact definition than the Assembly's deliverance

of 1876 has furnished. The justification of the writer's partici-

pation in the debate and of this present -contribution towards the

solution of the question, is the simple fact that it has pleased

the Assembly's Committee of Foreign Missions, for some years

past, to make him its chairman and thus bring him into official

and responsible connexion with the practical application of the

controlling principles of the work. •

* This article was prepared before the meeting of the last General As-

sembly, but its publication was unavoidably postponed.—Eds. So. Pres.

Review.

.*'
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At the outset it must be premised, that the whole question can

find the materials of its solution only in the general principles

that underlie and inform Presbyterianism. The Form of Gov-

ernment, in its distribution of ecclesinstical power and in the

constitution of its courts, barely recotrnises (Chap. IV., Sec. II.,

Par. Vir.) the evangelistic office, and then leaves it to be admin-

ministered without the help of constitutional enactments. By
common consent, however, we have for our guide the following

a priori laws, which must give shape to every Presbyterian

structure. (1) That the power of the whole is m every part and

over the power of every part. (2) That whenever two or more

parts, in each of which is the power of the whole, coexist in time

and space, they hecome joint possessors of this one common power,

and must provide, by courts and distribution of power, for the

realisation of the Church's unity. (3) That this distribution

must be made (1 Cor. xiv. 14) according to Decency and Order^

i. e., so as to exclude deformity and inefficiency and secure an

"incorporation" of the Church's beauty and energy. (4) That

the most unbecoming and paralysing disorder of all is the co-

existence of two jurisdictions in the same matter at the same time

over the same subjects. This last principle is most rigorously

enforced in our existing Constitution. The PrCvshyterian Church

must require her evangelists to conform to these general principles,

or else her work through them will be, not a Presbyterian Church,

but only an incoherent aggregation of individual Christiana.

The evangelist may be defined as a temporary officer of the

Church with an extraordinary mission and authority to wield

ecclesiastical power in an extraordinary way. He is (1) a tem-

porarif officer: the office will not endure throughout the gospel

age, but will cease (Is. xi. 9; Mai. i. 11) when the occasion shall

cease. He is (2) an officer of the Church: he is not ordained

into some abstract or super-ecclesiastical office existing outside of

the visible Church, but into one that exists only in the Church;

so that the Church goes with him, works through him, and is

responsible for his evangelistic character and work : in short, like

every other repository of ecclesiastical power, he is the represen-

tative of the Church whose office he bears. (3) The mission of
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the evnngelist is extraordinary : the "chief end" of his govern-

mental power is to bring into being the regularly organised

church where it does not exist and cannot go in its ordinary

courts. The Church has her regular method of "increase and

multiplication" for all places to which she can go in her complete

and proper form; but her commission (Matt, xxviii. 18-20) requires

her "to increase and multiply" also where she cannot go in her full

organism, and this is the work that distinctively pertains to the

evangelist. It may be said that he is appointed to a quasi- creative

work, rather than the administration of an established order;

This is the differentiating characteristic of the office, marking it

out at once temporary and extraordinary. Hence (4) ecclesias-

tical power must reside in the evangelist in an extraordinry

mode until the appropriate body is prepared for its permanent

habitation. . - , , . .,,.,..,,,

Fields of evangelistic labor are of two kinds. They may be

(a) either circumscribed destitute places within or adjoining the

territory of the established Church, or (b) the distant and unde-

fined regions beyond. Now, from the mere inspection of the

case, one is irresistibly impelled to believe that the measure of

the evangelist's power is the work which his field requires him

to perform. Ordination to the work of an evangelist implies

that the officer has all the power of an ordinary minister and so

much more as is necessary to accomplish the extraordinary end

of the office. i

I.

In the case of the aforementioned "circumscribed" destitution,

the necessary work to be done is the formal creation of a par-

ticular church and no more. In order to fulfil this mission the

Presbyterial evangelist lawfully receives and exercises (a) the

power of a Session in all respects : he examines applicants for

church membership, accepts or rejects their profession of faith,

admits them to the sealing ordinancies, and administers discipline

until a Session is formed. He also exercises (1) the power of a

Presbytery in one raspect: he organises such persons into a

normal Presbyterian church and ordains over them qualified and

acceptable men as ruling elders. Thus he brings into existence

"I'll

Tl. i!
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the particular church with its parochial court; and just here his

extraordinary power is exhausted. He has ilo power to ordain

a pastor over the newly created church, or to ordain or license

one of its members to labor in word and doctrine under his super-

intendence: because (a) the Presbytery is at hand to perform

these acts according to the ordinary and regular operation of

church power; and (b) the new church, by the fact of its organ-

isation, instantly comes under the jurisdiction of the Presbytery

within whose bounds and by whose evangelist it had been founded.

The product of a Presbyterial evangelist's energy is precisely

such a particular church as the existing Constitution defines;

and the moment the organisation is completed the organic pro-

duct is, ipso facto, a member of the Presbytery, as completely as

the child of Christian parents, by the fact of its birth, is a mem-

ber of the Church. The enrolment of the new church on the

evangelist's report, like the baptism of the child on the parents'

presentation, is but the regular recognition of a preexisting fact,

and its omission does not alter the status of the new member.

Any further exercise of extraordinary power by the evangelist

over that particular church, would be confusion—two jurisdic-

tions at the same time in the same matter over the same subject.

The power to produce such an ecclesiastical absurdity does not

exist in the Presbyterian Church in its ordinary form, and of

course cannot be delegated for exercise in any provisional and

extraordinary form.

IT.

The Presbyterial evangelist appears to be the only one that

our Book immediately contemplates in its incidental notice of the

office, and has been passed under review only to clear the way

for the chief subject of this paper, which is the power ofjurisdic-

tion of the Foreign Missionary/, or the evangelist in the "unde-

fined" regions (in partihus infidelium) beyond the boundaries

and reach of the organic Church as such. The analysis of the

Home Missionary's official power has been given, as conceded sub-

stantially on all hands, because the more complex case must be

governed by the same principle, i. e., that the extent of the des-

titution is the measure of the extraordinary power which the
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Church must delegate to her evangelist in order to remove it.

It appears to be self-evident that no other principle is practicable

or conceivable. Now, in the foreign field, the Presbytery as well

as the parish church is wanting, and the general evangelist must

be endued with power of corresponding extent. Besides (a) the

extraordinary power of the Presbyterial evangelist, the foreign

missionary must have additionally (h) the full power of a Presby-

tery. He may ordain qualified and acceptable men as native

pastors over the churches which he has gathered and organised;

he may ordain native evangelists, who shall stand to him in the

same relation that the Presbyterial evangelist sustains to his

Presbytery; and he may exercise the power of discipline over

these ordained oflScers, and decide appeals from the Sessions,

until a Presbytery is created. He also has (c) the power of a

Synod in one respect: he may organise the native churches and

ministers into a regular Presbytery, ordering the Sessions to

elect, in due time, ruling elders as commissioners to the proposed

Presbytery; convoking, at an appointed time and place, the

ministers and elders who are to compose the body; and presiding

at the first meeting until a moderator is elected. But just here

his extraordinary power is exhausted; because the new Presby-

tery, by the fact of its organisation, becomes immediately a

member and constituent of the General Assembly whose evangelist

brought it into existence. It has and must have the same pre-

cise ecclasiastical status that it would have if it had been consti-

tuted by the Church according to the distribution of power made

by our Constitution. There remains nothing but the ordinary

recognition of the fact, which of course cannot be done extraor-

dinarily. The "chief end" of the general evangelist*s office is

such a particular Presbytery as our Book defines. Most certainly

the missionary may sit in the native Presbytery and give counsel

as a corresponding member, and may reasonably expect his

counsel to have great weight; but his authority and its executive

energies have passed over, as a cause into its effect, from their

temporary and provisional seat to their permanent and proper

home. The foreign, like the domestic missionary, can only

repeat his acts in another field. He cannot assign the new Pres

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—6.
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bytery to a Synod, or approve or censure its minutes, or, when

it becomes sufficiently large, divide it into two or more Presby-

teries, or unite two native Presbyteries into one, or out of three

Presbyteries constitute a Synod: because the native Presbytery

is under the same jurisdiction and has the same status as himself.

Otherwise we should have confusion—two jurisdictions in the

same matter at the same time over the same subject.

All these positions appear to be necessary inferences from the

underlying principles of our Constitution and the necessary limits

of extraordinary power. Their validity, it seems, can be impugned

only (a) by denying the Presbyterian dictum which forbids the

possible coexistence of two identical jurisdictions—aground which

no one has formally taken and perhaps no one will formally

take ; or (b) by denying the validity of the waiter's inference con-

cerning the status in ecdesid of the native church and Presbytery.

It has been maintained, for instance, that, after a body of believers

have been admitted to sealing ordinances by the foreign mis-

sionary and have had ruling elders and a pastor ordained and

installed, this primary court possesses all church power and may

perform all the functions of the whole Church, because it is at

once the parochial, intermediate, and general Presbytery of

organic and complete Presbyterianism—a germ which developes

by a force ah intra into the full grown tree. Indeed, the writer

is aware of no Presbyterian doctrine on the subject antagonistic

to his own, whose truth would not depend on and flow from that

very pre-supposition. This misleading generalisation, however,

proceeds on the hypothesis of a total absence of the organic

Church from the foreign field, tvhich is not the state of the question..

The native church is not the product of a super-ecclesiastical

energy, as the wine of Cana was the formal creature of a super-

natural force. It is cordially conceded that, if there were a

church of such an origin, or even a body of two or three Presby-

terians (like Adam and Eve), the doctrine would be true with all

its necessary inferences, as far as that particular church was con-

cerned. But such a fact would be an ecclesiastical miracle !

The very difficulty o^the actual question is that the subject matter

is a fact ecclesiastically natural, extraordinary indeed, but not
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miraculous. The terms of tbe problem presuppose the presence

and agency of the Church, in an extraordinary way, for the

very purpose o^ starting the regular organism, which, of course,

is that of the existing Constitution : otherwise the evangelist is

not an officer of the Church. The Presbyterian missionary has

no power to organise a church on the principles of the Prelatical

or Independent church order, or on the principles of any other

Presbyterian constitution than his own. For instance, our mis-

sionaries exert their power m oi*?v wame; and the product must

be in as true and real organic connexion with us as a church

organised by Presbytery or a Presbytery constituted by Synod.

So far as the new church has any form at all, it is at every stage

that of our Book. In whatever respect its form is incomplete,

the evangelist is, for the time being, the complement thereof.

When the form has been completed, not by evolution ah intra

but by additions ah extra., his occupation is gone. If this pre-

conception is accurate, then, in the inchoate church, there can be

no vacancy in the ecclesiastical sense of the word. It must first

once occupy its appropriate place before there can be an occasion

for the regular succession. The most ^'formless" condition in

which we can conceive the material of a future ecclesiastical

cosmos is that of two or three believers converted in a heathen

land. To them the Presbyterian evangelist fills every office.

When rulin«i: elders have been created, then the evangelist is at

once bishop and presbytery. When a parochial bishop has been

created, then the evangelist is presbytery. When a presbytery

has been created, then cometh the end, and the evangelist's ever-

receding extraordinary power must all be delivered up. At every

stage the organic product is of the evangelist's own kind—genus,

species, and even variety.

It is also freely admitted that, at any point in this progress,

the native church may, for good and necessary reasons, withdraw

from her natural connexion with the mother church ; and thus

achieve a «^a<Ms of equality in church power with the parent;

and take up, self-moved, the development at the point where it

was left off. But this would be revolution! For a constitution

to be constructed on principles that provide, either periodically
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or paroxysmally, for revolution^ is an undreamed-of absurdity.

No one maintains that there can be such a thing within the world

of Presbyterianiam. The multiplication of churches by Presby-

terian evangelists in the heathen world is indeed an extraordinary

and temporary mode of procedure, but it is not revolutionary; it

is normal to the Church, and her immanent laws provide for the

emergency. But the severing of the slip from the parent stock

and the setting of it out as a separate plant of its kind, is not a

work of regular growth. It is a work of dismemberment and

violence from without. The circumstances which justify and

require the exercise of this inalienable right of revolution, do not

come within the limits of this monograph.

Nor is it denied that different denominations may band to-

gether to do a foreign missionary work, directed by a board of

managers that have no ecclesiastical responsibility. But this,

again, is not the state of the question. The qvaestion concerns

the status of those churches which are founded and gathered by

the evangelists of the supreme court of a Presbyterian Church,

It is to be presumed that the churches founded by the mission-

aries of a voluntary society have no ecclesiastical connexion, but

are in the position, substantially, which is achieved by revolution.

This whole procedure, however, is extraordinary, unecclesiastical,

and not within the limits of this discussion. Our question is the

practical one, "What have our evangelists the right to do?" It

appears to be no weak confirmation of the view herein maintained,

that it gives the same ecclesiastical status to the work of both the

foreign and the domestic missionary. All admit that the work of

the latter is in immediate connexion with our Church. Is then

the former an ecclesiastical ofl5cer of a different order? If not,

how is it to be admitted that his work bears' a diff'erent relation?

Are our officers ordained to do work which stands in no vital

connexion with the Church that ordains and supports them?

Furthermore, if the view we are resisting is to be accepted,

there is no reason of principle Avhy our Church should maintain

a separate Foreign Missionary agency. If the churches founded

by our men and money have no more original union with us than

those founded by other missionaries, why not send our men and
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means to the American, or the Northern, or the Reformed Board ?

Whatever reasons of expediency may be alleged for separate

action, there are none of principle. On the writer's view, every

reason that can be given in justification of our separate ecclesias-

tical existence, may be urged for our separate missionary opera-

tions: and, in addition, it might be urged that, on the opposite

view, the expenses of a separate work ought to be altogether

saved. The whole nature of the case, therefore, seems to require

that we hold firmly to the doctrine, that the evangelist is an officer

of the Church who wields individually the power of church

courts, as far as may be necessary, in order to establish the

Church in fields where the Church in her courts cannot go. •

The question is here suggested, whether the different Presby-

terian denominations ought to aim to perpetuate their distinctive

organisations in foreign lands. The question does not necessarily

belong to this discussion and cannot here be logically treated.

It is the writer's conviction that the?/ ought not to he perpetuated.

But, notwithstanding this opinion, he believes that every child is

the child of its parents ; and that, whilst the parents may resist

an unsuitable marriage, they may not, in this matter, either force

an unwilling obedience or refuse consent without just and impor-

tant reasons. The existence of separate Presbyterian organisa-

tions is itself anomalous, and there ought not to be any reasons

to justify the anomaly. Every reason that requires these dis-

tinct Presbyterian denominations ought to be taken away, and

then there would be no occasion for even a temporary transfer

thereof to foreign fields; but all this does not change the stub-»

born fact, that it lies in the fundamental nature of Presbyterian-

ism that every church which claims to be Presbyterian, must,

in all her governmental acts, proceed as if she were catholic.

To assume voluntarily any other attitude is to stand self-convicted

of anti-Presbyterianism. Her great principle is that the Church

is one and catholic, and to the realisation of this principle she is

bound by every instinct of her constitution.

III.
t

Another question, on which diversity of doctrine and practice

iir
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prevail at home and abroad, is easily answered from the same

point of view, i. e.^ that the extraordinary end, as the measure of

extraordinary power, is the only rule that can be applied without

confusion. The question is: Who are the subjects of the evan-

gelist's jurisdiction? We answer that they too must be extra

ordinem—outside of the organised Church and her jurisdiction.

It seems to be an identical proposition, when it is said that the

proper object of extraordinary power is also extraordinary. The

governmental power of the foreign missionary does not extend

to foreign believers who may be resident or laboring in the same

field with himself but having a regular and responsible connexion

with the church at home, unless they voluntarily seek dismission

from their former church relations and identify themselves with

the native church. For instance: when our Church sends out

women^or laymen to labor under the evangelist's superintendence,

he indeed directs their labor, but he has no ecclesiastical juris-

diction over them, because they have at that very time a definite

place within the ecclesiastical order. He cannot change their

ecclesiastical status, or discipline them for offences, or ordain one

of the laymen as pastor or evangelist: otherwise atg should have

the same disorder of two jurisdictions in the same matter at the

same time over the same subject. It is not a question of "Jew

or Gentile," ''Greek or Barbarian," or "American or Chinese":

it is a question ofjurisdiction. It matters not what blood may

be in his veins, he must first be within and under the evangelist's

extraordinary power before its energy can affect him. If he

wishes it otherwise, he must make it otherwise. Furthermore, if

we should admit (say) that the foreign missionary has a right

to ordain a fellow-laborer, who is a layman, to be an equal evan-

gelist, then we have the monstrous conclusion, that every one of

our missionaries can perpetuate and multiply general evangelists

in the full sense of the word—a work which the Church has

always kept and must forever keep in her own hands. Every

repository of extraordinary poiver must have separate appoint-

7nent from the original source. "Pofestas delegata delegari nan

potest.'' Even when the foreign missionary ordains as evangelist

one that is properly the subject of his jurisdiction, he is not a
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general evangelist, and cannot become one without appointment

from home. He cannot ordain ^mother, but only has such limited

authority as a Presbyterial evangelist possesses, and for the wise

use of this he is responsible immediately to the general evangelist.

In the noted case that has lately occurred in one of our own

Missions, let the General Assembly cure the irregularity it if

will, but let it also distinctly forbid its recurrence.

IV. r

The actual facts of the Foreign Missionary work, however,

generally present a still more complex problem. A "Mission"

is usually composed of more than one general evangelist, and

there arises the question : What is the relation of these evangelists

of the same Mission to each other as to the exercise of extraor-

dinary power? Is it joint or several? According to the prin-

ciples of this paper we must answer that the power is joint and

not several', and must be administered by the "Mission" as a

body, or a temporary "distribution" must be made according to

the exigencies of the ciise and after the analogy of the existing

Constitution. The evangelists are each "parts" in which is the

power of the whole, hut this common power" is over the power of

every part, and must be exercised by the whole body, or a system

of evangelistic courts. It is not a matter of expediency or privi-

lege, but of vital Presbyterian principle, that is here insisted

upon. The same principles that lie back of our Book, lie

back of our evano-elists, without which thev have no authorised
CD ' V

existence.

When co-evangelists preach the gospel in the same field, and

some of the hearers profess to be converts and apply to be

received into the communion of the Church, it is not possible

that these applicants are subjects of two jurisdictions at the same

time in this same matter. It cannot be allowed that, in the same

church, whether forming or formed, there is a power to admit

and reject the same person at the same time, or to declare an

accused both guilty and not guilty. But, if this power is not to

be wielded jointly in the same particular Mission, then each

evangelist's private opinion is an authoritative judgment, and, as
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is well known, these judgments are often contradictory, one pro-

nouncing a certain custom (say polygamy or feet-binding) a bar

to communion, another not. This would be disorder of the dead-

liest sort, and defeat the very end of the evangelist's office.

The same principle applies, only with greater force, to the exer-

cise of the higher governmental powers. It cannot be that the

same man at the same time and place, is eligible and ineligible

to ordination, or liable to be ordained by one at one moment and

deposed by another at the next, or to be recognised by one evan-

gelist as a Presbyterian minister and discounted by another at

his side. The Church has no liberty to do her work on princi-

ples that make such extraordinary confusion. We have here,

therefore, a clear case of joint power. What, then, is the proper

way of its exercise? Evidently it is substantially, though not

formally, the method of the Church at home. It must be exer-

cised jointly by these officers, either in convention or by a distri-

bution of power. If its exercise in convention would result in a

deadlock, then by distribution. It may safely be assumed that

no one holds that the particular distribution of church power

made in our Form of Government is jure divino. Another, in

some respects different, would be allowed and required by the

nature of Presbyterianism if it should appear to be more con-

formable to decency and order. In like manner these co-evan-

gelists, having no ready-made distribution, must nevertheless

make one according to unwritten law, i. ^., Presbyterian princi-

ples of church power. Thus will they do the work of an evan-

gelist in the most becoming and efficient way, and thus create the

Presbyterian Church "where never was one before." As a matter

of fact, in most Foreign Missions, this very thing is done infor-

mally by common consent and common sense. Some one of the

most experienced and judicious missionaries exercises the power

of final judgment after conference with his brethren. It would

perhaps be more decent and orderly that some one be formally

appointed to the exercise of the power of final judgment, to decide

only such questions as are lost by a tie vote in the convention of

all the general evangelists of a particular Mission. But, what-

ever may be the proper way out of this particular difficulty, it
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seems necessary to hold that evangelists must exercise their

power jointly and not severally, when they coexist in time and

space. ..... ,,,...,

It is also, perhaps, proper to add that the evangelist is a

responsible officer of the Church. Office and responsibility go

together. The opinion is sometimes met with, that the evangelist

is an extraordinary irresponsible officer, bearing some true analogy

to an apostle as such, so that the Church cannot control his

work or review and reverse his decisions. This would be to

make him "the whole" and not "a part;" another Church, and

not a church officer within her ecclesiastical order. To be irre-

sponsible to the Church, the officer must he inspired and imme-

diately appointed hy Christ: and then he is over the Church

and the Church is responsible to him. Apostles had indeed

independent, several, and irresponsible jurisdiction under all cir-

cumstances ; and their common inspiration—that indispensable

qualification of an apostle—justified the fact, made it becoming,

and excluded confusion. But every officer of the established visible

Church, according to Presbyterianism, is under and responsible

to the whole; and the right of appeal and complaint by the sub-

jects of evangelistic jurisdiction, is just as orderly and inalienable

as in any other case. The appeal must be made to the court

whose immediate evangelist is appealed from: in case of the

Presbyterial evangelist, to the Presbytery ; in case of the general

evangelist, to the General Assembly. Presbyterianism cannot

afford to concede that any of its officers are apostles or anything

like them. J. A. Lefevre.
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ARTICLE TV.

PROFESSOR FLINT'S SERMON BEFORE THE GEN-
ERAL COUNCIL OF EDINBURGH.* '

"Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall believe

on me through their word; that they all may be one; as thou, Father,

art in me. and I in thee, that they also may be one in us : that the world

may believe that thou hast sent me."—John xvii. 20, 21.

These words contain truths and suggest reflections which are

manifestly appropriate in the circumstances in which we are met.

Any remarks which may help you to enter into the spirit and

meaning of them cannot be other than seasonable. Let Christ

himself, therefore, be our teacher, let the speaker merely repeat

what he taught, and may the Holy Spirit guide both speaker

and hearers to a right understanding and a hearty reception of

what he taught; and may the truth thus understood and received

be profitable unto us for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for

instruction in righteousness.

The circumstances in which the words of the text were first

spoken could not have been more fitted than they were deeply to

impress the truth on them—on all Christian hearts and con-

sciences throughout all lands and ages. When our God breathed

them forth in prayer, he had just instituted the ordinance which

was to commemorate until he come his own death. He had

immediately before his view the cup which his Father had pre-

pared for him to drink, the agony of Gethsemane, the sufferings

and the shame of Calvary
;
yet with divine unselfishness, his

*Thi8 very admirable Inaugural discourse we have been anxious to

lay before our readers ever since its delivery, but until now have never

found the requisite space. Our opinions of the sermon were expressed

fully in October, 1877, when reviewing the proceedings of the Council.

Since that review was written and published it has become clear that

sentiment in our Church has settled down into the determination to

adhere to the Council. Opposition to it in the Louisville Assembly was

by no means earnest, and a very weighty delegation of fourteen ministers

and fourteen ruling elders were appointed to attend the meeting in

Philadelphia in 1880.

—

Eds. So. Pres. Review.
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thoughts were occupied about others, and his affections were going

forth towards others. He was doing what he could to comfort,

to encourage, to enlighten the few sorrowful, perplexed, dis-

heartened men who were beside him and whom he was so soon to

leave. But his care and his love were not confined to them, or

to the small number of persons scattered through Judea who

trusted that he would redeem Israel, and whose affections were

still not wholly withdrawn from him, although their hopes were

overclouded or extinguished. He knew that the doubts and

fears of his disciples were, so far as they regarded himself, alto-

gether vain. He knew whence he came into the world and why

he came ; who sent him, and for what he was sent; that his work

was one which could not fail ; that the Father would glorify the

Son, that the Son might glorify the Father; that the Father had

given him power over all flesh that he should give eternal life to

a mighty people gathered out of all the nations of the earth. He
knew that the honor of God and the salvation of men were alike

dependent on the success of what he had undertaken. He looked,

therefore, beyond the apparent defeats and passing sorrows of

the present, and beyond the sufferings of the iramedia,tely impend-

ing future, and he saw that despised gospel which he was about

to seal with his blood spreading beyond Judea, beyond the farthest

bounds of Roman rule, over lands whose names his contempora-

ries knew not. He saw, too, it was to outlive empires the foun-

dations of which had not been laid, to destroy whatever was

opposed to it, to pass through the strongest vicissitudes of thought

as gold through the fire, to diffuse light and life through all the

coming ages. He saw it gaining to God and to himself the

countless multitudes of the redeemed, and his loving heart em-

braced them all, and out of the fulness of his heart he prayed for

them all, and his prayer' was "that they all might be one."

UNITY THE BEST GIFT.

In praying thus, he asked, we may he sure, the very best thing

for them which he could. He had already on this memorable night

bequeathed to his followers his great gift of peace; he had laid on

them his new commandment, ''Love one another;" and now he

^)||
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asked for them what included both—that Mm7«/ which could only

be obtained through obedience to his law of love, and which was

inseparable from such peace as he had to bestow. But that we

may know the worth of what he asked on our behalf, we must

know what it really was. Its nature has often been grievously

misunderstood, and the consequences have been most lamentable.

In every sphere of thought and life there is a serious danger of

taking a ffilse unity for the true. The aim of all philosophy, for

example, is to reach a true intellectual unity, and the love of

unity is its very source and life; yet it has also been the chief

cause of its errors, and all false systems of speculation, like ma-

terialism and idealism, positivism and pantheism, are simply

systems based on false unities, on narrow and exclusive unities.

There is a unity of political life which is rich in blessings; and

there are caricatures of that unity which have only originated

cruel and perfidious acts, foolish and unjust measures. But no-

where have erroneous views as to the nature of unity been so

mischievous as in the province of religion. In the name of

Christian unity men have been asked to sacrifice the most sacred

rights of reason, conscience, and affection. Independence of

judgment, honesty, brotherly love, and every quality which gives

to human nature worth and dignity, have been treated as incom-

patible with it. In former days it was thought that Christian

unity could be forced upon men with violent and bloody hands;

and in later times it has often been supposed that it could be

promoted by wrathful words and the arts of worldly intrigue.

Throughout the whole duration of the Church, the unity which

our Saviour prayed that his followers might enjoy has been

widely confounded with kinds of unity which have no necessary

connexion either with Christian peace or love, and which may

be, and often have been, the occasions of most unchristian discord

and hatred.

THE ORIGIN OF UNITY.

What,, then, is the unity which Christ 'prayed for when he

asked on behalf of his followers "that they all might be one"?

Well, this at least it certainly is

—

a unity of supernatural origi7i.

It has its foundation not on earth but in heaven, not in man but
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in God. It is not of this world nor of the will of the flesh ; it is

not a mere expression of the likeness of human nature in all men
;

it has its root and source in the eternal nature of God—in the

infinite love wherewith he loved us before the world was. It

supposes a reception of the word or doctrine of the apostles

regarding Christ, and consequently faith in Christ himself as

the God-man, the brightness of the glory and the express image

of the person of the Father. It is the natural and necessary

l^. expression of the common relationship of believing men to the

one God, the one Saviour, and the one Spirit. There is one

faith, one baptism, one hope on earth, because there is one

Father, one Redeemer, one Sanctifier in heaven. Unity on earth

below is the result of a unifying work accomplished by God, who

is in heaven above, through redemption in Jesus Christ. Sin

produced disunion. It separated men from God and men from

one another. Christ came to undo the work of sin, and bind to-

gether more firmly than ever what it had torn asunder. Through

faith believers are made one with him; through his sacrifice they

are made one with the Father; through being in the Father and

the Son they are one among themselves—one in faith and feeling,

in spirit and life, in their principles and their sympathies, in

their aff*ections and aspirations.

Such, whatever else it may be, is Christian unity. But this

of itself is sufficient to separate it by a broad and clear boundary,

yea, by an enormous chasm, from a unity which is in the present

day frequently set forth in opposition to it—the unity proclaimed

and glorified by Positivists, Humanitarians, and Socialists—the

unity of mere human brotherhood. This is a comparatively new

enemy of the faith. It may be said to have entered into general

history with the French revolution ; it owes its very existence to

the Christianity which it is set up to rival. But the signs of the

times seem clearly to indicate that under some form or another,

or rather that under many forms, what has been called the religion

of humanity, which is just the belief in the brotherhood of men

separated from belief in the fatherhood of God, fraternity divorced

from piety, unity detached from its supernatural root, will be one

of the chief enemies which Christianity must contend with.
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Merely ecclesiastical questions will probably have far less, and

social questions far more importance assigned to tbem in the

estimation of Cbristian men in the future than they have had in

the past ; and all Christian Churches, it is to be hoped, will

henceforth realise better than they have hitherto done that their

duty is to conquer the world around them, and transform it into

a part of the kingdom of Christ— to sanctify society, and to stamp

the image of the Redeemer on all the relations of life. But in

attempting to accomplish this task, Christian belief will assuredly

be resisted by worldly unbelief, and yet in such a struggle the

foe of Christianity, to oppose it with any chance of success, must

be neither wholly worldly nor wholly unbelieving; it must have

sonae positive truth, some generous faith, some cause capable of

eliciting enthusiasm. The world will not be conquered, not

generally influenced and governed, by mere doubts, mere nega-

tions. But where is unbelief to get a truth, a faith, a motive

which will serve its purpose? I answer that unbelief, although

so fertile in doubts and negatives, is so poor as regards the posi-

tive truth which can alone support and ennoble life, that it must

borrow it from the very system which it seeks to combat, and can

have no other originality than that which it gains by mutilating

the truth which it borrows. To the fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of man it will oppose the latter alone; to Christian

unity what it will call a broader, but is really a narrower thing,

a merely human unity ; to the whole truth, the half truth. And

for many a long day Christian men and Christian Churches will

have no more urgent work to do than to show by words and

deeds, by teaching and conduct, what is the whole truth and

what is only the half truth ; that the temple of human brotherhood

can only be solidly founded and firmly built upon the Eternal

Rock, on which rests Christian faith; that the world can only bo

reconciled to itself by being reconciled to its God; that human

unity can only be reconciled to itselfby being reconciled to its God;

that human unity can only be realised in and through Christian

unity.

THE MODEL OF UNITY. .

The unity which Christ asked for his disciples is, I remark
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next, a unity which has not only its foundation, but its standard

or model in heaven. Christ's prayer is not only that his people

may be one, but "as thou, Father, art in me and I in thee, that

they also may be one in us." The union of believers not only

flows from the union between the Father and the Son, who is the

Mediator between the Father and us, but should resemble it as

much as the relationship between finite beings can resemble that

between infinite beings. The unity which Christ came to realise

on earth was one meant to reflect and express in a finite form

the perfect unity of the divine nature. That unity, as Chris-

tianity has revealed it, is very different from the mere abstract

unity of speculative philosophy—the wholly indeterminate unity

of which nothing can be affirmed except that it exists; very

diff'erent also from the solitary, loveless, heartless unity of the

God of Mohammedanism ; it is a unity rich in distinctions and per-

fections; the unity of an infinite fulness of life and love; the

unity of a Godhead in which there are Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit, a trinity of persons, a diversity of properties, a variety of

offices, a multiplicity of operations^ yet not only sameness of

nature and equality of power and glory, but perfect oneness also

in purpose, counsel, and aff'ection, perfect harmony of will and

work. It is in this unity, in the contemplation and fruition of

which poets like Dante, saints like St. Bernard, and divines like

Melanchthon, have supposed the highest happiness of the blessed

to consist, that we are to seek the archetype of the unity of

believers on earth.

It is one of the most marked, and one of the grandest charac-

teristics of Christianity, that it continually sets before us the

heavenly, the divine, the perfect, as the law and rule of our lives.

As Moses was commanded to make the tabernacle for the children

of Israel in all things according to the pattern shown him in the

mount, so is the Christian commanded to frame his conduct in

every respect according to the perfect model of heaven. To be

perfect as God is perfect; to do our Father's will on earth as it

is done in heaven; to love one another as Christ has loved us:

that is the uniform tenor of the teaching which we receive from

the gospel; and so here our Saviour's words remind us that we
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are to be one as the Father and the Son are one. If, us those

who would found a mere hunnan brotherhood dream, heaven were

empty or wholly inaccessible to our faith, if there were no

Father and no Son, or at least none to be known by us, if there

were not in the Godhead itself an intimate indwelling of person

in person, a perfect communion of spirit with spirit, an infinite

love, all-comprehensive, all-pervasive, all-unitive, would there

be any real and adequate standard assignable to the unity of

men with men, to the love of man for man? When one who

disbelieves in God and his Son tells his fellow-men to be one, can

he also reasonably and consistently tell them in what measure or

according to what model they are to be one? No! He can find

no rule in the history of the past, stained as that has been with

hatreds and dissensions. He must not be content with merely

pointing to good men, for clearly the best human lives have been

very defective and in many respects warnings rather than exam-

ples. If he say, "Love and be at one as far as is for the greatest

good of all," he gives us a problem to calculate instead of an ideal

which can at once elicit and measure, which can at once sustain

and regulate love and unity. If he say, '*Love and be at one

as you ought," he forgets that the very question is: How ought

we to love and be at one? Human unity is a derived and depen-

dent unity, and its standard can only be in the ultimate and

uncreated source of unity, in the indwelling of the Father in the

Son and of the Son in the Father.

THE NATURE OF UNITY.

The words of our Lord., I remark next, indicate to us not only

the true foundation and the true standard, but also the true na-

ture of the unity which he prayed for. What he asked was that

all his followers might be "one in us"—one in the Father and in

himself, one in the Father through belief in himself; which can

only mean that what he desired was that his followers might all

possess a common life, might all participate in the mind which

was in him, might all walk not by sight but by faith, not after

the flesh but according to the Spirit, and might all consciously

feel and outwardly manifest that they were thus really one.
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This is of course a kind of unity which embraces all Christ's

followers without any exception. The Church of Christ, which

is the body of Christ, contains every human being, of whatever

kind or tongue or nation, who has that life which is not of this

world, but hid with God in Christ, and it contains only those

who have it. Therefore the Church, the body of Christ, is one.

It is one in itself, because one in its Lord; one in its many mem-

bers, because these members are all united to him who is the

Head of the Church—the sole Head of the Church. The head-

ship of Christ and the unity of the Church are two aspects of the

same truth. Christ is the Head of the Church, because he is

the life of all, the guide of all, and the Lord of all who are within

the Church ; their life through the agency of his Holy Spirit,

their guide through the instrumentality of his Word, and their

Lord through the redemption of them from sin to his own blessed

service. And just because Christ is thus the sole Head of the

Church, in the plain scriptural sense of the great doctrine, the

Church itself is one. Without him it would have no centre of

unity, no coherence of parts, no sameness of life, no harmony of

sentiments, no commonness of purpose, while in hini it has all

these.

Has them, I say, and not merely will have them. The unity

of the Church is not simply a thing to be hoped for, prayed for,

worked for; it is also a thing which already exists^ and the

existence of which ought to be felt and acted on. Christians are

certainly far, far indeed, from being one, as Christ prayed that

they might be one—completely one—one as he and the Father

are one; they are far from that, because they are far from being

perfect Christians; but in so far as they are Christians at all

they even are to that extent already one. To be a Christian is

to be, through change of nature, through newness of life, one

with all other Christians. Now, I know scarcely any truth about

Christianity which we are more apt to forget, and which we more

^ need to remember than just this, that Christian unity already

exists as far as Christianity itself does; that we do not need tQ

bring it into existence, but that Christ himself, by his work and

Spirit, brought it into existence; that any unity which we are

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—8.
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entitled to look for in the future must be merely a development,

an increase of that which already binds together Christian men

of all denominations; not a something of an essentially different

nature. The great duty of Christians in this matter, some seem

to think, is to ignore their differences, or to conceal them, or to

get rid of them anyhow ; they appear to find it difficult to under-

stand how there can be a unity coexisting with and underlying

differences, and wholly distinct from the uniformity which can

only be gained by the surrender or suppression of differences.

This is a very superficial view, for it represents Christian unity

not as a living and spiritual thing at all, but as a mere dead out-

ward form of doctrine or policy. It is also a very dangerous

view, for it tends directly to the establishment of ecclesiastical

despotism, the discouragement of the open expression of individual

convictions, and the destruction of faith in the sacredness and

value of truth. To me it seems that the chief aim and desire of

Christians as to unity ought to be to realise their oneness not-

withstanding their differences; to estimate at its true Avorth what

is common to them as well as what is denominationally distinc-

tive of them.

Christian unity does not require us to undervalue any particular

truth, or to surrender any denominational principle, or even

individual conviction which is well founded ; it merely requires

that our minds and hearts be open also to what is common, cath-

olic, universal ; that we do not allow our denominational differ-

ences and individual peculiarities to prevent us from tracing and

admiring the operations of the Spirit of grace through the most

dissimilar channels. There may be Christian oneness where

there are also differences which no man can rationally count of

slisht moment. The differences between Protestants and Roman

Catholics are of the most serious kind—religiously, morally, and

socially
;
yet obviously the feelings to which Saint Bernard gave

expression in the hymn, "Jesus, thou joy of loving hearts," and

those which Charles Wesley poured forth in the hymn, "Jesus,

lover of my soul," had their source in the same Holy Spirit and

their object in the same divine Saviour. The'^ is a great dis-

tance, and there are many differences, between the Roman
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Catholic Church of France and the Free Church of Scotland ; but

F()nelon and M'Cheyne were of one Church and one in their

spiritual experience. Saint Bernard and Pope Alexander VI.^

'

F^nelon and Cardinal Dubois, were united in the Church of

Rome ; who will dare to say that they were one in Jesus Christ?

Saint Bernard and Charles Wesley, F^nelon and M'Cheyne,

were ecclesiastically far apart ; who will dare to say that they

were tiot one in Jesus Christ? I trust that Protestants will never

think slight the differences which separate them from the Church

of Rome; and yet I hesitate not to say that when Protestants in

general are clearly able to discern the oneness, even beneath

these differences, and cordially to love whatever is of Christ and

his Holy Spirit, even when it appears in the Church of Rome, a

greater step will have been taken towards the attainment of

Christian unity than would be the mere external union of all the

denominations of Protestantism.

As to the differences between these denominations, they might

surely exist and yet prove merely the means of exercising and

strengthening Christian unity. If we can only be at one in

spirit with those who agree with us in opinion, there can be little

depth or sincerity in such oneness. The love which vanishes

before a difference of views and sentiments must be of a very

superficial and worthless nature. And, as a plain matter of fact,

it is neither merely nor mainly the differences of principle or

opinion between the various denominations of Christians which

mar and violate their Christian unity, but the evil and unchristian

passions which gather round these differences. The differences

are only the occasions of calling forth these passions. If they

did not exist at all, the same passions would, create or find other

differences, other occasions for displaying themselves. It is not

when one body of men holds honestly, openly, and firmly the

Voluntary principle, and another the Establishment principle,

that Christian unity is broken ; but when those who hold the one

principle insinuate that those who hold the other are, simply in

virtue of doing so, ungodly men, or men who disown Christ as

the life and guide, the Lord and Head of his people; when,

instead of cordially acknowledging and rejoicing in what is good
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in each other, each exaggerates what is good in itself, and depre-

ciates what is good in the other, or even rejoices in its neighbor's

humiliation or injury; and when those who represent them con-

tend, by speech or writing, in a manner from which a courteous

and honest man of the world would recoil, then, certainly.

Christian unity is broken—visibly, terribly broken ; for then the

Christian spirit itself is manifestly absent, or grievously feeble.

All the differences of principle which separate most, at least,

of our Christian denominations might redound to their common

honor, and reveal rather than conceal their common unity, had

their members and spokesmen only a little more justice, gene-

rosity, and love; a little more grace and virtue; a little more of

the spirit of that kingdom which is righteousness, and peace, and

joy in the Holy Ghost. They might set a high value on their

distinctive principles, and yet rejoice that what they held apart

was so small a portion of the truth in comparison with what they

enjoyed in common. It may, perhaps, be quite reasonable that

for the sake of one principle, as to which they differ, two denomi-

nations should stand apart, although on a thousand other princi-

ples they are agreed; but it cannot be reasonable that their

divergence of views as to the one principle should shut their eyes

and hearts to the fact that as to the thousand others they are

agreed. And yet there is, as all experience proves, a very great

danger of thus allowing distinctive principles to obscure or pre-

vent our recognition of common principles. It is the penalty

attached to all undue exaltation or glorifying of what distinguishes

us from our Christian brethren. And met, as we are, as a Gen-

eral Presbyterian Council, I hope we shall be on our guard againsi

such a danger. God forbid that the Presbyterian Churches of

the world should have so little received the spirit or learned the

law of Christ as that they should in any degree confound Pres-

byterian unity with Christian unity, or vainly boast of what is

but an outward form, or say or do anything to hurt the feelings

or the usefulness of other Churches which are as dear to the

Saviour as themselves, and which are separated from them by so

thin a partition wall as a mode of ecclesiastical government. We
have come together as Presbyterians, but with the wish to pro-
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mote Christian unity ; and the very thought of Christian unity,

if apprehended aright, must save us from unduly and offensively

magnifying any secondary unity, any outward distinction.

UNITY NOT TO BE IDENTIFIED WITH THINGS ON WHICH CHRISTIANS

DIFFER.

Christian unity we have seert to be a spiritual unity which

links together all Christians and underlies all the differences

which distinguish them from one another. It is a natural and

necessary consequence of this truth that Christian unity ^ although

it may lean to such secondary unities as identity of doctrine, or

uniformity of ritual, or oneness of government, ought never to he

identified with them. Christian unity may be where there are

none of these things. It might not be where they all were.

Take doctrine.

Not Identity of Doctrine, ,

.

Christian unity undoubtedly involves in its very essence a one-

ness of faith, for the Christian life is one of confidence towards

God as a reconciled Father in Jesus Christ—a confidence which

is gained through belief in Jesus Christ, while^hat belief is gained

through assent to what Scripture testifies of Jesus Christ. This

unity of a living faith naturally finds expression in a unity of

doctrine or creed. God and Christ are one, and the testimony

of Scripture regarding him is a self-consistent whole, and the

longer, the more impartially, the more freely and honestly,

the more reverently and profoundly that testimony is studied,

the more likely, or, if you will, the more certainly, is unity even

of doctrine to be the result. And it has been the result. The

harmony of the creeds and confessions, not of Presbyterian ism

alone, nor even of Protestantism alone, but of the whole Christian

world, is most comprehensive. While the harmony of the chief

Protestant creeds and confessions is, of course, far more so, it

shows us a unity of doctrine, surely abundantly sufficient for al-

most every want of practical Christian life. One would call this

unity or harmony of creed remarkable, were it not obvious that

no very different system of the doctrines could be evolved out of

the Scriptures by the collective labors of large masses of men one
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in spirit than that which has been derived frona them and em-

bodied in the creeds of the Churches.

But while all this is true, and Christian unity thus naturally

tends to produce a doctrinal unity, we must never confound these

two things. A man may err very widely in creed, and yet have

a sincere believing soul. He may greatly misunderstand many

an instruction of his Lord and Master, and yet reverence him far

more, and love him far better, and, therefore, since love is the

fulfilling of the law, much more truly obey his will than a wiser

and more instructed brother, whose exegesis of the New Testa-

ment is perfect. A Church might have a faultless creed, to

Avhich all its members unhesitatingly assent, and yet be devoid

of Christian unity because of the Christian faith of spiritual life.

Mere orthodoxy is deadly heresy. The purely intellectual unity,

reached through its purely intellectual assent, is no operation of

the Spirit; but where the Spirit is not, life is not; and where life

is not, death is. Life, however, is unity, and death is dissolution.

Besides, while Christian unity tends to doctrinal unity, there

may never on earth be doctrinal identity. Whenever there is

mental activity—free, honest, independent inquiry, such as there

is whenever there is either intellectual or spiritual life—research

is ever advancing;; and the first results of advancinjr research into

the meaning of either God's book of nature or his book of revela-

tion, are always discordant and unsatisfactory. There are con-

flicting opinions entertained on many questions regarding heat,

light, and electricity; there are rival schools in geology and

natural history; there is hardly a single subject in mental, moral,

or political science about which there is not the greatest possible

diversity of opinion. In all these cases, however, the continuance

of free research will bring order out of chaos, harmony out of

confusion
;
yet will the perfect order and harmony of nature be

discovered and demonstrated only when science has fully com-

prehended nature, and there is no room left for fresh research.

It is not otherwise with regard to revelation. We can only have

an absolute harmony of opinion as to the Bible when there are

no more new truths to be derived from it, or new questions raised

concerning it ; when its interpretation is perfected, and research
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regarding it completed. That will not be, I believe, before the

day of doom. Certainly it will not be in our day, for never w«s

Biblical research more actively pushed forward in all directions

than just now. Never, therefore, were the Churches more bound,

while conscientiously guarding old and assured truths, to beware

of dogmatism as to new views, or of trammelling unnecessarily

advancing research. The free action of spiritual life in the form

of investigation and criticism, when displayed in fields hitherto

little trodden, and in questions hitherto little studied by us, may

apparently produce, or really produce for a time, only contradic-

tory and destructive theories
;
yet in God's good time it will

assuredly bring about unity and peace, and minister to faith and

virtue, as it has done in fields already traversed, and as to ques-

tions now settled.

NOT RITUALISTIC UNIFORMITY.

Perhaps Christian unity—unity of spirit—also tends to ritual-

istic uniformity/ or uniformity of worship. There are two grounds

on either or both of which they may be maintained. It may be-

argued that there is a divinely appointed form of worship defined

in the New Testament with sufficient distinctness, and that

Christian men will, sooner or later, be all convinced of this, and

will of course adopt that form of worship. It may also be argued

that there is an absolutely best form of worship, and that when

the spiritual life of the Church is sufficiently deepened and

quickened it must assume that form as alone fully appropriate.

And these two arguments may be combined ; indeed, if there is a

divinely appointed form of worship, it can scarcely be other than

the absolutely best form of worship, the one most suitable in all

lands, ages, and circumstances.

I have neither the time nor the desire to examine either of

these arguments, but certainly I am unconvinced by either of

them. I cannot see that there is one exclusively divine form

of worship prescribed by Scripture and binding in all its regula-

tions on men in all places and at all times, or that there is one

absolutely best form of worship, identical and unvarying, no

matter what may have been the history, or what may be the
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characters and circumstances of the worshippers. Hence, although

I can hardly doubt that the more enlightened and earnest piety

becomes, the less value will it attach to accessories and imposing

forms, the more suspicious will it grow of what is symbolical and

artificial, and the higher will be its appreciation of the forms of

worship, which with the greatest simplicity, naturalness, and

directness, bring the soul into contact with the realities of wor-

ship, I can feel no certainty that there would be uniformity of

worship even if there were perfect unity of spirit, and shall judge

no man's worship by my own ideal of the form of worship. To his

own Master each man standeth or falleth. The unity of worship,

which is all important, is not in its form at all, but in its being

in spirit and in truth. The form is entirely subordinate to the

spirit. The true spirit is restricted to no one form, for the Holy

Ghost has condescended to bless and to act through the most

diverse forms. Therefore let us not rashly pronounce any of

them common or unclean.

NOT ONENESS OF GOVERNMENT.
•

Ritualiatic uniformity^ tJien^ is not only not to be identified with

Christian unity, but probably not even to be included in the idea

of Christian unity. The same must be said of oneness of eccle-

siasticalgovernment or policy. Yet nothing can be irfbre manifest

than that within certain limits and conditions Christian unity

must work very powerfully towards ecclesiastical oneness—to-

wards the union of Churches. The main reason why not a few

Churches stand apart is unhappily to be sought and found not

in their principles, but in their passions. Jealousies, rivalries,

recriminations against one another, assaults upon one another,

most unseemly and improper in themselves, and most injurious

to the Christian cause, are exhibited, instead of Christian graces

or practices. The strength and energy which should have been

applied to the conversion and sanctification of the world are far

more than wasted in warring with one another, in "biting and

devouring one another." All this is, of course, the very opposite

of Christian unity, and must disappear in order that Christian

unity may establish and display itself. Wherever there is a real
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growth of religious life, a sense of the sinfulness of such a state

of things, and of the evil which it causes, must spring up, and the

desire for brotherly communion and cooperation be experienced.

The spirit of love and peace, of zeal for the glory of God and the

salvation of men, working from within, cannot fail gradually to

effect many an ecclesiastical alliance and union, and in all such

cases there will be a clear gain to Christianity. There may be

unions, however, which have no root in Christian unity, which

are prompted by worldly motives, and effected from without.

These merit no admiration, and are not likely to promote much

the progress of the kingdom of Christ. A true union between

Churches must be rather grown into than directly striven for.

Just as he who would be happy must not aim straight at happi-

ness, but cultivate piety and virtue; so Churches which seek

such a union as God will bless will only reach their goal by

increasing in love to God and to all mankind.

I do not know that we are warranted to affirm, with confidence,

much beyond this as to ecclesiastical union. There are not a

few who hold that the Church, as the body of Christ, must be-

come externally, visibly, organically one. This is the sort of

unity which the Church of Rome has ever maintained to be an

essential characteristic of the true Church. Thus, to be one is

the ideal which she has so steadily striven to realise; and the

ambition of attaining that ideal has been the inspiring cause of

most of her crimes. It is a unity, I am persuaded, which would

be pernicious if it could be attained, but which fortunately can-

not be attained; an ideal which is a dream—a grandiose dream

—

and also a diseased dream; an ambition which is foolish, if not

guilty. The notion of a universal Church in this sense is pre-

cisely the same delusion in religion as the notion of a universal

monarchy or a universal republic in politics, and in fact implies

that that Utopia is a truth which can be and will be realised.

Human hands are utterly incompetent to hold and guide aright

the reins of universal sway either in religious or civil matters.

A universal Church would be as surely a misgoverned Church as

a universal empire would be a misgoverned empire.

Before we can even affirm, with rational confidence, that all

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—9.
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Churches can come to have the same kind of government, not to

speak of the same government, we must have convinced ourselves

that there is one kind of church government which is alone of

divine origin and authority. This is not now the prevalent view,

perhaps, in Protestant Churches. Most Presbyterians, probably,

while claiming for Presbytery that it is "founded on the word of

God and agreeable thereto," will not deny that the same may be

said of other forms of church government. The unity of the

Church, the unity of believers, cannot, in their view, be bound

up with any one kind of government. It is a unity not to be

sought for elsewhere than in the love of God the Father, the

cross of Christ, the work of the Holy Spirit, and the hearts of

believers.

There are many truths in my text still unnoticed, but I shall

only mention, and merely mention, the one which is most promi-

nent. The oneness of Christians is not simply described as a

blessing to themselves, but as what wouUl be a blessing to the

world. If Christians sincerely and fervently loved one another,

and loved the Father and the Son, and showed by their whole

conduct how precious, how joyous, how divine a thing Christian

love was, the world could not but be influenced by the sight; the

love of Christ's disciples towards one another would guide it to

the love of Christ himself, and the love of Christ to the love of

the Father; and so the world would believe that God really had

sent his Son; would cease to be the world; and would joy and

glory in its Redeemer. If those who call themselves Christians

were all really so; if they were one in Christ and strove to be

perfectly one; if amidst all differences and distinctions, they had

a profound affection for one another; if their very controversies

were models of courtesy and their very disputings examples of

meekness and humility; if brotherly communion, even with those

ecclesiastically widest apart from them, were earnestly sought

by them and brotherly cooperation habitual to them, the effect

on society would soon be very visible. The sarcasm of the unbe-

liever would be silenced; the native loveliness of the gospel

would be made manifest; and Christians, thus one in heart and

life, in affection and action, would come, with a moral might un-
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known by the world for ages, to the help of the Lord against the

mighty.

''Nothing," said one of the greatest of English philosophers,

"doth so much keep men out of the Church, and drive men out

of tlie Church, as breach of unity." "Keep your smaller differ-

ences," was the exhortation of the Reformer of Geneva, "let us

have no discord on that account; but let us march in one solid

column, under the banners of the Captain of our Sidvation, and

with undivided counsels from the legions of the cross, upon the

territories of darkness and death." Now, unto Him that is able

to do exceeding abundantly above all that we ask or think,

according to the power that worketh in us, unto Him be glory

in the Church of Christ Jesus throughout all ages, world without

end. Amen.

ARTICLE V.

THE PUBLIC PREACHING OF WOMEN.

In this day innovations march with rapid strides. The fan-

tastic suggestion of yesterday, entertained only by a few fanatics,

and then only mentioned by the sober to be ridiculed, is to-day

the audacious reform, and will be to-niorrow the recognised us;ii^(\

Novelties are so numerous and so wild and rash, that in even

conservative minds the sensibility of wonder is exhausted and the

instinct of righteous resistance fatigued. A few years ago the

public preaching of women was universally condemned among all

conservative denominations of Christians, and, indeed, within their

bounds, was totally unknown. Now the innovation is brought

face to face even with the Southern churches, and female preach-

ers are knocking at our doors. We are told that already public

opinion is so truckling before the boldness and plausibility of

tlieir claims that ministers of our own communion begin to

hesitate, and men hardly know whether they have the moral

courage to adhere to the right. These remarks show that a
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discussion of woman's proper place in Christian society is again

timely.

The arguments advanced by those who profess reverence for

the Bible, in favor of this unscriptural usage, must be of course

chiefly rationalistic. They do indeed profess to appeal to the

sacred history of the prophetesses, Miriam, Deborah, Huldah,

and Anna, as proving that sex was no sufficient barrier to public

work in the Church. But the fatal answer is; that these holy

women were inspired. Their call was exceptional and super-

natural. There can be no fair reasoning from the exception to

the ordinary rule. Elijah, in his civic relation to the kingdom

of the ten tribes, would have been but a private citizen without

his prophetic afflatus. By virtue of this we find him exercising

the highest of the regal functions (1 Kings xviii.), administering

the capital penalty ordained by the law against seducers into

idolatry, when he sentenced the priests of Baal and ordered their

execution. But it would be a most dangerous inference to argue

hence, that any other private citizen, if moved by pious zeal,

might usurp the punitive functions of the public magistrate.

It is equally bad logic to infer that because Deborah prophesied

when the supernatural impulse of the Spirit moved her, therefore

any other pious woman who feels only the impulses of ordinary

grace may usurp the function of the public preacher. It must

be remembered, besides, that all who claim a supernatural inspi-

ration must stand prepared to prove it by supernatural works.

If any of our preaching women will work a genuine miracle, then,

and not until then, will she be entitled to stand on the ground of

Deborah or Anna.

A feeble attempt is made to find an implied recognition of the

right of women to preach in 1 Cor. xi. 5. "But every woman

that prayeth or prophesieth with her head uncovered, dishonoreth

her head: for that is even all one as if she were shaven." They

would fain find here the implication that the woman who feels

the call may prophesy in public, if she does so with a bonnet on

her head; and that the apostle provides for admitting so much.

But when we turn to the fourteenth chapter, verses 34, 35, we

find the same apostle strictly forbidding public speaking in the

^

.*ii

%i
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churches to women, and enjoining silence. No honest reader of

Scripture can infer that he meant by inference to allow the very

thing which, in the same epistle and in the same part of it, he

expressly prohibits. It is a criminal violence to represent him

as thus contradicting himself He did not mean, in chapter xi.

5, to imply that any woman might ever preach in public, either

with bonnet on or oiF. The learned Dr. GHll, followed by many

more recent expositors, supposes that in this place the word

"prophesy" only means "praise," as it unquestionably does in

some places (as in 1 Chron. xxv. 2: The sons of Asaph and

Jeduthun "prophesied with the harp"), and as the Targums

render it in many places in the Old Testament. Thus, the ordi-

nance of woi=ship which the apostle is regulating just here, is not

public preaching at all, but the sacred singing of psalms. And
all that is here settled is, that Christian females, whose privilege

it is to join in this praise, must not do so with unveiled heads,

in imitation of some pagan priestesses when conducting their

unclean or lascivious worship, but must sing God's public praises

with heads modestly veiled.

We have no need to resort to this explanation, reasonable

though it be. The apostle is about to prepare the way for his

categorical exclusion of women from public discourse. He does

so by alluding to the intrusion which had probably begun, along

with many other disorders in the Corinthian churches, and by

pointing to its obvious unnaturalness. Thus, he who stands up

in public as the herald and representative of heaven's King, must

stand with uncovered head: the honor of the Sovereign for whom
he speaks demands this. But no woman can present herself in

public with uncovered head without sinning against nature and

her sex. Hence no woman can be a public herald of Christ.

Thus, this passage, instead of implying the admission, really

argues the necessary exclusion of women from the pulpit.

But the rationalistic arguments are more numerous and are

urged with more confidence. First in natural order is the plea

that some Christian women are admitted to possess every gift

claimed by males: zeal, learning, piety, power of utterance; and

it is asked why these are not qualifications for the ministry in

i^
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the case of the Avornan as well as of the man. It is urged that

there is a mischievous, and even a cruel impolicy in depriving

the Church of the accessions, and souls of the good, 'wliich tlicse

gifts and graces might procure when exercised in the pulpit.

Again, some profess that tliey liave felt the spiritual and con-

scientious impulse to proclaim the gospel which crowns God's

call to the ministry. They *'must obey God rather than men;"

and they warn us against opposing their impulse, lest haply we

be "found even to fight against God." They argue that the

apostle himself has told us, in the new creation of grace there is

neither Jew nor Greek, circumcision nor uncircumcision, barba-

rian, Scythian, bond nor free." In Christ "there is neither Jew

nor Greek, there is neither bond nor free, there is neither male

nor female" (Col. iii. 11; Gal. iii. 28). But if the spiritual kingdom

thus levels all social and temporal tlistinctions, its official rights

should ecjually be distributed in disregard of them all. And last,

it is claimed that God has decided the question by setting the

seal of his favor on the preaching of some blessed women, such

as the "Friend," Miss Sarah Smiley. If the results of her min-

istry arc not gracious, then all the fruits of the gospel may as

reasonably be discredited. And they ask triumphantly, Would

God employ and honor an agency which he himself makes

unlawful?

We reply, yes. This confident argument is founded on a very

transparent mistake. God does not indeed honor, but ho <loes

employ, agents whom he disapproves. Surely God does not ap-

prove a man who "preaches Christ for envy and strife" (Phil.

i. 15), yet the apostle rejoices in it, and "knows that it shall result

in salvation through his prayers and the supply of the Spirit of

Jesus Christ." Two very simple truths, which no believer dis-

putes, explode the whole force of this appeal to results. One is,

that a truly good person jnay go wrong in one particular; and

our heavenly Father, who is exceedingly forbearing, may with-

hold his displeasure from the misguided efforts of his child,

throuo;h Christ's intercession, because tlionsh mis^^uided, he is his

child. The other is, that it is one of God's clearest and most

blessed prerogatives to bring good out of evil. Thus, who can
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doubt but it is Avrong for a man dead in sins to intrude into the

sacred ministry? Yet God has often employed such sinners to

convert souls: not sanctioning their profane intrusion, but glori-

fying his own grace by overruling it. This experimental plea

may be also refuted by another answer. If the rightfulness of

actions is to be determined by their results, then it ought evi-

dently to be by their whole results. But who is competent to

say whether the whole results of one of these pious disorders will

be beneficial or mischievous? A zealous female converts or con-

firms several souls by her preaching? Grant it. But may she

not, by this example, in the future introduce an amount of con-

fusion, intrusion, strife, error, and scandal, which will greatly

overweigh the first partial good? This question cannot be an-

swered until time is ended, and it will require an omniscient

mind to judge it. Thus it becomes perfectly clear that present

seeming good results cannot never be a suflScient justification of

conduct which violates the rule of the Word. This is our only

sure guide. Bad results, following a course of action not com-

manded in the Word, may present a sufficient, even an imperative

reason for stopping, and good results following such action may

suggest some probability in its favor. This is all a finite mind

is authorised to argue in these matters of God's service; and

when the course of action transgresses the commandment, such

probability becomes worthless.

Pursuing the arguments of the opposite party in the reverse

order, we remark next, that when the apostle teaches the equality

of all in the privilege of redemption, it is obvious he is speaking

in general, not of official positions in the visible Church, but of

access to Christ and participation in his blessings. The expository

ground of this construction is, that thus alone can we save him from

self-contradiction. For his exclusion of Avomen from the pulpit

is as clear and emphatic as his'assertion of the universal equality in

Christ. Surely he does not mean to contradict himself! Our

construction is established also by other instances of a similar

kind. The apostle expressly excludes "neophytes" from office.

Yet no one dreams that he would have made the recency of their

engrafting a ground of discrimination against their equal privi-
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leges in Christ. Doubtless the apostle would have been as ready

to assert that in Christ there is neither young nor old, as that in

him there is neither male nor female. So every sane man would

exclude children from office in the Church, yet no one would

disparage their equal interest in Christ. So the apostle inhibited

Christians who were implicated in polygamy from office, however

sincere their repentance. So the canons of the early Church for-

bade slaves to be ordained until they had legally procured emanci-

pation, and doubtless they were right in this rule. But in Christ

there is "neither bond nor free." If then the equality of these

classes in Christ did not imply their fitness for public office in the

Church, neither does the equality of females with males in Christ

imply it. Last, the scope of the apostle in these places proves

that he meant no more; for his object in referring to this blessed

Christian equality is there seen to be to infer that all classes

have a right to church membership if believers, and that Chris-

tian love and communion ought to embrace all.

When the claim is made that the Church must concede the

ministerial function to the Christian woman who sincerely sup-

poses she feels the call to it, we have a perilous perversion of the

true doctrine of vocation. True, this vocation is spiritual, but it

is also scriptural. The same Spirit who really calls the true

minister also dictated the Holy Scriptures. When even a good

man says that he thinks the Spirit calls him to preach, there may

be'room for doubt; but there can be no doubt whatever that the

Spirit calls no person to do what the Word dictated by him for-

bids- The Spirit cannot contradict himself. No human being

is entitled to advance a specific call of the Spirit for him individ-

ually to do or teach something contrary to or beside the Scrip-

tures previously given to the Church, unless he can sustain his

claim by miracle. Again, the true doctrine of vocation is that

the man whom God has designed and qualified to preach learns

his call through the Word. The Word is the instrument by

which the Spirit teaches him, with prayer, that he is to preach.

Hence, when a person professes to have felt this call, whom the

Word distinctly precludes from the work, as the neophyte, the

child, the penitent polygamist, the female, although we may
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ascribe her mistake to an amiable zeal, yet we absolutely know

she is mistaken: she has confounded a human impulse with the

Spirit's vocation. Last, the scriptural vocation comes not only

through the heart of the candidate, but of the brotherhood; and

the call is never complete until the believing choice of the brethren

has confirmed it. But by what shall they be guided? By the

"say so" of any one Avho assumes to be sincere? Nay verily.

The brethren are expressly commanded "not to believe every

spirit, but to try the spirits whether they are of God." They

have no other rule than Scripture. Who can believe that God's

Spirit is the agent of such anarchy as this, where the brotherhood

hold in their hands the Word, teaching them that God does not

call any woman ; and yet a woman insists, against them, that

God calls her? He "is not the author of confusion, but of

peace, as in all the churches of the saints." It is on this very

subject of vocation to public teaching that the apostle makes this

declaration.

The argument from the seeming fitness of some women, by

their gifts and graces, to edify the churches by preaching, is then

merely utilitarian and unbelieving. When God endows a woman

as he did Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, it may be safely assumed that he

has some wise end in view; he has some sphere in earth or

heaven in which her gifts will come into proper play. But surely

it is far from reverent for the creature to decide against God's

Word, that this sphere is the pulpit. His wisdom is better than

man's. The sin involves the presumption of Uzzah. He was

right in thinking that it would be a bad thing to have the sacred

ark tumbled into the dust, and in thinking that he had as much

physical power to steady it and as much accidental proximity as

any Levite of them all; But he was wrong in presuming to serve

God in a way he had said he did not choose to be served. So

when men lament the "unemployed spiritual power," which they

suppose exists in many gifted females, as a dead loss to the

Church, they are reasoning with Uzzah: they are presumptuously

setting the human wisdom above God's wisdom.

The argument then, whether any woman may be a public

preacher of the Word, should be prevalently one of Scripture.

VOL. XXX., NO. 4— 10.
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Does the Bible really prohibit it? We assert that it does. And
first, the Old Testament, which contained, in germ, all the prin-

ciples of the New, allowed no regular church office to any woman.

When a few of that sex were employed as mouth-pieces of God,

it was in an office purely extraordinary and in which they could

adduce a supernatural attestation of their commission. No woman

ever ministered at the altar as either priest or Levite. No female

elder was ever seen in a Hebrew congregation. No woman ever

sat on the throne of the theocracy except the pagan usurper and

murderess, Athaliah. Now Presbyterians at least believe that

the church order of the Old Testament Church was imported into

the New, with less modification than any other part of the old

religion. The ritual of types was greatly modified; new sacra-

mental symbols replaced the old ; the temple of sacrifice was

superseded, leaving no sanctuary beneath the heavenly one, save

the synagogue, the house of pravcr. But the primeval presby-

terial order continued unchanged. The Christianised synagogue

became the Christian congregation, with its eldership, teachers,

and deacons, and its women invariably keeping silence in the

assembly. The probability thus raised is strong.

Secondly, if human language can make anything plain, it is

that the New Testament institutions do not suff'er the woman to

rule or "to usurp authority over the man." See 1 Tim. ii. 12;

1 Cor. xi. 3, 7-10; Eph. v. 22, 23; 1 Peter iii. 1, 5, 6. In

ecclesiastical affairs at least, the woman's position in the Church

is subordinate to the man's. But, according to New Testament

precedent and doctrine, the call to public teaching and ruling in

the Church must go together. Every elder is not a public teacher,

but every regular public teacher must be a ruling elder. It is

clearly implied in 1 Tim. v. 17 that there were ruling elders who

were not preachers, but never was the regular preacher heard of

who was not ex officio a ruling elder. The scriptural qualifica-

tions for public teaching, the knowledge, piety, experience,

authority, dignity, purity, moral weight, were a /or^wn qualifi-

cations for ruling. "The greater includes the less." Hence it

is simply inconceivable that the qualified person could experience

a true call to public teaching and not also be called to spiritual

4Wi
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rule. Hence, if it is right for the woman to preach, she must also

be a ruling elder. But God has expressl^r prohibited the latter,

and assigned to woman a domestic and social place, in which her

ecclesiastical rule would be anarchy. - ^^

This argument may be put in a most practical and acZ hominem

(or adfoeminam) shape. Let it be granted, for argument's sake,

that here is a woman whose gifts and graces, spiritual wisdom

and experience, are so superior her friends feel with her that it

is a blameable loss of power in the Church to confine her to

silence in the public assembly. She accordingly exercises her

public gift, rightfully and successfully. She becomes the spiritual

parent of new-born souls. Is it not right that her spiritual pro-

geny should look up to her for guidance? How can she, from

her position, justify herself in refusing this second service? She

felt herself pr(»perly impelled by the deficiency in the quantity

or quality of the male preaching at this place, to break over the

restraints of sex and contribute her superior gifts to the winning

of souls. Now, if it appear that a similar deficiency of male

supervision, cither in quantity or quality, exists at the same place,

the same impulse must, by the stronger reason, prompt her to

assume the less public and obtrusive work of supervision. There

is no sense in her straining out the gnat after she has swallowed

the camel; she ought to act the ruling elder, and thus conserve

the fruits she has planted. She ought to admonish, command,

censure, and excommunicate her male converts—including pos-

sibly the husband she is to obey at home! if the real welfare of

the souls she has won requires.

The attempt may be made to escape this crushing demonstra-

tion b}" saying that these women consider themselves as preaching,

not as presbyters, but as lay persons—that theirs is but a speci-

men of legitimate lay preaching. The answers are, that stated,

public lay preaching is not legitimate, either for women or men,

who remain without ordination (as was proved in this Review,

April, 1876) ; and that the terms of the inspired prohibition

against the public preaching of women are such as to exclude

this plea.

Let us now look at these laws themselves: we shall find them
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peculiarly, even surprisingly, explicit. First, we have 1 Cor.

xi. 3-16, where the apostle discusses the relation and deportment

of the sexes in the public Christian assemblages; and he assures

the Corinthians, verses 2 and 16, that the rules he here announces

were universally accepted by all the churches. The reader w^ill

not be wearied by details of exposition; a careful reading of

the passage will give to him the best evidence for our interprcr

tion, in its complete coherence and consistency. Two principles

then are laid down: first, verse 4, that the man should preach

(or pray) in public with head uncovered, because he then stands

forth as God's herald and representative; and to assume at that

time the emblem of subordination, a covered head, is a dishonor

to the office and the God it represents; secondly, verses 5, 13,

that, on the contrary, for a woman to appear or to perform any

public religious function in the Christian assembly, unveiled, is

a glaring impropriety; because it is contrary to the subordination

of the position assigned her by her Maker, and to the modesty

and reserve suitable to her sex; and even nature settles the point

by giving her her long hair as her natural veil. Even as good

taste and a natural sense of propriety would protest against a

woman's going in public shorn of that beautiful badge and adorn-

ment of her sex, like a rough soldier or a laborer; even so clearly

does nature herself sustain God's law in requiring the woman to

appear always modestly covered in the sanctuary. The holy

angels who are present as invisible spectators, hovering over the

Christian assemblies, would be shocked by seeing women pro-

fessing godliness publicly throw off this appropriate badge of

their position (verse 10). The woman then has a right to the

privileges of public worship and the sacraments: she may join

audibly in the praises and prayers of the public assembly, where

the usages of the body encourage responsive prayer; but she

must always do this veiled or covered. The apostle does not in

this chapter pause to draw the deduction, that if every public

herald of God must be unveiled and the woman must never be

unveiled in public, then she can never be a public herald. But

let us wait. He has not done with these questions of order in

public worship: he steadily continues the discussion of them
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through the fourteenth chapter, and he there at length reaches

the conclusion he had been preparing, and in verses 34-35

expressly prohibits women to preach publicly. "Let your women

keep silence in the churches, for it is not permitted to them to

speak" (in that public place) "but to be in subordination, as also

the law saith. And if they wish to learn something" (about some

doctrine which they there hear discussed but do not comprehend)

"let ask their own husbands at home, for it is disgraceful for

women to speak in church." And in verse 37 he shuts up the

whole discussion by declaring that if anybody pretends to have

the Spirit, or the inspiration of prophecy, so as to be entitled to

contest Paul's rules, the rules are the commandments of the Lord

(Christ), not Paul's mere personal conclusions; so that to contest

them on such pretensions of spiritual impulse is inevitably wrong

and presumptuous. For the immutable Lord does not legislate

in contradictory ways.

The next passage is 1 Tim, ii. 11-15. In the 8th verse the

apostle having taught what should be the tenor of the public

prayers and why, says: "I ordain therefore that the males pray

in every place" (in which the two sexes prayed publicly together).

He then, according to the tenor of the passage in 1 Cor. xi.,

commands Christian women to frequent the Christian assemblies

in raiment at once removed from untidiness and luxury, and so

fashioned as to express the retiring modesty of their sex. He
then adds: "Let the woman learn in quiet, in all subordination.

But I do not permit woman to teach" (in public) "nor to play

the ruler over man ; but to be in quietude. For Adam was first

fashioned: then Eve. Again, Adam was not deceived" (by

Satan) "but the woman having been deceived came to be in trans-

gression" (first). "However she shall be saved by the child-

bearing, if they abide, with modest discretion, in faith and love

and sanctity." In 1 Tim. v. 9-15, a sphere of church labor is

evidently defined for aged single women, and for them only—who

are widows or celibates without near kindred. So specific is the

apostle that he categorically fixes the limit below which the Church

may not go in accepting even such laborers at sixty years. What

was this sphere of labor? It was evidently some form of diaconal
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Avork, and not preaching; because the age, qualifications, and

connexions all point to these private charitable tasks, and the

uninspired history confirms it. To all younger women the apostle

then assigns their express sphere in these words (verse 14): "I

ordain accordingly that the younger women marry, bear children,

guide the house, give no start to the adversary to revile" (Chris-

tians and Christianity). Here is at least strong negative evidence

that Paul assigned no public preaching function to women. In

Titus ii. 4, 5, women who have not reached old age are to be

"aifcctionate to their husbands, fond of their children, prudent,

pure, keepers at home, benevolent, obedient to their own hus-

bands, that the word of our God may not be reviled." And the

only teaching function hinted even for the aged women is, verse

4, that they should teach tliese private domestic virtues to their

younger sisters. Does not the apostle here assign the home as

the proper sphere of the Christian woman? That is her king-

dom, and neither the secular nor the ecclesiastical commonwealth.

Her duties in her home are to detain her away from the public

functions. She is not to be a ruler of men, but a loving subject

to her husband.

The grounds on which the apostle rests the divine legislation

against the preaching of women make it clear that we have con-

strued it aright. Collating 1 Cor. xi. with 1 Tim. ii, we find

them to be the following: The male was the first creation of God,

the female a subsequent one. Then, the female was made from

the substance of the male, being taken from his side. The

end of the woman's creation and existence is to be a helpmeet for

the man, in a sense in which the man was not originally designed

as a helpmeet for the woman. Hence God, from the beginning

of man's existence as a sinner, put the wife under the kindly

authority of the husband, making him the head and her the sub-

ordinate in domestic society. The Lord said. Gen. iii. 10: "Thy

desire shall be unto thy husband, and he shall rule over thee."

Then last, the agency of the woman in yielding first to Satanic

temptation and aiding to seduce her husband into sin was pun-

ished by this subjection ; and the sentence on the first woman has

been extended, by imputation, to all her daughters. These are

J
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the grounds on which the npostle says the Lord enacted that in

the church assemblies the wonnan shall be pupil and not public

teticher, ruled and not ruler. The reasons bear upon all women, 1^^

of all ages and civilisations alike. Hence the honest expositor i ^
must conclude that the enactments are of universal force. Such |

reasons are, indeed, in strong opposition to the radical theories of

individual human rights and equality now in vogue with many.

Instead of allowing to iill human beings a specific equality and

an absolute natural independence, these scripture doctrines as-

sume that there are orders of human beings naturally unequal in

their inherited rights, as in their bodily and mental qualities;

that God has not ordained any human being to this proud inde-

pendence, but placed all in subordination under authoiity, the

child under its mother, the mother under her husband, the hus-

band under the ecclesiastical and civil magistrates, and these

under the law, whose guardian and avenger is God himself. And
so fiir from flouting the doctrine of ini^utation as an antiquated

barbarism, these Scriptures represent it as a living and just ruling

principle, this very day determining, by the guilt of a woman

who sinned six thousand years ago, when combining with the

natural qualities of sex propagated in her race, a subordinate

social state and a rigid disqualification for certain actions for half

the human race. Between the popular theories of individual

human right and this sort of political philosophy, there is indeed -'

an irreconcilable opposition.- But this is inspired! The only

solution is that the other, despite all its confidence and arrogance,

is false and hollow. "He that replieth against God, let him

answer it,"

The inspired legislation is as explicit to every candid reader

as human language can well make it. Yet modern ingenuity

has essayed to explain it away. One is not surprised to find

these expositions, even when advanced by those who profess to

accept the Scriptures, tinctured with no small savour of infidelity,

lor a true and honest reverence for the inspiration of Scripture

would scarcely try so hopeless a task as the sophisticating of so

plain a law. Thus, sometimes we hear these remarks uttered

almost as a sneer, "Oh, this is the opinion of Paul, a crusty old
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bachelor, an Oriental, with his head stuffed with those ideas of

woman which were current when society made her an ignoramus,

a playthincy, and a slave." Or, we are referred to the fable of

the paintings of the man dominating the lion, in which the man

was always the painter, and it is said, "Paul was a man; he is

jealous for the usurped dominion of his s&x. The law would be

different if it were uttered through woman." What is all this,

except open unbelief and resistance, when the apostle says ex-

pressly tliat this legislation was the enactment of that Christ who

condescended to be born of woman ?

Again, one would have us read the prohibition of 1 Cor. xiv. 34,

oh yap tTririTpaKTai avraig AaXeiv^ "it is not permitted to females to

babble." Some pretended usage is cited to show that the verb,

laleiv is here used in a bad sense only, and that the prohibition

to a woman to talk nonsense in public address does not exclude,

but rather implies, her right to preach, provided she preaches

well and solidly. No expositor will need a reply to criticism

so wretchedly absurd as this. But it may not be amiss to point

out in refutation that the opposite of this XaAeiv in Paul's own

mind and statement is "to be silent." The implied distinction

then, is not here between solid speech and babbling, but between

speaking publicly at all and keeping silence. Again, in the

parallel declaration, 1 Tim. ii. 12, the apostle says: VwaiKi 6h

ii6aaKuv ovk kniTptnu, where he uses the word 3i6aaKuv\, concerning

whose regular meaning no such cavil can be invented. And the

apostle's whole logic in the contexts is directed, not against

silly teachings by women, but against women's teaching in

public at all.

Another evasion is to say that the law is indeed explicit, but

it was temporary. When woman was what paganism and the

Oriental harem had made her, she was indeed unfit for ruling and

public teaching; she was but a grown-up child, ignorant, capri-

cious, and rash, like other children; and while she remained so

the apostle's exclusion was wise and just. But the law was not

meant to apply to the modern Christian woman, lifted by better in-

stitutions into an intellectual, moral, and literary equality with the

man. Doubtless were the apostle here, he would himself avow it.

I.
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This is at least more decent. But as an exegesis it is as unfair

and untenable as the other. For, first, it is false that the con-f^

ception of female character Christianised, which was before the

apostle's mind when enacting this exclusion from the pulpit, Wixs

the conception of an ignorant grown-up child from the harem.

The harem was not a legitimate Hebrew institution. Polygamy

was not the rule, but the exception, in reputable Hebrew families;

nor were devout Jews, such as Paul had been, ignorant of the

unlawfulness of such domestic abuses. Jewish manners and laws

were not Oriental, but a glorious exception to Orientalism, in the

place they assigned woman ; and God's word of the Old Testa-

ment had doubtless done among the Jews the same ennobling

work for woman which we now claim Christianity does. To the

competent archaeologist it is known that it has ever been the trait

of Judaism to assign an honorable place to woman; and the Jew-

ish race has ever been as rare an exception as Tacitus says the

German race was, to the pagan depression of the sex common in

ancient days. Accordingly we never find the apostle drawing a

depreciated picture of woman: every allusion of his to the believing

woman is full of reverent respect and honor. Among the Chris-

tian women who come into Paul's history there is not one who is

portrayed after this imagined pattern of childish ignorance and

weakness. The Lydia, the Lois, the Eunice, the Phoebe, the

Priscilla, the Damaris, the Roman Mary, the Junia, the Try-

phena, the Tryphosa, the ''beloved Persis" of the Pauline history,

and the elect lady who was honored with the friendship of the

aged John, all appear in the narrative as bright examples of

Christian intelligence, activity, dignity, and nobleness. It was not

left for the pretentious Christianity of the nineteenth century to

begin the emancipation of woman. As soon as the primitive

doctrine conquered a household, it did its blessed work in lifting

up the feebler and oppressed sex; and it is evident that Paul's

habitual conception of female Christian character, in the churches

in which he ministered, was at least as favorable as his estimate

of the male members. Thus the state of facts on which this gloss

rests had no existence for Paul's mind: he did not consider him-

self as legislating temporarily in view of the inferiority of the

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—11.
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female Christian character of his day, for he did not think it

inferior! When tliis evasion is inspected it untnasks itself simply

into an instance of quiet egotism. Says the Christian "woman

of the period" virtually: "I am so elevated and enlightened that

I am ahove the law, which was well enough for those old fogies,

Priscilla, Persis, Eunice, and the elect lady." Indeed! This

is modesty with a vengeance! Was Paul only legislating tem-

porarily when he termed modesty one of the brightest jewels in

the Christian woman's crown?

A second answer is seen to this plea, in the nature of the

apostle's grounds for the law. Not one of them is personal, local,

Or temporary. Nor docs he say that woman must not preach in

puhlic because he regards her as less pious, less zealous, less

eloquent, less learned, less brave, or less intellectual, than man.

In the advocates of woman's right to this function there is a con-

tinual tendency to a confusion of thought, as though the apostle,

when he says that woman must not do what man does, meant to

disparage her sex. This is a sheer mistake. His reasoning will

[
be searched in vain for any disparagement of the qualities and

virtues of'that sex; and we may at this place properly disclaim

all such intention also. Woman is excluded from this masculine

task of public preaching by Paul, not because she is inferior to

man, but simply because her Maker has ordained for her another

work which is incompatible with this. So he might have pro-

nounced, as nature does, that she shall not sing bass, not because

he thought the bass chords the more beautiful—perhaps he

thought the pure alto of the feminine throat far the sweeter—but

because her very constitution fits her for the latter part in the

concert of human existence, and therefore unfits her for the other,

the coarser and less melodious part.

But that the scriptural law was not meant to be temporary

and had no exclusive reference to the ignorant and childish

woman of the casterm harem, is plain from this, that every ground

assigned for the exclusion is of universal and perpetual applica-

tion. They apply to the modern, educated Avoman exactly as

they applied to Phoebe, Priscilla, Damaris, and Eunice. They

lose not a grain of force by any change of social usages or femi-

I
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nine culture, being found in tlie facts of woman's origin and

nature and the designed end of her existence. Thus this second

evasion js totally closed. And the argument finds its final com-

pletion in such passages as 2 Titn. ii. 9 and chap. v. 14. A h\s.

aged women of peculiar circumstances are admitted as assistants

in the diaconal labors. The rest of the body of Christian women
the apostle then assigns to the domestic sphere, intimating clearly

that their attempts to go beyond it would minister to adversaries

a pretext to revile. Here then we have the clearest proof, in a

negative form, that he did not design women in future to break

over; for it is/ar woman as elevated and enlightened hy the gas-

pel he preached that he laid down the limit. i|si

Every true believer should regard the scriptural argument as

first, as sufficient, and as conclusive by itself. But as the apostle

said in one place, that his task was ""to commend himself to every

man's conscience in God's sight," so it is proper to gather the

teachings of sound human prudence and experience which support

God's wise law. The justification is not found in any disparage-

ment of woman, as man's natural inferior, but in the primeval fact:

"Male and female made he them." In order to ground human

society God saw it necessary to fashion for man's mate, not his

exact irftage, but his counterpart. Identity would have utterly

marred their companionship, and would have been an equal curse

to both. But out of this unlikeness in resemblance it must

obviously follow that each is fitted for works and duties unsuit-

able for the other. And it is no more a degradation to the

woman that the man can best do some things which she cannot

do so well, than to the man that woman has her natural supe-

riority in other thin<xs. But it will be cried: "Your Bible docr

trine makes man the ruler, woman the ruled.". True. It was

absolutely necessary, especially after sin had entered the race,

that a foundation for social order should be laid in a family gov-

ernment. This government could not be made consistent, peace-

ful, or orderly, by being made double-headed; for human finitude,

and especially sin, would ensure collision, at least at some times,

between any two human wills. It was essential to the welfare of

both husband and wife and of the offspring, that there must be
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an ultimate human head somewhere. Now let reason decide:

Was it meet that the man be head over the woman, of the woman

over the man ? Was it right that he for whom woman wap created

should be subjected to her who was created for him; that he who

was stronger physically should be subjected to the weaker; that

the natural protector should be the servant of the protegee; that

the divinely ordained bread-winner should be controlled by the

bread-dispenser? Every candid woman admits that this would

have been unnatural and unjust. Hence God, acting, so to speak,

under an unavoidable moral necessity, assigned to the male the

•domestic government, regulated and tempered, indeed, by the

strict laws of God, by self-interest, and by the tenderest aifec-

tion ; and to the female the obedience of love. On this order

all other social order depends. It was not the design of Chris-

tianity to subvert it, but only to perfect and refine it. Doubtless

that spirit of wilfulness, which is a feature of our native carnality

in both man and woman, tempts us to feel that any subordination

is a hardship; so that it is felt while God has been a father to

the man he has been but a stepfather to the woman. Self-Avill

resents this natural subordination as a natural injustice. But

self-will forgets that "order is heaven's first law"; that subordi-

nation is the inexorable condition of peace and happiness, and

this as much in heaven as on earth; that this subjection was not

imposed on woman only as a penalty, but as for her and her off-

spring's good; and that to be governed under the wise conditions

of nature is often a more privileged state than to govern. God

has conformed his works of creation and providence to these

principles. In creating man he has endued him with the natural

attributes which qualify him to labor abroad, to subdue dangers,

to protect, to govern. He has given these qualities in less degree

to woman, and in their place has adorned her with the less hardy

but equally admirable attributes of body, mind, and heart, which

qualify her to yield, to be protected, and to "guide the home."

This order is founded then in the unchangeable laws of nnture.

Hence all attempts to reverse it must fail and must result only

in confusion.

Now a wise God designs no clashing between his domestic and

w"^"^
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political and his ecclesiastical arrangements. He has ordained

that the man shall be head in the family and the commonwealth;

it would be a confusion full of mischief to make the woman head

in the ecclesiastical sphere. But we have seen that the right of

public teaching must involve the right of spiritual rule. The

woman who has a right to preach, if there be dny such, ought

also to claim to be a ruling elder. How would it work to have

husband and wife, ruler and subject, change places as often as they

passed from the dwelling or the court room and senate chamber

to the church? When we remember how universally the religious

principles, which it is the prerogative of the presbyter to enforce,

interpenetrate and regulate man's secular duties, we see that

this amount of overturning would result in little short of absolute

anarchy. -
. ^ / v .,;

Again, the duties which natural affection, natural constitution,

and imperious considerations of convenience distribute between

the man and the woman, make it practicable for him and imprac-

ticable for her to pursue, without their neglect, the additional

tasks' of the public preacher and evangelist. Let an instance

be taken from the nurture of children. The bishop must be

^'husband of one wife." Both the parents owe duties to their

children; but the appropriate duties of the mother, especially

towards little children, are such that she could not leave them as

the pastor must, for his public tasks, without criminal neglect

and their probable ruin. It may be said that this argument has

no application to unmarried women. The answers are, that God

contemplates marriage as the proper condition of Avoman, while

he does not make celibacy a crime ; and that the sphere he assigns

to the unmarried woman is also private and domestic.

Some minds doubtless imagine a degree of force in this state-

ment, that God has bestowed on some women gifts and graces

eminently qualifying them to edify his churches, and as he com-

mits no waste he thereby shows that he designs such women at

least to preach. Enough has been already said to show how utterly

unsafe such pretended reasonings are. "God giveth no account

of his matters to any man." Does he not often give most splendid

endowments for usefulness to young men whom he then removes
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by wliat we call a premature death from the threshold of the

pastoral career? Yet '*God commits no waste." It is not for us

to surmise how he will utilise those seemingly abortive endow-

ments. He knoAvs how and where to do it. We must bow to his

dispensation, whether explicable or not. The case is the same

in this respect with his ordinance restraining the most gifted

woman from publicity. But there is a more obvious answer.

God has assifi;ned to her a private sphere sufficiently important

arid honorable to justify the whole expenditure of angelic endow-

ments: the formation of the character of children. This its the

noblest and most momentous work done on earth, Add to it the

efforts of friendship, the duties of the daughter, sister, wife, and

charitable almoner, and the labors of authorship suitable for

woman ; and we see a field wide enough for the highest talents

and the most sanctified ambition. Does selfwill feel that some-

how the sphere of the pulpit orator is more splendid still?

Wherein? Only in that it has features which gratify carnal

ambition and the lust for carnal applause of men. But let it be

noted that Christians are forbidden to hai^e these desires!' Let

then the Christian comply with God's law requiring him to crucify

ambition, and the only features which made any difference be-

tween the private and the public spheres of soul-culture are gone.

The Christian who, in the performance of the public work of

rearing souls for heaven, fosters the ambitious motive, has de-

formed his worthiness in the task with a defilement which sinks

it far below that of the humblest peasant mother who is training

her child for God. Does the objector return to the charge with

the cavil, that, while the faithful mother rears six or possibly twice

six children for God, the gifted evangelist may convert thousands?

But that man would not have been the gifted evangelist had he

not enjoyed the blessing of the modest Christian mother's train-

ing. Had he been reared in the disorderly home of the clerical

Mrs. Jellaby, instead of being the spiritual father of thousands,

he would have been an ignorant rowdy or a disgusting pharisee.

So that the worthiness of his public success belongs fully as much

to the modest mother as to himself Again, the instrumentality

of the mother's training in the salvation of her children is mighty

I
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and decisive: the influence of the minister over his hundreds is

slight and non-essential. If he contributes a few grains, in

numerous cases, to turn the scales for heaven, the mother conr

tributes tons to the right scales in her few cases. The one works

more widely on the surface, the other more deeply; so that the

real amount of soil moved by the two workmen is not usually in

favor of the preacher. The woman of sanctified ambition has

nothing to regret as to the dignity of her sphere. She does the

noblest^ work that is done on earth. Its public recognition is

usually more through the children and beneficiaries she ennobles

than through her own person. True; and that is precisely the

feature of her Avork which makes it most Christ-like. It is pre-

cisely the feature at which a sinful and selfish ambition takes

offence. '
' '•

• ! •' --:: ^

The movement toAvards the preaching of women does not neces-

sarily spring from a secular "woman's rights" movement. The

preaching of women marked the early Wesleyan movement to

some extent, and the Quaker assemblies. But neither of these

had political aspirations for their women. At the present time,

however, the preaching of women and the demand of all mascu-

line political rights is so synchronous, and is so often seen in the

same persons, that their affinity cannot be disguised. They are

two parts of one common impulse. If we understand the claim

of rights made by these agitators, it includes in substance two

things: that the legislation at least of society shall disregard all

distinctions of sex and aAvard all the same specific rights and fran-

chises to women and men in every respect; and that women,

while in the married state, shall be released from every form of

conjugal subordination and retain independent control of their

property. These pretensions are indeed the proper logical con-

sequences of that radical theory of human right which is now

dominant in the country. According to that doctrine, every

human being is naturally independent, owes no duties to civil or

ecclesiastical society save those freely conceded in the "social

contract"; is the natural equal of every other human except as

he or she has forfeited liberty by crime. Legislation and taxr

ation are unjust unless based on representation, which means the
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privilege of each man under government to vote for his governors.

If these propositions were true, then, indeed, their application to

women would be indisputable. And it would be hard for the

radical politician to explain why it was right to apply them in

favor of ignorant negroes and deny their application to intelli-

gent ladies. We here see the great danger attending the present

misguided woman's movement. Neither the politicians nor tl»e

American masses cherish the purpose of being logically consistent;

and both are in the well-known habit of proclaiming doctrines for

which they care nothing, and which they do not mean to hold

honestly, as "stalking horses" for a temporary end. But their

demagoguism has given a currency and hpld to these political

heresies whose extent and tenacity make them perilous. God

has made man a logical animal: the laws of his reason compel

him to think connectedly to some degree. Hence false princi-

ples once ^rmly fixed are very apt to bring after them their

appropriate corollaries in the course of time, however distasteful

to the promulgators of the parent errors. To the radical mind,

possessed with these false politics, the perpetual demand of these

obvious corollaries by pertinacious women must apply a stress

which is like the "continual dropping that weareth away a

stone." They can quote the Declaration of Independence in the

sense these radicals hold it: "We hold these truths to be self-

evident: that all men are by nature equal and inalienably enti-

tled to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." "All just

government is founded in the consent of the governed," etc., etc.

It is true that this document, rationally interpreted, teaches some-

thing wholly different from the absurd equality of the radical,

which demands for every member of society all the specific fran-

chises which any member has. The wise men of 1776 knew that

men are not naturally equal, in strength, talent, virtue, nor

ability; and that different orders of human beings naturally

inherit very different sets of rights and franchises, according us

they are qualified to enjoy and employ them for their own good

and the good of the whole. But they meant to teach that in one

very important respect all are naturally equal. This is the

equality which Job recognised, ch. xxxi. 15, as existing between
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him and his slave: the equality of a common origin, a common

humanity, and immortality. It is the equality of the golden rule.

By this right that human being whom the laws endow with the

smallest franchises in society has the same kind of moral right

to have that small franchise respected by his fellows as the man

who justly possesses the largest franchise. It is the equality

embodied in the great maxim of the British Constitution, "that

before the law all are equal." This is true, although Britain is

an aristocratic monarchy and rights are distributed to the differ-

ent orders very differently. Earl Derby has sundry franchises

which the British peasant can no more possess than he can grasp

the moon. Yet in the constitutional sense the peasant and the

Earl are "equal before the law." If indicted for crime, each has

the inalienable right to be tried by his peers. The same law

which shields the Earl's entailed estates equally protects the

peasant's cottage. As the men of 1776 were struggling to retain

for America the rights of British freemen, which the king was

unconstitutionally invading, their Declaration must be construed

as teaching this equality of the free British Constitution. So

when they said that "taxation without representation" was in-

trinsically unjust, they never dreamed of teaching this maxim as

to individual tax-payers. The free British Constitution, for

which they were contending, had never done so. They asserted

the maxim of the commonwealth. Some representation of the

commonwealth taxed, through such order of the citizens as prop-

erly constitute the representative ^o/>i*/ws, is necessary to prevent

taxation from becoming unjust.

But this, the true, historical, and rational meaning of these

maxims, is now unpopular with radicalism ; it cannot away with

the true doctrine. And for this reason it has no sufficient answer

for the plea of "women's rights." The true answer is found in

the correct statement of human right we have given. The

woman is not designed by God, nor entitled to all the franchises

in society to which the male is entitled. God has disqualified

her for any such exercise of them as would benefit herself or

society, by the endowments of body, mind, and heart he has given

her, and the share he has assigned her in the tasks of social

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—12.
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existence. And as she has no right to assume the masculine

franchises, so she will find in the attempt to do so only ruin to

her own character and to society. For instance, the very traits

of emotion and character which make woman man's cherished

and invaluable "helpmeet," the traits which she must have in

order to fulfil the purpose of her being, would ensure her unfitness

to meet the peculiar temptations of publicity and power. The

attempt would debauch all these lovelier traits, while it would

leave her still, as the rival of man, "the weaker vessel." She

would lose all and gain nothing.

One consequence of tliis revolution would be so certain and so

terrible that it cannot be passed over. It must result in the

abolition of all permanent marriage ties. Indeed, the bolder

advocates do not scruple to avow it. The destruction of marriage

would follow by this cause, if no other: that the unsexed politi-

cating woman, the importunate manikin-rival, would never inspire

in men that true affection on which marriage should be founded.

The mutual attraction of the two complementary halves would be

forever gone. The abolition of marriage would follow again by

another cause. The rival interests and desires of two equal wills

are inconsistent with domestic union, government, or peace. Shall

the children of this unnatural connexion be held responsible to

both of two sinful but coordinate and equally supreme wills?

Heaven pity the children! Again, who ever heard of a perpetual

copartnership in which the parties had no power to enforce the per-

formance of the mutual duties nor to dissolve the tie made intol-

erable by violation ? It would be as iniquitious as impossible.

Such a copartnership of equals, with coordinate wills and inde-

pendent interests, must be separable at will, as all other such

copartnerships are.

This common movement for "women's rights" and women's

preaching must be regarded then as simply infidel. It cannot

be candidly upheld without attacking the inspiration and authority

of the Scriptures. We are convinced that there is only one safe

attitude for Christians, presbyters, and church courts to assume to-

wards it. This is utterly to discountenance it, as they do any other

assault of infidelity o^ God's truth and lyngdom. The church

u,
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officer who becomes an accomplice of this intrusion certainly ren-

ders himself obnoxious to discipline, just as he would by assisting

to celebrate an idolatrous mass. dtt w I

We close with one suggestion to such women as may be inclined

to this new claim. If they read history they find that the con-

dition of woman in Christendom, and especially in America, is

most enviable as compared with her state in all other ages and

nations. Let them ponder candidly how much they possess here

which their sisters have enjoyed in no other age. What bestowed

those peculiar privileges on the Christian women of America?

The Bible. Let them beware then how they do anything to

undermine the reverence of mankind for the authority of the

Bible. It is undermining their own bulwark. If they under-

stand how universally in all but Bible lands the "weaker vessel"

has been made the slave of man's strength and selfishness, they

will gladly 'Met well enough alone," lest in grasping at some

impossible prize beyond, they lose the privileges they now have,

and fall back to the gulf of oppression from which these doctrines

of Christ and Paul have lifted them. R. L. Dabney.
.'tA'

ARTICLE VI.

THE ALTERNATIVES OF UNBELIEF.

Anti- Theistic Theories. Being the Baird Lecture for 1877.

By Robert Flint, D. D., LL.D., Professor of Divinity in the

University of Edinburgh. New York: Scribner & Welford.

1879.

This is the successor and companion volume to the eminent

author's lecture on "Theism," which appeared in print two years

ago. The former volume was didactic, this one is polemic. The

design of the first treatise was to establish by positive argument

the doctrine accepted by theists. The aim of the second is

to undermine by logic the foundations of infidelity. We can

heartily applaud these works of the famous Scotch teacher, and
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would confidently set them over again*t the writings of his cele-

brated namesake, the American physiologist and materialist.

Despite certain obvious defects that might be pointed out, the

Baird Lecture for 1877 is especially worthy of commendation

as being not only able and conclusive, and far from superficial,

but also to a gratifying extent original. We propose now to

make an examination of the diiferent postures that have been

assumed by infidelity in the past and present; as well as of

the various attitudes in which that infidelity has been, or may

yet need to be, confronted by Christianity. In doing this we

shall have to forego, except in a single instance, the guidance of

the valiant Greatheart of Presbyterian apologetics in the British

Islands.

The possible opinions as to the existence of God may be

grouped as Theistic and Anti-Theistic. The theoretical positions

which have at any time been taken by the opponents of the divine

origin of the Scriptures may be set down at six or seven, or at

the utmost at eight, nine, or ten ; and these, as we shall presently

see, are logically reducible to a much smaller number. These

six, eight, or ten positions appear to exhaust the possibilities of

the situation. Atheism, Pantheism, Polytheism, Dualism, Deism,

Agnosticism, Pyrrhonism: voild tout! Materialism (where not,

inconsistently, theistic) is but another name for Atheism, or

Agnosticism, or else may be regarded as a strange sort of

Pantheism.

Rationalism is either a wide term equivalent to Naturalism, or

else denotes one phase, or several phases, of deism, pantheism,

or atheism.

Pessimism is essentially atheistic, for the reason that if it does

not expressly challenge the divine existence, it virtually denies a

God by stripping the idea of all benevolent and moral attributes.

This seems to finish the catalogue. Infidelity, it is true, may

continue to pass through its customary metamorphoses, but it is

believed that a sharp, critical scrutiny will always be able to detect

"the old familiar faces" under every imaginable variety of new

disguises.

The Anti-Theistic positions, then, are as follows:
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That of Atheism, which, conceding nothing, denies the divine

existence

;

That of Pantheism, which, conceding God's being, denies his

personality;

That of Polytheism, which, conceding the divine existence and

personality, denies the divine unity.

That of Dualism, which, while it concedes the divine existence

and may concede his personality and even his unity, denies the

divine sel^sufficiency ; and
-fj. /Wumiii&'-Mf' t

That of Deism, which, conceding God's existence, personality

and unity, and his self-sufficiency, denies the reality, and in some

forms of it even the possibility^ of the divine revelation and attes-

tations, and in its most advanced utterances, the reality, if not

the possibility, of the divine providential government, and indeed

of the divine activity in the world.

There are two others necessary to complete the list. They are

those of Agnosticism or Positivism, and Scepticism or Pyrrhonism.

By Positivism is intended not merely the theory of Augusts

Oomte and his acknowledged school—headed by such men as

M. Littr^, J. S. Mill, G. H. Lewes, and Mr. Frederick Harrison,

but also the broader theory of Mr. Alexander Bain, Mr. Herbert

Spencer, Professor Huxley, Dr. Tyndall, Dr. Maudesley, and

many on the continent of Europe, together with their English

and American confreres and disciples. We are aware that the

English thinkers of this class many of them oppose what some of

them consider Comte's fundamental postulate of the three states

of human knowledge, and that they in some instances ridicule

his scientific pretensions and in chorus disown his intellectual

paternity, preferring to trace back their paternity to Hume.

Professor Littledale has suggested the term Agnostics* as a proper

designation for all who occupy the ground assumed by Comte

and his retinue with regard to the futility of pushing our inqui-

ries into the region of ultimate causes, whether final or efficient,

and with regard to the vast realm of the unknowable. The term

Positivists has, indeed, been rightly or wrongly fixed upon them,

*The credit for this name has recently been claimed for Professor

Huxley. See New York World, August 1 9, 1879.

>
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and it is perhaps too late in the day, even if it be desirable, to

have it changed.

Pyrrhonism, or Scepticism in the distinctive sense, holds sub

judice the propositions which are categorically denied by one or

several of the preceding theories. Agnosticism might be classed

as a variety of partial Scepticism, but for its characteristic and

categorical assertion of the divine unknowableness. Scepticism

is, however, a term often used popularly and broadly to denote

infidelity in general, especially when not very sure of its con-

clusions.

These various theoretical positions can be classified in different

ways, according as we select this or that principle of classification,

or this or that point of view from which to make the classification.

We might class them as forms of denial y^ndi forms of doubt. The

forms of denial would then include all but the different branches

of Scepticism. The forms of denial might then be further sub-

divided into Atheistic, Polytheistic, and Monotheistic Infidelity.

• Under Monotheistic Infidelity, on this plan, would fall Dualism,

Deism, and Agnosticism.* The forms of doubt, on the other

hand, would branch into universal and partial Scepticism; the

universal being represented by Pyrrho

—

its abettors "doubting

that they doubt;" the partial by those who with Hume admit the

existence of our subjective states and processes but question their

trustworthiness, and by the eclectics whether utterly capricious

or more plausibly rational. The forms of denialmight be grouped

under the heads of Naturalism and Supernafuralism ; and this

without once raising the vexed question that agitated the fathers

and the schoolmen, and has been since discussed by Trench and

Wardlaw, by the Duke of Argyll, b^^ Mbzley, by President Hop-

^We are aware that we are here using the term "Monotheistic" with

a latitude that requires exphinution and may be considered unjustifia-

ble. "Monistic" is the term usually employed-, but this word has rela-

tion to the question of substance, and what we want is a word havinj^

relation to the question of supreme cause. We employ the description

simply for the nonce and to give symmetry to our classification. Agnos-

ticism, sharply definedj_will be found to be situated exactly on the dividing

line betwixt Theism and Atheism, but to have a decided slant towards

Atheism, We first class it as Monotheistic and afterwards as Atheistic.
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kins, and by Dr. McCosh, as to the definition of a miracle and

its relations to the natural. The difficulty of that question is

largely due to the ambiguity of the terms "law," "nature,"

"natural," and "supernatural." The term "Supernaturalisra"'

is here taken roughly to indicate those forms of negative opinion

which do, and the term "Naturalism" to indicate those which do

not^ allow of the extraordinary or miraculous iiiterpositions of

the Deity in the affairs of the world. Atheistic infidelity would

then lie wholly under the head of Naturalism, and Polytheistic

wholly under the head of Supernaturalism, while Monotheistic

would lie partly under one head and partly under the other.

Monotheistic Naturalism would embrace Deism, Pantheism, and

Agnosticism ; and Monotheistic Supernaturalism, if we exclude

Mysticism and Traditionalism, would take in certain exhibitions

of Dualism as well as Mohammedanism, Judaism, Swedenbor-

giiinism, and Mormonism, together with the better forms of table-

tipping Spiritism. -

The first conflicts of Christianity were with heathen Polytheism

and Judaic Monotheism. At a later period Monotheistic infidelity

was encountered and vanquished in its Mohammedan form. For

the most part, however, from the second century to the Reforma-

tion, the contentions of the Church were conducted chiefly within

her own pale, and her conflicts with the Moslem were not so

much spiritual an^l intellectual as carnal. Even as late as the

age of the ReforraeT%- the scimitar of the Turk, who had long

before obtained a foothold in Southern Europe, was still to be

seen flashing for a brief interval before the gates of Christendom
;

just as in an earlier age the battle-axe of the Crusader was to be

seen brandished for a time under ihe walls of Islam. But in

both cases the conflict was not for national conversion, but for

extermination, or else enforced subjection. The watchword of

the Mussulman was "Death, Tribute, or the Koran;" the battle

cry of the mediaeval Christian was, "No mercy to the paynim."

The intellectual labors of the Church before Constantine were

chiefly directed to the establishment of its creed and the over-

throw of heresy. The intellectual labors of the Church during

the heart of the Middle Ages were chiefly bent on the task of
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forging the two-edged weapons of the scholastic logic, which were

afterwards to be employed in the interests of the Romish hier-

archy, and also, to a certain extent, in those of the Reformed

theology. It is true that some of the early heresies, as for

instance, Gnosticism and Manichaeism, had their origin in Greek

and Oriental heathenism; but they did not become heresies until

the attempt had been made within the Church itself to support

them by the divine authority of the Scriptures.

The Revival of Letters inaugurated a magnificent revolt against

the despotic sway of Romanism and the fetters of mediaeval schol-

asticism and superstition. The revival of true religion, the con-

solidation of the Reformed Churches, and the systematic state-

ment of sound theology, followed in the two succeeding centuries.

It was not to be wondered at that the new wine of intellectual

liberty, which was broached, and which began to be largely

quaffed, in the days of Erasmus, of Luther, and of Zwinglius,

should then as well as subsequently be attended with excesses.

These excesses first made themselves known in the ravings of

the Anabaptists of Germany. The same heady ferment resulted

two centuries later in the birth of modern infi^delity. It was the

undoubted right of private judgment that was thus sadly per-

verted. Many causes conduced to the production of this lament-

able consequence. The philosophic innovations of Francis Bacon,

the speculations of Descartes, of John Locke, of Bishop Berkeley,

of Hume, the austerities of the Puritan commonwealth, andthe vio-

lent reaction that followed at the period of the Restoration, were

leading causes which contributed to make the beginning and mid-

dle, and, indeed, the whole of the eighteenth century the palmy

period of Deism. Deism and deistic and neological rationalism

of Germany are however largely due to the perverse thinking of

such men as Lord Herbert of Cherbury, and Toland, as well as

of Hobbes and Spinoza* in the century preceding. The logical

tendencies of Deistic naturalism, the abuse of the prerogative

and of the power of the nobles and the clergy in France, the

transparent impostures of decadent Romanism, the fierce recalci-

*German Rationalism began with Seniler, who took his cue from Spinoza's

'^Tractatus Theologico-Politicus."
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tration of the impetuous French people under the direction of the

tribune and the EnoyclopSdie^ concurred to make the epoch of

the French Revolution the palmy period of outspoken Atheism.

Meanwhile Scepticism had attained its zenith in the person of the

most subtle of its advocates, David Hume. The scene was now

shifted, from England and from France, to Germany. The

intellectual system of that great thinker, Immanuel Kant, and

especially his discussion of the categories of thought, and of the

Relative and Absolute, prepared the way for the refined and

thoroughgoing idealism of Fichte, of Schelling, of Hegel, of

Bruno, of Strauss, and of Feuerbach ; and all these influences

united in making the latter part of the first half of the nineteenth

century the palmy period of continental Pantheism. The won-

derful success of the Baconian philosophy, especially as applied by

Bacon's successors, in the department of physical science, the

experience doctrine of Hume, and his theory of causation as

developed by Brown and James Mill, the brilliant but sophistical

generalisations of Comte, and the recent metaphysical and scien-

tific disquisitions of John Stuart Mill, of the late Geo. H. Lewes,

of Mr. H. Spencer, of Professor Huxley and Mr. Darwin and

Dr. Tyndall, and their allies and pupils, have agreed in making

the present or latter part of the century the palmy period of the

so-called Agnosticism or Positivism.

Without holding the favorite tenet of the Comteian system,

that there are three states through which the human mind suc-

cessively passes in the attainment of knowledge, to wit, the

"Theological" or "Fictitious," the "Metaphysical," and the

"Scientific" or ''Positive"; we do hold that the human mind

does pass through successive states, which are, however, not defi-

nite in number or uniform in kind, of erroneous opinion, whether

in arriving at the truth, or (as is more generally the case) after

having once determined to renounce it. We are inclined to be-

lieve, moreover, that Positivism (or Agnosticism), so far from

being the finality of truth, is more likely to turn out to be the finality

error. That the system of the Positivists (or Agnostics), at

least in its current theological positions, is essentially an erro-

neous system, we doubt no more than we doubt the existence of

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—13.
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the Pyramid of Cheops; and there are many signs that in Posi-

tivism Infidelity has at last reached the end of its tether.

Let us again revert to the classification of the various infidel

positions. Leaving out of view, for the nonce, the forms of doubt,

and confining our notice to the forms of denial, we are shut up

to a choice between Polytheistic, Monotheistic, and Atheistic,

infidelity. The war with Polytheism, as we have seen, has been

brought to a happy conclusion. In principle, as in actual influ-

ence upon the world, Polytheism, considered as a system of opinion

or as a factor in the civilisation, is dead. A few enthusiasts,

indeed, and laudatores temporis acti, continue from time to time

to advocate the rehabilitation of the religious system that is em-

bodied in Greek and Roman Paganism. Taylor, the translator

of Plato, is one of the very small number which has ventured to

do so in terms. There are others who are ready to defend, but

not eager to revive, the classic mythology. Gibbon in his "De-

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire," and Taine in his enter-

taining little volume on Greek Art, have been among its foremost

apologists. Middleton, the biographer of Cicero, and Matthew

Arnold, have betrayed similar leanings. There are others again

who, like Theodore Parker, and many living writers, seek to com-

bine all the forms of ancient and modern belief on religious sub-

jects, whether Polytheistic or Monotheistic, into one absolute

religion. The only tolerable defence, however, that has ever

been offered for Polytheism is on the alleged ground that it is

after all only a disguised, albeit it may be a somewhat perverted,

form of Monotheism. This ground has been taken in exculpation

of the old Egyptian religion, of the Greek and Roman religion, and

also of Buddhism and Brahmanism and the system of Zoroaster.

Granting argumentatively the validity of the defence here set up,

it is manifest that Polytheism as such thereupon falls, having

confessedly resolved itself into Monotheism. The removal of

this ground of defence leaves Polytheism theoretically defence-

less and indefensible. It is clearly no defence of Polytheism as

a system to shield its adherents under the pretext of their una-

voidable ignorance, or to argue that worship of any sort is

pleasing to the Deity. These pleas confess judgment on them-
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selves at once, by admitting in the very plea itself the truth of

Monotheism.

The fact is, that if there is one point upon which all theoretical

unbelievers of the present day are agreed, it is that the hypothesis

of a multitude of deities is suited only to a condition of imperfect

intellectual development. The highest spirits of classic anti-

quity had shaken themselves partially or entirely loose from the

integuments of the pagan mythology. The philosophers of the

old world were either Atheists, Pantheists, or Dualists. Dualism,f

in one of its principal forms, is itself resolvable into Pantheism*:

This is where the two principles which Dualism postulates are

not conceived as ultimate and aboriginal, but as derivative from

a common source-—the absolute or infinite. Dualism pure

and simple, has its home in the Orient. The Gnostic and Mani-

chaean tenets do not here fall under examination, and for the

obvious reason that Gnosticism and Manichaeism were attempts

not to demolish but to transform the Christian faith; that is to

say, they are species not of infidelity but of heresy. The most

persuasive guise in which Dualism can present itself has always

been that in which the two eternal principles that are assumed

are God and matter. This seems to have been the view of Aris-

totle; though certain of his opinions as to the nature and rela-

tions of these two principles were altogether extraordinary and

peculiar. The distinction is in many cases in point of fact, a

shadowy and indeterminable one between this and the other form

of Dualism—the one, to wit, which at last resolves the dual prin-

ples into a primal unity. Dualism though infinitely subtle as a

speculation, and though it afi*ords a satisfactory and most enviable

theodicee, is at best after all an awkward device ; since it clogs Om-
nipotence, and confines the Sovereign of the Universe as by a ball

and chain to a substance which equally with himself possesses self-

existence, which is exempt from his control, and which ex

hypothesi must perpetually offer checks to the free exercise of his

activity. Dualism clearly stands in conflict with the independence

of the etre suprSme whose existence and whose unconditional

perfection it asserts. The logical tendencies of the system are

thus towards'^A theism, in one direction, or else towards Pyrrhon-
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ism, in another. '*To this complexion must it come at last."

So the matter is regarded from the view-point of a theist or

the impartial logician. But the anatomical remains of Dualism

are contemplated by our nineteenth century sceptics very much

as the bones of the megatherium or iguanadon are regarded by

the transient visitors in our museums. It is only as it appears

(at least in glimpses) under the mysterious drapery of esoteric

Buddhism, that the theory of & dual production of the world finds

any special countenance to-day among anti-Christian thinkers;

and then more as one of the most interesting phases of an ever^

fluctuating religious opinion, or as a symbol of what is in itself

really different and inscrutable, rather than as a just expression

of objective truth. The intellectual opponents of the Christian

Scriptures, at least where there is any show of manliness about

them, will nearly all unite with us in the averment that if there

be a great first cause, that cause is, upon a review of the whole

evidence, plainly not dual, or manifold, but one.

We take this occasion to say our final word about Dr. Flint's

book. One of the most striking things in it is the argument by

which the author elaborately and cogently demonstrates that the

boasted Monism of the Scientific Materialist breaks down at last

in a species of Dualism, if not in abject pluralism. A large part

of the praise demanded for Materialism grows out of the claim

that is set up for it as a strictly unitarian scheme of the universe.

But the elementary substances in the material world are no longer

regarded as even four, but (after all reductions) are admitted to be

probably somewhat numerous. The Monism so widely lauded,

then, is a monism not of substances, but of kinds of substance.

Above all, after the most searching analysis, there always remains

the inexorable duality of Matter and Force.

We are thus reduced to the alternative between Monotheism

and Atheism. Polytheism, as we have seen, belongs wholly to

Supernaturalism, Atheism wholly to Naturalism, while Mono-

theism belongs partly to one and partly to the other. Monothe-

istic Infidelity having its affinities on the one hand with Natural-

ism and on the other with Supernaturalism, we come at once to

the two heads. Monotheistic Naturalism and Monotheistic Super-
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naturalism. Omitting Dualism, as already strangled in the form

of Gnosticism and Manichaeism, and as being in every sense effete

except as it may disclose itself in tlie esoteric principles of

Buddhism and kindred or derivative Oriental systems, nearly all

of which, as it would seem, with Brahmanism and its congeners,

may perhaps be ultimately resolved into Pantheism or else directly

into Atheism, we have left under the head of Monotheistic Super-

naturalism, Judaism, Mohammedanism, Mormonism, Swedenbor-

gianism. Spiritism.* It is noticeable that it is true alike of

all these systems, that they not only concede the possibility and

fact of a supernatural revelation from God, but admit also that

the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament, in whole or in

part, contain, though they do not constitute, such a revelation/

Judaism errs not only in denying the claims of the New Testa-

ment, but in coordinating the Old Testament and tradition. The

remaining systems err respectively in subordinating the authority

of the Bible, so far as they accept that authority at all, to that of

the Koran, of the Book of Mormon, of the writings of Sweden-

borg, of the communications of the seanaes.

Of the three last enumerated, Mormonism is suited only to the

ignorant, Swedenborgianism only to the cultivated, and Spiritism -

only to the insane. Not one of the three has any pretensions

that can recommend it to the world at large. Spiritism is based

upon a manifest logical non sequitur. Admitting its alleged

spiritual phenomena to be facts of some kind or other, they are

fully explicable on grounds that carry us far away from its con-

clusions. So large a number *of those pretended phenomena,

however, have been shown to lack confirmation as to evince that

the system rests for its support, in part at least if not wholly, on

a basis of deception and imposture. Swedenborgianism, con-

ceding a literal interpretation of parts of Scripture, yet volatilizes

the sense of the sacred Word by a peculiar and untenable prin-

ciple of exegesis, and agrees with Traditionalismf and Mysticism

*The word "Spiritualism" is more in vogue in this sense ; but it is too

bad that Bedlam should be permitted to rob philosophy of so good a

word.

f'Traditionism" would perhaps be the better term, if thei>e were only

authority for it.
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in supplementing, and thus virtually destroying, the inspired rule

of faith. Mormonisra is a wretched imposition in travesty of that

of the false prophet, and like the system of the Arabian imposter

is kept up by a combination of force and chicanery and by appeals

to self-interest and sensuality. The Book of Mormon has never

been venerated in pretence or in reality except by the Latter-

Day Saints themselves—the signs are not ambiguous that the

days of this stigma upon the fair fame of America are already

numbered. This leaves only Judaism and Islam : and by Juda-

ism is meant not that ancient theocratic system which afterwards

developed into Christianity, but that effete system which (in the

form but not the spirit of ancient Judaism) survived the date of this

predicted coalescence, and which set itself up in direct antagonism

to the Christian faith. With this understanding of the term, Juda-

ism was, as we have seen, confronted and vanquished by the Church

in the first century of the Christian era, and by the veritable

witnesses of Christ's resurrection. It is, moreover, so far as it

accepts the Scriptures at all, included under Traditionalism. The

arguments against the religion of the Koran are familiar to our

readers, and are ably as Avell as popularly handled in Dr. R. B.

White's "Reason and Redemption." The system of Mohammed,

as is generally acknowledged, had its birth, if not in ambition

and greed, certainly in fanaticism and fraud; was promulged

by robbery and slaughter, and recommended by licentiousness;

it does not rebuke but tolerates and rewards the depraved inclina-

tions of the human heart; it is destitute of the requisite creden-

tials ; it is at best an amalgam of second-rate Judaism and third-

rate Christianity ;* it has found no permanent acceptance at the

hands of other than the Oriental races; and even among the

Oriental races has acquired but a doubtful foothold. The books

of Buddha are more potent to-day in the eastern hemisphere than

are the writings of Mohammed; whilst it stands true that neither

one nor the other has made any considerable, and at the same

time lasting, headway in the Avestern world.

*See this point made out triumphantly by Milman. Latin Christianity,

Vol. II., Book lY., Chap. I., pp. 116-119. New York: W. J. Widdle-

ton. 1874.
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Mysticism and Traditionalism also deny that the Bible is the

only rule of faith. They are, however j for the most part historical

corruptions of Christianity itself, and commonly concede the

inspiration of part or all of the Scriptures. So far as they do

not make these concessions, they have little influence, and fall

under some one or other of the heads already given. The opinions

of heretics and other errorists who admit the general truth of

Christianity and its divine origin, are excluded under the

definition.
' ' ''

^

.,../^«-^...:,.
'

r:...,.•,,.* v--

The known forms of anti-Christian Supernaturalism are not

more easily disposed of than is the fallacy on which they and all

other conceivable systems of the same character are based. Once

admit the existence of a God and the principle of Supernatural-

ism, and there is not a link missing in the invincible evidences

of the Christian Scriptures. *
: . ;. » (, ii;

Taking up now the forms of Monotheistic Naturalism, we find

them to be these three: Deism, Pantheism, and Agnosticism.

These three systems agree in denying the validity of the evidence

which establishes a supernatural revelation. But this ground

can be consistently taken only by those who also occupy the

position of Atheism. Once admit the existence of a personal

God,* and you are driven by the rigor of a remorseless logic to

admit the credibility, and therefore the fact, of the gospel mira-

cles, and consequently the divine verity of the Christian Scrip-

tures. By this summary process it is obvious that we have

eliminated Deism. Nor can Pantheism or Agnosticism hope to

fare better in this argument. Pantheism and Agnosticism are

both but disguised forms of Atheism. Pantheism indeed pro-

fesses a sincere belief in the being of a God; but the Deity by

which it swears has neither personality nor, according to the

Germans, true substance, as the infinite of which it speaks in its

latest or Hegelian form, is confessedly resolvable into zero, and all

existence is by it held to be reducible to a process of thinking.

But Pantheism has no other logical issue but outright Atheism^

Its fundamental postulate is that all the opponent forms of Mono-

*Thi8 is incontestably established in Butler's Analogy and conceded

by John Stuart^Mill. ,
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theism and Polytheism limit the infinite. But it is at l6ast

equally clear (as has often been shown) that Pantheism itself, on

the same principles, limits the infinite. The existence of the

phenomenal or finite world necessarily, on these principles, in-

volves a limitation upon infinite being. There is therefore no

infinite. The finite becomes everything and the infinite nothing.

There is therefore no logical escape from the utter denial of the

infinite, which carries with it the utter denial of a God : but this is

point-blank Atheism. Hegel and Feuerbach have upon their

own strictly idealistic principles made the same disposition of

Pantheism. The only real existence is thought. The universe

is at bottom a process of dialectics. In the regressive process of

analysis, the absolute, at the farthest remove of philosophic scru-

tiny, is zero. '*Das seyn ist dasnichts." Everything and noth-

ing are the same; and the relation is one of identity that is

established between the ultimate existence (God) and non-exist-

ence. In this manner Pantheism inevitably resolves itself into

undisguised Atheism.

Pantheism is equally reducible to Pyrrhonism. Thus: Per-

sonality involves a limitation ofthe infinite; therefore the absolute

is impersonal. By parity of reasoning it may be shown that the

existenpe of a phenomenal world involves a limitation of the

infinite. It follows that there is no phenomenal world ; which is

in flat contradiction of universal consciousness. One of the fun-

damental principles of Pantheism thus leads unerringly to a scep-

ticism of the sort professed by Hume, or rather to that other and

suicidal sort which doubts that it even dubitates and which has

been well denominated philosophic idiocy.

Let us now refer again to the classification, and sum up our

results. Infidelity consists of forms of denial and forms of doubt.

The forms of denial may be embraced under the heads of Natural-

ism and Supernaturalism. Anti-Christian Supernaturalism elimi-

nated, there are left the various forms of Atheistic and Mono-

theistic Naturalism. Monotheistic Naturalism comprises Deism,

Pantheism, and Agnosticism, which, as we have seen, are sever-

ally resolvable into Atheism. Monotheistic thus finds its logical

debouchure into Atheistic Naturalism, or (dropping the now unne-
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cessary term) into sheer Atheism. Atheism, too, is thus seen to

be the inevitable logical issue of all the forms of denial. We are

thus shut up to a choice betwixt Atheism^ on the one hand, and

some of the forms of doubt, on the other. The forms of doubt

may be comprehended under the heads of Universal and Eclectic

Scepticism. Universal Scepticism properly so called is that

once attributed (though erroneously, we are persuaded) to Pyrrhon,

who is said to have doubted the existence of his very doubts.

This form falls into the fallacy which lands us in the infinite

series of doubts, and is thus guilty at the outset of palpable intel-

lectual suicide. Under the other head, that of Eclectic Scepti-

cism, would then fall all other conceivable forms of doubt, in-

cluding the so-called Universal Scepticism of Hume, who admitted

the fact and extent of the mental judgments or feelings, but

denied the validity of the mental conclusions and affirmations.

As there is no warrant for believing the fact of the mental phe-

nomena that is not equally a warrant for holding to the validity

of the primitive mental judgments, Hume in consistency of logic

would be compelled to occupy common ground with the imaginary

Pyrrho, and forever doubt that he had ever doubted, whether he

the doubter had ever lived long enough to doubt whether he had

even doubted his own doubts.*

*The system of Hume begins as well as ends in absurdity. "Universal

Scepticism," says Sir James Mackintosh, "involves a contradiction in

terms. It is a belief that there can be no belief. It is an attempt of the

mind to act without its structure, and by other laws than those to which

its nature has subjected its operations. To reason without assentintj; to

the principles on which reasonino; is founded, is not unlike an effort

to feel without nerves or to move without muscles. No man can be

allowed to be an opponent in reasoning; who does not set out with admit-

tinff all the principles without the admission of which it is impossible to

reason. It is indeed, a puerile, nay, in the eye of wisdom, a childish

play, to attempt either to establish or confute principles by argument

which every step of that argument must presuppose. The only difference

between the two cases is, that he who tries to prove them, can do so only

by taking them for granted; and that he who attempts to impugn them,

falls at the very first step into a contradiction from which he never can

rise." See Dissertation on the Progress of Ethical Science, Art. Theme.

Quoted from Morell's Modern Philosophy, p. 224.

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—14.
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There is therefore no valid ground on Hume's principles for

asserting, as Hume does assert, the real existence of "impressions

and ideas." The unavoidable result in logic is the indefinite

series of dubitating exercises which have made stark Pyrrhonism

the laughing-stock of ages. The issue of this summary procedure

is too obviously unavoidable, however, not to have scared off the

prince of modern sceptics.

Accordingly Hume endeavored to stop short of the Serbonian

bog of absolutely universal scepticism, and admitted the reality

of "impressions and ideas." That is, (to translate his meaning

into modern phrases,) he admitted the datum, but questioned the

veracity, of consciousness. But the validity of this particular

admission is (as we just now said) inconsistent with Hume's doc-

trine (which, of course, is on his own showing itself invalid and

just as likely to be erroneous as true) of the invalidity of all our

knowledge. The only authority there can be for affirming the

reality of the datum of consciousness, is the assumed veracity of

consciousness on that point; the veracity, that is to say, of a

faculty on one point the veracity of which on all points is stoutly

denied.

All forms of Sceptical Rationalism are, in the meanwhile, at

the mercy of the same argument which, as we said a while ago,

eviscerates Deism. The entire sceptical fabric, therefore, is

without logical basis, and at the first assault of discerning reason

must tumble. The forms of doubt thus removed, we are shut up

to the alternative of affirmation or outright denial, and the ques-

tion is soon narrowed down to the old dilemma between Atheism

and Faith.

This is no mean result of the battles between the truth and

error. Infidelity has been eifectually unmasked. The hands

may be those of some new and specious delusion, but the voice

will ever be found to be that of this ancient enemy. But the

matter does not stop here. Atheism itself, though more logical

than the other forms of infidelity, is as untenable as the most

untenable among tbem.

By a rigid process of exclusion there have now been eliminated

from our catalogue all the several forms of infidelity except these
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two: Atheism and Agnosticism. The first of these is bj no

means an obsolete system. In point of fact, as a system having

extensive prevalence,'dogmatic Atheism is distinctly an outgrowth

of those social and moral, even more than intellectual, tendencies

which culminated in the French Revolution. Lord Bacon could

lay his finger on no more than two plainly marked cases of

Atheists in antiquity. Their number was considerable in the

days of ''the Terror." Men like Vogt and Biichner, or even

like Haeckel and Helmholtz and Clifford, are not so often to be

met with now as men like Darwin and Lewes and Buckle and

Galton. The profane and sanguinary orgies in Paris in the latter

part of the eighteenth century opened men's eyes as they had

never been opened before to the iniquity and atrocious folly of

Atheism. The world was now enabled for the first time to judge

Atheism as a system not locked up in the breast of some eccen-

tric philosopher, or limited to the closet of some poetic dreamer,

but difl^used somewhat more generally among the people. A
very wide diff*usion of Atheism among the people has never taken

place on earth. The criterion laid down by our Lord is not

peculiar to Christianity. Atheism has been judged by its fruits;

and the enemies as well as the friends of the Christian religion

have united in the condemnation of a system which in theory

involves a denial of the utility and even the possibility of all

religion that is worthy of the name, and when put in practice

removes the foundations of morality and social order. The re-

proach implied in the charge of Atheism is one that will never

be wiped out while man continues to be man. Atheism is more

or less prevalent in the world to-day ; but it has been compelled

in a majority of instances to assume a disguise. In what we have

to say on tliis topic we of course employ the term Atheism in its

reference to the theoretical system so denominated. There is

also such a thing as Atheism in a practical sense; but Atheism

is in that sense but another name for ungodliness of life. But

Atheism, even in the theoretical acceptation of the term, may be

taken with latitude or with precision. We thus arrive at the

distinction between virtual and veritable Atheism. In all careful

discussions the term is taken with precision, and used of that
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kind of Atheism which is veritably, and not of that kind which

is only virtually such. Virtual Atheism is a description which

may be applied to any form of infidelity which, though not con-

sciously Atheistic, is yet capable of a logical reduction to Atheism.*

But Atheism that is veritably cherished in the heart may and

does assume two forms. Atheism may be either dogmatic or tacit.

Dogmatic Atheism is that form of Atheism which is not only

self-conscious but self-avowed. It is the categorical denial that

there is a God. It is in this form that the absurdities and ruin-

ous consequences of Atheism have been shown up in such a light

that there has been a general abandonment of the system. The

familiar difficulty of proving (and so of asserting) a negative here

takes on colossal proportions. John Foster has profoundly ob-

served that a man must himself be invested with divine attributes

before he could be warranted in denying the divine existence.

Among other things he argues that unless the Atheist had been

everywhere he could not know that somewhere there might not

be convincing evidences of a God. This argument has been

applauded by two of the most illustrious theologians and orators

of Great Britain : but on equally high authority has been pro-

nounced sophistical, on the ground that the Atheist would be

justified if he could in reality find one place that was destitute of

the manifestations of a God. We are inclined to the opinion

that Foster's argument is sound. Its soundness appears to be

evinced from the following consideration : The propositions are

distinct: A. There is a God; and B. The existence of a God

(if there be a God) must be everywhere manifest. Both these

propositions are true; but the second ought to be surrendered

sooner than the first. The second of these propositions implies

the truth of two others, viz., that if there be a God anywhere

he must manifest himself there: and, if there be a God, he must

*We cannot but think Archbishop Whately is rather hard in his stric-

tures on Lord Bacon because Bacon insists on making the ordinary

distinction between the ancient pagan Polj^theists and veritable Atheists.

The old pagan systems admitted the existence of a great first cause,

but erred as to its personality, or its unity, or its independence. See

Whately's Bacon's Essays, p. 139. London : Jno. W. Parker & Son,

West Strand. 1856.
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be ubiquitous. There are, however, three conceivable hypotheses,

any one of which might be reconciled in thought with the pro-

position of a first cause. They are these : that the first cause

is manifest everywhere ; that he is manifest in some places and

not in others ; and that he is manifest nowhere.

It will be observed that the question here is not whether the

confessedly immense and omnipresent Jehovah of the Scriptures

be ubiquitous, but whether the postulated but debateable first

cause of natural theology be ubiquitous. The necessary ubiquity

of a first cause ought to be given up before surrendering the

doctrine of the existence of such a cause. Even conceding the

necessary ubiquity of the first cause, the doctrine of the universal

manifestation of such a cause ought to be surrendered in prefer-

ence to the doctrine surrendered by the atheist. The absence of

divine manifestation anywhere might warrant one in provisional

scepticism. The absence of divine manifestation everywhere

would warrant one in utter Pyrrhonism, were one gifted with

immensity or omnipresence. In no event can the atheist under

present conditions be justified in his extreme assertion. The

professed enemy of credulity, he is thus demonstrated to be the

most credulous of mortals. But the premiss of the atheist has

no basis in fact. Tlie manifestations of the eternal power and

Godhead of the world's Creator and Architect are as universal

as they are plain and undeniable. Theologians of Paley's time

found a cure for Atheism in the human eye. Theologians of the

time of Professor Calderwood prefer to take their argument from

the Cosmos viewed in its integrity. .i.. y..

The chief or sole reliance of many is on the testimony of

instinct, or of conscience. There is only one conceivable escape

from the force of the general argument for the being of a God.

It is evasion. It is a summary arrest of the intellectual process

which legitimates the premises of the syllogism. This is the

ingenious pis alter that has found expression in the system of

Agnosticism—or the doctrine that God is unknowable—the only

form of contemporary infidelity which we have not yet submitted

to examination. The most well-defined shape that Agnosticism has

put on has been Positivism in the narrow and strict sense, the
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scheme of Comte; but the term has been invented to cover and

describe all who accept the modern doctrine of the unknowable;

including the entire school of British and Continental men of

science who stop short of explicit Atheism, and yet deny the fact,

and commonly the possibility, of the Supernatural. Agnosticism

may seek to justify its affirmation of the hopelessness of looking for

a first cause (whether efficient or final) in any one of three ways.

All these three ways involve the assertion that a first cause is

unknowable. According to one form of Agnosticism, the first

cause is unknowable because it does not exist. This is evidently

but a phase of open or secret Atheism. It is commonly tacit, as

distinguished from dogmatic Atheism. It is Atheism, in other

words, under a domino: Atheism that is conscious of itself, but

does not dare to show its hand. This appears to have been very

nearly the attitude presented in the outset by the celebrated

founder of French Positivism.

A second form of Agnosticism insists upon the/ac^ of a first

cause (in some sense), but declares that the nature of that cause

is wholly unknowable. This is the position of the corypheeus,

Mr. Herbert Spencer, and his school, including his clever Ameri-

can disciple Mr. John Fiske. There are "better moods" in which

this seems to be the hypothesis which has most attraction for

such minds as that of Professor Tyndall. This is a scheme of

Monism which is materialistic, idealistic, or absolutely neutral, at

the pleasure or whim of the individual brain that assents to it.

In the theoretical aspect given to it by Mr. Spencer, and at time^

by Mr. Tyndall, the scheme is strangely similar to that of

Schelling or of Spinoza. To all intents and purposes, however,

the scheme of the scientific infidels of our day of the school just

referred to is the baldest Materialism. The God they worship

is little else or nothing else than force.

Agnosticism in its third and purest form declares the fact as

well as the nature of the first cause to be unknowable, and holds

the mind in suspense betwixt opposite conclusions. This is the

proper attitude of your true Positivist. This is ordinarily the

ostensible attitude of Professor Tyndall. Whilst Comte was

personally and at heart (notwithstanding the caveat of the late

;i? mi
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Mr. Mill) an Atheist, the scheme Comte invented was expressly

contrived so as to be non-committal on the question as to thefact

and nature of an ultimate cause. With all his mental perturba-

tions and pathetic moral and aesthetic yearnings, this was, as it

should seem, the habitual attitude also of John Stuart Mill. If

we may be pardoned for using just here a parliamentary figure,

Agnosticism in this form is an attempt to get rid of the question

by a motion for indefinite postponement. If we are permitted to

press the image still further, that motion the common sense of

mankind at large hjis over and over decided to be out of order.

The effort of Mr. Spencer to ground the doctrine of the unknow-

able in Sir William Hamilton's peculiar theory of the incogitable

fails under the pressure of a logical dilemma. Either Sir

William's theorv was the same with Dean Mansel's, or not. ~If it

was, then it has been thoroughly refuted; for it has been effec-

tually pointed out that Mansel's famous argument is a sophism

that depends on treacherous assumptions and the use of equivocal

terms. If it was not, then the fundamental dictum remains

unproved. But even were it otherwise, the whole system of

Agnosticism topples to the ground when once the sovereign and

intuitive law of causation has established itself, as a law not only

of subjective but of objective validity. The entire structure of

Agnosticism falls with Hume's shallow and exploded doctrines

of experience and of cause. If Immanuel Kant deserved no other

credit, he would (notwithstanding his own deplorable defects and

errors) be entitled to our admiration for his overthrow of the great

intellectual iconoclast of the last century in Scotland. Scepticism

has ever had the fate of Actseon and has been eaten by its

own dogs.

Agnosticism is thus even in its best form equivalent to virtual

Atheism. In its more audacious expression the Atheism is hardly

veiled. But all Agnostics may be driven peremptorily to the

ground of the outspoken or dogmatic Atheist. On the assump-

tion of the Agnostic, (so far at least as he ventures to avow it,)

the existence of a God, even if the fact be unknowable, is never-

theless poss^6?e; in other words it may be true, even in our

ignorance, that the being of whom we are thus ignorant exists.

•
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But if it is true that a God exists, it may be also true that he

has given to his creatures a supernatural revelation and supported

it by supernatural credentials. Thus there follows from the

acknowledged premises of Agnosticism the credibility of the su-

pernatural, and then by a remorsfeless logical process (as before

shown) the truth and divinity of the Christian religion. It is a

sad mistake to suppose that nothing has been gained to the

apologetic argument by past conflicts. The only ground that

infidelity can now stand on with the slightest color of plausibility

is by the denial of the credibility of the miracles ; and that ground

is at once swept from under the feet of those who do not take

upon themselves at the same time to deny not merely the legiti-

macy of the proof, but also the reality of the fact, of the existence

of a God. Atheism alone can assume the astounding burden of

this responsibility.

So monstrous and incredible a thing is Atheism in all its phases

and under all its disguises; and yet into this gulf of outer dark-

ness must sink all those who under whatever name recalcitrate

from the logic of the Theist. "To this complexion must it come

at last." Atheism or Faith: this is the last and only alternative

for the rational mind that is not given up to utter Scepticism.*

When these words were written the writer had not seen the review

of Strauss's "New Faith" in the Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton

Review for April, 1874. The article is from the pen of one of the editors,

Dr. H. B. Smith of New York, and contains the following statements

:

"Infidelity sometimes 'serves the law it seems to violate.' liogicaliy and

ruthlessly carried out, it reveals its inmost nature, and sets before the

vacillating half-believers just where their scepticism tends. A thorough-

going and uncompromising Atheism or Pantheism may thus unwittingly

render essential service to the Christian faith. In putting forth its full

strength it may unveil its essential impotence. Thus this last volume of

one of the ablest modern antagonists of our faith shows the utmost that

can be said against it, without reserve or qualification. It exhibits the

old and the new faith in their sharpest antagonism. We can see what

we must give up if we abandon Christianity, what we have left if we ac-

cept the new belief. It is, said Strauss, in substance. Atheism or Chris-

tianity : there is no logical middle ground. This is the vital sense of his

'Confession.' And this is a great point gained in the whole argument.

The issue is definitely made. Visors and masks are raised. The senti-

mental semi-infidels are forced to face the storm. Some scientific men,
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The intermediate ground is effectually commanded by the guns

of the Theistic argument. All other forrns of Supernaturalism

except that of the Bible may be considered as '^creeds outworn":

and all other forms of Naturalism except that of the Atheist, are

"twice dead, plucked up by the roots." Ventum ad supremum.

We could not ask a better or an easier quarrel. Let it then be

insisted upon and made plain by the defenders of Christianity

that the whole argument of infidelity takes the straight course to

Atheism. The sophism here is in the original postulates. It is

an appalling instance of the reductio ad ahuurdum.. Then in the

name of common sense, common morality, and human welfare

and peace, let those postulates perish. There is, as we have

seen, but one alternative. We are in this plain dilemma: "If the

Lord be God, follow him ; but if Baal, then follow him." With

this presentation of the matter we need not be at a moment's loss

for our decision. As Dr. Johnson would say, we know there is

a God, and "there's an end on't."

In what light, then, are we to regard Agnosticism? Simply as

a new and very subtle device in evasion of the inevitable issue.

Seeing that the choice lies between Faith and Atheism, and that

Atheism is as unpopular as untenable, Positivism is a hopeless

effort to adjourn the decision of the question altogether by a

motion for indefinite postponement. We have demonstrated the

futility of this expedient. There is no adjournment of the ques-

tion possible, and there is no half-way house between Theism

and Atheism.

There are many ways of vneeting the Positivist, but this is the

who talk vat^uely and plausibly all round the only real questions in de-

hate, will be obli«2;ed to leave rhetoric and use logic, and boldly meet the

inevitable consequences of their own principles. For Strauss has, at last,

no reserves, no concealments ! he has dared 'the uttermost.' Vague

phrases find their clear statements. Unreal compromises are brushed

aside. What others whisper to the coterie he proclaims from the house-

tops. Those who reject a personal God (he argues) must accept a blind

and Godless evolutionism. It is, with him, God or Darwin ; 'the choice

lies only between the miracle—the divine Creator—and Da;rwin.' (I.,

204.) 'Everything or Nothing.^" Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton

Review, Vol. III., New Series, No. 10, pp. 261, 262.

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—15.
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best; or at all events the most intelligible and summary. The

world is acquainted with Leslie's "Short Method with the Deist."

In like manner, this is our short method with the Positivist: to

unmask his pretensions, to show him up in his true colors, to

prick the bladder of overweening confidence on which he is float-

ing, and to judge him by the bad company he keeps, and by the

vulgarity and wretchedness of his extraction and certain destiny.

Ah, but this is the odium theologioum ! Not so: we are not

referring to the men who espouse the system, but to the system

itself. The men may be, many of them doubtless are, sincere;

h\ii the system is a fraud upon the world, being nothing but

masked atheism ; and it is difiicult to keep one's patience and

maintain one's decorum in the presence of a colossal and iniqui-

tous sham. It is important nevertheless to preserve our equan-

imity and Christian serenity in the face even of this most deadly

foe. It behooves us to be wise as serpents and harmless as doves.

The danger is most formidable when its approaches are the most

insidious. This, however, need not be made the occasion of vitu-

perative malediction, but should nerve us to renewed resistance.

Atheism, as has been shown, is not difficult to answer when

stripped of its disguises. Let it then be our unceasing effort to

apply to it in all its fickle shapes and all its chameleon variations

of color, the Ithuriel spear of truth, and thus to reveal its proper

form and complexion to our fellow-men. One of the masks of

Atheism we have seen to be the negations of the Positivist. Let

it be ours to strip that mask off. The rest will be short work.

Any child can then administer the coup de grace. How is this

to be done? In two ways: fint^ by elaborate and exhaustive

confutation; tracking the argument of the adversary with delib-

eration and competent learning, and with unruffled composure,

into every den of logical error and every nook and cranny of

sophistical absurdity in which it may have been driven to hide its

diminished head; secondly^ by exposing the radical vice which

inheres in its fundamental principles. The former method is

indispensable to an adequate and philosophic reply that shall

exhaust the subject and set the question at rest forever. Atheism,

Deism, and Pantheism have in turn been met and confounded
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with such a rejoinder. A similar answer is now much to be

desiderated to Agnosticism. ^
'""" '

The directions given to the Syrian army in the days of Ahab

might be repeated now: "Fight ye not with great or small, save

only with the king."* The king in this case is Herbert Spencer.f

When he falls, the battle with the others will be virtually ended.

Darwin leans on Huxley and Tyndall, and Huxley and Tyndall

lean on Hume. It is the Indian fable of the elephant and the

tortoise again. Spencer on the other hand leans partly on Hume,

partly on Mansel (or Hamilton), and partly supports himself by

his own unaided exertions. In a certain sense, and to a great

extent, Spencer may be said to be without visible means of support.

The thoroughgoing overthrow of Spencer is logically tantamount

to the overthrow of Tyndall, Huxley, Maudesley et al. The

Spencerian position as to the unknowable is confessedly the same

too with that of Comte. The overthrow of that position, on

deep and broad grounds, carries with it therefore the overthrow

of Agnostic Positivism in all its branches. Considering the fun-

damental character and wide prevalence of this Spencerian doc-

trine of the unknowable, it has hardly yet received the overwhelm-

ing and crushing demolition which is loudly called for by the

exigencies of the hour, and which it far more richly deserves

than ever did the ignis fatuus of Darwinism. In the meanwhile

the other method of rejoinder is open to every one who is endowed

with "discourse of reason" and who is capable of understanding

the drift of a syllogism. H. C. Alexander.

*2 Chron. xviii. 30.

tSpencer is the ostemsihle kinp. There' are many who think, however,

that Hume is the real king—albeit not similarly tricked out in the royal

robe of (grandiloquent pretension.
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ARTICLE VII.

DAVIDSON'S HEBREW GRAMMAR.

Introductory Hebrew Grrammar. By Rev. A. B. Davidson,

D. D., LL. D., Professor of Hebrew, etc., in the New College,

Edinburgh, Scotland. Second Edition. T. k T. Clark, 38

George Street, Edinburgh, Publishers. 1876. Price, Six

Shillings.

*'No man, when he hath lighted a candle, putteth it in a secret

place, neither under a bushel, but on a candlestick, that they

which come in may see the light." If, however, a burning can-

dle should be found by us, having been lighted by another, the

fact that we did not originate the light is no reason why we

should not give it prominence. The question is not, Who origi-

nated the light? but the question is, Is it a brilliant light-giver?

If there be a source or fountain of light, it should be made as

prominent as possible. If it could be elevated so high as to en-

lighten the world, it would be our duty to bear it aloft that the

world might walk in the light of it. It is with the hope of ren-

dering more prominent a light in which we have been walking

with delight for some time that this article has been undertaken.

May the time soon come when Bible-students the world over

shall walk in the light which this work sheds upon the original

of the Old Testament. Gratitude for substantial benefit received

from the instructions of the author and the study of his work,

ought to be sufficient to prompt us to pay to him the tribute we

now offer; while the desire to make known to the public the ex-

istence of so valuable a work ought to act upon us as a more pow-

erful stimulus.

THE AUTHOR.

Before proceeding to the consideration of the book, it ?nay be

well to speak a few words concerning its author. Were his name

as widely known as his worth deserves, nothing of the sort would

be required. As it is, however, a few words may, with some, be

needed. Dr. Davidson, as the heading of this article indicates,

is Professor of Hebrew, Chaldee, Arabic, etc., in the New, or

Free Church, College in Edinburgh. Notwitwstanding his

youth, for he has scarcely reached middle age, and notwithstand-
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ing the fact that his department is the one usually esteemed

most uninteresting by students in theology, his classes are

always large and his students unusually enthusiastic. Indeed,

one rarely finds in any seminary or university a professsor who

is more highly appreciated. Neither is his worth prized by his

students alone, but by scholars throughout the United Kingdom.

In the Old Testament Revision Committee, of which he is a

member, we are informed that he holds tlie highest rank. The

books which have appeared from his pen, owing to his youth and

the weight of his labors, are few in number, but of the first rank

as it respects merit. They are as follows: Two editions of his

Hebrew Grammar; a small work on the Hebrew Accents; and

a Commentary on Job, Vol. I. The only adverse criticism we

have ever heard on any of these was the lack of the second vol-

ume of his Commentary on Job. The value of the first volume

of this Commentary can best be exhibited (as we are not now offer-

ing to review it,) by giving the estimate which scholars have placed

upon it. A professor at Cambridge, England, expressed it as

his judgment of the worth of the book, that Dr. Davidson's

Church ought to debar him from all other labor until he had

finished so valuable a work. The man who worthily fills the

pulpit forrnei'ly occupied by Dr. Candlish, Sr., told us that he

had all the Commentaries on Job, both English and German,

and that this work was worth more than all of them together.

Dr. T. D. Witherspoon, while lecturing on the Book of Job, said

that he found in Davidson's Commentary all that he found in all

other books, and more besides. One more fact with reference

to our author, in his department: not many years ago an endow-

ment fund was raised, which should furnish a yearly prize of a

hundred pounds sterling to be given to the student who should

pass the highest examination on Hebrew. The only other quali-

fications required were these: he must have been a student of one

of the Scotch universities and have just recently finished his

course on Theology. Now, in the year 1875, six of those prizes

had been given, and out of the six the pupils of Dr. Davidson had

received three, notwithstanding the fact that there are in the king-

dom four Universities, three Free Colleges, and a United Presby-

terian College, besides an Independent Hall, and perhaps others.
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THE WORK NEEDED.

It can scarcely be regarded as an error by authors, teachers,

or scholars in this department of study, when it is asserted that

this work is greatly needed by the English-speaking people oJ

the worhl. After all that had been done in the line of Hebrew-

grammars, very much had been left undone. Even the author

of a work on this subject, unless he had the self-complacency of

the great Ewald, would not presume to think that his work had

furnished all that could be desired on the subject. The book, as

soon as its worth is known, will certainly be received with delight.

We think we are correct in saying that a very large class of stu-

dents, during their theological course, contract a great dislike to

the study of Hebrew. In our own case the conviction was

forced upon us that something, somewhere, was sadly wrong

:

either that the language was one of multitudinous anomalies, or

that the grammars were very imperfect, or that we were of all

men the most stupid. The last of the three possible solutions,

sad as it was, might have tortured us for life, had not a kind

Providence thrown us under the tuition of Dr. Davidson and into

the study of his Grammar. The pleasure and profit afforded by

that experience were wonderful. It was something like that

which the student of nature experiences while watching a bud

bursting and unfolding into a flower nnd then maturing into ripe

fruit; or, like the development of a germ into a shapely tree.

For, first of all, we were soon convinced that we had indeed found

the germ, the true and proper germ, out of which all would natu-

rally develope. At first, we had to learn a few things, and then

wait to see what their uses might prove to be, but it was not long

until these appeared. Then all became easy, natural, and de-

lightful. Every step was a step in actual development; a real

advance made in the knowledge of the language. And not-

withstanding the fact that ihe whole volume, including para-

digms and vocabulary, falls a little short of two hundred pages,

yet we found all the wants of the ordinary reader of the Hebrew

Bible met in this small work. One wonders, when he begins

looking over the elaborate works of Bcittcher, Ewald, and 01s-

hausen, how the masses of knowledge contained therein were

ever condensed into so small a space; he soon learns, however,
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that they are very elaborate in details, great treasure-houses,

as it were, while his is a brief well-arranged system of prin-

ciples. Generally speaking, the Germans do not write easy con-

cise text-books ; elaboration is rather their peculiarity. Bick-

ell's Grundriss der Hebraischen Grarnmatik is, however, a

marvel of concise, systematic, and exhaustive writing on the sub-

ject. For an advanced student this is a book that affords pleas-

ure and profit ; a beginner would fail to catch the meaning in

many places. But to return strictly to the subject. We were

surprised, most of all, at the explanation of so many apparent

anomalies and their arrangement under their appropriate heads.

This prevails to such an extent as to lead us to the conclusion

that there are no real anomalies or irregularities in the language,

that all the peculiar forms arise naturally and are susceptible of

explanation. If this conclusion is too strong, it is not much be-

yond the mark, some evidence of which we hope to give before

this article closes. Of course, no system could rightly explain

errors of transcription ; a few odd forms, perhaps, have grown

out of many successive alterations, but if so, they are few. Or-

der generally can be shown.
f:f'':i"^

CHIEF ATTRACTIONS. '

There are several features of the book to which special atten-

tion must be called before any feature is handled singly. The

book is superior, 1st, in the order of arrangement. Everything

follows on in an easy and natural order. 2nd, in the fact that it

is an exercise book. Every principle is put into actual practice,

teaching the student to build up the language. But 3d, the

highest virtue of the book consists in this: it developes the whole

language from a germ, and that the true original germ, and that

germ, strange to say, is vocalic. Although the vowels were for

so long a time unwritten, yet they are the systematic part of the

language ; and the apparent framework of the language, the con-

sonantal system, is of the two rather subordinate, at most only

coordinate.

THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM.

This vocalic system, then, is really the root of the system which

our author gives to explain the language. The explanation, de-
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velopment,, and application of this vocalic system will therefore

constitute the body of this short critique. The author's estimate

of the importance of the vocalic system was strongly expressed

in the preface to his first edition. His words, as nearly as we

can recall them, were these: "A thorough acquaintance with

sections three and nine inclusive is absolutel}^ indispensable.

Whosoever entereth not by this door, but climbeth up some other

way, will find himself hurled down outside the walls of the cita-

del of Hebrew, with broken resolutions." The force of this re-

mark can only be appreciated by those who study Hebrew on this

system, after having been bafl3ed in trying to master the lan-

guage in some other way. We shall now attempt, as briefly and

as plainly as possible, to give the elements of that vocalic system

which we prize so highly.

THE VOWELS.

The only natural place for us to begin in this explanation is

with the vowels theoaselves. The vowels all fall under three

classes, viz.;.
.>-,vh n^

The A class,

Pronounced ah class.

Naturally long vowels, d

Pure short a

Tone long d

Vanishing *a

In the table just given it will be observed that each class has

in it vowels which by their nature are long, and must remain so

under all circumstances; certain vowels which are short by their

nature or the kind of syllables in which they are found; and cer-

tain others which are long by reason of their proximity to the

accent or vanishing into sh'^vas, because of their distance of re-

moval from the accent. Careful attention to all of these features

of the vocalic system is of the last importance, but the great

pivot around which the whole system turns is that principle of

lengthening and shortening vowels which are changeable, accord-

ing to their nearness to or distance from the accent. In order

to take the principles as they come, however, we shall first call

attention to those vowels which are unchangeably long. These

-••

.

I class, .
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are sometimes what is called fully written, that is, they have the

vowel sign and the weak consonant which coalesces with it both,

thus ;j^T5t)ri — . Other long unchangeable vowels are originated

by contraction. These vowels remain under all circumstances.

The pure short vowels, however, never have the corresponding

weak consonant, and are short by virtue of their position in shut

syllables ; this is generally true. The vowels, however, which

are of chief importance in inflection are the tone-long vowels.

These are not long by nature, but become long or short by virtue

of their relation to the accent. The whole truth with reference

to them is summed up in a few words, thus: ''The final accented

shut syllable and the pretonic open syllable have tone-long vow--

els, and before the pretonic the vowels are indistinct." The

worth of this brief rule can only be appreciated when the student

has observed for a long time its extensive application. In order

to the clearer understanding of this principle a few illustrations

and words of explanation may be given. E. ^., we write ^"2"^

in the singular, but the plural is Q'^'l^l, the qamec which was

under the daleth being contracted into 8¥va, since the addition

of a syllable in the plural removes it further back than the pre-

tone. Should a second syllable be added, the other qamec would

perish, thus making two indistinct vowels side by side. In that

case a short vowel, hireq usually, would be required under the

former of the two in order to render distinct pronunciation po.s-

sible. It will be further observed from the table already given,

that, while there are five naturally long vowels and five pure short

ones, there are only three tone-long ones. This is explained by

the fact, that ench of the second and third class tone-long vowels

represents two—thus, a tone-long hireq and a tone- long seghol

are both cere., while a tone-long holem and a tone-long qihbUc are

both 0. Any of these, by removal from the accent, vanishes into

sh^va simple, and in case of the gutturals, into composite Hk^va.

Of the influence of gutturals upon the system, however, we shall

speak shortly. Before leaving the present point, it will be neces-

sary to note a few exceptions to the rules given above. First,

the rule which requires a long vowel in a final accented shut

VOL. XXX., NO. 4— 16.
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syllable is not fully carried out in the case of verbs when they

have a final a; in that case they always write d for a, except in

pause. Second, the law which requires a long vowel to precede

the tone is violated characteristically in verbal inflection ; so

much so, indeed, that this may bo regarded as the law for verbal

inflection. The loss of the pretone in the inflection of nouns of'

the third declension will also attract attention. These principles

form the foundation of the study of the language, they pervade

the whole system, and when once mustered they pilot the student

through many dangers. They are, however, subject to certain

taodifications by the presence of

THE GUTTURALS.

To these modifications our attention must now be turned. The

great peculiarity of gutturals is their preference for the a vowels.

A final guttural must be preceded by pathah or qamen, a pathah

furtive stealing in, if there be no other a vowel at hand. They

require a composite fih^va if that breathing be vocal, and even

prefer it when silent. A guttural letter points itself and the pre-

ceding consonant. A guttural letter cannot be doubled. These

are the principal facts which concern us, and they modify the

system already given to a noticeable degree, but leave all of its

main principles intact. It is here that guttural verbs get their

peculiarities, and here that nouns containing gutturals get their

peculiarities, as it respects their vowel pointing. The same laws of

expansion and contraction continue to exert themselves normally.

THE WEAK LETTERS.

Another paragraph, kindred to that just given, should be intro-

duced at this juncture: that is a paragraph on the weak letters.

These four letters
—

'Aleph, He, Vav, and Yodh—while not

really vowel letters, perform functions which are vocalic, and in

certain positions may be regarded as vowels simply. Their in-

fluence upon the inflection of verbs in which they occur is es-

pecially great. The laws which govern them are set forth under

four heads by our author; the substance of these, with some no-

tice of their application, will now be given.

1. At the beginning of a syllable they are real consonants.
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and often maintain themselves, but not always. But at the end

of a syllable, after a full vowel they generally lose their conso-

nantal power and are silent. Vowels naturally long are often so

marked, e. g.^ ;j^— ,
i"- This is the law which operates so

largely in Laraedh 'Aleph and Lamedh Fie verbs. But the

next law to be given operates also in Lamedh He verbs.

2. ''Even at the beginning of a syllable, immediately after

a consonant, these letters can hardly maintain themselves:

they generally surrender their vowel to the preceding vowelless

consonant, and quiesce after the vowel which they have given

up, or even fall out of the form altogether, thus yaqwim=ya-

qtm, i/aqwum=i/a-qum, Jm8hwab=hu-8hab.'' This law, it will

be seen at a glance, is one which exercises great influence in the

inflection of 'Ayin Vav and 'Ayin Yodh verbs. TlTe middle

radical here, being Vav or Yodh, will in the imperfect of all

forms become the initial letter of the second syllable: In point

of fact it appears as a silent letter, or is lost out of the form, as

is seen in the illustrations just given.

8. The third law given by our author is this: "When the

letters w y (Vav and Yodh) stand between two vowels they

many times are lost in the vowel stream surrounding them;

they disappear and the two vowels are represented by that

one which, being characteristic of the form, was the stronger,

which is generally the latter of the two; or the two coalesce

and form a new sound. Thus qawam=qdm^ maweth=meth^

qawum=qiim.'' This law operates on the perfect and other

parts of 'Ayin Vav and 'Ayin Yodh verbs, causing them to appear

in the form of monosyllables, as we always find them.

4. Still one more law for weak letters is given, which is of

less frequent application. It is this: "One of the weak letters

w y may be changed into another under the influence of a

strong preceding characteristic vowel resolved to maintain itself;

the weak letter passes into another homogeneous to the vowel

:

yivrash=yiyra8h=yt-rash.''

The vocalic system of the Hebrew language is now set forth;

we hope that it has been done with sufficient clearness to be intel-

ligible and sufficiently in detail to meet the purposes of this article.

Simple as it is, it is the most intricate portion of the grammar,
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and the key to almost the entire language. That which follows

is largely an application of the principles of that system.

''i'l

MODE OF DEVELOPMENT. ^

It may be well just here to turn aside from our consideration

of the details of theoretical principles, to the more practical de-

velopment of them into the language, as the student finds them

in the Grammar. A great deal of wisdom is displayed in the

arrangement of the parts in the Grammar, so that ease, natural-

ness, and progress might all be combined. Starting from the

germ already given, we find everything developing from that,

and see the language growing and forming itself naturally ; and

all the time the whole system is becoming rooted in the memory

by the writing of appropriate oxercises. Passing the points to

which attention has already been called, we meet with several sec-

tions which arc so plain that they will not require special com-

ment. These treat of the accent, article, pronoun, preposition,

and conjunction. After these we begin with the noun and the

verb, in each of which we shall have a most valuable field for

meditation. In order to the easy advance of the learner, both the

nouns and the verbs are given piecemeal, the wisdom of which is

perceived by every student. •

DECLENSION BASED ON THE VERB.

At this point of our investigation we come upon an entirely

new and most interesting fact in the development of the lan-

guage: it is the relation of the declensions to certain portions of

the verb. The facts in the case are these. There is a relation

in fact, and a correspondence in form, between classes of nouns

and particular parts of the verb ; and from this fact a principle

of classification is gotten, which, being natural, is simple and

exhaustive. Even where no connexion in meaning is found be-

tween the noun and any verb, its form throws it into a given

class. Proceeding upon these principles, our author has ar-

ranged all nouns under three declensions. 1st. Those which

have a in the tone, pretone, or both. These have the same form

as the perfect of verbs ; e. g., btOp is the verbal form, while

-\
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in*! "IDT '^"^ 1^23 ^I'G nominal and adjective forms. A glance
T T TT " '

,

at them shows their similarity in form to the perfect of verbs,

and in many cases their identity in origin. It is quite apparent

that these must all undergo the same modifications in declension.

This is the first declension. The second, which is given after

the treatment of the regular verb, consists of those which have a

resemblance in form to the imperfect of verbs. These are the

nouns often called segholates. They are properly monosyllables,

although a second vowel appears in writing, a furtive vowel hav-

ing been slipped in. Thus tjb)? appears 'nbTi; btDD appears

btOp' "lp!2 appears ^pd- Nouns of this declension are divided

into three classes according as their primary vowel was a, i, or o.

As one class of words, resembling the perfect of verbs, has

been arranged into a first declension, and as another class, re-

sembling the imperfect of verbs, has been arranged into a second

declension, so we find the third class which resemble the active

participle Qal^e.g.^ bt^p b^D^ ^5^^^ arranged into a third

declension. This class, besides its likeness in form to a part of

the verb, has a peculiarity, which the other declensions lack,

which may be called verbal ; that is, it loses the long vowel of

the pretone under declension. Aside from the facts already

given respecting nouns, nothing further need be given until we

enter upon irregular verbs and the nouns which are connected

with them, because our purpose is only to present the unusual

virtues contained in the book, and not those principles found in

all other works of the same sort, unless those well known facts

have particular uses made of them in this work.

The regular verb for this reason will be passed over lightly,

being found in the same form in all grammars, and needing but

little comment. There are, however, a few remarks which may
be made with profit. Special efibrt is made to explain all vowel

and all consonantal changes which occur, and all are satisfactorily

explained. The closing section calls attention to facts, which, if

observed, render the various parts of the verb easily recognised,

e. (/., where the first radical has sh^va vocal ; where the second

radical has sh^va vocal; where the first radical is doubled; where

the second radical is doubled. These and such like points are of

great value and should be carefully noted.
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IRREGULAR VERBS.

Passing over now from the regular to the irregular verbs, we

find the laws which affect the vowels, and the law which connects

nouns with verbs, working themselves out with the most varied

results. In strictness of speech, these verbs are not irregular;

that is, they are not made up of anomalous forms, of which no

account can be given, but they are regular after their kind, fol-

lowing out the combination of principles involved in them. It is

a great comfort to know this. If, in a language whose verbs

have so many parts as Flebrew and Arabic verbs have, many

anomalous forms should be found, the student's heart would sink

within him ; but where system is found to prevail, and can be

mastered, labor becomes a great pleasure. That is the case here.

Some reference to the modifications produced by gutturals and

weak letters has already been made; more particular notice

must now be taken of the several irregular verbs and their cor-

responding nominal forms.
4

PE NUN VERBS.

The irregularities of this class of verbs arise from the Nun
solely. They are simple, natural, and hence briefly stated. Nun

at the end of a syllable is assimilated to the following consonant,

which is doubled. At the beginning of a syllable it often falls

away if not supported by a full vowel, e. g.^ infinitive construct

Qal., in which case the letter Taw is added as a terminal vowel.

Nominal forms occurring under this class of verbs have Mem as

a prefix, e. g.^ bS^ il3?3- ^l^he changes which affect nouns
T - T - ^^

of this class are easily understood by us, because of similar

changes which we observe with the letter n in other languages.

The nominal forms occurring under this class are more deserving

of notice, because by observing the forms given to nouns by these

various classes of irregular verbs we are able to understand why

they are found in tfieir present peculiar forms. The fact is, they

only partake of that form which their verbal origin or likeness

gives them.

GUTTURAL VERBS AND THEIR NOUNS.

We come now to guttural verbs. These, of course, gain their

peculiarities from their gutturals, and are to be explained by the
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laws which govern the gutturals. If we did not fear that the

details would weary the reader, we should be glad to present

each of the three classes, with a minute account of each peculi-

arity ; but for the sal<e of brevity we shall content ourselves with

a few general laws. In each of the three classes of guttural

verbs, the guttural fondness for a vowel appears. The impossi-

bility of doubling is also a marked feature, and the usual tendency

to lengthen the letter which otherwise should have been doubled

is very striking. The change of a and i into e before a guttural

and its reappearance in a hateph is a striking peculiarity. With

these few remarks we shall pass from the guttural verbs to the

nouns which come under them, as their consideration will be of

more value than that of the verbs which originate them. Nouns

under Pe guttural verbs are of the following forms;

T T

T T

construct plural

II u
- -J

Nouns from 'Ayin Guttural Verbs.

J^5 plural

Q'^^nn
T -\

tD^b:^:?
T-«

construct tmn5
T «

(( ((

•• T

Nouns from Lamed Gruttural Verbs.

construct 11121^ plural D*in?3fe
- : • •• I

- •• : • - : • « « •

Only a few specimen cases are given above, and these not in-

volving all the various peculiarities; but these have been chosen

as selections from the more interesting, and they have been given

for the purpose of showing how valuable a system it is that traces

these forms to their origin, and which thus explains whatever

might otherwise have been regarded unaccounted-for peculiari-

ties. Special comment on these forms is not needed, as the ex-

amples present those peculiarities to the eye, and the laws for

gutturals already given explain them.

PE YOD AND PE VAV VERBS.

Pe Yod and Pe Vav verbs will not demand any extensive

treatment at our hands, because the weak letter being initial

causes fcAver changes than if it were in the middle of the word.
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There are indeed a number of peculiarities observable in these

verbs, but thej arise out of the fact that some of the verbs origi-

nally began with Vav and a part with Yod. Now, however,

Yod is always found as the initial letter, or almost always.

When, through the influence of the prefix in inflection, the letter

originally initial is thrown to the end of a syllable, the letter is

always Vav, and unites with the vowel of the preformative.

These cases are found in the Niphal^ HijjhiL and Hophnl. Thus

!l'i'a5in=n^'ffi1n' itr'1I}=ntlJl5 These changes, it will be ob-

served, agree with the laws for weak letters which were earlier

noticed in our dbservations. A number of verbs in this general

class show the Yod in the Hiphil ; a few assimilate it. Some of

these things have to be retained in the memory merely as fiicts,

or as rules of very narrow application.

Nouns from Pe Yod verbs are of the form Jll^? which form is
T '

•

sometimes found in the infinitive. Some nouns also have Mem
as a preformative, as nbi^ and ^tO*^^* ^^^^ ^"^12 ^'th the initial

T T •• T -

letter assimilated. v .

4 •

'AYIN VAV AND 'AYIN YOD VERBS.

Since the Vav or Yod in the 'Ayin Vav and Yod verbs is the

middle radical instead of the initial one, the peculiarities arising

from these two letters are more varied, making the verbs them-

selves and their associated nouns all the more interesting. The

two letters, Vav and Yod, have in these verbs become more

thoroughly identified than in the class just now considered, yet

in the Qal they are distinguished. The principles of Section 9

of the Grammar, that relating to weak letters, must here be called

in to explain the intricacies of these verbs. The use of these

principles appears in the Qal preterites, that is, in the words as

we find them in the dictionaries. Thus we find Qp, jn)2j ill'Dj

but these are contracted forms for Qlp, ^11)2, and I^ITD- The

explanation is to be found §9 : 3. *'When the letters w y stand

between two vowels they many times are lost in the stream of

vowels which surrouiid them: they disappear and the two vowels

are represented by the vowel characteristic of the form." Tn

§9: 2, we learn that even at the beginning of a syllable, imme-
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i

diately after a consonant they can hardly maintain themselvesi,

but generally surrender their vowel to the preceding consonant

and quiesce after the vowel which they have surrendered. This

occurs in the infinite, where D^Tp becomes Q^ip. Like con-

tractions occur in the HipMl and Hophal. These are the two

modifying principles which operate chiefly in producing the pe*

culiar forms of these verbs. Without further application of them

to the verbs, we shall proceed to the consideriation of the nouns

which fall under this class. ,

NOUNS FROM 'AYIN VAV AND YOD VERBS.

Specimens under the first declension are Qp, jn^ 'yXOi ^i!3?2j

ni5^^» etc.

The declension of these forms, being regulaf, is not givert.

Specimens under the second declension

:

m?3
t T

Construct

((

((

tk

plural

<('

((

((

• ••

. » -t

The richness of nouns in number and VjlHety ufuier this class

of verbs, enforces the idea already pVesented of the great worth

of a system which traces nouns back to their origin, and arranged

them under the heads where they belong. Thoroughgoing prin-

ciples are characteristic of this work.

The similarity and dissimilarity of the double 'Ayin verbs td

the class just now Considered has caused our author to plac6

the two classes side by side. The peculiarities of nouns under

the class of verbs jiist now to be given will be found to be

very interesting. We shall therefore proceed to the considera-

tion of

DOUBLE 'AYIN VERBS.

This class of verbs, gaining all of its peculiarities from the

fact of its second and third letter being alike, is very simple:

having for the most part monosyllabic stems, and doubling the

second radical, excepting in those cases where the nature of the

VOL. XXX., No. 4—17.
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form demands its repetition, e. g., participles and absolute infini-

tives Qal^ etc.

The nouns under this class of verbs double the second radical

when it is not a guttural. This doubling of the second radical

in declension throws the pretone in an open syllable, and thus

takes away the necessity of having a long vowel in the pretone.

Specimens of this class are:

^p feminine

A few nouns from other sources have the same peculiarities of

declension as those which arise from this, e. g.^ a few under Pe

Vav and Yod verbs, some also are from verbs Pe Nun. Even

when memory must be taxed to remember the originating verb,

it is a comfort to be able to trace them ail out by systematic laws.

«

n^p
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^ .

the learned reader, it may appear that we have dwelt too much

upon details; to the beginner, we may not appear sufficiently

clear in our explanations and examples; while to those who know

the work in question, we may appear too servile. In answer to

all we have only to say, that an effort has been made to set forth

the leading features of the book in such a way as to enable all to

understand its character and to so appreciate its worth as to pur-

chase and use the book. The means adopted have of necessity

been to give the principles of the book, which has sometimes

been done in the author's own words. Originality was not in-

tended. Having walked in the light, we seized the torch, en-

deavoring to bear it aloft that others might see it and walk in

the li/zht of it. How well this has been done let the reader

judge. Thus much we venture to prognosticate: whosoever pur-

chases this book and masters its principles will find more satis-

faction thereby, and gain more knowledge of the language, than

he has ever gotten from all other sources combined, unless those

sources have discovered to him the principles therein taught.

The vocalic system, with its modifications, the association of

nouns with various parts of the verb, and the derivation of nouns

from verbs, are only a few principles, it is true, but they are

thoroughgoing, explaining almost everything. Search and see

if it is not so. -

When Professor Davidson entered upon his work as Tutor in

the Free Church College as assistant to Dr. Duncan, it was

scarcely possible to find a man fitted for such a position; when

the tutorship becomes vacant now, the question is, Who, of all

the suitable candidates, shall gain the position ? We think the

statement quite in bounds when we assert that the Free College

turns out every year enough qualified men to fill all the Hebrew

chairs in the kingdom. Not that their reading has been exten-

sive, but the solid foundation has been laid. May the time soon

come when our own land shall teem with students learnedNin the

Hebrew Scriptures, having been enlightened by the same torch

which we here attempt to raise ! For whatever may have been

gotten from other sources, we claim superiority for this book

over all others that have ever appeared in the English language.

Alfred Jones.
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THE RECENT ORDINATION AT HANGCHOW.

Our Assembly which met at St. Louis, upon an overture

from members of the Presbytery of Hangohow asking that that

Presbytery be dissolved, appointed Drs. T. E. Peck and J.

Leighton Wilson with the undersigned, a committee to consider

and report to'the succeeding Assembly on two questions: first,

on the question of the constitutional power of the Assembly to

establish or dissolve Presbyteries on foreign soil; and secondly,

on the question whether our missionaries abroad should become

associated with natives in the composition of Presbyteries. Both

these questions were answered by the committee reporting at

Savannah in the negative. For the first answer the reasons

given were as follows:

1. Our Assembly as a representative body can superintend

only those churches which are its constituents. It cannot have

under its care any churches in foreign countries unless those

churches through Presbyteries legitimately established are pre-

pared to send and do send commissioners competent to represent

them in its deliberations.

2. A Presbytery is likewise a representative body, and cannot

be set up by any outside power where there are no churches to

be represented. A Presbytery must grow out of churches asso-

ciating together through their sessions.

3. According to our Constitution it is for Synods to erect new

Presbyteries. If our Assembly cannot create one at home, a for-

tiori it cannot abroad where it represents no churches and can

claim no representative power.

4. Besides these constitutional objections, there is one of a

different sort, viz.: that we ought not to propagate our own dis-

tinctive Presbyterian body in China and other various parts of

the world, but simply disseminate our principles and doctrines.

All Chinese Presbyterians should, if possible, be united in one

national Church of their own. The churches founded by our

evangelists abroad are ft*ee-born and have the inherent right of

i
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self-government through rulers whom the Lord authorises them

to elect, and they must according to Presbyterianism associate

together through Sessions, and so the higher courts grow by

natural development.

Here arises the question, what is the evangelist? And the an-

swer given is, a minister commissioned by the Presbytery to go into

foreign or frontier parts with extraordinary powers. Along with

the several power of preaching he carries also in his single hand,

because an extraordinary officer, the "power of jurisdiction," and

may organise churches and ordain church oflScers and exercise

church discipline, which belongs in the settled church state only

to our courts. He is not an apostle. He is not a prelatic bishop.

He goes to found and to plant, but he goes still as a member of

his Presbytery and responsible to it. And he is also in a more

general way under control of the General Assembly through its

Executive Committee of Foreign Missions. But just as the

Assembly may not intrude into the sphere of the Synod at home,

nor violate the inherent rights of the churches abroad so far as

to set up a Presbytery by its own act in any fop^ign land, so it

may not by the same kind of action interfere<{with the proper

function of the evangelist, the sole founder of these native churches,

the sole appointed agent for introducing among foreign converts

the advantages of ecclesiastical organisation, thereto commissioned

and authorised by his Presbytery under a direct responsibility to

it for the time, mode, and circumstances of his exercising that

authority. Any such step by the Assembly must be unconstitu-

tional and also unscriptural and therefore void.

To the second question a negative answer was given on two

grounds : firsts the missionary is an evangelist, and in the nature

of things his office cannot be mixed up with the pastorate; and

secondly, the proper development of native church resources

requires that the native ministers should be put prominently for-

ward as the shepherds of the flock. The accepted policy now,

with those most enlightened about Foreign Missions, is to train

native churches to self-government and self-support and to efforts

for propagating the faith in the regions beyond. All we have to

do is to carry the seed corn of the bread of life to the nations.
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planting it amongst them, but letting them raise themselves the

successive crops which are to feed them and the other surround-

ing nations to the ends of the earth.
: ^rv ? ^.^yif., ;:

The subsequent history of this report is a little singular.

Printed copies of it were put into the hands of every member of

the Assembly that it might be read and considered by every

member. Somewhat late in the sessions the report was taken

up and seemed about to be adopted. But the Rev. Mr. Primrose

of North Carolina, who had served for years as an evangelist in

frontier and destitute parts, raysed objection to some expressions

in the report, and seeing that the pressure for time would hinder

free discussion, the undersigned, who was the author of the report,

moved to refer the subject to the next Assembly, which was

agreed to. By some misapprehension this reference did not

appear on the Minutes, and the report was not taken up at the

next Assembly, and so it has quietly been dropped out of sight.

It is, however, to be found in the Appendix to Minutes of the

Assembly of 1876.

The Assembly at Savannah, however, adopted formally the

position that it has no constitutional power to establish or dis-

solve Presbyteries, and accordingly that the brethren of whom

the Assembly of 1874 proposed to constitute the Presbytery of

Hangchow are now and have been de jure members of the same

Presbyteries to which they belonged at the time of such action.

It appears to us that there has been also a very general ac-

quiescence throughout our Church in the other doctrine of the

report, viz., that the pastors of churches organised abroad should

ordinarily be natives and not missionaries, and that missionaries

should sit in foreign Presbyteries as corresponding members only.

The way was thus left by the Assembly open for the organisa-

tion by our evangelists abroad of native churches of the Presby-

terian order, and for the ordination by them of native church

officers and for the natural rise and development of all the courts

of the Church. It seems to be admitted by us all that the For-

eign Missionary may ordain ''qualified and acceptable men" (men

whom the native churches shall call) to the pastorate, and may

also ordain native evangelists. To this work he is commissioned

%
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by his Presbytery, and to deny that they can authorise hirn to

do this work of ordination is to deprive our Presbyterian system

of needful elasticity. It is in fact to shut our Church polity out

from any possibility of spreading through heathen lands. If

there can be no ordination except by the classical Presbytery,

and if there can be set up no classical Presbytery until teaching

and ruling elders who are pastors of churches are at hand, why

then manifestly there can be neither beginning nor progress of

Presbyterian church order abroad. All of us agree, then, that

the evangelist in heathen lands, though but one man, may ordain

native church officers. Outside the settled church state, Presby-

terians have no objection to the one-man power of rule.

But it was not very long after this decision was formally reached

in our Church before there arose amongst our missionaries in

China a question as to the application of the principle to one Avho

was not a "native" but a foreigner, to one who was not to be a

''native pastor or evangelist," but a missionary of our Church,

employed by it like the other missionaries in China. Mr. G. W.

Painter of our Hangchow Mission, had pursued the regular course

of studies at Union Theological Seminary, but because of some

doubts in his own mind about his call to the ministry offered him-

self to our Committee to be sent to China as a teacher, and to do

what else he could for the spread of the gospel there. He was

accepted and sent forth, and has been a useful laborer in the

Mission.- No one but himself ever doubted his fitness for the

ministry, and recently he was himself relieved of his doubts.

Then, his ordination to the work became desirable and necessary,

and the question arose how was he to get set apart by the Church

to the gospel ministry—the Holy Ghost, as he Was now fully con-

vinced, having inwardly and irresistibly called him to it. There

were two or three ways between which the choice was to be made.

Should he go home and be ordained? Should he repair to a

Presbytery of the Northern Presbyterian Church in India?

Should he be ordained by one of our evangelists in China?

To the first plan it was to be objected that it would cost a great

deal of raonev and time.

To choose the second plan might be to accept ordination from
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such a Presbytery as our General Assembly had decided could

not be legitimately set up. '

On the other hand, it might be objected to the third plan,

that it would bring a foreign believer, who is still in regular and

responsible connexion with the church in his own country,

under the jurisdiction of the evangelist, whilst it is disorderly to

have two jurisdictions on the same matter, at the same time, over

the same subject. Such a believer, resident or laboring as a

Christian layman in the same field with the evangelist, cannot,

it might be said, come under the governmental power of the

Foreign Missionary unless he shall be first dismissed from his

former church relations and identified with the native church.

Now there might be no native church for him to be dismissed to

and no native Presbytery for him to come under, and his own

Presbytery might well hesitate to dismiss him to the migratory

care of an evangelist who is always liable to remove to another field.

It might be quite impossible, then, for him to be relieved of his

connexion with the church in his own country. Still the objec-

tion to the "two jurisdictions" might be held so tenaciously as to

demand, that nevertheless a large and heavy expense of time and

money must be undergone in order to overcome it.

The attentive reader will have discovered a direct reference in

what has just been said to the position taken in Article Til. of this

number of our journal by a very distinguished minister of our

Church. He does not hesitate to pronounce the recent ordina-

tion at Hangchow an "irregularity," and he would have had the

late Assembly not only "cure the irregularity" but "also dis-

tinctly forbid its recurrence." He lays it down as "an identical

proposition that the proper object of extraordinary power is also

extraordinary." We question if this is a correct statement. The

power exercised by apostles was extraordinary—was it never

exercised on ordinary persons in ordinary circumstances? Or,

if object here means end^ were the ends aimed at by the apostles

in every exercise of their extraordinary power, extraordinary

ends? Again, our distinguished friend and brother lays it down

as a Presbyterian dictum that "the coexistence of two identical

jurisdictions is impossible." He declares in very emphatic terms
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that "the coexistence of two jurisdictions in the same matter at the

same time over the same subjects" is "the most unbecoming and

paralysing disorder," and that this "principle is most rigorously

enforced in our existing Constitution." The point he would

establish is that Mr. Painter, being the subject of the jurisdiction

of a Presbytery at home, could not be the subject of an evan-t

gelist's extraordinary power abroad. Our thoughts recur at once

to the case of Paul who laid hands on Timothy while he was of

course under the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the elders of some

synagogue or church, and possibly also after he had received the

laying on of the hands of some Presbytery. We do not know

where this Presbyterian dictum so called is to be found, nor are

we aware what there is in our existing Constitution which does

so rigorously enforce it. According to our friend's own showing,

the "product of the Foreign Missionary's power must be in as

true and real connexion with us as a church organised by a Pres-

bytery." The church which a Presbytery organises is under the

government of the Synod and the General Assembly, as well as

the Presbytery. The church which an evangelist abroad organ-

ises is under his jurisdiction, and through him is under the juris-

diction of his Presbytery (as this argument would establish), and

also his Synod and Assembly. Every Foreign Missionary is

under the jurisdiction of his Presbytery and also specifically of

the General Assembly's Executive Committee. Every Session

is under the jurisdiction of its own Presbytery and yet of the

Synod and Assembly also, and that in reference to the same

matter and at the same time. Every ruling elder is under the

jurisdiction of his Session, and at the same time and in the same

matter is under the jurisdiction of his Presbytery and Synod and

Assembly.

We are therefore unable to perceive where lies the ''''confusion'

which is said to arise from "two judicatories in the same matter,

at the same time, over the same subjects ;" because there is an

acknowledged gradation in all these jurisdictions, and in every

case the jurisdiction is very carefully defined and limited in our

Constitution.

In fact, unless we greatly mistake, there is a most important

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—18.
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word and a most necessary idea left out of our brother's statement

regarding the two impossible jurisdictions. Very properly he

declares that according to our system "the power of the whole is

in every part and oiier the power of every part." Here riow at

once there are two jurisdictions supposed, respecting the same

matter and at the same time, viz., thejurisdiction of the part, and

the jurisdiction of the whole over that jurisdiction of the part.

But the one evidently is not independent of the other. This is

the word that is wanting to make the succeeding statement a cor-

rect one: it is most unbecoming and paralysing disorder to have

two independent jurisdictions coexisting in the same matter, at

the same time, and over the same subjects.

But will it be alleged that there was any independent^ improper^

undue authority exercised by our evangelist who ordained Mr.

Painter? Can it be alleged that any "unbecoming or paralysing

disorder" has sprung or can spring out of the act? In the cir-

cumstances it was an act necessary to carry out what appeared

to be the will of the Master and promote the interests of the

Church, and to save the Church at the same time from serious

inconvenience and damage ; and there was no assumption of

independent jurisdiction. In extraordinary circumstances two

brethren in China acted in a way that certainly was extra-

ordinary, and yet, as it appears to us, altogether legitimate.

It is an error, we say with great deference, to allege that one

part may not in certain particular cases assume jurisdiction over

the subject of another part for the common good. Our Form of

Government, the old as well as the new, provides for just such

acts, and they are not to be considered acts of independent authori-

ty illegitimately assumed. It cannot be doubted that it would not

be Avrong in certain cases not thus to assume authority. It w'ould

have been wrong for Mr. Stuart not to have assumed authority in

this case. A minister, an elder, a Session or a Presbytery, in certain

conceivable cases, may be bound to assume authority not technically

nor officially theirs, to reprove and admonish officially a church

member or minister who sins flagrantly within their ecclesiastical

territory far away from his own Session and Presbytery. A
Presbytery which knows of bad conduct within its territory by a

^
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minister not subject to its jurisdiction must take up the case and

send notice of the facts to the body which has jurisdiction. A
church member or oflBcer moving into the bounds of another Ses-

sion or Presbytery than his own and neglecting for twelve months

to procure the transfer of his relations and the court having juris-

diction itself also neglecting to transfer them, the other into

whose bounds the removal has been effected must assume juris-

diction and notify the other body. w?;>>f ;• -i^>; , '^teK >; ^^m^vkS.

Our esteemed friend from whom we are venturing to differ

says, ''The question is: who are the subjects of the evangelist's

jurisdiction? We answer (he says) that they too must be extra

ordinem—outside of the organised church and her jurisdiction."

He means evidently to say they cannot be members of churches

at home, because the evangelist must not assume jurisdiction over

any such in any way. Well, to test the principle let us take an

extreme case : suppose such a missionary in China passing through

some city far inland were to find a dozen or twenty resident

American Presbyterians not organised into a church, and one of

them was fit to be their pastor and two or three others to fill the

other offices, and there was no likelihood of his or of another

missionary's passing that way again; should he hesitate to or-

ganise and ordain because they had not previously obtained letters

of dismission from home? But really we must insist that, in the

case before us, the ordained as well as the ordainer was in a very

just and controlling sense outside of the organised Church and

her jurisdiction. Take another extreme case to test the prin-

ciple: the foreign believer resident or laboring in the missionary

field and called to be ordained a minister, has not the money to

bring him home to America and then take him back to China;

and the Church has not the money either. What now is to be

done? Shall we agree that as he cannot come home, so he can-

not be ordained? And has the Lord, indeed, made our Presby-

terian polity like a cast-iron machine that cannot give one inch ?

When he calls to the ministry an American resident in China

and the man desires to obey the call, and there is present one

whom the Church has authorised to ordain men outside of her

limits, does our polity require this lawful authority to abstain

\
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from proceeding to set this man apart, and on the ground that

fbrmally he is connected with some home church and Presbytery

from whom he cannot well be separated in an orderly way? Why,

most certainly the man is just what our brother demands—he is

extra ordinem^ he is outside of the organised Church and her ordi-

nary jurisdiction. So in fact are all our laborers, ordained and

unordained, in the foreign field. Our friend says that women or

laymen sent out to labor under the evangelist's superintendence

are to be directed by him in theil* work, but that he has no eccle-

siastical jurisdiction over them because they have at that very

time a definite place within the ecclesiastical order. But we ask,

can this possibly be the correct view? Our brother loves to run

the parallel between the Domestic and the Foreign Mission; now

how is it in this couhtry? When a church member removes to

^ distant place where he cannot join a church, when he is even

known to be engaged in Christian work there, and possibly has been

sent out there under some sort of ecclesiastical appointment, does

our discipline regard him as still under the jurisdiction of his own

particular church ? On the contrary, the Session certifies and is re-

sponsible for his standing only to the time of his leaving its bounds.

The evangelist stands in a different relation to his Presbytery,

because it has sent him forth and he makes constant report to it.

But the church member, "the women, the laymen whom the

Church sends out to labor" for life in a foreign country, are they

under the watch of their respective Sessions still? If not, are

they under the watch of the Greneral Assembly or its Executive

Committee of Foreign Missions? Would our brother venture to

take that ground? If not, must he not admit either that they are

utterly beyond all watch and supervision, or else consent to put

them exactly where he says they cannot be, under the ecclesias-

tical jurisdiction of the very evangelist who directs their labors?

Whatever may be true as to this particular point, we feel dis-

posed to insist that according to all the principles of Presbyterian

church government and the express rules of our Discipline, lay

members of our communion, both male and female, who live in

foreign countries, are very especially to be acknowledged to be

outside of the organised church and her ordinary jurisdiction.

\
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The evangelist himself is outside of the Church, but these others

are outside in a more special sense. A company of Christiattd

cast upon an island in mid-ocean, from which they cannot escape,

though having their names on church rolls at home, and being

in one sense still connected with various ecclesiastical bodies

there, must nevertheless be confessed to be to all intents and

purposes outside, and may without any delay proceed to organise

themselves into a Presbyterian church. Now, we feel disposed to

insist that the case of such a company differs from that of believers

resident in a distant foreign country only in degree of outside-

ness and not as to the reality of it.
f...H« ,/,|

We would not charge our distinguished brother with holding i.

theory which bears the aspect of mere ritualism. But we may
venture to suggest that free as he is, of course, from that sort of

error, many who will agree with his theory of the ordination of

an American resident in China by a missionary there, will be

very apt not to be so free from it. There is more or less of super-

stition amongst Presbyterians about ordination. What is ordi-

nation? What was the thing to be done in Mr. Painter's case?

It was simply the official and authoritative setting apart formally

of a man, the devoting of him by proper church authority in the

name of the Church and her Lord, to a church work and office.

Is it any more or greater than baptism or the Lord's Supper?

Is it any more or greater than the organising formally a church ?

May not our Church in foreign and frontier parts perform this

simple act through an evangelist as well as gather and organise a

church there by him? Well, it is agreed by all that outside the

settled church state and in a foreign land, this may be done if

the person to be ordained is a Chinese or a Hindoo, a Mexican or

an African, but if he be a white man and an American some

would be disposed to say that it may not be done. One evan-

gelist might ordain a Chinese, but at least three ministers and

one elder constituting a Presbytery are necessary to ordain an

American ''•clergyman.'' Mr. Painter cannot be comfortably

and with entire assurance considered to be or entitled ^Hhe Rev-

erendy' if one man away off in China, quietly and without the

slightest observation, sets him apart, though having full authority
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to ordain in those outside regions; no, it is necessary to hi&

clerical dignity and full official standing that he take two long

and expensive voyages in order to get ecclesiastical authority

from the fountain-head, which is the Presbytery. There is, of

course, a great difference in the ordaining of men of different

races, and, as might be supposed, it is in favor of the lower race

and the weaker and feebler natural qualifications. One evangelist

is competent enough to declare officially that a poor, <Jark, igno-

rant man is called and authorised to preach : but several ministers

and one elder at least, acting together, are necessary in order to

publish that a lighter colored and more intelligent man is set

apart to this work. Yea, to make an American missionary, to

make what is called a "General Evangelist," this is more than

any missionary can do. This is a work the Church has always

kept and must forever keep in her own hands. It would

be simply monstrous that every missionary can perpetuate and

multiply "general evangelists" in the full sense of the term.

Every repository of extraordinary power must have separate ap-

pointment from the original source. This is what ordination by

a Presbytery can, but ordination by an evangelist cannot, com-

municate. Potestas delegata delegari mm potest. A Presbytery

has original p^y6F, not delegated to it by the Lord nor from any

other quarter ; but the evangelist's power comes merely from

the IPresbytery and not from the Lord, and is delegated power,

and he may not delegate it to another missionary. And if he

should ordain an evangelist, the ordained could not be a "general

evangelist," but only a "Presbyterial evangelist," and responsible

always[to the general evangelist that ordained him. Such is the

mighty difference between ordination by a missionary abroad and

a. Presbytery at home. There is some mysterious potency in the

latter that does not belong to the former.

We are brought now to a consideration of the second main

position^assumed by our friend, which relates to "the status in

eeclesid of the native church and presbytery." It seems to be

maintained that the foreign church organised by an evangelist

abroad is just as truly and closely connected with our Church

and our church courts as the church organised in this country by
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a domestic missionary—perhaps within the very limits of one of

our Presbyteries. Precisely ''the same ecclesiastical status" is

claimed for the work of ''the Foreign and the Domestic Mission-

ary ;" that, is the one is regarded as in no degree more outside of our

Church than the other. Foreign missionaries "exert their power

in our name, and the product must be in as true and real organic

connexion with us as a church organised by Presbytery or a

Presbytery constituted by Synod." The idea seems to be repu-

diated that just as soon as one church is organised and elders

ruling and a teaching elder and deacons are ordained and installed,

there is a germ there which might develope by a force ah supra

and ah intra into the full-grown tree. It would be denied, we

suppose, that so much being done, it would be conceivable that

the missionary might even pass on beyond to found the Church

in another region. The idea rather is that the foreign mission-

ary must needs in all cases remain where he founds one church

and gather others, and having ordained native pastors and evan-

gelists, it is not for them through the force of a development from

above and from within, but for him, exercising even synodical

power (as it is said), to organise these churches and ministers into

a regular Presbytery. He will "order" the Sessions to elect

commissioners, he will ''convoke" the ministers and elders, and

he will "preside" until a moderator is elected. The evangelist

abroad is stringently limited as to any power over Americans

living there ; but over the native brethren his authority is quite

wide, and he looks to us, as he is described by our friend, very

considerably like a prelatical bishop. But, as we are glad to

know, an end is to come shortly to his power—the new Presby-

tery accedes to all his authority. And then that Presbytery

"becomes immediately a member and constituent of the General

Assembly whose evangelist brought it into existence."

Now, with great deference, we feel compelled to say that much

the larger portion of all this we are utterly unable to accept. In

the iirst place, we must object to the representation of the imme-

diate connexion with our Church of every product of the foreign

missionary's labors. The Church, it is emphatically declared,

goes with the missionary and works through him. We accept
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the latter but not the former statement. The foreign missionary

is not in the Church but outside of it; he is, as Paul expressed

it, "in the regions beyond,'' that is, beyond the ordinary bounds

onhe^Church, beyond the settled church state. And this is the

reason why we properly call him di. foreign missionary, the refer-

ence being not so much to a political, or geographical, as to an

ecclesiastical exterior. We have home missionaries in the

Church or near church bounds, and we have foreign ones out-

side and beyond its limits. And in the second place, we must

object to the representation of the dependence of the native

churches and their pastors on the missionary. The necessary

work to be done by the presbyterial evangelist, it is said, is "the

formal creation of a particular church and no more;" but "the

'chief end' of the general evangelist's office is such a particular

Presbytery as our Book defines." The idea is that the presbyte-

rial evangelist exhibits as the product of his labors a particular

church which is a constituent of the Presbytery; but the general

evangelist glories in nothing less than a Presbytery as the pro-

duct of his labor—a Presbytery which is a constituent of the

Assembly, and in creating this Presbytery the general evangelist

wields even synodical power. He is, indeed, a very high func-

tionary—this general evangelist. Now we can see no such great

difference between a presbyterial evangelist and an evangelist

sent beyond the bounds of any Presbytery. Both are members

of Presbytery, and neither is commissioned by the Assembly or

has any specific relation to the Assembly except that the support

of the one is provided by the Assembly's Committee, and that

he is appointed to his field by that Committee, and is in a general

sense by it controlled and directed there as well as supported.

But we hold that there is a vital force and an all-comprehensive

energy in every ecclesiastical germ, that is, in eVery particular

church, that is planted by a foreign missionary. It is, indeed,

at once "the parochial, intermediate, and general Presbytery of

organic and complete .Presbyterianism ;" it is potentially the

whole Church, perhaps, in that country and among that race.

The particular church with its Session—that is the true and per-

fect seed, the germ which may develop into a great tree, for
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where organised life is, there must and will be, through God's

blessing, growth also. And so the missionary, it is very con-

ceivable, may do well to pass on as soon as he has organised a

single church with the Presbyterian polity complete. Just this

did Paul and Barnabas when they preached and gathered a few

converts in the different towns of Asia Minor—in each place they

organised a little church, ordaining over it elders, and then they

passed on. And when these little churches got some strength

they reached forth their hands to one other and became one

organic body—a classical Presbytery. Now we object to the

dependence in which all these Presbyterian churches are repre-

sented as standing toward the general evangelist, so called. We
do not admire the picture drawn of this evangelist ordering, con-

voking, presiding, disciplining both Sessions, elders, pastors,

evangelists, as if he were a veritable prelate. We must say that

the whole distinction drawn by our friend between what he calls

the general evangelist and the presbyterial, and between the

American evangelist and the native, smacks to our taste too much

of the prelatic. And if this representation is to be accepted,

then there is an end to our Presbyterian principle of the parity

of all ministers, and in fact of all presbyters as such.

In the third place, we must object to the statement that the

classical Presbytery which the general evangelist is to organise

becomes "immediately a member and constituent of the General

Assembly whose evangelist brought it into existence." Because,

firsts this expression is unsuitable—the evangelist did not in any

true sense bring it into existence. He was the Lord's humble

instrument in converting believers and the Church's agent in

organising them into churches, and his humble services were

employed to help on the development that was to come ah supra.

and ab intra. He brought nothing into existence. And again,

the General Assembly of the Church in the United States has no

right to control nor yet to absorb these foreign churches. They

are free-born. They do not belong to American Christians or

Presbyterians any more than these belong to them. They do not

come under "our Constitution" at all, as seems to be supposed.

They do not belong to our denomination. And in our judgment

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—19.
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it is not desirable to have them directly connected with oiir

Church, not yet to have those other Presbyterians in China,

India, Africa, or any other country, who have been gathered and

organised into churches by Presbyterian missionaries of any

branch, connected in each case with the General Assembly which

sent those missionaries forth. This position was taken in the

report on the Hangchow Presbytery made to the Savannah

Assembly; and whilst of course we are altogether liable to fall

into mistakes, it is our belief that that position is generally

accepted in our Church.

There is yet another position taken and urgently pressed by

our friend, from which we are compelled very positively to differ.

It concerns the questions, What is "the Mission?" ''What is

the relation of evangelists from our Church dwelling together for

a time in the same city? What is the nature of their extraor-

dinary power in such case— is \t joint power, or is it several power?

The answer given very emphatically is that their power is joint

and not several. But it appears to us that the overwhelming

objection to this view is its making the "Mission" to be a court

of the Church, and a new kind of court at that. It is made to be

a representative body with no churches to represent. It is made

to be a Presbytery with no ruling elders present. It is made to

be a government ruling through clergy. Each of these objec-

tions, it seems to us, has immense weight.

The argument which is expected to reconcile us to this unpres-

byterian account of the "Mission," is, that if the power wielded in

it is not joint then each evangelist's private opinion is an authori-

tative judgment, and these judgments will often be contradictory.

But do not church courts pronounce contradictory judgments?

If single evangelists differ about anything, it is "disorder of the

deadliest sort" and "defeats the very end of the evangelist's

office." But how then when the bodies of rulers who wield joint

power differ from one another? We cannot see that there is

"extraordinary confusion" upon the one plan, with none on the

other. The truth is that Chinese Christians have the same rights

to private judgment that American Christians enjoy, and neither

individual rnissionaries nor a whole "Mission" must undertake to
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make any laws which cannot be clearly deduced out of the Bible.

It is the Word of God which is to have decisive weight, and not the

opinions of one man or of a body of men.

It is said "these coevangelists having no ready-made distribu-

tion, must nevertheless make one according to unwritten law, i.e.^i

Presbyterian principles of church power." But we rejoin that,

they must not undertake to make a new kind of Presbyterian;

court essentially different from those set before us in Scripture.

To do anything of that kind would not be "to create the Presby-

terian Church, where never was one before." This new kind of

court proposed to be created thus, it seems to us, would be a mere

hybrid—the mongrel offspring of Congregationalism and Prelacy.

These evangelists in regulating those affairs that are common to

them as they'stand related to the Executive Committee may well

act as a "Mission" or as a "Station;" but neither of these can

be in any respect identified with a Presbytery. Neither of them

can wield any ecclesiastical power. The evangelist is sent forth to

act under his individual responsibility, and he cannot merge that

into the responsibility of any new sort of ecclesiastical court.

The reasons why jurisdiction must in the settled church state

always be joint are founded in circumstances existing there and

not abroad. As soon as the church is organised and settled on

foreign soil, then and there all power of rule must be joint. Be-

cause the Church is a free commonwealth and is to be governed

always by her chosen representatives. But the evangelist be-

longs to a diflerent order of things. He has jurisdiction in his

single hand, because where he has any right to be, there is no

church organisation. In any city of heathendom whensoever the

church is so far set up as to call for a joint administration of

ecclesiastical rule, it is time for the evangelist to pass on to the

regions beyond.

We confess that it appears to us rather strange that our friend

did not take the ground that the ordination under consideration

should have been performed by "the Mission." Inasmuch as

that has created "the Presbyterian Church where never was one

before," why might not the individual concerned have obtained a

dismission from his church as a member and from his Presbytery
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as a candidate and put himself under the ecclesiastical authority

and care of "the Mission in China." It is strongly insisted that

all the extraordinary powers of general evangelists ''must be

administered by the Mission as a body;" that "when coevarigelists

preach the gospel in the same field . . their power is to be wielded

jointly in the same particular Mission;" and that this is "not a

matter of expediency or privilege, but of vital Presbyterian prin-

ciple," and that except in conformity with principles like this,

which "lie back of our Book and back of these evangelists, they

have no authorised existence." All right, then ; but why was not

this "Mission," composed thus of men each one fully competent

to ordain, and acting on vital Presbyterian principles jointly, the

very body to have ordained Mr. Painter? Surely, since any one

of these general evangelists had full power to ordain a Chinese

pastor or a Chinese evangelist, all four of them conjoining their

high powers might have been able to ordain one American. Oh,

but Mr. Painter was a candidate of Abingdon Presbytery, and

moreover each one of the four evangelists in China was himself

under jurisdiction to a Presbytery at home, for two of them belong

to Louisville and one each to Harmony and Concord. It comes

then to this, that in the former part of the paper of our respected

brother "the coexistence of two identical jurisdictions is impos-

sible," but in the latter part of it these members of Louisville,

Harmony, and Concord are nevertheless to be controlled by a

"Mission in China" which is to hold in its hand for joint admin-

istration all the high powers with which each of them was endowed

by his own Presbytery. Jno. B. Adger.
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The appearance of Dr. Dale's successive volumes on Classic,

Judaic, Johannic, Christie, and Patristic Baptism, numbering in

all some eighteen hundred octavo pages, has certainly constituted

a great event in the history of the Baptist controversy. The author

before us styles it "the hugest work that has ever appeared on this

subject." It is evident all through his book that Mr. Ford also

regards Dr. Dale's work as made of the toughest kind of stuff. His

references everywhere to the great modern Presbyterian Pedobap-

tist author are for the most part highly respectful. Indeed, the

tone and spirit of Mr. Ford's book are worthy of all praise. He is

not a bitter controversialist, whether he is a fair one or not.

There is a vein of good humor running through his work which

somewhat relieves its otherwise intolerably wearisome minuteness

of mere verbal discussion. And he professes, let us rather admit,

manifests^ the kindest spirit towards brethren of other Christian

Churches, and really seems very anxious to be catholic if the

miserable little strait-jacket he wears would only let him. Let

us add that he is evidently a man of large reading, and has made

himself very familiar with many parts of the Baptist controversy,

but that he shows the effects on his mind and his heart of his

being, unfortunately for him, on the wrong side of it.

We repeat, the advent of Dr. Dale amongst the Baptists was

an event. Our brethren are beginning to reply to him. This is

one of their answers. But we expect there will never come any

end to them. Dale will last our brethren, we anticipate, until

the end of time. The whole controversv as to the mode is in its
ft/

nature verbal^ and Dr. Dale's books, so huge and so tough, will

give the Baptists full employment in these strifes of words until
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the crack of doom. He will give many of them a great deal of

trouble and vexation, but we doubt not hundreds of them will

experience the greatest possible delight in plunging into the thick

of the contest which he arouses afresh.

Mr. Ford says in his preface, that "by the disuse of Greek

type and by frequent translation of Latin quotations we have

sought to furnish a treatise which our intelligent laymen could

for the most part easily understand," etc. The translation is

well enough, but the disuse is to be regretted for many reasons.

As to "owr intelligent laymen easily understanding,'' we are

extremely dubious. Alas, what can the average "intelligent"

Baptist layman, who has not been far better educated than

Americans generally, whether Baptists or what not, comprehend

as to these disputed questions that are all G-reek to him, whether

printed in one or another sort of type? That is just the misery

of this whole controversy about the mode of Baptism: in the

nature of things the common reader, if he is a Baptist, must

meddle with what he cannot possibly understand. Our brethren

are great on Believers Baptism, and have much to say of the

unconscious babe who does not understand and so cannot believe;

but we are persuaded that belief in immersion is, by thousands of

the immersed, grounded on very little understanding of the argu-

ments and reasonings given for that belief by Baptist scholars.

So far as comprehension by the subjects is concerned, we would

in multitudinous cases as soon take the "unconscious babes."

Yes, if a certain mode of Baptism is the only legitimate mode,

and is necessary to one's being in the Church, why then the poor

unfortunate ordinary Baptist layman must just flounder about

in all the uncertainties of this controversy about a Greek word

down to the very end. But why talk of "intelligent laymen' ?

Does not Mr. Ford know that even in Massachusetts, where he

lives, there are many ministers, both Baptist and Congregation

-

alist, who are not exactly prepared to go into all the niceties of

this endless discussion ? Mr. Ford might as well—yes, much

better, have made use of his Greek type. We Presbyterians, in

America at least, cannot boast that we have any learning to spare;

and sure we are that our Baptist friends have not for any great
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length of time been here in the South, or at the West, or in the

North, or even in New England or Massachusetts itself, overbur-

dened with that precious commodity. And yet these good Bap-

tist folks are now, and have been from the beginning of their

short history as a denomination, puzzling their brains everlast-

ingly over one Greek word and filling the world with the din

tHey make about it. Certainly our Lord never could have de-

signed to afflict his people with such endless questionings about a

word written in a language dead to them. Nor do Presbyterian

or any other kind of Protestant leaders so torment and distress

their people. It is only our Baptist laymen who are in this dis-

turbed condition. It is only their ministers (some few of them

scholars) who are insisting continually on the absolute necessity

of a form, or rather of a certain mode of observing a form^ and

that, where possibly, at best, it may be doubtful, and, perhaps,

was designed by our Lord to be always doubtful to us, what pre-

cisely a certain Greek word means. And the Baptist layman,

wanting, of course, a ^''Believers Baptism," but not understand-

ing Greek himself, how can he believe with the independent

certainty of his own mind what that Greek word really does

mean? What a blessed relief from this condition of uncertainty

of mind do laymen in all other Christian Churches enjoy, who

are taught by their ministers that the main thing in Baptism is

not the application of the person to the water but of the water

to the person, in the name of the Father and the Son and the

Holy Ghost.

Mr. Ford's work consists of thirty-two chapters. That our

readers may have some idea of its contents, we name the subjects

of a number of these chapters, as follows : General Characteristics

of Dr. Dale's Work and Theory; A Dale (J. W.) Overwhelmed;

Water Baptism not a Drowning; Water Baptism more than a

Wetting; Classic Figurative Baptizing; Judaic Purifying Bap-

tisms ; Judith's Baptism at the Fountain ; Intoxicating Baptisms

;

Alleged Change of Meaning in Bapto; Baptizo and the Prepo-

sitions; Baptize without the Prepositions; Baptism of the Multi-

tudes by John; Baptism of Couches; Baptism of the Three

Thousand; Baptism of the Eunuch; Baptismal Burial; Infant
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Baptism; Household Baptisms; Baptismal Monuments of the

Early Church; Infant Baptism in the Earlv Church; A Retro-

spective View—Christian Union.

Throughout the whole it is constantly Dr. Dale's positions

which are chiefly considered. There are endless references to

"the Fathers," their authority being far more appealed to than

ihdii 0^ t\iQ grandfathers ov ms^\YQ^ writers of Scripture. The
discussion is very much in detail and is therefore very weari-

some—all the more so because Mr. Ford deals so much in what

he charges on Dr. Dale, viz., "unnecessary and disagreeable

gibing," and "abundance of skilfully refined satire and taunts."

Instead of serious discussion we have good-natured fun, and when

argument fails wit is frequently attempted, and we find our author

"gracefully mocking at his adversaries." When this is continued

page after page, and when the whole thing through chapter after

chapter is just an endless "doting about questions and strifes of

words," the effect on all readers except such as have water on the

brain, must needs be unhappy.

To give an example of Mr. Ford's good-natured way of getting

along with the difficulties that beset the theory of our immersion-

ist friends, let us tell the reader in brief how he disposes in his

nineteenth chapter of what has been urged as to the impossibility

of John's immersing "Jerusalem and all Judea and all the region

round about Jordan." ^First, he admits that eighteen months

was the utmost length of John's ministry, part of which period

he was in prison. Then he refers to various estimates by respect-

able authors which make the numbers baptized by John to be five

hundred thousand; or, two millions; or, three millions of per-

sons. He says then, in a sportive way, that he ihinks the method

suggested by Dr. Guise would have been expedient, to wit, for

the people to stand in rankn near the river and John passing

along before them to cast water upon their heads with his hands,

or some proper instrument. And he adds, "We only hope that

our Saviour was not thus baptized with others 'm ranks' or 'with

any instrument.'" Now, for our part, we do not see why John

might not have used a hyssop branch, standing in the water or

at the water's edge, and with it sprinkling multitudes; as our

'«
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Lord, it was prophesied, would sprinkle many nations, and as the

priests of Israel, who were types of him, continually sprinkled

the altar of sacrifice and him that brought the sacrifice to the

altar. But our good-natured Massachusetts Baptist brother con-*

tents himself with this mere sportive answer, and passes on to

tell how some writers have said that "to have immersed one every

minute John must have stood breast-high in the water every day

for nearly two years," and then he says he wishes those writers

had estimated how many individuals could have been sprinkled,

not in crowds, but separately, with pronunciation of formula in

each case. But the point is that immersion did and sprinkling

did not demand separate and individual administration, so that

the former mode did, but the latter did not, involve an impossi-

bility. But our friend makes no further attempt to remove the

impossibility, but proceeds to state another alleged difficulty, viz.,

"the matter of clothes." Then against all these "real or imagin-

ary" difficulties he quotes the canon of Dr. Carson: "When a

thing is proved by sufficient evidence, no objection from difficulties

can be admitted as decisive, except they involve an impossibility."

The canon is, of course, a good one. But Mr. Ford says that to

make out the impossibility alleged, we must prove three things,

viz., what was the exact time of John's active labors, what was

the exact number baptized, and that John could have had no

assistants; and that we must also show that John was always

obliged to stand in the water waist-deep. And he goes on to

affirm that administrators of baptism in the early Church "gen-

erally stood outside the bath while depressing the head of the

candidate slightly forward beneath the water. This process

requires but little muscular effort and not so much time, nor so

'much water' as our backward immersions." So here is an admis-

sion, which we think many of our Baptist friends will severely

censure good-natured Brother Ford for making: "our backward

immersions are not exactly like those of the early Church."

And here too is a mode of administering the ordinance of Bap-

tism which, if our reverence for sacred things did not forbid, we

could ridicule as keenly as any Baptist of them all ever did our

idicrous.'baby sprinkling." For 1
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very
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of the candidate for Christian Baptism being required to get into

a bath face downward, so himself baptizing his whole body, and

then the imraerser coming up behind and bobbing the candidate's

head merely, with a "slight depression forwards beneath the

water," and then calling that his immersion of the candidate!

After twenty-five chapters on the mode, Mr. Ford comes to

treat of the subjects of Baptism. Let us look at his chapter

twenty-sixth, on Infant Baptism. He sets out with some three

pages of "concessions" from Pedobaptists (most of them Germans),

not one of which concessions has the least weight in the argu-

ment. Then at Jength he says, "But it is better to appeal to the

law and to the testimony." But his way of making this appeal is

to allege that if, as Augustine held, unbaptized children are in

danger of damnation, then there ought to have been in the New
Testament ^^the plainest possible command'' to baptize them, and

that if our Lord had intended infants to be baptized he would cer-

tainly have added a clause t^o the apostolic commission ordering the

infiint seed of believers to be baptized with their parents. Now
Mr. Ford must know that he could not possibly have made an

insinuation more offensive to Calvinistic Pedobaptists than this,

that they hold to the damnation of unbaptized infants; but, pass-

ing this by, we have to remark that his language about the neces-

sity of another clause to the commission shocks us. He says of

our Lord, "had he but added a single clause to the commission

thus: 'Go ye and disciple all nations, baptizing the discipled

ones and their infant seed . . . teaching the adults at the time

of their baptism and the infants when they shall have become old

enough to receive instruction, to observe, etc'—this would have

been plain enough and none too plain." The italics are Mr.

Ford's. So then when Scripture is not composed precisely

according to his notion it is not plain enough ; and if it were com-

posed precisely after his dictation, it would be none too plain, hut

still he might be satisfied. Alas, this is the difficulty with too

many of those whom Mr. Ford represents. They are not content

with the Bible as it is. Scripture is plain enough for those who

come to it without any preconceived ideas of their own ; but when

men take up crotchets, they will not obey God's Word unless it
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gives them the plainest possible command. When God sees fit to

enter into special and everlasting covenant with Abraham, con-

fining his Church thenceforward to the patriarch's family and

excluding all else ; when he expressly commands infants of eight

days to have the seal of this everlasting covenant applied to their

persons; and when Paul tells us this covenant with Abraham

has not been and never shall be disannulled, but if we be Christ's

we are Abraham's seed and heirs with him of the everlasting

promises; and so when the New Testament plainly presents to us

this Abrahamic covenant as the charter of the Christian Church

and so that Church as being precisely the same Church with the

one that was more fully organised in Abraham's family and in

fact with the one that was set up by our Redeemer at the Fall

(for Christ has never had but one Church on earth, seeing that a

Head with two bodies would be a monster)—all this would seem

to be plain enough for any docile believer. But here is one who

considers himself a believer of the believers, and all this is not

plain enough for him; and, indeed, he frankly tells us that in this

matter of baptizing infant children he sees so much that looks to

him unreasonable and unsuitable, so much that is improper and

wrong, that the plainest possible command from the very lips

of the Master himself would to him be none too plain. After

this, of course it is not necessary for us to consider what Mr.

Ford may have to say in the remainder of this chapter touching

what Christ said about "the little children coming to him," or

what Peter said about "the promise being to us and to our chil-

dren," or what Paul said about our children being "holy." If

he is so set against Infant Baptism that the plainest command

Christ could give would be none too plain to overcome his objec-

tions, we shall just have to leave him to settle his own account

with the Master.

On the whole, we do not suppose that with inquirers of intel-

ligence, candor, and reflection, this book will at all strengthen

the Baptist cause, although we judge that it is well calculated to

mislead ignorant and unwary persons. J. B. A.
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Geesar: a Sketoh. By Jambs Anthony Froude. New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons. 12mo., pp. 550. 1879.

The American publishers' latest circular informs us that this

work has already passed to its sixth edition in this country.* Few

things can be more timely for educated Americans than to study

the fate of republican Home; and few hands are more capable

than Froude's of painting it in vivid colors. The parallel between

the old-world-Republic and the American holds completely

through the earlier and middle acts of their histories. Shall it

hold in the endings? This is the question which should "give all

men pause." Both communities began their existence under

regal government; both early threw it off, adopting in its stead

a constitutional republican form ; both sought to secure the lib-

erty of the citizens along with stable order, by distributing out

the powers of government to several coordinate centres, each

protected against its fellows by the constitution, so as to check

each other; both adapted their institutions to peoples who were

agricultural in their pursuits, simple and economical in habits,

nearly equal in fortune, and sturdy in their virtues; both ran a

brilliant career of success and power while those virtues lasted;

both acquired extensive territories by annexation, and with them

wealth unimagined by their plain forefathers; both found the

institutions adapted for a small, simple, and virtuous people,

equal in their fortunes, ill adapted for a vast and rich empire;

both saw leaders of factions arise, lured by the enormous prizes

of power and wealth, to pervert or trample on constitutional

restrictions ; both parties in both learned fully the doctrine that

office and its emoluments are the spoils of successful partisanship

;

both had their first civil war, in which the appeal was taken from

the Constitution to force; and Rome had several other civil wars,

ending in the Empire.

The tenor of Froude's narrative and summing up is, like

Mommsen's, to glorify and justify Julius Caesar. The English

artist, as we should expect from his race and training, happily

declines to follow the German in those inexcusable judgments

which render his work, notwithstanding its erudition, a crime

against public morals and a pestilential plague-house for the souls
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of young readers. Momrasen is an avowed unbeliever in Chris-

tianity, and an implied materialistic or idealistic Pantheist. His

judgment of grand transactions in history is always that the suc-

cessful is the right; being the fated development of rhnav^ God

(if there is a God) evolving himself in the series. The party

that fails is, therefore, with him the villain party. The interests

of material progress are the only sacred cause; and the man who

questions any of its new demands for the sake of truth, or pledges,

or constitutional covenants, is simply a fool and a criminal in one,

who deserves to be crushed out. With Mommsen, of course^

the triumphant Caesar is all right, because able, unscrupulous,

and successful. The virtuous Cato, "the last of the Romans,"

(although admitted to be sincere, honest, pure-handed in office,

in an era of almost universal peculation, consistent and patriotic)

is in his eyes a contemptible *'pedant," who deserves just what

he got, and whose heroic and tragic end can excite no sentiment

but that of scorn and levity. The attempt is hardy, indeed, thus

to reverse the judgment of friends and enemies alike, on Gate's

cause, for nineteen centuries! And the outrage on morals is as

monstrous as it is audacious: to require us thus to sneer at all that

is ennobling in admitted courage, disinterestedness, honor, truth,

constancy, and misfortune; because the victim was often unwise,

and was at last—a victim. This philosophy of history is worthy

alone of
'•Mammon the least erected spirit that fell."

Froude, with his more sturdy British heart, fortunately stops

short of it. But he also employs all his wondrous art, at the

zenith of its vigor, to defend Caesar's career, his ruthless inva--

sions of foreign states, his attack upon the government of his

own country, his massacres, sacks, and burnings. Stripped of

the glamour of an almost faultless style and sophistical logic,

the argument becomes this: Caesar had a right to invade Gaul

and Britain, whose people had committed no crime against him

except that they wished to retain the independence they were

entitled to ; because the Germans might possibly come some day

through Gaul to invade North Italy, as they had done in the

days of Marius. Caesar was right in overthrowing the constitu-
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tion under which he held oflBce, because the most of the senatorial

party were greedy rascals. Caesar knew that if he did not play

usurper Pompey meant to do it. Caesar was so conscious of his

own position that he did not murder his defeated political oppo-

nents, as was the fashion with others. This species of moral

justification may appear sufficient to a historian who lives among

those enlightened British statesmen who force the accursed opium

traffic on China and sustain Turkish misrule for the sake of "British

interests," and subjugate independent nations to secure a "scien-

tific military frontier" for possible future wars. But to the

Christian reason it sounds marvellously like the argument we

hear from rumsellers and pickpockets. We submit that such

reading is not wholesome for inexperienced minds. It is of

vital importance that the protest and the exposure should go along

with the poison, gilded and sugar-coated though it may be.

Doubtless the Roman constitution had outlived its conditions

of usefulness. As a municipal form, for town-and-count}' gov-

ernment of one district, it was the best the pagan world had

seen. But when the town council (for such the Senate really

had been) and the town meeting of free-holders, and the minicipal

ofiicers, were to handle, instead of the interests of one town and

its adjacent lands, the affairs of a continental empire, it became

simply an impossible government. From having been a frugal,

just, and energetic home government, it became a frightfully

rapacious, mischievous, and feeble imperial government. Of

course this outcome should have led men of all parties to study

wholesome and just amendments, and to adopt them as fast as

was prudent. But those who were corruptly interested in the

plunder of a world wanted no amendments. Of course, then,

this state of things justified divine Providence in ordering such a

revolution as suited his vast and wise plans of retribution and

beneficence. But this no more justifies the instruments he per-

mits in their selfishness to work out his ends, than Nebuchad-

nezzar's fulfilment of prophecy justified his wicked invasion of

Judea. Froude would do well to study the 10th of Isaiah more

thoroughly before he writes any more history. Pompey and the

Senatorial party were conservatives from selfish motives? Prob-
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ably so. But we are yet to see proof that Caesar was a democrat

for disinterested ones. The former had at least this element of

decency in their position, that the constitution they upheld was

the existing and legalised one, from which both they and Caesar

received their offices. We cannot but remember, when we are

pointed to the decadence and disorders growing under the con-

servatives, that Csesarism did not mend matters. Such procon-

suls as Verres, such riots as those of Cinna, Clodius, and Milo,

such a set of free-holders as the city rabble living on the state-

donative of corn, were very bad. Julius Caesar, while he lived,

put a stop to that. But it was his system revived which gave

Rome the infamous delations and murders of Tiberius, the frantic

cruelties of Nero, and the selections of brutes for Caesars by the

"legionaries." Froude is himself candid enough to confess, that,

if the patrician rule resulted, in so large and rich an empire, only

in oligarchy, the triumph of radical democracy could mean noth-

ing but military despotism. This is true. Rome had but these

two alternatives; because neither the condition nor beliefs of the

ancient world made confederation possible. Thus far the final

teaching of history seems to be, that the only mode by which

both liberty and virtuous order can be made to coexist in a great

country, containing a diversity of just interests and offering

splendid prizes to partisan ambition, is by such federative com-

pacts as unite the parts for common defence and mutual traffic,

and yet sacredly respect the independence of the separate inter-

ests. Has the world yet learned enough justice and self-com-

mand to make this system less impossible than it was for Rome
and her '^allies"? • R. L. D.

Moses the Lawgiver. By the Rev. William M. Taylor, D. D.,

Minister of the Broadway Tabernacle, New York City. New
York: Harper & Brothers. 1879. Pp. 482, I'irao.

"The characters of the Old Testament" often furnish popular

and attractive topics for a series of evening discourses. The

human mind loves to deal with truth in the concrete, and the

more so where it is associated with a living, acting person.

Besides, the history of the world for the most part centres in the
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lives and work of those who have been the prominent actors upon

the stage of its progress. Thus the Bible, which records the his-

tory and progress of the Church, is largely a book of biographies.

And the various characters which are brought out in it^ pages

afford at once the most attractive and the most popular exhibi-

tions of the truth it contains. No wonder, then, that the discus-

sion of these characters has been a favorite method of pulpit

instruction, especially in the afternoon or evening services, when

it seems to be almost a necessity that some systematic plan be

pursued.

Dr. Taylor appears to follow a somewhat different method from

the common one. Instead of taking up the prominent characters

in course, he selects one as the subject of a series of discourses.

The volume before us, which is made up of a course of Sabbath

evening lectures delivered in the regular ministrations of the

pulpit, is the fifth of the kind which he has recently given to the

press. Similar volumes, entitled "Elijah the Prophet," "David,

King of Israel," "Daniel the Beloved," and "Peter the Apostle,"

have preceded this one.

Moses, the great Lawgiver of Israel, in the eventful history of

which he was the central figure, and in the grand work which he

performed in the development of the Church, .affords much attrac-

tive and valuable matter for pulpit discourse. The following

table of contents of Dr. Taylor's volume, covering twenty-six

lectures, indicates what an extensive and fertile field of biblical

discussion is here presented for a pastor to enter and cultivate:

"The Birth of Moses;" "Training and Choice;" "The Burning

Bush ;" "First Appearance before Pharaoh ;" "The Ten Plagues;"

"The Passover;" "The Crossing of the Red Sea;" "Marah, Elim,

and Sin ;" "Rephidim ;" "Jethro's Visit;" "Sinai and the Deca-

logue;" "The Golden Calf—Aaron's Weakness;" "Intercession;"

"The Tabernacle and its Symbolism;" "The Mosaic Legisla-

tion;" "Final Incidents at Sinai;" "Murmurings:" "Miriam and

Aaron's Sedition;" "The Report of the Spies;" "The Korahitic

Conspiracy:" ''The Sin of Moses, and the Death of Aaron;"

"The Brazen Serpent;" "Balaam;" "Deuteronomy;" Death

and Burial of Moses;" "Characteristics of Moses." These sev-
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oral topics the author handles with ability, vigor, and practical

force. His plan is first to bring out distinctly and clearly the

fticts recorded, and then by way of direct application deduce

practical lessons therefrom. While the whole style of the book

is simple, lucid, and popular. < :. - * .*-k

Dr. Taylor in these discourses is no doubt doing a good work

for the Church. They must prove instructive and valuable to

his own hearers. But beyond the sphere of his immediate pas-

toral charge he is setting his brethren of the ministry an example

worthy of imitation both as to his industry in the preparation and

publication of such lectures, and also in this method of pulpit

instruction. How much more profitable, both to pastor and peo-

ple, must be the preparation and delivery of such a course of

systematic and well-considered discussion than the random ser-

mons which, in the second service of the Sabbath, are too apt to

be upon trite and familiar themes which require little prepara-

tion ! We would therefore commend not only this admirable

volume to our readers, but also this method of pulpit work to our

brethren of the ministry.
—

^

- rp g ^

Principles of Netv Testament Quotation established and applied

to Biblical Criticism and specially to the Gospels and Penta-

teuch. By James Scott, M. A., B. D. "Truth, like a torch,

the more 'tis shook, it shines." Second Edition. Edinburgh:

T. k T. Clark, 38 George Street. 1877.

Considered in reference to the substance of its doctrine and

argument, this book deserves almost unstinted praise. It also

possesses the fortunate peculiarity of being somewhat unique.

The only book of the same sort, or rather on the same subject,

which we happen to remember, is Gough's New Testament Quo-

tations. Gough's work, however, is little more than a conspectus

in parallel columns of the Hebrew and Chaldee text of the Old

Testament, the Septuagint version of the same, and the New Tes-

tament Greek; together with annotations and a copious index.

The work of Gough, furthermore, presents the alleged parallels

between the New Testament and the Apocrypha and the Rab-

binical writers. Mr. Scott also has an index which gives in one

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—21.
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view all the New Testament citations; but his book is preemi-

nently a discussion of principles, and u vehicle of useful and con-

venient exegesis. The book is a thinnish duodecimo of 158

pages, in large type, on thick paper, and with broad margins;

and we recommend it strongly to our theological students and

ministers.

The author's learning is as evident as it is genuine. He be-

trays thorough familiarity with his chosen subject, and unusual

familiarity too (except in the ci^se of experts) with Hebrew and

Greek, with German and Herraeneutics, and with Hellenistic

and Patristic literature. The discussion proper is preceded by

an Introduction of thirty-eight pages; and we do not know where

in the same compass to find a better historical and critical view

of the recent school of neological interpretation on the Continent

and in Great Britain. Our author deals stalwart blows against

such men especially as Bishop Colenso and Professor Smith of

Aberdeen. The defence of the Pentateuch, and of Deuteronomy

in particular, is admirably succinct and conclusive, and at the

same time entirely popular. We are rejoiced to see that Mr.

Scott is as sound as a dollar ''on the vital point of Inspiration" and

upon the related question of the Mosaic origin of the Pentateuch,

which he correctly perceives is indissolubly connected with that

of its divine origin. The argumentation in this earlier part of

the book is close and trenchant. The opinions of errorists are

classified according to their philosophic principle and severally

refuted. The upshot is expressed thus:

"Such has already been the disastrous issue, according to the testimo-

nies of Tholuck, and of Krummacher in his Autobiography, among the

youth of Germany ;
the religious literature of which, while nobly distin-

guished by profound biblical research and discovery, is yet sadly dis-

figured by intellectual aberration. Christendom owes Germany a stand-

ing debt of gratitude for brilliant achievements in the field of learning;

but it were weak and foolish to be either fascinated or forced by the

arguments of negative critics into an attitude of hostility to the supreme

authority of the Scripture." (P. xxxix.)

Prefixed to the Introduction is a list of the works referred to

in the volume, extending from Alford, a Kempis, Matthew Ar-

nold, Thomas Aquinas, Bacon, Bengel, and Baur, to Ueberweg,
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Vitringa, the Vulgate, Webster and Wilkinson, Winer, and

Witsius. The treatise proper is composed of^ five parts. The

first of these treats of the formulas, and the forms, of quotation;

the second, of the principles of interpretation; and the third, of

analogous quotation. The fourth part contains a vindication of

the sevefal methods of quotation, and the fifth, an application

of principles, and a conclusion to the entire argument.

The first part is made up of two sections. The first of these

concerns itself with the formulas of quotation. The author

descants on the importance of the subject; refers to the number

of quotations and of quotation passages, and to the sources of

quotations, and their classification. He also has something to

say about formulas of citation, and their classification; as well as

about unaccredited citations by Satan and uninspired men, which

he pronounces irrelevant. We remark here that such unaccredited

quotations may be important in their bearing on the canon, if not

on the text. The author is very judicious in his observations re-

specting the Tempter's quotations in the desert.
'^

The remaining section concerns itself with the forms of quota-

tion. These arc classified as literal, substantial, synthetic,

analytic, and idealistic. Particular instances are taken up and

examined. The subject of "Quotations" is then disembarrassed,

and the field of view contracted and simplified, by the elimination

of the topic of "Allusions."

The second part, the one on Principles, also consists of two

sections. The first has to do with the connexion between the

forms and the principles of quotation, with the classification of

principles, and the examination and illustration of instances.

The principles of interpretation are shown to be psychological,

grammatical, analogical, synthetic, and prophetic. The analogi-

cal principle is considered in relation to facts, [other] principles,

and doctrines.

The third part, the one on Analogous Quotation, is embraced

under five sections or chapters. Of these the first has reference

to Patristic quotation from the Old Testament, and to its sources;

as well as to the quotation formulas made use of by the Fathers,

and to the formulas employed by the New Testament writers.
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The next section classifies the Patristic forms of citation, as lit-

eral, substantial, synthetic, paraphrastic, and eclectic; and

touches upon Patristic allegory, its causes and its effects. The

third section reviews the methods of the Patristic citation of the

New Testament, under the heads of the literal, the substantial,

the synthetic, the idealistic. The topic of Patristic allusion, its

nature and degrees, is then handled, and the allusions are dis-

criminated as general, special, and literal. The logical value of

literal allusions is estimated, and certain guiding principles of

judgment are laid down. A review is then made of the whole

matter of Patristic citation ; and its formulas and forms in earlier

and later fathers, are shown to be similar but progressive. A
parallel is found in the nomenclature of Gospels. In connexion

with this is treated the subject of citation from memory. The

paucity of the copies of the Scriptures is adverted to. The princi-

ples of Patristic are shown to be kindred with those of New Testa-

ment interpretation, and yet in certain points different from them.

Allegory is considered in regard to its nature, causes, and results;

and a parallelism is indicated between the Fathers on the one hand,

and the New Testament writers on the other, in respect of doubt-

ful citations. The penultimate chapter (or section) treats of

ecclesiastical citation. The reader is here aided bv a table of

reference. The Vulgate citations are noticed, and the progress

towards a more exact method is pointed out. Regulating prin-

ciples are laid down; and the attitudes, and opinions, of Aquinas,

k Kempis, Calvin, Bacon, Owen, Grotius, Butler, and Ruther-

ford, are compared and weighed in the balance. The final

section of this part considers the subject of classical quotation.

The citations of philosophers from the classics are viewed as the

connecting link. The formulas and forms are shown to be similar

here to what they are elsewhere. Bacon and Quintilian are

examined. The analogy and difference between written citation

and written reporting are ably pointed out; also a certain diver-

sity in the reports of the same things in the Old and New Testa-

ments, and in Josephus and classical historians.

The fourth part, which exhibits a vindication of the methods of

quotation in the New Testament, has but two sections. In the
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first the author recapitulates his principles and results. There

is perhaps some unnecessary repetition here, and there may be

traces of imperfect analysis. The fact that the Septuagint is

preferred in citation is established, and the reason for that prefer-

ence unfolded. The looser forms are not due merely to citations

from memory ; nor are they always reconcilable with the Hebrew

on the basis of various readings. The conditions of the problem,

and the status questionis^ are distinctly stated. Literal quotation

is proved" to be the normal form. The primary object of all cita-

tion, however, is to reproduce the sense; and freer forms are mani-

festly compatible with this object. The same free methods are

employed by ecclesiastical and classical writers, and are founded

on reason and expediency. The objections of the sceptical are, as

we have seen, opposed by analogy, and are moreover self-contra-

dictory. The fact of the alternate use, and disuse, of the Sep-

tuagint, is explained. The validity of the general principles of

the New Testament quotation becomes obviously a presumptive

proof of its accunicy. Difficulties and discrepancies were to be

expected; and the modes of their solution that have been pro-

posed are pointed out at the end of the chapter. The remaining

section discusses once more the principles of interpretation. The

relation is indicated which subsists between the forms of quotation

and the principles of interpretation. The Old Testament was

rationally written and should be rationally expounded. The

psychological and grammatical principles are vindicated. The

inspired author's view-point is to be allowed for. All texts,

whether literal or tropical, are to be interpreted grammatically.

The extremes are to be avoided of literalism and allegorising.

The figures are then compared and briefly defined, of metaphor,

synecdoche, prosopopoeia, enigma, allegory, parable, proverb, sym-

bol, and type. '"Analogy" is inaccurately included in this list

as given in the table of contents. The close relation between the

parable and the simile might have been more distinctly mentioned,

as well as the points of identity between the parable and the apo-

logue. The principle of analogy is defended on logical grounds.

What is said throughout the book on tWs whole subject of analogy

is to our mind defective. What is said just here is well enough.
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The door is not sufficiently closed elsewhere, we think, against

the principle of accommodation. On the other hand, the defini-

tion and criterion of true types are not perfectly satisfactory.

The distinction between a typo and a symbol is not accurately or

tersely drawn, and the definition of a type does not allow for

"things" and ''numbers" that are typical. The author of this

book errs on the safe side, if he errs at all. in his limitation of the

typical area in the Old Testament. The relation of type to

prophecy is signalised. The general characteristics of prophecy are

set forth. Special classes and kinds are indicated: such as direct

and indirect; Messianic and non-Messianic. Just here there is

too much of the leaning towards a principle of analogy rather

than towards a principle of identity, that tends to strip certain

portions of ancient Scripture of their true and far-reaching,

though mystical, sense. The mutual relations are well traced of

the divine purpose, prophecy, and promise. The key is given

for the solution of parallel difficulties. The method of synthetic

interpretation is explained, and its basis evinced. Alternative

views are then considered, and the rival theories of the Gnostics,

Rationalists, and Anabaptists.

The fifth part, which applies the principles, is also embraced

in two sections. The first deals with the proofs of the external

unity of the canon. The evidence of Patristic quotation for the

authenticity and credibility of the Old and New Testaments is

presented. The argument is shown to be cumulative. The various

attacks on the Gospels are examined. The historical, rationalis-

tic, and mythical theories are investigated and confuted. The

Protevangelion hypothesis is stated and vigorously combated. The

problem is solved of the similarity and dissimilarity of the Go.s-

pels. A reflex argument for the credibility of the Gospels from

their inspiration is ventured upon. The doctrine of plenary ver-

bal inspiration is made sure by scriptural proofs. The last sec-

tion dwells on the internal unity of Scripture and exhibits the

two covenants, of Works and Grace; the two economies, of Law

and Gospel. The elements of the covenant of Sinai are summed

up as moral, ceremonial, civil. The dispensations are ultimately

identified; and that on grounds historical, moral, prophetic, exe-
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getical, doctrinal, and apologetic. The rapport is explained that

subsists between dispensation and revelation. The second is

the law of the first. The first is variable; the second, fixed.

The consequences are guarded against of confusion on this topic.

Apologetic inferences are <lrawn from the unity of dispensations.

The Author of Nature is the God of Providence. Gnosticism is

attacked. The common origin of spiritual principles is in the

divine essence. There is progressive development in the disclo-

sure^ without increment to the absolute sum of divine truth. The

morality and religion of the Old and New Testaments, Mr. Scott

holds, differ in degree, not in kind. The first part of this statement

has to be explained and qualified or else rejected. The historical

and doctrinal proof of the foregoing averment is adduced. The

book winds up with a consideration of the Decalogue. Its char-

acter is delineated and its permanence established. The Deca-

loijue and moral law are identified. The Decalogue is vindicated

against modern attacks. Difficulties are solved or referred to a

principle of solution. Then comes the conclusion.

In discussing these varied topics the author shows much fulness

of knowledge and no little intellectual force. The whole treat-

ment is pervaded by a spirit of orthodox piety.
^

The sti/le of the book is compact and nervous, but sometimes

obscure. This want of perspicuity generally arises from an am-

biguity in the reference of pronouns, and the frequent use of such

terms as ''former" and "latter." It is far better in all such cases

to repeat the noun. This removes the possibility of misunder-

standing. The author of this capital book ought to give his days

and nights to the perusal of Macaulay. We detect a few inac-

curacies. "Would" stands for ''should" in the third line from

the top of page xxxii. The sign of the infinitive is prefixed to

the adverb on page 18, thus: "to loosely reckon." This form

of structure is, however, becoming very fashionable. There is

an exceedingly awkward and hardly intelligible sentence near

the bottom of page 41. The exegesis (on page 35) of Gal. iii. 16

is not perfectly satisfying. There is a fine example of mixed

metaphor on page 42, towards the end. The scriptural clause,

"I know whom I have believed," is misquoted, and we observe
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one or two misprints which are not included in the table of

errata. H. C. A.

The Old Preacher 8 Story ; or^ Portraits from Life fram'ed for

future use. By Rev. L. P. BoWEN. ''According to the elec-

tion of grace." St. Louis: Presbyterian Publishing Company,
207 North Eighth Street. 1879. Pp. 628, 12mo. Price,

cloth, $1.50; paper

This is a religious novel, and a Presbyterian one at that. We
cannot say that we admire religious n'ovels in general, and we do

not know that we ever saw a real out-and-out Presbyterian one

before. But we must candidly acknowledge that we have read

this one with great interest and admiration. Who the Rev. L. P.

Bowen is, we know not, except that his name is on our Assembly's

list as a member of the Presbytery of Palmyra (Synod of Mis-

souri), hut living at Newtown, Maryland, and apparently not in

charge of any church. The story of the old preacher is a very

beautiful story, with a plot underlying it that is quite romantic,

and yet not beyond reasonable bounds of probability. The

writer's style is extremely pleasing, and the story is made a

vehicle for the introduction of numerous living questions of the

time in our Church, which are all discussed, so far as we observed,

soundly and in a very edifying manner. J. B. A.

Walks to Emmaus. By the late Rev. Nehemiah Adams, D. D.

Edited by his Son, Rev. William H. Adams. "And they

said one to another, Did not our heart burn within us while he

talked with us by the way and while he opened to us the

Scriptures." Luke xxiv. 32. First 'Series : January— Febru-

ary. Boston : D. Lothrop & Company, Franklin Street, cor-

ner of Hawley. 1879. Pp. 360, l2mo.

The title of this book was discovered in one of Dr. Adams's

note-books projecting new literary labors. The plan of the editor

is to furnish two sermons of his venerated father's for every Sab-

bath in the year, morning and afternoon, and so the work is to

constitute "a Christian year." He gives good measure too; for

this first volume, covering January and February, furnishes ser-

mons for not less than ten Sabbaths, a fifth Sabbath being allotted
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to both February and January. At this rate we shall have not

less than sixty Sabbaths in one year of sermons. But we will

not complain of this liberality, Dr. Nehemiah Adams having

been a prince of preachers. The whole series is to be complete

in six volumes.

We think the editor is fully justified in claiming for these seiVj

raons of his father the merit of both originality and perspicuity.

And we can truly say that we have seldom read sermons which

we consider equal on the whole to these. That on Foreign Mis-

sions is one of the grandest sermons in the language. We
recommend it and the one on the grace of giving to all our breth-

ren who desire to know how to present those subjects to their

people. For ourselves, we fully purpose in our future preaching

to make this volume a study. And we shall await impatiently

the appearance of those which are to follow. J. B. A. ,

Profhecy. A Series of Lectures by the late Rev. A. P. Forman,
D. D. With an Introduction by Prof. W. Henry Green,
D. D., LL.D. "Search the Scriptures." St. Louis: Presby-

terian Publishing Company. 1878. Pp. 551, 8vo.

This is not a learned work, nor yet perhaps is it worthy to be

called an original one, but it is a sober and apparently judicious

presentation of the subject in a way that is calculated to be use-

ful. It ought to be interesting reading to all who love the truth

and desire the coming of the kingdom. There are no rash, wild

speculations in it. The important subject of prophecy is just

handled as one might expect a solid Presbyterian divine to handle

it for popular usei ^ . .

As to the time of our Saviour's coming. Dr. Forman holds

that it will be when the day of general judgment arrives. And
this will be at the close of God's present administration of the

affairs of this world. Then will be the times of the restoration

of all things (Acts iii. 19-21), which includes the great predicted

conflagration and the coming of the new heavens and the new

earth. Until this time our Lord will be carrying on in the midst

of the heavenly throne his priestly and mediatorial work, and he

VOL. XXX., NO. 4—22.
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cannot come (so Dr. Forman holds) until after the number of the

redeemed is made complete and they are all gathered in.

Professor Green of Princeton "commends the sobriety and

general accuracy of this excellent treatise," and calls it ''a safe

and judicious presentation in a compendious form of the contents

of the prophetic word." J. B. A.

Difficulties of the Immersion Theory. By Rev. S. E. AxsoN.
Adopted by the Committee of Publication at Richmond, Va.

Rome, Ga. : Albin Omberg, Priater and Stationer. 1879.

Pp. 113, 16mo.

The author of this little treatise published it first in successive

numbers of the Southern Presbyterian newspaper. At the request

of many brethren those numbers now appear in book form. And

like many other precious and valuable things, they come to us

done up in a small package. We have no hesitation in express-

ing our sense of the good service rendered to the cause of truth

by Mr. Axson in preparing this little book. We could wish that

he might go on and write up (or write down) the whole contro-

versy. W^ith his pellucid style of reasoning and of writing, and

with his calm and kindly manner of dealing with our Baptist

brethren, and the difficulties in which or with which they have

immersed themselves, it seems plain that he might even deliver

some of them who are in danger of drowning. As to our own

people, our young people, our simple, honest, earnest, humble

inquirers, he could save many of them from being harassed to

death with imaginary proofs for the immersion theory, and estab-

lish them in a confident and satisfactory belief in what the Scrip-

tures do certainly teach on this whole subject. This, Mr. Axson

will really do in a great many cases, we do not doubt, by means

even of this little volume. But Southern authorship is a rare

thing and a slender thing. And whenever we meet a Southern

Presbyterian with a pen like Mr. Axson's and with a spirit and

temper like his, we cannot refrain from crying out to him, Write,

print, publish. This is a capital beginning of a popular treatise

which would survive his preaching labors and do good for genera-

tions after he shall be gathered to his fathers.

,-':^.
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We need books just precisely of this sort to put into the hands

of our people and of others who want to know what we believe.

William the Baptist is a capital book, but this appeals to a differ-

ent class of readers and will answer a different purpose. This is

an argument, and a very fair, calm, cogent argument, briefly and

kindly presented. It rouses no opposition and excites no preju-

dice, but appeals to the sober, candid, good sense of the reader,

j^nd we believe in multitudes of cases the appeal must carry

conviction with it.

The reader can best form an idea of what this little work is if

we now give him the titles of the several chapters, fifteen in num-

ber; (1) The immersion theory void of Christian charity; (2) Not

adapted to all nations and places and times; (3) Difficulties sug-

gested by the word Baptizo ; (4) Difficulties suggested by the

Greek prepositions; (5) Want of harmony between the symbolic

import of Baptism and Immersion; (6) Baptism in the river

—

John's Baptism; (7) Was Jesus Christ immersed? (8) Baptism

with the Holy Ghost; (9) Baptism in the city—Pentecost;

(10) Baptism in the house—Saul of Tarsus and Cornelius; (11)

Baptism in the prison—the Jailer; (12) Baptism in the desert

—

the Eunuch; (13) Buried in Christ in Baptism; (14) Antiquity

of Immersion: (15) Baptism in a nutshell. The reader will ob-

serve how many of these are the same topics which Mr. Ford

handles, whose book is noticed in this number of our Review.

We are willing to have thorough comparison between them.

J. B. A.

i'- !

^
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Under this head we shall deviate from our usual practice, and

in some instances mention works which may still be in the press

or shortly forthcoming. For the sake of variety our selections

this quarter are wholly from English houses. Readers of Treve-

lyan's Life of Macaulay will be glad to know more of the noted

editor^ of the Edinburgh Review and- the Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica; whose correspondence with such men as Campbell, Jeffrey,

Brougham, Scott, Carlyle, Macaulay, Bulwer, Mill, Dickens,

and Thackeray, makes this book highly valuable. The politics

of bees and men^^ are likely to be better dealt with by the distin-

guished baronet than was prehistoric civilisation. The member

for Birmingham* is the great living exponent of the Cobden school

in English state craft, and at the same time the most popular

and, as many think, most gifted man at the English hustings.

Hume's disciples are increasing apace.^ Few are so well fitted

to write about the mind as the author of the ''Philosophy of the

Infinite.'"®

George Combe^ was a quiet enthusiast, with a wrong-headed

theory; but was a man of great self-reliance and tenacity of pur-

pose, and on many subjects displayed much useful common sense.

^Macvey Napier's Correspondence. Edited by his Son, Macvey Napier,

8vo, lis. Maoraillan & Co., London.

'^Addresses, Political and Educational. 8vo, Ss. 6d. By Sir John

Lubbock, Bart., M. P., F. R. S., etc. Ibid.

'Scientific Lectures. By the same. With illustrations. 8vo., Hs. 6d.

Ibid.

*The Right Hon. John Bright's Public Addresses. Edited by J. E.

Thorold Rogers. 8vo. Ibid.

^A Defence of Philosophic Doubt. Being an Essay on the Foundations

of Belief. By Arthur J. Balfour, M. A., M. P. 8vo, 128. Ibid.

"The Relations of Mind and Brain. By H. Calderwood, LL.D., Pro-

fessor of Moral Philosophy, Edinburgh. 8vo, 128. Ibid.

''Education: Its Principles and Practice, as Developed by George

Combe, Author of "The Constitution of Man." Collated and edited by

William Jolly, H. M.'s Inspector of Schools. 8vo. With portrait by

Jeons. 15h. Ibid.
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The growth and modification of the English Constitution is one

of the most fruitful, no less than attractive, topics of modern

inquiry. As bearing upon this topic, as well as for its own sake,

the recital of the facts relating to the Succession* to the English

monarchy is likely to awaken interest among those who are not

already well up in the history. The approved work of Professor

Jevons^ on Political Economy may be commended without hesita-

tion on the score of its talent and knowledge. The character of

Bishop Selwyn was one of such exceptional force and worth as

to make his biography* as profitable a study as Mr. Tucker has

wiade it an agreeable one.

There is a weird and potent charm exerted over a growing

number of cultivated Englishmen by the lore of Scandinavia.

The literature of Iceland* in particular has now fallen into the

hands of one who should be a highly competent expounder. The

work of Mr. Rupert Browne* seems to be made up of lively essays

on a variety of subjects. These memoirs of the old painters^ are

by men like N. d'Anvers, author of an elementary art history;

Percy R. Head, Lincoln College, Oxford; Richard Ford Heath,

B. A., Oxford; C. Yosmaer (who is Englished by J. W. MoUett,

B. A., Offieier de I'lnstruction Publique in France); Joseph

^Tlie Succession to the Englinh Crown: a Historical Sketch. By A.

Bailey, M. A,, Barrister-at-Law. Crown, 8vo, Ts. 6d. Ihid,

n'he Theory of Political Economy. By Prof. Jevons, M. A., F. R. S.

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with New Preface, etc. 8vo.

lOs. 6d. Ihid.

^The Life of Bishop Selwyn. Second Thousand. By the Rev. H. W.
Tucker. 2 vols., 8vo, cloth, 248. W. Wells Gardiner, London.

*The Home of the Eddas, By Charles G. Warnford Lock, member of

of the British Scandinavian Society, Fellow of the Icelandic Literary

Society, etc. With a chapter on the Sprengisandv, By Dr. 0. LeNeve

Foster, B. A., F. G. S., etc. Sampson, Low, Marston, Searle & Riving-

ton, London,

^Club Cameos: Portraits of the Day. With sixty-two illustrations by

Rupert Browne. 8vq, cloth, extra, 14s. Ihid.

^Illustrated Biographies of the Great Artists. Six volumes are now
ready. Each volume is by a different author, and is illustrated with

from fifteen to twenty full page emgravings, printed in the best manner.

The price of each volume is Ss. 6d. Ihid.
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• Cundall (from the text of Dr. A. Woltmann); and W. Roscoe

Osier, author of certain occasional essays on art, from recent

investigations at Venice. . . ,, ,
'

The Memoir^ of the Baltimore girl who became the toast of the

royal circles in the old world is just now much in vogue in fash-

ionable circles in England, and sheds light now and then on the

history of Europe and on the traits of the First Emperor. We
group together five books of travel and adventure. Three carry^*^

us towards the setting sun. One takes'* us to an ice-ribbed zone

where for a great part of the year the sun does not set. Still

another^ lands us in the torrid zone, and among the barbarous,

yet gallant—thougli unfortunate, and now discomfited^—Zulus.

Mr. Vivien^ appears to have been accompanied by the artist

Bierstadt (who, by the by, is also a friend of Du Chaillu), and

to have vied with him in the effort to fill their common portfolio

with drawings. Why is it that our English cousins have either

melodious, or at any rate aristocratic names, or else "jaw-break-

ers"? The author of the present dietary^ (with its grim title)

has one of the second sort.

We can easily anticipate from Farrar's Life of Christ what

kind of a book Farrar's Life of PauP is going to be. We may

*The Life and Letters of Madame Bonaparte. By Eugene L. Didier.

Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d. Ibid.

^Wanderings in "Western Lands. By A. Pendavis Vivien, M. P. With

illustrations. Demi 8vo, cloth extra. Ibid.

'Sporting Adventures in the Far West. By J. M. Murphy. Ibid.

*Up the Amazon and Madeira Rivers through Peru and Bolivia: a

Journey across South America. By E. D. Mathews. With map and

illustrations. Demi 8vo, cloth extra. Ibid.

*The Great Fur Land; or, Sketches of Life in the Hudson's Bay Terri-

tory. By IL M. Robinson. With illustrations. Demi Svo, cloth extra,

128. 6d. Ibid.

*Kafirland: a Ten Months' Campaign. By F. N. Streatfield. Crown

Svo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. Ibid.

'Food and Dietetics. Physiologically and Therapeutically considered.

By F. W. Pavy, M. D., F. R. S., Physician to and Lecturer at Guy's

Hospital. Second Edition Revised and Enlarged. 158. J. & A. Churchill

& Co., London.

»The Life and Work of St. Paul. By the Rev. F. W. Farrar, D. D.,

F. R. S., Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge •, Canon of We&t-
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be sure it will be exquisitely florid in style, richly superficial in

learning, sophistically weak in logic, seductively Broad-church

in theology, and sentimentally unsatisfactory in exegesis. Bishop

Ellicott's useful Commentary*- for the people is at length com-

plete and has been noticed elsewhere in these pages. It is hardly

possible that there should be too many books about Palestine.^

Few believers can go there, and all must want to know all they

can respecting "the glory of all lands." Besides every new pair

of eyes sees something that other tourists have failed to mention.

The coryphaeus of the Liberal party is also a rare scholar, a great

churchman, a feller of trees and abuses, and the most prolific of

periodical writers of the day.' We are not displeased to see his

biography (not his life) attempted, but it is too soon.

The idea of the Encyclopaedic Dictionary* is a grand one, anA

we believe is destined to be worthily carried out. The visitors

to Philadelphia, or even to Vienna, did not know Morocco, Tunis,

and Algeria, as do last year's visitors at Paris. Such will all

remember the gorgeous turbans on the Boulevards and the gilded

pipes and cigar cases and olive-wood ornaments near the Troca-

minster, and Chaplain in Ordinary to the Queen ; Author of the Life of

Christ, etc., etc. Two volumes, demi 8vo, cloth, 248. Cassell, Petter &
Galpin, London.

^New Testament Commentary for Ent^lish Readers. Edited by C. J.

Ellicott, D. D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. Vol. L (Fifth

Edition) contains the four Gospels, 21s. Vol. IL (Second Edition) con-

tains the Acts of the Apostles to Galatians inclusive, 21 s. Vol. III. (just

published) contains Ephesians to the Revelation inclusive, 2l8. Ihid.

''The Holy Land, illustrated from the original drawings. By David

Roberts, R. A. With historical descriptions by the Rev. George Croly,

LL.D. Ihid.

"The Life of the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone, M. P., D. C. L By
George Barnett Smith, author of "Shelley: a Critical Biography," "Poets

and Novelists," etc. With two steel portraits. Two vols., 18mo, cloth,

24s. Ihid.

*The Encyclopaedic Dictionary. A new and original work of reference

to all the words in the English language, with a full account of their

origin, meaning, pronunciation, and use. By Robert Hunter, M. A.,

E. G. S., Member Biblical ArchsBological Society, etc. Assisted in special

departments by various eminent authorities. Ihid. Vol. T., extra cr.

4to, cloth, 10s. 6d. In press.
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dero. Both classes would be at once pleased and instructed by

M. Bdraondo de' Amicis.' The gulf betwixt Morocco and Albion^

great as it is, is no longer as greast as some people suppose. Mr,

Escott hfis a noble ''coign of vantage' in his theme. ^ The Ameri-

cans showed rather small in the picture galleries of the Oharnp'

de Mars; but have a chance now to duplicate* themselves favor

ably across the Channel. Mr. Houghton gives us dilatory drop-

pings^ from a harvest that has long l>een hoarded. A Year's

Cookery* is seldom swerved as is done by "Phyllis Browne" at

one meal.

The Donnellan Lectures^ for the past twelvemonth are on a

great subject, and are undoubtedly worthy of perusal and of a

place in the library. It is a little odd to find an authority on

plants po-aching upon the preserves which contain, the animals.''

The critique of Mr. Gladstone upon Macaulay's History has

given a new zest to the scarcely Avaning interest in the state of

the Church of England* during the eighteenth century. The

^Morocco: it5< People and Places. By Edmonda de Aniicis. Translated

by C. Rollin-Tilton. With nearly 200 original illustrations. Extra crown

4to, cloth, 24s. Ibid. (In the press.)

^England : its People, Polity, and Pursuits. By T. H. S. Escott. Two
volumes, deini 8vo, cloth, 24s. Ibid. (Ready shortly.)

'American Painters. With eighty-three examples of their works en-

graved on wood. By G. W. Sheldon, Demi 4to, cloth, gilt edges, 2l8.

(Shortly ready.) Ibid.

^Gleanings from the Natural History of the Ancients. By the Rev. W.
Houghton, M. A., F. L. S. Illustrated throughout. (In the press.) Crown
8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d. Ibid.

^A Year's Cookery. Giving dishes for breakfast, luncheon, and dinner

for every day in the year, with Practical Instructions for their Prepara-

tion. By Phyllis Browne, author of Common-Sense Housekeeping. (In

press.) Ibid.

^Christ Bearing Witness to Himself. Being the "Donnellan Lectures"

for 1878-9. By the Rev. Prebendary Chadwrick, D. D. Crown 8vo, cloth,

5s. (In press.) Ibid.

''Animal Life, Described and Illustrated. By E. Percival Wright, M. D.,

F. L. S., Professor of Botany in the University of Dublin, Profusely

illustrated. (In the press.) Super-royal 8vo, cloth, ISs. Ibid.

^The English Church in the Eighteenth Century. By C. J. Abbey,

Rector of Checkendon, and J. H. Overton, Vicar of Legbourne. Two
volumes. 8vo, price 36s.' Longmans & Co., London.
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state of the same Church before the first quarter of the sixteenth

century is laboriously described by another English clergyman.^

Still a third, and far more famous, clergyman of the same Church,

and already a classic historian, publishes several lectures^ on

certain sacred epochs, which were delivered in the imposing fane

at Ely. ' .-',' ^
;...'^;.;.-.., ....^: :/ \..,^V:.

This^ is the book of which even Matthew Arnold was led to say

that it has left the tree of life all stripped and bare; and its pre-

tentious author is the man who was so unmercifully trounced by

the Bishop of Durham. Bosworth Smith has shown himself

capable to discuss the country* and countrymen of Hanno. The

account of San Marino^ will be gratifying to the friends of repub-

lics, as well as to those who love curious history and abstract

speculation. The septuagenarian has his hands full;* and re-

minds one of a sermon once preached on the text, "They who

have turned the world upside down have come hither also." The

Roman Catacombs, as is well known, are full of early Church

history. Their value as witnesses can never cease, and we now

have a compilation' from the elaborate work of De Rossi.

*A History of the Church of England
; Pre- Reformation Period. By

T. P. Boultbee, LL.D., author of a Commentary on the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles. 8vo, price 158. fbid.

^Four Lectures on some Epochs of Early Church History, delivered in

Ely Cathedral. By the Very Rev. Charles Merivale, D. D., Dean of Ely.

Crown 8vo, Ss. Ibid.

'Supernatural Religion : an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-

tion. Complete Edition, thoroughly revised, with New Preface and

"Conclusions." Three volumes, 8vo, 368. Ibid.

*Carthage and the Carthagenians. By R. Bosworth Smith, M. A.

Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown 8vo, Maps, etc. lOs. 6d.

Ibid.

^A Freak of Freedom ; or, the Republic of San Marino. By J. Theo-

dore Bent, Honorary Citizen of the same. With map and illustrations.

Crown 8vo, price 7s. 6d. Ibid.

*The Problem of the World and the Church reconsidered in three let-

ters to a. friend, by a Septuagenarian. Third Edition, with an Introduc-

tion by James Booth, C. B. Crown 8vo, 5s., cloth. Ibid.

'Roma Sotterranea, or an Account of the Roman Catacombs, especially

of the Cemetery of St. Calixtus, compiled from the Works of Commen-
datore De Rossi with the consent of the author. By the Rev. J. Spencer

VOL. XXX., NO. 3—23.
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The career of the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles was one that

evidently needed to be chronicled,^ and the biographer appears

to have done his work in a highly respectable way. We embark

again upon not wholly unfamiliar^ waters: this time under strange

guidance. Everything pertaining to the methods and restrictions

of Quarantine^ is now caught up with absorbing avidity by our

health boards and medical officials, and also by certain of our

politicians. Mr. Scott's Summer beneath the Chestnuts^ has

cast a pleasant shadow into nooks that lie far beyond the Apen-

nines. The jaunt in the Cevennes is said by the English journals

to have met with a most charming describer in Mr. Stevenson.*^

The three works which follow are on physical science. The

first is the great argument^ of the celebrated naturalist, M. de

Quatrefages, against Darwin and Evolution. The French savant

betrays no prepossession in favor of the Christian religion, or of

the Biblical view of things. So far from it, he is understood to

reject the account in Genesis of the origin of man. The second

is a disquisition'' by the equally famous German, the Evolutionist

Northcote, D. D., Canon of Birminc^hain, and the Rev. W. H. Brownlow,

M. A., Canon of Plymouth. Now complete in three volumes, 8vo., co-

piously illustrated. Ihid.

^Memoir of Alexander Ewinj^, D. C. L., Bishop of Argyll and the Isles.

By Alexander Ross, D. D. Second and cheaper Sedition. Demy 8vo,

cloth, price IDs. 6d. C. Kegan Paul & Co., London.

^Studies in Philosophy and Literature, By Professor W. Knight.

Crown 8vo, cloth. Ihid.

'The Laws relating to Quarantine. By Sir Sherston Baker, Bart.

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 12s. Gd. IJ)id.

*A Nook in the Apennines : A Summer beneath the Chestnuts. By
Leader Scott, author of "the Painter's Ordeal," etc. With frontispiece

and 27 illustrations in the text, chiefly from original sketches. Crown

8vo, cloth, price Ts. 6d. Ibid.

^Travels w^ith a Donkey in the Cevennes. By Robert Louis Stevenson,

author of "An Inland Voyage," etc. With frontispiece by Walter Crane.

Crown 8vo, cloth, price 7s. 6d. Ihid.

^The Human Species. By Professor A. de Quatrefages, Membre de

I'Institut (Academic des Sciences) and -Member of the Royal Society.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 58. Ihid.

'^Freedom in Science and Teaching. From the German of Ernst Ilaeckel.

With a Prefatory Note by T. H. Huxley, F. R. S. Ihid.
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Haeckel; who is introduced by his apostle Huxley. Haeckel,

it may be remembered, is the man who received such a setting

down a year or two ago at the hands of the venerable and illustrious

Virchow. The third is by an American professor, whose repu-

tation is unknown to us, but whose book^ has a suggestive title.

We have been in Dorsetshire, and are naturally interested in its

dialect.^ Tennyson's "Somerset Farmer" will give one a crude

idea of what it is like, being written in a somewhat kindred

idiom. The work^of the late Mr. Kay is lauded to the echo in the

Academy and other English journals.

The next brace of books on our list have affinities that are at

once biographical, literary, and theological. The first of these

relates to the vexed question* about Calvin and Servetus, which

was not long since considered at large in the pages of this Review.

The simple truth is the Romish party would have been only too

glad to destroy Servetus, had it fallen to their lot to do so. The

fate of Servetus was not attributable to Calvin, but to the spirit

of the age. The other of the two books^ is a learned account of

Wiclif and the early English Reformers. Then we have a brace

of masterly works on history^ and mythology'^ by one of the first

^Modern Chromatics. With Applications to Art and Industry. By
Ogden N. Rood, Professor of Physics in Columbia College, U. S. A.

With 130 original illustrations. Volume XXVII. of "The International

Scientific Series."' Crown 8vo, cloth, price 5s. Ibid.

'^Poems of Rural Fife in. the Dorset Dialect. By William Barnes.

New Edition, complete in one volume Crown 8vo, cloth, Ss. 6d. Ibid.

^Free Trade in Land. By Joseph Kay, M. A., Q. C, of Trinity QoV
le^e, Cambridge, author of "The Law relating to Shipmasters and Sea-

men." Edited by his Widow. With a Preface by the Right Hon. John
Bright, M. P. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, price Ss. Ibid.

*Servetus and Calvin. A Study of an Important Epoch in the Early

History of the Reformation. By the late R. Willis, M. D. 8vo, cloth,

price 168. Ibid.

^John Wiclif and his English Precursors. By Gerhard Victor Lechler.

Translated from the German, with additional Notes, by Peter Lorimer,

D. D. Two Volumes. Demy 8vo, cloth, price 2l8. Ibid.

^A History of Greece, from the Earliest Period to the end of the Per-

sian War. By the Rev. Sir George W. Cox, M, A., Bart. New Edition.

Two Volumes. Demy Svo, cloth, price 36s. Ibid.

^The Mythology of the Aryan Nations. By the Rev. Sir George W, Cox,

M. A., Bart. New Edition, Two Volumes. Demy Svo, cloth, 28s. Ibid.
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scholars and writers in England, a man whose books are praised

without scruple or abatement by the Edinburgh Review and the

other principal organs of critical opinion in Great Britain. , , ;:,

If Mr. Edwin Arnold's poem^ is what the critics say it is, there

can be no question that it is one of the most remarkable produc-

tions of the century. The purely literary merit of it is certainly

exceedingly high, and the amount of Oriental learning in it is

beyond our capacity of estimation. This alleged union of splen-

did poetry and colossal (though in this case special) learning puts

one in mind of John Milton. We cannot, however, avoid the

suspicion that much of the favor shown Mr. Arnold by the re-

viewers and dilettanti is owing to the dramatic, or personal,

heathenism which pervades "The Light of Asia." Psychology

and Metaphysics were decried by Oomte, but upheld by such

Agnostics as Lewes and Huxley. The posthumous issue^ of Mr.

Lewes derives interest not more from his death than for the bril-

liancy of his mind and the audacious extremes of false opinion to

which he allowed himself to be carried. "The Foregleams of

Christianity"^ is vigorously praised in the Romish organs.

^The Light of Asia; or, the Great Renunciation (Mahabhinischkramana).

Being the Life and Teaching of Gautama, Prince of India and Founder

of Buddhism (as told in verse by an Indian Buddhist). By Edwin Arnold,

M. A., F. R. G. S., C. S. I. Small crown 8vo, pp. xvi.—244, handsomely

bound in cloth, 7s. 6d.; or sewed, Gs. Trubner & Co.; London,

'^The Study of Psychology: Its Object, Scope, and Method. By the

late George Henry Lewes. This work forms the First Part of the Third

Series of the author's "Problems of Life and Mind." Demy 8vo,

pp. viii—190, cloth, price Is. 6d. Ibid.

'The Foregleams of Christianity. An Essay on the Religious History

of Antiquity. By Charles Newton Scott. Crown, 8vo, 6s. Smith, Elder

& Co., London.
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ARTICLE I.' .

THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL IN ITS THEOLOGICAL
RELATIONS.

The articles which we published in this Review for October,

1878, and January, 1879, on the subject of the Freedom of the

Will in its Theological Relations, have encountered some criti-

cism. Part of it is of so grave a character that we are under the

necessity of replying. It is alleged that we are inculcating a

*'new theology," and that we are out of harmony with Calvin and

the Calvinis^c standards. We are sorry to be considered by any

of our brethren as innovators in theology, for we profess to be

genuine Calvinists and sincere adherents to the doctrines of the

Westminster Confession; but we cannot say that we altogether

regret the charge against us to the contrary, since it gives us the

opportunity of still more fully vindicating the proposition with

which we started—that the theory of Philosophical Necessity, as

claimed by Edwards and the Determinist School to be one of

universal and invariable application to all cases of moral agency,

is out of accord with the Calvinistic system. We propose, in

these remarks, in connexion with notices of the special difficulties

which have been urged against our views, to show that we have

taught the old theology—that we have maintained precisely the

doctrines held by Calvin, and made symbolic in the Confessions

/
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of the Calvinistic bodies. The assertion has been made by one

of our respected critics that "the great theologian of the Refor-

mation was as rigorous an advocate of Determinism as Edwards

himself." We hope to be able to evince the great misapprehen-

sion of Calvin's views disclosed in this remark. We shall offer

no apology for the fulness of our citations from his writings, §ince

the specific nature of the allegation we are meeting demands that

method of proof. To show that we are not departing from the

tenets of the Reformer and the Reformed Churches, we must

largely adduce their own testimony to the points under discussion.

1. It has been intimated that in affirming the power of other-

wise determining, or liberty of contrary choice as to the alterna-

tives of holiness and sin, for man in innocence, we have assigned

it to him in his natural fallen condition. There are two ways in

which the attempt might be made to prove this allegation : either

by showing that in what we have written we have consciously

and intentionally asserted the possession of the liberty of con-

trary choice as to sin and holiness by the unregenerate sinner;

or that such a position is, notwithstanding what we have design-

edly said to the contrary, logically deducible from our premises.

We may safely appeal to our former discussion for proof that

we expressly and repeatedly denied that such a power is pos-

sessed by man in his unregenerate condition, in relation to

spiritual and supernatural things. It did not belong to the scope

of that discussion to treat the subject of the will with professed

reference to man's natural fallen estate. Its very end was to

show that, assuming the inability of the unregenerate sinner to

choose holiness, and the moral necessity upon him to choose sin,

such could not have been his original condition, but must have

been visited upon him as a penal infliction, in consequence of a

decision for sin, which was unnecessitated and avoidable while

yet he stood in innocence. And it was contended that, upon the

supposition of such a decision by a will capable of determining

itself in utramque partem, the complete bondage of the will under

sin is a judicial result which was required by justice; but that

any theory, which does not proceed upon that pre-supposition,

furnishes an inadequate account of the freedom of the will, of the

f

S'^'^ ^'^i
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genesis of man's present sinful and miserable condition, and of

the righteousness of his punishment. In short, without such a

supposition, it cannot' be ^own how man determined himself to

that fixed moral spontaneity, which now with inevitable certainty

he expresses. ;: f^ :imj. ijr^.jmi

We take occasion now to indicate more explicitly our views

as to the state of the will in man's fallen and unregenerate

condition. " • - . , ..;....^ ,,/, i < ..^ ;..:,i ,.;.,..,.....

We accept without qualification the teaching of Scripture, that

the natural man is dead in trespasses and sins, and that before

he^ can discharge a single spiritual function, he must be the sub-

ject of a miraculous and supernatural act, immediately performed

by the Holy Ghost, by which he is made a spiritually living man.

Believing, as Robert Hall says, that there are no degrees in

death, we hold that the spiritually dead sinner is totally unable

to do a spiritual act, or feel a spiritual emotion, or think a

spiritual thought. This spiritual death extends to the whole

man—to the understanding, the emotions, the conscience, and

the will. There is no spiritual life in any of these faculties.

The vases are still there, though cracked ; but the precious liquor

has all leaked out—the wine of existence is gone. Now we

hold this to have been the instantaneous and necessary efi*ect

of the first sin, provided that sin was not the result of a concre-

ated necessity of nature, but of an unnecessitated and avoidable

decision of the will. In the case of a probationer, such as Adam
was, the first deliberate decision of the will in favor of the good,

apart from express covenant stipulation to that effect, would not

confirm the soul in holiness. The intrinsic consequence of that

first determination in favor of righteousness would be only to de-

velope and strengthen the spiritual principle, but not to terminate

the probation in an indefectible life. The habit of virtue would

be to a certain extent consolidated, the character be advanced on

the path of formation, but the contingency of fall would continue

to throw its shadow before, and to warn the probationer against

a failure to watch and pray. God did not tell Adam, that on

the first day he refrained from eating of the fruit of the tree of

knowledge, he should surely be justified and adopted. It was for

it*.

i,\3il'^-£iA3^&L'i^tl^ii^iLihd!il-^aM£^,
^-Jtrt ..;!-•'-. -^
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.his gracious Maker to decide when the application of the test of

character should issue in confirmation.

On the other hand, the first deliberate decision of the will in

favor of evil would have the effect of at once confirming the soul

in siii. This it would accomplish in two ways. In the first

place, as life to the creature is the result of union and fellowship

with God, and the very first sin would necessarily interrupt that

communion, death must be the consequence. The soul cannot

enjoy spiritual life which has broken its vital relation to Him

who is the only source from which it is derived. The connexion

is destroyed between the stream and the fountain of its supply.

In the second place, the first instance of transgression would

bring down upon the soul the sentence of the broken law, that

judicial curse of God which withdraws original righteousness,

renders the acceptance of personal obedience hopeless, and shuts

up the sinner, without the intervention of grace, to perpetual

continuance in sin and the doom of eternal death. As "every

sin deserveth God's wrath and curse," and all mankind, descend-

ing from Adam by ordinary generation, are legally guilty of his

first sin, they are born into the world with the same judicial con-

sequences inflicted upon them for that sin as were entailed upon

him. From birth, then, all men, without the interposition of

recovering mercy, are under the moral necessity of sinning. In

their federal head and representative they determined the com-

plexion of their moral dispositions, and the necessity of express-

ing them by the spontaneous acts of the will. We have no hesi-

tation in using the language of Edwards in relation to the fixed

connexion between a sinful nature and the acts of the will. We
see no reason for softening the term necessity^ which expresses

that connexion, into the term certainty. What is the relation of

a spiritually dead soul to voluntary acts of sin but a necessary

one, so far as its own intrinsic energies are concerned? Augus-

tine and Calvin ordinarily use this expression, as the following

examples, among others, will show

:

"Hence, in the view of our corrupt nature, Augustine hesitates not to

call those sins natural, which necessarily reign in the flesh wherever the

grace of God is wanting."*

^Institvtes^ B. II., c. I., §11.

\
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"Therefore if the free will of God in doing good is not impeded because

he necessarily must do good ; if the devil, who can do nothing but evil,

nevertheless sins voluntarily ; can it be said that man sins less voluntarily

because he is under a necessity of sinning? This necessity is uniformly

proclaimed by Augustine, who, even when pressed by the invidious cavil

of Celestius, hesitated not to assert it in the following terms: *Man

through liberty became a sinner, but corruption ensuing as the penalty

has converted liberty into necessity.' .... The thing not obscurely

expressed is, that he is under a necessity of sinning."*

We are even prepared to go further than some advocates of the

doctrine of Determinism, and to assert that besides the inherent

inability of the sinner, without regenerating grace, to perform

spiritual acts, there is an external force, that is, an externally

originated force, operating upon him which disables him spirit-

ually. Principal Cunningham, for instance, after conceding some

validity to the distinction between natural and moral ability, says:

"In accordance with these definitions and descriptions, it is contended

that man may be said to have a natural ability, or to have no natural

inability, to do what is spiritually good and acceptable to God, because

there is no physical law, no superior controlling power, no external vio-

lence operating irrespectively of his own volition, that prevents him from

doing it, or is the cause of his inability to do it," etc.f

Now the illustrious author forgot that the judicial curse of God

is a superior controlling power, an external force, which is a

cause of the unregenerate sinner's inability to do what is spirit-

ually good, a force which deprives him of the ornament of original

righteousness and drinks up the fountains of spiritual life. The

shadow of God's frown strikes a death-chill into the seat of life,

and incapacitates the surviving natural faculties for the accom-

plishment of spiritual ends. And this blighting and disabling

influence is justly exerted upon the sinner, because when he had

spiritual ability he recklessly and wilfully threw it away. He is

a spiritual corpse because he committed spiritual suicide. Being

dead, he can do nothing in the spiritual sphere to recover him-

self. He depends on the almighty power of Christ to infuse new

life into his soul, and on the almighty voice of Christ to call him

from the grave. He must be born again, or lie an abortion in

^Institutes, B. II., c. III., lb. jHist. Theology^ Vol. I., p. 600,
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the womb of death. He must be created anew in Christ Jesus,

or remain forever in the category of spiritual nonentity. ,, /

It follows from what has been said as to the reign of spiritual

death in every faculty of the unrenewed sinner's soul, that he has

no power of contrary choice as to the alternatives of sin and holi-

ness. His will is spiritually dead, and can therefore exert no

act of spiritual choice. The liberty of spontaneity remains—the

sinner pleases to sin. But the liberty of deliberate election be-

tween the spiritually right and the spiritually wrong is clean gone.

Tlie will is the willing slave of sin. It is under a bondage to sin

which is all the more inviolable because it is the spontaneous

choice of the soul. No slave is so bound as he who wills not to

be free. As to this matter we tread exactly in the tracks of

Luther, Calvin, and the whole body of the Reformed Church.

We utterly deny to man in his natural fallen condition the power

of contrary choice as to spiritual things, the freedom to go in the

way of holiness or the way of sin, which we ascribe to man in

innocence. That sort of freedom was lost by the Fall, and it is

the only sort of freedom which was so lost.

It has, however, been said that although we did not consciously .

intend to affirm the possession of the power of contrary choice by

man in his fallen and unregenerate condition, that position would

logically result from the theory we maintained. In the absence

of proof, we are at a loss to conceive how this can be established.

We can perceive how upon the principles of the Determinist, the

law which is applied to one case must be applied to all ; we can

see, that, his philosophic hypothesis requiring the denial to man

of the liberty of a self-determining will, or of contrarj' choice, on

the ground of its impossibility, that liberty must be denied to man

universally, in all circumstances and relations, whether naturally

or spiritually considered, whether contemplated as unfallen or as

fallen. But we attempted to establish no philosophical theory of

universal and invariable applicability to men. If we had, as we

explicitly contended that man in innocence had the power of con-

trary choice as to spiritual things, we must have acknowledged

that the unregenerate sinner also possesses it. With Augustine,

Calvin, and the Reformed Confessions, we ascribed the power of
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contrary choice to Adam in spiritual things, not in the sense of

an essential and inalienable attribute of humanity, but as an

accidental, separable, contingent quality. It was necessary, not

to his make, but to his peculiar relation to God's moral govern-

ment as a non-elect probationer, who was under covenant arrange-

ments which supposed his ability to stand and liability to fall.

His possession of such a power we endeavored to prove, not upon

any philosophical principles, but by the testimony of Scripture

and the common agreement of the Church in all ages. We have

been charged with making the case of Adam peculiar and excep-

tional, 80 far as this matter is concerned, whereas what is true of

Adam as to the will, it is contended on the other hand, must be

true of the race. This is extraordinary. Surely there were

some features in Adam's case which were totally unlike those of

his descendants. Was each one of them a federal head? Was
each required to perform personal obedience as the condition of

justification and adoption? Had Adam been justified, would not

all his seed have been personally justified upon precisely the op-

posite principle to his? Would they not have been justified by

a vicarious righteousness imputed to them ? Was Adam elected

to stand in holiness as were the elect angels, and as are some of his

descendants through the mercy of God? And are we to blame

for regarding him as also an exception in being endowed with

the liberty of contrary choice in relation to sin and holiness?

Holiness, to the extent in which it existed in him, was not an

essential, it was an accidental and contingent quality of Adam's

soul. That is proved by the fact that it was actually lost after

being possessed, and that it may, through grace, be recovered.

If so, Adam's will must have been separably related to holiness.

What is that but saying that he may have chosen to retain it or

not ? And what is that but saying that he had the power of con-

trary choice as to holiness and sin ? The peculiarity of his posi-

tion was that he was not confirmed while he Was in innocence.

His case was not like that of the non-elect unregenerate sinner,

nor that of the saint in Christ Jesus. If, therefore, his case was

exceptional, it could not, to the extent of its having been so, be

reduced to a general law of equal application to all human cases.
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Our principles, then, we claim, do not necessitate the logical

inference that if Adam possessed the power of contrary choicfe in

relation to spiritual things, it must, as to those things, be an

essential property of the race.

Having thus concisely but explicitly shown the revolutionary

change which the Fall occasioned in man's spiritual condition, a

change in which the power or liberty of deliberate election be-

tween the contrary alternatives of sin and holiness was completely

lost, so that the will by its own fatal choice is now under a bondage

to evil from which only the Son of God by his grace can make it

free, we deem it proper, in order to meet misconceptions and

misrepresentations of our position, to repeat what we formerly

said by way of caution in reference to the meaning of the terms

power or liberty of contrary choice. We do not employ them as

equivalent either to the terms liberty of indifference^ or liberty of

equilibrium'^ with which they ought not to be, but often are, con-

founded. For an exposition of the difference between them, we

refer to MUller's work on the Christian Doctrine of Sin.* What

we mean is the power of choosing between contrary alternatives

—

the power of otherwise determining. It is the power or liberty

of the will to incline to one or the other of two opposite direc-

tions, to elect one or the other of two opposite courses. This is

the power of contrary choice which we ascribed to Adam in inno-

cence, and which we utterly deny to his descendants, in relation

to spiritual things, while in their unregenerate condition. There

is a difference which cannot be overlooked between the liberty of

spontaneity and the liberty of deliberate election between oppos-

ing alternatives. The former, we contend, was possessed by

Adam not as a contingent quality attaching to him as an indi-

vidual, but as a permanent attribute of the race. It consequently

survived the storm of the Fall which wrecked the accidental holy

(j|ualities of Adam, and remained an imperishable, because an

essential, property of human nature. If the spontaneity of the

will were lost, the will itself would cease to be. When, there-

fore, the unregenerate sinner commits sin, he acts spontaneously.

No compulsory force is exerted upon his will which drives it

Vol. II., pp. 17, 21.

\'
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against its spontaneity. It acts from the necessity of that spon-

taneity, but not from the necessity of co-action. Spontaneous

action and necessary a'ction coincide in this case, precisely be-,

cause the power of contrary choice—the liberty of deliberate

election between the contrary alternatives of holiness and sin—if

gone. The man goes only one way spontaneously, but he goes

that way necessarily. He pleases to go that way, but he cannot

please to go the opposite way. The liberty of spontaneity, then,

existed in Adam in innocence, and it exists in man now. That

sort of liberty was not lost. ^ " • 'i-^M..;) ;<!.*ii'5ii Hiv,;i,„:TvT;tvl

But the liberty of deliberate election between sin and holiness"

is that liberty which Adam lost for himself and his posterity.

No unregeoerate sinner possesses it now in regard to spiritual

things. It has vanished. We cannot here refrain from adverting to

a con.sideration which, from a theological point of view, appears

to us to be fatal to the theory of Determinism, The Church,

following the plain teachings of Scripture, has always held that'

there was a Uberuni arhltriam, a certain free-will, which Adam
posssesed and which he lo.u wiien he lost himself. Perdid>t se et

tpaum. Now it is obvious that the liberty of spontaneity was

not lost. It remains that the liberty of contrary choice was that

whi<jh was originally enjoyed, ^nd which was lost by the Fall.

Princip^al Cunningham confessed his leanings to the doctrine of

Philosophical Necessity, but in an elaborate discussion designed

to prove the neutrality of the Calvin istic Formularies in relation

to the controversy between Necessitarians and their opponents,

strangely makes this strong statement: , ',.

"The practice of di8tin>r,ui,shin^, in the «x()o>tition of tins subject,

hetweerjj the freedom of man's will ii;\ his unfiiUep and ii? his fallen

condition, and indeed of viewin/j; it distinctively with reference to the

different stajjes or periods of his fourfold state—as unfallen. fallen,

reo;enerate, or f^lorified—^has prevailed in the Church in almost all

a^^es. These views were fully brou<>;ht out and applied by Augus-

tine. They had a place in the speculations of the Schoolmen, as mav
be seen i|n Peter ^Lombards Four Books of .Sentences, and in the

Con^nientariea .upop it. The^ we,re e^lbraced and prpmylgated by the

whole body of the Reformers, both Lutheran and Calvinistic, They
have a prominent place in the writino^s of the ^reat systematic divines of

the seventeenth century. They have a prxjmioent place in the West-

VOL. XXXT., NO. 1—2.
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minster Confession—the ninth chapter, entitled 'Of Free Will,' being

entirely devoted to the statement of them. And what is in some respects

peculiarly interesting, the doctrine of the loss of man's free-will by the

Fall, and of the servitude of the will of fallen man to sin because of de-

pravity, was held by Baius, Jansenius, and Quesnel, and their followers

—

the best men and the best theologians the Church of Rome has ever

produced."*

This is true and well said, however inconsistent with Dr.

Cunningham's leanings to Philosophical Necessity. Now we

ask, what free will did man lose by the fall? Edwards and the

Deterrainist school maintain that the sort of free will, if any,

which man now possesses he always possessed—possessed before

the fall ; and that the sort of free will which he now has not, he

never did have— did not have before the fall. He has lost no

free will which he once had. That is clearly their doctrine, as

might be evinced by an appeal to their writings, did our space

permit. Spontaneity is the only species of liberty they allow,

and that, according to their own teaching, is not lost. What

freedom of the will, then, was lost? None, according to the

Determinist theory. But the Scriptures and the Church alike

teach that there was a free will which was lost by the fall. There

is only one other kind—the liberty of contrary choice, the liberty

of deliberate election between opposite alternatives, or of other-

wise determining. That, therefore, was the liberty which was

lost; and, consequently, it was originally possessed. We call

attention to this point as at once establishing our position, that

Adam possessed the power of contrary choice, and proving the

inconsistency of the Determinist doctrine with the teachings of

Scripture and the consent of the Church.

Our statement would not be complete did we not add, that al-

though the power of contrary choice in relation to spiritual things

has been entirely lost, so that the unregenerate man is altogether

destitute of it, it still remains in regard to things natural and

civil, and, in a certain degree, to things merely moral. The power

to stand or not to stand, to walk or not to walk, and the like;

the power to yield or not to yield obedience to civil requirements;

and the power, to some extent, to indulge or not to indulge cer-

*The Reformers and the Theology of the Reformation^ p. 514.

11
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tain immoral tendencies, to cultivate or not to cultivate certain

merely moral habits: this power, in the natural and civil and

merely moral sphere, cslnnot, we believe, be denied to men. Now
this power, in the sphere designated, the Determinist denies to

man. The sweep of his theory includes every possible case and

relation of human agency. It excludes the possibility of the

liberty of otherwise determining. It denominates it an absurdity

and a contradiction. Intrinsically, it is an impossibility. When
a man stands, he cannot do otherwise; when he walks, he must

walk; when he yields obedience to civil government; he cannot

decline to obey; when he swears, or drinks intemperately, he

cannot, even in the early stages of the habit, refrain ; when, like

Socrates, he cultivates patience, or, like Scipio, continence, or,

like Cato, probity, he acts necessarily, he could not do otherwise.

He acts spontaneously in all these respects, but at the same time

he acts necessarily—he could not otherwise determine. He has

no power of contrary choice. The theory denies this power to

man in every condition—to man as man ; to man unfallen, fallen

and unregenerate, regenerate, and glorified. We deny it to man

as unregenerate, and with the further limitation—in relation to

spiritual things. We also deny it to glorified saints, since they

are determined by grace to holiness without any admixture of

sin. In a word, the Determinist makes man as to his essence

incapable of it as involving an impossibility; we represent it as

a contingent power which may exist in some instances of human

agency and not in others.

It is not our purpose to discuss these questions upon their

merits, but, having stated our doctrine, to vindicate it against the

allegation that it is out of harmony with the teachings of Calvin

and of the Calvinistic standards. We design to show that the

contrary is true, and that the position of the Determinist school,

and not ours, is subject to the charge of being uncalvinistic. We
do not concur with those who hold that the doctrines of Calvinism

are not exclusive of the theory of philosophical necessity, as one

of invariable and universal applicability to man; but shall

endeavor to prove that both Calvin and the great Calvinistic

symbols definitely take a side in this controversy, and that the
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side, implicitly if iiot explicitly, opposed to Determinism. We
have given the writings of Calvin a patient investigation in regard

to this question, holding ourselves free to be impressed by the

evidence we should encoiinter, whatever it might be, and we have

risen from the search with the clear conviction that he held the

view^s which we have expressed. We shall attempt, by quotations

from his works, usque ad nauseam^ to prove that he maintained

the following positions: that the present necessity of sinning,

which holds the will in utter bondage to spiritual evil, is grounded

not in nature, not in man's original constitution as imperfect and

defective, but in the corruption of nature flowing from the un-

necessitated and avoidable decision of the will of Adam as the

representative of the race in his first sin; that Adam possessed

the liberty of contrary choice, or of otherwise determining, as to

sin and holiness; that the present servitude of the will, if it could

not thus be accounted for, could not be adjusted to our funda-

tnental conceptions of the justice of God; that it is the penal

result of a sin which man originally had the ability to avoid; and

that men now possess the power of contrary choice in the sphere

of things external and civil. If we can succeed in this endeavor,

we shall have refuted the assertion that "the great theologian of

the Reformation was as rigorous a Determinist as Edwards," and

evinced the contrariety of his doctrines to that of Philosophical

Necessity. We proceed to cite the words of Calvin :

"Many persons are surprised that Moses simply, and as if abruptly,

relates that men have fallen by the impulse of Satan into eternal destruc-

tion, and yet never by a sin|i;le word explains how the tempter himself

had revolted from God. And hence it has arisen, that fanatical men

have dreamed that Satan was created evil and wicked as he is here de-

scribed. But the revolt of Satan is proved by other passages of Scrip-

ture ; and it is an impious madness to ascribe to God the creation of any

evil and corrupt nature ; for when he had completed the world, he him-

self gave this testimony to all his works, that they were 'very good.'

Wherefore, without controversy, we must conclude that the principle of

evil with which Sdtan was endued was not from nature, but from defec-

tion ;
because he had departed from God, the fountain of justice and of

all rectitude. But Moses here passes over Satan's fall, because his object

is briefly to narrate the corruption of human nature ; to teach us that

Adam was not created to those multiplied miseries under which all his

I
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posterity suffer; but that he fell into them by his own fault. In

reflecting on the number and nature of tKose evils to which they are ob-

noxious, men will often be'unable to restrain themselves from raging and

murmuring against God, whom they rashly censure for the just punish-

ment of their sin. These are their well known complaints, that God has

acted more mercifully to swine and dogs than to them. Whence is this,

but that they do not refer the miserable and ruined state, under which

we languish, to the sin of Adam, as they ought? But what is far worse,

they fling back upon God the charge of being the cause of all the inward

vices of the mind, ... as if the whole perverseness of our disposition

had not been adventitious (accidentalis).''^*

"I therefore readily subscribe to the exclamation of Augustine, '0

wretched free-will, which, while yet entire, had so little stability."f
''Fanatics torture this word evil, as if God were the author of evil, that

is, of sin
; but it is obvious how ridiculously they abuse this passage of

the Prophet. . . We ought not to reject the ordinary distinction, that

God is the author of the evil of punishment, but not of the evil of guilt."J

"But the only good ground which the Manichees have, viz., that it

were impious to ascribe the creation of anything bad to a good God, mili-

tates in no degree against the orthodox faith, since it is not admitted that

there is anything naturally bad throughout the universe ; the depravity

and wickedness, whether of man or of the devil, and the sins thence re-

sulting, being not from nature, but from the corruption of nature ; nor at

first did anything whatever exist that did not exhibit some manifestation

of the divine wisdom and justice."
|I

"At present, however, we confine ourselves to a consideration of our

nature in its original integrity. And, certainly, before we descend to the

miserable condition into which man has fallen, it is of importance to con-

sider what he was at first. For there is need of caution, lest we attend

only to the natural ills of man, and therebjr sfeem to ascribe them to the

Author of nature-, impiety deeming it a sufficient defence if it can pre-

tend that everything vicious in it proceeded in some sense from God, and

not hesitating, when accused, to plead against God, and throw the blame

of its guilt upon him. Those who would be thought to.speak more rever-

ently of the Deity catch at an excuse for their depravity from nature, not

considering that they also, though more obscurely, bring a charge against

God, on whom the dishonor would fall if anything vicious were proved to

exist in nature. Seeing therefore that the flesh is continually on the

alert for subterfuges, by which it imagines it can remove the blame of its

own wickedness from itself to some other quarter, we must diligently

guard against this depraved procedure, and accordingly treat of the
1 "'

'
'

~—

*Com. on Genesis, ch. III., Calv. Soc. Trans, -flbid., ch. III., v. 6.

XComm. on Isaiah, ch. XLV. 7.

\^Institutes, B. I., c. XIV., §3.
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calamity of the human race in such a way as may cut off every evasion,

and vindicate the justice of God against all who would impugn it."*

"Paul never could have said that all are 'by nature the children of

wrath,' if they had not been cursed from the womb. And it is obvious,

that the nature there referred to is not nature such as God created, but

as vitiated in Adam ;
for it would have been most incongruous to make

God the author of death. Adam therefore, when he corrupted himself,

transmitted the contagion to all his posterity ."f

"The blame of our ruin rests with our own carnality, not with God, its

only cause being our degeneracy from our original condition. And let

no one here clamor that God might have provided better for our safety

by preventing Adam's fall. This objection, which from the daring pre-

sumption implied in it is odious to every pious mind, relates to the mys-

tery of predestination, which will afterwards be considered in its own
place. Meanwhile let us remember that our ruin is attributable to our

own depravity, that we may not insinuate a charge against God himself

the author of nature. It is true that nature has received a mortal wound
;

but there is a great difference between a wound inflicted from without,

and one inherent in our first condition. It is plain that this wound was

inflicted by sin ; and therefore we have no ground of complaint except

against ourselves. This is carefully taught in Scripture. For the

Preacher says, 'Lo, this only have I found, that God made man upright;

but they have sought out many inventions.' Since man by the kindness

of God was made upright, but by his own infatuation fell away into

vanity, his destruction is obviously attributable only to himself.

"We say then that man is corrupted by a natural viciousness, but not

by one which proceeded from nature."]:

"If any one will dispute with God, and endeavor to evade his judgment,

by pretending that he [the sinner] could not have done otherwise, the

answer already given is suflBcient, that it is owing not to creation, but the

corruption of nature, that man has become the slave of sin, and can will

nothing but evil. For whence that impotence of which the wicked so

readily avail themselves as an excuse, but just because Adam voluntarily

subjected himself to the tyranny of the devil ? Hence the corruption, by

which we are held bound as with chains, originated in the first man's

revolt from his Maker."
||

"But if the inquiry be as to the first man, he, when he was created in

integrity, fell of his own accord ; and thence it came to pass that by hi»

own proper fault he brought destruction upon himself and his seed.

Now although Adam fell and ruined himself and his posterity not with-

out the knowledge, and so not without the ordination of God, nevertheless

that by no means either lightens his fault, or implicates God in his crime.

*TnsUtutes, B. I., c, XV., §1. f/ftzU, B. II., c. I., g6.

\Ibid., B. II., c. I., ^^10, 11. \\IMd., B. II., c. V., gl.

\
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For this is always to be considered, that of his own accord he stripped

himself of the rectitude which he had received from God, of his own ac-

cord devoted himself to the bondage of sin and Satan, of his own accord

rushed headlong to destruction. It is pleaded as an excuse for him, that

his fall was decreed by God, and was therefore unavoidable by him. But
voluntary transgression is sufficient and more than sufficient to ground
guilt. Nor indeed is the secret purpose of God a proper and genuine

cause of sin, but the free will of man. . . When man discovers that the

cause of his sin is within himself, what boots it for him to fetch a circuit

and seek for it in heaven? The blame is obviously his own, inasmuch as

he willed to sin. . , The reason why God knowingly and willingly per-

mitted man to fall by his own agency maybe hidden from us, but it can-

not have originated in injustice. This indeed must be held without

controversy, that sin has always been hateful to him. . . Although I say

that he ordained it [the fall], I cannot concede that he was in a proper

sense the author of it."* " ;

"Pighius thus proceeds: 'If the apostasy of man is the work of God,

the deliverance of Scripture is false, that all things which God made
are good.' But I can righteously testify and frankly profess, that such

a figment never entered into my mind. I everywhere assert that the nature

of man was at first created in rectitude, so that the corruption, which

he contracted for himself by his defection, could not be attributed to

God ; that the death, to which he, who had been competent to attain

to life, had enslaved himself, was so induced by his own fault, that

God cannot be regarded as its author. If I had ever said that it came

to pass through the impulse of the Divine Spirit, that the first man
alienated himself from God, and did not everywhere contend that he was

impelled by the instigation of the devil and the proper motion of his

own heart, I might perhaps deserve to be insulted by Pighius."t

"But what says Origen? [quoted by Pighius in his discussion of free

will.] He pronounces those to be heretics who take away free will

{liberum arhitrium) from man. If he speaks of the primeval condition

of nature, he brings forward nothing which we ourselves cannot pro-

fess. If he makes no distinction between nature in its corruption and

in its in^grity, there is no pious man who will not affirm that he con-

founds the fundamental elements of the faith. . . All the passages quoted

by Pighius treat of man such as he was formed by the hand of God.

As to the question, what he was after his fall and defection, they are

altogether silent. . . We, indeed, estimate man [in the discussion of

the bondage of the will] not from the point of view of his creation

^Consensus Genevensis, Niemeyer's CoZZ., pp. 267, 268. This is Calvin's

Tradatus de JEterna Dei Frosdestinatione,

ilbid., p. 268.
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by God, but from that of the corruption which he contracted by his

own proper fault."*

"When he yrould bring forward Tertullian, it is with the preliminary

statement that his opinion concerning the freedom of the will is so clear

that he who cannot see it must close his ears and eyes to the truth. But

what is the sum of the testimony he adduces, except that man was created

by God free (libei'iim) and having power over himself [suce potestatis)?

He is disputing against Marcion, whose opinion concerning the nature of

man, as it is reproachful to God, so it is impious and profane. For he

did not hold that man is evil by his own fault, but assigned the cause of

his wickedness to God as the author of nature."f
"Nor indeed should IrenfBus be heard, if, in opposition to the unani^

mous consent of the Church, he makes no distinction between nature

corrupted and nature in its integrity : but if he only describes man as he

was before the fall, it makes nothing against us, who refer the bondage

of the will not to God, but to the fault of man."J
^'I come to Hilary : the first passage from whom describes the nature

of man, without any mention of corruption. . . But since, then, he had no

other purpose than to deprive men of excuse, lest they throw back the

blame of their sins upon God, it is no wonder if he recalls them to their

€rst origin, where they may learn to accuse themselves and their own

free will {liberum arbitrium) to which they owe it that they are evil."||

"He (Pighius) goes further : because Augustine would deny that any one

sins in that which can by no means be avoided. lie who examines the

passage will see that he speaks concerning the beginning of sin, when

indeed he will convince him that this necessity by which we are to-day

oppressed hod no other origin than the voluntary fall of the first man.

. . . We place the origin of our depravity neither in creation, nor in the

work of God, but in the fault of our first parent; because when he was

created free {liber)^ he contracted his wretched conjiition of bondage by a

voluntary defection."^

"He who can distinguish between the first condition of nature as cre-

ated and the corruption which supervened in consequence of sin, will,

with no great pains, free himself of all difficulty."^

These passages—and we can produce others—superfluously

sljow that Calvin habitually njade a gr,eat distinction between th^

necessity of sinning in our present fallen and unregenerate con-

dition and the free and unnecessitated sin of Adani. He denies

that the two cases are susceptible of common predication. He

*De Servitute d TAberatione Riimani Arbitrii, 0pp. fol. ed. Amstelo-

dami, Vol. VIII., p. 133.

fibid., p. 134. XIInd.,\). 134. \\Ibid., p. 134. ^Ibid., p. 158. 1[mU,p. 169.

J
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insists that it is vital to hold that the case of Adam was excep-

tional and peculiar. Now this is in the teeth of the Determinist

theory, which is logically compelled to reduce the two cases to

the same law. They both come under the law of the eflScient

control of the volitions by the dispositions of the soul, either con-

created or congenital. Adam was as really under the moral

necessity of sinning as his unregenerate descendants. Nature in

either case determines to sin. But Calvin affirms again and again

that the necessity of sinning flows from nature as corrupted by

man's free action, and not from nature as created by the hand of

God. If so, there was, before the act which originated the cor-

ruption, no necessity of sinning; indeed, as he says, the first sin

was avoidable. This is so obvious that it need not be pressed.

In til is respect, therefore, we liave followed precisely in the steps

of the Reformer. Now let us compare with this clear doctrine of

Calvin, that man's first sin did not necessarily originate from his

natural make and constitution, the position of President Edwards,

that without a hindering intervention on God's part, Adam's

nature could not but certainly and infallibly lead to sin. We
will give the great metaphysician's own statement of the case:

"Yea, if it be supposed that good or evil dispositions are implanted in

the hearts of men by nature itself (which, it is certain, is vulgarly sup-

posed in innumerable cases,) yet it is not commonly supposed that men
are worthy of no praise or dispraise for such dispositions, although what

is natural is undoubtedly necessary."*

"If by the author of sin is meant the permitter, or not a hinderer of sin,

and at the same time a disposer of the state of events in such a manner

for wise, holy, and most excellent ends and purposes, that sin, if it be

permitted, or not hindered, will most certainly and infallibly follow—

I

say, if this be all that is meant by being the author of sin, I do not deny

that God is the author of sin. . . And I do not deny that God's being thus

the author of sin follows from what I have laid down." f

"Thus it is certain and demonstrable, from the Holy Scriptures as well

as from the nature of things, and the principles of Arminians, that God

permits sin, and at the same time, so orders things, in his providence,

that it certainly and infallibly will come to pass, in consequence of his

permission."J
"It was meet, if sin did come into existence, and appear in the world.

* Inquiry, etc., Pt. IV., §4. ^Ihid., Pt. IV., §9. Xlbid., Pt. IV., §9.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1— 3.
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it should arise from the imperfection which properly belongs to a creature

as such, and should appear so to do, that it might not appear to be from

God as the efficient or fountain. But this could not have been if man had

been made at first with sin in his heart, nor unless the abiding principle

and habit of sin were first introduced by an evil act of the creature. If

sin had not arose from the imperfection of the creature, it would not have

been so visible that it did not arise from God, as the positive cause and

real source of it."*

Now let us look on this picture and then on that, and say

whether they are the same. If so, contradictories may meet and

kiss each other. Edwards says that sin resulted from the imper-

fect make of man's original nature; Calvin says that sin did not

result from man's original nature. Edwards says that sin was

rendered morally necessary by man's original nature; Calvin

says that the moral necessity of sinning was not from man's

original nature, but is now from his corrupt nature. So far the

evidence does not sustain the proposition, that the great theologian

of the Reformation was as rigorous a Determinist as Edwards

himself, or that we have taught a new theology out of harmony

with that of Calvin. ' ;.

But it may be urged that Calvin and the Determinists agree

that man at the first sinned spontaneously, and that they both

hold that spontaneity is not inconsistent with necessity. To

show, consequently, that Calvin maintained that Adam sinned

voluntarily and spontaneously, is not to prove that he held that

Adam did not sin by necessity. We proceed to adduce a class of

passages which will effectually destroy this supposition, and show

that the Reformer taught that Adam sinned by an election of his

will which might have been otherwise; in other words, that Adam,

besides spontaneity, had also the power of contrary choice, in

relation to the opposite alternatives of sin and holiness. It will

also be seen that the free will which Calvin ascribed to man in

innocence, denied to fallen and unregenerate men as to spiritual

things, and affirmed of men now as to natural things, is precisely

that sort of free will which Edwards and the Determinist school

pronounce impossible, contradictory, and absurd.

'^lUd., Pt.'lV., PO.

%->'
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"We must now examine the will, on which the question of freedom

principally turns, the power of choice belonging to it, rather than to the

intellect."* '.f^.v^^-^./..:;,-^.; .•,-.:,.

"Thus the will (free will, if you choose to call it so.) which is left to

man, is, as he in another place describes it, a will which can neither be

turned to God, nor continue in God, unless by grace ; a will which, what-

ever its ability may be, derives all that ability from grace.'-f

We have cited these passages to show that Calvin did not

recognise the Determinist distinction between the freedom of the

will and the freedom of the man, but in opposition to it, affirmed

the residence of freedom in the will; and further, that as to the

question under consideration, the ability of the man is exactly

the ability of the will. In these respects, we have maintained

the position of the Reformer in rejecting that of the Determinist.

The free agency of the man is nothing different from the freedom

of his will.

"It is proper to observe how these four things differ from each other:

the will {voluntas) as free [libera), or bound (serva), or spontaneous

{spontanea), or forced (coacta) . . . Freedom (libertas) and bondage

(servitus) are irreconcilable, so that he who would affirm the one must

deny the other. Hence, if the will of man is bound [seroa), it cannot

without impropriety be said to be free (libera). . . Where there is bon-

dage [servitus) there is necessity. . . Now you perceive that spontaneous

(spontaneum) and necessary {necessarium) can consist at one and the same

time.' 'J

Here free will is palpably distinguished from spontaneity, and

whereas spontaneity is affirmed to be consistent with necessity

;uid necessity with bondage, and therefore spontaneity and bond-

age may consist; freedom (Hbertas) is declared to be inconsistent

with bondage, and, therefore, with necessity. If, then, Calvin

predicates free will of man in innocence, and of natural fallen

man as to natural things, he does not mean the liberty of spon-

taneity which consists with necessity, but the liberty of deliberate

election between contrary alternatives which is inconsistent with

necessity. He clearly affirms that unregenerate men act spon-

taneously, when they sin necessarily. He as clearly denies that

they hrtve freedom of the will as to spiritual things. Spontaneity

''Institutes, B. U., c. II., ^26. ftbid., B. II., c. III., ^14.

J./>c Servit. et Liberat. Hum. A? bit., vt sup., p. 133.
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an3 free will are, tlierefore, by him contradistinguished from each

other. Now the only kind of freedom which the Determinists

allow to man, under any circumstances, is spontaneity. If, then,

Calvin concedes a sort of freedom, which is not spontaneity, to

man under certain circumstances, he holds a view diametrically

opposed to the fundamental tenet of Determinism. Let us inter-

rogate him on the point.

"The holy man [Ireneeus] loudly protests, that man was not evil by

nature, that is, by the creative act of God, but was made in the posses-

8ion of free will (liheri arbitrii), and received a soul capable of good and

evil. Since it is evident that he treats of the first estate of man while he

was yet in his integrity, how does that make against us, who place the bon-

dage of the will only in the corruption and depravation of nature? In

a certain place Irenaeus says among other things : Corn and chaff" received

their nature from their make
; but man was made reasonable and in this

respect like God, since free in his will {liber in arbitrio) and master of

himself {sucb potestatis) he himself was a cause to himself (ipsum sibi

causam esse), so that at one time he might become corn, but at another

chaff". Wherefore, says he, he is the subject of just condemnation. We
[Calvin] affirm that this happened to us all, through the fall of our first

parent, and hold that in this the whole Church agrees." *

"He [Pighius] quotes two passages from Basil, the former of which

contains nothing else than a description of human nature, such as it was

created by God, in order that men may be prevented from transferring

the blame of their evils to God. At first, therefore, he denies that sin

was innate {innatum, that is, concreated,) in the substance of man, but

happened (accidisse) to him by his own fault; which we [Calvin] not

only confess, but diligently maintain. Afterwards, he says that virtue is

voluntary and not from necessity
5 but that free will {liberum arbitrium)

belongs to us. Here Pighius shouts, as if the victory were won. But I

[Calvin] deny that these words are to be understood of our present con-

dition, but only show how man was made at his first origin. In express

terms he explains what man was at his creation : he does not mention the

corruption which ensued upon the fall ; but when he wishes to assign the

cause of wickedness, he thus speaks : 'Whence is man evil ? From his own
proper will. Whence the devil evil? From the same cause. For he

likewise had a free life in himself, and a free will (liberum arbitrium)

situated in him either of remaining with God, or of being estranged from

him.' . . . But that I may keep silence, it is sufficiently clear that the

nature of the soul is considered in its integrity, as ought to be done when
definitions are furni8hed."t

*Ibid., p. 134. ilbid., p. 135.
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"I deny that all those deliver a clear and established doctrine concern-

ing free will {de libero arbitrio), who do not at the same time add what

has perished of this liberty ilihertate) through Adam's fall, and what be-

lievers may recover through regenerating grace."*

"They [Irenaeus and TertullianJ therefore teach that man was created

free {lihermn) : we [CalvinJ do not deny that ; but we affirm that he fell

into slavery, because he degenerated from his first estate/'f -'; srr>t?''

"Pighius lays down the proposition, that man was made in the posses-

sion of free will (Zt6cn orftiMi). We [Calvin] assent {annuimus) ; nor

have we waited until he should demand this assent, but have always

avowed it."t - ,

"Pighius subjoins a definition of sin there laid down [in a passage cited

from AugustineJ : 'That there is a will {voluntas) to retain or pursue

what justice forbids, and thence it is a matter of choice to abstain (liherum

est abstinere) ; although if there be no freedom {si liberum non est) neither

is there will {voluntasy . . . According to the testimony of the author

himself, who certainly had the right to interpret what he said, this defi-

nition is not adapted to any other than the first sin of Adam
; because,

through his fall at first from the Lord we have been plunged into a mis-

erable bondj\ge. Hence infer with what face Pighius, with tragic out-

cries, taunts me with this passage. But Augustine says that 'the thing

is familiar to all, that no one is worthy of blame or punishment who fails

to do that which he could not do.' . . At the same time he testifies that

he is a perverse interpreter of his words who would apply this to all sins
;

that he indeed was not able to determine otherwise than that man could

not be justly condemned, except he had sinned with a free will {libera

voluntate) ; but that now^ a part of the condemnation is that bondage under

which we are held captive in mind and will, until we are liberated by the

gratuitous kindness of Christ."
||

"We see here that a profane philosopher [Aristotle] confesses, 'that it

is not always in the power of man to be good
;
yea, that he can be noth-

ing but evil; and yet that what he is, he is through the will {voluntate)

and not by violence: because in the first instance a free election {libera

electio) was in his own power
(
penes ipsum), by which he delivered himself

to the service and bondage of lust.' And indeed this is the proper philoso-

phy of Christians, that our first parent at the same time corrupted not

only himself but all his posterity, and that thence we derive the habitus

which is rooted in our nature."^ •t'

"Augustine says : 'The first man had not that grace which prevented

him from willing to be evil, but he had grace, which, if he had willed to

abide in it, would have prevented him, and without which even with free

will {libero arbitrio) he could not have been good ; but nevertheless through

^Ibid., p. 135. fibid., p. 137. Ubid., p. 139..

\\lbid., p. 140. Ubid., p. 153.
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free will it was in his power to abandon it. . . Nor was the power of free

will a small one, since he was so assisted, that without that aid, he would

not abide in the good ; but that assistance he might relinquish, if he so

willed. . . Why then is Pighius angry with me, if I avail myself of the

patronage of Augustine, which he so liberally offers me?"*
"We assert that the human race, having lost the liberty (liherfate)

which it had received at creation, fell into miserable bondage. In this

condition of bondage, we deny that man is endued with the free {libera)

power of choosing as well good as evil, so that he can apply himself to

whichever alternative he pleases (ad utrumlibet.y^f

"He [Augustine, whom Calvin quotes with approbation] says: Tree

will (voluntas libera) with which he was created, was given to the first

man without any sin, and he reduced it into bondage to sin ; but onr will

when it was the slave of sin, was liberated by him who said : If the Son

shall make you free, ye shall be free indeed.' "J
"Finally, I not less calmly than cheerfully acquiesce in this opinion of

Augustine: 'That God, who created all things good, and knew that it

more pertained to his almighty goodness to bring good even out of evils,

than not to permit evils to exist, so ordered the life of angels and men
that he might show in it, first, what their free will (liberum arbitrium)

could do, then, what the kindness of his grace and the sentence of his

justice could do.' "||

"Adam, therefore, might have stood if he choose, since it was only by
his own will that he fell ; but it was because his will was pliable in either

direction (in utramque partem fiexibiUg), and he had not received. con-

stancy to persevere, that he so easily fell. Still he had a free choice

[libera electio) of good and evil ; and not only so, but in the mind and

will there was the highest rectitude, and all the organic parts were duly

framed to obedience, until man corrupted his good properties and de-

Htroyed himself. Hence the great darkness of philosophers who have

looked for a complete building in a ruin, and fit arrangement in disorder.

The principle they set out with was, that man could not be a rational

animal unless he had a free choice [libera electio) of good and evil. They

also imagined that the distinction between virtue and vice was destroyed,

if man did not of his own counsel arrange his life. So far well, had there

been no change in man. . . At present it is necessary only to remember

that man at his first creation was very different (longealium) from all his

posterity. . . At first there was soundness of mind and freedom of will

[i'oluittasUltera) to choose (ad eligendum) the good.' "^

"We grant that, as man was originally constituted, he could incline to

either side (j)otuerit ad alteriitram partem inclinare), but since he has

-'^//m7., pp. 159, 160. jlbid., p. IGl. t^bid., p. 176.

WConsensiin Geiiev., Niemeyer, p. 269. ^Institutes, B. I., c. XV., ^8.
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taught us by his example how miserable a thing free will {liberum arhi-

trium) is, if God works not in us to will and to do, of what use to us were

grace imparted in such scanty measure?'**

These passages clearly prove that Calvin affirmed for man in

innocence the power of contrary choice—the liberty of inclining

to either of opposing alternatives. He plainly

—

in terminis—
declares that, although Adam freely elected to sin, he might have

done otherwise—he might have elected to stand. If this be De-

terminism, white is black, or we are dazed. And if we are out

of harmony with Calvin in holding that Adam had the power of

contrary choice, we have not been able to follow a guide in a

broad road at noon-day. The truth is, we derived our doctrine

from him, in great measure, and have faithfully stuck to him

until this hour. But, copious as our citations have been, we have

not finished. We would sooner part with most things than our

good Calvinistic name, and must exhaust the means we have of

protecting.it. We propose to show, by further testimony, that

to the only freedom of will which Determinists allow, Calvin was

unwilling to concede the title; that he threw contempt upon the

liberty of spontaneity, and sharply distinguished it from freedom

of will; that, besides spontaneity which in Adam was not fixed,

there was that freedom of will which involves the power of other-

wise determining; and that it was not spontaneity, but that free-

dom of will which is distinguished from it, which was lost by the

Fall. If these positions can be made good, it will be seen that it

is the Determinists, and not we, who are out of harmony with

*'the great theologian of the Reformation."

Let us again hear Calvin

:

''In this way, then, man is said to have free will {liheri arbitrii), not

because he has a free choice {liheram electionem) of good and evil, but

because he voluntarily does wrong, and not by compulsion. This is true:

but why should so small a matter have been dignified with so proud a

title? An admirable freedom (egregia vero Ubertas)\ that man is not

forced to be the servant of sin, while he is, however, a voluntary slave;

his will being bound by the fetters of sin."!

"Let us observe that the power of free will (liberi arbitrii) is not to be

considered in any of those desires which proceed more from instinct

^Ibid., B. II., c. III., §10. fibid,, B. II., c. II., §7.
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[essentice incUnatione—determination of essence) than mental delibera-'

tion {mentis deliberatione).'^*

"Thus such a free will {tale liberum arhitrium)—if you choose to call

it so—is left to man, etc."|

"The second step in the reasoning is vicious, because it leaps from

voluntary {voluntario) to free {liberum)-, whereas we have proved above

that a thing may be done voluntarily, though not subject to free choice. ";|;

"What does Augustine here teach? That the will of man is indeed

free (liberam), but only to evil. But this epithet [says Calvin] is not prop-

erly attached to it, since it is the slave {servo) of iniquity."
||

"They collect that sin can be avoided, if it is voluntary ; and I deny

the validity of the argument, because the inference is made from volun-

tary {voluntario) to freej(/z6e7-Mm)."^

"I would call it free {liberum), if the term could be accepted among us

as synonymous with spontaneous {spontaneo).^''*^

"Let us define necessity. Pighius will not concede to me that it is a

fixed and established stability, where a thing cannot be otherwise than

it is. . . Since he [Godj continues stable, he is in some sense a necessity

to himself—is not forced from without; nor does he even force himself,

but spontaneously and voluntarily inclines to that which he does by

necessity."**

This last passage, especially, brings out the ordinary doctrine

of Calvin, that spontaneous voluntary action may consist with

necessity. He never opposes spontaneity to moral necessity.

He only opposes it to co-action or compulsion—a force acting

against the will. He explicitly distinguishes freedom of will

{Ubertas voluntatis) from this spontaneousness (spontaneitas.) He
is unwilling to grant that the latter is any freedom of the will, in

a proper sense. The specific difference between them, which he

designates, is that spontaneity may consist with necessity, while

freedom of the will cannot. Now as he constantly attributed

freedom of will {Ubertas voluntatis)^ in his definite sense of it, to

Adam, he affirmed for him, while in innocence, that exemption

from necessity which is its differentiating property. He was free

{liber) io the sense that he could choose either holiness or sin.

He had the powt^r of deliberate election between conflicting

alternatives, not merely spontaneous dispositions. In a word, he

had, according to Calvin, the power of contrary choice.

*lbid., B. H., c. II., ^26. Ubid., B. II., c. III., §14.

Xlbid., B. II., c. v., ^l. \\De Servit, et Liberat. Hum. Arbit.,p. 149.

llbid., p, 152. ^fbid., p. 152. ^^Ibid., p. 152.
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-" On the other hand, the Determinist denies to A.dam the power

of contrary choice (Calvin's libertas voluntatis). The only form

of action which he concedes to him is that of spontaneity—of

doing as he pleased ; and he maintains that it was of necessity

that he pleased to sin. This, we urge, rejects the difference as to

freedom of will between Adam and his natural fallen descendants,

which is asserted not only by Calvin, but by the unbroken con-

sensus of the Church. For if unregenerate men have the sort of

liberty which Adam had, they are not different, but alike. No

freedom of the will was lost, for there is none other, according to

the Determinist, but that of spontaneity, and that is now pos-

sessed—a liberty inconsistent only with coaction, but not with

necessity. What then, we ask, was lost?

If the answer to this demand be returned, that the spontaneous

love of holiness was lost, and nothing remains but the spontaneous

love of sin—the only answer possible, so far as we can con-

ceive—we rejoin:

1. According to the Determinist, spontaneity and necessity

always coexist. He who acts spontaneously acts necessarily.

But if Adam, according to the supposed concession, had the spon-

taneous love of holiness, he was under the necessity of choosing

holiness; otherwise his spontaneity, as motive, would not have

controlled his volition. But he did not—he chose sin. He was

then both necessarily and contingently related to holiness; which

is a contradiction.

2. If he chose to sin—and he did—then, as his sin, according

to the Determinist, was a necessity, since he could not have done

otherwise, he was actuated by two necessary influences of contra-

dictory character—the spontaneity leading to holiness and the

spontaneity leading to sin. He was, therefore, necessarily deter'-

mined to holiness and necessarily determined to sin: which is

a contradiction.

3. If, to meet the difficulty, it be said, that Adam, like the

regenerate man, had a twofold spontaneity—one leading to holi-

ness and the other to sin, we reply: (1.) That the contradiction

already emphasized emerges, namely, that a^, according to the

Determinist, spontaneity and necessity imply each other, Adam
VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—4.
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would have been necessarily determined to holiness and sin at

the same time. (2.) That such a dual spontaneity must either

Lave been (1 with Ad{ If I tedconcre£^te(i witn Aaam or not. it it was concreai

with him, it is admitted that God was the efficient producer of a

spontaneity necessarily issuing in sin: which is monstrous. If

it was not concreated with Adam, it was the product of his own

agency, and then two difficulties emerge: first, that the will would

have produced a spontaneity, which is contradictory to the position

of the Determinist; for he makes motives efficiently control the

acts of the will. Now he contends that the motives spring from

the spontaneity of the soul. Consequently, the spontaneity

efficiently controls the acts of the will. But according to the

supposition in hand, the sinful spontaneity of Adam, as not con-

created with him, must have been produced by an act of his will.

What, then, efficiently controlled this act of the will? Nothing.

The supposed act is, therefore, itself nothing, since it is an effect

without a cause. And so the supposition is destroyed by the logic

of Determinism. And yet, as we have before shown, this is the

way in which President Edwards accounts for the introduction of

the first sinful principle into a nature previously holy; that is, a

way which absolutely contradicts his fundamental law, that the

will cannot determine the principles of the soul, but is determined

by them, and derives from them all the significance of its acts!

This is, to us, something truly wonderful. It shows to what

expedients a great intellect was reduced in the impracticable

attempt to adjust the philosophy of Determinism to the critical,

regulative, far-reaching case of the first human sin—the peccafum

originale originana. It could not have been produced except by

a preceding principle of sin ; it preceded and produced that prin-

ciple! It is caused by a sinful principle; it causes the same

sinful principle! It is cause and effect at the same time.

Secondly^ if a twofold spontaneity—holy and sinful, was not

concreated with Adam, it follows that a holy spontaneity which

ivas concreated with him necessarily led to the production of a

sinful spontaneity, which is an absurdity of absurdities, upon the

Determinist scheme itself; or that the sinful spontaneity was

produced by an arbitrary act of the will, which is equally absurd,
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upon that scheme. Thirdly^ the supposition of a dual spontaneity

would suppose a schism in the moral nature of Adam, a fissure in

his soul between two conflicting and irreconcilable principles, and

that is an hypothesis which finds no countenance either in the

teachings of Calvin or the consensus of the Church. It is the

spawn of Manichaeism. Fourthly., the hypothesis of a twofold

spontaneity would be tantamount to that of contrary choice, which

is rejected by the Determinist; for a holy spontaneity would

incline the will in one direction, and a sinful in the opposite.

The only difficulty would be that, on the principles of the Deter-

minist, one set of motives would effectually neutralise the other,

and the will would stand stock-still, like the ass between two

bundles of hay. Fifthly, if the supposition of a dual spontaneity,

holy and sinful, be discarded, a return must be made to a single

one; and as the pious Determinist himself does not hold that a

sinful one was created by God, the history of man must have

begun with a holy spontaneity. Now, however feeble it may at

first have been, as it exclusively occupied the territory of the soul,

it must, upon the principles of Determinism, have controlled the

will ; and it seems impossible to show how, upon those principles,

it could have been lost.

These considerations appear to us to prove conclusively that

the attempt to bring the doctrine of the Determinist into harmony

with that of Calvin, in regard to the sort of freedom which was

lost by the Fall, breaks down ; namely, by the supposition that

both teach the loss simply of spontaneous holiness. For, in the

first place, as we have shown, this supposition is, upon his own

principles, incompetent to the Determinist. In the second place,

he denies the existence of such a thing as freedom of the will, as

internal to man—as a part of his subjectivity; whereas Calvin

affirms it, and designates that as the freedom which was lost by

the Fall. In the third place, Calvin maintained, what the De-

terminist cannot consistently do, the loss of a holy spontaneity

by the Fall ; and accounts for it on the ground of the possession

by a mutable will of the power of election, by which it might

determine to abide in holiness, or fall away into sin: a power of

contrary choice which the Determinist utterly denies, and which.
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in relation to the contrasts of sin and holiness, is precisely that

freedom of the will (liherum arhitrium) which was lost by the

Fall, and the loss of which has reduced man to the moral neces-

sity of choosing only one alternative—the fatal one of sin. So

far from having been as rigorous a Determinist as Jonathan

Edwards, in regard to man in innocence, Calvin taught that in

that estate he possessed a freedom of will other than that of spon-

taneity, and inconsistent with necessity; that is, the liberty of

contrary choice, which the Determinist wholly denies. And in

affirming that power in Adam, we, therefore, have trod in his

footsteps. We have not, in this respect, maintained a theory

which, as has been alleged, "is perfectly irreconcilable with

his views."

We pass on now to show by quotations from his works, that

Calvin held the view for which we have contended, and for which

we have been criticised, that the present disabled condition of

man, in which his will is in complete bondage to sin, is to be

accounted for on the ground of its being penal and not original.

"Thus they (philosophers) always presuppose in man a reason by

which he is able to <i;uide himself aright. From this method of teaching

we are forced somewhat to dissent. For philosophers being unacquainted

with the corruption of nature, which is the punishment of revolt [defec-

tionis pcsna), erroneously confound two states of man, which are very

different from each other."*

"For, when it is said that the sin of Adam has made us obnoxious to

the justice (rather jud<i;ment; Latin : Jndicio, French ; jugement) of God,

the meaning is not that we who are in ourselves innocent and blameless

are bearing his guilt, but that since by his transgression we are all

placed under the curse {maledicHone) , he is said to have brought us under

obligation."f
"For since he [Augustine] had said, 'that no ground of blameworthiness

{culpce rationem) could be discovered, where nature or necessity governs

{ubi natura dominaf,ur aut necessitas),'' he cautions us that this does not

hold except in regard to a nature sound and in its integrity (sance et

integrce) ; that men are not subject to necessity {necessitati non suhjacere

homines), but as the first man contracted it for them by his voluntary

fault. 'To us,' says he, 'nature is made a punishment {facta est pcena)
;

and what was the just punishment of the first man is nature to us. Since

therefore necessity is the punishment of sin, the sins which thence arise

^Institutes, B. I., c. XV., ^^6, 7. ^Ihid., B. II., c. I., ^8.
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are justly censured, and the blame of them is deservedly imputed to men

;

because the origin is voluntary (yoZwn^artMW est principium),^ Now then

what cause has Pighius for scorning and deriding the solution furnished

by me [Calvin]?"* ;
,...,.,

"Another question is, since God is the author of nature, how comes it

that no blame attaches to God, if we are lost by nature ? I answer, there

is a twofold nature : the one produced by God, and the other is the cor-

ruption of it. This condemnation (damnatio) therefore which Paul men-

tions does not proceed from God, but from a depraved nature ; for we are

not born such as Adam was at first created, we are not 'wholly a right

seed, but are turned into the degenerate' oflfspring of a degenerate and

sinful man."t

These testimonies might be multiplied, but our space is shorten-

ing, and those here adduced, though few, are suflBciently clear to

prove that Calvin taught what we have inculcated—that the

necessity of sin under which we now groan is not the result of

our first natural constitution, but is a penal infliction upon us for

having, by an unnecessitated decision of the will in Adam, dis-

solved the bond of life between us and God, and subjected our-

selves to his curse. The remarkable passage which we have cited

from his great treatise on the Bondage and Liberation of the

Human Will, in which Calvin subscribes to Augustine's opinion,

is of itself sufficient to convince any candid mind that the Re-

former was not a Determinist, and that we have faithfully stated

his doctrine.

In proof of the generally admitted fact, that Calvin, like

Luther and Melanchthon,| held that man has free will—not mere-

ly spontaneity, but the liberty of contrary choice—in relation to

things external, civil, and merely moral, we must content our-

selves with producing a single but explicit utterance: "He
(Pighius) says, that we had recanted half of our doctrine, because

we attributed to man free will {liberum arbitrium) in things ex-

ternal and in civil business {in rebus externis et civilibusnegotiis).''^

Here the distinction is drawn between things natural and

things spiritual. What he absolutely denies in regard to the

^De Servit. et Liherat. Hum. Arbit., p. 151.

•fComm. on Ephesians, II. 3.

XAugshurg Conf., Art. XVIII., Corp. et Syntag. Confessiormm.

\[De Servit. et Liherat. Hum. Arhitriiy p. 123.
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last analysis, by the dictates of the understanding—the same

substantially with the luhentia rationalis view of Turrettin and

others. In regard to this, we would observe:

1. That if Calvin did maintain that view, it was inconsistent

with the great volume of his teaching in reference to the will. It

would be a special hypothesis which could not be adjusted to the

catholic genius of his views. We should therefore feel warranted

in rejecting the special tenet, and accepting the bulk of his teach-

ings, as representative of his true position.

2. That we have not discovered the terms, luhentia rationalise

nor any reference to the doctrine signified by them, in his treatise

on Predestination, or in his discussion of the Bondage of the

Will. If in the Institutes he alluded to the thing, although

he did not use the name, it was done exceptionally and very

slightly. But,-

—

3. We are decidedly of the opinion, after carefully looking into

the matter, that Calvin, in the passage in the Institutes* in which

he mentions the regulative influence of the intellect upon the

will, did not have his eye upon the question of the psychological

relation between the two faculties—the only one peculiarly con-

sidered by the Determinists—but spoke of the moral relation

between them. The question before his mind was not, Is the

will, in its acts, efficiently controlled by the representations of

the intelligence? But it was, Ought the will, in its acts, to be

governed by the judgments of the intellect? The case, we are

satisfied, which Calvin was enforcing was this: the intellect gives

the Imw of truth, as the conscience furnishes the law of duty.

And as the will is under obligation to conform to the standard of

morality erected in the moral nature, it is also bound to adjust

itself to the standard of truth in the intellectual. This was the

relation between the faculties instituted at creation, and so long

as man stood in innocence, the will freely* obeyed the law of truth

in the intelligence and the law of duty in the conscience. And
so ought it to be now, although it is vastly different. But if the

psychological question had been propounded to Calvin, Is every

act of the will, in fact, necessarily controlled by a dictate of the

£2EffiC
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understanding ? he must, to have been logically consistent with

himself, have returned the answer, that the first sin of man dis-

proved such an hypothesis; for the first volition to sin could not

have been efficiently caused by a holy judgment, and all the

judgments of the intellect were, in man's primitive condition,

conformed to the law of truth.

We close our citations from Calvin's works, in reference to the

particular point before us, with a passage which is simply extra-

ordinary, in view of the attempt to quadrate his doctrine of the

will with that of Philosophical Necessity as held by President

Edwards. It exhibits a radical difference, touching the very

nature of the inquiry as to the freedom of the will, between

these illustrious men. Let us hear from Edwards his statement

of the case

:

"The plain and obvious meaning of the word freedom and liberty, in

common speech, is power, opportunity, or advantage, that any one has,

to do as he pleases. Or, in other words, his being free from hinderance

or impediment in the way of doing or conducting, in any respect as he

wills. And the contrary to liberty, whatever name we call that by, is a

person's being hindered or unable to conduct as he will, or being necessi-

tated to do otherwise. . . To talk of liberty, or the contrary, as belonging

to the very will itself, is not to speak good sense, if we judge of sense and

nonsense by the original and proper sense of words. . . There are two

things that are contrary to this which is called liberty in common
speech. One is constraint: the same is otherwise called force, compul-

sion, and coaction, which is a person's being necessitated to do a thing

contrary to his will. The other is restraint, which is his being hindered,

and not having power to do according to his will. . . Let a person come

by his volition or choice how he will, yet, if he is able, and there is noth-

ing in the way to hinder his pursuing and executing his will, the man is

fully and perfectly free, according to the primary and common notion of

freedom."* /

Here with the formality of definition Edwards limits freedom

to the unforced and uniippeded execution, in the external sphere,

of our internal resolutions—the unhindered outward expression

of our inward spontaneity. Now let Calvin state his view

of the case:

"The power of the human will is not to be estimated by the event, as

some unskilful persons are absurdly wont to do. They think it an ele-

*lnquiry, etc., Pt. I., Sec. V.

11 :
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gant and ingenious proof of the bondage of the human will, that even the

greatest monarchs are sometimes thwarted in their wishes. But the

ability of which we Speak must be considered as within the man, not

measured by outward success. In discussing the subject of free will, the

question is not, whether external obstacles will permit a man to execute

what he has internally resolved, but whether in any matter whatever he

has a free power of judging and of willing. If men possess both of these,

Attilius Regulus, shut up in a barrel studded with sharp nails, will have

a will no less free than Augustus Caesar ruling with imperial sway over

a large portion of the globe.''* .
^

Is it not manifest that the identification of Calvin's doctrine

of the will with the Determinism of Edwards cannot be effected ?

These two. definitive statements of the very question at issue are

as contradictory as are the members of the proposition : A is not

Not-A. Either freedom is outward or inward. A middle sup-

position is excluded. We must make our election between the

two contradictories. We go with Calvin ; and we have gone

with him all along.
,

-

We have admitted, in this discussion, that the only form of

liberty allowed by Deterininists is spontaneity. We speak here of

the current doctrine of Calvinistic writers who in the main avow

Determinist principles, who accept the doctrine of Philosophical

Necessity with certain modifications of their own. Among these

modifications is the view that he who has spontaneity has liberty.

They do not disjoin free action and spontaneous action. On the

contrary, they identify them. But such was not the unmodified

position of the modern Coryphaeus of that school. Edwards did

not consider spontaneity, unimpeded subjective action, as freedom,

.

He limited freedom to the external sphere, the unforced or un- .

hindered carrying into outward action of necessary volitions.

This is the only liberty he assigns to man. If that was Calvin's

doctrine, outward and inward are the same. Our brother who

alleges that Calvin was as rigorous a Determinist as Edwards,

and that our views cannot be reconciled with those of the Re-

former, says: "The definition of freedom is ever before us in the

plain proposition, that the person in question may act as he

pleases." That is exactly the position of Edwards, but it is also

*Institutes
J
B. II., c. IV., §8.

'*
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exactly the opposite of Calvin's. We are content to leave it to the

judgment of the candid reader to determine whether Calvin and

Edwards can he reconciled, and whether in differing from the

latter we have not maintained the ground of the former.

The second branch of the allegation we are considering is, that

in affirming the liberty of contrary choice, or of otherwise deter-

mining, for man in innocence, we have made an attempt to re-

habilitate the Arminian theory of the will, and have inculcated a

new theology which is in conflict with the articles of our faith as

set forth in our standards. We regret that the room left us will

allow only a brief answer to this allegation. We think that we

are entitled, without discourtesy, to say, that, as in our articles on

this subject we endeavored to fortify our position by citations

from some of the most prominent symbols of the post-Reformation

Church, the allegation now under consideration ought to have

been accompanied by a disproof of the relevancy of the testimony

we adduced. As that was not done, we call attention to the clear

utterances in support of our views by the formularies of the

Lutheran and Reformed Churches which are recited in those

articles. We proceed to interrogate the standards which are

distinctively Calvinistic in reference to the points in which it is

charged that we depart from them. Those, the testimony of

which we shall bring forward, are, the Gallic, the Scotch, and

the Second Helvetic Confessions, the Canons of the Synod of

Dort, the Formula Conaensus Helvetica, and the Westminster

Confession. They will be admitted to be Calvinistic formularies.

Gallic Confession; "We believe that man, created in purity and integ-

rity, and conformed to the image of God, fell away from the grace which

he had received by his own fault {suaipsins culpa). . . Likewise although

he be endued with a will which is moved to this or that {ad hoc vel illud).

nevertheless, since it is entirely captive under sin, he has absolutely no

liberty to seek good, except as he may receive it from grace and by the

gift of God."*

Here we notice: 1. That it is affirmed that man who had no

imperfection in his natural make which could lead to sin, fell by

his own fault. He could not, therefore, have sinned by a neces-

*Niemeyer, CoZZ., p. 332.

•
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sity of nature, as the Determinist maintains, and a necessity

operating through a natural imperfection, as Edwards contends.

He was by his natural furniture qualified to stand, and the infer-

ence is, that he might have stood if he had so willed: an inference

which the Determinist utterly denies. 2. This passage intimates

that a will which may incline in different directions, which was

originally possessed by man, is yet possessed by him, but only as

to things which are not good, in the sense of spiritual and saving.

This cannot be reconciled to the Determinist view.

Scotch Confession ; "We confess and acknowledge that this our Lord

God created man, that is to say, our first parent Adam, in his image and

likeness ; to whom he gave wisdom, dominion, righteousness, free will

(li/jerum arhitriwm) and a clear knowledge of himself: so that in the

whole nature of man no imperfection could be marked." * .^ V

"We confess that the cause of good works is not our free will {liberum

a77n7rw/wi), but the Spirit of our Lord Jesus.'-*

Here we see that the free will which man received from God

at creation he lost by the fall, in relation to good works. This

is opposed to the Determinist position, which, first, denies that

man can possess, under any circumstances, a free will [liberum

arbitrium), for it pronounces freedom of the will an absurdity;

and, secondly, denies that man ever lost that which he could

never have possessed.

Second Helvetic Confession: "We teach upon this subject, which has

always produced many conflicts in the Church, that the condition or

state of man must be considered in a threefold manner : In the first place,

what {qualis—what sort of being) man was before the fall, without

doubt upright and free (liber), who both had power to remain in the good,

and decline to the evil (qui et in bono manere et ad malum potuerit decli-

nare)-, but he declined to the evil, and involved in sin and death both

himself and the whole race of mortals, as has before been said. In the

next place, it is to be considered what man was after the fall. His

intellect was not taken away from man, his will was not torn away

from him, nor was he entirely changed into a stone or stock, but they

were so altered and impaired in man, that they cannot any more do

what they were able to do before the fall. The intellect indeed is ob-

scured, but the will {voluntas) from having been free {ex libera) is made

the servant of sin. For it serves sin not unwillingly, but willingly {non

nolens, sed volens) ; for, indeed, it it said to be will {voluntas, willingness)

*Ibid., pp. 341, 346.
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not unwillingness [non noluntas, not not-will). Therefore in regard to

evil or sin, man was not forced (coactus) either by God or by the devil,

but did evil of hid own accord {sua sponte) : and in this respect it is the

product of a will most free {in hac parte UherHmi est arbitrii).''^*

The third aspect of the subject relates to the regenerated con-

dition of man, with which the present question is not directly

concerned. This testimony is clear in reference to the possession

by man in innocence of the power of contrary choice, of otherwise

determining. He could have stood in the good, says this vener-

able standard; he could not have so stood, says the Determinist;

for he did sin spontaneously, and his spontaneous action was

necessary. We' have adhered to the doctrine of this grand

old formulary, which is not only thoroughly Calvinistic, but

thoroughly Presbyterian.

We come now to the Canons of the Synod of Dort:

"Man in the beginning was created after the image of God with a

true and salutary knowledge of his Creator and of spiritual things in

his mind, and was adorned with righteousness in his will and heart

(voluntate et corde) and with purity in all his affections, and so was holy

in all his faculties {totus sanctus) ; but by the instigation of the devil and

his own free will {libera sua voluntdte) he severed himself from God, and

stripped himself of those excellent gifts."

In the Rejection of Errors, appended to the chapter from

which the preceding extract is taken, the venerable Synod, among

other errors, *' rejects that of those"

"Who teach : 'That spiritual gifts, or good habitudes, and virtues, such

as goodness, holiness, righteousness, could not have had a place in the

will of man when he was first created, and hence were not separated from

it at the fall.' For this conflicts with the description of the image of God

which the Apostle furnishes, Eph. iv. 24, where he represents it as con-

sisting of righteousness and holiness, which certainly have a place in

the will."t

Here this great Synod of Calvinistic divines affirm that man,

at creation, had an ample furniture of gifts to enable him to meet

the requirements of his probation. He was lacking in no part:

he was totus sanctus. It is true that he was defective in the sense

that he was not confirmed in holiness by the determining grace

"^Ihid., p. 479. \IUd., pp. 708, 703.
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of God, as we have before indicated; there was an intrinsic muta-

bility in his will, as we shall see that the Westminster Confession

specifies; but he Had a sufficient supply of gifts and strength

from grace to enable him to resist the tendency to evil which

might arise out of this mutability of will and to overcome it. The

difference between this view and that of the Determinist is, that

in the one case no necessity of sinning is affirmed as springing

from this defect, but, on the contrary, it is maintained that the

mutuable will might have chosen to stand in holiness; while in

the other it is contended that, without the determining interven-

tion of grace, the imperfection of man's constitution led of neces-

sity, led unavoidably, "certainly, infallibly," to sin. It ought,'

moreover, to be noticed that the Synod makes the will itself a

seat of spiritual gifts and a holy habitus, and clearly implies that,

when spiritual life was lost by the fall, sinful dispositions inhered

in the will. This is contrary to the regulative view of Determin-

ism, that the will is the mere servitor and instrument of the other

faculties, the dispositions of which lie back of it and efficiently

control its acts. And if it be said that the will, in the nomen-

clature of the Synod, included the emotions, the answer is ob-

vious: 1. That if that be »o, the emotions are not represented as

being, exclusively of the will, the subject of regulative dispositions

;

2. That the language of the Synod explicitly distinguishes the

heart (cors) from the will (voluntas), and consequently it could

not have employed the term "will" generically, as synonymous

with "active powers."

We cite next the Formula Consensus Helvetica:

" As 'known unto God are all his works from the beginnino; of the world,'

so in time, of his infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, he created man,

the glory and crown of his works, after his image, and consequently up-

right, wise, and just; subjected him, when created, to a covenant of

works, and freely promised him his fellowship, friendship, and life in it,

if he should conduct himself obediently to his will. Moreover, that

promise annexed to the cot^enant of works was not merely the continua-

tion of earthly life and happiness, but chiefly the possession of life eternal

and heavenly, that is, in heaven, if he should run a course of perfect

obedience, a life to be passed, with unutterable joy, in communion with

God, as well in the body as in the soul. . . None of us assent to the
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opinion of those who deny that the reward of celestial blessedness was

proposed to Adam in the event of his obeying God."*
.

We have here a glowing description of those glorious qualities

with which nnan was magnificently endowed at creation, which

makes it impossible to suppose that he had not power to stand in

the service of his God. And yet this view, which we have also

steadily maintained, is what the Determiniat denies. He affirms

that the sin of Adam was unavoidable. What contradictories

could be more pronounced? Let it be noticed, also, how plainly

the Formula Consensus intimates that Adam might have obeyed

the Covenant of Works, and secured eternal life and bliss, which

of course the Determinist refuses to admit, at least must logically

refuse to admit. This perspicuous formulary unquestionably

sustains our view—which we have proved to have been that of

Calvin—that Adam had the ability to stand, although he was

liable to fall; and that, as he might have stood, he possessed the

power to have determined otherwise than he did, when he de-

cided for sin. -

,We tire of adducing testimony which shows redundantly, that

the Consensus of the Reformed Church is in the teeth of the

Determinist philosophy, in its application to that sin from the

womb of which all other sins are born, which deluged the earth

with woes, and opened the gates of hell for myriads of our race.

But the allegation, that we are out of harmony with our own

formularies, must be met; and we conclude the appeal to symbolic

authority with a testimony which, in our former discussion, we

deemed too familiarly known to be expressly cited—that of the

Westminster Standards:

"After God had made all other creatures, he created man male and

female, with reasonable and immortal souls, endued with knowledge,

righteousness, and true holiness, after his own image, having the law of

God written in their hearts, and power to fulfil it ; and yet under a pos-

sibility of transgressing, being left to the liberty of their own will, which

was subject unto change. Beside this law written in their hearts, they

received a command not to eat of the tree of knowledge of good and

evil ; which while they kept they were happy in their communion with

God and had dominion over the creatures."!

*/6iU, pp. 732, 733. fCor/. of Faith, c. IV., 1%^
"
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"Having tl^e law of God written in their hearts, and power to fulfil

it."*

"Man in his state 'of innocency had freedom and power to will and

to do that which is p;ood and well-pleasing to God ; but yet mutably,

so that he might fall from it." ^ ' ;

"Man, by his fall into a state of sin and death, hath wholly lost all

ability of will to any spiritual good accompanying salvation."!

"Our first parents, being left to the freedom of their own will, fell from

the estate wherein they were created, by sinning against God."J

"God gave to Adam a law, as a covenant of works, by which he bound

him and all his posterity to personal, entire, exact, and perpetual obe-

dience
;
promised life upon the fulfilling, and threatened death upon the

breach of it ; and endued him with power and ability to keep it."§

It has been not unfrequently said that the Westminster

Standards are neutral in regard to the question between Supra-

lapsarians and Sublapsarians, and in relation to the controversy

about Philosophical Necessity. We are not now directly con-

cerned about the former of these affirmations, although indirectly

we are ; for we are thoroughly satisfied of the correctness of Sir

James Mackintosh's opinion, that no CalvinisticDeterminist can

logically refuse to be a Supralapsarian ; and the brother whose

criticisms we are now considering is, we think, an instance of its

truth. He supports his Determinism against theological objec-

tions, grounded in the Sublapsarian view, by boldly appealing to

Supralapsarian principles. We admire his consistency, if we

cannot his doctrine. He does not, as some others, avow a Sub-

lapsarian theology and a Determinist philosophy, between which

there is as much harmonv as between Joab and Amasa.

We take issue, however, very distinctly with the assertion of

the neutrality of the Calvinistic symbols in general, or of the

Westminster Standards in particular, in reference to the Deter-

minist controversy. Principal Cunningham has an elaborate

discussion to prove this thesis. If we had room we would like to

subject his argument to a searchmg examination, but we have

not; and must restrict what we have to say further to a few con-

cise comments on the passages cited from the Westminster Stand-

^Larg. Cat, Q. 17. ^Conf. of Faith, C. IX., §g2, 3.

XShorter Cat., Ques. 13. Larg. Cat., Ques. 21.

^,Conf. of Faith, Q.yilX.,\\.
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ards, in which, we are confident, their inconsistency with the

principles of Determinism, so far as the question of the will is

concerned, will be made to appear. :

:

-,< • j

;

In the first place, these standards unmistaks^bly declare that

man at first had freedom of will ; that our first parents were left

to the liberty or freedom of their own will ; and that the will of

man is endued with a natural liberty. Here it is plainly asserted

that freedom or liberty is a property of the will. Now the

Determinist flatly denies this. He contends that freedom is

a property of the man, and not of the will. The man is a

free agent, but the will is not free. Edwards ridicules the notion

that the will can be free. Are we dreaming when we say that

these views are palpably opposed to each other? Are is and is

not the same thing? Is an afiirmative proposition neutral in

relation to its negative?

In the second place, the standards aflBrm that man in innocency

had freedom to will and to do, etc. They assert the freedom of

the man both in willing and in doing. Now the Determinist

affirms that freedom or liberty consists only in doing as one has

willed, not in willing and doing. We have already cited the

definition of Edwards and the admission of our critic to prove

this. Here, then, we have again two affirmations that are utterly

opposed to each other.

In the, third place, the standards expressly declare that man

at first had power to fulfil or keep the law of God. The Deter-

minist denies that he had such power. For if he had, he might

have kept the law and been justified. But he was under a neces-

sity of sinning resulting from the fixed operation of God's fore-

ordaining purpose through the imperfection of his make. Man
therefore could not have had a power to fulfil the law which might

have defeated God's purpose. Now then we have the propositions

before us: Man had power to keep the law; man had not power

to keep the law. Can the former of these be neutral to the latter?

Or can they agree? Only Avhen e%t and non est can be recon-

ciled or be neutral towards each other.

In the fourth place, the standards employ the terms liberty of

the will, power of the will, ability of the will, interchangeably.
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They evidently make no difference between thera. But Deter-

niinists insist on a differsnce between ability and liberty. We
encounter then anot'her contradiction.

In the fifth place, the sti^nd^rds assert, as to man in innocence,

that there was a possibility of transgressing, thus implicitly affirm-

ing that there was a possibility of not transgressing. The Deterr

minist asserts that there was a necessity of transgressing. Here

is another contradiction, The Determinist affirms the impossi-

bility of not transgressing, which adds still another contradiction

to the growing catalogue.

In the sixth place, the standards evidently represent the will,

in consequence of its mutability—rits liability to change, as the

m'A^ of the cause which produced the first sin. The Determinist

denies this, but lodges the mutability primarily in the nature,

^j^traneously to the will, The will must be held to be the mere

instrument used by the other faculties ; hence the origin of the first

sin must have lain back of the will. In this we descry another con-

tradiction. In fact, the standards take the common sense ground

that the nature of the soul must include the spontaneous disposition

of the will, while the consistent Peterminist represents it as exclud-

ing that disposition. The will is no sharer of the nature; it is

extra-natural, and the mere hand of the nature ! We can see how

the nature lies back of and influences the decisions or acts of the

will—the volitions; but then the nature includes the habitus of

the will itself. This is the view taken by the standards and

rejected by consistent Determinists.

In the seventh place, there is an irreconcilable difference be-

tween the doctrine of our standards and that of Determinism, as

expounded by President Edwards, in regard to the question

whether ipan, in innocence, possessed the power of otherwise de-

termining than he actually did, that is, the power of contrary

choice in relation to the alternatives of holiness and sin. We
need not state particularly the Determinist position on this ques-

tion. It is familiar to all that it wholly denies the possibility of

such a power. Edwards pronounces it absurd. Adam who did

actually choose sin could not have chosen not to sin. His sin

was unavoidable, as the result of a philosophical necessity oper-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—6.
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ating through his spontaneity upon his will. This we have denied,

and for doing so are criticised as being in opposition to our stan-

dards. Now let us collect the statements which bear upon the

point: Man was made in the image of God, endued with knowledge,

righteousness, and true holiness, had the iaw of God written on

his heart and power to fulfil it. So says the Confession in one

place. In another it declares that God endued man with power

and ability to keep the law. He had ""the law of God wiitten

on" his "heart, and power to fulfil it." So says the Larger

Catechism. Again, the Confession says that man had freedom

and power to will and to do that which is good and well-pleasing

to^God; and further, that he hath wholly lost all ability of will

to any spiritual good. Man had power to fulfil the law; power

and ability to keep it; freedom and power to will and to do what

was right; and ability of will to spiritual good—for if he has

lost that ability, he must have had it to lose. Here, then is

power, ability, freedom—more, ability and freedom of will, to

choose holiness. He who can deny that the standards affirm that

man had that power and freedom, can deny the plainest state-

ments. But on the other hand, it is a fact that man did choose

sin. How can the fact be accounted for? The standards say

that being left to the freedom of his will, he fell; that his power

to fulfil, to keep, the law was possessed under a possibility of his

transgressing, because he was left to the liberty of his own will,

which was subject to change; that he had freedom and power to

will and to do what was right, mutably, so that he might fall from

it. He might stand, yet he might fall; he might will and do

right, yet he might will and do wrong; he might choose holiness,

yet he might choose sin. When then he did sin, might he not

have done otherwise? If so, although the terms power of con-

trary choice are not used—and we care for the thing, not the

words—the power itself is so plainly asserted that he that runs

may read. To sum up the matter : the standards say that Adam
in innocence had the power of otherwise determining than he did

;

the Detenninist says that he had not that power. The two doctrines

are contradictory and mutually exclusive. We must make our

election; and as, when we found Calvin and Edwards opposed to
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each other, we went with Calvin, so now we go with the Oalvinistic

standards rather than with the Deterministic philosophy. The

difficulty is not that' we have departed from Calvin and the Cal-

vinistic forraularies, but that we have too faithfully employed

their doctrine in regard to the determining effect of man's first

unnecessitated decision of the will for sin upon human guilt and

corruption—a doctrine which dissipates the metaphysical specu-

tions of Determinism as the rising sun dispels a morning mist. ,

We close with two brief but striking testimonies from illustrious

Calvin ists, whose shoes we would be willing to bear. The first

is from Dr. John Witherspoon, a successor of the great Edwards

in the presidential chair at Princeton:

"It is remarkable that the advocates for necessity have adopted a dis-

tinction made use of for other purposes, and forced it into their service:

I mean moral and natural necessity—they say natural or physical neces-

sity takes away liberty, but moral necessity does not—at the same time

they explain moral necessity so as to make it truly physical or natural.

That is physical necessity which is the invincible effect of the law of

nature, and it is neither less natural nor less unsurmountable if it is from

the laws of spirit, than it would be if it were from the laws of matter."*

The other testimony is from Dr. Thornwell, whose admiration

for Calvin amounted to a passion, and who made the Institutes

his text book of theological instruction.

"The theory of Edwards breaks down. (1.) It does not explain ^uilt

;

it does not rid God [of the charge] of being the author of sin. {%) It

does not explain the moral value attached to character. (3.) This

theory explains self-expression, but not self-determination. Now a

just view must show how we first determine, and then habitually ex-

press ourselves. In these determinations is found the moral sicrnifi-

cance of these expressions. Otherwise my nature would be no more than

the nature of a plant. . . The province of the will [in man's state of in-

nocence] was to determine^ that is, to root and o;round these principles as

a fixed nature. There was power to do so. When so determined, a holy

necessity would have risen as to the perfection of our being. There was

also the possibilit*y of determining otherwise—a power of perverting our

nature, of determining it in another direction. ... In the moral sphere,

and especially in relation to single acts, this freedom is now seen in

man."'t

* Works, Vol. IV., Lecture on Divinity, XIII., p. 89.

"{Coll. Writings, Vol. I., pp. 250, 251.
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We are not a Li'bet'tat-iaYi, nt)V do we pi'etfend X6 e^ct a philos<6-

|)hy of th6 Vv'ili. No Nec^S^ital-ian afBrms ^•6^q p08iti\^ely than

wfe do th^ dreadful Fact Of the tt'eCessity which holds the Will of

the unfegen^l-ate man in chains ii)f bondage to 'sift. But wfe pro-

test agiiihst the eni'ploym^ht of tliis fact a^ a basis for a treniort*-

doUs philosophical geileralisatioh under Which all thieothet' facts of

n^an'B mOtal bistoi'y—the fa6t lof th6 fii'st human sin and the fact

of raan^s pfes^rtt agency in the rtieVely natural dphiefte^^ai^e to be

reduced. The scheta'e of ^Philoisdphi'cial Necessity, eapetiially in

the hands bf Edwat'dd, is an in!itan(ie Of brilliant thinking,

ahd owed its religious application to A laudable ihtention; but

the Calvinistic Theology, grounding itself in the sut^e word of

prophecy, may Well Say to the advocates of that system, Non tali

auxilio nee defensorihus isHs !

We think we can, without arrogance, claim that we have

proved: that Calvin was not "as rigorous an advocate of Deter-

minism as Edwards himself"; that we have closely adhered to

his doctrine of the Will ; that, in the views we have maintained,

we bave not contravened, but represented, th(i great Calvihistic

symbols, and that, cohstequently, we have hot inculcated "a hew

theology."

We had hoped to be able tO discUs* other points in the allegation

(which we have considered only ih one aspect), especially the in-

dictment of us iov not being Supralapsariafts as well afe Detefmin-

ists, and for departing from Calvin and tbe Calvinistic stattdafds

in advocating Sublapsarianisra^ and the existence particularly of

a permissive decree in relation to man's first sin. The consid-

eration of these points we must reserve for another opportunity.

[Note.—We take occasion here to correct an error in the first Article

of this series Ort the Will. It occurs on page 621, Vol. XXX.: "The

qiiestion has oftett been discussed whether desire belongs to the feelings

or th6 will. Hamilton, in his Lectures, which were his earliest produc-

tions, assigns it to the former category, but in his Notes to Reid, to the

latter." Through inadvertency of some sort, "former" was placed where

"latter" ought to have been, and vice versa. The reference is given in a

foot note to the passage in Hamilton's Reid, which is : "This is virtually

to identify Desire and Will, which is contrary to truth and our author's

own doctrine." The intention was to say that Hamilton in his Lectures

I
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tilssigtied desif^ to the vrill^ but in his Reid to the feiBlings* We wei*e led

to suppose thib, because in his Lectures he classed desire with will, in

contradistinction from the feelings, and in his Reid sharply discriminated

desire from will. A more attentive examination of his position has con-

vinced US that he made the Conative Powers generic, with Desire and

Will contained undei* them as species ; and, cortseqluently, that in ex-

iiluding desii*e froitt the feelings, he did not assign it to the will speci-

fically, but to the CortAtive Powers : and thAt in refusing to I'efer it to the

wjll, he did not class it with the feelings.]

J. L. Girardeau.

V*

ARTICLE IL
Jn^'

:--^- : ,i '.
I yf'-':''i'

'

RATIONALISM IN THE CHURCH t;^r«w« RATIONALISM
WITHOUT.

Idleness, faithlessness to duty, and discontent, are prone to lay

the blame of failure at the door of "the times" ; to exalt the past at

the expense of the present, and to croak over the degeneracy of

these hitter days as compared with the purity and power, the vigor

and virtue oF day« gone by. The writer of this article in the

outset distinctly disavows such a tendency. He firmly believes

that men give tone to the times and not the times to men; that

the human race, as a race., is as teachable^ as ready to receive and

apply the truth as it ever has been. Whenever a teacher rises

up with the credentials of his commission in the truth of his mes-

sage, in the earnestness of its delivery and in that self=-abnegation

of life which attests the singleness of his motive, he iacks not

listeners, and one age gives as good audience as another. There

are occasional exceptions to be met with here atid there in the

long line of teachers, whose excellence makes them the contem-

poi-aries of all time; all men claim them and all countries

recognise them; but these are rare^ and the exception is not

so much in the pupils as in the teacher. The great average

of the world is just as wise^ just as pure as ever it was ; and while

some particular Species of error may be more prominent in one

age than in the preceding, yet on the wholei, truth is equally as
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powerful as in former times and even more so. If the querulous

of each generation would view the whole battle-field, they would

doubtless discover that, though some little squadron of error seems-

to have the advantage, yet the array of truth, as an army, is

steadily and surely advancing from age to age.

Let no one therefore impute the sentiments expressed in this

article to the tendency above alluded to. No comparisons are

instituted between periods of time. The present only is examined,

and charges are preferred against it without reference to the past*

whether better or worse.

It is scarcely conceivable that any observant eye can have

failed to notice the virulence of the sceptipism of the last few

years. The prevailing type seems to be a species of rationalism,

or the disposition to use reason as the sole and satisfactory inter-

preter and expositor of all the facts presented in the nature or

history of man The supernatural element is discounted or En-

tirely eliminated, and human reason essays by its own ingenuity

to solve every riddle without reference to any supreme, sovereign,

personal God. Unbelief is so protean in form, that there is

nothing surprising in any shape it may assume. The object of

this article. is not to discuss rationalism from this quarter; being

professedly and avowedly "aliens from the commonwealth of

Israel," we need not be surprised to find them theoretically as

well as practically "without God in the world." But when those

who are, on the other hand, professedly in the camp of Israel

.

yet speak the language of Ashdod, surprise is natural. Better

things are justly expected of them.

That not only soldiers but even leaders in the camp do use

this mingled dialect is evident. There is a painful attitude of

compromise and conciliation on the part of those who should give

no uncertain sound in this conflict. The great burden of effort

seems to be to reconcile and harmonise; and this, mark it, not

the position of the enemy with the demands of dogmatic faith,

but the reverse. Whenever there is a difference between the two,

in the minds of these harmonisers the presumption is in favor of

rationalism, and dogmatic faith must immediately rise to an
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-explanation. Thus the enemy receives the lion's share in this

compromise. Without learning from past experience that the

arrogance of this rationalism grows with what it feeds upon, be-

coming more exacting with ever}' concession, these conciliators

are forever finding new harmony, inventing new methods of keep-

ing the peace with this belligerent spirit, and seem entirely to

have forgotten that "the wisdom which is from above is first

pure, then peaceable." We have the Church assuming the hu-

miliated position of a weather-vane to show from what quarter

tlie hostile wind sets. Indeed, by examining the latest interpre-

tations, readings, etc., of the Scriptures, one can almost deter-

mine the character of the latest assault made upon Christianity.
^

There are expositions advanced and defended, as consistent

with God's Word, which woul<l doubtless have astonished the

Westminster Assembly beyond expression. It seems that there

is hardly a theory too intrinsically absurd, too God-defying in its

nature or effects, to find some professed champion of revelation

to advocate its claims and invent some method of reconciling

God's Word with it. They learn no lesson from the proverbial

fickleness of these theories; though it hardly gives them breathing

space between one adjustment and the demand for another.

Scarcely have they reconciled one theory before a change of base

calls for another exhibition of their ecclesiastical legerdemain.

Such a course is calculated to bring the Woi'd of God into pro-

found contempt. If it means everything, it means nothing. Such

treatment would give it about the coherency and force of the

fabled Sibylline leaves, blown hither and thither by the winds

and put together like the games of mutilated figures invented for

the amusement of children. Given the existence of the God of

the Bible, the personal, present Jehovah of his people—and all

attempt to eliminate the supernatural is not only unnecessary

but atheistic in tendency. It may recognise some species of God,

but it owns no allegiance to the Lord God of Hosts. And yet

how common is this attitude of conciliation and compromise with

an infidel rationalism !

!

I. Hear one of the latest expounders; one high in authority
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and chosen by a great University to traqe the hund of this living,

personal God in the history of his people. In commenting on

the rebuke the a&s gave Balaam, he says ;
,

"It is, however, worthy of obsorvatiop that the words of the ftss do not

rise above the anijnal sphere ; they are strictly confined to the region of

animal perception or sensation. The miracle consists merely in the fact

that by a divine influence or operation, the natural expression of animal

sensation is made to acquire a modulation which g;ive8 it the character

of the articulate sounds of human language. It is difficult to decide

whether this modulation occurred already in the mouth of the ass, or in

the ear of Balaam only
; the decision, perhaps, depends on the answer to

the question whether Bala,k*s messenjijers were present or absent. If

they were present, the modulation of the voice occurred in the ear of

Balaam; If they were absent, that interpretation claims the

preference according to which the modulated words proceeded from the

mouth of the animal."

Which being translated into plain unvarnished J]nglish, nieans

simply that the incident is as little miraculous as it could be, to

be at all so; not ohjeotionahly miraculous even at its worst—

"merely this" '^animal sphere," "natural expression of animal

sensation." The miracle consists n^erely in the fact that the

animal, when struck, brayed; this braying was modulated some-

how and somewhere so as to sound like human language. The

whereabouts of this wonderful modulation is to be determined by

the consideration whether there were spectators or not ; if there

were none, we may venture to place it in the mouth of the ass;

jf, however, there were spectators, this would be hazardous, and the

modulation had better be confined to the ear of Balaam ! When

this wonderful feat of exposition is examined in the light of

2 Peter ii. 16, "But was rebuked for his iniquity, the dumb ass

speaking with man s voice forbade the madness of the prophet,"

the laborious effort of the learned D. D. seems utterly futile;

and the reader, while according him peculiar fitness to explain

the modui* operandi of this particular animal's exercise of speech,

will doubtless excuse the task.

A comparatively recent work from fi high source, which has

received unstinted praise and has not yet met with the fair and

just criticism which its gorgeous mosaic of excellence and defect

merits, evinces the same tendency. In commenting on the miracle

]Hh
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\^a8_healed and the devils

into the swine, it^ays : „

"That the demoniac was healed—that in the terribl^B^nal paroxysm

which usually accompanied the deliverance from this strange and awful

malady, a herd of swine was in some way affected with sucii wild terror

as to rush headlong in large numbers over the steep liiHsiae into the

waters of the lake—and that in the minds of all who were present, in-

cluding that of the sufferer himself, this precipitate rushing of, the swine

was connected with the man's release from his demoniac thraldom—thus

much is clear, and knowing to how singular an extent the mental

impressiidns of man affect by some unknown electric influence the lower

animals—knowing for instance, that man's cowardice and exultation, and

even his superstitious terrors, do communicate themselves to the dog

which accompanies him, or the horse on which he rides—there can be

little or no difficulty in understanding that the shrieks and gesticulations

of a powerful lunatic might strike uncontrollable terror into a herd of

swine."

Mark two phrases in passing: "in large numbers," and the

apparently careless, but suggestive addition of the words, "and

even his superstitious terrors^'' to "cowardice and exultation;"

this addition certainly adds no force to the specifications already

given, and how artlessly the insinuation is entered, "and even his

superstitious terrors" ! But to continue :

"It is true that the evangelists (as their language clearly shows) held,

in all its simplicity, the belief that actual devils passed in multitudes out of

the man and into the swine. But is it not allowable here to make a dis-

tinction between actual facts and that which was the mere conjecture

and inference of the spectators from whom the three evangelists heard

the tale?"

This language is too plain to need translation. Compare it

with Luke's account, in which it is said: "So the devils besought

him, saying, If thou cast us out, suffer us to go away into the herd

of swine. And he said unto them, Q-o. And when they were

come out, they went into the herd of swine: and behold, the

whole herd ran violently down a steep place into the sea and per-

ished in the waters."

The three evangelists agree in representing the devils as making

this request and our Saviour as granting it. Hence the remark

of the author is just, that the language of the evangelists "clearly

shows that they held in all its simplicity the belief that actual

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—7.
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devils passed in multitudes out of the man and into the swine."

Let the reader ask himself, Is Luke's account a narrative of what

occurred, or is it the "mere conjecture or inference" of those

from whom he "heard the tale"? Can an inspired narrative of

events be, a mixture of "actual facts" and "conjecture and infer-

ence"? If this question is answered in the affirmative, then the

very practical problem arises, where there is no distinction made

in the text, how is the reader to draw the line ? What part of

this wondrous combination is myth, and what part is the word of

God? If there are rocks undistinguished in this chart, of what

value is it? It is of no avail to tell the mariner that it is sub-

stantially correct; there may be the fewest unsafe places as com-

pared with the whole, but the freight is an immortal one, and the

craft cannot afford to risk wreck ; the issues are so tremendous

and the value of the cargo so transcendent, that even the slightest

risk becomes intolerable.

In another place, the same author says

:

"We must here follow that (order) given by St. Luke, both because it

appears to us intrinsically probable and because St. Luke, unlike the two

previous evangelists, seems to have been guided, so far as his information

allowed, by chronological considerations."

" So far as his information allowed" !

!

Again:

"Under the dark shadow of the trees, amid the interrupted moonlight,

it seems to them that there is an angel with him."

"It seems to them" !

!

Again

:

"An earthquake shook the earth and split the rocks, and as it rolled

away from their places the great stones which closed and covered the

cavern sepulchres of the Jews, so it seemed to the imaginations of many
to have disimprisoned the spirits of the dead, and to have filled the air

with ghostly visitants, who after Christ had risen appeared to linger in

the Holy City."

How shamefully weak and trifling does this pretty piece of

word-painting seem when placed side by side with the plain simple

statement oi fact made in the Scriptures : "And the graves were

opened; and many bodies of the saints which slept arose, and

came out of the graves after his resurrection, and went into the

b<
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holy city, and appeared unto many." The author obviously of-

fers his sentences as a mere paraphrase of the inspired narrative;

yet observe the labore'd eifort to explain away the supernatural

element so plainly contained in the Bible account. The scepti-

cism is rather insinuated than honestly pronounced. To read it

is like inhaling the subtle and perfumed breath of a miasmatic

atmosphere. The reader will not be surprised to find that this

author never loses an opportunity to throw a contemptuous fling

or a covert insinuation at "orthodox theology"; terming it vari-

ously "cold," "hard," "denunciatory," "pharisaical," "unrea-

soning," "unspiritual," "narrow, stolid prejudice," etc., etc.

II. Another evidence of this tendency to ehminate the super-

natural in deference to man's reason, is seen in the explanations

of the New Birth given in some quarters. God's agency is re-

duced to a minimum, and man's exalted. Regeneration, as ex-

plained by some professedly evangelical teachers, is simply refor-

mation. What has been considered by the consensus of truly

evangelical teachers as the Bible idea of regeneration, a new birth,

a new creation—the " being born not of blood, nor of the will of

man, nor of the will of the flesh, but of God " ; the being "created

in Christ Jesus unto good works "—is openly scouted as fanatic-

ism, emotional frenzy, animal excitement, and regeneration is

made about equivalent to ecclesiastical connexion. When referred

to the teaching of the Scripture, they respond: True, the Bible

uses strong language if strictly interpreted, but such interpreta-

tion is unnecessary. It is mysterious, incomprehensible, humbling

to man. Objection will constantly be made to it, and this must

be taken into account in any system which is addressed to the

enlightened understanding of man. Hence these eminently con-

siderate explanations. We have a religion which man will not

be inclined to cavil at. When the imperious human understanding

asks doubtingly, if not contemptuously, How can these things

be ? instead of answering the question, as Christ did^ by a re-

announcement and reinforcement of the truth, however mysteri-

ous, these obliging champions proceed to show that these things

do not "be" in any off"ensive sense; that what some fanatics call
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regeneration is merely "a half hour's excitement in a hot meet-

ing-house."

And here may be observed a striking instance of the inconsis-

tency of error. Closely allied to this position, which owes its

very existence to a deference to rationalism, we find rationalism

sorely tried by a religion of superstitious sacramentarianisra, be-

ginning with baptismal regeneration and ending with the real

presence, practically, if not theoretically, taught. Every principle

of a sound and consistent rationalism would repudiate and scorn

such absurdities. Still, there is presented this strange hetero-

geneity of obsequious deference to reason in one department, and

in another department of the same faith, reason asked to accept,

swallow, and digest principles which, it would be easy to show,

invalidate every deduction of this same reason, render scepticism

inevitable, and introduce the chaos of lunacy into the world of

man's mind. And what is the result of this compromise? It is,

that here, as everywhere else, the truth is vindicated, which de-

clares that the foolishness of God is wiser than men and the

weakness of God stronger than men; a spectacle of large com-

munion rolls, upon which are the names of many who not only

are not converted, but even ridicule the idea. This unnatural

coalition produces worthy fruit, and its offspring is an infertile

hybrid, "having a form of godliness, but denying the power

thereof" An opiate has been administered, which places men
' in a slumber of security from which nothing can arouse them.

The sword of God's word falls blunt upon this terrible coat of

mail woven out of ecclesiastical connexion. Being "in the

church," such warnings and appeals as are addressed in the Scrip-

tures to the unconverted, apply not to them. Taught that they

are cured, they of course take no medicine, and their case is

practically hopeless. Imposition of hands has usurped the func-

tions of the Spirit of God; and the ghostly farce has sealed the

ear, closed the heart, and soothed the conscience.

III. The same course has been pursued with reference to

prayer. Here the supernatural element is equally incomprehen-

sible, and hence equally distasteful. Objections arise grounded
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on the character of God, his immutability not to be changed by

man's desires, his omniscience not needing man's reminders; on

the stability of nature and the predetermined course of events,

not to be affected by human breath. To meet these objections,

we have the usual course resorted to. The compromisers are

equal to the emergency, and the result is what is styled the Sub-

jective Theory. Say they, True, it is inconceivable how God,

his character being such as it is, and the course of nature being

what it is, can be affected by the petitions of men. But then it

is not necessary to hold any such view. Prayer is effective, and

indeed is a mighty power, a great nourisher of Christian growth,

but its effect is subjective; an exaltation of soul in the act of

prayer, a lifting of it up to higher aims and nobler feelings, a

soother of sorrows and a strengthener of virtues, by means of this

spiritual elevation. It is like a golden chain, on which we hang

and draw ourselves towards the throne of God ; the little boat

pulling on a line draws itself towards the mighty vessel, but it is

the tiny boat that moves, not the mighty vessel ; so with frail,

feeble man, he moves real I}' nearer to God, but God is immovable.

No effect in him, no change in nature, is necessary to explain the

real power of prayer, but an effect in the soul of him who prays,

a change in the spiritual condition of the suppliant.

"Lord, what a chann;e within us one short hour

Spent in thy presence will prevail to make

!

What heavy burdens from our bosoms take,

What parched grounds refresh us with a shower

!

We kneel, and all around us seems to lower,-

We rise, and all, the distant and the near,

Stands forth in sunny outline brave and clear;

We kneel—how weak! we rise—how full of power 1"

All of this is very beautiful, very comforting, and very true,

as far as it goes. It is, however, but half of the truth; and with-

out the other half, is not the truth at all. When combined with

the scriptural view of prayer, it is fruitful of peace, comfort, and

strength; when alone, it is a withered branch. So far from being

sufficient in itself, it derives all its force from the truth of the

Objective Theory. For the merest tyro can prick this beautiful

bubble, blown for the delight of rationalism, by simply asking.
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How can prayer have this effect upon a man who believes that

this is all? Does not this comfort, this elevation of soul, arise

from the very faith that rests itself in the Bible teaching that

God is the hearer of prayer ?

Dissipate this " illusion," as these expositors would term it, and it

is like taking the spectator behind the scenes and showing him the

machinery which manufactures the thunder and lightning ; reveal-

ing the prosaic homeliness of that which, when painted and be-

spangled and set off by the glare and glitter of gas, throws the audi-

ence into paroxysms of enthusiasm over it3 beauty. You have

robbed it of its romance when it appears weighed by the pound and

measured by the yard. If this subjective theory is a sufficient

explanation, then the reproach, Ignorance is the mother of de-

votion, is just. Any thoughtful man feels that comfort purchased

at the price of self-deceit is dearly bought. It is true that ration-

alism scoffs at prayer in any scriptural sense of the term, but it

is surely better to let it scoff than to attempt to conciliate it by

any such compromise as this. Better even to join with it in

ridicule, than virtually to take the ground that prayer is a com-

fortable delusion, a mummery to be encouraged and defended,

because it affords peace to those who engage in it—a peace

which is the offspring of delusion, a comfort which is in propor-

tion to the ignorance of the superstitious devotee.

IV. The same tendency is again brought to light by the dis-

cussion growing out of the latest freak of a sensational age, the

presence of the female evangelists, who infest certain portions of

the country. Society, religious and irreligious, arrays itself pro

and C071. Of course, the irreligious care nothing for the teachings

of the Scriptures. But the minister who desires to utilise the

sensation created and reap the advantage of whatever is going,

finds it incumbent upon him to explain his position and reconcile

this new monstrosity of petticoats in the pulpit with the teachings

of Paul. It is, indeed, a hard task; but hard as it is, it would

be a still harder task to conceive anything which these reconcilers

would give up as irreconcilable.

A learned argument is constructed from the word used in the
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passage, "I suffer not a woman to teach." But common sense,

not to say a sound scholarship, blows this defence too high to be

seen with a telescope. ' If the word "teach " means babble, why
the declaration at all, in the first place? In the second place,

why restricted to woman? Are women alone interdicted from

babbling f Judging from this interpretation, it is to be inferred

that the prohibition applies not to men, and that its defenders

maintain it upon personal grounds. Thirdly, common sense

asks. Of what is the immediate context (1 Tim. ii. 9-14) treating?

of the character of preaching, or of the relation of the sexes and

certain restrictions arising from sex-distinctions?
^ ''"

When this interpretation fails, resort is had to the theory of

*' degrees of inspiration." The very name by which this theory

is baptized is prophetic of its absurdity. How can there be any

such thing as degrees of inspiration ? Can one passage be less

inspired than another, if inspired at all ? This obvious absurdity,

however, is based upon certain passages in which this same Apostle

distinctly/ disavows authority, and states that he speaks not of

commandment, but by permission
;
giving merely his own opinion,

which he says is not to be binding upon any one. With a strange

convenience, these ''degree" interpreters extend this exception,

"But I speak this by permission and not of commandment," to

the passage under consideration, and that, too, as authoritative a

passage as any in his writings.

But if this resort also fails, then the defence is built upon the

temporary force of the declaration. Times have changed, say

they, and though the Apostle did really prohibit female preaching

in his day, the prohibition is not binding now under such circum-

stances as those of the present day. Without laying stress upon

the reason assigned for his prohibition by the Apostle himself in

the next verse (''For Adam was first formed, then Eve. And
Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in

the transgression "—which bases the prohibition upon a rather

permanent distinction), attention is directed to the danger of such

a position. If the Bible is out of date in one portion, why not

in another? If man is allowed discretion to sit in judgment upon

one express declaration, and declare it antiquated, why may not
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another exercise the same discretion, with reference to some

declaration which stands in his Way ? You have the wedge en-

tered; the camel's nose is in the tent, and according to the old

Arab proverb, you may get ready to vacate the pren^ises in the

camel's favor. What can the preacher, who gives such a view,

say when one of his inconsistent members parries, in the same

manner, the force of such declarations as, "The friendship of the

world is enmity against God;" "If any man love the world, the

love of the Father is not in him " ?

But the crowning argument, ^he imperative necessity for this

compromise, is the apparent success of this new species of preach-

ing. But even were it successful, beyond the shadow of a doubt,

it would still be easy to see that this could not constitute an argu-

ment against a divinely inspired command. God's providence is

not our rule; he acts sovereignly when and where and how he

pleases. We are taught that he causes even the wrath of man to

praise him. It is his province to overrule even wickedness to his

glory. His rule is his sovereign pleasure ; ours is the inspired

Bible. So that even were the success of such preaching a demon-

strated fact, it would still prove nothing in this discussion, ex-

cept the sovereignty of God. Man, however, has not the data by

which to judge the success or failure of this movement; eternity

alone can furnish it. The presumption is against the success.

This much merely in passing; there are but two propositions in

an argument upon this question : Is the Bible inspired? Does

the Bible forbid a woman to preach? The first question is unhesi-

tatingly answered in the affirmative. Then it is humbly sub-

mitted, that the arguments to be used in the second are pureli/

exegetical; the authorities are grammars and lexicons, not any

success resulting from the work, whether such success be fancied

or real. The exegetical argument ought to be satisfactory, con-

clusive, and final, to all who hold the theory of inspiration in

its integrity.

Any appeal to the effects of such preaching is an implicit sur-

render of the inspiration of the Scriptures. It manifests a weak-

ness in the knees on this fundamental article in the Christian

faith. To all such appeals, the firm adherent to this fundamental
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doctrine will respond, I do not doubt the piety of these ladies, I

do not impugn their motives, I do not underrate their eloquence

or ability ; but my guide is God's word ; in my opinion, it distinctly

forbids them the performance of this function, and believing this,

I cannot endorse the movement. There is no appeal to me from

tlie word of God.

Of course such a position will raise the cry of unenlightened,

harsh, narrow bigotry ; but the Christian minister should be able

and willing to endure this. If he allows such a cry to frighten

him out of this stronghold, that is aiforded by an unwavering, un-

hesitating adherence to God's iijspired Bible, he is then at the

mercy of every freak and fancy of this essentially sensational age.

He has thrown overboard his compass; his course will be accord-

ing to the whim of every new wind of doctrine; he may reconcile

himself to the position of drift-wood, to a course as wild and un-

certain as the vagaries of error.

V. But the attitude of religion towards physical science is a

more striking illustration of this tendency than any previously

presented in this article. •nrr*-

Were it not so serious and important a matter, it would be

amusing to see the gymnastics through which certain interpreters

go, to reconcile this branch of the opposition. It zs doubtless

amusing to the infidel. The first chapter of Genesis has been

converted into a perfect circus ring for these performances, and

commentators vie with each other in agility. The deadest of all

dead languages proves to be exceedingly living and plastic in

their hands. Just consider the number and variety of interpre-

tations that have been offered to conciliate science.

Concerning these theories of ''reconciliation," Prof. Huxley

is reported to have said in New York, in his lecture on The Un-

tenable Hypotheses

:

"In the first place, it is not my business to say what the Hebrew text

contains and what it does not; and in the second place, were I to say that

this was the biblical hypothesis (creation in six literal days), I should be

met by the authority of eminent scholars, to say nothing of men of science,

who, in tecent times, have absolutely denied that this doctrine is to be

found in Genesis at all. If we are to listen to them, we must believe that

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—8.
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what seems so clearly defined as days of creation—as if very ^reat pains

had been taken that there should be no mistake—that these are not days

at all, but periods that we may make just as lon^ as convenience requires.

We are also to understand that it is consistent with that phraseology to

believe that plants and animals may have been evolved by natural pro-

cesses, lastinfi; for millions of years, out of similar rudiments. A person

who is not a Hebrew scholar can only stand by and admire the marvel-

lous flexibility of a lani^uaiie which admits of such diverse interpretations.

Assuredly, in the face of such contradictory authority upon matters upon

which one is competent to form no judgment, he will abstain from any

opinion as I do; and in the third place, I have carefully abstained from

speakinii of this as a Mosaic doctrine, because we are now assured upon

the authority of the hiirhest critics and even dignitaries in the Church,

that there is no evidence whatever that Moses ever wrote this chapter or

knew anything about it."

It would be a digression from the purpose of this article to

enter into any statement or discussion of these interpretations.

When they fail to give satisfaction, then resort is had to the gen-

eral character of the writings and writer as an apology for the

statements contained in the opening chapters of Genesis. The

special attention of the reader is invited to this resort. Vague

reference is made to "the early age," "period of childhood,"

"undeveloped character of knowledge," etc. Under this specious

guise we are insensibly educated to consider Moses as a sort of

semi-barbarian, well informed for his times, but still uncultured,

ignorant, and even superstitious. He gave the account of crea-

tion in general vogue in his day; indeed, no other w^ould have

been understood. Science was yet in the loins of its parent, and

it would be unreasonable to expect anything like a statement

consistent with scientific truth. When one reads so intermina-

bly of the inadequacy, incorrectness, etc., of the "Mosaic idea;"

the many apologies made for the ignorance, the crudeness of his

notions, he is tempted to ask, In what sense can this account of

creation be called the Mosaic idea? Is it Moses speaking, or

God f Was Moses merely putting on record the curious absurd

fancies of an unenlightened age, or was he the mouth-piece to

declare the word of the Lord God? Were God's ideas crude?

Was Jehovah in his childhood at that time, waiting for .the illu-

mination of this wonderful science ? Did God publish an account
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which was false to fact and put it into man's hands as his in*

apired word f

The books of Moses run like a thread through the Old Testa-

ment Scriptures. Reflect upon the frequency of quotation, rei

erence, illustration, or allusion, all pointing to some portion ot

the Pentateuch. Let any one attempt to expunge from the Old

Testament every verse depending for its force upon the books of

Moses, and he will be surprised at the havoc he has made in hia

Bible. These writings have us nmch connexion with the rest of

the Bible as the first five chapters of Arithmetic have with the

science of Mathematics. Blot out addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, iihd division from Arithmetic, and what would become

of the rest of it? Further I Is not this semi-barbaric venter of

crude notions amply supported by the New Testament? The

Pharisees were constantly confronting our Lord with the sayings

of Moses and endeavoring to establish contradiction, or at least

conflict, between the doctrines of the Pentateuch and his teaching.

How easv it would have been for him at once finally and forever

to have emancipated, himself from these difficulties by fixing the

status of Moses according to the views of these modern concilia-'

tors; their theory would have been eminently in point. Instead,

however, of pursuing this simple and easy course, he, on the. con-

trary, sustains Moses always. "For had ye believed Moses, ye

Would have believed me, for he wrote of me." Our Lord quotes

from Moses, and Moses alone, in repelling each assault of the

devil against him in the wilderness. Strange that the devil did

not impugn the authority of those writings then as he has done

since. We see Moses on the Mount of Transfiguration as repre-

sentative of one the three great dispensations. During the walk

to Emmaus, after his resurrection^ in expounding the Scriptures

Q,owGQrmng\\\m^e\i he begins with Moses. And strongest of all

the testimonies, in one place he says: "If they believe not Moses

and the prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one rose

from the dead."

How then is the Bible to be sustained if Moses is discredited?

What department of it, history, narrative, or precept, does not

depend upon the authority and credibility of Moses? Underrate
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the Pentateuch, and you underrate the whole Bible; undermine

the authority of Moses, and you undermine that of Christ. Our

Lord vouches for Moses on all occasions, and the candid student

will be driven to the conclusion that Christ and Moses stand or

fall together.

These sentences have been penned to little purpose if their

practical character is not evident, and hence any extended or

detailed application is deemed unnecessary. However, it may

not be amiss to indulge in a few reflections by way of concluding

the subject.

The first thought suggested by an examination of these theories

is, cui bono? Admit that they succeed in the work undertaken,

i. e., that the explanations are satisfactory, where is the advan-

tage? Does any one believe that rationalism, with the way thus

cleared, will be any more ready to receive the gospel, any the

less hostile to its Great Author? Every one at all acquainted

with the human heart knows that these objections are the merest

pretexts behind which carnality entrenches itself. To remove a

pretext is no advantage whatever. When the Holy Ghost shakes

a soul with the conviction of personal sin, these barricades are

levelled with the shock, and we see and hear no more of them.

Until this power comes, to destroy one series of outworks is but

to clear the way for the immediate erection of another. The

Christian heart needs no such processes of reconciliation, and the

infidel rationalist is not bettered by them. Even if satisfactory,

they are of no avail ; but they are notoriously unsatisfactory.

They are even derided by those to whom they defer. The extract

from Prof. Huxley, quoted above, is a fair sample of the spirit in

which such overtures are received. In political circles it is said

that to throw a candidate on the defensive is to ruin his prospects.

' Has not Christianity been on the defensive long enough ? The

world is flooded with apologetic literature of this sort. It is a

question for serious reflection whether on the whole, taken in its

length and breadth, apologetics has not been of more injury than

benefit to the cause. We find no trace of it in the Scriptures.

Consider the difficulties w^ith which those Scriptures had to con-
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tend, the condition of mankind to whom they were addressed.

Polytheism was enthroned in the high places of the earth, and

the world was one great pantheon of idol worship. Every nation

had its numerous priesthood, generally the influential, cultivated,

noble class of the people. Every city had its splendid temples

and its complicated ritual. Every tree and fountain had its

.

peculiar divinity. Art and science, education and refinement,

culture and influence, power, civil and military, all were arrayed

on the side of idolatry. Wherever there was any philosophy or

literature, it was the handmaidof this all-prevalent system of gods

many and lords many. It was completely inwrought into the

very national life of every people upon the face of the earth

excepting only a nation of liberated slaves. The- Bible coming

into such a world, encountering such opposing influences and

prejudices, without one word of argument, apology, compromise,

or conciliation, contradicts the universal sentiment of mankind by

opening with the sublime declaration, "In the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth." And the rest of it is consistent

with its opening sentence. We find no argument, no" compro-

mise, no conciliation in it from beginning to end. It lays down

truths, inculcates doctrines, and states as facts mysteries which

mock the profoundest intellect with its inability to comprehend

them. Yet wherever it has gone, men have acknowledged its

authority and bowed beneath its sway. Sadduceeism was ram-

pant in Christ's day and repeatedly plied him with its difficulties;

on what occasion did he ever manifest the slightest deference to

its rationalism? His own disciples came to him more than once

with questions of curious, interesting speculation, such as, "Are

there few that be saved" ? When did he ever fail to turn their

attention from such topics to the practical concerns of religion by

such replies as, "Strive to enter in at the strait gate" ?

May not the defenders of the faith learn a lesson from the

structure of the Scriptures and the example of the founder of the

religion which they essay to defend ? Perhaps the cause would

be benefited by a little more of the fortiter in re and a little less

of the suaviter in mudo. If the Bible is the word of God, the

Christian can afford to stand by it from beginning to end; indeed,

*^
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he cannot afford to do less. IF. however, it is not the word of God,

the more quickly it is thrown entirely overboard, the better. In

either case, half-way allegiance is the poorest policy.

There are some minds for Whom this species of speculation has

peculiar fascination. Before becoming intoxicated with it, it is

well to look ahead and see the terminus of the path which seems

80 inviting and innocent in the beginning.

If the reader will consult the practical issue of the various

popular and apparently plausible theories, he will discover that

however innocuous their beginnings appear, their issues are peril-

ous. However compromising tJiey are, logic is uncompromising
J

these unguarded conciliations, so heedlessly given and so labori-

ously defended, are the beginnings of a course of reasoning the

end of which is oftentimes fatal. They are but the premises of

conclusions from which the devout believer would shrink in horror.

The enemies of the faith are not slow to perceive this and to press

such conclusions to the detriment of the cause. Theoretical and

harmless as they seem, they soon become intensely practical.

He who accepts their guidance may find, alas! too late, that they

lead him to an empty grave, and can but exclaim in the anguish

of despair, "They have taken away my Lord, and I know not

where they have laid him." Samuel M. Smith.
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ARTICLE III.
>. f'

^

' ELECTION.

The doctrine of Election has in the ears of many persons a

very harsh sound, because not viewed by them in its true light.

It will not do to compare God with ourselves. We must not di-

vest him of sovereignty, nor seek to limit his authority over his

creatures, nor forget that he has a right to make one vessel to

honor and another to dishonor. The difficulty with opponents

of the doctrine of election frequently is, that they either do not

perceive or do not feel that men are condemned rebels, having

no title to God's mercy. They seem not to be aware that the

Almighty is under no sort of obligation to extend favors to sinful

man, and that if one of the fallen race be saved it must be only

through infinite compassion on the part of the sovereign Jehovah.

The doctrine of election is the doctrine of free grace.

The Apostle Paul tells Timothy (2 Tim. i. 9) that "God hath

saved us and called us with a holy calling, not according to our

works, but according to his own purpose and grace which was

given us in Christ Jesus before the world began." Here is the

doctrine of electing grace. God has saved his people, calling

them with a holv callinor, and that not according to their works.

They were chosen of God, not from any merit foreseen in them,

but according to his own purpose and grace. The idea of their

salvation originated with God. The ground of it was in him.

Free and sovereign grace chose them for its object. It was given

to them in Christ Jesus, and that before the world began. So

then salvation was provided in the mind and purpose of God for

his people before they were created, before they began to act as

free agents.

But let us proceed to the examination of this subject under the

direct light of the word of God. Our first endeavor will be to

show that this doctrine is true. And this we shall hope to estab-

lish by the use of two arguments. (1.) The doctrine is found in

Scripture. See Acts xiii. 48 : "And when the Gentiles heard this

they were glad, and glorified the word of the Lord: and as many
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as were ordained to eternal life believed." The number that be-

lieved was limited to the number that had been ordained to eter-

nal life. See 2 Thess. ii. 13: ''Because God hath from the

beginning chosen you to salvation." See also,Romans ix. 11:

"For the children being not yet born, neither having done any

good or evil, that the purpose of God according to election might

stand, not of works, but of him that calleth." Also look at the

17th and 18th verses: "For the Scripture saith unto Pharaoh,

Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up, that I might

shew ray power in thee, and that ray name might be declared

throughout all the earth." "Therefore hath he mercy on whom he

will have mercy, and whom he will he hardeneth." Consider also

Ephesians, i. 4. 5.: "According as he hath chosen us in him

before the foundation of the world, that we should be holy and

without blame before him in love: having predestinated us unto

the adoption of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to

the good pleasure of his will."

. These passages of Scripture we deem sufficiently specific on

this subject to prove the doctrine incontrovertibly. And to what

higher authority can we go to establish any doctrine? Would we

resort to human reason or to the corrupt desires of m"en, rather

than the revealed will of God? All the particular predictions

respecting the people of God prove this doctrine. Wherever the

future prosperity of the Church and its final triumph is asserted

the principle of election is involved.

(2.) Again, this doctrine is proved from the perfections of God.

All men must admit that God is infinite in all his perfections.

This is declared by the word of God, and it is the language of all

nature around us. If this is true, then God has all wisdom and

knowledge. His knowledge extends to every minutia of all his

works. Everything from the first has been ordered by infinite

wisdom, so that there is no need of alterations or amendments in

the original plans which God has devised in carrying on his

works. They are just such as he intended them to be from the

first, and they are now and ever will be according to his direc-

tion. God has all power and is able to execute his plans accord-

ing to his original intention. They cannot be otherwise than he
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intended them, or he must be impotent. He has not niade any

alterations, for then he would not be immutable, and it would

also argue imperfection in his original design. For instance,

God determines to create a world for his own glory, and devises

a plan. Now if everything does not come to pass in that plan

according to his first intention, God was either unable to execute

his intention, or his plan was imperfect. Either of these conclu-

sions is absurd and sinful. If anything took place or entered

into the plan which God did not intend, then God did not know

this before, or he could not prevent it. If God, then, is a perfect

God, all things have and will come to pass according to the coun-

sel of his own will.

God must have seen the final end of all things before creation.

No man, it seems, would deny this truth. But, if this be true,

then he must necessarily have beheld every circumstance that

was to intervene between the beginning and the end. He must

have seen all the causes which were to operate in bringing about

the grand consummation. Great ends are brought about by many

small and complicated causes. But if one of the small causes is

wanting, the whole work may be changed in its operation, and a

very different end may be produced from what was first intended.

God knew that some would be saved and some lost. He knew

who they were, by what means they would be saved, and how

the means would operate. And as God has the ordering of all

things, none would be saved without him. It is his grace that

saves any.

In the second place, we shall show that this doctrine 'is consis'

tent with Justice and goodness.

No sinner has a right to be saved. It would be absurd to say

that a rebel against God is entitled to his favor or approbation.

As sinners, all men are under the sentence of condemnation, and

justly deserve everlasting punishment. They are not able to restore

themselves to the favor of God, neither if they were able are they

willing. Justice requires that they should perish. God was, in

the first place, under no obligations to make an atonement for

our fallen race. It was infinite mercy in him to make any pro-

vision for our deliverance. All that are saved, therefore, through

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—9.
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the atonement, are saved by sovereign grace. Salvation is great

mercy to those that are saved, and no injustice to those who per-

ish. If all would have been justly banished forever from the

presence of God without the atonement, the salvation of a part

throught it is no injustice to the rest. Mercy to some is no in-

justice to others. This is especially true when we remember that

sinners are averse to pardon through a crucified Saviour. Let

us endeavor to illustrate this by example. Suppose a monarch

makes a feast to which he invites his subjects. The monarch

knows beforehand that all the people of his realnn have an unrea-

sonable prejudice against him, and will not come to the feast.

Notwithstanding, he makes all things ready and invites them in-

discriminately. Not one man comes to his entertainment. It is

not the monarch's fault, he has done his part. Their not com-

ing grows out of a deep-rooted dislike of him. They were not

entitled to his favor in the first place, and in the second they re-

ject and treat with contempt his offered kindness. Every man

must say that the monarch might in justice cut them off from his

favor forever. But he loves his subjects, and feels anxious to

favor them. He would see them comfortable and happy. He is

determined to have some of them at his feast, and condescends to

go personally and persuade a portion of them to lay aside their

hatred and come and partake of his bounty. He is not bound

to go to any of them. If he visits a few, this does not lay him

under obligations to the rest. His mercy and goodness to some

does not entitle the rest of the undeserving to his favor. This

is especially true when all might have enjoyed his favor, if

they had such a disposition. The invitation was sent to all and

that honestly.

Now God in great mercy to our race has, through the death of

his beloved Son, made an atonement which is rich and full. It

is sufficient in value to redeem a lost world, and he freely offers

salvation. He calls upon ipen everywhere to repent and believe

the gospel. But men are totally depraved, and not one will

of himself choose to be saved by Christ. The human race to a

man rejects the gospel, and that, too, because of their enmity to

God. Now, what does God do farther? He determines never-
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theless to save a part of the family of man. He sends down the

Holy Spirit, and subdues the opposition which exists against him-

self and inclines some' sinners through love to him to embrace

the gospel. God is not bound to overcome any prejudice that

may exist against himself, and whenever he does it, it is an ex-

hibition of great mercy on his part. We see then that sinners

perish in their own wickedness. It is their own fault. They

reject oiFered mercy. God saves some through his special grace,

and condemns others to endless perdition through his strict justice.

In the third place, this doctrine is not inconsistent with free

agency. On the contrary, the agency of man is involved in his

happiness or misery. God addresses nden as fre^jnoral agents.

He calls upon them to repent, to believe, to seek, and to knock.

Salvation is promised to none but those who will obey him and

embrace the gospel. If God leaves men to act under the influ-

ences of their own corrupt hearts, they will freely and persever-

ingly continue in impenitency. On the contrary, if he regener-

ates their hearts, they will freely embrace the gospel. If a man

finds that the truth of God's word produces no effect upon his

agency, so as to lead him to believe and repent willingly, he has no

right to expect to be saved. God declares that such shall perish.

Again, the doctrine of election does not hinder men from be-

lieving. It is not this doctrine that prevents men from embracing

the gospel, but it is their own corrupt hearts. Election must

have the very opposite tendency. It must lead men to despair of

themselves, and hope in God through Christ, the only scriptural

ground of hope. Suppose there were an army on the bank of a

river, and they found that the enemy, in far superior force, was

just behind them and would destroy every one that remained on

that side of the river. Suppose they were reminded that if they

attempted to swim the stream, some would perish and some escape.

Still, would not every man plunge into the water without hesita-

tion? If they remained on the bank, all must inevitably perish

or be captured ; if they attempted to swim, some would be saved.

The Bible teaches that some are saved and some lost. None are

saved who neglect entirely the means of God's appointment; some

of those who use them are certainly saved. Will not every man
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commence the work? Will hot all who understand and believe

this doctrine use the language of the penitent believer:

"I can but perish if I ^o

;

I am resolved to try

:

For if I 8tay away, I know
I must forever die."

Again, the man who determines to do nothing because of elec-

tion, perverts the doctrine.

Election is not intended to excite the resentment of men. It

is designed to encourage them to come directly to God through

Christ for salvation. Sinners are plainly informed that they are

in a helpless condition, and that their whole and only dependence

for help is in God. This is a doctrine of grace, and ought to be

received as such. It informs sinners that God in his mercy and

goodness does save some, and that none are able or willing to

save themselves. Not knowing whom God will bless, all are en-

couraged to seek his favor, God calls upafl all men everywhere

to repent and believe the gospel; and promises that he that seeks

shall find, and to him that knocks it shall be opened. ,

Again, if we could convince men that they were dependent

upon the electing grace of God for salvation, they would give up

self-dependence and their own works, and go to God for help.

This seems to be the great difficulty in the way to the conver-

sion of sinners. They cannot dispossess themselves of self-depen-

dence. They cannot be made to believe that they are lost and

ruined, and must forever remain so if God does not save them

independently of their own merit. We need not fear, if we con-

vince men of the truth of the doctrine of election, that they will

fold their hands and do nothing. Those who do not believe the

doctrine may present it as an excuse for their not seeking the

favor of God; but those men who truly believe it at heart can

never rest satisfied until they obtain some evidence of their bein^

interested in God's elect. Conviction as to the truth of this

doctrine, it seems to us, must needs strike men with immediate

alarm and throw them into a state of despair as to their obtaining

salvation by their own works; and would lead them, like the

humble convicted publican, to say, God be merciful to us sinners.
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And then they would seek salvation in the Lord Jesus Christ

according to God's appointment. , .

This doctrine a humiliating one. Sin is the cause of any of

the human family's perishing. The fact that some are lost not-

withstanding the plan of redemption, is an evidence that we are

obstinate sinners. All the human family justly deserve to be

banished forever from the presence of God. Even those that are

saved have not one particle of merit, and have not the least claim

upon the mercy of God. And shall we not feel humbled when

we take such a view of our race as this? To discover that our

sin is so degrading and so criminal as to deserve eternal punish-

ment; to find that it is of such a deep dye that nothing less than

the blood of Christ can atone for it; and after all, to see that our

depravity is so deep-rooted that even when salvation has been

purchased at so dear a rate, no man will of himself accept of it,

is sufficient to sink us into self abhorrence and disgust. We have

great reason to cast ourselves low at the foot of the cross.

This doctrine ought to drive us from every other dependence

to the mercy of God through Christ. The man who believes this

doctrine can no longer have any confidence in himself. He will

at once give up all self-dependence. He will feel that none are

able or willing to help him but God. His consciousness of guilt

will convince him that God cannot extend mercy to him consis-

tently except through the mediation of Christ. This will be his

only hope. So long as a man feels that he has strength and

ability himself, he will never go to Christ. Before the sinner

will believe on the Son of God for salvation, hie must be brought

to despair of every other dependence.

This doctrine gives all the glory of our salvation to God. This

is a strong evidence of the truth of this doctrine. It exalts God

to the highest honor and glory, and sinks man into the lowest

depths of shame. Man will deserve no praise for his having been

saved. On the contrary, he will be engaged in giving all the

glory to God. That grace which extended to his case will be a

theme of an endless song of praise. If God had not had thoughts

of mercy towards him, he must have perished. If God had not

pursued him in his mercy, he would never have accepted offered

•>
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pardon. Surely the heart of every Christian must expand in

love and gratitude to God when he contemplates the infinite and

special love of God towards him. The man who knows the per-

verseness of his own heart, and sees and feels that God has sub-

dued and sanctified it through the influences of his Spirit, must

be filled with love and gratitude. He must be ever willing to

join in the song of glory to the Lamb.

ARTICLE IV.

THE CONVERSION AND RESTORATION OF
THE JEWS.

iii'it

III I

I'

It cannot be denied that the Scriptures teach that a time is

coming when the Jews shall generally acknowledge Jesus as the

Messiah—a time when it will be more difficult to find a Jew who

is not a Christian, than it is now to find a Christian who is a

Jew. But the future general conversion of the Jews, as taught

in the Scriptures, is one thing; the future restoration of the Jews,

as a distinct and separate nation, to the land of Palestine, is quite

a different thing. The one does not follow as a consequence of

the other, as many persons seem to suppose. In regard to these

questions, which are so entirely distinct from each other, there is

much confusion of ideas; and out of this confounding of two very

different things much error has arisen, and is constantly being

propagated.

It will be of great value to all honest seekers after the truth,

especially in view of some questions which are at present subjects

of earnest controversy, and which are greatly agitating the minds

of many thoughtful persons, if what the Scriptures teach in re-

gard to these two questions, can be distinctly set forth; and if it

can be shown that questions, which at first sight seem to be so

intimately involved in each other, really have no necessary con-

nexion, either logically or as matters of revelation. It is especi-
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ally important to have some clear, certain, and well defined view

of the doctrine of Scripture concerning the second question, viz.

:

as to whether the Jews shall be restored, as a distinct and sepa-

rate nation, to their ancient country. This question is of the

greater interest, because of the bearing which it has upon the

Pre-Adventist controversy, which, from age to age, has more or

less agitated the Church ; which has produced more than one

schism in the Church, and which, in recent times, has been carried

on with an earnestness and bitterness greatly disproportioned to

the importance of the question itself as an article of either faith

or practice. In fact, as regards the whole Premillenarian or

Pre-Adventist controversy, let it bie settled either way, it may

still be asked. What has been gained in the way of growth in

grace, or for advancing the life of God in the soul, or for elevating

the standard of practical piety among believers?

It cannot be questioned that every truth revealed in God's

word is important, and it is plain that all of his people should

diligently search the Scriptures, that they may know the truth,

for the truth shall make them free. The general proposition,

moreover, cannot be denied : that in proportion to the clearness

of our views of all revealed truth, will be the symmetry, propor-

tion, and beauty of our Christian character, and the efficiency of

our lives of Christian service. But all truths are not equally

important. There are some subjects about which there may be

the widest difference of opinion among the people of God, and

yet neither of the differing parties be worse or better than the

other, either as to present attainments in the spiritual life, or as

to future rewards in glory.

It may well be asked, therefore, in regard to the practical

bearing of the whole Pre-Adventist dispute, What good can come

of it? Suppose two persons, both of whom have really and truly

fled for refuge to lay hold on the hope set before them in the

gospel ; both believing, with like precious faith, in Jesus Christ

as the only Saviour of sinners. Now suppose that one of the

persons believes in Pre-Adventism and the other does not; what

advantage has the one over the other? Pre-Adventism is true

or it is not. If it is true, is he who believes it not, thereby any
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worse than the other? or is he who believes it, consequently any

better Christian than the other? Is there anything in the bear-

ings of the question, either as a matter of faith or practice, and

especially as regards its influence on the every-day life of the

Christian, which gives the Pre-Adventist a superiority, in any

way, over his Christian brother, or which makes the one a more

active and useful servant of Christ than the other? These ques-

tions ought to be deeply pondered by those who make this the

leading thought of New Testament revelation, and who think that

a pure gospel cannot be preached unless their notions concerning

the second coming of Christ are made both the warp and woof of

all gospel ministration.

It would be well for those who make a belief or disbelief in

Pre-Adventism the shibboleth by which to test, not only the

soundness in the faith, but the reality of the piety of their breth-

ren, to remember how the Apostle Paul once disposed of this

question. He says, when writing to the Thessalonians upon this

very subject :
"• For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord,

that we which are alive and remain unto the coming of the Lord

shall not prevent [i. e., get any advantage over] them which are

asleep. For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a

shout, with the voice of the archangel, and with the trump of God:

and the dead in Christ shall rise first: then we which are alive

and remain [unto the coming of the Lord] shall be caught up

together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air:

and so shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one

another with these Avords" (1 Thess. iv. 15—18).

Now. in this passage, the Apostle plainly teaches, amongst

other things, that the <lea(l in Christ, many of whom had probably

never heard or thought of the second coming of Christ, and who,

therefore, could not have had any theory in regard to it, should

not be any worse off than those who should actually be alive at

his coming; and that those who were still alive at the time of

the Apostle's writing were not to trouble themselves with the

question as to whether he was to come quickly or not, but were

to comfort one another with the thought, that, whether they died

before he came or were alive at the time of his coming, they should
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alike be forever with their Lord. In neither event should one

gain any advantage over, or be excelled by another, where both

alike were true believers in Jesus. !

If,^ therefore, there can be no difference as to the future rewards

of God's believing people, whether they are believers in Pre-

Adventism or not; if the belief or disbelief in this theory does

not make Christians better or worse, or necessarily detract from

or add to their faithfulness in the discharge of duty, or to their

growth in grace or increase of Christian activity in this world;

it may well be asked, Why make the subject a matter of contro-

versy at allV In answer to this pertinent question, it is sufficient

to say, that the fact is, that many of those who advocate the

doctrines of Pre-Adventism, assume to have attained, in conse-

quence of their belief, such a superiority over their brethren;

make such lofty pretensions to superior learning; speak in terms

of such pious deprecation concerning those who differ from them,

and frequently bring such grave and sweeping charges against

those ministers of the gospel who do not make this subject the

staple of their preaching; and, besides, exhibit towards all other

Christians so much of the "Stand aside, for I am holier than

thou" disposition, that the opponents of Premillenarianism are

constantly compelled to enter the lists of discussion, not only to

vindicate themselves, but also to show that a knowledge of the

true principles of biblical interpretation is not confined to the

Pre-Adventist champions, and that a saving knowledge of the

truth will not die with its advocates. When, therefore, those who

do not believe in this doctrine, are, in fidelity to their Divine

Master, forced into such a controversy, it is not surprising that

they sometimes "carry the war into Africa," with a determina-

tion which fills their antagonists with holy horror, and such a

wholesome fear of dreadful disaster to their pet theory and darling

system as to cause them to put on the air of persecuted martyrs.

The controversy is one which has over and over again been

forced upon the Church, and in recent times it has, from various

causes, gained such a factitious importance, exhibited such a

virulence of proselytism, and put on a dress of such magnificent

pretensions, that no lover of the truth can remain indifferent to

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—10.
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it, or shrink away with apathetic unconcern, from its assaults,

assumptions, -and encroachments.

Now, as to what the Scriptures teach concerning the first ques-

tion we are to consider, viz., the future general conversion of the

Jews, there is a passage in the Epistle to the Romans, which

settles this question beyond all controversy. The whole argument

of the Apostle in this passage turns upon the fact of such con-

version, which he asserts and proves by more than one citation

from the Old Testament prophecies, which he quotes as referring

to and predicting this blessed result. He says: "For I would

not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this mystery, lest ye

should be wise in your own conceits: that blindness in part is

happened to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in.

And so all Israel shall be saved: as it is written. There shall

come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness

from Jacob: for this is my covenant with them when I shall take

away their sins. As concerning the gospel, they are enemies for

your sakes; but as touching the election, they are beloved for the

fathers' sakes. For the gifts and calling of God are without re-

pentance" (Rom. xi. 25-29).

Here the Apostle distinctly declares that there is a future

period when all Israel shall be saved. The rejection of Israel

had been general, but never universal. There was always a

retnnant according to the election of grace. But this general

rejection is to continue until the fulness of the Gentiles shall have

come in. Then the people of Israel shall also be brought in, and

then there shall no longer be any distinction of Jew and Gentile,

but all shall be one in Christ Jesus.

But no one will contend that there is any necessary or logical

connection between the general future conversion of the Jews,

and their restoration, as a distinct nation, to their ancient coun-

try. Without some direct, special, and unmistakable revelation

to that effect, we would, on the contrary, be entitled to argue that

such a restoration must be impossible. For, as the conversion of

the Jews must evidently take place by producing in them like

precious faith with that of the Gentiles who believe in Christ,

there must be necessarily a merging of them as Christians with
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the Gentiles, or of the Gentiles with them, and a consequent

abolishing of all national distinctions, as indicating any superi-

ority of some Christians* over others. In fact the Apostle dis-

tinctly asserts this, not only in the passage already quoted, but

also in Rom. x. 12, where he says, "For there is no difference

between the Jew and the Greek, for the same Lord over all is rich

unto all that call upon him." And as regards this matter of con-

version, in Col. iii. 11, he says, "Where there is neither Greek

nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian,

bond nor free : but Christ is all and in all." And again, in Gal.

iii. 28, we read, "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither

bond nor free, there is neither male nor female : for ye are all

one in Christ Jesus.*' There are various other passages in the

New Testament to the same effect ; all showing that under the

gospel dispensation, the distinction of privileged races or nations

is entirely done away—and the only Israel of God which by him

is recognised as such, comprises all those, and those only, who

believe in his Son. So far, therefore, as the matter of conver-

sion is concerned, we have as much right to expect from anything

taught in the New Testament as a consequence of such conver-

sion, that the Gentiles will be settled in the land of Canaan, as

we have to look for a restoration of the Jews, as a distinct nation,

to that land. It does not at all follow, that because a time shall

come, when the Jews shall generally become Christians, they

shall therefore be restored as a separate and. distinct nation, or a

peculiar people of God, to the land promised to their fathers. A
restoration to their native land is not necessary in order to com-

plete their restoration to the favor of God. Their future conver-

sion may take place without any such local restoration. It is

very surprising how the truth has been obscured by the constant

confounding of these two questions. One of them has often been

brought forward as a proof of or a consequence of the other
;
yet

it must be apparent to the most careless thinker, that they have

no necessary logical connection whatsoever. It may be true, as

both the Old Testament and New Testament Scriptures dis-

tinctly teach, that there shall be a future general conversion of

the Jews ; but we must look for independent evidence before we
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can conclude that the Scriptures also teach a future restoration

of the Jews, as a distinct nation, to the land of Palestine. The

conversion of a scattered and apostate race does not involve a

restitution to that race of all their ancient and peculiar circum-

stances, either political or local.

The future general conversion of the Jews being freely ad-

mitted, and having been fully established as a truth undoubtedly

taught in the Scriptures, let us now see whether there is any in-

dependent evidence to show that the Jews shall also, at any future

period in the history of the Church, be reestablished in their

native land. This question is the more important, not only be-

cause of its deep intrinsic interest, but also because of its bear-

ing upon the Pre-Adventist controversy, to which due attention

shall be given hereafter. For the present, it will better advance

the interests of truth, to consider the question as one which is to

be received or rejected according to the teaching of Scripture,

irrespective of any after inferences or uses which may be drawn

from it, or to which it may be applied.

The simple question which we have now to consider is this, viz..

Do the Scriptures teach that, at any future period, the Jews, as a

separate and distinct nation, shall be restored to the land once

occupied by their fathers ?

In seeking to settle this question, the first thing that strikes

us, is the total silence of the New Testament upon this subject.

Of course, it is not argued that this silence is, of itself, a conclu-

sive answer against the restorationist ; but when we remember

that we must naturally look to the New Testament for all im-

portant particulars concerning the future condition of the New
Testament Church, there is a significance in this silence which

cannot be overlooked ; and which, taken in connection with other

undisputed facts, raises a presumption, which, if it does not

amount to a demonstration, does at least make it imperatively

necessary that the aflfirmant in this case shall give some satisfac-

tory explanation of a silence so strange. The restorationist must

show why it is that no mention is made by our Saviour or his

apostles of" what, if true, must have been a matter of great in-
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terest to the whole Church, and of special importance to the

Jewish people. .

Our Saviour and his apostles predict with great clearness and

precision the destruction of Jerusalem and the utter dispersion of

the Jewish nation ; and, also, the discontinuance of the cere-

monial system of the old dispensation, and they show that all this

was to take place in fulfilment of Old Testament prophecies.

They teach and show that the establishment of the gospel dis-

pensation presupposes and necessitates the waxing old and van-

ishing away of the dispensation which preceded it; that the old

was only a type of the new ; that the new was to be the glorious

development, enlargement, and complete fulfilment of all that was

typified in the old. But they never give the slightest intimation

that there was to be a revival or restoration of any of the pe-

culiar and distinctive features of the old economy. The reason

of this is plain. Every one must see that a type and its anti-

type cannot subsist and be in force at the same time. Besides,

if ever any part of the old dispensation or economy, after having

been abolished, was again to be revived, the New Testament

writers must not only have been cognisant of so important a fact,

but we cannot suppose that they would have withheld the knowl-

edge of it from those to whom, if it had been any part of God's

purpose of grace, that knowledge must not only have been on

many accounts very important, but must also have been a great

stimulus and encouragement. It will be seen at once, that such

a purpose revealed to them, and such a hope set before them, must

have had a controlling influence upon the people of God, es-

pecially upon the believing Jews. But the gospel dispensation,

and the dispensation which foreshadowed, prefigured, and typi-

fied it, cannot be supposed to be in force at one and the same

time without doing violence to the laws of thought, of logic, and

of common sense, and running counter to the whole tenor of New
Testament revelation. One dispensation must give way to the

other. If the gospel dispensation superseded that which went

before it, as the sacred writers distinctly and abundantly teach,

then, if any part of the old dispensfition is to be revived, the

gospel dispensation must itself, in turn, be so far superseded.
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And if such were to have been the case, we can no more conceive

that the original promulgators and heralds of the gospel would

have concealed the fact, than we can conceive that they could

have been ignorant of it. But a restoration of the Jews, as a dis-

tinct nation, to the land of Palestine, would be, in So far, a return

to the dispensation which has been superseded by the gospel ;—if,

therefore, it had been a part of God's purpose of grace, it must

have been known to our Saviour and to his inspired and ac-

credited ambassadors ; and, if known, they could not have fully

proclaimed the truths relating to the scheme of redemption with-

out giving some intimation of the fact that there should be such

a restoration. If it had been known to them, their silence con-

cerning it is therefore not only incomprehensible, but it is actually

misleading, and lays their ministry open to the suspicion of de-

ficiency and imperfection. But let it be remembered, that the

New Testament will be searched in vain for any intimation that

there is to be a restoration of the Jewish people, as a distinct and

separate nation, to the land occupied by them before the disper-

sion. The inference from this silence, against such a restoration,

is therefore well nigh irresistible.

Now, it may be replied to all this, that a sufficient reason for

ihis silence is found in the teaching of the Old Testament Scrip-

tures. For, it may be argued, that the prophecies of the Old

Testament so clearly and repeatedly foretold the final restoration

of the Jews to their native land, and these predictions were so

well known to the people, that no one ever doubted that the res-

toration would be accomplished;—therefore, it was not at all

necessary to reassert a fact which was so generally recognised,

and considered as settled and undisputed. Consequently, so far

from this silence being an evidence against the restoration, it is,

on the contrary, one of the strongest proofs in favor of it. That

is to say, the truth was so clearly taught in the Old Testament

Scriptures that it required not even the slightest confirmation or

re-statement in the New. This answer seems, at first sight, both

plausible and convincing; but upon examination, it will be found

to be a begging of the very question at issue. Besides, it will be

shown that it proceeds upon an entirely erroneous principle of
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prophetic interpretation, and that, if it proves anything for the

restorationist, it proves too much. Let us turn then to the evi-

dence. Let us examine the prophecies relating to this matter.

There, are many referring to the. point under discussion. It will

be sufficient to consider one or two of those which seem to fore-

tell in the strongest and clearest manner such a restoration as

that which is contended for.

It ought, however, to be noted, that there is a class of prophe-

cies which speak of a return and resettlement of the Jews in

their own land, which evidently refer to their delivery from a

then present or from a future captivity, and which have long since

had their fulfilment. Such, for example, are many of the pro-

phecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and others. More particularly in

Jeremiah xvi. 14, 15, we have the following explicit statement,

viz.: "Therefore, behold, the days come, saith the Lord, that it

shall no more be said, The Lord liveth that brought up the chil-

dren of Israel out of the land of Egypt : but. The Lord liveth

that brought up the children of Israel from the land of the north,

and from all the lands whither he had driven them ; and I will

bring them again into their land that I gave unto their fathers.'*

Similar predictions are found in the 24th, 30th, and 32d chap-

ters of Jeremiah, and also in the 43d and 44th, and various other

chapters of Isaiah—all of which prophecies relate to a deliver-

ance and restoration long since accomplished ; but there is no

reference in any of their prophecies to a restoration which was

to follow the dispersion after the coming of Messiah. Yet even

such prophecies as these, wrested from their connexion by the

superficial or prejudiced reader, have often been cited as if they

could only refer to the final and permanent restoration of the

Jews to their ancient country.

But there are other prophecies which undoubtedly refer to a

time long after the coming of Messiah and establishment of his

kingdom, and to the close of the gospel dispensation, and which

phiinly have reference to God's dealings with his ancient people,

after the predicted total destruction of Jerusalem and utter dis-

persion of the Jewish nation
;
prophecies, moreover, which are

couched in terms almost precisely similar to those already quoted,
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and which still speak of a gathering of the ancient people into

their own land, and speak of this gathering as final and perma-

nent. The decision of the question under discussion is there-

fore to be determined by the answer to another question, viz. :

ffow are these prophecies to be interpreted ?

Let us take, by way of illustration, the prophecy in the 12t]i

chapter of Zechariah, which will probably be admitted by the

advocates of the theory of restoration to be one of the strongest

and clearest proofs that in the latter days the Jews, restored to

their own land, shall hold a permanently separate position in

the Church. It is not necessary to quote the chapter entire. It

can easily be referred to ; and any one who will read it care-

fully, must at once admit that if this prophecy is to be inter-

preted literally, the question is decided in favor of the restora-

tionist. There are also, be it remembered, many other prophecies

of a »iniilar nature, apparently just as strong and clear as this,

in support of the same theory. And it must be said about all of

these prophecies, that, if the only true principle of prophetic in-

terpretation is that the words used must always be taken in the

literal and obvious sense, then the question in dispute must be

determined affirmatively, and we must accept all the consequences

of such a conclusion. But if this principle of interpretation is

adopted, and is to be applied in the case of these prophecies, let

us follow it out and see to what results it will lead. If we adopt

the principle, we must accept its legitimate results.

There is a canon of interpretation which, if it never has been

formulated before, is so plain that, as soon as stated, it will com-

mend itself to the common sense of all students of the prophecies.

It is this, viz. : Where the leading features or principal points in

any prediction are to be understood in a literal sense, then all the

minor points subordinate to the principal ones in that particular

prophecy, must also bear a literal interpretation. Now, if this

rule should be applied to the prophecy under consideration, it

will be seen that the prophecy proves too much ; for such results

will follow that not even the restorationist can accept them. For

example, if the prophecy is to be taken in a literal sense as to

what it says concerning a restoration of the Jews to their own
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land, it must also be taken in a literal sense as to what it says

concerning the minor points which are to acconapany that restora-

tion. We cannot, witho'ut violating all sound rules of interpre-

tation—without an arbitrary handling of the word of God de-

ceitfully, and without a complete stultification of ourselves—say

that one part of what is liere predicted concerning the restora-

tion means exactly what it says, and another part of it does not

exactly convey such meaning.

But if this and other similar prophecies prove that in the latter

days the Jews shall be pernaanently restored to their own land,

as a nation separate and distinct from all other believers in Christ,

then they also prove that the old organisation as to tribes and

families shall be restored ; that the material temple shall be re-

built in a style of higher magnificence than ever before ; that the

Levitical priesthood shall be revived; that there shall be a re-

institution of the bloody sacrifices and pompous ceremonial of

the ancient worship ; and that all the nations of the earth shall

go up. every year, to Jerusalem to worship, and to keep the Feast

of Tabernacles. Now is tliere any one who does not see how

contrary all this is, not only to the general tenor, but to the ex-

press teaching of the New Testament Scriptures—^yea, and how

it sets the Old Testament in opposition to itself? On this point

Dr. Patrick Fairbairhhas some words which are so pertinentand

forcible that it is scarce possible to conceive how they can fail to

carry conviction to any unprejudiced mind. He says: ''The

notion (i. e. of the restorationist), in this form of it, stands in di-

rect antithesis to the whole genius of the New Testament dis-

pensation, and to some of the most explicit statements, also, of

New Testament Scripture. If anything be plain in the gospel of

Jesus Christ, it is, that everything there assumes a spiritual char-

ter and a universal aspect,, as contradistinguished from the local

and fleshly. Foreseeing this, the prophet Malachi had said that

in the coming age, 'incense and a pure offering should in every

place be offered unto the Lord ;' and our Lord himself announced

to tlie woman of Samaria the approaching abolition of all local

distinctions. 'The hour cometh when neither in this mountain,

nor yet in Jerusalem, shall men worship the Father ;' that is, shall

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—11.
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not regard worship rendered in those places as more sacred or'

more acceptable than worship paid elsewhere. The law with all

its limitations of time and place, its bodily lustrations and pre-

scribed services, was for the nonage of the Church, and in form

falls away, remains only in spirit, when the Church reaches her

maturity. Such unquestionably is the argument of the Apostle

in his Epistle to the Galatians, and it would surely be to run

counter to all sense and reason, if, when the farthest extreme

from the nonage condition is attained, the nonage food and dis-

cipline should return." (Fairbairn's T^/pology, Vol. I. Appendix

E, p. 396.)

It may be added as a further proof, that this was undoubtedly

the teaching of Paul, that in the Epistle to the Hebrews he dis-

tinctly declares that the leading feature of the old economy, i. «.,

the system of sacrifices in atonement for sin, was done away with

at the coming of Christ. For in comparing and contrasting the

sacrifices of the Mosaic dispensation with the sacrifice of Christ,

he says : "For by one offering, he (Christ) hath perfected forever

them that are sanctified (or the redeemed ones)." From this and

from many other passages in the same Epistle, it is clear that the

Apostle considered that no more bloody sacrifices were to be

offered, or ought to be offered, after the one great, all-suflBcient,

atoning sacrifice of the Lord Jesus. Heb. x. 14.

There is another passage in the works of the distinguished author

already quoted, which may wel^ be pondered, as bearing directly

upon the point under discussion. In his work on Prophecy, he

says : "Now prophecy is not to be verified by halves : it is either

wholly true in the sense in which it ought to be understood, or it

is a failure. And since Grod's providence has rendered the fulfil-

ment of the parts referred to manifestly impossible on the literal

principle of interpretation, it affords conclusive evidence that on

this principle such prophecies are misread. In what it calls men

to believe, it does violence to their reason ; and it commits tlie

word of God to expectations which never can be properly realised."

(Fairbairn on Prophecy, p. 281.)

The fact is that those who contend for the principle of historical

literalism as the only sound maxim of prophetic exegesis, are not
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only compelled constantly to contradict themselves and to over-

turn their own theories and deny their own conclusions, but they

are also forced to reject many things which are legitimate conse-

quences and conclusions from the principle. They not only find

themselves constantly proving too much for their pet theories to

bear, but they also put a weapon into the hands of Jewish unbe-

lievers, which is, as against themselves, trenchant and irresistible.

For, if all the prophecies concerning the Messiah himself are to

be taken only in a strictly literal sense, then the Jew is right

when he says that Jesus of Nazareth cannot be that Messiah, and

Messiah is yet to come. For Jesus of Nazareth never did, in any

literal sense, as was predicted concerning Messiah, sit upon the

throne of David. "He never did set up any Jewish kingdom,

and instead of finding joy and peace and union from his presence,

the Jewish people only then began to experience their greatest

troubles and their widest dispersions." Yet the Evangelists de-

clare that the very things here mentioned as predicted concerning

the Messiah, found their fulfilment in Jesus of Nazareth. The

principle of literal interpretation could not, therefore, even in

his case, have been the only sound principle of prophetic inter-

pretation.

No better service could be done for the Church of the present

day, in which the loosest and wildest notions widely prevail upon

this whole subject of the proper interpretation of the prophecies,

than a restatement, in some popular form, of the true principles

of prophetic exegesis, with full illustrations showing the applica-

tion of those principles.

In default of any such thoroughly exhaustive treatise, the

attention of the reader is called to a few maxims laid down by

that prince of commentators and most profound of Biblical stu-

dents. Dr. Addison Alexander. In the introduction to his work

on Isaiah he says:

"I. All prophecies are not predictions, i. e., all the writino;s of the

prophets are not to be regarded as descriptive of future events. The

contrary error, which has arisen chiefly from the modern and restricted

usafje of the word prophet and its co.£^nate terms, has generated some of

the most crude extravagances of prophetic exegesis. It has been shown

already, by an historical and philological induction, that the scripturaV
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idea of prophecy is far more extensive, that the prophets were inspired

to reveal the truth and will of God in reference to the past and present

no less than to the future. In Isaiah, for example, we find many state-

ments of a general nature, and particularly exhibitions of the general

principles which govern the divine administration, especially in reference

to the chosen people and their enemies or persecutors.

"2. All predictions or prophecies in the restricted sense, are specific

and exclusive, i. e., limited to one occasion or emergency, but many are

descriptive of a sequence of events which has often been realised.

"3. All predictions, whether general or specific, are not to be literally

understood. The ground of this position is the fact, universally admitted,

that the prophecies abound in metaphorical expressions. To assert that

this figurative character is limited to words and clauses, or at most to

sinjrle sentences, is wholly arbitrary, and at variance with the acknowl-

edged use of parables, both in the Old and New Testaments, in which

important doctrines and events are presented under a tropical costume,

throughout a passage sometimes of considerable length. These facts are

sufficient to sustain the negative position, that the prophecies are not

invariably clothed in literal expression?, or in other words, are not to

be always literally understood.

•'4. The prophecies are not to be always understood in a figurative or

spiritual sense. The contrary assumption has engendered a vast motley

multitude of mystical and anagogical interpretations, sometimes super-

added to the obvious sense, and sometimes substituted for it, but in either

case obscuring the true import and defeating the design of the prophecy.

The same application of the laws of common sense and of general analogy

which shows that some predictions must be metaphorical, shows that others

must be liberal.

"The prophecies, therefore, are not to be expounded on the general

principle, that either a literal or a figurative sense must be assumed

wherever possible.

"To set aside the obvious and strict sense wherever it may be done

without absurdity, is forbidden by the very nature of the difference be-

tween literal and figurative language. That which is regular and normal

must at times assert its rights, or it becomes anomalous.

"On the other hand, to claim precedence for the strict and proper sense

in every case is inconsistent with the fact that symbols, emblems, images,

and tropes, are characteristic of prophetic language. In a woi^d, the

question between literal and tropical interpretation is not to be deter-

mined by the application of invariable formulas.

"The question whether any prophecy is strictly a prediction, and if so,

whether it is general or particular, literal or figurative, can only be

determined by a thorough independent scrutiny of each case by itself in

reference to form and substance, text and context, without regard to arbi-

'1
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trfiry and exclusive theories, but with due regard to the analogy of Scrip-

ture in general, and of other prophecies in particular, especially of such

as belong to the same writer-, or at least to the same period, and appar-

ently relate to the same subject." Alexander on Isaiah, Introduction to

Vol. I., pp. 17, 18.
•
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If this article should serve no other purpose, it will not be

without value for having called attention to these rules of pro-

phetic exegesis. The controversy which is pending upon this

whole subject threatens the Church with great disaster. Our

younger ministers will be thrown into the thick of the fight and will

have to bear the brunt of the battle. They will be better able

to keep the banner of Truth afloat if they can rally round it for-

tified by principles of interpretation so sound and clear, and

which are of such general application in the interpretation of so

large a portion of the Word of God as the prophetical writings.

Dr. Alexander drew up these maxims with especial reference

to his work on Isaiah ; but the student will see at a glance, that,

if well grounded, they are not to be restricted in their application

to the writings of a single prophet, but must control the interpre-

tation of prophecy in general. .^ ' V i

As specially applicable to the question under discussion, the

writer has ventured to formulate another canon of prophetic in-

terpretation, which has already been suggested, viz.: Where the

leading feature or principal points in a prediction are to be under-

stood literally, the minor points, subordinate to the principal

ones in that particular prophecy, must also have a literal

int^pretation.

Now, when this rule is applied to the prophecies which make

mention of a restoration of the Jews in the latter days, it will

follow, that if the leading fact of a restoration is to be taken lit-

erally in such predictions, the minor and subordinate facts con-

nected with it must also be taken literally; and if so, then the

restorationist theory is hampered with inferences, so far as it de-

pends upon a strict and literal interpretation of the prophecies in

which it is mentioned, which render it absurd, or impossible, or

both impossible and absurd at the same time.

It is, for example, simply absurd, or worse than absurd, in the

light of New Testament revelation, to suppose that there is ever
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to be a renewal of the bloody sacrifices of the old dispensation at

any period of the new. Such sacrifices were to cease, and did

cease forever when the one great Sacrifice which they prefigured

was offered up on Calvary, If other sacrifices are necessary since

the one offering of Christ, then his sacrifice must have been de-

fective, imperfect, or insufficient, and we must believe that the

blood of Jesus Christ tfa/i7if>? cleans efroni all sin. Again, it is

utterly impossible that the old arrangement of tribes and families

shall ever be renewed as it formerly existed. Alany of the tribes

have totally disappeared. The families are scattered and broken

up—many of them have entirely died out, and of those which

remain the genealogical records have been lost or destroyed, so

that such an arrangement in the old order is utterly impossible.

Still further, it is both absurd and impossible to suppose that all

the nations of the earth shall hereafter be required to go up every

year to worship at Jerusalem and to keep the Feast of Tabernacles.

Yet all these things the literal interpretation of the prophecies

which speak of a restoration requires us to believe if we are to

believe that the restoration itself is to be taken in a literal sense.

The conclusion at which we arrive, therefore, is, that the Old

Testament prophecies do not teach any such restoration of the

Jews as that which is claimed; and that the New Testament, in

which we must look for every essential and important particular

concerning the future condition of the Church, being utterly silent

as regards any such restoration, the theory cannot be true and

must be given up. On every sound principle of disputation we

might here rest the case, and say to the restorationist: Your

claim or theory is not simply not proven by anything in the Old

or New Testament Scriptures, but it is disproven by the constant

and unbroken tenor of the teaching of both.

But it will be said. These prophecies are certainly not an

utterly meaningless and vain collection of empty words, and if

not, the fulfilment of them must as surely be looked for as that

of any other predictions in the Word of God. How then are they

to be interpreted? In what direction and upon what principles

are we to look for their explanation? These are fair questions,

and cannot be ignored in such a discussion as this. The answer in

S
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to them, however, does not require a very complicated or tedious

process of investigation or induction. There are certain principles

and facts which are applicable here, the truth of which is so

well established, and which are brought out into so clear a light

by the teaching of the New Testament, that the mere statement

of them must carry conviction to the minds of all except of those

who ore determined to see in the Scriptures nothing which makes

against their own preconceived notions, wishes, or prejudices.

It might be answered briefly and comprehensively to these

questions, that if the prophecies under consideration will not

bear a literal interpretation, they must be taken in a figurative

or spiritual sense. And here the question arises, What consistent

spiritual sense can be put upon these prophecies which will give

us any satisfactory explanation of them?

Now, it is a fact which will not be disputed, that in the devel-

opment of God's purpose of grace to a lost world, from the time

of the calling of Abraham and the choice of his descendants as a

peculiar people, to whom should be ''committed the oracles of

God," the covenant and promises were not restricted to the

natural seed only of Abraham, but, from the first, looked forward

to a spiritual seed of which the natural was the type. The dis-

tinct language of the first promise to Abraham is, "In thy seed

shall all the nations of the earth be blessed." This representa-

tive and typical character of the natural Israel is a prominent

feature even of the old dispensation ; and as they were themselves

a type of the spiritual Israel, so also the inheritance which they

were to possess was a type of that which should come into the

possession of the whole Israel of God whom they prefigured. A
thing is never a type of itself. And to say that the converted

Jews, as a distinct nation, must in the latter days come into full

and permanent possession of the land of Canaan because their

former possession was incomplete and was typical of such a restora-

tion, is to say that a thing is a type of itself, than which nothing

can be more absurd. Besides, nothing is clearer from the gen-

eral current and tenor of even Old Testament teaching, than that

the natural Israel was typical of the spiritual Israel, and that the

inheritance possessed by the former was typical of a far ore
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glorious inheritance destined to the latter. .Abraham rejoiced to

see Christ's day, and he saw it and was glad, although he never

entered into actual possession of a foot of the land promised to

him and to his seed. And we ate told concerning the Old Tes-

tament saints, who all died in the faith, that in confessing that

they were strangers and pilgrims on the earth, they declared that

they sought a better country, even a heavenly country, and a

city which God hath prepared for them. Who, then, are the

spiritual Israel? Can any reader of the New Testament hesitate

to admit that, without any distinction of Jew or Greek, or any

other distinction of race or nation, it comprises all true believer*

in the Lord Jesus Christ, these and these only?

In his "Outlines of Theology," p. 455, Dr. A. A. Hodge has

thrown together the Scripture evidence upon this point. The

passages to which he refers are, for convenience, here given iit

extenso^ the particular references being placed in order at the close

of the quotation.

"In the New Testament Christiana are called Abraham's seed—'And

if ye be Christ's then are ye Abraham's seed, and hoirs accordinj^ to the

promise/ They are also called Israelites—^'For in Christ Jesus neither

circumcision availeth anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creature.

And as many as Walk according to this rule, peace be on them and mer-

cy, and upon the Israel of God.' In another place we have these conclu-

sive words—'Wherefore remember . . . that at that time ye were

without Christ, bein^ aliens frotn the commonwealth of Israel, and stran-

gers to the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the

World : But now in Christ Jesus, ye who sometime were far off are made

nigh by the blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who hath made both

one, and hath broken down the middle wall of partition between us:

having abolished in his flesh the enmity even the law of commandments

contained in ordinances; for to make in himself of twain one new man,

so making peace : and that he might reconcile both unto (iod in one body

by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby : and came and preached

peace to you which were afar off and to them which were nigh. For

through him we both have access by one Spirit unto the Father. Now
therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens

with the saints and of the household of God.' Christians are also said to

he comers to Mount Zion. 'But ye are come unto Mount Zion, and unto

the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem,' etc. 'But Jerusa-

lem which is above is free, which is the mother of us all.' Christians are

also called the Circumcision. 'For we are the circumcision which wor-

%
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ship God in the Spirit^ and rejoice in Christ Jesus, and have no confi-

dence in the flesh.' 'In whom ye also are circumcised with the circum-

cision made without hands in putting off the body of the sins of the flesh

by the circumcision of Christ.' And af/;ain, Christians are called Jews.

*I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty (but thou art rich) and

1 know the blasphemy of them that say they are Jews but are not, but are

of the synagogue of Satan.'

"

''The New Testament teaches us also that there is a Christian priest-

hood and spiritual sacrifices. 'Ye also as lively stones are built up a

spiritual house, a holy priesthood, to offer up spiritual sacrifices accept-

able to God by Jesus Christ.' 'But ye are a chosen generation, a royal

priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people.' 'I beseech you therefore,

brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living sac-

rifice, holy, acceptable to God, which is your reasonable service." Gal.

iii. 29; Gal. vi. 15, 16; Eph. ii. 12—19; Heb. xii. 22; Gal. iv. 26 : Phil,

iii. 3; Col. ii. 2; Rev. ii. 9; 1 Pet. ii. 5, 9: Rom. xii. 1.

Now it would seem to be impossible to misunderstand the

bearing of this testimony of the New Testament Scriptures. It

plainly teaches that under the gospel dispensation, so far as the

people of God are concerned, there is to be no distinction of Jew

or Greek, of race or nation, but that all are to be one in Christ

Jesus. The prophecies, therefore, which refer to a restoration in

the latter days must refer to the future condition of the whole

Church of God, tlie spiritual Israel, of which the natural seed

was the type, and to a destined inheritance of which that pos-

sessed by the natural Israel was also a type. Whenever refer-

ence was made in Old Testament times to the future condition of

the Church, it could only be expressed in Old Testament phraseo-

logy, i. e., "by means of those persons, places, and ordinances of

the old economy which were typical of the new." The only con-

sistent interpretation, therefore, wliich can be given of the pro-

phecies which have been under consideration, is the spiritual,

i. e., that which regards them as predicting the future purity, ex-

tension, and prosperity of the whole Christian Church, the true

Israel of God ; and not that which confines them to a prediction

of the mere local restoration of a small portion of that Church,

i e., the converted Jews, to the land promised to their fathers.

In other words, to adopt the language of Dr. Fairbairn, "the

proper meaning of these prophecies, so far as they bear upon the

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—12.
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future of the Jews, is to bis made good simply by the conversion

of the people to the Christian faith, and their participation in the

privileges and hopes of the Church of Christ;" in which we may

add, they will stand, as believers, on precisely the same footing

as all other believers. One of these privileges is unquestionably

a sharing in the destined inheritance of the people of God, for-

feited by the apostate Jews, but to which the converted Jews

shall all be admitted. This restoration and readmission to for-

feited privileges shall take place when the fulness of the Gentiles

shall have been brouirlit in, for then "all Israel shall be saved."

It is not at all necessary for the purposes of this argument to

enter into a discussion concerning the nature or locality of that

inheritance to which the believing Jews, as a part of the Church

of God, shall be restored. It must undoubtedly be that of which

their former inheritance, forfeited by unbelief, was the type. It

will suffice for the present to say, that there is strong reason for

believing that all the prophecies relating to this point, as well as all

the other prophecies concerning the final future condition of the

Church in respect to local habitation, shall find their complete

fulfilment in the full and permanent possession by the Israel of

God of the "new heavens and the new earth wherein dwelleth

righteousness." In this, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, who have

never yet possessed the inheritance promised to them as well as

to their seed, shall, with their spiritual seed, ^. c, all the saints

of God redeemed in Christ Jesus, dwell forever in their glorified

state, and so forever be with their Lord. Whilst we need not

infer that the people of God, whom Christ has redeemed, shall be

restricted for residence to any limited portion of the regions of

the blessed, there is very strong evidence to show that a part, at

least, of the final inheritance of the Israel of God is to be the

very earth, regenerated and restored to far more than its pris-

tine beauty, in which they sinned and toiled and suff'ered, but

which with them, and for them, shall have been rescued and

redeemed from the dominion of Satan and the taint of sin. Here,

with him that loved them, and gave himself for them, they shall

live and reign forever'and forever. This is not mere speculation
;

yet it becomes us, upon this as upon all other points concerning
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the unrealised future, not to attempt to ''be wise beyond that

which is written." However this question may be settled, it has

been shown, if the reasoning of this article is at all valid, that

neither tfie Old nor New Testament Scriptures give any warrant

for the belief that there is, in the latter days, to be a permanent

restoration of the Jews, as a distinct and separate nation, to the

land of their fathers ; and much less is there anything to prove

that the converted Jews shall, in any future period of the Church,

have any preeminence in honor or Christian influence over any

other portion of the people of God.

The bearing of this discussion upon the Pre-Adventist or Pre-

millenarian controversy is most important; and if the conclusions

which have been reached are correct and legitimate, they will go

far towards shaking the whole Pre-Adventist system of biblical

interpretation, and towards showing, at least, how badly that sys-

tem holds together when brought to the test of Scripture truth.

It is well known that hardly any two modern Pre-Adventists

agree in regard to all the minor features of their system. A
hundred different and conflicting, notions have been, from time

to time, put forth and defended by one or more of the advocates

of the theory. But if, at any time, any of these notions should

be exposed or exploded by being brought to the test of reason or

common sense or Scripture, forthwith some other champion

springs up to hurl the charge of ignorance or presumption at the

assailant, and to show that the doctrine has been misunderstood.

But nearly all the modern Pre-Adventists are strongly pro-

nounced restorationists. It is a prominent and essential feature

in nearly every school of modern Pre-Adventism, that in the

latter days the Jews are, as such, to be restored to their own

land; and that, as a nation, in the millennial times, they are to

have a "certain preiiminence in honor and Christian influence

beyond what shall be possessed by any other people in Christen-

dom." Now it is not asserted that the other points of the Pre-

Adventist system must necessarily be untrue because this one is

false. There might be no such restoration of the Jews as is

claimed, and yet other points of Premillenarianism might be true.

But when a school of theorists or thinkers makes so much of a
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particular point in a system as is made of this, and when this is

shown to be without foundation in reason or Scripture, we are

entitled to argue that the whole system, of which this is so pro-

minent a feature, and in which this feature is magnified into such

importance by its advocates, is open to grave suspicioils. Instead

of being so palpably true that those are to be looked upon with

pity or contempt who do not believe it, the system itself must be

of exceedingly doubtful truth, one of the prominent and essential

features of which can only be maintained by adopting principles

of interpretation which have been shown to be utterly unsound.

And, if the other points in the system depend upon similar prin-

ciples of prophetic exegesis and biblical interpretation, then we

are entitled to argue concerning it, '"'Fahum in uno, falsum in

omnibus.'' Edward Martin.

ARTICLE V.

THE SABBATH OF THE STATE.
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Circular of the '•''National Liberal League.'' 1878. 12mo., pp.
44. D. M. Bennett, N. Y.

Third Annual Congress of the National Liberal League. Cin-

cinnati, 1879. Pp. 115, 12mo. D. M. Bennett, N. Y.

This infidel association has been for three years vexing the

public horizon as an evil portent. The publications noted above

are its authoritative exponents. The moral and religious com-

plexion of the society may be seen in these facts : That Col.

Robert Ingersoll, of Illinois, is the manifest coryphaeus of the

whole crcAV ; that D. M. Bennett, the chosen publisher of these

and all their other documents, is at this time in prison, under a

conviction of the not too scrupulous courts of the United States,

for violating their statutes against sending blasphemies and ob-

scenities through the United States mails ; that the most impious

and blatant atheists in the country are members ; that the foulest

impieties seem always to have been most applauded in their
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* 'congresses" ; and that their first professed object is to drive the

Bible and the Sabbath out of the land.

Another instructive fertture of this agitation is, that the survi-

vors of the original anti-slavery society, of Garrison and that

ilk, now reappear in this atheistic .movement, like uneasy corpses

airing their unsavory persons from the grave. These, like Parker

Pillsbury, and the President, Elizur Wright, expressly connect

the present movement with the past, and claim for it the same

success by the same means—thus verifying the truth that the

abolition movement was and is essentially infidel and disorganis-

ing. This "League" scarcely disguises its communism and its

assault on property. Its arguments are the very same by which

the original abolitionists assaulted the constitution and laws

which protected the property of the South. Thus again is illus-

trated the fact that abolitionism is virtual agrarianism. The new

progeny of the old heresy will, in due time, convince the anti-

slavery plutocracy of New England and Britain of their folly,

by showing them that the same arguments which were suited to

overthrow our right to the labor of our lawful bondsmen, are

equally good to destroy their rights to their lands, factories,

mines, ships, warehouses, and incomes. "^

Another lesson impressively taught by the new movement is

the perilous and destructive nature of the political philosophy

now in the ascendant in this country. The philosophy of this

atheists' league is precisely that briefly described in the last Number
of this Review, as underlying the demand for the ecclesiastical

and social equality of women. It seeks authority by perverting

those "glittering generalities," to which the Declaration of Inde-

pendence has familiarised the American ear ; that "all men are by

nature equal, and inalienably entitled to liberty," etc.; that "all

just government is founded in the consent of the governed"; and

that taxation and representation should go together. In our last

Number the distinction was drawn between the sense in which these

propositions are true (in which they were held by the found-

ers of our Republic), and that in which they are false. There

is a sense in which men are naturally entitled to liberty ; that

is to say, to the privilege of doing, unimpeded by civil law, all

[%It:-..'
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the country for nineteen y^ars, and which is everywhere ex-

pounded {IS the doctrine of Republicanism. It is the philosophy

of the fnintic "leveller" Lilburn, whom the enlightened founders

of English liberty in the days of the Cornmonwealth themselves

put in the pillory and the prison, while they had his, book burned

by the common hangman, which is now everywhere preached

and accepted in this country under the name of liberty. What

can come of such inculcations ? Whither must the people drift

who receive them without question ? This radical league tells us.

From this philosophy they deduce women's suifrage, agrarianism,

and an atheistic social order.

Another observation will strike the reader of these documents:

that these abolitionists now with one mouth declare the condition

of the Northern hireling laborer as far more oppressive than that

of domestic slaves. Thus, p. 85, their co.ndition is that of a

^'wages' slavery", under which they are "poor and down-trodden."

P, 88. "The laboring classes are working under a despotism far

more tyrannical than that of the slaves of the South." ''The

Republican party was grand enough to unshackle four millions of

negro slaves ; but now it is cruel enough to put these working

classes under chains far more torturing than those borne by the

blacks." P. 99; "On the one hand, the bonanza or railroad king

of six millions of dollars a year, bribes corrupt politicians to keep

his twenty or thirty thousand white slaves in subjection by the

aid of unjust laws and bayonets ; and on the other, the half-

starved wage-slave exists on an average of one hundred and fifty

to three hundred dollars a year." If, then, the special friends

of hireling labor and apostles of abolition may be believed, all

the truths uttered by Southern defenders are confirmed : that our

system of labor was more humane than the hireling system sub-

stituted for it, and more promotive of the laborer's welfare; that

domestic slavery was not the only form for subjecting the laborer

to the will of his employer, but only one form among many, and

perhaps the most philanthropic ; and that the overthrow of South-

ern institutions would prove to be very far short of the real abo-

lition of bondage.

But, injustice, it should be added, that the laboring classes in
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the United States have doubtless real grievances. Not only is it

inevitable that human nature, being what it is, greedy and selfish,

shall view the enormous disproportion of conditions which has

grown up in this country with discontent: it is, in a certain sense,

just that it should. In an ethical point of view, the disparity is

illegitimate. The gains of the great capitalists are inordinate,

and the luxury and waste of their living mischievous and w^icked.

Legislation ought not to be so framed as to make these enormous

accumulations, and this more than regal luxury, easy. Certain

it is, that this condition of extreme inequality is not consistent

with a permanent republican constitution of society. The com-

munistic remedy will doubtless prove more fatal than the disease,

especially to the poor, for whom it is pretended to be offered.

But none the less does the fearful truth remain, that the present

organisation of society and business is impossible as a permanency,

and that this vast, festering, suffering proletariat, sinking ever

deeper and deeper into vice, hatred, and destitution, and sundered

more and more widely from every domestic tie with the employing

class, by the hireling system, is not goin^ to coexist peaceably

beside this ruthless plutocracy, ever wresting the legislation of

the country to pile up their invidious wealth higher, and to lavish

it before greedy, starving eyes, more selfishly. The wealthy class

in the North will be wise to read the handwriting on the wall

—

to moderate their aims, and to use the wealth already acquired

more wisely and humbly. Else the reign of terror will come. It

will not stay, indeed; for riches and intelligence, though cautious

and in appearance cowardly, while the deadly issue is forming

itself, yet always defend themselves successfully and conquer,

when once it is inexorably joined. But how shall the fever-fit of

communism pass? By the bayonet hired by riches? Or by a

Christian, patriotic use of wealth, and a return to honest, equi-

table legislation and administration? History answers: probably

not by the latter way. Then it must be ended by the former;

and that means also the end of free and equal institutions, not

only for the crushed proletariat, but for the whole society.

The Liberal League, while coquetting with the most outrageous

communists, yet announce their "general object to be the total
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separation of Church and State.'' They ground their movement

in these facts: That the Constitution of the United States for-

mally neither names nor recognises any God or religion as its

basis of right, and that it forbids any establishment by the Gov-

ernment of any religion; that the most of the State constitutions

are similar in this respect; and that the spirit of American insti-

tutions makes men of all religions and of no religion perfectly

e(|ual before the law. Hence they demand:

That all Church property shall be taxed like other property.

That education shall be committed to the State's control, shall

be compulsory and universal, and shall be absolutely secularised;

and every species of religious worship and inculcation excluded

from all state schools, high and low.

That the religious oath shall be utterly banished, and replaced

by a simple affirmation under the penalties of perjury.

That all Sabbath laws shall be absolutely repealed, and that no

restriction shall exist preventing any act of government or secu-

lar pursuit of citizens on the holy day as on any other day. And

the League ostentatiously employs Sunday as the day of its most

noisy meeting.

That no government, State or Federal, shall concur in any

religious act whatsoever, recognising any divine government, nor

have any chaplaincy, nor appropriate any money to any pious use.

That the right of free utterance, by speech and publication,

and through the United States niail«, shall be restored to atheists

and blasphemers, under the plea of liberty of speech and the press.

That women be invested with all the rights of voting and hold-

ing office possessed by men.

The League asserts, as its fundamental principle, that natural

morals are a sufficient basis for secular society and guarantee of

public order, prosperity, and righteousness. That is to say, it

proposes to reconstruct society on a merely atheistic basis; and

claims that the sacred name of religious liberty authorises their

doing so.

It is evident that the issue will be practically joined with this

atheistic party, first upon these two points : the secularisation of

all state schools, and the repeal of all Sunday laws. Our subse-
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quent discussion will be limited, for lack of space, to the Sunday

question. This, however, will raise the main principles as to the

nature of free civil government, upon which the whole movement

turns. The public has been familiar with the infidel argument

against Sunday laws of the state. Its whole force is in the as-

sumption that Sunday is solely a Christian institution, and should

therefore be left, like baptism and church-going, to the con-

science and optional preference of those who desire to observe it.

They say that as the state is a purely secular and non- Christian

organism ; and as State and Church are declared independent,

and the Constitutions of the United States and the States forbid

that any citizen shall be prejudiced in any way, in person or

estate, on account of his religion or his non-religion, it is as un-

just for the state to prevent any man's amusements or work on

the Sabbath, when he believes in no Sabbath, as to fine or perse-

cute him for his religious opinions.

This audacious argument has aroused a multitude of answers

from the Christian side; some of which have not been either dis-

creet or logical. It is obvious, at a glance, that with the atheist,

the rationalistic Jew, the German infidel, and sometimes even the

European Lutheran, any pious declamation concerning the rever-

ence of our Christian fathers for the Lord's day and its supposed

glories and sanctities count for nothing. If these assailants are

to be silenced, it must be by other arguments than these. Some

have reasoned, that the majority is entitled to rule; and because

Sabbatarians are in the majority in the United States, they are

entitled to make the minority respect their Sabbath. On this

ground, whenever a state shall show a majority of atheists, it will

be right for that government to abolish the Sabbath. Sometimes

it is argued, that there is no injustice, because the Sabbath laws

lay no restriction on the doings of the infidel but such as are laid

on all the citizens. If the Protestants who use this sophism lived

in a Popish state, where the laws compelled them to desist from

legitimate labors and amusements on all those "saints' days"

which we Protestants thoroughly disbelieve and despise, they

would St little solace in the fact that their superstitious Popish

neighbors ^ were idle on the same days. These Protestants

iii
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would find the intrinsic injustice in this, that the religious super-

stitions of others were made a pretext to restrain them, who be-

lieved them false and groundless, from acts to which they were

naturally and morally entitled. This is precisely the ground

assumed by our infidels against Sabbath laws of the state. We
hear the argument, again, put thus: although Church and State

are independent, yet the American is a Christian people. The

country was settled by Christians. The great majority are Chris-

tians now. Hence it is right that the dissentient or the immigrant

should submit to the Christian features of the society whose hos-

pitality he receives. If he does not like them, let him go away.

But unfortunately for this argument, it is the state which enforces

these Sunday laws; and the state declares itself non-Christian,

and it invites these dissentients to become citizens, covenanting

with them solemnly that as citizens they shall incur no inequality

or loss of civil right by reason of their religious views. Now, if

a man has a natural and secular right to live without a Sabbath,

this objection is formidable. Once more: it is argued. Christians

have a civic right to observe the Lord's day, if they believe it

their duty; and hence it is a merely secular duty of the state to

stop all such employments and amusements of the unbelievers as

would disturb the Christian observances. The infidel answers,

that it is at least as much the business of the worshipper to take

his pious assembly out of the way of the worldly one, the military

band, or the clanging factory, as it is the business of the worldling

to take his band or factory out of the way of the pious assembly.

And this the more, because the infidel believes that the Sunday

work and amusement are reasonable and useful, and the worship

foolish and vain.

A more tenable plea is found in the laws of nature, as exem- /

plified from social experience. It can be experimentally proved

that the bodies of men and domestic animals, and the social affec-

tions, habits, mental health, virtue and domestic welfare of human

beings, call for a hebdomadal rest. Hence, even if we take the

restricted view of the commonwealth which makes it the institute

for realising only secular order and justice, this truth authorises

the state to enforce a Sabbath rest and secure its blessings for

\
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the dependent classes of human beings nnd the helpless beasts.

It is }i prerogative as proper and riorhteous as when a state abates

a nuisance hostile to hygiene, or forbids the working of minor

children and servants beyond a humane number of hours per day.

But this step brings us, in fact, to the threshold of what is the

true argument for Sunday laws by the state.

While the American state is not positively Christian, no state

can rightfully be atheistic. The doctrines of redemption are not

the necessary basis of the validity of a state: witness the fact

that the Bible recognised the validity of the authority of Rome,

a pagan empire ; and that every sound jurist in Christendom

recognises the validity of Mohammedan states. But Theism is

essential as the basis of civil government. Atheism, if preva-

lent, would leave civic authority logically baseless. The legiti-

mate state exists only by virtue of the will of God as Maker and

providential Ruler; and therefore can ground its authority only

in its recognition of him. But the Sabbath, while in its special

aspect a commemorative institution of redemption to the believer,

is also, in its prior and general aspect, an ordinance for man, as

a moral creature, instituted for the race in all times by God, as

Maker and Ruler. The truth which is overlooked by both parties,

and which is vital to our argument, is this : that the Sabbath now

serves two purposes : with the believing part of the race included

in Christ's spiritual kingdom, it is a gospel means of grace ; but

none the less is it to mankind at large what it was first given for,

a7i essential institute of that natural theism, and that personal,

social, and domestic righteousness, on which civil society rests as

its foundations. How fair and consistent this view is, will ap-

pear when we show that the Sabbath was ordained for man before

he needed any redemption. This purpose of its original institu-

tion remains immutable, through all ages and 'dispensations.

After man fell, and God in his mercy set up the spiritual king-

dom of redemption, the other use of the Sabbath, as a redemp-

tive ordinance, was superadded. Hence it will follow, that no

human being has a natural or civic right either to atheism or to

live without a Sabbath. These are simply natural iniquities,

subversive of social morals as really as incest or murder, though
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not so greatly. Here, then, is the cardinal sophism of the infidel

plea against Sabbath laws, that he has assumed the privilege of

neglecting the Sabbath to be, so long as he professes no Christian

conscience, his natural right, unjustly restricted by another's

erroneous conscience, like the natural right to labor and to re-

creation ; whereas it will be shown that Sabbath observance is,

for every human being, a moral obligation of natural theism and

social order.

First, then, it is to be shown that theism is essential to the

grounding of the state as a valid authority over men. Here we

come directly into collision with the irparov t]jev6og of the infidel

party : that natural morality and intelligence are the "basis of

secular government, and the adequate guarantee of public order,

prosperity, and righteousness." This is expressly denied. It is

asserted, on the contrary, that the fear of God and the sanctions

of his law are the only adequate basis and guarantee.

The first proof advanced is one which carries little weight with

men who glory in despising the lights of history and experience,

but which all sensible men appraise at a prime value. There

never has been a permanent civilised order in the world, founded

on atheism. The only notable experiment was that made during

the French Revolution, when for a short time, at the darkest

period of the "Reign of Terror," atheism was in the ascendant.

The result is too well known for comment. It was too bad even

for Robespierre, who found it necessary to cut off his atheistic

comrades' heads. All the thinking men of all ages and schools,

Pagan and Christian, have usually judged atheistic principles in-

consistent with any moral order. All the best ethical writers, of

all ages and schools, have grounded their moral systems in man's

res])oiisibility to God. So essential is religious belief to any

moral order, tfiat erroneous belief has always been better than

none ; theism, under the form of polytheism, was always a corner-

stone of such heathen commonwealths as ever became civilised or

great, like Egypt, Tyre, Rome, Athens ; and in these, when belief

declined, the national virtue and greatness went down with it. If

our modern destructives would find actual instances of societies

founded according to their ideal, they must look among the mis-
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erable human herds of the Hottentots or Australians. Expe-

rience offers no other verification of their theory.

Secondly. Civil government cannot be safely based without

theism ; because there is no explanation of the origin of the civil

ruler's moral right, or of the moral obligation of allegiance, or

of the right of property, vrithout a God and his ordinance. Let

the jurist begin without a God, Avith any theory of "a social

contract," or any such invention as prevailed from Hobbes to

Rousseau, his logical structure proves an absurd card castle, de-

molished by the first touch of reason. There is no way in which

the duty of allegiance and obedience to the civil magistrate can

receive a moral foundation, save from the ordinance of God, the

Maker and Sovereign Proprietor, instituting it. There is no

tenable account of the right of property, except in God's gift of

the earth and its goods to man as his rational tenant. For the

well-informed reader, there is no need of repeating the proof.

He will recall, for instance, Paley's demolition of the theory of

social contract.

Thirdly. A practical argument is found in our experience of

human nature. It is corrupted from its origin. Man is naturaly

a sinner, selfish, unjust, heedless, and passionate. It requires all

possible restraints to prevent his breaking out into such disorders

as are destructive of social well-being. Take away the restraints

of the divine authority, the fear of future penalty, the hope of

reward, and the average man becomes an uncontrollable rebel

against duty. There have been self-controlled virtuous atheists?

Perhaps. Still the principle holds that "one swallow does not

make a summer." The exception does not destroy the rule.

Your average atheist, from the Hottentot up to Tom Paine, is

not noted for morals. The decent atheists are usually men who

are shielded from temptation by a careful rearing, comfortable

wealth, and wholesome surroundings. But the majority of hu-

man beings for whom governments legislate, are exposed to poverty

and strong temptations ; and the general result is, that then moral

principles, unsustained by religious convictions, give way.

Fourthly, and chiefly. The species of atheism which prevails

in our day, involves also materialism. In this it is consistent.
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The argument which banishes spirit from the human person must

also, if carried out, banish the Infinite Spirit from the universe.

The history of human opinion shows that this is a true maxim :

Julius gpiritus in microcosmo, nullus Deus in macrocosmo. But

it is simply impossible that materialism can sustain any theory of

rcijl moral obligation, virtue, or merit. The popular and prac-

tical argument for this assertion—than which there is none more

conclusive— is, that beasts have no ethics, and can have none;

and materialism makes man an improved beast. The sound phi-

losopher reaches the same conclusion in a more analytic way, by

observing that if all of man is material, then no motives in man

can be generically different from animal instinct. Rational free

agency is impossible, because man acts only from animal impulse

;

and there is consequently no room for a true moral responsibility.

The history of opinion proves the same fact ; for Materialists,

when they attempt to wriie ethics, always resolve the moral motive

into selfishness, desire of applause, or some lower appetency.

If there is no God, then of course there can be no responsibility

higher than the social ; for there is no one to whom responsibility

can bind. There can be no imperative standard of duty or obli-

gation asserting any moral supremacy over the individual will

;

because the only other intelligent will is that of the fellow-

creature, which is no higher than, and just as fallible as, the will

to be regulated by it. Of course there can be no future responsi-

bility ; and every moral restraint arising from it is broken.

There can be no sacredness about the human person or life^but

the murder of a man would be as the killing of a beast.^ It is

indisputable that the Apostle expresses the legitimate ethics of

atheism : "Let us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." Is not

this precisely the philosophy ofElizur Wright, the President of

the League? P. 83 :

The perfection of human nature is when the spiritual in man has the

profoundest reverence for the physical; worships it in fact with every

oiferin^ that can contribute to its highest health and the perfect develop-

ment, in their due time and order, of all its marvellous faculties and

functions. Every such act of worship reacts on the conscious mind it-

self, and fills it to overflowing with good will. This is virtue; this is the

highest happiness. There is no charity which does not begin at home.

I
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Charity is like gravity, which act8 inversely as the square of the distance.

Who wrongs his own body will wrong everything and everybody else.

It has been said by Christian moralists that even the atheist,

if he would make a correct analysis of the facts of consciousness,

would be led to recognise the naoral distinctions and obligation.

This may be admitted conditionally. If it could be that the

atheist should so analyse the functions of conscience as to recog-

nise these truths: that the simple judgments of right and wrong

are primary and necessary intuitions; that they are rational; that

they are immutable; that the judgment of obligation attending

this intuition is no mere modification of association, or of self

love, or of the love of applause, or of sympathetic harmony; but

is itself an integral part of the necessary truth—then indeed

he might be both atheist and recogniser of morality. But it is

certain that no consistent atheist will ever make this correct

analysis of the moral consciousness; there is an inevitable reason

in his theory why he will not. Obligation implies an obligator.

Who; where is he? The shortest and simplest examination

shows that it cannot be merely the fellow-creature, nor civil gov-

ernment. Let a man deny that there is a God, and he finds no

obligator. Then, it is logically impossible he should construe

obligation aright. It is unavoidable that in his blind analysis he

shall pervert this intuition of obligation, which points essentially

to a God, into some imagined modification of some lower feeling.

And let it be repeated: the consistent atheist is always a mate-

rialist. If man is only material, then this other feeling which i8

transmuted to simulate what the atheist calls judgment of obli-

gation, be it what it may, cannot be anything higher than an

animal sensibility. Thus the very possibility of moral, rational

oblii>:ation is gone. Atheism cannot be moral, save by an utter

inconsistency. Our writers, when asserting that even the atheist

would find a basis for morals if he would analyse consciousness

correctly, supposed that they were tliereby paying an honorable

tribute to the value of these moral intuitions. Their motive was

good ;but their Avords were none the less misleading; they gave

us but an imaginary, hypotht'iical dictum, whose condition is im-

possible to be realised.
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Much of the unbelief of our age is pantheistic. The same

charge must be made against the pantheism which now prevails:

that it is virtual atheism, and cannot have a consistent morality.

One reason is, that it denies a personal God. But man's com-

mon sense always views obligation as binding to a personal will.

To say that there is no personal God is practically to say that

there is no obligator. And secondly, if pantheism is true, then

it is idle to talk of any standard of right and wrong controlling

any human will from evil, for that evil will is God's will. The

divine will, being identified with all other wills, embraces and

sanctions all the evil, as truly as the good. In this form also,

atheism cannot be moral.

Thus the prime error of these infidels is refuted which asserts

that "natural morality," unsustained by either natural or re-

vealed religion, is adequate for the purposes of society. This is

positively false, as is proved by experience and reason. But the

state is a moral institute. Its law professes to be a rule of moral

right. Its legitimate ends are to protect the well-being of so-

ciety, by upholding moral right between men. Hence the state

cannot be atheistic, and exist safely. It must seek its founda-

tion in theism, with its doctrines of responsiblity to God, and di-

vine rewards and punishments. It must derive its warrants from

God; or else it retains no valid power over the conscience.

It follows from this truth, that he who assails the being and

moral government of God thereby attacks the very existence of

the state. He should no more have the privilege of doing his

atheistic work, than of attacking the family, which is the secular

or earthly foundation of civil society. Both state and federal gov-

ernments claim the right to ordain monogamy as the only whole-

some condition of the family institute, and to uphold it by pun-

ishing bigamy with pains and penalties. In doing this, the gov-

vernment rightly scorns the pretext of the Mormon, that poly-

gamy is one of his religious tenets, and that, therefore, his reli-

gious liberty is infringed if he is restrained by corporeal penal-

ties from practising it. The state has an equal right to restrain

the public propagation of atheism and the blasphemy of Almighty

Grod. Of course, we all recognise the inviolability of the rights
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of conscience, and the irrelevancy of corporeal pains as an agency

to propagate truth in the love of it. But while assigning the

widest possible scope to liberty of thought, and removing the

limit of it to the outermost place consistent with beneficial exist-

ence of society, wo can say no less than this: that the right of

the state to exist must imply its right to preserve the essential

conditions of its own existence; and that, to this the narrower

claims of individuals must, so far, give place. For instance:

private creditors of a commonwealth have a right to be paid the

just amounts of the debts due them. Few personal rights can be

plainer. But if circumstances arise, as foreign invasion or do-

mestic insurrection, in which the whole possible revenues of the

state are necessary to maintain its own organic existence, then

the jurist says that the right of the private creditor to payment

must lie in abeyance. Because, if the state betrays its own

existence, for want of those revenues, the creditor loses his right

forever by the annihilation of the very personality of his debtor.

In like manner, if the propagation of atheism destroys the foun-

dation of the state's existence, this pretended right to freedom of

thought in teaching atheism is superseded by the state's right to

exist. She has the civil right, as a secular institute, to suppress

this personal license. Hence it appears: so far from the federal

government's being guilty of any oppression, in refusing to permit

her mails to be used to carry blasphemous or atheistic documents,

or attacks upon the purity of domestic life, this is the minimum

of duty she owes to herself and her constituents. The only de-

batable question is, whether she ought not to do more. But,

they cry, the government may, under pretext of this duty, carry

her intrusions farther, and invade the proper liberty of thought

of the citizens. If she does so, she will go wrong; and that will

be the proper time to protest. If just and necessary powers are

to be withheld because they may be abused, then no power what-

ever could be conferred on the state.

It has thus been shown that the maintenance of theism is the

essential foundation of civil government. The constitution of

the United States was, therefore, wrong, in that it omitted all

reference to Almighty God as the source of its powers; and that
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of the late Confederate States was right in doing so. The reader

is now at a point of view whence he can understand the concern

of the commonwealth with Sunday laws. The observation de-

serves to be repeated: that the Sabbath was first given to man,

before he needed any redemption, by God as his natural Creator

and Ruler. As such, it is an institution of God's natural do-

minion over mankind, an institution of natural theism and social

morals. In this aspect the Sabbath belongs to the race, under

all ages and dispensations, and is as obligatory on Pagan and Mos-

lem as on Jews and Christians. Man fell ; and God was pleased

to institute, in the hand of his Son our Messiah, a spiritual king-

dom of redemption, for the justification and sanctification of be-

lievers; a kingdom independent, under the new dispensation, of

civil governments; and he was pleased also to employ the Lord's

day, in this spiritual kingdom, as an ordinance of grace and re-

demption to saints. This latter application has in 7io sense su-

perseded the primeval one. This is the truth which the assail-

ants of Sunday laws, and even the Lutheran theology, overlooks.

The whole plausibility of their argument comes from this omission.

If, then, it can be repaired by the establishmeut of our thesis,

their sophism is exploded.

This error has, unfortunately, borrowed no little strength

from the mistake made by the early Reformers, and especially

the Lutheran, concerning the Lord's day. They taught (see

Augsburg Confession) that the Sabbath had never been anything

more than a Jewish, positive, and typical command ; whence it

passed away, of course, at the vanishing of the old dispensation,

like all other Jewish shadows. The Lord's day therefore, if ob-

served under the new dispensation, can have no othei* basis of

authority than the ecclesiastical recommending a seemly holy day,

and the secular law ordering a wholesome police regulation. It is

easy to foresee how infidels, attacking the divine authority of the

day, would avail themselves of this theological error. In fact, a

mass meeting of infidel anti-Sabbatarians in one of the great

American cities, exhibited the monstrous alliance of a Lutheran

minister of the gospel joining his false exegesis with their license

to overthrow God's day. Now the proof of our thesis corrects
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this theological error as well as the infidel argument. By prov-

ing that the Sabhath command was ante-Levitical, was moral,

was universal, and was perpetual, we effectually dispose of the

false position, that it was abrogated with the shadows of the old

dispensation. This Review (Oct. 1857) contained an exhaustive

discussion of this phase of the question. Referring our readers

to that Number we shall now touch the hendsof the argument as

briefly as our object permits. And our thesis as to the original

institution of the Sabbath will be established by three proofs ;

ancient tradition, sucred history, and the physiologic and psy-

chologic testimony of man's nature itself.

The oldest of the traditionary testimonies is that latest discov-

ered by Assyrian research. The cuneiform writings, along with

their history of the flood, distinctly testify that primeval men ob-

served the seventh day as sacred time and by divine appoint-

ment. The oldest of the Greek poetic theologians is Hesiod.

He is quoted as saying (Dierum, line 6th) : "The first, the

fourth also, and the seventh is a sacred day." And again : "The

seventh day once more, the splendid dawn of the sun." And

Homer: "Tlie seventh day then arrived, the sacred day." Again

:

"The seventh was sacred." "The seventh dawn was at hand,

and with this all the series is completed." Thus also writes Cal-

limachus the poet: "It was now the Sabbath day, and with this

all was accomplished." Again : "Yea, the seventh is the parent-

day." Again: "The seventh day is first, and the seventh day

is the complement." The elegies of Solon, the Athenian legis-

lator, also proclaimed the seventh day as more sacred than the

rest. Josephus against Apion (II. 40), says : "There is not any

city of the Grecians, nor any of the Barbarians, nor any nation

whatsoever, whither our custom of resting on the seventh day

hath not come." Allowing for the exaggeration of the contro-

versialist, we still find evidence here of a widely spread usage.

It must have been rather the remaining effect of primeval cus-

tom and law than recent imitation of the despised Jews. Philo,

the learned Jew, nearly contemporary with the Christian era, calls

the Sabbath ioinr^ ndv&nH-og. To such testimonies as these should,

in justice, be added the numerous proofs of the observance of
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stated holy days, such as the new moons, among the most ancient

pagans. These, though not in all cases coincident with the Old

Testament-Sabbath, still confirm its original authority in two

ways : they are evidently inaccurate imitations of it lingering

among the growing twilight of polytheism : they are practical

admissions of the truth that, in order to continue such a creature

as man religious, he must have a stated religious day.

Let it be understood that we, of course, do not advance this

traditionary proof as sufficient, by itself, to establish the divine

authority of the Sabbath. But it raises a strong probability.

Taken with the proof that follows, it shows that God, in creating

man, appointed him a sacred day. The appointment was for a

long time observed as a world-wide institution. The separation

of apostate parts of the race from the Church in the lineage of

the "sons of God," did not by any means terminate their observ-

ance of the day. But the decline in the proper observance of

the day evidently hastened the spread of idolatry. And when

the observance of the sacred day was totally lost in any tribe,

then monotheism and the knowledge of the true God were also

lost. The necessity of Sabbath-observance: as the great school

of natural theism, is thus illustrated bv the state of the whole

pagan world in this historical fact. Wherever there has been no

weekly sacred day, there has been neither pure monotheism, nor

a single instance of a civic order combining civilisation and con-

stitutional liberty. Let the instance be produced. Paganism has

presented us a certain degree of civilisation, with despotism ; or

a certain rude freedom, with savagery, as among our Teuton an-

cestors described in Tacitus' Germania: that is all. Our modern

infidels vainly flatter themselves, that if they can banish the

Sabbath, they will have a reign of ratiofial atheism. (They know

very well, that by banishing the Sabbath they will destroy Chris-

tianity.) But they are utterly mistaken. "That which hath

been is that which shall be." Human nature is still human

nature. The condition they will inevitably have, will be, not

rational infidelity enthroned, but rank superstition, fetichism,

polytheism, pagan hierarchy ; and their Sabbathless society will

prove itself capable, not of republican freedom, but only of the

/
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species of gigantic despotism which ruled in Egypt and Chaldea,

and which cemented the stones of the pyramids and the hanging

gardens of Nebuchadnezzar with the blood of the "proletariat."

The commonwealth taught by history claims that she has a right

to maintain the Sabbath, because she has the primary right of

self-preservation, and God and his Sabbath are the corner-stones

of her being. She sees that constitutional liberty has only been

made possible for modern ages, as reformed Christianity has given

back to the European races the theism and the holy day which

God gave the race at its beginning.

The civil legislator, in appealing to the Bible as his second wit-

ness to this fact, uses the book, not as the gospel of redemption,

but as the authentic and inspired history of God's original constitu-

tion of human society. It is not forgotten that it is the trick of

our opponents to set this witness aside with the easy assertion

that the Bible, and especially the Old Testament, is mythical.

This is no place to go into the full argument for its authenticity,

nor is it necessary. The assaults upon its historical credit we

simply denounce as impertinences. That battle has been long

ago fought and decided. The true history of the race, the real

scholarship, the intelligent virtue, are with the Bible. These re-

newed pretences, that it is discredited by any later researches,

are shallow and unwarrantable. They are especially unworthy

of respectful treatment at this day, when the marvellous results

of Egyptology and the Assyrian explorations have shed a flood

of confirmatory light on the sacred history, and when the proud

waves of sceptical physical science £^re retreating from its bul-

warks of truth in confessed defeat.

Authentic history is the chief guide of legislation, next to the

eternal principles of right and wrong. The Old Testament is

the most authentic of ancient histories, and it is, for the legis-

lator, of most fundamental importance ; because it is the only

history in the world that gives the foundation faces of God's or-

ganisation of human society. No commonwealth can be safely

reared, save on these foundations. If it be built on others, it

must fall, because the very laws of nature and Providence are

against it. Now, the sacred history tells us that the Maker
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founded human society on obedience to himself; and he being

essential righteousness, this was to found it on righteousness.

He raised two buttresses 'for it in Paradise, the fanaily and the

Sabbath ; and man's lapse from that first state did not supersede,

but only enhance, the necessity of these two supports. The

family was to provide moral nurture for the members of society
;

the Sabbath was to perpetuate that theism and knowledge and

fear of God, which are the essential condition of all social wel-

fiire as well as future salvation for sinners. Thus, the Sabbath

was originally no Jewish or Levitical ceremony ; but the institu-

tion of the race, given to them in their first parents, even before

their need of redemption had emerged. "The Sabbath was made

for man." Gen. ii. 2, 3. God blessed and sanctified the seventh

day, at the end of the very first week. For whom did he sanc-

tify it ? Evidently, for Adam and Eve. Gen. iv. 3 (margin).

The seventh day was evidently observed for religious worship and

oblation by the human family, when we next hear of them as

sinners. Gen. vii. 2, 10 (margin). God enabled Noah, even -in

the awful crisis of the approaching deluge, to complete his en-

trance into the ark against the sacred day. Gen. viii. 10, 12.

Noah observes the seventh day's division of time, while still shut

up in the ark. Gen. xvii. 12. The male child must be circumcised

one week after its birth ; showing that this division of time by

the sacred day still prevailed in Abraham's time. Gen. xxix. 27.

The usual length of a wedding- feast in the days of Jacob was a

week, which shows that the Sabbath was still in use, at least as a

division of time, in Mesopotamia, after it was becoming idolatrous.

In Gen. 1. 10, we find that a week was the duration of a funeral

mourning in the days of Joseph ; and that for the Egyptians, as

well as the Hebrews, Exod. xii. 15 teaches us that before the

Sabbath commandment had been given on Sinai, a week was the

length proper for a solemn religious festival. In Ex'>d. xvi. 25,

still before the giving of the Decalogue, two supernatural excep-

tions weekly were made to the regular ordering of the manna^

to insure Israel's keeping the Sabbath. It fell on six days regu-

larly ; but none fell on the seventh. That which was kept over

for a day, uniformly putrefied ; but that which was kept over

from the sixth for the food of the seventh, did not putrefy.
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So, when we come to the Mosaic legislation proper—Exod. xx.

8-11—the command to sanctify the Sabbath begins : "Remem-

ber the Sabbath day," showing that it was no new institute, but

an old one, only requiring more faithful observance. So, while the

ritual commands have often a reason assigned for them from some

particular event in the Hebrews' own history, as the Passover,

from the sparing of their first-Horn in Egypt, the reason assigned

for the Sabbath is as universal as the race of man. But the

conclusive evidence is, that foreigners and pagans being among

the Hebrews, were required also to observe the day. Indeed, it

was made the Hebrew magistrate's duty to enforce the observance

of it on the "strangers that were within his gates." See also

Nehem. xiii. 16 and 21. This is most significant, because foreign-

ers were not only not required to observe the ritual ceremonies

peculiar to the Hebrew religion, but were forbidden. No pagan

could participate in the paschal feast until he had become a Jew.

Thus God teaches his Church to teach the world that the Sab-

bath is not only obligatory on believers, as members of the king-

dom of redemption, but also on men simply as subjects of the

kingdom of nature. This evidence of sacred history is crowned

by the fact that when the coming and sacrifice of Christ had

superseded all the merely ceremonial reasons for the observance

of the Sabbath as a type, still the apostolic Christians did not

cease to sanctify the holy day. It was, indeed, moved forward

to the first day, the commemoration of the resurrection and Pen-

tecost ; but the whole moral obligation of the Sabbath was, by

inspired precedent, transferred to the "Lord's day." And the

authority of the last of the apostles, John (Rev. i. 10), conse-

crated this as the sacred day of the Redeemer of the world.

Now, a cavil may be attempted from this change, thus : the

Sabbatarians have conceded that the spiritual kingdom of re-

demption and the secular commonwealth are independent. Then

this cardinal event in redemption should have no effect in changing

the usage of the state. The latter, if it retains any Sabbath,

ought to cleave to the seventh day. Indeed, since the Christian

Church believes that the completion of Christ's sacrifice has su-

perseded the typical reasons for the seventh day, the correct con-
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elusion would be that the state also should cease to regard the

seventh without taking up the first. This is the answer: that

typical reasons for sanctifying the seventh, even during the typical

period of the Church's history, were only a part of the reasons.

Hence, though these were satisfied, the others remained, and men

in all ages still have the same reasons to keep God's original

Sabbath which the man in paradise had, and which the men be-

fore Abraham and Moses had. Hence, all that could be fairly

inferred Avouid be this: that while the Church moved over its

observance to the first day, the state should retain its original

day. But why should this discrepancy be kept up ? Why em-

barrass the obligatory observance of all Christian citizens, by

making that first day secular whioh their Redeemer compels them

to make sacred ? Church and state are independent, but they

are not hostile. The state, the organ of earthly righteousness,

need not be so jealous of the Church, the organ of spiritual sal-

vation, as to refuse to act with her in this one non-essential point,

when that God, who is both Creator and Ruler, and also "the

God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ," honored his risen

Son by transferring the original Sabbath to his resurrection-day.

The third proof of our proposition is that presented by man's

body and spirit themselves. The experimental science of physi-

ology has evinced that man's body and nerves were created by

their Maker a seven-day clock. To secure their best endurance

and working, they must be "wound up" weekly by the Sabbath-

rest. Yea, God has written the same law on the constitution of

the very brutes which he has given to man for servants. The

wayfarer who rests one day in seven, progresses farther than he

who presses on seven days. The army which rests on the Lord's

day marches farther, in the long run, than the one which moves

seven days in the week. The team which does its task on the

Sunday is worn and broken down, while that which is permitted

to keep the Sabbath-rest continues fresh and healthy. The body

of the human being who observes the rest is, other things being

equal, more healthy, efficient, and long-lived, than that of the

Sabbath-breaker. The same rules hold of the health of the

spirit. Let the tension of worldly care and business, of study, or

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—15.
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of executive tasks, be continued through the seventh day as well

as all the six, and the poise of the fjiculties is lost, the spirit be-

comes feverish, the emotions are exasperated, the soul wears itself

out by its own friction. For the intelligent and candid reader

these facts need only be intimated. He knows that they are too

numerous and authentic to be disputed. It is thus seen that he

who "made the Sabbath for man," made man for the Sabbath.

The creature and the institution are fitted to each other. This

is a perfect proof that our thesis is correct in asserting the Sab-

bath rest to be an institution coeval with the race, and designed

for the whole race, under all dispensations.

But when we come to the moral argument, we find it yet more

conclusive. Let the reader again be reminded that we claim it,

not as it might be constructed on the higher ground of man's

redemption and snnctification, but only from the position of man

the rational, moral member of the secular but moral institute, the

commonwealth. Let us resume the points established : that civil

government is moral, and founded in moral obligation ; that the

onlv basis of morals and oblio-ation is Theism, the knowledge and

fear of the true God of creation and providence, of his will as the

prime rule of right, and of his righteous rewards and punish-

ments ; that a holy day reserved to him is the only sufficient

means to preserve among men, especially as fallen, that knowl-

edge and fear. The last point might be powerfully argued from

experience alone. Where has there ever been a people who, after

wholly deserting the Sabbath, have retained (not to say Cfiris-

tianity, but even) a healthy Monotheism ? History tells of none.

Islam is Monotheistic, and hence the Moslems have ever been

more effective, civilised, and triumphant than the Polytheists near

them ; but this is because Islam has a quasi Sabbath, iis holy

Friday recurring weekly, and devoted to the worship of God and

the study of the Koran. Again do we remind our destructive

"progressives" that there is no safe guide for legislation, outside

the law of righteousness, save experience. The experience of all

ages is against them. Man's nature remains the same. "Like

causes produce like effects." Hence, when they demand that we

shall discard the sure light of experience and plunge into their
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perilous novelties, they are guilty of an impertinence whose arro-

gancy can only be equalled by its injustice.

But the least modicum of practical wisdom shows us that our

proposition cannot but be true. Man is a finite creature and a

creiiture of habits. Hence he never does anything effectually,

mve as he has stated times for doing it. Life is full of homely

instances of this rule. Savages eat such food as chance brings

thein at irregular times. But it is presumed that no people ever

dined well who did not have a regular dinner hour. Courts of

Justice must have their court-days. Merchants must have their

hours of exchange. Banks must have their "discount days."

So, if there is to be any instrumentality to keep alive the knowl-

edge of God, it must have its stated season allotted to it, or it

will be forgotten. Thus it comes about, that, when the Sabbath

is lost, true religion is lost. There is also a vital connection be-

tween the family, that other bulwark of society, and the Sabbath.

A day of rest from secular pursuits is necessary to enable the

parental and domestic influences to come into effectual play.

While the working-day world flows on, it absorbs parents and

children in its stream, and indeed, usually separates them by

their avocations, so that they are almost strangers to each other.

In every civilised community, the majority of the people must be

toilers. But the wealthy and self-indulgent are in most cases

equally absorbed by the ecjually exacting demands of pleasure.

To bring parents and children together, this turmoil of work and

amusement must be bidden to cease. A sacred leisure must be

provided and protected from the temptations of gain and pleasure,

in order that parents and children may be truly reunited around

the hearth, the true altar of well-ordered society. There the

sacred influences of parental love may play effectually, and the

virtues of a moral and pious home be diffused. No where is there

a better and more truthful statement of this connection than in the

''Cotter's Saturday Night" of Burns. Without a Sunday, there

would have been no such Saturday night, with its blessed human-

isino; and restraining influences.

To sum up, then: it is admitted that every man ought to enjoy
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the fullest liberty of thought compatible with the ends of govern-

ment, and that the secular state ought to be separate from, an(i

independent of, the Church, pursuing as its proper object the

protection of the earthly rights of the people. If the Christian

Sabbath were nothing but an ordinance of the spiritual kingdom

and means of redemption, then the state should leave its enforce-

ment, as it properly does that of the Christian worship and sac-

raments, to the persuasions of the Church. But while the day is

this, it is also another thing: the necessary support of that natu-

ral Theism, domestic virtue, and popular moral it3^ which are the

foundations of the state. The state is from God, exists by his

ordinance, holds its powers by delegation from him, and has no

other basis for the righteousness it seeks to enforce between man

and man than his will. On the basis of atheism, there can be

no stable structure either of ethics or government. Hence the

state's right to exist includes her right to protect these essential

conditions of her existence, and to enforce that outward observ-

ance of the Sabbath rest, which alone makes the inculcation of

God's fear and of public and private virtue practicable, through

those distinct, but friendly, cooperative agencies which God has

ordained to keep men in his fear, the family and the Church.

Every true statesman knows that unless the suitable conditions

of public and private morality exist in the people, no state-

craft, no constitution-making, can create or preserve a prosperous

free commonwealth. In this sense, the statesman alone cannot

make a state. Divine providence must contribute its essential

cooperation, through those other institutes which are as truly or-

dained of God as original and as independent as the state itself:

the family and the Church. Wise statesmen have learned from

experience that the state's tinkering with these, in the way of

persecutions of heresies, state endowments, and such like expe-

dients, only cripples their ability for good. But this is no reason

why the state should rashly overlook or deny the vital value of

their training-work to its ends ; or should so wield its secular

power as to deprive them of the suitable means and opportuni-

ties for doing their all-important functions. On the contrary,
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the state is bound so to enforce outward rest and quiet, and the

cessation of secular labors and public amusements, as to honor

God's natural ordinance, and to give the allied institutes, the

family and the Church, their proper opportunity for doing their

work on the people. R L. Dabney.

ARTICLE VI.

THP DIAOONATE.*

II. Secondly, we proceed to consider the scope of the deacon's

functions. Under this head we design to treat the question of

diaconal functions as terminating on, 1. The care of the poor;

2. The management of ecclesiastical stipends, goods, and property;

0. Collections for congregational purposes, and for the temporal

support of the benevolent enterprises and the institutions of the

Church ; and 4. The service of the Lord's table.

First. The subject of the care of the poor is distributable into

three parts: the care of the poor of the Church; the care of

Christian strangers; and the care of the poor of the world.

1. We will briefly consider the relation of the deacon to the

poor of the Church. It is usual to regard it as the chief function

of the deacon to care for the poor—that is to say, as his chief

specific function. Generically considered, his office is concerned

about all the temporal interests with which the Church has to do

as we hope to show under another head. As donations are spon-

taneously made, and legacies left, to the Church, he is the re-

ceiver; as money is to be raised for various purposes, he is the

collector; as funds and property are to be kept and administered

he is the treasurer and manager; and as relief is to be extended

to the poor, and stipends paid to church-officers and agents, he is

the distributor. While, therefore, distribution is his principal

* This is the second part of a Report submitted to the Synod of South
Carolina. It is published in the Review at the request of that body. The
first part may be found in the January number of the Review for 1879.
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and, it may be, designative function, it is by no means his only

function. He is the temporal officer of the Church, appointed by

Christ's authority ; and consequently, all which strictly comes

under the denomination of ecclesiastical temporalities falls under

the scope of his functions.

As the fact that the deacon sustains an official relation to the

poor of the Church is conceded on all hands, there is no need to

discuss it as if it were a moot point; but taking it for granted, it

may be proper to glance at some of the principles which underlie

the diaconal office in this its prominent feature, and note a few of

the practical inferences which may be deduced from thenn.

(1.) The first principle which may be mentioned as fundamental

to this office is that of the unity of the Church, as expressed in

the fellowship of temporal suffering. Conceived as invisible, the

Church is one by reason of a spiritual life derived from Christ

her Head, infused alike into all the members of his mystical body

by the vitalising power of the Holy Ghost, and uniting them not

as a mechanical aggregation of parts, but as a living and organic

whole. Conceived as visible, and as capable of manifesting her

inward life by corporal association, the Church is one as a com-

munion of saints in the joint participation of the ordinances of

God's appointment —a united worship at his altar, a common

hearing of the preached gospel, and especially a holy fellowship

around the sacramental board. Conceived as a visible institute

susceptible of governmental organisation and polity, the Church

is one by virtue of the representative principle, beginning its

grand activity in the primary assemblies of Christ's professing

people, uttering itself through the medium of their free suffrages,

and expanding in the majestic sweep of its influence from the

parochial presbytery through a correlated series of courts to a

possible culmination in a supreme (Ecumenical Assembly. Con-

ceived as the suffering body of Christ, a company of pilgrims

through a scene of discipline to a heavQnly home, the Church is

one by the fusing power of an all-pervading sympathy. So far

as this sympathy is related to spiritual distress, it finds its legiti-

mate expression through the tetuier and consolatory ministrations

of the pastoral office; so far as it is connected with temporal want,
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it meets its provided qhannel of expenditure in the hunrjble but

Olirist-like office which was filled by the illustrious proto-martyr

of the Christian Church. The deacon's function is grounded in

the Church's unity of suffering. It becomes hiin, therefore, as

the representative alike of the sympathy of Jesus for his afflicted

brethren and of that of his body for its needy members, to put

the material tokens of that sympathy, with loving gentleness, into

the hand of the poor believer. It is easy to see that if the dea-

con's office were thoroughly employed, in accordance with its

beneficent spirit and design, such a thing as the communistic

atritation which is the great fret of secular society would be ren-

dered impossible in the Church. The clamor of the discontented

Hellenists was at once silenced by the increased vigor of diaconal

ministration. The Church is a sacred brotherhood; and if dis-

satisfaction arises in its bosom in consequence of a disproportionate

possession of worldly goods by its members, the deacon is the

appointed, and, if he use his office well, the efficient, mediator be-

tween the rich and the poor.

(2.) Another principle which grounds the office of deacon is

love; in that form of it which is usually denominated charity.

As discharging the function of instruction, the Church is a school

;

as propagating the Christian faith and inviting the nations to

partake of the blessings of redemption, she is a missionary col-

lege; as performing the office of rule, she is a government, a

polity—the city of God; as related to temporal want, she is an

asylum for the poor and the sick, offering the advantages and

conferring the benefits at once of an almshouse and a hospital.

Contemplated in this last aspect, the VJhi.rch not only acts as the

minister of sympath}^ to the afflicted members of the body of

Christ, but, we think, also, more generally, as the almoner of

charity to the suffering and needy members of the family of man.

She is by her very constitution an eleemosynary institute, and

according to the extent of her means, receives as beneficiaries

upon her charity every real and worthy child of want. Like re-

demption, in which she is founded, she bestows her benefactions

upon the whole personality of man, body and soul alike, and ex-
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tends her compassions, through her diaconal organs, as well to

th e sinner as the saint

t\

(3.) A third principle which underlies the deacon's office is the

duty resulting from the perpetual presence of the poor in the

Church. The poor, said our Master, ye have always with you.

As there is no community in Avhich the gospel is not needed by

the spiritually poor, so there is none in which the Church's help

is not a boon to the temporally poor. A church in which there are

no poor would do well to raise the question, whether it does not

lie outside the pale of God's election. For, "hath not God

chosen the poor of this world rich in faith, and heirs of the king-

dom, which he hath promised to them that love him?" Christ's

poor relations will ever be found where Christian organisations

exist, and the nominal church which neglects to provide for them

confesses itself apostate.

(4.) A fourth principle in which the deacon's office is founded

is the necessity of a permanently operative official obligation,

which will render certain the performance of charitable offices by

the Church. Christ has not left this matter to the option of his

people. The voluntary principle would not have answered, as

experience has shown. Its efforts are spasmodic, its fruits but

Jonah's gourds. The enthusiasm which springs out of it like a

flame, burns vehemently to-day and to-morroAv is cold. Possibly

if the Church were a society grounded in commutative justice,

and her so-called charities had been the quid pro quo payments

upon life insurance contracts, she might have continued to exist

as an organisation for mutual relief But the free unbought

ministration of charity, such as that which the Church bestows,

never could have flowed on an unceasing stream through the

centuries, concurrently with that of human want, had not the

infinite wisdom of her Head provided against the contingency by

the appointment of an officer whose business it is, under the

solemn sanctions of ordination vows, to. extend gratuitous relief

to the poor. The duty of the Church to elect the deacon, and

the obligation of the deacon to Christ, are the guarantees that

diaconal functions will not fail to be discharged.

(5.) Still another principle which may be noticed as lying at
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the root of the deacon's office is the unreasonableness of mingling

spiritual and temporal functions. They are incongruous, and

hence one of the grounds of necessity for the office of deacon as

distinct from that of the minister of the word and the other kind

of pastor—the ruling elder. But as this has been previously

considered, we will not dwell upon it here.

In regard to the question, how the deacon may assist the poor

in addition to the extension of pecuniary relief, we simply present

one or two citations which are deserving of attention. From an

Act of the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland

"anent the duties of Elders and Deacons, and on the manage-

ment of the Secular Affairs of Congregations," 1845, we extract

the following clauses: '"II. Respecting the peculiar duties of

deacons :— ... 4. That they watch over the education of the

children of the poor" [that is, the congregational poor mentioned

under a preceding head].

Lorimer, in his work on the Deaconship, says:

*'In most towns there are a variety of institutions for the relief of dis-

ease, such as dispensaries, infirmaries, etc. To meet particular wants at

certain seasons of the year, there are societies for clothing and fuel.

There are also friendly societies and provident institutions for accurau-

latino; the savino;s, not, perhaps, of the poor, but of classes which may
become poor. There are schools, too, for the education of children

—

the Sabbath and week-day school for ull ; the evening class for those

whose education has been neglected. By making himself master of all

the means of humane, literary, economical, and religious good in his dis-

trict or town, and becoming acquainted also with the respective mana-

gers, an intelligent deacon may do much to prevent poverty and suffering,

and greatly mitigate them where they exist."*

There are other special offices falling under the general con-

sideration of the care of the Christian poor, which we cannot

enlarge upon in detail ; such as the extension of counsel to them

as to their little temporal interest, the provision of seats for them

in the house of God, helping them to places at the communion-

table, in fine, all the courteous attentions which the heart of the

true deacon would prompt him to render to the representatives of

the Master's poverty on earth.
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2. A few words, next, require to be said in regard to the func-

tions of the deacon's office as terminating on the care of Chris-

tian strangers. Kindnesss to strangers is dictated by the instinc-

tive feelings of nature, as is sometimes beautifully and touchingly

evinced in the customs of barbarous tribes. This natural duty is

reenforced in the Scriptures, and as an element of Christian

ethics, guarded by the most solemn and impressive sanctions.

'*For the Lord your God is God of gods, and Lord of lords, a

great God, a mighty and a terrible, which regardeth not persons,

nor taketh reward ; He doth execute the judgment of the father-

less and widow, and loveth the stranger, in giving him food and

raiment. Love ye, therefore, the stranger ; for ye were stran-

gers in the land of Egypt" ''Be not forgetful to entertain

strangers ; for thereby some have entertained angels unawares."

And from the wonderful and affecting account given by our Lord

of the procedures of the last Judgment, we gather that some will

then be surprised to learn that, in providing for strangers on

earth, they had entertained unawares not angels, but the blessed

Master himself "I was a stranger, and ye took me in." ''In-

asmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of these my brkthren,

ye did it unto me." But this office which is obligatory on the

private believer is eminently incumbent on the Church, acting

through her official organ, as the exponent of her charity. We
add a passage from the learned Dr. John Lightfoot, in which is

exhibited the practice in this matter of the Jewish Synagogue

and of the Apostolic Church ; and an extract from the Second

Book of Discipline of the Church of Scotland, as a specimen of

what ancient practice was, and what modern ought to be. Says

the great English scholar :

"It may be observed from hence that stran^^ers and travellers were en-

tertained in a place near the syna,!2;o<!;ue (compare Acts xviii. 7) which

was a public Xenodochion, or receptacle of 8tran<i:;ers, at the char<ie of the

conirregation ; which laudable custom, it is almost apparent, was trans-

planted into the Christian churches in those times : as compare such pas-

sages as those, Heb. xiii. 2: Acts xv. 4. And possibly those Aj^apse, or

' feasts of charity,' spoken of in the Epistles of the Apostles, are to be

understood of these lovin<i; and charitable entertainments of strangers.

' These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you
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feeding themselves without fear.' False teachers, travelling abroad un-

discovered, and being entertained in these public receptacles for stran-

fjors, and at the public cTiarge, vrould find here a fit opportunity for

themselves to vent their errors and deceptions. In this sense may Gaius

very properly be understood as ' the host of the whole church', as bein^

the ofli^er, or chief overseer, employed by the Corinthian church for

these entertainments : in which also it was almost inevitable but some

women should have their employment : according to which custom we
may best understand such places as these: 'Phoebe, a servant of the

cliurch at Cenchrea, she hath been a succorer of many' ;
' Mary bestowed

much labour on us.' Rom. xvi. I, 6 ; 1 Tim. v. 9, 10."*

The passage from the Second Book of Discipline is : ''The

same Canons [the ancient] make mention of a fourfold distribu-

tion of the patrimony of the Church, whereof . . . the third

[part was applied] to the poor, sick persons, and strangers, "f
The following Canon of the Reformed Church of France sug-

gests cautionary measures, to be taken in the assistance of stran-

gers, which merit consideration :

"To prevent those disorders which daily fall out by reason of certifi-

cates given unto the poor, every church shall endeavour to maintain its

own; and in case any one be constrained through the urgency of his

aff'airs to travel, ministers shall examine, with the greatest care in their

Consistories, the just causes of his journey, and thereupon shall give him

letters directed to the next church, lying in the straight way by which

ho must go, specifying his name, age, stature, hair, and the place whither

and the cause of his travel, and the assistance which was given him; nor

shiill the date of the day and year be omit'ed ; which letters the church

lie is direijted to shall keep by it, and give him others unto the next; and

all certificates formerly given shall be torn to pieces."J

3. In tlie next place, the (juestion arises, whether the functions

of the diaconate terminate on the poor of the world, as well as on

the poor of the Church ?

There has not been much discussion of this subject, so far as

we have been able to discover, although some diflference of opinion

hiis existed in regard to it. We venture to. support the position:

that deacons, as official organs for the ministration of ecclesias-

tical charity, ought, when warranted by the ability of the church,

*WW/r.v, London, 1823, Vol. III., p. 274.

fChap. IX., (§4; Dunlop's Confessions.

^.Quick's Sj/nodicon, Discipline, Ch. IV., Can. IV., p. 29.
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to extend relief to the poor of the outside world. Before stating

the reasons which we have to offer in behalf of this view, we cite

a few testimonies in its favour :

Voetius, the distinguished Dutch Avriter on Presbyterian polity,

speaking of deacons, says : "That they may exercise beneficence

towards all men, especially towards those who are of the house-

hold of faith."*

Dr. Timothy Dwight, of New England, gives a striking quo-

tation from the Emperor Julian, known in ecclesiastical history

as the Apostate

:

"If Hellenism [that is, the religion of the heathen] does not prosper

accordin*^ to our wish, it is the fault of those who profess it. Why do

we not look to that which has been the principal cause of the augmenta-

tion of impiety [that is, the Christian religion] : humanity to strangers,

care in burying the dead, and that sanctity of life, of which they make

8uch a show? It is a shame that when the impious Galils&ans [that is,

Christians] relieve not only their own people, but ours also, our poor

should be neglected by us. . . . It having so happened, as I suppose,

that the poor were neglected by our priests, the impious Galilseans, ob-

serving this, have addicted themselves to this kind of humanity; and by

the show of such good offices have recommended the worst of things

[that is, the Christian religion] ; for, beginning with their love-feasts, and

the ministry of tables, as they call it (for not only the name but the

thing is common among them), they have drawn away the faithful to

impiety."

In regard to this passage President Dwight remarks

:

"We have here the strongest evidence, that the ancient Christians,

down to the days of Julian, maintained the charity of the gospel to their

poor and suffering brethren, and to strangers also. . , . It is plain also,

that in the view of this emperor, this charity was a primary reason why
Christianity prevailed in the world. For ho exhibits his full conviction

that it was impossible to spread heathenism by any other means than a

strenuous imitation of this excellent character. The justness of these

opinions is in my view unquestionable."!

Lorimer, in his work on the Deaconship, has the following re-

marks :

"The leading duty of the office is unquestionably the care of the poor.

Here a question, however, arises, what poor? Is it the general poor

JMity, Vol. III., p. 496.* Eccles.

fTheology, Serm. CLV
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of the community, whether relifijious or irreligious, or is the office in-

tended only for the Christian poor? This is a very important inquiry.

There can be no doubt that 'the poor members of the congregation are the

peculiar objects of the deacon's care, and are, it may be, entitled to a

higher provision •, but the question is. Is the deacon to exclude all other

poor from his special regard? . . . Besides her own poor, she [the

Churchj is surrounded Avith many poor who do not belong, by living

mcMiibership, to her communion. . . . There is no authority in Scripture

for restricting the donations of the deacon to poor communicants. . . It

is an honorable light in which Christianity is presented, when she ap-

pears as the friend of the poor, even those who do not make a profession

of religion."*

These testimonies serve to show that we are not promulging a

new and peculiar view when we express the opinion that the

Churcli shouhl, through the deacon as the almoner of her chari-

ties, so far as her circumstances will permit it, extend relief to the

outsi^de pooF»-

To this position it may be objected, that injustice would be

done to the needy and suffering members of the church—that

bread would be taken from the children's mouths and given to

strangers and aliens. To this we reply that the qualifications

appended to the proposition we have submitted, provide against

such a contingency. The poor of the Church ought to be pre-

ferred before the poor of the world. But where both can be

helped without injustice to needy communicants, both ought to

be helped.

It may be objected, in the next place, that the Church is not

able to provide relief for both classes of the poor; that the out-

side poor are a great multitude who would speedily drain her

resources ; in short, that the thing is impossible. We answer,

that we have only contended for such a discharge of this benefi-

cent office as would consist with the Church's ability. If she

cannot, she cannot; that's all. But if she can, she ought, to the

extent of her ability, no more.

It may be objected, in the third place, that State provision is

made for the poor, and that the Church would perform a super-

fluous office in attempting to relieve the wants of those who are

^Chap. VII., pp. 66, 67, 69.
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able to draw from the treasury of the State. To this it may be

replied: First, that the same objection would in part hold against

the relief of the Church's poor, since they are equally with other

poor entitled to State provision. Secondly, the Church poor are

not debarred from participating in the State provision because

the Church relieves them ; why should the State poor be ex-

cluded from Church provision because the State relieves them ?

Thirdly, the paj^ment of a State tax for the poor is a mere

duty exacted upon penalties ; but God requires charity freely

bestowed. The Church is the organ of that charity, and the

deacon the hand of the Church. If, therefore, it is true that the

members of the Church contribute to the payment of the tax,

that fact does not exempt them from the obligation to be also

charitable to the poor. That obligation is independent of all

human provision for the poor. It is imposed by God himself.

The following considerations, concisely stated, are offered in

justification of the view which we have advanced :

(I.) The genius and spirit of the gospel, as a scheme of re-

demption for the souls and bodies of men, freely offered to all

who will avail themselves of its provisions, are in favor of it.

(2.) The precepts of Scripture enforce it, both of the Old and

the New Testaments. "And when ye reap the harvest of your

land, thou shalt not make clean riddance of the corners of thy

field when thou reapest, neither shalt thou gather any gleaning of

thy harvest; thou shalt leave them unto the poor and to the

stranger: I am the Lord thy God."'*' "And if thy brother be

waxen poor, and fallen in decay with thee, then thou shalt le-

lieve him
;
yea, though he be a stranger or a sojourner. "f The

touching parable of the good Samaritan, with its lesson, ''Go

and do thou likewise," and the apostolic exhortation, ''As we

have therefore opportunity, let us do goo.d unto all men, especially

unto them who are of the household of faith," may be taken as

plain examples of New Testament instruction on the 8ul)ject.

The fact that these precepts are specially addressed to individuals,

makes no difference. We have long accepted the principle that

*Lev. xxiii. 22. fLev. XXV. 35.
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the duty of charity which is incumbent on the private believer is

emphatically and eminently imposed upon the official organ of

the Church's alms.

(3.) We plead the example of the Lord Jesus in support of this

view—a consideration which, if there were room, might be im-

pressively expanded. It must suffice to say, that no suppliant

for bodily help ever left his presence unblest. The fact of need

was enough to secure his help. The members of the Church in

which he was born were not the only recipients of his charity.

The daughter of the Syro-Phoenician woman—a member of a

foreign and accursed race—was rescued by his mercy from bodily

degradation and torture, as well as from Satanic oppression of

mind. The inference is obvious. The Church is, in a sense, the

representative of his charity in the midst of an afflicted world,

and the deacon is the agent of her benefactions.

(4.) As the Church gives the gospel, containing spiritual relief,

to all men indiscriminately, so, as far as it is compatible with her

ability and circumstances to do so, ought she to extend temporal

and bodily help to all. VVe recognise this principle in the admitted

legitimacy of rendering charitable assistance to the heathen, as, for

example, to the Chinese who recently suffered under the ravages of

famine ; and we do not hesitate to raise collections in our churches

for the relief of our fellow-citizens of all classes, irrespectively of

religious relations, who may be crushed down by calamity, as, for

instance, those who suffer from the dread visitation of pestilence.

(5.) The view under consideration seems to be enforced by the

principle of reciprocity. Some persons of the world, who are

not poor, help the Church by the free contribution of their

moans ; why should not the (Jhurch help some persons of the

world who are poor, by the bestowal of her charities.

(().) The effects of such a practice, particularly if generally

adopted, would eflectually vindicate it against all objections. If

the Church would extend temporal relief somewhat as she affords
,

spiritual
; if all churches, of all denominations, would do it,

what splendid results would be reached ! What impressions for

good would be made upon the masses of the outside world, who

are ever attracted more by the palpable benefits of material bene-
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factions than bj the viewless blessings of a spiritual religion !

What a check would, moreover, be given to Socialisni, that

tremendous threat to modern society ! And let it not be said

that the Church would thus prastically offer bribes to the out-

side poor to draw them into her communion, and would pur-

chase her conquests by her gold. It is difficult to see how

the bestowal of charity upon those who remain outside of the

Church can be any greater inducement to a profession of religion

than the fact that only those who are inside the Church can be

beneficiaries upon her bounty. If any bribe, if any solicitation,

there be to outsiders, it would seem to be more fairly imputable

to the invitation : Come in among us, and then we will help you.

But the ascription of any such motive to the Church, on what

plan soever she proceeds, is utterly unfair and unjustifiable. It

is the old slander of the Church that she won the heathen by her

largesses. No doubt her extension of help to the poor would

have a tendency- to attract them to her communion ; but that

would bean incidental and not an intentional result.

In connexion with this aspect of our subject, it is proper to ad-

vert to the question, What ought to be the course pursued by the

Church as to the diaconal administration of relief to the suffer-

ing, in seasons of heavy public calamity, such as the prevalence

of a destructive pestilence ? It has been said, in the tone of

criticism, that at such times the eleemosynary agencies of the

Church melt away. The subject is a difficult one, and merits a

more thorough discussion than the limits of this report will afford.

We venture only a few suggestions. In the first place, it would

be utterly unfair to infer, from the fact that at such times the

organised efforts of particular churches within the circle of the

supposed calamity come to a temporary close, that the Church

neglects to furnish assistance to the stricken community. On

the contrary, we have no doubt that the amounts collected for

that purpose by churches outside of the suffering territory consti-

tute a considerable part—we are not prepared to say precisely

what part—of the general fund derived from all sources for the

relief of the needy. They go, however, with sums contributed

from secular sources, into the hands of secular administrators,

and so are sunk out of view as churchly contributions.
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In the second place, the question presses, Ought the diaconal

functions of churches sp circumstanced to be suspended? We
are disposed to think that the deacons, as well as the minis-

ter and elders, ought, if possible, to remain at their posts ; and

even if the ordinary and stated meetings should be interrupted

and the collections consequently arrested, they should continue

their offices of love to individuals, and should act as channels

through which the contributions of outside churches and persons

might be distributed. The deacons of all the Presbyterian

churches in a community ought, in such seasons, to combine into

a working committee, and we think should form a further union

with official committees from the churches of all other Protestant

denominations. This consolidated committee would constitute

the medium of distributing Church contributions from every part

of the land to the needy of all classes, without distinction as to

religious faith. And as further combination would probably be

necessary, this general committee of the Churches might co-

operate with whatever secular organisation controls the distribu-

tion of relief, for the accomplishment of an end made common

by a universal affliction. Two results at least would flow from

such a course of action : a serious effort would be made, in ac-

cordance with her sacred vocation, to operate in an organic ca-

pacity for the relief of the suffering ; and the reproach would

be removed that she vanishes with her whole apparatus of ordi-

nances and agencies before the onset of a public calamity.

In the third place, if the Church suffer her organised and

official methods of work to lapse in the presence of severe public

trials, it is not surprising that the means and the energies of her

members should flow into secular channels, and that thus the

honor be lost for her which might otherwise be won. Other

organisations would receive the credit of what her own members

achieve, and the glory of her Lord be tarnished. If, on the other

hand, when these official methods are in operation, members of

the Church should expend in secular channels the energies and

the money which ought to be employed in the furtherance of

ecclesiastical ends, and then turn and rebuke the Church for in-

efficiency, they kiss their mother and betray her to her foes.

VOL. xxxr., NO. 1—17.
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Secondly. We pass on to the discussion of the question,

whether the deacon's office includes the management of the sti-

pends, revenues, goods, and property, real and personal, of the

Church. Our Book of Church Order, Form of Government,

Chapter II., Section IV., Article IV., says of deacons: "To
them also may be properly committed the charge of the temporal

affairs of the Church"; and in Chapter IV., Section IV.,

Article II. : "To the deacons also may be properly committed

the management of the temporal affairs of the Church." We are

free to admit that this does not enforce the obligation to make

the deacons curators and managers of church property. But it

sanctions such a measure. There is nothing in the terms of the

Constitution to hinder any particular church from adopting such

a course. The way is clear for it to do so, as far as any consti-

tutional bar is concerned. We are not prepared to say, with

some, that the word "properly" contains a recommendation of

the committal of church property to the care and management of

deacons. The language of the law seems, in view of the known

practice of many churches, to imply that the opposite course is

not improper. It has the effect of making the question an open

one, to be determined according to the judgment of each particu-

lar congregation. We regret that such is the construction which

we are constrained to put -upon the terms of the law. We would

have had it otherwise if we could; we would have greatly pre-

ferred the mandatory "ought to be" of the Memphis Book of 1866

to the permissive "maybe" of that which we have adopted. But

so it is; and we avail ourselves of the option in the matter which

is allowed to the churches, and the absence of all constitutional

obstacles in the way of argument, to show the reasonableness and

the scripturalness of the committal of the whole property of the

Church to diaconal administration. We begin by citing in favor

of this view testimonies from Church standards and eminent

theologians.

The Discipline of the Reformed Churches of France, Chap-

ter I., Canon XLIII. :

"No pastor, under the title of pastor, shall be permitted to possess an

inheritance ; but in case his stipend or any part thereof were assigned
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upon some particular tenement, rent, or revenue, the whole shall be ad-

ministered by the deacons, or other persons commissionated and ordained

thereunto by the churches ; through whose hands the minister shall re-

ceive his pension, that so all suspicion of covetousness may be removed,

and lest by such worldly cares he should be diverted from the weightier

duties of his calling,"*

The First Book of Discipline of the Church of Scotland:

Chapter VIII.
, | 3 : "We require the deacons and treasurers rather to

receive the rents than the ministers themselves. . . . We think it expedi-

ent that common treusurers, viz., the deacons, be appointed ... to re-

ceive the whole rents appertaining to the kirk."

Chapter VIII., § 8; "The receivers and collectors of these rents and

duties must be the deacons or treasurers."

Chapter X., §11: "The office of deacons, as before said, is to receive the

rents and gather the alms of the kirk, to keep and distribute the same."

The Second Book of Discipline of the Church of Scotland:

Chapter VIII., § 3 : "Their [the deacons'] office and power is to receive

and distribute the whole ecclesiastical goods, . . . that the patrimony of

the kirk and poor be not converted to private men's uses, nor wrong-

fully distributed."

Chapter IX., ^§1, 3 : "By the patrimony of the kirk, we mean whatso-

ever thing hath been at any time before, or shall be in times coming,

given, or, by consent or universal custom of countries professing the

Christian religion, applied to the public use and utility of the kirk. So

that under the patrimony we comprehend all things given, or to be given,

to the kirk and service of God, as lands, buildings, possessions, annual

rents, and all such like, wherewith the kirk is endowed, whether by dona-

tions, foundations, mortifications, or any other lawful titles of kings,

princes, or any persons inferior to them ; together with the continual ob-

lations of the ffiithful. We comprehend also all such things as by laws

or custom, or use of countries, have been ap])lied to the use and utility of

the kirk ; of the which sort arc teinds, manses, glebes, and such like,

which by common and municipal laws and universal custom are pos-

sessed by the kirk. . . ,

"The ijoods ecclesiastical ought to be collected and distributed bv the

deacons, as the word of God appoints, that they who bear office in the

kirk be provided for without care or solicitude. In the apostolical

Church, the deacons were appointed to collect and distribute what-

ever was collected of the faithful to distribute unto the necessity

of the saints, so that none lacked among the faithful. Th'ese col-

lections were not only of that which was collected in manner of alms,

*Quick, Synodicon, Introd., p. 24.
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as some suppose; but other goods, movable and immovable, of lands and

possessions, the price whereof was brought to the feet of the Apostles.

This office continued in the deacons' hands who intermeddled with the

whole goods of the Church ; ay, and while the estate thereof was corrupted

by Antichrist, as the Ancient Canons bear witness." ,

The Free Church of Scotland, Act anent the Administration

of the Secular Affairs of the Church and the Appointment of

Deacons, 1843:

"4. In addition to these general boards of administration [that is, for

the Church at large], there must be local bodies to take charge of the

secular affairs of particular congregations. For this purpose, and on

various and very important grounds, the Committee cannot hesitate to

recommend that this administration should be exclusively vested in dea-

cons chosen by the congregation, to be conducted in accordance with such

general regulations as may be agreed to by a subsequent Assembly.

"While the ultimate object to be kept in view is to have a sufficient

body of deacons for the administration of secular affairs in each congre-

gation, the Committee are aware that in some instances it may be impos-

sible immediately to accomplish this ; and in the meanwhile they would

suggest that in such cases elders might be allowed to attend to these

matters in addition to their own peculiar duties; every exertion l^eing

made, however, that the period during which they should continue so

burdened should be as short as possible."* [The Committee's Report

was adopted.]

Act anent the Duties of Elders and Deacons, and on the

Management of the Property and Secular Affairs of Congre-

gations, 1844:

"II. Respecting the peculiar duties of deacons: 1. That they give

special regard to the whole secular affairs of the congregation."f
"The following extract," remarks Will8on,in his Essay on the Deacon,

"from a 'Catechism on the Government and Discipline of the Presbyterian

Church,' compiled by Presbyterian divines in Britain, and which has had

a large circulation in the Scottish churches and in the Presbyterian

Synod of Ulster, shows that the doctrines advocated in this Essay are

taught in these churches. The quotations which follow are from the

third edition, Glasgow, 1838, Chapter I., Quest. 15: 'What are the ordi-

nary church officers appointed by Christ? Ans. Presbyters or elders

(called also bishops or overseers) .and deacons. Quest. 81 : For what

duty were they [deacons] appointed? Ans. To manage the temporal

*Act8 of the Free Church for 1843.

fActs of the Free Church for 1844.
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affairs of the Church, and especially to attend to the wants of the poor,

in order that the Apostles or teachers might give themselves continually

to the ministry of the word'.' "'^^
>

- \.J J * i

These references are sufficient to show that, whatever may

have been the defects of their practice, the doctrine of the various

branches of the Presbyterian Church, as expressed in their for-

mularies, has been to a great extent in favor of committing to dea-

cons the management of all ecclesiastical goods. The difficulty is

that the practice has, in great measure, been out of harmony with

the doctrine of the Church—an inconsistency which tends to bring

the doctrine itself into contempt. It is true that the law of our

own Church has not been explicitly developed in the direction of

that of the French and Scottish Churches; but it is to be hoped

that the spirit of inquiry which now appears to be aroused in

regard to the subject will issue in bringing our Constitution, in

this respect, into harmony with that view which has been set forth

in the purest standards of Presbyterianism. The Scotch and

American. Presbyterian Churches ought, in relation to the Diaco-

nate, to be governed by the full and positive utterances of the

First and Second Books of Discipline rather than by the inade-

quate and unsatisfactory statement of the Westminster Form of

Government.

We go on to adduce the opinions of distinguished theologians:

Eusebius, in his Ecclesiastical History: "These seven approved men
were by prayer and the imposition of the hands of the apostles ordained

dfiacons for the public administration of the Church's affairs."!

Origen : "The deacons preside over the money-tables of the Church, as

we are taught in the Acts of the Apostles."!

Sozomen, the Ecclesiastical historian : "The deacon's office was to keep

the Church's goods. "^

Calvin : "Nor was the case of deacons then [during the Nicene period]

different from what it had been under the Apostles. For they received

the daily offerings of the faithful, and the annual revenues of the Church,

that they might apply them to their true uses ; in other words, partly in

maintaining ministers, and partly in supporting the poor."||

"Now let the deacons come forward, and show their most sacred dis-

tribution of ecclesiastical goods."U

*The Deacon, p. 37, footnote. fLib. II., C. I.

JTreatise 16th upon Matthew, quoted byWillson. ^Quoted by Willson

Wlnstitutes, B. IV., C. IV., ^5. ^jlbid., B. IV., C. V., 115.
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"But the deacons have the treasures of the Church to dispense, that is

to say, such as are wholly dedicated to God, and ouf^ht not in any wise

to be applied to profane uses. . . For the goods of the church, as we call

them, ought to be applied no other but to the use of the Church, that is

to say, to find the ministers, to find school-masters, which serve to pre-

serve the seed of the Church, and such other like things, and specially

to find the poor.''*

Voetius, in his great work, The Ecclesiastical Polity : "Hither refer all

those special modes of acquiring which Zepperus indicates in the place

cited and others to be prudently thought out by the deacons."!

Steuart of Pardovan : "By the ninth chapter of the Policy of the Kirk,

deacons were not only to collect and distribute the ordinary alms, but all

the church-goods, teinds, etc., and uplift and pay to tb* ministers their

stipends. This were indeed a work proper for their office, an ease to the

minister, and would prevent much noise and offence that is raised, when

charges to make payment are given, either at their own instance, or in

the name of their assignees or factors." J

Alexander Henderson, one of the illustrious Scotch Commissioners to

the Westminster Assembly, in his Treatise on the Government and Order

of the Church of Scotland, quoted by Lorinier :§ "Their [the deacons']

main duty is to collect, receive, and distribute not only the alms for the

poor, but the whole ecclesiastical goods, which are not assigned and ap-

pointed for the maintenance of particular persons."

Samuel Rutherford, another renowned Commissioner from Scotland to

the Westminster Assembly, and Professor of Divinity at St. Andrews',

in his Due Right of Presbyteries : "I cannot well deny but it is apparent

from Acts vi. 4, that the apostles themselves were once those who cared

for the poor ; but I deny that hence it follows in the case of fewer poor

that the office can return to the pastor, as to the first subject, except you

suppose the intervention of a divine institution to place it again in the

pastors; and considering the afflictions of the churches, the object of the

deacons' 'giving' and 'shewing mercy,' as it is Rom. xii. 8, cannot be

wanting, as that the church's fabric be kept in good frame, the poor, the

captives of Christian churches, etc., be relieved. "1[

David Dickson, an "influential member of the Reforn»ing Assembly,

1638": "But the deacons not a little aided by their ministrations; for

they took care respecting the salary of ministers, and the necessities of

the saints, and distributed the public goods of the church."

"The official treasurers of the church are referred to [Rom. xii. 8—'he

that giveth']
;
those who distril)ute the goods of the church, and the con-

tributions of the faithful, for the public uses of the church."**

"^Serynon 24 on 1 Timothy, quoted by Wilison. fVol. III., p. 501.

X Collections J p. 31. ^/fhe Deaconfihip, p. 85.

^London Ed., pp. 160, 163: quoted by Wilison.

^^' Expositio Epistolarum, 1645; quoted by Wilison.
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John Owen, in his Treatise on the True Nature of a Gospel Church:

^'Whereas, the reason of the institution of this office was in general to free

the pastors of the chui'ches \Vho labor in the word and doctrine from avo-

cations by outward things, such as wherein the church is concerned, it

belongs unto the deacons not only to take care of and provide for the poor,

but to manage all other affairs of the church of the same kind
; such as are

providing for the place of the church-assemblies, of the elements for the

sacraments, of collecting, keeping, and disposing of the stock of the church

for the maintenance of its officers and incidences, especially in the time of

trouble or persecution."^''

Dr. John Lightfoot : "And therefore it is no wonder if the apostles

were so circumspect in their election and so observant in their ordination.

For these seven were to take this work of the apostles out of their hands,

and to dispose of the stock of the church."f

"The function to which the deacon was appointed by the apostles was

to manage the pecuniary affairs of the church, and especially to preside

over the collections and disbursements for the poor."J

The London Ministers, authors of the Divine Right of Presbyterian

Church Government: "The deacons being specially to be trusted with

the church's goods and the disposal thereof, according to the direction of

the Presbytery, for the good of the church," etc.§

Ridgley, in his Body of Divinity : "Others [that is, other church-officers

besides pastors and ruling elders] who have the oversight of the secular

affairs of the church, and the trust of providing for the necessities of the

poor committed to them, who are called deacons."
||

Dr. Samuel Miller, of Princeton : "It is a great error to suppose that

deacons cannot be appropriately and profitably employed in various other

ways, besides ministering to the poor of the church. They might, with

great propriety, be made the managers of all the money-tables, or fi°scal

concerns of each congregation : and, for this purpose, might be incor-

porated, if it were thought necessary, by law, that they might be enabled

regularly to hold and employ all the property, real and personal, of the

church. "T[

Dr. Thomas Smyth, of Charleston : "All the Reformed churches agree

in believing that the Scriptures clearly point out deacons as distinct

officers in the church, whose business it is to take care of the poor, to

distribute among them the collections which may be raised for their use,

and generally to manage the temporal affairs of the church,"**

Dr.Thornwell, in his Argument against Church-Boards, remarks: "The
Book provides that our churches should be furnished with a class of

*Chap. IX., Works, Goold's Ed., Vol. XVI., p. 147.

Works, Lond., 1823, Vol. VIII., p. 107.

UW(Z., p. 249. ^P. 184. llPhila. Ed., Vol. II., p. 553.

*i Essay on Ruling Elder, p. 244, '^^Presbytery and Prelacy, p, 242.

%\
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officers for the express purpose of attending to the temporal aifairs of the

church.*' ;^

In the Ar<);ument for Church-Boards Answered, he says: "But it seems

that deacons are to be intrusted with nothing but the care of the poor.

Is the Reviewer yet to learn, that the common method of instruction

pursued in the Scriptures is to inculcate general truths by insisting on

their particular applications, rather than dealing in abstract statements?

Our Saviour teaches the doctrine of a special providence, by pointing to the

fowls of the air, the lilies of the field, and the hairs of our heads. Just

as in the contemplation of the works of nature we rise to the abstract

from the concrete, the general from the particular, so in the book of

Revelation we are often to pursue the same process of cautious and accu-

rate induction. When our Saviour is asked. Who is our neighbor? he

gives no formal and elaborate definition
5 he simply states a case, and

from that case the principle may be gathered. The Decalogue itself can

be proved to be a perfect law only by admitting the principle that 'under

one sin or duty all of the same kind are forbidden or commanded'—many
of the precepts containing only examples of a large class. As, then, it is

frequently the method of Scripture to teach by example, where is the

im|)ro|)riety in supposing that the attention to the poor enjoined upon

the deacons was intended to include the whole department of secular

business with which the church was to be concerned? It is certain that

the reason assigned by the apostles for ordering their election applies

just as strongly to the collection and disbursement of funds for one pur-

pose as for another. Their purpose was not to get rid of attending to the

poor, but to get rid of secular distractions. 'It is not reason,' said they,

'that we should leave the Word of God and serve tables . . . But we

will give ourselves continually to prayer and the ministry of the Word.'

What would they have gained by divesting themselves of the care of the

poor, and continuing to be perplexed with the collection of funds for all

other purposes? It must be perfectly obvious to every candid mind that

the entire secular business of the church was intrusted to the deacons:

that one specific duty is mentioned, in accordance with the general method

of Scripture, as a specimen of a class, and that the reason of the appoint-

ment determines the extent of the duties imposed."*

To those names might be added those of distinguished com-

mentators^ who, in their exposition of the sixth chapter of the

Acts of the Apostles, take the ground that the seven were dea-

cons, and that the scope of their functions included the adminis-

tration of all the secular affairs of the Church. It is true that

the learned Yitringa, in his great work on the Synagogue, main-

tains the view that the seven were not deacons, such as those

"^ Collected Writings, Vol. IV., pp. 154, 200, 201.
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permanent oflRcers whom Paul addressed in his letter to the

Philippians, and whose* qualifications he describes in his first

Epistle to Timothy, but were simply "stewards" appointed to

meet the emergency in the aff'airs of the infant Church by the

discharge of an extraordinary and temporary function.* This

opinion, although ingeniously defended, is manifestly paradoxical;

for, "although," as Dr. Addison Alexander remarks, "the title

deacon is not used in this passage, nor indeed in this whole book,

yet the judgment of the Church has in all ages recognised this

as . . . that office, the continuance of which in other places and

in later times is inferred from 1 Tim. iii. 8, 12; Phil. i. 1;

Rom. xvi. l."t

We have, it is believed, adduced sufficient authority from the

past to show that we are very far from innovating, in contending

for the position, that the management of all ecclesiastical goods

and property ought to be committed to the deacons, as officers of

Christ's appointment. The French and Scotch Formularies of

Government, and the great names which have been mentioned as

supporting this view—among which shine those of Calvin, Hen-

derson, Rutherford, Owen, and Thornwell—must be confessed to

carry with them to Presbyterians a heavy presumptive weight.

It is the practice of the majority of our churches, under what we

must consider the unhappy license furnished by the language of

our particular Constitution, which has been characterised by

novelty; and in abandoning it for that which is advocated in this

paper, we would return to the older and^the better paths.

Having endeavored to remove the difficulty by which this

question is likely to be encumbered, at its very threshold, to wit,

that the practice for which we contend would involve a departure

from prescriptive usage, and be liable to the charge of novelty,

we proceed, under the limitations of a necessary brevity, to adduce

arguments in favor of the committal, wherever it is practicable,

of the care and management of all ecclesiastical stipends, goods,

and property to deacons. And in entering upon the discus-

sion it is expedient that we take with us, as regulative data,

*De Synagoga Vetere, Lib. III., Pars II., Cap. V.

fComm. on Acts vi. 6.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—18.
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certain great principles concerning which there is, among our-

selves at least, no dispute, but which, in doubtful cases of eccle-

siastical practice, it is always needful to restate and confirm;

such, for instance, as these: That the Lord Jesus, as he is the

sole Priest, by whose blood the salvation of the Church was pur-

chased, so, also, is the sole Prophet whose instructions she is to

hear, and the sole King whose authority she is to obey ; that he

has left none of tlie real wants of the Church unsupplied, but has

made ample provision for them all ; and that as she has a tem-

poral as well as a spiritual side, is composed of the bodies as well

as thes ouls of his people, he has in his word secured her interests

in both these relations; that without a warrant from his word,

which is the constitutional law of the Church, either explicitly

given in it or derived from it by good and necessary consequence,

no element can lawfully exist, no office be established, no measure

be adopted, within the whole extension of the ecclesiastical sphere;

that a good and necessary consequence—a logical and therefore

legitimate inference from facts, statements, principles, in the

divine word—is, with us, formally acknowledged to be of equal

authority with the word itself, and when declared to the Church

bind her conscience and enforce her practice; that there ought

not to be a union of secular and ecclesiastical organisations, or an

admixture of secular and ecclesiastical authority in the adminis-

tration of any affairs which properly come under the denomina-

tion of ecclesiastical; and that, on the other hand at the same

time, there are natural and civil rights which should not be

trenched upon by ecclesiastical prerogitive or requirement— the

natural and civil right, for example, of the owners of property

to control its management and use. We shall mainly follow the

line of these principles in developing the considerations we have

to submit.

1. The applicability of these principles to the case in hand

must depend upon the definition of the things under considera-

tion, namely, stipends, goods, and property. If they are eccle-

siastical, they fall under their scope; if not, they lie outside of it.

It is plain that we cannot define in this case from the nature of

the things, in themselves considered, for the simple reason that
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in their own nature they do not differ from precisely similar

things employed for secular purposes. A church-building, for

example, does not, in itself, differ from a building devoted to

secular uses, as is proved by the fact that it may be, under cer-

tain circumstances, alienated from its original purpose. It may

become a school-house, or a ware-room, or a place of public meet-

inirsofanv character whatsoever. We must look, therefore, for

a ground of definition to something peculiar to these things and

predicable of them alone. That distinctive mark is the end for

which they are employed. That end is ecclesiastical. Salaries of

ministers, church-buildings, church-lands, church-revenues, all de-

rive their denomination from the end upon which they terminate.

And as the end is ecclesiastical, and that gives them, their pecu-

liarity which discriminates them from all other kinds of property,

all other sorts of things, we properly call them ecclesijistical things,

and assign them to the temporal department of the ecclesiastical

sphere. They are things set apart and devoted to the service of

God as coni-eived under the idea of the Church. Let it be ob-

served, then, that the things of which we speak are ecclesiastical

as contradistinguished from secular things. • >.» ,
. -.

(1.) This being granted, it follows that the appointment of

trustees, or committees, other than the ordained officers of Christ's

house, to take care of and manage these ecclesiastical things, is

an infraction of the first principle signalised, viz., that the Lord

Jesus is the sole Prophet, whose instructions we are to hear, and

the sole King, whoso authority we are to obey. For man's

wisdom and man's authority ground the appointment of such of-

ficers, and consequently usurp the place of Christ's wisdom and

Christ's authority. Officers of purely human creation are set

over ecclesiastical and devoted things which fall under the con-

trol of Christ within the limits of his Church. His wisdom is

impugned and his will disregarded.

If this view be just, we are discharged from the necessity of

considering the injurious effects, the dangers, the want of guar-

antees for a safe administration of church funds, accruing from the

substitution of humanly appointed agents in the place of the or-

dained officers of Christ's house. The great principle which we
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have erected as a standard is sufficient to settle our practice, since

it binds our conscience. If its applicability to this case is valid,

we need no other argument. The law of our King is enough

—

we adore and obey. Those who wish to see the argument from

expediency ably handled may consult the Essay of the Rev.

James M. Willson, of Philadelphia, to which allusion has already

been made.

(2.) If we discard deacons and place other officers, of man's

call and appointment, over the temporal things of the Church,

we violate the second principle, which we acknowledge to control

our practice, to wit, that the Lord Jesus has left none of the wants

of the Church unsupplied, but has made ample provision for them

all ; and that as she has a temporal as well as a spiritual side, is

composed as well of the bodies as the souls of his people, he has

in his word secured her interests in both these relations. It is

certain that if our Lord did not in the appointment of the office

of deacons make provision for the care and administration of the

temporal affiiirs of his Church, he has made no such provision.

He has appointed no guardian of her secular interests, no officer

of finance, no treasurer of his kingdom, if the deacon be not as-

signed by his authority to that office. It is not conceivable that

this omission to provide by Christ's own instructions for the com-

plete welfare and efficiency of his Church would have occurred.

And the case involves, we cannot forbear to think, an insult to

his wisdom and his love for his people, when it is supposed ne-

cessary to invoke human wisdom to supply the defect, and human

authority to create the absent and needed office.

(3.) But if the question be, by what right these extra-ecclesi-

astical agents are appointed to administer ecclesiastical affairs, we

encounter the third great principle which we have assumed, the

neglect of which is one potent reason why the Church so soon de-

veloped a tendency to abandon the purity of an apostolic condition,

and let in a flood of errors and corruptions into the departments

of doctrine, government, worship, and distribution; and that she

has repeated the same disastrous course, whenever it has pleased

God to interpose with his recovering and reviving grace, and

lifting her .from the mouth of the grave as by a resurrection
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power, to give her a fresh start and invite her to a new career of

obedience, prosperity, aijd glory. We allude to the mighty prin-

ciple, that without a warrant from his word, which is the consti-

tutional law of the Church, either explicitly given in it, or de-

rived from it by good and necessary consequence, no element caii

lawfully exist, no office be lawfully established, no measure be

lawfully adopted, within the whole extent of the ecclesiastical

sphere. Now, where is the warrant, express or implied, in the

Scriptures for Trustees, or Committee-men, appointed by men

apart from and to the exclusion of the ordained officers of the

church, to administer its temporal affairs? To say that, in the

absence of a scriptural warrant, their appointment is authorised

by necessity, is to say that the Saviour has left his Church in-

completely equipped for her work, nay, for the protection and

conservation of her own existence. To say that a secular corpo-

ration has the right and authority to make these appointments, is

either to invalidate and deny Christ's authority in the ecclesias-

tical sphere, or to except the stipends, goods, and property of

the Church from the category of ecclesiastical, and reduce them

to the denomination of merely secular things. We have but little

doubt that this last supposition lies at the root of the practice

against which we are contending. We do not impute to those

who cheerfully support the institutions of the Church, a conscious

and deliberate intention to cast any discredit upon Christ's wisdom

or authority, or upon the offices which he has created. But we

have seen that the things which are usually assigned to the care

of secular trustees and committees, are really ecclesiastical things,

and that, consequently, they cannot be legitimately treated as

secular. If this could only be distinctly apprehended, there can

be little doubt that the incongruity would be clearly perceived of

putting secular (officers over ecclesiastical things, or of extending

divinely ordained officers from their proper sphere, by filling it

with those of man's election. But if no warrant can be pleaded

from Scripture for the existence of these extra-ecclesiastical of-

ficers within the ecclesiastical sphere, what is left us, but to

change our practice in this matter and conform it wherever prac-

ticable to the requirements of the Word ?
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(4.) If the question be pressed, by what warrant from the

Scriptures the management of church-property shouhi be commit-

ted to deacons, we ground our answer in the fourth principle to

which we have adverted, namely, that a good and necessary con-

sequence—a logical and therefore legitimate inference from

facts, statements, and principles contained in the divine word^— is,

with us, formally acknowledged to be of equal authority with the

word itself, and, when declared to the Church, bind her con-

science and enforce her practice.

In the first place, it is admitted that the deacon was divinely

charged with ministration to the temporal relief of the poor. The

sixth chapter of the Acts definitely settles that point. The office

of the deacon, therefore, is concerned about a temporal business

in which money and provision of other kinds for the maintenance

of the body must be handled and managed. Now if, as we have

already argued, the Head of the Church could not have left her

unprovided with officers whose duty it would be to look to her

temporal interests, and administer her secular affairs, we are con-

strained to infer that he who was certainly charged with one de-

partment of secular duties, would be appointed to the discharge

of all such duties. Reasoning from the analogy of the deacon's

office as related to the temporal relief of the poor, contemplating

its very genius and spirit, the inference is a legitimate one, that

whatever other function of a temporal character was to be per-

formed for the benefit of the Church, would be imposed likewise

upon him who was designated and known as the temporal officer.

In the second place, this inference is immensely enhanced by

the reason assigned by the apostles for not yielding to the solici-

tation of the Hellenist believers that they would personally su-

perintend the daily distribution of relief to the poor : "It is not

reason that we should leave the word of God, and serve tables."

It is perfectly legitimate to infer that this reason holds good in

regard to all business of a temporal or secular kind. We have

already heard Dr. Thornwell arguing that the apostles would

have gained little by divesting themselves of the care of the poor

and continuing to be perplexed by the management of other

secular affairs. Indeed, it was not attention to the relief of the
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poor to which they objected, but the distractions resulting from

secular business, of which the ministry to the poor was a part.

The case must to his judgment have been very clear, to impel

him to say : "It must be perfectly obvious to 6very candid mind

that the entire secular business of the church was intrusted to

the deacons."

In the third place, the concurrent judgment of the Church,

which cannot be affected by the opinions of a few exceptional

thinkers, like Vitringa, has been that the officers whose election

is narrated in the sixth chapter of the Acts, were deacons; and

that the officers whom Paul afterwards addressed under that title,

and whose qualifications he furnishes, were charged with the

performance of the same functions. That being so, it follows

that, if our inferential reasoning has been valid, the management

of the temporal business of the Church ought, on scriptural

grounds, always to have been committed, ought now to be com-

mitted, to the hands of the deacons.

(5.) If the ground be taken, that the non-communicating mem-
bers of a congregation, who are contributors to its support, or

donors of church property, have a right to joint control, through

officers in whose election they have a voice, with the officers of

the church ; or that a corporation, composed partly of communi-

cating members of a church and partly of non-communicating

attendants, may elect trustees representing both these elements

—

the secular and ecclesiastical—we meet the case with the acknowl-

edged principle, that there ought not to be a union of secular

and ecclesiastical organisations, or an admixture of secular and

ecclesiastical authority, in the management and administration of

any affairs which are properly denominated ecclesiastical. None

among us would hesitate to apply this great principle to a union

of Church and State, for the accomplishment of ecclesiastical

ends; but what essential difference is there between that case, and

the case of the coexistence and cooperation of communicants and

non-communicants for the management of ecclesiastical property,

and, therefore, for the attainment of an ecclesiastical end, except

that one is enacted upon a larger, and the other upon a smaller

scale? Let the principle which we here hold up to notice be
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faithfully applied to all cases, and it will exclude the coalition of

secular and ecclesiastical authority as well on the narrow theatre

of particular congregational societies, as on the wider one of the

Church as an organic whole. It does not constitute any valid

objection to this view, that the influence and power exerted by

the secular element in an ecclesiastical corporation is professedly

and actually limited to the merely temporal interests of the

Church; for, first, we have seen that the temporal things of the

Church are ecclesiastical things, and that there are officers of

Christ's appointment whose function he has ordained to terminate

on those things, and to whom alone they ought therefore to be

intrusted. Secondly, those who exercise a controlling influence

over the temporal interests of the Church, have necessarily, from

the intimate relation between them, some power, it may be at

times, commanding power, in regard to the spiritual. Thirdly,

the tendency, growing out of the possession of power by imper-

fect human beings, is from the professed control only of temporal

matters in the first instance, to the assertion of a right to interfere

in the management of spiritual. He who holds the purse wields

power, and they who manage the property of the church hold

the purse.

2. There would be some flaw in this discussion of the subject,

if it logically necessitated the denial of their rights to the non-

communicating adherents of the Church; for we have admitted

the principle, that there are natural and civil rights which should

not be trenched upon by ecclesiastical prerogative or requirement

—

the natural and civil right, for example, of the owners of property

to control its management and use. It is incumbent on us, there-

fore, to show that the committal of church-property to diaconal

administration would involve no infringement of these rights.

Either the property in question belongs entirely to the church,

or it does not. If it does, the corporation which owns the pro-

perty is numerically coincident with the body of the communi-

cants. It is plain that the eommittal of its property to the

management of deacons would involve no violation of its rights.

For, first, the election of deacons would be the act of the body

which, personally considered, is the same with the corporation,
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and the choice could always be made with a regard to their quaU*

fications to discharge financial trusts of so grave a character.

And, secondly, there could not possibly result a sacrifice of rights

by the subjects of Christ's kingdom in consequence of paying

obedience to his requirements. Surely, if a corporation consist

only of communicants, it should, as there would be no bar to its

doing so, make the deacons the trustees to whom its property

would be committed.

If the property does not belong to the church, but to a corpo-

ration composed partly of communicants and partly of non-com-

municants, then we may urge the consideration, that, for the

reasons already mentioned, this state of things should be discon-

tinued. The non- communicating members of such a corporation

should pass over all their original rights in the property to the

church, and consent that where it is practicable the corporation

legally holding it be limited to the communicants. As this would

be a purely voluntary act on their part, there could be no infrac-

tion of their rights. In favor of the adoption of such a course,

we submit an additional consideration derived from the provision

embodied in our new Book of Church Order, touching the electors

of pastor. The non-communicating pew-holders, or subscribers

to the support of the church, although contributors to the salary

of the pastor, are excluded frorti the privilege of voting at his

election. Their rights of property are in a certain sense impli-

cated; but it was deemed proper that those rights should give

way before the principle that only those who are spiritual are

qualified to vote for a spiritual officer, and only those who are the

professed subjects of Christ's rule are entitled to vote for an officer

of his kingdom. The non- communicants who contribute to the

support of a minister really pay for a religious benefit to them-

selves, their families, and the community of which they are mem-

bers, and if they feel that they get not value received, if they are

dissatisfied with their relations to the pastor and the church,

they are not bound: they can remedy the difficulty by withdraw-

ing. It is, of course, always optional with them to stay or go.

So, reasoning from analogy, the non-communicants, who con-

tribute towards the erection of a church-edifice, or the maintenance

VOL. XXXI., NO., 1—19.
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of a church-organisation, are not by that fact invested with a right

and title .to vote in the election of those who manage the property

of the church. What they contribute ought to be considered,

not as retained under their control, but as given, freely given, to

the church, and as therefore passing out of their hands and be-

yond their direction. In case of dissatisfaction, measures of

redress are open to them, and failing those, they can get rid of

the diflSculty by withdrawing from connexion with the ministra-

tions of the church. The circumstance that they have no voice

in the election of deacons, need no more militate against their

attendance at a church whose temporal goods are managed by

those ofll^cers of Christ's appointment, than should the fact that

they do not vote at the election of pastor prevent their cordial

reception of his spiritual instructions.

It may be objected against this view, that the church has a

civil side, and that acting in that relation, she may, in combina-

tion with those who are not church-members, elect officers and

discharge functions, not strictly ecclesiastical. Here the great

distinction to be noted is in regard to the end9 contemplated.

Where the ends are purely civil, such a combination is warranted

in order to compass them, and secular agents may very properly

be appointed with a view to their attainment; but where the ends

are ecclesiastical, none but the church should act in reference to

them, and none but ecclesiastical officers should undertake their

accomplishment. In those cases, for example, in which a con-

gregation as a collection of citizens or subjects of civil government

seek redress at law, or by an appeal to the civil magistrate, for

an infraction of those civil rights which they enjoy in common

with their fellow-citizens, it acts in the capacity, not of a church,

but of a civil society, seeking purely civil ends, and may appoint

non-ecclesiastical agents and adopt civil and secular means to

attain those ends. But where the ends are ecclesiastical, and the

congregation acts in the capacity of a church, as in the case of

property for religious purposes—buildings, lands, rents, stocks,

etc., it ought to commit the attainment of those ends to ecclesias-

tical functionaries. This distinction, once clearly apprehended,

removes many of the difficulties by which the investiture of the
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deacons, as church-officers, with all the powers and responsibilities

connected with the care pf church-property is embarrassed.

It may be said that the very definition of the deacon's office is,

that it is concerned about temporal objects and temporal ends,

and that therefore the distinction vanishes between agents ap-

pointed to act in behalf of a congregation for civil purposes and

the deacons who are elected for temporal. But, in the first place,

civil and temporal are not convertible terms. That which is civil

is temporal, it is true; but that which is temporal is not neces-

sarily civil. And in the next place, only the proximate end of

the deacon's office is temporal; the ultimate is ecclesiastical

—

ecclesiastical, we say, though not spiritual.

These reasons are, we conceive, sufficient to show that church

property ought not to be held and managed by a corporation com-

posed partly of communicants and partly of non-communicants
;

and that the latter should acquiesce in the administration of the

property by the church through her own divinely ordained offi-

cers. It deserves, however, to be remarked, that where there is

not a sufficient number of male members of a church to render

this course practicable, necessity justifies the management of

church property by secular persons who are interested in the

support of gospel institutions.

But, if these reasons should be deemed inadequate, and there

should be congregations, which, availing themselves of the terms

of the constitution, choose to retain corporations partly spiritual

and partly secular, we proceed to submit considerations which

should induce such corporations not to elect secular trustees, or

executive committees, but to elect the deacons of the church their

trustees or executive committees.

(1.) These corporations might with great propriety show defer-

ence to the appointments of Him. who is Head and Lawgiver of

that society with which their members are pleased to connect

themselves as professed worshippers and hearers of the gospel.

(2.) The communicants who are members of these corporations

are bound to conform to the requirements of Christ. They can-

not without guilt violate his appointments and substitute for the

officers of his ordination others created by themselves. Conse-
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quently, against the alleged rights of the non-communicating pro-

perty holders must be offsetted the duties of those who are com-

municants; and as the rights may be waived while the duties

cannot, the rights of the non-communicants ought to yield to the

obligations of the communicants. If this were done, as equity

requires, the care of church property would always, where prac-

ticable, be lodged in the hands of the deacons. They would be

elected its trustees.

(3.) The contribution of their means for ecclesiastical purposes,

or the holding of ecclesiastical property by non-communicants, is

not with a view to the reaping of pecuniary profit, but to secure

moral and religious advantages to themselves and their families,

which can only be obtained in connexion with the ordinances of

the church. And, looking at the Case from this pont of point,

we remark

:

In the first place, the risk of temporal loss cannot ordinarily

be any greater in consequence of committing the property to the

care of church officers who may not only be sued at law,. but are

directly responsible to ecclesiastical authority for the manner in

which they discharge their trusts.

In the second place, no gain but one purely religious being

contemplated in the holding of church property by non-commu-

cants, that end cannot be defeated by intrusting it the care of

ecclesiastical officers.

But, in the third place, it is more probable, on the other hand,

that religious benefit will be secured by connexion with a church

which pays a strict obedience to the laws of Christ, and refuses

to substitute officers of man's creation for those of his appoint-

ment. The purer the church, the greater the advantages to ac-

crue from sustaining it.

(4.) The transference to other hands of duties which belong

properly to the deacons has generally led to their merely nominal

existence, if not to their obliteration, "In most Presbyterian

denominations throughout Great Britain, Ireland, and America,"

says Dr. David King, in his able work on Presbyterian Church

Government, "such deacons are generally dispensed with, and

the charge of ecclesiastical funds is divided between elders and

managers, or allied agencies." This statement has a sting in
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it to the heart that honors the laws and appointments of Christ.

Ought we not to see to it that any of our own churches which

may have failed to elect deacons, should proceed, if it be

possible, to supply the defect, and that the temporalities of

the Church be committed to the hands of Christ's appointed

officers? When will we conform our church order to the pattern

showed us in the New Testament? It is a solemn remark

which Willson makes in his Essay, that the deacon and the

trustee have never for any considerable time coexisted in any

denomination of Christians. Which, then, will we retain?

Hitherto we have spoken on the supposition that the commu-

nicants of a church, or the communicants and non-communicat-

ing supporters of a church, constitute the body corporate for the

legal holding of church property. But the deacons themselves may

be made the corporate body, as Dr. Samuel Miller, of Princeton,

suggests. We will not undertake to decide between the incor-

poration of the communicants with the deacons as trustees on the

one hand, and the incorporation of the deacons on the other.

What we urge is that one or the other of these two plans be

adopted, to the exclusion of a mixed corporation partly spiritual

and partly secular ; or, failing that, that a mixed corporation

should elect the deacons as their trustees.

If the deacons be made trustees, and the management of

church property be committed to their hands, it deserves to be

remarked that the checks against a maladministration of it would

be more ample than upon any other scheme. For, in addition to

their legal responsibility, the deacons could be prosecuted for

official delinquency before the bar of the Session.

It is proper to observe that in case the deacons are made the

trustees of a corporation, they would lie under an obligation to

present to that body periodical fiscal accounts, and reports of their

proceedings in reference to the property committed to them. If

they are themselves constituted the body corporate, they would

have to report their proceedings and render their accounts to the

church, in its congregational capacity, as holder of the property

under their care.*

*It gives us pleasure to say that there is a church in this Synod

—

k,.

\
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Thirdly. We propose briefly to consider the functions of the

deacon as terminating on collections for congregational purposes

and for the teniporal support of the benevolent enterprises and

the institutions of the Church.

By collections for congregational purposes, we mean all collec-

tions made for the purpose of meeting the necessities of the par-

ticular church in which they are lifted, apart from those for the

relief of the poor—those, for example, for salaries of the minis-

ter and sexton, and for current expenses. By collections for the

temporal support of the benevolent enterprises and the institu-

tions of the Church, we intend to designate those made both for the

the maintenance of the benevolent schemes of particular churches

such as missionary Sabbath-schools and congregations, and

asylums for the poor; and for the benevolent schemes and institu-

tions of the Church at large—such as Home and Foreign Mis-

sions, education of needy candidates for the ministry, publication

of religious literature, support of invalid ministers and the indi-

gent families of deceased ministers, theological seminaries, and

the like.

The legitimacy of employing the deacon in the discharge of

secular ecclesiastical functions in addition to his care of the poor,

has already been considered under the head of the management

of church property. The general conclusion there reached

covers the specific case in hand. If the deacon's oflSce is legiti-

mately employed in relation to all the temporal affairs of the

Church, it is of course legitimately employed in relation to the

raising of collections for congregational and benevolent purposes.

There is no need, therefore, to discuss the question in the special

aspect of it before us. It is, however, worthy of remark, as

something curious, that those who objected to the extension of

the deacon's functions to the care of church property, on the

ground that he was appointed to attend to the relief of the poor,

that of Abbeville—in which, by a Constitution drafted by that able

lawyer, our late lamented brotbcr, Col. Thomas C. Perrin, the body of

communicants is the corporation, and the deacons the trustees. It is to

be hoped that all our churches will, where it is practicable, adopt this

plan.

V/'
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(lid not appear to see that in sanctioning hisernployment in rais-

ing all the collections of«the Church, they were inconsistent with

themselves, and had, indeed, abandoned the ground on which

they stood. If the deacon was by virtue of his appointment

restricted to the care of the poor, the church had no right to

use his services in making collections for other purposes. But

the practice of our Church has long since settled that question

as a practical one. Deacons are universally employed among us

to take up collections for all purposes. We are gratified, too, in

being able now to say, that our Constitution also settles the ques-

tion and confirms our practice. It says, Form of Government,

Chap. II., Sec. 4., Art. IV. : "To the deacons belongs the ad-

ministration of the offerings for the poor, and other pious uses;'*

and in Chap. IV., Sec. 4, Art. II. : "The duties of this office

especially relate to the care of the poor and to the collection and

distribution of the off'erings of the people for pious uses." . There

can, therefore, no longer be any doubt that the deacons are our

constitutional agents for making collections for all purposes.

1. We would call attention to the negative bearing upon our

practice of this declaration of the Form of Government in regard

to the duties of deacons. It is admitted that the Constitution

binds us because, as we believe, it represents the law of Christ

as enounced in the New Testament Scriptures. The duties, con-

sequently, which the Constitution assigns to deacons are, we

believe, those which the law of Christ imposes upon them. But

these duties are obligatory upon them as a distinct class. They

are distinctive of, and peculiar to, that class. They can, there-

fore, be the duties of no other class, on the supposition that the

one exists to which they are authoritatively attached. That is to

say, if there are deacons in a church, no other officer is called

or empowered, under ordinary circumstances, to discharge their

peculiar functions. The minister and the ruling elder are not en-

titled to perform them. They have their own appropriate duties

assigned them by divine authority. So have the deacons. It

would, therefore, be illegitimate, in a regular condition of the

church in which deacons have their place, for the minister

and elder to leave their own functions in order to discharge those

I;
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of the deacons. Every one should stand in his own lot and per-

form the duties which belong to it. These views must hold good,

unless it can be proved that the higher office includes the lower,

80 that while it is not competent for the lesser officer to discharge

the functions of the greater, the greater may perforin those of

the lesser. We can conceive no other ground upon which it can

be urged that the minister and elder may do the work of the

deacon, while the deacon is limited strictly to his own. In a

previous part of this discussion, we endeavored to show that this

doctrine of the inclusion of the lower office in the higher, in a

regular condition of the Church, cannot be sustained by an ap-

peal to Scripture, or to the consent of the Church, or to rational

considerations. But if it be untenable, it remains that the pe-

culiar duties of the diaconate cannot be transferred to other

church officers, or to special agents. This we conceive to be the

constitutional and scriptural view ; and if so, it needs no re-

enforcement frono human arguments. When the Lord speaks, let

all the earth keep silence. But the importance of our compli-

ance with the divine will in the premises, may be evinced by a

few considerations.

In the first place, it is obvious that where the principle of a

division of labor can be employed, so that different functions may

be assigned to different laborers, and so that by virtue of this dis-

tribution experts are thrown together for the accomplishment of

the ends to which they are peculiarly adapted, and so, moreover,

that a facility for performing certain kinds of work is increased

by an habitual and exclusive devotion to it of a particular class,

greater efficiency would be attained by a working organisation,

and higher results in every way would be reached, than by jum-

bling officers together, and, to use a homely but forcible aphor-

ism, making the peculiar function of one class attach to all, so

that "what is everybody's business becomes nobody's."

In the second place, the principle of responsibility lies across

the path of this doctrine, that other officers or agents may dis-

charge the functions of deacons. If the deacon is made to feel

that no one but himself can perform duties which belong to him

alone, his sense of responsibility, if he be a true man, will operate
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in full force ; but if his functions may be discharged by others,

his responsibility is divided, it is shared with others, and his

sense of it must be proportionably decreased. And it will equally

follow that those who depart from their own peculiar vocation "to

act as the deacon's substitutes, cannot have that powerful convic-

tion of accountability which is one of the surest guarantees of

efficiency. No officer can profoundly feel responsibility for func-

tions to which he is conscious that he was never ordained, and

which he never bound himself, by the vows of ordination, to fulfil.

Throw his full responsibilities upon the deacon alone, and he will

be sure to rise under them. Divide them with others, and you

dwarf him.
, , , ..ut*

In the third place, we may derive instruction in this matter

from the analogous case in the past of a substitution of special

agencies for pastoral ministrations, in the effort to advance the

benevolent enterprises of the Church. Time was when it was

deemed necessary for paid agents to circulate among the churches

in order to stimulate them to the duty of beneficence. The

Church had the grace to discard that system, and the results have

been gratifying. We are slow to learn. Why should we not

refuse to thrust out the deacon from the work to which he is

called, as well as the pastor and the elders from theirs V When
we shall thoroughly trust and use the deacon, if ever we shall,

we will find that "the foolishness of God is wiser than men, and

the weakness of God is stronger than men."

2. Let us next look at the positive bearing upon our practice

of the constitutional requirement, that the deacons shall raise and

distribute all collections for pious uses. There are two modes of

making collections : first, from congregations during the services

of the sanctuary, and as an element of public worship ; secondly,

from individuals by special application, apart from the public ser-

vices of the Church. What the function of the deacons is in

regard to the first of these methods of collecting, it is not neces-

sary to inquire. Our practice is sufficiently settled to render

discussion needless. But the same is not true in reference to

the second mode of collecting—by special application to indi-

viduals. Here, we think, our practice is defective, and we desire

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—20.
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to indicate a way in which the defect may be remedied. We are

unable to see why the deacons should not be as exclusively em-

ployed to make one sort of collections as another. They ought

not, as has been shown, to be thrust aside, and in ,our practice,

they are not thrust aside, by other agents, in making the public

collections in the house of the Lord. Why should not the deacon

discharge his own duties also, in respect to the collections made

from individuals ? We see no real ground of difference between

the two cases, and therefore think that they ought practically to

be brought into unity. Now we lay down the proposition, that

the deacons are congregational agents for making collections not

only for congregational purposes, but for general benevolent ob-

jects, and that this holds good in relation to collections from in-

dividuals in behalf of those general objects. Let us illustrate

this position by reference to a particular case. We will suppose

that a theological seminary, under the care of our Church, is in

need of pecuniary help. We will suppose also that every Pres-

bytery, within the scope of country from which the institution

might legitimately expect to derive its support, recommends or

enjoins the Sessions of its churches to present the case, as an ex-

traordinary one lying outside of their regular schedules of causes,

to individuals for their contributions. Now let the deacons of

each church, all or some of them, be directed by the Sessions

thoroughly to canvass the congregations, and the communities, so

far as accessible, in which the churches exist, for the purpose of

securing contributions to the support of the institution,—that

would be an instance which would elucidate our meaning. Ascend

from the particular to the general, and you have the principle for

which we are contending in its application to general objects of

benevolence, viz., that when it is sought to bring them before in-

dividuals for their contributions, they should be intrusted for

that purpose to the hands of deacons as officers appointed by

Christ with reference to all the financial necessities of his Church.

We strongly urge the adoption of this course.

We would not be understood as advocating the exclusion of

other agencies, contemplating the attainment of the same end,

provided they be confined to their own appropriate spheres.
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There is need, in regard to such objects, of instruction, exposi*

tion, and appeal. The e.ducated mind, the trained speaker, are

demanded for the discharge of such oflSces. The apostles and

their fellow-ministers stirred up the churches to contribute to the

relief of the poor saints at Jerusalem ; but the apostles did not

make collections either from churches or individuals. We are

not called upon to discuss the question whether such a preliminary

office should be discharged by pastors in their regular ministra-

trations, or whether it might not be more appropriately assigned

to special agents, particularly under extraordinary circumstances,

as, for example, when an endowment is sought for an institution.

All that we strive for, is, that the collections should be made by

deacons, with that minute, thorough-going canvassing of a con-

gregation and community which only such a method could possi-

bly compass. Whatever a single individual might or might not

accomplish, let this be done, and there is hardly a person within

the limits of our congregations who might not be approached, and

have the opportunity presented to him of giving his contribution.

Here, then, we have Presbyteries approving and enjoining, pas-

tors instructing and exhorting—perhaps special agents adding

their stirring appeals—Sessions ordering the collections, and the

deacons making them. The system seems perfect. It may, it

will, in consequence of human imperfection, prove practically

defective; but we verily believe it to be the best which can be

conceived, and for the simple reason that it is God's system.

Duty and policy alike urge us to its complete adoption.

Fourthly. This discussion of the scope of the deacon's func-

tions will be concluded with some remarks upon the question,

whether they terminate upon the Lord's Table.

It is by some contended that the office of deacon includes the

service of three tables : the table of the poor, the table of the

minister, and the table of the Lord. We confess our inability to

perceive why the Lord's table should be embraced in this classi-

fication, except that the mere name, table-service, is made generic,

including under it the specific service of every sort of table.

There is really no analogy between the Lord's Table and the

other tables, which would lead to its being reduced to unity with
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them as falling to the care of the deacon. It wonld properly

belong to that officer to provide the table itself, and then, as oc-

casion requires, to provide also the elements to be placed upon

it ; for the reason that the moneys of the church are committed

to his hands, and whatever in the preparation for the sacrament

involves expense, would naturally fall to his charge. But tliis

having been done, what else remains which would belong distinc-

tively to bis office ? It is admitted that the administration of

the sacred ordinance is restricted to the minister of the word,

by reason of the analogy between the teaching function of the

sacrament and that of preaching. As, moreover, the adminis-

tration of the ordinance contemplates spiritual ends, the deacon

as a temporal officer is debarred from it. The only remaining

thing to be done is the actual transmission—the handing—of the

elements to the communicants. Now, can it be shown that the

manual transmission of the bread and wine from the officiating

minister to the recipients pertains so peculiarly to the deacon's

office that others are precluded from undertaking it? We think

not, for the following reasons : > . . . . < . , - ..?.• v;

1. The only place in Scripture, so far as we know, which is

supposed to warrant the threefold chissification we have men-

tioned is that in the sixth chapter of the Acts, recording the ar-

guments used by the Apostles for the election of the seven ; "It

is not reason that we should leave the word of God and serve

tables." But it is evident that the Apostles could only have

meant the tables from which the bodily wants of tlie poor were

supplied, and those on whicli the money or the goods of the

church were laid—the provision tables and the money tables.

Otherwise they must be understood as having transferred the

sacramental table with the others to the sole care of the deacons,

and as having asserted that it was an unreasonable thing for

them, and by parity of reason, for all ministers of the word, to

serve the Lord's Table. The argument is invalid, from the fact

that it proves too much.

2. We do not know of any other passage of Scripture from

which a good and necessary inference can be derived, making it

the peculiar duty of deacons to distribute the sacramental ele-
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nients. The question would be settled, could such an inference

be indicated. In its absj3nce, we are left to be guided by the na-

ture of the case, and by the analogy of the deacon's oflSce. Now

the end contemplated in the distribution of the bread and wine

at the Lord's Supper is not the nourishment or refreshment of

the body ; and as the function of the deacon terminates on the

body, there would seem to be no special reason why he should,

to the exclusion of others, circulate the elements. This function

does not come under the head either of the care of the poor, or

of the care of moneys, or of the care of property ; and these

exhaust the scope of the deacon's duties, unless some scriptural

evidence exists for another head—the service of the Lord's Table.

3. It is often the case that the communicants themselves in part

transmit the elements from one to another. This is as much a

distribution of them as the deacon may be supposed to perform
;

and if it belongs to the deacon alone to distribute them, the

passage of them by the hands of the recipients would be an un-

warrantable intrusion upon the diaconal office. But could it, on

scriptural grounds, be arrested for that reason? In all proba-

bility, if we are at liberty to form an inferential judgment in the

matter, this was what was actually done in apostolic times. It

is almost, if not entirely, impossible to see how^ the Corinthian

communicants could have become drunken at the Lord's Supper,

if Paul had instructed the church that the deacons ought to dis-

tribute the elements.

4. The opinions and practice of the Church have been too

uncertain and conflicting to furnish any satisfactory argument from

eccUisiastical authority and precedent in favor of charging the

deacon alone with the duty of distributing the elements at the

Supper. We furnish specimens of this difference, which are

sufficient to illustrate our position :

Justin Martyr, the early father, in a passage in his Second

Apology, which is often quoted, says that in his time the deacons

distributed the sacramental elements to the people.

Bingham, after citing this passage of Justin Martyr, proceeds

to say :

"The author of the Constitutions likewise, describini]; the manner of the
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ancient service, divides the whole action between the bishop and the

deacon; appointing the bishop to deliver the bread to every communi-

cant singly, saying, 'The body of Christ!' and the deacon in like manner

to deliver the cup, saying, 'The blood of Christ, the cup of life 1' This

the author under the name of St. Austin calls the proper office of the

deacons' order. Yet it was not so proper to their order, but that they

were to depend on the will and license of the bishops and presbyters,

if they were present ; as is expressly provided in some of the ancient

Councils, which forbid the deacon to give the Eucharist in the presence

of a presbyter, except necessity require, and he have his leave to do it."*

Steuart of Pardovan says:

"They [the deacons] may be employed to provide the elements, to

carry them, and serve the communicants at the Lord's table."f

As an offset to the testimony of Justin Martyr, that of Origen

is as often quoted to the effect that "the deacons preside over the

money-tables of the church."

Rufinus said that when there was no presbyter present the

deacons might distribute the elements of the Lord's Supper.

Aymon, in his Acts of the National Synods of the Reformed

Churches of France, gives this decision of the National Synod at

Lyons, 1563:

"As to the question which has been referred to the Brethren of

Geneva, whether the pastors only should distribute the bread and the

wine to the people at the table of the Lord, they have answered : That

it would be very well if tliey would do it, and that they would do it

at all times ; but the thing appearing impracticable at present, and

still more so for the future, if God should multiply the number of be-

lievers, that it would not be unsuitable for the deacons and elders, as

the arms and hands of the ministers, to distribute the sacramental

elements, after their consecration, to the people who are too far from

the minister to be reached by him."J

The same author gives the following decision of the National

Synod at Vertueil

:

"Our brethren having proposed a doubt, to wit, whether any perrfon

except the minister of the gospel may deliver the cup to the people in

the sacrament—the Synod, after duly weighing the reasons on both sides

of the question, do decide, That the fourteenth article decreed by the

*Antiquities , Vol. L, p. 253. ^Collections^ p. 31.

XSynodes Nationaux des Eglises R^form^es de France^ Tom. I., p. 57.
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Council of Lyons should remain in force, namely, that none other than

the minister, if possible, should deliver the cup."t

He furnishes also this decision of the National Synod at Privas:

"This body . . . confirms the jud^^ment rendered by the National

Synod of St. Maixent, which shows that the elders and deacons, in case

of necessity, may distribute the cup, but without speaking."*

It seems exceedingly probable that in the early Church the

custom of the distribution of the sacramental elements by deacons

originated in the hypothesis, which very soon began to prevail,

that the diaconal office subordinately involved the preaching func-

tion, and that the deacon ought to be, in a peculiar sense, an

assistant of the bishop, as the presiding officer of the presbyterial

college came to be exclusively called. It is easy to see how,

under the influence of such a view of the diaconate, the deacon

was employed to assist "the bishop" in the administration of the

Supper. Sometimes, as we have heard Bingham saying, the

bishop distributed the bread and the deacon the cup. This looks

very much like the recognition of a teaching prerogative as be-

longing to the deacon, grounding his participation with the bishop

in the dispensation of the elements.

While, therefore, we cannot perceive that either Scripture, or

the analogy of the deacon's office, or the consentient practice of

the true Church, would lead us to conclude that it is a distinc-

tive duty of the deacon to distribute the elements at the admin-

istration of the Lord's Supper, neither do we see any just reason

why he may not assist the minister in the manual circulation of

them
;
provided, that function is not considered as proper to him

by virtue of his containing in himself the germ of the preaching

office. For, it is not, so far as we know, made obligatory on any

other officer than the minister, strictly speaking, to distribute the

elements—that is, to give them from the table to the people ; and

we see no reason why elders and deacons may not, after the sac-

ramental action of distribution has been done bv the minister,

unite in merely passing the elements about among the communi-

cants without the use of any words ; or why, in the absence of

elders and deacons from a church, some reputable private mem-

*Und.^ p. 74. fibid., p. 415.
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ber may not be called upon to render this service o^ love to his

fellow-communicants. Where there is no male member of a

church, the transmission, as well as the distribution, in the first

instance from the table, would devolve on the officiating minister,

as a servant of the Church for Jesus' sake. Lest, therefore, it

should be regarded as peculiarly imperative upon either the elders

or the deacons to discharge this service, we would express the

judgment, that, in the ordinary practice of our churches, both

classes of officers should take part in its performance ; for it does

not distinctively appertain to the elder any more than to the deacon.

Decency, order, and convenience, make it expedient that some

particular persons should be charged with the circulation of the

elements among the communicants ; and the church-officers, with-

out distinction, would, we think, most appropriately be called

upon to assist the minister in putting the elements into the hands

of all the recipients, especially those remote from him. We
concur, in the opinion, already cited, of the "Brethren of Ge-

neva"—and Calvin was alive when that judgment was rendered*

—

that, the distribution of the sacramental elements properly belongs

to the minister ; but that after he has distributed them from the

table, the mere manual transmission—the handing—of them

among the communicants should be jointly performed by the

elders and deacons.

*Thi8 judgment was adopted by the National Synod of Lyons in 1563,

and Calvin died in 1564.
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Roosevelt Professor of Systematic Theology in Union Theo-

logical Seminary. N. Y.: Charles Scribner's Sons, 743-745
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This is a work of rare merit. It is peculiarly acceptable to

all who love the great doctrines of grace, based on a "gratuitous

justification," in these times, when so many who "profess and

call themselves Christians" "are carried about with every wind

of doctrine," many who "will not endure sound doctrine," and

even ministers, who do not heed the apostolic admonition to speak

"things which becom-e the doctrine accordintj to godliness." In-

deed, at any time those who desire to be "nourished up in the

words of good doctrine" will gladly welcome any well intentioned

and well accomplished effort to explain, advocate, and illustrate

the teachings of this great Epistle of the great Apostle of the

Gentiles, so long and so highly admired for its well established

value in presenting the most profound and pious declarations of

the gospel scheme of salvation ; an Epistle which Dr. Shedd

truly declares "contains all the elements of both natural and re-

vealed religion," so that "the human mind need not go outside"

of its teachings "to know all religious truth" (Preface, p. viii.).

It may be true, that to very many, the first thought respecting a

new commentary on the Epistle to the Romans may be expressed

in some such language as this: "What! another work on the

Epistle to the Romans ? Why this waste of time and labor and

money ? Do not the theological libraries already abound with

such books ?" But the thoughtful mind will regard the subject

with different sentiments; whatever estimate may be placed on

the labors of the past and the venerated writers who have so

ably instructed the Protestant world for three centuries, yet in

every generation, some peculiar modes of thought are developed

in the minds of learned and pious men, whereby clearer views of
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truth are often set forth ; and on the other hand, men who "have

sought out many inventions," by which cavils and objection to

divine revelation are adduced, need to be met and put to silence

by those "who vindicate the ways of God" in new methods of pre*

Ben ting the truth.

Dr. Shedd has given us a remarkably concise, yet minute, and

also a satisfactory, explanation of the words and sentences of this

Epistle. He appears to have left nothing needing exegesis un-

touched. His spirit is every where manifested to be that of

earnest piety and implicit confidence in the inspired teachings,

and an adoring reverence for the author of Divine Revelation.

While closely critical, he is guarded never to allow mere human

authority to rule his criticism. He is not contented to show,

most clearly, the scope and general instruction of the Apostle's

words, but, by diligent and careful examination into the precise

signification of those words, he gives yet clearer and more accu-

rate exposition. To those who have formed loose habits of read-

ing the Scriptures, or who, while daily readers of the word, are

not thoughful or studious readers, many passages remain misappre-

hended or not clearly apprehended, and some, indeed, not at all

apprehended. By others, "the sense of Scripture," as inter-

preted by the symbols of some Church, or as handed down through

stereotyped forms of exposition, the propriety of which they feel

too reverential of authority to question, is confidently accepted

as incontrovertibly correct ; while yet others, in the spirit of a

dead conservatism, have decried all critical examination of God's

word as not only needless, but as eminently fraught with danger

as well to the student himself as to those who may follow the re-

sults of his labors. And it is acknowledged that the admirers

of German Rationalism and unscrupulous criticism have been

often severed from the faith and spread their crude opinions

greatly to the injury of ihe unwary. But our generation has

been blessed with many who knew how to handle the tools of

criticism, not only with safety to themselves, but benefit to the

inquirers after the teachings of God's word. Among many of

less note, Dr. John Eadie of Scotland, Dr. J. A. Alexander and

(now) Dr. Shedd of our own country, have been eminently sue-
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cessful in turning the weapons elsewhere used to the injury of

truth, to defend the truth ; and have used the labors of German

lexicographers, grammarians, and critical commentators, to fit

themselves for interpreting tlie word of God on the principles of

a sound exegesis, while exposing the errors and inconsistenciiBS

of men who, contrary to the requisitions of sound critical sci-

ence, have often perverted the meaning of the Bible. Each of

the three scholars just named has his own peculiar mode of pre-

senting the results of his careful and accurate study of the word

of (jod, both in the language of the Old and in that of the New
Testament. But in all we trace the judicious use of a "learn-

ing" which, wliile making its acquirers "mad," because they mis-

applied their own acquisitions, has made these scholars eminently

wise to set forth truth. How have we seen, with mingled sur-

prise and joyful satisfaction, obscure places made clear, the plain

yet plainer, and texts long shrouded in words of exposition

which rather concealed the light, made to sparkle as brilliant

gems, under the teaching of these masters in Israel ! Judiciously

investigated etymologies, idioms, and even particles, have given

results in grammatical and logical interpretations, which have in-

vested many portions of the Scriptures with rich and edifying

instruction hitherto undiscovered. The work before us, and also

those of the other Christian scholars named, are eminently fitted

to be the teachers of teachers, not only as excellent models of

what commentaries ought to be, and how the Bible should be

studied by those fitted for such study even in less measure than

these writers, but also as providing germs of thought, which in-

telligent students can, with God's blessing, develope into means

of successful teaching of others. Not only ministers, but intel-

ligent and educated elders and laymen, parents and Bible and Sab-

bath-school teachers, will find both stimulus and instruction.

There can be no doubt that in our age unusual facilities for a

study of the Bible abound, in the form of "Guides," "Introduc-

tions," "Histories of the Bible," and "Lives of Christ," with

other works of similar character. ' They are published in volumes,

in quarterly and monthly and weekly periodicals. And all this

is cheering. But it must be confessed, as to the bulk of such

»
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publications, there is one common and sad defect: they are, to

a great extent, too little the fruits of wise, pious, and accurate

scholarship, which can prosecute an independent study of the

Bible. This does not imply, by any means, such an independence

as some such works profess, illustrated in differing from others,

apparently simply for the sake of differing or putting forth works

in which the true things are not new, and the new things seldom

true ; but those, the authors of which have learned by diligent

study to discriminate between right and wrong views, and are

able to give, on right interpretations, a reason for their faith.

Too many of these popular works resemble the heavily loaded

wagons which follow in the ruts of their predecessors, often ren-

dering bad places worse, and seldom failing, more or less, to in-

jure the good. If our young ministers and candidates would

undertake the thorough study of such a work as this, or those of

tha authors above named, and bring to their pulpits and to the

press the sound scriptural teachings inculcated, popularised for

the public ear, not only would their "profiting appear to all men,"

but all men would "profit" by their teachings.

Dr. Shedd has proved himself, however, to be as finished a

master in exposition as in exegesis. In the Epistle to the Ro-

mans, he has had a field of study far more difficult than those of

either of the scholars who have been associated with him in the

foregoing remarks.

This Epistle has long been the battle-ground between Calvin-

ists on the one hand, and Arminians and Pelagians on the other.

And among Calvinists there have been variant views on some of

its salient passages. Dr. Shedd has performed his task with emi-

nent ability, and on all the fundamental doctrines taught in our

standards utters the "words of truth and soberness." Man's

depravity, God's method of "gratuitous justification," the process

of sanctification, the safety of God's people, based both on God's

sovereign electing love, and the union of the believers with

Christ, the great principles of the divine government, the

adorable wisdom, power, and mercy displayed in God's dealings,

are all fully presented and ably advocated. On the 14th verse of

the fifth chapter of Romans, there is presented a view of the sin
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of those '*over whom death reigned from Adam to Moses,"

which is not consonant, in the details of its explanation, with

the prevailing teachings of Calvinistic interpreters and theolo-

gians. Dr. Shedd with others accepts the persons of whose

sinning the apostle speaks, verse 14, to be "infants'", and pre-

sumably, he means such as die in infiincy, since he predicates of

them the impossibility of sinning against both the written law

(i. e. of Moses, not yet revealed,) and the law of conscience or un-

written law ; for in ii. 14, sin against that is predicated only of

adults. But infants would be incapable of sinning by actual

transgression as well of the Eden law as of any other. *'Death

reigning" over them implies that they sinned. Dr. Shedd says

that their sin was identical with that of Adam. This seems to

be dot a matter of exegesis, unless it is because the opposite of

similitude is identity. But even granting that, Adam's sin was

"actual transgression," and the "similitude" relates, in the judg-

ment of the bulk of interpreters, to that and not to the law vio-

lated. The diflSculty of the case, then, is really this : to decide

how infants could be sinners, for their subjection to death proves

they were. Of the various modes of explaining how they are

sinners, that which contemplates this condition to be the result of

a union with Adam seems the most satisfactory. Dr. Shedd

differs, impliedly, as to the nature of that union, but as fully as

other Calvinists avows his belief in it. This is not the place, nor

is there space here to discuss the question, which, perhaps, after

all, is rather one of speculation, and, however answered, is imma-

terial while the clearly revealed /ac/! is distinctly accepted.

The structure of this commentary affords occasion for a most

unqualified commendation in two aspects. The "Introduction"

is a pattern of conciseness with a fulness adequate to its legiti-

mate purposes. It occupies on\j five pages, or one eighty-eighth

part of the volume ; and Prefiice (eight pages) and introduction

together, only one thirty-fourth. Stuart's Introduction to his

commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews, is fully one-half of

the work ; on Proverbs, about one-third; and on Ecclesiastes,

one-third. Dr. Shedd has "honored this custom", derived by

Prof. Stuart from Germany, by its ""breach'' and not "observance."

*j-
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Prolix introductions are of little real utility. The reader is so

long occupied with "being introduced" that he is in danger of

forfeiting the results, as the writer of losing sight of the real

purpose of such an essay. Dr. Shedd has also claims to the gra-

titude of his readers, for keeping the Greek text almost con-

stantly in parallel progress with the commentary, by having it

printed along the top of the page, so that his readers are relieved

from the trouble of looking back several pages to refresh their

memories of the context of words under discussion.

While thus commending this work, we take the liberty to oifer

some few suggestions respecting what are deemed faults of

omission.

1. As Dr. Shedd takes up word after word (or in clauses) for

exegetical discussion, the Greek text almost solely is quoted.

Now there are many readers both male and female who would

be every way prepared to appreciate explanations of the author's

meaning in the Greek words, were the corresponding English

translation added; and thus the circulation and value of the

work might be greatly increased.

2. It would have been very much to the edification of all read-

ers, had the writer presented, at the opening of the several dis-

cussions, the firsts thirds fifths and 7iinth chapters, a compact

analysis and scope of each division. The half-page of Introduc-

tion, in which he presents us a kind of brief table of contents,

might have been better, if fuller, say, by a page or two more.

The value of such summaries to a young student especially is

incalculable.

3. In quoting parallel and confirmatory passages, Dr. Shedd

is exceedingly happy in frequently presenting just enough and

no more. But it is respectfully suggested, that in all cases in

which references are made simply by chapter and verse, one or

more of the passages referred to ought to be as fully quoted as

will evince the pertinency of the reference. But few readers pay

attention to the writer's directions to "see", "consult", or "com-

pare", and so derive little or no benefit by passages noted merely

in figures. In all efforts to interpret God's word, nothing is

lost, and much may be gained, by a judicious use of Scripture to

explain Scripture.
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The perusal of this commentary has proved very suggestive.

1. It is pleasing to sep how harmoniously agree the results

of tlie most careful criticism, conducted on correct principles,

applied to the original language of the sacred writers, and those

results secured by men of the Reformation, led by Calvin, in

modes of study of which minute criticisms formed a less promi-

nent part. Further, our faith in the great doctrines set forth in

the svmbols of the historical churches of the Reformation is con-

firmed, when we see in such works as this that the great growth

of the science of Biblical criticism has but tended to develope in the

proper study of God's word, not only the fact that that science

has intrinsically no tendency to foster scepticism and engender

cavil, but has served to make plainer and clearer the revelations

made to us in the Bible. It has not been many years since, on

the one hand, the advocates of increased attention to the critical

textual study of the Old and New Testaments were warned

against the pernicious results of such study as illustrated in the

rise and in^fluence of Rationalism ; and on the other, not a few

rather superficial scholars were decrying the works of commenta-

tors such as Calvin, Poole, Scott, and Henry, on the allegation

that till the advance made in Biblical criticism no one could in-

terpret Scripture on right principles. But we now see how piety

and good sense combined with adequate knowledge of the origi-

nal languages but serves only more fully and satisfactorily to set

forth the fundamental doctrines of the fathers of our Protestant

Churches. They may have been led, under the general princi-

ples of the divine government developed with suflScient clearness,

to feel justified in the structures of the symbols they have left us.

But now the more the Bible is rightly studied, the more clearly

are those truths exhibited.

2, Here appears the utter folly and ignorance of all the pra-

ting of men of (so called) "advanced thought" about the necessity

of re-forming standards of faith, liberalising theology, and dis-

carding as "old and ready to vanish" our opinions on inspiration,

eternal judgment, the person of Christ, his expiation for sin, and

the atonement which it was made to secure.

B. Here, also, is seen the absolute necessity of increasing,

/
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rather than diminishing, the demands on candidates for the holy

office, that they be diligent students of the Word in the lan-

guages in which God revealed it, so that for themselves they can

set forth a faith derived, not of man, nor by man, but of God's

inspired word. A theology so obtained will stand all tests and

survive all attacks. The purity of the Church is, after all the

help derived from sound standards and right discipline, dependent

on an intelligent apprehension of the truth on the part of those

appointed to preach ; for such, under God's Spirit, will love it

and so preach it, as to save themselves and those who hear them,

who by the Word and Spirit of God may be imbued with a

true spirituality and led in the paths of true holiness.

B. M. S.

Evenings with the Doctrines. By Nehemiah Adams, D. D.,

Author of "Friends of Christ," ''Christ a Friend," "Com-
munion Sabbath," etc., etc. Revised edition. Boston:

D. Lothrop k Company, Franklin Street, corner of Haw-
ley. Pp., 447, 12rao.

"

•^r^l

This book contains the substance of familiar lectures delivered

in the Essex Street church, Boston, on successive Tuesday even-

ings in the winter of 1858-9. The stereotype plates of the work

having been destroyed in the great fire at Boston in 1872, a re-

vised edition is here presented to the public which faithfully re-

produces the original text. Dr. Adams lived until the 6th Octo-

ber, 1878, and maintained to the end unchanged the sound

orthodox theological views of his whole previous life.

With peculiar pleasure we hail such a book as this, coming to

us from New England. We have discovered in its pages nothing

which Old School Presbvterians would consent to blot. If there

be many people in Massachusetts and the other Eastern States

holding these views, the defection is less prevalent in the land of

the Pilgrims than we had supposed-

There are seventeen lectures, or evenings: (roo?. Divine Reve-

lation, and The Trinity, being the subjects of the first three.

Two more are devoted to the Deity of Christ and one to the Deity

of the Holy Spirit. The next two treat of Man. Then follow
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each on thethree on The AionemeM. After these, we have o

concluding topics, viz., Election,, Regeneration^ Ferseverance^

Christian Perfection^ The Intermediate State, and Retribution.

These lectures, handled in an original yet simple and plain way,

which every class of readers, from the most cultivated to the least

intelligent, may read with interest and delight, constitute a very

valuable compendium of popular theology for both young and

old readers.

We have been especially delighted with the secoTid lecture,

which is on Divine Revelation. Dr. Adams makes the Bible to

standalone among books. Audubon's "Birds of America" is

a wonderful production, but all would soon tire of it, just as they

would of ''the myriad-minded Shakespeare," if old and young

had to study either from year to year continually. Christians of

all countries take up that book every morning before they go to

their day's work, and at night again repair to this marvellous

book. What must the book be to furnish the minds and hearts

of intelligent people and people of every degree of capacity with

such exhaustless supplies of thought and emotion ! And all who

love it find it appropriate to every time and condition. The

young married pair begin their wedded life with reading it in

their new home; it is the only book which is admitted statedly

on festive occasions; it is in place at funerals; it is not a solemnity

for a Christian to swear on any other book; it furnishes texts for

all the pulpits of Christendom Sabbath after Sabbath ; it has been

the occasion of more volumes in various departments of knowledge

than any other book; it has filled tiie picture galleries of the Old

World with more productions of art than have been occasioned

by any other volume, whether of history or poetry. And never

before had this book such a hold upon the universal mind of man
as now, judging from the extent of its present circulation. After

yet more fully setting forth the wondrous perfections and powers

of this book, Dr. Adams, reasoning from effect to cause, argues

that God would not have allowed such a book, under his name

and with his asserted sanction, to acquire and exert any such

influence unless it had proceeded from him.

To the proposition which he derives from a variety of consider-
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ations, that the Bible is a communication from God to man, there

are natural and obvious objections, which Dr. Adams proceeds to

state and to meet in a convincing and satisfactory manner. One

of these is from the variety of styles in the different books which

make up the Bible. The author says, if God should inspire all

the singing birds on the first of May with some sudden joy and

give them all a new song, we should not expect the canary to

sing precisely like the nightingale. Another objection is, that

there are things in the Bible which cannot be read and should

not be read in public, nor even before a family. Dr. Adams says

80 there are in the statute books of every state and in the diction-

aries and in the books of domestic medicine. Other like objec-

tions are met in the same felicitous manner. And then a variety

of positive evidences are produced proving the divine inspiration

of the book. We cannot particularise these, but content ourselves

with expressing our satisfaction with the ground maintained by

this New England divine, that "as to the nature of inspiration

and the degree in which the Bible is inspired, we shall find that

the highest theory is the most easily maintained." J. B. A.

A Commentary on the Catholic Epistles. By John T. Demar-
EST, D. 1)., Minister of the Reformed Church of New
Prospect, N. Y. New York : Board of Publication of

the Reformed Church in America, 34 Vesey Street. 1879.

Pp., 650, 8vo.

Dr. Demarest is a scholar, and this work affords abundant

proof of it. To each one of the Catholic Epistles he furnishes

an Introduction, giving its history (which he traces back to the

beginning), and showing the solid grounds for our confidence in

its genuineness. Then he points out the scope of the Epistle,

and gives an analysis of its contents, and discusses the place and

date of its writing and the parties addressed. And to all this he

adds a full account of the literature and criticism which each

Epistle has occasioned and drawn forth. After this he presents

us with an elaborate commentary on every section and verse.

The volume is redolent of its author's earnest and pious spirit,

and no reader can fail to be benefited by it. But it is a book
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tor the student rather than the ordinary lover of the word. One

thing, however, excites oui: wonder. It is that a learned author

like Dr. Demurest, publishing in the great metropolis, New York,

would be content to give all words quote<l from the original in

English letters. This is a great blot upon the otherwise admirable

getting up. We must add, in candor, that it does not appear to

us that criticism can be Dr. Demarest's strong point. We have

seen other kinds of production from his pen that impress us more

favorably than what he gives us here of minute verbal discussion.

This sort of work appears to blunt the point of his pen, and take

the sparkle out of his style. Historical disquisition, or theological

discussion, suits his genius better than this kind of slow, tedious*

toilsome examination of text and context, which is enough to

make any but the born critic heavy and prosaic. J. B. A.

I
4

The Life of (xeneral Albert Sidney Johnston. By his Son,

William Preston Johnston. D. Appleton k Co., New
York, 1878. 8vo., pp. 755.

This massive and beautiful volume is a prime contribution not

only to the history of the Confederacy, but of America. It is the

pious offering of his eldest son, the heir of his papers and corres-

pondence; long known himself as an advocate, soldier, professor in

Washington and Lee Universitv, and author. As General John-

ston's career was intimately connected Avith some of the most im-

portant events in the growth of the United States, this full and

careful biography, by so competent and correct a hand, gives the

reader the best narrative, known to us, of those. We have here

an intelligent description of the Black Hawk war; of the birth

and growth o-f the Republic of Texas; of the Mormon heresy,

and the expedition of the United States troops to Utah to enforce

the laws; as well as of the war of Secession.

General Johnston was by birth a native of northern Kentucky,

by education a student of Transylvania University and of the

West Point Military Academy, and by profession a soldier.

Stationed at Jefferson Barracks, Mo., in his e'irlier days, henatu-

urally took part in the Black Hawk war, in which he was adju-

tant of Gen. Atkinson, the commander of the United States forces.
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A few years after this the declining health of his first wife led

him to resign his place in the army, just Avhen he might have

expected well-earned promotion. The death of this lovely lady

by pulmonary disease left hira bereaved; and his active spirit

naturally reverted to that profession for which he was so evidently

born and fully trained. But it was for the United States "a

piping time of peace," and it was not possible for him to regain his

place in her little army. The young republic of Texas was then

struggling into independence; a multitude of adventurous Ken-

tuckians, including two of Col. Johnston's brothers, were there.

He determined, therefore, to devote himself to that cause. Leav-

ing hi.«i motherless children in safe homes, he went to Texas, be-

came a citizen—as he continued to be until his death—and of-

fered her his sword. The battle of San Jacinto was over; but

the war with Mexico was dragging its slow length along. He
Boon rose to be commander of the little army of the republic, and,

in the next administration, her secretary of war. He was an

ardent advocate of annexation, though the immediate eifcct was to

dissolve the government of the republic and consign him to pri-

vate life. He had now married again. His official life was too

pure and public-spirited to result in additions to his wealth; on

the contrary, it had consumed the most of his private estate. In

the Mexican war, which was occasioned by the annexation,

promotion was mainly determined by partisan reasons, and Col.

Johnston's eminent experience and i\irae were postponed to the

advancement of politicating colonels. But he raised a volunteer

regiment in Texas himself, and commanded it for six months,

when it was disbanded against his protest. He took a brilliant

part in the;affair of Monterey, with which his share of the Mexi-

can war ended.

He now returned to the care of his helpless family. The next

years were spent in strict retirement on his Texan farm, Avhere he

labored with his own hands, with all the dignity of a Cincinnatus,

for his daily bread. The great enlargement of the domain of the

United States after the Mexican war called, however, for an in-

crease of the standing array. He had been appointed to the

laborious duty of paymaster of forces, which he performed with
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his usual spotless integrity. He now received a tardy recogni-

tion of bis merit by an ^appointment from President Pierce as

Colonel of one of the new regiments of cavalry. Two years'

service followed in western Texns. His next and most important

service Avas the command of the army sent to Utah to maintain

the authority of the laws in that insolent and murderous depen-

dency. Here his chief contest was with the elements. By the

{}\u It of others, the march of the column was delayed until au-

tumn, and was overtaken in the Rocky Mountains by winter.

Col. Johnston's heroic devotion, fortitude, and Avisdora, saved the

army from frost and famine amidst the insulation and horrors

of an alpine winter, and early in the ensuing summer he led it

sea til less to Salt Lake. There his firmness and prudence re-

established the reign of law without the firing of a gun. After

a wearisome and inactive command of two years, be was allowed

a furlough, and spent the summer of 1860 in the bosom of his

family, a sagacious but silent observer of the gigantic tempest

then brewing. A few months before its outbreak he went to San

Francisco as military commandant of the Pacific States. As
soon as his State—Texas—seceded, he resigned his commission

and retired to southern California.

The universal detraction and falsehood which then became, and

has since continued, a main weapon of sectional warfare, did not

fail to reach him. He was accused of a ridiculous conspiracy to

detach the Pacific States, and of other preposterous sins ; a,nd

measures were silently provided to kidnap him and carry him oflf

to some Northern dungeon. This at last determined him to hesi-

tate no longer, but to cast his lot with his adopted State. His

only way to reach Texas Avas by the overland route through the

deserts of Arizona. This journey he made in midsummer, at the

head of thirty companions, under a burning sun, and amidst the

anibushes of the Apaches and the United States troops. Imme-

diately on his arrival in Texas he Avent to the capital of the Con-

federacy—Richmond—and Avas hailed as the most important ac-

cession to the Southern cause. He Avas at once put in command
of the Western campaign, Avith a frontier extending from the

mountains of West Virginia to Indian Territory. ThenceforAvard,
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his career is too well known to need recital ; including the defence

of his vast line against huge armies and fleets, and with means

utterly inadequate, for six months; the fall of Fort Donelson,

the evacuation of Tennessee, the concentration at Corinth, and

the battle of Shiloh.

Gen. Albert Sidney Johnston's is the noblest and most pathetic

figure in our history. Stonewall Jackson was his equal in purity,

courage, heroism, and military genius. He also fell in the arms

of victory; but he had been cheered along to the supreme sacri-

fice by unvarying success and the applause of his people. The

campaign of Gen. Johnston was a pi(!ture of steady disaster,

bringing upon him the unjust and senseless abuse of the men he

was giving his life to protect, until that blaze of glorious triumph,

his first and his last, in whose flame he was consumed. Yet this

disaster was due to no fault of his own—no defect of devotion,

diligence, self-sacrifice, or genius. He had been thrown, by the

very confidence of the country, into the post of most deadly peril.

Before him was the deliberately organised strength of the great

Northwest, gathering for nearly a year, unshaken by any such

disaster as that of Manassas. Behind him were States wrapped

in the insane security of vain confidence, postponing all eflbrt

commensurate with their need, withholding the resources abso-

lutely essential to defence, and yet demanding of him an impos-

sible task. Too maf;naniraous to disclose his countrv's weakness,

yet perfectly aware of the desperate nature of the task expected

of him, he worked on, doing all that one man could do, and calmly

bearing the stings of undeserved reproach. The disasters with

which he was blamed were wholly due to the apathy and neglect

of the populations which should have supported him, or to the

inexorable force of circumstances. During weary months he

silently endured, while reorganising his shattered forces; and we

can imagine, how, under that calm exterior, the energies of his

lion-like heart were gathering, like a brooding tempest, for the

Titanic crash which was to clear his fame at once and overwhelm

the invader. After weary waiting the hour came; and the hosts

gathered at the spot pointed out by his military sagacity months

before. He delivered his mighty blow, which, as long as his
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arm was nerved to guide it, drove the enemy, and his (tetrac-

tors, like chafF before it. ,0n the very crest of the wave of vic-

tory he sank, his life sapped by the hemorrliage of an insidious

wound.

When liis remains were prepared for the grave, three wounds

were found. Of these, two, which carried no peril to his life,

must have Ijeen very painful, yet he had given no sign. The

stoicism of duty and the exaltation of his spirit made him endure

them without a word. Of the third, from which his life was

rapidly ebbing away, he was doubtless unconscious. The first

knowledge that his warfare was ended came to him in the faint-

ness of approaching death. Silently confessing the presence of

the invincible conqueror, he sank into the arms of Gov. Harris,

his devoted attendant, and so passed away. What were the part-

ing thoughts that occupied this mighty soul? Of the beloved

family, separated from him by the breadth of a continent? Of

his detractors ? Of his country? Of his God? Doubtless of

all these ; 'and we love to believe that the last throbs of that grand

heart were animated with a lofty joy that the race was now run,

the accusations refuted, the long agony ended, the task of duty

accomplished, the triumph forever his. An unworthy country

might suffer defeat; his victory was final.

Every trait of Gen. Johnston's body and spirit was noble. To

a bodily presence as commanding as that of Washington were

added a sagacious and statesmanlike mind, a perfect courage, an

impregnable self-command, and the sweetest Christian charity.

The loftiness and independence of his morals raised him above

all the arts of the politician. His favorite motto was: "In God's

great hand secure I stand." In this we have the explanation of

that consistent virtue and grand serenity which bore him through

the adversities and toils of an unrequited life.

The son has executed his pious task faithfully and judiciously.

Conscious of the delicacy of his relations to the subject, he has

preferred to let events, and the words of others, portray his

father's career, and give the measure of his greatness. Out of

this honorable reserve arises the only blemish of his work. Parts

of the narrative are thus rendered rather compilations than di-
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gested compositions, and thus they lose something of thut suc-

cinctness, order, and movement, which the author's literary skill

would doubtless have given them. The events are stated with

fairness, and the motives of enemies estimated with great moder-

ation. Our verdict may be expressed in the wish that every

young man in our country might study this book until his whole

soul was enlarged with the conviction that it is infinitely nobler

and better to live the arduous, self-denying, unrequited life, and

die the tragical death, of Albert Sidney Johnston, than to succeed

by the ways in which success is now mostly won. R. L. D.

A Voice from South Carolina. Twelve Chapters before Hamp-
ton; Two Chapters after Hampton. With a Journal of

a Reputed KuKlux, and an Appendix. By John A.

Leland, Ph. D. Charleston, S. C. : Walker, Evans & Cogs-

well, Nos. 3 Broad and 100 East Bay Streets. 1879.

Pp. 231, 16mo.

Miijor Leland is a Presbyterian ruling elder who has passed

more than a half century in this wicked world, but has maintained

a high character for every civic and Christian virtue. Neverthe-

less, he was one of the Ku-Klux so called; was apprehended at

Laurens C. H. in 1870 on a charge of "conspiracy and murder,"

(though at the very time of the alleged offence he was busily dis-

charging his duties as President of the Laurens Female College,)

and on this charge imprisoned for weeks, with other reputable

citizens, in the common jail at Columbia, and handcuffed to be

taken thence to Charleston for trial; one of the Government's

convenient negro witnesses testifying on oath that he was on the

ground where the murder' was committed, from breakfast till

dinner, and that he was shooting and "cussin' and swearin'" all

the time, for he saw him shoot and heard him "cuss." Whoever

would like to see a picture of the dark days in South Carolina

would do well to get and read this little book of the Presbyterian

Ku-Klux ruling elder. J. B. A.

The Familiar Correspondence of Charles Dickens. Edited by

his Daughter and Sister-in-law. Charles Scribner's Sons.

1 Vol., large 12mo. Pp. 526.

This collection includes letters from the opening of his literary
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career almost to the day of his death. Those who value his nov-

els will find much to interest them, because the letters not only

give many traits of the author's character, but many incidents

illustrative of the conception of his stories. They are here en-

abled to trace the first hints and the growth of his plots, and the

expansion of his designs and powers as a novelist.

The letters throw no new light on his personal character.

Those who admire him as a man of genius and as a philanthropist,

will have their opinion confirmed by the letters. They are en-

tertaining, perspicuous, varied, and never dull. To the more

careful and judicious reader, they disclose a temper egotistical,

greedy of money and applause, self-sufficient and absolutely god-

less. The smart "snob" is revealed underneath, notwithstanding

the varnish of affected boiihommie and cheeriness, which was as

truly the author's cant as religion was that of Mr. Chadband.

He lashed with the scorpion whip of his satire all those who he

supposed perverted the sacred professions of Christianity to self-

ish or sorchd purposes. His creed was, that philanthropy and

good fellowship are the sacred thing; they were his only religion.

And in this religion of benevolence he was as truly a life-long

canter as any of his caricatures. His cant was eminently profitable

to his pocket. He left a large fortune, of which no inconsider-

able part was gained from the Americans whom he ridiculed,

by his lecture-tour in the United States. The most animated

and eager of all his letters are those in which he describes to

English friends, with infinite gust, the quantity of money he

gained, and the absurd flunkeyism, flattery, and venality of the

people who gave it to him. R. L. D*

VOL. XXXI., NO. 1—23.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

The approach of the holidays filled the shelves of the booksellers

with the literature of infancy /and with pretty pictures and gay

bindings. The new volume^ by Herbert Spencer is, however, in no

sense milk for babes. The new philosophy having accepted from

Comte the conception of a religion without a God (though it is

not the same religion with Comte's, and is even less entitled to

the name) now enriches us with a system of morals in which can

be discerned only the shadow of a conscience. The ability and

industry of the author must be conceded. These "Early Christian

Primers" were a most happy thought, and are, so far, well executed.

This initial volume^ is peculiarly valuable; though for extrinsic

rather than intrinsic reasons. In our judgment "The Queen Anne

Revival," as it is called, is a wholesome one; and bating some

offences against modern canons, the papers of Steele, Budgell, Ad-

dison, and their cow/>'6Ves, are unequalled as models of superficial

but useful entertainment briefly conveyed in the best English of

great masters.^ It was a good idea to write on the shorter Epistles

of the New Testament,^ and a skilful pen has taken it in hand.

There has been a sharp correspondence between the editor of

Appleton's Alphabetical Guide to New York and Charles Dickens,

Jr., who had previously brought out a similar guide to London.

The first notion of a tourist's dictionary is admitted to have

^The Data of Ethics. Being the first part of the "Principles of Mo-

rality." By Herbert Spencer. 12mo, 288 pp., cloth, !?1.50. D. Appleton

& Co., New York.

''Early Christian Literature Primers. Vol. I. The Apostolic Fathers

and the Apologists, A. D. 95-180. By the Rev. George A. Jackson.

Edited by Professor George Park Fisher, D. D. 16mo, cloth, 60c. Ibid.

'The Spectator. With Prefaces Historical and Biographical. By

Alexander Chalmers, A. M. New edition, carefully revised. 6 vols.,

8vo, cloth, $12. Ibid.

*The Shorter Epistles, viz., of Paul to the Galatians ; Ephesians;

Philippians
;
Colossians

; Thessalonians ; Timothy, Titus, and Philemon :

also of James, Peter, and Jude. By the Rev. Henry Cowles, D. D.

With Notes, Critical, Explanatory, and Practical. 12mo, 500 pp., cloth^

$2. Ibid.
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originated with Mr. Dickens, and is certainly a capital one.

The only sound objection to a Dictionary of Ncav York^ is that

there is so little to put in it. Mr. Deshler's Afternoons'' would

seem to have been spent, in part, not only with dead poets, but

with a living friend, whoso name is not wholly new in letters,

and who, it has been surmised, afforded the reason of being of

this book. The latest biographer of Edmund Burke* has an

exhaustive knowledge of the subject, and is judged to have done

his work in many respects in the most satisfactory way. The

defective view taken of the splendid Englishman by his somewhat

heavy countryman, is due to a congenital defect of insight.

Motley's account of the doughty Netherlander* has already been

extensively noticed in the columns of this Review. The history

is one of unquestioned importance, but diifuse, and not wholly

unprejudiced on certain points. Mr. Rolfe's annotated plays**

of Shakespeare, separately issued, are finely judicious. Othello

is the tragedy which should, and perhaps does, show most the

maturity of the author's genius! It is delightful to see repro-

duced in cheap yet decent form the choice works of Oowper,

Macaulay, and Scott.'8»^''^^ . H r- ..

^Appleton's Dictionary of New York and its Vicinity. A Guide on a

New Plan ; being an alphabetically arrano;ed Index to Places, Societies,

Institutions, Amusements, and innumerable matters upon which infor-

mation is daily needed. With maps of New York and vicinity. Square

12mo, paper, 30c. Ibid.

^Afternoons with the Poets. By C. D. Deshler. Post 8vo, cloth.

Harper & Bros., New York.

'Burke. By John Morley. 12mo, cloth, 75c. Ibid.

*Johnof Barneveld. By J. L. Motley. New edition. 2 vols., 8vo, cloth,

$4. Ibid.

^Othello (Shakespeare's). Edited by W. G. Rolfe. 16mo, cloth, 70c. Ibid,

"Shakespeare's Twelfth Wight. Edited by AY. G. Kolfe. 16mo, cloth,

70c. Ibid.

'^The Task. By William Cowper. 32mo, paper, 20c. Ibid.

^Ilallam's Constitutional History. By Lord Macaulay. 32mo, paper,

25c. Ibid.

^The Lay of the Last Minstrel. By Sir Walter Scott, Bart. 32mo,

paper, 20c. Ibid,

^"Marmion. Ditto. 25c. Ibid,

*^The Lady of the Lake. Ditto. Ibid,
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The great deficiency of Andrews* Latin Dictionary* has been

in the matter of the obsolete etymologies. This evil is, we doubt

not, cured in the new edition of the Freund-Andrews lexicon

now set before us by the Harpers. The classical work of this

firm may nearly always be relied upon; and Professor Short and

Mr. Charlton Lewis are men not likely to have overlooked any

considerable improvements that could be made in this indispen-

sable table-companion of every Latin student. Mr. Lewis was

formerly a professor of mathematics; and is now a leading mem-

ber of the Greek Club in New York. A fascinating theme^ has

been selected by him who follows the titled daughter of Lord

Erskine in telling us all about the valley of the Inn and the snowy

crags that frowned and smiled on Andrew Hofer. Mr. Walter

Besant has earned the thanks of plain readers, and of good men

and women, by the excellent way in which he has been serving up

for them famous foreign viands according to domestic receipts.

Even Rabelais^ has been purged of his grossness, which fully

accounts for the smallness of the volume. Ticknor's^ name has

just been added to those of Poe and Hayne and Mrs. Margaret

Preston, as one of the list of Southern names that have been half

audibly pronounced by the charmed circle in Beacon Street.

There is a sweet and manful spirit of true poesy breathing through

his posthumous stanzas.

Swedenborg had better not be read; but if read, he had best

^Harper's Latin Dictionary. A Latin Dictionary founded on the Trans-

lation of "Freund's Latin-German Lexicon." Edited by E. A. Andrews.

LL.D. Revised, enlarged, and in great part rewritten, by Charles [it

should be Charltori] T. Lewis, Ph. D., and Charles Short, LL.D., Professor

of Latin in Columbia College, New York. Royal 8vo, 2,033 pp., boards,

uncut, $8.50; full sheep, $9.50; half leather, $10.50; full Russia,

$12..50. Ibid.

^Tyrol and the Skirt of the Alps, By George E. AVaring, Jr. Illus-

trated. 8vo, cloth, $3. Ihid.

^Rabelais. By Walter Besant, M. A. Edited by Mrs. Oliphant. Being

the eighth volume of "Foreign Classics for English Readers." 16mo,

cloth, $1. J. B. Lippincott & Co., Philadelphia.

^Ticknor's (Frank 0.) Poems. Edited by K. M. R., with an In-

troductory Notice of the author by Paul H. Hayne. 12mo, cloth,

$1.50. Ibid.
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be read in a compendious forra.^ The signal argument against "the

New Church" is not that it requires the surrender of one's sound

senses, but that it embodies a religion that appeals only to the

cultivated. It is at once interesting and instructive to listen to

a Fellovy of the Royal Society^ discoursing in simple terms on

subjects tbat he may be supposed to be thoroughly acquainted

with. What a pity that some of these Royal Society men will

be continually branching out into metaphysics and dogmatic theo-

logy! It is curious to take up a history of these united com-

monwealths that is written from the point of view of a Wesleyan

professor in Georgia.^ Lieutenant Conder* has made what he

could of Josephus and the Apocrypha: though the first Book of

Maccabees covers much of the ground in a manner that makes the

path of the compiler a rather thorny one.

Mr. Besant has a subject in the great Huguenot Admiral that

might well fire the heart of any Protestant. Coligni,^ it would

appear, has waited long for a good biographer: and the eifort in

the present instance is in miniature. Bacon's Essays^ will never

grow stale or dull. They are the quintessence of English wisdom

expressed with the utmost brevity. Whately's Notes left ''ample

'A Compendium of the Theological Writings of Emanuel Swedenborg.

By Samuel M. Warren. Second and revised edition. With a Biographi-

cal Introduction by the Hon. John Bigelow. With fine portrait from

steel. 8vo, extra cloth, |3. Ibid.

''Lectures on Popular and Scientific Subjects. By the Earl of Caithness,

F. R. S. Delivered at various times and places. Second enlarged edition-

12mo, cloth, $1. Ibid.

'History of the United States. By Joseph T. Derry, Professor of An-

cient and Modern L.anguages in the Wesleyan Female College, Macon,

Georgia. With illustrations. New and revised edition. 12mo, half

roan, $1.25. Ibid.

Mudus Maccabaeus and the Revival of the Jewish Nationality. By
Lieut. C. R. Condor, R. E. Vol. IIL of the New Plutarch: Lives of those

who have made the History of the World. 16mo, 220 pp., cloth, $1.

G. P. Putnam & Sons, New York.

''Coligny and the Failure of the French Reformation. By Walter

Bosant. Vol. IL of the New Plutarch : Lives of those who have made
the History of the World. 16mo, 230 pp., cloth, $1. Ibid,

"Bacon's Essays. With Introduction and Notes by Henry Lewis, M. A.

12mo, 350 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid,
,
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room and verge enough" for now comers. Mr. Rossiter has done

well to give us a systemutic explanation of the terms used in

science;^ whether the word science be taken in the narrow or

the broad sense. We like picture-books, and we like dictionaries:

we are not so sure, thougli, that we like them mixed togetlier.

Bayard Taylor's one great work is his translation of Faust. No

one in England or America was better fitted to write Avhat is

needed about German literature.^ The author of "Tartuffe"

comes nearer to Shakespeare (wide as is the interval between

them) than any other French dramatist.^ The Oxford prize

essays* are more apt to be safe than to be exciting. This one

favors free trade.

The epochs of the future* can be but dimly discerned by the

seers of the present: it is none the less true that approaching

events, like advancing bodies, are preceded by their shadowy

counterparts. Quere—In the new periods will men have ceased

to repudiate their honest debts, and to believe in Avholesale theories

of evolution? The life of Sir Rowland Hill° was devoted to the

cheapening of British postage. Our self-styled aristocrat is said

to have given us two most diverting duodecimos'^ on the way to

behave and the way to talk Avhen one chances to get into good

company. Professor Henry Baird'^ is the youngest son of the

'The Illustrated Dictionary of Scientific Terms. By Win. Rossiter.

8vo, 350 pp., cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

^Studies in German Literature. By Bayard Taylor. 8mo, cl.,$2,25. Ibid.

"Molidre's Dramatic Works. By C. II. Wall. 3 vols., 12mo, cloth,

$4.50. Ibid.

*Fact8 and Fallacies of Modern Protection. By B. R. Wise. Beinfr

the Oxford Cobden Prize Essay for 1878. 12mo, cloth, $1. Scribner &
Wellford, New York.

^The Comino; Era. By Alexander Calder. 8vo, cloth, $4.20. Ibid.

®Sir Rowland Ilill. A Bio(];raphical and Historical Sketch. By E-

Edwards. 16mo, boards, 40c. Ibid.

'Manners and Tone of Good Society ; or Solecisms to be Avoided. By

a Member of the Aristocracy. 12mo, cloth, $1. Ibid.

^Society Small Talk; or what to say, and when to say it. By a Mem-
ber of the Aristocracy. 12mo, cloth, $1. Ibid.

^The Rise of the Iluj^uenots of France. By Professor Henry M. Baird.

With Map. 2 vols., 8vo. Vol. I., G05 pp. •, Vol. II., G97 pp. ; cloth, gilt

top. $5. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.
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late Robert Baird, the European traveller. The father was one

of the preceptors of Dr.' J. A. Alexander. The son enjoj^ed

sin<Tular opportunities in early youth of acquiring certain of the

modern languages. He afterwards pursued his studies in the

University of Athens. Still later he was facile princeps in a

private Arabic class at Princeton. For years he has been Professor

of Greek in the University of the city of New York. The result of

all this and much other preliminary training are the two octavo

volumes now just placed upon their counter by the Scribners. The

New York critics say that in this noble account of the French

Huguenots Mr. Baird has availed himself of the entire mass of

accessible literature on the subject, and has worked up his mate-

rials in the best historical method and in a felicitous artistic form.

The only true and valuable faiths are "Old Faiths";^ but all old

faiths are not by any means valuable or true faiths. The most

important of the true are inestimably precious, whether presented

in well known or in novel forms. Novelty of form, where there

is no sacrifice of substance, is of course a recommendation to the

jaded readers of the day. Sargeant Prentiss was, after Patrick

Henry, in the judgment of a multitude of intelligent people, the

most brilliant natural orator this country ever produced. John

Randolph was of course transcendant in his way; but his way

was absolutely unique. Prentiss's life^ is one of the most inter-

esting works we ever read. The two sons of Cornelia and two

other potent Romans occupy a new volume^ in the convenient

"epoch" series.

We have already had our say about Lange;* which is now fin-

ished. It is a hook of reference for scholars ; very disappointing

'Old Faiths in New Light. By Newman Smyth. 12mo, 39J pp., cloth,

$1.50. Ibid.

"Memoii' of S. S. Prentiss. By George L. Prentiss, D. D. 2 vols.,

384, 581 pp., 12mo, cloth, i?2.50.
^

Rid.

^The Gracchi, Marius, and Sulla. By A. H. Beesly, M. A. "Epochs
of Ancient History." 16ino, 231 pp., cloth, $1. Ibid.

^Lange^s Bible Commentary. Vol. XXIV., completing the work. By
Dr. P. SchafF, general editor. Numbers and Deuteronomy. Translated

by the Rev. A. Gosman, D. P., and the Rev. S. T. Lowrie, D. D. 8vo,

470 pp., cloth, $5; sheep, $6.50; half calf, $7.50. Ibid.

i
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often, very tantalising always. Lange is learned, but Lange is

long-winded. The volumes, and even the parts of the volumes,

are of most unequal merit. The book, like Thackeray's ''Bovil^

labaisse", is "a hotch-potch of all kinds of fishes." We rejoice

that the volume on Deuteronomy has fallen into such sound and

godly, as well as scholarlike, hands as those of Dr. Gosman. We
own up to a distaste for books of imaginary travels filled with a

mixture of real and imaginary science. Such were the former

works of that gifted raconteur for the young—Jules Verne. This

exceedingly sprightly author now condescends to a delightful

compilation^ of genuine narratives. The only trouble is that the

element of captivating j^c^ww is still rather obtrusively suggested.

We are told by a man of culture that Page's life of the Opium-

Eater^ leaves a grateful flavor behind it. De Quincey was noth-

ing if not a man of genius and a man of letters. He was, more-

over, "a scholar and a. ripe and good one"; a philosopher; a

political economist; a rhapsodical essayist; and a master of the

most difficult sort of English style. Emerson^ began as a Pan-

theist, but is at length half-endorsed by Joseph Cook. A product

of Carlyle, he is yet marvellously original, and has exerted a wide

and baleful influence. Hawthorne^ has points in common both

with De Quincey and with Edgar Poe. In some respects he is a

finer literary artist than either of them. There are strange con-

tradictions in him: an intense spirit of the most insulated New

Englandisra in his stories, and yet the broadest charity and con-

servatism in his politics; a weird and often sombre gloom about

the atmosphere and dSncdements oi \\\9> recitals, and yet the most

limpid and wholesome freshness and breeziness in his manner of

^The Explorations of the World. Famous Travels and Travellers. By

Jules Verne. With more than one hundred full-page engravings. 8vo,

'472 pp., extra cloth, $3.50. Ibid.

'^Thomas De Quincey. His Life and Writings, with Unpuhlished Cor-

respondence. By H. A. Paige. New edition, at reduced price. With

portrait. 2 vols, in one, crown 8vo, 772 pp., cloth, $2.50. Ibid.

^Complete Works of R. W. Emerson. "New Fireside Edition." 5 vols.,

16mo, cloth, $10. Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston.

^Complete Works of Nathaniel Hawthorne. "Fireside Edition." 12

vols., 16mo, cloth, $20. Ibid.
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writing. And so on. The standard work on the Reformation

under Calvin,^ as well as the standard work on the Reformation

under Luther and Zwinglc, is that of D'Aubign^, and has already

been mentioned among recent publications. The price is here

reduced one-half. Dr. McCosh's great work^ is *'The Divine

Government." We are sorry he has receded from his impreg-

nable position in ''Typical Forms." Latterly in Dr. McCosh's

books cogent argument is sometimes replaced by scarcely so

co'i^ent, though very dogmatic, assertion. Dr. McCosh is, how-

ever, a vigilant and able defender of the faith.

The biographer of McCheyne contributes another welcome

book of devotion.^ His more poetic brother Horatius next comes

forward with an account of Mr. McAll's mission to the working-

men of Paris.* We have next a true story in prose about certain

Huguenots. There were kings before* Agamemnon: so there

were (as we have said before) reformers before Luther and Me-

lanchthon, and Zwingle and (Ecolampadius. There was also

many a dark day before the sunburst of the sixteenth century.

The author of "A Southside View of Slavery" was a profound

theologian as well as an orthodox and influential preacher.

A safer guide could hardly be found to go with us amongst

the dogmas.^ The lives of devoted missionaries^ are a great

stimulus to struggling as well as to apathetic Christians. The

honeyed accents of the venerable and manly and fair-minded Dean

^D'Aubi^n^'s History of the Reformation in the Time of Calvin. New
Edition. 8 vols., cloth, reduced from $16 to $8. Robert Carter & Bros.,

New York. •

"Dr. McCosh's Works. Uniform New Edition. 5 vols., 8vo, reduced

from $15 to $10. Ihid.

^The Brook Besor. By the Rev. A. A. Bonar. 18mo, 120 pp., cloth,

60c. Ibid.

*The White Fields of France. By the Rev. H. Bonar, D. D. 12mo,

130 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

"

f
^Times before the Reformation. l6mo, 350 pp., cloth, $1.25. Jbid.

^Evenin^s with the Doctrines. By the Rev. Nehemiah Adams. New
and revised edition. 12mo, $4. D. Lothrop & Co., Boston.

^k Consecrated Life ; or Portraiture of Edward Delmont Kelley, Mis-

sionary to Burjnah. By his Wife. 12mo, $1,25. Ibid,
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of Westminster* do not atone for the painful laxitj of his creed.

The Rev. Phillips Brooks, after startling Philadelphia with

what seemed to be the extreme of doctrinal liberality, has begun

to make the impression in Boston of what there appears to be the

extreme of doctrinal moderation. "German without Grammar

or Dictionary"^ strikes us much as "a gun without lock, stock, or

barrel." The older' methods of studying the worthy authors of

England were doubtless susceptible of undefined improvement.

The world is now agreed that the author of "Prometheus Un-

bound" is an enchantingly musical verse-maker,^ as well as a

beautiful scholar and a poet of high but audacious, and obscure,

thought and splendid imagination. Shelley's was a fine and gen-

erous nature, sadly marred by contact with the rude iconoclasm

and controlling will of the author of "Political Justice." Blair'a

poem on "The Grave"* is rightly esteemed one of our religious

classics. It may be found entire in "Scotia's Bards." He who

sang the pleasures of memory" is hardly so much esteemed now as

he was in the earlier part of his own great life-time. The fate

of his poetry is in defiance of his own celebrated line

—

i

"Our blessings brighten as they take their flight."

Keble's "Christian Year"^ is worth all twice-told that the Trac-

tarians ever wrote in prose. Farrar's "St. Paul"^ deserves ampler

^Thouj];hts that Breathe. From Dean Stanley. Introduction by the

Rev. Phillips Brooks, and biography by the Compiler. 16mo, cloth, $1.

Ibid.

'^German without Grammar or Dictionary. By Dr. Zur Brucke. xx.,

262 pp., cloth, $1.25. S. C. Griggs & Co., Chicago.

'A New Method for the Study of English Literature. By Louise Maertz.

12mo, limp covers, interleaved, $1. Ibid.

^Poetical Works of P. B. Shelley. 3 vols., 16mo, cloth, $3. James

Miller, New York.

*The Grave. By Ptobert Blair. Steel plates by Blake. 4to, cloth,

$3.50. Ibid.

^Poetical Works of Samuel Rogers. 4to, cloth, 1^3.75. Ibid.

n^he Christian Year. By John Keble. 4to, cloth, $3.75. Ibid.

"The Life and Work of St. Paul. By the Rev. F. W. Farrar. 2 vols.,

8vo, 1,400 pp., cloth, $6. E. P. Dutton & Co., New York.
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notice in these columns. Macaulay's Essays* are, we are disposed

to think, his most dazzling, though not his greatest, performance.

Fleetwood's Life of Christ* is safe and sound after all modern

efforts, and has much not easily to be found elsewhere. Mrs. Beera

is the last (and we suppose the just) claimant of the Song of the

Potomac Sentinel.* Mr. Garner's historical work* is a reduction

of the material that was heaped together by such writers as Pri-

deaux. His work on sacred Introduction* is likely to prove a

useful compend. Colonel Robert IngersoU* needs to be answered

in the interests of those who are ignorant of his intrinsic worth-

lessness- The so-called pre-historic remains^ in various parts

of this and other countries afford matter for endless search and

profound reflection. Dr. Southall and others have abundantly

exposed the fallacious grounds on which rests the theory of the

anti(]uity of the human race. The "mounds and their makers"

is !i subject of unusual interest.

"Narcissus"* is, we take it, the celebrated freedman of that

name of the first century. The tale, we should say, belongs to ^

the same class with "Clement of Rome j" though without the

^Miscellaneous Essays and Poems. By Thos. B. Macaulay. 3 vols.,

12iiio, cloth, $3.75. Thos. Y. Crowell, New York.

'^Life of Christ and the Apostles. By the Rev. John Fleetwood, D. D.

12mo, 464 pp., cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

'All Quiet alon^ the Potomac, and other Poems. By Ethel Lynn Beers.

12mo, cloth, extra, $1.75. Porter & Coates, Philadelphia.

^Connection of Sacred History. By the Rev. James Garner. 12mo,

499 pp., cloth, $1.50. Religious Newspaper A^iency, New York.

^Biblical Literature, History, and Biography. By the Rev. James
Garner. 12mo, 454 pp., cloth. $1.50. Ibid.

^Reply to Robert G. Ingersoll. By the Rev. S. V. Leech, D. D. 8vo,

18 pp., paper, 20c. Ibid.

'The Mound Builders. Being an account of a remarkable people that

once inhabited the Valleys of the Ohio and Mississippi, together with

an investigation into the archeeology of Butler County, Ohio. By J. P.

Maclean. Illustrated with over one hundred figures. 12mo, 233 pp.,

cloth, $1.50. Robert Clark & Co., Cincinnati.

^Narcissus. A Tale of Early Christian Times. By the Rev. W.
Boyd Carpenter. 12mo, 346 pp., cloth, $1.50. Pott, Young & Co., Now
York.

i-f"
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polemical intent of that work, in this respect resembling Moore's

''Epicureans." The ethical system of Confucianism* and the

religious system of Taouism have exerted their sway so widely as

to merit the consideration of this little volume. Dr. Halsey's

book'^ on the aesthetic charms of Scripture has long ago taken its

place amongst' the best works of its description. Archbishop

Gibbons's^ forte is not discourse, but administration. There is

much new and interesting matter in this impartial and skilful

biography* of the arch-traitor of the Revolution. Ingersoll and

Moses !* A mote and a mountain.

The fauna and flora of the old world" is a theme for the

imagination as well as for the reason. The urus was in Ger-

many in the days of Caesar. We are taken with the idea of Mr.

Menteith, and mean to get his book:'' but there is a sort of

quackery in all such pretensions as are made in his title.

"Leaders of Our Church Universal''® is a series of short biogra-

phies comprised in three octavo volumes, covering the whole

^Confucianism and Taouism. By Robort K. Dou<Tla8. With maps.

16mo, 287 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

'^Literary Attractions of the Bible. By the Rev. L. J. Halsey, D. D,

12ino, 441 pp., cloth, $1. Presbyterian Board of Publication, Phila.

^The Faith of our Forefathers, An Examination of Archbishop Gib-

•bons's "Faith of our Fathers." By the Rev. Ed. J. Stearns, D. D. 12mo,

380 pp. ^ cloth, $1. T. Whitaker, New York.

*The Life of Benedict Arnold : His Patriotism and his Treason. By

Isaac N. Arnold. Crown 8vo, 444 pp., cloth, gilt top, $2.50. Jansen,

McClurg & Co., Chicaf]ro.

^Ingersoll and Moses. A Reply. By the Rev. Saml. Ives Curtias, D. D.

12mo, 118 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

^Natural History of the Ancients. By the Rev. W. Iloufrhton, M. A.

Crown 8vo, 240 pp., $1.75.. Cassell, Petter, Galpin & Co., New York.

'Five Languages without a Master. By A. H. Menteith. Comprising:

"French without a Master," in six Lessons ; "German without a Master,"

in six Lessons; "Spanish without a Master," in four Lessons; "Italian

without a Master," in six Lessons. New edition. 8vo, 400 pp., cloth,

$2; or each one separately in paper 40c. each.

^Leaders of Our Church Universal. Vol. I.—Earlier Leaders. Vol.

II.—Later Leaders—Europe. Vol. III.—Later Leaders—America, Asia,

Africa, Oceanica. 3 vols., 8vo, cloth, $1.50 each. Congregational Pub-

lishing Society, Boston.
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period from the days of the Apostles to tHe present era. The

writers are from both sides of the Athintic, and it is sinaulta-

neously published in German and in English. The foreign editor

is the celebrated Doctor and Professor, Piper of Berlin. One of

the American and Presbyterian names is, we observe, treated of

by one of our Virginia ministers. The "Travels of Alter and

Ego"^ is capitally done and richly deserves preservation.

•The Travels of Ego and Alter. An E|)i8tolary Narration of a Tramp

through the Old Dominion. By Peyton H. Iloge and Howard K. Bayue.

Svo. ;")2 pp., paper, 25o. West & Johnston & Co., Richmond.
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ARTICLE I.

LECKY'S HISTORY OF EUROPEAN MORALS.

r History of European Morals. From Augustus to Charlemagne.

By Wm. Edward Hartpole Lecky, M. A. Third Edition,

revised, in two volumes. New York: D. Appleton & Co.

It may seem rather late in the day to notice this work of Mr.

Leckie—a work which has been for years before the public, and

has passed through several editions in this country as well as in

England. But the fact that new editions are demanded is evi-

dence that the book continues to be read, and if still read, its

statements and arguments ought still to be subjected to critical

examination.

Certainly it is no light undertaking which Mr. Lecky sets

before himself. His history extends over a vast tract of time;

and whilst it passes by changes merely political or social, it pre-

sents that aspect of the European world, the faithful portraiture

of which requires of the historian the exercise of some of the

noblest and rarest qualities of intellect and heart. To be satis-

factory, such a history must embrace an accurate delineation of

the moral facts which gave its own character to each of the suc-

cessive periods constituting the whole term surveyed ; and what

involves far greater difficulty—it must explain these facts, bring-
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ing to light their real, perhaps recondite, causes, and pointing

out their significance.

It is^of special importance that the historian of morals be him-

self possessed of a right theory of morals ; thus only can he deter-

mine the correctness of the systems he reviews, or properly estimate

the moral states of the ages he describes.

Now to some qualifications of a historian of morals Mr. Leckv

can certainly prefer a just claim. His intellect is vigorous. His

learning is extensive. To his views respecting what may be

regarded as the foundation-principles of a moral system, we cer-

tainly will offer no dissent. But with all this, we must express

the conviction that he has failed to give a satisfactory history of

morals from Augustus to Charlemagne, that the tendency of his

work is rather to evil than to good, to becloud the mind with

error rather than to dissipate its darkness by the rays of truth.

In the natural history of morals Mr. Lecky informs us quite

clearly what he regards as the foundation of moral distinctions,

and what the faculty by which these distinctions are discerned.

Contrary to the views of the great body of recent writers with

whose estimate of Christianity he seems most nearly to agree, he

holds that moral goodness consists in conformity to duty. Thus

he says

:

"Just as pleasure and pain are ultimate grounds of action, and no

reason can be given why we should seek the former and avoid the latter,

except that it is the constitution of our nature that we should do so ; so

we are conscious that the words right and wrong express ultimate, intel-

ligible motives, that these motives are generically different from the

others, that they are of a higher order, and that they carry with them a

sense of obligation." (Vol. I., pages 70 and 71.)

Again, he gives, as one of the propositions maintained by the

school with which he agrees, that our will is not governed exclu-

sively by the law of pleasure and pain, but also by the law of

duty, which we feel to be distinct from the former, and to carry

with it the sense of obligation. (lb., page 99.) Now in these

passages he implicitly condemns the Benevolence-theory of

Hutcheson and of the New England divines, as well as the selfish

system of Hobbes and Paley and the Utilitarianism of Hume and

Bentham. Yet he does not directly reject the system of Benevo-
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lence; and, indeed, counts its advocates as allies in the great con-

test with the utilitarians.' ; ^ ' - ^ ^ ^ ;».;.;<-^^i : ,

Almost as a necessary consequence of his doctrine concerning

the distinguishing quality of moral acts, Mr. Lecky holds that

the faculty by which moral distinctions are ultimately recognised,

is an intuitive and not inductive faculty. On page 99, Vol. I.,

he gives us the second of the fundamental propositions embraced

by his school:

''That the basis of our conception of duty is an intuitive perception •,

that amon^ the various feelings, tendencies, and impulses that constitute

our emotional being, there are some which are essentially good, and

ought to be encouraged, and some which are essentially bad, and ought

to be repressed."
.,

It is true, indeed, that in the attempt to reduce all schemes of

morals to two generic theories, that of the Utilitarian and that

of the Intuitive school, our author has fallen, perhaps unavoid-

ably, into some ambiguities of expression, and into some inaccu-

racies of statement. For example, that school of moralists from

whose views he dissents, he calls the inductive moralists; that

school whose tenets he approves he calls intuitive moralists. As

belonging to this latter class, he reckons Hutcheson, with Cud-

worth, and Reid with his followers, of the Scotch school.

But it is only through an ambiguous use of the term intuitive

faculty that these writers can all be regarded as maintaining that

moral distinctions are perceived by such a faculty. Discounting

other acceptations of the term, the faculty of intuition sometimes

means that power by which we directly perceive objective reali-

ties, whether external or internal, whether material or spiritual.

In this sense, the faculty embraces the two powers of conscious-

ness and sense-perception. But intuition sometimes designates

the faculty through which we discern first or transcendental

truths, sometimes called truths of common sense; such, for exam-

ple, as that there must be a cause for every event, that the whole

must be equal to the sum of its parts, etc. The first class are

sometimes spoken of as empirical or real intuitions, the second as

rational or formal intuitions. Corresponding to these two sorts

of intuitions, writers who agree in maintaining that the science
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of morals is not a mere science of induction, or indeed a science

of mere reasoning of any kind, diifer among tliemselves respecting

the character of the intuitions by which its truths are perceived.

Some, with Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Hume, maintain that they

are discerned by what these writers call a ''moral sense," distin-

guished from the external senses mainly by the difference of its

objects. Others, with Cudworth, Price, and Dr. A. Alexander,

hold that, underlying all recognition of moral distinctions, there is

an intuition of reason, at once dissimilar from sense-perception and

from reasoning or the elaborative faculty. With this latter class

Reid ought to be ranked, though he does use and defend the term

moral sense. Now if we understand him aright, Mr. Lecky not

only denies, in opposition to the utilitarian school, that the

faculty by which moral distinctions are perceived is simply the

faculty of induction, but he also maintains that it is a faculty

of rational or formal, as distinguished from empirical or real,

intuition.

This view of the nature of moral goodness and of the faculty

by which it is recognised, Mr. Lecky defends with real ability.

The system of selfishness in all its forms he attacks with a logic

of merciless severity. As might be anticipated, few, if any, of

his arguments are entirely original; but arguments which have

been employed by others he presents in a new light, and with

fresh illustrations. He unveils the process through which the

purely Selfish theory of tlobbes is transformed into the Utilita-

rianism of Benthara, and shows how it is enlarged and supported

by the aid of Hartley's doctrine of Association. Moreover, he

shows most clearly that in none of its modifications is it free from

objections the most fatal and conclusive. These objections must

be passed by, as we have not space to exhibit them fully ; and a

bare enumeration of them would be of little interest. Indeed, to

one moderately acquainted with the discussions of the system,

such an enumeration would contain nothing new. But two points

adverted to in this part of the work we will take time to present.

One of these is the argument that utilitarianism in what the

author calls its "theological form"—the utilitarianism which

teaches with Paley that there is no intrinsic difference between
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right and wrong, but that we ought to do good simply from a

regard to our own everlasting happiness—that this utilitarianism

is really subversive of natural theology. "Without the concur-

rence of a moral faculty," he says, "it is wholly impossible to

prove from nature that supreme goodness of the Creator which

utilitarian theologians assume." After much that is striking in

support of this supposition, he gives in a note the statement of

Coleridge: "The one great and binding ground of the belief of

God and a hereafter is the law of conscience." (Vol. I., pp. 54

and 55.) On the next page our author adds these impressive

words

:

.'
'

,.•:. :. ^. ,..,vi.f-k,,'.-.

"The lines of our moral nature tend upwards. In it we have the com-

mon root of religion and of ethics; for the same consciousness that tells

us that, even when it is in fact the weakest element of our coijstitution,

it is by ricfht supreme, commanding, and authoritative, teaches us also

that it is divine. All the nobler religions that have governed mankind,

have done so by virtue of the affinity of their teaching with this nature,

by speaking, as common religious language correctly describes it, to the

heart ; by speaking, not to self-interest, but to that divine element of

self-sacrifice which is intent in every soul."

In this estimate of what may be called the theological import-

ance of conscience, Mr. Lecky has the concurrence of the soundest

Christian writers.

At least as well deserving special note as the foregoing, is the

reply given by our author to one of the most specious objections

ever urged against the intuitional character of the moral faculty,

an objection which may be urged with still greater force against

the doctrine that moral goodness or virtue is an indefinable

quality. Says the objector:

"If we possess a moral faculty through which we intuitively discern the

difference between good and evil, and determine what it is which possesses

the one character and what the other, then it follows that there can be

no diversity in moral judgmehts^the act regarded as wrong by one man
will be regarded as wrong by every man ; and the act approved by one

will be approved by all.

"But observation teaches directly the contrary—that there is no such

uniformity in the moral decisions of men. We see gladiatorial shows

regarded by the Romans of the early Empire as innocent and even praise-

worthy, whilst we know them to have been horribly cruel and wicked.

'9
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Until very recently Suttee was practised in British India without a sus-

picion of its iniquity on the part of those who performed it. We know
that theft was thought praiseworthy by the ancient Spartans, and incest

innocent among the ancient Persians. Where then is this infallible

teacher, this inward monitor which tells every man what is right and

what is wrong?"

Now to this, the most formidable objection to intuitive morals

in every naodification of the system, many replies have been

oflfered, nearly all of which possess some value, but nearly all fail

of being completely satisfactory. Thus, it has been said, that

the moral sentiments of men are often better than their deeds,

and that it would be unsafe to suppose a people really to approve

all the acts they constantly commit and even loudly defend.

This is doubtless true; but there are manifestly wicked acts to

the comftiission of which there appears no motive except the con-

viction of their goodness.

Why should the Hindoo widow expose herself to all the horrors

of a death amid the flames of the Suttee, if she did not think her act

righteous? Why should she be encouraged to perform the rite

by the best and most loving of her relatives, unless they supposed

this sacrifice of herself to be noble and praiseworthy? Again,

it has been said by one of the wisest and best of men, that if all

the circumstances of a proposed case were presented to a person

whose moral faculty was in a sound condition, he would infallibly

reach a correct estimate of its character. It may be sufficient to

reply, that no man living is in such a moral state as to secure

from him a right decision in every case of moral conduct in which

his judgment might be solicited, however intimate his knowledge

of the circumstances.

Once more. Some maintain that our moral decisions are only

erroneous 'when the true bearing of the acts contemplated is not

apprehended; that in every such instance the end proposed is

right, and the error consists in a wrong selection of means for its

accomplishment. When, for example, the heathen tortures him-

self with the hope of pleasing God by his sufferings, his readiness

to endure bodily agony in order to please God is right. He only

errs in supposing that a Being truly divine can be pleased at the

self-torture of his creatures. When again, the Chinese kills his
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infant daughter, his act results from the just conviction that it is

his duty to seek the well-ljeing of his offspring. His error lies

in the belief that he has a right to employ murder as the means

of effecting that end. ;

But the objection referred to, though partially removed by

these methods, is far more perfectly met by the consideration

urged by Mr. Lecky, that the doctrine of moral perceptions does

not necessarily imply the existence of some mysterious agent,

like the demon of Socrates, which gives specific and infallible

information in individual cases. The gift of such information the

author denies; but declares that writers of his school "contend

that it is a psychological fact, that we are intuitively conscious

that our benevolent affections are superior to our malevolent ones,

truth to falsehood, justice to injustice, gratitude to ingratitude,

chastity to sensuality, and that in all ages and countries, the path

of virtue has been towards the higher and not towards the lower

feelings." (Vol. I., p. 99.) We are persuaded that every man,

accustomed to read his own consciousness, will recognise the truth

of these statements. It may be confidently asserted that no

human being of sufficient intellect to apprehend the meaning of

gratitude, justice, and benevolence, would fail to see and acknowl-

edge their superiority to the opposite dispositions. True, he may

be unable to determine whether a certain act has been dictated

by benevolence or by selfishness; whether in an individual case,

the conduct recommended by benevolence ought to be preferred

to the conduct demanded by a strict regard to justice; or whether'

in some one instance, veracity might not be properly sacrificed to-

expediency; but never, for one moment, would he hesitate to say.

that in our conduct we ought to observe the requisitions of grati-

tude, of benevolence, and of justice, in every case determining

their relative claims through the consideration of the special cir-

cumstances of that case.

And here, by the way, we find the answer to the objection to

the doctrine that moral goodness is an indefinable quality imme-

diately discerned—an objection based upon the unquestionable

fact, that moral science admits of progress ; that there may be

and that there has been an improvement in the moral sentiments

'I
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of mankind—an objection urged by Jouffroy with such force and

speciousness against the moral system of Price. It is, indeed,

hard to escape this objection, if we hold it to be the moral quality

of individual actions that we intuitively discern. But if it be the

moral character of dispositions which is supposed to be deter-

mined intuitively, there is nothing in the doctrine inconsistent

with the progress of moral philosophy. As science advances, we

become better informed with respect to the ultimate influence on

human happiness of a particular course of conduct, and thus per-

ceive that benevolence—regard to the good of others—prohibits

acts at one time supposed perfectly consistent with its dictates.

Again, as the relations of men and all that these relations involve

become more perfectly known, the duties growing out of them are

better understood, and justice is seen to require that to which she

may at one time have appeared to present no valid claim; and

so, when more perfectly acquainted with the feelings of our fellow-

men and their conduct towards us, we may see that gratitude is

due to some persons who had not been thought to deserve it.

But while the teachings of Mr. Lecky respecting the nature of

virtue and the faculty by which moral qualities are discerned may

be successfully defended, there are still important questions of

morals his decision of which cannot be accepted. One of these

is the notion of the moral superiority of a state of celibacy to a

state of marriage. Another is the judgment, that certain prac-

tices, among them polygamy and gladiatorial shows, though

"•they may be wrong now, were not so once, and when an

ancient countenanced by his example one or another of these,

he was not committing a crime." (Vol. I., p. 110.) The limits

proposed for this article do not allow a refutation of these

opinions—an omission to which we consent the more readily

as we presume that the views expressed by the author will hardly

gain the assent of any of our readers. Indeed, in his advocacy

of celibacy the author is well refuted by the principles laid down

by himself. (Vol. I., p. 115.)

The following remarkable passage is quoted by Mr. Leclcy

from "Anglican Difiiculties," a work of Cardinal Newman:

"The Church holds that it were better for sun and moon to drop from
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heaven, for the earth to fail, and for all the many millionH upon it to die

of starvation, in extremest a^ony, so far as temporal aflBiiction goes, than

that one soul, I will not say, should be lost, but should commit one single

venial sin, should tell one wilful untruth, though it harm no one, or steal

one poor farthing without excuse."*

This passage, with perhaps others of a similar import, suggests

a question which we give in the words of our author, "whether

the disparity between the diiferent parts of our being is such

that no material or intellectual advantage, however great, may

be rightly purchased by any sacrifice of our moral nature, however

small?" The question thus proposed is argued by Lecky at con-

siderable length, but with no very satisfactory results. The whole

discussion, we must say, betrays some confusion of thought—

a

confusion only partially concealed by ambiguities of expression.

The above, the author tells us, is the question which divines

express by asking whether the end e^r justifies the means; and

the negative of this question he appears to think identical with

the proposition "that an undoubted sin, even the most trivial, is

a thing in its essence and its consequences so unspeakably dread-

ful, that no conceivable material or intellectual advantage can

counterbalance it" (Vol. I., pp. 110-111)—a proposition from

which he unequivocally dissents. But this proposition and the

negative of the preceding question are very different theses.

That which is justified is no longer sinful. If in any case, there-

fore, the means are justified by the end, these means cease to

involve sin even "the most trivial," and there is no "undoubted

sin" committed. For that which, but for the end accomplished,

would be an immoral act, in view of that end becomes moral. If

then the end justifies the means—a proposition, however, which,

in the sense of the Romish writers generally, we utterly deny

and abhor—if the end justifies the means, then the means as

justified are right.

When the author maintains, as he seems to do, that an un-

doubted sin, continuing to be such, may be counterbalanced by

*Tl^The above statement is reaflBrmed by Newman in his ^''Apologia pro
Vita Sua'' (p. 272) ; and understood as he probably understood it, the

proposition admits of defence.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—2.
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intellectual or material a<^vantage, he maybe conceived to intend

either of two things : first, that an undoubted sin may be morally

good even when it is an undoubted sin. by reason of intellectual

or material advantages which flow from it ; or he may mean

that an undoubted sin may be followed by consequences, intellec-

tual or material, so beneficent as more than to counterbalance

any evil consequences, material or intellectual, which it shall

produce. Now the first of these notions is a sheer absurdity.

Sin and moral goodness are contradictories of each other—the

one is a negation of the other. They, therefore, cannot be pre-

dicated of the same act any more than white and black can be

predicated of the same subject. But if the author means to say

that a greater material or intellectual good may, in a given case,

come from the doing of an immoral act than from its omission,

he utters a proposition thsi,t few would be so hardy as to deny,

and few would think it worth while to assert. Certainly it is a

proposition which no intelligent believer in the Christian Scrip-

tures would hesitate to accept. Nay, if we receive the Scriptures

we must believe that the highest moral good has been the conse-

quence of the most immoral acts. The betrayal, the condemna-

tion, the crucifixion of Jesus were necessary conditions of all the

holiness existing among fallen men.

The most serious blot, however, upon the work of Mr. Lecky

is not found in his decision of any question of moral science, but

in the representation he gives of one of the chief agents in the

production of the moral changes he describes. That agent is

Christianity; and it is Mr. Lecky's estimate of Christianity

—

of Christianity in itself, in its evidences, and in its influence

—

against which we feel bound to protest. Not indeed that Mr.

Lecky seeks to discard the religion of Christ. On the contrary,

this religion seems ever to be before his mind, and its character

as compared with other systems of religious belief, and its influ-

ence as distinguished from other principles, are matters which he

seems to be constantly revolving. Yet Mr. Lecky is evidently

no believer in Christianity. Not only does he rigidly abstain

from everything which might be regarded as an expression of

faith in our religion— in this respect appearing in favorable con-
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trast with Hume and Gibbon, who, to the disgust of their readers,

so often apply honeyed epi,thet8 to the faith they would destroy

—

but he indicates his disbelief, or at least his scepticism, in words

that can scarcely be misunderstood. But though, as will pres-

ently be seen, we cannot acquit Mr. Lecky of responsibility for

his religious opinions, it is not of his unbelief that we would now

complain, so much as the want of fairness which seems to

mark his portraiture of Christianity and the moral effect of its

teachings.

True, Mr. Lecky tells us in his preface "that he has endeavored

to carry into his investigations a judicial impartiality;" and per-

haps he may have been guilty of no conscious want of candor in

the formation or expression of his opinions; but that he has

allowed himself to fall under the influence of prejudices unfavor-

able to Christianity, and that, whether consciously or uncon-

sciously, these prejudices have gravely colored his representations,

can scarcely be doubted by the attentive reader of his book. Mr.

Lecky does not, indeed, forget that he is the historian of morals,

and not the historian of the Church. He formally compares,

then, systems of morals, and not systems of religion. Yet the

tendency of his discussion is as plainly to destroy the confidence

of his readers in the religion of Christ as in the philosophy of

Epicurus; and it is hard to resist the conviction that in much of

his reasoning he feels himself to be the champion of the religion

of doubt rather than of the philosophy of moral intuitions.

Thus, a charge repeatedly alleged by Mr. Lecky against

Ohristianity is, that it announces the doctrine that "theological

error necessarily involves guilt." (Vol. 1., p. 395.) The recep-

tion of this doctrine by Christians he regards as one of the main

causes of the persecutions of which they have been guilty. Now
necessarily to involve guilt Mr. Lecky would probably acknowl-

edge to be a phrase of about the same significancy as the phrase

"necessarily sinful," and if so, he charges Christians with holding

that, in the entertainment of any theological error, in any cir-

cumstances whatever, the unbeliever or misbeliever is sinful.

Now this doctrine, we make bold to say, has never been accepted

by the Christian Church, Protestant or Roman Catholic. Chris-
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tians do indeed hold that men are responsible for their belief, but

they likewise hold that this responsibility is measured by the means

within reach of each individual to secure freedom from error and

to form a right belief Men will not be held guilty for the failure

to receive any doctrine of revelation, however important, if that

doctrine has never been made known to them. There are no truths

more important than those of the Trinity, the Incarnation, and

the Atonement; but does any one suppose that an American In-

dian, living before the discovery of our ConCj^nfent, would be held

guilty on the ground of not believing in a Triune God, in an

Incarnate Savibur, or in redemption through his blood? The

distinction between avoidable and unavoidable error is one which

commends itself to the reason of man, and is recognised by the

whole body of Christian people, Romish and Protestant. Thus

it is held by Romish theologians, and even by those of the most

extreme views. Probably no expositor of the doctrine of their

Church is regarded as more authoritative by Romanists than 8t.

Alphonso Liguori, and by no one is this distinction more clearly

recognised than by this writer. Thus, in his Theology, Lib. 1.,

Tract. 2, Cap. 4, in reply to the question, ^''An ignorantia invin-

cihilis excusetf He answers, "If invincible, it excuses; because

no one sins except by a voluntary act, but this presupposes

knowledge. But if vincible and culpable, it does not excuse."*

To the same effect see Lib. I., Tract 1, Ques. 5. Peter Dens,

whose Moral Philosophy has long been a text-book in the Popish

Seminaries of Ireland, when discussing vices opposed to the faith

(Sec. 48), describes infidelity as "threefold : purely negative,

privative, and positive or contrary. The first infidelity is also

called involuntary, the two others voluntary. He asks further,

"What is purely negative infidelity?" and replies, "It is the

want of faith in him who has heard- nothing of the faith nor been

able to hear it, or to whom the faith has certainly not been suffi-

ciently proposed." The 49th Section treats of the kinds of

*Resp. "Si sit invincibilis, excusat; quia nemo peccat nisi actu volun-

tario ; hie autem eo^nitionem prsBSupponit. Si autem sit vincibilis et

culpabilis, non excusat; qualis est cum poteras et tenebaris scire aiit

discere et in inentern veniebat dnbitare ; nee studuisti intelligere."'
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infidelity which are sinful and the degrees of guilt to be attached

to them. "Privative and positive infidelity are both sin. Purely

negative infidelity is not sin. Thus the heathen commit no sin

in failing to believe the gospel, as it is not possible that they should

believe owing to their ignorance of it."*

Among the very latest and certainly one of the ablest defenders

of Romish doctrine is Cardinal J. H. Newman. This eminent

writer extends the benefit of the above distinction even to a class

of Protestants. In his work, '''Apologia pro Vita. Sua,'' 5th

edition, p. 369, he says: "And so a baptized Christian external

to the Church who is in invincible ignorance is a material heretic

and not a formal." With such testimonies from Romish theolo-

logians to the non-culpability of invincible error, it may seem

almost a work of supererogation to quote Protestant writers to the

same effect. One testimony, however, of the latter class we will

give. It is from the Moral Science of Dr. A. Alexander, pp. 66

and 67. "On this subject," he says, "our appeal must be to the

unbiassed judgment of mankind; and we think the verdict will be

that error which might have been avoided and ignorance which is

not i7ivincible do not excuse.'' ,:?.,,... » ..

It seems then that the real doctrine of Christian moralists

respecting theological error is not that all such error is sinful,

but that that theological error which is. voluntary, avoidable, vin-

cible, by whichever name you call it, may be justly regarded as

sinful, or, as perhaps Mr. Lecky would prefer to express it,

morally wrong. Now is there anything shocking or unreason-

able in the doctrine that, in this sense and to this extent, men

are responsible for their religious belief? So far from it, it is a

doctrine that plainly commends itself to the common sense of our

race. Whatever our theories, we are obliged really to hold men

responsible for opinions the grounds of which it is in their power

to examine. We are conscious of the conviction that men are as

certainly bound to believe rightly as to act rightly. We are

*Not having access to the original work of Dens, I quote from ''A Sy-

nopsis of the Moral Theology of Peter Dens, as prepared for the use of

Romish Seminaries, and translated from the Latin of the Mechlin

edition of 1838."

Ilk '''^^l
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responsible for our actions because they are the expression of our

characters—of the state and temper of our hearts. We are re-

sponsible for our opinions because they too are the expression of

character, and are determined by our dispositions. A man's acts

are not the perfect expression of his character; for they are

greatly modified by his circurastances, especially by his ability or

the contrary to carry out his inclinations into practice. So, a

man's opinions do not perfectly reflect the dispositions of his

heart, because they are modified according to the native strength

of his intellect and to the degree of evidence that may lie within

his reach. But so far, and only so far, as they are alike the

result of the state of our hearts, are we responsible for our actions

and for our beliefs.

And of all this we hold that every thinking man has an inti-

mate conviction, though this conviction may never have been the

object of distinct consciousness. And so, we often see the very

men who at one time condemn this doctrine of responsibility

for belief, not only as false, but as the source of dire evil, at

another, affirming this same doctrine and establishing its truth.

Of all this we find an illustration in Mr. Lecky. The tenet that

theological error necessarily involves guilt is one of the two

dogmas, to the combined influence of which he traces "almost all

the sufferings that Christian persecutors have caused, almost

all the obstructions they have thrown in the path of human pro-

gress." (Vol. I., p. 195.) And these obstructions he deems

extremely great, and these suff'erings extremely severe. Still

this very Mr. Lecky asserts the responsibility of man for his

opinions, and even specifies "two cases in which an intellectual

error may be justly said to involve, or at least to represent, guilt.

In the first place, error very frequently springs from the partial

or complete absence of that mental disposition which is implied

in the love of truth. In the next place, it must be observed that

every moral disposition brings with it an intellectual bias which

exercises a great and often a controlling and decisive influence

even upon the most earnest inquirer. If we know the character

or disposition of a man, we can usually predict with tolerable

accuracy many of his opinions." (Vol. II., pp. 191-2.) Very
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true throughout, and containing very satisfactory proof—though

by no means all the proof at hand—that intellectual error may

be sinful. But if intellectual error of any kind may involve guilt,

why not that species denominated theological error? Why should

error respecting the science of Theology be less sinful than error

respecting the science of Sociology, the science of Anthropology,

or any other branch of human knowledge? Theology is the

science of Ood—in its wide sense, the science of the nature of

Ood, of his relations to his creatures, and of the duties of his

intelligent creatures consequent upon these relations. Surely

one might be tempted to suppose this, of all others, the very

science which it would be incumbent upon man to explore, and in

which avoidable error would be of all error the most criminal and

the most fatal. If such knowledge be attainable, ought we not

most earnestly to seek the knowledge of that Being who alone

possesses infinite excellence, to whom our obligations are the most

varied and weighty, and to whom, as a necessary consequence of

our relations, our supreme duty is owed? If avoidable error of

any kind be criminal, must not theological error be criminal?

We should think so, and thus, strange to say, thinks Mr. Lecky.

Two dogmas he notices the very thought of which appears to fill

him with intensest indignation, and which draw from him the

severest denunciations.

These dogmas he regards as atrocious, for he declares *'that in

the form in which they have been often stated, they surpass in

atrocity any tenets that have ever been admitted into any pagan

creed." "Such teaching," as his representation of these doctrines,

he avers, "is in fact simply dsemonism, and dsemonism in its most

extreme form." (Vol. I., p. 96-7.) Whence, in the opinion of

Mr. Leckie, do such judgments proceed? Why, they come, not

from a weak head, but from an evil heart. Thus, he says, the

materials from which the intellect builds are often derived from

the heart, and a moral disease is, therefore, not unfrequently at

the root of an erroneous judgment. (Vol. II., p. 193.) It is

not, then, the belief that intellectual error may involve moral

guilt that the author regards as so blameworthy, for this is his

own doctrine; nor, as we have just seen, is it even the tenet that

#

't
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theological error may be of this character, that he would denounce-

for in such a statement again he would condemn himself. Where-

in then lies the difference between his own views on this subject

and that doctrine of the Church which he looks upon as so false

and injurious? He and Christian writers alike admit that the

theological error which can be referred to mental weakness or

want of light, is guiltless. He and these alike maintain that the

theological error which springs from an unsound state of the

heart, is guilty. Where then, we repeat, is the point of diver-

gence between their opinions concerning this question of respon-

sibility? Why, just here: Mr. Lecky appears to think it incon-

ceivable that any moral disease could produce in man the dispo-

sition to receive the notions on religious questions entertained

by himself and his school, yet thinks that the supposed errors

of Christians can be readily traced to such a source. The incli-

nations from which wrong belief proceeds, he tellf-' us, are such

as these: the love of ease, the love of certainty, the ^ove of sys-

tem, the bias of the passions, the asseverations of the imagination,

as well as the coarser influences of social position, domecitic hap-

.piness, professional interest, party feeling, or ambition. In most

men, the love of truth," he proceeds to say, ''is so languid, and

the reluctance to encounter mental suffering is so great, that they

yield their judgments, without an effort, to the current, withdraw

their minds from all opinions and arguments opposed to their

own, and thus speedily convince themselves of the truth of what

they wish to believe." (Vol. II., p. 192.) No doubt the prin-

ciples named above possess real potency ; no doubt their influence

has sometimes prevented men from entering upon a careful and

candid investigation of the grounds of their belief, and led them

to smother doubts which at the moment they could not summon

the evidence to dissipate. Possibly all this may, in some cases,

have prevented merely speculative believers in Christianity from

\ throwing away their dead faith and passing over to the camp of

the infidel. This mode of retaining one's hold on Christianity

we do not defend, nor do we believe that the universal adoption

of such a method of dealing with doubt would be favorable to

Christianity. Christianity—the pure Christianity of the Scrip-
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^ures—is not wholly or chiefly on the defensive; she is not merely

guarding her own entrenchments, but with firm tread and banner

displayed, she is advancing into the territory of the enemy. Her

weapon is the truth ; and to be efi*ective that weapon must find its

wav through the intellect to the heart of man. Just so far as

the bias of passion, love of ease, or any other of the forces enu-

merated by the author, hinders this penetration of truth into the

soul, it impedes the progress of Christianity and delays her

triumph. But may not men nurtured in the bosom of the Chris-

tian Church and early instructed in the doctrines of the Christian

creed, be brought by the power of principles, at least as discred-

itable as those above enumerated, to renounce the faith of their

fathers? May not intellectual vanity, the desire to appear a

bold and original thinker, or intellectual pride, the desire to be

such a thinker, have their influence? Nay, is it not possible that

a darker feeling than either of the foregoing, lurking low down

in the depths of the heart, perhaps even beneath the region of

distinct consciousness, a feeling of enmity to the religion of the

Bible and to the God of the Bible, may be "the moral disease

which lies at the root" of this unbelief? In the language of

another, may they not be "against religion because religion is

against them" ? May they not say in their hearts, "I cannot

believe the God of the Bible is the true God, for I cannot accept

him as ray God." Now, upon the theory of the Christian, if you

choose to call it theory, the theory that the God of the Bible is

the true God, all- perfect, ever blessed and glorious, our Creator,

Preserver, and Redeenier, must it not be sinful to reject the reve-

lation given by this God because our hearts and our lives are

opposed to his law and his character ? Must it not be moral

disease of a hideous kind which lies at the root of this unbelief?

Closely connected with the charge that Christianity regards

theological error as sinful, is the further imputation, that "in

Christian times the theological notion (has prevailed) that the

spirit of belief is a virtue and the spirit of scepticism a sin."

(Vol. L, p. 366.) Again, in Vol. II., p. 194, the author says:

"Exactly in proportion, therefore, as men are educated in the

inductive system, they are alienated from those theological systems

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—3.
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which represent a condition of doubt as sinful, seek to govern the

reason by the interests and the aiFections, and make it a main

object to destroy the impartiality of the judgment." (See also

Vol. II., p. 189.) It is rather hard to say whether Mr. Lecky

brings this charge of impeding the progress of knowledge by the

inculcation of a spirit of credulity against the Christianity of

all ages and of every shade of doctrine, or against Romish and

Mediaeval Christianity only. If the latter, we do not feel specially

called on to controvert the accusation. We believe, indeed, that

within those limitations there is some ground for it, and more-

over, that the enmity betrayed by the Romish hierarchy, alike to

scientific and to theological investigation, tended powerfully to

excite that revolt against its authority which assumed the name

of Protestantism. Still, even in Mediaeval times and among

devoted sons of the Church, individuals were not deficient in the

spirit of cautious inquiry even as to the claims of Christianity

itself. Thus the old monkish historian, William of Malmesbury,

speaking of Edwin, King of the Northumbrians, says: ''He was

inferior to none in prudence: for he would not embrace even the

Christian faith till he had examined it most carefully; but when

once adopted, he esteemed nothing worthy to be compared with

it." (Eng. Chronicle, p. 46, Bohn's ed.)

If, however, Mr. Lecky means to say that the Bible or those

who receive the Bible as their sole rule of fiiith, inculcate a sfiirit

of blind credulity, discourage investigation, and have thus im-

peded the progress of true science, we utterly deny the charge in

all its parts. Not a verse of Scripture can be adduced which,

properly interpreted, would be seen either to discourage the use

of reason in the formation of our beliefs, scientific or theological,

or to favor the reception of a faith at the bidding of blind cre-

dulity. On the contrary, we find the writer of the book of x\ct8

commending the Bereans "as more noble than those of Thessa-

lonica" because they searched the Scriptures daily to see whether

the teaching of an apostle was true; and so the Apostle Paul, in

writing to the Thessalonians, exhorts them to "prove," that

is to test, "all things, and to hold fast that which is good."

(Thess. v. 21.)
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Protestant divines of the highest character are found constantly

to encourage men to look well to the grounds of their faith.

They maintain that we must not accept our religious opinions on

trust, but that we are bound to subject even those long entertained

and received from parents or most trusted friends, to searching

examinq-tion. Thus, Dr. A. Alexander declares that *'No doc-

trine can be a proper object of our faith which it is not more

reasonable to receive than to reject. If a book claiming to be a

divine revelation is found to contain doctrines which can in no

way be reconciled to right reason, it is a sure evidence that those

claims have no solid foundation and ought to be rejected." (Ev. of

Chris., Chap. I. See ib.^ Chapter III.)

The same excellent writer says in his Moral Science (Chap.

IX., p. 67): "Suppose a man to have been educated in a wrong

system of religion and morals: he is responsible, because when

arrived at the years of maturity he should have brought the opinions

received by education under an honest examination. The more

difficult it is to divest ourselves of prejudices thus imbibed, as it

were with the mother's milk, the more necessary it is that, under

the influence of a sincere love of truth, we should with impar-

tiality, diligence, and resolution, endeavor to do so. The preva-

lence of error in the world is very much owing to the neglect of

this duty. This neglect arises from culpable indolence, from a

desire to remain in agreement with the multitude or with our

parents and teachers, from aversion to the truth, and an unwill-

ingness to deny ourselves and incur the inconvenience and per-

secution which an avowal of the truth would bring upon us.

But none of these reasons will justify us in adhering to opinions

which are detrimental to ourselves and others or contrary to our

moral obligations." So the illustrious Butler (Analogy, Part II.,

Chap. VII.), after advising his readers to write down all the facts

and arguments within their reach, favoring the truth of Chris-

tianity, adds these words: ''Nor should I dissuade any one from

setting down what he thought made for the contrary side."

In perfect agreement with the views of the eminent divine just

quoted, we may safely declare are the recorded opinions of the

great body of Protestant writers. It is the doctrine of these
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writers generally that God has given to man reason to enable

him to discern the truth ; that a necessary condition of the exer-

cise of reason in the cognition of truth is the presence of evidence,

even as an indispensable condition of bodily vision is the pres-

ence of light ; that the man who believes without adequate

evidence and the man who disbelieves in despite of adequate evi-

dence, are alike unreasonable. These statements, indeed, we

suppose will be denied by few thoughtful persons, Romish or

Protestant. And certainly we may draw from them the impor-

tant corollary, that the Christian has no special interest in claim-

ing for credulity a place among the virtues. If the evidence of

the truth of Christianity is adequate, and the contrary must not

be assumed gratuitously, it is the unbeliever who is the credulous

man. A very moderate acquaintance with the principles of logic

will make this evident enough. For by these principles credulity

and incredulity are obviously but phases of the same intellectual

vice. By the laws of logical opposition the disbelief of a propo-

sition is tantamount to the belief of its contradictory; then if of

two contradictories the more probable be denied, the less probable

is affirmed, and the man who incredulously rejects that which is

proven, credulously accepts that which is not proven. In the

words of Archbishop Whately, "To deny or to disbelieve a propo-

sition is to assent to or to believe its contradictory, and of course

to assent to or maintain a proposition is to reject its contradic-

tory. Belief, therefore, and disbelief are not two different states

of the mind, but the same, only considered in reference to two

contradictory propositions. And consequently credulity and in-

credulity are not opposite habits, but the same, in reference to

some class of propositions and to their contradictories." (Logic,

Book II., Chap. II., Sec. 3.) The Archbishop adds in a note,

"And there may even be cases in which doubt itself may amount

to the most extravagant credulity. For instance, if any one

should doubt whether there is any such country as Egypt, he

would be in fact believing this most incredible proposition: that

it is possible for many thousands of persons unconnected with

each other, to have agreed for successive ages in bearing witness

to the existence of a fictitious country without being detected,
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contradicted, or suspected." All this commends itself to the

common sense of mankind. And in the light of the principle

involved we can at once explain a fact often regarded as the

result of some mysterious law of human nature—the fact that the

most pronounced unbelievers are not unfrequently among the most

credulous of men. One illustration our author himself gives us.

"It was the belief of the Roraafis," he tells us, "that the stroke

of lightning was an augury and its menace was directed especially

against the great. Augustus used to guard himself against thun-

der by wearing the skin of a sea-calf Tiberius, zoho professed

to be a complete free-thinker, had greater faith in laurel leaves."

(Vol. I., p. 867.) Indeed, it is very hard to determine whether

the famous Augustan age was most remarkable for superstition

or scepticism.

And on reflection we shall find that we call the same mental

act an act of credulity or incredulity, as we have regard to the

evidence in view of which a judgment is accepted or to the evi-

dence in opposition to which its contradictory is rejected. Some

hundred years ago Lord Orford (Horace Walpole) published his

''Historic Doubts concerning Richard III." The purpose of the

treatise, as we remember it, is to show that the popular notions

concerning Richard are highly erroneous—that he was not only

a prince of great courage and capacity, but also a man of fair

moral character, fully equal in this regard to the average of Eng-

lish sovereigns. Walpole supports his view with very specious

and ingenious arguments—arguments which might lead a weak

and incautious reader to the adoption of his conclusions. A man
is incredulous in the refusal to acknowledge the sufficiency of

proof which nine-tenths of the sane men in the world declare

abundantly sufficient. He is credulous in yielding conviction to

evidence which by an equal portion of our race would be regarded

as wholly unsatisfactory. Is it not a possible thing that the man
who rejects the claims of Christianity may be thus equally obnox-

ious to the charge of credulity and incredulity ?

But suppose this credulous unbeliever as to the crimes of

Richard, when referred to certain alleged facts in proof of the

monstrous wickedness of the king, proof which had been declared
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by raen of the keenest intellect and most thorough acquaintance

with English history to be perfectly irrefragable, coolly to reply

that facts of this kind ought to be regarded "as more properly a

subject of derision than of argument"; that recorded as they

were in the reign of princes of the House of Tudor and by friends

of that dynasty, '"this very circumstance would be full of proof

of a cheat, and sufficient, with all raen of sense, not only to make

them reject the fact, but even reject it without further examina-

tion." (See Hume's Essay on Miracles.) Now what would be

thought of the mental fairness of such a reasoner, and what the

value of his judgment respecting the character of Richard?

Would not every one regard the temper thus exhibited as afford-

ing the most satisfactory explanation of the credulity or incre-

dulity, call it which you will, of the historical critic? Yet a

striking parallel to all this may be found in the treatment given

to the argument from miracles by that prince of sceptics, David

Hume, some of whose words, though with a new application, will

be recognised by many of our readers in the above extracts.

This argument from miracles, most eifective as it has been counted

by very many of the ablest and best men whose lives illustrate a

long course of ages, is based upon facts which Mr. Hume thinks

should be rejected, and rejected without examination. In all

which our author seems to agree with Mr. Hume. In the course

of a discussion of what he himself styles "the broad question of

the evidence of the miraculous," he describes the "common atti-

tude of ordinary educated people" on this subject, and describes

it as "an attitude not of doubt, of hesitation, of discontent with

the existing evidence, but rather of absolute, derisive, and even

unexamining incredulity." Now we do not say that Mr. Lecky

explicitly asserts that the miracles of Scripture are among the

reported wonders which are regarded with this derisive incre-

dulity, nor do we say that he declares in so many words his par-

ticipation in the incredulity described. Still, we are persuaded that

few can read what he has written on this topic without the con-

viction Mr. Lecky means to include himself among the incredu-

lous, and these miracles as among the proper objects of such

incredulity.
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This incredulity which shuts up the mind against all evidence,

which declares that evidence regarded as amply sufficient by

Bacon, by Newton, by Butler, and by very many of the best and

ablest men of our generation, to be the proper subject of derision

rather than of argument—this incredulity seems to our author, as

to Hume, very philosophical when applied to a belief in miracles.

But should some doctrine of the new philosophy become its object,

would it not at once be transformed into the grossest credulity ?

Suppose, for example, the Darwinian doctrine of development to

be proposed for the first time to a community of Christian people;

suppose the scientist advocating the theory not only to repeat the

argument so often given to the world by Mr. Darwin and his

friends, but in addition, to offer evidence such as they have never

pretended to possess; for example, the evidence afforded by a

succession of fossil remains of beings in every stage of develop-

ment, from the moUusk to the man—fossils which the lecturer

professed often to have seen and examined; suppose the state-

ments of this scientist corroborated by men of known intelligence

and veracity, who should declare that though they had never seen

the fossils, they had satisfactory evidence of their existence.

But the persons addressed listen to all this with the most stolid

incredulity, utterly refusing even to inquire into the evidence

proposed, while they justify their contemptuous indifference by

declaring that neither they nor their fathers had ever seen such

fossils as those described, but that they had seen lying lecturers,

that the theory bore absurdity on its very face; for that man is

too unlike a monkey, not to say a mollusk, ever to have descended

from him, and that, finally, the notion advocated is contrary to

Scripture, and therefore must be false. Now it may be safely

asserted that an incredulity of this type would be regarded by

the whole tribe of scientists as but another form of the grossest

conceivable credulity. But let us compare it with the credulity

of those who regard the Christian miracles as "proper subjects of

derision rather than of argument." For convenience sake, let

us take but one of these miracles, and it shall be that one, the

evidence of which is most patent to all, and in determiniaag the

character of which the learned and the comparatively unlearned,

n
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the believer and unbeliever, possess most nearly the same advan-

tages. Let the phenomena presented in the past history and

present condition of the Jewish people be accepted as the matter

of this miracle. Now we say that only a monstrous credulity

could receive the acknowledged facts of this case as the result of

merely natural causes, and regard the hypothesis that they have

been brought about by an extraordinary exercise of divine power

as the proper "subject of derision rather than of argument/'

He must be a very ignorant man who does not know thus much

about the Jews, that for nearly two thousand years they have

lived without a country, without a polity, without a head ; that

during this period they have been scattered throughout all nations,

yet have n^ver been swallowed up and never lost their distinctive

character; that during all this period they have been everywhere

the objects of scorn and contempt; a by-word and a hissing, and

during a great part of it have been the objects of fierce hate and

of ruthless persecution; and yet, that so far from being wasted

away or destroyed, they have, unlike the burning bush, on Sinai,

put forth fresh leaves and branches in the midst of th^ flames

;

that thus, this day they are more numerous, more wealthy, and

more powerful than in that fatal time when they first placed

themselves in battle array against the armies of Vespasian. Now

we conceive that Mr. Lecky might find it rather hard to account

for all this and for much more that concerus this strange people,

except on the hypothesis that the God in whom it seems Mr.

Lecky believes has exercised over them a special oversight. He

must be, indeed, a very credulous man, if he believes that the

history and present state of the Jews can be accounted for by a

simple reference of such causes as seem ordinarily to determine

the events which make up the life of a nation. But suppose him

successful in swallowing all such improbabilities, even then the

trials of his credulity have only begun. On any theory that

Mr. Lecky would be willing to accept, the anomalies presented

in the state and history of the Jews are, indeed, inexplicable in

themselves, but the difficulty of their solution is increased tenfold

by their relation to another kind of facts. This class of facts

belongs to the miracles of prophecy. Very rightly does David
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Hume say, towards the close of his celebrated '*Edsay on Mira-

cles," "Indeed, all prophecies are real miracles, and as such only

can be admitted as proofs of any revelation." Now we feel

quite confident that Mr. Lecky, if questioned, would himself ad-

mit that very much more is predicted in our Scriptures concern-

ing the Jews than what we have stated above ; that these predic-

tions were made previously to the days of Titus and of Adrian,

when the Jews were dwelling at peace in their own land. Nay,

he would probably admit that some of them were uttered more

than a thousand years before the first stone was hurled by the

catapults of Titus against the walls of the Holy City. And is

Mr. Lecky credulous enough to believe that these wonderful

facts—facts in themselves almost as wonderful as any miracles of

Scripture, and many of them before their occurrence seemingly

inconsistent with each other as well as separately improbable

—

can he believe that these facts were foreseen and predicted by

any wisdom less than divine? Surely it is the infidel rather than

the Christian who ought to assign to credulity a high place among

the virtues. -*
.

.

In one respect the belief of Mr. Lecky bears favorable com-

parison with that of Hume. If we understand him, Mr. Lecky

believes in a God. Hume seems to have had no such faith.

Indeed, speculatively hie believed in nothing but in the conscious-

ness of the passing moment. Hume, therefore, did not accept

the possibility of the miracles, for he did not acknowledge the

existence of an Author of nature who by a mere change in the

mode of his operations could effect what we call a miracle. Mr.

Lecky believes in a God, and, accepting the logical consequence,

declares that miracles are not impossible. Believing, then, that

miracles are possible, with such evidence as that to which we

have just referred, existing much of it, as it were, before his eyes,

he believes that no miracle of prophecy has ever occurred. Now
we cannot help thinking the infidelity of Hume somewhat less

unreasonable, though somewhat more criminal, than the infidelity

of Lecky. Admit the existence of a God of infinite perfection,

and you have relieved revelation of its chief difficulties, both as

to evidence and to matter. Then you have admitted the existence

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—4.
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of a cause most adequate to produce miracles; and the occurrence

of miracles is a question to be determined, as other facts, by the

evidence to be adduced in each supposed case. Admit the exist-

ence of a supreme God, and you admit that the existence of the

phenomena presented in the condition and history of the world

is reconcilable with the assumption that the God ruling the world

is infinite in every perfection ; and thus you are obliged to admit

the utter futility of objections brought against revelation from its

recognition of certain principles of the divine administration

which alike appear in nature. This last statement, as our read-

ers know, is the foundation of the argument of Butler's immortal

work. An incident narrated of his father by John Stuart Mill

"we regard as eminently illustrative at once of the logical consis-

tency of the elder Mill and of the irresistible cogency of the

argument of Butler. It seems that early in life James Mill was

a Presbyterian and orthodox. But on the ground that some of

the doctrines of Scripture were irreconcilable with his notions of

God's character, he became a Deist. After this change, he read

Butler's Analogy, and was at once convinced that the objections

to our religion on which he had relied, were as potent against

Deism as against Christianity. The result was that he became

an Atheist, and as an Atheist lived and died. Certainly in this

last change he was logically consistent; and yet who can be an

Atheist without doing utmost violence to the very laws of his

nature? Certainly one might say with Bacon, *'I would rather

believe all the fables of the Talmud and Alkoran than that this

universal frame of nature exists without a Creator."

We have already transcended the limits proposed for this paper

without touching on many topics suggested by Mr. Lecky, and

on which we wished to say something. Eminent among these is

his general treatment of Christian evidence in its several depart-

ments. Thus much we are willing to admit in conclusion, that

while the evidence of Christianity, internal and external, ought

to be convincing to every rational mind, it is still possible for

men really to doubt and even really to disbelieve. If there exist

that "moral disease" of which we have spoken ; if through its

power men desire to find that the Scriptures are false ; if they
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occupy their minds with the difficulties rather than the evidences

of revelation ; if they cavil against God's word and government,

and seek to bring their fellow-men to hate them both, they naay

be given up to "strong delusion to believe a lie." Thus is the

Bible a test of our moral condition as well as a medium of the

mind. So Grotius, as quoted by Butler, says: "Ut ita sermo

evangelii tanquam lapis esset Lydius ad quem ingenia sanabalia

explorarentur."*

There is a sense, indeed, in which those words of Hume,

intended to convey a sneer, suggest a mournful truth. "Our

most holy religion," he says, ''is founded on faith, not on reason."

Not, as we have already seen, that our religion does not com-

mend itself to the highest reason—to reason unclouded by sin.

But as the vision of the diseased eye may fail to see what ought

to be most apparent, so the reason of the sin-sick soul may fail to

discern that truth of Christianity which the veriest child, if

enlightened by God's Spirit, would recognise.

J. M. P. Atkinson.

^This term "Lydius lapis" had been applied to the Gospel by Calvin

in his Commentary on Acts, Chap, xvii, 11.

M
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ARTICLE II.

THE ACTION OF THE ASSEMBLY OF 1879 ON
WORLDLY AMUSEMENTS.

Overture No. 5—From the Presbytery of Atlanta, asking the Assembly

for definite instructions upon the followin<2; points, to wit

:

I. Are the deliverances of 18G5, 18G9, and 1877 on the subject of worldly

amusements to be accepted and enforced as law by judicial process?

II. Are all the offences named in them to be so dealt with, or are excep-

tions to be made ?

III. Are the deliverances of all our Church courts of the same nature

and authority, so far as the bounds of these respective courts extend ?

In answer to these questions the Committee recommend the adoption

of the following minute :

I. This Assembly would answer the first question in the neo;ative.

upon the followinj^ grounds :

1. That these deliverances do not require judicial prosecution expressly,

and could not require it, without violating the spirit of our law.

2. That none of these deliverances wore made by the Assembly in a

strictly judicial capacity, but were all deliverances in thesi, and therefore

can be considered as only didactic, advisory, and monitory.

3. That the Assembly has no power to issue orders to institute process,

exce[»t according to the provisions of Book of Discipline, Chapter VII. in

the old, and Chapter XIII., Section 1, in the revised Book ; and all these

provisions imply that the court of remote jurisdiction is dealing with a j)ar-

ticular court of original jurisdiction, and not with such courts in general.

The injunctions, therefore, upon the sessions to exercise discipline in the

matter of worldly amusements, arc to Ijc understood only as utterances of

the solemn testimony of these Assemblies against a great and growing evil

in the Church. The power to utter such a testimony will not be disputed,

since it is so expressly given to the Assemblies in the Form of Govern-

ment, Chapter XII., Section 5, of the old, and in revised Book of Church

Order, Form of Government, Chapter V., Section 6, Article VI.; and this

testimony this Assembly does hereby most solemnly and affectionately

reiterate.

In thus defining the meaning and intent of the action of former Asscmii-

blies, this General Assembly does not mean, in the slightest degree, to

interfere with the power of discipline in any of its forms, which is given

to the courts below by the Constitution uf the Church
; or to intimate

that discipline in its sternest form may not be necessary, in some cases,

in order to arrest the evils in question. The occasion, the mode, the de-

gree, and the kind of discipline, must be left to the courts of original

{^
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jurisdiction,, under the checks and restraints of the Constitution. All

that is designed is, to deny the power of the Assembly to make law for

the Church in the matter of "oflPences," or to give to its deliverances in

then the force of judicial decisions.

II. The second question, which is, "Are all the offences named in the

deliverances of 1865, 1869, and 1877 to be dealt with in the way of judi-

cial process, or are exceptions to be made?" needs no answer after what

has been said in answer to the first.

III, In answer to the third question, relative to the nature and

authority of our different church courts, this Assembly would say that

the nature and authority of all our church courts are the same so far as

the bounds of these respective courts extend, subject, of course, to the

provisions for review and control of the lower courts by the hitjher. The

power of the whole is in every part, but the power of the whole is over

the power of every part.

The perplexity about the nature of the deliverances in question has

arisen from confoundinji; two senses in which the woi'd discipline is used

in our Constitution. One is that of "judicial process,"' the other is that

of inspection, inquest, remonstrance, rebuke, and "private admonition."

(Form of Government, Chapter IV., Section 3, Article IV.) The one is

strictly judicial or forensic; the other is that f^eneral oversight of the

flock which belongs to the officers of the Church, as charged by the Holy

Ghost with the duty of watching for souls. The one cannot be adminis-

tered at all cjjcept by a court of the Church ; the other, while it is a

function of that charity which all the members of the Church are bound

to possess and cherish for each other, is yet the special and official func-

tion of the rulers, to be exercised with authority toward those who are

committed to their care. In the judgment of this Assembly, great harm
is done by the custom of identifying, in popular speech, these two forms

of discipline, or, rather, by forgetting that there is some other discipline

than that of judicial process. Many an erring sheep might be restored

to a place of safety within the fold by kind and tender, yet firm and

faithful efforts in private, who might be driven farther away by the

iminediate resort to discipline in its sterner and more terrifying forms.

The distinction here asserted is recognised in the Word of God, and in

our Constitution, for substance at least, in the directions given for the

conduct of church members in the case of personal and private injuries.

(See Chapter XL, Article III., of the old Book of Discipline, and Chapter

I., Paragraph 4, of the revised; also Matthew xviii. 15, 16.) If scandal

can l)e removed or prevented in such cases, more effectually oftentimes,

by faithful dealing in private with offenders, than by judicial process, it

docs not appear why similar good results may not follow from the like

dealing in the matter of worldly amusements. (Minutes General Assem
bly, 1879, pp. 23-25.)
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This action was before the Church for more than seven months

before any serious assault was made upon it. The paper reported

by the Committee on Bills and Overtures was read deliberately

and distinctly twice, and the last paragraph three times, before

the vote was taken, and then, after a slight verbal amendment,

the whole paper was unanimously adopted (see printed Minutes,

p. 23). The Chairman and other members of the Committee

were amongst the most determined opponents of worldly amuse-

ments, and of the same complexion were many of the most intel-

ligent members of the Assembly, men of nerve as well as of

conscience, who had never been known to shrink from bearing

their testimony and giving their vote for what they believed to

be right.

Yet, from the tone of some criticisms that have recently ap-

peared, the impression would be gotten that the Assembly was

a trimming, time-serving body, which betrayed the interests of

truth, set itself against the current of the teaching of the acts

of previous Assemblies, and dishonored the Saviour before the

world. We propose to show that the Assembly did no such

thing. "

It is not our purpose to follow the critics through all tlieir

discussions. They quote largely from authors, in Latin as well

as in English, to prove what no Presbyterian denies, if the pas-

sages cited be taken in the sense of their authors. They spend

a great deal of time in showing the evil of dancinrj^ which the

Assembly, indeed, says not one word about specifically, but yet

condemns by implication, by "solemnly and affectionately reiter-

ating" the testimonies of previous Assemblies. They insist upon

the duty of obedience to the Assembly on the part of the lower

courts, without attempting to define the conditions and limits of

that obedience, except in the most general terms. Their state-

ments tend to produce the impression, whether they intended it

or not, that the Assembly discountenanced the exercise of dis-

cipline in the matter of worldly amusements, though, in this very

paper, it cautions the Church against such a misconstruction, and

intimates that discipline, "in its sternest form," may be necessary

in some cases in order to arrest the evils in question.
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Wliat then is the question, and the only question in fact, which

the Assembly was asked to make a deliverance about? It was

not one touching the evil of worldly amusements, or the duty of

applying to them the discipline of the Church. It was not one

concerning what action the Scriptures required, or what the prin-

ciples and rules of the Church of Holland as expounded by Voe-

tius demanded, or what the principles and rules of the Kirk of

Scotland as'expounded by Principal Cunningham made necessary.

None of these ; but simply a question of law in our own Church

—

"the Presbyterian Church in the United States"; the question

whether the Assembly has the power ''to make law for the

Chuich in the matter of 'offences,' or to give to its deliverances

in tliesi the force of judicial decisions." It had been contended

by some that the deliverances of the Assemblies of '65, '69, and

'77 obliged the courts of original jurisdiction to discipline for

dancing, that is, to exclude every church-member convicted of

dancing from the privileges of the Church; that these courts had

no discretion, that they were not allowed to interpret the law of

the Church for themselves, but must accept the interpretation of

the Assembly, albeit that interpretation had not been given in the

investigation of a judicial case regularly brought up (i. e., in

hypot/iesi), but as an abstract and general proceeding (in thesi).

It was contended by others that the above named "deliverances"

did not oblige the lower courts; that these courts have a power

ofjudgment^ both as to law and' fact, given them in the Consti-

tution, with which the Assembly cannot directly interfere; that

the power of the whole Church is in every part (Session, Presby-

tery, etc.), and that, therefore, the judgment of the part is con-

structively the judgment of the whole, and is valid as such until

constitutionally set aside; that, therefore, the authority of all our

church courts is the same, so far as their bounds respectively

extend, or within the sphere of their jurisdiction ; and, lastly,

that, while the higher courts are invested by the Constitution

with the power of "review and control" over the lower, this power

is not a power directly over the part, but over the power of the

part— that is to say, the power of-judgment in the part can only

be overruled and set aside by a Judicial decision of the higher
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court upon a cause regularly (legally, constitutionally) brouo-ht

up from a lower; and that until such a judicial decision has been

constitutionally rendered, the power ofjudgment in the courts of

original jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, remains intact.

These are the principles contained in the answer to the third

qyuestion of the overture from the Presbytery of Atlanta (Assem-

bly's Minutes, p. 24).

The reader will observe that the overture has reference only

to matters of "offences" and discipline; and the Assembly's an-

swer confines itself to those points. The question is one which

concerns the administration of law by our courts, and not the

making of regulations in matters of detail; it is a question be-

longing to the diacritic or judicial or disciplinary power of the

Church, not to its diatactic or arranging power.

Before proceeding to vindicate the action of the Assembly, we

beg leave to remind our readers that the principle here involved

is one of immense importance. It lies at the root of all the strug-

gles between the advocates of a constitutional government and

the advocates of an "absolutism." The forms of constitutional

government and of absolutism, both in Church and in State, have

varied indefinitely ; but the essence of the struggle has always

been the same. Abstracted from its accidental forms, the ques-

tion has always been, whether the power of the whole is over

every part, or only over the power of the part—whether the whole

is simply a great wheel, of which the parts are only spokes, or

whether it be a wheel of which the parts are also wheels, each

having a sphere and movement of its own, yet moving in sub-

ordination to the movement of the great wheel. It was the ques-

tion between the Ultramontanes and the French in the Middle

Ages, as to the relation of the Bishop of Rome to all the other

bishops: the man of Rome contending that as he represented tlie

whole Church and was the supreme bishop, all the inferior bish-

ops derived all their authority from him, and were to be governed

absolutely by him; that they had no rights which he was bound

to respect, because none which he had not given and which he

could not in his sovereign pleasure take away ; the bishops con-

tending that their office was created by Christ, and its rights and
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duties defined by him; that they were subordinate to the man of

Rome only in the way gf appelate jurisdiction, or of general

review and control. It was the question between the bishops

and the rectors in parts of the Episcopal Church of the United

States some years ago: the bishop asserting that by virtue of his

being the highest officer in the Church, he contained in himself

all the rights and functions of the rector of a parish; and that

when the bishop was "visiting" a church, the rector might be

suspended from his office for the time, if it so pleased the supe-

rior. It was the question between the Northern Assembly of

1866, at St. Louis, and the Louisville Presbytery, as to the

famous (or infamous) ipso facto order concerning the "Declaration

and Testimony" ministers of that Presbytery: the Assembly

maintaining virtually the power to lay down the law on the sub-

ject, and to execute it, because the Presbytery was a "smaller

part," and the Assembly was the whole; the Presbytery main-

taining that, as small a part as it might be, it was a part with

the power guaranteed to it by the Constitution of "judging min-

isters," both as to the law and the facts; and therefore that the

Assembly had been guilty of a usurpation of power. It was

the question between the Federal or Consolidation party on the

one side, and the States Rights party on the other, in the ante-

bellum politics of the United States: the States Rights party

contending for the power of the parts (in this case the States),

and resisting the attempt on the part of the Federal Gov-

ernment to override that power without regard to the provisions

of the Constitution. The great question in the Convention that

framed that Constitution was essentially the same, how to

strengthen the whole, and at the same time so to preserve the

power of the parts, and to such an extent, that the liberty of the

people might be safe. Hence the distribution of the powers of

government; hence the distribution of the power of legislation, a

Senate and a House of Representatives, the one founded on the

principle of a numerical majority, the other on the principle of a

concurrent majority; the one acknowledging the power of the

whole, the other protecting the power of the parts.

This is the principle of the Assembly's paper: that the courts

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 5.
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of original jurisdiction cannot be directly interferred with by the

General Assembly, in their power ofjudgment as to law or fact;

that to these courts "must be left the occasion, the mode, the

degree, and the kind of discipline, under the checks and restraints

of the Constitution."

We have thus endeavored to state clearly the real and only

issue between the advocates and the opponents of the Assembly's

action. A great many side issues have been introduced by its

assailants. Hence we must repeat "the state of the question"

once more: Does the same force belong to the deliverances in

thesi of the higher courts, as to their judicial decisions? Do the

two classes of decisions regulate and determine the administration

of discipline in the same way and to the same extent ? Or, to

express the same thing in other words, does the interpretation of

a law by an appellate court—the interpretation being given in

thesi—bind a court of original jurisdiction in such a sense as to

deprive it of its power ofjudgment as to the meaning of said law,

and compel it to accept and act upon the interpretation of the

appellate court as the law of the Church ? If we understand the

assailants of the Assembly, they would answer positively and

emphatically in the affirmative to this question. The General

Assembly of 1879 answers it clearly and unanimously in the

negative; and, we think, truly and righteously, for the following

reasons

:

1. The Constitution of the Church, by the very fact that it is

a constitution, creates a presumption in favor of the Assembly's

answer. There was a time in the history of our Church when it

had no written Constitution. The first Presbytery (the "General

Presbytery") had none, and there seems to have been none until

the "Adopting Act" in 1729, when "the Synod" had been in

existence for twelve years. Even after the Adopting Act had

become the law of the Church, and the standards of the West-

minster Assembly had been accepted as its Constitution, a wide

difference was acknowledged as to the binding force of the doc-

trinal standards and the standards of government and discipline.

"The Synod," in 1729, simply pronounce "the Directory for

Worship, Discipline, and Government of the Church, commonly
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annexed to the Westminster Confession, to be agreeable in sub-

stance to the word of God, and founded thereupon; and there-

fore do earnestly recommend the same to all their members, to be

by them observed, as near as circumstances will allow and Chris-

tian prudence direct." (Baird's Digest, p. 6.) According to

the same authority, this state* of things continued down to 1788,

when the "Synod of New York and Philadelphia," in preparation

for the formation of the "General Assembly," formally adopted,

after amendment, the standards of government and discipline.

Up to this date, therefore, the highest court ("the Presbytery,"

"the Synod," "the Synod of New York and Philadelphia,")

seems to have been practically omnipotent, or practically impo-

tent, according to the temper of ministers, elders, or congrega-

tions. Such a condition became of course intolerable, and it was

felt to be necessary to have a constitution, an instrument which

should constitute, should put together, the parts in some definite

relations, should define and distribute the various powers and

establish the checks and balances. It was necessary to have

some more definite rule than vague references "to Steuart of

Pardovan, and the Acts of Synod," to regulate discipline and the

form of process in the church courts. (See Minutes of the Synod

of New York and Philadelphia for 1786, cited in Hodge's His-

tory of the Presbyterian Church in the United States, Part I.,

p. 214.) This was done in 1788.

Now our position is that all this creates a presumption in favor

of the Assembly of 1879, and against its assailants. For, accord-

ing to the Assembly, the courts of original jurisdiction have an

original jurisdiction guaranteed to them by the same constitution

under which the Assembly itself acts; while according to the

opposite side, the Assemblies of preceding years intended to

stretch their hand over Synods and Presbyteries, and annihilate

the original jurisdiction of the Sessions, at least as to the inter-

pretation of the law; exactly as we might suppose "the Synod"

of 1721 to have done, if the Sessions of that day were willing to

have their original jurisdiction annihilated. Our fathers of 1721

might have argued that all the courts of the Church ^were pres-

byteries, and therefore that each was entitled to exercise all the
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functions of a scriptural presbytery; but that the unity of the

Church required the submission of the parts to the judgment of

the whole, absolutely and without limitation, saving only the

inalienable rights of conscience. And we see not how such a

conclusion could be resisted in the absence of a constitution, by

which certain rights should be guaranteed to the parts. Accord-

ingly, we find "the Synod" exercising the powers of a classical

Presbytery. (See Hodge's History of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States, Part I., pp. 229, 230.) This leads us to

observe,

2. That such a distribution of powers to the parts, and defini-

tion of the relation of the whole to the parts, we find actually

noade for us in our Constitution; and our second position is that

no original jurisdiction is given to the General Assembly or the

Synod in the matter of disciphne by our Constitution. The

courts of original jurisdiction arc the Presbytery and the Session
;

and in the case of the Presbytery, this jurisdiction is restricted

to a particular class of objects—ministers of the gospel. All

other members of the Church are under the jurisdiction of the

Session. It is asserted, indeed, that the Assembly has some

original jurisdiction in the matter of discipline, and the Form of

Government, Chap. V., Sec. 6, Art. VI., is quoted in proof of

it, which contains these words: "The General Assembly shall

have power ... to decide in all controversies respecting doctrine

and discipline." According to the critics, "decide" means (and

must mean) bring to an issue or conclusion in any way the Gen-

eral Assembly may see fit; for example, by deliverances iVi thesi.

The General Assembly has only to fulminate its decree, when it

is informed of any controversy going on in any part of the Church,

and the business is done, the controversy is decided. This is obliged

to be their interpretation of the clause ; for if they concede that

the decision must be made only in certain ways, or according to

certain rules, then the inquiry immediately arises, "in what

ways," or "according to lohat rules?" And the only possible

answer to this inquiry is, the ways and rules prescribed in the

Constitution. (See Form of Government, Chap. V., Sec. 2, Art.

IV. : "The jurisdiction of these courts is limited by the express
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provisions of the Constitution.") This necessary limitation is

expressed in a subsequent clause of the same Article, in connexion

witli "vschismatical contentions, etc." It was necessary there no

more than here. We were present in the Committee of Revision

when tiiat limitation was put in, and have a very distinct recol-

lection that it was proposed because that clause in the old book

was without the limitation (expressed) and had been made the pre-

text of the infamous ^'ipso facto'' order of the Assembly of the

Northern Church in 1866, by which the original jurisdiction of

the Louisville Presbytery over its ministers had been overridden

and annihilated. But whether expressed or not, it must be un-

derstood. If it is not understood, our Book is either a mass of

nonsense or an instrument of intolerable tyranny. If the clause

means what the brethren on the other side assert, then the As-

sembly may decide a judicial case, if it choose, by a deliverance

in thesi.

It is evident, however, that the meaninn; of the clause is simply

this : that the Assembly is the court of last resort. The Presby-

tery is a court of appeals, but it csiunot decide a controversy, be-

cause an appeal may be taken to the Synod ; and the Synod cannot

decide it, because an appeal may be taken to the General Assem-

bly ; but the General Assembly decides, because there is no higher

tribunal. That this is the true interpretation will be evident to

any one who will compare Form of Government (of the old

book), Chap. X.,* Art. VIII., and Chap. XL, Art. IV., with

Chap. XIL, Arts. IV., V. The doctrine of that Book is that

the three courts of the Church which have appellate jurisdiction

are the Presbytery, the Synod, and the General Assembly ; but

that the difference between the General Assembly and the other

two is that it has the power to "decide" all controversies judi-

cially, so that these controversies "can no further go." And if

this is the meaning of the clause in the old book, we suppose its

rneaninor will be conceded to be the same in the new.

Further, the "controversies" of this clause are not mere debates

or discussions between any parties in the Church, but legal or

forensic controversies, carried on, according to the forms pre-

scribed, in the courts of the Church by "parties" in the technical
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sense. Otherwise, it would be absurd to speak of any court

deciding a controversy. A debate in the Church will go on,

until the disputants are satisfied or tired out. But a controversy

before the courts cannot go farther than the Assembly; it must

be decided there. The debate may still go on as before, but

the legal controversy must stop, unless the lower courts ven-

ture to arraign the Assembly, and complain to that court of its

own acts.

Another provision relied on by our opponents in this question

is that of Chapter XIII., Section 1, of the Rules of Discipline

—

"General Review and Control." In reference to this the Act of

the Assembly of '79 very justly says that the provisions of this

section "imply that the court of remote jurisdiction is dealing

with a particular court of original jurisdiction, and not with such

courts in general"; and, therefore, a general order from the As-

sembly to the Presbyteries or Sessions to institute process would

not be constitutional. The Assembly might have added, 1. That

the heading of the whole chapter ("Of the modes in which a

cause may be carried from a lower to a higher court") shows that

a judicial process and a judicial act are the things spoken of, not

deliverances in thesi; and 2. That the provisions of Section 1

provide for the appellate court only in its action on the court next

below. (See Subsec. 1, 5.) The General Assembly has no power,

in any case, to order a Session to institute process. It may order

a Synod, and, since the Presbyteries are the constituent bodies

of the Assembly, it might, by straining the Constitution a little,

order the Presbyteries to institute procovss ; but there is no color

of pretext in the Constitution for the exercise of such power over

the Session, except in deciding a cause judicially. Can any

instance be produced from the records, or Digest of the General

Assembly, of an injunction^ in the matter of discipline, addressed

to a Session, or to the Sessions in general, before 1869? If it

can, let it be produced.

We repeat, then, that the Assembly has no original jurisdic-

tion in the matter of discipline. Now what is the "jurisdiction"

of a court? The very word means a declaration of the law, accord-

ing to its etymology [jus dicere), and suggests that to declare the
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law is one of the functions, the prime function of a court. To

deprive a court of this fujiction, then, is to deprive it of jurisdic-

tion ; and in denying to the General Assembly original jurisdiction

in the matter of discipline, the Constitution eo ipso denies to it

the original power of declaring the law in an authoritative man-

ner, in the sense of jurisdiction. Such an authoritative declara-

tion, such jurisdiction belongs to it only as a court of appeals, or

of last resort. On the other hand, if the Assembly assumes the

power which is claimed for it, the courts of original jurisdiction

are converted into mere commissions for taking testimony ; for

the functions of declaring the law and of fixing the penalty have

been assumed by the Assembly, and the only function left is

that of finding the facts.

3. Once more: the principle of the Assembly's paper is clearly

sunctioned by sound reason. The court which is trying a case,

which has all the circumstances before it which modify the act

or acts charged in the indictment, is in a better condition for

understanding the law than a court which is not trying the case,

but is looking at the law in an abstract way. And most assuredly

the court first named is in a far better condition to graduate the

censure according to the degree of criminality than the other.

What is a judicial interpretation of a law but an interpretation in

connexion with a given case? Does the law against "lascivious"

dancing apply to this case? Is this a case of "lascivious" danc-

ing? This is the question that the court has to decide; and no

court has a right to say that all dancing is lascivious, any more

than it has a right to pronounce all stage plays lascivious. The

Church, indeed, might in her fundamental law have forbidden

(whether she had the right before God and his word to do so, is

not now the question) the square and the round dance as equally

lascivious, as she might have forbidden the stage-plays of

Addison and those of Congreve, Wycherly and Farquhar as

equally lascivious; and she might have pronounced any act of

dancing or the reading of any of these plays to be a sufficient

reason for the exclusion of any of her members from her privi-

leges. In such a case there would be no occasion to exercise the

art of interpretation. But when she has used the words (Larger

\ J
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Catechism, Q. 139) "lascivious songs, books, pictures, dancings,

stage-plays." it is as certainly implied that there may be some

dancings and stage-plays that are not lascivious as that there are

some books and pictures that are not. Now what are and what

are not, the courts of original jurisdiction are better jud'^-es,

when pronouncing judgment in actual process, than any court

can be which is sitting in judgment upon the abstract question.

So our Constitution virtually says, and so the General Assembly

of 1879 virtually says.

We confess to a great astonishment that brethren should insist

that deliverances in thesi have the same force as judicial decisions.

The two classes of acts are reached by processes wholly different.

A deliverance in thesi may concern a subject which has never

been before the Church or any of its courts; may be "sprung"

upon the Assembly by some ardent and eloquent member, and

carried by his personal influence and eloquence. A judicial de-

cision by that court necessarily implies discussion in at least two

of the lower courts (in a cause originating in the Session, it is

implied that the matter has been discussed in three) before it is

called to decide. The cause is represented on both sides by

counsel, who are fully heard ; and the members of the court next

below are heard, etc., etc.—all circumstances which give assurance

that the matter has been fully discussed by those most competent

to do it. Further: the deliverance in thesi is apt to be sweeping

and general. The judicial decision is upon a case, is interpreted

by it, and is applicable only to similar cases. The responsibility

in delivering a judgment in a judicial case will be more sensibly

felt by the members of the court, because they are not only in-

terpreting the law, but arc judging a brother and are determin-

ing his ecclesiastical status, perhaps, even, the complexion of his

eternal destiny. It is to remind the members of the court of this

very solemn responsibility that the provision is made in the Rules

of Discipline, Chap. VI., Art. XII. Why this emphatic dis-

crimination between the judgment in a judicial case and a deliv-

erance in thesi, if the two are of the same force and eifect? And

why, again, is the appellate court forbidden to reverse the judg-

ment of an inferior court even upon a formal review of its records,
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if it be only a "review," and not a judgment of the appellate

court upon appeal or complaint? (Rules of Discipline, Chapter

XIII., Sec. 1, Art. IV.) And yet brethren contend that the

Assembly may by a sweeping deliverance in thesi virtually do

what the Constitution says that it shall not do even on a deliberate

"review," even in a single case, unless that case come before the

court in the way of appeal or complaint!

It will be a dark day for our Church when it shall decide that

an accidental majority in a General Assembly may make law for

the lower courts in a deliverance in thesi. The General Assem-

bly of 1834 was a New School body; that of '35 was Old School;

that of '36 was New School ; and that of '37 was Old School

again. How know we that such a very pleasant alternation may

not occur again? We know it may be said that all this might

happen even in judicial decisions; and that in point of fact one of

these Assemblies did decide the same judicial case in contradic-

tory ways at the same sessions. It has been also alleged that the

Assembly of 1879 decided one way by its paper on "Worldly

Amusements," and another way by its approval of the Records

of the Synod of Georgia. Granting this for the sake of argu-

ment (we think it a mistake), what do this and the other instances

prove? They prove that the Assembly is in any case a fallible

body ; and this again is a reason for giving it all the aids above

enumerated as belonging to a judicial process to help it in coming

to a decision. In other words, a fallible body is less likely to

fail (where the interpretation of the law is in question) in a judi-

cial decision than in a deliverance in thesi.

Now it may be said, that if this view be just, then the judg-

ment of the court of original jurisdiction ought to be final, as

being more likely to be just than even the judicial decisions of

the appelhite court. The answer is that if the government is to

embrace more than one congregation ; if the idea of the unity of

the Church is to be realised on any larger scale than that of a

single cactus fidelium, there must be appellate jurisdiction, and a

power given to some higher court to ''decide'" all controversies.

This is the reason why a ''judicial decision" of the General As-

sembly becomes law and continues to be law, until a contrary

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—6.
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decision is rendered by the same court—law, in the sense of a

regulator of the exercise of discipline in the courts below.

This is a sufficient answer to the objection. A fuller answer

•would be found in a general exposition of our theory of govern-

ment and of the usefulness of our system of courts; but for such

an exposition a volume would be required. None of our readers

are unreasonable enough to expect such an exposition here.

4. The principle of the Assembly's paper is also sanctioned by

the practice of the civil courts. We are aware that prejudice exists

against analogies from this source; and we acknowledge that

harm has been done by not taking into account the differences be-

tween the nature and ends of the civil government and those of the

ecclesiastical. But there are some principles and methods which

all governments must recognise, if they would secure justice and

liberty. A single glance over the old Book of Discipline is suffi-

cient to convince anybody that our fathers borrowed largely from

the forms of process in the civil courts; and a careful comparison

of the new Book with the old will shoAV that in the new there has

been a greater' approximation to those forms than in the old.

Whether this feature of the ncAv Book be an improvement or

not, is a question about which brethren will differ in opinion;

but the fact is certain, and might be copiously illustrated if we

had the time.

Now what is the practice of the civil courts? Is a court below

bound by an interpretation of a law which has been given in thesi

by the Supreme Court? Does the Supreme Court give any such

interpretation? Is any decision of that court, as to the meaning

of the law, not given in judgment upon a case, binding upon the

courts below?

But it is said the analogy will, not hold. The courts of the

State are onlj/ courts ; while the courts of the Church are invested

with legislative powers. If by legislative power is meant the

power to make laws as distinct from diatactie regulations, we

deny such a power altogether even to the Church as a whole,

much more to any of her courts. Christ is the only Lawgiver,

and the power of the Church is only "ministerial and declarative."

If diatactie regulations are meant, then our answer is, as we said
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before, that we have nothing to do with that kind of power in

this discussion, except so far as the Constitution itself is in great

part a result of the exercise of that power. Besides, all courts,

civil and ecclesiastical, exercise a power of this sort. We see

not, therefore, what the objection means, or why the courts civil

and the courts ecclesiastical are not in exactly the same predica-

ment as to the matter in question. In both, the law is behind

the courts, both are acting under the law, and in both systems

the courts of original jurisdiction have the right to interpret the

law for themselves, until a judicial decision of the highest court

shall decide the matter. -

5. Lastly, the Assembly of 1879 is sustained by its predecessor

of 1877. Being asked by the Presbytery of Atlanta to interpret

"the law of the Church concerning worldly amusements, as set forth

in the deliverances of the Assemblies of 1865 and 1869," the As-

sembly gives the following as a part of its answer: "The extent of

the mischiefdone depends largely upon circumstances. The church

Session, therefore, is the only court competent tojudge what remedy

to apply.'' (Minutes, p. 411.) Now, why should the Assembly of

1879 be censured for doing exactly what its predecessor had

done? We know of no Assembly, indeed, which has gone beyond

exhortation and admonition to the Presbyteries and Sessions on

this subject, except that of 1869.

Since we began to write, our attention has been called to the

action of the Synod of South Carolina on this subject, from which

it appears that "many have understood the action of the General

Assembly as favoring indulgence by church-members in worldly

amusements." This ought to surprise nobody who has any ex-

,

perience of the weakness of mankind. The Assembly does,

indeed, "solemnly reiterate the testimonies" of its predecessors

against indulgence in these amusements; but this goes for noth-

ing with extremists, who meet in the cpnclusion that the Assem-

bly, though pretending to utter or to reiterate solemn testimonies,

is really in favor of the thing testified against. This conclusion

is derived by both extremes from the fact that the Assembly con-

demns a particular method of dealing with the subject. One

extreme considers dancing and other worldly amusements so
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firmly lodged in the practice of church-members that nothing but

the weight of the Assembly's mandate compelling the Sessions

to suspend and excommunicate offenders can dislodge it. The

other extreme, the offenders themselves, agree with the first in

this view, and both conclude that, as the Assembly has refused to

issue any such mandate, and refused upon the ground of the want

of power, indulgence is granted. This is not the first time that

church courts have been subject to misconstruction. They have

been charged with favoring indulgence in strong drink, because

they refused to say that all use of liquor as a beverage was a sin,

and that all who retail liquor are unworthy of a place in the

Church. Perhaps the time will come when the Assembly will

be asked to decree the moral obligation to the tithe, and that all

church members who shall be convicted of paying less, shall be

turned^ out of the Church. If it should refuse, then the tithe

men may unite with the men who give nothing in asserting that

it is "favoring indulgence" in the luxury of giving nothing to

the cause of God.

We hope our brethren will not be frightened into taking uncon-

stitutional ground by such clamors. The Sessions who are

unfaithful in their duty on this subject, can find no comfort in

the act of the Assembly ; for that act leaves their responsibility

intact, leaves it where it was before, leaves it where the Constitu-

tion has put it; that act refuses to relieve the Sessions of their

responsibility by transferring the responsibility to the Assembly.

The Sessions who are unfaithful will find in the Assembly's act

no cover for their unfaithfulness in a cloud of dust such as would

certainly be raised if the Assembly were to embody the views of

its critics in a deliverance. They are brought face to fiice with

their responsibility, and are given to understand that there must

be no shirking or dodging. At the same time, the Assembly's

deliverances m thesi have^iven all the moral support to the Ses-

sions that could be reasonably demanded.

We have said enough, we think, in the way of explanation and

of positive argument, to vindicate the wisdom and righteousness

of the Assembly's act. We propose now to consider an argument

upon which the brethren on the other side seem to rely with
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great confidence for sustaining their position concerning the

powers of the General Assembly. This argument is drawn from

the acts of "the Council of Jerusalem" as recorded in the 15th

chapter of the Acts of the Apostles.

The argument seems to be this: The Council of Jerusalem is-

sued a decree, an authoritative direction, an injunction, to the

believers among the Gentiles to abstain for a time, through mo-

tives of charity towards their Jewish brethren, from the use of

their Christian liberty in certain matters. JErgo, the General

Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of the United States has

the power to pronounce in thesi all dancing between the sexes to

be. "lascivious and therefore sinful," and to require that this de-

liverance be accepted and enforced by the courts of original juris-

diction in the way of judicial process, not for a time, but always.

Now the connexion between these two propositions is. not very

obvious. One cannot help thinking that the last of the two is

the conclusion of an extended sorites, of which there are many

links missing. We confess we are too obtuse to find out what

these missing links are. Meantime, while we are waiting for

them to be pointed out, we shall attempt to show that there is no

legitimate connexion whatever between the acts of the Council of

Jerusalem and the special power claimed for the General Assem-

bly of the Presbyterian Church of the United States by those

who are opposed to the act of 1879.

We shall take no advantage from the opinion held by many

learned men, that the decree of the Council of Jerusalem was

given by inspiration of the Holy Ghost (Acts xv. 28).

This was the opinion of Dr. Thornwell, as we heard from his

own lips; so, also, Dr. Addison Alexander: '"To the Holy

Ghost and to us,' the natural and obvious construction is that

the Apostles and those joining with them in this act, claim for

their own decision a divine authority, as having been suggested

or inspired by the Holy Ghost. Nothing can therefore be in-

ferred from this phrase, with respect to the authority of Councils

and their canons, except so far as they are known to be under

the same guidance and control" (Comm. on the Acts, xv. 29).

This interpretation would make short work of the debate; for

%
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we suppose the most extreme champions of the Assembly's au-

thority are not prepared to assert that its decrees are inspired in

the high sense of being the rule of faith and practice. We give

the brethren on the other side the advantage of the assumption

that that ancient' council, although consisting in part of apostles,

had no other guidance of the Holy Spirit (at least in kind) than

is enjoyed by our General Assembly; that in both the most an-

cient and the most recent of Assemblies, the conclusion is reached

under this guidance by arguments drawn from Scripture andpro-

dence, from what God has said and from what he has done. Sup-

posing this to be so

—

1. Our first remark is that the Council of Jerusalem can furnish

no warrant or model for our General Assembly, for the simple rea-

son that it was not a General Assembly; that it was not a body of

representatives from the whole Church. Indeed, there is not a par-

ticle of evidence that there was any '' Church" in the apostolic age,

in the sense of "the Presbyterian Cliurch in the United States."

The word church is never used in the New Testament, in the singu-

lar number, of an organised visible body of professed believers

more extensive than such a body within the limits of a single city.

The passage in Acts ix. 31, even according to the oldest MSS. and

the modern editions, does not necessarily mean anything more

than the mass of the followers of Christ. The word in that place

may have the same sense as in the phrase ""visible Church catho-

lic," in our Confession of Faith, C. 25, Art. 2. which had hcen

in Art. 1 defined as consistino; of "all throughout the world that

profess the true religion." In the place in Acts, it is a part

only of this visible Church which is described, those who pro-

fessed the true religion "throughout Judjca, Galilee, and Sama-

ria." The reader will please observe we have only said that such

a Church as ours did not exist, not that it could not have existed.

The principle (ratio) of such a Church existed, and was exempli-

fied or realised on the scale of a single city, say Jerusalem ;
but

the time had not yet come when its exemplification on the scale

of a province or nation was demanded. Now if no such Church

existed, of course there was no General Assembly of such a

Church, and the Council of Jerusalem was no such body. Ac
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cordingly, there is no evidence that any body of Christians, be-

yond the city of Jerusi\.lein, was represented in the Council.

Paul and Barnabas were present,, indeed, and gave an account of

what the Lord had done by them among the Gentiles ; but they

do not seem to have taken any part in the debates. It would

have been unwise in them to have done so ; for it was their work

which gave rise to the question before the Council; and the very

reason why Paul did not decide the question by his apostolic

authority, and why a, Jewish Council was called to decide it, was,

that it was a question which concerned the liberty of the Gentiles

from the Levitical yoke. If this liberty could be recognised by

the Church at Jerusalem, the headquarters of Judaism, and by a

council consisting exclusively of Jewish Christians, then the peace

of the Gentile churches was secured against Judaising impostors

who pleaded authority from the Church at Jerusalem. There

ought not to have been, therefore (as there were not), any Gen-

tile element in the Council. Even Paul and Barnabas, though

Jews, had become too much identified by their work with the

Gentile churches to admit of their taking part in the proceedings

of the Council, without imminent danger of impairing the moral

influence and effect of its decisions. They could not "represent"

the church of Antioch, since their special relation to that church

had ceased, after they became missionaries. If Antioch was re-

presented at all, it was by the "certain others" (Acts xv. 2) who

went up with Paul and Barnabas; but for the reasons above

given, it is almost certain that it was not represented, and that

the Council was purely Jewish.

The case in the 15th of A.c\s was not analogous, therefore, to

a case of "reference,^' in our own Church, by a lower court to a

higher. The Church of Antioch (Session or Presbytery) sus-

tained no such constitutional relation to the Church in Jerusalem,

as the Session of the Central church in Atlanta, or the Presby-

tery of Atlanta, sustains to the General Assembly. And this

leads us to observe

—

2. In the second place, that the Church of that age had no

written constitution at all like that of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States. Hence we cannot argue from the one to the
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other, when treating a question of constitutional law in our own

Church. The question with us is not what powers a General

Assembly might have had, where there was no constitution; or

what powers might have been conferred upon it by a constitution
;

but what powers belong to it by virtue of the Constitution of the

Presbyterian Church in the United States. It will not do to ar-

gue merely from the scriptural powers of a church court, of a

presbytery, of this Presbytery at Jerusalem. All the courts of

our Church are presbyteries ("congregational," "classical," "syn-

odical," and "general"), and are all of equal powers and the same

powers, until a distribution of powers is made by a constitution.

Hence, if we argue direct from the Court of Jerusalem to the

General Assembly of our own Church, upon the ground of the

scriptural powers of a presbytery, we can argue direct to any of

our courts, and make the decrees of all equally authoritative. But

the moment you bring in the fact of a constitution, in which the

powers are distributed, the whole state of the question is changed.

Hence we cannot argue from the powers of a body not acting un-

der a constitution, to the powers of a body acting under one; nor

from the powers of a General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland

to the powers of our own Assembly.

It may be asked, Why did the cities of Derbe, Lystra, Iconium,

and others, as well as the "brethren of the Gentiles in Antioch,

and Syria, and Cilicia," to whom the decree of the Council at

Jerusalem was addressed, submit to that decree ? The answer is

easy for those who hold that decree to have been inspired and to

have been acknowledged to be such. For those who hold that

the decree was uninspired, that the assembly at Jerusalem was

simply the Presbytery of that city, with the addition of the apos-

tles sitting merely as Presbyters, the answer would be more diffi-

cult. It would probably be either that the decree had received

a subsequent apostolic sanction (of Paul or of some other), or that

it was submitted to by voluntary consent. In the case of Anti-

och, there would be an implied consent in the very act of sending

the question up to Jerusalem to be decided. On either supposi-

tion, the brethren on the other side of the question which is con-

cerned in the present discussion, will receive little aid or comfort.
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On the first, the difficulty is, that we have no apostles. On the

second, their cause is given up, because the authority of the As-

sembly is made to rest on consent. If it should be said that the

consent of the lower courts is implied in accepting the Constitu-

tion, then the whole difficulty returns. The very question we

are discussing is, whether the part, because it is a part, id subject

to the whole, because it is a whole; or whether the power of the

part is subject to the whole under conditions clearly defined in

the Constitution. The other side cannot be allowed to beg the

question.

3. Once more: conceding for the sake of argument that the

decree of the Council at Jerusalem was accepted as binding,

though uninspired, by all the Gentile believers, still we contend

that the claim set up for the General Assembly to lay down the

law m thesi, and to enforce it by judicial process, is unsupported

by the doings of that Council. The claim set up for the Assem-

bly is in regard to "offences," and the power asserted for it is

the power to make law for offences, or at least to interpret the

law so authoritatively in regard to them as to compel the courts

of original jurisdiction to institute judicial process.

Now, this is a power of discipline, the power of declaring the

law of Christ, and of inflicting the censures which he has ordained

for sin. No such power was exercised by the Presbytery at Je-

rusalem. It exercised the dogmatic power in declaring the will

of Christ in regard to the liberty of the Gentiles; and the dia-

tactic power in regard to the use of their Christian libertj'^ in cer-

tain things, but they exercised no diacritic or disciplinary power.

Turrettin, indeed, represents them as so doing in denouncing the

Judaizers as "subvei'ters of souls." But this denunciation is sim-

ply a corollary from the dogmatic decision, and the decree itself

is a direction in regard to indifferent matters, with one exception.

This exception has been a source of perplexity to interpreters of

every grade and class, save those of the Greek Church. That

Church has held the decree to be of perpetual obligation. The

Papal body and the Reformed Churches have held that it was

temporary and provisional, with the exception before named.

Now this is one of the characteristics of the objects of the dia-
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tactic power, that they are liable to change. The moral law is

unchangeable, and the infraction of it is always sin: and sin is

the proper object of discipline. But the diatactic power is exer-

cised about "circumstances" which are variable, about modes of

doing things, about restraints upon Christian liberty, etc. Hence,

Turrcttin, in the passage referred to, gives as an example of this

kind of power the decree of the Council of Jerusalem touching

the eating of blood, etc.

In order, therefore, to make this decree parallel with the de-

liverances in thesi of the General Assembly, these last should be

interpreted as referring to matters of Christian liberty, and as

temporary restraints upon it. Are the brethren with whom it is

our unhappiness to differ willing to take that view of them ? Of

course not. Why, then, ring the changes upon the Council of

Jerusalem ?

But it may be asked. May not church members be disciplined

for the violation of diatactic regulations ? We answer, Never

directly. The disregard of such regulations may occasion so

much scandal as to make the disorderly person liable to the cen-

sures of the Church. (See Confession of Faith, Chap. XX., en-

titled "Of Christian Liberty and Liberty of Conscience," spe-

cially Art. IV., where our faith on tliis subject is laid down.)

The discipline is administered for the scandal, rather than for the

violation of the rule itself. The Session of a church appoints the

hour of eleven o'clock Sunday morning for public worship. One

of the members of the church refuses to attend church upon the

pretext that there is no divine authority for holding service at

that hour; that 9 a. m., 12 m., and 3 p. m., and perliaps "can-

dle lighting" (Acts xx. 8), are the only hours that have the war-

rant of Scripture example for public worship. Such a member

would no doubt be disciplined ; but it would be for despising the

divine ordinance of public worship. So it is easy to imagine the

practice of dancing or liquor-selling to be attended with such

scandal as to require the Session, in faithfulness, to subject the

actors to discipline. We add our conviction that there are such

scandals, and that there are Sessions which are delinquent in

their duty in regard to them. We earnestly hope that our de-
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fence of the independent jurisdiction which belongs to them will

not be construed into an,approval of their unfaithfulness.

The exposition which has been given of the nature of diatactic

regulations will serve to show the irrelevancy of a great deal that

has been said and quoted on the other side. Nobody denies that

tiie General Assembly has original jurisdiction in certain matters;

that it may issue "injunctions" which the Courts below are

bound to obey. For example, it has the power "to institute and

superintend the agencies necessary in the general work of evan-

gelisation." This implies some system in collecting the revenue

by which the work is to be maintained; and the Assembly has

a right to regulate the details of the collecting and disbursing of

the needful funds, and to issue "injunctions" in regard to them.

We are far enough from denying to the Assembly the exercise

of authority. We only deny that it has a certain kind of author-

ity; and to refuse steadily to recognise any authority which has

not been given to it in the Constitution, is the most effectual way

to strengthen the authority which has been given to it. They

are the real enemies of the Assembly's authority who would

make its power absolute. If the Assembly assumes the powers

of the Sessions, then one of two things will almost certainly

occur: either the Sessions will rebel, in defence of their constitu-

tional powers; or, they will consent to become ciphers, and

their work will not be done at all. It is as certain as anything

can be that the Assembly cannot discharge the judicial func-

tions of the Session. Why, then, attempt them? We believe

the Act of 1879 was a wise, just, and wholesome Act, and ear-

nestly hope it will not be reversed.

Before concluding this article we propose to notice some of the

arguments, or methods of argument, used on the other side of

this question. And
1. The argument ad invidiam. The position taken by the

Assembly of 1879 is stigmatised as virtual Independency. "If

the authority of the Assembly," it is said, "be confined to

judicial cases, then this is the only wall that separates us from

Independency. Throw down that narrow partition, and we are

all at once embraced in a common fold." Upon this singular

statement we remark

—
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[a) We iare not aware that any defender of the Assembly's

act has said that its "authority is confined to judicial cases." We
have asserted its diatactic power as laid down in the Constitution.

We have not denied its dogmatic power. This power is asserted

in the Constitution, as is the last named, for all the courts, and

of course for the highest also. So also the power of exercisintr

discipline is claimed in a general way for all the courts. (See

Form of Government, Chap. V., Sec. 2, Art. II., first sentence.)

The ground upon which all these poAvers are claimed for all the

courts is then stated in Article III. But now the difficulty

arises, that if all the courts have the same original powers, how

is confusion to be prevented? This question is answered in Ar-

ticle IV., and admirabiy answered. We wish we had the space

to quote the whole of it. We must quote a sentence or two: "It

is necessary that the sphere of action of each court should be

distinctly defined." '*The jurisdiction of these courts is limited

by the express provisions of the Constitution." ' Although each

court exercises exclusive original jurisdiction over all matters

specially belonging to it, the lower courts are subject to the

review and control of the higher courts, in regular gradation.

Hence these courts are not separate and independent tribunals;

but they have a mutual relation, and every act of jurisdiction is

the act of the whole Church, performed by it through the appro-

priate organ." If this is Independency, then the act of the As-

sembly is Independency, for it is exactly in the line of these

sections and articles of the Constitution.

[h) The statement that the power of ultimately deciding in

judicial cases, according to Rules of Discipline, Chapter XIIL, is

"a narrow partition, and that when thrown down, we and the

Independents arc all at once embraced in a common fold," is both

amazing and amusing. It is very much like saying that the

narrow partition of rationality is the only thing that separates us

from the brutes, and if this were thrown down, we all, men and

brutes, should at once be embraced in a common fold. Abolish

the specific diflTerence in any case, and the species is of course

"embraced in the same fold" with the genus. Now, in the mat-

ter of discipline, the acknowledgment of appellate jurisdiction in
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a court higher than the church Session is precisely the specific

difference by which Presbyterian ism is distinguished from Inde-

pendency as expounded by John Owen.

(^) It is very easy to bandy epithets. We might charge the

assailants of the General Assembly with Popery with as much

justice as they charge us with Independency. What is Popery,

but making the Pope t\\Q fountain of all law, without regard to

the rights and powers of the lower bishops, assembled in council,

or otherwise? If the Assembly is made the fountain of all law,

without regard to the rights and powers of the courts of original

jurisdiction, have we not a poly-headed pope?

2. It is argued that if the doctrine of the Assembly of 1879

be sound, it is useless to overture it on any subject. ''Of what

value," it is asked, "the answers to the hundreds of overtures

sent up to the Assembly," if they have no binding authority ?

^he answer is, if these overtures refer to matters over which the

Assembly has original jurisdiction, the answers have binding

anthoritv; and in refjard to other matters, is it nothinfr to have

the judgement of the Assemblv as to the meaninir of a law, in the

way of instruction, as a guide and help to the lower courts?

Does not everybody know that it was common in the Reformation

era for the Church of one country to ask the judgment and ad-

vice of the churches and learned doctors and universities of other

countries? If the "advice and instruction" of the Assembly are

of 110 account, why does the Constitution take the trouble ex-

pressly to provide for such ''advice and instruction" ? (See Form

of Government, Chap. V., Sec. 6, Art. VI.) It seems we have

a higher opinion of the Assembly's moral weight than the breth-

ren who are set for the exaltation of its authority. We heartily

wish the Sessions would heed its instructions and warnings in

reference to worldly amusements, and administer discipline, both

private and public, as circumstances may demand.

Brethren must be content to leave this matter of discipline, as

to origin.il jurisdiction, where the Constitution has placed it, with

the Presbyteries and Sessions. Whiit more vital to the purity

and prosperity of the Church than the admission of men to the

ministry and of members to the Church ? These are matters be-
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longing to the Presbyteries and Sessions, and in one sense (since

it is easier to keep unworthy people out of the ministry and the

Church than to get them out after they are in) more important

than the discipline of exclusion. Indeed, a great deal of the dis-

cipline, in the sense of exclusion, is occasioned by the facility

with which persons are admitted to the Church and the ministry.

Many pastors and Sessions are now emplo^'^ed in turning out

members who were brought in by the drag-net and machinery of

itinerant "revivalists." Now does anybody believe that the Gen-

eral Assembly could manage this evil by laying down, authorita-

tively, the terms of communion? Pass what "laws" it may, the

character of the pastors and elders, after all, will determine the

character of the Church; and the character of the pastors and

elders will be determined by the habitual training to which they

have been subject, not by the acts of the Assembly ; by the con-

tinual dropping, not by the occasional deluge.

Thos. E. Peck.

ARTICLE III.

CITY EVANGELISATION.

I. The Motive for City Evangelisation might seem to be

diminished from the discovery of a modern publicist that human

life dies out in great cities in five generations. If the gospel is

spending itself upon a sinking mass, and the country is the foun-

tain-head, and the streams of population are flowing inward, and

settling downward, so that country life lasts, and city life per-

ishes, and that by a calculable period of decline, it might seem best

to evangelise the country ; we mean by that to accentuate the

work in that great mother-region from which the masses of the

city must be ultimately derived. This does, beyond a doubt,

give motive for country work, and stimulate on its separate ac-

count the rural ministrations of religion.
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But there is another incident which soon falls into the calcu-

lation which gives an opposite turn to the question of importance.

The flow of population inward does not prevent the flow of influ-

ence outward; and this, in the instance of lar<];e cities, is of the

most controlling kind. France may make Paris, but Paris can

unmake France. And, on this continent, more than across the

ocean, the country is open to the influences of the town. We
have no country manners hereditary and fixed, and that are not

moulded by metropolitan ways. We have no Provence or York-

shire. The country is the alert worshipper of city tastes. And

when we have discounted the newspaper, and what it can effect;

and fashion, and what it can ordain; and amusement, and what

it can fashion ; and morals, and the Avay they can penetrate from

the whole region of city life into the wide open room for country

imitation, we see at a glance how little the country influences it-

self, and how much it opens itself to the print of what the city

may teach it in religion and in morals.

II. As to the Instruments of city work, we cannot take any-

thing for granted even there.

Nine tenths of the men who look at such questions would think,

as soon as such work is talked of, of "Homes" and "Ragged-

schools," and of such missionary tasks as are to overtake heroic-

ally the lowest forms of the great mystery of sin.

We are convinced this impulse is a mistake.

A rich Englishman devoted his life to finding out how God

operated in building up his kingdom. He examined a wide field i

and his question was, How God did direct the mode of evangeli-

sation, and what Avere the actual means resorted to for the heav-

iest results. His first question was, where Christians finally

were to be found; or where, for the most part, they reported

themselves, no matter how they were converted. He soon found

they resorted to the church. He examined, therefore, a multi-

plicity of registers of the church ; fixing no limits to his inquiry

;

taking in all churches, and taking in their oldest registers; and

taking in the broadest extent of field, with no limitation whatever

except to evangelical creeds. He reached the most defined re-

sults. There were scarce any of the lowest masses in all the regis-
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ters he was able to investigate. The number of the people saved

\from the most degraded class, unless indeed they had sunk there

in one life-time, as might often be the case, were hardly worthy

to be considered in calculating the gains of the Church. Why
should we start at this ? Has not God made promises? Is there

to be no reward of the parent ? Is there to be no value in centu-

ries of labor? Let us make no pause, however. This man spent his

life upon the question. And with that best of all evidences, fact,

he found that, in a wide compass of a British Isle, scarce a con-

Invert could be hunted up that was not in some way the child of

'the Church—rescued by training, not so much by snatching or

sudden work. And, therefore, the old man's verdict was, that

the mode of evangelising any where was by building the Church;

by making it act up to all its God-given appliances for trainin;r;

by allowing it no chance to buy off by payments of money ; but

by making it, like the prophet Eiisha, put its body on the body

of the child, and its mouth on his mouth, and its hands on iiis

hands, and let the very communion of the saints be the atmos-

phere for the propagation of religion.

III. So, t'hen, our conclusion : The very best means of evan-

gelising cities is to give the utmost prosperity and growth to the

churches of God.

Nor lot it be imagined that, in teaching this doctrine, we are

meaning to teach that the Church is already doing the solid part

of her duty. Let it not be dreamed that we are meaning to re-

lease men from "ragged-schools," and from that sort of far-down

labor. Above all, let it not be supposed that we are relaxing the

self-denials of the Church. The great doctrine we wish to teach

is, that there are forms of self-denial which God intended for iiis

people, and which he chastens them for not conceding, which

have to do eminently with city work, and \vhi,ch would reach

down to the lowest masses in their influence.

Let us illustrate by a supposition. Dr. is the pastor in

a nrovincial citv. He has the only church of his denomination.

It is large, and has been twice built greater, and would be en-

laro;ed af»;ain but for the conviction tliat it would then be too

large for the care of the pastor. Dr. is a scholar, and,
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among all the ministers who know him, ranks among our most

honest and pious preachers. Nobody doubts that if his duty

were well thought up, or if his brethren had been acting upon it

as the habit of their body, he would do it, cost what it might of

imagined sacrifice. But, as it is, a great self-denying act that

would be the very thing for that city, and that would reach its

lowest masses, he would be horrified by» if it were so much as

proposed. His church is a contributor to all the schemes, and

seems all full of love and good works, and, on a polling of the

lists, wouhl stand as one of the very highest, both as to pastor and

flock; and yet there is one deep sacrifice that they have never

imagined, and which is just that high thing that God demands of

their devotion.

What can it be ?

They have their missionary scheme, and have a chapel some

distance out, which they design as a church; and it floats in their

minds that they are blessed in their fidelities as a people. And
yet we know of no excuse for the state they are in except that

which makes their case appalling, vi?;., that they are patterns of

the Church in almost all like places in every part of the land.

They are just in circumstances to glory and be proud, and dote

upon schemes that patronise the weak and miserable, when their

own deep debt is never paid, and when their truly self-denying

task is never approached, or thought up to as of their religion.

Now, what is that task ?

It is, boldly to cut their church in two, and make another of a

first class kind out of half the people and half the property, as a

deliberate division.

What a sight that would he !

But the pastor says, " It would be insane. The proposal

sounds well, but grave people distinctly condemn it. It is better

to have one strong church than two weak ones. We have enough

weak churches. And, moreover, let the one get thoroughly

strong, and then we can make sure another."

We go to the elders. They satisfy us, they think, at once.

" We give our pastor but $1,500. We are sure he thinks it ought

to be $2,000. But we give him all our pew rents. It is mad-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—8.
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ness to think that we can divide when we are just beginning to

suppose that before long we can support our minister."

Now, there could not be a case better fitted to exhibit the pro-

per mode of city evangelisation.

Let us look at these pew rents. They are lower than in many of

our feeblest churches. Let us look at the pews. All the eligi-

ble ones are rented. Let us go out among the people. They

tell of the sacrifices in planting that church, and how the old vil-

lagers gave and hibored; but the new comers are finding every-

thing now very comfortable. You go to the pew-agent. He

thinks he has never positively turned anybody away, but he finds

it not necessary to go after anybody to take his seats; and, in-

deed, all people are not likely to be suited by any one minister';

and he confesses, that some families that properly belong with

them have never come with them. Now, the chapel ! "Oh, "he

says, "that is across the stream. It is hard to keep that up.

You see, sir, that takes our money. And, as it is a town over

there, and without many of our people, the every-fortnight work

does not seem to be enough. They go off to other churches.

Besides, sir, men are proud these days, and come across the

bridge, and join the more fashionable meetings. I am not sure

that chapel will ever make anything. They say th6y never do

among larger churches."

Now here is the man to cross-examine. Let us begin.

You say, sir, that your only scheme for extension is not likely

to come to much. Let us suppose another. Suppose your own

main church were cut in two, and your people were harmoniously

to separate; and with a right royal good Avill wore to divide the

property. "Oh, sir, that " But wait. Suppose they did it.

"Yes, sir, but tliey couldn't do it." Then let me ask this ques-

tion. Suppose your church should burn down, could you build

it again? " Yes, sir, we would have to do it." But how have

to, if you couldn't? "Oh, sir, the motive would be so much

greater." There, now, is the point! What the Church needs is

motive. What the Church wants is zeal for great acts of self-

denial. What the Church imagines, that she is showing great

zeal in ragged schools and missionary chapel condescensions, is all
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a mistake. The true self-denial is to step down from her high

estate, and sunder her owp body for the extension of the kingdom.

But to proceed. Suppose you had half your present pew-rent-

ers, would you give your pastor less than $l,f500? '-Oh, I don't

tJiink we could. He could not live on less." Have you any

rich families? "Oh, yes, several." Do they pay extraordinarily

high pew rents? "No; not near so high as the —— people,

and they arc a struggling new church." Now let me renew my
question. Suppose the division made. Suppose it to have been

a work of pi-nyer and great generous self-sacrifice. Suppose a

site to have been fixed, and a new church erected. Suppose the,

whole body united to bring this about. Suppose after calm reli-

gious search as to who should go and who should stay, all ques-

tions were settled, and the new flock Avere fully half, in money

and in men. Suppose the new church consecrated. Now, tell

me, do you think the old church would give less to their pastor?

"I think not." Do you think its younger members would be less

active than before? "I think, more active." Do you think

you, as pew agent, would be as easy about your list? "Oh, no
;

I would have to stir myself" Do you think the new people

would give less salary than you ? " Well, no ; 1 have been think-

ing that, in calling a minister to a town where Dr. is so

much beloved, they might have to give more." Then you would

give more ? " Well, I am not sure we would not." Then, as to

the whole town, would not two partially empty churches have to

work more vigorously to bring iti the masses of the people? "I

think they would have to." And, having parted amicably, they

would work with more generous emulation, would they not?

"Oil, I think so." And now, what about your pastor? As the

most able men are in danger of being discarded by their people;

and, instead of an increased support, are in danger of being reject-

ed altogether, tell me one thing more. If he had been at the head

of all this movement; and had been the remarkable promoter of it,

and hero of the whole, would that seat him more in your city?

and, from the echo of it from other points, and the admiration of

it all through the State, and the blessing of it from the Great

Head on high, would he not be apt to be cherished to the very
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last, and to have the higher love of his flock, and the higher

peace in his work, and, indeed, a better support than in his pres-

ent mode of cherishing his people? We will not stay for an

answer.

And yet this will not be done in that city. Is it not time to

say it ought to be? God may be cursing us for just this defect.

Would it not be noble if a church revival were begun, in which

not individual Christians gave themselves to Christ, but whole

organisations; and if, instead of the frequent result of churches

being born out of feud, they were born out of peaceful grace,

whole divisions of a flock exiling themselves for the Redeemer?

But let us take a more complicated case. Dr. is pastor

of a down-town church. It is losing people. It has a real estate

of half a million. It was built by men scarce heard of now in

the shifting city. This handsome property the law puts into the

present hands, and, without a doubt of their right, the present

pew-holders mean to make a church of it in the region where

they live. Query— Have they a right? As God looks at it, is

this property theirs, to meet a family want in the fashionable

region where they dwell ? We believe it is, if the city has no

use for it in its great and hungry desolations. But if a " Taber-

nacle" could be built that would hold 3,000 people, and worship

could be kept on just where the fathers spent their money ; or if

two or three churches, thus coming to be sold, could capitalise

their amounts and support some Guthrie or Spurgeon, as well as

build the "Tabernacle", we should say they ought certainly to do

it. In the eye of God it cannot be strictly right for the modern-

rich to take the churches where they have latterly rented-in, and

turn them into cash to build their own personal worshipping-

places two full miles away.

Another habit would inaugurate a totally new life in modern

cities. Suppose the wealthy built their own churches. Suppose

that, instead of digging into these caches that have been left by

old citizens many streets away, they counted them as consecrated,

and left them for the more general interest. Suppose that Pres-

byteries had a right to say what should be done with these old

estates. Suppose it became incumbent to ask just what was the

best thing to do to propagate the Church.
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What a change from our present system ?

It might then appear that "Tabernacles" were not the thing.

It might even be that no down-town preaching would be listened

to. It might even seem that dwellers down-town would get into

the cars and ride up. It might be that dwellers east or west

would get into the cars and ride inward. It might be found that

as the actual want of the mass, churches well up and well in,

must do all the work. This might be as it might appear. First

rate minds might find all this out. Certainly there is some line of

growth ; and we say the great hope of evangelising cities lies in (the

extension of the Church ; and the great method of extension is

where the Head of the Church is honored ; where the parent honors

the daughter in giving birth to a church by giving it richly of its

own life; where the birth of a church is made a great act, and,

therefore, a great sacrifice ; where prospered pastors repay the

mercy of God by parting with their ablest people; where a pam-

j pered flock does not soothe itself with visions of mere chapel-

work, but boldly confronts the need of heavier liabilities itself in

order that it may divide its strength for some new and equal

congregation.

Does not God point to this thing? Our wards die upon our

hands; or, if they live, they are perpetual infants. They take

no church roots. They do not pass the category of mere mission-

places. They may prosper far out in distinct fields of their own

;

but there they are like missions anywhere. For city missions,

chapels have had no gratifying results ; and the reason is, that

they are not the birth that God asks of his people.

Nor can anything be made of the defence that the difficulty is

pride. Of that we have no doubt. But then remember that the

whole difficulty that calls for a church at all is'sin in some form.

We have no doubt that these suburban people are too proud to

accept just what you are doing. But then, do they not inherit

something from their would-be parents ? Is there not pride at both

ends of the line ? And would it not tend to cure it, if the great

church set the divine example? if she humbled herself in becom-

ing a mother ? if she gave her daughter some of her noblest things ?

if she brought her near? if she chose for her a good place like
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her own ? and then clave to her ? Would not that be a sight to

see ? And would not the fragrance of such a history as that il-

lustrate the faith, and give the cause new power to make an im-

press divinely upon the men of the city ?

But we must finish. This is our mode for city evangelisation.

We would be consulting men, not churches. We would be

providing for men, not individual interests. We should be study-

ing the interests of the city, not this or that communion. And
then, as it would be the order of our life not to have entirely full

or overgroAvn churches, strong pastors would have room to work.

The rich would no longer say to the poor, We have no need of

you; but there would spring a desire to gather in all comers to

the church ; and, indeed, a rule that the parish where it stands

shall be searched and gone through with after its people.

Then would spring all forms of ancillary labor. Reformato-

ries and Ragged-schools would be in the very bosom of the work.

Mixed assemblies would be more the habit, as in Catholic cathe-

drals. The church would be nearer to her subjects. There would

be less worthlessness, for there would be more church and less

ruin creeping within her bounds. The different assemblies of

believers would live more lovingly together; and, as with all high

work, which in the end lightens itself by its very effects, the task

of overtaking vice would grow less troublesome and less the cause

of vital despondency.
xt^-nj'
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ARTICLE IV.

THE "HIGHER LIFE" DELUSION.

1. Holiness as Demanded and Provided hy the Gospel. By
J. F. B. TiNLiNG, B. A. Millard Tract Repository.

2. Faith's Training College Lectures, 1878. Millard Tract
Repository.

3. Out of Darkness into Light. By AsA Mahan, D. D. Mil-

lard Tract Repository.

4. The Christian s Secret of Happy Life. By H. W. S. Millard

Tract Repository.

5. Work for Jesus., the Experience and Teaching of Mr. and
Mrs. Boardman. Millard Tract Repository.

6. The Gift of God. By Theodore Monod. Millard Tract

Repository.

It is not our purpose in this paper to discuss the question

suggested by the title in its strictly theological relations, or to

consider its claims on a basis of original investigation by subject-

ing it to the recognised criteria of truth. That has been satis-

factorily done elsewhere and by other parties.* The time has

passed for the apprehension of danger to the Church from this

source; but the rise, and for a time, rapid progress of this phase

of religious thought, ought to go into history as a phenomenon of

the times. In the nature of things this particular type of error

is short-lived. If, as some of its advocates have boasted, "it is

taki?ig," it has an equal merit in the "trick of dying out." The

reason is obvious. It cannot survive the most friendly scrutiny,

and it is too phenomenal to escape it. It is possible for theologi-

cal errors tliat have no immediate or special connexion with the

outward life to maintain themselves for long periods of time

against the most convincing logic. They may lie in the cham-

bers of the soul securely entrenched behind the meshes of sophis-

try, woven by a glib tongue or a sharp and racy pen. But the

case is very different Avhen the appeal is made to the logic of facts

in everyday experience and observation—facts which are so

*Thc "IIi<^her Life Doctrine." By Henry A. Boardman, D. D. Phila-

delphia. 1877.
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patent as to challenge the scrutiny of all. Unfortunately for

this old error, it peeped forth in an age when the empirical method

was all but deified, and the result was, that like Simon the son

of Gior, it was captured before it had doffed its grave clothes.

Of all theological tenets, none come more directly within the

scope of personal observation than this. When professions of

superior attainments are made before the public and the public

credence is challenged, then to the public it becomes simply a

question of fact. Public sentiment must forever abide by the

principle enunciated by our Saviour when he said, "By their

fruits shall ye know them." If a man would have the people

believe that he is free from sin, he must give them some better

evidence than his own assertion. In fact, to those who have

made human nature a study, and who have had much experience

with men, profuse professions of goodness or purity of motive

have a sinister face on them, and rather excite suspicion. No

class of men on earth are so innocent as the guilty, they them-

selves being the judges. Rev. Andrew Fuller relates an instance

of a minister of the Church of England who had been appointed

chaplain to a certainl charitable institution, where his constant

business would be to visit and converse with persons who by

their own misconduct were reduced to the most deplorable con-

dition. On receiving his appointment he thought within himself,

"I shall have one advantage, however ; I shall not have to en-

counter a self-righteous spirit." His astonishment was great,

when entering on his work, to find no less pharisaism among these

dregs than among the most refined and cultivated.

It will be said that we misrepresent these Higher Life brethren:

they are very humble ; they do not claim any merit or goodness

of their own ; they are the farthest removed from pharisaism

—

in fact they are conspicuously humble. We answer : Yes, they

are conspicuously humble. And this reminds us of old St. Bernard,

who says of humility, that "it is of all graces the chiefest, when

it does not know itself to be a grace at all." The affectation of

humility is often confounded with the reality. Humility is known

by all to be one of the cardinal Christian virtues, and it will not

do for any to give it a quit-claim in the creed. We have to
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say with regard to the claim of humility just what we have said

in reference to the claimt)f sinlessness: men will judge the claim-

ants by their fruits, and men have our Lord's warrant for it.

Judged by its fruits, the Higher Life is a delusion. It has

furnished a renewed demonstration of the patriarch's words: *'If

I justify myself, mine own mouth shall condemn me. If I say

I am perfect, it shall also prove me perverse."

Let us notice some of the characteristics that accompanied the

appearance of this error. We do not speak of it as the rise and

development of any new doctrine, the product of our times, but

simply as a phenomenon in the religious life of the age.

I. First of all, there was a manifest disingenuousness, in

endeavoring to escape identification with an unpopular and con-

demned heresy of the past. They would have had us believe

that this was something altogether new; some great truth that

had lain buried for eighteen hundred years under the rubbish of

a barren ecclesiasticism, and was just now brought back to its

place in the Christian system. If one intimated that it was in

substance the old doctrine of perfection, they would exclaim in

indignation, Proculy procul! Dr. W. E. Boardman tells us

that he will be wiser than the Oberlin brethren, who were so

indiscreet as to call their attainments "Christian Perfection," or

"Entire Sanctification." "They greatly erred," he says, in this.

He tells us in one of his Trainino; Colleo:e Lectures that he in-

tended first to put forth his publication, "The Higher Life,"

under a different title, but was prevailed upon by his friends in

Boston to abandon it; and that he now sees that such a title as

he at first intended "would have been a great clog to the book."

We are left to conjecture what the intended title was; but this

statement, taken in connexion with his criticism of the Oberlin

brethren, is significant. Against this reflection upon the wisdom

of the Oberlin terminology, the Rev. Asa Mahan, D. D., vigor-

ously protests in the following language: "But is it not well,

since people are so much prejudiced against the word perfec-

tion and kindred terms, to avoid their use? To such questions

my reply is ready : I give place by subjection to such prejudice,

VOL. xxxr., NO. 2—9.
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no, not for an hour." The adoption of new names for old things,

the avowal and then the partial retraction, the qualification, the

equivocation—these are some of the marks that accompany the

rehabilitation of error. A careful analysis of the system will

discover two points of apparent divergence from the old form of

the doctrine. 1st. Most of the advocates of the movement do

not claim absolute perfection, but only that they are free from all

conscious sin. 2d. The method by which this state is reached is

by a single act of faith. To adopt the language of one of the old

Marrow divines, it is an effort to "leap from the lap of Delilah

into Abraham's bosom." The old way was by a growing conformity

to God's holy law through the helping grace of Christ, till per-

fection was reached. It cannot be said that on either of these

points there is any improvement. For as to the first, there was

in the old form of the doctrine an intelligible, definite standard

of holiness; but in the new a wavering, shifting, convenient

standard

—

conscious ?ay\\ In the old, the law was recognised and

honored ; whereas from the new it is practically displaced by

being subjected to the whims and moods of mysticism. One of

the worst features of the system in its present form is its sym-

pathy with Plymouth ism, in disallowing the law its proper sig-

nificance in the Christian system.

As to the second point of divergence, the one all-sufficient

reason for preferring the old is the fact, that in it the idea of the

Christian life as a growth'is preserved; in the new, sanctification

is practically confounded with justification, and a wide door is

opened for the Romish error of "infused righteousness." It

thus impinges upon one of the fundamental principles of Protest-

antism. It is easy to see, however, why those who dream of a

sinless state in this life, would prefer the modern phase of the

doctrine. The law of God, as a fixed, perfect, unalterable stand-

ard spiritually interpreted, is a very uncomfortable thing for a

man professing perfection. Not so a variable, uncertain quantity,

like conscious sin. And so as to the method, a single leap, a

single act of all-conquering faith, is much more "taking" than

the old plodding way of gradual and growing conformity to

Christ. But as to substance, it is the old error rehabilitated,
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with such variations as it was thought would relieve apparent diffi-

culties that environed tho subject. "No, it is not the doctrine of

perfection ; it is the 'Higher Christian Life.' (One of its advo-

cates, when he found this phraseology becoming unpopular, said

he preferred to call it the 'life more abundantly.') It is perfec-

tion to be sure, but perfection in Christ." And who ever thought

of perfection out of Christ? Pelagius himself declares tha,t he

did not.* "I anathematize the man who thinks or says that the

grace of God whereby Jesus Christ came into the world to save

sinners, is not necessary for us every hour and every moment,

and also for every act of our lives, while they who disannul it

deserve everlasting punishment." Such was the language of

Pelagius to his friends on the doctrine of perfection. To be sure

he was disingenuous, as Augustine shows. He deceived the

Synod of Jerusalem into an endorsement of himself, whereas, had

they known his true sentiments, would have rejected them with

abhorrence. So we have said there was a disingenuousness about

the Higher Life movement. Take an illustrative case. One of

their most effective advocates was asked bv a number of friends

privately if he had really said that he was free from sin. He
took occasion to answer their inquiry publicly a few days after-

wards, when he declared that he had not said that he was perfect,

but that he was free from all conscious sin. His friends seemed

satisfied. But what did they think a few days later Avhen he

publicly declared (it was April fool's day), "I am as perfect as

my Father in heaven is perfect, and no April fool at that." This

lack of consistency on the part of the advocates of nascent here-

sies is one of the most uniform lessons of history; and there is no

more fatal sign of serious departure from acknowledged ortho-

doxy, James Arminius was very far from holding perfection

out of Christ. In answer to the char"i;e a«2:ainst him, that he held

the sentiment "that it is possible for the regenerate in this life

perfectly to keep the law of God," he says: "To this I reply,

though these might have been my sentiments, yet I ought not on

this account to be considered a Pelagian, either partly or entirely,

provided I had only added that they could do this by the grace

^Augustine's Anti-Pelagian Writings, Vol. II., p. 3. T. & T. Clark.
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of Christ and by no means without it."* Arminius seems not to

have known that Pelagius had asserted this in language stronger

than his own. Such being the language of all heretics on this

subject, what boots it for them to tell us now that their perfection

is in Christ? They speak and write as if no one had heard of

the grace of God in Christ before them.

II. Another sinister aspect of this movement, is the repugnance

to all scientific definitions, and formulated conceptions of truth.

Some of their most popular and voluminous writers make haste

to tell us that they are not theologians. One of them introduces

us to the study of one of the most important of theological ques-

tions in these words: "This is not a theological book. I frankly

confess I have never studied theology, and do not understand its

methods nor its terms. "f Suppose some one who treats a disputed

question in physiology that has an important bearing on health,

should introduce his paper in such a way as this : "This is not a

physiological book. I frankly confess I have never studied physi-

ology, and do not understand its methods nor its terms." To

whom would this be a recommendation? Only of course to those

who repudiated physiology as a science. Another hastens to tell

us that he does "not intend to quote any man, whether living or

dead," and that he does "not know much about theologv." This

dislike for formulated systems of truth they share with the

Plvmouih Brethren and the so-called liberal tendencies of the

age. The "analogy of the faith" is an unknown quantity in their

method of dealing with Scripture. To them there seems some-

thing cold-blooded and profane in crystallising sacred truth into

such shape as to deserve the name of system. Now, this unwill-

ingness to subject one's tenets to the focus-light of scientific

statement is one of the plague-marks of error. It is the plague-

smitten limb that shrinks from the knife ; it is the diseased eye

that dreads the light. Hence the hue and cry against "man-

made creeds," etc., always means something more than a pious

reverence for the very words of the Spirit. It means serious de-

^Arminius's Works, Vol. I., p. 255. Nicholls & Bagnall's ed., 1853.

fChristian's Secret of a Happy Life." By H. W. S. Introduction.
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paiture at some point from the symbolic consensus of evangelical

Clii'istendom. It means,unbridled and irresponsible license in the

interpretation of the words of the Spirit. This is an old trick of

demagoguery that is about worn out. Whenever this old familiar

sound about "man-made creeds" is heard, it is time for the rattle

of ecclesiastical padlocks—the ecclesiastical burglars are about.

Frederick Robertson mentions the singular fact about those who

clamor most for a system of salvation by works, that of all men

in the world, as a rule, thoy have least of them. He might have

added that another singular thing is the fact that those in the

ranks of Protestantism who clamor most about man-made creeds

and books, and call most loudly for the Bible, pure and simple,

are as a rule those who have least biblical knowledge. Truth

has certainly nothing to fear from exact definitions and systematic

arrangement, for in the nature of things it must be consistent

and harmonious. But there are certain minds that seem incapa-

ble of conceiving truth as related. Each truth is treated as a

segment by itself apart, and is never thought of as related to

other segments in forming the circle. Now, any truth so stated or

exhibited as to put it entirely out of its proper and scriptural

relations, is like the segment, swollen out of all proportions, till

the circle is broken up; so that that which stated with just limi-

tations is truth, stated without limitation is untruth. Here lies

the danger from all hobbies ; it is this that converts many of

them into partial errors and some of them into dangerous heresies.

The enthusiast takes his favorite segment, caresses it, dotes upon

it, till in his affections it is magnified into such dimensions as to

equal the whole circle; and now, inflated with pride of opinion,

rather than have it pared down to its first and original dimen-

sions, would part with all the circle.

This tendency of some minds in theological inquiry is analo-

gous to one of the "peccant humors" of learning enumerated by

Lord Bacon, wherein "men have used to infect their meditations,

opinions, and doctrines, with some conceits which they have most

admired, or some sciences which they have most applied; and

given all things else a tincture according to them, utterly untrue

and improper." And Cicero makes humorous allusion to the
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same weakness, when upon finding a musician who defined the

soul to be but a harraony, says that the fellow was only true to

his art. Now this crusade against scientific theology, ignores

the fact that all truth is correlated, and therefore essentially

systematic. It is no more certain that a segment of a sphere is

a part of and sustains fixed and definite relations to the sphere,

than that every truth is a part of and sustains fixed and definite

relations to a system of truth. Any method of investigation that

proceeds on a diiferent basis must result in a dislocated and frag-

mentarv knowled;]je. Whenever the mind comes to formulate

truth, as at some time it must do, it will be very much like the

uninitiated boy with his block house. If he finds a piece that

does not fit just where he puts it, he throws it out and goes on to

build. This done, of course he finds before he is through there

are a number of pieces that will not fit; and his house is scarcely

built before it tumbles down. The idea now dawns upon him

that every piece has its place, and munt he put in its place, if the

house is to stand. Let us observe for a while our Higher Life

brethren trying to fit their block into the temple of scriptural

truth. They give us some passages in which we are exhorted to

perfection; then they expand upon the all-conquering power of

faith, telling us that the holiness demanded in the gospel is just

what every child of God may, through faith in Christ, attain unto.

But now here comes the seventh chapter of Romans. How will

they make that fit? Why, it won't fit at all ; woe worth the day

that seventh chapter was written! It is their special horror.

What will they do with it? Like the petulant boy, they simply

throw it out and go on to build. And on this wise one of

them did it: after describing in a tragical way the escape of

Paul from Damascus, heaping anything but flattering epithets

upon him for going down under the wall in a basket at the dead

hour of night, and reproaching him for moral cowardice, he

goes on to tell us of his flight into Arabia, and the unspeakable

meanness of his feelinnjs over the "basketino:." "Now," said

he, "it was while Paul was down in Arabian darkness that the

seventh of Romans was written." It is just to say that Ave do

not believe the advocates of this error would, as a class, resort to
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sucli a fatal device as this; but it ought to serve as a terrible

warning to all enthusiasts against taxing their ingenuity to recon-

cile the immutable word of God with a pet idea.

We have spoken of the opposition to formulated truth as a

species of demagoguery. We hope that in so doing we have not

overstepped the bounds of charity. It is hard for us to believe

that an intelligent man is not able to distinguish between the

Protestant and the Romish theory on this subject. To suppose

that a man cannot distinguish between the creed as a worwa nor-

mam and as a norma normata, is to impeach his intelligence.

The creed in the Romish Church is the norma normans; in the

Protestant Church it is the norma normata, and as such is both

legitimate and indispensable. But the truth is, that no people

are more creed-bound than those who professedly renounce

creeds. The warning of Theodore Monod to the London Con-

ference of 1876 was certainly timely. "Neither let us seek the

glory of our system. This applies to us very directly and defin-

itely at this time. Of course Ave have been ready to say that

others were seeking the glory of their systems ; but then Ave may at

the same time be seeking the glory of our own system, if it be a

system." We cannot refrain from saying here, that those ad-

dresses of Theodore Monod, entitled "The Gift of God," are free

from the blemishes that so generally deface the Higlier Life

hterature.

'tiSife'. ...

What has been said thus far of tlje characteristics of the move-

ment, it shares in common with most heresies of the modern era

in Church history. We proceed now to a more distinctive and

very marked peculiarity, but not a more attractive one.

IIL Of all the things which render piety seriously defective,

none is more repulsive to a chastened Christian sentiment, or

more alien from the spirit of the gospel, than spiritual pride.

h is as "dead flies in the ointment of the apothecary." Self-

inflation is unseemly enough in the ranks of worldly society, and

there is an unerring Nemesis presiding over the fates of those

who exalt themselves above measure. That man is irretrievably

doomed to the whipping-post of public criticism who abandon s

i
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himself to a habit of self-praise. How much more offensive must

such a spirit be in that kingdom where humility is of all virtues

the chiefest ; where he that is least is greatest ; where the beati-

tudes are pronounced upon the "poor in spirit," upon the "meek ;"

where each is taught to ""esteem other better than himself"!

Yet it is against this very principle that our Higher Life breth-

ren are conspicuous offenders. First, in the claim to superior

light, above all their brethren of the past or present. For

eighteen hundred years the Church has been in the dark on the

doctrine of sanctification ! They have found a truth which Augus-

tine, and Calvin, Turrettin, Chalmers, Hodge, Thornwell, and the

innumerable host of learned and godly men that have adorned

the Church, never found! Their contempt for the ponderous

tomes of theologians and commentators knows no bounds. These

are human productions, and therefore not worthy of notice. Do

they ever think how future generations will, should they be under

the same infatuation, treat their human productions? There

seems to be something fascinating to small minds in the thought

of independence of human opinions. Indebtedness to others, for

a thought even, seems to compromise their originality. They

should learn here too, that there is a difference between indepen-

dence and the affectation of it. It may be stated as something

not needing demonstration, that the man who has no regard for

the judgment of his fellow-men, who are equally learned and

candid as himself, is endowed with poor judgment. One of the

most salutary effects of sound learning is to inspire us with re-

spect for the opinions of others and make us cautious with our

own. But the suspicion never dawns upon one of these brethren

that possibly he is mistaken, that possibly those before him knew

something of the subject of which he treats. No inspired prophet

ever seemed more certain of the truth of his message. There is

somethinir almost startlino: in the cool assurance with which they

ask us to "lay aside all preconceived opinions," by which we sup-

pose they mean we must disown the results of all our former

investigations, whether right or wrong. The necessary implica-

tion of such a request is, that the opinions in question have been

formed through ignorance or prejudice. They are assumed in
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the outset to be wrong. Now if all this is to be quietly assumed,

wlmt need of further in^vestigation? Suppose we say to them:

'^It is a poor rule that will not work both ways; you must lay

aside all your 'preconceived opinions,' i. 6., assume that the

Higher Life doctrine is founded on a fallacy, that through igno-

rance and prejudice you have erred, and are therefore not the

ones to instruct us on this subject !" And why may wo not?

Where did they get presumptive right to fairness and thorough-

ness on this subj(!ct? ^
The truth is, there is something bordering very closely upon

the claim of special illumination by the advocates of this doctrine.

They no where claim inspiration, yet they use language that in^

vol ves something very much like it. If one of their speakers could

be held strictly responsible for his utterances, a claim to special

illumination could be certainly made out. In answer to every

argument drawn from Scripture against his theory, he replies

with serenest confidence: "My dear sir, the Spirit hath taught

me this." There is something in certain forms of utterance

running through their literature we scarce know how to inter-

pret—something

*'Waverin<;, fitful, uncertain,

A« the shadow that shakes o'er a luminous curtain.

Va<j;ue, flittin;!;, yet forever itnpressina;

The shape of some substance at which you stand guessing."

They would indignantly repudiate any claim of inspiration.

Now, whether there be any ground for the suspicion or not, that

they indulge thoughts of some special illumination, there is cer-

tainly an arrogance, a confidence in themselves, a compassionate

regard for their brethren "in the dark," which amounts to down-

right rudeness, and is a gross offence against Christian charity.

But by far the most serious phase of this question, theologically

considered, is the claim to conscious sinlessness. Terrene per-

fection is a dream that in one form or other has haunted the

minds of some men in all ages. Political perfectibility was not

only dreamed of in the ideal Republic of Plato and the political

romance of Sir Thomas More, but was seriously indulged by the

philosophical radicals of the last century. The peculiar charm

VOL. xxxr., NO. 2— 10.
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about tliis tlieory has never been more strikingly exemplified

thnn in Condorcet, who wrote his sketch of tlie progress of the

human mind, in which he predicted the removal of all social and

political evils, and the establislunent of peace, virtue, and hap-

piness over the whole earth, while he was hiding to escape the

fate of the Girondists. How melancholy for his faith the fact

that he at last escaped the guillotine only by suicide! Willimn

Godwin too, whose first wife was a celebrated champion of

"woman's rights," advocated the peifectibility of the huinan lace

amid poverty, peril, and despair. We can only wish that human

depravity would allow us to share such prodigious faith; but there

is something unutterably sad in the hiatus between the theory

and the facts. So in the religious sphere, the dream has haunted

some in almost every epoch of the Church. IJut is it not some-

what startling, after such experiments as we have had with the

human race, and especially under Christian influences for so h)iig

a time, and under some of the most favorable circumstances, to

have a mun in Boston, not forty years ago, as he stood dressed in

garments of undyed cloth (Lambson by name), proclaim himself

from a platform a "sinless man" ? And now, our astonishment

is only changed to amazement, when called upon to listen to this

claim, not from the lips of some solitai'y romancer or ascetic

dreamer, but from iritelligent men and women, who look us

S(juarely in the face and tell us that they have not indulged in

any conscious sin for months and years! Aye more; that it is

not the privilege of a few highly favored ones to whom the Lord

has ijiven giijjintic faith, and whom he has anointed with the oil0,00 '

of consecration above their fellows, but that it is within the reach

of all.

We repeat what we said in the beginning: this is simply a

question of fact. What are the facts? Let us not forget our

Lord's injunction, "Judge not, that ye be not judged." W^e do

not say that those professing the "higher attainments" are any

worse than those in the "lowlands," as a class. What we say is,

that, so far as can be seen, they are as a class no better. Tiiore

is one principle that must not be overlooked here, if we would

avoid falling into too much severity in our criticism of those who
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are ongage'l in this movement. The principle to which we allude

is oxemplified in the la^ys that govern painting with reference to

crudity of color. It is well known that crudity of dulness

is always less offensive than that of brilliance. A painter can

be crude in browns and grays, and yet pass muster, even

obtain a medal, but to be crude in warm colors is absolutely

fatal; because it is more phenomenal, obtrusive, and hence intol-

erable to refined sensibility. Thus a man who exhibits himself

in the moral world, decked in warm, brilliant colors, at once

intensifies his faults. The popular instincts pronounce it a

crudity; and the moral pei-spectivc is at once changed. Vices,

which the people were content before to leave in the dark

back ground, dimly visible through the veil of charity, now

march imposingly to the front and become obtrusive. Did the

patriarch mean something like this when he said, ''If I say

that I am perfect, it shall even prooe me perverse" ? If, there-

fore, the advocates of this system object to the public sentence

as invidious and uncharitable, the answer is that it is a sen-

tence which they have provoked. They have challenged the

public credence, and made a sharp inevitable issue as to a

matter of fact pertaining to themselves; and hence have no

right to complain. It is a universal principle of law, that it

a man creates danger, ho must not complain of the result upon

himself; ifhemakesa whii'lpool and gets caught in it, he has

nobody to blame but himself. We must notice one symptom

wliicli has accompanied the movement that is always damaging,

viz., the strong tendency to indulge questions of casuistry. One

discovers the use of tobacco to be "an enormous sin," another

finds the use of tea and coffee unbecoming in Christians, while

another is mortally offended at the styles of dress worn by men

and women, and dons the Shaker costume in part. When our

Saviour would indicate one of the plague marks of Pharisaism, he

snid, "Ye tithe mint and rue and all manner of herbs, and pa.ss

over judgment and the love of God." As on the high churchly

side, the disposition to forsake the weighty matters and be con-

sumed upon trifles was an evidence of overstrained and unhealthy

ecclesiasticism, so on the ethical side, the abandonment of great
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and strenuous moral questions and rushing into the vortex of

Ciisuistry is an evidence of overstrained and false pietism. This

trick of the devil in decoying the soul into trifling uncertaimies

and blinding it thus to the great inor.-il issues of its being, reminds

one very much of the method by which tiie irdjabitants of Oude

destroy the tiger. When the leaves fall they sprinkle a paste

Buch as bird-lime along the path the tiger is likely to pursue, nnd

then retire in ambush. The tiger treads upon the leaves, they

stick to his paw, he attempts to remove them by rubbing his paw

on his face, this transfers them to his face; he puts his paw on

the ground, and in a moment renews the effort to remove them

from the face; this of course transfers more leaves and removes

none; thus at every successive effort to remove the nuisance, mat-

ters become worse, till at last he is blinded and rolls in helpless

rage on the ground, and the hunters dispatch him. Had he been

content to leave the trifle on his paw, it would never have troubled

him. So men are often blinded by trifles and points of casuistry;

when if they had been content to leave them where they be-

long, they would never have disturbed the most enlightened

conscience.

But how do these trifles appear in the light of the f)llowing

carefuUv worded confession from one of the leaders of this move-

nient ? He is speaking of the dangers of following the supposed

leadings of the Holy Spirit, and thus allowing Satan to inject his

inspirations:

•'This is the secret I believe of some of the worst forms of fiinaticistn

into which consecrated people have ever been led. Suppose, for instance,

a circle of Christians, led into the idea that now throu/ih the baptism of

the Spirit they are warranted in oxpectino; to be led in all thin;.fs, by

lookinc; to the Spirit, not to Christ, and receivinir from the Spirit impulses

and impressions. Suppose them to <:ather from time to time, male and

female tofjether in the dim twili<>ht of ^as-burners or lamps, and to sit in

circles by the hour hand in hand waitino; for impressions and impnlsos

—

wnll they not he very likely to s^t them ? Will there not be dii.n<;er that

that old serpent the devil shall come in with his su*rfiestions? Will the

flesh have nothinjo; to impress upon the waitino; ones? Would it he any

wonder if impressions and impulses should come, to do thinijs which

never could come from the Son of God? Impulses and impressions, which

are not only not from the w^ord of God, but are wholly repuo;nant to its
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proeopts? Have we not heard of such things? And shall we not look

the peril of this hood-winkinp;, counterfeitin*;, and imposing, fairly in

the fii.ce?"^

Tiiose whose ears have been shocked by reported incidents of

certain Higher Life gatlierings will understand the reference.

Unless we are misinfortned. a Presbyterian elder wlio had been

led into enthusiastic endorscnjcnt of the movement, went home

froui one of these gatherings and committed suicide out of remor?e

for having encouraged it. Be it far from us to bring those breth-

ren as a class under suspicion of gro.ss immorality ; we men-

tion these things only to show that there are some dangerous

points Mbout the system, and th.at unless very carefully guarded,

tlioro are certain tendencies frauglii; with fearful possibilities.

Another direction in which these people have failed to impress

the public with the conviction of "higher attainments" is in the

line of business dealings. While professing freedom from all

conscious sin, some of them have been guilty of the most cohl-

bloodcd sharp practice in business life, such as most of those in

the "lowlands" would scorn to use. As an illustrative case: one

of them came to a Southern city and succeeded in making quite

a number of converts, having impressed them with her piety.

In company with one of her converts she went to the office of a

dentist, where she had some work done. As she was leaving the

office, the workman presented his bill. She replied, "The Lord

will pay that." He modestly answered that that was not his way

of doing business. With the utmost complacency she told him

that the Lord paid all her bills, and to the Lord he must

look. The result was he had to force the claim from the father

of the unsuspecting disciple, who had introduced her as a respon-

sible party. Another illustrative case was the young man who

entered the study of a New York pastor, professing sinlessness.

He was a book agent, and in the course of an hour told three

distinct lies, and left the room white with rajj-e. It is needless

to multiply examples. Suffice it to say, that so far as it is to be

regarded as claiming the "higher attainments" in practical god-

liness, it is a failure—the facts of observation do not substantiate

'^Faith's Training College Lectures, pp. 52 and 53. 1878.
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it. One of their own converts gave utterance to the public sen-

tence upon this subject Avhen she said tliat she Avished on some

public day she could go upon the street and proclaim from every

corner—"the Higher Life is a liumbuj]:."

There are other blemishes that have marred the progress of

this movement, but we cannot enlarge upon them here. We may

mention them but nothing more. Intolerance and fanaticism are

inseparable companions to spiritual pride. It has never been our

misfortune to meet with a people so deaf to argument and so

impatient of opposition. Their indifference, if not opposition to

church organisations, as being carnal, wordly, and opposed to the

spirituality of the gospel, is not a well defined principle of action

among them, so much as a tendency, a leavening element, silently

but surely at work.

In conclusion: let no one suppose that this error is of an inno-

cent kind, inasmuch as it seems to err on the side of piety. We
cannot but regard it as a baneful doctrine. The unavoidable

effect of embracing the holiness delusion is to destroy repentance

and confession. Hence we never hear, them confossinij sins or

praying for forgiveness. There is something appalling about

this. As a man grows in holiness, he becomes more sensible of

his sins. This is what the good old Marrow divines meant by

saying that a man grows downwardlij as well as upwardly, down-

wardly, i. ^., in humility. This is manifest not only from the

scriptural view, but also from common sense; because his con-

science becomes more viirilant and sensitive to the touch of sin.

Destroy humility and you take away the soil in which the gr;\ces

of the Spirit flourish. When this "Higher Life" idea takes pos-

session of the mind, true sanctification is seriously hindered, if

not totally arrested. The unholy fires of fanaticism scorch and

stifle the graces of the Spirit; the conscience becomes diseased

and fails to bring sin to remembrance, and spiritual inflation en-

sues. How can there be any healthy development or real pro-

gress while the mind is in such a condition? Said a novice, who

was much fascinated with the idea of sinlessness, one day to a

trained theologian: "I wish I could get you out of your confused

notions about sin." Alas! there is the explanation of much of
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this tvv.'uldle about sinlessncss; totally inadequate views of the

nature and extent of sin; of the nature and extent of God's law;

of the depravity of man and the holiness of the law. Did they

have such views of these questions as the inspired writers, they

coulil join one of them in sayin<^ from the bottom of their hearts,

"I have seen an end of all perfection, but thy commandment is

exceeding broad;" and they would count themselves happy could

ihcy only join in the modest avowal of another, "Not as though

I iiad already attained, either were already perfect; but I follow

after if that I may apprehend that for which also I am appre-

hended of Christ Jesus. Brethren. I count not myself to have

apprehended: but this one thing I do, forgetting those thin«;s

which are behind and reaching forth unto those things which are

before, I press toward the mark for the prize of the high calling

of God in Christ Jesus." Harvey Glass.

,
ARTICLE TV.

"

THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST.

Second Coming of Christ. Pre-Millennial Essays of the Prophetix;

Conference, held in the church of the Holy Trinity, New York
City. With an Appendix of Critical Testimonies. By Na-
thaniel West. l<ial Ipxofiai raxv. A/ir/v. 'E()Xov, Kvpie 'Irjaov. Chi-

cago : F. H. Revoll, 148 and 150 Madison Street, Publisher of

Evangelical Literature. 1879.*

Besides the opening address of the venerable Dr. S. H. Tyng,

Sr., and three addresses of a piactical and devotional character,

this volume contains twelve elaborate essays Avhich discuss under

*Besidea the authors and hooks referred to, we have been greatly helped

in the preparation of this article by our correspondence with honored

brethren, especially our former preceptors at Union Theological Seminary

in Virirjnia, who. while not assenting to all the positions advocated, have

kindly aided us by su,!r<iestions. Our acknowledgments are also specially

due to the Rev. 11. B. Pratt, Winnsboro, S. C, who placed at our disposal

the results in part of his own thinking on this subject.
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as mjiny different heads various questions touching the Millen-

nium and the Second Advent. An exhaustive review of theni is

impossible within the limits assigned to this article. Their scope

may be indicated and most of the points discussed may be ad-

verted to in a consideration of three propositions.

First. The Lord Jesus will return to the earth personally and

visibly to establish his perfected kingdom of glory.

Second. Previous to this return the conversion of the entire

world to him is not to be expected.

Third. This return, with the accompanying general resurrec-

tion and judgment, will introduce immediately the final and

glorious state of the Church.

The first of these propositions is stated and defended in an

essay by the Rev. S. H. Tyng, Jr., D. D., the rector of the

church in which the Conference met. He maintains the catholic

doctrine on this subject by arguments familiar to all intelligent

believers, and shows conclusively that nothing short of this per-

sonal and visible coming in power and glory exhausts the testi-

mony of the Word of God concerning it.

A part of this essay is devoted to a discussion of the principles of

interpretation. Dr. Tyng very properly rejects the notion that

there is in God's Word an "esoteric sense between the lines and

beneath the letter." He also affirms the law of Bishop Newton,

*Hhat a literal rendering is always to be given in tlie reading of

the Scriptures unless the context makes it absurd." He seems

to endorse the views of Pre-niillennialists genei'ally who empha-

size Hooker's canon: "When a literal construction will stiind, the

farthest from the letter is commonly the worst." No objections

can reasonably be made to these canons, if by "literal" be nioant

that interpretation which gives the author's meaning, as distin-

guished from the meaning imposed by the allegorising methods

of Origen and modern spiritualists. But if "literal" be used as

opposed to "figurative," then it is needful to define with care

what the literal sense is. This is often so difficult as to render

general rules of interpretation like those quoted above useless.

Most terms which express abstract relations and general concep-

tions were originally used of material things. Are we to inter-
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pretin every case "right" by "straight," and "holy" by "whole,"

unless restrained by some manifest absurdity? There may be no

dilliculty now in knowing what our brethren mean when they

speak of "our beloved Zion." But the case may have been other-

wise when "Zion" was taking on its figurative connotation. To

say liiat in every place in the Bible we are to take "Judah" and

''Jerusalem" literally is simply to beg the question in dispute.

"Blessed are ye poor"; "Woe unto you rich." A literal con-

struction of these expressions will stand. Is the farthest from the

literal the worst? What every interpreter of language wish'es to

discover is the meaning intended by the user of it. This is not

to be done by the application of general rules of interpretation.

In Isaiah ix. 6, 7, we read: "For unto us a child is born," etc.

In his "Last Times" Dr. Seiss says that here "the literal mean-

ing is evident" ; that "Christ as a great prince is literally to reign

upon the throne of David in real empire over all the world"

(p. 116). The question is, does not Dr. Seiss put more into this

passage than the literal meaning warrants? Literally it means

that a child would be born to sit upon the identical material

throne that David sat upon, to rule over a nation exclusively of

Jews. Is this all that Isaiah meant? If he meant anything

more than this, then some of the terms must be understood

figuratively.

If it be granted that the literal meaning could be ascertained,

it often involves the interpreter not only in absurdities, which

faith might receive, but also in contradictions. Compare Isaiah

ii. 2, 3, which literally interpreted teaches that all nations

shall go up to the Lord's Temple, with Zech. xiv. 21, which as-

serts that the Canaanite shall no more be there, and with Ezek.

xliv. 9, where God says no stranger unaircumcised in flesh shall

enter into his sanctuary. As Dr. Charles Hodge says, the torch

of the literalist is an ignis fafuas which no one can consistently

follow with safety and comfort. If deprived of this torch, much

that Pre-millennialists see in the millennial a^e fades from sight.

The only value of the aforesaid "canons" is in the assertion of

principles opposite to those of the allegorists and spiritualizers,

the outcome of whose method is illustrated in the interpretation

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—11.
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given to 1 Sam. vi. 10 by a good Baptist sister. Readin^r that

the Philistines, Avhen they sent the ark back to Israel on a cart

drawn by cows, kept the calves at home, slie learned from this

latter circumstance that infants wei'e not to be baptized. In the

direction of such interpretations as this, the farthest from the lit-

eral is the worst.

It is evident that the actual meaning of any given passage is

to be ascertained by the laws of grammar, by the context and

scope, by due regard to what is called the "personal eqi;ation" of

the liuth.or. In the explanation of God's Word the anaIo<2;y of

faith cannot be wholly ignored, rre-niillcnnialists, as well as

their opponents, Avhcn occasion demands it, appeal to this analogy.

Indeed, "the analo«ry of the faith" is only a general formula for

tliose principles of interpretation dictated by common sense which

Augustine signalised, viz., that the mcaiiing in doubtful phrases is

to be determineil b}' that which the Scriptures elsewhere settle;

that what is tropical must be intei'prctcd by what is plain; that

which is obscure must be explained by what is clear. It must

also be remembered that in presenting their prophetic pictures,

the prophets—as the Saviour in his parables—filled up the out-

lines Avith details taken from the custonis of their own times.

They describe New Testament and final Messianic glories by

means of imagery drawn from their own dispensation. When

we interpret these pictures, the essential truth is to be seized;

the imagery and drapery are to be discounted. In Joel's day as

in Peter's, the ordinary methods by which the Spirit's power was

mjinifested ucre in dreams, visions, and the prophetic gifts.

When the prophet describes the Pentecostal effusion of the Spii'it's

power, he says that young men and maidens would prophecy and

that old men would dream dreau)s. For a similar reason, Isaiah

predicts the honor and glory of the latter day by means of \)\c-

tures of an immense number of sacrifices, of wild beasts feed-

ing together in peace, and so forth. To expect the effusion of

the Spirit's power now to be )nanifeste<l by means of the gift of

tongues; to expect "the gatherii.g of the flocks of Kedar" and

the "ministry of the rams of Nebaioth" to form part of the glories

of the Redeemer's perfected kingdom, is just as absurd as to ox-
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pect from the parable of the Prodigal Son that every sinner who

returns to God will have, given to him by his heavenly Father a

litend pair of shoes, a literal gold ring, and be entertained at a

literal feast, at which a fatted calf will be literally killed and

eaten.

The importance of these remarks touching the principles of

interpretation will appear as we proceed. In his essay on "The

Kingdom and the Church," Prof. L. Lumrais, of Monson, Mass.

asserts "that the Jews had full warrant to expect a king as liter-

ally such as was David and Solomon, and a kingdom as literally

such as was theirs" (p. 177). He is led by his "literal" princi-

ples to assert that the Church is in no objective sense the king-

dom; that there will be no kingdom until Christ comes in glory

to inaugurate it; that the New Testament Church is not the same

as that of the Old. Ample refutation of all this might be gath-

ered, if need be, from admissions in the volume before us, as well

as from other pre millennial writings. It it enough for present

purposes to refer to the remarks of Joseph Mede, the '"''Magnus

Apollo'' 0^ Pre-millennialists, on the kingdom described by Daniel

in the second chapter of his prophecy; and better still, to Acts

ii. e34-36; v. 29-31, of. Ileb. x. 13, where we are taught that

Jesus as Messiah has a present sovereignty; that his kingdom

has already been set up. The thirteenth chapter of Matthew

contains seven parables, which authoritatively contradict Prof.

Luuiinis, and suggest the true view of the whole subjecc. They

are not mentioned in the es"?ay. They describe the present state

of the Church on earth, and tell us that Christ's kingdom is like

*'a grain of mustard seed," "leaven," and so forth. There is some

difference between a grain of mustard seed and a. mustard tree.

The kingdom of heaven is like the one at its inauguration and

like the other at its consummation—a distinction of which Prof

Lummis is apparently ignorant.

The views of this essayist and the principles of the literalist

school of interpretation may alike be disregarded, and yet the

first proposition remains true. Christ has now a king lom on

earth, contending with the powers of darkness. The King in his

glorious and visible person is absent. He is coming. When he

-' s
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comes, his last enem\' will be destroyed, and his triumphant kino".

dom will be established in power and glory forever.

In Polano's "Selections from the Talmud" is the followintr:o

"There was once a man who pledged his dearest faith to a maiden

beautiful aud true. For a time all passed pleasantly, and the maiden

lived in happiness. But then the man was called from her side, he left

her; long she waited, but he did not return. Friends pitied her and

rivals mocked her; tauntingly they pointed at her and said, 'He has left

thee; he will never come back.' The maiden sought her chamber, and

read in secret the letters which her lover had written to her, the letters in

which he promised to be ever faithful, ever true. Weeping she road

them, but they brought comfort to her heart; she dried her eyes and

doubted not.

"A joyous day dawned for her ; the man she loved returned. . . ,

Israel, in misery and captivity was mocked by the nations ; her hopes of

redemption were made a laughing stock; her sages scoffed at; her holy

men derided. Into her synagogues, into her schools went Israel ; she

read the letters which her God had written, and believed in the holy

promises they contained."

Such is, indeed, the situation of the true Israel. Such should,

in obedience to the Bridegroom's instructions, be liertrue course.

Let her read the letters he has written and doubt not, for he says:

"Surely I come quickly."

"Christ's Coming—Is it Pre-Millennial ?" is the title of an Es-

say by the Rev. S. 11. Kellogg, D. D., of Allegheny, Pa. Like

a skilful debater, Dr. Kellogg begins by a careful statement of

the (juostion. He tells first what it is not ; and in doing so wisely

disencumbers himself of the greater part of the pre-raillennial

burden. He then states the question as follows: "Dioes the word

of God teach that, prior to the advent of our Lord Jesus Christ,

we are to look for the conversion of the world to him, and a pro-

longed season of universal peace and prevailing righteousness, or

does it teach the contrary? (P. 50.) In asserting the latter a]-

ternative, Dr. Kellogg assumes the ground covered by our second

proposition. Me supports his position by, the following argu-

ments: (!) The silence of the New Testament touching any such

period. (2) The object of the gospel dispensation as stated in

Acts XV. 14, and Matthew xxiv. 14. (3) The declared immi-

nency of Christ's coming. (4) The foretold condition of the
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Church up to the period of the advent. (5) The scriptures

which expressly excludjB the expectation of a conversion of the

woiM prior to that event, e. //., 2 Thess. ii. 1-8. (6) The New

Testament teaching concerning the conversion of the Jews. (7)

Tho passages which teach that the Church's triumph is syn-

chronous with Christ's coming.

The Essay entitled "A Summary of the Argument in Defence

of Pie-Millenarianism," by the Rev. Dr. J. T. Duffield, of Prince-

ton, covers substantially the same ground. The argument as a

whole appears to be sound and unanswerable. There may be

excrescences, some points may not be well taken. These maybe

omitted, and yet leave the main position untouched. Thus far

the plain texts are on the side of the pre-millennialists.

This article, and especially all that follows, is written with an

overwhelming sense of the difficulty and importance of the subject.

If for the sake of brevity qualifying words are omitted, it is hoped

no one will construe the absence of these as indicative of arro-

gance or dogmatism. We are conscious of neither, and disclaim

both. . .._, . ': <i,

Drs. Kellogg and Duffield lay stress upon the alleged immi-

nency of the Second Advent and the repeated commands to watch

for it. The force of this argument is greatly overestimated, and

ma}^ be retorted against the pre-millennial theory. All agree

that before Christ comes certain events must occur. The gospel

must be preached among all nations for a witness. This was true

in Paul's day as in ours. This truth did not prevent the apostle

from watching for the Lord's return, nor does it prevent us.

Tho "day" which the Apostle Peter commands us to look for is

placed by Dr. J. H. Brookes, of St. Louis, at the close of the

Millenninm ("Maranatha," p. 528). This admission shows how

precarious are these commands to watch as grounds upon which

to deny a millennium before Christ comes.

Dr. Kcllofi;'2; also ar<!:ues from the alleged national conversion

of the Jews. The argument depends mainly upon the assumption

that Romans xi. 26 refers to our Lord's second coming. On exe-

getical grounds alone we infer that this celebrated passage refers
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to the first advent. It is a coming from or out of Zion (t/c Iluv):^

The second advent is emphatically a coming from heaven to or

for Zion. The apostle puts liimself at the stand-point of the pro-

phet, and for this reason uses the future tense. In verse 31 he con«

nects the salvation of the Jews with that of the Gentiles so as to

make the latter means, the former end. As the Gentiles have

obtained mercy through the unbelief of the Jews, so through the

mercy extended to the Gentiles, the Jews shall obtain mercy. All

this shows that Paul has regard to the incarnation and to the

conversion of the Jews by agencies then set in motion. So far

from sustaining Dr. Kellogg, this passage favors his opponents,

and is quoted by them to prove and to describe a millennium

prior to the advent. If the Scriptures clearly taught that there

was to be a conversion of the world to Christ before he comes

again, this passage would give force to the testimony. In the

absence of such teacliin": the meaninjx of "all Israel shall be

saved" remains an open (piestion. Dr. C. Hodge (Theology,

Vol. III., p. 807,) says, "Whether this means the Jews as a na-

tion, or the whole elect people of God including both Jews and

Gentiles, may be doubtful." Calvin taught that "all Israel"

means all the elect.

But even if this passage and others teach a national conver-

sion of the Jews and a national restoration to their own land, it

does not follow that the whole world will be converted before or

at that time. Palestine is now open to the Jews as it hits not

been since the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus. They are re-

turning to it in great numbers. Moreover, they no longer exe-

crate the Nazarene, even if they do not worship him. Who can

tell how soon Paul's prediction as the Spirit meant it to be un-

derstood may be realised, and yet the world remain as ungodly

as ever ?

Before presenting the arguments which sustain the second pro-

position, we must beg the reader to remember that the question

*The apostle's statement sustains this remark, thouo;h the passable in

Romans varies from the LXX. and the E. version of Isaiah. The He-

brew expression (Isa. lix. 20,) is a f^eneral one and may indicate almost

any sort of relation. (J. A. Alexander.) The Greek preposition plainly

reveals the apostle's construction of it. Cf. Ps. xiv. 7.
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is not one respecting the evangelisation of tlie ^vorld, but respect-

ing the conversion of the Avorhl and its suhjection to Christ as

Lord. In a true sense the United States is evangelised. It is

a Christian nation ; but it is very far from heing, as a nation, a

part of tlie kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Clirist. In

denying a millennium before Christ comes, we use the term as it

is described by the Rev. Dr. David Brown, of Glasgow, in his

very able book entitled, "Christ's Second Coming: Will it be

Prc-Millennial?" and in Scott's Commentary on Rev. xx. 4-6.*

Against the theory that there will be such a millennium, Dp.

Ktllogg's argume/its (1), (2), (4), (5), (7), noted above, arc sound

and conclusive. Pursuing a different arrangement, we note

Firnt, That the Scripture doctrine of Election forbids the ex-

pectation of a conversion of the whole world to Christ prior to his

return. 1'lie ^Vord informs us that God's purpose of mercy unto

salvation docs not regard the world at large at any period of its

histoiy before the second advent, but only a people chosen out

of it. To Abraham and his seed is the promise. Jesus says:

'•I pray not for the world, but for them which thou hast f^ivcn

me." "I am not come to send peace, but a sword." There is

no intimation of a change of purpose during the present dispen-

sation. The fulness of the Gentiles must indcc<l come in. hut the

Apostle James said at the Jerusalem Council tjiat ''God is visit-

ing the Gentiles" (not to convert them all, but) "to take out of

them a people for his name." Paul: "Christ gave himself for

us that he might deliver us from tliis present evil world." (Gal.

*Di-. Blown, thou<rh insistin*; that the Millennium will not he a state

of unmixed vi<ihtcousnc.ss, ffivcs as its lead! n<i; features: a universal diffu-

sion of revealed truth
;
universal reception of true reli;;ion and unlimited

suhjection to the sceptre of Christ; universal peace; much spiritual

power and ^dory
;

the ind)ringin,ii; of ''all Israel"
; the ascendancy of

truth and righteousness in human affairs; .i;reat temporal prosperity.

(Carter's Edition, 187'J, pp. 4i:4-439.) To the same effect is Edwards's
History of Redemption. (Period III., Part VIII.) Scott's lan'^ia-'c is

less iiuardcd. "Pure Christianity in doctrine, Avorship, and universal

holiness will be diff'uscd all over the earth"
; '"all idolatry, impiety etc.

with all other evils . . . will he restrained"; "godliness, ri^irhteousncss

peace, purity, and love will render the earth in some measure like heaven
itself."
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i. 4.) Passages like these might be multiplied almost without

limit.

Stress is laid on the great commission, "Go make disciples of

all nations, baptizing them," etc. These words do not affirm a

conversion of the world. They might be regarded as implvinfy

a universal outward reception and profession of the gospel, if the

implication were not excluded by other scriptures. The conver-

sion as recorded by Mark implies tliat there would not be a uni-

versal reception of the truth. The parables of the mustard sued

and leaven (if we reject the pre-millennial gloss) teach a univer-

sal diffusion of the gospel, and might imply' a universal saving

reception of it. The implication, so far as the present dis-

pensation is concerned, is prohibited by the parable of the tares

uttered apparently at the same time and for the express purpose,

among others, of forbidding the Church to expect a millennium

before the return of Christ, Until that event many are called,

but few are chosen.

Second. All the scriptures which describe the state of the

Church before the second advent forbid the expectation of a- con-

version of the world before that time. Is that state ever one of

peace? Is the Church ever to go hand and heart with the

world? Is the distinction between them ever to be obliterated?

Is there not to be between these two a perpetual separation in

character, condition, and destiny ? The Word utters no uncer-

tain sound in answer to these (juestions. The saints, during

the absence of their Lord, are ever to have tribulation ; they are

to be separate from the world and hated by it. They are ever

to move in a path divergent from that pursued by the world.

Dr. Brown {ut supra pp. 394 et seq.) endeavors to avoid the

force of these testimonies by noting the definition of "the world"

as given in 1 John ii. 16. The lust of the flesh, the lust of the

eyes, and the pride of life, will beset men during the millennium,

only they will well nigh universally rise superior to the assaults

of these adversaries. We have no right and no desire to deny

that a time may come when men on earth much more numerously

than now will rise superior to the assaults of sin. Concerning a

millennium which is "only this and nothing more" there need be
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no dispute. But such a millennium does not correspond with

Dr. Brown's descriptioij, nor will such a state realise the predio-

tions which he employs to -sustain his views. Isaiah ii. 2-4,

Psahn Ixxij. 7-11, may be cited as specimens of the passages

quoted by him and others in this connexion. That these scrip-

tures teach the universality of Christ's dominion on earth is not

denied. The question is, when will the predictions be fulfilled?

It is argued, for example, from the 72d Psulnn that, when the

kingdom of Christ is fully set up after the advent, there will be

no kings nor distant nations to bow to him. But surely this

argument presses the mere imagery of the picture too far. The

whole description is based on the glories of Solomon's reign.

The figures are taken from the circumstances attending that

happy perio<l in the history of the chosen people. To argue that

this prophecy must be fulfilled during the present dispensation

because it is said that kings shall bow to Christ, and that distant

nations shall serve him, is to proceed upon those literal princi-

ples of interpretation which Post-millennialists are the first to re-

pudiate. These and similar expressions arc employed to describe

the universality and completeness of Messiah's dominion. They

exclude the idea of anything short of a universal heart-reception

of Christ extending to every part of the earth, and to every one

of its inhabitaiits : a state of things not to be expected, according

to Post-millennialists themselves, until Christ comes.

The truth seems to he that Post-millennialists, as even more

glaringly Pre-millennialists, misinterpret these Old Testament

prophecies. The references to them by Christ and his apostles

show that they do not predict a millennial reign, but the final,

perfected, and glorious state of the redeemed Church. After his

resurrection Jesus told his disciples that all things which were

written in the law and in the prophets and in the Psalms con-

cerning himself must be fulfilled. ""Then opened he their under-

standing that they might understand the scriptures" (Luke xxiv.

27, 44, 45). There can be no doubt that these scriptures are in

large part the prophecies so often quoted in this millennial con-

troversy. Examination will shew that only a small proportion

treats of the humiliation of Christ. What then do these inspired

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 12.
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and accredited commentators tell us about them? "The times of

the restitution of all things" are the times, according to ihe

Apostle Peter, of which "God hath spoken by the mouth of all his

holy prophets since the world began" (Acts iii. 19-21). Here

is a distinct assertion that these grand Old Testament prophecies

refer not to any millennium before the second advent, nor to any

semi beatific state after it, but to the glories of the final and per-

fected state of the kingdom. To the same effect is 1 Pet. i. 3-13.*

The apostle affirms that the prophets testified concernin«' the

Bufferings of the Church respecting Christ and the glories tliat

sliOuhl be revealed at the day of bis appearing [ef. verses

8, 7, 11, I'i). I'o the same effect are manv expressions lvin<»on

the face of th ('PC prophecies—expressions pointing not to a tempo-

rary, but to an endless state. •'They shall learn war no more";

'*thou shalt weep no more"; "violence shall no more be heard in

thy land." How incompatible are all these intimations with a

state ending in a loosing of Satan and its terrific consequences!

It is not practicable in this article to give a full discussion of

Rev. XX. 1-10. Nor is it important to do so. This passage is

quoted on both sides in this controversy. Conflicting interpreta-

tions without number rise about it, giving perpetual testimony as

to its diflBculty and signal warning against all dogmatic assertions

concerning it. This much seems to be certain, viz.: if the Word

of God elsewhere clearly teaches that there is to be but one literal

resurrection of the bodies of men, then this passage must be con-

strued accordingly. There is nothing in it that necessarily and

categorically contradicts those other scriptures. On the other

hand, if the Word elsewhere clearly teaches that there is to be no

universal reign of Christ and his saints on earth before he comes

without sin unto salvation, then this passage must he harmonised

with this teaching. It does not assert in unmistakable terras that

the reign of the saints with Christ for a thousand years is to be

over the whole earth, or that it is to be brought about by present

gospel agencies. The right course, therefore, for us to pursue is

to ascertain, if possible, the miiid of the Spirit as it is indicated in

other and plainer scriptures, and then to interpret this passage

*The Greek of verse 1 J is, to. elg Xpcarbv naO^fmra kuI rag fiera ravra Jo^af'
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in hirmony with them. To us tho ar;;ura3nts against the literal

interpretation of this pa&snge are overwhehning. These are partly

exc'TOtical, but mainly are based upon what we understand the

Scriptures elsewhere to teach in the clearest and most emphatic

terms, as will appear, we hope, in the discussion of the third propo-

sition. At the same time it is equally clear to us that the figura-

tive (or mixed) interpretation of Post-millennialists is carried too

far Avlien they construe this passage as teaching a universal con-

version of the world and subjection to Christ. The considerations,

aorain, are partly exegctical, but mainly the plain testimony of

other parts of the Word. As to the binding of Satan, the Apostle

Peter tells us that the fallen angels have already been delivered

into chains of darkness to be reserved unto judgment. This

incarceration has not yet issued in a conversion of the world,

though at least eighteen hundred years have elapsed since it took

place; it is, therefore, by no means certain that the binding of

Satan for a thousand years, prophesied by John, will do so (cf.

Rev. xii. 9-11). As to the reign of the saints with Christ, it

does not necessarilv mean more than some sii^nal enlar^jcaient of

the Chuich through gospel agencies [cf. Rev. xii. 11), such as was

seen at the time of Constantino, at the Reformation, and such as

may yet be seen in the future in still larger measure, though the

world remain unconverted and wickedness prevail; even as was

the case when Athanasiua, and again when Luther, flourished.

On exegetical grounds it appears that this contested passage /«a^

only give a symbolical account of the impartation of new and

larger measures of spiritual life to the Church, and its conse-

quent enlargement through its own revived testimony and the

restraints imposed upon the <levil and his followers. It' other

scriptures fully sustain the second proposition of this article, then

this interpretation, or one similar to it, rami be the correct one.

In addition to the passages and groups of texts already referred

to, we add another class.

Third. All the Hcriptures which explain the method by which

the world is to he subdued to Christ forbid the expeetatioii of a

conversion of the ivorld before he comes. The earth is to be the

Lord's. The (juestion is, how is this result to be accomplished?
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The answer is so plain that he who runs may read. Not by the

conversion of all, but by the conversion of some and the destruc-

tion of the rest; this, too, down to the time of the advent. We
are told that the heathen are to be given to Christ for his inherit-

ance (Ps. ii. 8). This seems to mean that he was to save them •

but it is immediately added, ''Thou shalt break them with a rod

of iron," etc. Christ has already received this inheritance. All

power has been given him in heaven and earth (Mat. xxviii. 18).

He has received this power, not that he might give eternal life to

all flesh, but to those given him by the Father (John xvii. 2).

At the name of Jesus every knee shall boAv—all knees, living

and dead, in earth, heaven, and hell (Phil. ii. 9-11). When ? Paul

tells us at the judgment seat of Christ (Rom. xiv. 10, 11), Those

two passages refute the pre-niillennial gloss that the judgment

here spoken of is a judgment of believers only, and the post-mil-

lennial theory that every knee will bow to Christ before he sits

upon his judgment throne. Then every knee shall bow, but not

until then.

The analogy of all God's dealings thus far with the Church

and the world is strictly in accord with this view. In the days

of Noah the visible Church came into possession of the earth.

How ? By the destruction of her enemies. The Church was

saved and the world for the Church was saved by water (1 Pet.

iii. 20). Similarly as to the promised land—the type of the final

inheritance. The Church took possession, the wicked were cut

off. "The meek shall inherit the earth" ; "the tabernacle of God

shall be with men" ; all the glories portrayed by the old prophets

shall one day come to the kingdom of Christ. When and how?

*'When he ariseth to shake terribly the earth" (Is. ii. 19). In

the day of the Lord's coming "the heavens shall pass away with

a great noise" ; "the elements shall melt with fervent heat, the

earth also and the works that are therein shall be burned up."

"Nevertheless we look for a new heaven and a new earth wherein

dwelleth righteousness" (2 Pet. iii. 10, 13; see Prov. ii. 21, 22;

Ps. xxxvii). Then and by these means will the kingdom come

and God's will shall be done in earth as it is in heaven. To this

agree the final words of Isaiah's prophecy. All flesh in the new
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heavens and in the new earth shall come to worship before the

Lord. "And they shalj go forth and look upon the carcases of

the men that luive transgressed against me: for their worm shall

not die; neither shall their firo be quenched." Similarly the

closing scenes of the Apocalypse: "Blessed are they that wash

their robes* that they may have right to the tree of life and

may enter in through the gates of the city. For without are

dogs."

Much that has already been presented is in direct support of

the third proposition. If the Old Testament prophecies concern-

ing the future glory of the kingdom of Christ refer to the final

state of the redeemed then the main support of the pre-millennial

scheme, in so far as it involves ji reign of Christ on or over the

earth for only a thousand years, is swept away. Such a reign is

asserted by the Rev. Dr. C. K. Imbrie, of Jersey City, in an essay

entitled ''The Regeneration." By this term he means "a great

and blessed change in reference to this earth and the race upon

it." It comprehends "the glorious appearing of the great God

our Saviour to accomplish" it; "the resurrection by him of his

departed saints, and the rapture of his living saints to take part

in his dominion over the living nations; the overthrow and expul-

sion of all forms of evil from the earth; the binding of him who

is the prince of evil; the repentance and restoration of Israel in

honor and holiness to their own land ; the outpouring of the Spirit

on all flesh that shall be spared from God's signal judgments sent on

the earth ; the removal of all physical evils as well as moral; the

renewal of the earth to more than its original beauty as the blessed

home of the race; finally, at the close of the millennium period,

the resurrection, judgment, and condemnation of the wicked

dead; the casting of Satan into his own place of punishment;

the destruction, last of all, of death, and then the establishment

on the earth of the reedeemed forever" (p. 115).

This account of "The Regeneration" by Dr. Imbrie is pre-

niillennialism presented in its fairest form and most consistent

features. Much of it may be harmonised with the view of "The

Regeneration" which sees in it the final state of glory. Indeed,

^Revised Text, Rev. xxii. 14.

!:

,;; t
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there is scarcely more than an intimation in the essay that the

kingdom then fully sot up is not an everlasting kingdom, the

glory not an everlasting glory. The passages cited, the ar<Tu-

ments advanced, the descriptions given, for the most part go to

show that it is an endless age. *'The race on earth, then made

holy, will continue in perpetual generations" (p. 166). "The

curse shall be removed from the earth itself, and inanimate crea-

tion made to participate in the joys of the 'sons of God'" (p. 167).

''The overthrow and expulsion of all forms of evil from the earth"

(p. 115). "The renewal of the cirth to more than its original

beaut}" as the blessed home of the race" (ibid). '"Fr)m genera-

tion to generation they shall come up to Jerusalem to serve the

Lord.' 'For all the ends of the world shall worship God.' So

testify Isaiah and all the prophets" (p. 168).

These are specimens, and suggest at once that this view of the

Regeneration is intolerably inconsistent with itself The curse

is removed, but death remains! All evil overthrown and expelled

from the earth, except Satan, who "is not coinpletely ovcrtlirown

until its close" (p. 168). "They 'who knew not God and obeyed

not the gospel' and died in their sins must be cast out from God

forever. But the race, as a nee, is redeemed and sees at leni^th

all the nations of tho earth walkin^j with God." "The Ivc^renera-

tion will b*^ a blessed chan<]:;e affectin£j the whole earth and the

race living upon it. The long winter has indeed stripped off the

foliai]je and made it for a lon^j time look like wnste and barren.

But the ruvivinii sprinij is soon to come and brinjjj forth a 'sum-

mer' of glory, forever—Luke xxi. 30" (p. 167). Yet after a

thousand years, Satan is to bo let loose, and in the peisonal

presence of the glorified King will deceive those nations who are

valkin<r with God! Was ever a more inconsistent scheme advo-

iated bv Presbvterian doctors of divinity?

This view of the Regeneration is as truly, but not perhaps so

glaringly, inconsistent with the Scriptures. It involves "a plain

distinction between the nations livinix in the flesh durincj the Re-

generation, and the saints raised from the dead. The one class

reigns with Christ, the other does not." This distinction, Dr.

Imbric says, is drawn by the Scriptures. The passages cited are;
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Dun. vii. 13, 14, 18, 27; Gen. viii. 12-17, 7*; Joel iii. 20; Isa.

lix. 21, comp;n-ed with Luke xx. 34-30 (pp. 112, 113). The

rciulor is ui\i^e(l to examine these and otlier passages in order that

he may see upon what slender grounds this important distinction

is said to ho scriptural. The Old Testament passages sustain it

onlv when interpreted according to those extreme literal princi-

ples which we have seen could not he consistently applied. New
Tcstiimcnt passages are wholly wanting. There is not a hint

given by Christ personally nor hy any one of his apostles in

their E[)istles of any such distinction. If Matt. xix. 28 betaken

litiM-ally, we are still left without any evidence that any other

than the twelve tribes of Israel are to continue in their perpetual

generations. But does this passage teach that the Jews are to

continue forever on the earth perpetuating their race by physical

generation? Is there a hint in it that the twelve tribes are any-

thing but the elect of Israel over, whom in some sense the apos-

tles are to rule? Is there a hint that the apostles are above the

earth and the tribes on the earth; that the tribes are in the flesh,

and that the apostles are not?

Yet more conclusively it may be urged that the Scriptures

promise this exaltation to thrones to all who suffer with Christ

(2 Tim. ii. 12) ; to him, whoever he is, that overcomcth (Rev. ii. 26;

iii. 21). These passages teach, and others without number teach

or imply, that all Christ's people arc kings and priests unto God;

all arc to have crowns and are to sit on thrones; and that, while

there arc to be distinctions as to the measure of their reward,

there is to be none as to the kind of reward, and most emphati-

cally that there will be no such distinction as the pre-millcnnial

scheme supposes. Dr. Imbrie's account of the Regeneration is,

therefore, to be rejected. It is inconsistent with itself and with

the word of God.

The conversion of the Jews after the second advent is present-

ed by Pre-millennialists as a complete refutation of the third pro-

position advanced in this article. That there is to be such a conver-

sion is taught in the Essay on "The Gathering of Israel," by

Bishop W. R. Nicholson, of the Reformed Episcopal Church.

*This is a mistake, clerical or typo<i;raphical. It should be Gen, ix.

12-17.
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The argument may be thus stated: No one will be converted

during the final state of glory. But the Scriptures teach that

some Jews will be converted after the second advent. Therefore

the second advent will not immediately inaugurate the final state.

The question is as to the truth of the minor premiss. The

passages which Dr. Nicholson quotes from the Old Testament to

show that the bulk of this people are to be restored to their own

land, and converted, some when Christ comes, and some after

that event, can be regarded as teaching this only when inter-

preted upon extreme literal principles. It would require a vol-

ume to examine in detail all the passages referred to. But this

is not necessary. Let the reader examine Zech. 12tli, the 11th,

49ih, and 66th chapters of Isaiah, and endeavor to interpret

them consistently on these principles. He will have Jews com-

ing to Zion on the literal shoulders of Philistines; though in the

flesh, they shall not hunger nor thirst, yet kings and queens shall

nurse them; and in their humiliation before Israel, Gentiles shall

lick up the dust at their feet.

To prove the future restoration of Israel, Dr. Nicholson cites

from the New Testament Rom. ix. 4, 5; xi. 1 ; Luke xxi. 24;

Matt. xix. 28, and says, "Let these instances suffice;" ''otlidr

citations might he given, especially almost the whole of the great

prophetical Apocalypse" (pp. 227, 228). The unprejudiced read-

er of these texts will think our Essayist easily sufficed with proof

texts. Equally barren is the -whole essay of proof drawn from

the New Testament that any Jew is to be converted after Christ

comes. The only passage quoted is Rom. xi. 2(>, which we have

seen teaches the contrarv. Pre-Millennialism, therefore, so far

as it relies upon the supposed future return of the Jews, has no

adequate scripture warrant.

The Rev. II. M. Parsons, the pastor of the LaFnyette street

Presbyterian church, Buffalo, N. Y., has an Essti}^ entitled, "The

Present Age and Developinent of Antichrist." Antichrist he

regards not as an abstract principle of evil nor a myth. The

Papacy is a conspicuous representation of the spirit of Antichrist,

but there is to be "a more concrete future fulfilment, springing

out of present and patent channels of blasphemy and corruption,"
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which "will be seen in the literal temple yet to be built in Jeru-

salem" (p. 217). It js the person described as the Little Horn.

and as the King of Fierce Countenance by Daniel, and as the

Beast in the Apocalypse.

The only present concern we have with this essay is the use

made of its conclusions by Pre-millennialists. Antichrist, it is

argued, will be destroyed by Christ at his second coming. But

he must be destroyed before the millennium. Hence the second

advent must be pre-raillennial. Substitute the final state for the

millennium, and the argument is sound. Where is the passage

that proves that any one is to be converted after the destruction

of Antichrist? But of what need is there of a millennial age if

no one is to be converted in it? Daniel says that the Little Horn

is to be destroyed and then the everlasting kingdom is to be set

up. The King of Fierce Countenance shall come to an end in

the days of Michael the Great Prince: then "shall be delivered

every one that shall be found written in the book," i. e., all the

elect. All whose names are not written in the book of life shall

worship the Beast (Rev. xiii. 8). It. is clear that when Anti-

christ is destroyed in his "future concrete fulfilment" there will

be no further need of the preached gospel or of the means of grace.

Be this Antichrist what he will; be it destroyed by gospel agen-

cies or by the glorious appearing, the result is the same. His de-

struction will be followed immediately by the setting up of the

perfected and everlasting kingdom of Christ.

The scripture testimony concerning the resurrection is con-

fidently advanced in support of the pre-millennial theory arid in

refutation of the proposition now under discussion. This is done

in the essay by the Rev. A. J. Gordon, D. D., of Clarendon Street

Baptist church, Boston, Mass., entitled "The First Resurrection."

He thus states the two theories on this subject: "The first theory

is that of one resurrection, embracing as its subjects all who have

died from the beginning of the world to the hour of the sounding

of the last trumpet: and the second, that of two resurrections,

distinctly separated in time, and totally different, both in respect

to their subjects and their issues" (p. 78). Dr. Gordon asserts

this second theory. He examines particularly Rev. xx. 4-6.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 13.
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Then follows a discussion of 1 Cor. xv. 21-25, to show that the

words involve an assertion of an interval of time between the

resurrection of 'Hhera that are Christ's at his coming," and "the

end." This is succeeded by a presentation of the passages

alleged to teach an eclectic resurrection. The opposing force of

2 Tim. iv. 1 is sought to be avoided by an appeal to the revised

text, and of John v. 28, by rendering wpa, "era." Finally, Dr.

Gordon seeks to show how his view harmonises all the passages

of the New Testament which discourse of the resurrection—how

they are at once so fragmentary and yet so supplementary of each

other. The essay concludes with a long discussion of the practi-

cal bearings of the subject.

The reader is reierred to what has already been advanced

touching Rev. xx. 4-6. In addition it may be remarked, that

Dr. Gordon is not more successful in his attempts to fasten a

literal interpretation on this passagt3 than his predecessors. He

makes no allusion to the justly celebrated discussion of this text

by Dr. Brown. He selects for refutation the comment of Bishop

Wordsworth, who quotes Andrews, Leighton, and Lightfobt.

These are great names, but a candid examination of the two dis-

cussions will shew that Bishop Wordsworth's argument is neither

so able nor so exhaustive as Dr. Brown's. Thus Bishop Words-

worth advances the fact that John says: "I saw the souls of them

that were beheaded," etc., to prove a figurative resurrection.

This argument Dr. Brown wisely repudiates. In refuting this

argument Dr. Gordon is wasting his strength. The same remark

is true of other points. In his affirmative argument, Dr. Gordon

relies on very insufficient grounds to sustain his views. Thus,

he argues that since i(,v(^av "cannot according to scripture usage

be applied to man while dispossessed of the body," this passage

must teach a literal first resurrection. We reply, grant the usage,

and still the argument is not good, for the resurrection might be

figurative, and yet the men living in virtue of it might be living

in the flesh, so that i,du would be properly used to describe thein.

But Dr. Gordon does not correctly state the usage. It would be

unreasonable to expect to find many passages where this word is

used of men dispossessed of their bodies, since the references to
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.such men in an active or blessed state are exceedingly few. But

in 1 Thess. v. 10 there is a distinct affirmation that those who

sleep in Jesus are alive

—

ehe ypijyop^/iev, elre KaOeh^ufiev, a/ia avv avT(^

^^atjfiev. The fit^urative use of C"w, i. «., to describe spiritual life,

is common. Heb. xii. 9; 1 Pet. ii. 24, et similia.

It is not necessary to pursue this subject further. Enough has

been advanced to show how impossible it is to build a theory on

this vexed passage. Pre-raillennialism must stand or fall by

means of other scriptures.

Dr. Brown denies that Luke xx. 35; Phil. iii. 11, etc., imply

an eclectic resurrection; but a careful examination of all the

passages cited by him in proof of his denial will serve to show

that so far Dr. Gordon is right. See Winer's Grammar, p. 188.

Even in Rom. i. 4 the meaning is that Christ's claims are authen-

ticated not so much by his personal resurrection per se, as by

"the resurrection of the dead," of which he is the author, and

of which his own resurrection is the great exemplification. But

on the other hand. Dr. Gordon makes an unauthorised use of the

distinction. When speaking of the resurrection absolutely and

generically, the New Testament writers use one phrase; when

they speak of the resurrection of individuals they use the other.

The expression avdaramc veKpav is never used of the resurrection

of the wicked as distinguished from that of believers. This gen-

eral phrase is used throughout in 1 Cor. xv., although the resur-

rection of believers is prominently in the Apostle's mind, because

he is discussing the doctrine in thesi. The expression avdaTaaig ek

venpibv (Phil. iii. 11: k^avdaraaiv t^v Ik vsKpav,) describes the resurrec-

tion of individuals, and is used of believers to teach that their

resurrection differs in its ground, its accessories, and results from

that of the wicked. Paul is anxious to attain unto the resurec-

tion from among the dead, not because it is to be a thousand

years before the resurrection of unbelievers, but because it is to

be by Christ unto glory, and not unto shame and everlasting

contempt.

Even more inconclusive is the argument built upon the adverbs

of time in 1 Cor. xv. 23, 24. "Every man in his own order;

Christ the first fruits, afterward [sTreiTa) they that are Christ's at
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his coming. Then (eVa) cometh the end. The argument is:

Since ineiTa marks a period of at least eighteen hundred years, it

is natural to infer that elra indicates a long period between

Christ's coming and the end ! The only plausibility in this ar-

gument grows out of the fact that we happen to know that eigh-

teen hundred years have elapsed since the resurrection of Christ.

But the Corinthians did not and could not know that so loniT u

time would elapse between the resurrection of Christ and that of

his people. How, then, could Paul's original readers have made

this precious discovery touching the force of eZra? If there be

any such meaning in this word as Dr. Gordon and his pre-millen-

Hial brethren would have us believe, it is in some "esoteric sense

between the lines and beneath the letter." Paul did not see it;

his Corinthian converts did not see it. The reader, learned or

unlearned, unbiassed by a theory, sees in this passage only a

plain statement that when Christ comes the whole body of the

elect who are in their graves will be raised up. "For as in Adam
all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive." The second

"all" refers either to the totality of the race, or to the totality of

the elect-dead.* In either case the pre-millennial gloss is dis-

proved.

In John V. 28, 29, Dr. Gordon insists that "hour" means

"era." Certainly there is no need to claim that it means liter-

ally sixty minutes by the clock. Be it long, be it short, in dura-

tion, there is not a scintilla of proof that there is one resurrection

at the beginning and another at the close of the hour. If the

word mean "era" as in 1 John ii. 18, then Jesus asserts that

the resurrection of the just and the unjust will go on continuously

throughout this period—a quite different thing from the pre-inil-

lennial gloss. So of Dan. xii. 2. Dr. Gordon accepts Tregelles'

peculiar view of this text. Bishop Wordsworth on itsays: "The

dead who sleep in the earth in all countries of the globe, from

the time of Adam, will indeed be an immense multitude; but this

*The word elect is used in this article to describe the whole body of

those finally saved. Pre-millennialists ruake no provision for the resur-

tection of those converted after Christ comes. There must be none such,

or they must never die, though living in a state where "Death remains/'
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multitude, however great, will be awaked in a moment by the

Judge from their graves and summoned to his judgment seat, and

each will receive his final doom for everlasting bliss or woo."

(Commentary on Daniel.) The fact is, these two passages are

exactly parallel and contain a distinct aflBrmation, clear and un-

mistakable by unprejudiced readers, of a general resurrection both

of the good and of the bad in some general sense synchronous.

Dr. Gordon's view of the resurrection has, therefore, no adequate

Scripture foundation, and with it falls the entire pre-millennial

scheme. ; ,

The same is true of the pre-millennial view of the Judgment.

This is presented in an Essay by the Rev. Dr. J. T. Cooper, of

the United Presbyterian Seminary, Allegheny, Penn. After a

preliminary account of the use of the word, of the persons judged,

and so forth, he indicates the following order of judgments: (1)

Christ's secret coming for his saints; the resurrection of the be-

lieving dead, the transfiguration of living believers, their rapture,

judgment, and reward. (2) The gathering of Israel in part, the

second advent, the full return of the Jews, their judgment, ex-

tending providentially over the whole period of the rapture, and

the grand arrival of Christ with his saints. (3) The judgment

of the nations. (4) The millennial period. (5) The resurrec-

tion and judgment of the wicked dead at the end.

In opposition to this view of the Judgment, it is not necessary

to maintain that the judgment "day" will consist of the time con-

sumed by the earth in making one revolution on its axis ; nor

that there may not be several distinct stages in the procedure of

the final Judgment. The question is, Do the Scriptures teach

that there is to be one judgment of the just and another of the

unjust, separated by a millennial period during which men are to

be converted and saved? There is no space here, nor need, for

an extended examination of passages. Let the reader note care-

fully Matt. X. 32, 33; cf. Markviii. 38; Matt. xvi. 24-27;

John v. 28, 29 ; Acts xvii. 31 ; Ronwins ii. 5-16 ; 2 Cor. v. 9-11

;

2 Peter iii. 7-12; and find an answer for himself to the above

question. These passages teach the catholic doctrine of one

grand general judgment of all people, the living and the dead.
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We are not disposed to emphasise any passage in the Revelation;

but if Rev. xi. 15-18, xx. 11-15, do not describe a general, a

universal, and a final judgment, it would be hard to frame lan^

guage that does. .'

We have now, very cursorily, inded, but we think fairly, passed

in review all the Essays of this volume which impugn the positiori

covered by the third proposition of this article. The result is

that the scripture teaching concerning '*The Regeneration," the

conversion of the Jew^s, the destruction of Antichrist, the Resur-

rection, and the Judgment, does not overthrow, it supports that

proposition. On the contrary, the Scriptures afford no adequate

'support to the pre-millennial view of these subjects. With these

peculiar views falls the entire pre-millennial scheme, in so far as

it postulates a millennial reign of Christ after his second advent,

other than his final and everlasting reign of glory.

It remains only to state the two lines of argument which are

relied on to sustain affirmatively the doctrine of the third

proposition.
,

First. The plain unequivocal statements of the Gospels, Acts,

and Epistles, teach in the clearest manner that the entire body of

the elect will be complete at Christ's coming; that the object of

the Word and sealing ordinances, as regards both saints and sin-

ners, wMll then have been accomplished; hence that the latter,

together with the intercession of Christ and the work of the Spirit

for saving purposes, will cease. The work of grace is done; the

full enjoyment of glory begins. Here the plain texts are all

against the Pre-millennialists.

The only possible way to break the force of this argument, so

fully elaborated by Dr. Brown {ut supra) is to deny that the Bride

of Christ is composed of all those given to him from the foundation

of the world. For this denial there is no good scripture warrant.

There is not in the New Testament a single plain assertion to the

effect that any one will be converted after Christ comes.

Second. The positive assertions of the Word that at Christ's

coming all will be raised up, judged, and rewarded according to

their works with their everlasting destiny. See 2 Thess. i. 6-10.

If those who know not God, who obey not the gospel, are at Christ's
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coming to be punished—as Paul says they are to be punished—

with everlasting destruction^ then nobody will be converted, either

Jew or Gentile, after the second advent. Equally clear is the

testimony of Peter in his second Epistle. At Christ's coming

the heavens and the earth as they now are will dissolve and dis-

appear; out of the essential elements a ncAV heavens and a new

earth will be formed wherein dwelleth righteousness. For this

all the elect look and wait. '
.

In a word, the New Testament teaches that when the decree

of election shall have been executed; when those chosen in Christ,

and given to him before the foundation of the world, shall have,

been effectually called, then come the advent, the resurrection, the

judgment, the renovation of the earth, and the final glory—all

of which in a general sense are synchronous, though they doubt-

less will occur successively and perchance in the order named.-

To this teaching agree the Old Testament prophecies as they

appear on their face, and as they are expounded by the apostles.

There is a sense in which Christ's peculiar reign over his

people will not be everlasting. At least this seems to be hinted

in 1 Cor. xv. 24-28. Be this as it may, the kingdom and state

will be perpetual. Even if, in some sense, the delivery of the

kingdom to God the Father by Christ closes his mediatorial work,

yet the work itself with all its glorious results -will remain for-

ever. The only point to be noted here is that "the end" which-

this "delivery" brings about, follows immediately upon the salva-

tion of all the elect and the destruction of the last enemy, events

which synchronise with the second advent. , ,

The reader acquainted only to a limited extent with the his-

tory of this millennial controversy will notice at once that the

theses maintained in this article are not new, however new the

second of them may appear to the bulk of the Church of the pres-;

ent day, which has accepted almost without question the Whitbyan

theory of a millennium of some sort before Christ comes. In the

volume before us there is a long and learned essay on the history

of the pre-millennial doctrine, by the Rev. Dr. N. West of Cinj

cinnati, who acts as editor for his brethren. He begins with a

description of "Christian Chiliasm," to which many Pre-millen-
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iiialists would urge serious objections, especially the clause about

the "beggarly elements of Judaisiu." Post-rnillennialists will

not object to it, except that it is Chiliasm. Dr. West claims a

consensus of the apostolical fathers and the apologists of the Ante-

Nicene age for the millennial doctrine as he states it. Church

historians differ on this point: mainly because of the difference

in their views as to what the doctrine is. Gieseler, for example,

sustains Dr. West. Hagenbach asserts that neither Clement of

Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, Tatian, Athenagoras, nor Theophilus

of Antioch, teaches the doctrine (Vol. I., p. 215). If one may

judge by the extracts given in this volume, Barnabas taught a

quite different Chiliasm from that advocated at the Prophetic

Conference, and the language of Polycarp and Clement might be

adopted now by Post-millennialists. The testimony of Irenaeus

*s to the history of the doctrine up to his own time is involved in

doubt on account of an uncertain text.

At its best estate the historical argument has no special

value in this controversy. At one time the doctrine as stated by

Dr. West was prevalent. So be it. So also was Arianism; so

also was the doctrine when it contained "the beggarly elements

of Judaism," which Dr. West repudiates. Chiliasm in some form

or other has been the doctrine of many good and able men in

many of the ages of the Church. It has never been the doctrine

of the Church.

It is more important to show that Dr. West's attempt to foist

pre-millennialism into the Westminster standards is ingenious

rather than conclusive.. He says it is not a corollary imposed on

these standards ; it is "implicate in the very warp and woof of the

symbol itself, an immediate conclusion without a middle term,

the rejection of which is an open abandonment of the Reformed

ground, and an open assault upon the Westminster Confession"

(p. 373). This is strong language. The argument to support it

runs thus: The judgment of the Beast is pre-millennial. The

Beast is the same as Antichrist. Hence the judgment of Anti-

christ is pre-millennial. But his judgment is by the personal

Parousia of Christ. Therefore this Parousia is pre-millennial.

Every Reformed symbol that makes the Pope Antichrist and the
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parousia of 2 These, ii. 8 literal, teaches by good and necessary'

consequence that the second advent is pre-millennial. But the

Westminster Confession so teaches. Therefore it teaches pre-

millennialism (pp. 375, 376).

The fallacy in this "adamantine chain" is twofold. First, as

to the last premiss : the Westminster Confession does not teach

that the Parousia of 2 Thess. ii. 8 is the second advent. It quotes

2 Thess. ii 4 to show that the Pope is Antichrist; but when it

speaks of Christ's coming to judgment it refers to 2 Thess. i. 7, 8.

The avoidance of the «g6'owc? chapter of second Thessalonians in

Chapters XXX[I., XXXIII. , is marked, and apparently was de-

signed to forestall the argument which Dr. West has so inge-

niously elaborated. Second, as to the first and succeeding pre-

mises: the Standards are not committed to the view that the

judgment of Antichrist is pre-millennial, for they teach nothing

whatever concerning a millennium either before or after Christ

comes. If pre-millennialiam be in this symbol, it is there *'in

some esoteric sense between the lines and beneath the letter."-

Dr. West's corollary is "imposed upon," it is -not "implicate in

the warp and woof of the symbol itself"* . ; :
^ > • \-f

*

Dr. West is much nearer right when he asserts that the doc-

trine of a millennium before Christ comes has not the consensus

of the Fathers. There seems to be but little doubt that the theory

now so prevalent in the British and American Churches is com-

paratively modern. Whitby gave it his sanction. Scott's Com-

mentary and Edwards's History of Redemption gave it currency.

It seems to be clear that the wisest of the Reformers repudiated

both the pre-millennial and the modern post-millennial theories.

Calvin regarded the former as a chimera and did not hold the

latter, which Luther asserts to be a falsehood forged by Satan

that he might darken sound doctrine. The Westminster Con-

fession is committed to neither view, and certainly by implication

rejects pre-millennialism. So far as the history of opinion may
be gathered from the creeds, the theses maintained in this article

*It is needless to jr'ive extended proof of this. Note besides Chapters

XXXII. and XXXII., Larger Catechism, Questions 87-90. with proof

texts on all.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 14.
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have been held by the Church from the beginning. The catholic

doctrine is that all the elect are to be effectually called. Then

Christ will come, and with his coming will come the general

resurrection, the general judgment, and the final glory. The

creeds know nothing of a millennium before or after the second

advent.

In the last place, attention must briefly be called to the essays

and addresses of this volume which discuss the relation of pre-

millennialism to Christian doctrine and practical life. One of

these is by the Rev. J. H. Brookes, D. D., pastor of the Walnut

Street Presbyterian church of St. Louis. There is much in it

that calls for criticism. Dr. Brookes writes as if no one but a

pre-millennialist had any real faith in the second advent, or was

influenced in his Christian life by the expectation of it. It is

easy to insinuate charges of this sort, and very difficult to prove

them. Dr. Craven, pastor of the third Presbyterian Church of

Newark, N. J., exhibits a different and a better temper. In his'

address at the Conference he said, "I charge not those who dis-

agree with me with being the slothful servants who say our Lord

delayeth his coming. That would be slander" (p. 469).

In the first part of his essay, Dr. Brookes (juotes, under one

hundred specifications, a large number of texts to show that the

second advent of our Lord forms in the New Testament the basis

of every argument, appeal, exhortation, and warning addressed to

Christians. Some of these texts are apt, and some are not.

Enough are pertinent to justify the assertion that the doctrine of

our Lord's return "runs like a ajolden cord through the entire

New Testament, from beginning to end, touching every doctrine,

binding every duty, arousing, consoling, directing, guarding,

inspiring the believer at every step of his pilgrimage" (p. 293).

Dr. Brookes claims that pre-millennialism "illustrates and

manifests the unity of the Church with a distinctness to which

the post-millennial theory can lay no claim" (p. 296); that it

"alone vindicates the divine honor and sovereignty" (p. 297).

He styles the opposing view as the "post-millennial heresy"

which "disparages the gospel and the work of the Spirit by

forcing the conclusion that they are unable to reach the end they

a
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were ordained to attain" (p. 298). In making these assertions

Dr. Brookes displays tlefective infoirmution and faulty logic.

Pre-millennialisra postulates an intolerable distinction between

those who are converted before, and those converted after Christ

comes. Dr. Brookes says the Church on enrth consists "not sim-

ply of the number in any one generation who have been linked

by the Holy Ghost to the risen Christ, but of the entire number

of believers between the ascension and return of our Lord"

(p. 296). The "Church on earth" is a phrase of doubtful mean-

ing. The definition which Dr. Brookes by implication assigns

to Post-millenniijlists is not adopted by them to define either the

visible or the invisible Church. In neither aspect of it is the

Church composed "simply of the number in any one generation

who have been linked by the Holy Ghost to the risen Christ."

Dr. Brookes's definition manifestly regards the true invisible

Church. It cuts off all who believed before Christ came, and all

who will believe after he comes (of which latter class there will

be some according to Pre-millennialists). The catholic doctrine is

that this true invisible Church "consistsof the whole number of

the elect, that hav6 been, are, or shall be gathered into one, under

Christ, the head thereof" (Confession of Faith, XXV., 1). This:

definition manifests the unity of the Church with distinctness;

Dr. Brookes's definition destroys it. '

It it be God's purpose to convert the world by gospel agencies,;

it will be done, notwithstanding the fiict that "the churches

planted by apostolic hands and watered with the blood of martyrs"

have long since perished. The question is concerning the con-

tents of God's purpose. x\ll who accept the Augustinian theolo-

gy and eschatology believe that God's purpose will be accom-

plished, and his honor and sovereignty vindicated. Dr. Brookes's

claim for his theory on this subject is simply arrogant.

There is some reason for his claim that pre-'millennialism has

a special relation to the curse and its removal. But let it once

be granted that the redeemed and renovated earth is to be the

home of the glorified Church after the final judgment, and all

ground for the claim is removed.

It is to, be admitted, with Dr. Brookes, that the notion now so

li^^jii
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prevalent that the world is growing better, that its spirit is becom-

ing more like the spirit of Christ, has had an unhappy effect on the

Church. But it is not true, as Dr. Brookes intimates, that Post-

millennialists banish the sovereignty of God in the bestowal of

grace from their theology, and throw men upon their own resources

for salvation ; that they obscure the doctrines ofjustification, sanc-

tification, and inspiration. Undoubtedly there is a large and an

increasing number of men calling themselves Christians who are

heterodox on these subjects. They believe that the world is

growing better under the continued influences of religion and

civilisation. But their heterodoxy is not due to their post-millen-

nialism ; rather the reverse.

There is also a number of writers, many of whom are Pre-

millennialists, who hold some peculiar views touching justifi-

cation and sanctification. If we may judge from this essay,

Dr. Brookes is one of them. If he means that pre-millennialism

has a special relation to the theory which admits no distinction

between justification and sanctification in the sense of a cleans-

ing process, implying a gradual ascendency of the new man"

over the old, we have no zeal to question the accuracy of his

statement.

Dr. Rufus W. Clark of the Reformed Church, Albany, New-

York, has an essay on "The Hope of Christ's coming as a motive

to holy living and active labor," which contains a full and pleas-

ing restatement of the first part of Dr. Brookes's essay.

The volume closes with three brief addresses and the critical

appendix, which do not call for special mention.

It is evident that the views presented in this article are not

liable to the strictures so vehemently laid by Pre-millennialists

on the directly opposing theory. They have, indeed, to bear

the charge of making little or nothing of a millennium of any

sort. As the Word of God has little or nothing to say of a

millennium, this does not appear to be a very serious charge.

It may be urged that these views involve a great limitation

(apparently) to the number of the elect, as compared with the

number of the non-elect. In reply, it can only be said, that this

is a matter about which men know little, and certainly should
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not dogmatise. We are assured that Christ shall see his seed

and shall be satisfied. This assurance should satisfy us.

The attentive reader will not fail to notice that it is the doc-

trine of election which brings order out of this millennial chaos,

and holds men down to sober views concerning the second advent.

It refutes at once the expectation of a conversion of the world

before Christ comes, as well as the fantastic conception of a mil-

lennial kingdom after his advent, partly on earth and partly above

the earth
;
partly good and partly bad, with intolerable distinc-

tions between Jew and Gentile subjects, between believers con-

verted before and those converted after Christ comes. It enables

us to see how, according to the Scriptures, the second advent is to

the Church in every age an event ever impending, yet always

uncertain; for no one knows or can know when the whole num-

ber of the elect shall be effectually called. To say that it is

literally very near, or literally very far off, is alike presumptuous.

It effectually confutes the eager, feverish expectations of Pre-

millennialists, some of whom seem to regard the fact that they

expect, with some degree of confidence, the arrival of Christ be-

fore to-morrow morning as the most satisfactory evidence that

they are in a state of grace, as well as the doubts and sometimes

the scofTs of those who say. Where is the promise of his coming?

To those who may think that too much importance is assigned

to this too often derided doctrine of election, it is remarked, that

no emphasis is here Inid on the grounds upon which the decree

of election proceeds, which is the real battle field in the election

controversy; but only upon the fact that there is such a decree.

This fact accounts for the fixedness of the day of Christ's return—
a day known only to the keeper of the Book of Life. If the

number of the finally saved be uncertain and contingent on the

mere will of sinners, then there would seem to be no reasonable

limit to the extension of the gospel dispensation. Should Christ

come to-night or a million of years hence, he might in either case

cut off some who, had he delayed his coming, would perhaps

have been saved. His delay is caused only by the fact that God
is not willing that any who have been given to him should perish.

Be, therefore, the grounds of election what they may, the fact

ill
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that there is an election, fixing definitely in the knowledge of God

the whole number to be finally saved, is the only point pressed.

Finally, it is important to notice that this view of the second

advent agrees with those scriptures which make this event the

great and blessed hope of the Church. Before Christ comes no

believer will receive his full reward (I Pet. v. 4, et siinili'i). Those

who die before he comes are absent from the body and present

with the Lord. This state, compared with the tribulations of the

earthly conflict, is one of peace and rest, but according to the

Scriptures far inferior to the blessedness of the perfected king-

dom. As to their entrance upon this final state of glory, all be-

lievers from Abel to tlie last child of God brought to repentance

and faith stand upon a corairion platform. The first is not made

perfect without the last. (Compare Heb. xi. 39, 40, with 1

Thess. iv. 15-18.) Hence the pertinency of those passages writ-

ten for the benefit of the whole Church, which are designed in

every age to incite God's people to work, to pray, and long for,

and so to hasten the day of Christ's return. Not dying and go-

ing to heaven is the blessed liope of the Church, but the glory

that shall be revealed when Christ comes (Titus ii. 13).

The modern Church has substituted another and a subordinate

hope for this blessed and glorious one. For the individual, it is

dying and going to heaven ; for the Church at large, it is the con-

version of the world. The eiFect has not been a healthy one. It

is said, the doctrine that the world is not to be converted by mis-

sionary eff'ort will greatly lessen, if it do not paralyse, the Church's

zeal. The answer is, first, if it be God's tl'uth, then this doc-

trine must sanctify and not paralyse. Second. Those who have

believed it, viz., the early Church, the Reformers, modern Vra-

millennialists (notably the Moravians), have not been deficient in

missionary spirit. Third. The other theory prevails in England

and America, and has prevailed for more than one hundred years.

Confessedly during this period, as compared with the preceding

century, there has been a great advance in missionary enterprise.

This advance can be traced to causes other than the prevalence

of the Whitbyan Theory. But what now is the actual state of

the case? It is this: in spite of all appeals from ministers and in-
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junctions from church courts and councils, not one-half of Christ's

professed people give a (lime to Foreign Missions, while multi-

tudes openly declare they have no zeal for this cause. Instead

of anything like a conversion of the world, we have Romanism

extending its deadly heresies in the best parts of Christendom

;

we have infidelity, ritualism, and formalism in the churches; we

have God's ministers and people giving countenance to a godless,

Ohristless humanitarianism, with Sabbath breaking, covetous-

ness, and intemperance abounding in and out of the Church; we

have God's people begging money of God's enemies to do God's

work ; we have in many places the crowning infamy—the Church

using the nefarious practices of the gambler to raise funds to con-

vert the world! Surely, on grounds of expediency alone, it may
be worth while to return to the faith of the apostolic Church on

this subject; to reinstate as the object to be looked and longed

for, the glorious return of our Lord, as the only as well as the

blessed Hope of a tempest-tossed Church.

If believers would look to the coming of Christ as the time of

their full reward; if they would remember that then and only

then will the graves which contain their dead open and open out-

ward to give back their beloved friends to their embrace; that

only then will they be permitted to sing the triumphal song over

death (I Cor. xv. 54); that only then will they be permitted to

sit on thrones crowned as kings; if they would remember that all

this glory waits for the evangdisafion of the world, it would seem

reasonable to suppose that they would set themselves in earnest

to accomplish this work, which is comparatively easy to be done.

With the blessing of God the Church, may hope soon to preach

the gospel among all nations for a witness. The conversion of

the world is a Avork of quite different character. God could, in-

deed, accomplish it as soon as the other. Has he promised to do

this? His providential dealings seem to endorse the view here

taken of the teaching of his word. There can be no doubt as to

the duty of the Church to preach the gospel to all nations. Let

the Church once be possessed of the idea that when she has done

this, she has fulfilled the condition required of her for the com-

ing of Christ and the consequent glory, and we may hope to see
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the zeal of the early Church revived. What does it matter if we
suffer trial? Our present sufferings are not to be compared with

the glory which shall be revealed in us at the coming of the Lord.

What does it matter if millions of treasure be soon spent and

thousands of precious lives surrendered in heralding the gospel?

The coming of the glorious day will be hastened. Those who

long for the time when, not the mixed glories of a millennium,

but when the transcendant blessedness of the eternal reign of

Christ shall be realised, will surely give and work and pray for

the fulfilment of the only antecedent conditions, viz.: on the

Church's part the evangelisation of the nations; and on God's

part the gathering of the elect out of every kindred and tongue,

of which the preaching of the gospel is the divinely appointed

means. E. C. Gordon.

ARTICLE V.

CLASSICAL REVISION OF THE GREEK NEW TES-

TAMENT.

Classical Revision of the Greek New Testament., Tested and
Applied on Uniform Principles^ with Suggested Alterations of

^ the English Version. By W. Millar Nicolson, M. A.,

D. Sc. (Edin.), once Fellow and Tutor, and lately Classical

Examiner in the University of Edinburgh. TiavTa (hKifia'^en;'

TO naAbv KarixeTe. 1 Thess. v. 2L Williams & Nortgate,

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London; and 20 South

Frederick Street, Edinburgh. 1878. XL, pp. 148, slender

duodecimo.

It is not to be doubted that the translation of the original

Scriptures by William Tindale into the vernacular English, noble

as it was, admitted of improvement, and in point of fact was on

the whole greatly improved by subsequent revision. ^J'his irn-

pfovenoent reached its maximum in what is known as the Author-

ised Version of King James, and which remains, altogether asid6

from its virtues as a translation, the glory and crown of English
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literature. As a mere version it is, like every other human pro-

duct, in some respects defective; jet as combining the seemingly

opposite excellences of a version and of a vernacular classic, it is

unrivalled and unapproached in any tongue. As a mere version,

however, its peculiar merits and felicities have been recognised by

scholars of different ages and various nationalities. Even its appar-

ent mistakes are apt to be due to a change in the language, or else to

the superior erudition or subtle suggestiveness of the venerable

scholars who are responsible for the work. No one in his senses

would blame these learned men for saying that David (1 Sam. xvii.

22) left his "carriage" in the hands of his armor-bearer; or that

Paul shook (Asts xxviii. 5) off the venomous '*beast" into the fire at

Melita. It is not known to so large a class of readers, perhaps,

that "good man of the house," in Luke xii. 39, is merely old

En<rlish for "householder." A much smaller number are ac-

quaiiited with the fact that kyvuv ri Troi^ffu in Luke xvi. 4, which

evidently conveys the idea, "Eureka! I have hit upon it. I see

now what I ought to do," is correctly rendered in the idiom of

the day by the words, "I am resolved what to do"; a form of ex-

pression which might appear to mean, "I have made up ray mind,'*

but in reality means "my doubts are resolved," and is so used

repeatedly by the contemporaries of Shakespeare. We have

often known the A. V. to be taken sharply to task for trans-

lating the phrase ju?) yhmTo, which occurs so often in Paul's

writings, "God forbid." And yet a glance at the Septuagint and

Hebrew, by the light of Gesenius's Lexicon, would go far to show

that there are two sides to that question. We repeatedly find

ourselves coming back to King James, after weary excursions in

other quarters, for that rendering of a hard word or knotty sen-

tence which after much discussion and long dubiety wins our

approval as the best solution of the difficulty. A notable instance

in point is that of Philip, i. 7, from the word "because"; where

the connexion of the clauses is the one advocated by Erasmus,

Calvin, Alford, and Bishop Lightfoot, in preference to that favored

by the Greek Commentators and Meyer, and where the word

"inasmuch" happily determines the relation of the principle.

After all, however, it must be conceded that even if not
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"faulty" (p. 3) to the degree some imngine, the version, consid-

ered as a mere version of the Greek, may be amended and ou^^ht

to be amended. It does not follow that it would be worth while

to substitute such an amended version for the one already in the

hands of the people. The differences are for the most part so

minute that they would in many cases pass unnoticed, if attention

was not specially called to them. Professor Nicolson's work is

marked by sound scholarship and the manifest results of patient

industry. The author is no novice (as his title shows), thou;:;h,

as we chance to know, a comparatively young man. He is a

valued pastor of the Free Church, and has travelled and resided

in Italy, Greece, and Palestine. Everything betrays the prac-

tised "Grecian" and the man of reverential i)iety.

This book is the result of twelve years of strictly independent

study. All merely theological prepossessions have been held in

abeyance. During the progress of the research the author delib-

erately refused to avail himself of the side-lights furnished by tlie

other revisers and the critical commentators; though afterwards,

and before going to the press, lie sometimes consulted their vol-

umes. With the larrre bodv of eminent men who are now enn-nijed

in the effort to better the work of the translators appointed by

King James, Dr. Nicolson has no conne.xion whatever, and is

in entire i<»;norance as to their results. He was for some time a

pupil of Dr. Leonard Sclnnitz, the erudite rector of the High

School of Edinburgh, and early imbibed from that eminent man

a taste for exact philological studies. We have accidentally learned

that Dr. Nicolson is a fast friend too of that great Greek scholar,

Dr. Veitch, and that this marvel of accuracy read the proofs

of this volume. Somewhat more than twelve years ago, on re-

turning from a year's tour (and sojourn) in the classic and sacred

territories, and after paying close attention to tlic spoken Romaic

and Arabic, as well as the Italian, such questions as these sug-

gested themselves : "How far were the writers of the New Testa-

ment influenced by the rules of classic syntax ? Would it be

possible to apply the rules of the Greek prose which Thucydidcs,

or Xenophon, or Plato wrote, to writings of the first century of

the Christian era? How far can signs of decay and deterioration
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be traced in their style and vocabulary? What Tight does the

modern Greek dialect, as .spoken at Athens, throw on any pecu-

liarities of diction in the Greek Testament? Would it be possible,

and if so, advantageous, to search out and classify the departures

on the part of the several translators from the exact and literal

translation of moods and tenses, etc. ; and, at the same time, to

discover and collect instances in which they have accurately ren-

dered those same forms of expression, so that the latter might

serve as foundations on which to base the corrections of the

former?"

The work now under examination embodies the fruits of these

twelve years of microscopic study. The upshot (as might have

been augured) is the same announced by the highest scholarship

of our time as the upshot of still more profound and extensive

labors, viz., that the difference between the Old Greek and the

New Testament from the Hellenistic idiom (or dialect) is consid-

erable, but yet surprisingly less than "dull fools suppose." This

is especially true in the use of the moods and tenses, and also of

the cases, and the prepositions, and other particles, though there

is a marked absence of forms of speech which are familiar in the

older usage. Mr. Nicolson, it will be seen, is much more of a

purist than a Hebraist; albeit in strictness he is neither, and

occupies a position not far removed from the middle ground taken

by Ernesti and so tenaciously held by Winer. In the admirable

''Grammatik" of Alexander Buttmann there is a discernible

tendency towards a Hebraistic reaction, though it is controlled

within the limits of good sense and sound learning. We do not

remember having noticed in the pages of Mr. Nicolson any refer-

ences or alhisions to Buttmann or to Winer, or even to T. S.

Green; although the Grammars of Clyde, Schmitz, Donaldson,

Curtius, and Madvig, were thoroughly consulted on certain points.

The following remarks, however, show a competence to deal with

the so-called deterioration in New Testament Greek:

"It is not really inconsistent with my main contention to admit that

there are signs of deterioration in New Testament Greek. But these have

hecn unduly exaggerated in number and importance. The web of the

language Uvsed is fiiir, though a stray thread here and there may be out

of harmony. With a collection before me of aberrations from the pure
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classical standard, which I have vic;orously 8oqo;ht out and classified, I

reiterate the position laid down at the outset, that the Greek of the New
Testament.is in the main of a high order, and conforms for the most part

to the rules of classical Greek. , . Were any one to trust to diction-

aries merely, or glossaries of foreign words, and lists of aberrations from

the Saxon standard, he might maintain that the ordinary English of to-

day is mainly and almost exclusively foreign. The Saxon element would

be regarded as swamped by the immensely greater number of words of

foreign extraction. . . . In a similar way I would seek to guard against

a corresponding fVillacy in respect of the Greek of the New Testament.

No doubt it must be conceded that it is not throughout up to the mark of

the Greek of the golden a<?e of Greek literature. But much less is it to

be summarily treated as merely on a level with late Hellenistic, or with

the modern Greek or Romaic. Further, it is superior to the Greek of the

Septuagint. In this, as in every other such case, it is unfair to take

advantage of sundry blemishes, and parade them as though they were

characteristic of the whole

—

'Velut si

Egregio inspersos reprehendas corpore naevos.'
"

If we take Attic Greek as our standard of excellence, these

words need little qualification. Viewed, however, not only as

the vehicle of divine thouglit—and divine thought in its amplest

and clearest expression—but also simply as a literary vehicle that

has become itself ennobled by the very thought which it was

fashioned to express, the Greek of the New Testament may be

justly regarded as superior to that of Thucydides or Plato.

This book is rich in tabular views of the conditional forms,

the prepositions, etc. The form ehv witli the subjunctive is for

some reason omitted, and el with the optative is taken too

much au serieux. The meaning of eIq is altogether too much

restricted.

After his Introduction, the author reviews the deflections of

the A. V. from literal accuracy in the matter of the tenses. In-

stances are adduced where the Greek Present is raisrendered by

the English Perfect: where the Greek Present is wrongly ren-

dered, as an Aorist ; where the Greek Perfect is correctly rendered

in King James; where the Greek Perfect is confounded with the

Present; where the Greek Perfect is confounded with the Aorist;

where the Greek Aorist is rendered by the Perfect, the Pluper-

fect, etc.; where the Greek Aorist is correctly rendered; where

y
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the Greek Aorist is rendered by the Perfect; and by the Present.

An interesting chapter is devoted to the Imperfect Tense, and a

brief one to Hypothetical Sentences. The Imperative Mood

comes in for a due share of attention. The Jimbiguity of the ver-

sion in rehition to the Genders of Adjectives, etc., is considered. A
cliiipter is given to the cases of Nouns, and anotlier to the Defi-

nite Article; and instances are cited where the article is wrongly

omitted in the A. V., and otliers where the article is wrongly

inserted. Paronomasia is finely treated under the head of "Play

upon Words." The Greek Prepositions are severely and some-

what stringently analysed. They are conveniently classified and

tabulated by the author under five heads. Careful notice is taken,

too, of the use of Pronominal Adjectives and Adverbs; and of

Conjunctions and Particles. Regard is paid to the alleged mis-

rendering of Attributes and Predicates, and to alleged mis-

takes or failures in the way of Apposition. The signs of dete-

rioration in the New Testament Greek are here taken up and

dealt with in ihe manner already pointed out. Particular instances

of deterioration are discovered in the Tenses and forms of Verbs;

in Accentual Pronunciation; in approximations to modern Greek;

in Latin words; and in Hebraisms. Donaldson's distinctions

between Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Predicates, are clearly

expounded, and there are some curious observations on the sub-

ject of Itacism. The Appendix is made up of seven valuable

Excursuses; and there is an Index at the end of the book of the

passages referred to during the course of the investigation^ Ex-

cursus A is a very learned and ingenious, rather than convincing

intei'pretation of 1 Cor. xv. 29—"Baptism for the dead." Excur-

sus B is an able exposition "of some passages in which the Rela-

tions of Death to the Christian are described, but whose meaning

is obscured by inaccuracies of translation." The result is the

vicarious theory contended for by llaldane and Shedd, on the

sixth of Romans. Excursus C is a short and interesting disqui-

sition on the Superscriptions on the Cross. The view is that

they were written by a Greek, a Roman, and a Jew; and that it

is the Jewish form which reads, "Jesus the Nazarene." Excur-

sus D discusses Mark ii. 26; answers Alford, and illustrates the
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view that Abiathar was not then priest by imaginary (or real)

parallels from the lives of Wellington and Nelson. Excursus E
is a rather unsatisfactory explanation of Col. i. 24. Excursus F
is a little monograph on the use in the New Te^stament of

the Native Dialect in Palestine, containing some charming words

about Talitha Koumi. Excursus G is an erudite and very per-

suasive commentary on the terms fivarrjptov, Te?.ecovc6ai, etc.

There is no occasion to give examples of the proposed transla-

tions Avhere we agree to their exactness. While some of them

are altogether new, most of them do not differ materially from

those suggested by Trench, Ellicott, J. B. Lightfoot, Eadie, and

the other accepted revisers. In many instances we feel called

upon to take exception to the proffered novelties. This, how-

ever, is only because we have to take exception in such in-

stances to the Procrustean rigor of the criterion applied, as well

as to the austere literality of the method of the criticism. It

must be borne in mind, too, that the author sets out with a query

as to the probable fruits of an inquiry conducted under such nar-

rowing restraints. With this concession, we must still maintain

that a large number of Mr. Nicolson's strictures on the transla-

tions of the Aorist are at once superseded, if we recollect the lati-

tude of reference which is accorded to that tense by the highest

scholarship of the age; and further, that the deviations are ia

many cases mere accommodations on the part of the A. V., for

the sake of familiarity or elegance, to the genius of the English

tongue. Mr. Nicolson, and others besides him, seem to have

forgotten that if one aim of King James's commissioners was

to make a just version, another was to furnish the English-

speaking world an incomparable classic. A rigid literal and

verbal nicety in all cases would in some cases have defeated that

object by marring the characteristic raciness of the idiom.

The same general strain of remark will apply to the treatment

of eif, of the article, etc. In many cases the author's indictment

against the Version as to the these points is unquestionably made

out; but in such cases, he will commonly be found to have been

anticipated by other revisers. The force of the Greek Imper-

feet is finely shown in many passages where the A. V. is at
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fault: yet in other passages the felicity of the older rendering

could not be surpassed. Thus the blind man seems to have kept

on begging (Luke xviii. S5). There is a graphic word-painting

of the Ascension in Luke xxiv. 5. The Jews kept on persecut-

ing Jesus (John V. 16). Pilate kept on seeking (John xix. 12).

The gaze referred to in 2 Cor. iii. 7 was a fixed gaze. So the

prayer and praise of Paul and Silas in the dungeon was less or

more protracted (Acts xvi. 25). The contemporaneous betrayal

of our Lord may perhaps be suggested in 1 Cor. xi. 23. So in

Luke xiv. 42, the tense showed that the hinderers failed. (Con)-

pare Gal. i. 23.) The persistence of the thief on the cross is in-

dicated at Mark v. 32 ; and, it may be, i\\e, pressure of the Phari-

sees in Luke vii. 3G. The boat of the fishermen was not ''filled"

but ^'•fiUiug'\ in Luke xiii. 23. The hunger and want of the

prodigal may have been of sonic duration (LnVc xv. 16); and the

father have expostulated earucsllj with the elder brother (Luke

XV. 28). The author aptly says (on p. 35) that "what might be

termed the Pre-Raphaelite minuteness of word-painting in the

original often disappears, and is replaced by a prosaic indefinite-

ncss in our version." It must be remembered, however, that in

such an expression as "he beat the boy," the Avord "beat" in

English might be intended in the sense of the Lnperfect or of the

Aorist. Rightly understood, it is fully as graphic as "was beat-

ing." Mr. Nicolson would have done well, too, if he had more

distinctly recognised the practice of Greek writers of freely inter-

changing the Aorist (the tense of relation) and the Imperfect

(the tense of description) in narrative prose. It docs not always

do in such cases to insist much on the idea of contiuuance in the

past tense. The analytical or paraphrastic imperfect, as it has

been called, is much more frequent in the New Testament than

in the classics, and had come to be used to put stress on the idea

of duration, where that was needed. The reluctance of the de-

mons may be referred to in Mark v. 10, and the extended distri-

bution of the bread in Mark viii. 6.

We think our author has failed to appreciate the precise shade

of difference between the bare imperfect in verbs of wishing and

the optative with a . (Compare Acts xxv. 22; xxvi. 26 ; John xix.
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29; Philemon 13, and Rom. ix. 3.) It has been marvellously

overlooked by writers on both sides of this vexed question that

in Acts xxvii. 29 the key of the passage is set, so to speak, in

past time; -whereas in Romans ix. 3 the key is in present time.

A reference to past time in the pLice in Romans would doubt-

less have been indicated by a TrA-e, or still more probably by a

simple Aorist. (Compare Chrysostom on Heb. xi., quoted on

p. 41 : ''^laxa TLQ vfi(jv EKaoTOQ ij3ov'AeTo elvai rotoijTog cjare—infinitive."

The definite article should have been given in the A. V. at

Luke xviii. 5

—

^'the little children ; at John xii. 13

—

'•^he branch-

es of the palm-trees" ("2. e., which lined the way in profusion");

at V. 24— ''^/if3 grain of /^/ip corn;" at xii. 36

—

'Hhe light;" at

ch. xiii. 11—"he knew the betraver," i. e., the one who was be-

traying him; at xiv. 2—"/!^e Iscariot;" at xx. 1

—

^''the Magda-

lene;" at xviii. >i— '-''the hand;'' at John viii. 5

—

^'the Nazarene;"

at Rom. iii. 8

—

'•''the access" [rather, the introduction (which we

have)]; at Tim. i. 7

—

'''the good warfare;" at vi. 12, 18

—

^'thi^

good warfare;" at Heb. xi. 8

—

''the good fight;" at v. 8

—

'''the

crown of righteousness;" at James iii. 6

—

''the world of ini-

quity;" and at 1 Peter v. 4

—

''the amaranthal crown." (Com-

pare 1 Peter iv. 11, John [^passim in his Epistles

—

the Anti-

christ], Jude 10, Rev. xii. 14 [^"-the great tribulation"], ii. 10,

xxi. 1 ["and the sea no longer exists"], and Luke viii. 41 [per-

haps] where the article may be omitted in the Greek merely be-

cause it would stand in the predicate.) The article in Luke vii.

1, possibly points to the w,hite marble synagogue of which the

ruins were recently discovered by Lieut. Wilson, and inspected

just afterwards by Mr. Nicolson. "The cloud" mentioned at

Luke xii. 3, is the well-known cloud that rises from the Mediter-

ranean and was seen by Elijah's servant from the top of Carinel.

''TVie account" in xi. 2, was the one regularly demanded (or ex-

pected) in such cases. '''The everlasting habitations," at v. 9,

in contrast with the transient ones opened to the steward. Luke

xvii. 17, ought to have been rendered "were not the ten healed?"

The Pharisee, at xviii. 11, contrasts himself with "/Ae rest of man-

kind." The English at Matt. i. 23, should be "the origin." At

Matt. xxvi. 5, and Luke xxiv. 26 etc., read "the Christ" (i. c
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the Messiah) ; and at Matt. xxiv. 32 (compare Mark xiii. 28)^

''learn the parable from the fig-tree." In Mark, at ix. 23, the

phrase ''^the 'if thou canst'" takes up the words the man had

just used himself. The version of 1 John v. 19, should probably

be "In the wicked one" (Compare verses 18 and 19). So too, it

is most likely, should be the rendering at John xvii. 15, and in

the Lord's Prayer. We cannot accept the view tentatively put

forward in this book that ''•the sea" in Rev. xx. 1 is the one

mentioned before, at iv. 6, or that "i/te brother" at Rom. xvi. 23

may be the brother of Erastus. We have long been somewhat

inclined to our author's view of the article before fieaiTTjq at Gal. iii.

20, viz., that it should be rendered ''Hhe Mediator." He does

not seem to allow any option ; whereas we regard the authorised

version at this place impregnable from the attack of mere grara-

maiians. We do not favor the allegorical view of Luke xi., 21, 22,

which is urged by Alford, and argued plausibly from the definite

articles by Dr. Nicolson. The literal version of r^ d//a/jrw;i^ at

Luke xviii. 13 is '•^the sinner;" but we incline towards the mean-

ing, "sinner that I am," rather than "the chief of sinners," (as

in 1 Tim. 15). We are surprised the learned author did not call

attention to the unfortunate omission of the articles in the fifth

of Romans, where we should be careful in several instances to

translate ''"the one," "the many," etc. In Luke v. 32 (and the

parallels) he justly remarks we should render the word 6LKaiovQ

simply "righteous" [persons, or beings]. In Matt. xxvi. 74,

Mark xiv. 68, 72, and in the best text at Luke xxii. 40,

to be exact we must read, "a cock crew." Hie might have add-

ed Luke ii. 12, where the rendering of ^pi<i>oQ should be

"a babe;" contrast verse 16, where to ^pkipog is correctly ren-

dered "fAe babe." So in Luke xviii. 36, it should be "a

crowd;" in John xiv. 27, "a woman;" at 1 Cor. x. 4, "con-

tinued to drink out of a rock." We must demur, however, to

the remainder of the sentence which our author accepts from the

authorised version, '"'•which followed them," where the anarthrous

participle would rather suggest "as it followed them." A curi-

ous inconsistency is pointed out at the top of p. 59. We venture

to think that both Mr. Nicolson and Bishop Lightfoot have
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been misled by classical models in tbeir view o^ vSjjlov without the

article, in such places as Romans ii. IB, v. 12, and xiii. 10. Elli-

cott, Meyer, and Winer may be consulted with advantage mZom.

Romans xx. 12 should read simply '''hooks were opened." Our,

author differs from Alford and the authorised version, and agrees

with EUicott and Meyer in pressing the rule about the anarthrous

Trdf at Eph. iii. 15. Will he, unlike Ellicott, do the same with

the approved text at Eph. ii. 21? We have found nothing to

require a more delicate handling than the use of the article in

the New Testament, and, for the matter of that, in Greek gen-

erally. The author does not seem to be aware that proper

names (i. e., of persons), and words used like proper names, in

the New Testament do not require the article, though they are very

often found with the article. Indeed, Madvig* extends this rule

even into the domain of the classics. Its application to the New

Testament, though sometimes practically neglected by J. B. Light-

foot, is insisted on by Winer, A. Buttmann, Meyer, and Ellicott,

and relied on by Lee on Inspiration, and West on the descensus ad

inferos. Alford holds a kind of intermediate view as to vdjioq with

or without the article, at least as occurring in the book of Romans.

The authorised version is sometimes at fault in the matter of

the genders ; and, indeed, the Greek is by no means always un-

ambiguous. In John vi. 60 [not "6"] aw-oD, after oKoveiv, would

refer in the classic Greek to Jesus, who had just uttered the

oKXvpk ASyog. In the latter idiom, however, aKoheiv it would seem

may take the genitive either of a person or of a thing. This is

a mere question of pronominal reference, and does not, as it hap-

pens in this iustance, raise a doubt as to the gender. The ques-

tion in 1 Cor. iv. 13, as to vavrw turns upon the gender of that

word. The point is more uncertain there, and in Titus i. 8, than

at Romans xii. 16, where the author rightly prefers the neuter

gender; the reference, we think, may notwithstanding be, at

least in part, to men :
" ^Not minding the lofty things, but car-

ried away with (attracted by) the humble things' (or lot).''

Tischendorf's reading at Col. iii. 6 (for which there is a formidable

*Madvi«;, Synta.x, p. 14, ^ 13, (a). Rivingtons, Loildon, Oxford and

Cainl>vid}re, 1873,
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weight of authority) would determine the' gender of olf in verse^

7 to be neuter and not mjasculine. We are half disposed to yield;

to the author's rendering at Col. i. 18—"that he might have the

preeminence among all." We are not equally prepared to

give in to the new, though conjectural, version At James i. 13,

"neither can he be tempted of evil men.'' :

We do not remember to have seen the hint anywhere that the

riq in 1 Tim. v. 8 is feminine^ and refers to the rtg x^p^ in verse

4. The idea has occurred to us in reading the naked text, and

sheds a new and curious light on the passage.

Mistranslations of case are not infrequent. Several familiar

examples are given on p. 47. At Jude 14 our author would ren-

der, "Enoch prophesied^o these." We differ from Dr. Nicolson.

in the impression he has that in Gal. v. 5, 16, 25, irvei/iaTi is an

ethical dative

—

"mw^o the Spirit." We incline to the view (not

mentioned in this book) which takes iTvev/j.aTiKoic in 1 Cor. ii. 13

as a masculine form. Compare iii, 1. Eh*. Nicolson under-

stands Acts xxvi. 28 in the sense of the authorised version; this,

we need not say, is extremely doubtful. We do not coincide in

the opinion which makes raireivd^ "humble" in James i. 9, etc., as

it is almost certainly in Matt. xi. 29. The author is tenacious

of the strict meaning of yiveadac throughout the New Testament

(see pp. 68 and 69). The mistake is again pointed out of trans-

lating "this fold'' instead of "this flock,'' in John x. 16. The

remark on p. 70 as to the latitude of expression allowed the

sacred writers to convey their meaning, must be rigorously ex-

plained, and accepted even then with caution.

The author very properly renders the word "exodus," and not

"decease" in Luke ix. 81 ; and refers to the exodus of Moses but

not to that of Elijah [in the LXX], Why not, too, he queries, have

it "transfigured," in 2 Cor. iii. 10 and Rom. xii. 2 (compare

Exodus xxxiv. 30), as well as in Matt. xvii. 2 and Mark ix. 2?

He also felicitously brings together the KaraKr/v^aeig in Luke ix.

58 with the a/cj7vaf of verse 38; and so in the parallels. And
he renders Acts ii. 26, where the cognate verb is used, "My
soul shall encamp (or nestle?) in hope." He is clearly right in

rendering 6 Xvxvog in Luke xi. 33, "the lamp (or candle)" : "the
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larnp of the body is the eje." With Dr. Samuel Cox, and a

host more, he prefers to read at John iii. 3, ''begotten from

above.'' Much of the point is missed by translating "labor

not," at John. vi. 27, instead of "'•work not." Our author inti-

mates a fine nexus between Luke xii. 50, Acts xviii. 5, 2 Cor. v.

14, and Phil. i. 23, by translating in all the passages owixo) "con-

strain."

Shades of meaning, nuances, suggested by the context, are yet

inevitably sacrificed by so uniform a procedure. Dr. Nicolson con-

tends, and with justice, that "the two thieves" at the crucifixion

were two robbers; but does not stop to remember that the English

word had a wider acceptation early in the seventeenth century

than it has now, and that the authorised version should not be

blamed. Neither does he disclose acquaintance with the fact

that the mistake in Matt, xxiii. 24 of rendering 6ivliCovreg "strain-

ing ai" instead of straining off'' (or out) was a misprint in the

original edition, for which the revisers should not be held respon-

sible until it can be shown that they were also the final proof-

readers. •

We were much gratified to perceive that precisely the view

of the word do/.vlof and its cognates, for which Dr. Dabney was

so roundly scored by a deceased minister of Canada in the

pages of the Catholic Presbyterian, is quietly taken by Dr. Nicol-

son in this volume, as will be evident from his translation "en-

slaved and slave" at John viii, 33, and similarly in Gal. iv. 18,

and 9, and the other places. (See p. 63.) The same view, so ob-

viously the true and only one, is and always has been taken by

all scholars who cared for their reputation, unless, perhaps, by

some in Caledonia and British America. We are pleased to see

that the accomplished and gifted author of this masterly treatise

is hemmed in by no insular or continental prejudices in matters

of pure philology. H. C. Alexander.
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ARTICLE VI. .
" 7-

THE SACRAMENTS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The Sacraments of the New Testament, as Instituted hy Christ.

By GrEORGE D. Armstrong, D. D., Pastor of the First Pres-

byterian Church, Norfolk, Va. New York; A. C. Armstrong

& Son, 714 Broadway. J880. Part I., pp. 232; Part II.,

pp. 314. 12nio.

This is a timely discussion. Twenty years ago the author

published that part which is entitled "7%e Doctrine of Baptisms,"

except the portion appropriated to the subject of Baptismal Re-

generation. He has now presented also the careful examination

of the other "Sacrament," the "Lord's Supper as set forth in the

Word of God."

The author gives three features of the "aim" which he has

proposed in this publication: (1) That it shall be thoroughly

scriptural; (2) That it shall be adapted to the present state of

the controversies in Chhristian Churches; (3) That it shall

be adapted to the comprehension of the average English reader.

With this brief statement of the "aim" proposed by the author,

may be added a more extended explanation of each aspect of the

discussion, as presented in the work itself, including in this the

author's own views.

1. The subject discussed is eminently scriptural. "Sacra-

ments" are of divine institution and revelation. They belong to

the scheme of redemption. They have no basis in natural religion

as a scheme of doctrine or a teacher of duty. Hence any dis-

cussion based on expediencies, or the fitness of things, or the

results of speculations on the relations of God and man—any

o priori process of reasoning, suggesting what man thinks God

ought to have instituted or revealed, the modes and subjects, the

nature and benefits of sacraments, according to the teachings of

human reason—are all simply outside the purpose and plan of

such a discussion. The authority of the "primitive Church," as

set forth even in the "Ante-Nicene Fathers," is a mere human

teaching, not especially valuable by antiquity or proximity of its
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expounders to the time of the apostles; for during that time

while Paul yet lived, not only had the gospel itself been so cor-

rupted that the teaching of some was pronounced "another gospel,

which is not another," but a perversion (Gal. i. 6, 7); but the

holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper itself had been grossly mis-

apprehended and corrupted. Dr. Armstrong has fully verified

his "aim" in this aspect. He has collected and presented, under

appropriate headings, the entire teachings of Scripture on both

sacraments. Of course others may possess equal reverence for

Scripture and make as full quotations, and yet so interpret the

sacred revelation a,s to mislead the reader. Hence our author has

not only given his own interpretations and sustained them by

trustworthy critical examinations of the; terms used in the original

languages, but he has also subjected the language, in which op-

posing views are presented, whether on personal responsibility or

that of ecclesiastical organisations by their Symbols, to careful and

searching investigation. How fully and ably he has done this,

can be only ascertained by an examination of the volume. He

has thus sustained his claim to teach only what the Scriptures

teach, either in express terms or by fair inference. True, many

not only of his own, but other churches, may except to some

of his "inferences," as for example his view of John's baptism.

There may also be some question raised as to the correctness of

his views on the question whether baptism necessarily precedes

the access of a believer to the Lord's table. But we apprehend

there will be decided satisfaction as to all his teachings, which

are fundamental on the doctrines of baptisms, by all not wedded

to what Dr. Dale calls "The System." Without any pedantic or

other offensive display of learning, Dy. Armstrong has showed a

clear perception of the right use of language in his full illustra-

tions of the senses which words acquire in passing from a usage

to describe secular things to that which describes sacred. Espe-

cially is this true, and generally accepted as such by scholars, as

to those words adopted from classic Greek to present subjects

of purely divine revelation, and of which the heathen writers had

no conceptions; such as "church" by a word before used only

to, mean "assembly." "Martyr," in Church History, is a sufferer
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in Christ's cause; formerly it only meant "witness.'' "Pfesbyter"

or "elder" is a church pfficer; formerly only an "old man." Afe

*'old men" in the patriarchal times were rulers, then, when tribal

and national orp;ani8ations emerged from patriarchal, the same

word was employed to denote a ruler. And this occurred in civil

government as well as ecclesiastical. Thus, "senator" from Latin

''senex," "old man"; and from the same we have in modern lan-

guages "seigneur" and "signor." "Pastor" in Greek and Latin

means a shepherd, but in ecclesiastical language a church officer.

These illustrations might be much extended, but enough have been

given. Now "circumcise" and "baptize" are words of the same

history. In ancient languages circumcise meant only to cut around;

then in religious use to denote a rite which symbolised puri-

fications. Hence 'Ho circumcise the heart," "circumcision of the

spirit," "the circumcision" for the people who practised the rite.

So baptize^ \n literal use, to overwhelm with water; then tropi-

cally, to express the act of being subject to an influence^ and then

especially of subjection to purifying agencies, and so baptism

Expressing purifications. Thus the dispute of the disciples of

John and the Pharisees (John iii. 22-26) "about purification" is

mentioned in connexion with the record of John's baptizing; and

the "vessels of water" (John ii. 6) are mentioned as connected

with "the manner," or literally, "according to the purification"

of the Jews; evidently (for the contents were insufficient for im-

mersion) for the use of those needing water for the various reli-

gious purifications prescribed by Moses' law and in constant

practice in our Saviour's time. The foregoing abstract of Dr.

Armstrong's method of argument is a pertinent specimen of the

plain and direct mode of discussing the "Doctrine of Baptisms"

which everywhere characterises his work, and is as clearly exhib-

ited in the able discussion of the other sacrament, the Lord's

Supper.

2. The first sentence in this article is suggestive of the second

aspect of Dr. Armstrong's "aim," as fully carried out as that

just presented. He proposes a discussion "adapted to our times"

—

timely. However fully the "Doctrine of Baptisms" has been

presented, both in the interests of Immersionists and AfFusionists,
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it is eminently true that new arguments of assault on Paedobaptist

views and new grounds of defence are continually presented*

Discussions, thorough and exhaustive a century ago, do not fully

meet the necessities of our time. Dr. Dale's voluminous and

learned work, in four octavo volumes, might seem ample to cover

the entire ground of defence, and conclusive in its able exposure of

the one-sided scholarship, the prejudices, and the perverse mis-

lapplication of Scripture, which have for years distinguished the

advocates of "The System." But this work is not popular. It

does not reach the modes of thought and the sentiments of the

masses. If ptoperly studied by all our ministers and its methods

presented in a popular style, it is calculated to be indefinitely

applicable to all phases of the Baptist controversy and extensively

useful. Dr. Armstrong, however, by different and shorter meth-

ods, has done for the masses what Dr. Dale has done for scholars.

His discussion is fully abreast with our times, and it would be

an interesting spectacle to witness how those who are ever ring-

ing the changes on "Baptize means to dip, always to dip, and

nothing else but dip" of Dr. Carson, can meet the arguments and

illustrations of Dr. Armstrong to show, that in its religious sense,

it means "to purify, always to purify, and nothing else but to

purify"—^. <^., to express the act of putting one in a typically or

symbolically purified state, suggestive, in mode and scripturally

sustained exemplification, of the religious purifying of which the

Holy Spirit is the agent and the man receiving "the washing

of regeneration and the renewing of the Holy Ghost" is the

recipient.

3. Equally pertinent to our times is Dr. Armstrong's brief but

conclusive refutation of the idle prating, whether of Campbellites,

Ritual Episcopalians, or the example and ally of both, the Papists.

If "the blood of bulls and of goats, and the ashes of a heifer,

sprinkling the unclean," could only avail to "the purifying of the

flesh," but had no power "to purge men's consciences from dead

works to serve the living God," how shall the sprinkling of a

spoonful of water now "purge men's consciences"—aye, renew

and sanctify the "heart deceitful above all things and desperately

wicked" ?
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4. In his discussions with Christians who differ c6nscientiously

from himself, and even .with the Papists, our author is ever scrupu-

lous in his courtesy. Towards the advocates of immersion we can^

not but think he goes farther than any rights they can claim would

entitle them, in uniformly conceding to them the name they arro-

gate to themselves exclusively of ^'Baptists." We confess that

here we should be less amiable and yielding than Dr. Armstrong.

These Christians object strongly to "baptize" as a rendering

of the Greek term; they insist that it means nothing but

"immerse;" an influential part of them have even insisted on a

new English Bible, in order to get rid of this naughty and am-

biguous word, "baptize." We should say to them, "Nay, gentle-

men, you cannot *eatyour cake and have it, too.' If 'immerse' is

the word, then you should be called 'Immersionists,' or if it suit3

you better, 'Dippers,' all 'through the chapter.'" They have no

right to expect us to concede the name "Baptists" to them; be-

cause the very name is an assumption of the position that immer-

sion alone is baptism; and that all undipped persons are wholly

unbaptized. But that is the very thing in dispute. We cannot

seem to concede it without stultifying ourselves. The policy of

the Immersionists, in arrogating the name, is as shrewd as it is

unfair. By its perpetual and admitted use, they make the im-

pression on the unthinking that they are the only denomination

of Christians which really obeys the Saviour's command to bap-

tize. Is this just to ourselves? Nay, we are the true Baptists,

and they are the Immersionists or Dippers.

Dr. Armstrong is peculiarly strong, while fair and courteous,

upon the topic of "close communion." Here he meets the Im-

mersionists on their own ground, and inflicts on them a total

overthrow. He shows that they do not, as is so often assumed,

reason from their premises as Presbyterians do from theirs. Im-

mersionists often endeavor to break the force of the just feeling

against the uncharitableness of "close communion" by saying

:

"We cannot be blamed for merely reasoning consistently from

our premises" ! True: but they are to he blamed for taking up

premises which are neither true nor just; and which, when con-

sistently carried out, lead to unchristian conclusions. The Jews

VOL. XXXI., NO, 2— 17.
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presumed that Jesus of Nazareth was guilty of religious irrfj^sture

and blasphemy. From this presumption it followed most loei-

cally, that by the law of Moses he should be. punished capitally.

Yet these Jews were murderers! Their guilt was not that they

reasoned consistently from their premises, but that they took up

wicked premises to reason from.

"No unbaptized person should approach the Lord's table."

"Nothing but immersion is valid baptism." Let it be granted,

for argument's sake, that the regular inference hence must be

close communion : so Immersionistssay. But there is another set

of premises, from which no Christian mind or heart can dissent,

as Dr. Armstrong has shown. From these it follows inevitably,

that he whom God accepts in Christ should not be excluded by

the ministers of Christ's Church. To the gigantic and sanctified

intellects of a Mason and a Robert Hall this argument was irre-

sistible. Now, when one argues regularly to two irreconcileable

conclusions, this is the clearest proof that his positions were in

part wrong. So it is here; immersion is not the only valid bap-

tism ; Christ himself disclaims it by giving every mark and bless-

ing of the visible Church to us Baptists who are not dipped.

Wise men have often said that logical results, however dis-

claimed and deprecated, will always work themselves to the surface

in the end, where their premises are obstinately held. It is

obvious that the dogma, "Nothing is valid baptism but immer-

sion," logically unchurches every Church and every Christian in

the world, except the dipped. This is the uncharitable and odious

position which some years ago was known as "Old Landmarkism,"

held by a few bigoted Immersionists, deprecated and disclaimed

with an amiable inconsistency by the more pious and enlightened

of that denomination. But the natural fruit of the evil root is

rapidly growing. Their journals now say, that not one-fourth of

their churches or preachers would recognise the ordination of the

holiest, most learned, and useful P?edobaptist. The logic is per-

fectly regular from its false starting place: that "nothing but

immersion is valid baptism." Then, none but the dipped are

baptized. Baptism regularly and ordinarily initiates church

membership. When all the members are unchurched, no church
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is left. No man can be an officer in a coraraonwealth of which

'

he is not even a member. Hence there is no candidate capable

of ordination, and no church to ordain him. Yes, the shocking,

the unchristian conclusion is inexorable. While sorry that any

Christians should thus pervert Christian truth, we are yet glad

for the sake of the truth that Imraersionism is thus unmasking

itself. It is our just policy to invite it to do so, for then the

Christian world will see the bald enormity of the result. It is

this: that here, in all parts of Christendom, are societies of

undipped Christians, who are indisputably on the road to heaven.

who are doing more than the whole immersed world to lead others

to heMven ; who exhibit every Christian grace; (except zeal for dip-

ping !) whom Christ himself has owned as his by giving them every

endowment and blessing which he bestows on his dipped churches;

from whose bosom a continuous stream of ransomed souls is as-

cending to the Church on high; but yet they are not Churches

at all, because they have not seen the force of the dipping logic,

forsooth ! Has Popery itself done anything more sectarian, more

uncharitable, except when she burned her dissenters ? The first

principle which leads good men like the Fmraersionists regularly

to this monstrous issue cannot but be evil.

5. In his discussion of the sacraments, both of baptism and

the Lord's Supper, our author attacks and refutes the doctrine

of the Papacy, that the sa'-raments confer grace ex opere operato,

by the act performed. Dr. Armstrong, however, gives a fuller

and more complete refutation of this great error of Rome, whether

as indicated and held within the pale of the Romish Church or

by those who follow her, though not, by profession, of her. This

discussion is preceded by a definition of the mass, both of the

word as a derivation from missa, a formula used for dismissing

assemblies, and then as applied to denote the religions service

itself Afterwards it came to mean the observance of the Lord's

Supper as an expiatory service; that constituting the central part

of the whole service of worship, and so "by excellence" taking

the name. This definition opens the way to discuss the nature

of the sacrament as held to present (not re-present) "the body,

blood, and divinity of our Lord." This discussion is both schol-
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arly and able, and the author, while bringing the subject to the

comprehension of the popular mind, draws successfullj on Papal

authorities and clear interpretations of Scripture to refute the.

Avhole scheme which Romanists of this century have been endeav-

oring to render palatable to the common sense and culture of

English speaking people. He refers to and quotes ten or twelve

authorised expositions of Papal doctrines, from the "Catechism

of the Council of Trent" to the "Faith of our Fathers" by Arch-

bishop Gibbons of Baltimore, published in 1879. It is imprac-

ticable in the limits of this article to present even a brief intelligible

outline of the argument. But it is exceedingly desirable that our

ministers and elders and the private members of the Protestant

Churches in our country, should avail themselves of this excellent

summary of the true way to make an "end of controversy" with

Eomanists in this day, when that Church is changing its tactics,

and instead of approaching men with fire and faggot, preparing,

to cajole and win by fair speeches and sophistical reasoning.

"The Word of God is still 'quick and powerful.'" With a free

pulpit and a free press, and an open Bible, it is lamentable to

notice how poorly many of our people are informed of the teach-

ings of their own Protestant Confessions, and how inadequately

"well read" and properly "learned in the Scriptures" to meet the

emissaries of the apostate Church. With such means as our

religious liberty gives us, we have only to know and love the

truth and zealously unite in diflfusing it to others, to defy the arts,

as our fathers did, the power of Rome. B. M. Smith.
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ARTICLE VIL

TEIE FREEDOM OF THE WILL IN ITS THEOLOGICAL
RELATIONS.

The charge has been made against our views, as maintained in

former discussions in the pages of this Review, touching the will

of Adam in relation to his first sin, that they are out of harmony

with the doctrine of Calvin and the Calvinistic standards. It con-

sisted, in substance, of two particular allegations: 1. That our

position that the first sin of man was the result of an nnnecessi-

tated and avoidable decision of the wMll, as contrary to the theory

of Determinism or Philosophical Necessity, was uncalvinistic.

This allegation we endeavored to refute in the last number of this

Review. It was shown, by a very full reference to the writings

of Calvin and the Formularies of the Reformed Church, especial-

ly the Westminster standards, that in departing from the Neces-

sitarian philosophy as applied to the first sin of the race, we had

closely adhered to the great Reformer and the Symbols of the

Calvinistic churches. We venture to express the hope that the

exposition then elaborately furnished will call attention to the

difference, so little noticed and yet so important, between Calvin-

ism as a doctrinal system and the philosophical hypothesis of

Determinism. •

2. The second allegation is, that we have been equally uncal-

vinistic in our position in regard to the relation of the divine de-

cree to the first sin of man. This we promised, with the leave of

Providence, to consider at some future time, and we now proceed,

in reliance upon God's help, to redeem the pledge. It is neces-

sary, in order to avoid confusion and misapprehension, to clear

the way by stating the points in reference to which there is no

controversy between our critic and ourselves. It were worse

than idle to contend about issues that have only an imaginary

existence. We both profess to be Calvinists, and, as a matter of

course, there must be much ground which will be conceded to be

common betwixt us.

In the first place, there is no dispute between us in regard to
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the scope of the divine decrees. We both accept the statement

of the Westminster Assembly's Shorter Catechism, in which the

decrees of God are defined to be ''his eternal purpose according

to the counsel of his will, whereby, for his own glory, he hath

fore-ordained whatsoever comes to pass" ; and also hold that

whatsoever he has fore-ordained "he freely and unchangeably

fore-ordained." We differ, it appears, concerning the nature of

this fore-ordination ; our critic considering it as exclusively effi-

cacious, and we distributing it into efficacious and permissive.

There is a corresponding agreement and difference touching the

scope of God's providence, as executive of his decrees.

In the second place, there is no difference between us in refer-

ence to the absolute and sovereign nature of the divine decrees

as related to the acts of creatures. Whether they may be con-

ditioned one by another is a question which has not so far been

raised in this discussion. Particularly is there no divergence of

view in respect to the absolute and unconditional nature of the

special decree of Election ; both maintaining the position, that it

is in no degree grounded in, or conditioned by, the foresight of

faith and good works and perseverance in the same. We would

be at one in asserting that this decree is wholly efficacious. Nor

is there any disagreement as to the fact of Reprobation ; but

there is, as to its relations—we affirming that the sin which it

supposes was permissively, our critic, that it was efficaciously,

fore-ordained: in other words, we denying, and he affirming,

that the first sin was necessitated by the divine decree.

In the third place, we have no controversy either as tothef^ict

or the scope of the divine fore-knowledge, both holding that it

includes all things—beings, events, and acts. The difference

between us concerning the relation of God's fore-knowledge to

his decrees will enter into the matter of the ensuing discussion.

In the fourth place, there is no debate betwixt us—although

our brother has intimated the contrary—in regard to the exten-

sion of the principle of cause to every event that has occurred or

can occur. We agree that an uncaused event would be equiva-

lent to the contradiction of an uncaused effect. We have never

dreamed of denying, and in our previous articles expressly said
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that we did not deny, that everything which comes to pass must

have a cause for its existence. We diflfer as to the nature of

second causes : we affirming that some are necessary and others

are conXingent, and the reviewer obliterating this distinction and

maintaining that all second causes as media through which the

divine efficiency exerts itself are characterised by necessity. He
limits the term contingent, to events, and by a contingent event

understands one which has no cause. We extend the term to

causes, and by a contingent cause mean one which may or may

not produce a particular effect ; and by a contingent event, one

wliich may or may not be produced by its appropriate cause.

The Confession of Faith asserts that the "contingency of second

causes" is not taken away by God's eternal ordination, but rather

established.*

Let it be observed, then, that we do not differ as to the scope

of God's decrees as terminating on whatsoever comes to pass; nor

as to their absolute nature as related to all beings, acts, and

events; nor as to the scope of the divine knowledge as embracing

all possible and actual things, past, present, and future; nor as

to the extension of the law of cause to every thing which begins

to be, either in the realm of matter or in that of mind. Let us

look now at the precise state of the question which remains to be

discussed. Tn the prosecution of the argument intended to show-

that the Determinist philosophy, or, as it is frequently termed,

the doctrine of Philosophical Necessity, breaks down in its appli-

cation to the first sin of the race, and therefore fails to ground

the guilt of mankind and to acquit God of the imputation of be-

ing the author of sin, we were led to consider the relation of the

divine decrees to the Fall. We maintained that God neither

decreed efficiently to produce the sin of Adam, nor efficaciously to

procure its commission, nor to render it unavoidable by a con-

created necessity of nature; but that he decreed to permit it ; so that

while he did not determine to prevent it, which he might have done,

he, in that sense, willed its occurrence rather than its non-occur-

rence; yet so moreover that it was committed by a free, that is, an

un necessitated and avoidable decision of man's will. The reviewer

*Chap. III., §1,
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'arraigns the orthodoxy of this position, by denying the legitimacy

of the distinction between efficacious and permissive decrees, by af-

firmingjthat all decree is efficacious and necessitates the occurrence

of every thing which begins to be, and by contending that unless

all events were made certain by efficacious decree, some events

would be uncertain to God himself, and his foreknowledge of

them would be impossible. The exact question, therefore, in the

continuation of our defence, is, Have we taken uncalvinistic and

untrue ground in contending that God, in decreeing to permit

the first sin of man, did not make its occurrence certain, or, in

other words, did not necessitate its commission?

':. We propose, first, to vindicate the distinction, which the re-

'viewer impeaches, between efficacious and permissive decree,

particularly as applicable to man's first sin. It is impossible to

mistake his position in this matter. He charges that we take

refuge "under the cover of permissive decrees" ; attempts expli-

citly to prove that "the notion of" permissive decrees is inconsis-

tent with the doctrine of fore-ordi nation, and the fact of the cer-

tainty of future events ; and boldly maintains the view that the

will of God is the sole efficient cause of all that comes to pass.

Whatever may be our difference with him, we must give him the

credit of consistency in the maintenance of this tenet. He does

not profess sublapsarian principles and use supralapsarian argu-

ments. He intrepidly plants himself on the unmodified ground

of the Necessitarian irj philosophy, and the Supralapsarian in theo-

logy. The argument is short and lucid. God is the efficient

cause of all things; sin is a thing; therefore, God is the efficient

cause of sin. It is true that he endeavors to disjoin the moral

quality of sin from the act of sin, and thus to represent man as

the author of the quality, and God as the author of the act.

Fairness compels us to accredit to him this distinction ; and we

shall notice it in a subsequent part of these remarks. But at

present we must "stick to our last"—-the distinction between

efficacious and permissive decrees, which we affirm and the re-

viewer denies. We regard it as vital, and he as worthless. We

shall adopt a brief, but conclusive method of proving that we are

not uncalvinistic upon this point. If we can succeed in showing,
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by an appeal to their own writings, that the distinction in ques-

tion is held, not by, the host of Sublapsarians—that would be

conceded^—but by the Supralapsarians themselves, we will have

fairly proved that the reviewer has not even a minority of Oal-

vinists on his side. This we proceed to do. Our first refer-

ence is to one who may be taken to be among the Supralapsarians

what Leibnitz pronounced Hobbes to be in relation to the

Nominalists

—

nominalibus ipsis nominaliorem. We need scarce-

ly say that we allude to the learned Moderator of the Westmin-

ster Assembly—Dr. Twisse. We give several passages so as to

show that we cite his catholic doctrine:

"1. According to my ordering of the decrees divine: In no moment of

nature or reason is the decree of damnation precedent to the decree of

permitting infidelity [unbelief], or leaving the infidelity of some men
uncured, to wit, by denying them faith, by denying the grace of regener-

ation. But the decrees of creating all in Adam, of permitting all to fall

in Adam, in bringing all men forth into the world in the state of original

sin, of leaving this original sin uncured in them, and last of all of damn-

ing them for their sins, etc.

"2. According to the Contra-Remonstrants' tenent [tenet], I answer:

Many of them do not maintain that infidelity is consequent to the decree

of damnation, hut in the foresight of God precedent rather ; as appears by

the British divines their Theses de Reprobaiione, and Alvarez professeth

the same. The denial of grace and so the permitting of natural infidelity

to remain uncured they make consequent (as it seems) to a negative de-

cree of denying glory. And to the decree of permitting infidelity they

make the foresight of infidelity subsequent ; and this foresight of infidelity

they make precedent to Reprobation, as it signifies the decree of damna-

tion. And thus far I agree with them : that in no moment of nature, or

sign of reason, did God ordain any man to damnation but for sin
;
and

consequently in no moment of nature, or sifrn of reason, did the decree of

damnation go before the foresight of sin or infidelity."*

"I willingly grant that the determination of the end doth necessarily

involve the means, that not only precede but procure the end. But I will

utterly deny that sin is the means of damnation ; we say rather that per-

mission of sin is the means, whence notwithstanding it follows not that

sin shall come to pass unavoidably, but rather avoidably, whether we
consider the free will of man or the decree of God; for every particular

sinful act is a natural thing, and undoubtedly man hath free will as to

do, 80 to abstain from doing, any particular act. And albeit God hathaostain irom aoing, any particular

*Riches of God's Love, Oxford, 1

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—18.

653, Bk. I., p. 69.
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determined that these particular sinful acts (instance the particular out-

rages committed ajjainst the holy Son of God by Herod, Pontius Pilate

together with the Gentiles and people of Israel) shall come to pass by his

permission
;
yet seeing withal he hath ordained them to come to pass

contingently, that follows that they shall come to pass in such a manner

as joined with a possibility of not cominp; to pass; otherwise they should

come to pass not contingently but necessiirily."*

"All that he [Dr. Twisse's opponent] hath to say to excuse his shame-

less crimination . . .is only this, that our divines maintain the decree

of damnation to precede the foresight of sin. Yet this is untrue of the

most part of them, who premit both the foresight of sin original before

reprobation from grace, and of sin actual before the decree of damnation.

I willingly confess, for my part, that [ concur with neither: and if I

should, I would withal make the decree of permitting of sin to precede

the decree of damnation, for which I see no reason ; but yet I do not

make the decree of permitting sin to follow the decree of damnation. I

hold these decrees to be simultaneous, thus: that God at once decrees

both to create men, and to suffer them to fall in Adam,'" etc.f

"God will have the good things of the world, whether natural, moral,

or spiritual, come to pass by his working of them ; only evil things he

will have come to pass by his permitting them. "J

It is not our business to attempt a reconciliation of Dr. Twisse's

contradictory statements—that sin when permitted is avoidable,

conceived either in relation to man's free will or to God's decree,

and that at the same time it must come, to pass in consequence

of God's permission. All that we wish to show is the fiict, that

this eminent Supralapsarian recognised and enforced the distinc-

tion between efficacious and permissive decrees—between God's

working and permitting—a distinction ridiculed by our reviewer.

Our next witness shall be the celebrated William Perkins:

"Sin is governed of God by two actions : the first is an operative per-

mission. I so call it because God partly permitted sin and partly worketh

in it. . . Every quality or action, so far forth as it is a quality or action,

is existing in nnture and hath God to be the author of it. . . In respect of

the breach of the law itself, God neither willeth, nor appointeth, nor com-

mandeth, nor causeth, nor helpeth sin, but forbiddeth, condemneth and

punisheth it; yet so as withal he willingly permitteth it to be done by

others, as men and wicked angels, they ])eing the sole authors and causes

of it. And this permission by God is upon a good end : because thereby he

*Ibid., Book II., page 24. flbid.. Book II., page 30.

XIIncL, Book II., page 55.
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inanifesteth his justice and mercy. . . God's second action in the govern-

uient of sin is, after the just permission of it, partly to restrain it more or

less, according to his good will and pleasure, and partly to dispose and

turn it," etc.-^

"The Inward cause [of sin] was the will of our first parents. . . But

it may be objected that if Adam were created good, he could not be the

cause of his own fall, because a good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit.

Answer: I. Freedom of his will is fourfold; first: freedom to evil alone.

This is only in wicked men and angels, and is indeed a bondage. The

second is freedom to good alone ; and that is in God and the good angels

by God's grace. The third is freedom to good in part, joined with some

want of liberty by reason of sin
; and this is in the regenerate in this life.

The fourth is freedom either to good or evil indifferently
5 and this was

in Adam before his fall, who, though he had no inclination to sin, but

only to that which was acceptable to God, yet was he not bound by any

necessity, but had his liberty freely to choose or refuse either good or

evil. And this is evident by the very tenor of God's commandment, in

which he forbids Adam to eat the forbidden fruit ; and thereby showing

that he, being created righteous, and not prone to sin, had power to keep

or not to keep the commandment; though since the Fall both he and we
after him cannot buc sin. Wherefore Adam being allured by Satan, of

his own free accord changed himself, and fell from God. Now then as

the good tree changed from good to evil brings forth evil fruit, so Adam
by his own inward and free motion changing from good to evil brings

forth evil fruit.

"As for God, he is not to be reputed as an author or cause any way of

this sin, for he created Adam and Eve righteous, endued them with

riffhteous wills, and he told them what he would exact and what they

could perform. . . Some may say, Whereas God foresaw that Adam would

abuse the liberty of his will, why would he not prevent it? Answer:

There is a double grace : the one to be able to will and do that which is

wood; the other to be able to persevere in willing and doing the same.

Now God gave the first to Adam and not the second ; and he is not to be

blarned of us, though he confirmed him not with new grace, for he is

debtor to no man to give him so much as the least grace ; whereas he had

already given a plentiful measure thereof to him. . . There is a double

liberty of will. One is to will good or evil ; this belongs to the creature

in this world, and therefore Adam received it. The other is to will good

alone. That he wanted, because it is reserved to the life to come. . . Al-

though he [God] did foresee man's defection, yet is he free from all blame

in not preventing it For with him there be good causes of permitting

evil. And though God be no cause of man's fall, yet must we not imagine

that it came to puss by chance or fortune, whereas the least things that

* Works, London, 1635, p. 156.
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are come to pass with God's^ providence. Neither was it by any bare per-

mission, without his decree and will; for that is to make an idle provi-

dence. Neither did it happen ajjainst the will of God, he utterly nillin^

it, for then it could not have been, unless we deny God to be omnipotent.'

It remains therefore that this fall did so proceed of the voluntary motion

of Adam, as that God did in part ordain and will the permitting of it."*

"We must make distinction between sin in itself and the permission

thereof; and between the decree of rejection and actual dainnation. Now
the permission of sin, and not sin itself properly, is the subordinate means

of the decree of rejection. For when God had decreed to pass by some

men, he withal decreed the permission of sin, to which permission men
were ordained ; and sin itself is no effect, but only the consequent of the

decree
;
yet so as it is not only the antecedent, but also the efficient and

meritorious cause of actual damnation."}*

We next cite two brief but explicit passages from the learned

Dr. Gill

:

"Everything that comes to pass in this world, from the beorinninsi: to

the end of it, is pre-ordained ; everything good and bad : good, by his

effective decrees, that is, such by which he determines what he will do

himself, or shall be done by others
; and evil things, by his permissive

decrees, by which he suffers things to be done; yea, things contingent,

which with respect to second causes may seem to be '(fr not be, as the

free actions of men."|

"The decree of election may be distinguished into the decree of the

end, and the decree of the means. The decree of the end, respecting

some, is either subordinate to their eternal happiness ; or ultimate, which

is more properly the end. the glory of God. . . The decree of the means

includes the decree to create men, to permit them to fall," etc.[|

The only other British theologian who shall be summoned to

testify is the able and rigid Supralapsarian—John Brine:

"God decreed to condemn no man but for sin, or without the considera-

tion of sin. And thou<i;h sin certainly follows upon God's decree to per-

mit it, his decree to permit it gives not being to it, and therefore he is

not the cause of it. . . The being of sin follows upon God's will to permit

it. 'Tis not what he effects, but what he permits, and therefore thou^rh

its being is certain yet men act it freely and without any compulsion. . .

God's decree of the being of sin gives not being to it, and therefore God

cannot justly be considered as the author of it. The divine decree to

permit man to sin has no influence upon his will in sinning. . . Though

sin certainly follows upon God's decree of the permission of it. yet the

*lbid., pp. 160, 161. fibid., p. 288.

XBodj/ of Divinity, London, 1796, Vol. I., p. 255. \\lhid, p. 267.
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vfill of man freely and not necessarily chooses sin. . . He [Baxter] adds,'

<God suspends his own operation, so as not to necessitate the will.' This

is very impeftinelntly observed ; for it is not apprehended [by Supralap-

sarians] that the will is necesaitd,ted to make the evil choice it does in

sin. . . God must have willed the being of sin . . . but, as we say, with

a will permitting, not effecting."* .
- -

Even Theodore Befca, one of the few continental Supralapsa-

riansof note, grants; to some extent, f the distinction in question.

He opposes an unwilling permission of sin on God's part—-arid iti

this all Calvinists would agree with him—but appears to allow a

willing per^missioTi : "For even,' says he, '*if you should betake

yourself to permission, the only asylum of some in this discussion,

you must come back to this, either to deny the omnipotence of

God if he unwillingly permitted, or to confess that he willed to

permit (volentem perniisissey.'l The absurd doctrine, that the

Almighty unwillingly permits anything to come to pass, we relin-

quish to the tender mercies of the Supralapsarian. Beza'may rend

it to his heart's content.' And so with the tenet of a bare per-

mission

—

nuda permissio. But the question is, whether even th\3l

Supralapsarians did not acknowledge a distinction between a de-

cree to effect and a decree to permit. And that Beza, uncom-'

promising as he was, conceded that distinction even in the relation

of decree to the sins of the wicked, let the following passage tes-

tify. After justly exploding the distinction between permission

and will {permissio et voluntas), he says:

"It remains, therefore, that what he permits, he wills to permit. . .

God hardens whom he will, not indeed by engendering {ingenerando)

*^rorA;5, London, 1746, Vol. I., pp. 311, 327, 334, 337.

f'The Supralapsarians have always been a small minority among
Calvinistic divines, and have had to defend their views against the great

body of their brethren. . . In addition to Be«a the most eminent men
who defended Supralapsarian views in the sixteenth century were Whit-

taker and Perkins. . . Supralapsarianism has not again been advocated

by any very eminent theologian in England except Twisse. The eminent

men who most elaborately and zealously defended Supralapsarianism in

the seventeenth century were Gomarus, Twisse, and Voetius. . . That

the great body of the members of the Synod [of Dort] were Sublapsa-

rians is certain." Cunningham's Reformers^ pp. 363, 366, 367.

JComm. in Rom. xi. 11.
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8ome new wickedness in them, in like manner as he efficiently produces

[effects: efficit) new strength in the elect whom he changes; nor even by
compelling them, since no one sins except willingly : but first indeed by
more and more abandoning them already corrupt, and then by efficaciously

delivering them, as a most righteous judge, to the lusts of their own
hearts and also to Satan."*

It would be as well a needless task as an infliction upon our

readers to cite the authority of Sublapsarian theologians or for-

mularies in support of the distinction between a decree to effect

and a decree to permit. We have sufficiently proved that it is a

Calvinistic determination, by showing that it was held even by

the Supralapsarians themselves; and in the light of this fact we

confess that the allegation that we have been uncalvinistic in

maintaining it passes our comprehension, except in accordance

with the adage, lucus a non lucendo—we are uncalvinistic for

agreeing with all Calvinistsl

But it will be said that although the Supralapsarians allowed the

distinction between effectuation and permission, they, at the same

time, held that the decree to permit the first sin was necessarily

followed by the commission of that sin. We do not deny that

such a position was maintained by most if not all of them ; on

the contrary, we cannot see how it could be logically avoided as

a consequence from their fundamental and characteristic assump-

tion, that the decree to elect and reprobate preceded the decree

to create. If, as they hold, God determined to glorify his mercy

and justice in the salvation and destruction of men before they

were conceived as created or fallen, creation and the fall were

necessitated in order to the attaifiment of that end. Hence it is,

we presume, that the two late American theologians, Hodge and

Thornwell, threw out of account the element of permission in

their estimate of the Supralapsarian scheme. Their analysis and

discussion of that system would be unfair, were they not justified

in treating as an illogical and irrelevant interjection into it of a

merely nominal permission of the Fall. Their statement of the

order of the divine decrees from the Supralapsarian point of view

was: Predestination, Creation, the Fall, Redemption, and Voca*

)

*Com. in Rom. ix. 18.
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tion; not Predestination, Creation, Permission of the Fall, etc.

All their arguments, against the scheme are based upon the sup-

position, that it involves the necessitation of the Fall as a means

to an end. Still it must be admitted, that the Supralapsarian

divines themselves expressly contended for the decree to permit

the Fall. We have, therefore, legitimately quoted them as distin-

guishing formally between the decree to effect and the decree to

permit. It is not our purpose, just at this point, to expose the fatal

contradiction which emerges in the very bosom of the scheme ; nor

to refute the scholastic hypothesis by which its advocates endeav-

ored to remove that contradiction and to reconcile permission

with necessitation, namely, that God efficiently produced the act

of the first sin as a positive entity and therefore good, but he per-

mitted man to produce the evil quality which belonged to the act.

We design just now to examine Calvin's position in regard to

this matter, both because it is a question intrinsically interesting to

every Calvinist, and because it bears directly upon the intima-

tion that we have departed from his doctrine.

We take occasion here to say that while we cherish the pro-

foundest admiration for the writings of the illustrious Reformer,

and rejoice when we can support our positions with the weight

of his great name, we cannot regard his works as exclusively the

norm of Calvinism. Connect the latter part of the sixteenth cen-

tury with the seventeenth, as he himself does in another place,

and we concur with Dr. A. A. Hodge, who. in his very able

work on the Atonement, in speaking to the question. What is

Calvinism? says: "The title Calvinism has—whether with pro-

priety or not, nevertheless as a fixed fact—been given to a defi-

nite system, which possesses an identity of character and of his-

tory independent of any single man that ever lived We
lay it down, therefore, as a canon, which no student of historical

theology will care to deny, that the common consent of the Re-

formed Churches during the seventeenth century, as witnessed

in their creeds and in the writitings of their representative theo-

logians, is the standard of Calvinism."* We are obliged to as-

*Pp. 391, 392 "We are of opinion that his remark in reference to Cal-

vin that "all the world know« that as a predestinarian he went to the

length of Suj-rahiptsarianiiSiu"' needs to be qualified.
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sign to the writings of Calvin a principal place as a factor in the

production of the system which bears his name; but one's differ-

ence from sorne of his doctrines does not necessarily rule the

dissentient out of the Calvinistic ranks. We have shown that we
have inculcated precisely his views in regard to the freedom of

the will. We now proceed to inquire what was his position as

to the order of the divine decrees, and as to the object of predes-

tination, so far as man is concerned. Was Calvin a Supralapsa^

rian or a Sublapsarian? Whatever may be the interest which

may be conceived to attach to this question, it is one the consid-

eration of which the requirements of this discussion exact from

ys. Nor are we reluctant to encounter it, from the conviction

that it is obsolete and needless. We by no means think so. Cal-

vin, we are satisfied, has been greatly misunderstood and mis-

represented. It is of consequence that his opinions^ especial-

ly in regard to the subject of the divine decrees, constituting as

they do, to a large extent, the differentiating element of the Cal-

vinistic body, should be clearly understood and exhibited. We
are inclined to think that much confusion and much trouble

would have been saved, if Calvin's doctrine had always been dis-

tinguished from that of his contemporary and successor, Theo-

dore Beza. Indeed, we think it questionable whether, if Beza

had not taught Supralapsarianism at Geneva, Arminius would

have been bold enough to inculcate Arminianisra at Leyden.

We have been led to think so from an attentive examination of

the Conference between Arminius and Francis Junius. Even

Dr. Cunningham, although, as we have seen, he considered the

controversy of but little consequence, could use such language as

this; "Beza, then, in his explicit advocacy of Supralapsarianism,

went beyond his master. We do not regard this among the ser-

vices which he rendered to scriptural truth ; especially as we are

bound in candor to admit, that there is some ground to believe

that his high views upon this subject exerted a repelling influ-

ence upon the mind of Arminius, who studied under him for a

time at Geneva."*

The question is not a new one. It has been discussed by

*Refoiiners, etc., p. 366.

s
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Sublapsarians,'Supralapsarians, and Arrainians; hy the first two

of these classes frorn a desire to possess the support of Calvin's

authority for their respective views, by the last for the purpose

of bringing his name into public reproach. But canvassed as it

formerly was, we have our doubts whether the evidence in the case

was exhaustively presented. At least the sublapsarian claim to

Calvin's support can be more amply sustained than by the cita-

tions frora his writings which were collected by Turrettin. It

may be expedient, for the sake of clearness, to state the difference

between the supralapsarian and the sublapsarian doctrines. The

peculiar position of the Supralapsarian is, that out of the mass of

men conceived as not yet created, but as to be created

—

ex pura

massa—God from eternity predestinated some to salvation and

some to destruction. The peculiar position of the Sublapsarian

is, that out of the mass of men conceived as already fallen and cor-

rupt

—

ex eorrupta massa—God frora eternity predestinated some

to salvation and some to destruction. There is a third position

held by some Supralapsarians, namely, that the object of predes-

tination was man conceived as created, but not yet fallen. But

the main issue is between the advocates of the first two which

have been mentioned. We begin our attempt to show that Calvin

held, although not nominally, yet really, the sublapsarian doc-

trine, with the well known passage frora Turrettin

:

U'lnThat Calvin followed the opinion received in our churches touching

the object of predestination can be very clearly collected from many
places, especially in his book On Eternal Predestination, p. 978. 'When
the discussion is concerning predestination,' says he, 'I have always stead-

fastly taught, and to this day teach, that it begins hence: that all the

reprobate, who died and were condemned in Adam, were justly left in

death.' And afterwards : 'It becomes us to touch upon this question

only sparingly, not because it is abstruse and hidden in the inmost

recess of God's sanctuary, but because an idle curiosity is not to be

promoted, uf which excessive speculation is at once the nursling and the

nurse. The discussion of the other part is attended with greater profit,

namely, that from the condemned offspring of Adam God elects whom he

pleases, and whom he pleases reprobates. Upon this doctrine, which

contains in itself the assertion of the corruption and guilt of human na-

ture, I the more freely insist, as one which is not only more conducive

to piety, but one also which is more strictly theological.' So Institutes

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 19.
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Book III., Ch. XXri., ggl and 7, and Ch. XXIII., ?3: 'If all are

chosen out of the corrupt mass, it is no wonder that all are subject to

condemnation.' So also he thinks that Paul in the ninth chapter of

Romans speaks of the corrupt mass, in coirinientinin; upon which passage

among other thinp;s, he says : 'It is tree that the proximate cause of

reprobation is, that all are accursed in Adam.' In this judf];ment of the

great theologian, which corresponds with Article XII. of the Galilean

Confession, and also with the deliverance of the Synod of Dort, we en-

tirely concur, and are of opinion that all who would think soberly ou(rht

to concur."*

To these .testimonies we add others, in order to show that these

were not exceptional utterances of Calvin, but represent his uni-

form teaching.

"He [Pighius] laughs at Augustin and those like him, that is, all the

pious, who imagine that God, after he had foreknown the ruin of the

whole human race in the person of Adam, destined some to life and others

to destruction."!

*'But Pighius still insists that they [the reprobate, according to Cal-

vin's doctrine] were made, not found, worthy of destruction
; as if indeed

it were true, that I teach that those who perish were destined to death in

the eternal purpose of God, of which the reason is not apparent. I .an-

swer, that here three things must be taken into consideration : first, that

the eternal predestination of God which determined what would come to

pass concerning the whole human race, and concerning every individual

man, was fixed and decreed before Adam fell ; in the next place, that

Adam himself was devoted to death on account of the desert of his defec-

tion ; lastly, that all his posterity were so condemned in the person of

him already ruined and shut up to despair, that God might adjudge

worthy of the honor of adoption those whom he thence gratuitously

elects."!

*'Paul taught that out of the ruined mass [ex perdita maasa) God elects

and reprobates those whom he pleased."
||

"It can scarcely happen, indeed, but that the human mind should be

agitated when first it learns that the grace of God is denied to so many

of the unworthy as he pleases, and in like manner granted to the un-

worthy. But we should remember that since all had been condemned

with equal justice, it would be by no means right or just that God should

be bound by law so that he should not have mercy upon any whom he

pleased."^

*Loc. IV., Ques. IX., S. XXX.
f Consensus Genevensis, Niemeyer, p. 253.

tibid., p. 267. \\Ibid., p. 269. g/6(d, p. 270.

I.
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In the treatise on Eternal Predestination, from which we have

made the foregoing quotations, Calvin more than once cites with

approval passages from Augustin in which the sublapsarian doc-

trine is expressly maintained. We have, however, thought it

sufficient to adduce his own opinion. But he also does the same

thing in his great discussion of the Bondage and Liberation of

the Human Will in answer to the Romanist Pighius, We give

an instance or two:*

Ul'From the mass of perdition which was constituted through the first

Adam none could be separated, except because they have this gift which

they receive from the grace of God. Moreover whom he elected them he

also called."

"Those who will not persevere, and so will fall from faith, are not

separated from the mass of perdition by the foreknowledge and predesti-

nation of God, and therefore are not called according to his purpose."

We give a few passages from his Commentaries:

"Let this, therefore, be the first proposition, As the blessing of the

covenant doth separate the people of Israel from all other nations ; so

also the election of God discerneth the men of that nation, while he pre-

destinateth some unto salvation and other some unto condemnation. The

second proposition is, That there is no other foundation of that election

than the mere goodness of God, and also mercy, since the fall of Adam. . .

Therefore, when he saith that both of them [Esau and Jacob] had then

done neither good nor evil, it is also to be added, which he presumeth,

namely, that both of them were the sons of Adam, by nature sinners,

endued with no crumb of righteousness."!

"How childish is the attempt to meet this argument by the following

sophism : 'We were chosen because we were worthy, and because God
foresawthat we would be worthy' ! We were all lost in Adam ; and there-

fore had not God through his own election rescued us from perishing,

there was nothing to be foreseen." J

"It may be asked, As Adam did not fall before the creation of the

world, how was it that Christ had been appointed the Redeemer? for a

remedy is posterior to the disease. My reply is, that this is to be referred

to God's foreknowledge ; for doubtless God, before he created man, fore-

saw that he would not stand long in his integrity. Hence he ordained,

according to his wonderful wisdom and goodness, that Christ should be

the Redeemer, to deliver the lost race of man from ruin."
||

"Whereas the whole human race deserves the same destruction, and

^'Opp., Amsterdam, Vol. VIII., p. 155. -fOn Rom. ix. 11, Calvin So-

ciety's Trans. lOn Gal. i. 4. \\0n 1 Peter, i. 2.
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is bound under the same sentence of condemnation, some are delivered

by gratuitous mercy, others are justly left in their own destruction."*

We have, we frankly admit, encountered a passage which can-

not be adjusted to this body of testinoony. It occurs in Lecture

CLXX. on the Twelve Minor Prophets, being a commentary on

Malacbi 1 2r-6.

*'As to reprobation, the cause of it is sufficiently manifest in the fall qf

Adam, for, as we have said, we all fell with him. It must still be ob-

served that the election of God is anterior to Adam's fall ; and that hence

all we who are rescued from the common ruin have been chosen in Christ

before the creation of the world, but that others justly perish though they

had not been lost in Adam; because God appointed Christ the head of his

Church, in order that we might be saved in him, not all, but those M'ho

have been chosen."f

We confess that we are puzzled as to the meaning of this pas-

sage. The first part seems to teach the sublapsarian doctrine,

and the last, if it mean anything, the supralapsarian. We do not

see how either party to the controversy can claim the passage as

in its favor.

We have attentively considered Twisse's elaborate and ingeni-

ous argument in opposition to the claim of the Sublapsariuns, for-

tified by citations from his writings, that Calvin held their view ;3;

and while we have been obliged to admire his profound scholastic

learning, and have gained from his discussion valuable informa-

tion in reference to the distinctions concerning the divine decrees

which entered as important elements into the controversies of the

time, we have failed to be convinced by his reasoning. In the

first place, Twisse seems to have been compelled to limit himself

to a negative criticism of the passages from Calvin which the

Sublapsarians adduced in favor of their doctrine. There seemed

to be few, if any, positive testimonies to the supralapsarian view

which it was in his power to cite. The presumption, arising

from this consideration, is certainly against him. In the second

place, there is, to our mind, an intrinsic weakness in the argu-

ments he urges which could only be fully exhibited by such a

*0n Gen. xxv. 23.

\ Commentaries^ Calvin's Society's Trans., Vol. V., p. 479.

X Vindicice, De Frcedest., Lib. i., P. i., C. ii.
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protracted analysis of them as we have hot the space to furnish/

We give one specimen, He distinguishes between election and

reprobation as eternal and as temporal, the latter being the execu-

tion of the former.* Having introduced this distinction he uses it

to blunt the point of the passages in which Calvin seems to

enounce the sublapsarian view of an election and reprobation in

the order of thought presupposing and proceeding from the fallen

mass of mankind, by simply construing Calvin's words as having

reference to temporal and not eternal election and reprobation.

And of course it would be admitted on all hands that the execu-

tion of those decrees in time presupposes a fallen mass out of

which the elect are called, and in which the reprobate are judi-

cially left. But, 1. The temporal execution of these decrees

must correspond with their eternal idea in the divine mind.

We see not how anything is gained by the distinction. 2.

The temporal election of which Twisse speaks cannot be distin-

guished from calling. The office discharged by them is the same;

and surely Calvin was wont to discriminate between an eternal

election and a vocation in time. 3. We fail to apprehend the dis-

tinction between Twisse's temporal election and reprobation, and

the providential execution of the eternal decrees of election and

reprobation. Decrees and providence are, in a certain sense,

confounded. 4. The analogy of Calvinistic usage does not sanc-

tion the distinction under consideration, and that usage, we

are apt to think, was stamped by Calvin's writings. In the

third place, Turrettin, in the passage cited above from his Theo-

logical Institutes, says that Calvin held the opinion received in

the Reformed Churches—that is, the sublapsarian. It seems

almost impossible to conceive how the uniform type of doctrine

concerning predestination in the Reformed Churches could have

been sublapsarian, had not Calvin sanctioned that view of the

decrees. The great majority of the divines who sat in the Synod

of Dort were Sublapsarians, and the same was true of those Avho

composed the Westminster Assembly, of which Dr. Twisse him-

self was the Moderator, until his death devolved that office upon

**'Hsec Calvini verba de electione temporali, quae nihil aliud est quam
asternae electionia executio," etc. De FrcedesL, L. i., P. i., C, ii.
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another. It seems wholly improbable that, in the course of a

century, only a few exceptional theologians of the Reformed

Church represented the opinion of the great doctrinal leader of

that body, while the mass of the ministers and churches had

abandoned it. So far as to the question of Calvin's Sublapsa-

rianism.

It cannot be expected that one would find this question nomi-

nally and expressly handled in the formularies that antedated

the Synod of Dort, for the reason that it had not up to that time

assumed definite shape. We are aware that they have been

claimed by some Sublapsarians as favoring their doctrine; but

regarding their testimony as incapable of being clearly pleaded

on either side, we refrain from citing it. The Canons of the

Synod of Dort are sufficiently explicit in relation to the question.

Says Canon VII. of Chapter I.:

"Election is the unchangeable purpose of God, whereby, before the

foundations of the world were laid, from the whole human race, fallen by

its own fault from primeval integrity into sin and destruction, according

to the most free pleasure of his own will, out of mere grace, he elected to

salvation in Christ a definite multitude of individuals, neither better nor

more worthy than others, but lying with others in a common misery."*

Canon X. of Chap. I. says that election consists in this : "That

he [God] called some certain persons out of the common multi-

tude of sinners," etc.f

Canon I. of the same Chapter says :

"Since all men sinned in Adam, and were made subject to the curse

and death eternal, God would have done injustice to none if he had willed

to leave the whole human race in sin and under the curse, and to damn

them on account of sin."J

In its "Rejection of Errors" the Synod specifies that of those,

"Who teach : That God of his mere righteous will decreed {decrevisse)

to leave no one in the full of Adam and in a common state of sin and

damnation."
|[

Here Twisse's distinction cannot be pleaded between the eter-

nal decree to leave, and the temporal leaving of, men in the

fiillen mass. The Synod in rejecting the error, namely that

God decreed to leave no one in the fallen mass, affirmed the op-

* Niemeyer, p. 694. f Ibid., p. 695. t Ihid., p. 693. [| Ibid., p. 700.

,+i4,

.
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posite truth, to wit, that God did decree to leave some in the

fallen mass; that is to say, the eternal decree of reprobation, in

the divine mind, presupposed the decree to permit the Fall.

The striking testimony of the Formula Consensus Helvetica

Dr. Charles Hodge, in discussing the subject of Supralapsarian-

ism,* did not deem it necessary expressly to cite, as he seemed

to regard it as well-known that it contains "a formal repudiation

of the supralapsarian view." But as the question before us is

concerned about the doctrine of the Calvinistic standards, we feel

bound to quote the language of that great formulary:

"Before the foundations of the world were laid, God, in Christ Jesus

our Lord, formed an eternal purpose, in Avhich, out of the mere good

pleasure of- his will, without any foresight of the merit of works or of

faith, unto the praise of his <rlorious grace, elected a certain and definite

number of men in the same mass of corruption {in eadem corrupiionis

massa), and iyin*; in a common blood, and so corrupt in sin, to be, in time,

brou<!;ht to salvation throuf^h Christ the only Sponsor and Mediator, and

throu<i;h the merit of the same, by -the most powerful influence of the

Holy Spirit regenerating, to be effectually called, regenerated and endued

with faith and repentance. And in such wise indeed did God determine

to illustrate his ;!;lory, that he decreed, first to create man in integrity,

then to permit the fall of the same, and finally to pity some from among
the fiillcn, and so to elect the same, but to leave others in the corrupt

mass, and at length to devote them to eternal destruction."f

So much for the testimony of those pronounced Calvinistic for-

mularies, the Canons of the Synod of Dort and the Formula

Consensus Helvetica. The Westminster Standards, we are pre-

pared in candor to admit, do not seem to us explicitly to affirm

the subhjpsarian doctrine. We think, however, that they imply

it. As an offset to the opinion of Dr. Cunningham, that there is

an "omission in the Confession of any statement that might be

fairly held to contain or to imply a denial of Supralapsarian-

ism,"J that of Dr. Charles Hodge may be mentioned, who, after

* Sj/st. TlicoL, Vol. ii., p. 317. INiemeyer, p. 731.

X Reformers, etc.,"p. 369. We have a profound respect for Dr. Cunning-

ham, as one of the (greatest men that the Scottish churches have produced,

and owe him a special debt of gratitude for his masterly discussions of

church questions; but to "err is human," and we have sometimes been

obliged to pause and examine his statements. For instance, in his His-

torical Theology (Vol. I., p. 8l'), he attributes to Calvin the doctrine
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observing that Twisse, the prolocutor of the Westminster Assem-

bly, was a zealous Supralapsarian, but that the great majority of its

members were on the other side, says: "The symbols of that As-

sembly, while they clearly imply the infralapsarian view, were

yet so framed as to avoid offence to those who adopted the supra-

lapsarian theory.''* He then proceeds to adduce passages from

which, in his judgment, the sublapsarian doctrine is logically

deducible.

But let it be supposed that the Westminster standards are neu-

tral in regard to this question, that is to say precisely, that they

leave the question an open one, whether the object of election

and reprobation was man considered as unfallen or considered as

fallen,—let this be supposed, and it will follow that one who holds

the sublapsarian view, as we do, could not be adjudged to be out

of harmony, as to that matter, with those standards. And it will

further be true, that, as those Calvinistic formularies which speak

professedly upon the question are sublapsarian, and the great

body of Calvinistic theologians take the same view, he who main-

tains the sublapsarian doctrine is positively in harmony with the

standards of Calvinism. Supralapsarianism has never been made

symbolic, while Sublapsarianisrn has been definitely incorporated

into some of the Calvinistic Confessions. Upon what ground,

then, can it be fairly maintained that we have inculcated a "new

theology," involving a departure from the standards of Calvinism?

It will perhaps be asked, Why this attempt to prove Calvin

and the Calvinistic confessions to have been sublapsarian? First,

because we have in the preceding discussion occupied sublapsa^

rian ground, and in this respect our agreement with Calvin and

the Calvinistic standards is made apparent; secondly and chiefly,

for the reason that if Calvin and the Calvinistic symbols are

proved to have been sublapsarian, the presumption is a powerful

"that Christ descended into hell—in this sense, that after death he went

to the place of the damned, and shared somehovr in their torments;"

whereas the fact is that, in one of the most eloquent and affectin<j; pas-

sages of the Institutes (B. II., C. XVI., ^g 10-12), he expressly contends

that Christ descended into hell in this sense—that he endured the pains

of hell during his last passion in the garden and on the cross.

* Stjst. TJw>l.,No\.\\l.,^. UT.
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one that they could not have maintained the supralapsarian

position, that God by his efficient decree necessitated the com*

mission of the first sin. If Calvin was a sublapsarian in one

respect, it is likely that he was in all. And if upon investiga-

tion it be discovered that while he held the sublapsarian order of

the divine decrees, he also taught the supralapsarian doctrine

that God so predetermined the first sin that its production be*

came a necessity, as a means to an end, it will be shown that the

Reformer was inconsistent with himself, and we would be at lib-

erty to elect which of the incongrous doctrines we would receive.

The consequence would be that neither the Sublapsarian nor the

Supralapsarian could be said to be out of harmony with his teach-

ings. We are entitled, then, to carry with us this presumption,

in further inquiring whether the doctrine that the first sin was

made necessary by efficacious decree was held by Calvin, and is a

normal element of the Calvinistic system. This we understand

the reviewer to affirm; and accordingly he pronounces our posi-

tion upon this point novel and heterodox, namely, that God did

not by an efficient decree necessitate the first sin, but that his

foreordination of it was permissive. '

-'

In order that the issue may be distinctly apprehended, and

that it may appear that we do not misconceive the reviewer's

doctrine, we quote his own words;

"The apprehension of certainty in relation to the future implies, to our

created intelligence, a pre-deterinination.''

"According]; to the laws of thought with which we ourselves are en-

dowed by the Creator, we cannot conceive of certainty which is not estab-

lished by antecedents. But before creation all antecedents must have

been in the mind of the Almighty. His volitions, therefore, are the

fountains of his creative acts. His purposes alone established the cer-

tainty of these wonderful events. Resolutions formed by an infinite mind

must be accompanied by a positive assurance of the acts to which they

relate. This consciousness is not the result of calculation or inference.

It is not an impression of overwhelming probability, but an intuition

that the purposes of such a mind, unrestricted by conditions, will be ful-

filled. The purpose is a cause of infinite eflficiency, and the effect is

immediately apprehended as a certain result."

"The certainty and necessity of all events within the scope of God's

foreknowledge must include even the volitions of his creatures. . . Sin

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2— 20.
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sustain^ a twofold relation : amoral one td the niotiv«H that have actuated

the culprit, and an historical and providential one to the decrees of God.

It is the moral relation which imparts to it its true heinou^ness. The

historical relation has no moral features, but simply connects it as a link

with the vast chain of antecedents and consequents which the wisdom of

God has established. This is the best rational solution which our minds

can frame consistently with our premises." {
.

''What kind of a cause do v^e meain when we speak of the cause of

volition? God is the only First Cause recognised by theistical philoso-

phers. We must therefore mean that our inquiry refers to a second

cause. But second causes are always in their turn effects. Now this

theory [the one' criticised] makes the second cause of volitions a new first

cause. It supersedes the Deity."
"

"Attention should first be directed to the decree itself. This is called

a purpose, and a purpose implies active volition, . . We are expressly

informed that 'God executes his decrees in the works of creation and

providence.' It was his purpose, therefore, not only to permit others to

execute them, but to provide for them by acts of his own. The creation

of man; was one of the means he employed f6r this end, and the condition

and circumstances in which man was placed were according to his wie^e

foreordination. The object of the decree was the end, the subsequent

acts virere the means. Now if the end was certain, as the object of God's

de6vee-^one of the all things that come to pass—the decree and the mean's

must have been efficient. There is no escape possible. The efficiency oif

tjie decrees of God is as certain in the one case as in another. In some

cases it is direct, as when he said, 'Let there be light, and there waa

light.' In other cases it is through his own appointed means, as when

Adam fell. The efficiency of the means is essential to the certainty of

the result."

These statements show the reviewer's doctrine to be: that all

divine decrees are efficient; that all events, being efficiently de-

creed, must be effected by God; and, consequently, that Adam's

first sin, as it was an object of efficient decree, was necessary and

unavoidable, and was, in a certain sense, effected by God himself.

In short, God is the sole efficient cause in the universe, and all

second causes are but means through which he effects his pur-

poses. Now is this the doctrine of Calvin ? We are aware that

it is imputed to him by his enemies, and the changes endlessly

rung upon it. But if it be his doctrine, we have read him to

little purpose. In the attempt to settle this question, the path

must be cleared of irrelevant issues.
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In the first place, the question is not whether the Reformer

held the relation of the divine decrees to all events that come to

pass. Of course he taught that, and every Calvinist believes with

him. It would be a mere waste of time to talk upon that point.

Let us then think it away. • . :

In the second place, the question is not what Calvin taught as

to the relation of the divine decrees to the sins of the wicked.

We insist upon it, that that question, as irrelevant, be not involved

in the discussion. That Calvin held that efficacious decrees, in a

sense terminate on the sins of the incorrigibly wicked, we have!

already freely conceded, and expressed our assent to his doctrine

on the subject. The significance of this consideration would be

destroyed, if indeed Calvin recognised no difference between the

relation of the divine efficiency to the sins of the wicked and the

first sin of a being previously innocent. But we have shown, in

a former discussion, that he did emphasize the difference. We
are not alone in that view. Scott, the able Continuator of Mil-

ner's Church History, saw the distinction and signalised it as

necessary to an intelligent judgment in regard to Calvin's teach-

ing concerning the relation of God's efficiency to sin.* But if

what the Reformer taught as to the influence of decree upon the

wicked be left out of account, the great bulk of his writings on

the subject of election and reprobation will lie beyond the pale of

the present investigation.

In the third place, the question is not, whether Calvin held;

that God, through the natural constitution which he conferred

upon Adam at creation, necessitated the commission of his first

sin. In our article in the last number of this Review we proved,

by copious citations from his works, that he did not hold that view,

but that, on the contrary, he maintained that God gave him a

nature and endowed him with grace which amply capacitated

liim to stand in holiness and win eternal life for himself and for

his seed.

In the fourth place, the question is not, whether Calvin incul-

cated the view that God's foreknowledge of the first sin proved

its certainty as an historical event. That a necessity of infalli-

*Vol. III., p. 583. .. .
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bility, as it has been sometimes termed, or a necessity of conse-

quence, as at other times it has been denominated, existed between

God's foreknowledge of the sin and its occurrence—that such a

necessity was held by Calvin, and by Calvinists in general, there

can be no doubt; and therefore there need be no discussion as to

that matter. For that is a species of necessity which is related

to knowledge and not to causal efficiency. The knowledge of the

event being supposed, its certainty follows as a logical conse-

quence ; but the knowledge exerts no productive influence in

bringing the event to pass. The question, therefore, is not,

whether the occurrence of the first sin was, in relation to God's

all-perfect knowledge, necessary in the sense of being infallibly

known, or in the sense of a logical consequence from the propo-

sition : God foreknew the occurrence of the sin.

What then is the question? It is, precisely, whether Calvin's

doctrine was, that God eflBcaciously decreed the first sin, and

whether, by consequence, he, in pursuance of that decree, provi-

dentially effected it? As we have no disposition to state the

question disadvantageously to the reviewer, let us narrow it still

further: Was it Calvin's view that God decreed to effect, and

therefore providentially effected, the first sin, regarded as an act,

an entity, or, as the reviewer expresses it, an historical event,

while he permitted man to infuse the bad quality into the act, or

to fail in producing the good quality which ought to have been

attached to it?

We will first adduce and examine the most prominent passages

in his works which seem to place him on the affirmative of this

question. We will begin with those which appear to teach that

God decreed to create man for destruction.

"It is impossible to deny that God foreknew what the end of man wa«

to be before he made him, and foreknew, because he had so ordained by

his decree."*

"Thou<5h, by the eternal providence of God, man was fortned for the

calamity under which he lies, he took the matter of it from himself, not

from God, since the only cause of his destruction was his degenerating from

the purity of his creation into a state of vice and impurity."f

"Those therefore whom he has created for dishonor during life and

*Institutes, B. III., C. XXIIL, §7. ]Ihid., §9.
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destruction at death, that they may be vessels of wrath and examples of

severity, in bringing to their doom, he at one time deprives of the means

of hearing his word, at another by the preaching of it blinds and stupefies

them the more."* ...
It must be admitted that in these passages the language of Calvin

is not perfectly definite; and as we were not his private secretary

we have no desire to dogmatise in regard to its meaning. But it

is fair to interpret him in these utterances in accordance with the

whole analogy of his teachings; and guided by that canon, we

are led to the opinion that the evidence, as a whole, does not

favor the view that he here maintained that God first decreed to

condemn men for their sins, and then decreed to create them for

that purpose—that is, that in the divine mind, the decree to con-

demn preceded the decree to create. In support of this construc-

tion of his language we submit the following reasons:

In the first, place, we have seen that Calvin really taught the

sublapsarian view of the order of the divine decrees, and the

object of predestination. This was his catholic doctrine. If so,

he would be inconsistent with himself, if, in the passages cited,

he inculcated the opposite view. The presumption is against

that supposition—so strongly against it that the language of these

extracts must be shown to be unambiguous in order to sustain it.

But that this is difficult to be done will appear from our next

consideration.

In the second place, it is far from evident that by the term

create which is the hinge of his meaning in these passages, Calvin

means decree to create. When the Reformer says that God

foreknew the end of man, before he made him, it does not follow

that he meant to say that God foreknew the end of man, as one

of salvation or destruction, before he decreed to make him. The

two propositions are very different. And it must also be borne

in mind that Calvin treated the hypothesis of the traduction of

souls with contempt, and held tenaciously that of their immediate

creation. If that view be taken into connection with his doctrine

of the federal imputation of Adam's guilt to his posterity, it is

clear that he maintained that God creates the descendants of

*Ibid., B. III., C. XXIV., ^2.
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Adam, as qualified by the guilt so imputed to thera. This "he

foreknew" before their actual creation; in this light, ''man was

formed for the calamity under which he lies," and "was created

for dishonor during life and destruction at death " This is at

least a possible construction of his language in these utterances
;

and as it brings him into harmony with himself in his general

teaching, it would seem to be a fair and legitimate construction.

But if it be, there is no necessity to interpret him as meaning

that God created man, as innocent, in order to glorify himself in

his destruction ; and then it would not follow, that he meant to

affirm that the divine decree effectuated the sin and ruin of man.

He seems to imply—at least he may have implied—that God de-

creed to create mankind, as guilty in Adam, and therefore as

"vessels of wrath and examples of severity." There is certainly

a distinction between a decree to create unto destruction men

conceived as guilty in a representative, and a decree to create the

representative, conceived as innocent, unto destruction. That

distinction, we think, Calvin affirmed.

In the third place, if the several contexts from which these

passages have been extracted be closely examined, with an eye to

the whole analogy of Calvin's doctrine, we think that the construc-

tion which we have intimated will be seen to be not without justi-

fication from at least a part of their contents. A regulative con-

ception in his mind, in reference to the case of reprobated beings,

appears to have been that of subjects of government condemned

by a judge, whose sentences proceed upon the presupposition of

guilt. For example, he says expressly : "Let us in the corruption

of human nature contemplate the evident cause of condemnjition

(a cause which comes more closely home to us) rather than inquire

into a cause hidden and almost incomprehensible in the predes-

tination of God."* On the other hand, Calvin held another

regulative conception, namely, that of the sovereignty of God in

ordaining whutsoever comes to pass; and when he speaks under

the influence of that conception, he appears to teach that God

causally determined the occurrence of sin in the first instance.

^Institutes, B.' III., C. XXIJI., ?^
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The question, whether these two apparently conflicting classes of

atterance can be harmonised, will be considered as we proceed.

In the fourth place, it would be easy to cite numerous passages

in which Calvin, in answer to the acute antagonists who pressed

hira with the objection that he made God the author of sin, main-

tains strenuously that evil did not come by creation. If so, how

could he have consistently taught that God decreed to create man

for evil ? Many of these passages we have already adduced, and

therefore will not now cite them.* We have before us two re-

markable statements to the same eifect, in the treatise on the

Bondage and Liberation of the Will, but our space does not per-

permit their insertion. f Bishop Davenant, a member of the Synod

of Dort, and one of the brightest ornaments of the Church of

England, in defending the illustrious Reformer against the criti-

cisms of the Jesuits, says

:

"I affirm that the opinion of Calvin is most truly contained in these two

propositions: 1. That the consideration of a foreseen fall did not occur

to God when predestinating as a cause. . . 2. The other proposition which

I oppose to the censure of the Jesuits, and which I assert to be ac-

cording to the mind of Calvin, is this: The consideration of sin fore-

seen offered itself to God when predestinating, by way of an annexed

condition, which is inherent in all whether elect or reprobate. . . Blind

is the man who sees not that the corrupt mass in these cases [in passages

from Calvin and Augustin] is the ground of predestination, so that from

it are selected vessels of honor through election, and in it vessels are left

to dishonor through reprobation."|

We take Duvenant's meaning to be, that Calvin's doctrine was;

that, strictly speaking, there was no cause of predestination but

the good pleasure of God's sovereign will ; for he may have de-

creed, or may not have decreed, as he pleased, to create man, to

permit the fall, and from the mass of mankind, conceived as fallen,

either to save all, or to doom all to perish, or to elect some to

Ralvation and to reprobate others—to the glory of his name. He
was a cause to himself Neither foreseen merit nor demerit in

the creature was a cause of his sovereign determination. But on

I

*SouTHERN Presbyterian Review, January, 1880.

\Opp., 1667, Vol. VIII., pp. 126, 127.

XBeterminationes, Allport's Trans., Quest. 26.
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the supposition that he pleased to decree as he did, the concep-

tion of the fall conditioned, and, in that sense, grounded in the

divine mind the decrees of election and reprobation. The com-

mon guilt and ruin of mankind, induced by their own fault, were

presupposed in the determination to save some and leave others

to perish. This, we take it, was Calvin's meaning when he said,

as he was wont, that corruption was the cause of condemnation.

It did not efficiently produce, but it conditioned, the decree to

condemn.

We must, however reluctantly, arrest the discussion at this

point, in the hope that a favoring providence may enable us to

complete it at another time.
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CRITICAL NOTICES.

The ffoly Bible according to the Authorised Version [A. D.

1611), with an Explanatory and Critical Commentary, and
a Revision of the Translation, hy Bishops and other Clergy of

the Anglican Church. Edited by F. C. Cook, M. A., Canon
of Exeter, Preacher at Lincoln's Inn, Chaplain in Ordinary

to the Queen. New Testament, Vol. II., St. John—The Acts

of the Apostles. New York : Charles Scribner's Sons, 743

and 745 Broadway. 1880. Pp. 534, royal 8vo.

In the year 1863, whilst the war of the States of this Union was

at its height and the country and the Church amongst us were ab-

sorbed with its terrific demands, the blessings of peace were enjoyed

by our mother country, and the Speaker of the House of Commons

consulted with some of the bishops of the English Church as to the

best way of supplying a want long felt in that communion, viz.,

"a plain explanatory commentary on the Bible, more complete

and accurate than any accessible to English readers." And so

Church and State were united, and are held forth in the adver-

tisement as united, in the origination of this work, which is, of

course, a great recommendation for it to all the members of the

Anglican body. The Archbishop of York then undertakes to

organise a plan for producing such a work, to be performed by

scholars amongst the clergy, selected for their biblical learning.

The great object was to put ''the general reader" in "posses-

sion of all the information requisite to understand the Holy

Scriptures, and give him as far as possible the same advantages

as the scholar and supply him with answers to objections resting

upon misrepresentations of the text."

The authorised version is retained without alteration, with the

marginal references and renderings; but in all cases there are

given amended translations of passages proved to be incorrect in

our version.

Canon Cook has conducted the work as general editor, in con-

sultation with the Archbishop of York and the Regius Professors

of Divinity of Oxford and Cambridge.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—21.
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The Old Testament, in six royal octavo volumes, has been com-

pleted by the labors of several of the Bishops, Archdeacons, and

Canons of the English Church, and these six volumes have been

republished in this country by the Scribners at five dollars a

volume in cloth. Two volumes of the New Testament at same

price have also been issued, and the remaining two are in press.

Besides Bishops of the American Episcopal Church who com-

mend very highly the execution of the work, there are published

rather laudatory notices of it by Drs. Shedd and Jacobus, and by

Prof. Ch. A. Aiken, D. D., LL. D., of Princeton. The last

named says, "As a compendium it will be prized by many who

have access to more exhaustive commentaries, and will furnish

helps fresh, solid, and sound to many who have no access to or

leisure for using the more extensive storehouses of Biblical learn-

ing. Dr. Shedd examined the first volume of the Old Testament

and pronounced it "a superior work." Dr. Jacobus said "the

notes themselves are brief, often meagre, and commonly too cur-

sory for the popular need . . but this Avork will fill a place

not wholly occupied by any that has preceded it," etc.

The volume before us contains a Commentary on John, with

an Introduction to that Gospel, both by B. F. Westcott, D. D.,

Regius Professor of Divinity, Cambridge, and Canon of Peter-

borough, and a Commentary and Critical Notes on the Acts by

William Jacobson, D. D., Bishop of Chester, and an Introduc-

tion to that book by the general editor. Canon Cook.

We have not had opportunity to see any other volume of this

work except this single one. It appears to us not exactly what

was said at the outset to be the thinfr desired and aimed at,

namely, a plain exvlanatory commentary for the general reader.

It is, so far as criticism is concerned, of course, necessarily in

advance of the commentaries on the Bible hitherto accessible to

the general English reader ; becnuse since the days of Henry,

Scott, and even Clarke, great labor and much learned research

have been devoted by biblical scholars in various lands and lan-

guages to the study and exposition of the Scriptures. But if

the general English reader shall betake himself to this Bible

Commentary for a plain explanatory account of the meaning of
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the Scriptures. We are of opinion, judging from the volume be-

fore us, that he will find his expectations disappointed. For

there is vastly more display of learning and of critical acumen,

vastly more of reference to the Fathers, to the old Manuscripts,

and to the words of the original Greek, than the general reader

ordinarily will be able to apprehend or to relish. We must also

endorse what Dr. Jacobus said, that the notes are in general very

meagre and too cursory for the popular need. They are, more-

over, expressive of altogether too much mere scholarly refinement

for general English readers. Hence we find Bishop Potter, of

New York, when called on for his commendations of the work,

saying it is "for our students of Divinity, our clergy, and for a.

large class of general readers." This is not what was proposed.

Not a class of general readers was had in view, but the general

reader who was distinguished carefully from the scholar, with

whom this work was lo equal that general reader in point of ad-

vantages so far as possible. "Our students in Divinity and our

clergy" were not thought of at the outset, yet the work proves to

be adapted to them and not the general English reader. We can-

not deny that to all the uses of the class named, Henry's Exposi-

sition, or Scott's Commentary, (the one a Dissenting, the other a

Church of England, minister,) appears to us far better adapted

than the one before us. In a modest ^''Meeting House" in

Chester repose the remains of Henry, and my lord the Bishop

of Chester lives in that town, we suppose in a palace ; but dead

Henry will for all general English readers long outlive by his

Exposition of the whole Bible what Chester's lordly bishop

has written on the Acts. As for Thomas Scott, we have no idea

that this new Commentary will ever be found more complete and

accurate than his immortal work.

Comparing the two parts of this volume together, we give the

preference decidedly to Canon Westcott's portion of it.

Our readers may like to know how Bishop Jacobson under-

stands Acts vi. 1-6 of the institution of the Deacons. He holds

that as it was "the multitude who complained," the selection

of the Deacons "was in this instance left to the popular voice."

"But this was not a permanent arrangement. In the Pastoral
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Epistles, when their functions had become more spiritual, the

Deacons were to be appointed, not elected." "In the Pas-

toral Epistles there is no reference to their being charged with

any secular ministration." "The believers generally chose them.

The selection is attributed by the Church to divine inspiration

in our Collect for the Ordering of Deacons. In the first instance

this was a special appointment to supply a special and urgent

need. ... If the ministry of the Word was not originally

assigned, the office must have been very much modified, and very

soon. St. Stephen taught at Jerusalem and St. Philip made the

gospel known in Samaria. St. Paul uses SmKovla of his own min-

istry, and applies didKovog to himself and to the Apostles gener-

ally."

And how does he understand the Elders or Presbyters whom

Paul in Acts xx. 28 addresses by the title Bishops? He says,

"The Presbyters, therefore, while the Apostles lived were Upis-

copi, overseers. But the Apostles, in foresight of their approach-

ing martyrdom, having appointed their successors in the several

cities and communities, as St. Paul did Timothy at Ephesus and

Titus in Crete, A. D. 64, four years before his death, it was

thought well to keep that name proper and sacred to the first

extraordinary messengers of Christ. And in the very next gen-

eration after the Apostles it was agreed all over Christendom at

once to assign and appropriate to the sucsessors of the Apostles

the word Episcopus or Bishop."

This extraordinary statement Bishop Jacobson quotes without

comment from "Bentley's Remarks on Free Thinking"; it would

be a hopeless task for him to undertake to prove it from veritable

Church history. J. B. A.

The Emotions. By James McCosh, D. D., LL. D., President

of Princeton College; Author of "Method of Divine Govern-
ment;" "Intuitions of the Mind," etc. New York : Charles

Scribner's Sons, 743 and 745 Broadway, 1880. 1 2mo., pp. 255.

We have here another book from the prolific pen of Dr. Mc-

Cosh, and he seems to have no idea of stopping. He tells his

readers that he hopes to treat of Conscience and Will in another

little volume, and intimates that he may issue a "separate work"
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on the hypothesis of Evolution. We admire the industry and

fertility of the distinguished author; but we have often questioned

with ourselves whether he might not now, as his evening shadows

are lengthening, accomplish more by carefully revising and per-

fecting the works which he has already produced, than by add-

ing fresh ones to their number. We are disposed to doubt the

continued vigor of the creative power after a certain time of life

has been passed. The very analogies of nature would seem to

show that the mature wisdom of age should be employed in con-

summating the labors of an earlier period, rather than in the

origination of new productions. We intend, however, to pass no

hostile criticism|)upon any of the books of Dr. McCosh. We have

read, and still read, his works with interest and profit. To two

of them we have given special attention. We remember to have

been impressed in our youth by the high encomiums pronounced

by a profound writer in this Review upon the "Method of the

Divine Government." He could scarely have paid it a finer

compliment than he did in comparing it, in its spirit, to the great

work of Bishop Butler on the same general theme, with the re-

mark that it possessed an advantage over the Analogy in its more

evangelical comprehension of man's sinful condition and of the

principles of redemption. Especially have we been struck by the

masterly discussion of Conscience in that work. A positive ad-

vance was made in its treatment, by the author's bringing to bear

upon it the common sense philosophy of the Scottish school.

The fact was called into notice that the fundamental laws of mo-

rality lie at the root of the moral judgments, as the fundamental

laws of belief are latent in the ground-forms of the intellectual

processes.

The discussion of the Will, particularly in its relation to the

divine efficiency, was hardly so happy. Something appeared to

us to be lacking so far as definiteness of conception and self-con-

sistency were concerned. If the treatment of conscience could

be made fuller, and that of the will more perfect, we venture to

suggest that an office more useful to posterity would be discharged

than by independent discussions of those topics, however valuable

in themselves they might be. We have long felt the wish that
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80 noble a work as "The Divine Government" might attain the

highest perfection to which the great abilities of its author can

advance it. It deserves, we think claims, his last hand.

The other work to which we alluded is the "Intuitions of the

Mind." In this book Dr. McCosh has contributed materially to

the development of the Scotch Philosophy by an endeavor to ana-

lyse and classify the fundamental principles of thought and be-

lief. Some of his observations we have found eminently sug-

gestive. He has more fully than any writier with whom we are

acquainted elucidated the validity of our faith-knowledge', and

discriminated our faith-judgments from those of the elaborative

faculty. This is a territory which demands more thorough investi-

gation than has yet been given to it. There is still great haziness

hanging over the region where our thought judgments and our

faith-judgments approach each other. And if Dr. McCosh should

more formally and completely develope the profound hints which

are contained in the "Intuitions of the Mind" in reference to

those questions, he would go far towards maturing the results of

some of the most important principles of that school which has

been illuminated by tlfe splendid names of Reid, Stewart, and

Hamilton.

The book before us is strongly marked by that combination of

philosophical analysis and statement with pertinent illustrations

drawn from imagination, science, and history, which constitutes

80 conspicuous a feature of the author's work on the Divine Gov-

ernment. There is no reader of intelligence, however unaccus-

tomed he may be to metaphysical technicalities, who wilKfind it

dry and uninteresting. The special cases by means of which

abstract truths are reduced to practical exemplification, are so

appropriate and so vividly and happily stated, that entertainment

as well as instruction is afforded at every step in the progress of

the exposition. In one or two instances, however, the author

employs illustrations which reveal the fact that he did not intend

to address a circle of readers coextensive Avith the limits of this

land. There is a certain class of them, however restricted they may

be, to whose taste, to say the least, his book would have lost none

of its attractiveness by the absence of such allusions. But that,
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we presume, is matter of small concern to one whose reputation

is in no degree dependent upon their suffrage. Still a professed-

ly philosohical work, we take leave to say, would not be apt to

suffer, in the estimation of the republic of letters, in consequence

of possessing:!; the attribute of catholicity. A contempt for the

feelings of Frenchmen might be expected in a patriotic speech

by a German professor, but his taste would be questionable should

he give it expression in a calm metapysical treatise.

In the Preface, Dr. McCosh intimates his dissatisfaction with

the ordinary treatment of the feelings and emotions in books of

mental science. He objects to the term feeling as ''very vague

and ambiguous," and deems it desirable to separate the emotions

from the feelings, and "to have a renewed attempt to give an

analysis, a description and classification of them, as distinguished

from other mental qualities;" We concur with him in regarding

it as important to make and to emphasise such a distinction. If,

however, he means that the term feeling should cease to bear a

generic signification, including emotion^ we are not clear that the

criticism is just. We can think of no word wide enough to em-

brace all the phenomena which it is usual to group under the

term feelings, if that term be discarded. In the present state of

the language, it would' be hard to improve upon Sir William

Hamilton's terminology.

The author analyses emotion into four constituent elements:

first, appetences which are the springs in which it originates;

secondly, the idea or phantasm which calls forth and conditions

it; thirdly, excitement with attachment and repugnance; and

fourthly, the organic aflfection, or the impressions made by it

upon the organs of the body, and reciprocally made upon it by

the excited states of those organs. We have some doubt whether

a strict analysis would assign the last of these to the nature of

emotion, so far as the affection of the bodily organs is concerned.

Dr. McCosh ver}^ properly insists upon the necessity of keeping

apart psychological and physiological investigations, and of dis-

tinguishing between mental emotion and nervous sensibility. But

the incorporation of organic affections into the very nature of

mental emotions would seem to endanger the maintenance of
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these just distinctions. Might it not be better to treat organic

affections as concomitants of emotion, rather than as constituent

elements?

Book First of the treatise is occupied in an exposition of the

four elements of emotion which have been mentioned. It contains

many striking observations. As a specimen we give a passage

occurring in his treatment of the second, which is worthy of con-

sideration by that class of public speakers who aim at stirring

the emotions of their hearers in order to induce them to take

action in regard to the subject enforced upon their attention:

"Our doctrine admits an application to the art of rhetoric, as showinw;

how feeling is to be excited. We are never, indeed, to neglect the more

important task of enlightening and convincing the understanding in the

view of impressing the sensibility. If the judgment is not convinced,

feelini: will he merely like the fire fed by straw, blazing for a time, it

may be, to be speedily extinguished, with only ashes remaining. But in

order to secure consideration by the undelrstanding, or when the under-

standing has been gained, it may be of advantage or it may be necessary

to interest the heart. Now we have seen in what way the feelings are to

he gained. No man ever stirred up feeling by simply showing that we

ought to feel. Still less will it be. roused by high sounding exclamations,

such as "how lovely," "how good," "how sublime." Commonplace ora-

tors shout and rave in this way, without exciting in the breast of those

who listen to them any feeling, except it be one of wonder, how they

should seem to be so warm when they are saying nothing fitted to warm
us. A steady tide will be raised only where there is a body like the

moon attracting the waters. He who would create admiration for good-

ness must exhibit a good being performing a good action. lie who would

draw out compassion must bring before us a person in distress. He who
would rouse indignation must expose to us a deed of cowardice, deceit, or

cruelty. Or, if he would stir up gratitude he must show us favors con-

ferred upon us," (Pp. 49, 50.)

We fully subscribe to the author's strictures upon those systems

of religion or morality which abstract moral excellence from its

existence in a living personal Being, and appeal to the love of

the good rather than to the love of God. He very justly remarks

that "unless we place before the mind a living, acting, benevolent

God, the affections will not be drawn towards him"; and that

"the injunction or recommendation of virtue in the abstract, as

was done in so many of the pulpits, and by so many of the ethical
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writers, of Great Britain in the middle of the last century, 19

found to be utterly powerless upon the heart, character, and

conduct" (p. 49); ,'

: , v ;.

Book Second contains a; classification and description of the

emotions. They are reduced to two classes : first, those directed

to animate objects; secondly, those called forth by inanimate

objects. In treating of those embraced in the first class, he prO'

fessedly follows the division of Dr. Thomas Brown into Retro-

spective, Immediate, and Prospective Emotions.
'

Book Third is devoted to what the author denominates Complex

Emotions, which he distributes into two kinds: Continuous Emo-

tions, and Motives swaying masses,
;

This work challenges attention not only by the ability which

characterises all the productions of its distinguished author, but

by the fact that it contributes to the supply of a real demand

—

the demand for thoroughgoing discussions of the emotions apart

from the intellect, the will, and the conscience. Such works as

those of Alison and Burke do not profess to be more than partial.

Dr. McCosh covers the whole field of the Emotions.

The mechanical execution of the book is all that could be

desired. J. L. G.

Socialim. By Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D. New York:
Anson D, F. Randolph & Company, 1879. Pp. Ill, 12mo.

This little Essay on a great and extremely difiicult subject is

smart, pretentious, flippant, unsatisfactory. We quite agree with

*'some of the many critics who have noticed the book" when

they "say it does not solve the social problem," as the author

tells us they have said. It is divided into four parts: 1. Social-

ism in general ; 2. Communistic Socialism; 3. Anti-Communistic

Socialism; 4. Christian Socialism.

Dr. Hitchcock knows very well how to express himself. If he

would devo,te a half scoro of years to the study of the question he

so briefly disposes of in these few flashy pages, we should no

doubt have something worthy of his theme and of himself; but

the Essay as it stands impresses us as a very shallow production.

There are two points which we must signalise. Dr, Hitchcock

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—22.
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uses this language on page 28: *'Still more account is made of the

Pentecostal Communism of the Apostolic Church. It is idle to

deny it, as some have done. The Apostolic Communism, to be

sure, was not obligatory and absolute, but voluntary and might

be partial; still it was communism." This is a slandetous charge

against the apostles which we call flippant and shallow. There

was no common ownership in the Jerusalem church, but only a

common use, parties freely giving what they chose for the relief

of the necessities of the body.

Then on page 24 we have a different sort of specimen, where

Dr. Hitchcock deliberately justifies Lynch law executed on tramps

;

but we suppose, not if the tramps are black in color and commit

their outrages at the South. It makes a great difference, of

course, whose is the ox that is gored. J. B. A.

The Mohammedan Missionary Problem. By the Rev. Henry
H. Jessup, D. D., for twenty-four years Missionary in Syria.

Philadelphia: Presbyterian Board of Publication, No, 1334
Chestnut St. Pp. 138, 16mo.

This is a discourse delivered before the Northern General As-

sembly in 1879 by the Moderator of the body. It has been re-

written by him and enlarged. The reader will find it replete

with most important and interesting information. The author,

rightly we have no doubt, anticipates the best results from the

Anglo-Turkish treaty. The British protectorate over Asiatic

Turkey is God's instrument for extending light and liberty and

truth over all that region. J. B. A.

Metaphysics: A Lecture. By S. S. Laws, D. D., Professor of

Metaphysics in the University of Missouri. 12mo, pp. 93.

The author calls his work by the modest name of "A Lecture."

If delivered as such, it has evidently since grown by valuable ac-

cretions, almost to the dimensions of a volume. The author's

object is to define the department of inquiry which is termed

"Metaphysics;" and to give a historical view of its progress.

He regards it as the science which transcends all particular

sciences, whether of matter or mind; and which determines the
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very conditions of all other sciences. "The real problem which

metaphysics undertakes to solve, is this, the nature and ultimate

conditions of our knowledge, in its last analysis." Of the proposed

schemes, Dr. Laws delineates for his students : I. Nihilism, as

taught by Pyrrho, Hume, and Fichte. II. Realism ; which is, 1.

Unitarian Realism, taking the form of Idealism, Materialism, or

Pantheism. 2. Dualistic Realism, spurious and legitimate. The

outline is then concluded with a strong assertion of Theism as the

culmination of all metaphysics. This comprehensive sketch is

illustrated with a profusion of learning. It is very valuable to

the student for its perspicuity and discrimination. It gives, in

this small compass, a just history pf philosophy. R. L. D.

\
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Whilst not altogethef an airy banqttet, thfe cold atid other baked

meats, 'dTid hors d*oeuvres, furnished forth to lifi this quarter by

oiir obliging friends the publishers, are tiot of a quality to meet

the highest exigericies uf a Substantial as Well As varied and ap-

petising meal. At the head of the list We place Mr. Allibone's

valuable collection of prose quotgttibhs,^ the companibn volume to

the author's kindred i^epository of excerpts from the poets. Thti

two books inixed together Would be a far more comprehensive Work

of the same sort than Calvin Colton's "Great Thoughts by Great

Authors," and would not offend by juxtapositions like these:

"Shakespeare, Colton, Bacon, Locke, Milton, Colton." Dr.

Bedell has no doubt given us a useful book on the Pastoral Science.^

A cyclopaedia of incidents, allusions, etc., and even of "plots"

like that of Dr. Brewer,^ if exact and tolerably full, is sure to be

in place on the library shelves. We fear "Brewer" is not con-

spicuous for nice accuracy.

We are much struck with the method of answering Darwin

that has been proposed to himself and carried into operation by

a Philadelphia solicitor. It is to admit the facts and deny tke

inferences; and to confine himself exclusively to the data pre-

sented and relied on by the English naturalist. This is precisely

the method at times adopted by Dr. Southall in his cogent refu-

^Great Authors of all Ages. Being Selections from the Prose Works

of Eminent Writers from the Time of Pericles to the Present Day. By
S. Austin Allibone, LL.D. 8vo, extra cloth, $5 ; library sheep, $6 ; extra

cloth gilt, §5.50; half calf gilt, $8; Turkey antique, $10. J. B. Lippin-

cott & Co., Philadelphia.

'^The Pastor. Pastoral Theology. "Experientia Docens [sic], Docet,

Docuit." By the Right Rev. Gregory Thurston Bedell, D. D., Bedell

Professor of Pastoral Theology in the Theologicall Seminary of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church in the Diocese of Ohio. 12mo. Ibid.

^The Reader's Hand Book of Facts, Characters, Plots, and References.

By E. Cobham Brewer, LL.D. Crown Svo, 1,184 pp., half morocco^

$3.50 ; sheep, $4 ;
half cal f, $5. Ibid.
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tation of Sir John Lubbock and the other advocates of a remote, as

well as civilised, stone age. It is the sole method of the Peiin-

sylvahia barrister in the book lying before us.* Nothing interests

us more than the application by a sound lawyer of the principles

which govern the reasoning which is addressed to courts and

juries to other kinds and fields of argumentation. Dr. Hosack'S

merciless examination of Froude's account of Mary of Scots is a

case in point: and here we have another. No books of the same

reputation were ever more open to the charge of palpable incon-

clusiveness than those of Darwin. The real defence of the

scheme has been done by others : siich as Huxley and Haeckel.

"The Faith of our Forefathers,"* a trustworthy champion of

Christianity, felicitously announces his purpose of confronting

the insidious adversary. .. —

A good ahd pious man may oftdn be led widely astray in his

efforts to predict the future.' The wood^cuts in "Panch" never

become antiquated. This edition,* however, is one de luxe^ and of

course out of the range of most of our Southern buyers. Braham's

wonderfully clever and often laughable comicalities are illustrated

by sonrte of the same humorous draughtsmen.* We like it, that

our booksellers are taking their clients back so often nowadays

^The Refutation of Darwinism, and the Converse Theory of Develop-

mentj based exclusively on Darwin's Facts, and comprising Qualitative

and Quantitative Analyses of the Phenomena of Variation
; of Keversion

;

of Correlation ; of Crossing; of Close-Interbreeding ; of the Reproduction

of Lost Members; of the Repair of Injuries; of the Reintegration of

Tissue; and of Sexual and Asexual Generation. By T. Warren O'Neill,

Member of the Philadelphia Bar. 8vo^ extra cloth, $2.50. Ihid.

''The Faith of our Forefathers. An Examination of the "Faith of our

Fathers." By Ed. J. Stearns, D. D. Third edition, revised. 12mo, 380

pp., cloth, %\ ; paper, 60c. T. Whitaker, New York.

^Thoughts on Great Mysteries. From the Writings of Frederick Wil-

liam Faber, D. D. With an Introduction by J. S. Purdy, D. D. 12m6,

Hjloth, gilt top, 11.25 Ibid. •

^English Society at Home. By George Du Maurier. Sixty Drawings,

printed on India paper, from the collection of "Mr. Punch.'' Super-royal

4to, cloth gilt, %W. Scribner & Welford, New York.

^The Ingoldsby Legends. New illustrated edition. Thirty-tw^o plates

by Cruikshank, Leech, etc. 12mo, cloth, $2.25. Ibid.
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to the incomparable springs of uninspired literature.^ The real

"Lothair" was not deterred by fear either of the Pope or of the

Premier from putting the Breviary out of monk's Latin into

scholar's English.^

Lord John Russell once defined a proverb as "the wisdom of

many, the wit of one;" which was the wittiest and the wisest thing

that Lord John ever said. It might stand for a description

of the immortal work of JSsop.^ Where else in all the domain of

letters can we find such an instance oimultum inparvo? The old

Greek is as preeminent as a fabulist as Bunyan is in allegory or

Thucydides in history. La Fontaine bears a relation to iEsop

somewhat like the one that Dryden does to Chaucer. Preachers

need such helps as Mr. Bertram has essayed to give them in this

volume;* but to resort to them too freely is to endanger, if not to

sacrifice, their originality. The author of the History of Scotland

has not succeeded so well in his picture of the time of Marlborough

and Addison. The book'' is positively heavy. With such a theme

this was unpardonable. Oh that Buckle^ had had faith ! That

and humility ofjudgment were all he lacked. He was a prodigy

of erudition to an extent that would have ravished Dominie

Sampson. We thought there was an abatement of the Nile over-

flows. We are glad we were mistaken.^

^Stories from the Greek Tragedians. By. A. J. Church. Illustrated.

12mo, cloth, $2. Ihid.

''The Roman Breviary. Translated by the Marquis of Bute. Two vols.,

thick 8vo, cloth, $16.80. Ibid.

'iEsop's Fables. Fac-simile reprint in type and binding of the edition

of 1669. Imperial 8vo, $8 net. Ihid.

*A Homiletical EncyclopsBdia. Illustrations in Theology and Morals.

Selected and arranged by R. A. Bertram. Royal 8vo, cloth, $5.

Ibid,

*A History of the Reign of Queen Anne. By John Hill Burton. Three

vols., 8vo, cloth, $13.50. Ibid.

*The Life an dWritings of Henry Thomas Buckle. By Alfred Henry
Huth. With portraits on steel. Two vols., 8vo, cloth, $10.50. Ibid.

'Nile Gleanings. Concerning the Ethnology, History, and Art of An-

cient Egypt, as revealed by Egyptian Paintings and Bas-Reliefs. By
Villers Stuart. With fifty-eight colored and outline maps. Imperial Svo,

cloth, $12.60. Ibid.
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This^ is not the ''art of embroidering discourse,'' to which a

bright-witted Virginia engineer used to refer, and at which it is

said he was an adept himself; but the art of embroidering more

tangible material. The work of Penelope in the Odyssey was

something like it, but the work of the two sisters in Shakespeare

upon the same ''sampler" was the thing itself. Every day adds

to the stock of the world's knowledge in comparative grammar

and etymology;* and the day may not be distant when the phae-

nomena of the Shemitish tongues will be embraced under a law

as rigorous as that of Grimm. At present there is nothing

thoroughly satisfactory beyond the boundary of the Indo-Ger-

manic group. We are all bound to honor Dr. McCosh for his

great services to the cause of theology, of apologetics, of metaT

physics, of logic, and of psychology. We regard him as a safer

guide in pure philosophy^ than in the ground that is common to

natural and supernatural science. His admirable work on the

Scottish Philosophers has been extensively lauded in the pages

of this Review. We are glad to see the illustrious name of

President Woolsey associated with an articulate and masterly

refutation of Socialism in all its schools and phases.* We mean

to give the book a more careful examination in an early number.

The appearance of Metternich's autobiography* has revived the

flagging interest in the history and character of Napoleon. The

book is of the highest value, but is rather meagre in the way of

^Handbook of Embroidery. By L. Hijijgin. Published by authority of

the Royal School of Art Needlework. With sixteen pao;e illustrations,

many of them in colors, by Walter Crane, Wm. Morris, and others.

Crown 8vo, $2. Ibid.

'^Introduction to the Science of Language. By the Rev. Archibald

Henry Sayce. Two vols., 8vo, $10. Ibid.

*The Emotions. By James McCosh. D. D., LL.D., President of Prince-

ton College. Crown 8vo, 264 pp., .cloth, $2. Charles Scribner's Sons,

New York.

^Communism and Socialism. By Theodore D. Woolsey, D. D., LL.D.,

lately President of Yale College. 12mo, 320 pp., cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

^The Autobiography of Prince Metternich. Edited by his son, Prince

Metternich. With a Chronological Table and Minute Index prepared

especially for this edition. Two vols., 8vo, cloth, $5. With portrait and

fac-similes. 440 pp. and 648 pp. Ibid.
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ana. The great man dwindles very much morally, and in some

other respects dwindles perceptibly, as viewed through the glasses

of the natute foreign diplomat. Such revelations of th6 conqueror of

Europe are of kindred interest with those of Philip, and Elizabeth,

and Mary Stuart, which before our day were shut up in the dusty

archives of Simanca. The second volume of the Bible Com-

mentary^ was consigned to excellent hands. We are especially

gratified to have a Commentary on John's Gospel from the author

of the best book ever written in English on the Canon of the

New Testament, and the author too of the noble article on the

New Testament in Smith's Bible Dictionary. Dr. Robinson's

title^ seems to have been suggested by one of Trench's books on

the Gospels. Such investigations on a theme so hallowed, so

precious, and so inexhaustible, as well as so fascinating, are meet-

ing with more and more encouragement. We are deeply im-

pressed with the candor and independence, no less than with

the solid ability and thorough information of our great botanist.*

Even he, however, does not seem to appreciate fully the condi-

tions of the dispute between the Christian theist and the deistical

as well as the atheistic evolutionist. There are many who could

wish that General Grant would continue his entertaining travels^

for four years longer,

The decisions of the Supreme Oourt* of the United States in

the better days of that tribunal are fast becoming a historical,

as well as legal, curiosity. There are few more admirable studies

*The Bible Commentary. New Testament. Vol. II. St. John by

Canon Westcott, D. D. ; The Acts, by the Bishop of Chester. 632 pp.,

cloth, $5; sheep, |6.50; half calf, $7.50. Ibid.

'Studies in the New Testament. By the Rev. S. C. Robinson, D. D,

12mo, 324 pp., cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

^Natural Science and Religion. Two Lectures delivered to the Theologi-<

cal School of Yale College. By Asa Gray. Crown 8vo, 111 pp., cloth,

$1. Ibid.

^General U. S. Grant's Tour Around the World. By L. T. Remlap,

8vo, 497 pp., cloth, $2. German edition, 8vo, 497 pp., $2. J. Fairbanks

& Co», Chicago.

^United States Supreme Court Reports. Vol. CXCIX. (Otto, Vol. IX.>

Sheep, $4. Little, Brown & Go.
.
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than the growth of the nnwritten Constitutioti of Great Britafn.'^

The opinion is gaining ground in various quarters that it would

be as well to draw the pen through the written articles which

make up our own Constitution. The celebrated coach-and-fonr

has found an easy highway through their most important pro-

visions. Madame de R^musat's Memoirs^ have kindled the Na-'

poleonic ardor awakened by the life of Prince Metternich to a

blaze. The tady-in-waiting to the lovely, the unfortunate, the

innocent, but (if we are to take the word of this lady) the frivol-

ous, even if magnanimous, Josephine, kept her eyes open and set

everything down in black and white. There is as much gossip

here as in the De S^vign^ letters, or the St. Simon memoirs, or

those of Greville. All such books are nuts alike to the lovers of

history, the analysts of character, the purveyors of anecdote.

We find here many feminine judgments and picturesque descrip-

tions. At first she was awed by Bonaparte and almost worshipped

him. Even Bonaparte, however, did not always remain a hero to

the lady-in-waiting. The account she gives of him is fully as bad

as that given by Scott and Lockhart. Prof. Johnston's book is

capital good reading.* Dr. Maudsley's work^ on Mental Pathol-

ogy IS also high authority in that department, and is particularly

attractive on the subject of "hallucinations of the senses.'* The

only drawback is that the author is an unbeliever, and though hard-

ly so aggressive or oifensive as some of them, an out-and-out mate-

rialist. We are sick and tired of the "Botanic Garden" of the older

^Fifty Years of the English Conatitution, 1830-1880. By Sheldon Amos.

12mo, xxxii., 495 pp., cloth, $3. Ibid.

=^Memoir8 of Madame de R^musat. 1802-1808. With a Preface arid

Notes by her Grandson, Paul de R^musat, Senator. Translated from the

French by Mrs. Cashell Hoey and John Lillie. In three volumes. Vol.

I., 8vo, paper, 60c. D. Appleton &, Co., New York.

^The Chemistry ofCommon Life, By the late Prof. James F. W.Johnston.

New edition, revised, enlarged, and brought down to the present time,

by Arthur Herbert Church, M. A., Oxon, Illnstrated with maps and

numerous engravings on wood. 12m0t 592 pp., cloth, $2. Ibid.

*The Pathology of Mind. Being the third edition of the Second Part

of "The Physiology and Pathology of Mind," recast, enlarged, and re

written. By Henry Maudsley, M. D. J2mo, cloth, 580 pp., $2, Ibid.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—23.
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Darwin and the Natural Selection of the younger one.* This

craze about evolution is already beginning to have its day. We
have already said our say about the disheartening refusal of the

multitude to read anything but compendiums, primers, and handy

volumes. It is as though people were to push their chair*

back from the dinner table, and go away with their hunger unap-

peased, because the food was not in small dishes, cut up into

small bits, and sugared, spiced, or made tempting with cayenne

or caviare. It is not so bad, however, when the plat served is

from Macaulay.'*

Critics are not sure whether the eminent doctor who has just

become the panegyrist of the brute creation^ is in earnest or i»

laughing in his sleeve. We shrewdly opine that he is a bonafide

lover of our dumb relations (?), and in all likelihood a follower of

Darwin and Wallace. Whatever his prepossessions and his

crotchets, his /«(?<« are of the greatest value and interest. The

common judgment is that the so-called biography of Dickens i&

really an account of the obligations of the great novelist to one Mr.

Forster. Viewed in that light the book is all that any one could

wish. Forster should have been content with Macaulay's mild

eulogium upon his life of Goldsmith. Chapman & Hall were

Dickens's original publishers, and theirs is still the best English

edition, and is in some respects better even than the Riverside

edition.'' Dr. Hickok'' always seemed to us to have everything to

say and not to know how to say it. A man of undoubted profundity

^Erasmus Darwin. By Ernst Krause. Translated from the German

by W. S. Dallas. With a Preliminary Notice by Charles Darwin. With

Portrait and wood-cuts, 12mo, cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

'Lord Macaulay, his Life—his Writings. By Charles H. .Jones. No. 50 of

Appleton's "New llandy-Volume Series." Cloth, 60c.; paper, 30c. Ibid.

*Mind in the Lower Animals in Health and Disease. By W. Lauder

Lindsay, M. D., F. R. S. E., etc. Two vols., Svo, cloth, $4. Ibid.

^Forster's Life of Charles Dickens. The Life of Charles Dickens. By

John Forster. Forming the concluding volume of Chapman & Hall's

Household edition of the Works of Charles Dickens. With forty illustra-

tions. Sq. 8vo, cloth, $1.75; paper, $1.25. Ibid.

*A System of Moral Science. By Laurens P. Hickok, D. D., LL.D.

Revised with the co-operation of Julius H. Seelye, D. D., LL.D., Presi-

dent of Amherst College. 12mo, 288 pp., cloth, Ginn & Heath, Boston.
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and originality such as he was ought to have learned to express

himself in intelligible English, and not in a disagreeable techni-

cal jargon. *

We are glad to see this valuable work on Roman Literature*

taken in hand by two such competent men as the Amherst Pro-

fessors. Peter Bayne has this time^ hit upon one of the most

interesting subjects in the world, and as important as interesting.

The one flaw in Several good arguments from the life and charac-

ter of Jesus is that they fail to elude the Arian subtleties by

urging the testimony of the Savibur's own lips. As to Mr.

Bayne himself, he is perhaps the most agreeable writer now in

Scotland, after Carlyle, (and who would ever think of calling Car-

lyle agreeable?) and of late has been writing charmingly about

the Stuarts and Falkland. Since he took the portfolio of "The

Witness" out of the dying hands of Hugh Miller, Mr. Bayne has

grown more lax in his theological attitude. We imagine never-

theless that he is a sincere believer in the deity of Christ. What-

ever may be said as to his poetry viewed at large, Tennyson's

songs^ are simply delicious. One of the princes of American

letters now dead is fitly honored by one of the first of American

litterateurs now living.* Strange to say, he contributes his sketch

to Morley's series of "English Men of Letters" ! "And why not

for a British stream demand the Chickahominy?" The new book

of Sporting Adventures* is dull by the side of Lord Dunraven*8.

The question which has so long been discussed by such men as

Heyne, Wolf, Lachmann, Nitsch, More, Grote, Froude, Geddes,

Bonitz, and Packard (in the first number of Gildersleeve's

American Journal of Philology) and in the editorial suggestions

*A Brief History of Roman Literature, for Schools and Colleges.

Translated and edited, from the German edition of Bender, by Professors

E. P. Crowell and 11. B. Richardson of Amherst College. Ibid.

'^Testimony of Christ to Christianity. By Peter Bayne. 16mo, cloth,

75c. N. Tibbals & Sons, New York.

^Tennyson's Songs, with Music. Edited by W. G. Cusins. 4to, cloth,

$5. Harper & Bros., New York. ' ,"

*Hawthorne. By Henry James, Jr. 12mo, cloth, $1. Ibid.

^Sporting Adventures in the Far West. By J. M. Murphy. Illustrated.

12mo, cloth, $1.50. Ibid.
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ill this volume,^ seems insoluble. The twofold distinction advo-

cated in common by Grote and Geddes, is, on the eminent authority

of Professor Packard, surmised to be one of compilers of pre-

vious existing epic lays. This is, as it appears, substantially the

old Wolfian view over again. There is a disposition on the part

of some not only to neglect but to decry Southey.^ His character

and life everybody admires. His poems were extravagantly mag-

nified at one time, but there is a tendency now to belittle them

unduly. They are monuments of learning, of industry, of taste,

even where not monuments of genius. Southey's prose, in his

best works, is equal to any after that of "glorious John." Mr.

Richard A. Proctor once observed to a travelling companion that

the American astronomers were perhaps superior to the British.

Professor Newcomb is one of the best of those ; and his text-book^

is. in the judgment of experts the most satisfactory as it is"also

one of the latest. Mr. Mackenzie has done a good thing credi-

tably.^ We again revert to Mr. Rolfe's fine comments on Shake-

speare.'' We notice the issue of the second volume of J. P.

Lange's "Materialism,"^ a work which has excited much attention

in Germany. Mr. Joseph Cook writes too fest.^

It is well to know that the author of the "Life of Goethe" and

of the "History of Philosophy" was (like George Smith and

Emanuel Deutsch) a man of society no less than of books. It is

not amiss, therefore, that he should consider problems of living,

^The Origin of the Homeric Poems. A Lecture. By 'Dr. Hermann
Bonitz. Translated from the Tenth German Edition, by Lewis R. Pack-

ard. Sq. 16mo, cloth, 75c. Ibid.

'^Southey. By Edward Dowden. 12mo, cloth, 75c, Ihid.

^Popular Astronomy. School Edition. By Simon Newcomb, LL.D.,

Professor U. S. Naval Observatory. With 112 engravings and five maps
of the Stars. 12rao, cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

*The Nineteenth Century. A History. By Robert Mackenzie. 4mo,

paper, 15c. Ihid.

^Shakespeare's King John. Edited, with Notes, by William J. Rolfe,

A. M. Illustrated. 16mo, cloth, 70c. ;
paper, 50c. Ibid.

•History of Materialism. Vol.11. By J. P. Lange. 8vo, cloth ,''.$3.50.

Houghton, Osgood & Co., Boston.

^Labor. By Joseph Cook. 12mo, cloth, $1.50. Ibid.

I
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and not alone problems of thought.^ Lewes began as a strict

Positivist; but like his eminent coadjutor in France, M. Littrd,

he ''enlarged his brief" before he was done. It is sad to think

of the number of choice spirits that have been sucked in by the

vortex of refined and semi- pantheistic materialism. What we

have just said has special reference to the buoyant and vivacious,

and also rather encyclopaedic, genius which may have informed

some of the pages of George Eliot, and not to the author of "The

Divine Problem"^ and "The Rational (?) View."' It was usual

enough formerly for quaint old writers to burden the title page

with descriptive commentary on the book that followed it. Now,

on the contrary, long title pages augur emptiness, conceit, or

effrontery; or else something odd about the man, or it may be

despair of getting one's self read otherwise. We should be glad

to think that in the case of Mr. McComas the extravagant initial

page was a necessary bid for readers on behalf of a pair of books

at once so bad and so poor. It is a refreshment after this to turn

to the next two on our list. The first is a sterling treatise of the

good old sort by one of the most solid, most engaging, and most

edifying of the Nonconformist divines.* The second is a popular

statement by a scholar and minister of the characteristics of

^Problems of Life and Mind. Third Series. By George H. Lewes.

8vo, cloth, $3. Ibid.

*The Divine Problem. A Unique Theory of Universal Being and its

Evolutions, and of the Problem of Divine Life, Intelligence, and Benefi-

cence they Involve and Unfold : in which God, Nature, and Man are

harmonised in the Absolute Good, and Sin, Suffering, and Death are at

once Reconciled with the Divine Beneficence and the Aspirations of the

Human Soul. By E. W. McComas. 12mo, cloth, $1.75. John W. Lovell,

New York.

'A Rational View of Jesus and Religion. Embracing an Examination

of the Orinjin and Rationale of Religious Beliefs and of the Claims of

Supernaturalism and Revealed Religions ; and a Solution of the Mysteries

enshrouding the Christian Faith, and the Birth, Life, Character, and

supposed Miracles and Resurrection of its Pounder. By E. W. McComas.
I2mo, cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

Walking Worthy of God. By the Rev. John Flavel. With an

Introduction by Major D. W. Whittle. Sq. 16mo, 42 pp., pamphlet, 15c.

F. H. Revell, Chicago.
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the Evangelist Matthew,' and intended for the benefit of plain but

devoted readers who are in their way unlicensed teachers.

Macaulay's estimate of Hallam'^ is as just as it seems generous.

Macaulay could be generous to all but foes. Hallara is as just,

himself, as Rhadamanthus. He never descends, either, to the

tinsel which even Macaulay and Froude have not always dis-

dained. It is a pity that such strong meat should not be suited

to the babes who lap the watered milk of our current literature.

Let all our readers try to lay hands on the life of that grand old

missionary, hero, and orator, Alexander DufF.^ We have written

so lately of Canon Liddon/* of his depth of thought and width of

reading, of his eloquence, of his earnest piety and essential ortho-

doxy, but of his ritualistic leanings, that we say no more. Moz-

ley has also been presented as the author of the brilliant Bampton

Lectures on Miracles. His sermons* must be a treat to any who

relish vigorous original thought and sound theology, expressed

by one who knows something of human nature, and something

too of the power of the English language. Mrs. [or Miss] Mar-

shall had perhaps better have said "The Cathedral Towns of

England,"' unless she means really to confine herself to the most

important centres of trade and opulence; in which case her book

is robbed of half the attractiveness it might otherwise possess.

Professor Hopkins's "Old England" and the guide books leave little

^The Gospel According to Matthew. An Essay for Bible Readers and

Sunday-School Teachers. By the Rev. James Morris Whiten, Ph. D.

Sq. 12mo, 42 pp., cloth. W. A. Wilde & Co., Boston.

^Hallam's Complete Works. New^Unabridged 'Edition. 6 vols., crown

8vo, 800 pp., cloth, $7.50 a set, or $1.25 a volume. A. C. Armstrong,

New York.

'Life of Alexander DufF, D. D. By Geo. Smith, LL.D. 2 vols., 8vo,

1,100 pp., cloth, $3.75. Ibid.

*Sennons by Canon Liddon. Second Series. 220 pp., $1.75. E. P.

Dutton & Co., New York.

^Sermons by Canon Liddon. First Series. New Edition. 300 pp.,

$1. Ibid.

^Occasional Sermons. By the Rev. J. B. Mozley, D. D. 270 pp.,

$1.75. Ibid.

^The Cathedral Cities of England. By Emma Marshall. 12mo, 360

pp., $1.50. Robt. Carter & Bros., New York. '
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more to be said. Roger Ascham^ is a name to conjure by ; and tbe

Church of the nineteenth century still occupies a defensive and

apologetic* attitude. The "Chautauqua Text Books" are to be re-

ceived with approval. Keil and other able men have put a some-

what new light on Jonah's motives and character.^ Dr. Chad-

wick's thesis,* in his Donaldson Lectures, is ostensibly much the

same with Mr. Peter Bayne's in his new book noticed in this

fugitive summary. Dr. Pressens^ is not only a Protestant theo-

logian, but a Frenchman. It follows from these statements, as

well as from his well ascertained character for those qualities

which combine to. make a good thinker and writer, that these

personal reminiscences* of famous men will be found amusing and

valuable.

Whether the name which comes next on our catalogue is that

of a savant or a sciolist we adventure no opinion; but if the

writer be indeed in quest of "the Truth," we need hardly remind

him there is a way of which it is asserted on the highest authority,

"that the wayfarer though a fool, need not err therein."® Robert

Ingersoll is Tom Paine redivivus without Paine's force, and with

a smattering of coeval information and a strong tincture of the

current lingo. Dr. Denslow's book' on the modern worshippers

^Ro^er Ascham and John Sturm. Glimpses of Education in the Six-

teenth Century. "Chautauqua Text Book No. 17." By Professor W, J.

Phelps, A. M. 24mo, 53 pp., paper, 10c. Phillips & Hunt, New York.

'^Christian Evidences. "Chautauqua Text Book No. 18." By John H.

Vincent, 1). I). 24mo, 59 pp., paper, 10c. Ibid.

''Jonah, the Self-Willed Prophet. By Stuart Mitchell, D. D. 12mo,

247 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid,

^Christ Bearino; Witness to Himself. Being the Donaldson Lectures for

1878-9. By George A. Chadwick, D. D. 12mo, 184 pp., cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

^Contemporary Portraits : Thiers, Strauss compared with Voltaire,

Arnauld de L'Ariege, Dupanloup, Adolphe Monod, Vinet, Verney, Rob-

ertson. By E. De Pressense, I). D. 12mo, cloth, 400 pp., $2. Ibid.

'Civilisation : Is its Cause Natural or Supernatural? An Inquiry by

a Wayfarer in Search of the Truth. 8vo, 140 pp., paper, 50c. Charles

H. Marot, Philadelphia.

^Modern Thinkers: What they Think, and Why? By V. B. Denslow,

LL.D. With an Introduction by Robert C. Ingersoll. With eight Por-

traits, 120mo [sic], cloth, $1.50. C. P. Farrell, Washington, D. C.
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of Reason is such a one as Ingersotl et id genus omne tavor.

The great preacher whose iron gateway is near "the Elephant

and Castle" is after all the great master of English in our day
;

he can charm the University men from Cambridge and at the

same time bewitch and guide (as who but he) the artisans of Lon-

don and the ploughmen of Surrey fields.^ Carlyle has been the

most potent secular teacher of our generation. Every Southern

heart will respond to General Beauregard's appeal for General

Hood's orphans.^ The military narrative must be itself one of

importance. Mr. Brock is wonderfully up on all matters about

Virginia.'

^John Ploughman's Talk : or, Plain Advice to Plain People. By Chas.

H. Spurgeon. On the Choice of Books. By Thomas Carlyle. Both in

one number. "Standard Series No. 1.'* 4to, 32 pp., card manilla cover.

I. K. Funk & Co., New York.

'Advance and Retreat. Personal Experiences in the United States and

Confederate Armies. By Gen, J. B. Hood, lately Lieutenant-General

Confederate States Army. Published for the Hood Orphan Memorial

Fund. With portrait and maps. 8vo, 360 pp., $3 ; sheep, marble edges,

$3.50; half morocco, $4; turkey morocco, gilt edges, $5. G. T. Beaure-

f^ard. New Orleans^ La.

^Richmond as a Manufacturing and Trading Centre ; including a His-

torical Sketch of the City. By R. A. Brock, Cor. Sec'y Virginia Historical

Society. 8vo, 92 pp., 50c. J. W. Randolph & English, Richmond, Va.
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ARTICLE I.

AN EXAMINATION OF THE LEADING POINTS OF
THE SYSTEM OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL.

I. Mr. Campbell proposed, as his main enterprise, to remove

the evils of "sects," by gathering a Christian communion without

any creed of human construction, with no other bonds save faith

on Jesus Christ as Saviour, and obedience to his laws. That is,

everv one must be admitted, were this basis laid down consis-

tently, not only as member, but teacher, who says that he

believes and obeys the Scriptures. Mr. Campbell, misapplying

the words of John xvii. 20, 21, says that only two conditions are

necessary for the conversion of the world: Truth and Union.

He deems that the reason why Truth has not done its work is to

be found in the divisions of professed Christians. Of these he

regards human creeds as causes, instead of results. He strictly

requires us to show a divine command or authority for their com-

position, and for the exaction of subscription to them ; and he

charges that, failing in this, if we exact such subscription, we

are guilty of most criminal usurpation and will-worship. He
urges that, to add a human creed to God's word, as a test of cor-

rect doctrinal opinion, is virtually to make the impudent assertion

that the uninspired creed-makers can be more perspicuous than

the Holy Ghost. But on the contrary, since men uninspired are
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all fiillible, tlieir creeds will inevitably differ from each other, in

differing from the Truth; and in these differences, factiously sup-

ported by their several partisans, is the grand source of the

divisions which have so weakened Christianity. Moreover, these

htinian compositions being the work of men and parties, are

fondled by their authors with the selfish pride of paternity, and

they become the shibboleths of religious factions and bones of

contention. The simple remedy for this brood of mischiefs, he

deems, would be a return to what he supposes was the apostolic

basis, union and communion upon the Word of God alone, with-

out human creed, and the requirement of nothing but the funda-

mental points of belief on Christ as Saviour and obedience to his

commands. The mission of Campbellism, then, is to absorb all

sects into this one apostolic communion, and thus to prepare the

way for the millennmm. The usual charges are also freely made

by him and his followers, that subscription is an infringement of

spiritual liberty, a remnant of Popery, etc.

The most obvious method will be to define, first, the proper

use of human creeds; for thus the most of these views will be

obviated, and the objections will fall away of themselves. It is

true that the Roman and Greek Churches alwa^'s, and some

Protestant sometimes, have used creeds in connexion with reliiiious

tyranny and persecution. To all such uses we are as strongly

opposed as Mr. Campbell. We accept and are responsible for

only the following view of their use. As man's mind is noto-

riously fallible, and professed Christians who claim to iiold the

Scriptures, as they understand them, differ from each other

notoriously, some platform for union and coo{)Gration must be

adopted, by which those who believe the}' are truly agreed may

stand and work together. It is the only possible expedient, in

the absence of an inspired living umpire (such as the Pope claims

falsely to be), by which fidelity to truth can be reconciled with

cooperation. A creed, then, is such a means for enabling Chris-

tians to understand each other. It is a human exposition of

what is supposed to be the exact meaning of the Scriptures; and

differs from those usually delivered from the pulpit only in being

more carefully and accurately made by the assistance of many

:''i

i
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minds. Its setting forth is an exercise of the Church's ordinary

didactic function. It must advance notliing which its compilers

do not honestly suppose to be fully sustained by the Scripture

;

and no authority is claimed for it, in any respect, save that which

they believe is communicated by the Word of God. It is set forth,

not as Mr. Campbell rashly asserts, to anathematize dissentients,

a thing Avhich our Church never does, but to give a rallying

point for those who are in accord, without which they could

neither efficiently cooperate in spreading the gospel nor enjoy

profitable Christian communion. And further, as the apostle

has commanded us to receive into the school of Christ *'those

who are weak in the faith," for purposes of instruction, even this

modest application of the creed is made only to the rulers and

teachers of the Church, except as to those fundamentals which

Mr. Campbell himself would exact.

1. We argue, then, in the first place, that the Presbyterian

Church now ofTers to the whole world precisely that basis of

union which Mr. Campbell professes to desire. We ask of lai/

members no profession save of faith on Christ and obedience to

his laws. That more should be asked of those who aspire to the

responsibility of teachers and rulers among us, we shall show.

In truth, we carry out Mr. Campbell's plan more sincerely than

he does himself. For it is notorious, that, whatever profession

one might make of agreement in faith and obedience, if he only

asked to receive baptism by affusion, he should be strictly re-

fused. If, after submitting to immersion, he should ask the same

sacrament for his infant cliildren, he should be expelled.

Mr. Campbell would reply to the first point, that according to

the Scriptures affusion was not baptism, and its performance in

that way was not "obedience to Christ." He would say that

one's baptizing his infant children was not Christianity, because

they canncit believe that Christ is the Saviour of the world. But

one may believe that affusion is, according to Scripture, baptism;

and that the j)arent's faith, according to Scripture, entitles the

infants to baptism; and he may claim that he has examined the

Scriptures as honestly as Mr. Campbell. Now Mr. Campbell

cannot maintain on his own principles that he is entitled to con-
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gtrue the Bible and another man is not. This would be Popery.

Yet his construction of the Bible, which is nothing but a

human creed, is applied as a test of church communion to ex-

clude another, notwithstanding his profession that he accepts the

terms of salvation required by Mr. Campbell, as he honestly

understands them. Here, then, Mr. Campbell does the very thing

which he condemns. According to his own confession he does

it in the most objectionable form, for he has admitted that an

unwritten creed, used for creed-purposes, would be worse than a

written one. And this is obvious, for the written one is more fair,

stable, and intelligible than the unwritten. The latter gives room

for endless misunderstandings, wranglings, and inequalities.

The application of this simple touchstone, then, shows that the

Campbellite is utterly inconsistent; that he as truly has a human

creed as we. And this inconsistency is indeed inevitable. Chris-

tian union in the same denomination is impossible between men

divided by certain differences. Such differences are inevitable

while human reason remains fallible. Protestants admit no pope,

no infallible human umpire. The only conceivable alternative is

the distribution of Christians who are agreed into denominations

upon the basis of human creeds. Campbell's self-contradiction

was, then, fated.

2. Mr. Campbell himself remarks, in his "Christian System,"

page 103, that if the result of his reform should be only to add

another to the number of the sects, it would be every way to be de-

plored. This was the predestined result, and it has notoriously

been accomplished. The body he has formed possesses every

sectarian feature in its most exasperated form. The Campbellite

is usually known as an ecclesiastical Ishmaelite. Their leader

was more divisive, more denunciatory, more exclusive, than any

of the sects he reviled. He excluded more Christians from

Christ's Church than are excluded by all the avowed creed-

holding Churches in America ; Christians who, according to their

professions, were already upon his platform of faith, baptism, and

obedience. And the societies founded by him, while independent

in church government, hardened at once into a religious denomina-

tion of rigid bigotry.
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That Mr. Campbell's is virtually a creed holding Church, is

confirmed by several evidences-^ For instance, he himself, in the

very introduction to his ''Christian System" (page 10), says, that,

^'admonished from the extremes into which some of our friends

and brethren have carried some points, I undertake this work

with a deep sense of its necessity, and with much anticipation of

its utility in exhibiting a concentrated view of the whole ground

we occupy," etc. Here we have the very purposes of a creed

avowed. He then tells us that his work will be divided into

three parts, of which the second is, ^''TJie principles on which all

Ohristions mar/ form one communion.'' What is the statement

of these but a human creed? For, of course, these "principles"

are simply those on which Mr. Campbell supposes "all Christians

may form one communion." It is equally obvious that in putting

forth his "Christian System" he designed and expected it to

have more force than an expression of his personal opinion; he

hoped it would be a doctrinal basis of agreement to his sect for

the heterogeneous complexion of which he felt so much concern.

He designed it, in other words, for a creed.

Another incident exhibits the same fact, that his societies are,

nfter all, based upon a creed. A Dr. Thomas, (an Englishman,)

a professed member and preacher of his sect, began to teach

materialism, the sleep of believers' souls until the resurrection,

and the annihilation of infants and unbelievers. Mr. Campbell

(very properly) travelled all the way to Amelia County, Virginia,

called him to account, exacted of him a written agreement to

preach these doctrines no longer; and, on his breaking over this,

published to the world his exclusion from Mr. Campbell's com*

munion. These measures naturally and necessarily resulted in

the formation of a separate sect of " Thomasites," or " Disciples,'*

who not only hold a distinct communion, but actually re-immerse

Campbellites! Now Thomas and his party all the while professed

the platform which Mr. Campbell exacts of men, held believers"

immersion Avith all the strictness he could desire, and declared

that they believed just what was in the Bible. Yet Mr. Campbell

had some standard of measurement other than that declaration by

which he extruded them. What was it? Evidently nothing else
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than his nuncupative creed: a thing which he himself confessed

is worse than a written one. These instances sliow in the most

^ conclusive manner how impossible it is, practically, for a Chris-

tian communion to be really formed on the no-creed basis. The

inevitable force of necessity has at once driven from it the very

"comprehension" which was to make it its chief glory.

3. But let us now resume the facts noted: that all nominal

Christians are ready to declare, "We believe \^hat the Bible

teaches"; that yet they differ so much that it is preposterous for

them to cooperate in the same communion; and that each man,

in ascertaining the concord or disagreement of others with himself,

resorts to Jiis construction of what the Scriptures mean. This

construction i^ obviously his human creed. Mr. Campbell makes

a weak attempt (Christian System, pages 18, 100) to escape this,

by saying that the testimony of the Apostles gives us, as funda-

mentals, only a set of "facts" {facta, things done). "But all

these modes of faith and worship are based upon a mistake of the

true character of revelation, which it has long been our effort to

correct. With us, revelation has nothing to do with opinions or

abstract reasonings; for it is founded wholly and entirely upon

fads. There is not one abstract opinion, not one speculative

view, asserted or communicated in Old Testament or New." Mr.

Campbell immediately refutes this preposterous statement himself.

For, after making a similar one on page 18th, he adds: "These

facts reveal God and man, and contain within them the reasons

of all piety and righteousness." .... "The meaning of the

Bible facts is the true biblical doctrine." Now wliat are those

"reasons of piety and righteousness contained in the facts" ? this

^'•meaning'' of them, which is the true biblical doctrine? They

are precisely those principles which he had just before stigmatised

as "abstract opinions" or "speculative views." To pass from

the facts to them, requires that very work of construction whose

inevitable result is a "human creed," i. <?., human in terms of

expression, though still scriptural and divine in substance, if we

construe faithfully. So, on page 111: "The power of any fact

is the meaning All moral facts have a moral meaning,"

etc. Then, to make men experience the power, we must construe
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the meaning to them. So that we are again led to the same de-

spised "speculative" truths. But it is not true that the Scriptures

state only "facts." What is 1 John iii. 4, for instance, but a

general abstract definition of sin? What shall we make of the

doctrinal Epistles, or of the sermons of Christ and the Apostles,

with their numerous principles, logical processes, and definitions?

We conclude, then, that, were it true the Scriptures contained

only facts, Mr. Campbell's inference against doctrinal systems

would, by his own confession and practice, be false; but, secondly,

that the assumption is glaringly untrue.

4. To all our pleas for the utility of creeds, for bearing our

testimony to truth, as we conscientiously understand it, or for

ascertaining our harnnony with those with whom we propose to

cooperate in the gospel, or for guiding the instruction of gospel-

pupils in sound doctrine, Mr. Campbell's cavil is, that these

pleas arrogantly assume that our creed-makers are able to be more

perspicuous or correct than inspiration; which is profane as well

as false. If. argues he, we revered the Scriptures as we should,

as the work of the Holy Ghost, we should wish for nothing more:

these would be to us the ne plus ultra of correctness, perspicuity,

and certainty.

One answer to this is, that it proves too much. By the same

reason, Mr. Campbell should never have found occasion to draw

up his " Christian System "
; he should never have composed any

exposition of the Sacred Scriptures or sermon; his Avhole testi-

mony and work as a church teacher should have been in citing

men to the words of Sacred Scripture and simply rea<ling it

to them. We might retort the same cavil, with the same bitter-

ness: "Mr. Campbell, why do you presume to expound Paul or

the Saviour? It implies the arrogant assumption that you can

be more perspicuous or correct than they"! A second answer is

this: Mr. Campbell says his belief is precisely what the Bible

teaches. W^e declare that our belief is precisely what the Bible

teaches. Yet he and we are notoriously disagreeing ! We now pre-

sent a second statement of our doctrinal beliefs, Avhich is, to us,

an equivalent one: "We believe just what the W^estminster Shorter

Catechism teaches." Thereupon Mr. Campbell parts company
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witli us. He knows so well, and everybody else knows so well,

that he does not believe with our Catechism; that he does not

pretend it. His resort is, on the contrary, to fight it. Our Cate-

chism has, therefore, demonstrably, some fitness to detect and

unmnsk the doctrinal differences between these two professed

Bible believers which the Bible has not. And one reason of this

fitness is, that our Catechistn is human. Did Mr. Campbell

recognise it as inspire<I, he would mask his real disagreement

from it, as he does his real disagreements from God's word, under

his expositions; he would say of the Catechism, as he does of the

Bible: "Oh, I believe just what it teaches, provided it be ex-

pounded aright" [i. e., expounded as he wishes it to mean). But

now that our Catechism claims to be only u human and fallible

work, he is bold to reject it; and thus his disagreement with the

truth, as we understand it, is disclosed.

This evident fitness of the creed for this work does not at all

impl^-^a superior skill or perspicuity of its authors over the sacred

writers. Scripture was designed by God for a different end: to

be the ground of all creeds, and the rule of faith for all ages. It

is no derogation to the supreme excellence of Scri*pture to say,

that something else better answers a particular end for which

Scripture was, in its very nature, not designed nor adapted. If

it were, then no preacher or teacher could ever consistently give

his exposition of Scripture; he should rather read to the people

the words of Scripture themselves, as being better adapted than

his words. Another illustration may be found in that ascertain-

ment of the construction of statutes, which is made by the adjudi-

cations of courts. All civilised people value such judicial exposi-

tions of the statute, and attach some authority to them. This is

not because iudo:es are better masters of law lan";ua;]:e than le;jris-

lators, but because in all lani'uanje general enou":h for a statute

of general application, a possibility of ambiguity is inevitable.

But when an issue is raised, in a concrete case, as to the meaning

of the statute, and settled by some agreed umpire, that ambiguity

is excluded. In a word, erroneous interpretation, or competing

interpretations having actually presented themselves, any intelli-

gent person can then select terms and frame a statement which
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shall settle the point raised. Further: lapse of time and flux of

current usage cause a need of new definition for words of older

date or of a<lead language. This definition contemporary words

can give. Thus, "atonement," in the English of Sir Thomas

More and Henry VIIL, was at-one-ment. Among modern Cal-

vinists it has come to mean "penal satisfaction for guilt." This

ability to define by more recent terms arises not from their su-

perior intrinsic accuracy, hut from the circumstance that their

meaning is at the time technically settled. These remarks explain

the utility of human expositions and comments, and they equally

justify human creeds. Thus, Mr. Campbell believes "immerse"

is more unambiguous than "baptize." Hence he gives us his

human (Latin) word for the inspired one. That is, he gives us

here iiis human creed as a substitute for the word of Scripture.

In a word, a creed is a concerted exposition of Scripture upon its

more important points, made for certain purposes of edification.

Now, if those purposes are lawful (as we have shown), this species

of exposition is also lawful, unless it can be proved that all ex-

position by man is unlawful.

5. This leads us to notice the plea, on which Mr. Campbell

lays so much stress, that Christ hsis not authorised the rulers of

the Church, by any revealed precept, to make human creeds and

demand subscription of them. But God has expressly enjoined

Church rulers to guard the doctrinal purity of the Church, and

especially of its teachers (Gal. i. 8, 9; 1 John iv. 1; Rev. ii. 2;

Titus i. 9-11; 2 Tim. ii. 1; i. 13; Heb. xiii. 9; 2 John 10).

If it be practically found that this cannot be done without drawing

up a human declaration of what is the pure doctrine—as was the

case with Arius— then the obligation involves the right to employ

this expedient. So, the Church is commanded to teach. If ex-

perience shows that this involves the building of houses to teach

in, then the Church rulers properly apply a part of the people's

oblation of their substance to brick and mortar. The chariie of

usurpation of power to the detriment of the spiritual rights of

Christ's people is further completely dissolved, when we observe

that the proper use of creeds (for which alone we contend) does

not authorise us to persecute any who differ from our creed, how-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—2.
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ever' extensively, nor even to unchurch any who differ from it in

things not fundamental. Of all these latter, Methodists, Lu-

therans, Immersionists, Episcopalians, etc., we only determine,

by the application of our creed, that they are not of our denomi-

nation in the Church. We cordially recognise their places in

Christ's Church catholic; we recognise their ordinances and dis-

cipline; we join them in every act of Christian fellowship and

love consistent with the testimony which our consciences constrain

us to bear. We neither desire nor attempt to estop their liberty

in serving God after their preferred way. And against even those

who, like Pelagians and Unitarians, deny the vitals of the faith,

we hurl no anatfiema ; we aim no persecutions: we only bear our

testimonv, and leave them to their Master in heaven. Thus, the

employment of this human expedient does riot assail or infringe

any man's liberty, but only protects our own.

• Here again, Mr. Campbell is fated to illustrate the falsehood

of his own cavil in the most crushing way. He will scarcely

assume that the Bible (written by the Holy Ghost in Greek) con-

tains any precept to translate the word baptize by the Latin word

immerse^ and to exact of all Christians an agreement in this defi-

nition as the strict term of their admission to the Church of

Christ. But this is precisely what Mr. Campbell does with a ruth*

less severity and tyranny unknown outside of Rome. For he not

only repels the Christian who demurs from this application of his

human creed from his Campbellite communion, but excommuni-

cates him from the Church of Christ!

(j. Mr. Campbell's chief objection against creeds is that they

are divisive. His favorite weapon is an exposition of our Saviour's

prayer, John xvii. 20: ''That they also may be one in us; that

the world may believe," etc. He says that we are here taught,

1. That '''the testimony of the apostles is the only and all-sufficient

means of uniting all Christians ;'' and 2. That ""the union of

Christians with the apostles' testimony is all-sufficient and alone

Sufficient to the conversion of the world.''

Such is his formal creed on this point. It is unscriptural and

false in both its members. Christ expressly defines the union or

oneness which was desired as conducive to the world's believing,
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as a spiritual oneness. Mr. Campbell blindly degrades it into

an ecclesiastical and formal union. Christ does not say that the

'apostles' word" was to be "the only and all-suflScient oaeans of

uniting all Christians" in any sense; least of all in Mr. Camp-

bell's sense. He prays for the spiritual oneness of all who were

to believe through the apostles' word, by his very prayer shewing

that the oneness would require something else than their '''•word'* to

constitute and preserve it. And moreover, when Christ refers to

their word as a means of their believing, has he authorised Mr.

Campbell to say that it can only be such means when not pre-

sented in the form of one species of exposition called by Mr.

Campbell ^^human creed' ^ We trow not. Had Christ been

speaking of organic union at all, he would never have said that

the apostles' testimony was all-sufficient for it (so long as human

creeds were kept away). For the apostles' testimony did not

unite all professed believers in their own day ! Nor in the two

hundred years following, when Mr. Campbell is very certain

Christendom was innocent of creeds. Again, it is false that a

universal union, conjoined with the New Testament, is sufficient for

the world's conversion. One proof is, that multitudes have lived

in such lands as Scotland, where the population was homogeneous,

so that while they had the New Testament teachings they were

utterly unconscious of any adverse influences arising from de-

nominational divisions, because they were conversant with none.

Yet those people were not converted ! Mr. Campbell would

exclaim that one of his conditions was lacking: the New Testa-

ment was not faithfully taught them. Ah, sure enough, it was

put into their hands unaccompanied with Mr. Campbell's "human

creed" of "immerse." Again, there are neighborhoods in this

country, where Mr. Campbell's teachings are so triumphant that

"the sects" are as thoroughly exploded and contemned as though

they were annihilated. Does everybody get converted there ?

This absurd proposition is Pelagian. It ignores the deadness of

sinner's souls, and the necessity of sovereign grace above all

means, however good.

In proceeding with the question whether creeds are divisive

and retard the world's conversion, let us expressly concede that
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all persecutions and uncharitableness, all unchristian dogmatism

and bigotry, all angry abuse, all arrogant exclusiveness and un-

churching of those whom God receives, have this tendency.

This is not because they imply denominational distinctions, but

because they belie the Christian spirit and so dishonor Christ

and grieve his Holy Ghost. And we know of no one man who has

done as much of this mischief as A. Campbell in our day. He
has displayed more arrogant dogmatism, more uncharitableness

towards dissentients, more railing and harsh judgments towards

sincere followers of Christ; he has divided more congregations

peaceful before his incursions; he has aimed totally to unchurch

larger multitudes of creditable Christians, only for dissenting from

his human shibboleth of immersion, than any one this side of

Rome. Here, again, he gives himself the most pungent refuta-

tion. He is the ''no-creed" reformer; and he has created

more division in American Christianity than any man on the

continent !

But that the orthodox creeds of Christendom have not pro-

duced the divisions, is demonstrated by this fact: there were

divisions before there were creeds. Mr. Campbell says the Nicone

was the first. Epiphanius, in the fourth century, enumerated

eighty heresies, the most of them before Arius. Mr. Campbell

evidently mistakes an effect for a cause. Human creeds are the

results (in some form the inevitable results) of religious differ-

ences. The causes of those differences must be sought far deeper

in the infirmities and blindness of man's head and heart. And
the remedy for these differences must accordingly be found in a

deeper cause than the mere removal of creeds. As long as the

carnal mind is enmity against God, his method of redemption will

be misunderstood and differently understood. The prompting to

formulate these competing views in creeds is the result, not the

cause, of the mental disease. Men differ in a similar manner

about anything which concerns their passions and interests. It

is, for instance, notoriously thus about politics. Mr. Campbell

should hold, that instead of parties making platforms, platforms

make parties; and that the only and all-sufficient means of secur-

ing civil concord and power is for all political principles to be
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sunk, and for virtuous citizens to vote promiscuously for any and

every candidate of safe or of mischievous opinions, who sayi

that he reveres the Constitution.

Mr. Campbell argues, with some show of plausibility, that

creeds stimulate the spirit of dogmatism and faction, in that they

give points around which pride of opinion crystallises itself.

The creed-makers are touchy and sensitive about their work be>

cause of the pride of paternity. The adherents acquire a factious

spirit by associating their symbol with the selfish feelings of party.

We reply, that the infirmities of human nature have doubtless

abused a lawful expedient here, as they abuse more or less every-

thing which man employs. No ordinary mortal can draw up an

exposition of Sacred Scriptures without feeling the same pride of

paternity nnd jealousy. No man can be a vigorous and successful

leader in the Church without having his person become such a

rallying point of faction, far more than any abstract creed. Cer-

tainly Mr. Campbell has not done so. The substitution of a

creed in place of a personal leader is the wisest expedient known

to man for attaining the wholesome and righteous position of

"Principles, not Men," which is the very watchword of enlight-

ened liberty. Since Mr. Campbells no-creed party has exhibited

the very results of division, dogmatism, faction, and strife, in the

most deplorable degree, we think that the most feasible way to

lessen tliem is to have a carefully prepared creed, and present

that as our view of the Scripture meaning, instead of a personal

party leader.

7. We object (in order to take the aggressive) that a commu*

nion of Christians collected on the "no-creed" principle must be

what is popularly known as a "Broad Church." This Mr.

Campbell both confesses and boasts as to his communion. He
deplores in one place that in his connexion "almost all kinds of

doctrine are preached by all sorts of men." Not very consistently

he often justifies and glories in the fact that his is a "liberal"

Church in tolerating great diversity of opinion under a union in

a few fundamentals. Barton W. Stone, one of his most powerful

coadjutors in Kentucky, was an Arian, if not Socinian, to his

end. Others of his preachers were Pelagians. A few were pro-
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fessed Unitarians and Universalists. A few were and are evan-

gelical and orthodox. Thus every legitimate objection against

the Broad-Church theory is applicable here. (1) It is impossible

for a broad or no-creed Church to be a faithful witnessing-body

for the truth. But this is a prinoe function of the Church.

Ps. Ixxviii. 5, 6; Is. lix. 21; 1 Tim. iii. 15; Rev. xii. 17; and

especially John xviii. 37. The Church is a '^candlestick," Rev.

i. 20. And if any further evidence is needed, it is found in a

very short deduction. What is the Church for? The end of its

corporate existence is "the gathering and perfecting of the elect."

This is effected through the instrumentality of the truth. It

would seem, then, as clear as any deduction that the Church

should bear a corporate testimony for the truth. Hence, as the

ministry and rulers of the Church are her only corporate agency,

the official testimony of each minister is a part of that corporate

testimony, and each one is officially responsible for the tolerated

official testimony of the others. Now, if the Church or an officer

thereof performs the witnessing duty merely by saying, "We
testify whatever the Bible means," it is naught. For notoriously

all errorists save infidels, all Papists, Socinians, Universalists,

and Campbellites, concur in saying so. It amounts to absolutely

othing. To give any edge to our testimony, we must be pro-

ided with an answer to the question, " What do you regard the

Bible as meaning?" What can that answer be but a virtual creed?

Mr. Campbell might admit the necessity of meeting the question,

and attempt still to say: "Let the answer be each minister's

faithful exposition of Scripture." This will not do. So the

Broad-Churchman says: "Let each minister have liberty, in

the sarne tolerant community^ to utter his own full and honest tes-

timonv to what he deems the truth. So truth will have as full

opportunity to correct error as though they were separated into

hostile camps." We reply: this scheme is impracticable and

self-destructive. For, on this plan, where is the corporate testi-

mony of the Church as a whole? On this plan one's official re-

sponsibility for the official testimony of the comrade whom he

helped to clothe with this office-power, is preposterously and

wickedly betrayed. On this plan the collisions of truth and error
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would assuredly become more bitter, provided there were any

sincerity of conviction, when occurring in the bosom of the same

communion. The only condition which would make the real ap-

plication of a Broad-Church theory possible is a faithless indiflfer-

cntism. And in fact, there is no communion on earth consistently

broad. Certainly not Mr. Campbell's. He could tolerate Arian-

ism, Pelagianism, Universalism, and could thus betray the very

foundations of God's honor; yet he was not "broad" enough to

tolerate baptism by aflfusion. Thus the pretended Broad-Church-

ism only results in betraying fundamental truths to stickle for

some formalistic error and in expelling for some unimportant

point those whom God accepts, while embracing those whom
God abhors for their denial of essential truth.

(2). It is impossible for a Broad Church to be "a pillar and

ground of the truth," which is the Church's function, because of

the logical interdependence of the Christian system. The ene-

mies of orthodoxy suppose that they are uttering a sneer when

they say that it is "remorselessly logical." This quality, if taken

in its true sense, is its glory. Any system which is true must

have its parts interdependent. H^nce, when one truth is sur-

rendered, however minor, some risk is incurred of the undermin-

ing of all the others. The dropping out of one stone from the

abutment may loosen the key-stone of the arch itself While we

heartily admit the distinction between essential and non-essential

truths, we can only concede, as to the non-essential error which

impugns the latter, that, though it does not, like fundamental error,

subject its victim to the necessity of destruction, it certainly creates

some liability to pass on to the fundamental error, and so to per-

dition. Hence no sound Christian can be willing to give it

ecclesiastictil rights, as Broad-Churchism does.

In conclusion, the "no-creed" position of Mr. Campbell preju-

dices most mischievously the investigation of truth. By stigma-

tising the orthodox propositions as "human creeds" he has steeled

the minds of his followers against the scriptural arguments on

which the truth rests. This outcry, with most of his people, has

been sufficient to condemn in advance all th-at is distinctive of

Presbyterianism.
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Campbellism, like all other types of Anabaptism, betrays its

dishonest interest in denying the existence of a gospel and

Church in the old dispensation. This denial is unavoidable

to rid themselves of infant membership in the Church. The

Campbellite is bolder and more consistent in his error than

the evangelical Immersionist. The former admits the inspiration

of the Old Testament, and yet roundly denies that it is a rule of

faith for us. Their authors use such language as this: "The

former Testament is abrogated." "The authority of the Old Tes-

tament has ceased." "It is no book of authority to teach ua

what to do." "The gospel is not found in it except in type and

promise— precisely the forms in which it cannot have authority."

The purposes of God in inspiring the Old Testament writers are

represented as these. As the development of the true religion was

necessarily gradual, the Old Testament was designed to give de-

lineation of the imperfect or partial religion given to earlier ages.

It contains historical preliminaries which assist us in understand-

ing the completed religion, the gospel, now that it has come. It

presents a record of God's moral government of the race. It

contains types and promises of the coming salvation, designed

for the instruction of the New Testament age. It reveals per-

manent and useful moral principles.

The arguments by which this error is sustained are such as

these: that the two Testan)ents contain not ttvo dispensations

of the same religion, but two different religions; for thus

they understand the two 6iadfiKai.^ misquoting such passages as

Hob. viii. 13; that a new testament supersedes the old; that a

"will is not of force until after the death of the testator;" that

wlien the three disciples, on the mount of transfiguration, pro-

posed to set up three tabernacles, one for Moses, one for Elijah,

and one for JesuS, the divine voice answered: "This is my beloved

Son, hear him ;" meaning thereby to prohibit their attending to

the teaciiings of the law andt he prophets, represented in Moses

and Elijah, and to recall them exclusively to Christ.

These positions, when coupled with the fact that the ancients

were sinful and guilty in the same sense as we, obviously consign
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them all to perdition, if consistently urged. And here is a sufl&-

cient nnd damning evidence of their falsehood. For we know

that there are Old Testament saints redeemed (see for instance

Heb. xi.) by divine testimony more certainly than we jknow New
Testament saints are. The motive of these representations is,

not only to get rid of infant membership, but of all distinction

between the visible and invisible Church, of salvation without

immersion, of all recognition of Old Testament sacraments, in

order to escape those decisive condemnations of the opus operatum

in baptism, which are contained in such passages as Rom. ii.

:26-29, 1 Cor. X. 1-5.

In refutation of this heresy let us present briefly a few plain

points. First. The same God would not have two religions for

sinners of the same race. The depravity and guilt to be provide(j[

for are the same. The obstacles are the same. The divine per-

fections to be reconciled are the same. Hence we conclude, q,

priori^ that there is but one religion for sinners published to this

world. To this agree the Scriptures. Acts iv. 12; Gal. iii. 7,

8; Rom. iv. 5, 6, and 11; iii. 30. The faith of the ancients

(Heb. xi.) is the model of our gospel faith, etc. Now, then, what-

ever is said of the "two covenants," Svo Sia^fjKai^ etc., must be

understood of two dispensations of one promi»e. For the adop-

tion of the phrase, "two covenants," "new covenant," and "old

covenant," the Campbellite has no authority above an uninspired

version; and it is perfectly manifest that our translators used

the word in the sense of two phases of the one covenant.

Secondly. The notable argument from the idea of a "testa-

ment" or will is exploded in the same way. It is the same word,

^laxViKr] ; and there is no good critical authority for translating

it in the places where it is written, "new testament." The single

passage, Gal. iii. 17, is by itself abundantly sufficient to explode

this notion, where the apostle argues precisely the contrary,

that the (ha^r/Kv which was first confirmed with Abraham could

not be disannulled by a subsequent one. Again, suppose a subse-

quent testament repeats the larger part of the provisions of the

previous one—how then?

Thirdly. The asseveration that the Old Testament contained

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—3.
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the gospel only in type and promise is false, and the inference

that in those forms it could not have authority is silly. Is the

precept, "Kiss the Son," only a type or a promise? Or this of

Is. xlv. 22, "Look unto me, and be ye saved" ? And a promise,

we assert, is precisely the form in which the gospel does have

authority. Abraham's faith, the model of the gospel faith by

which we are saved, exhibits its virtue precisely in this, that "he

staggered not at the promise of God through unbelief." Promises

are precisely the things which the New Testament holds forth to

our faith now. Types, explained by such promises as we quoted

from the Old Testament, are admirably adapted to authorise and

confirm faith.

Lastly. Our Saviour and his apostles sufficiently refute this

wretched error by commanding us to search the Old Testament

for our salvation. Jno. v. 39; Acts xvii. 11; 2 Tim. iii. 16;

1 Pet. ii. 6, etc. They must be hardly bested, indeed, to shun the

hated truths of infant membership, etc., when thus driven to fly

into the face of God's word. Their evasion is to say that the Old

Testament is useful for the historical illustration of the gospel,

when once that gospel is revealed in the New. Mr. Campbell,

who is less rash and candid than his followers, says: "The old

was so full of the doctrine of the new institution" that the apos-

tles "apply everything they quote from the law, the prophets,

and the Psalms, to the Messiah, etc. . . . Every one, then, who

would accurately understand the Christian institution must ap-

proach it through the Mosaic," etc. Now surely, common sense

would say that illustrations so full of the gospel as these must

teach the gospel ! For whom did these Old Testament institutions

and promises first illustrate the gospel ? The Campbellite would

answer, with the Remonstrant of the seventeenth century, only

for the readers of the New Testament age. But this is expressly

contradicted by God. His word declares that by means of those

Old Testament teachings the fathers exercised the same faith

and grasped the same salvation as ours.

The New Testament is admitted to be more valuable than the

Old, in that it gives a history of the fulfilment of a part of that

which the Old had promised, and in that it goes into more per-
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spicuous details. For this we should be thankful; but we must

by no means make it a pretext for throwing away any part of

the revealed rule of fkith.
•"!*•..

III. Tlie Camphellite doctrine of the Trinity.

Mr. Campbell, while illustrating his contempt for the learning

and opinions of the Church, by the repudiation of the terms

"consubstantial," "eternal generation,'* ^'procession," and even

in one place ("Christian System," page 124-5) of the word

"Trinity," yet proposes to be orthodox as to the proper divinity

of the three persons. He signalises the insincerity of his pro-

fessions, as to the distrust of human speculation, by making a lame

revival of the scholastic rationale o'f the personal relations, saying

that the Word is in God as speech is involved in thought, and that

the Holy Ghost is related to God as man's spirit or soul is to his

person. And he seems to speak many honorable things of the

Holy Ghost as the "immediate author and ajgent of the new

creation and of the holiness of Christians." The characteristic of

his trinitarian theory is, that, while he admits an eternal personal

relation between the Father and the Son, he denies that it is one

of eternal generation. The second Person, according to him, is

Son only as incarnate. His previous name should be only that

of "Word." "Before the Christian system, before the relation

of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost began to be, his rank in the

divine nature was that of the Word of God."

In refutation of this error it is sufficient to refer here to the

general argument for the eternal generation of the Son in the

simple fact that Scripture should have chosen this pair of

words, The FatJier^nd The Son, to express the relation between

two persons of the adorable Trinity. There must have been

a reason for the choice of these terras—there must be something

corresponding to the well known meaning of this pair of names,

else eternal truth had not employed them. Of course that mean-

ing must be compatible with God's immateriality and eternity.

It must be stripped of all elements arising out of man's corporeal

finite nature and temporal existence. In the baptismal formula,

in the apostolic benediction, and in ail such passages as Matt. xi.
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27, Lute X. 22, Jno. v. 22, x. 33-H7, Rom. viii. 32, the haiiie

Son is so used in immediate connexion with the name Father as

that it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the one is reci-

procal to the other. The Son is evidently Son in a sense an-

swerable to that in which the J'ather is Father. "iThe two first

passages enumerate the three Divine Persons as making up the

Godhead in its most distinctively divine attitude of receiving the

highest acts of our worship. The other passages bring to view

acts wherein the Father and the Son mutually share honors

which are essentially divine. It i\\Q paternity is something char-

acteristic and permanent, so is the filiation. If the Father is

eternally Father, the Son musjt be eternally Son.

Ul
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IV. Again, the Campbellitetlieory of the "Application of Ko-

demption" is so stated as to disparage the forms and nomencla-

ture of theology as much as possible. This dress of the new

theory is due, perhaps, partly to ignorance and partly to the

desire of contemning the existing learning of the Church. It

may be stated, in brief, that the result of all is a combination of

l^elagianism with an opus operatum theory of baptismal redemp-

tion. It is virtually contained in the following propositions:

1. All the terms by which other Christians suppose the appli-

cation of redemption to be denoted, Mr. Campbell declares, mean

a "change of state," or a "change of relation," and not a change

of character or moral quality. This, he holds, is as true of the

terms, new birth., regeneration., adoption, sanctification, redemp-

tion, as it is of the term, justification, or remission. And, like

other Pelagians, he limits justification to remission. The grounds

on which he holds this definition seem to be these: (1.) That

all these terms are predicated interchangeably of the saved;

whence he seems to infer, with evident sophism, that they

are synonymous; and as justification and adoption are indica-

tive of a change of relation, so must be the rest. (2.) That

the word regeneration (TraTnyjEvecia) occurs but twice in the

Sacred Scriptures—Matt. xix. 28, Titus iii. 5; in the former

place meaning "a change of state," or dispensation of the

Church; and in the latter, being defined by baptism. (3.)
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That personal regeneration is described by "new birth"; but

birth does not change the nature of the foeiu9 which existed

before as a human ernbryo (not equine, canine, etc.), and is at

birth only introduced into a new state. Of the second ground,

We remark that this is a mere verbal quibble, grounded in the

fact that modern Christians have happened to adopt the English

word "regeneration" as the equivalent, not of TroAtyyeveaia, but of

what Sacred Scripture calls ytwaa^ai dvcj^ev. How obvious

this is, appears when we remind Mr. Campbell that the West-

minster Confession, which he so hates, does not use the English

word with this ambiguity, but calls the spiritual change "effectual

calling." Where, now, is his argument? But in Titus iii. 5, the

regeneration, or iralcyyeveaia, is the spiritual change. For the

"washing of regeneration," or, as Mr. Campbell will have it,

hath (^ovTpdv), is explained by the "renewal of the Holy Ghost"

{avoKaivcxjic), which is unquestionably a spiritual change. As to

the last ground, that also is a wretched quibble ; for, unfortunately

for Mr. Campbell, the word in the Greek is yewmdai, which ex-

presses begetting rather than parturition, the origination of exist-

ence, and not a change of state.

Mr. Campbell argues, speculatively, that all these tef-itis fnust

express change of state merely, because a change of character or

moral quality must be the result of the motives which the change

of state presents. That is, the privileges and blessings of the

Christian State are the efficients of the affections of the 'Christian

character. The well-informed student will see at a glance the

affinities of this view with Arrainianisra. It is essentially a

Pelagian theory of regeneration by the powerof motive primarily.

No well-informed student needs to look far for the proofs of

the utter unscripturalness of all this definition. Nothing is more

clearly settled by the Word than that, while justification changes

the legal relation, quickening and sanctification revolutionise the

character, or introduce and propagate a new moral character.

Man's ruin includes two main parts, depravity and guilt; his

remedy in the gospel includes the two corresponding parts, justi-

fication and moral renovation. Again, the latter is also described

as a quickening of souls dead in sm, an illumination, a "begetting
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But, before we pursue this branch of their error, let us look

farther into the absurd idea, that the sinner must be converted

without the agency of the Holy Ghost, in order that he may be

sanctified by that agency. The whole scheme is a crude mass of

self-contradictions. The heart must be made pure byconversion,

in order, forsooth, that this pure Agent may come to dwell in it.

But a little before we were taught that conversion was only a

change of state, and not of character or quality! Again, con-

version and sanctification are generically the same kind of work,

related as are germination and growth. Conversion (in the sense

of regeneration) introduces the spiritual life, sanctification nour-

ishes it. Now, if a divine agent is needed to nourish and enlarge

it, a fortiori is he needed to introduce it. (See, here, Campbell's

follies.) My instrumentalities, e. g.^ can do a great deal to nur-

ture a plant which has life; they can do nothing at all to orginate

that life where it was not. Again: these authors recognise the

fact that God "purifies the hef*rt by faith." Now, if faith is a

function of spiritual vitality, how comes it in a dead soul without

an 'ddieQ^\x?itQ external agent? Again: according to this wonder-

ful invention, the agency of the Holy Ghost, which in conversion

is only indirect and instrumental (like that of the" preacher),

should in sanctification become immediate. But they do not, in

fact, believe in any immediate agency of the Holy Ghost any-

where; and the only spiritual influence which their system recog-

nises is moral suasion. Common sense will pronounce on the

preposterousness of this whole scheme by raising a simple ques-

tion : If a converted man needs the Holy Ghost to grow in grace^

how much more must an unconverted man, dead in trespasses and

sins, need him to get into grace?

3. The next proposition settles the nature and genesis of faith

as the simple and natural result of the moral suasion of the gospel.

Here, again, their teachings are a jumble of contradictions; but

the practical result is Pelagian. Campbell begins by distinguish-

ing between belief and trusty and teaching vei*y correctly that

saving faith includes the latter. But he ends by flouting the

distinction between historical and heart-faith, though he himself

had illustrated (Christian System, page 52-3) that difference cor-
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rectly. Richardson says that faith must embrace Christ for sal-

vation, and that in his threefold offices of Prophet, Priest, and

King (page 31). He thus teaches a truth utterly destructive of

his own scheme. For, to embrace a Saviour from sin to holiness

must imply a true appetency of will for holiness and against sin.

But in order for this, the native appetency for sin, which is the

regular law of the sinful will, must have been revolutionised.

These writers usually claim great credit for teaching, that, ac-

cording to them, '* the object of faith is not a doctrine, but a

person;" and they falsely charge us with the contrary. But

when they come to expound what is involved in this trust on the

person of Christ, they necessarily introduce the doctrines con-

cerning him, which characterise him as a saving person, just as

far as we do; only not correctly.

Mr. Campbell deems authentic testimony the sole efficient of

faith. Let us remark, in passing, his inconsistency in exalting

the value of what he calls "fact" over truth, and direct testimony

over doctrinal deduction, with his own Pelagian and rationalistic

scheme. If testimony is the sole efficient of faith, by virtue of

its rational inducement, as he teaches, then why might not doc-

trinal deduction also produce it? But it is Mr. Campbell's de-

light to flout doctrinal truth as worthless in comparison of testi-

fied "fact." Now deduction may, when logical, establish as firm

an intellectual conviction as testimony can. If Mr. Campbell

supposes that testimony produces conviction by a non-logical

process, he is ignorant of its nature. Thus, Mohammed testifies,

as positively as Jesus, that he will give heaven on certain terms.

Why does Mr. Campbell believe Jesus and discredit Mohammed?
This question is the touchstone. The answer is, in order to give

credit to testimony the credibility of the witness has to be weighed.

And that is a logical process. The ascertainment of Christ's

credibility is a doctrine, a truth reached by logical process, and

it is in order to all influence of the facts testified. Thus, if tes-

timony can generate faith, so can doctrinal dogma; so can logical

speculation, if it is correct speculation. For it may present in-

ducement as convincingly as testimony. Now, Mr. Campbell

urges, very correctly, that doctrine does not prove adequate to
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gener^ite saving faith. This proves that neither testimony nor

doctrinal deduction is the efficient of faith; the cognition of them

(a rational process in both cases) is only the condition by which

the Holy Ghost generates faith.

Mr. Campbell's philosophy about faith, then, is the following:

He believes that in every case of sense-perception the object per-

ceived is the efficient of the affections of soul evoked instead of

the mere occasion. ("Christian System," p. 114.) The same

law, he proceeds to teach (p. 115), "holds universally in all the

sensitive, intellectual, and moral powers of man." "All our

pleasures and pains, all our joys and sorrows, are the effects of the

objects of sensation, rejlection, faith, etc., apprehended or received,

and not of the nature of the exercise of any power or capacity

with which we are endowed.'' This astounding piece of psy-

chology is the corner-stone of his whole theology ! He proceeds to

illustrate his false principle thus: When the eye looks on a pleas-'

ing or repulsive scene; when the ear listens to melody or discord;

when the nostrils smell a rose or carrion ; when the palate tastes

the sweet or bitter; when the fingers touch ice or fire; the pleas-

ure or pain of sense is due exclusively to the nature of the objecty

and not to the manner or nature of the sensational perception,

which in each pair of objects was the same. So, says he, when

we pass to the inner man, it is not the nature of the recollection,

reflection, belief, but the object represented, which is the exclusive

efficient of mental action. A father hears (credibly) that a lost

sheep is found, that a lost son is restored. The assent to the tes-

timony is of the same kind. Why does the latter news produce

more emotion ? , The cause is solely "in the nature of the facts

believed." He asserts that the same law is universally true of

the will—that the objects on which the affections exercise them-

selves are the sole causes inducing us to action. The consistent

conclusion of all is, that objective inducement presented in the

gospel is the sole, the sufficient, indeed, the only possible efficient

of faith and spiritual affections!

Thus Mr. Campbell, after making it the business and malig-

nant pleasure of his life to libel and revile the Church as founding

its faith on human speculation instead of God's testimony, as he

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—4.
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charged, returns and founds his whole system of religion upon a

miserable, exploded, and stupid speculation, of a purely human

and an ti- christian ps^'chologyl To this wretched philosophy,

falsely so-called, and which he does not even presume to sustain

by a single proof text, he must then proceed to wrest and force

the Sacred Scriptures by such license and dishonest violence of

exposition as we have seen.

Every scholar sees here, at a glance, the psychology of the

sensualistic schools. The occasional cause is mistaken for the

efficient. Object and effect so exclusively occupy his attention

that the subject is wholly omitted ! It should have given Mr.

Campbell some pause, in this absurd analysis, that one result of

it is utterly to overthrow, not only that self-determination of will

to which he holds, but free-agency itself The deduction is very

short. For, if the objective is the whole efficient of desire and

volition, then, supposing the object presented, the volition is

mechanically necessitated. Appetency and volition are the

physical results of the perception of the object, just as pain is of

a blow. Mr. Campbell has shown himself ignorant of the car-

dinal distinction between subjective motive and inducement. When
Mr. Campbell's instances are inspected, we see that where con-

trasted objects are presented to any sense, as the beautiful and

ugly, etc., etc., the objects are the occasions of the pleasure or pain

:

but a siibjecfive sensibility is the true cause or efficient. The

beautiful landscape pleases the man of taste, it is viewed with

indifference by another. Why? As Mr. Campbell asserts, there

is no difference in the method or perfectness of the visual percep-

tion in the two men. Why do not like causes produce like effects

here? The perception is not the cause, but the occasion of the

pesthetic pleasure. The true cause is in a subjective sensibility

possessed by the man of taste. So, wlien the father hears of a

restored son and a recovered sheep, the cause of the greater joy

at the former is parental affection; the news is the occasion.

And, in like manner, when the gospel was preached by inspired

men, "and as many as were ordained to eternal life believed,"

while others did not, it was because the former had a subjective

appetency (inwrought by the Holy Ghost) which caused their

;&.
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wills to embrace Christ. When Mr. Campbell says we trace

the effect to "the manner or nature of the faith," he states

the issue falsely. We trace it to the a /?nore subjective character

of the heart or moral appetency. And as these we know are by

nature for sin and against holiness, it is morally certain that the

soul unquickened by the Holy Ghost will not believe with the

heart. The well-informed reader will scarcely need a demonstra^

tion of the falsehood of this whole philosophy. But, we repeat,

such a proof is seen in the fact that the scheme is inconsistent

with the maxim that "like causes produce like effects." Were

the objective the true efficient of the mental state, the same ob-

jects should always produce the same states. But note that this

is not true, either in the case of senses or aesthetic or moral

affections. The same objects educe different effects, or none,

from different men, according as their characters vary. This

shows that the true efficient is the character and not the object.

It is obvious that, upon the Campbellite scheme, saving faith

can be conceived of as no other than temporary faith. Take no-

tice, it arises, say they, in advance of any work of the Holy

Spirit. It is the effect purely of gospel inducement, as acting

upon the natural heart. No better description of temporary faith

could be given. It is equally obvious that no consistent Camp-

bellite is a believer in the doctrine of total depravity or inability

of will in the natural man to spiritual good. For surely faith,

by which a man "passes from death unto life," is a spiritual ex-

ercise and a choice of spiritual good. The argument is conclu-

sive, that if faith is an embracing of Christ for salvation as»he is

offered to us in the gospel, and if the carnal mind is enmity

against God, faith can only be put forth by that heart in which

the Holy Spirit has wrought his renewing work. Accordingly

we find Mr. Campbell saying many seemingly scriptural things

about the fall and universal sinfulness; but he does not believe

that man's will is totally alienated from God. And many of

his comrades preach on this point the most; unblushing Pela-

gianism.

Another result of this view of faith is to make man decide his

own religiou:) destiny solely by his own self-determination.

)••
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Sovereign grac6 is exploded. Man believes solely from the

efficiency of gospel inducement, without any work of the Holy

Ghost. So the "obedience of faith," which is immersion, is the

choice of the natural man. To this remission is pledged, and the

Christian s-tate with all its privileges is now fully inaugurated.

There is no election, save the general purpose to bestow recon-

<3iliation and grace on the immersed believer.

4. The fourth and last proposition defines Mr. Carapbell's idea

of the nature of the Holy Spirit's operation in grace. The

reader will recall the deceptive and inconsistent statement, that

the Holy Ghost is given only afte?' conversion. It will appear

that Campbellism really holds to a spiritual work as little after

as before. The statement sometimes made by its exponents is

the semi-Pelagian one. Sometimes they speak in terms which

might have been used by Claude Pajon and his school. But in

other places they speak out more candidly as simple Pelagians.

Thus, Mr. Campbell ("Christianity Restored," pp. 350, 351):

*'As the spirit of man puts forth all its moral power in the words

which it fills^th its ideas, so the Spirit of God puts forth all its

converting and sanctifying power in the words which it fills with

its ideas." Again: "When we think of the power of the Spirit

of God exerted upon minds or human spirits, it is impossible for

us to imagine that that power can consist in anything but words

and arguments." There is no uncertainty here. That this is

the real view of Campbellism is shown by its thorough consistency

with their doctrine of faith and repentance. It is precisely the

scheme of Pelagius and Socinus. In technical language it is the

theory of conversion by moral suasion alone. Mr. Campbell, in

his debate with Dr. Rice, defends it, 1st. By the shallow philos-

ophy already exposed, inferring hence that objective inducement

is the only moral power which can operate consistently with man's

rational constitution. 2d. By the fact that no converting or

sanctifying power is ever seen apart from Bible truth. 3d. By
the fact that all the exercises and views of converted people

reproduce the conceptions of gospel and spiritual things found

in the Scriptures, and no others. 4th. That as every case of

spiritual life is generically the same, whatever is essential to

m
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one case is essential to all. Frotn this Vei*y just premise Mr.

Cartipbell attempts to draw the illogical conclusion, that, if God

regenerates one case (say an infant) without the understanding of

the truth, he mu9t renew all cased without it ! He infers hende

that on any other scheme than his of mere moral suasion, all

tninistrations of the word are wholly useless. 5th. By the fact

that God, Christ, the Holy Ghost, and the apostles, always

ply men'd soul with gospel inducement; and by the numerous

passages in which truth is spoken of as the instrument, like this:

"Sanctify them through thy truth," etc.

The reader will see at a glance that all this is a very good

argument to prove that the truth is the ordinary instrument^ and

ordinarily an essential instrument of conversion; but as an argu-

ment to prove that moral suasion is the only form ofspiritualpoweY

in the ease (the real issue), it is naught. The refutation of the

whole is in one word of the Holy Scriptures, Ps. cxix. 18. To

produce actual vision in a blind eye, there must be first the cura-

tive agency and then the light. So to produce spiritual vision,

the soul must be supplied with truth, the intelligible medium; but

access must also be made for it to the blinded soul by direct

spiritual power.

It may be profitable also to note the points made by Dr. Rice

in his reply. He argues first and fundamentally from total de-

pravity, proving the fact irrefragably, and showing that an

almighty operation, other than moral suasion, is needed in such

a heart to open it to such suasion. He then shows that this

direct operation, though mysterious, is possible^ 1. By the fact

that God at first created man upright. 2. That God influences

the minds of men in other and secular actions by his secret provi-

dence, as in Ex. xxxiv. 24, Prov. xx. 1, etc. Dr. Rice's next

argument is that if conversion is only by moral suasion, then all

infants and idiots must be damned. By this point Mr. Camp-

bell felt himself much pressed. He at length resorts to the sup-

position that (as he gloried in asserting the salvation of all infants

dying in infancy), while his theory of moral suasion alone com-

pelled him to admit they left this world unrenewed, they must,

therefore, be purified by some immediate operation in the ne;jft
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world. This he calls their ^'physical regeneration after death"
;

and he says it is effected by divine power, as the "change" will be

wrought on those who are alive at the resurrection. Dr. Rice

should have pressed Mr. Can>pbell here with this obvious surren-

der of his fundanaental ground: that any other moral power than

suasion is impossible, consistently with the rational constitution

of mind. What difference does it make, in theory, whether this

almighty change, over and above raoral suasion, is in this world or

the next? This is enhanced by remarking that as "grace is glory

begun, so glory is but grace perfected." The system of grace in

the militant and triumphant Church differs only in degree. Our

advocate did press him so that he was driven to assume the ground

that infant depravity is only corporeal! and is removed by the

bodilv resurrection !

Dr. Rice argues, in the fourth place, that if regeneration were

by moral suasion alone, there would be no such thing in gospel

lands as intelligent and wilful rejection of the gospel; but all un-

belief would be accounted for by ignorance or misconception.

In the fifth place, he refers to that class of passages which teach

a gracious operation in order to the saving apprehension of the

gospel; such as Jer. xxxii. 39 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 26-7
; Ps. cxix. 18 ;

Luke xxiv. 45; Acts xvi. 14. In the next place, he argues from

the fact that repentance and faith are God's gifts (1 John v. 1 ;

1 Cor. iii. 6; Acts v. 31; 2 Tim. ii. 25).

Mr. Rice's seventh point was, that, on the theory of moral

suasion, it is unreasonable to pray for new birth, either our own

or another's. God has no power save that deposited in the gospel

:

and the only rational thing to do is to ply the soul with its induce-

ments. This point is sustained by two facts: that it actually

presents itself in the teachings and corollaries of some of Mr-

Campbell's followers; and that many of them do, in fact, preter-

mit all such prayers.

Dr. Rice's eighth argument is from the phenomena of genuine

revivals, where we see the gospel, known before, but inoperative,

suddenly assume an unwonted efficiency (as means) to revive

Christians and quicken signers. This new effect implies a new

power. He then closes his argument by claiming that at least

!:'l!
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nine-tenths of the reverent and thoughtful readers of the Bible,

in all ages, have believed that it teaches the doctrine of a special

divine influence above moral suasion. .

V. With Campbell's theory of the application of redemption

is closely connected his doctrine touching the effect of baptism.

None need to be told that, as to the mode of baptism, he is an

immersionist of the straitest sect; and as to the subjeets, he denies

infant baptism with violence. But there is nothing in his treat-

ment of these points not already familiar in our controversy with

other immersionists* We therefore simply refer now to the usual

discussions, except upon one particular. Mr. Campbell pays an

unwitting tribute to the force of.our argument for infant member-

ship from the Abrahamic covenant. He docs this by his endeavor

to evade it; which is, by teaching that God made two compacts

with him: one secular, the other spiritual (Christian System

p. 134). Mr. Campbell labors to separate these parts of the

Abrahamic covenant. To the one he refers temporal and political

blessings, and to the other religious blessings. He then intimates

that circumcision was the badge of the secular covenant only. It

is easy to retort this piece of dishonesty, to the overthrow of his

own cause. For if there were two covenants with Abraham, then

circumcision was undoubtedly the sign and seal of the spiritual.

See Deut. x. 16; xxx. 6; Rom. iv. 11, 12; Gal. iii. 7. And
that it was not a sign expressive of or coincident with God's

secular favor and the possession of the land of Canaan, see

Deut. xxviii. 64; Rom. ix. 6, 7. '

As to the design and effect of baptism, the Campbellite theory

is substantially the opun operatum one. It cannot be said to be

"baptismal regeneration," becjiuse with them the new birth is

not a change of spiritual character, but only of state: a passing

from condemnation to pardon. This is effected^ according to them,

in baptism. They say that the immersion of an unbeliever would,

indeed, procure no remission, but that sins are pardo7ied through

J'aith avd haptmn. A favorite formula with them is: "Sins are

remitted to believers in the act of baptism." Errett, page 73:

"'It is the appointed means through which the assurance of paj"-
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don is actually bestowed." Campbell, in his debate with Dr.

Bice, was allowed to state his proposition, '' Baptism is for the

remission of sins," ambiguously. He uses the preposition "for"

in the sense of "m order to.'' His true doctrine may be defined

from his Christian Baptist, pages 416,417: "At the very instant

our bodies are put under the water, our former or old sins are

all washed away, provided only that we are true believers."

Campbellite writers usually illustrate their doctrine thus: a

man may be elected or appointed to an office of authority and

trust; but he does not exercise its functions or enjoy its emolu-

ments until the oath of inauguration is taken. Up to that mo-

ment official acts by him would be illegal. After that moment

they are legal. Again: the sentiments of an immigrant may be

thoroughly attracted to the United States, and his residence fixed

there for life; but until he takes the oath of naturalisation, he

does not possess any right of citizenship. Two people may be

thoroughly united by affection; but until the marriage ceremony

is performed, their cohabitation would be illicit. Thus, says

Campbell, this side of baptism, the believer is in one state, that

of condemnation ; on the other, he is pardoned, adopted, and saved.

It may be perceived at a glance that these instances present a

false analogy. Were they only applied to explain why and how

the outward or formal privileges of the visible Church connexion

are suspended on baptism, they would be relevant. But when

the thing in question is our spiritual state, and that before an

omniscient God, where all is of grace, and the gospel terra is an

inward principle, faith, the case is very different. Such loose

analogies are worthless against the express promises of God. It

should, however, be said, injustice, that like the Romanists, they

make baptism only the formal cause of remission, and teach that

the meritorious cause is Christ's sacrifice.

, They claim, with much clamor, that the Reformed divines and

symbols, and especially the Westminster and the Thirty-Nine

Articles, teach their doctrine; and that we have really forsaken

our own standards on these points. Their supposei proof is, that

the Confessions say baptism is not only a sign, but a seal of the

remission of sins, our engrafting into Christ, etc. It seems hard
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to make them see that they have leaped from one idea to another

wholly different, in thus confounding the attestation by a sacra*

ment, of a blessing already conferred on terms entirely non-formal

and spiritual, with making the sacrament the essential term for

conferring the blessing. To our minds the difference is clearly

enough expressed in the words of Paul: circumcision was to

Abraham a seal of the righteousness of the faith which he had

yet being uncircumcised. Every one sees that the sphragistic

nature of the sacrament is destroyed by assigning it an opus

operatum power. For visibly to effect a work is one thing; to

attest its performance by an invisible agent is a different thing.

As fruition excludes hope, so the former supersedes the latter.

The Campbellite writers also speak great things of the superi-

ority of their system, as giving to the convert a palpable and ex-

press assurance of his forgiveness, conditioned on a definite act,

instead of a mystical state of feeling called "supernatural faith."

Thus Errett; "The sects, upon this subject, believe neither the

Scriptures nor their own creeds. This seems to be owing chiefly

to the fact, that a particular theory of spiritual operations, which

has gradually almost monopolised the minds of the Protestant

community, makes the assurance of pardon to rest on certain

feelings, or upon what are thought to be supernatural visions, or

special spiritual communications. The attempt is thus made to

transfer the office of baptism^ as the remitting ordinance^ to vague

emotional or mental impressions ; and to effect this purpose, the

connection of baptism with remission of sins is totally denied.'*

The reader sees how unscrupulous is this misrepresentation,

stigmatising the scriptural faith to which forgiveness is promised

by God, the simplest of acts of soul, the most carefully defined in

the Sacred Scriptures and distinguished in the case of the true

believer by definite fruits and the witness of an infallible Spirit,

as "vague emotional impressions." But, further, these men

admit fully that the immersion of an unbeliever would not effect

the remission of his sins ! Faith, then, as well as immersion, is

the essential term of pardon. And without the faith the immer-

sion would be naught! So that they, as much as we, must " make

the assurance of pardon rest on certain feelings." Thus, Simon
VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—5.
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Magus "believed and was baptized," yet, according to Peter, he

was "in the gall of bitterness and bond of iniquity." To settle

that matter, everything turned upon the nature of Simon's pre-

tended faith. So absurd is this pretence in their mouths. We
should like to know whether it is not more comfortable to infer

our assurance of pardon from a scriptural faith, wrought by the

Spirit and answering in nature and fruits to his revealed marks,

than from the shadowy dividing line between a temporary faith

wrought by moral suasion on the natural mind, and the miserable

sham called believing with which so many thousands have gone

through Campbellite immersion to return immediately like the

sow to her mire.

Mr. Campbell argues that his ritual scheme of forgiveness is in

strict conformity to the Protestant belief, that no faith justifies

save the faith that works. James ii. 22, etc. The act of sub-

mitting to immersion, says he, is that test wo7'k in which, when

faith culminates, it actually justifies. This act of dipping is that

"obedience of faith" (Rora. xvi. 26) made known to all nations

by the gospel. Those expositors are most probably correct, who

make the faith a genitive appositive, so that faith itself is the

obedience. But lot us adopt the other construction ; and the

Sacred Scripture everywhere else will teach us that the obedience

which proceeds from faith is that whole career of holy living

which flows frorti a "faith working by love." When Mr. Camp-

bell would substitute for this life-long fruit, in the meaning of

such passages as that of James second, one easy^ cheap,, ritual

act,, he most wretchedly degrades the plan of salvation and the

sanctifying energy of true faith.

His scriptural argument for his water justification consists in

part in an attempt to identify immersion and conversion, and the

new birth, as different terms for the same thing in the New Tes-

tament. This absurd license of interpretation he supposes will

enable him to press into service all the texts where conversion

and regeneration are connected with remission. Its refutation is

easily effected by showing that the ideas of conversion and new

birth are as well known in the Old Testament, where, according

to Mr. Campbell, there is no Christian baptism, as in the New Tes-

?
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tament; that in both they are notoriously spiritual works (Matt,

xiii. 15) as opposed to ritual; that Christ rebukes Nicoderaus be-

cause, being an Old Testament scrit>e, he was not familiar with

the idea of the new birth; but he could not be expected to know

anything of water baptism as a gospel sacrament ; that in Acts

iii. 19, conversion is the sequel and fruit of hetAvom -, and that

according to the Apostle John (1 John v. 1), all who believe are

already born of God, while Mr. Campbell himself makes believ-

ing the necessary prerequisite of baptism; whence it follows that

the new birth precedes baptism is not identical with it.

Mr. Campbell has, of course, his| proof-texts. They are such

as John iii. 6; Acts ii. 38; xxii. 16; Markxvi. 16; Gal. iii. 27;

1 Pet. iii. 20; Titus iii. 5; Luke iii. 7; Acts x. 14; Eph. v*

25, 20. These are the texts which he regards as strongest. He
uses them precisely after the same perverse fashion in which

Romanists and ritualists employ them to prove the opus operatum*

The solution is easy. The sacramental union between the ele-

ment and the grace naturally leads to the employment of the

name of the symbol to describe the grace symbolised. Take, for

instance, John iii. 5, 6, the context proves that Christ was not

intending the sacrament of baptism by the words, "born of water

and the Spirit," because that sacrament was not yet appointed,

and Nicodemus could not have been rebuked for not understand-

ing it. The force of the words is, "Born of that which the water

of purification, represents, the Holy Spirit." So, when Peter

speaks of "repenting and being baptized in the name, etc., for

the remission of sins," he cannot mean to make baptism as im^

portant as repentance, for he mentions it no more in any subse-

quent address. But had it been so essential, he could not have

honestly omitted it. Mr. Campbell tacitly assumes that "for"

means here "in order to," whereas this preposition of most ex-

tensive use {elg) may mean "for commemoration of." When Paul

says, "We are saved by the washing" (or if you please "bath,"

as Mr. Campbell says, ?iovTp6v) of regeneration and renewing

of the Holy Grhost, he does not mean that water baptism is that

regeneration, but on the contrary, in strict accordance with the

sacramental language of the Bible, we are saved by that spiritual

f
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cleansing which washing with water represents. When the

Apostle Peter says, "Baptism saves us," he immediately guards

himself against Mr. Campbell's idea by disclaiming it: "Not the

putting oif of the filth of the flesh, but the iirtpiirrifia of a good

conscience towards God." But it is unnecessary for us to go

farther in detail.

The correct statement of the scripture view of baptism is of

itself a reply to much of the above pretended argument. It is a

positive ordinance enjoined by God for his glory in the Church's

edification. One of those edifying uses is to bo a badge of pro-

fession separating the visible Church from the world of the un-

godly. Here the illustrations of the marriage ceremony and

naturalisation oath are germane. To the outward, formal privi-

leges of the visible Church baptism does immediately introduce

us. Secondly, it is a didactic ordinance^ teaching several cen-

tral truths of the gospel by admirably expressive symbol, in the

most pungent and impressive manner, as our separation from the

world and engagement to be the Lord's, the cleansing of our </Me7^

by Christ's blood and our corruption by his Spirit. Thirdly, it

is a sphragistic ordinance, not only sealing our vow to God, but,

if our hearts are faithful, sealing his gracious promises to us

;

and thus, through the Holy Ghost, greatly strengthening both

our devotion and our faith and assurance. In this way baptism

is very useful and necessary to the Church and edifying to the

person. It is a plainly enjoined and important duty. Therefore

its wilful neglect must be a sin. This sin, if unrepented, will be

(just like any other wilful sin) a sure index and occasion of the

soul's ruin. But we deny that water baptism is the essential

term of salvation in any such sense as is faith. In the words of

}rivatio^ sed confeipi npt\

As the Campbellite doctrine is not identical with the Romish

opus operatum theory, but has its own phase, we submit an out-

line of an argument, partly new, in refutation of it.

1. Mr. Campbell is inconsistent in not extending the opus

operatum dogma to both sacraments. He makes the Supper

merely a commemoration. But his own principles of expo-

sition, applied to the sixth chapter of John, for instance, would
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prove sacramental grace far more clearly of the Supper than o^

baptism. '-' ."i'^- .•;.'.!,'
- • "',.>^:''r'' *fi(.''-<(r-^^ "-;

2. That God should have made saving grace essentially depen-

dent on a '"''positive" form^ or indeed on any act for which the

soul is dependent on a fellow-creature, in the case of those who

are already spiritually docile^ believing and penitent, is incredibly

contrary to the tone and spirit of both Testaments. Mr. Camp-

bell endeavors to evade this by saying: ''Why are not Pagan souls

dependent on either preachers or Bibles for salvation? And in

the latter case dependent, in a true sense, on the use of paper or

parchment (of rags or skins) and coloring matter? What means

more thoroughly external or formal?" The answers are two:

These materials are simply ministerial to a didactic use. Is Mr."

Campbell willing to make baptism such ? 2. These souls are

contumacious, unbelieving, and corrupt as to the truth; and God's

providence merely ordains that their privation of these material

means shall be the occasion of their condemnation already de-

served. The soul who desires to embrace Christ and duty never^

under cither Testament, depends for redemption essentially upon

any act where another creature must intervene between him and

his God. He who cometh unto God through Christ shall in no

wise be cast out. Again: a place in the favor of God always

depends instrumentally on the spiritual state, and on nothing

else. See, for example, 1 Sam. xv. 22; Ps. xxiv. 4; Matt. xii.

7; Ps. Ixvi. 18. This leads—

3. To the irrefragable argument that the Scriptures every-

where says he that believes is justified. See Romans iv. 11;

Jno. iii. 16; i. 12, iii. 36; v. 24; Rom. v. 1, et passim. Now
if remission is given only in baptism, during any interval of time

between the believing and the baptism the believing soul is still

in an unjustified state. This is contrary to the Sacred Scriptures.

Mr. Ciimpbell makes an impotent endeavor to evade by distin-

guishing between title and possession, between an inheritance in

prospect and in actual enjoyment. Thus saith he: The father of

the prodigal says to his home staying son, "Son all that I have

is thine." Yet that son had not a kid to make merry with his

friends. Christ during his humiliation could say, "All that the
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Father hath is mine," yet he was in the other sense so poor that

"he had not where to lay his head." Does Mr. Campbell mean

to say that true faith, before baptism, only secures a title in pros-

pect, like that of the expectant heir? Why, that the elect sin-

ner has, in God's apprehension, even before he repents! How
can this idea square with the declaration, "he that believeth

hath,'' ^Hs passed from death unto life"? See also Rom. v. 1.

4. Many souls have obtained remission without baptism or ani/

corresponding sacrament. As Abraham, Cornelius, Acts x. 4,

34, 85, 44; xi. 17 ; the dying thief, etc. Mr. Campbell

endeavors vainly to escape the proof that Cornelius was a recon-

ciled sinner before he was baptized, by pointing to ch. xi. 14:

"Shall tell the words whereby thou and all thy house shall be

saved.'' It is perfectly evident that the word saved here must

mean, not the application, but the consummation of redemption,

as in Matt X. 22.

5. The harshness and uncharitableness of this doctrine, if car-

ried out consistently, must condemn it in every fair mind. It

would at least throw the destiny of the sincere penitent who died

after his regeneration and before baptism into great doubt. But

what of the myriads of intelligent, consistent Paedopabtists who

live and die without immersion ? They present every mark and

every fruit of true piety except immersion, and yet are damned?

Incredulus odi. Mr. Campbell has great difficulty in meeting

this charge, and vacillates much. Sometimes he seems to sug-

gest that such unimmersed persons may be accepted on the ground

of their misconception of their duty. Sometimes he is more

exclusive; but he can never be made exactly to meet the issue.

6. A scriptural argument may be framed from the numerous

passages which teach that every believer is born {yewiT&ek) of

God, as 1 Jno. v. 1. But obviously the begotten of God are

the children of God. See the clear implication of this in the

same place, verse 2. But the children are heirs. How prepos-

terous does it sound to represent the soul which is begotten of

God, adopted, and co-heir with Christ, as still under condemna-

tion for his sins? To avoid this, Mr. Campbell weakly attempts

to reduce the new birth to a change of state (instead of change of
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moral character) and to identify it with immersion. How unscrip-

tural this is has been already shown. See in addition such pas-

sages as 1 Cor. iv.-15, Jas. i. 18.

In conclusion of this point, we may say of this doctrine as of

all forms of sacramental grace, it is the prompting of that ten-

dency to formalism and to a sensuous religion which exhibits

itself in Popery and Paganism. To secure a grace pertaining to

salvation by human manipulation, instead of embracing it by a

sanctifying faith—this suits at once the pride and the obtuseness

of the carnal mind. But it is "another gospel." It is a concep-

tion utterly heterogeneous with the nature of the Bible system.

It converts the work of God's Spirit through the truth, into a

system of religious jugglery.

The other striking peculiarities of Campbellism are the per-

mission of lay-baptism and lay-administration of the Supper

;

the thorough independent church government, and the weekly

repetition of the Supper. They insist much on these. But they

are not the germinant points of the system, and we pass them

over. "
'T'

Our Church has committed itself definitely to a policy of non-

recognition as to the Campbellite societies. Our grounds may

be found stated in the Minutes of the General Assembl^lSTl.

Robert L. Dabney.
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ARTICLE n.

CRITICAL DISCUSSION OF CAUSALITY.

i

i%

Sir William Hamilton, in his Thirty-ninth Lecture, presents a

tabular view of the different theories of philosophers in regard to

the principles of Causality. These he discusses, with his usual

learning and acuteness, under eight heads. The last is his own,

which he seeks to substitute for the fifth in the series, that of the

great body of modern thinkers. He thus introduces his peculiar

views

:

"I come now to the second category, and to the first of the four particular

heads which it likewise contains—the opinion, namely, that the judgment

that everything that begins to be must have a cause, is a simple primary

datum, a positive revelation of intelligence. To this head must be re-

ferred the theories on causality of Descartes, Leibnitz, Reid, Stewart,

Kant, Fichte, Cousin, and the majority of recent philosophers. . . .

"The eighth and last opinion is that which regards the judgment of

causality as derived; and derives it, not from a power, but from an impo-

tence, of mind; in a word, from the principle of the conditioned. . . .

"This theory, which has not hitherto been proposed, is recommended

by its extreme simplicity. It postulates no new, no special, no positive

principle. It only supposes that the mind is limited ; and the law of

limitation, the law of the conditioned, in one of its applications, consti-

tutes the law of causality. The mind is necessitated to think certain

forms; and, under these forms, thought is only possible in the interval

between two contradictory extremes, both of which are absolutely incon-

ceivable, but one of which, on the principle of Excluded Middle, is

necessarily true. . . , Thus, while obli<red to think under the thought of

time, it cannot conceive, on the one hand, the absolute commencement

of time, and it cannot conceive, on the other, an infinite non-commence-

ment of time; in like manner, on the one hand, it cannot conceive an

absolute minimum of time, nor yet, on the other, can it conceive the

infinite divisibility of time. Yet these form two pairs of contradictions,

that is of counter propositions, which, if our intelligence be not all a lie,

cannot both be true, but of which, on the same authority, one necessarily

must be true. This proves, Ist. That it is not competent to argue, that

what cannot be comprehended as possible by us, is impossible in reality ;

and 2d. That the necessities of thought are not always positive powers of

cognition, but often negative inabilities to know. ...
"We have been hitherto speaking only of one inconceivable extreme
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of the conditioned, in its application to the category of existence in the

category of time—the extreme of absolute commencement; the other is

equally incomprehensible, that is the extreme of infinite regress or nou-

commencement. With this latter we have, however, at present nothing

to do. . . . It is the former alone—it is the inability we experience of

annihilating in thought an existence in time past, in other words, our

utter impotence of conceiving an absolute commencement, that constitutes

and explains the whole phenomenon of causality. . . .

"Of no phenomenon, as observed, need we think the cause ; but of

every phenomenon, must we think a cause. The former we may learn

through a process of induction and generalisation ; the latter we must

always and at once admit, constrained by the condition of Relativity.

On this, not sunken rock, Dr. Brown and others have been shipwrecked."

The purpose of the author in this discussion of Causality is

fully developed near its close. It is to destroy the force of the

neccssitariiin argument, and to vindicate his own view of the free-

dom of the will. He admits, throughout, that necessity is the

apparent result of all logical processes. In fact, he represents the

demonstration as perfect, so far as human knowledge is concerned.

He speaks of '•''the inevitable necessity of our nature^ which com-

pels us to refuse any commencement of existence to the phenomena

which occur in or around us.'* And this necessity to impute all

events to causes, he reiterates in a variety of forms. No philoso-

pher of modern times has more explicitly taught that the testi-

mony of nature and of consciousness is conclusively in ikvor of

a determination of the will. But strange to say, he makes a

gigantic effort, in this discussion, to prove this testimony falla-

cious. He declares that "we cannot conceive a free volition";

and yet he argues, against the ne*cessitarian, "that something

may, yea, must be true, of which the mind is wholly unable to

construe to itself the possibility." And, in brief, he contends that

volitions are uncaused, notwithstanding the fact that our nature

leads us to the opposite conclusion. Necessity and. freedom are

to him two opposite contradictories, both of which, according to

his logical system, cannot be 'true, while one must be. And, for

reasons hereafter to be examined, he decides in favor of freedom.

We propose in this investigation to show, beyond dispute, that

the great philosopher has here fallen into a fatal inconsistency,

and that his argument not only fails "to save the phenomenon" of

VOL. xxxr., NO. 3—6.
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causation, but directly impugns the validity of that principle.

But before entering into an estimate of his logical method, we

must indicate the bearing of his doctrine upon the question of

undetermined volition. The following language evinces the spirit

and motives that prompted the discussion : "The assertion of ab-

solute necessity is virtually the negation of a moral universe,

consequently of the Moral Governor of a moral universe; in a

word, Atheism." "But this assertion is Fatalism," and "Fatal*

ism and Atheism are convertible terms." It is obvious that, in

his view, Ave are compelled to reject the conclusions of an inex-

orable logic which our nature compels us to adopt. But justice

to so great a thinker requires us to add, that he was conscious of

the posture of apparent inconsistency in which he was involved,

and that the discussion of the origin of the causal judgment was

designed to elucidate and justify his peculiar opinions. For. if

he had succeeded in establishing his theory of Causality, the

result of his reasoning would have been to reduce that principle

to a relative notion, true to the human mind in consequence of

its limitations, but not true in the sense of necessity and univer-

sality. Yet he has severely criticised Dr. Brown for eliminating

necessity from causation.

His effort to accomplish the purpose we have indicated is

directed to prove that the causal judgment does not arise from a

positive principle in the mind, but from inability to conceive of

non-causation; and he argues at length that our inability to con-

ceive of a free volition is a negative necessity, which must give

way before the imperative force of a positive principle in the

moral nature, which affirms our responsibility. He justly assumes

that two positive principles cannot contradict each other. But

just here he fails to observe that, according to his own views,

this contradiction may be only apparent. If "things may be

true, the possibility of which we cannot construe to our own

intelligence," then it may be true ffhat necessity and moral free-

dom can be reconciled by higher orders of being. The contra-

diction may be but another illustration of the limited range of

our faculties.

It is evident to readers who are familiar with the theological
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controversy concerning the freedom of the will, that Sir William

Hamilton has overlooked a distinction which is of the highest

importance to the discussion. Freedom of the conative faculty

is one thing, and freedom of our moral nature is another. Those

who deny the former were misunderstood by him, as they have

been by a multitude of others. They maintain that, whilst the

soul, as a unit, is free from all compulsion in its choice, the voli-

tions exercised by that unit, in action, are determined by cer-

tain states of the mind that precede them. The great question

upon which so many religious interests depend, is, whether the

distinct faculty of will is, or is not, absolutely independent of the

subjective states. Those who take the affirnaative locate "the

power of contrary choice" in the will, as distinguished from

the understanding and the affections. This distinction between

a free moral nature and freedom of a single faculty, Sir William

Hamilton ignores. Some writers who contend for a "power of

contrary choice" in the will, maintain its independence in every

responsible creature. Others limit it to unfalleu beings. Our

own position is that it cannot exist in any creature mentally con-

stituted like man. - '

We admit that if Hamilton's doctrine of causation were correct,

there might be plausible grounds for doubt. But adopting now,

provisionally, the received opinion, that the law of causation is

positively necessary and universal, we maintain that a free

volition is, in the sense of the Semi-Pelagian, not only inconceiv-

able, but absurd.

It is universally allowed that human conduct is greatly influ-

enced by certain objects without, and certain conditions within.

The influence of external objects is constantly experienced. But

this source of impressions is never regarded as the cause of voli-

tions. When these external inducements—these objective mo-

tives—are presented in opposition to one another, the force which

they exercise upon the mind is constant in its value, acting upon

one man very much as it acts upon another; and therefore we

may say that these objects are the occasions and not the causes

of the ensuing conduct. The law may forbid two men to steal,

and the purse of gold may be equally desirable in the view of
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both ; and yet their conduct—that is, their volitions—may be

entirely different. The conscience of one may restrain him from

the crime, and the cupidity of the other may lead him to commit

it. If we inquire for the causes of this difference, we cannot find

them in the equal objective motives. They must be sought, if

sought at all, in the subjective states of the individuals. Hence

the obvious distinction between objective and subjective motives.

We know from experience that the mental states correspond with

the external conduct. The principle of moral rectitude restrains

the conscientious, and the influence of passion leads the vicious

into crime. As far as we can see, the conduct will be in exact

accordance with the relative strength of opposite principles.

These permanent tendencies are, therefore, the only true causes

of fugitive volitions, if volitions are caused at all. That they

exert a powerful influence, has never been denied. But it is de-

nied that this influence is determinative. Yet we have as much

uniformity in the sequences as is observed in nature around us.

In physics this uniformity is always held to warrant the assump-

tion of a cause. But some writers endeavor to rescue the will

from the operation of such a law; maintaining that the will always

possesses the power to act in opposition to the immediately pre-

ceding conditions of the mind. According to them, the conscien-

tious man, in his normal state, might have committed the iheft,

and the vicious man might have resisted the temptation. But

such a result would be so strange that all observers would begin

at once to inquire for the cause of the anomaly, and the conclu-

sion would universally be that the mental or moral states of the

two men were temporarily reversed.

Sir William Hamilton has, in our humble judgment, committed

two grave errors in his argument. One is, that our moral nature

positively and directly affirms the freedom of the will. The other

is that our intellectual nature does not affirm the law of causation.

His position is, that the former is a positive necessity of belief

and the latter only a negative necessity; and as they constitute

a pair of contradictories, the positive must prevail. We will

examine the two propositions in the order in which they are

stated.
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1. Is it true that a positive principle in the mind affirms the

independence of the will of all associated conditions ? The argu*

gument is that we are' conscious of moral responsibility, and this

necessarily involves uncaused volitions. But there is a link

wanting in the process of reasoning. If it could be proved that the

will is the seat of responsibility, the logic would be sound. But

our nature does not so testify. Consciousness declares plainly

that we are responsible, and we are free agents in that sense

;

but it does not follow that the faculty of will is independent of

the other powers. It is the soul, the indivisible personal unit,

the conscious ego, that feels the weight of obligation, and asserts

its freedom. The will, as a distinct attribute of the soul, cannot

be properly said to be conscious of an^^thing. It is impersonal.

It is not chargeable, by itself, with error, cannot be separately

tried, condemned, and punished. It is not, therefore, the seat

of responsibility. Obligation obviously rests upon the man him-

self, as an individual whole—an indivisible personality ; and

the conscience and the will are different attributes belonging to

that personality. Hamilton has here mistaken an inference for

u direct declaration of consciousness. He has unconsciously em-

ployed a suppressed syllogism, the fallacy of which appears when

it is fully developed. It is evidently this : The soul is free and

responsible ; it possesses various faculties, including the will
;

therefore each faculty is free. This amounts to little less than

the startling conclusion that the different attributes of the con-

scious unit are so manv moral agents, because that unit is a moral

agent. But besides the fallacy of representing the attributes as

"Component parts of sush a unit, and arguing that what is true of

the whole is true of its parts, the proposition contains another

equally glaring. The notion of freedom is employed in two

different senses. Moral freedom has reference to other individ-

uals under whose influence the agent may come. A man is free

when no other moral agent coerces him. But he is not free from

himself. Neither are his own powers independent of him or of

one another. They have no separate responsibility or freedom,

but are, from the constitution of their nature, mutually dependent

throughout. The will, therefore, cannot be free, in the same
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sense that the man is free ; and Hamilton's argument, when

unfolded, is found to involve two fallacies, either of which would

suffice to destroy its force. There is no positive dictum of nature

that the will is independent of the conditions of the mind and the

aifections; and the same conclusion, reached by deductive reason-

ing, is equally unsound. The argument that 9. positive necessity

in favor of freedom of the will, must override the negative neces-

sity for causation, is, therefore, altogether untenable. But Ham-
ilton himself is by no means so erroneous on this subject as some

of his followers. His aim is to establish personal freedom rather

than independence of the will. Their purpose is mainly to

exempt the will from all dependence, to represent its volitions as

uncaused phenomena, and to make it, instead of the more per-

manent principles of the soul, the seat of responsibility.

We have seen many desperate efforts made to reduce volition to

the form of a fugitive occurrence independent of any of the native

principles in the mind. The futility of all such attempts will

appear whenever the law of Causality is recognised as necessary

and universal. In the meantime we will present such considera-

tions as may seem sufficient to throw discredit upon all these

theories.

It is plain that no volition can take place until certain other

exercises of the intelligence have occurred. In the mind of Adam
there must first have been perception, apprehension, recollection,

reverence, hope, and fear. These will not be denied by any one.

Previous to any possible volition, we have then an abundance of

antecedents. The question is, were they related to the subse-

quent volition, merely in a temporal succession, and not as its

causes? It is held by the advocates of a "^power of contrary

choice in the will" that when the antecedent conditions—the

subjective states—preponderate in favor of one course of conduct,

it is still possible for the will to determine upon the opposite

course. To put the doctrine in the mildest form, these antece-

dent conditions may guide, but cannot control, ihe decisions of

the will. In opposition to these views we do not contend that it

is impossible for the will to act contrary to the subjective states

in Si popula. sense of the word. This would imply coercion. It
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would amount to saying that the will may be forced to act "against

its will." The very language would be absurd. But there is such

a thing 9^ philosophical impossibility; and in this sense, we main-

tain that no normal volition can take place that would place the

man's will in antagonism to the predominant antecedents in his

own mind. To be very brief, we cannot either conceive or be-

lieve that a responsible being, rightly apprehending a moral

obligation, approving of it, and more disposed to fulfil than

to violate it, should nevertheless commit the offence. Such

an occurrence would be nothing less than a schism in a

spiritual unit—a division of the indivisible soul into conflicting

parts; and we have no hesitation in saying it would be im-

possible. :
' -. ' .•"_-.; ' ;' rv!^-^-,.*^^«M,ii./r:

This doctrine of "a power of contrary choice in the will" is

not only absurd, but altogether destructive of that very responsi-

bility which it was invented to save. It makes the will indepen-

dent of the immanent principles of the moral nature, and absolves

them from all obligation. If a bad man without repentance,

which involves a subjective change in the soul, may, at any mo-

ment, by an act of will, obey the law, and the next moment, by

a similar act, disobey it, his responsibility must be limited to a

moment; he cannot be rewarded to-day for the conduct of yes-

terday. All permanence of character and condition must be

impossible. In material nature, if a new phenomenon without a

cause were an admitted possibility, the return of chaos at any

moment would be imminent. No less wonld be the ruin in the

moral world, if the power of persistent principles to regulate the

will were entirely abrogated.

Calvinistic theologians unanimously agree that certain perma-

nent conditions of human nature, in its fallen state, do determine

our volitions, without impairing responsibility. ''It is impossible

but that offences will come, but woe unto him through whom they

come." "Ought not Christ to have suffered these things, and to

enter into his glory?" It was possible, in a popular sense, for

Judas to have refrained from the betrayal, f<0r the Jews to have

refrained from the arraignment, for Pilate to have refused to con^

demn and to crucify the Lord; but, in another sense, it was
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impossible. It was necessary for Christ to die precisely as he

did, that prophecy might be fulfilled.

It has been suggested by several eminent thinkers in our own

country, that the case of our first parents was an exception never

realised among their descendants. They suppose that the sub-

jective state of Adam's mind, at the time of his transgression,

was altogether favorable to obedience, but that the first criminal

volition started from a pure and heavenly frame, like light-

ning from a clear sky, and that without a cause. The first

obvious objection to this suggestion is. that it postulates a radi-

cally diff*erent mental constitution in Adam and in his descen-

dants. But another is equally fatal, that it makes an independent

will essential to responsibility in Adam, and yet holds his pos-

terity responsible under opposite conditions. This is a strange

theodicy. For such an account of the fall can have no object,

unless it be dev"«igned to vindicate the justice of God. But if an

undetermined will is necessary to constitute a just accountability

in one man, how can it bejust to condemn another whose will is

governed by his subjective states ? \

One of two propositions is clearly true : either the will of

fallcrf man is undetermined, or an independent will is not essen-

tial to responsibility in any order of beings. Now the certainty

of human actions is proof sufficient that our volitions arc deter-

mined. No theist can deny that Omniscience apprehends our

future acts in their succession. Tlio idea that the divine

knowledge is all present knowledge, is untrue, if it means that God

has no /ore-know ledge at all. It would amount to saying that a

physical cause and its cflfcct arc, to the divine intelligence, con-

temporaneous. This would be fatal to any statement of Causality.

It would make our notions of time and space mere illusions. If

God views, or can view, events in succession, which it would be

irreverent to deny, then his apprehension of the certainty of a

future phenomenon in the material world, implies the necessity

of its occurrence. If we deny physical causes, then God is the

only efficient cause. But no writer of the present day holds any

such doctrine. It follows that the certainty of such a phenome-

non involves physical force, as the necessary antecedent. But
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the divine foreknowledge of a v^/iV/ow, as certain, implies neces-

sary antecedents in the mental succession. Otherwise such cer-

tainty would make every volition the immediate product of the

divine will; and this would be fatalism. There is no escape. If

the subjective states furnish no valid ground for foreknowledge, a

volition that is foreknown as certain must be due to an immediate

act of the divine will. Certainty, if predicable at all, must be

twofold

—

objective in the thing foreknown, and subjective in the

mind foreknowing. The objective certainty must logically pre-

. cede the sutjectivc. The subjective is false, unless there is an

objective certainty to which it corresponds. But the latter in-

volves necessity. When we affirm that a future event is certain,

we tliereby affirm that it must occur. And to affirm that it must

be, is a contradiction of its opposite, that it may never be. A
volition that may not be exercised, cannot, in the nature of the

case, be foreseen as certain. But the alleged "power of contrary

choice in the will" renders QVQvy volition uncei^tain until it tran-

spires. Even Omniscience cannot invest an absolute contingency

with an absolute certainty. Now all future volitions are thus

certain to God, and are, therefore, determined. And even to

human intelligence they may approximate certainty, without

impairing the responsibility of the agent. If a strong probability

does not diminish accountability, absolute certainty cannot de-

stroy it.
"

One eminent American writer has resorted to a philological

subterfuge to save Hamilton's conclusion from the consequence

of his errors. lie maintains that volitions are not />/i^^/om^«a/,

because they are not impressed upon the senses. But this is vir-

tually ii petitio principii; their phenomenal character will not be

disputed, provided it can be shown that they are effects; and it will

not be required, if they are not effects. This is the great (|uestion

to be settled fii'st; and we think it has been fairly established by

the ablest logicians in the world, that the will is regulated and

its volitions determined by the subjective motives.

Holding as we do, in its integrity, the theological dogma of

foreordination and the divine decree, that an uninterrupted chain

of necessary antecedents and consequents intervenes between

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—7.
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every external or internal phenomenon and the will of God, we

nevertheless insist that this is not the immediate object of the pres-

ent discussion. Some of the links in the chain may be concealed,

but the link that lies behind each volition is plainly visible. We
not only hold with Hamilton that an uncaused volition is inconceiv-

able, but further, that it would be irrational. There must be a

felt apprehension of an object, in order that there may be a true

volition. The will cannot act rationallv Avhen it yields to an

inducement which appears to the understanding and affections

inferior to its alternative. Such a power, instead of being the

highest attribute of man, would reduce him below the level of the

brute; for even the brute owes iiis superiority over the plant to

the fact that his actions are performed under the influence of a

rudimentary intelligence. But man, acting contrary to the dic-

tates of both thought and feeling, would be an unclassifiable mon-

ster, governed by a blind force misnamed the will.

It is a grave error, no less inconsistent with philosophy than

with religion, to locate the seat of responsibility in a single power

of the mind. Not only the will, but every otiier faculty of the

soul, is involved in error and in crime. How evil first oriixinated

in the human breast, we may never fully know. It is possible,

however, to approximate a solution by means of a correct psy-

chology. It is incredible as it is incomprehensible, that Adam
partook of the forbidden fruit without a change in the current of

his thoughts and feelings having prompted the act. Beyond

question, there was a diminution of his reverence and his faith,

and an increase of his curiosity and carnal appetite. Ilis ap-

prehension of truth was obscured, his feelings overmastered his

judgment, and discontent took possession of his soul. In such a

trial, as experience testifies, there is a period of fluctuation of

purpose, terminating in action. But the process of change is by

successive sta<]jes, and there must have been a first stao-c in

Adam's apostasy. What it was is a matter of speculation. Sa-

tanic instigation was not resisted with sufficient firmness, and

something was wanting in the mind that should have prompted

that resistance. What was that want? Perhaps we would not

be far wrong in calling it a want of faith. How this defect
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originated we cannot possibly state in any but negative terms.

It certainly did not originate in a volition. It was not caused,

but only occasioned, by temptation ; otherwise Adam would not

have been responsible. Yet it had a proximate cause in his

person, whether we can define it or not. For the same reasons

exist for postulating a cause at this point that were indicated in

reference to volitions. And here we plant our feet firmly upon

Hamilton's own assertion, that "of no phenomenon need we

think tlie cause; but of every plicnomenon must we think a

cause."

We are thus brou;:;ht face to face with his arsument from the

positive dictum of the moral nature, that "we (personally) are

the responsible authors of our actions." And we admit that,

whilst the argument is unavailable against a loill determined by

the subjective motives, it would be available against a nature

necessitated ab extra to fall into error—if the statement were true

that ''every scheme of necessity" leads to fatalism. But "some

things may be true, the possibility of which cannot be construed

to our intelligence" ; and among these things, thus credible

although inconceivable, we may reckon a necessity in the moral

nature that is compatible with responsibility. The argument

applies to physical necessity alone, and may not, without a gratui-

tous assumption, be applied to the sphere of morals.

2. We must now inquire into Sir William Hamilton's distinc-

tion between a positive necessity, affirming that moral states and

actions are uncaused, and a negative necessity, affirming that

every phenomenon must have a cause. If it can be shown that

his argument is fatal to all causation, and that the latter necessity

is as positive and irresistible as the former, we shall find ourselves

on solid ground, in maintaining, with him, that one positive

dictum of the mind cannot conflict with another, and that the

inference, drawn from moral freedom in favor of non-causation

in moral chanfjes, is altoijether untenable.

His course of reasoning must be very briefly stated. It is this:

that all possible thought is confined to the three categories of ex-

istence, space, and time; and in each category, thought is only

possible in the interval between two extremes—the infinite on
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the one band, and the absolute on the other. In these categories,

the infinite is endless multiplication or division, the absolute is

a complete limitation of either. But hoth extremes «arc equally

inconceivable. For example, we cannot conceive of time be-

ginning or ending; this would be the absolute. And we cannot

conceive of time without beginning or end; this would be the

infinite. These are two contradictories, one of which must, and

both of which cannot, be true. Applying this law to the doctrine

of Causality, he argues that an eternal causation and absolute

non-causation are equally inconceivable; yet one must be true,

and both cannot. We are therefore compelled to believe in one,

although we can comprehend neither. The following extract

contains his statement of the necessitarian argument, and his own

counter-argument in clear contrast:

"They say that it is unconditionally f^iven, as a special and positive

law of intellitrence, that every origination is only an apparent, not a real,

comnienccnient. Now to exempt certain phasnoniena from tliis law, for

the sake of our moral consciousness, cannot validly be done. For, in the

first place, this Avould be to admit that the mind is a con>plenient of con-

tradictory revelations. If mendacity be admitted of some of our mental

dictates, we cannot vindicate veracity to any. ''^Falsus in uno^falsus in

omnibus.''^ Absolute scepticism is hence the leo-itimate conclusion. But,

in the second place, waivin<<; this conclusion, what ri<^lit have we, on this

doctrine, to subordinate the positive affirmation of causality to our con-

sciousness of moral liberty? what rio;ht have we, for the interest of the

latter, to deroirate from the universality of the former? We have none.

If both are equally positive, we have no right to sacrifice to the otlier the

alternative, which our wishes prompt us to abandon.

"But the doctrine which I propose is not exposed to these difficulties.

It does not suppose that the judfi;ment of Causality is founded on a power

of the mind to recoj^nise as necessary in thou<;;ht what is necessary in the

universe of existence; it, on the contrary, founds this jud<i;nient merely

on the imj)otenee of the mind to conceive either of two contradictories,

and as one or other of two contradictories must be true, tboaifb both can-

not, it shows that there is no frround for inferrin;]; from the inability of

the mind to conceive an alternative as possible, that such alternative is

really iuipossible. At the same time, if the causal jud<.rment be not an

affirmation of mind, but merely an incapacity of thinking the contrary, it

follows that such a negative judgment cannot stand in opposition to the

positive consciousness—the affirmative deliverance that we are truly the

authors—the responsible originators, of our actions, and not merely links

in the adamantine series of effects and causes."
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It will be seen that the author makes the infinite and the ab-

solute, in causation, directly contradictory, and equally incon-

ceivable. They thus 'constitute, in his view, two negative neces-

sities, each counterpoising the other. Our first criticism of this

statement is, that it must be erroneous in making the two neces-

sities negative. For if this were true, the causal judgment must

itself be negative. Each horn of the inevitable dilemma must

repel the mind, and forbid any affirmation in the premises. If

there is no law of the intelligence affirming causation, but merely

an inability to conceive of non-causation, then the judgment of the

mind must be a mere negation of the latter, without any assertion

of the former. We could not say that every phenomenon must

have a cause, but simply leaving the question undetermined, we
would fall into endless scepticism on the subject. Hamilton no-

where in the discussion indicates any ground upon which a posi*

tive adoption of the law of causation may be reached. And,

without intending it, he has furnished to more reckless writers the

very weapon they needed to destroy the validity of the principle.

But, again, we insist that the equality of the two contradictories

is gratuitously and erroneously assumed. Admitting, as not

essential to the ar<rument, that the infinite is inconceivable, it

does not follow that causation is a negative principle. The

moment we reject one alternative and accept the other, we invest

the one with a positive and the other with a negative character.

He allows that the causal judgment is necessary and universal;

and this admission makes it positive. For unless we introduce

a third principle, positive in its character, to decide between two

«qu!d contradictories, neither of them could ever be adopted.

The conclusion is inevitable, that such an arbiter being wanting,

causation and non-causation do not affect the mind with equal force*

The truth is, that the judgment of causality, so universal among

men, and so imperative ?;ven with the most illiterate, is not

founded upon a conscious comparison of the infinite with the

absolute. None but disciplined minds can entertain such propo-

sitions. The common sense of mankind simply affirms the neces'

sity of causation. Judgment is not suspended long enough to

make comparisons; and if it were, the comparison would be
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betAvcen proximate or finite causation and its opposite. And
whenever such a proposition is stated, the universal, the inevit-

able decision is that there rmi^t be a cause. Therefore the proxi-

mate cause is positive, and non-causation is negative.

But, returning to a philosopliical view of the (jjuestion, we con-

tend that, if the equality of two negative necessities were conceded,

a third principle is clearly recjuisite to enable the mind to form a

judgment. Tliis is virtually admitted by the author, whenever

he affirms that one of the contradictories must be true. Now, a

negative necessity only declares that the opposite is untrue. It

cannot affirm anything. Hence it is absolutely necessary to in-

voke the aid of another principle, to relieve the mind of a painful

embarrassment. And this principle must be a positive one, if it

is to eifect a positive result. Hamilton's "Law of Parcimony,"

that more special principles than are needed cannot be admitted,

does hot apply to this case; for, obviously, some such principle

is demanded by the phenomena.

But there is another objection to his theory, of two equal nega-

tive necessities, that confronts us all through the discussion. The

question arises. Is there such a thing as a 'negative necessity? Is

there not a contradiction in the terms? He describes it as "an

inability," an "impotence," a"w-!int of power to conceive";

but, nevertheless, he attributes to it the greatest efficiency in

producing a judgment that is universal and inesistiblo. Surely

there must be more than a negation involved, wlien such are the

results. A nojxative necessity is no necessity at all. Impotence

of mind may prevent us from foi-ming a conception of an object;

but that which compels us to accept its reality is a force as posi-

tive and energetic as any in nature.

In our view, the great error of the author lies in his assump-

tion 0^ equality between his pair of conti'adictories. Inequality

could only result in a quandary. The law of causality, as neces-

sary and universal, could never emerge from such a logical dilem-

ma. Its testimony would be that neither causation nor non-caus-

ation can be true. And yet, no rational being can be found

whose mind does not assent to the one and revolt at the other.

The facts of experience and observation contradict the theory.
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The infinite and the absolute are not seen by men at large con-

fronting each other; ,but a cause or no cause are the alternatives

everywhere recognised by common sense. Now, there is nothing

in the affirmation, that every phenomenon must have a cause,

that repels tlic assent of any rational being. Were there no

motive to vindicate moral rcsnonsibility, no one wouhl ever ques-

tion the truth of the proposition. On the other hand, there is

something so repugnant to natural reason in the proposition, tliat

some phenomena may originate without a cause, that no human

being can be unconscious of its repulsiveness. These facts show

us plainly that the absolute, in this category, is the negative of a

positive dictum of the understanding. The law of causality is

thus established as a special principle, no matter what other

principles miiy appear to conflict with it.

There is, moreover, a philosophical necessity for the recognition

of this great truth, which we have no space to consider at length*

Hamilton's argument is virtually an abandonment of causation

as a necessary and universal law. If not valid in the matter of

volition, it is not universal. If not valid in morals, what can

make it imperative in physics? If one event may occur without

an elTicicnt antecedent, any other event may present itself spon-

taneously, and all confidence in the stability of the universe may

be a baseless delusion. Now, we believe that all serious thinkers^

including Hamilton himself, would agree in the statement, that

any impugnment of the law of causality is fatal to science and to

philosophy. Remove this foundation, and all logical structures

tumble into ruin.

It remains only to consider the bearing of these criticisms upon

the question of moral freedom. This truth rests upon an im-

movable foundation— the moral consciousness of man. We have

shown that the doctrine of Hamilton and others, that human

action must be uncaused, is not a direct dictum of the under-

standing, but merely a deduction from the principle of accounta-

bility. If ever so valid, it could only be accepted as the result

of a rational process. But a deduction cannot stand in conflict

with a primary law of thought, such as the judgment of causality.

But moral consciousness is no deduction, and we cannot avail
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ourselves of the superior force of the causal judgment to counter-

act it. We here, at least, reverse the argument which Hamilton

employs, and turn the guns upon his own position. In this con-

flict there is at least one escape for truth, and that is bj the open

door of his sound observation, that a "thing may be true, the

possibility of which >ve cannot construe to our own intelligence.'"

In other words, although moral freedom and causal necessity may

appear inconsistent with each other, this inconsistency may be

merely the result of our own impotence of mind. And this is

the point at which such a confession is especially appropriate.

The proper posture of a genuine philosophy is to accept facts,

and, when they seem to be in conflict, to await the developments

of the future. Moral responsibility is true by the testimony of

consciousness, and the law of causality is also true by the same

testimony. To proceed to undermine one of these truths for the

sake of the other, is unwortliy of a philosophical spirit.

Yet this is what our autlior has undertaken to do. A determi-

nation of the will appeared to him incompatible with accounta-

bility, and, in his zeal to vindicate the latter, he has sought, by

means of a s"ubtle and fallacious process of reasoning, to discredit

the universal necessity of causation. Tlie avowed purpose of his

argument is "to save the phenomena of Causality," and yet ex-

empt from its domain the entire spliere of voluntary action. This

could only be achieved by reducing causation to a mere phe-

nomenon—a seeming verity—the reality of which his theory

denies. That he has signally failed in his 08*0 vt, we think has

been clearly demonstrated.

3. Discounting, for the present, the strange theory of some

writers, that the will of Adam was undetermined, whilst necessity

controls the volitions of his posterity, we find two great cl.isses of

thinkers ai'raycd against each other on this momentous question.

In view of the great interests depending upon the issue, our aim

is to make it evident to every reader that the eff'orts of Hamilton,

and those of his followers who have pushed his theory to its legiti-

mate results, have a direct tendency to engender a dangerous

scepticism. The spirit of all such attempts is to force facts, ap-

parently discordant, into agreement. And this can only be
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effected by assailing some of the fundamental beliefs of the human

mind. It is a conflict between reason, impatient under the re-

straints of* nature, and faith, which enjoins a patient waiting for

light from heaven. Rationalism is eager to unify truth, and

therefore willing to sacrifice the most solid convictions in order

that unity may be reached. It is this impatient spirit that makes

war upon the doctrines of necessity, and certainty, and the fore-

knowledge of God, and ever and anon constructs a new theodicy—
some fanciful scheme of compromise between the freedom of man

and the sovereignty of God. Every such scheme begins, like

Hamilton's, with a blow at the fundamental principle of causa-

tion. Now, in opposition to these dangerous suggestions, we

have no counter-theory to offer, but the simple admonition to

abstain from theorising. Whenever a restless mind affirms that

Causality cannot be universal because it is fatal to moral respon-

sibility, the first step in Rationalism is taken, and there is no

stopping place short of downright unbelief.

We have endeavored to show that Hamilton has failed to ac-

count for the causal judgment by means of a negative principle.

His Law of Parcimony does not serve his purpose, because a

positive principle is involved in the acknowledged necessity we

are under to adopt one of his inconceivable contradictories. This

is an unavoidable belief o^ a truth which we cannot comprehend.

He confesses that his theory is adopted ^^provisorilt/,'' and that,

if it should prove to be erroneous, we must fall back upon the

commonly received doctrine of a majority of philosophers—that

the causal judgment "is a simple primary datum, a positive reve-

lation of intelligence." This return to the main body we would

have a right to claim at his hands.

But even here he contends that two positive principles cannot

be brought into conflict, (as we freely admit,) but argues that one

of them must be rejected, because, if both be conceded, "the root

of our nature is a lie." Our reply is that the two positive prin-

ciples may be consistent, although their reconciliation may trans-

cend our powers. This answer is strictly Harailtonian, and

ought to be conclusive against him. It does not follow that the

testimony of our nature is untrue because we cannot arrange its

VOL. xxxr., NO. 2—8.
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data in an unbroken chain. The conflict between two positive

principles is not due to nature, but to the pride of reason, which

seeks to force facts into a systematic union.

The sole question before us is, whether or not the judgment of

causality is universally necessary. Is it true for the universe, or

only true for man? The relativity of knowledge may indeed be

admitted in one sense. We cannot think except under certain

conditions. But this is not a question of comprehension, but of

belief. The causal judgment is not only necessary, but it is a

judgment of necessity. We are not only compelled to hold it

ourselves, but to believe that other rational creatures do the same.

If this were not so, we might believe that other orders of being

view phenomena without a causal succession, and that our own

conception of its necessity is a delusion. This would certainly

fix upon nature the charge of mendacity. The most essential

element of causation is its universal necessitv. If this be aban-

doned, the law is utterly destroyed.

Let us imagine a world where second causes are untrue. Could

a natural theology exist among its inhabitants? How could

creatures who believe in the spontaneous existence of everything

around them ever reach a rational belief of a First Cause ? If

such a world were possible, then its inhabitants might also think

independently of time and space. Now as we are compelled to

attribute these conditions to all other rational creatures, we are,

in the same degree, compelled to include them all under the law

of Causality. It is a condition of thought for the created uni-

verse. But if the principle is universally necessary, it is a

plain contradiction to exetnpt any class of phenomena from its

operation.

One of the "first fruits" of this argument of Hamilton's is to

be discovered in the cautious, but questionable, discussion of

Mansel of "The Limits of Religious Thought." Mansel rejects

Hamilton's theory of the origin of Causality, and yet expresses

himself thus in reference to necessity : "We cannot assume the

simultaneity of the divine consciousness; for we know nothinij of

the infinite, either in itself or in its relation to time. Nor, on

the other hand, could we deduce the necessitv of human actions
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from the fact of God's foreknowledge, even if the latter could be

assumed as absolutely true; for we know not whether the con-

ception of necessity itself implies a divine reality, or merely a

Awmrt/? mode of representation." (Note XXVII., p. 193.) We
have avoided any reference to divine consciousness so far, and

only introduce it here to illustrate the use that it is so fashionable

to make of the impotence of the human mind. It is plainly indi-

cated by this author, that necessity may be a notion confined to

this one race of beings, and which signifies nothing to God or to

other creatures. Now Mr. Mansel seems to forget that God is

the author of this representation, and that it is not reverent to

refuse the benefit^of a mode of knowledge which the Creator has

imposed upon us. He seems to presume that a rationalistic

divine may be entitled to take a superhumaji view of necessity

different from the mass of the r"ace to which he belongs. A class

of Gnostics might thus be organised in modern Christendom, as

mischievous as that which sought to Platonise the ancient Church.

It is a new method for making the plea of human ignorance a step-

ping-stone for human pride. Is necessity, even suggestively, a

delusive representation ? If the notion be not a consequence of

the fall, it existed in Adam's mind as well as in ours, and was

the gift of God. This again, would "make the root of our nature

a lie," and charge deception upon the Creator. These are the

efforts of desperation. The motive must be very powerful that

leads great intellects to suggest such expedients "to vindicate the

ways of God to man." There must be some misconception of

necessity that causes their adoption. And this misconception is

due, at least in part, to an oversight in reference to the operation

of causes. Necessity is the same notion, in whatever sphere it

operates; but the two spheres of matter and mind are so different

that its operation must also be widely different. In the material

world, this operation is through /(9?re; but in the moral world, it

is difficult to characterise for want of an appropriate term. It cer-

tainly does not involve force, which is incompatible with sponta-

neity and volition. In the one case, inertia has to be overcome; in

the other, the result it accomplished in and through a living, active

soul. The difference lies in the media in which the causes act.
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But further remarks upon this head cannot be indulged. In

spite of every attempt at elucidation, an inscrutable mystery

remains, which it is wiser to leave unsolved than to attempt its

solution by sacrificing any truth which we already know. Among
these we are obliged to recognise, as unquestionable, the Causal

Judgment and Moral Freedom. They are two solid pillars of an

arch that spans an unfathomable abyss, and whose keystone is

too high for human thought to scan.

James A. VVaddell.

»

ARTICLE in.
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THE GOSPEL AND THE REIGN OF LAW.

The Duke of Argyle correctly limits Blackstone's definition of

law when he gives as its primary signification: "The authorita-

tive expression of human will enforced by power."* In like

manner the laws of nature are the "expressions of a will enforcing

itself by power." He then specifies and discusses five different

senses in which the word is habitually used. These are to

designate

—

1st. An obseived order of facts, but not connected with any

known cause.

2d. That order involving the action of some force or forces, of

which nothing more mav be known.

3d. Individual forcos, the measure of whose operation has

been more or less defined or ascertained.

4th. Those combinations of force which have reference to the

fulfilment of purpose.

5th. Abstract conceptions of the mind, deduced from phenomena,

by which facts are reduced not merely to order, but to an order

of thought.

It is inipossible that the human mind should rest satisfied with

*Reift-n of Law, p. 64.
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observing a mere succession of events. It is compelled to seek-

for causes, both efficient and final, and continues its search until

it finds. Accordingly the third, and especially the fourth, senses

in which the word "law" is used, are the most common and im-

portant. The fourth designates "not merely an observed order

of facts—not merely the bare abstract idea of force, not merely

individual forces according to ascertained measures of operation

—

but a number of forces in the condition of mutual adjustment,

that is to say, as combined with each other and fitted to each

other for the attainment of special ends."*

Every inquiry into nature's secrets reveals two facts : first,

the universal prevalence of laws in the third sense; and, second,

that not one but several are concerned in every one of nature's

operations. These two facts, viz., the prevalence of individual

forces, the measure of whose operation has been to some extent

ascertained, and the combination of these by means of contri-

vances for the accomplishment of purpose, constitute what is

meant by the "Reign of Law." Some objection may reasonably

be urged against this phrase. It may lead to error or at least

to some confusion of thought. It is not law that reigns, but God,

the author and administrator of law, who reigns at once over

and by means of law. But as the law everywhere prevails, as

it is never set aside, violated with impunity, nor suspended, as

events are brought about by means of and not at the expense of

law, by a common figure of speech this rule is put for the Ruler.

There is an established order of fiicts in the physical universe

known unto God from the beginning to the end. This order

is produced by the action of laws, which, so far as we know, are

never destroyed, contravened, or modified; but only continued

by means of contrivances so as to be used, arid, if need be, coun-

teracted. The simplest illustration is that of a suspended weight.

No matter when or how placed, the law of gravitation acts un-

changeably. The suspension is secured by a contrivance of some

sort, in which other forces are employed, not to destroy or modify

the force of gravity, but to counteract it.

The devout believer in the Bible would not assert that nature's

*Rei^n of Law, p. 78.
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l«|,ws might not be abrogated or changed by God, but only as a

matter of fact, within the sphere of oar knowledge, be does not

change them. As man is compelled to accomplish his purposes

by meafts af contrivances by which the inexorable demands of

law are met and satisfied, so God secures the fulfilment of his

plans. Men can ascend a river against both wind and tide; but

be it observed, not in spite af, but by means of the forces which
^

apparently make ascent impossible. So when God proposes to

form a class of animals to swim in the sea or to fly through the

air, he does not break or bend the natural forces which apparently

oppose the accomplishment of his purpose. He utilises them.

It is important, in view of the ensuing discussion, to note that

miracles do not form an exception to the general truths enun-

ciated. It cannot be successfully maintained that a miracle is a

violation of law, save only in the sense of an observed order of

facts, which may or may not be known to be connected with as-

certained causes. So far as we know, no natural force is sus-

pended in its operation by a miracle, much less abrogated or

destroyed. The miracle of creation, however accomplished, did

not violate or suspend— it gave birth to physical laws. Concern-

ing this initial act of God, it is safe to affirm, that, though a sove-

reign, it was not a lawless expression of omnipotence. Back of

the creative acts and the forces then called into exercise were

the regulative principles which constitute the character of God.

These principles are not laws, strictly so called, for there is no

power to enforce them on him who is guided by them. But they

arc rules of conduct as immutable as God himself. Concerning

other miracles wrought for special ends in the sphere of grace,

they may very properly bo defined to be immediate and direct reve-

lations of God in act. Thev are said to be immediate and direct,
ft/

because the means employed to produce them are wholly unknown

to us. When water and other substances are turned by ordinary

natural processes into wine, we can examine and know some of

the steps of the process, but not all. The contrivance to a lim-

ited extent only comes under our observation. When at Cana

Jesus looked upon the water, and when

"The conscious water saw its God and blushed,"
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we can trace none of the steps. But tliere is no reason to sup-

pose that in this exercise of power any physical law was violated.

The result in this case, as in all other miracles, was produced,

we have reason t>o think, by some adjustment of forces wholly

unknown to us, and it ought to be added, of forces beyt)nd our

reach and out of our power to employ. In a word, God, so far

as we know, chooses to conform to the rule he compels men to

go by. Man must adopt this principle of adjustment in order to

utilise the forces of nature. God adopts it, and apparently with-

out exception, as the rule of his own conduct. "Nothing gives

us," says the author already quoted, "such an idea of the univer-

sality of law as this! Nor does anything give us such an idea

of tlieir pliability to use." How imperious they are, yet how sub-

missive. How they reign, yet how they serve. (Reign of Law,

page 125.)*

*ThcHC words clearly show that the view taken above of the expression,

*'K('i<:n of Law," is the correct one. In the first chapter of his book the

J)uko of Ar^yle, in presentin<^ this view of the miracle, frankly admits th'e

difficulty of any exact definition or account of it. It involves the question

of the boundary V)etwoen the natural and the supernatural, lie quotes an

admission from Mr. Lecky, made in his book on "The Rise and Influence

of Nationalism in Europe" (Vol. I., Ch. II., p. 105, note), to show that

this notion of a miracle is still strictly available for evidential purposes,

and adds: "Beyond the immediate pnr[»oses of henevolenoe . . > the

only other purpose which is ever assigned to them (miracles) is an 'evi-

<lontial purpose'—that is, a purpose that they mifj;ht serve as signs of the

presence of superhuman knowledge and of the working of superhuman

powcir. They were performed, in short, to assist faith, and not to con-

found reason" (page 16).

Wlien we say. that a miracle is an immediate revelation made by God of

hims(df in act, as distinguished from a mediate revelation of himself made
by m(!ans of the contrivances of nature, the terms "immediate" and "me-

<liute" mark the boundaries of our partial knowledge or complete igno-

rance. One revelation is "mediate," because we know the means in part;

the otluM- is "immediate," because the means arc wholly unknown, or if

known, wholly beyond our power to employ them, and so we say, "This
is the finger of (iod." In regard to these "immediate" revelations, or

miracles, in our ignorance we cannot assert dogmatically that God does

not use means, nor can we assert that he does. Reason, in the absence

of a "thus saith the Lord," may infer with some degree of confidence

from what it observes as to God's method of working, that in miracles

a\
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The sarae remarks might -with equal justice be made of tliose

laws which rule in the realm of mind. All the events in man's

intellectual and emotional life are directed by laws which are

as inexorable in their operation as the physical forces of nature.

Yet, as we shall see, there is abundant scope for the exercise

of a genuine spontaneity on man's part as there is on God's part,

afforded by the application of the same principle, viz., the com-

bination of these laws by means of contrivances for the accom-

plishment of their purposes.

The theologian, by an argument a fortiori.^ infers the same

truth concerning the reign of law in the domain of morals. This

conclusion is confirmed by the express declarations of God's

word. Those rules of conduct devised by his wisdom, enforced

by tremendous simctions, are transcripts of his own immutable

perfections. They can never be violated with impunity ; they can

never be ignored, suspended, or modified. In this domain it is

emphatically true in the sense defined that law reigns. Here

also it may be used to accomplish strange results. Imperious as

it is, it can be made to serve.

It is proposed now to discuss the relations of the gospel of

Jesus Christ to this "Reign of Law." The subject is trite

enough, so far as the expiatory character of Christ's sacrifice is

concerned. On this point there will be no elaboration of details.

But a discussion of the gospel as a grand contrivance by which

the inexorable demands of God's laws are met and satisfied for

the accomplishment of God's purpose in man's salvation, should

never be, and it is hoped will not be, in this article, either profit-

less or uninteresting.

When Paul wrote those wonderful words to the Corinthians,

"We preach Christ crucified, unto the Jews a stumbling-block

and unto the Greeks foolishness, but unto them which are called,

both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom

of God," the question of the survival of Christianity had not as

God does not violate or suspend the operation of law. He counteracts,

according to this inference, the force of laws known to us hy laws of

which we know nothino;, and which, if known to us, we could not use.

Ho thus emphatically declares himself.
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a matter of fact b.een decided. Heathenism was strong. Chris-

tianity, if conspicious it all, was conspicuous only for its weakness.

Apart from his inspiration, how, if at all, was it possible for the

apostle to be assured that the religion of the cross would raamtain

its ground against and eventually destroy the heathen ^^cultus'' ?

In other words, what were the features of the gospel which, as

apprehended by him, clearly revealed to him that it was the

power of God and the wisdom of God ? These features may be

reduced to three

—

'

First. As a revelation of God to man.

Second. As a solution of the problem of mercy.

Third. As an exhibition of divine love designed and adapted

to affect man 8 heart and move his will.

Of these, the second and third are implied in the first, but the

articulate statement of them serves to give a convenient division

to the present discussion. Viewed under either one or all three

of these aspects, the gospel appears as the power of God and the

wisdom of God, because in it and by it all the inexorable demands

of God's laws are met and satisfied for the accomplishment of

God's purpose to save sinners.
'

First. The gospel is that revelation of God which man needs

for his oivn development^ but which elsewhere he has never

fully received.

The goal of man's efforts, so far as these terminate on himself,

is his own exaltation. To make men better and bigger in all the

essential elements of their character is the hope of philosophy

and the design of religion. The will of God concerning man, so

far as he has revealed it to us respecting his salvation, contem-

plates the same object. To make men God-like is the problem

he has proposed to himself. It is evident that from man's stand-

point the very first condition of a solution of such a problem is

that man should have some knowledge of God; knowledge ac-

curate and full, as far as it goes. Plainly it is impossible for the

race to be better than its standard; for men to be higher and

nobler than their own ideal of perfection. A man may be better

than his creed, but he is never better than his God. Hence, if

men are to become God-like, they must know him. To be like

VOL. xxxr., NO. 3—9.
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God, they must know what God is like. It is in this view of the

case that Paul perceived so clearly the futility of heathenism.

"The world by wisdom know not God," and therefore, if for no

otlier reason, had failed to become like him.

But at this point a difficulty emerges. How is God to reveal

himself so that men can know him ? Is it possible for God so to

manifest himself that finite creatures can find in the revelation a

perfect standard and pattern of conduct; a living example so

striking and so powerful as to furnish an ideal, and move man's

ambition to reach it? Confessedly, the revelations contained in

the material universe, in ordinary providence, in men's natural

consciences, have failed. Whatever value there was in Judaism

(and, confessedly, it Avas great), grew out of the fact that it sym-

bolised another and a more perfect revelation. It was, indeed,

an adumbration of the Cross. Moreover, mere verbal announce-

ments, whether of precept or of promise, were insufficient to satisfy

the necessities of the case. At best the Mosaic economy was a

pedagogue. With the oral and written law there was needed a

living example—something to strike the imagination, to move the

heart, to persuade the Avill. These results might be accomplished

on a limited scale by a gorgeous ceremonial adapted to a peculiar

and isolated people, subjected to extraordinary providences; but

such means would be ill-advised when the time came for the

chosen people to go forth for the conversion of the nations.

But how is this God-like example to be manifested? The dif-

ficulties growing out of God's laws appear insuperable. On the

one hand is the law of God's being: his inexpressible glory, the

one attribute which comprehends all, his infinitude. This appar-

ently makes any personal manifestation of himself impossible.

In the days of Anna and Simeon it was as true as in the days of

Moses: ''Thou canst not see my face: for there shall no man see

mc and live." On the other hand are the equally inexorable

laws of man's nature, making it imperative for him to see God in

order to be like him. The Psalmist intimates as much when he

says: "As for me, I will behold thy face in righteousness ; I shall

be satisfied, when I awake, with thy likeness." The Apostle John

conveys the same truth when he says: "We know that when he
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shall appear, we shall be like him ; for we shall see him as he is.''

Paul also asserts that though now we see through a glass darkly,

then, in the perfect state, we shall see face to face, and know

even as also we are known (1 Cor. xiii. 12).

The question now is: How can the inexorable requirements of

these laws, apparently so opposed to each other in their operation

and so opposed to the fulfilment of God's purpose touching man's

exaltation, be met and satisfied? The law of man's growth de-

mands that he must see God in order to be like him. The law

of God's glory demands that no man shall see his face and live.

Manifestly, a contrivance is needed. It is Christ crucified. "God
who commanded the light to shine out of darkness, hath shined

in our hearts to give us the light of the knowledge of the glory

of God in the face of Jesus Christ." He is Immanuel, God with

us. Here, as in all God's adjustments, there are inscrutable

elements. For example, in the sphere of physics, the rationale

of the flight of birds is in some aspects a profound mystery.

"The way of an eagle in the air," which was too wonderful for

the wisdom of Solomon, eludes the research of the modern man

of science after all his wonderful discoveries. Some years ago a

carrier pigeon performed a feat, noticed at length m t\iQ Scientific

American newspaper, which, upon known principles, was equiva-

lent to one-third of a horse-power. That is, the bird, unless

aided by some tremendous current of air or other unknown force,

exerted power sufficient to lift eleven thousand pounds one foot

in one minute.* The reason why men have not been able to

construct flying machines is that they have not been able fully to

discover how birds fly. The same is true of all the contrivances

of nature—even of those with which we are most familiar. They

begin or end in mystery. So there is mystery in the Incarnation.

Tliat wonderful event, nevertheless, is the contrivance, by means

of which the apparently conflicting laws controlling the inter-

course between God and man are met and satisfied. He that

hath seen Christ, the Incarnate Word, hath seen the Father.

All that man can know, all that he need to know of God, is

*We have not heen able to refresh our memory as to the above figures

;

but for all the purposes of the illustration, they are sufficiently accurate.

I
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clearly revealed in him. By him the God-like is exhibited on a

plane adapted to man's capacity. The law which demands con-

cealment, and the law which demands revelation, are both ful-

filled. Here, as in so many other respects, "God is light" in

his essence; in the unspeakable effulgence of his glory unseen

and invisible. But light, though itself unseen and invisible, may

be revealed by means of contrivances which reflect, refract, or

polarise it. So God may be seen by means of a contrivance.

The gospel presents the required adjustment. It is Jesus Christ

in his person and work. He reveals God to man, by exhibiting

God's idea of what a man must be like in order to be like God.

He thus presents a standard by which men can measure them-

selves. He, therefore, fulfils the first condition of the problem

of human advancement towards the God-like.

But the crucifixion is the complement of the Incarnation. The

singularity of Imraanuel's life culminated in the significance of

his death. Men had lived and died for each other and for God

before Calvary. But God living and dying for men was a new

event in history. This was "the mystery which God ordained

before the world unto our glory, which none of the princes of this

world knew," now revealed in Christ crucified. In making this

revelation of himself, God indicated in the clearest manner how

man was to reach his ideal ; he showed that the law of service is

the law of greatness; that in order to be God-like, a man must

be Christ-like ; for " his own self bare our sins in his own body on

the tree, that we being dead to sins should live unto righteous-

ness." The man who attains unto the measure of the stature of

the fulness of Christ, becomes perfect even as God is perfect.

The Incarnation culminating in the cross, therefore, signally dis-

plays the wisdom of God and the power of God. By it the de-

mands of law are not ignored: they are met and satisfied.

Second. The gospel solves tJie problem of mer'cg ; completely/

ansivers the question of the ages: '''•How sJiould man be just

with Godf
As God contemplates the sinner, he recognises, according to

his own account of the matter, the laws seemingly as diverse as

the centrifugal and centripetal forces of nature. By one he is
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impelled to drive the sinner fix)ra him. The kw of his holiness

demands that he touch the sinner only to d«sh him from his pres-

ence into outer darkness. The gulf between Dives and God is

not like that separating the peaks of the AUeghamies or Andes,

to be bridged by the skill of the engineer. It is a moral gulf,

dug by the repellent forces of a spiritual electricity, the laws of

which cannot be disregarded. By another law of his being, God

is impelled to draw the sinner to himself. The law of his love

eompels him to yearn over his fallen and wretched children, to

take them back to his favor and bless them. The demands of

this law are as inexorable as the other. God has, God must have,

purposes of mercy towards his creatures. The obligation hinted

at has, of course, no reference to any debt due sinners by God,

It is an obligation owed to his own love. How are these purposes

of mercy to be realised? Manifestly, there must be a contrivance,

some adjustment of these apparently conflicting moral forces, by

which the problem of mercy may be solved in accordance with

law. This adjustment is seen in Christ crucified, who is the sum

and substance of the gospel.

There is a story of a sailor, who .once said to a minister of the

gospel: "The mate and I have a quarrel, in which I do wrong.

I see and acknowledge my fault; we shake hands over it, and

there is an end of the difficulty. Now, why cannot God and I

do the same?"

The answer in the light of the foregoing discussion is plain.

The mate, regarded as the sailor's equal, may thus settle his

quarrel ; but regarded as the representative of the ship's govern-

ment, the mate may not thus settle his quarrel, except on the

supposition that he himself, in administering the government of

the ship, has erred. Otherwise, there is a blow at good order

and discipline, more or less t^iolent, according to circumstances.

We have seen that it is a fundamental principle of the "Reign

of Law," that no law can be violated with impunity. If the

offender escape, somebody else must suffer.

It is just here that the gospel is most violently attacked. Men
go with the geologist into the bowels of the earth and rejoice to

find that the rocks testify a reign of law. They mount the skies

ill
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with Newton and Laplace; they sweep the siderial heavens with

their glasses, and acknowledge that suns and their systems are

controlled by law. They follow the philosopher in his analysis

of raind, of man's reason and conscience, of his emotions and

judgments, and discover in all that law reigns. They then ascend

to the throne where God sits in majesty, and wish to believe that

he is an exception. They would persuade themselves that the

Author of law is lawless; that in response to the desires of his

love, he will subvert the first principles of his government.

Another class with equal perversity assert the reign of law,

but deny in the sphere of morals and religion the possibility of

an adjustment by which its inexorable requirements may be met

and satisfied. "The soul that sinneth, it shall die." This law,

it is said, is so imperious that by no contrivance can it be counter-

acted or made to serve God's purposes of mercy. He may indeed

take that force which seeks to drive every material atom apart

to wander alone through space, and adjust it to another, which

would bring every atom together, a compact and symmetrical

mass, about a common centre; he may contrive to unite these

two opposing forces so as "to bind up the waters in his thick

cloud, to stretch out the north over the empty space, to hang the

earth upon nothing"; but he may not so adjust his moral laws

as to be able to punish sin and save the sinner.

It is granted that if God's purposes of mercy are realised, he

must contrive to preserve every law he has promulgated. Not a

jot, not a tittle, can fail. This is no unworthy view of the Su-

preme. His laws, it has been admitted, are not laws over him in

any strict primary sense. There is no power above him to enforce

them. But they are, especially his moral laws, manifestations of

himself, transcripts of his own character. He cannot deny him-

self. At the same time, immutable as they are, they are pliable

to use. They reign, they also serve. They cannot be abrogated;

they can be adjusted so as to produce strange results. What can

be more hopelessly at variance, from a mere human standpoint,

than the law which says, "The soul that sinneth, it shall die,"

<ind the other law which says, "Though your sins be as scarlet,

iiey shall be as white as snow; though they be red like crimson,
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they shall be as wool " ? Yet both of these may be met and satis-

fied. The adjustment is seen in Christ crucified. The law of

substitution forms the basis of the scheme. "Slain in the guilty

sinner's stead." The law of love expressed in sacrifice is the

form which the adjustment takes. The result is, the law and the

gospel are combined to secure the salvation of the guilty. Before

the cross lot the Jew demanding signs and the Greek seeking for

wisdom alike bow in reverence, for it displays, as no where else

is displayed, the power and wisdom as well as the love of a law-

abiding God.

Third. The gospel, presenting God in the^aspect of a Redeemer,

is an exhibition of divine love admirably adapted to affect man 9

heart and move his will to seek in God's way God's ideal of

'perfection.

The gospel is not simply an ingenious scheme to make salva-

tion possible. It is a practical religion which saves and sanctifies

men. The efficient agent is, of course, the Holy Spirit himself.

But he uses means. The present discussion regards the gospel

as the wisely adapted means, which under the divine influence of

the Spirit becomes efficacious to renew and sanctify the soul.

" Of his own will begat he us with the word of truth " (Jas. i. 18).

Regeneration, no less than sanctification, in ordinary cases is by

means of the truth as it is in Christ crucified. As a piece of

steel brought into contact with loadstone becomes possessed of

new properties- and powers, so men subjected by the Holy Spirit

to the influences of the cross become new creatures in Christ.

The unconverted man is rightly called dead. He is dead to every

holy thought of God. He is dead to every genuine and right

religious impulse. He is spiritually dead. But let this dead

man be brought by the Spirit of God into believing connexion

with Christ crucified, let him be magnetised by contact with that

mighty love, and he will become a new man. In spite of the

allurements which from time to time draw him away, he will re-

turn again to his love and allegiance to Christ.

Here is an exhibition of divine power and also of divine wis-

dom. This mysterious and radical change, called the New Birth,

is produced by the omnipotent power of God's Spirit, but it is
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not a lawless, expression of force. God does^ot take a man, a»

is sometimes represented by those who either misunderstand or

pervert the truth, and force him into heaven whether he want to

go or not; no-r does he thrust a man willing or unwilling down

to hell. The picture sometimes drawn of God's decree, which

represents it as a great fence around heaven over which men

Tainlj strive ta climb, because God by his arbitrary and superior

power throws them back, is simply blasphemous. This is not the

gospel; it is not Calvinism. God's election is a sovereign, but

not a lawless expression of his will. Doubtless there are elements

here which no human analysis can discover. A man roust be

either a fool or a charlatan who asserts that he can fathom with

his little five-foot line the depths of God's sovereign grace. But

one thing is known, for it has been clearly revealed in nature and

in the Word: God never contravenes his own lavf. He will not,

therefore, even in saving a man, set aside the laws which are

constitutive of the man's nature. Now, it is a law of God touch-

ing man that he is free; free in the sense that he is called on to

choose between good and evil, and is responsible for his choice.

This is a law of his being constituting man what he is: a law

that no creature can, and that God will not, violate.*

Now, then, how God does it no one may fully know, but the

infinite resources of his power and wisdom enable him to make a

man willing without destroying his spontaneity. A man is never

so free, never does the law of his liberty more distinctly indicate

itself, than when, under the influences of the Spirit of God, he is

born again. What happens to the sinner of which he is not con-

scious, he knows not. But so far as they are conscious of the

Spirit's influence, all Christians have in this regard essentially the

same experience. John Wesley and John Calvin tell the same

story. They choose to repent, to believe, to love. At every mo-

* It is not dcsii!;ncd by these expressions concerning the will to set

forth any philosophical theory on the subject, except as the common

Calvinistic view is philosophical. In one sense, man being spiritually

dead has no spiritual freedom. But he has not ceased to be a man.

Hence he is still a responsible free agent, of whom choice between good

and evil is rightly demanded, and who is justly held responsible for the

choice he makes.
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inent, as the eagle by the strokes of his wings rises towards the

upper air, a mysterious force tends to draw him down to the sur-

face of the earth. Were it not for that opposing force, he could

not ascend an inch. The vital force within can do nothing except

in connexion with the opposing force without. That opposing

force is not destroye-d, contravened, or (except in a modified sense)

overcome. It is counteracted, and the counteraction depends on

its utilisation. The force of gravity, so far as our. knowledge

extends, is a sine qua non to flight. So of the soul of man in its

progress towards holiness. The vital force within him is God's

Spirit. That Spirit will do nothing (his ability is not questioned)

which destroys or contravenes, or (except in a modified sense)

overcomes the other force, the opposing force of the man's own will.

That force is counteracted, but in the counteraction it is utilised.

The illustration may not be pressed in detail. No illustration can

be. It is cited only to make the main thought clear and vivid.

It is this: in regenerating a man, God does not violate the laws

which make hira a man. He uses those laws to secure the pro-

posed result. To do this he resorts to a contrivance. It is

Christ crucified. Says Dr. Thornwell in his sermon on the

nature of salvation

:

"Love is the talisman by which God subdues the sinner's heart and

gains his supreme affection. Let him firmly believe and strongly realise

that Jesus was the Lamb of God slain for the sins of the world, and that

it was love, almig;hty love, which occasioned the awful sacrifice, and he

will Ijow his soul in the depths of humility and give his heart to God.

So the gospel accomplishes what the law could not do; it infuses into the

sinner's njind a principle of holiness and living obedience ; it gives him

what nothing else could give him, a love of God, and, under the sacred

influence of the Holy Ghost, fits him to enjoy the blessedness of heaven.

Thus is Christ the Saviour of his people." Collected Writings, Vol.

II., pp. 279-280.

Again it must be admitted that there is on inscrutable element

in this. Why the gospel is a savor of life to some and a savor

of death to others; why some who hear it accept it, while others

with equal or better chance reject it, no one can tell, except that

it pertains to the Spirit to give to each sovereignly as he will.

We can only say with the Master: "Even so, Father, for so it

VOL. xxxr., NO. 3—10.
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seems good in thy sight." But this much is known: the cross

is admirably adapted to secure the salvation, and not the damna-

tion, of men. "God sent his Son into the world not to condemn

the world, but that the world through him might be saved."

Whatever the failure of the gospel through misuse, it is admirably

adapted to move the heart of men and draw them back to God.

Other religions have appealed to man's fear of punishment and

hope of reward, even to his sentiment of gratitude. The religion of

Jesus does all this in a superlative degree; and especially appeals

to the sentiment of gratitude by presenting God as sacrificing him-

self in man's stead. If the gods of Olympus descended to help

either the Greeks or the Trojans, the slightest hurt sent them in
•

haste back to the delights of the Elysian fields, as when Venus and

Mars were wounded by Diomede. How striking the contrast.

Jesus was borne as a lamb to the slaughter. He became obedient

unto death, and that the death of the cross. It is this amazing ex-

hibition of love, not as it appears to a poet's fancy, but as it is in

all its solemn reality, which so powerfully affects the heart; an

exhibition which becomes transcendently glorious when the rela-

tive positions of the Saviour and the saved are considered.

Herein, therefore, is the wisdom as well as the power of God

manifested. Herein is the folly of all mere natural religions dis-

played. These latter have nothing in them remaining permanently

to kindle the imagination, to touch the heart, to move the will. As

Lord Macaulay has expressed it: "God, the uncreated, the in-

comprehensible, the invisible, attracted few worshippers. A
})hilosopher might admire so noble a conception; but the crowd

turned away in disgust from words which presented no image to

their minds. It was before Deity embodied in human form, walk-

ing among men, partaking of their infirmities, leaning on their

bosoms, weeping over their graves, slumbering in the manger,

bleeding on the cross, that the prejudices of the synagogue, and the

doubts of the academy, and the pride of the portico, and the fasces

of the lictor, and the swords of thirty legions were humbled in the

dust." (Essay on Milton.)

The strangest thing about it is that, though Jesus is no longer

in bodily form on earth, he still exerts a most powerful influence
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among men. For more than eighteen hundred years no human

€ye has seen him, no human hand has touched him, no human

ear has heard him, but at this hour millions would die for him.

It cannot be denied that other men, having lived in and then

passed from the world, continue to exert a tremendous influence

in it. Confucius, Mahomet, Caesar, and Napoleon, to say noth-

ing of the Masters of the Schools, those "dead but sceptred

sovereigns who still rule our spirits from their urns," to-day can

muster their adherents by the thousand. The strange thing

about Christ's kingdom is not that he reigns, but that he reigns

by love. The cross is the symbol of the whole life of Jesus. It

is his life interpreted by the significance of his death which has

changed the course of human history and given anew and power-

ful impulse to human progress.

There is a feature of this grand adjustment which in this con-

nexion is worthy of special mention. It is the identification of

Christ with his followers, even the least of them. "Inasmuch as

ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye

have done it unto me." How admirably adapted is this arrange-

ment to perpetuate the influence of Christ! He is on earth in

his life-giving Word; in his renewing and sanctifying Spirit*

But more: he is on earth personally represented in and by every

one of his believing people. Under every pagan civilisation, and

Especially those distinguished for progress in science and art, the

individual was so slightly regarded that men were permitted to

live and die like brutes. An intense selfishness pervaded all

classes of society—a selfishness not mourned over as something

wrong, but applauded as the true law of life. There were no

public hospitals; there was no recognition of a man's right, because

lie was a wan, to protection during life or to assistance during

suffering. Christ crucified has changed all this—totally in theory,

largely in practice. The means is the identification of himself

with his followers. Nothing could more signally display the wis-

<lom and power of the cross to touch the heart of humanity. How
inspiring the thought—Jesus Christ, my Lord and ray God,

identifies himself with each and all of his disciples! A good deed

(lone in his name for his sake to the meanest of his servants is a
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good deed done to liim! Armed with this truth, impelled by

love for such a Master, the followers of the Nazarene have gone

forth to conquer. For his sake they have braved the tempests

of the ocean and the horrors of the desert. For his sake they

have consented to be ground into powder rather than yield to

temptation or bend to persecution. They have invaded every

country which expanding commerce has placed within their reach.

In the mines of Peru, in the wilds of Africa, on the Spice Islands,

in the jungles of India, in cities desolated by plagues, on fields

swept by the horrors of war, they have been found teaching the

ignorant, warning the careless, animating the timid, pointing

sinners to the cross, promising in their Master's name pardon

and glory to all who would accept him as their Saviour.

The year 1878 was marked by a most singular occurrence,

viz., a contribution from Chinese to relieve the wants of Ameri-

cans. Strange and gratifying as this is, it must be noted that

this donation comes from Chinese in America, and not from those

in China. i\fte.r all, it is not Confucius, but Jesus who prompts

the good deed. It would be as strange to see Hindoo Brahmins

and Mohammedan Mollahs in New York and London earnestly

endeavoring to persuade Americans and Englishmen to embrace

their respective religions, as to see native societies in Calcutta and

Constantinople organised to furnish aid to wounded soldiers in

Russia or fever patients, in New Orleans. The impulse to do

deeds like these is furnished only by Christ crucified, by his

identification with his brethren. He has taught men that when-

ever and wherever any human want is found, there he is, saying,

"Come, help me." How admirable is this device to attract men

to the cross! Well may he say: "And I, if I be lifted up from

the earth will draw all (men) unto me."

If Paul knew that it would be so, we know that it has been so,

and that it will continue to be so. Those scenes yet redolent

of Jesus' presence; the memory of the patience with which he

bore wrong, and the gentleness with which he rebuked it; of the

love with which he forgave it, even when he had power to avenge

it ; the story of that earnest life and of that wonderful death must

pass away before Christ crucified can cease to charm the true
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heart of humnnity. The gospel applied by the Spirit of God in

no wise contravenes or interrupts the Reign of Law, yet it is able

to make men wise unto salvation. The refined sentimentality of

this utilitarian age, which can look, even as the cultivated ladies

and gentlemen of ancient Rome could look, on frightful crimes

without a shudder or a sigh, affects to be shocked at what it is

pleased to call the "Blood Theology." But Christian lips will

continue to sing and Christian hearts will continue to feel the

plaintive words of the modern psalmist

—

"Alas! and did my Saviour bleed,

And did my sovereign die;

Would he devote that sacred head .. i.

For such a worm as I?

Was it for crimes that I had done

He groaned upon the tree?

Amazing pity ! grace unknown !

And love beyond degree 1

But drops of grief can ne'er repay

The debt of love I owe.. „_ > . :.'.,.^' .

- Here, Lord, I give myself away, ,/; '
. - ;'-' - ».-,,

'Tis all that I can do."

When Paul declared that Christ crucified was the power of

God, and the wisdom of God, he knew and felt all this. The

splendor of his genius illuminated every realm of thought he

touched upon ; the subtlety of his dialectic penetrated into the

depth of the heathen philosophy ; he had & right to all the preju-

dices of the Jew, and all the pride of the Greek ; his devotion to

duty put to shame the best disciples of Zeno ; his love for men

far outstripped the zeal of Epicurus
;
yet contemplating the life

and death of his Master, he said, and said with truth : "God
forbid that I should glory save in the cross of our Lord Jesus

Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me and I unto the

world."

It is because God has contrived thus to move men's hearts

without destroying their freedom that the religion of Jesus

survives. This is the secret of that inveteracy of belief in what,

if false, is the most prodigious of all lies. This is the secret of
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that wonderful recuperative power which enables Christianity to

be reformed by its own internal resources. Again let it be

observed that in signalising the wonderful means employed by

the Spirit in his work respecting the Church, his own sovereign,

omnipotent, and essential work of renewal and sanctification is

not denied nor forgotten. But apart from this "new creation"

which distinguishes Christianity from all other religions, the

contrast between it and its rivals in the features now under dis-

cussion is strikingly conspicuous.

Mr. Edwin Arnold's recent poera entitled the "Light of Asia,"

was written doubtless with the design not only of making popular

the teachings of the founder of Buddhism, but also of setting the

life and example of Siddhartha Gautama in a favorable light

when compared with the life and example of Jesus. In accord-

ance with his own example, Gautama's all-embracing instructions

to his followers were: self denial issuing in self-conquest, and

universal charity; self-conquest and universal love; a love so

extensive as to embrace every sentient being; a love which recog-

nised as a member of the common brotherhood of living beings

the tiger and the serpent as well as man. The resemblance of

all this, as well as of many subordinate features of this system, to

Christianity, is very great. The questions are: Why, since the

teaching of the Indian sage is so pure and so noble, why, since

it has accomplished so much, did it accomplish no more? Why,

since it deified human intellect, are its votaries among the most

ignorant and degraded of men? Why, since it inculcated self-

conquest and universal charity, are the countries where it has

been received, by way of eminence called "the habitations of

.cruelty"? For more than two thousand years trial has been

made of this system by nearly one-third of the human race. The

result is Burmah, Thibet, Siam, China, Ceylon.

Less than two thousand years ago the northern barbarians, as

they emerged from their primitive seats to devastate Western and

Southern Europe with fire and sword, were met by the mission-

aries of the cross. They were the fiercest and most cruel people

of which we have any account : Vikings from Scandinavian bays,

Goths, Vandals, Huns. Compared with the rice-eating inhabi-
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tants of the Malay peninsula and Burmah, they were fiends in-

carnate. They accepted the gospel. The result, after many a

hard conflict, is England, France, Germany, America. This

contrast is all the more striking when it is remembered that

Buddh ism has presented a steady deterioration in doctrine from

the teaching, and in practice from the example, of its illustrious

founder. Christianity has been marked by a series of reforma-

tions born of its own essential principles and issuing in a return

to the purity of doctrine and practice which distinguished its early

adherents. Amid all the formality and hypocrisy which to-day

so largely obscures the Christian name and practice, there have

never been so many faithful and devoted followers of Jesus, men

and women accepting his teaching, animated by his spirit, striving

to imitate his example, as in this year of our Lord 1880. The

similarity between Buddhism and Christianity makes the differ-

ence between them all the more conspicuous. The former is not

and does not pretend to be a revelation from God; it offers no

solution to the problem of mercy ; it is utterly lacking in the

appeal which Jesus makes so successfully: "For my sake and

the gospel's"; "inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the

least of these my brethren, ye have done it unto me." In a word,

Buddhism serves to illustrate the wisdom and power of man; the

gospel displays the wisdom and the power of God. The harmony

between Buddhism and all false religions, and the Reign of Law,

is marred at many points. The harmony between the gospel and

the Reign of Law is conspicuous at all points, and accounts for

its survival in purity and power, in spite of all attacks from

within and from without.

The age in which we live is distinguished for the number,

variety, and ingenuity of its inventions; for the contrivances by

means of which the various laws of nature are employed by the

wisdom and power of man for the accomplishment of his purposes.

It is also distinguished by the progress men have made in dis-

covering nature's secrets; in ascertaining what are the laws by

which God rules the world of matter. How magnificent are the

conceptions of which men are now possessed touching the physical

universe! The earth is no longer in man's view the centre of
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the system. The sun himself is no longer that centre. He and

his attendant planets form a department of a grander whole,

whose revolution about a more central orb marks a day on the dial-

plate which the angels of God look upon. From the minutest

grain of sand on this speck of earth to Alcyone, the monarch of

the skies, there appears a chain of contrivances signalising the

power and wisdom of Him who, from a throne enshrouded in

clouds and darkness, governs all. Beside this scheme of adjust-

ments, by which the demands of law in physics are met and satis-

fied, there is another, none the less real in the sphere of mind:

contrivances by which the subtle laws which excite emotion, which

move the will, which control the formation of habit, are employed

by God and man to form character and realise destiny. Between

these two schemes, touching both, but more glorious than either,

is a third, designed to meet and satisfy the inexorable demands

of laws which seem to render the salvation of sinners at once

necessary and impossible. It is the gospel with its central idea,

viz., the Incarnation, culminating in the Cross, the wisdom of

God and the power of God to every one that believeth. "'

E. C. Gordon.

4
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Having, in a former number of this Review (October, 1878)

discussed, to a limited extent, the nature and consequences of sin,

we propose at present to offer a few thoughts upon that scheme

of Redemption which has been graciously provided. From the

standpoint occupied before, the darker shadings seemed to pre-

ponderate in the picture: but with our position changed, a silver

lining encircles the cloud, while the cheerful light, partially

obscured for a moment, shines out brightly.

If the wages of siii be death, the gift of God is eternal life

through Jesus Christ our Lord. While the Scriptures, in lan-

guage fearfully graphic and distinct, unfolds the end of sin, yet

the very same message that warns of death likewise reveals the

life. As man "stands shivering on the fearful brink," a heavenly

voice points to Christ Jesus, who in the sinner's place endured

all len;al penalties and wrought out a perfect righteousness. Now,-

in consequence of this obedience and priestly offering, God the

omnipotent and all-holy Lawgiver disannuls the curse and be-

stows upon the believer a heritage of bliss. The moment faith

accepts the Second Adam in the stead of the first, the prospect

changes throughout, and the shadowings of the foreground soften

into lines where there is nothing but light.

But since the curse pronounced upon Adam and his seed was

death in its deepest and broadest sense, it may be objected that

a penalty so great cannot be expiated by the limited sufferings of

any substitute whatever, however immaculate his nature, or how-

ever exalted his person. The debt must be paid, both in kind

and in degree. But let it not be forgotten that it was by *'the one

offence" of Adam, and he a creature simply, that condemnation

and wrath came upon all, even upon those who had not sinned

after the similitude of Adam's transgression. And if the "one"

disobedience of our progenitor brought death and sorrow on the

race, and this when there existed no actual iniquity of the seed,

can we wonder that the penalty which Christ endured, so wid«

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—11.
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in its range and relations—albeit circumscribed in duration-

should be accounted before God a sufficient sacrifice for the sins

of his people? If the dignity and official position of Adam—the

created and finite and fallible—warranted the sentence of judg-

ment upon himself and his offspring, on the ground of "one

offence," why should it seem strange to any that eternal life is

the gift of God through that broad and far-reaching satisfaction

oflfered by a Redeemer, whom the Almighty Father has set at his

own right hand in the heavenly places, far above all principality,

and power, and might, and dominion, and every name that is

named not only in this world but also in that which is to come ; and

hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to be head over

all things to the Church, which is the body, the fulness of him

thatfilleth all in all?

True, Jesus Christ being a divine and all-perfect person, his

substitution in the room of guilty subjects must, of necessity,

involve in that very substitution sufferings as different in kind

and degree as the character of the Second Adam differs from the

character of the first. But, nevertheless, if the "one offence" of

Adam, differing as it did, consequentially, from the sins of all the

seed, could provoke the law to the condemnation of all, how much

rather shall the sufferings and righteousness of Christ be accepted

in the just eye of God as an equivalent for the obedience of

souls "once dead in trespasses and in sins;" and this, although

Christ did not suffer precisely as the sinner himself suffers ?

This view is still further strengthened and enforced when there

is added, a^the cap-stone crowning all, the transcendent nature

of the sufferer, who Avas not only perfect man but also perfect

God. The great Lawgiver has treated directly with only two

men in the history of our world. These were the First Adam
and the Second. And the status of the seed in the one case and

in the other corresponds legally with the status of the represen-

tative head.

The doctrine of representation is as old as time itself. Christ

is the "Lamb slain from the foundation of the world." From
everlasting the Lord determined "to bruise him and to put

him to grief." In the councils of eternity, back of Adam's
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creation, and antecedent to death itself, there was established

between the Father ajid the Son the Covenant of Life. Before

the worlds were made, Jesus the Saviour contracted for his peo-

ple. And it was upon the basis of this irreversible bond that the

Messias agreed to "pour out his soul unto death, to be num-

bered with the transgressors, to bear the sins of many, to

make intercession for the transgressors;" and that the Father

promised "to divide him a portion with the great and the spoil

with the strong." It will be seen, therefore, that the Covenant

of Redemption is from everlasting. And while all died in x\dam,

it is equally true that prior to this Christ Jesus the righteous

undertook for the chosen. *
. - , , \ t .m

It is enough, therefore, that the great High Priest of our pro-

fession bore in himself the identical penalty with which the

wisdom, justice, and goodness of God were well pleased. And
thus, if "by one man's offence death reigned by one, much more

they which receive abundance of grace and of the gift of righteous^

ness shall reign in life by one, Jesus Christ."

Theory after theory has been propounded to harmonise to a

mere human view the scriptural doctrine of federal representation.

But, after centuries of toil, no advances have been made, for

1. If one teacher affirms that Christ repaired the loss sustained

by us in Adam to such an extent that each descendant of the

first man receives sufficient grace to make his probation as favor-

able for salvation as was the progenitor's in Eden, then this

attempt thus to vindicate God is based upon a singular miscon-

ception of the gospel of his Son. Moreover, how could Christ

repair any mischief done to us by Adam, unless it be conceded,

in the first place, that Adam himself was the federal head of

his race ?

2. If it be contended that w& were all personally present in

Adam, and, therefore, God, ii/the infliction of punishment, sim-

ply punishes each man for the sins which he personally committed

in Adam, then this explanation not only rejects the clear teach-

ings of the Word, but confuses and belies the facts of human

consciousness. For the Bible nowhere intimates any personal

identity with Adam, and when the soul questions its own intelli-
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gence, there is no ground, either in memory or any other faculty,

mental or moral, for the belief of Such a dogma. ':: • •;,
•

3. Nor does it answer to say that I am not punished' for the

guilt of Adam, but only for that depravity which comes with me

into the world. For, from whence did this depravity spring?

Did it originate in any relations which I sustained to Adam? If
'

so, is depravity itself either a curse or a sin? This responded to

in the affirmative, then how do we vindicate the ways of tlie

Almighty in saying that he declined to visit condemnation upon

the seed because of Adam's guilt, but, some how or other, in

consequence of Adam's 82'«, his children inherit depravity, and

then, on account of this depravity, they are condemned from their

birth ! Such an apology as this may lengthen the chain, but

leaves every real difficulty as unexplained as before. For since

righteousness is never accounted until an obedience is provided,

depravity cannot be charged where guilt has not preceded. And

as righteousness^ or eternal life is the gift of God—but this

gift only through Jesus Christ the Redeemer—so depravity is a

punishment, but a punishment of (and through) what^ if Adam's

guilt be not imputed? ; :./ ., ,

'•In Adrtiu's fall

We sinned all."

The truth of federal headship and imputation is a mystery, but

this purpose and method of the Omniscient is clearly revealed.

The creature does suffer in the cradle for sin which he did not

actually commit. "Death reigned from Adam to Moses over

them who had not sinned after the similitude of Adam's trans-

gression." Now death is the wages of sin. But, in the case of

infanta, of whoso sin? Of Adam's? But if the infant suffers

and dies on account of its connexion with Adam, then that con-

nexion must consist either in personal relations of which the soul

can never possess any consciousness, or in a depravity which

came upon it prior to any imputation of guilt and antecedently

to any knowledge of good or evil, or else the seed of Adam were

liot personally one with him, but the union of the two was federal

and legal. And this last, as it seems to us, is unmistakably the

doctrine of the Scriptures. For God did not treat with persons
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at all, but with a person^ At the period of the Covenant the

descendants of Adam^ had no personal existence, and, conse-

quently, were neither guilty nor the contrary. But Adam rep-

resented the race, and whatever should overtake him in that

moment of trial, was to be accounted thenceforward to his seed.

The father and his seed were legally one. This was God's plan;

and we should accept it, not because the creed of any man ap*

proves or rejects it, because partial, erring, human reason disap-

proves ; but here is a case where approval or disapproval must

proceed simply and solely upon the testimony of inspiration. For

if Holy Writ teaches the legal oneness of Adam and his posterity,

then this scheme of necessity is just, for its author is that God

who mistakes in nothing and can never do a wrong. The incom*

petency of our reason to perceive the justice of a plan demon-

strates nothing that is not demonstrated daily in other matters of

mystery, which are, nevertheless, believed.

The simple question is this, Can God hold me responsible for

a sin which I did not actually commit? Can Adam's posterity

be held to account for the sin of their £rst father? If answered

in the negative, then how came sin and death upon all? If in

the affirmative, the controversy ends. After this, modifica-

tions and adulterations onlv breed mischief in the end. These

may push the mystery farther into the background, but not a

real difficulty disappears; while in the final analysis, truth in its

orderings and relations has been fearfully marred. Imputed de-

pravity takes the place of imputed guilt, and the personal iden-

tity, which not only stultifies consciousness but finds no support

in the Scriptures, is propounded as a substitute for that oneness

under the law which the word of God so frequently and vividly

unfolds. Christ undertook to satisfy legal demands in behalf of

the elect before the chosen ones existed or bore personal rela-

tions of any kind to law. They, therefore, certainly could not

have possessed personal identity with Christ. Two objections

arise. In the first place, the redeemed had not, in any way, as

yet existed in Adam ; and, on the other hand, if they had, pre-

vious to the existence of Adam in the garden,,personally existed

in Christ, then the very establishment of this first relation with
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a superior would have precluded in itself any thought of union

with one who was an in ferior.

In condemnation and in justification the constituents of the

plan are substantially the same. Now in what conceivable sense

can it be said that an imperfect creature is personally identical

with an immaculate Redeemer? To speak truly, there is never

any interblending of identity, but each party possesses his dis-

tinct personality from the beginning through to the end. The

union that exists is simply that of oneness under the law. The

same judgment that came upon Adam was imputed to the seed,

and the righteousness of Christ is "made" the righteousness of

his people. For, let it be recalled once more, that these two men,

the First Adam and the Second, are the only persons with whom,

either in the history of the fall or of redemption, the law has ever

dealt directly. In the covenant of works Adam appeared for his

offspring, and when he sinned the guilt was accounted to his pos-

terity ; as the act of an ambassador is regarded, not as the personal

but legal act of every individual of the nation that he was chosen

to represent. And so while Christ and his people are one, this

oneness is not personal, but legal. To state the case with exact-

ness, the personal identity of Christ and the believer is morally

impossible, since such a union must imply the identity of inno-

cence and guilt. The true doctrine is this, that Christ in his

own person answered to law in the stead and behalf of his

people, and that his sufferings and obedience are set down to their

account. Each believer is treated and regarded as righteous

solely on the ground of that righteousness which his great rep-

resentative possessed. Adam and his seed, Christ and his people,

respectively, are personally distinct, but legally one.

But only let it appear that the attitude of Adam, while on

probation, was not personal but representative, and the precise

legal status of the seed can be determined by that of the federal

head. For, had the first man obeyed perfectly in Eden, then

the finished righteousness of this father would have redounded

forever to the benefit of his children. And thus when he fell,

condemnation came upon the "all" in the same degree and of the

very same nature that it came upon the ''one." Morally and
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legally, but not personally, Adam's offspring were in existence

when the federal head disobeyed, and the curse descended on

Adam. In Adam's trial in the garden was determined all that

his posterity were ever to be under law in respect to either bless-

ing or cursing. Hence, if in consequence of Adam's sin penal evil

of any kind, whether it is guilt, or depravity, or aught else, be

visited upon his seed, then the principle, as concerns the justice

of God, is identically the same. For every judicial mind must

quickly perceive that the replacement of a greater injustice by a

smaller will assuredly leave the vindication of heaven's Judge

mournfully incomplete. Whenever any scheme or doctrine re-

sorts to such a plea, the proof is positive and plain that it rests

not on the truth. . '. ,; ;»

The presence of sin in every human heart is a stupendous

but unquestionable fact! But how did it get there? If man's

consciousness contradicts the idea of personal identity in Adano,

and if on this point too there be no warrant from Holy Writ,

the question returns once again, how comes it that all men are

sinners, that all men suffer— that death hath passed upon all?

Punishment implies guilt, and if every one enters life depraved,

is this not itself proof positive that sin had an existence previous

to birth? Punishment is based upon guilt, and guilt again is the

outgrowth of sin. Infants are both condemned and punished.

If, therefore, we are born under condemnation, it must be because

we have antecedently sinned. For where there is no law there

can be no transgression, and sin is not imputed where there is no

law. When, where, and how, then, did condemnation come upon

the entire race? Does not the apostle answer in words clear

as the sunlight? "By one man's offence death reigned by one."

^'By the offence of one, judgment came upon all men to con-

demnation."

And it is just here that the theories of "governmental display"

and "moral influence" break down totally. For if Adam did not

represent his posterity, then the infliction of penal evils of any

kind upon the seed is an act of sheer and frightful injustice.

And if Christ Jesus did not, upon the cross, bear the iniquities

of his people, then the Almighty Father, by "his determinate
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counsel and foreknowledge" delivered "the innocent blood" over

to "the snare of the fowler." And any "governmental display"

based upon such cruelty and wrong and "moral influence" that

perverts so wofully the right, is not alone contradictory in terms,

but manifestly absurd in itself For before an example can be

honestly made, the government which punishes must find a fit

subject. We know, however, ''that the law was not made for a

righteous man, but for the lawless and disobedient, for the un-

godly, and for sinners." The integrity of government, embracing

moral influence withal, would depart, if it allowed, much less

inflicted with its own hand, punishment upon the guiltless. If,

therefore, it be admitted that Jesus, in his own nature, was "holy

and harmless and undefiled," the only possible vindication of

the divine government, in the sufferings of such a person, is to

be found in the fact that he voluntarily undertook for the sinner

and our sins were imputed unto him. God having laid on Christ

the iniquities of us all, he treated and regarded the representative

of the transgressor just as he would have treated and regarded

the real culprit himself. For in every government of right, jus-

tice must first be enthroned before mercy is allowed to enter.

In Adam, then, all died. The infant, although incapable of

actual sin, is overtaken by the same curse that was visited upon

Adam. And this because of those federal relations which he

sustains to the first father. Adam acted not alone for self; but

as the representative of the' race, his acts in the garden were set

down to our account. And thus the disobedience of the head

constitutes the ground of that condemnation which passed upon

the seed. There are none that do good. Not an individual of

the entire family of man possesses righteousness with which to

satisfy law. We can live only through Christ. That which he

did and suffered must be accounted to us. I live because Christ

lives, just as the soul is spiritually dead from birth because Adam
died. There is no actual sin in the one case, and there can be no

personal righteousness in the other. Had Adam stood in the

garden, all accruing benefits would have descended legally to his

seed. For so ran the covenant. But even such equality before

law of Adam and his posterity entitled the latter simply to a
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righteousness of which a mere creature was the author. For

Adam could have imparted to his seed such life only as he pos-

sessed in himself. This much and no more. For the stream

cannot rise above the fountain. But under the covenant of grace,

the believer draws his life and receives his righteousness from

Christ. For if under the headship of the first Adani, the genera^

tions were entitled to all the life and righteousness existent in the

head, shall riot the regenerate, under the headship of the Second

Adam, be made sharers in the very righteousness and life of him

through whom they are made alive? And, furthermore, is it not

evident, that as the second Adam is exalted in nature and excel-

lence and glory far above the first, so they that are born again

from the dead in him take rank correspondent to their Redeemer

and Head? Recall the words of the Saviour's intercession: "I

pniy that they all may be one, as thou. Father, art in me, and I in

thee, that they all may be one in us; and the glory which thou

gavest me I have given them that they may be one as we are one,

I in them, and thou in me, that they may be made perfect in one.''

Christ the head, we the members; Christ the vine, we the

branches; Christ the bridegroom, we the bride. We are "mem*~

bers of his body, of his flesh, and of his bones." He bore our

sins in his own body on the tree. We are made the righteous-

ness of God in him. We are chosen in him before the founda-

tion of the world. We receive of his fulness and grace for grace.

We are complete in him which is the head of all principality and

power. We are circumcised in Christ and buried with him in

baptism. We are quickened together with Christ and made to

sit together in heavenly places with him. We are dead, but our

lives are hid with Christ in God. Christ is our life. We do

not live, but Christ lives in us. We are baptized into Christ,

and sleep in Christ when we die. Christ's death is our death,

and his resurrection from the dead involves the certainty of our

resurrection. We are made partakers of his righteousness, of his

sufferings, of his spirit. We are joint heirs with him and des-

tined to sit with him on the throne of his glory. Amazing

thought, the believer's life is so hidden in the life of Christ

that the redeemed, however lowly, partakes of every advantage
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which falls to the Redeemer himself, either in this world or the

next.

In Adam, mankind lost an earthly Paradise; lost original

righteousness; lost communion with God; "are under his wrath

and curse, and so made liable to all the miseries of this life, to

death itself, and to the pains of hell forever." Yet in the re-

demption that is in Christ Jesus, heaven takes the place of earth,

the worth of the Infinite transcends, unspeakably, the merit of

the finite, while by reason of the glory that excelleth, the wages

of sin are not only made of none effect to the faithful, but in the

Btead of the blight and ruin of Eden is substituted that gift of

God which is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord. As

the strength of the branch is supplied from the vine, as nerve

power in the brain imparts vigor to the limbs, as the members of

the body subsist, not separately, but in vital and necessary union

each with the other, so Christ and his people are legally one, and

spiritually inseparable. Hence the "far more exceeding and

eternal weight of glory " which is the heritage of the saint. For

as the act of the first man brought on his seed the very same

death that was inflicted on himself, so that eternal life which

God gives to the saved is the identical life which exists in his

Son. For as Adam dragged to the lowest depth of which his

iniquity was capable the seed that should follow, so the soul made

alive in Christ is exalted to behold that glory which the Omnipo-

tent gave to his fellow and equal before the foundation of the

world. What wonderful words are these: "I in them, and thou

in me, that they may be made perfect in one; and that the Avorld

may know that thou hast sent me, and hast loved them, as thou

hast loved me."

It matters not that previous to adoption the creature was with-

out worth and unknown. The maid who at her betrothal is por-

tionless and obscure, from the moment when wedded to a prince,

becomes henceforth, in law, the equal of her husband. Broad

domains, fair and well furnished palaces, rank, the retinue of

jservants, every guest and attendant—all stand related to her as

they do to her lord. Disjointed and divergent interests belong

to the past, and hereafter, in society and in the household, the
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bride lives in the life and the lineage of the groom. For in the

hour of marriage these twain were made one flesh. And after

this manner the chosen of God in Christ die to the law, die to

sin, and its curse, while the life, dignity, and righteousness of

Jesus are set down to their account. Evermore the Church, the

Lamb's Wife, is adorned with a diadem whose lustre is the same

that glows in the crown of her glorious Head. And in all the

ages yet to come, the Bride, leaning on the arm of her royal hus-

band, shall walk unchallenged through the heavenlv courts.

Therefore, that federal arrangement which, in the fall of Adam,

portended only death and everlasting woe, brings to light in

Christ a life and joy which fill eternity with praise.

And yet, the human heart, in its lost estate, cleaves to legalism.

Mankind in all ages, and of every race, have come to God with a

price in their hands. An atonement that provides salvation is a

doctrine which fallen nature does not love. But "this is the

record, that God hath given to us eternal life, and this life is in

his Son"; "he that hath the Son hath life, and he that hath

not the Son hath not life." It is not by what we can do, but by

that which Christ has so fully done, that the soul is saved.

Let it be understood, that by a righteous person is not meant

one who is pious and exemplary. For the law demands invari-

able and unshaken conformity, and the very holiest man falls

short of this standard, *' which is as high as heaven and as deep

as hell." The "righteous" is one who, in his relations to law,

as a rule of salvation, cannot be convicted of a single moral

blemish. Now, it is clear that no fallen man, however exalted

his piety, possesses, or can possess, such a righteousness as this.

And yet the law is inflexible in its claims. Do and live, or dis-

obey and die. The only conceivable method, therefore, by which

a child of Adam can be pronounced legally just is through the

perfect and acceptable righteousness of another. This provided,

no sooner does faith receive it than the eye of the law turns from

anything wrought in the sinner, or done by him, and fixes its

gaze wholly upon that Redeemer who has been accepted as a

substitute. Henceforth, justice deals directly, not with the prin-

cipal, but with the surety; and although the regenerate still

/
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"finds a law in his members that when he would do good evil is

present," yet this does not change his legal status. For having

been once justified "from all things,'' upon the ground of a per-

fect righteousness acceptably furnished by another, the law can

never reverse this decision, because of those " motions of sin which

work in the members." For in the moment of justification;- and

ever afterwj^rd, Christ himself confronts the law in the soul's

stead; and so long as his strength and righteousness avail, there

can be no condemnation to him that believeth. For,

—

"Nothing, either great or small,

Nothing, sinner, no

;

Jesus did it, did it all,

Long, long ago.

When h^ from his lofty throne,

Stoop'd to do and die,

Everything was fully done

—

Hearken to his cry :

It is finished ! Yes, indeed

—

>
. Finished every jot

;

Sinner, this is all you need

—

Tell me, is it not?

Weary, A^orking, plodding one,

Wherefore toil you so ?

Cease your doing—all was done

Long, long ago.

Till to Jesus' work you cling,

By a simple faith,

'Doing' is a deadly thing,

'Doing' ends in death.

Cast your deadly doing down,

Down at Jesus' feet

;

Stand IN HIM, in him alone,

Gloriously complete."

Salvation is of God through Christ. He that believeth on the

Son hath everlasting life. But it may be asked, Is not faith

itself a work ? We answer, No. For faith is the acknowledgment

of sin, a confession of dependence, a distinct renunciation of self

The spirit, bankrupt in strength, trusts to the arm of another that
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is able to save. In exhaustion and weakness, work is out of the

question. Hence, in his extremity, Bartirneus cried, "Lord, that

I might receive my sight." The man at the pool of Bethesda

admitted disease, and pleaded inability, and only at the word of

the Master rose up and walked. The man with the withered

hand had no healing power in himself, but stretched forth the

dead member at the command solely of a life-giving Saviour.

Wherever the deaf ears were unstopped, the blind eyes opened,

the lepers recovered, the dead raised up, the virtue went forth

alone from the omnipotent Redeemer. The impotent had no

capacity for work, they could only penitently petition and humbly

believe. They could just pleadingly say, "If THOU wilt, thou

canst MAKE us clean." .

As with the body, so with the soul. .Salvation is never pur-

chased, but ever given. Yea, all hope of doing must be utterly

cast down, and the wells of self-confidence emptied to the dregs,

before the fountains of grace can open freely and flow. For the

soul can find life only where it exists, and that is in the "gift of

God through Jesus Christ our Lord." Everywhere else there is

death. For the law abhors the faulty doing of a heart like mine,

and seeks to slay, until the Saviour hides me beneath the shadow

of his wing. Justice is satisfied at last, and lays aside its fiery

vengeance as it beholds a righteous Redeemer, through whose

life the sinner lives. From this moment, and forever, there is

no condemnation.

The human mind, however, is prone to contemplate God the

Father as stern and implacable—tbeadministrator of wrath rather

than the fountain of love. And the believer even, at times, is

terrified as he ponders that justice and judgment which are the

habitations of Jehovah's throne. But it is to this very God the

Father that we are indebted for that redemption which bringeth

life to the dead. For while Jesus is our Saviour, let it adoringly

be remembered, that the Father, "by determinate counsel and

foreknowledge," freely delivered up his Son, in order that souls

dead in trespasses and sins should be saved. It was to declare

God's love for the world that the only begotten, which is in the

bosom of the Father, appeared. " Christian faith properly com-
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mences with persuasion of the Father's love, in his essential,

paternal character; and from the beginning to the end of its

course, contemplates Christ as being his gift, so that the more it

aees of Christ's preciousness, the more does it discover the love

of the Father who gave him." The Father gave, the Son exe-

cutes, the Spirit applies. And to this mysterious, holy, loving

Three, the ransomed owe their life. "For ye have not received

the spirit of bondage again to fear, but ye have received the Spirit

of adoption, whereby we cry, Abba, Father. The Spirit also

beareth witness with our spirits that we are the children of God;

and if children, then heirs, heirs of God and joint-heirs with

Christ, if so be that we suffer with him, that we may be also

glorified together." It is, therefore, the believer's joy and honor

to live in holy and bfessed communication with the Father,

through the Son, by means of "that Spirit that helpeth our in-

firmities, making intercession for us with groanings which cannot

be uttered."

Yes, eternal life is a gift! For by grace are we saved, through

faith, and that not of ourselves. Not of works, lest any man

should boast. For "we are his workmanship, created in Christ

Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we

should walk in them." It is only when Redemption is applied

that the dead in trespasses and sins are quickened; that the

"children of disobedience and wrath, who in time past walked

according to the course of this world, according to the prince of

the power of the air—who had their conversation in the lust of

the flesh, fulfilling the desires of the flesh, and of the mind—have

by the great love of God, and through the depths of his mercy,

been raised up together, and made to sit together in heavenly

places in Christ Jesus: that in the ages to come he might show

the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness toward us

through Christ Jesus..

Aye, we are quickened together with Christ. And not merely

quickened as he was, but, in virtue of the union—covenanted and

vital—between Christ and his people, his death was their death,

his life is their life, and in his exaltation these (ill are exalted

likewise. " Our old man was crucified with him, that the body
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of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve

gin. For he that is dgad is freed from sin. Now, if we be dead

with Christ, wc believe we shall also livoAvith him. I am cruci-

fied wiih Christ; nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth

in me, and the life which I now live in the flesh, I live by the

faith of the Son of God, who loved me and gave himself for me."

And thus it is that we are no longer "aliens from the common-

wealth of Israel, and strangers to the covenant of promise, having

no hope, and without God in the worhl ; but now, in Christ Jesus,

we who some time were afar off* are made nigh by the blood of

Christ. For he is our peace, who hath made both one, and hath

broken down the middle wall of partition between us; having

abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law of commandments

contained in ordinances; for to make in himself of twain one new

man, so making peace; and that he might reconcile both unto

God in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity thereby;

and came and preached peace to you which were afar off", and to

them that were nigh. For through him we both have access by

one Spirit unto the Father. Now, therefore, we are no more

strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints, and

of the household of God; and are built upon the foundation of

the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief

corner-stone; in whom all the building fitly framed together

groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord: in whom we also are

builded together for an habitation of God through the Spirit."

Such, then, is the scheme of Redemption that meets and off-

sets the story of the fall. The first man forfeited an earthly

Kden, lost the favor of God, and brought the dread judgments of

heaven on himself and his seed. But the Second Man satisfied

law, abrogated death, and through the covenant of grace, be-

stowed on his people, not a justifying righteousness simply, but

an inlieritance in glory that surpasses the Paradise of earth by

as much as an infinite Redeemer, God manifest in the flesh,

transcends in excellency and power every creature of his hands.

This is enough. If "the wages of sin be death, the gift of

God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord" !

J. S. Grasty.
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ARTICLE V.

ASCETICISM.

The word is derived from the Greek affKeiv, to exercise,

strengthen, and was applied by the Greeks to denote the kind of

exercise by which the athletes in the national games were fitted

for the various contests of agility or strength. Hence Hesychius

gives yvfivd^eTai as the equivalent of aaKei. So also Suidas has

iyKparela as the synonym. of hoKriaii; (see Suidas's Thesaurus, sub

verb,). Hence Christians were called by the Greek fathers adlrjTai

The idea was derived from the Scriptures: "Know ye not that

they which run in a race run all, but one receiveth the prize?

So run, that ye may obtain. And every man that striveth for

the mastery (6 aym>ii^6[i£vo(:) is temperate (kyKpareheTai) in all things"

(1 Cor. ix. 24, 25). So Paul: "I exercise myself (a(T/c6>) to have a

conscience void of offence toward God and man" (Acts xxiv. 16).

It is the idea which lies at the foundation of a Christian profes-

sion, the idea of a selfdenying discipline, without which the

world, the flesh, and the devil, cannot be overcome. In this

sense of the word, all Christians from the first considered them-

selves ascetics. The warning of their Master was ever ringing

in their ears: "If any naan will come after me, let him deny

himself, and take up his cross and follow me. For Avhosoever

will save his life shall lose it; and whosoever will lose his life

for my sake, shall find it." The promise is ever "to him that

overcometh^'' whether it be adijiressed to a member of the church

of Smyrna, in which grace seemed to triumph over all evil, or to

a member of the church of Laodicea, in which evil seemed to

triumph over grace. Conflict was the law of the Christian's life,

and he soared, like the eagle, by the very resistance opposed to

the stroke of his pinion.

In the course of time, however, the denomination of ascetics

came to be restricted to a certain class of Christians, superior to

the mass of their brethren by the rigor with which they renounced

the world and its pleasures. Christians of this class did not at

first withdraw themselves entirely from society. Like the Naza-
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rites among the Jews, they moved familiarly among their people,

though specially consecrated to God. No higher standard of

consecration was proposed for them either hy themselves or by

others, than for their brethren. The moral law, as interpreted

in the gospel, was the perfect standard for all. The difference

between the ascetics and the rest consisted in the degrees of labor

and of self-denial with which they aimed to realise the common

idenl, or to reach conformity to the common standard.

But it was one manifestation of the power of the reaction of

heathenism in the Christian Church, that the aristocratic idea

again obtruded itself upon a religion which was designed to be

popular in its character and to constitute a universal priesthood

of believers. The truths of Christianity were not abstract ideas

which only trained and disciplined intellects could apprehend,

but facts and explanations of facts revealed upon the testimony

of God. The facts could be apprehended by the plainest under-

standing, by any understanding capable of receiving a testimony.

' The explanations of the facts could be received by the most en-

lightened only by the teaching of the Holy Ghost; and with that

teaching, they could be received by the most unenlightened. The

duties of Christianity were binding upon all, according to their

several relations. But a distinction began to be made between

nimir and yvuaif;, with reference to the truths; and between j^roe-

cepta and consilia, with reference to the practical life. The

Gnostics, who made the most of these distinctions, divided man-

kind into three classes: the "spiritual," the "psychical," and

the "hylic," or "somatical"—the men of the spirit, the men of

the soul, and the men of the body or flesh. The gnosis and the

counsels belonged to the men of the spirit; the pistis and the

precepts to the class next below, the men of the soul. We may

note here, in passing, the close connexion between the under-

standing and the active powers. A difference in the mode of

knowing or apprehending carried with it a difference in the rule

of duty; pistis and precept, gnosis and counsel.

This distinction between precepts and counsels may have

originated in a misapprehension of certain passages of Scripture;

as, for example, the famous passage which Origen, in opposition

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—] 3.
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to his whole theory of interpretation, interpreted literally (Matt?

xix. 12), and the other passage in the same chapter (verse 21)

which the Papacy quotes in support of its doctrine of supereroga-

tory works. See also 1 Cor. vii. 6, 25, 40; Luke xvii. 10;

Luke xiv. 26 et seq. But, as Whately admonishes us in regard

to Papal errors generally, we must guard against the mistake of

supposing that those errors originated even in a false interpreta-

tion of Scripture. They were, for the most part, the inventions

of men, instigated by the father of lies; and some color of sup-

port was sought for them in Scripture. It is a palpable abuse of

these passages and of the moral law. Such statements proceed

upon the supposition of a difference between duty in abstrncto

and duty in concreto—a difference the poles apart from the dis-

tinction between precepts and counsels. Duty is determined by

relations and conditions. The moral law requires perfect love

both to God and man; but as to the mode in which that love is

to be manifested, that must be determined by relations and provi-

dential conditions. In its essence, as the law of love, the Deca-

"

logue is binding upon all the subjects of God's moral government,

whether angels or men ; but it determines some duties for men

which are no duties for angels, and some duties for some men

which are no duties for other men. There can be, however, no

adiaphora in morals. A man cannot be more than wJioUij con-

secrated to God; but whether a married or single state is neces-

sary to this whole consecration must be determined by the con-

dition of individuals. It is as much the duty of a few to remain

single as it is the duty of the many to be married.

Upon this distinction, as has already been hinted, of precepts

and counsels, the scientific construction of the doctrine of "o/^^ra

supererogaiiva'' has in part proceeded; as also the monastic vows

of "chastity, poverty, and obedience," which are named as the

chief of the twelve counsels of Christ (pra'cipifa et suhstantiaUa

perfcctiorn's consilia). If a man can do more than his duty, then

the superfluous or supererogatory merit may be set down to the

account of somebody else. This doctrine is defended by some

modern Romanists of great reputation.*

*See article entitled "Consilia Evangelica," in Hertziog's Encyclopaediii.
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Another error of the ancient asceticism was the confounding

of the opposition of the flesh and the spirit, as it is found in Paul's

Epistles, with the opposition of matter and spirit as propounded

in the Oriental and Greek philosophy. The Scriptures give no

countenance at all to this dualism of the philosophers, so far as it

involves the doctrine of the essential depravity of matter. They

pronounce the material as well as the spiritual works of God

good, and the bodies as well as the souls of believers are called

the temples of the Holy Ghost. The resurrection of the body,

as well as its original creation—to say nothing of the incarnation

of the Son of God—are directly in the teeth of this antagonistic

dualism. The Gnostics holding the dualism, consistently denied

the incarnation and the resurrection. But while the Church

manfully fought and conquered Gnosticism, and bruised its head,

vet it was itself wounded in the heel, and seduced into the error

of the inherent depravity of matter. There was, indeed, no

formal, much less any dogmatic, substitution of the metaphysical

dualism of spirit and matter for the ethical conflict of the spirit

and the flesh ; but there can be no reasonable doubt that the

former species of dualism was practically received and acted upon

to no inconsiderable extent. The body as such was practically

treated as "a body of sin" in a sense very different from that

of the Apostle. When he speaks of "the body of sin," he means

the whole "old man," manifesting its nature and power through

the body and its organs as its servitors; in like manner as when

he speaks of the consecration of the whole person under the

dominion of the *'new man," he speaks of it as the presenting of

the body a living sacrifice to God. Pride, envy, malice, hypocrisy,

arc qualities cf this body of sin, albeit they are undoubtedly sins

of the spirit. "Flesh" with him is the whole man infected with

sin; spirit with him is the whole man endowed with the Holy

Ghost, and under the dominion of the Holy Ghost. "To crucify

the flesh with the aff'ections and lusts" is not to crucify the ma-

terial body, but to crucify "the old man which is corrupt accord-

ing to the deceitful lusts." The body is not to be abused and

destroyed, but to be kept under and brought into subjection

(1 Cor. ix. 27), and thereby made a nimbler servitor of the heroic
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spirit. This was the asceticism of the Greek athlete, with which

Paul compares his own. We are to glorify God in our bodies,

which arc his, his temples.

The error upon which we have been commenting was a fiital

one. If sin is a thing of the body, holiness is also a thing of the

body. The ultimate result is a religion such as is seen in Rome:

a religion of bodily exercise which professes to war against the

flesh, with its "touch not, taste not, handle not," while, as tlie

Apostle warns us (Colossians), it is only a dishonorable "satisfying

of the flesh." Such a religion is pleasing to the sinner, flattering

to his pride and indolence, allowing him to rejoice in the reputa-

tion of humility, while he is "vainly puffed up by his fleshly

mind." He finds it much easier to abstain from flesh on Friday

than from malice, envy, and all uncharitableness, on that or any

other day of the week. It is an easier religion than Christ's,

and will always be popular, so long as men desire to be religious

without forsaking their sins. They will continue to strain out

gnats and swallow camels, until they learn that the kingdom of

God is not meat and drink, nor abstinence from both, but

righteousness and peace and joy in the Holy Ghost.

Asceticism, further, had in it, beside the metaphysical theory

of dualism, another speculative element; an element which lay,

in fact, at the foundation of the theory of dualism. Dualism

cannot satisfy the speculative intellect which, from its very nature,

seeks after unity; and this unity more rational thinkers have

generally supposed, both in ancient and in modern times, they

have found in being, either metaphysically or logically considered.

i. e,, either as an existing monad which physically embraces all

possible existence (the Ens ReaUssimum), or as the logical abso-

lute and infinite, the ^'Ultima ThuW of the reason (the Genus

GeneraUssimum), which may be predicated of everything, but

wliich itself has no predicates; which is, therefore, logically con-

sidered, at once everything and nothing—God=0—pure being,

or pure intelligence.* The irresistible tendency in pure specula-

tion to this result, to Pantheism, either in its idealistic or in its

*See Thornwell's Coll. Writin^rs, Vol. I., pp. 535, 536; Mulier'^

Christian Doctrine of Sin, Introduction.
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materialistic phase, is painfully evident in the doctrine of causa-

tion as expounded by Sir William Hamilton, and in his applica-

tion of it to the idea of motion. Being, which can neither be

increased nor diminished, but only developed, modified, etc.—

'

this is the last and highest result. Truly he has given us a

mournful illustration and proof of "the impotence of the reason."

Asceticism is a characteristic of the two.most wide-spread religions

of Eastern Asia, Brahmanism and Buddhism; and both these

religions are Pantheistic and mystic. According to some authori-

ties, Brahmanism is a materialistic, Buddhism an idealistic. Pan-

theism. Others think* that they are both idealistic, Buddhism

being a reformed or purified Brahmanism: both making the

Supreme Unity to be Intelligence, and the supreme perfection of

man to consist in absorption into this Intelligence, or identifica-

tion with it; both making release from the bonds of matter the

chief part of the process of purification, with this difference, that

Buddhism is popular and universal, Brahmanisrti is aristocratic,

and by its caste makes it impossible for the lower sort of men

ever to be made perfect. But in both, contemplation, the gazing

upon the absolute until the soul becomes identified with it, is the

organon of improvement. The senses are to be denied and the

material world is to be shut out in order to give the soul a chance

for perfection. Mosheim ascribes the asceticism of Egypt in a

great measure to the prevalence of a similar philosophy. Without

doubt, this was the prevailing philosophy in the monasteries of""

the Middle Ages. The reign of Realism is one evidence of this,

and the influence of the Neo-PIatonic writings of the Pseudo-

Dionysius is another. The speculations of Philo Judaeus and

Aminonius Saccas differ very Httle from those of the mediaeval

mystics ;t and both reserable,\in a very remarkable degree, the

speculations of the Brahmins aftd the^ Buddhists. They all savor

strojigly of Pantheism, and tliercfore of self-worship, of self

absorbed or transformed into God. One inevitable result of such

views is intolerable pride and arrogance, qualities in which it is

* Maurice's Religions of the World—the Boyle Lecture for 1846.

t Mosheim : De Rebus Christ, ante Const., Cent. II., Sec. 35.
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difficult to determine whether bonzes and fakirs have surpassed

Christian monks and hermits.

The only Greek philosophers whose followers have exhibited a

tendency to asceticism are Pythagoras and Plato, whose systems

partook largely of oriental elements. But these systems were

never, for any great length of time, popular among the Greeks

proper. They were so utterly foreign from the temper, the social

and political life, of that mercurial and versatile people, that

Pythagoras was compelled to seek a home in Magna Graecia, and

Platonism found full scope only in semi-oriental Egypt. Diogenes

and the Cynics were not ascetics, in the proper sense; and

Diogenes "pitched his tub," not in the wilderness, but in the

Agora, amidst "the busy hum of men." Indeed, it may be

affirmed of Plato himself that he was too much of a Greek, with

all his dreamy oriental imagination, to be controlled by his theo-

retic dualism. While in his Timseus he shows a predilection for

the cosmogonical speculations of Asia, and a tendency to recede

to the position of Thales and Xenophanes, from which thinking

he had been recalled by his master Socrates, yet in his Republic,

his idealism is, as it were, confined to earth. "Even his religion,"

says Milraan,* "though of much sublimer cast than the popular

superstition, was yet considered chiefly in its practical operation

on the welfare of the State."

"In Rome," says the same author, "the general tendency of

the national mind was still more essentially public and practical."

"Under the Republic, philosophy was a recreation in the inter-

vals of business. Under the Empire, they took refuge in philoso-

phy from the degradation and inactivity of servitude, still hoping

to be summoned again from a retirement without dignity to public

life. The philosophic Seneca, who talks with the mortified piety

of an anchorite, lived and died the votary and the victim of court

intrigue. The Thraseas stood aloof, not in ecstatic meditation

on the primal Author of Being, but on the departed liberties of

Rome; their soul aspired no higher than to unite itself with the

ancient genius of the Republic."

* Hist, of Christianity, B. 2, C. 5, p. 39, Vol. 2 of Murray's Lend.

Ed., 1867.
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Another error of asceticism was the overlooking of the social

nature of man, and its^ final cause in his constitution. The ascetic

was right on the side of individualism, in regarding his own im-

provement and perfection as one of the ends of his creation, and,

next to the glory of God, his highest end; but he overlooked the

fact that society is the sphere, and the only sphere, in which his

perfection can be attained. It is a striking fact that asceticism

should have been so rapidly developed after the "Catholic doc-

trine" of the external unity of the Church was established. It

looks like a counterpoise of the doctrine which makes the Church

everything and the individual nothing, that there should be a

doctrine which makes the individual of so great consequence as

to justify him in leaving the corporation altogether and insulating

himself for his own salvation. It is hard to say which of these

extremes is the most pernicious. The Scriptures, in this as in

other things, respect and preserve all that is truly natdral and

original in man. They make salvation a personal concern of

every man, and yet make the Church the instrument of teaching

him salvation, and of training him, by the exercise of his graces

for the good of his brethren. But the voice of outraged nature

\s\\\ be heard sooner or later; and these very people who retired

to the deserts for the purpose of avoiding society, not only formed

associations among themselves, but associations Avhich ultimately

became so potent as completely to swallow up the individuality

of their members. The monastic vow of ^'obedience" (that is,

obedience to the head of the association) practically absolved him

who took it, not only from all obligation to obey any otiicr man
than the head of the society, but even from the obligation to obey

the Head of the Church itself. The great wheel of the Church

was often embarrassed, in its motions, by these smaller wheels

within it. It must be borne in mind, however, that what has

just been said is true of asceticism, not in its earliest stages,

but only in its later, the stage of monasteries, congregations,

and orders.

The circumstances which have been thus far mentioned would

not be sufficient to account for such a gross perversion of Chris-

tianity as we have seen asceticism to be. They are circumstances
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which attended and promoted the thing, rather than circum-

stances which gave rise to it. The root of the evil is to be found

in man's dependence upon his own righteousness and strength

for salvation, rather than upon the righteousness of Christ and

the grace of the Holy Ghost. This is the evil against which the

whole gospel scheme is a protest. Now when men are ignorant

of God's righteousness and go about to establish their own

righteousness, they almost universally adopt some system of

bodily exercise by which to justify and sanctify themselves. If

they take the moral law for their rule, in all its comprehensive

spirituality, they will speedily discover that it can only reveal

and condemn transgression; that they cannot love God and their

neighbor as they ought; and failing in ihis love, that they are

condemned. They must invent a law for themselves which they

are able to keep; and, from the nature of the case, it will be a

law of the flesh and not of the spirit. When asceticism passed

into monasticism, religion was no longer "a worshipping God in

the spirit, trusting in Jesus, and having no confidence in the

flesh," but the reverse of all this. We do not, of course, intend

to deny that there was any true faith among the monks, but arc

only describing the genius and tendency of the system. This

tendency was discovered and rebuked by some clear-sighted men

among the monks themselves, like Jovinian, who spoke from ex-

perience, as well as by others, like the Gallic Presbyter Vigilan-

tius, who were not blinded by the prejudices of the esprit de

corps. But Jovinian and Vigilantius spoke only to be over-

whelmed by the invectives of Jerome, and to be stigmatised as

semi-heretics by the Church. It is honorable to Augustine, who

was the greatest and soundest theologian of his time, that, in

spite of his own admiration of monkery, he ventured to say a

word in behalf of these witnesses, and to rebuke the scurrilous

vehemence of the monk of Bethlehem.

We may pause here, for a moment, to note the Papal idea of

religion. The monks and nuns are, in that apostasy, known by

the name of "the religious" ; they are the people who do the

religion of the body to which they belong; and what kind of

religion it is, enough has been said to show.
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That monasticisni has signally iailed to do for its deluded vic-

tims what they hoped, history makes painfully evident. The

monasteries have been' the nurseries of the very worst sins, both

of the flesh and of the spirit. Insulted nature has been terribly

revenged.* Pride, cruelty, envy, bigotry, fornication, sodomy,

and all manner of abominations, have reigned within them. The

fact of the terrible impurity of monasteries and nunneries may be

abundantly established by the testimony of Papal writers and

even of Papal councils. Upon this point we have no need of re-

sorting to ''Protestant slanders," in the way of proof. The sar-

casm of Gibbon ("Decline and Fall," c. 37) is not without truth

when he says: "The ascetics were inspired with a savage enthu-

siasm which represents man as a criminal and God as a tyrant,

and embraces a life of misery as the price of eternal happiness."

How could the divine honor be vindicated but by giving up these

institutions, in some measure at least, to work out their own

principles, "to eat of the fruit of their own way and to be filled

with their own devices"?

Ah to the misery endured by conscientious monks, let us hear

the testimony of Jerome, concerning himself, Jerome whose zeaL

in recruiting for nunneries led to his banishment from Rome:

•'Oh how often in the desert, in that vast solitude, which, parched

by the sultry sun, affords a dwelling to the monks, did I fancy

myself in the midst of the luxuries of Rome! I sat alone, for I

was full of bitterness. My misshapen limbs were rough with

sackcloth; and my skin was so squalid that 1 might have been

taken for a negi'o. Tears and groans were my occupation every

day and all day; if sleep surprised me unawares, my naked

*N() other result could be ratianiilly expected. The inonustic vows of

^^chasf.U.i/"' (/. c, celibacy) and ''pocertif were intended for the extirpa-

tion of instincts and appetites ini|)lanted in the nature of man when God

created him. The vows were a war a<:;ain8t nature, and were therefore

not only ineffectual, })ut, like all other attetnpts a^i^ainst nature, perni-

cious

—

'^natnrnm expelles farca, tamen usque recurret.''' In reference to

coiihacy, T5un<iener well says : "Can it be admitted that, in the creation,

with a Creator infinitely powerful and wise, the abnormal can be essen-

tially purer than the normal? Was the barren fi<!;-tree then purer than

if it had been covered with fruit?" (Ilisfc. du Cone, de Trentc, 2, 233.)

VOL. XXXI., NO. 2—14.
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bones, which scarcely held together, clashed on the earth. I

will sav nothing of niv food or bevcraije; even the rich have

nothing but cold water; any warm drink is a luxury. Yet

even I, who from fear of hell had condemned mvself to this

dungeon, the companion only of scorpions and wild beasts, was

in the midst of girls dancing. My face was pale with fasting,

but the mind in my cold body burned with desires; the fires of

lust boiled up in the body which was already dead. Destitute of

all succor, I cast myself at the feet of Jesus, washed them with

mv tears, and subdued the rebellious flesh bv a whole week's

fasting."* ''The hermit," says Milman, "may fly from his fel-

low-men, but not from himself, . . . the very effort to suppiess

certain feelings has a natural tendency to awaken and strenglhen

them. The horror of carnal indulgence would not permit the

sensual desires to die away into apathy. Men are apt to find

what they seek in tlieir own hearts, and by anxiously searching

for the guilt of lurking lust, or desire of worhlly wealth or enjoy-

ment, the conscience, as it were, struck forcibly upon the cord

which it wished to deaden, and made it vibrate with a. kind of

morbid, but more than ordinary energy. Nothing was so licen-

tious or so terrible as not to find its way to the cell of the recluse.

Beautiful women danced around him; wild beasts of every shape,

and monstrous with no shape at all, howled and yelled and

shrieked about him, while he knelt in prayer or snatched his

broken slumbers."

The misery of a monastic life is in strong contrast with the

gospel, the glad tidings of salvation. Next to the glorifying of

God, and in some sort identical with it in the experience of

a believer, stands in the gospel the seeking of our own hap-

piness. The gospel "does not interfere with any rational

pleasure, and bids nobody quit the enjoyment of any one thing

that his reason can prove to him ought to be enjoyed." It is

true that it makes the disciplines of self-denial and the cross the

indispensable requisites to being disciples of Christ; but this, so

far from interfering with man's happiness, promotes it. Para-

doxical as it may seem, the highest pleasure is often found in

^Quoted in Mihnan's History of Christianity, Vol. III., p. 204.
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abstnining from pleasure. . Happiness is the reflex of energy, the

glow of the soul from the exercise of its proper energies in the

proper degree. The'gospel is called "the glorious gospel of the

blci^sed (or happy) God," to indicate, perhaps, that the happiness

of God himself is not to be contemplated by us apart from the

infinite energy exhibited in the person and work of the Saviour.

The culminating act of God in this salvation is presented to us in

the light of an act of self-denial. "He that spared not his own

Son," etc. "God so loved the world that he gave his only be-

gotten Son," etc. There is a development of energy in self-

deniiil, in a proper self denial, and therefore, such a self-denial

promotes happiness, which is a very different thing from pleasure.

Pleasure is the result of "the suitable application of a suitable

object to a rightly disposed faculty or organ." It is an excite-

ment produced from without, in which the man is rather passive

than active. Happiness is a "home-bred delight." This was

the theory of Aristotle, a wiser man, though a heathen, than

many nominally Christian philosophers.*

The limitation has been stated of "a proper self-denial," by

which is meant a self-denial required by Christ who gives the law

for this Christian contest. No man is crowned except he strive

lawfully, that is according to the rules and regulations of the

contest. There is happiness in the cross, but it must be Christ's

cross, of his imposing, not of our own. "Pilgrimages, going

barefoot, hair-shirts, and whips," says South, "are not gospel

artillery," but the artillery of will- worship and superstition.

"With the Romanists," says the same forcible and witty

preacher,f "a man cannot be penitent unless he also turns vaga-

bond and foots it to Jerusalem, or wanders over this or that part

of the world, to visit the shrine of this or that pretended saint,

though, perhaps, in his life ten times more ridiculous than them-

selves; thus, that which was Cain's curse is become their religion.

He that thinks to expiate a sin by going barefoot only makes one

folly the atonement for another. Paul indeed was scourged and

*See Sir Wm. Hamilton's Metaphysics, Lect. H. Discnasions, p. 39.

Thornwell's Discourses on Truth—Writinr;s, II. pp. 462 et seq.

fSouth's Sermons, Sermon I.

1
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beaten by the Jews, but wo never read that he beat or scourged

himself; and if they fthink that his 'keeping under his body*

imports so much, they must first prove that the body cannot be

kept under by a virtuous mind, and tliat the mind cannot be made

virtuous but by a scourge, and, consequently, tliat thongs and

and whip-cord are means of grace and necessary to salvation.

The truth is, that if men's religion lies no deeper than their skin,

it is possible that they may scourge themselves into very great im-

provements. But they will find that 'bodily exercise' touches

not the soul ; and that neither pride, nbr lust, nor covetousness,

nor any other vice, was ever mortified by corporal discipline.

It is not the back, but the heart, that must bleed for sin; and,

consequently, in this whole course they are like men out of their

way: let them lash on never so fast, they are not at all nearer

to their journey's end ; and howsoever they deceive themselves and

others, they may as well -expect to bring a cart as a soul to heaven

bv such means."

But has monkery been overruled for no good? If it has not,

then truly it is an exception to the general rule. It is hardly

conceivable that an institution whicii has existed for so many

ages in the bosom of the Church has been wholly and exclusively

pernicious.

(a). In the first place, the retirement of so many from the

world, their renunciation of its wealth, its honors, its pleasures,

in the earnest pursuit of salvation, served to keep alive the sense

of the reality of religion and of its supreme importance, in a time

of general declension, when worldlincss overflowed the Church

like a deluge. This was specially true after the time of Constan-

tino, when the "woman clothed with the sun, with the moon

under feet, and with a crown of twelve stars upon her head"

(Rev. xii. 1), became the '-woman sitting upon a scarlet-colored

beast" (Rev. xvii. 1-6). The ascetics showed, at least, a real

earnestness in that in which all nominal Christians professed to

be in earnest, and so subserved, in some mensure, the purpose of

the Nazarite under the Levitical Law. Even before Constantine

this was true. It is difficult for us who have been accustomed

from our infancy to a society, even to a world, moulded, more or
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iess, by the n)oral^ in contradistinction from the spiritual, power

of Christianity, to coHceive of the condition of society in the Ro-

man Empire. The first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans

contains a short but graphic summary of the atrocious and shame-

less pollutions wliich defiled it. The First Epistle to iha Corinth-

ians shows to what extent these pollutions continued to infest

those who had become Christians. The Apostle says that they

who would keep no company at all with fornicators, covetous

men, extortioners, idolaters, must needs go out of the world

(1 Cor. V. 10). The marriage relation, which is the source of all

social relations, had become utterly polluted, if not virtually

abolished; and thus the great tree of society had become poisoned

at the root, and brought forth bitter and deadly fruits. The

religion of the Empire was interwoven with the whole texture of

social and civic life; and as that religion was itself horrible cor-

ruption, the very atmosphere was like the smoke from the bottom-

less pit. Earnest Christians felt that they must retire from the

world, or die, This was a grievous error in those who were called

to shine as lights in the world, who professed to be the followers

of liini who lived in the world for the world's good; but an error

not unnatural, and therefore an error which ought to save those

who committed it from any harsh judgment by us. They seemed

to themselves to be obeying such injunctions as that of 2 Cor.

vi. 14 ct seq.

[h). Asceticism was overruled for the spread of the gospel.

The gospel was at first, and for a great length of time, preached

in the cities and towns of the empire as prominent centres from

which the truth might radiate; and these centres had become

Christian long before the country, the villages, and hamlets, had

renounced idolatry. This is witnessed by the very word Pagan

[jKiganm, villager), which came to be equivalent with heathen.

There were many regions which would never, so far as appears,

have been penetrated, or at least would not have been penetrated

for ages, by the gospel, if the anchorites had not taken up their

abode in them. '"When Eremitism gave place to Coenobitism
;

when the hermitage grew up into a convent, the establishment of

those. fraternities in the wildest solitudes gathered around them

m
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a Christian community,' or spread, as it were, a gradually increas-

ing belt of Cliristian worsliip, which was maintained by the

spiritual services of the monks. These communities commenced,

in the more remote and less populous districts of the Roman
world, that ameliorating change which, in later tinies, they carried

on beyond the frontiers. As afterwards they introduced civilisa-

tion and Christianity among the barbarous tribes of North Ger-

many or Poland, 80 now they continued in all parts a quiet but

successful aggression upon the lurking Paganism."*

((•) These monasteries became refuges, ultimately, from the

degrading ignorance, as well as from the violence and pollutions

of the world. After the overthrow of the Western Empire by

the northern nations, society was for ages in a state of chaos, a

boiling abyss of darkness and confusion, in which reigned the

genius of the bottomless pit, a genius opposed to all polite learn-

ing as well as to all religion which could make any pretension to

truth or holiness. The feeble remnant of learning fled to the

dens and caves of the mountain and the wilderness. It was feeble

indeed. The great master-pieces of Greece and Rome were not

studied; the sacred records of salvation were, for the most part,

sealed records even to the monks themselves. Nevertheless the

monasteries were God's repositories of these treasures, where

they were preserved with a traditional veneration until the time

should arrive when they were to come forth for the illumination,

the training, the salvation of the human race. These repositories

have not yet been exhausted, and, ever and anon, some new

treasure is e-xhumed, some new manuscript of the Bible, or some

lost tractate of a masterspirit of Greece or Rome, who instructed

or entranced the men of his own generation by his skill in reason-

ing or his charms of diction.

It cannot be denied, however, that monasticism is inherently

hostile to sound learning. Some abatement must be made in the

praise which has just been accorded to the monasteries as the

preservers of books. ''It is forgotten," says Bungener,t "that

what the monks have saved of the writings of the ancients is no:

"Milman's History of Christianity, ut supra^ pp. 194, 195.

tll'st- flu Cone, de Trente, 5, 25.
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the hundredth part of what they have suffered to he lost." And

no doubt what they suffered to be lost was much of it lost for a

rejison: they desired to get rid of troublesome witnesses for the

truth. If monasticism was unfriendly to religion, it must have

been unfriendly to learning. Sound learning and true religion"

naturally go together; for God has created no schism in the hu-

man soul. A man shut up in his cell all his life cannot be

expected to have any enlarged and liberal views of man or of the

world. As little can he feel tlie genial influence upon his intel-

lect of the domestic and social affections, or the sobering effect

of domestic and social sorrows. A hard heart can scarcely be

joined with a sound head; and that monasticism hardens the

heart, who that has read its melancholy history can doubt? Mow
could it be otherwise? A man whose only business and calling

is to maintain an unrelenting war against nature in himself is

not likely to be touched with a sympathy with nature in others.

Again we say, God has created no schism in the human soul.

The great thinkers of Greece and Rome, who "still rule our

spirits from their urns," were no recluses. They moved about

continually among men, and gathered thoughts and illustrations

from the street and the market-place. The soundest ethics of

the monastic schools of the Middle Age were derived from Aris-

totle. The thinking of that imperial mind was healthy in a mar-

vellous degree, because the social and public life of his time and

country were totally opposed to anything like monastic seclusion.

The greater teachers of mankind, before whose influence even

the influence of Aristotle dwindles into insignificance—Jesus and

his apostles —were anything but monks. The freedom of Jesus'

intercourse with the world exposed him to the charge of being

"a gluttonous man and a wine bibber"; and his apostles mingled

as freely with society as other men. It is their hearty fmmanity

which, in part, gave popularity to their writings at the era of the

Reformation. It was a glorious transition from the dreary plati-

tudes, the endless hair-splitting, the barren jargon of the schools,

to the fresh, livel^y, racy, huinan sentences of Paul or Peter.

While, therefore, it must be conceded that monkery has been,

in a very important sense, the friend of learning, it must also be

)
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ajffirmed that, in a sense still more important, it has been the

enemy of sound knowledge. There are many flagrant instances-

in ecctesiastical history of the pernicious influence of monks-

on the faith of the Church. One may be mentioned. The error

which goes under the name of "anthropomarphisrtr' was one

which monkery had a direct tendency to foster. This may, at

first view, seem paradoxical, as the monks are people who have

retired from the world in the interest of spirituality, for the very

purpose of contemplating, undisturbed by the importunities of

sense, the nature and perfections of the Deity. As the dread of

the corrupting influence of nature was one powerful inducement to

this retirement, it might be expected that whatever error tiiey

might fall into concerning God, they eould certainly keep clear

oY materialising his nature. Yet this is the very thing they did.

It was among the monks of the Scetian desert in ^gypt that

anthropomorphism assumed its grossest and most obstinate form.

'''They seemed," says Milman, ''disposed to compensate them-

selves for the loss of human society by degrading the Deity, whom

thoy professed to be their sole companion, to the likeness of man.

. . Imagination could not maintain its flight, and they could not

summon reason, which they had surrendered with the rest of their

dangerous freedom, to supply its place." The same process took

place in regard toother spiritual beings, angels and devils; they had

to become incarnate in order to bo proper companions or antag-

onists of the solitary anchorite. Luther's devil in the Wartburg

was one that he could throw hi^ inkstand at. A solitary must

be a visionary. The mind of a monk must be '•'•mens pasta

chimceris,'' a mind on fancies fed. It is sad to see what havoc

such a life has made on the fairest human intellects. Open

any of the volumes of the scholastic monks, those, for in-

stance, of the Seraphic Doctor, Bunaventura, or of the Angelic

Doctor, Aquinas, and see what wretched fooleries are mingled

with profound thought and sincere devotion ; or take a more fla-

grant instance (more flagrant because belonging to a period long

subsequent to the Reformation), that of the Port Royalists in

France, numbering among them the names of Pascal and Arnauld,

and see how the loftiest intellect can grovel in the dust, and how
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Pascal himself illustrates his own favorite antithesis of "the

glory and the noisery of man" ! It is a noteworthy feature of the

history of the Jesuits, that while it has been a capital point of

their policy to inveigle Tnto their order the ablest men of the

world, and while they have made the boast (a boast which has

been strangely allowed by some eminent men among the Protest-

ants to have been well-founded) of being the best educators of

vouth, yet that order has never produced a thinker of the first

rank, a Bacon, or Des Cartes, or Leibnitz, or Kepler.

(ri). Lastly, the monks have done good service, without in-

tending it, in exposing to the derision of the world the pretensions

of the Papacy to unity and infallibility. The different monastic

orders, as every tyro in Church History knows, have been as wide

apart from one another in matters of faith as if they belonged to

different communions—wider apart, by a great deal, than the

various branches of the Reformed Church have been from each

other. Innocent III., one of the ablest and shrewdest of the

Popes, he who established the dogma of Transubstantiation and

Auricular Confession, he who hated Magna Charta as well as

John Lackland, he who let slip the blood-hounds upon the unoffend-

ing Albigenses, and, in general, was the highest type of Papal

arrogance and tyranny, was opposed, with a true instinct, to the

multiplication of the monastic orders, which he called (here also

with a true instinct or true insight) "religions."* The Domini-

can and Franciscan orders were as much different "religions" as

the Presbyterian and the Methodist, to say the least. The Pope's

apprehensions were fully justified by the result. Was there ever

a more bitter controversy in the Protestant world that that in the

bosorn of the Papacy between the Jesuits and the Jansehists?

The truth is, the pretension to unity on the part of that system

—

if anything more be meant than unity of government—is of all

the impudent pretensions ever made one of the most baseless and

shameless.

The monks have been equally successful in demonstrating the

hollowness of the pretension to Infallibility. In the famous war

*Acta Concil., Lateran IV., Canon 13. "De novis religionibus pro-

liibitis." Labbe and Cossarfs Cone, XIIL, p. 950.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—15.
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between the Jesuits and the Dominicans, in the sixteenth cen*

tury, about "grace," a vital point of religion and theology—the

Pope refused to decide between the combatants—-a very crafty

stroke of policy in a mere worhily kingdom ; but what shall we

say of it as coining from one who professed to know the divine

will, and to be commissioned to declare it? We owe a debt of

thanks to the mighty e»prit de corps of some of the monastic

orders which proved itself stronger sometimes than the spirit of

the general body to which they belonged; and in virtue of which

they became a breakwater against the despotism of the central

power and a check mutually upon each other.

ARTICLE Vt.

GALILEO GALILEL

One of the darkest cliapters in history is certainly that period

of the mediaeval age, when religious intolerance had come to be

so intense that aberration from any dogmas of the Roman Church

was persecuted with fire and sword. Then did the officers of the

Holy In(|uisition attempt with torture and fagot to force the noblest

men of liberal views back into gloom of a thick darkness.

History relates innumerable examples when free research was

suppressed or crippled in the name of religion, when individu;ils

and whole schools were persecuted to the utmost for scientific

opinion. Only a single link in this long chain of scientific

martyrdoms is the prosecution of Galileo, and this prosecution is

far surpassed by many other cases in the pathos and the romance

of the conflict, in the power and the magnitude of the actors, and

in the striking cruelty of the end.

The hero of this tragedy was not one of those magnanimous

reformatory characters who sacrifice themselves in the service of

a historic idea, who continue their course with unwavering firm-

ness, throwing all obstacles aside, or being themselves shattered

in the collision. Notwithstanding his scientific greatness, from
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the bcf^inning lie manifestg overmuch consideration for the power

which stands in tlie wny of his researches; and when he perceives

at hist tlie impossibility of escaping a conflict, he does not throw

overboard liis too great respect for his opponents, but intimiihited,

endeavors to liide behind ambiguous expressions, and can finally

not avoid (subterfuges availing him no longer) denying his own

convictions in an unbecoming and humiliating manner.

On the other hand, we find on the part of his persecutors all

the malignancy, but not the overwhelming force, the impetuous

pnssion, of the religious fanjitic. Precisely the most influential

among them produce on our minds as we look at them the im-

pression of a slight unsteadiness of principle; they seem to have

lost to a certain degree faith in their own course, the only thing

wliicli might induce us to pardon the intolerance of the fanatic.

Anticipating danger and disgrace, they appear to be endeavoring

to avoid the conflict, if they could only see how to reconcile their

situation with their interest. Irresolution here, irresolution there,

and accordingly failure I On the part of Galileo, undecided

martyrdom; on the part of the Church, undecided victory! Ill

treatment, rough handling, but no personal infliction of cruelty,

no annihilation of the enemy! A protest against scientific con-

victions, but without cutting off" the possibility of maintaining it,

should it be necessary; and soon enough such a course had to

be taken.

Cut, nevertheless, his fate is of great and peculiar interest to

us. Although tlie conflict of which it was the result lacks the

immediate tragic power exercised upon us in other cases of con-

test between historical rivals, the conflicting elements in Galileo's

conduct and that of his foes possess a high interest for the ana-

lytical psychologist, as well as for the historian, who would in-

vestigate those motives which made a bold and consistent advance

equally impossible for the supporters of the new as of the old sys-

tem. The principles, at least, are clearly distinguished, whether

the contesting parties are or are not precisely defined and per-

fectly decided. On one side we see a man of science who never

entertained the idea of revolting]; anjainst his Church, who never

dreamed of denying its authority; on the other side a Pope, who
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is no fanatic, not even sincere in his religous conviction, who

cared no doubt very little whether the earth moved round the

sun or the sun round the earth.

We cannot suppose that either one sought the conflict—the

conflict came of itself Once aroused, there was no other chance

to get rid of it than by the subjugation of one or the other side

—

a subjugation which was enforced first upon the man of science by

the brutal power of the inquisition, but after the lapse of only a few

decades upon the Church by the progress of civilisation.

We see plainly that two diametrically opposite opinions are

maintained. There is a sharp and distinctly defined contrariety,

and this impresses a certain type upon the trial of Galileo, gives

it an importance far surpassing its personal and even its immedi-

ate historical interest. Here is a trial which manifests in a

classical way the eternal contest between scientific investigation

and priestly authority, between independent meditation and sacer-

dotal control, which contest began with the first scientific thouglit,

and can only end with faith in authority itself But this trial

comes ofl^on the same ground on which our intellectual life moves

to-day; we feel ourselves far more interested in it than in the

sentence against Socrates, or in the indictment of Anaxagoras.

The contesting powers are the same who wage the war to-day,

although the direct object of the war may have changed ; and the

question who shall carry off" the palm of victory is not so un-

decided as it was, when Galileo was compelled to forswear before

the judges of the Holy Incjuisition what to-day no Pope and no

inquisition would doubt.

The prosecution of Galileo has lately been made the subject of

investigation by learned historians. As late as 18r)0, Monsignor

Mariiii, custodian of the Vatican documents, published as a

pamphlet, Galileo e llnquiHizlone Ilomana, Memorie Storico-

critiche. Monsieur Henri dc I'Espinois, a French author, pub-

lishe<l in 18G7 as an essny^ Galileo, son Proee^i^sa Condamnation

d apres les Documents hiedifs. Monsieur Berti also had access

to the official records of the santo officio, and has given his views

to the world. Then Dr. Wohlwill, a German, investigated the

celebrated prosecution of Galilei ; but he seems to have never seen
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the documents himself, and only knew them from the transcripts

of the above-named authors. Finally Herr von Gebler, an Aus-

trian, inspected the documents of the 8anto officio in Rome, and

followed Galilei with admirable devotion to all the points in Italy

where this great scientist had lived, taught, and suffered. His

researches are laid down in a very interesting book : Galilee

Qalild und die Ronmehe Curia ^ nach authentiscJten Quellen.

Von Karl von Gebler, Stitttyart, 1S76. About a 3'ear ago the

death of Herr von Gebler was announced. He died a very able

and highly promising man of not quite twenty-five years of age.

Galileo's life occurred at a period when the liberal progressive

movement which had taken possession of the noblest spirits in

Italy in the first part of the sixteenth century, had already given

way to a decided reaction. The 18fh February, 1564, gave him

birtli, the same' day which deprived Florence of her greatest

artist, Michael. Angelo. The In(juisition and the Jesuits had

eradicated everything which resembled ecclesiastic reform, and

the Council of Trent had crowned the work, carefully guarding

the Roman Catholic world against alj temptations of heresy, in-

augurating, however, many improvements compared with the

former centuries, although they did not involve actual reforms.

The Papacy and its hierarchy began to settle down comfortably

again, and while the worst abuses Avcre abolished, those antago-

nists were never lost sight of who menaced the power of the Pope.

The struggle for the subjugation of the apostate churches was

carried on at the frontiers both with force and intrigue, and in

the interior the fagots of Giordano Bruno and Banini demon-

strated what awaited any one who might be bold enough to bring

his own opinion into opposition with the dogmas of the Church,

his own will into variance with the dictations of the hierarchy.

Many fell victiips to the inquisition; still greater and niore in-

jurious to the intellectual life of the nations was the number of

thoso who fell victims to the educational system of the Jesuits.

This order endeavored, with increasing success in all Roman
Catholic countries, to mould thought and energy into a shape

suitable to the hierarchy of Rome. Especially the leading mem-
bers of society were influenced in order to press the very reform

!f A
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element into the service of the anti-reformation, to compel both

the people and the governments to yield to servitude. Hence

they arrived soon enough at tlie point where no theology nor even

piiilosophy could be taught if it deviated from the mediaeval au-

thorities, or failed of the sacerdotal approbation; at the point

where all scientific and historic investigation "were zealously

scrutinised. Nevertheless, theChundi could not afford to neglect

true science, or at least a pretended science, because, on the one

hand, its indispensablencss was too evident ; and on the other hand,

because the* dignitaries of the Church took too much interest

themselves in scientific researches. Therefore, while the Church

did not approve of free investigations, a fully decided opposition,

according to the adopted principles of the Church, was impossible.

On the part of the men of science, however, no one felt at liberty

to act independently of the Church.

This state of affairs must be taken into consideration if we

endeavor to understand the relations between Galileo and the

Church in his time. Although his scientific conception of the

universe was in open opposition to the dogmas of the Church,

strength was developed reluctantly on both sides. He was already

a man of reputation when he received the professorship at I'isa,

where he established the laws of gravity, by wiiich invaluable

service was rendered to science. When professor at Padua,

in 1597,'he was perfectly convinced of the theory of Copernicus,

as he confesses in a letter to the German astronomer Kepler;

but this theory was at that time rejected and ridiculed not only

by theologians, but-also by men of science, who believed in the

authority of Aristotle and Ptolemy not less fully than theologians

in the Bible. Galileo had not enough bravery to stand the

ri(iicule of the masses. It does not appear that danger could

have been apprehended at that period from the ecclesiastic au-

thorities, considering that the work of Copernicus was favorably

received by Pope Paul III., and had now been for fifty years in cir-

culation. Galileo, however, seems to have been of timid cdiaracter,

and, therefore, over-sensitive to the prejudices of the time.

All his precautions, however, could not save him from the

final conflict. In the year 1605, he observed the sudden
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anpefirance and disappearance of a fixed star, and roused the

dissatisfaction of tlie followers of Aristotle by disputing the abso-

lute invariability of the skies, and the absolute contrast between

the celestial and the terrestial Avorld, which was just as nmch

un axiom to the Aristotelian philosophy as to the do;i;nia of the

Clnireh. When the optician, Jan Lippershey, of Mi<ldelburg,

invented the telescope, he heard of it, constructed one and

materially improved it, and made a series of observations of high

importance. lie analysed tiie galaxy, the surface of the moon,

ohservcd a multitu le of new stars, and discovered the satellites

of Jupiter in 1610. In the same year he observed the ring of

ISaturn, which appeared, with the imperfect tdescope, in the shape

of two appended stars. Furthermore, there occurs this year, ao

rich in new discoveries, the observation of the variable shape of

Venus, and of the spots on the surface of the sun, from which

discovery our astronomer was led to deduce the rotation of this

celestial body.

It is not surprising that these new discoveries, so rapidly fol-

lowing each other, roused the envy and the passionate opposition

of tliose whose reputation was at stake, when doubts arose against

what had been so long considered an indisputable fact. And

this Avns exactly the moment when Galileo left the service of the

Republic of Venice, Avhich probably would not have refused to

guard him against the persecution of the Church. He followed

a call of his former pupil, the Grand Duke Cosmos II., of 'I'uscany.

In the fall of 1610 he left Padua and accepted the situation of

first professor of mathematics ut Pisa, and of first philosopher to

the grand duke at Florence. But this splendid position proved

to be a dangerous one for him, because the Jesuits had much in-

fluence in Florence, even during the life of Cosmos, and this

influence increased after his death. The enemies of the great

astronomer did not, however, succeed at once in setting the eccle-

siastic courts against him, and only at a distance the clouds

darkened more and more.

When Galileo went to Rome, at the expense of his prince,

hoping to remove the prejudices against himself at the religious

centre, he was received with the greatest respect and with dis-
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tinguished honors, The learned colleges, who were consulted by

the celebrated Cardinal Bellarmin as to his astronomical discov-

eries, unanimously pronounced in his favor. But at the same

time the Holy Office watched him carefully, and the F*evipatetic

school of philosophy did not refrain from asserting the irre-

concilability of his doctrine with the Bible and the teachings of

the Church. But yet in 1613, when Galileo, in a pamphlet against

the Jesuit Scheiner concerning the sun-spots, openly declared

himself in favor of the system of Copernicus, cardinals and high

papal dignitaries not only took no offence, but some of them ex-

pressly testified their harmony with hia doctrine.

The first impulse to an inijuest hy the authorities was given by

Galileo himself in a letter to his pupil and friend. Father Castelli,

of which the fanatic dowaijer Grand Duchess had heard. In order

to defend Galileo, Castelli published another letter of Galileo, ex-

plaining his views; but his enemies found poison in it, and the

Dominican Caccini preached a furious sermon against Galileo,

and another Dominican, Lorini, sent Galileo'^ letter, accompanied

by a formal letter of denunciation, to the Floly Office. This

time the danger was once more averted; the sermon of Caccini

was totally silenced, and Lorini intermixed v^o many evident false-

hoods in his denunciations, that the inquisitors dropped the in-

quest, and Galileo's friends in high position did not receive any

knowledge of it. Our philosopher, however, did not think he

could keep silent, and published a pamphlet, demonstrating that

he had not the slightest intention of attacking the authority of

the Church, but that it would be in the interest of the Church

itself not to veto undeniable facts and loijical conclusions follo\vin<]r

from them. He declared his readiness to accept the decision of

his superiors in affairs of religion, in regard to the system of

Copernicus, but it was evident tliat he adhered nevertheless to

this system. He also aggravated his position by construing cer-

tain words in the -Bible in a way different fro.n the current con-

struction of the Church, saying the Pope had the undoubted power

to approve or condemn the laws of nature, but no man could cause

them to be true or untrue.

Galileo did not conceal from himself the fact, that his enemies
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had not acquiesced in his answer; and in order to counteract their

intrigues, he proceeded to Rome again of his own accord—not

summoned, as has been stated. He succeeded only partially.

The authority of the Church was at stake, the scientific truth

was not taken into consideration at all. The suspicions of the

ecclesiastical authorities were increased by every new step he

took in advancing and establishing^tho scientific truth, and on

Februnry 24th, 161G, the Papal theologians published the follow-

inii deliverance: *'The doctrine of the sun being the centre and

imiriovable is not only a foolish and absurd one, it is also formal

heresy, and stands in direct opposition to many sentences in the

Holy Scriptures. The doctrine of the earth being not the centre

of the universe, and moving round the sun as well, as revolving

round its axis, is, in a scientific sense, just as absurd, and is at

least an error of faith."

In consequence thereof. Cardinal Bellarmin was ordered to

admonish Galileo that he should give up his convictions. In case

he should refuse to do so, he must be notified that he was ordered

on pain of imprisonment not to teach nor to defend his doctrine,

nor to make it the subject of public discussion. At the same

time the. work of Copernicus, which had so long a free circulation,

was prohibited.

Thus the Holy See had taken position in the great astronomi-

cal contest of the century:' the motion of the earth round the

sun was declared a formal heresy, and a Roman Catholic Chris-

tian could neither believe nor defend it. Perhaps some of the

adherents of the new doctrine might have yet been able by artifice

and subterfuge to circumvent the letter of this demand, but this

could only last as long as the Church would ignore such a course.

Olalileo himself remained in Rome unmolested for several months,

but his scientific life was poisoned, an^ any'attempt to*throw off

those shackles would have brought him serious difficuliies.

When we see how submissively he acknowledges the higher

judgment of his clerical superiors in a pamphlet on Ebb and Flood,

published by him immediately after his return from Rome, stating

they had demonstrated to him how jerroneous the doctrine of

Copernicus was;-when we see l»ow he (treated his convictions like
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a dream from which he was awakened by the voice of the heavens,

we are not so much surprised by his abjuration afterwar<i8; but

we hardly know whether we are more disgusted by this un-

worthy renunciation from the mouth of so eminent a philosoplier,

or by the iron despotism by which he was forced to abjure.

In 1624 he arrived again in Rome, was again received with

tlio highest distinction, even by the new Pope Urban VIII., wlio

in a letter to the Grand Duke of Tuscany could not praise his

piety high enough. If Gsilileo hoped, however, to see the decrees

of the year 1616 revoked, fie was greatly mistaken. lie evi-

dently supposed, since he was not permitted to maintain the

system of Copernicus as a truth, no one would interfere if he

would offer it to the world in the shape of a hypothesis, as long

as he would leave the last decision to the authorities of the

Church; and since, from all he could learn, the sentiment in high

places continued to be favorable to him, he ventured at last to break

the imposed silence by publishing his celebrated ''Dialogues on

the two most important Astronomical Systems." In this work he

treated explicitly both systems, and brought all the achievements

of his long and careful investigations to hear upon the question,

thus producing a work of overwhelming power.

Galileo had done everything in his power to attain his object

without violating the inhibition of the Cluirch, and covering his re-

treat before the clerical authorities. He had written his book in the

form of a dialogue, in which both parties developed and maintained

their respective ideas, without giving a final decision. He as-

serted in the most particular and positive way that nothing could

have caused his drawing up of the dialogue but the intention to

refute the reproach that the Holy See had given its former de-

cision without understanding the question properly. lie readily

admitted- that his opinion might onl\^ be a vain idle supposition.

He declared, with a resignation which could not possibly be honest,

that the final decision was not to be expected from mathematics,

nor from natural philosophy, but only from one eminently high

intellect, meaning of course the Pope. He submitted without

remonstrance to all and every change and addition the clerical

censors proposed. But the whole arrangement an<l the whole
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tenor of the book could only make the irapression thaHt was a most

effective plea for the system of Copernicus, and this effect was so

much more dangerous, siiice the book was written in a style so

bright and clear that every intelligent man must have been con-

vinced by it of the correctness of the new system. Can we be

surprised that the enemies of our astronomer eagerly seized the

opportunity to accuse him of flagrant violation of the prohibition

of 1616?

All kinds of difficulties and obstacles had been thrown in his

way when he sought permission to have the Dialogue printe<l
;

and after having submitted patiently to every condition, he was

yet reproached with iiaving violated these conditions. The effect

of the publication was overpowering, but not less intense was the

consternation and irritation on the other side ; and the Jesuits,

who induced the prosecution, went to work with the greatest

energy, and showed their hand clearly in the manner in which

the prosecution was carried on. Not satisfied with the accusation

against the intrinsic contents of the Dialogues, the vain, and against

all personal insults irreconcilable. Pope was made to believe, that

by one of the characters in the Dialogues, Simplicius, to whom
the disadvantageous task was given to defend the old systetn

unsuccessfully—that by this character the Pope himself was

meant. But still worse was it, that in order to support the new

accusation against Galileo, the records of the proceedings of 1616

were falsified ; to wit, there is a paper among the records stating

that after Cardinal Bellarrain had admonished Galileo, as men-

tioned above, the Commissioner-General of the Inquisition had

ordered him in the name of the Pope not to defend nor to teach

the new doctrine in any way, verbally or in writing, and that

Galileo had promised to obey this order.

In the new proceedings of 1633 upon this paper new accu-

sations were founded, stating that Galileo had violated a formal

promise given to the authorities, and had concealed the former

prohibition in order fraudulently to obtain from them permission

tor publication.

This suspicious paper is defective even in its external appear-

ance, bears no signature, nor any other sign of official character,
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and was never produced to the defendant. Furthermore, it is in

positive conflict with tlie other evidently genuine records of the

Holy Office and with the declaration of Bellarmin, who ex-

pressly stated that Galileo was prohibited to teach the new theory

but not to discourse upon it as an astronomical hypotliesis. It is

further impossible that tlie paper should never have been men-

tioned by so many persons who were connected with the proceed-

ings. These and other reasons too numerous to mention here,

first induced Dr. Emil Wohlwill, as far back as 1870, to pro-

nounce the document to be falsified, and Ilerr von Gebler subse-

quently confirmed this opinion.

Six months after the publication of the Dialoojues, the Pope

appointed a commission to investigate the work ; and the above

mentioned paper, only now discovered, formed the principal docu-

ment for the indictment. Galileo was summoned before the Holy

Office in Rome by the Inquisitor at Florerjce, notwithstanding

the ea<Ter inCercession of the Grand Duke of Tuscany and his

ambassador. Sick and broken down, Galileo, now sixty-nine

years old, endeavored in vain to have the trial postponed, or to

have it take place at Florence. The efforts of his sovereign made

as little impression as his own supplications, and to avoid force

he set out for Rome on the 20th of January, 1683.

In Rome he was treated with clemency unknown to a prisoner

of the Inquisition. He was only twice, altogether for seventeen

days, imprisoned in the Palace of the Holy Office in rather

comfortable quarters. The rest of his time he spent in the house

of the Florentine ambassador, and the common belief that torture

was applied to him is to be reduced to the fact that lie was ordered

to t{dl the truth under pain df torture. The final result, however,

of his trial was hereby not influenced.

Galileo intended at first to defend his opinion with scientific

reasoning; but the Florentine ambassador, who during the whole

period showed him the most untiring -md friendly "attentions, ad-

vised him most decidedly to drop this idea, and he was so per-

fectly exhausted that he gave up every thought of resistance, and

based his whole defence only on the endeavor to impress his

judges favorably by his humility, and to persuade them that
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he never intended to publish the new theory otherwise than as a

mere hypothesis. He went even so far as to profess, that,

thoiK^h he had formerly considered the system of Copernicus as

admissible as that of Ptolemy, withoutdecidingforoneor the other,

now that since the wisdom of the clerical authorities had decidedly

pron(Minced which was true, he was perfectly sure and cer-

tain and had no more doubts. Also in his Dialogues, he con-

fessed further that he had only striven to demonstrate the incor-

rectness of the new system ; but that now, however, he had found

out how imperfectly he had succeeded in doing so, and proposed,

in a continuation of the Dialogues, to pursue this end, and to

demonstrate in the most impressive terms how fallible the new

theorv was. ,

,

These untruths were too palpable to do him any good. On the

22(1 of June, 1033, the sentence was published to him in the

church Santa Maria sop'a Minerva, in the same church which

was adorned with the celebrated Christ of his countryman, Michael

Arigelo, in presence of a great many dignitaries. The sentence

read as follows: Galileo had made himself worthy of being sus-

pected of heresy by his defence of the theory of Copernicus, but

the other fines would be remitted, provided he would sincerely

forswear and abjure his other errors. Not only was his book

prohibited; he was also condemned to be imprisoned at the dis-

cretion of the Holy Office, and ha<l once a week for three years

to rceite the seven penitential psalms.

The sentence was immediately followed by the execution.

Directly after the publication Galileo had not only to confess on

his knees that he had broken an interdiction which had never

been made known to him, but had also to abjure and to condemn

the erroneous doctrine of the motion of the earth, and to promise

he would denounce every one to the Inquisition who might be

tainted with the same error and hercsv.

After this moral suicide the imprisonment was moderated. He
was first confined in the Villa of the Grand Duke of Tuscany at

Trinita dci Monti wc^v Rome; then in the Falaco of his friend

the Archbishop Piccolomini at Siena; and after the latter part of

1<)B'), in the Villa of Arcetri near Florence. Here this untiring
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spirit of undestroyable elast ieity enricliod science with his last groat

works, but nevertheless he was a prisoner of the Inquisitioji, and

his petition to get pennission for his removal to Florence, in order

to have medical advice nearer at hand, was refuse<l to the sick old

man in the harshest manner. All intercessions for his final pardon

were in vain, and not before February, 1(338, when he was per-

fectly blind and in miserable health—he suffered with doiihle

hernia—was he permitted to move to his house in Florence, but

with the warning that he was to bo imprisoned for life and excom-

municated should he take a walk in the city or speak to anybotly

about the double movement of the earth. Towards the end of

the year he returned to Arcetri, and lived there three vears

more. He died January the 8th, 10-1:2, the same year in which

Newton was born.

liut even when dead he was not liberated from the clutches

that had taken hold of him when alive. Only privately could he

be buried ; no monument marked his grave; not before IT^JT could

his last wish, to rest in the church of Santa Croce in Florence,

be fulfilled; not until then could a monument be erected m his

honor near that of Michael Angelo and Machiavelli.

When the remains of Galileo thus were at rest, the victory of

the system for which he had struggled and suffered was estab-

lished beyond doubt. The ecclesiastical authority itself, which had

condemned it in the person of the Florentine man of science one

hundred years before, abandoned all resistance after having ac-

knowledged its absolute uselessness, although the conclusion to

revoke the decree of the 24th of February or the r)th of M.noli,

1610, was not arrived at before 1757, and the works of Coperni-

cus, Galileo, and Kepler, were not taken off the Index of Prohib-

ited Books before 1835.

It must have been sickening for the Pope and the whole Church

to change opinions in a matter to which they had attributed so

much importance. The effort has been made to make only tlie

theologians of the Holy See responsible for the maintenance of a

system which had to be abandoned afterwards. But this had
ft'

been done under the auspices and authority of two sovereign

Popes, Paul V. and Urban VIII. It is plain, further, the

.~ii%
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Churcli upheld its opinion until it found it could do so no longer.

Giilileo, however, whs of the opinion that the system of Copernicus

could easily be brought into accordance with the Scriptures, and

believed he could be a good Christian if he only could find a corn-

proiriise. But a compromise was impossible, not only because the

dignitaries of the Church had declared against it, but also because

tlK" riiurch had at all tinies defended its right of construing the

Scriptures as One of its most inalienable privileges, The en-

deavor of the man of science to explain everything io the universe

from riaturnl causes is just the contrary to that arbitrary caprice by

wliifli the religious imagination sometinnes takes even the most

iricrcdihle things to be actually existing, for the reason that for

divine omnipotence nothing is impossible. To us it sounds in-

credibly weak when Pope Urban VIIL, discussing the theory of

Galileo on Ebb and Flood with Cardinal Barberini, exclaimed

:

"{](,(] is ofnnipotont; he can produce the same effect by many

other means." It must have cost Galileo n good deal of self-

denial to treat this childish whim in his Dialocriies with the highest

respect and greatest serenity as an admirat)le and "really celestial

arginnent [these were his words] offered by an eminent and learned

personage." Undoubted!}' the part played by Galileo in this

drama is disappointing. There is not a particle of what we expect

from a martyr: nothing of the enthusiasm which forgets itself in

the struggle; nothing of the scorn that challenges fate and does

not shrink an inch before the power of the enemy. At the very

bc'Miinini; of the trial he abanflonsall thought of maintaining his

convictions ; he delivers himself into the hands of a power against

which he utterly fails. His only weapon is humility, his only

endeavor not to irritate the judges; in silent resignation he sub-

mits to everything, even to the most unworthy treatment. Even hi^

celchiated words, I] pur ni rtntove, "and still it moves," he never

uttered; the anecdote is invented, and not even well invented. His-

tory shows us the unfortunate philosopher after the disgraceful ab-

juration too much reduced and broken to leave him firmness enough

for tfiis pathetic protest, so ill applied after the renunciation,

l)iit before we condemn the unfortunate old man, let us see

what induced him to this action.

1.^
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The disposition for scientific investigation was undoubtedly

stronger in him than moral courage; his bright Intellect was

not accompanied by an equally strong character. He can in this

respect be be compared with his equally celebrated English con-

temporary, Lord Bacon of Veruhim. In the same manner that he

was ruined by his relation to a despotic and corrupt government,

Galileo was ruined by his relation to the Roman Catholic Church.

And likewise, as Bacon was not so much corrupted thi'ough ex-

ternal powers, but because he could never arrive at the full de-

velopment of his spiritual liberty, Galileo did not fall because he

was not a good, but because he was too good, a Roman Catholic;

or to speak more plainly, because the relations of a man of science

to the Roman Church did not become clarified in him. If he could

have clearly seen from the beginning that his scientific convictions

would force him into conflict with his Church, he would liave

seen three roads clearly before him—three roads, of which either

would at least have been a straight one: 1. He could have con-

tented himself with the announcement of discoveries without

carrying out the consequences for the system of Copernicus; 2.

He could have turned his back upon a Church which had no

room for his scientific convictions— but then he must also leave

his country forever; 3. He could have taken up the gauntlet

—

but herewith he had to expect the worst, if he did not remain in

Padua, where he might have been protected by the Republic of

Venice. He was constantly under the delusion that the

authorities of the Church might be won to the truth at last, and

in this delusion he made constantly new efforts to gain vindica-

tion for his opinions, while he feared the conflict with the Church

so much, and endeavored assiduously to avoid it by subterfuges

and unworthv tricks. When all this no longer sufficed, and

there was placed before him the alternative of unconditional sur-

render or martyrdom, he succumbed. But he fell for one reason

only: because the Church, now victorious, had not permitted his

character to develop independently, had broken the elasticity of

his spirit from childhood. Theo. Schi'tmann.
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ARTICLE VH.
* 'i}^

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1880.

We have no hesitation in saying that the Assembly of 1880

has deserved well of the Church. In the excellent qualities of

patience, g(Jod temper, and conservatism, it was surpassed by

none of its predecessors whose sessions we have had opportunity to

witness. The choleric brother seems to have staid at home, where

his virtues doubtless shine more tocdificiition than in our Church

parliaments. There was no choking down debate, no application

of "gng law," and every one "who had the right to speak was

heard, in some instances at a considerable cost of time and com-

fort. Much of the good work done by the Assembly was due

largely to the efficiency of the Standing Committees. The Mod-

erator was for the most part fortunate in his lists, and the As-

sembly very wise in giving ample time for them to prepare their

reports thoroughly. For several days the house receded from its

regular business at 2 p. m., that the committees might have the

afternoons and evenings for work. The seeming inaction of the

earlier sessions began after a while to excite the fears of some.

Allusions were occasionally made, half playful, half earnest, to

the charms of Charlestonian hospitality and the soothing effects

of our excellent dirmers. But to the experienced, tliis delay

augured well for the harmony of the body and the ultimate dis-

patch of business. The Moderator filled his place ably and

gracefully; and if embarrassed by any consciousness of the want

of complete familiarity with the Assen)bly's methods of procedure,

as he modestly intimated upon taking his seat, his uniform cour-

tesy and tact answered very well instead of experience.

•>

WORK OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES.

Each of these committees reports some improvement on the

last year's showing. The country is slowly rising from the pros-

tration wdiich culminated in the "panic" of 1873, and Church

finances feel the bouyant movement of the returning tide.

Whether much more than this can be claimed, may perhaps be
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doubted. We are inclined to the opinion that our present sys-

tem has about attained its development, and will henceforth only

grow as the Church expands. This surmise seems to be sustained

by a reference to older Churches having substantially the same

modes of work.

The Executive Committee of Education at Memphis reports a

gain over last year's income of $954.69. And when due allow-

ance is made for the marked reduction in the running expenses,

by scaling down the Secretary's salary from $1,500 to $600, it

is gratifying to observe that a similar success for the current year

will yield nearly $2,000 additional net dividends for our candi-

dates, who sorely need it. The Secretary was enabled to state

on the floor that funds are now in hand to liquidate the last rem-

nant of the burdensome debt bequeathed to the present Committee

by its predecessor at Richmond. Ninety-five names of candi-

dates from forty Presbyteries were placed on the Committee's list;

but of these eighty-seven only received aid, and one of them

proving unworthy was stricken off.

This item naturally su^jfjests one of the chief obstacles to our

satisfactory solution of the problem of Beneficiary Education—
the sinful carelessness of Presbyteries in taking up youths as

can<lidates into whose antecedents no proper scrutiny is made.

For this there is no remedy outside of the Presbytery. The

Executive Committee has no discretion, but must in all cases

receive candidates when officially recommended. Our r)Ook

seems to require this control to be vested absolutely in the Pres-

bytery. And this is pleaded very forcibly as an argnmenr for

requiring Presbyteries to raise, except in extraordinary cases.

the funds for their own candidates. The arixuinent is that in

general men will be more careful in drawing on their domestic

treasury than upon one a thousand miles oft". Human nature

seems to move along some such line as this. An illustration in

point was repeated to us within the past few days by an original

witness: Young Mr. -^ appeared before the Presbytery of

to be received as a candidate and placed on the beneficiary fund.

He was wearing the well known dress of n certain school, the

principal of which, a Presbyterian, was present, though not a
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member of the court. It was tHken for granted that all was just

as it should be. The usual questions were propounded as to his

motives, etc., and the young man was received, sixty dollars

being voted to him. The facts were that the youtli was no longer

a pupil in school; he was notoriously lazy, extravagant,

and addicted to lying ! Of the money ho received, five dollars

was promptly paid over in advance to the barber who was to shave

the prospective whiskers and apply pomade to the ambrosial locks

of our candidate. And after he had, like a certain gay youth of

Scripture, "spent all," he dropped out of ranks, and is probably

doing service now as the "Beau Brummel" of his rustic neigh-

borhood !
,

. ,

The proposal made by four Presbyteries to have this Com-

mittee placed in Nashville created some discussion which verged

closely upon personal feeling. The decisive rejection of the pro-

posal was based, we think, upon two solid reasons: (1) The zeal,

fidelity, and economy of the present Committee, the objection

tliat Memphis is liable to epidemics not having been shown to

work any real injury to Education; (2) the belief which created

a good deal of comment outside of the house that too much of the

advocacy employed was moved by personal considerations.

The Report on Foreign Missions exhibits two favorable

features: (1) an increaseoverlast year of $2,251.23; and (2) bet-

ter still, a larger number of hopeful conversions than ever before

presented. Of the $48,485.98 of receipts, the large proportion of

$10,0--j1.36 was given by "Ladies' Associations." Wo may be

in error—we shall certainly seem ungracious in the exception

—

but candor requires us to say that we do not approve of this plan

of raising funds. We know the guards which our belovjd and

venerable Secretary has sought to interpose. But to our poor

mind the logical outcome of it all is just the "Women's Boards,'"

and the "L. 0. T. U.," etc., which figure so largely in higher

latitudes. Better wait on the clearly revealed methods, we think.

Better abide by "the pattern showed in the mount'" than set

schemes in motion whose remote consequences we cannot control.

Let the Lord's work be done in the Lord's well-known way. We
are responsible only so far as this. Of the disturbances and un-
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happy divisions in tlie Cnnipinas Mission little is known outside

of the Committee. This is right. Judicial inquiry instituted in

Presbytery is the only way to take up sueli matters; \ve cannot

say whether or not this is necessary. From all that we can learn,

Mr. Mortons withdrawal, whetlier right or Avrong, and his estab-

lishin<r a school onlv thirty miles distant from Campinas Iiisti-

tute, has inflicted great injury on the Mission. Tlie Committee

at Baltimore are wise and good men. We can only unite with

them in the prayer that God will overrule it all for good.

The fourteenth annual Heport on Home Missions presents, in

a clear and lucid shape, many items thtit deserve careful considera-

tion by our presbyters. Progress is announce*! in each of the

several departments of the work. A total gain of $6,274.r8 is

reported over last year. About eighty-five per cent, of our min-

isters wdio devote their whole time to the work arc reported as

receivitig a maintenance termed ''ade<juate," wlien measured by

local standards. The ''Invaliil Fund" does not receive that re-

sponse from the churches that one would naturally expect for a

cause which so tenderly and peculiarly appeals to the Christian

heart. Appropriations have been painfully inade(|uate, and yet

a deficiency of nearly $2,000 existed on March 31st.

'JMie debate on the motion to remove Home Missions to St.

Louis exciied the interest of the body. As is well known to

many, when the Committee on Forei'm Mission^s was sent to

Baltimore in 1875 by the St. Louis Assembly, that on Home
Missions was expressly retniiied in Columbia, S. C. But ncai' to

the end of the sessions of that Assembly, it was declared to be

necessary on account of certain financial coinplications in the

Treasurer's office, that Homo Missions should bo sent also.

Many members had ixone home, the body was thorouiilily weary

with heat and work. l)ut, chiefly through the personal influence

of Dr. Robinson, (as we remember it,) a i-econsidcration was had,

and Home Missions was sent to Baltimo\-e by a mere majority in

a yery small vote. \t was done avowedly as a temporary meas-

ure, and to satisfy the mind of the Treasurer. When this sud-

denly discovered emergency should be past, the Home Missions

should be sent to St. Louis or some other point. We favored the
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removal at CharlestoTi because we deprecate the concentration of

80 much power and patronage in the north-eastern corner of our

territory. Our bretliren there arc as worthy of our love and

confidence as any in the world, but they are 07ihj nien—men of

like passions with us. The effects of centralisation are not con-

fined to conscious efforts after power. We had other reasons,

too, Avhich need not now be named. The removal was resisted,

(1) On the ground of letting "well enough alone"; (2) Removal

involving increased expense; (3) Dr. Mcllwaine's assistance

being necessary to the senior Secretary. The Assembly seemed

very evenly divided. Our opinion is that the motion would have

pi'cvailed but for an impression made by casual remarks inter-

posed by Dr. Wilson, that he was opposed to the removal. This

Wiis probably not intended, but we know that votes were decided

by that belief.

Dr. Ilazen's Report on Publication gave us great pleasure.

The great ''floating" debt has been reduced to .^10,870, with as-

sets available to bring it down to ^9,000. The excellent Secre-

tai-y has the thanks of all the Church for his energy and skill in

their service. The condition of our affairs Avas enough to appal

a stout heart, lie has taken us out of the vain effoi't to compete

against the immense business capital invested by the publishing

houses of the countrv. We can now avail ourselves of the world's
ft-'

tnarket in purcliasin<j; for our missionary operations. The rccom-

iriciidation of the Church will generally secure the publication of

any b'>ok. We are getting some returns on our costly invest-

ineiits in the shape of ''roval ties." Our Sundav-school Lessons,

iii'e, we believe, iiivinii: deserved satisfaction. One thinjx only we

reurctted to see [iressed by the Committee—the i'e[)eal of the

order of a former Assembly that the 'vPublishing House," which

ouLiht never to have been boui.dit, an<l still has a separate debt of

more t!-;an $30,000 hanging over it, we believe, be sold with all

the despatch that the interests of the Church will allow. The

Committee at Richmond and its Secretary know what a burden

that indebtedness is to many in the Church, 'fhey Avill not re*

ceive all the contributions they need until this matter is settled.

We hope the delay will not be protracted.
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RETRENCHMENT AND REFORM. ,.

The Committee of Nine appointed at the last Assembly to

make a full report on this subject have shown commendable dili-

gence, and we were glad that the result of their labors is ordered

to be furnished in the Appendix of the Assembly's Minutes.

The matter has exercised the thoughts of many for 3'ears. Op-

portunity is now offered to examine and compare opposing views,

that all may be thoroughly informed who are willing to take the

slight trouble.

The Committee presented majority and .minority reports, the

former signed, with one slight exception, by seven, and the latter

by two members of the Committee, Dr. Lane naming several

points in which he was not prepared to agree with Mr. Martin.

The majority report advocates the present mode of condacting

our work by five Executive Committees. They give as their

reasons, (1) The concurrent Presbyterian practice in this country

based upon a century of successful experience; (2) The demands

of each branch of our work indicating a separate agency for each
;

(3) Our secretaries, not merely financial agents, but "watchmen

on the walls" to care for and advocate this or that branch of

work; (4) Salaries not extravagant, being about the same paid

by Southern bodies and from $500 to ^1,000 less than those

allowed in the North. These are confesse<lly weighty considera-

tions, and express the mind of a majority in the Church.

The minority report, drafted by Mr. Martin, may be expressed

in six points, which we insert from a newspaper report:

"1. Appoint one treasurer, a deacon (not minister), a bonded offi-

cer, a thorou<^h businens man, to hold all tiic contributions of our

churches.

''2. Abolish all paid secretaries, and commit the f^eneral control of

each department to its Executive (^oinmittoe.

''3. Diminish the machinery by reinandini>; the educating of candidates

to the Presbyteries, requirinij; each Presbytery to mana<2;c its own funds,

and callinji; on them to send a percentage or surplus to a central com-

mittee.

"4. Manage Home Missions in a similar manner. In the Foreign Mis-

sion department, unite the Missionary and Earnest Worker. Tn Pnblic-'i-

tion, engaore editors instead of psiying a secretary.

\
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"f). Abolish the Tuskaloosa Institute, and let colored candidates be

trained by their own pastors. -
•

"G, Make the Assembly ineetincrg triennial instead of annual."
t.

This programme is too extensive and the proposed changes too

radical for our conservative Presbyterian Church, But our

brother has no doubt been moved by loyal devotion to the Church

and to her Lord. On the floor of Assemblies he has proved him-

self an accomplished presbyter, in debate as keen as he is cour-

teous. Personalities have not been permitted to mar his argu-

ments. Fie asks nothing for himself but to labor as a self-denying

missionary in the mountains of North Carolina.

We agree with Dr. Lane in wishing to retain the Tuskaloosa

Institute. It lias not as yet accomplished what the Church de-

signed. But our circumstances are exceptional. Our relations

to the negroes and the problem of their future destiny suggests

special eflf'orts on their behalf. Fifteen hundred dollars is not

an extravagant sum to spend in training, even partially, thirteen

colored men to labor in the great field that lies around our very

doors. And if only five of them happen to be Pi-esbyterians, we

may indulge the hope that all are the Lord's. The whole ques-

tion of our relations to this people calls for prayerful considera-

tion, if not for humiliation. Obstacles are doubtless in our way

—

the •j-reatcr facilities allowed bv other creeds and forms of wor-

ship to ignorant, excitable, half-civilised people, as well as influ-

ences of ij sociiil and political nature. But we cannot afford to

allow strangers, if not enemies, to gain the gratitude and confi-

dence of our foinier bondmen. Strangers do ngt comprehend

them. They do not really feel for them as we ought to feel and

do feel for tliem. Let us be found ready and waiting to enter

the door when it pleases the Lord to open it. The time may be

at li;in(l. The Presbvterianisni of Paul is suited to all branches

of oiii" fallen race. Human devices may conform to passing

phases and fancies. God's plan is for all men and for all time.

Upon some other matters connected with these reports on Re-

trenchment and Reform we venture a, few suggestions :

1. Firsts as regar<ls the century of Presbyterian experience.

Are our brethren so sure after all that this demonstrates the gen-

I,-

J{J
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eral success of our present plan? We confess that our observa-

tion, not very extensive it is true, does not accord with their

views. Our information shows that debt and frequently serious

contentions mark the history of this system. The delegate of

the Reformed (Dutch) Church, to whose operations special atten-

tion is called by way of precedent in the majority report, told us

at Ciiarleston that his Church is now in debt to the amount of

some ^110,000. This certainly is not very encouraging. Read-

ers of their organ (the Christian Intelligencer) liave long ago

discovered that they have not been sailing over untroubled seas.

2. Secondly^ the majority suggest that our present system is

fundamentally the same as the old system of Boards. This cer-

tainly is not a correct statement. Dr. Thornwell's great o!)jec-

tion to the Boards in his speech at Rochester was that they were

coordinate bodies unlawfully appointed by the Church to do the

work God had appointed her to do. The Board was an organi-tm

and not an organ. It was a complete body to which the General

Assembly had intrusted a department of the work committed to

itself. It was a complete whole; all the parts of a separate, self-

actinn; or;*;ar»isation belono;ed to it. It had head, bodv, limbs,

hands, tongue. It had a President for its head with a body of

perhaps one hundred members scattered over the land, who could

never come together to attend to their duty. It had an Execu-

tive Committee for its hands. And at Rochester they were pro-

posing, by appointing a "travelling" Secretary, to give it feet to

travel over all the Church. Now wherein (siid Dr. Thornwcll)

docs this body, so organised and equipped, differ from a church

court. It was no mere organ. It was as completely a moral

person, with rights and powers to all intents and purposes,

thorough and <lefinite, as any court in the Presbyterian Church.

It stood up alongside of the General Asscmhly itself, as fully

organised, as completely officered, and even more perpetual in its

existence, so far as regarded its component members. Who gave

you the power (said Dr. TliornwcU) to make such cofirdinate

courts? Who authorised you to appoint vicars of the Assembly

to act in the Assemhlij's flace ? The opposite to all this for which

Dr. Thornwcll contended, was the direct action of the Church
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and its General Assembly. He wanted the Assembly to act

immediately through its own Executive Committees. The Board

he held was a missionary society beyond the Church, outside of

the Church, a distinct organism, and the Executive Committee

under that plan was not the hand of the Assembly, but the. hand

of this outside society, and reported to it. He wanted an Execu-

tive Committee which should be the hand of the Assembly and

directly responsible to the Assembly.

Now the Assembly at Rochester, the last where Northern and

Southern commissioners met, rejected Dr. Thornwell's views by

an overwhelming vote. But in this debate, as in so many others,

the real victors were the overwhelmed minority. For after the

separation of the South, when the union of elements which now

constitute the Northern body took place, the organic changes

urged by Dr. Thornwell were substantially adopted in the con-

stitution of their new Boards. They still use the name Boards;

but if we are not altogether mistaken, their Boards are the same

as our Executive Committees, consisting of twelve or fifteen mem-

bers, attending themselves directly to the business committed to

them and reporting directly to the Assembly and not to any in-

termediate body. They constitute the hand for which he argued

at Rochester instead of the separate coordinate body. And so

he carried his point.

And yet it may be said that the Executive Committee instead

of the cumbersome and unpresbyterian Board, which would have

satisfied Dr. Thornwell at Rochester, was not his ideal of Church

action. He was no extremist—no Utopian dreamer, but emi-

nently practical and moderate in his views and characteristically

submissive to his brethren. He found the Church in 1860 still,

in general, wedded to Congregational methods in reference to

Missions and other like undertakings. He regarded what the

Nashville Assembly did in reference to Church Extension (where

he got a Committee appointed instead of a Board) as *'one step

towards the simpler and directer organisation" which he advo-

cated; and so at Rochester he would have been thankful to have

secured the great organic changes in the Boards for which he

spoke. In like manner it may be said that the Executive Com-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—18.
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mittecs which he assisted in organising at our first General As-

sembly in Augusta in 1861 were not his ideal of Church action.

Let the reader examine those great discussions on Church opera-

tions in the fourth volume of his Collected Writings and see how

Thornwell's mind turned to the Diaconate as the financial office

appointed in the Word. Xet the reader look especially at pages

155 and 199-202, where he maintains the position that our Book

does not limit the Diaconate to a single congregation, and that

the Scriptures authorise a bench of deacons acting for each of

our courts as its financial agent.

It is our conviction, in common with many other brethren,

that some of Thorn well's objections to the old Boards hold in some

measure against tiie Executive Committees as constituted in our

Church. One of the chiefost of his objections, urged both by

him and by Dr. R. J. Breckinridge, was the tendency of the sys-

tem to ''cast all power into a few central hands," and that the

Boards are "so located and filled that in truth the Pi-esbyterian

Church is managed through these contrivances by about two or

three dozen persons in all its great practical operations. There are

in effect residing in Pfiiladelphia about one dozen persons, ministers

and laymen, who are the real Board of Missions, Board of Publi-

cation, and Board of Education, and who have the official power

to be largely all the rest if they please." So far Dr. Breckin-

ridge. And Dr. Thoniwell said: "The fact is UTi(]U(?stionable

that the various officers of our Boards are invested with a control

over their brethren and a power in the Church just as real and

just as dangerous as the authority of a prelate." Now these

thinf!i;s cannot all be said in all their extent of our committees.

and yet it can be said that these committees are in danger of be-

coming the predominating, ruling power in the Church. Take

the one point of the location of tiiese committees. There is wide-

spread and growing dissatisfaction with it in some respects. ^Vho

does not see that the objections urged at St. Louis to the mere

temporary arrangement by which our two most important com-

mittees were placed in one Presbytery in our extreme northeast,

which committees handle and dispense not less than ^80,000 of

our Church's annual collections, which is far the larger portion
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of them all, and which committees wield so great a share of her

influence and power, yes, and which committees nominally two

are really just one—who does not see, we ask, that every year

the opposition to this condition of things increases, as this tem-.

poniry arrangement is threatening, as the years roll on succes-

sively, to become our permanent policy? Again Dr. Thornwell's

objection that the old Boards tended necessarily to devitalise our

Presbyteries by performing for them their appropriate functions,

applies to at least one of our Executive Committees—that of Edu-

cation. To raise funds for the support of candidates whom they

know, to inspect the conduct of those young candidates, and to

let their personal worth operate to secure amongst each Presby-

tery's churches. the raising of the funds necessary for their sup-

port, to control and direct the individual ministry even in this its

incipient and formative stage—this is one great end for which,

according to the doctrine of Thornwell, our Presbyteries exist. To

transfer this duty and this power to a committee of the General

Assembly both centralises power and devitalises the Presbyteries

where the power ought to lodge. Because power disused is slowly

but surely transformed into impotency. And then again Dr.

Thornwell urged that the old Boards subverted Presbyterianism

by the transfer" to them of powers, whether temporal or spiritual,

which, according to our system, belong to our church courts and

cliurch officers. We have just referred to the transfer to an As-

sembly's Executive Committee of power properly belonging to

the Presbyteries. But the pecuniary affairs of our Church are

taken out of the hands of deacons to whom they belong, and our

ordained ministers and elders, to whom they do not belong, are

made to take charge of them. Dr. Thornwell spoke what cer-

tainly does apply to our Assembly and its Executive Committees

in some respects when he said: "By intrusting all pecuniary

matters into the hands of men ordained under solemn sanctions

for the purpose, our spiritual courts would soon cease to be what

they are to an alarming extent at present—mere corporations for

secular business. If all our Boards were converted into mere

benches of deacons, commissioned only to disburse funds under the

direction of the spiritual courts, there would be no serious ground
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of objection to them; but in their present form they are lords

and masters of the whole Church. They are virtually the head

of the Church ; their will is law, their authority irresistible,

and they combine what God has separated—the purse and the

keys.''

But we cannot close this long excursus into which, by their

substantial identification- of our present system with that of

the old Boards, the Majority Report on Retrenchment has

led us, without repeating that any such statement is and must

be incorrect. Our committees may not be, are not in all their

operations and influence, just what we want. But they are not

the o\(\ vicious system of coordinate bodies standing up alongside

of a General Assembly with somewhat equal powers and more

permanent life. Dr. Thornwell himself fully admits—as how

could he deny?—the legitimacy of an Executive Committee of the

Assembly to do the Assembly's proper work. No, our Commit-

tees are not the old Boards—they have no ecclesiastical power

conferred on them by our Constitution. If they employ any, it is

an unconstitutional assumption. Our Sustentation Committee is

simply a central agency to divide out funds according to rules

given. It can undertake no work within the bounds of any Pres-

bytery. It can undertake to make no appropriations concerning

any Presbytery's territory except upon the application of that

Prcvshytery. And it can commission no minister to go and preach

within the bounds of any Presbytery. In all these and other

similar particulars, our Committees are shorn of the powers given to

the old Boards. And yet we must also repeat that our Committees

themselves, simple as they are compared with the old Boai'ds and

directly as they act for the Assembly, do yet wield an enormous

influence and are in danger of becoming predominant in our

Church. We shall never forget how strongly this was impressed

on the mind of one of the wisest men in our whole communion,

a rulin<]; elder who sat for the first time in the General Assembly

at St. Louis, a well-instructed, thorough, sound Presbyterian, and

a man of wide and large reading and observation. He returned

to his Presbytery absolutely shocked and alarmed at the extent

to which the power in our Church is centralised and the manner

3; *«
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in which from n few of the Assembly's own institutes comes the

influence that rules the Assembly.
/ .

-

DEMISSION OP THE ELDERSHIP AND DIACONATE.

The discussion on this topic was quite animated and instruc

tive. 'File matter was introduced by an overture from the Pres-

bytery of Florida asking: "Can the office of ruling elder and

deacon, as well as that of minister, be deraitted?" The three

citations from our Book given by the Committee on Bills and

Overtures as bearing on this point are the following, which for

convenience and brevity we give entire:

Rules of Discif)line, Chap. 12, Sec. 3, pao;e 77. Of cases without pro-

cess.
—"A minister of the j^ospel, against whom there are no charges, if

fully satisfied in his own conscience that God has not called him to the

ministry, or if he has satisfactory evidence of his inability to serve the

Oliincli with acceptance, may report these facts at a stated meetin*!;. At

the next stated ineetin;^, if after full deliberation the Presbytery shall

concur with him in judf^niont, it may divest hirn of his office without cen*

suro, and shall !issi<i;n liini membership in some particular church."

Form of Government, Chap. 6, Sec. 4, Par. 3, on pa^es 35 and 36:

*'Tlic offices of ruling elder and deacon are perpetual ; nor can they be

laid aside at pleasure •, nor can any person be degraded from either office

but by deposition after regular trial. Yet a rulin<^ elder or deacon may,

thoii;i'h (diar^eable with neither heresy nor immorality, become unaccep-

tal)l(^ in his official character to a majority of the church which he serves.

In such a case, it is competent for the session, upon application either

from the officer or from the church, to dissolve the relation. But no such

application from either party shall be <!;ranted without affordin<^ to the

otlior party full opportunity for stating objections."

Wtilcs of Discipline, (^hap. 8, Sec. 10, pa^e 65. Process against a minis-

ley.—"Whenever a minister of the gospel shall habitually fail to be en-

^i^iiucd in the rei^ular discharjre of his official functions, it shall be the duty

of the Presbytery, at a stated meetin<ii;, to inquire into the cause of such

(Icrcliction, and, if necessary, to institute judicial proceedings a,i!;ainst liim

for i)i'cacdi of his covenant ent;;a,ii;ement. If it shall appear that his neglect;

proceeds only from his want of acce[)tance to the church, Presbytery may,

uiion the same principle upon which it withdraws license from a proba-

tioner for want of evidence of the divine c«ll, divest him of his office with-

out censure, even against his will, a majority of two-thirds being neces-

Siiry for this purpose. In such a case, the clerk shall, under the order of

tiu^ Presbytery, forthwith deliver to the individual concerned a Avvitten

notice that at the next stated meeting the question of his being so dealt
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with is to be considered. This notice shall distinctly state the grounds*

for this proceeding-. The party thus notified shall be heard in his own
defence ; and if the decision pass against him, he may appeal, as if he had

been tried by the usual forms. This principle may apply, mutatis mutan-

dis, to ruling elders and deacons."

It will be seen at a glance that one case of divesting a minister

of office is expressly applied to the elder and deacon. Now, the

question was, Have we authority to go beyond this one specified

case, using analogy as our guide in applying the rules of "cases

without process" to elders and deacons? The temptation to do

so is confessedly tantalising. The omission in the revision is

palpable. The minority were for using analogy, and making the

application. But the majority held, and we think wisely, with

the Committee, that the only sure rule is "good and necessary

inference" when we undertake to construe law. "If," as Dr.

Girardeau argued, "there is an omission, Ave must amend the

law; not attempt to cure it by interpretati(m. The argument

from analogy is not to be pressed so far." The "strict construc-

tion" of the Committee prevailed, therefore, as expressed in the

following recommendations

:

"The Committee ro|)ort: First. The word Memit' does not occur in our

standards, and its use produces confusion, A minister of the gospel can-

not demit his office ; he can l)e divested of his office only by act of Pres-

bytery. Second, The rules for divesting a minister of his office without

censure do not in all cases apply to the ruling ciders and deacons. For

instance, the provisions of the llules of Discipline, Chapter 12, Section 3,

has application only to a minister of the gosjiel, and the provisions of the

Form of Government, Cha|)ter G, Sections 3, 4, 0, and Kulos of Discipline,

Chapter 8, Sections 6 and 10, while applying to the ciders and deacons,

are expressly restricted to the case where the offiijer is unacceptable to

the church."

The way now clearly lies open to an amendment of this defect

in our existing law.

UNITAKIANISM—DIVISION AMONG PRESBYTERIANS IN .

CHARLESTON.

Two matters involving local issues of a perplexing and annoying

kind incidentally came before the Charleston Assembly. One of

these came up in the report of the Committee on Devotional

:Jt..
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Exercises, making an appointment in the Unitarian church for

one of the Assembly's^members on Sabbath. Before the paper

was acted upon, Dr. Woodrow called attention to the appoint-

ment, saying: "If the action proposed is to ''approve' that re-

port, I shall be compelled to give my reasons for voting against

it. But if \ve are only to receive it as information, I shall not

feel inclined to go any further." Mr. Penick, of Orange,

was not satisficil to let this course be taken. He would strike

out the recommendation of the Committee. He cited the example

of Dr. Thornwell, who, und*ir embarrassing cii'cumstances, de-

clined to worship with Unitarians, on the ground that he and

they did not worship the same God. There was force in Mr.

Fenick's position. The Committee was the Assembly's servant,

and reconunendcd its appointments as a part of the regular busi-

neh^.s. But the Assembly was evidently embarrassed by social

considerations, and perhaps Dr. Woodrow's plan reached the end

aimed at. The brother filled the appointment, but none Avas

made, we believe, for the succeeding Sabbath.

The other local question was brought up in a letter from Rev.

Dr. Dana, of the Central Presbyterian church, Charleston, re-

hearsing the circumstances which led to the withdrawal of himself

and others from the Presbytery of Charleston and to the forma-

tion of an independent body, known as the "Charleston Union

Presbytery." The action complained of by Dr. Dana was, it

seems, the exception taken by the Presbytery of Charleston about

ten years ago to several of its members continuing indefinitely to

supply the pulpits of churches not connected with the Presby-

tery. Dr. Dana did not say what further steps the Presbytery

had taken, if any, to terminate these relations. As a matter of

fact, we believe none Avere undertaken; we doubt whether any

Mere devised. Dr. Dana and his IVicnds seem to have withdrawn

wlieii the Synod sustained the Presbytery in its expression of

discontent that such relations should be perpetual. The object

of the memorial was to ascertain wdielher the Assembly lield that

a Prcsl)ytery has the right to dissolve "pastoral relations" be-

tween its ministers and congregations without the consent or

agiiinst the consent of either or of both parties. To this, of
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course, there was but one reply, and the Assembly in courteous

terms made it. The right, they said, is given in the Constitution,

but is to be exercised with great caution. From siicli judicial

action the way would be open, of course, for appeal or complaint

to the Synod and thence to the Assembly. But, obviously, the

question arises. Are such relations to churches beyond our bounds

i\\Qi '"''pastoral relations'' contemplated in our Book? In our

opinion, they are not. They are not instituted by Presbytery at

all, nor can it enter into such congregations as umpire or judge.

The man only is under Presbyterial oversight. The question,

then, is, Whether, in objecting to such relations ad libitum, a

Presbytery would be violating those rights which are guaranteed

to a minister in our Constitution? It not easy to see how the

affirmative can be proved, and in case of failure by complainant,

the discretionary power of the Court must be allowed. We learn

through the press that Dr. Dana was pleased with the tone of

the Assembly's answer, and sees in its reference to the Constitu-

tion ample reason for preferring an independent position.

^1

ARE WOiMEN TO PREACH : '

This question came up in an overture from the Synod of Texas,

and the Assembly on recommendation of the Committee of Bills

and Overtures made this reply:- "Inasmuch as the public preach-

ing of the gospel is a branch of the ministerial office, to the

authorisation of which ordination or licensure is essential ; and

inasmuch as inspired Scripture, as interpreted by our standards,

nowhere in the case of women sanctions such a solemnity, but on

the contrary does clearly prohibit it, this Assembly does there-

fore declare the assumption of this sacred office by women to be

opposed to the advancement of true piety and to the promotion of

the peace of the Church, and this to such an extent as to make

the introduction of women into our pulpits for the purpose of pub-

licly expounding God's word an irregularity not to be tolerated."

After a very lively discussion, which made it evident that the

Assembly was of one mind as to the right of a woman to preach

publicly and officially, and with a change of seems for does in the

middle of the answer, the Committee's report was adopted.
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THEOLOGICAL SEMINARIES. '^H^iH

The Report on the Taskaloosa Institute has been sufficiently com-

mented on. 'J'he Report from Union Seminary presents features

of prosperity in the main. Tlie failure of Virginia to provide for

the payment of accrued interest on bonds amounting to $116,995

causes embarrassment which we must believe to be temporary.

The public conscience in tiiat noble commonwealth will not toler-

ate the sacrifice of public faith. The report of fifty-one students

for the scholastic year suggests the statement here that we had

in hoth Seminaries this year seventy-six students. From such

copies of the Minutes as are at hand we compile this defective

able: In 1875 both Seminaries report 115; in 1876, 99; in

1878, 90; in 1879, 84; in 1880, 76. From this imperfect state-

ment it will be seen how timely the resolution of the Assembly

is calling upon the people to lay this matter to heart and pray

the Lord of the harvest to send forth more laborers.

The Columbia Seminary appears once more as a cause for

anxiety to the Assembly. Let us hope that this is the last

occasion when the complicated details of such an institution will

be proposed to a popular body, which from the nature of the case

must be peculiarly unsuited to deal with them. Sir Wm. Hamil-

ton's theory of the government of such institutions has been fully

vindicated in our painful experience. Of all our church courts

a General Assembly, meeting but once a year for a few days and

under a heavy pressure all the time, is the very least adapted to

such work. We trust that the Synods will promptly resume

their guardianship over the Seminary.

The following is the report of the Board of Directors of Colum-

bia Theological Seminary:

"The past year has been one of anxiety, perplexity, and distress. Our

fiiiuneial embarrassments have been ^reat, and the Angel of Death has

ent(!re(l the ranks of our students and also of the Board. One of the

senior class, Mr. John F. Mayno, died in tho Seminary last February,

the first instance of death there for nineteen years
;
and the oldest mem-

ber of the Board, the Rev. John Douglas, has gone from ^race. to glory.

Th(! vacancy caused by his death has been filled in the interim by the

election of Rev, W. E. Boggs, D. 1)., of the Synod of Georgia.

''The number of students in attendance during the year has been twenty-
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six, which is loss by three than last year. It is still more discourn<>i;inj>;

to state that wliile one year a<!;o the number ih the middle and junior

classes was twenty-three, now it is only eleven. The students have mani-

fested diligence and proficiency in their studies, and there has been a

deeper state of religious feelino; und a greater interest in the subject ol

Foreign Missions anion^ them than for some years past. .

"The financial condition has been gloomy. It was found necessary bust

September [before the failure of James Adijer & Company) to decrease

the salaries of the professors from $2,500 to $2,000. The Board first at-

tempted to meet the financial embarrassment by requestinu; one of the

professors, instead of impartin<;- instruction in the Seminary durin*^ the

past year, to visit churches and individuals in order to solicit funds. But

he declined to do so. -,

"We then made special appeals to the three Synods of South Carolina,

Georijia, and Alabama. They responded liberally, thus enabliuii us to

close the year almost free from increase of debt. But the Synod of South

Carolina, from which the irreater part of all the help came, coupled their

liberal efibrt with the statement that 'it is the sense of this Synod that,

inasmuch as the Seminary at Columbia is the pro])erty of the (joneral

Assembly, and therefore under its control, the burden of sustainiiiii; tlic

same properly devolves upon the W/o/e Church
; and that while this Synod

is willin<s in the present eniergencij to exert itself to meet the wants of the

institution as heretofore for the current year, it cannot sec its way clear

to undertake, in connexion with the Synods of Georgia and Alabanuv

alone, to bear this burden in the future so long as the Seminary retains

its present relations to the General Assembly.'

"The financial condition of the Seminary is not as good as it was last

spring, but better than it was last fall. The im])rovement since last fall

results partly from gifts to the Endowment Fund, amounting to about

$3,500, partly from the payments on their indebtedness by James Adger

& Company, amounting to !:n,5G0, and partly by the appreciation of the

securities held by the Seminary. These things, however, have not greatly

increased the income of the Endowment, owing to a reduction of interest

on some of the investments.

"The Board expected to try to continue the exercises of the Seminary

during the year 1880-81, though it would have been a hard struggle, re-

quiring a contribution from the churches for the current expenses of $3,700.

for the expected income from the Endowment would be only $5,100, while

the expenses were estimated at $8,800.

"The unexpected resignation of Kev. Dr. Girardeau, as Professor of

Didactic and Polemic Theology, completely changed our plans. He having

insisted upon the acceptance of his resignation after the Board had ear-

nestly urged upon him to withdraw it, we were compelled to reluctantlv

accept it. to take effect October 1, 1880.
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''This left the Seminary in a dismantled condition, for two of its im-

portant chairs are vacant, viz., that of 'Didactic and Polemic Theolof^y,'

and that of 'Ecclesiastical History and Church Polity.' These vacancies

in the faculty, the decreasin<i; numbers, the insufficient incoine of the

institution, the unpaid indebtedness, the solemnly expressed unwilling-

ness of the lar<re and liberal Synod of South Carolina to j^ive durin<^ the

coiriin<i; year as during the past, and other things, made the temporary

closing of the Seminary a painful necessity.

"To attempt to carry on the institution in the face of these difficulties

would be wrong, and could only result in disaster. Hence with reluctance

and in sorrow the Board were compelled to close the Seminary until a

professor of Didactic and Polemic Theology could be secured. The elec-

tion of such professor requires time, so that it may be done only after

earnest prayer and careful consideration ; for to place in that important

chair one unsuited to its duties would he worse than keeping the institu-

tion closed. Besides, if a prof)er man is elected, it is very doubtful about

his coining ; for how can we hope that such a man will come to a Semi-

njiry burdened with so many difficulties, when we cannot offer a sufficient

salary, nor even be sure of the prompt payment of the small one which

we would offer ?

"During the |)eriod of suspension, the Rev. Geo. Howe, D. D., who has

for nearly fifty years been a professor here, will have charge of the 'build-

ings, grounds, and library,' with a salary "of ^1,500 per annum. During

this period the salary of Rev. James Woodrow, D. I)., who has been a

professor here for over twenty years, and who has been performing the

duties of two chairs for the past few years without any extra compensa-

tion, will be discontinued. The Rev. AV. S. Plumer, I). D., who has been

a fjrqfessor here for over thirteen years, wdio has long since passed his

'thvoc-scorc years and ten' and who is nearing his 'four-score years,' was

made a professor emeritus with a salary of SI,000 per annum.

"There has been a large and vahialde addition to the library by the

IxHjuost of the late Rev. John Douglas, who gave to the Seminary his

own library, containing 1,372 volumes, and a large number of pamphlets.

Tin; whole library now numbers 20,295 volumes, and steps have been

taken to put it in the most available condition by binding the pamphlets,

hy r(!l)inding the worn-out volumes, and by having a catalogue of subjects

as well as authors."

Tills Report was referred to the Committere on Theological

Seminaries.

After several days of earnest consideration and full conference

with Dr.^Plumer and other brethren, the Committee on Tlieological

Seminaries presented its report on the Columbia Seminary,

through the Chairman, Dr. J. L. Kirkpatrick, recommending,

—

I 1
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"1, That the Report of the Directors be approved and their action

confirmed.

"2. In view of the urgent importance of reopening; the Seminary at an

early day, we recommend that the General Assembly instruct the Board

of Directors to proceed with no more delay than can be avoided to the

election of Professors to the vacant chairs, or to such of them as are in-

dispensable to a complete course of theological instruction, and that the

Board proceed also with all prudent expedition to set in operation the

most eflicient means they can employ for raisin o; funds for the current

expenses of the Seminary, and for its permanent endowment.

"3. Recofjnising the unqualified right of the Board of Directors, under

the constitution of the Seminary, to elect all its professors, their action

being subject only to the veto of the Assembly, your Committee yet recom-

mend to the General Assembly an expression of its earnest desire that the

Rev. Dr. J. L. Girardeau should, if possible, be induced to resume his

charge of the chair of Didactic and Polemic Theology, for which he has

evinced, by years of actual trial, his eminent qualifications, as it respects

alike his learning, the soundness of his doctrines, and his aptness to

teach. It is confidently believed that his continuance in the Seminary

would not only be higlily gratifying to his friends and the Church at large,

but also contribute greatly to the success of the efforts that may be made

for its enlarged usefulness.

"4. In the Jleport of the Board of Directors, we find the following ex-

tract from the Minutes of the Synod of South Carolina, viz.: 'That it is

the sense of this Synod that, inasmuch as the Seniitiary at Columbia is

the property of the General Assembly, and ther(;fore under its control, the

burden of sustaining the san>e properly devolves on the whole Church,

t cm eryencjj to exert itself

le current year, itfortl

and that while this Synod is willing in the prcsea

to meet the wants of the institution as heretofov

cannot see the way clear to undertake in connexion with the Synods of

Georgia and Alabama alone to l)ear this burden in the future, so long as

the Seminary retains its present relations to the General Assembly.' We
construe this declaration as implying a wish on the part of the Synod of

South (^arolina that the Seminary should be restored to its former rela-

tions to the three Synods name<l. At a meeting of the Aliunni, called liy

a published notice, and held in this city on Tuesday last, as we have been

ofiicialiy informed, a resolution was adojited, with but one dissenting voit'c

out of about thirty .concurring, advising the re-tran.sfer of the institution

to the above Synods. We recommend that the General Assembly inform

those Synods of its readiness to restore the Seminary to their ownership

and control whenever they, the Synods above-named, shall indicate their

dosire to receive it.

"5. The persons named below are nominated to the General As-

sembly as Directors for three years from this time, viz.: Rev.- Messrs
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J. B. Mack, D. D., W, E. Boggs, D. D., CoL J. J. Gresham, and H,

•Muller, Esq." ...
« - ...

Rev. L. B. Johnson made a minority report:'

"1 desire to enter a dissent to the action of the majority of the Com~

mittoe on Theological Seminaries in approving the action of the Board

of Trustees of Columbia Seminary, by which Rev. W. S. Plumer v^^as

retired and mp-de an emeritus professor.

"I cannot see that the Board had a constitutional right thus to trans'

lata Dr. Plumer without hia consent from an active to an honorary con-

nexion with the Seminary, holdin*;;, as I do, that this action of theirs

comes properly under Article 5 of the Constitution of the Seminary,

and not under Article 11, as is held by the Board."

A letter from Dr. Plumer was read, asking that, as he was

elected by the Assembly, and is under the jurisdiction of the

Assembly, he be allowed a hearing in this matter.

The report came up for consideration on Saturday, the 29th of

May, when Mr. Johnson moved that Dr. Plumer be allowed to

address the Assembly. Mr. Clisby moved to amend by inserting

;i clause giving permission to Dr. Boggs to reply in behalf of the

Board. Adopted. On motion, the adilresses were limited to one

hour each, but upon Dr. Plumer declaring the time insufficient,

this limitation was removed, and he proceed to address the Assem-

bly. We copy from the columns of The Christian Observer an

outline of his speech:

"Dh. Plumer—I come before yon with some disadvantages.

Every kind of influence has been used outside to injure me. It

lias been said that I came into this State to oppose the theology

of Dr. Thorn well. By no means; I have been in full accord

with him. I deny that I ma<le a promise (as has been asserted)

at the Knoxville Assembly, to resign in twelve months. I deny
the statement that I was aompelird to resign my position as pro-

fessor of Didactic Theology at the St. Louis Assembly. But I

I'M j nested a transfer to the eliaii- of /'(uforal Theology of my own
motion. I refused to make the change in the form of pressure.

(At this point he had a letter from Dr. Lefevre read, saying that

the change would not have been recommended to the Assembly
but for his own urgency. Also fr'om Rev. J. L. Wilson, D. D.,

also written at the St. Louis Assembly to the same effect. Also

one from Rev. W. E. Boggs, D. D.. whicli Dr. Plumer asked Dr.

Boggs himself to come forward and read. Also letters from Dr.

t'n
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Brown, Dr. Bullock, Dr. Mclhvaine, and Dr. Hoge, saying that

Dr. Pluraer has pursued such a disinterested and generous course,

and has so endeared himself, that he will never be disturbed in

his chair.) Dr. Plumer said that the inference from these letters

was that the controversy was ended. I was reading t'le other

day how a curse came from God upon Israel, because Saul had

broken f\iith even with the Gibeonites. That is a warning to us.

"The resolution of the Board, making Dr. Plumer an emeritm

professor, was then read, at Dr. Plumei-'s request, and he con-

tinued: That resolution is without the slightest authority from

either the old or the new constitution. They cannot set me aside

without any accusation of unfaithfulness, hut merely of age and

infii'mities. There is an express clause in the constitution pro-

tecting me as a professor elected by the Assembly from being

transferred to another chair without my conseiit. I secured the

insertion of that clause in the new constitution, and Dr. Wood-
row wrote it.

"They have removed me without notice to me, without any ex-

pression of commendation. At my election at the iMemphis

Assembly, I had no notice of my nomination, no intimation of it,

and iny electiDU was made unanimous. After entering my office,

my old church at Pottsville, Pa., wanted to call me back to their

pulpit, but the Directors, with a resolution of great confidence

(here read by the clerk), objected to my returiiing to Pottsville.

My salary was fixed at ^8,000 a year and a house. In sixteen

months there was a deficiency of $1,000 to me. My colleagues

and I iigreed to remit it, and I proposed a reduction to $2,500.

A year or two ago I received a letter, asking me to agree to a

reduction of all the salaries except Dr. Girardeau's. I agreed,

but the others did not. Afterwards all agreed to a general le-

duction of salary.

"But lam told that I am retired 'because of age.' Why,
Gladstone is only six months younger than I, and Von Moltke

nine vears older. I am satisfied that when a man of active habits
ft/

ceases from active duties, he is apt to become imbecile, and I do

not want to become imbecile. lie referred to letters fr »m Dr.

Alexander and Dr. Mdler, of Princeton, to himself, published in

the memoirs of these men, as to the duty of an old man about

retiring, and the danger therefrom.

"But thev retire me 'because of infirmities.' Infirmities do
ft'

not disqualify a man from Avork, and my infirmities have not pre-

vented my travelling 12,500 miles on the work of the Seminary
(and at my own charges), and preaching ninety-seven times during

the last year. 1 have met every appointment except five in the
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Seminary. I have attended the conferences and corrected the

manuscripts of the students, and have written twenty-nine re-

ligious tracts during th'is year.

"I have not asked to be made emeritus, and there is no power

on earth, not even this Assembly itself, that can do so without

niy consent.

"In the afternoon he continued: I have endeavored to show

that hoary hairs ought to be respected when they are crowned

with righteousness and good works. (He called on the clerk to

read a eulogistic remark about him from the North American
Revidlv.) Remarks have been made on the streets that Dr.

Pluuier is an incubus on the Seminary. I have piles of letters

from former students, letters from every student of the Seminary,

written when this action of the Directors became known, expresa-

irif their conviction that they had learned much from me. I

have raised more money and saved more money for that Seminary

than I have ever received. My books have lately been translated

into tlie Chinese and tlio modern Greek, and for the Brazilian

work, l^rethren, 1 am making a fool of myself, but you have

compelled me; I am not [i burden to the Seminary. Tlei'e is the

pajxT expressing the thanks of the Directors to Dr. Plumer for

his assistance to the Seminary.

"Now, here is Dr. Girardeau. What do I think of hiuj? lie

is a man, a gentleman, a Christian gentleman. And the Direc

tors the other day accepted his resignation in twenty-four hours

in the face of the rule that a professor must give six months"

notice of an intention to resign.

"Next, there is Dr. Howe. lie has been appointed, like

Rizpah, to watch over the dead body of the Seminary. And 1

have a letter here savin*; that Dr. Howe must soon belaid on the

shelf. But when you say to that old man, 'Go up, thou bald

head,' something worse than bears will catch you.

"As to Dy. Woodrow, he is thrown over the fence—but I can-

not speak for him.

"There is no need to close the Seminary. Not because of

funds, for the funds of the Seminary are now $20,000 better than

they were twelve months ago. For want of students? There is

a (h'arth, but it affects Union Seminarv also. If we have but

four students in the junior class, Union has but eight. The
<liniculty lies in your refusal to give aid to students for the min-
istiy before they are ready to enter college.

"It has been said that we live like cat and do<!; at Columbia
beuiiriary. Why, there has not been a jarring word among tht

professors of the Seminary since it was reorganised.

\
•,
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"And there is strength in the Church. There are now in the

Soutliern Church more churches than there were in the whole

United States in 1826; more memhers and only five less minis-

ters than in that year, in all the land.

"And if you suspend the Seminary, you kill it. . In G-ra>ca

Minora there is a chapter on Scholastikos. It means a fool, a

learned fool. And when his father wrote to know how he was

getting along at school, he answered, 'Very well. I am now
selling my books and living on the money.' And that is what

you are now doing at the Seminary.

"Again, there is no power in the Directors, or anybody else,

to close that Seminary. By the constitution the trust is a sacred

one to keep the Seminary open. Were these funds given to found

a Seminary that should be kept closed for a term of years? Were
they given to pay an emeritus professor who was willing to work?
It is cruel

!

" Suspend the Seminary, and it is dead. I once saw a man sus-

pended for seventeen minutes; afterwards they galvanised him

and made his muscles jerk and jump, but he did not come to

life again.

To close that institution is a fraud. The catalogue calls lor

beojuests. Will you tJike the money given to train young men
for the ministry, and hoard it up idly and uselessly? Close the

institution, and in twelve months you will be shingled all over

with suits to recover the endowment. One of these would have

been begun already but for moral and personal considerations.

Close it, and you are only in the beginning of troubles.

"An old sailor on the Belhropkon was asked how Napoleon

looked. He answered, 'He looks as if he had twelve campaigns

in him yet.' I have served you thirteen campaigns and a half

in this Seminary, and now I am turned oft' without one word of

thanks, with the expression, 'by reason of age and infirmities."

I do not ask you for money : I ask you to give me back my honor,

my life. God bless you all; God bless the Seminary; I pray

for you every day."

Dr. Boggs replied, setting forth the views of the Board and

the law under which they acted. He began by stating the kind

relations between hims(3lfand Dr. Plumcr's family, whose pastor

he had been for some years. His reverence for Dr. Plumer's

age and distinguished services to the Church made it trying for

him to advocate measures to which Dw Plunier objects. He then

explained briefly the occasion of the letter which Dr. Plumer had
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asked him to read. An impression, he said, had been made on

the minds of certain eminent brethren, friends of the Seminary,

that Dr. Plumer's gifts did not suit the chair of Didactic The-

ology. They felt that he was injuring the Seminary and wished

him to resign it. Brethren now present, he was sure, recalled

the intense excitement which pervaded the St. Louis Assembly

in 1875 as to this very matter, and what relief was felt when Dr.

Plumcr announced his purpose to vacate that chair to assume

that of Pastoral Theolotry. Dr. Boggs happened to be present

at an interview between Drs. Palmer and Hoge, in which the

latter promised to be a mediator, so that a peaceable solution

rniglit be attained. . Dr. Plumer agreed to concede the point, and

there was great joy in the Assembly. The peace of the Church

and the honor of religion had been saved. The next day Dr.

Plumer approached the speaker and requested him to write the

letter to his daughter. "I was happy," said Dr. Boggs, "at our

merciful escape from bitter contention. I believed it, that in

spite of powerful opposition Dr. Plumer would probably have

been able to retain the chair for a while longer, if he had so de-

cided, and I was grateful to him for saving us as he did. I wrote

the letter in all sincerity, and am not ashamed of it."

The speaker 'then alluded to the impression on the minds of

some members of the Assembly, that the action of the Board

really grew out of past differences; that the whole thing was a

programme agreed upon beforehand for the express purpose of

getting rid of Dr. Plumcr. He took this occasion to affirm

soleirinly in the presence of the Assembly and of God that there

is no ground for this suspicion. There was no plot, no secret

understanding of any kind, no letters passing from one to an-

other. All came to the meeting, supposing that the exercises for

another year would be continued as a matter of course. All were

surprised and perplexed by the sudden resignation of Dr. Girar-

deau, and our subsequent action in closing the Seminary grew

out of the condition in which we were left thereby. The words,

"because of old age and infirmities," jn that part of our action

which pertains to Dr. Plumer, were inserted as an amendment,

and the attention of the Board was pointedly called to their sig-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—20.
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nificance, so that no honorable man could have voted for the

resolution unless he really had believed them to be true.

"The question of law has been raised" as to the acceptance of

Dr. Girardeau's resignation without requiring him to wait six

months. In Section III., Article 9, the constitution does say,

"Any Professor intending to resign his office shall give six

months' notice of his intention to the Board." The rule falls

under the head, "Professors and Faculty," being plainly intended

for their government and for the protection of the Board and

Seminary against sudden withdrawals. Dr. Girardeau cited this

rule and complied with it. Fie was willing, if the Board required,

to remain and teach for the few weeks in September and October,

which would make out his six months. But we did not think it best

for him to do so, thus disappointing the students by losing him ere

they had well entered upon the term. The Board did not con-

sider that it is bound by the six months' rule, but only the Pro-

fessors. It was not classed among rules pertaining to the Board,

which are found in Section II. And as Dr. Girardeau, seeing

the embarrassment sure to result from insisting on six months of

delay, proposed that we dispense Avith it, we did so under the

general powers conceded to us in Section II., Aiticle lb, which

says: "The Board shall further make all rules and regulations,

and generally do whatever they deem for the welfare of the

Seminary," etc. In so doing, Dr. Boggs said he was reminded

that they followed the course of the Assembly of 1874, which

accepted without any delay the resignations of Drs. Adgcr

and Wilson.

"The next item is the closing of the Seminary until a suitable

man can be found for the chair and the money to maintain him.

The same wide law above cited, authoi'ising the Board 'to do

generally whatever they deem for the welfare of the Seminary.'

seems to cover this act completely. We could hope for no stu-

dents with the chair of Didactic Theology vacant. We were not

prepared to name the man. W^e could not expect him to come

for such' salary as we could promise. We could not say even,

W^e will certainly pay you the |52,00O. The Board was cooler,

more dispassionate, than Dr. Plumer in deci<ling what to do,"
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"The next step is scaling down Dr. Howe's salary to $1,500

and discontinuing Dr» Woodrow's during the suspension. This

action falls under Sec. 2, Art. V., of the Constitution—'All

Professors of the Seminary shall be elected by the Board and

their salaries fixed by the same .• . . . provided also that none

of the powers given to the Board in this article shall be exercised

so as to affect any one who is at the time of the adoption of this

Constitution a Professor of the Seminary, except with such Pro-

fessor's full consent.' Well, sir, we acted under this law in

taking away $500 from Dr. Howe's salary and all of Dr. Wood-

row's, but we have their consent to the act. They are here to

object, if I misrepresent them. We had important work for Dr.

Howe. He had for years been our librarian. We wished him

to superintend certain repairs necessary in order to preserve from

total decay volumes of great value. We also needed a thorough

catalogue of the Library made out by the authors' names as well

as by subjects treated of No one is so well qualified as he to do

this work. Besides, we must have some one to take charge of

our grounds and buildings. These duties we laid on Dr. Howe
and gave liim $500 more. The pay is small for the work. Dr.

Plumer considers the $1,000 given him to be a small annuity.

I Avish from my heart it were twice or three times as large. But

the Seminary is poor and in debt. We give him a fifth of our

entire income.

"The next thing is the retirement of Dr. Plumer from active

duty because, of age and infir mil lea. Dr. Plumer thinks, and the

uiinority report of Mr. Johnston agrees with him, that this action

falls under the same Rule, and that inasmuch as he does not con-

sent, the action is therefore null and void as to him. I call

attention to the fact that a Professor's consent is only necessary

in two contingencies—(1) change in his salary; (2) his translation

from one chair to another. If Dr. Plumer's retirement does not

fall under one or the other of these heads, his case is not covered
^

by the proviso, his consent is not necessary. I think Brother

Johnston fails to understand the terms Professor Emeritus.

If it were a chair in the Seminary, he would be right, and our act

be incomplete without Dr. Plumer's consent. But Professor
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Emeritus is not a chair. It is an honorary title only, and an

honorable one too. We did not translate from one chair to an-

other, but removed altogether. We considered ourselves as act-

ing under Art. XL, and not Art. V. The matter was definitely

mentioned in the conference of the Board. The exact bearing

of Articles V. and XL was noted. We considered ourselves to be

acting under Art. XL—"The Board of Directors shall have power

to remove from his office an}'^ Professor who shall be found unfaith-

ful in his trust, or incompetent to the discharge of his duties."

The last clause gave us authority to retire Dr. Plumer. We
acted under it. The fact is delicately stated in our Minutes, but

with sufficient plainness. Every member of this house under-

stands the language, I imagine

—

^made Professor Emeritus he-

cause of age and infirmities' is just ^removed because of ineffi-

ciency* mildly put. We had abundant evidence in the examin-

ations of his classes. Wo really judged them to show his incom-

petency. Dr. Plumer differs with us in this judgment. We
thought the evidence sufficient to justify the conclusion. The

older members of the Board had been growing into that conviction

for years. He may have the best qualifications as a preacher or

a writer of tracts, but we had to decide on his ability to instruct

Students in theology. I am grieved that Dr. Plumer feels touched

in his honor. I have passed sleepless hours in sympathy with

him. But wo are not be governed by our sympathies, but by

the sacred duty of training preachers of the everlasting gospel.

We have acted in kindness. You must decide between us.

"So much for the law of the case. Now as to its expediency

and prudence, I can only refer you to the facts recited in the

report of the Board. Tl)ese statements of fact come as tljeir tes-

timony, and their action is their united judgment. Here they

are: the chair of Theology vacant; only eleven undergraduates

left in the Seminary, and some of them not expected to return
;

a debt of $3,000 unpaid; a deficiency of nearly $4,000, and the

chief source of supplying this deficiency (the Synod of South Caro-

lina) expressing unwillingness to continue unless changes be made

over which we have no power. Think of all this, and say what else

could the Board have done? We do not consider, as Dr. Plumer
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does, that we are violating trusts and exposing the endowments.

We thought, and no>x think, that we are protecting the endow-

ments. To incur debt is to make them liable in law. We have

been sust«ined in every point save one by your Committee, with

Dr. Kirkpatrick at their head, experienced as he is in educational

matters. As to one point, one of your Committee only differs

with us in judgment. If you agree with your Committee and

with us, you will sustain; but if you are clear that we are wrong,

sav so."

Mr. Collin.s— I move the adoption of the majority report and

the approval of the report of the Board of Directors.

Rev. L. B. Johnston made a brief explanation.

Mr. W^. S. Primrose offered the following amendment:

"That in view of the .action of the Board of Directors, reported to this

General Assembly, in making the Rev. W, S, Plunier, D. D., a Professor

Emen'tm, the General Assembly takes this opportunity of expressing to

this venerable and respected brother their cordial and hearty apprecia-

tion of his past feervioes in relation to his connexion with Columbia Theo-

logi(!al Seminary, and hereby convey to him their respect, veneration,

and kind Christian sentiments of reirard, with the prayer that God's

richest blessings may abide with him now and always." '
'

It was carried, and tlie report as amended was adopted.

On Monday, Rev. Mr. Bryson entered his dissent to the action

of (lie Assembly declaring Dr. Piumer incapacitated by age and

infirmity to give adequate instruction in his chair, when the same

action closes the Seminary for an indefinite period. Rev. Mr.

Briixgs and Rev. Mr. Milner united in the dissent.

Rev, L. B. Johnston asked that the minority report be entered

upnii the Minutes as his protest against this action. These dis-

sents were entered without answer.

COMMITTEE ON THE DIACONATE.

Dr. Grirardeau stated that the Connnittee was not ready to

report, and asked that it might be continued, wliich was granted;

THE REVISED DIRECTORY OF WORSHIP.

Dr. Adger reported that the Committee, not being able to

meet all together, had nevertheless accomplished their work to a
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considerable extent by correspondence. Dr. Armstrong and

himself had elaborated together a complete Revision, and he had

sent a copy of the same to every member of the Committee and

obtained their views in detail. Then Dr. Armstrong, with Dr.

Palmer, Dr. Woodrow,and himself, met in Charleston during tlie

early days of the Assembly and had carefully revised the lie-

vision. It was now ready to be submitted to the Assembly, but

he suggested that it might be difficult for a single hasty reading

of it to put the Assembly ade(|uately into possession of its con-

tents, and that it might be well for the body to accept the report

and order the Revision published at the Assembly's expense, one

copy to be sent to each minister and two to the Stated Clerk of

each Presbytery, with a view to the thorough examination and

criticism of the work in all our Presbyteries, the results of such

criticism to be reported to the next Assembly.

The report was made the special order for ten o'clock the next

day.

On that occasion, after debate, the following substitute for the

Committee's suggestion was adopted, on motion of Mr. Collins of

Ebenezer Presbytery:

'''Resolved^ That the report of the Committee on the Revision of the

Directory of Worship be accepted and recommitted to the same Com-

mittee, with permission to have a sufficient number of copies printed at

the expense of the General Assembly, and a copy of the same be for-

warded to each minister of this Church and two copiivs to each Session :

also two copies to each Stated Clerk of PresV)yteries, with a request that

the same 1)0 critically examined by each Presbytery, and the result of

such examination and criticism be forwarded to the Chairman of said

Committee on Revision for their use in makini;- a report to the next Gen-

eral Assemhly."

ASSKMBLY REPORTER.

The Rev. Mr. Wolfe resigned his office. On motion of Dr.

Woodrow, the Rev. W. P. Jacobs of Enoree Presbytery was np-

poititcd to fill the office, at a salary of one hundred dollars and his

travelling expenses. It is no extravagance to say that this office

is of like importance with that of the Stated and Permanent

Clerks of the Assembly, and we hope Mr. Jacobs will accept and

may live long to discharge its high duties. If it is necessary to
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have so many commissioners assemble at such great expense, it

is surely desirable to put into trustworthy records what was said

ta their Assembly.
,

COMMITTEE ON THE EVANGELIST'S OFFICE. *

This Committee, consisting of Drs. J. A. Lofevre. J. L. Wil-

son, Thomas E. Peck, and Jno. B. Adger reported, through Dr.

Adger, tliat they had made progress in the work committed to

them, but asked for further time, and that Drs. Palmer, Wood-

row, and Stuart Robinson be added to their number. Dr. Palmer

to he chnirnian of the Committee in the room of Dr. Lefevre,

whose health is feeble. The report was accepted and the re(juest

grarite<l. . •,

APPEAL OF REV. J. EVANS WHITE.

This was an appeal against the Synod of South Carolina for

dismissing an appeal which Mr. White brought before it agjiinst

Bethel Prosbj^tery as out of order. As the case came before

tiie Assembly, Mr. White assigned only one ground for his

appeni to them, namely, that Synod had assigned no specifics

reason foi- not entertaining his appeal. The Assembly at Charles-

ton by their vote of 71 to 2 not to sustairj Mr. White's appeal,

seemed to think that Synod gave a sufficiently wpecific reason

for not entertaining his appeal when they declared it was out of

order.

The Assembly was reguliirly constituted as a court for judicial

business by the usual warning from the Modt^rator which the

Book re(juire8. Mr. White was then heard at length. He said

the only question was a very simple one: Has an appellant a

riglit to be heard? He asked for a hearing before the courts

of the Church—only tliat and nothing more. All he wanted was

ibr the Assembly to order the Synod to reverse its action and

hear his case upon its merits.

i)v. Mack, one of the Committee appointed by the Synod to

defend it before the Assembly's bar, explained that Mr. White

had appealed to the Synod against Bethel Presbytery, not from

any judgment it had rendered or from any cause it had decided
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(as rnnst alwayw form the ground of appeal according to our

Book), but because at a certain meeting it h^{\]\i^t done nothing.

A pro re nata ineeting was called by two ministers and two elders

to reopen Mr. White's case, Avhich had been decided at a previous

meeting wheji he made no appeal. At this pro re nata meeting

neither of the parties calling the meeting appeared. No motion

to reopen the case was made. Nothing was done. Then Mr.

White gave notice that he would appeal to Synod. This was the

appeal which Synod decided to be out of order.

Dr. Adger (the other member of Synod's Committee) said the

Presbyterian Church had always held to the strict construction

of law. The appellant in this case has forfeited all his rights

under the law by not making his appeal at the right time and in

the right way. He was sure the Assembly would not go out of

its way to reopen this old difficulty which has harassed the Church

for years. Every attempt to restore Mr. White by extra-consti-

tutional methofls must do evil. You have no right to require

the Synod of South Carolina to take up this case again. There

is just one thing for Mr. White to do, and that is by proper steps

5!)n his part to settle this nuitter for himself with his Presbytery.

Mr. White was hoard again in reply to the Committee, and

then the Assembly voted not to sustain his appeal.

A MORE EXPLICIT DELIVERANCE ON DANCING.

On the overture from the Presbytery of Athens, asking the

Assembly to make a more full and explicit dclivenmce on the

subject of dancing and worldly amusements, the Committee on

Bills and Overtures made the following report:

This Assombly doclincs attom]»tini:; any such deliverance

—

1st. liooauso the deliverance's of former Assemblies on this subject are

as full and specific as the nature of the case allows.

2d. Uecause the evils referred to are to be met, not by resort to deliver-

ances of the Assembly, but rather by care on the part of the courts of

original jurisdiction.

The report of the Committee was adopted.
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,

' v.„f/,., :;\:;vjj r. CONCLUSION.' ;:':-'.
. ,

'^-0-

We have thus notioed in review the chief matters of interest in

the proceedings of the Aasennbly at Charleston, excepting one,

which was, indeed, of especial importance. We have chosen to say

notliing on that subject, knowing it was the purpose of one of

the Editors of this journal to present a full report and review of

that able discussion. And so we make an end.

ARTICLE VIII.

DELIVERANCES OF CHURCH COURTS.

We have been at pains to secure for permanent record abstracts

of the chief speeches in our last Assembly touching its in thesi

dehverances, from the speakers themselves. The feeble health

of one of these preventing him from complying with our request

for a long period, has necessarily delayed the appearance of this

number of our work.

The question came up on an overture from the Synod of South

Carolina as follows:

The Synod of South Carolina hereby overtures the General Assembly,

respectfully prayin«; that it will consider and repeal, or at least seriously

modify, so much of the deliverance of the last Assembly, at Louisville,

in relation to Worldly Amusements, as declares that all deliverances of

the (General Assembly, and by necessary implication, of the other courts

of the Church, which are not made by them in a strictly judicial capa-

city, but are deliverances in fJiesi, can be considered as only didactic, ad-

visory, and monitory. (See Printed Minutes, 1870, p. 2\.) The Synod

admits

—

1. That the General Assembly cannot add to the Constitution or make
any constitutional rule.

2. That it has no power to commence process af];ainst individuals.

3. That in the exercise of the constitutional power of review and con-

trol, it can reach directly only the court next below, and the other courts

only mediately throufrh it. '
'

4. That it is precluded from deliverances in thesi which may prejudice,

a judicial case likely to come before it.

VOL. XXXL, NO. 3—21.
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5. That some deliverances of the Assembly and of the other courts of

the Church aire only advisory, recommendatory, and monitory.

The ref)eal or modiKcation of so much of the said deliverance as has

been herein specified is asked on the following grounds:

1. Because it makes judicial decisions, as contradistini^uished from

didactic decisions, something different from and more than didactic

;

which is the same thin<>; as to make them diff*erent from and more than

declarative decisions, and so the constitution is contradicted, which ropre

sents all church power as simply ministerial and declarative. There is,

it is conceded, a difference hetween judicial and deliberative decisions

growins; out of the diff'erent circumstances which condition them
; hut to

make a distinction between judicial and didactic decisions is to assii^n to

the judicial something more than a declarative enforccnient upon the con-

science of the law of God. Either it is held that didactic and jiidicial de-

cisions are the same, or it is hold that they are diff'erent. If it be held

that they are the same, the reduction in this deliverance is utterly illoiri-

cal, and ought to be corrected. If it be held that they are diff'erent, we

affirm the unconstitutionality of the discrimination.

2. Because it reduces the General Assembly and the other courts of

our Church, so fur as they are delilierative bodies, to the status of Con-

gregational Associations, possessed only of advisory power, is con-

trary to the genius of the Presbyterian system and the historic doctrine

of our Church as to the binding force of such deliberative decisiotis as

are expository of constitutional law; and tends to degrade the authority

and les!*en the influence of the Assembly.

3. Because said deliverance takes away the key of doctrine from the

General Assembly and the other courts of the Church, and retains in

their hands the key of discipline alone.

4. Because it contravenes the great principle laid down in the Confos-

sion of Faith, consecrated by the blood of our mai-tyred ancestors, and until

now well-ni^ih universally rfei;ognised among us: that good and necessary

consequences from the doctrines and precepts of the Divine Word, or

from the Constitution of our Church, are of equal authority M'itii the

Word and the Constitution ; and when declared by a Church court in

any cajnicity, whether judicial or deliberative, musi bind the conscience

and can no more be regarded as sim{)Iy advisory and monitory than are

the W^ord itself and our Constitution. They have loi^al authority be-

cause they are law.

5. Because it opposes the doctrine of our standards, long practically

acted on in our Church, that the church courts are appointed by Christ

to be authoritative expounders of his law contained in the Scriptures,

and, as we believe, reflected in our Constit,iition. It is admitted that they

have no orij^inal power to make law, but they can declare it, and it can-

not, consistently with our standards, be held that the only office of ex))0-
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sition by which the courts ministerially declare Christ's law is discharged

by them when sittint^ in a strictly judicial capacity. But if the courts

act by Christ's appointment when they, in their deliberative capacity,

solemnly declare his law, they are entitled, in the discharge of that func-

tion, not only to be respected as advisers, but to be obeyed as authorita-

tive expounders of law. Their deliberative decisions, so far as they fur-

nish the right construction of the law, exert a legal lorce upon the con-

science.

6. Because it makes it necessary, in order that an authoritative deci-

sion upon any point, either of doctrine or of morals, may be obtained

from the General Assembly, or any other court, that judicial process in

the courts of first resort be instituted, involving the case whose resolu-

tion is desired •, and so a tendency to general litigation would be engendered

in our churches. For it is not to be supposed that, having been accus-

tomed to Presbyterian usages, they would be satisfied with mere Congre-

gationalist advice. The action will in all probability issue in breeding

contentions and multiplying judicial cases.

7. Because it is inconsistent with the following express provisions of

our Constitution : "It belongeth to synods and councils ministerially to

determine controversies of faith and cases of conscience : to set down rules

and directions for the better ordering of the pul)lic worship of God, and

jiovernmont of his Church * * * which decrees and determinations,

[together with those which are judicial and just mentioned] if consonant

with the word of God, are to be received with reverence and submission,

not only for their agreement with the word, but also for the power where-

by they are made, as being an ordinance of God, appointed thereto

by his word." (Confession of Faith, Chapter 31, Section 2.) "They

(chur choourts) * ^ may frame symbols of faith, bear testimony

a^rainst error in doctrine and immorality in practice, within or without the

pale of the Church, and decide cases of conscience." "They have power

to (iistablisli rules for the government, discipline, worship, and extension

of the Church." "They possess the right of requiring obedience to th

3

laws of Christ." (Form of Government, Chapter .5, Section 2, Article 2.)

''The General Assembly shall have power * * * to bear testimony

a^'ainst error in doctrine and immorality in practice, ipjuriously affecUng

tli(! Church
; to decide in all controversies respecting doctrine and discip-

line," (Form of Government, Chapter .5, Section G, Article .5.)

^1^0 this overture the majority of the Committee on Bills and

Overtures, through Dr. J. R. Wilson, Chairman, reported the

following answer:

This Assembly interprets the language complained of in the overture

as ])y no means declaring that all deliverances in thesi, uttered by a Gcn-
»'i'al Assembly, are to be considered as merely "didactic, advisory, and
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monitory ;" but only as assuming that, when any in thesi deliverance

bears upon the law of offences and the administration of discipline, it is

not to be ref»;arded as furnishinoi; a sufficient ground for judicial process

by the court of original jurisdiction, a part of which original jurisdiction

is the power of interpreting for itself the law of oflPences as laid down in

the Constitution of the Church.

2. This Assembly therefore declines to repeal or modify the delivc^r-

ance of the last General Assembly, referred to, as thus interpreted.

The minority of the Committee, through Rev. L. H. Blanton,

D. D., reported the following answer:

In reply to the overture of the Synod of South Carolina requesting this

General Assembly, either to repeal or seriously modify that part of the

deliverance given by the last General Assembly to the Presbytery of At-

lanta, which assertd that no deliverance in thesi can be accepted as law

by judicial process, but that all such deliverances can be considered only

as didactic, advisory, and monitory

—

We recommend that this request be declined, believing that that an-

swer in this resjiect is a correct interpretation of the Constitutiou.

The adoption of the majority report was moved by the Rev.

Mr. Penick, as he said, in order to bring the matter fairly before

the Assembly. The Rev. Mr. Neel believed that the minority

report brought the subject more clearly and simply to view,

and he moved, therefore, to substitute that for the majority

report. Accordingly the question Avas upon the adoption of the

minority report.

Dr. Girardeau opened tliis grand debate Avith a very^ grand

speech, occupying over two hours, which was lieard with fixed

attention throughout. The abstract hero given presents, of

course, a mere outline of it. The reader must have been a hearer

to have any adequate idea of its eloquence and force. It is not

often such logic set on fire is heard in any Church Assembly.

ABSTRACT OF DR. GIRARDEAU S FIRST SPICECII.

Prelwiinary Remarks

:

1. Wliile the majority report of the Committee on Bills and

Overtures on the overture fi-om the Synod of South Carolina ad-

mits that all in thesi deliverances of church courts are not merely

advisory, and so, to some extent, concedes the position of the

Synod, it recommends, equally with the minority report, that the
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prayer of the Synod for a repeal or modification of the last As-

sembly's deliverance be declined by tli< Assembly. I am obliged,

therefore, as representing the Synod, to oppose both reports. - v

2. No disrespect can be conceived as intended, on the part of

the Synod, towards the last Assembly. The language of the

overture is respectful; and a distinction must he taken between

the conscious intention and ends of the Assembly, and the logical

results which may be thought to flow from its action. No ani-

madversion is passed upon the former; the latter constitute a

jeo-itimate object of criticism.

3. The intimation, that it is unfortunate that the Synod ex-

cepts to the action of the last Assembly, inasmuch as this Assem-

bly was appointed to meet within its bounds, is met by the con-

sideration that the circumstance of place is accidental and unim-

portant, and that the Synod had to act promptly or not at all.

4. A presumption lies against the repeal or modification by

this Assembly of the action of its immediate predecessor. This

is met by a reference to precedents. The reversal by the Assera-

.bly of 1875 of the action of that of 1874, touching the Pan-Pres-

byterian Confederation, is an instance in point. . . -

5. The question now before this Assembly is one of great

importance, as involving some of the fundamental principles of

Presbyterian polity.

Admissions guarding against misconceptions:

1. No church court, stiictly speaking, can make laws—can

legislate by virtue of original or derived authority. The legislative

power is in the Head of the Church, and his law is furnished to

her ill his word. All her power is exhausted in declaring that

law. To this there is one exception. In the diatactic sphere,

the Church has discretionary power to make laws, in the form of

canons and regulations, in regard to "some circumstances con-

cerning the worship of God and government of the Church, com-

mon to human actions and societies, which are to be ordered by

the light of nature and Christian prudence, according to the

general rules of the word, which are always to be observed."

But just here, where the Church has a certain legislative power,
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her laws do not bind the conscience; they only impose a neces-

sity up€n practice. The conscience is only bound when Christ's

law iri the word is declared.

2. No court can usurp the jurisdiction of the courts below.

The Constitution defines the original jurisdiction of each court,

which cannot be invaded by the courts above.

3. Some in thesi deliverances of church courts are merely

advisory. In claiming that some of them are possessed of legal

authority, I do not contend that all are. While some are advis-

ory, some are authoritative.

Construction of the Deliveranee of the last Assembly

:

That part of the deliverance, the repeal or modification of

which is asked, is as follows: "That none of these deliverances

were made by the Assembly in a strictly judicial capacity, but

were all deliverances in thesi, and therefore can be considered as

only didactic, advisory, and monitory."

The construction which I place upon this language is: That

no in thesi deliverance are possessed of legal authority and

capable of enforcing judicial process.

I. Tlie illative ^'' therefore'' sustains this construction.

(1.) Those who at first maintained that the language is to be

limited to the specific deliverances of the Assemblies of I8G5,

1869, and 1877, which had been previously mentioned, liave

been led by the force of the word ^''therefore'' to relinquish

that construction.

(2.) The reasoning of the deliverance reduced to exact form is

as follows

:

All in thesi deliverances are destitute of legal autliority

;

These deliverances (of 1865, 1869, and 1877) are in them

deliverances;

Therefore, they are destitute of legal authority.

It is clear that the validity of the conclusion depends upon

that of the major proposition : all in thesi deliverances, etc. That

is to say, these specific deliverances of the New Orleans Assembly

of 1865, 1869, and 1877 are destitute of legal authority, because

they are in the class in thesi deliverances, all of which are desti-

tute of legal authority.
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2. The enunciation, "can be considered as only didactic, ad-

visor}', and monitory,'/ is analytic, not synthetic. The terms,

''• advisory and monitory,'' are simply explanatory of the term

^^ didactic.'' They make no substantive addition to the idea ex-

pressed by didactic. The term did<Ji<itic cannot here be taken to

mean something more than solemnly advisory, for then it would

menn authoritative, an<l the language of the deliverance would be

self-contradictory. It is plain that the language means this:

these specific deliverances, because they can be considered as only

didactic, advisory, and monitory, cannot be considered as legally

authoritative. All in thesi deliverances are devoid of legal

authority, for the reason that they are not judicial decisions, but

are only didactic, advisorj^ and monitory. Judicial decisions are

authoritative; z?i </(^s2 deliverances are not.

3. The express admissions of those who defend the Assembly's

deliverance justify the interpretation of it which I have given.

The issue is plain. The question which has now for months been

debated is, Whether any in thesi deliverances of church courts

are legally authoritijtive. _.
, =

:^'^
\

Precise State of the Question:

It is, first. Are some in thesi deliverances, of church courts

possessed of legal authority? and, secondly, Do some in thesi

deliverances of superior courts impose an obligation upon the

courts of first resort to institute judicial process?

I propose, in regard to the first aspect of the question, to

maintain the proposition, that some z'w ^//^^Si deliverances of church

courts are possessed of legal authority.

Arguments in Support of this Proposition:

I. When the in thesi deliverances of a church court are identi

cal with the statements of God's Avord as interpreted in our stan-

dards, the respective enunciations are not two and different, but

are one and the same, and are therefore susceptible of common

predication. What is afl^rmed or denied of the one may be equally

affirmed or denied of the other.

1. The statements of Ood's word are possessed of legal au"
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thority. A distinction must here be taken as to what is law and

what is advice in the divine word. There are instances of in-

spired advice, but they are few, and do not affect the general

proposition, that the statements of God's word are legally authori-

tative, and therefore bind the conscience. There is the law of

doctrine and the law of duty. The gospel is possessed of legal

authority to Us, as binding faith and practice alike. In this wide

sense, the whole Scripture, evangelical as well as strictly legal,

embodying the gospel as a remedial scheme, as well as the moral

law, is expressly said to be the law of the Lord (Ps. 1 and 1!)).

2. Our standards of doctrine, duty, government, and worship,

forming oui^constitution, are assumed by us to coincide with God's

word, and so ^r as that coincidence obtains, although they be

human compositioni^, arejbeld by us to be possessed of legal au-

thority. They arc law, because they deliver the law of the Lord.

3. The in thesi deliverances of church courts may be exactly

coincident with the statements of God's word, as interpreted in

our standards: .

(L) When the express words of Scripture or of the standards

are used. This is too plain to require proof.

(2.) When "good and necessary consequences" from God's

word as interpreted in our standards are stated in the deliverances

of the church courts. A necessary inference from a proposition

makes no substantive addition to it. It is part and parcel of the

original enunciation. It only explicitly evolves from it what was

implicitly contained in it.

Here, then, are instances in which the in thesi deliverances of

church courts may be one and the same with the statements of

God's word as interpreted in our constitution. Now,

4. It is impossible to separate between such deliverances of

church courts on the one hand, and their contents, viz., the state-

ments of God's >vord as interpreted in our Constitution, on the

other, so as to say that the contents of the deliverances are pos-

sessed of legal authority, but the deliverances themselves are not.

The only way in which the disjunction may be conceived to be

attempted, is by separating the language and the matter of the

deliverances. But the language symbolises the matter, and can
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have no intelligible existence apart from it; and the matter can-

not be apprehended except through the language. They cannot

be disjoined. Especially is this the case when the language of

the deliverance is the very language of the divine word as given

in our standards. If, then, in the cases specified, the deliverance

of the court cannot be disjoined from the contents of the deliver-

ance, they are one and the same, and what is predicable of one

is predicable of the other. Are the contents possessed of legal

authority? So is the deliverance.

The conclusion which follows from these premises is, that some

in thcsi deliverances of church courts are possessed of legal

authority. The argument briefly stated is: whatsoever is one

and the same with God's word as interpreted in our standards is

possessed of legal authority ; some in thesi deliverances of church

courts are one and the same, etc.; therefore, some in thesi deliv-

erances of church courts are possessed of legal authority.

f). This is the old, uniform, catholic doctrine of the whole

Presbyterian Church. [Here the testimony of Calvin, Gillespie,

and Cunningham Was cited. This from Gillespie is very strik-

ing: "If the doctrine or exhortation of a pastor, well-grounded

upon the Scriptures, be the word of God, then much more is the

decree of a Synod, well-grounded upon the Scriptures, the decree

of the Holy Ghost."]

Tliose whom I represent take no "new departure" from the

ohl, accepted doctiMne of Presbyterianism. We adhere to it and

contend for it. In the past, the other great pole of the same

great truth was that which attracted chief attention, namely,

that when church-deliverances are not consonant to the word of

God, but impose the doctrines and commandments of men upon

the consciences of Christ's people, they are destitute of legal

authority and are to be resisted even unto death. The circum-

stances of the times demanded the maintenance of that great

truth. The tyranny of Rome, and the oppressive human legis-

lation of Prelatical churches, drove the' Reformers and Puritans

to its assertion. But we are called upon by the circumstances of

our own time, also to contend as strenuously for the other great

truth, the twin of the first,' that when church-courts exactly utter
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the will of Clirist tlicir deliverances are legally authoritative.

We are to do both things. But if the question \vere raised,

which of these two great complementary truths now deserves the

more attention and enforcement, the answer must be: the laxity

of practice and dis(;ij»line growingly prevalent in tlie Cliurch,and

the radical and l.iw contemning temper of society at lari:o, re-

quire the special indication of tlie necessity of obedience to the

8cri]>tnral deliverances of the courts which Christ appointed uiin-

isterially to represent his government in t!ie Cliurch.

Objections to the forer/oing argument:

1. From the analogy of civil courts.

(1.) The in thad deliverances of a churohcourt arc mere

ohitt'r (7/r7tf, and theretoi'c possess no antlioritativcness. Answer:

Obiter dicta are the opinions of a judge, uttered in passing, which

are not (S.^^cntial to the decision. It is impossihlc to regard the

solemn acts of a dehherative body, arrived at upon discussion, as

mere obiter dicta.

(tl) The only authoritative function of a court is to apply law

in jmlicial cases. Answer: First, our church-courts arc partly

dchher;itive and
]
arlly judicial. The analogy, thciefore, fails.

Secondly, even in civil courts judges discharge :i declaratory

funetion in stating ihe law before it is applied jiidieially to a eon-

cretc case involving .-letual process. Thirtlly, the nature, spheres

and ends of civil :in<l ecclesiastical courts are so different that no

real analogv exists between them. The former are natural and

secular, the hitter supernatural and spiritual. Appeals to an

analogv so deceptive ought to be abiindoned.

2. The <loctrinc tliat in thesi delivcr.-mces of church-courts are

possessed of legal authority makes the courts infallible. It is

the Romish theorv of the infallibilitv of the Church, and criev-

ous tvrannv over the conscience must be the result. Answer:

(1.) I maintain only that some, not all, in f/ie«?' deliverances of

our church-courts are legally authoritative. The courts are falli-

ble and nmy err in their deliverances. But they may, under the

guidance of the Sj)iiit, deliver the law of Christ. In that case

only are their deliverances authoritative.

^A:
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(2.) A distinction must be taken between the infallibility of

the persons, and that of the deliverances, of the courts. The

persons who compose the courts are fallible. The difference is

between inspired and uninspired teachers. The ordinary preacher

may err in attempting to declare God's word. The Apostle could

not. In ti»e latter case the inspiration was both in the teacher

and in the thing taught. In the case of the uninspired teacher,

the inspiration may bo in the thing taught, and is in it when he

truly delivers the inspired word, but it is not in himself He is

not personally inspired and tiierefore is not personally infallible,

lie may teach exactly what is in the inspired word, and then the

thing he utters is infallible ; but he, as a person, remains fallible,

and on other occasions may teach that which is contrary to the

inspired word, and then the thing he teaches is erroneous and

unauthoritative. So is it with the courts in the exercise of their

dogmatic power. This is is the Protestant doctrine in contradis-

tinction from that of Rome. She vests infallibility in the Church

itself; this doctrine, in the inspired word alone. She arrogates

to the Church the power to create substantive additions to the

Scriptures by virtue of the permanent gift of inspiration ; this

doctrine restricts the Church, in her teaching function, to the

utterance of the words of Scripture and of logical and therefore

necessary inferences from them. I deny infallibility to the

Cliurcli, but affirm it of those deliverances of the Church which

exactly coincide with the divine word. To deny the infallibility

and therefore the authoritativeness of such deliverances is to

deny tlie infallibility and authoritativeness of God's word itself.

(•1) If all in ^/i^s/ deliverances of church-courts are unauthori-

tiitivo because tlie courts ai-e fallible, it would follow that, f»r the

s;iiiio I'oason, all judicial decisions are unauthoritative—so far as

tlicy afiect the conscience.

• 3. The doctrine that itt thcsi deliverances of church-courts

may be possessed of legal authority makes man's deliverances

bind tlie conscience, which is intolerable tyranny. Answer :

(1.) I only maintain that these deliverances bind the conscience

when they coincide with the statements of Gods word as inter-

preted in our standards. In that case they are not man's deliv-
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eranccs, but God's. The instrument of utterance alone is

human—the utterance is divine. To impose the doctrines and

commandments of men upon the conscience—that is tyranny.

To impose the doctrines and commandments of God upon tlie

conscience—that is not tyranny ; tliat is the requirement of obe-

dience to "the perfect law of liberty," and in that obedience the

highest freedom of the soul consists.

(2.) Conscience is not a supreme judge in relation to the gov-

ernment which Christ has established in his Church and admin-

isters through it. As to man and man's laws, it is supreme ; as

to God and God's laws, it is not.

(3.) The Holy Ghost speaking in the Scripture is the supreme

Jud;ro. When therefore a church-deliverance is consonant to

Scripture, the Holy Giiost as supreme judge speaks through it

to the conscience (Conf. of Faith, C. I., Sec. X).

(4.) Tlie authority of the Scriptures is paramount to that of

conscience. Conscience as affected hy sin, is an erring rule; tlie

Scriptures, an uncj-ring. The decisions of conscietice, as God's

primal revelation of duty to man, must be judged and corrected

by the word as the Latest expression of his will. The subjection

of the conscience to the Scriptures is its subjection to God.

When therefore a church-deliverance is consonant to tlie Scrip-

tures, the conscience must be bound by it, or be disobedient to

God.

(5.) Granted, that church courts are fallible ; so also is the in-

dividual judgment. Here then are two fallible and fluctuating

elements. But there must be an infallible and unfluctuating

element, or stable rule is impossible. That element is the word

of God. Now a church-deliverance either expresses that infalli-

ble element or not. If it does not, the conscience cannot be

bound, for God's authority is not uttered. If it does, the con-

science is bound, because God's authoi-ity is imposed upon it.*

And it is bound, in that case, whether the individual judges he

is or is not bouiid. No man can be discharged from the duty of

submitting to God's will, because of his private convictions.

(6.) The Church does not and cannot bind the conscience, but

the deliverance of the Church may. It does, when it communi-
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cates God's wi)l. The conscience is not related to the Church,

nor to tlie wil I of the Church, as Cliurch, but to God and to God's

will. He alone is the Lord of the conscience. The conscience

is bound not because the Church speaks, but because God speaks

in tiie Church's deliverance, when that deliverance exactly rep-

resents his word. Then, and then only. Vox eci'fesice, vox Dei.

4. It is denied that any decisions, in (hesi or judicial, termi-

nate on the conscience or exert any binding influence upon it.

They terminate, it is said, on the external, ecclesiastical sphere,

and aft'ecf only church relations. Their force is exhausted in the

forunj by the visible Church ; the forum of conscience is un-

touched. Answer :

(1.) This theory is intelligible. It is more clearand consistent

than that which makes all ecclesiastical decisions affect the con-

science, and yet aflirms that judicial decisions alone are authori-

tative. But if it is more self-consistent, it is more radical, A
theory which places conscience beyond the influence of all de-

cisions of church-courts is revolutionary.

(2.) This is the real issue undei'lyin^i; this whole discussion,

and must be looked sipiarely in the face. Of cour-sc, if outward

ecclosiastical relations alone aie affected by the decisions of the

courts, only judicial decisions arc legally authoritative, for they

only affect ecclesiasticaj relations so as to produce definite results.

But if the decisions of the church courts terminate also on the

conscience, it cannot be true that judicial decisions alone have

the binding force of law.

('•>.) This theory is disproved by the very nature of all church-

power as spiritual. The exercise of it is in the spiritual s])liere

primarily and chiefly, and conse(jucntly conscience must be the

principal object on which it terminates.

(4.) It is also disproved by the end sought in the infliction of

censures. That end includes the sr)iritual good of the offender,

and if so, the conscience must be operated upon in order to its

attainment.

(A.) It is also inconsistent with itself, as is seen by considering

the judicial censure of admonition. Only relations are aflfected

by judicial decisions, it is said ; hence they are authoritative.
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1 !•

But here is a judicial decision which terminates pn no relation,

and vet it must be admitted to be authoritative. Admonition

severs no relation. If it be urged, that it affects relations pros-

pectivelj^ by way of "warninj:;, I reply, that the warning; is ad-

dressed to the conscience and may prove so effective upon the

conscience as to lead the offender to repentance, and so his

church-relations may remain permanently unaffected. The hy-

pothesis is wrecked upon the censure of admonition.

(6.) Our standards assign to churclj-courts the power to "decide

cases of conscience." Here are decisions which are* expressly

said to terminate on the conscience; and it is noteworthy that

they are in thesi decisions. If it be said, that these decisions

teach the conscience, but do not enforce law upon it, that suppo-

sition is overthrown by the word '''•decide.'' Tlie hnv is declared.

Further, the teaching of God's law binds the conscience.

(7.) Against this theory I plead the testimony of Scripture as

to the power of the Church to bind and loose—to retain sins and

to remit them, when she decides in precise accordance with the

divine word. This language would liave no meaning, if con-

science be not chiefly the sj)hci'e in wiiicli churcli-censures ope-

rate. Mow the retention and remission of sins affect relations

only is inconceivable.

5. Each individual is entitled to judge whether the deliver-

ances of the courts declare tl;e law of God ; consequently, these

deliverances cannot bind the conscience : the individual con-

science is supreme. Answer

:

(1.) The argument is : the individual must be the judge ; there-

fore he cannot be bound. But suppose the individual judges tliat

the court trulv declares God's law. He is then certainly bound.

Now this concnrrenco is not only f)o>;sible, but prohahle. Surely,

in the majority of cases our churrh-courts would truly declare

God's law ; and surely, in the majority of cases the individual

servants of Christ would iudiro that the courts truly declare that

law. Moreover, the presumption is a iiowerful one that in the

majority of cases this coincidence will occur, arising from the

fact that the consentient iud";mont^ of all the members of a court

are more liVely to be right than the judgment of an individual.
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When tlio concurrence tnl<c8 place between the deliverance of a

comt jukI tlie indiviuunl ju(l«;nient, the conscience ol* tlie indi-

vidiinl must be bound. Here then we have instances—plenty of

^l^,n,^_>v]ii(li negative tbe aflinnation that as the individual

must jud;:e whether the courts declare God's law, the deliver-

ances of the courts cannot possess legal authori:^ over tlie con-

scieuee.

(2.) There is an analogy between this case and the relation of

the individual to the preaching of the gosf;el. Tlie individual

must judge wliether the truth is declared; but when he jmlgcs

that the [ireacher delivers the truth, his conscience ia certainly

bound. _ :
. ,

'

, .;^>

So in the case of denominational difTei'ences. Tbe individual

must judge whieli of the conflicting sects liohls the truth ; but

the irutli must be somewhere, and wlen he perceives it as held

by some one denomination, his conscience is bound by it, and his

dutv is to attach himself to tliat bodv of Christians.

Aiihough, therefoie, each individual is entitled tojudge whether

the (leliveianccs of church-courts are consonant to the W(»rd of

God or not, still it is true that when a deliverance trulv decides

that word, he ought to be bound by it, and when bis judgment

is that such is the fact, he is bound bv it.

II. The second argument is derived from the fact that our

Cousitution itself is a digest of in thesi decisions, and is liable

to ho amended by m ^//t'iii decisions.

It will recjuire no discussion to prove that every part of our

Constitution was formed by bodies acting in a deliberative ca-

pacity and voting upon the propositions of which it consists^

apait fiorn judicial cases. Every decision was reached in thesi.

It", then, no in tfiesi decision is possessed of legal authority, it

follows that our Constitution itself is destitute of legal authority
;

that is, that our fundamental law is not law, but only solemn

advice! And then where would be the authority to institute

judicial process, and to pronounce those judicial decisions which,

We arc told, constitute the principal acts of church-courts which

possess legal authority' ?
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III. The third argument is grounded in the principle that all

church-power is declarative or didactic.

Church-power is defined in our standards to be spiritual, min-

isterial, and declarative. By this it is not meant that the power

is.partlj spiritual, partly ministerial, and partly declarative. It

is wholly spiritual, wholly ministerial, and wholly declarative.

There is therefore no difference as to authority between judicial

and m^Aesi decisions. They both derive the sole authority which

they can possess from the fact that Christ's authority is declared

by them. Otherwise they are founded upon human authority,

and are therefore null and void. It is true that judicial decisions

are specifically distinguished from in thesi deliverances, in that

they are pronounced upon particular cases, and, for the most

part, terminate on external relations ; but they determine these

cases and relations -only as declarative of the law and authority

of Christ. Gcnerically, therefore, both classes of decisions are

the same. They are both authoritative when they truly repre-

sent Christ's authority. Neither is authoritative, wlien his au-

thority is not declared, his will not taught. An unjust, because

unscriptural and unconstitutional, judicial decision may indeed

sever an ecclesiastical relation in the merely external spliere, but

it is an exercise of only human authority, and is therefore ille-

gitimate and tyrannical. It is, to all spiritual purposes, void.

The deliverance of the last Assembly is chargeable with two

defects: first, it virtually strips judicial decisions of their au-

thoritative element, viz., the didactic or declarative, and at tlie

same time pronounces them authoritative; secondly, it attributes

to Z7? ^/< ('Si deliverances the authoritative element, viz., the di-

dactic or declarative, and pronounces thorn unauthoritative !

IV. The fourth argument against the last Assembly's deliver-

ance is that it would reduce our church-courts, so far as they are

deliberative and endowed witli dogmatic power, to the status of

Congregationalist Associations.

1. All in thesi deliverances, says the last Assembly, are only

advisory. But the dogmatic function is exercised in framing in

//tes?' deliverances ; therefore our courts, when discharging the-
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do<Trnatic function, are only advisory bodies. What is tliat, so

for as it goes, but Cojigregationalism ? .r ^.^^ ,<.^ ,-., :.,..-.:;., u.-i;

2. Rule enters generically into church-power, and pervades

every depnrttnent of business assigned to a church-court. The

dof^matic function, therefore, is a ruling function. A court per-

forms it as a body of rulers, not as a convention of preachers.

The element, rule, must consequently enter into in thesi deliver-

ances; and the conclusion is that they cannot be merely advisory.

The opposite view is un-Presbyterian and Congregutionalist.

3. But the courts may and do advise, it will be said. Yes ;

God advises sometimes. All rulers advise sometimes. But to

advise sometimes, at discretion, and to be able to do nothing but

advise, except when enforcing judgment, are very different

things. •
.

V. The fifth argument is, that the last Assembly's deliver-

ance denies to our church-courts the function of Authoritative

Interpretation of law.

1. "J'his is contrary to the doctrine of our standards, which

affirms that the courts "are appointed thereunto."

2. It is contrary to the precedents of the Presbyterian Church.

,l\\Qin thesi deliverance of this very Assembly in answer to the

overture of the Synod of Texas, touching women-preaching, is a

case exactly in point.

3. It is contrary to the catholic doctrine of standard Presby-

terian writers.

VI. The sixth argument is that the deliverance complained of

would tenil to multiply judicial cases and engender litigation.

1. Because Presbyterians will not be satisfied with advice as

a resolution of diflficult and contested questions. It would settle

nothinix.

2. Because the only method of securing authoritative decisions

from the superior courts, would be the presentation of actual

judicial cases.

VII. The seventh argument is, that the deliverance in ques-

tion is inconsistent with the express law of ourstandards.

1. "It belongeth to Synods and Councils, ministerially, to de-

tennine controversies of faith and cases of consqience." (Conf.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—23.
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of Faith, 6, xxxi., §ii.) These determinationa are (llscriniiiiated

from (liatactic and judicial deterininations, whicli are immedi-

ately afterwards formally mentioned. They are therefore in

thesi determinations in the dogmatic sphere. Now of all these

determinations, dogmatic, diatactic, and judicial, it is declared :

''which decrees and determinations, if consonant to the word of

God, are to be received with reverence and submission." {Ibitl'in.)

The authoritativeness of {/* /At?*/ determinations, when consonant

to the word of God, is placed on the same foot with that of dia-

tactic and judicial, when similarly conditioned. They cannot

therefore "be considered as only advisory and motntory." The

inference is plain as to the last Assembly's deliverance.

2. The vsame line of argument holds good in regard to the

words of our Form of Government, C. v.. Sec. ii., Art. ii., in

which the iurisdiction of our church-courts is treated as the same

with that of Synods and Councils as dcliiied in the Confession

of Faith.

Concerning the decision of the Synod of Jerusalem, I liave

to say :

(1) If we give up our appeal to it, we abandon the main scrip-

tural siipport for our systein of authoritative courts, and j)lay

into the luuuls of the Congregationalists.

(2) Tlie body of Presbyterian writers have denied the inspira-

tion of the Synod's decision ; the body of Congregationalists

have allirmod it. Tiie fact is significant.

(8) If the in ///t'j*/ decision of the Synod was inspired, that

would make nothiuL; a";ainst the authoritativeness of the in tlirsi

deliverances of our eluirclicourts, wlien consomuit to tlie word

of God ; for if they truly declare the inspired word, it is all one

as if the inspired apostles themselves gave the deliverance.

Where is the dift'erence ? We have, said Chrysostom, we have

Paul and Peter and James and John in their writings.

3. Our Form of Government (Chap, v., Sec. vi.. Art. v.) as-

signs to the General Assembly power "to decide in all contro-

versies respecting doctrine and discipline. ' This function is

discriminated from the judicial. The inference is that the de-

cisions mentioned are all made in thesi, and, consequently, such
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in then decisions cannot fee merely arlvisory. They are auttiori-

tative, from the nature of the case. . , ,, ,

This concludes the discussion of the first nspect of the main

(lucstion, namely, Are some in thesi deliverances of our church-

courts possessed of legal authority ? I huve thus endeavored to

prove the affirnrmtive. —

'

'l^he second aspect of the main question is, Do soma in then

deliverances of superior courts impose an obligation upon the

courts liaving original jurisdiction to institute judicial process?

In regard to this I lay down the proposition : When, and only

when, the in theei deliverances of superior courts, touching

offences, are consonant to the law of God as interpreted in our

standiirds, they impose an obligation upon courts having original

jurisdiction to institute judicial process, in relation to cases which

iriay coino under that law.

Arr/unifmfs in Support of thin Propogition.

I. The preceding argument, if valid, necessitates this conclu-

sion. If somem thati deliverances areauthoritative declarations

of law, some of them may be authoritative declarations of law

duelling offoricei That being granted, it follows that they ought

to 1)0 enforced; else they are mere advice, which is contrary to

tlio su[)poHition. If it be said that they may be authoritative

dt'chii'ations of law, and yet exert no binding force, I reply : A
contradi'tioii emerges. Notliin<r: l)ut what is law can exert a

hindirig force ; and what is law must bind. No distinction can

obtain between what is legally authoritative and what is binding.

II. Church-courts, following the word of God as interpreted in

our stanflards, have power to discharge the imperative function

of l;nv, as well in its [)rospective and categorical form, as in its

retrospective and penal form. Like conscience they have their

categorical as well as their penal imperative— they can say : Thou

HJialt not, as well as, Thou art condemned. And when like it,

their deliverances reflect God's law, they are as authoritative in

foi'bidding offences, as in censuring offenders. In either case,

their sole authority lies in their consonance to God's law.

If it be said: The Constitution sufficiently discharges the
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categorical imperative function, and therefore authoritative in

</ie8i deliverances of church- courts, performing the same office,

are superfluous and unnec3ssary, I answer :

1. It is universally admitted tliat the courts may declare law.

This declarative function cannot be limite<l to tlie disciplinary

application of the law; it includes the prohibitory.

2. As well might it he said : The gospel with sudiciont clearness

sets forth tlio terms of salvation ; therefore tlie preaching func-

tion is superfluous and unnecessary ; it is enough that the Scrip-

tures be read.

The following; are some of the occasions for the dischar;jre of

this function by church courts :

(1.) loinorance of the law on the part of church-members or

of church-sessions.

(2.) Negligence in enforcing the law on the part of courts of

first resort.

(8.) Division of opinion in lower courts—especially Sessions,

perhaps causing inability to act.

(4.) Want of uniformity in the practice of neigliboring Ses-

sions, it may be in the Ciiurch at large.

(T).) ]lc(iuests from the lower courts to the higher, authorita-

tively to interpret the law—a thing of ordinary occurrence.

(G.) The superior wisdom and knowledge of the higher courts,

especially of the supreme court, make the discharge of this

function proper, and sometimes necessary.

Gruards agiunst Misconstruction of thin Ponition.

1. The original jurisdiction of the General Assembly is limited

to cases of oftence occurring in the presence of the court; and

they are cases without process.

2. There is a palpable distinction between the upper courts

requiring the lower to institute process, as contingent upon the

commission of off'ences specified, and their requiring the lower

to institute process against certain individuals as actual offenders.

There is some analogy between this general re(]|uirement for

which I contend, and that made by a civil court upon a grand

jury. The Judge does not say. Gentlemen of the Jury, you must
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find a true bill against this or that individual ; but, Gentlemen

of the Jury, I liave (lecliired to you the law ; if, in your judg-

ment, this or tliat individual is guilty of an offence against it,

it will be your duty to find a true bill against hinu ^ ^ H"
'». Tiie infinious Ipso Facto deliverance of 186(] finds no jus-

tification in tlie view here maintained. That involved a usurpa-

tion by a Gonoi'al Assembly of the original jurisdiction of Pres-

bytciies. This view warrants nothing so monstrous.

III. Sessions are entitled to the authoritative support of the

higher courts, especially of the General Assembly as the supreme

court, in their confessedly difficult attempts to declare and apply

the law in our Constitution in relation to offences. Tliis can

only bo extended through in thesi <leliverances. • ^v ?<

IV. UnifoiMnity of opinion and action in regard to offences

can only be effectually secured by authoritative in thcsi deliver-

ances of the superior courts, especially of the General Assembly

as sustaining a broad and catholic relation to the interests of the

whole Church.

V. The deliverance of the last Assembly, denying theauthori-

tativencss of any in iheu deliverances of the church- courts, and

consecjucntly their competency to exert an enfoi-cing influence

upon the prosecution of offences by courts of first resort, is out

of harmony with the current of Precedents in the Old School

Presbyterian Church of this land.

I refer to the action of the General Assembly of 1810, in the

celebrated case of the Rev. William C. Davis. (Sec Baird's

Digest, Book vii., Partix., Sec. 85.) After by in thesi <lecisions

condemning the doctrinal errors of Mr. Davis's book, "The

Gospel Plan," the Assembly thus concludes : "And the Assembly

do judge, and do hereby declare, that the preaching or publishing

of them ought to subject the person or persons so doing to be

dealt with by their respective Presbyteries, according to the dis-

cipline of the Church, relative to the propagation of errors."

The same position is maintained in the case of Ciaighead

(Ibid., Book vii.. Part x., Sec. 92, Head 6, Par. (c) ; also, Book
viii., Part iii., C. i., Sec. 42, Par. (g).)

.
The same doctrine was held by our own Church until the As-

"/I
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sembly of 1879. The action of that Assembly is exceptional.

and oujrht to be modified.

On the day following, Dr. Woodrow replied to Dr. Girardeau's

argument in a speech perhaps of equal length, and was heard

with the same profound attention that was accorded to his col-

league. It is not too much to say that the weight and clearness

of his reasoning carried conviction, for the time being at least, to

the most of his hearers. His is not the impassioned eloquence of

the first speaker, but headdresses the understanding, which may,

perhaps, be more suitable to the deliberative council. Dr. Wood-

row's speech was very effective, and, had the vote been taken

immediately, would perhaps have carried the house. The abstract

now presented will give no adequate idea of what he said, the

state of his health having prevented his preparing it for over

two months.

ABSTRACT OF DR. WOODROW'S SPKECH.

After referring to the fact that I was the only person present

who had voted for the paper adopted by the last Assembly, 1 ex-

pressed my great pleasure in listening to Dr. Giraideau, and

stilted that \ agreed with him in very much that he had said,

as, for example, respecting the importance of the question, the

meaning of the deliverance of 1871), the supremacy of God over

the conscience, the power of the Church (though not of the Gen-

eral Assembly by itself) to give to its utterances the force of law,

and the administrative power of our church courts. I regretted

mv inability to a";rce with him throu<Thout; but was ijjlad tlmt

the views he held had been presented by one so able, and who

had. as he h;)d told us, so carefully and intensely and continii

ously stu(iied the subject during the greater part of the past year.

We may, therefore, assume that all has been said that could

properly be said in support of the peculiar views which he holds.

The overture of the Synod of South Carolina asks us to ''re-

peal or seriously modify " the essential part of the last Assembly's

deliverance. Believing that the last Assembly was right, I must

advocate the adoption of the minority report.
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In the paper objected to, it is said that certain deliverances

mentioned are not to,be "accepted and enforced as law by judicial

process," because they "were all deliverances in thm^and there-

fore can be considered as only didactic, advisory, and monitory."

The Assembly here asserts that the specified deliverances have

not the force of law, because they belong to a class which has no

such force. What is true of the class, is true of each and every

member of it.
'

The question before us is not, Could an in //im deliverance, under

any circumstances and by any body of church rulers, ever be framed

so tliat it would have the force of law ? but, Can our General Assem-

bly, or other single court, existing under our constitution and hav-

ing its powers prescribed and limited by that constitution, give to its

in thesi deliverances the force of law? Were the Church without

a constitution, its presbyters, assembled in mass or by their

representatives, could immediately and without limitation exercise

all tlie power intrusted to it by its Divine Head; its in thesi de-

liverances Avould constitute its confession of faith, its rules of

government and discipline—its standards. But when a constitu-

tion has been agreed upon, this is all changed; then no power

can be ex(?rcised except in accordance with the compact called the

constitution. True, the confession of faith inay be changed; the

form of government may be modified; new definitions of an "of-

fence" may be given—all of which shall have the force of law;

but only in the manner prescribed in the constitution, or in

accordance with the fundamental principles already stated. In

civil afl'airs, the point is well illustrated by the difference between

a constitutional convention and the legislature or General Assem-

bly. The latter body, although it represents exactly the same

people who were represented in the former, yet cannot exercise

the same power; all that it may do must be in accordance with

the authority and within the limits prescribed in the constitution

framed by the convention. So it is in the Church. If we neglect

this distinction, we shall certainly go astray.

It is important to show still further to what the question before

us does not relate.

1. It does not relate to the source and »character of church
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power in general. We all agree that it is bestowed by the Head

of the Church, and that it is exclusively ministerial and declarative.

2. It is not a question as to the power of the Church to bind

the conscience. As towards God, there is no such thing as free-

dom of conscience; on the other' hand, God alone can bind the

conscience. Because God is Lord of the conscience, ids infallible

word binds it. It does this by whomsoever uttered : by church,

minister, church court, or child. And any utterance of a church

court, if consonant to that word, is to be '^ received with reverence

and submission, not only for its agreement with the word," but

"also for the power whereby it is made, as being an ordinance of

God." But who shall decide whether or not an utterance is

"consonant to the word"? The judgment of each man for him-

self; and, if the private judgment is that the utterance is not

consonant to the word, the conscience is not bound. We exercise

this judgment at our peril, and are responsible to God for our

mistakes; but such exercise cannot be escaped or evade»i, or the

right to it denied. Dr. Girardeau has properly acted in accord-

ance with this doctrine: lie does not regard the deliverance of

the last Assembly as consonant to the word, and therefore he

refuses to allow his conscience to be bound by it. But the question

before us relates to the enforcement of law by judicifd process

—

to discipline. The primary and immediate object of discipline is

to determine the relations of its subject to the visible Cliurcli.

These are absolutely fixed thereby, without reference to the con-

bcientious convictions of the supposed offender, k^o far as the

disciplinary utterance coincides with the word of God, imjdicitly

or explicitly, it binds the conscience; but of this coincidence each

must judge for himself But when judicial sentence—.say, of

excommunication— is pronounced upon a supposed offender, that

decision binds absolutely as to relations to tlie church ; the person

stands excom :iunicated, whether really <iuilty of the alleged of-

fence or not, and whether the alleged offence is an offence in

God's sight or not. All admit that synods and councils —church

courts—may err; the law as contained in our starulards m.iy bo

wrong, and church courts may err in administering it; hence it

is possible in any given case that the judicial sentence is wrong;
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does it, when wrong, bind the conscience of the person sentenced?

Clearly not; but who, is to judge? Each nian for himself, as he

shall answer to God. But yet the sentence binds—fixes—his

relations to the Church. This is wholly independent of his private

judgment and his conscientious convictions. The court is not to

stop to inquire as to his views, but must judge for itself, according

to the law and tUe evidence; and its decision, right or wrong,

binds—not the supposed offender's conscience, but his relations

to the church. Further, it may be added, that when the mem-

bers of a court are sitting as judges, it is no part of their duty to

consider whether the law is right or wrong, but simply to learn

what the law is, and to apply it in the case before them. They

have already, when being invested with office, solemnly expressed

their approval of the standards containing the law; and if they

think the law in any respect not exactly what it should be, it is

their right and their duty to seek to have it changed in a consti-

tutional manner; but so long as they are sitting as judges, it is

the law as it is, and not as they think it should'be, that they are

bound to administer. ;,,, • v 1,^^^^*.^.,^,;>,... ^.;.,..r,,.y.^ ;j.

It is never enough for us to learn merely what the church,

councils, ministers, have said— all these together cannot bind my
conscience; it is free from them all; it sits in judgment upon all

their decisions; it recognises as its supreme Lord God alone.

8. In the next place, the present discussion does not involve

a consideration of the contents of in thesi deliverances. The

question is. Can the General Assembly, under our Constitution,

give the force of law to any utterance by making it an in thesi

deliverance? We have been told that if the utterance is consonant

to tlie word of God, then it has the force of law when made as a

deliverance; and that in such a case we cannot distinguish be-

tween the contents and the authority of the court making the

utterance. But nothing is easier. For example, let a child utter

one of the Ten Commandments; all admit that the commandment
binds; now, does it bind because the child Uttered it, or because

it is God's word? What is the source of the binding power?

So, if the Assembly utters the commandment, the source of its

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—24.
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binding power is not the Assembly, but the Lord who spoke

from Sinai.

4. Further, the question is not as to the power of judicial de-

cisions. If it were, a modification, or at least an explanation, of

the last Assembly's words might reasonably be asked for; because

these are at least ambiguous, if not erroneous. If the Assembly

meant to say that the deliverances of a church (U)urt, when sitting

in a judicial capacity, have legal authority outside of the case

under trial, it was in error. True, the decision docs deterniiiie

the case in hand; but it has not the binding force of hiw in other

cases. Ordinarily, the judicial deliverance is eiititled to more

Aveight than a deliverance in thesi, for the reason that in a judi-

cial case all the principles involved are most carefully discussed

in successive courts from the lowest to the highest, and by those

who are stimulated by i)ersonal interests to the utmost zeal in

bringing forward all the considerations that ought to aft'ect it;

while, in many cases at least, deliverances in thesi are adopted hy

our Assembly wifhout a moment's consideration, exce{)t from the

committee reporting them. l]ut neither the judicial decision, as

a precedent, nor the in thesi deliverance, has the force of law.

A church court may seek for additional light by* the study of

both; but it can never escape the responsibility of at last inter-

preting the law for itself in the case it is trying. But this<iues-

tion is not before us.

The only question we are now called on to decide is, Is the

major premise in the following syllogism true?

No deliverance in thesi can be accepted and enforced as law

by judicial process;

The deliverances of 1865. 1<S(>9, and 1S77 are deliverances

in thesi;

Therefore they cannot be so accepted and enforced.

The General Assembly of 1879, as we understand it, aflirnis:

the Synod of South Carolina denies; which is right?

As this question is brought before us by the request contained in

the overture from the Synod of South Carolina, that we " repeal, or
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at least seriously modify," this part of the lust Assembly's deliver-

ance, it would seeiri to^be our proper course to examine carefully and

in detail the reasons urged by the Synod why its request shall be

granted. If the Assembly erred, it went fearfully astray, if we

ure to believe the Synod. That body tells us that the Assembly's

deliverance is either "utterly illogical" or "unconstitutional"; that

it "is contrary to the genius of the Presbyterian system, and the

historic doctrine of our Church"; that it "tends to degrade the

authority and lessen the influence of the Assembly"; that it

"takes away the key of doctrine from our church courts"; that

"it contravenes a great principle laid down in the Confession of

Faith"; that it "opposes the doctrine of our standards"; that

"it is inconsistent with express provisions of our constitution."

Surely, if the venerable Synod of South Carolina is right in this

terrible indictment, this yXs.sembly ought to hasten to exercise all

its power in obliterating from its records that which deserves to

be thus denounced.

The first reason given by the Synod why the request for repeal

should be granted is as follows: _^_
1. HocauHG it makes judicial decisions, as contradlstinj:;uished from

didactic; docisions, Koniethin^ different from and more than didactic;

wliich is the same thinj^ as to make them different from and more than

d(!(!larative decisions, and so the Constitution is contradicted, which repre-

sents all church power as simply ministerial and declarative. There is,

it is (conceded, a diff(!rence between judicial and deliberative decisions

f;r()win<i; out of the different circumstances which condition them ; but to

iriiik(! a distinction hetw<!en judicial and didactic decisions is to assign to

tlic judicial something more than a declarative enforcement upon the con-

H(!i(!nce of the law of God. Either it is held that didactic and judicial de-

cisions are the same, or it is h^jd that they are different. If it be held

that they are the saine, the reduction in this deliverance is utterly illof^i-

ciil, and ou^^ht to be correctcid. If it be held that they are different, we
iiflinn the unconstitutionality of th(! discrimination.

Here we have the position maintained, that since the utterances

of (jliurch courts are the same in one respect, they cannot be dif-

ferent in other respects; that since they are all generically the

same, they cannot be specifically different. The Assembly ascribes

didactic or teaching power and also disciplinary power to church

courts; it claims for them that they hold the key of doctrine and

m
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also the key of discipline ; it discriminates between these different

things; and the Synod of South Carolina "affirms the unconsti-

tutionality of the discrimination"! All the rightful utterances

of our church courts are "ministerial and declarative," and so

all belong to the same genus ; but a judicial utterance is one

primarily intended to apply Christ's truth to tlie determination

of the relation of a person or class to his visible Church, while a

didactic utterance is one primarily intended to teach Christ's

truth—hence the two species. Under the genus, "ministerial

and declarative," are the two species, "judicial" and "didactic."

They agree in being ministerial declarations of Christ's will ; they

differ in the end immediately aimed at. The didactic utterance

may, indeed, incidentally aid in reaching a right judicial decision,

but that is not its aim as didactic; the judicial decision may in-

cidentally teach, but teaching is not its immediate aim. There-

fore the Assembly was right when it distinguished between the

different things, didactic and judicial utterances; and the Synod

of South Carolina has no ground for the charge that it was either

"utterly illogical" or "unconstitutional." It is as if the Synod

had gravely condemned one for pointing out the specific differ-

ences between the palmetto and the apple. Are they not both

trees? If, tlien, it be held that they are different, the Synod

should be ready to "affirm the unconstitutionality of the discrimi-

nation." Thus far, the "^utterly illogical" character and the

"unconstitutionality" are to be found, not in the last Assembly's

deliverance, but in the Synod of South Carolina's overture.

But the Synod is not only illogical; it also directly contradicts

itself As we have seen, in the first ground, it charges the

Assembly with "violating the constitution in discriminating be-

tween the power of teaching and the power of discipline; in

claiming for church courts both the key of doctrine and the key

of discipline, and saying that these keys are two and not one.

Now see what the Synod says in its third ground:

3. Bocauso said deliverance takes away the key of doctrine from tho

General Assembly and the other courts of the Church, and retains in

their hands the key of discipline alone.

Poor Assembly— the Synod had just denounced it for retaining
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both keys; now it denounces it as having thrown away one and

retaining only the other!

The second ground is:
........

.

,.

• *

.

2. Because it reduces the General Assembly and the other courts of

ourChurch, so far as they are deliberative bodies, to the status of Con*

|rre;iational Associations, possessed only of advisory power, is con>

trary to the genius of the Presbyterian system and the historic doctrine

of our Church as to the binding force of such deliberative decisions as

are expository of constitutional law ; and tends to degrade the authority

and lessen the influence of the Assembly*

If it is true that the Assembly has, in accordance with our

Constitution, pointed out certain characteristics which belong

equally to our church courts and to Congregational Associations,

what harm has it done? No one will deny that our General Assem-

bly and a Congregational Association have many characteristics

in common: they both consist in part of ministers, both consult

and deliberate respecting the good of their churches, both give

advice, both bear testimony against evils, etc. It cannot be very

wrong to recognise the advisory power of our courts when this is

so expressly provided for in our standards, as, for example, in

the section on "References." Shall we, to show how diiferent

we are from Congregationalists, to make our courts unlike Con-

gregational Associations, wrest, distort, trample on our Constitu-

tion, and claim legal authority not there granted?

The charges in the rest of this ground are too vague to need

an extended reply. We have as our guide as to the question

before us something definite—our Constitution. We act in

accordance with the "genius of Presbyterianism" when we learn

the exact meaning of our fundamental law and act accordingly;

authority is degraded and influence is lessened, not by faithfully

observing the prescribed limits of the law to which we have pro-

fessed allegiance, but by grasping at and exercising unlawful

power, which is tyranny to which the Presbyterian freeman will

never and ought never to submit.

The fourth ground is:

4. Because it contravenes the greait principle laid down in the Confes-

sion of Faith, consecrated by the blood of our martyred ancestors, and until

now^ well-nigh universally recognised among us : that good and necessary
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consequences from the doctrines and precepts af the I>ivine Word, or

from the Constitution of our Church, are of equal authority with the

Word and the Constitution ; and when declared by a Church court in

any capacity, whether judicial or delil>erative, must bind the conscience,

and can no more be regarded as simply jidvisory and monitory than are

the Word itself and our Constitution. They have lc2;al authority be>-

cause they are law.

We are not tohl here who denies tlie doctrine of "good and

necessary consequences." Certainly it was not denied or doubted

by any member of the last Assembly
;

just as certainly as it is

not denied or doubted by any one here present. Further, God's

truth always binds the conscience, by whomsoever it may be de-

clared; but it is as God's truth that it binds, not as a declaration

made by this or that body. As the Synod truthfully intimates,

whatever is implicitly in law, as well as what is explicitly there,

is laio. But what is implicitly in a law is for the court trying

a case to decide, and not for the General Assembly in a sup-

posed case.

The fifth ground presented by the Synod is:

5. Because it opposes the doctrine of our standards, lon^ practically

acted on in our Church, that the church courts arc appointed by Christ

to be authoritative expounders of his law contained ii» the Scriptures,

and, as we believe, reflected in our Constitution. It is admitted that tlicy

have no oriirina! power to make law, but they can declare it, and it can-

not, consistently with our standards, be held that the only office of ex))0-

Nition by which the courts ministerially declare Christ's law is discharirod

by them when sittiui]; in a strictly judicial capacity. But if the courts

act by Christ's appointment when they, in their deliberative capacity,

solemnly declare his law, they are entitled, in the dischar<i;o of that func-

tion, not only to l)e respected as advisers, but to be obeyed as authorita-

tive expounders of law. Their deliberative decisions, so far as they fur-

nish the right construction of the law, exert a le^al force upon the con-

science.

The points here presented have been in the main covered by

what has already been said. The courts have authority as far as

it is given them by the Constitution; but if they step beyond the

limits there set, their acts are utterly powerless, and instead of

being respected and obeyed, they are to be resisted as usurpers

of that which does not belong to them. True, whenever their

utterances "furnish the right construction of the law," they bind
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the conscience; not because they are their utterances, but because

they furnish the right, construction. But then, we must ask

again, Who shall decide whether or not they do furnish the

rifi'ht construction? ,
,

•
. ; ,

'^ :

The sixth ground is:

6. Because it makes it necessary, in order that an authoritative deci-

sion upon any point, either of doctrine or of morals, may be obtained

from the General Assembly, or any other court, that judicial process in

the courts of first resort be instituted, involving; the case whose resolu-

tion is desired ; and so a tendency to general litigation would be engendered

in our churches. For it is not to be supposed that, having been acous-

tonied to Presltytcrinn usages, they would be satisfied with mere Congre-

giUionallst advice. The action will in all probability issue in breeding

contentions and multiplying judicial cases. ,

If the argurnent here has any force, then in all cases where the

Constitution is not exactly as Ave think it should be, we may pro-

ceed at once to change it to suit our views, without regard to the

lawful mode of effectinijj changes. But in this discussion we have

nothing to do with what we tnay suppose will be the eff'ect of ad-

hering to the law; all that we have to do is to find out what is

tho law, and then faithfully to obey it. The Synod seems to

imagine that all advice must be " Congregationalist,'* and tells us

our chnrches will not be "satisfied with mere Congregationalist

advice." I earnestly hope they will not; but that they will

always listen with the utmost respect to good Presbyterian advice,

when it is given them in the methods accurately set forth in our

Constitution.

The last reason assigned by the Synod why we should repeal

is as follows:

7. Because it is inconsistent with the following express provi-iions of

our Constitution : "It belongoth to synods and councils inini.sterially to

<l''t('nnino controveraie.«< of faith and cases of conscience : to set down rules

and directions for the better ordering of the public worship of God, and

gov(>rnment of his Church * ^- * which decrees and determinations,

[togotlier with those which are judicial and just mentioned] if consonant

witli the word of God, are to be received with reverence and submission,

not only for their a<;reement with the word, but also for the power where-

by they are made, as being an ordinance of God, appointed thereto

by his word." (Confession of Faith, Chapter 31, Section 2.) "They

''i

" y

\t
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[church couHa] * ^' * may frame symbols of faith, bear testimony

against error in doctrine and immorality in practice, within or without the

pale of the Church, and decide cases of conscience." "They have powor

to establish rules for the j/overnment, discipline, worship, and extension

of the Church." '''They possess the rijj;bt of requirinsr obedience to the

laws of Christ." (Form of Government, Chapter 5, Section *2, Article 2.)

'•The General Assembly shall have power * * * to bear testimony

against error in doctrine and immorality in practice, injuriously afroctinir

the Church
; to decide in all controversies respecting doctrine and discip-

line." (Form of Government, Chapter 5, Section G, Article 5.)

The argument here urgc(i hy the Synod is as foHows:

Synods and Councils may frame symbols of faith, etc.

;

The General Assembly is a Synod or (Council

;

Therefore the General Assembly may frame symbols of

faith, etc.

The fallacy here is manifest: the middle term, that with which

the extremes are compared, is equivocal or ambiguous. That

term, Synod or Council, is used in two senses; in one case, it

means the body of church rulers in general, unrestricted by con-

stitutional limitations; in the other case, it means a body of

church rulers restricted by such litnitations. As our Form says,

speaking of our church courts (Synods or Councils): "The juris-

diction of these courts is limited by the express provisions of the

Constitution." Hence we have here a clear case of the "am-

biguous middle"; and the Synod of South Carolina seeks to

control our action by presenting us with a pal[)able "fallacy of

equivocation," to use the technical language of logic. If the

Synod's reasoning Avere correct, then a church session, wiiich is

a Synod or Council, has the right to "frame symbols of faith,"

"establish rules for the government, disci[)lino, worship, and ex-

tension of the Church." So would the Presbytery, the Synod.

the General /Vssembly, all of which are "Synods and Councils,"

"church courts." Then since the General Assembly has such

power, why did our (^hurch spend twenty years in revising our

Book of Church Order, sending revision after revision to tlie

Presbyteries for their action, if all the while it had the power

itself to make such changes as it thought needful? And why

does not this Assembly at once make such changes as it desires
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in the Directory for Worship, now under revision, instead of ex-

pecting the next or some future Assembly to send it to the Pres-

byteries? Why all this circumlocution, this begging help from

others in doing for you what you have the power, and therefore

the duty, of doing yourselves? But this Assembly will not suffer

itself to be misled by the Synod of South Carolina's surprising

reasoning. The only part of this seventh ground that affects the

question before us is the quotation from the Form of Government

constituting the last sentence: "The General Assembly shall

have power ... to bear testimony against error [that is, it may

teach, advise, and warn against it], ... to decide controversies

[that is, judicial cases] respecting doctrine and discipline." And

this is exactly the distinction made by the last Assembly, which

the iSynod assails.

It has tlius been shown that the overture of the Synod of South

Carolina is wrong in many of its statements, it is self-contradic-

tory, it is utterly illogical; it presents no good reason why this

Assembly should grant its request by ''repealing or seriously

modifying" the deliverance of the last. . ,

The Synod seems to imagine that in thesi deliverances are de-

graded by being recognised as having only teaching power. But

teaching is the highest function of the Church. Its great com-

mission bids it " Go, teach." In the Church, discipline is wholly

subordinate to doctrine. And, therefore, to pronounce in thesi

deliverances "didactic," is to assign them the very highest place

in the Church of" Christ.

''"•i

But now let us look at the positive reasons in favor of the

answer given by the last Assembly, that no deliverance in thesi

can be accepted and enforced as law by judicial process.

Tlie ordy "proper object of judicial process" is "an offence";

hence the real question is, How can we find out what constitutes

an ofTence? Our Book of Discipline, recently adopted after care-

ful scrutiny of every word, answers: "Nothing ought to be con-

sidered by any court as an offence, or admitted as a matter of

accusation, which cannot be proved to be such from Scripture, as

interpreted in these standards." Not, "as interpreted by the

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—25.
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General Assembly or other court," but "as interpreted in these

standards." What could be plainer? This single passage ought

to settle the whole (question. Is it not amazing, with this passage

before us, that this discussion could have arisen as to the "leiral

authority" of in thesi deliverances?

But suppose there is doubt as to the meaning of the standards,

what are we to do then? Shall we not ask the opinion of the

highest court? and when it has given an interpretation, does that

not bind us as the true meaning of the law ? Our Book of Church

Order answers these questions. In the Rules of Discipline, Chap-

ter XIII., Section II., we have full instructions how to proceed

in such cases. Lower courts may obtain interpretations from the

higher, though it is held that generally "every court should fulfil

its duty by exercising its judgment." When the higher court,

in answer to an application from the lower, gives its interpretation

and opinion, this answer is over and over again in the Rules of

Discipline called "advice," " mere advice" ; it cannot be enforced

as law; it has no other than didactic power, and its accordance

with the truth is to be determine*! by the court actually trying

the case. If, on a reference, the higher court desires to do more,

it can do so only by hearing and judging the case itself; it can-

not direct the lower court what decision it must give, how it must

interpret the law.

Now, when the Constitution thus carefully limits the power of

a higher court, pronouncing its opinions and interpretations to

be "mere advice" in all cases except those which it actually tries,

is it credible that the same higher court could give the force of

law to its interpretation by merely throwing it into an abstract

form?—that it cannot, indeed, give its interpretation the force of

law in the single case referred to it, but it can do so by issuing

its opinion as an in thesi deliverance, which will then decide

ten thousand cases, the single one which it is forbidden to de-

cide included?

The jealous care with which the Constitution limits the higher

courts in this respect is still further seen in its provisions as to

"general review and control." The higher court may censure,

may teach, advise, and warn; but however reprehensible the
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course of the lower court, "in cases of process"—the only kind

we are now concerned about

—

"in cases of process, no judgment

of an inferior court shall be reversed, unless it be regularly

brought up by appeal or complaint." Thus it is here expressly

provided, as also in case of references, that binding legal effect

can be given to no opinion of a couyt, except when that court

itself hears and issues the cause.

These express limitations and express provisions of course cut

off' all other methods of legally affecting the judgment that has

been given or is to be given by a court. The Constitution shows

that the interpretations given of God's word in our standards are

to be enforced as law by judicial process, and that nothing else

can be; that interpretations may be obtained from the General

Assembly, but that when obtained they are "mere advice"; and

that no judgment of any court can be changed except by a higher

court which actually tries the special case in accordance with the

rules provided in the standards.

Thus by another route we have reached the conclusion, that

the request of the Synod of South Carolina ought not to be

granted, for the reason that the deliverance of the last Assembly

was in exact accordance with the teachings of our Constitution.
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under our Constitution, cannot be determined by their opinions.

And I cannot forget that, if I must accept the opinions of these

Reformers and leaders, I must believe that Copernicus was a fool,

as Luther pronounced him to be; that it is right to play rnne-

pins on Sunday, as Calvin is said to have done—or if that is an

erroneous statement, that it is proper to punish violation of eccle-

siastical hnvs by imprisonment, which Calvin certainly did; and

that the civil magistrate "hath authority, and it is his duty, to

take order that unity and peace be preserved in the Church, that

the truth of God he kept pure and entire, that all blasphemies

and heresies be suppressed, all corruptions and abuses in worsliip

and discipline prevented and reformed," etc. ; and that those who
*• publish opinions or maintain such practices as are contrary to the

light of nature or to the known principles of Christianity, . . .

may lawfully be ctdled to account and proceeded against by the

censures of the Clmrch, and by the power of the civil magis-

trate"—nil of which Gillespie and Cunningham taught and

maintained. As the question relates solely to the power of our

church courts under the Constitution, I have soujiht to^mswer it

solely by an appeal to the "word of God as interpreted in these

standards."

This debate began on the sixth day of the sessions, and the

foregoing speech of Dr. VVoodrow was delivered on the seventh

day, in the morning.

In the evening session of that day Dr. II. M. Smith, of New
Orleans, made a very able speech, of which an abstract fol-

lows here.

ABSTRACT OF DR. II. M. SMITH S SPEECH.

1. There is one aspect of this question very important to

Presbyteries, Sessions, and to all who are concerned in the ad-

ministration of law. We ought to know the precise authorita-

tive value of the spontaneous deliverances of the Assembly.

The deliverance of 1869, on Worldly Amusements, seems to

have been intended to be law; that of 1879 explicitly denies

that it can be enforced as law. If there be here a collision, the
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usa'i^e of deliberative bodies which gives precedence to the latest

decision would decide, that difficulty. But the discussion of this

question has started another much more weighty, nam eJy, On

what footing does this whole class of decisions stand? This

is a pressing question. From year to year overtures askipg

similar decisions are sent up in large numbers from every part of

the Church. This right to overture cannot be denied nor limited.

And thus we are acctimulating a great number of decisions, on

topics of the most valued character, in then as they are called,

which in certain circumstances might come to- have a most im-

portant bearinjT on public and private interests. We ask, What

is the relative authority of -such decisions, as compared with the

authority of our Constitution?

It is contended by some that the Assembly has the power to

make enactments which are of equal autiiority with the require*

ments of the Constitution, and which can be enforced by judicial

process. We cannot admit such a principle. If it were admitted,

the first eff'ect would be that we should witness in these apnual

deliverances a body of law growing up outside of the Constitu-

tion and independent of it, neutralising it, and making it obso-

lete. For sucli law, no patient plodding nor careful scrutiny is

needed. They couhl be made at any time, for any purpose, and

in any terms, and for the benefit of any interest that could se-

cure a majority of votes. In such a case, the Constitution

would in course of time become superfluous. It would be eflect*

ually suspended by the more convenient and more flexible sys-

tem of Assembly law.

2. Again, if the deliverances of the Assembly are to be

clothed with such authority, its relations to the Constitution will

be radically changed. Practically, it would put the Assembly

ahove the Constitution. The power that creates law is higher

than the law. Give the Assembly the power to make law of

equal authority with the Constitution, and in the first instance

you give it equal authority with that instrument. But inasmuch

as the Constitution, when adopted, ^ceases to promulgate law,

and the Assembly is continually promulgating law, its operation

will be more extensive, and may be in directions never contem-
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plated by the written law. It is no longer tiuienable to the Coir-

stitution. It cannct be restrained when the only other authority

is no higher than its own. In short, it would be practically ar>

irresponsible body.

The Papacy shows us the final outcotne of »tich a theory of

Church Government. 8ee Decretals, P. 1., Dis. 40 : "If a Pope,

neglecting his own salvation and that of his brethren, is fouiui

to be remiss in his duties, indifferent, moreoyer, to good—which

is more hurtful to himself and to all—notwithstanding he is.

leading numberless crowds of people with himself into the su-

preme bondage of hell, there to be punished with him forever by

many stripes, yet let no mortal presume to rebuke him for his

faults in this particular, since he who is to judge all can he

judged by none, unless he is found astray from the faith ; there-

fore, let the whole community of the faithful the more earnestly

pray for his continual safety, inastnuchas they observe that after

God, then solvation hangs suspended on the soundness of his

perso;i."

His jurisdiction is unlimited, because ho only has the right to

define it. The written Constitution is of less authority than the

living voice which stands iri the place of it. It follows, that

the Church is at his mercy. God is the only refuge against his

arbitrary power.

It may at first sight seem gratuitous to speak of this culmina-

tion of Papal absolutism in connexion with any form of Presby-

terian tendency. But greed of power has not always been a

stranger to Presbyterianism. We need look no further than the

Digest of the Northern Assembly for an illustration. We need

not go to the trouble of analysing the decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States in the case of the Walnut Street

church of Louisville, Ky., which is spread upon their Digest.

(See Moore's Digest, p. 251.) The principle which forms the

basis of papal absolutism—the power of the Pope to define the

limits of his jurisdiction— is distinctly stated and avowed, as fol-

lows : "A spiritual court is the exclusive judge of its own juris-

diction. Its decision of that question is binding on the secular

courts."
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If* it had said,- "the necular arm," instead of "the secular

courts," it would,havQ used the exact phraseology of Romish hiw,

Acc'ordiii<5 to this decree, neither the secular courts nor the

ecclesiastical are bound to ask whether such decision is sanctioned

by the Constitution. The Assembly being ^^the exclusive judge,''

the Constitution is practically ignored. If the Assembly ac-

cepts this construction of its authority, what can hinder from the

assertion of despotic authority when th« occasion serves? Theo-

retically, nothing ! And pnictically, as we all know, nothing

has hindered it. Their enactments were published to the world,

proclaiming, in 18(il, new terms of membership ; in 18G5, new

terms of communion for Southern Presbyterians; in 1866, their

ipn()facto acts of disfranchisement, and also their enactments for

evicting Southern congregations from our houses of worship.

All these things are contrary to the Constitution ; but if the de-

cisions of the Assembly are of equal authority, they may claim

that tliey exercised only a legitimate right. Upon their theory,

their claim is consistent. They do not admit that they had no

authority to perpetrate those enormities. And they profess to

feel injured when we suggest that such things should be repu-

diated.

But we who condemn such things cannot approve the principle

which justifies them. We cannot place the Assembly—by vest-

ing it with such authority—above the Constitution, without vest-

ing it wi'th the elements of irresponsible power and depriving

ourselves of the safeguards of religious liberty.

•>. It is claimed that the power of the Assembly to make law,

which can be enforced by judicial process, is sustained by the

assumption of arbitrary power oji-^ie-^wyt of the Council of Je-

rusalem. It is claimed that the Council—Acts xv.—bound the

conscience of Cfiristians to duties which, apart from the decisio!i,

would not have been of moral obligation, viz.^ to abstain from

eating blood, meat offered to idols, etc., and in this matter as-

sumed the highest kind of authority. We must dissent from

both parts of this proposition. In the first place, the injunction

did not concern questions of things indifferent as to moral charac-

ter. The practices condemned were the notorious badges of
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heathenism throughout the world. Was it' inventing a new

"burden" to specify that practices which amounted to a profession

of faith in idohitry, were inconsistent wMth the faith and fidelity

of a believer in Christ? On the contrary, it was a duty so im-

perative that no conscience could fail to recognise it.

We look in vain for the tokens of an assumption of power by

that Council. It was composed of Jews, men who had breathed

from infancy the atmosphere of the Holy Lnnd ; men imbued

with the traditions of the fathers ; separated from the Gentiles

by religious rites, a purer faith, and the cruelty of heafhen domi-

nation : who saw the Messiah through the Old Testament dispen-

sation and the Temple worship ; who had never considered the

Gentiles except as ceremonially and spiritually unclean; men who

worshipped God in Christ according to the Temple ritual as long

as the temple stood—it is these men who announce to the Gen-

tiles the decision which puts them on a footing of perfect equality

with Jewish believers in the Church of God. They practically

say, "For ages our ritual has been the badge of the people of

God. It will always be incumbent on us. He has called us

under it. He has called you without it. We do not lay it on

you. Publicly, and by a consistent life, profess your faith in

Christ, and as e(|uals in the kingdom of God, come and share

with us the faith of Abraham, and the redemption of Christ

Jesus
!"

Where in the history of the world do we see a body of men

rise so high above prejudices, tradition, national character, and

reliij-ious habits of thouf^ht? It is a most signal token of the

presence of the Holy Spirit in the plenitude of his power. It is

perhaps the sublimest instance of self-abnegation the world has

ever seen.'

*NoTE.—At the close of the dehate Dr. Girtirdeau said : "The Council

of Jerusalem is quoted by Dr. Smith. But all the conseiisun of theolo-

jjiaus is airainst him. Our Church polity is based so lartrely on this

Council, that if you remove its authority, you undermine our Presby-

terian polity.'' See published report.

As there was no opportunity to correct this impression at the time, we

beg to offer a few citations

:

T-

Calvin. Inst., B. 4, C. 10, ^ 2.
i^n^The first thing in order and the
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We also feel justified in exercising caution lest we give too

much weight to the ppinions of those Scotch divines who are

quoted on this subject. Men's opinions of Church government

are liable to be colored by their political opinions and surround-

ings. The influence of the feudal system had not disappeared

in the days of Gillespie and Rutherford. All power flowed from

the crown or the courts which represented it. In most cases the

chief thin^ in importance is, that the Gentiles were to retain their liberty,

whicli was not to be disturbed ; and that they were not to be annoyed

with the observances of the law. . . . The reservation which immedi-

ately follows, is not a new law enacted by the Apostles, but a divine and

eternal command of God against the violation of charity, which does not

detract one iota from that liberty, [t only reminds the Gentiles how

they are to accommodate themselves to their brothers, and not to abuse

their liberty for an occasion of offence.''

Keander. Plantinji; and Training, p. 79, note: "This Assembly re-

quired no reason why they should impose so much, but only why they

should impose no more on the Gentile Christians."

Banmgarten. History of Apostolic Church, Vol. 2, p. 52: "An as-

tonishment was felt to find among these injunctions which refer to what

are usually desi{i;nated ' indifferent matters,' a purely ethical one. But

it is not with indifferent matters that this passaj^e is concerned, but with

what are essentially moral obligations, though indeed they here appear

individualised."

It is well known that Dr. Thornwell did not base his theory of Presby-

terian polity on that Council. In considering our polity he seems alto-

gether to ignore it. He says. Vol. 4, p. 140: "The polity of the Church

is nowhere minutely described, but it is treated as a thing well known.

.... The form was no novelty. It was an old, familiar thing in a new
relation. That old thing was the synagogue, and there the elder was a

ruler. And there were elders there who did nothing but rule."

And p. 137 : "There is but one Church, a set of congregations bound

together by the nexus of one parliament. Each congregation has every

element of the universal Church, and the universal Church has no attri-

bute which may not be found in each congregation."

According to Thornwell, the principle on which our Church polity is

based, is quite independent of that Council, and would have been perfect

had that Council never existed.

So also taught Dr. B. M. Palmer to his classes in the Seminary at

Columbia. We might mention other eminent names, but these are

enough to show the kind of the authority which supports the view we
undertook to advocate. ,

VOL. XXXI., No. 3—26.

''I
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privileges of the people were concessions from feudal lords. And

in many instances the privileges of the Church depended on the

patronage of the crown. It would be unreasonable to suppose

that their ideas of government in the Church should be alto-

gether free from the influence of such facts jnd precedents.

On the other hand, our point of view is entirely different.

Among us the lower courts do not derive power from the higher;

the reverse is the case. There is no concession of privilege, with

us, from the courts to the people. The Constitution is a cove-

nant between the churches themselves. It is at the same time a

bond of union and a charter of rights. The Assembly is a meet-

ing of representatives. Its powers are delegated and defined.

It meets under the shelter the Constitution gives and the re-

straints it imposes. Before it meets the standard is already set

up, by which its proceedings are to be tested and judged.

Our point of view being so widely different, is therefore a con-

sideration which deprives of much of its force the opinion of

Scotch authorities on a question like this.

4. We have but to look at the limitations under which the

Assembly acts, to see that it was not originally intended to exer-

cise such power as is now claimed for it. It is premised, that

"synods and councils are liable to err," to act without due

knowledge or reflection, to mistake or exceed their powers.

Should we accept as final their decisions, in that view of the mat-

ter, we should simply stultify ourselves by clothing with infalli-

bility the decisions of confessedly fallible courts. Our Church

seeks to protect itself from such consequences in various ways:

First. By limiting tlie powers of the members. Each of us is

delegated for a specific purpose. It is laid down in our commis-

sion. And of our diligence therein, we are to give account at

our return. Each takes his seat with defined and limited powers,

and no one has a riglit to augment them. What each may not

participate in as an individual, the body cannot effect as a whole.

Each and every member being bound by his commission, it is

plainly intended that the whole body shall be bound in the same

wav, and to the same extent.

SeconJ. By the right of review in the Presbyteries. The com-
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missioner is required to report his fidelity to these instructions

to liis Presbytery, \yhich approves or otherwise as it sees fit.

He comes back not as the bearer of concessions or messenger of

law, but to report discharge of a trust. And so, in this investi-

gation of the course of each menaber, the entire proceedings of

the Assembly are subjected to consideration. It is implied that

if the Presbyteries, or a majority of them, should repudiate the

action of their commissioners, it would be shorn of its authority.

Third. By the right of repeal, lodged in succeeding Assem-

blies. According to our usages, every Assembly is represented

on the floor of its successor, thus providing for complete uniform-

ity of action. The presiding officer of one Assembly is the chair-

man of the Committee on Bills and Overtures in the next. All

the new overtures pass through his hands, and are subjected to

his criticism. But, though the previous Assembly has always

this influence upon the deliberations of its successor, yet, when-

ever it appears expedient or necessary, no Assembly hesitates to

repeal former decisions. Hence the stability of any particular

action is not absolute, but coiiditional. ,_
,

^,, , ,,,,.«,

The terms of the commission of members, the revisory power

of Presbyteries, the power of repeal in the Assembly succeeding,

plainly show that it was not intended to put the jjnactments of

the Assembly on the same footing with the Constitution.

II. We have pointed out that the theory we object to is sub-

versive of the Constitution. It can be also shown that it would

soon leave us without a system of coherent law.

1. Here is the Constitution, expressing the thorough and set-

tled convictions of the whole Church, reached by calm and pro-

tracted investigation. You are asked to adopt as equally poten-

tial, the enactments of ever changing bodies of men, who, with-

out previous consultation or even acquaintance, meet under con-

stantly changing influences, amid the press of other duties, with

no chance for elaborate study or minute investigation. Year

after year they reflect the movement of public opinion, and the

changing habits of thought of their changing experience. It can

only be in a general sense that their enactments will always har-

monise with the Constitution. And certainly they cannot be ex-

41
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pected to harmonise always with each other. Make these enact-

ments final, and imagine the hopelessness of the attempt to digest

them along with the Constitution into a harmonious system of

law ! And if it could be done, the action of the very next As-

sembly might throw all into confusion, if the law-making power

continues to enact new law from its own ever varying point of

view, and with a criterion of opmion always liable to change.

Consider, for example, the scope of the injunctions, recom-

mendations, and decisions, in the case of marriage with a de-

ceased wife's sister. In 1761 it was counted unlawful, and per-

sons in this relation were suspended from special communion.

In 1782 they were declared capable of Christian privileges, their

marriage notwithstanding. In 1788 it is recommended thattjuch

marriages he discountenanced but not annulled, and offending

parties be received into communion. In 1821 it is resolved that

such marriages are unfriendly to domestic purity, but not so

plainly prohibited by Scripture as necessarily to infer exclusion

from Christian privileges. In 1842 Kev. A. McQueen was on

this account suspended from the ministry. In 1845 he was re-

stored.

Acting upon its judgment in all these cases, the Court arrives

at diff'erent CQUclusions, basing its action on different principles,

believed at the time to be sufficient. And so long as the Consti-

tution is supreme, there is a corrective for such inconsistencies.

Bur if you make each of these conflicting enactments of equal

authority with the Constitution itself, such a theory as a cohe-

rent system of law becomes impossible. Successive deliverances

neutralise the Constitution and each other. And the moral

power of our legislation perishes in the conflict and in the con-

fusion.

2. Should the theory be adopted, how could you carry such

law into effect? No Session could act on it with any assurance

of safety. Suppose the attempt be made, and a case of discipline

comes before the next Assembly on appeal. The question at

once arises, What was the exact mind of the body enacting the

law? It is not certain that every subsequent Assembly would

accept the responsibility of deciding that question; hence in the
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first instance, the case is hMe to be thrown out, since the law

ccanriot be verifieiL Again, the Session would be liable to en-

counter nn A88en)bly of « diflfcrcnt mind from that one wliicli

made the law ; in that contingency both the case and the law are

likely to be thrown out. Furthermore, the Book prescribes a

regular mode of proceeding for all cases of discipline, which con-

templates only constitutional law, and the Assembly is at once

debarred from approving proceedings which have not constitu-

tional sanction.

Such risks as these would go far towards making such legisla-

tion inoperative, because it would be felt that tjie obstacles in the

way of its execution render it impracticable. ';; v; i ;i!'.;7

8. It is thought by some that there is a want in our system

whicli this theory would supply. We venture to say, on the con-

trary, that it is entirely unnecessary. It secures no advantage,

it remedies no defect, it supplies no want in our process for se-

curing the ends of discipline, or for protecting the purity of the

Church. Ariything it may profess to do can be more promptly

and better done by constitutional methods. True, every possi-

ble form of offence is not described in our Book. But the prin-

ciples, plainly set down, and fully established, by which the

moral quality of conduct in all circumstances is to be estimated

—

these principles are there. And the methods of proceeding ac-

cording to these requirements are also defined. No wrong-doer,

acquainted with our Discipline, would seek a Presbyterian church,

with a faithful Session, as a place of safety. Wherever immoral-

ity shows itself, and under whatever form, it at once becomes a

proper subject of judicial inquiry. Sessions, in the application

of our principles of law, must act with piety and prudence, as a

matter of course. But under the divine guidance and blessing,

the faithful application of those principles, according to the

methods of our Discipline, will be found adequate to any case

that may possibly arivse,

III. Our third argument is, that the exercise of such power

in the way proposed is contrary to the recognised polity of our

Church.

1. This question is not a new one, and the mind of the Church
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has been so distinctly stated, that it might justly he regarded as

res adjudicata. In 1822, nearly sixty years ago, the Assembly

declared in reference to in thesi deliverances

:

"It does not appear that the Constitution ever designed that

the General Assembly should take up abstract cases and decide

on them, especially when the object appears to be to bring those

decisions to bear upon particular individuals not before the /Vs-

sembly."

Such has been the tenor of Presbyterian sentiment on this

question since that time. See New School Minutes, 185(>. Old

and New School Minutes, 1870, declare that "it is inexpedient to

consider cases «w Me8«.'*

The theory, therefore, proposes an innovation on our usages,

and is condemned by our Record.

2. The Synod of South Carolina admits that the Assembly

may make not only judicial cleliverances, but such also as "are

only advisory, recommendatory, and monitory." This we also

admit and maintain. But we also maintain, that these two ca-

pacities, the judicial and the monitory, mark the whole scope of

its authority in matters of discipline.
'

In its judicial capacity it sits as a court of trial in concrete

cases. In its monitory capacity, it sits as a court of inquest,

reviewing the condition of the Church at large. From its emi-

nent point of view, and with high moral authority, it warns or

exhorts as events may demand. But this is only a step prelimi-

nary to investigation. It is not a basis for judicial proceeding.

It needs to be supplemented by action on the part of the lower

courts before a basis for ju<licial proceeding can be found. It

calls for inqiiiry and verification of the facts, and of the moral

character of the facts before a true cause of judicial action can

be acknowledored.

A ''monitory" deliverance is in the nature of the case condi-

tional. It does not contemplate judicial action, except on the

supposition that the facts of the case, when investigated, will of

themselves justify it. It cannot be considered as law, since its

only purpose is to stimulate the fidelity of those who are in-

trusted with the administration of law.
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So long as the Constitution is supreme, the rights and respon-*

sibiiities of the lower courts will be secured, and the moral

power of the highest court will operate as a healthful and benefi-

cent influence, which will be felt throughout the whole of their

jurisdiction. Thus the whole organisation will continue symmet-

rical and strong. The attempt to centralise power in the high-

est court, would be an attempt to build up one part at the expense

of the rest, and thus destroy the strength and symmetry of the

whole. Our Presbyterian system is not to be considered as if it

were a chain which is useless if the chief link is broken ; nor as

an arch which falls if the key-stone is removed; nor as an organ-

ism, dependent for circulation of life on a great central heart,

where each member is doomed to perish whenever connexion with

that central heart is interrupted. But it is rather like the im-

mortal bodies of which Milton speaks— which,

"Vital in every part,

Cannot, but by annihilation, die/'

Suppose our Assembly to be shattered ; let some vast calamity

sweep out of existence every Presbytery and Synod, and let but

a single church survive the wreck
;
yet from that solitary germ

the whole grand structure would arise again. Phoenix-like, in all

its pristine strength and beauty. It is not our policy, then, to

centralise power, but to distribute it. It is not our policy to ac-

cumulate life or responsibility in any great central organ at the

expense of all the other members. Our true policy is to respect

the jurisdiction of the lower courts, to refuse to trench upon it

or share it, and thus awaken a most constant and resolute fidelity

throughout the whole scope of their responsibility. This is our

true policy ; let the Assembly refuse to exercise any powers

wliich the Constitution has reserved or imposed upon the lower

courts, and thus by awakening life and energy in every part of

our system, build up and vitalise the whole.

On the ninth day of the sessions, Dr. Girardeau replied to both

the preceding speakers, and we here present the readers his ab-

stracts of these replies. It is to be wished that it could have

been possible to avoid the repetition involved in his statements of

the arguments employed by his opponents. But the distance
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which separated tliem from one another, and from the present

writer, Avho undertook to edit this debate, put that out of our

power. The reader njay find an advantage in having exactly

what the reply contemphited set right alongsicJe of it.

ABSTRACT OF SECTOND SPEECH OF J. L. Q., IN REPLY.

[To prevent repetition and secure brevity, the main points of

the arguments replied to will be stated without the speaker's

name, and the replies will be indicated by the prefixed word.

Answer. Dr. Woodrow's speech consisted of three parts: 1.

Introductory arguments; 2. Strictures upon the reasons accom-

panying the overture of the Synod of South Carolina; 3. A dis-

cussion of the powers of the General Assembly. The salient points

of the argument which seemed particularly to require answers are

given from notes taken during the delivery of the speech.*]

I. 1 . A formative condition of a (diurch must be distinguished

from one that is regular. In the latter, the Constitution is already

formed and the functions of the courts are definitely prescribed.

There is, therefore, no need of authoritative m ^to/ deliverances.

The assertion of their authoritativeness tends to overthrow the

Constitution. Answer:

(1.) A Constitution already formed may be amended and re-

cast by church courts. These amendments are in thesi determi-

nations in the form of good and necessary consequences from the

word of God, which is the radical Constitution of the Church.

But if inferences may be made in thesi directly from the word,

they may be made from the word as interpreted in our Constitution.

(2.) The word of God as interpreted in our standards, that is,

our Constitution, may be authoritatively interpreted by courts of

Christ's appointment, when the interpretative deliverances are

consonant to that Constitution. Necessary inferences from the

Constitution neither supersede nor overthrow it. They are but

an explicit evolution of its implicit contents.

* As I am unable to reco«j;ni80 the notes taken by Dr. Girardeau

as accurate in every respect, I feel obliged to refer the reader to the

abstract previously given as showing exactly the views which I main-

tained.—J. W>
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(3.) The explicative power of church courts must be admitted

in the formation of judicial decisions which are confessed to be

authoritative. If so, the principle is given up, and there is no

reason why the same power may not be exercised in the produc-

tion of authoritative in thesi decisions; provided they involve

good and necessary consequences from the Constitution.

2. Conscience must be excluded from the operation of the

authoritative decisions of the courts. Whether the law in the

Constitution be right or wrong, it must be enforced on relations,

and the judicial decisions by which alone it can be enforced are

aurhoritative because they are final. Answer: '

(1.) Conscience cannot be excluded from the operation of

church law, without a violation of the nature of that law and of

the nature of church power and the ends for which it is exercised.

The law which the Church administers is confessedlv the law of

God, and of course that is related to the conscience, and operates

primarily and chiefly upon it. Otherwise it is mere human law

and unwarrantably exercised. The nature and ends of church

power are spiritual, and dernand a spiritual sphere of operation.

What is that but the conscience? -' --^^f^^ .^t^,. ., <- ^.h fzy.

(2.) A wrong law in the Constitution is one which is not a

good and necessary consequence from the word of God. If so, it

ought not to be enforced. It ought to be resisted until expunged.

No church court can-be under obligation to enforce, in the name

of Christ and under the sanctions of eternity, a wrong law. If

enforced, it may sever an ecclesiastical relation, but it does it

without authority from the King of the Church. A decision,

without Christ's authority, cannot, except by a solecism, be

termed authoritative. The fact that it may be final in its effect

upon external relations, proves nothing as to the authority in

which it is groutidcd.

8. It is conceded that the word of God binds the conscience

—

no man has liberty of conscience to disobey it. But the contents

of (loliverances are not in question. The first speaker took the

ground that the contents of a deliverance cannot be disjoined from

its human source—what is predicable of one is predicable of the

other. If the contents of a deliverance are derived from the word
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of God as interpreted in our standards, they are authoritative.

So, therefore, must be the court which utters it. Answer

:

This is a great misapprehension. The ground was taken, not

that the contents of a deliverance could not be disjoined from the

human source of the deliverance—that would be absurd ; but

that the contents of a deliverance cannot be disjoined from the

deliverance itself. Now the question under discussion is", not

whether church courts are in themselves authoritative, but

whether some in thesi deliverances of church courts are authori-

tative. And the argument was, that as a disjunction cannot be

effected between the contents of a deliverance and the deliverance

itself, then when the contents are derived from the word of God

as interpreted in our standards, and they are confessedly authori-

tative, the deliverance itself is authoritative. That was the argu-

ment, and it is repeated, with a challenge to any to effect the

disjunction between a deliverance and its contents.

4. Judicial decisions are authoritative and binding because

they are reached after mature deliberation. Aiuwer

:

The same reason might be pleaded for the authoritativeness of

an in thesi deliverance. For example, the in thesi decision which

will conclude this discussion will have been attained after mature

and protracted deliberation. But the true vieAV is, that the au-

thoritativeness of a deliverance is derived solely from its con-

formity to our standards.

II. 1. The Synod's paper charges the deliverance of the last

Assembly with being illogical. If now the paper itself is proved

to be illogical, the charge will be sufficiently refuted. Ansioer:

(1.) I regret that my brother did not professedly examine the

arguments presented in my first speech, rather than those of the

Synod's paper. The latter >vere somewhat hastily stated ; the

former were carefully prepared.

(2.) The legitimacy, however, of his method of procedure is

cheerfully admitted, and I will proceed to answer his strictures

upon the Synod's paper.

2. The Synod's paper is illogical because it maintains, in effect,

that a genus can have no species—that where there is generic

unity there must be specific. Declarative utterances are the

i
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genus; and as the species are didactic deliverances and judicial

decisions^ and both are affirmed to be declarative utterances, the

specific difference between them is denied. It is as if because

you have the genus trees^ you should deny the specific difference

between an apple tree and a palmetto trep. Answer : ^

This is an erroneous view of the Synod's argument, which, for

brevity's sake, is elliptically put. The Synod makes the genus

to be declarative or didactic decisions (for the two terms mean the

same), and the species contained under them to be in thesi de-

cisions and judicial decisions (which is the distinction of the last

Assembly); and its argument is: that as the whole essence of

the genus must descend into each of the species, the generic ele-

ment, declarative or didactic, must enter into the judicial decision

as well as into the in thesi decision. They are both declarative

or didactic decisions, inasmuch as both profess to declare or teach

the will of Christ. The specific difference between the two classes

of decision is not denied. The judicial decision is differentiated

by the possession of the specific property of declaring law in re-

lation to a concrete personal case. The in thesi decision is dif-

ferentiated by the absence of that specific property. But the

generic attribute enters into both species,—the in thesi decision

is didactic ; the judicial decision is didactic. Now, argues the

Synod, if, on the one hand, the two kinds of decision are admitted

to be generically the same, the last Assembly's reduction is

illogical, for this reason : that, in contra-distinguishing judicial

decisions from didactic decisions, it contra-distinguishes the

species from the genus at the same time, and so violates the logi-

cal canon, that the whole essence of the genus must be contained

in each of the species.

The generic unity and the speciBc difference between preach-

ing elders and ruling ciders will furnish a familiar illustration.

The generic attribute is ruling, which is contained in both

species—preaching elder and ruling elder. Both rule. The

specific property of the preaching elder is preaching; the specific

property of the ruling elder is the absence of preaching. But to

discriminate between the two classes of elders, by saying that one

rules and the other does not rule, would be illogical. So to dis-

1
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tinguish, as the last Assembly does, between the two classes of

decision

—

in thesi and judicial—by saying that one class is

didactic and the other is not didactic, is equally illogical. The

in thesi decision teaches the will of Christ without relation to a

particular personal case; the judicial decision teaches the will of

Christ in relation to such a case. Both are didactic or both are

unwarrantable.

On the other hand, argues the Synod, if the last Assembly

held that there is a generic difference betweet^ in thesi and judi-

cial decisions, that position is unconstitutional. The only dift'cr-

ence between them is specific.

8. The Synod's paper is also self-contradictory. It first, as

has been shown, denies the difference between didactic and judicial

decisions; and then aflfirms the difference between them. This

it does in the third reason assigned for the repeal or nmdification

of the last Assembly's deliverance, viz., '* Because said deliver-

ance takes away the key of doctrine from the General Assetnhly

and the other courts of the Church, and retaitis in their hands

the key of discipline alone." Here is the self-contradiction of

the Synod's paper : Didactic and judicial decisions are the same

;

didactic and judicial decisions are different.

(1.) Had my brother criticised the technical accuracy of the

Synod's language in its third reason above cited, the legitimacy

of the criticism would now bo conceded. The usual distinction

which obtains in standard Presbyterian writings, between the

key of doctrine and the key of discipline, is overlooked in the

Synod's statement. That distinction is, that the key of doctrine

is lodged in the hands of the ministers of the word, and is em-

ployed by them in the exercise of their several power of order:

but the key of discipline is in" the hands of presbyters sitting in

courts, and is used by them in the exercise of the joint power of

jurisdiction. The Synod's language departs from this usage.

There is a distinction between the dogmatic and the diacritic (or

judicial) power of courts, but both are included under the sym-

bolic terms. A:/;^ of (//«c7'/)/m^. Having made this concession in

regard to a defect in the Synod's language which my brother did

not criticise, I remark :
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(2.) Thut the Synod^a paper is not really chargeable with self-

contradictoriness. Wiien it affirms that it is unconstitutional to

make a difference between didactic decisions and judicial deci-

sions, it means that it is unconstitutional to make a generic differ-

ence between them. They both teach the will of Christ—the one

without, and the other through, a special judicial case. When it

affirms that the last Assembly takes away from church courts the

key of doctrine and leaves them only the key of discipline, it

means, that the Assembly denies to courts the power of dogmatic

discipline as specifically distinguishable from the power of judi-

cial discipline. There is therefore no more self-contradiction in

the two statements of the Synod's paper, than there is in the af-

firmation in regard to any two things, that they are generically

the same, but specifically different.

The Synod's allegation in its third reason is substantially cor-

rect. It is that the last Assembly takes away from churches the

authoritative element of their dogmatic power, and reduces that

power to one of mere advice. For the Assembly discriminates

«« ^//Y^xe deliverances from judicial decisions, which are authorita-

tive, by the fact that they are only didactic, advisory, and moni-

tory—that is, that they are not authoritative. But if the dog-

matic power of the courts as distinguished from the judicial be

unauthoritative, all that remains of the dogmatic is simply ad-

visory, and it follows that its chief feature—the authoritative—is

tjiken away. And to talk of authoritative advice, or authorita-

tive opinion, is alike unpresbyterian and unmeaning. That

which is authoritative binds.

4. The second reason of the Synod's paper unwarrantably

charges the last Assembly's deliverance with reducing our church

courts to the status of Conj'ref'ational Associations : for there are

many things common between our courts and those Associations,

and our Book provides that our courts may give advice. Answer:

This is not a valid reply to the reasoning of the Synod's paper.

For, (I.) Tliat paper expressly admits that some deliverances of

our courts are merely advisory and recommendatory. (2.) It

charges the last Assembly's deliverance with denying authorita-

tiveness to all in thesi deliverances like those which were in ques-

m
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tion—that is, to all such deliverances made by them when sitting

in a deliberative, and not in a strictly judicial, capacity ; and to

that extent, no more, Avith Congregationalising our courts. The

argument of the Synod is, that if, as deliberative bodies, our

courts are restricted to giving advice, they are, as deliberative

bodies, no more than Congregational Associations. If the whole

dogmatic power of our courts is exhausted in making unauthori-

tative deliverances, the inference is irresistible that, so far as the

dogmatic function is concerned, they are mere Congregational

Associations. That argument of the Synod stands unanswered.

[The acts of our courts in the diatactic sphere were not in

question. Their authoritativeness was not disputed. What was

said as to the courts, as deliberative bodies, was affirmed of them

irrespectively of their diatactic functions.]

5. I deny the doctrine that our church courts are possessed of

the power authoritatively to expound the word of God as inter-

preted in our standards. '"Let us have no more of it." Answer:

This denial of the power of our church courts to give authori-

tative interpretations of the word of God as represented in our

standards is radical; it is in conflict with the whole history of

Presbyterianism. Our digests of decisions not only embody

judicial decisions, but intJiesi deliverances, as professedly authori-

tative expositions of fundamental law. And so far as any of

these decisions are true interpretations of that law, we have

always held that they are really authoritative, and appeal to them

as valid precedents.

6. "I admit that the deliverances of our courts are authorita-

tive so far as their construction of the word of God as interpreted

in our standards is right."

[Comment on this admission was interrupted by an objection to

a remark made in connexion with it. It is too important to be

omitted liere, and must speak for itself.]

7. The individual conscience is the supreme judge; conse-

quently no in thesi deliverances of church courts can be possessed

of legal authority. Atjswer :

(1.) The individual conscience cannot be supreme in relation to

the word of God ; and since some deliverances of church courts
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are consonant to that word, either explicitly or by necessary in-

ference, the individual conscience cannot be supreme in relation

to such deliverances. - ,-,'. > - \' •

(2.) The individual conscience ef every member of a court is

as much a supreme judge as is the individual conscience of him

upon whom the deliverance of a court terminates; for every

member of the court is as much bound by duty in the formation

of a deliverance, as is the person upon whom it terminates in its

interpretation. We have then as many supreme judges as there

are members of the court and persons upon whom a deliverance

terminates. Where, then, is ultimate supremacy ? It must be

in those deliverances which are faithful representatio?is of God's

word, in which ultimate supremacy resides. The supreme judge

is not the individual conscience, but the Holy Ghost speaking

through the supreme rule.

(3.) But granted, that the individual conscience is supreme

judge as to the (juestion whether a deliverance be consonant to

the word of God or not, then, when the individual conscience is

convinced that a deliverance is consonant to the word of God, it,

is hound by its own supremacy to obey the deliverance as authori-

tative. The fact, therefore, that the individual conscience is a

supreme judge of the consonance of a deliverance with the word

of God, serves, in those cases in which the conscience is convinced

of that agreement, to refute the doctrine of the last Assembly

that no ill thesi deliverances can be authoritative. ,

8. According to the doctrine of the first speaker, it would fol-

low, that "Avhen a statute is needed, the General Assembly should

make the statute." Answer:

(1.) In discussing this question, the power of church courts,

not alone of the General Assembly, has been considered by me.

(2.) I have expressly maintained that church courts have no

power to make law, in the sense of originating it. I could not,

therefore, hold that the General Assembly may make statutes.

(3.) But if it be meant that, because I have contended for the

power of church courts to make authoritative deliverances de-

claring the law, or expounding it in the form of good and neces-

sary consequences, the logical result is that I have ascribed to

II
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the courts the power to make statutes, I reply : First, that my
brother is Hable to the same charge, inasmuch as he has admitted

that so far as a deliverance is a right construction of the law, it

must have binding force. Secondly, I have, no more than he,

contended that a deliverance which rightly construes the law

derives iany binding force from the human authority which makes

it. The legal force is derived alone from God's authority, which

speaks through the deliverance. Thirdly, no court can make

statutory law, but it may declare it or interpret it by way of

necessary inference. When a deliverance truly declares the law,

it is a transcript—a fac simile of the law ; when it truly inter-

prets it, it explicitly evolves from the original law by logical

inference what is implicitly contained in it. In either of these

cases no statute is made, that is to say, originated. The old ex-

isting statute is set forth in its application to special questions of

individual duty or of ecclesiastical practice. Where is the making

of statutes here ?

(4.) My brother says that the constitutional way to make

statutes, when they are needed, is for the Assembly to invoke the

action of the Presbyteries, which are the only bodies that can

make organic law. I reply : First, I admit that Presbyteries are

the bodies which frame organic law—construct a Constitution
;

but I deny that they make statutes in the sense of originating

tbcin. Even they have not that power. What is our Constitu-

tion but a systematised declaration, and evolution into good and

necessary consequences, of the fundamental law of the Church in

the word of God? But although the Presbyteries do not make

the law, but simply declare and evolve it, the law as thus declared

and evolved in the shape of the Constitution is admitted on all

hands to be ultimately binding. Now, if a Presbytery, or Synod,

or Assembly, or even a Session, declare and evolve the law con-

tained in the Constitution, in the shape of deliverances, why may

not these deliverances be for the same reason binding? The

principle underlying both cases is the same, although the methods

of procedure are in some respects different. Where is the essen-

tial difference between true inferences made by a ininiber of

courts, and true inferences made bv one court?

th
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Secondly, if all the overtures upon impor'tant (questions, in-

volving the interpretation of the Constitution as to doctrine, gov-

ernment, discipline, and practice, were sent down by the General

Assembly to the Presbyteries for action contemplating the incor-

poration of the answers into the Constitution, what a prodigious

and unwieldy body of fundamental law would be the result! The

Church has never acted simply on that theory, but while she

sometimes requires the concurrent action of Presbyteries, she

most frequently, as in the instance of this General Assembly,

makes deliverances which are issued as authoritative interpreta-

tions of the existing Constitution. And if those deliverances are

precisely accordant with the Constitution, it is impossible to re-

gard them, when'uttering law, as mere solemn advice.

(T).) My brother asks. Why should not the Church be satisfied

with Presbyterian advice, which is always good and weighty

when it is in accordance with the Constitution? I reply by

asking, Why vshould not the Church be satisfied with Congrega-

tionalist advice, which is always good and weighty when it is in

accordance with the word of God? We are Presbyterians and •

not Congregationnlists, and ask, at least sometimes, for authori-

tative interpretations of law, not for opinions nor counsels how-

ever wise or affectionate they may be. Our ecclesiastical bodies-

when sitting deliberatively are courts composed of rulers, not

conventions of Christian gentlemen.

9. The Synod argues that because Synods and Councils may

frame symbols of faith, the General Assembly may do the same.

But the powers of the Assembly are limited by the express terms

of the Constitution, and therefore it cannot frame symbols of

faith, articles of government, rules of discipline, etc. Answer:

(1.) It is a mistake to confine the argument to the powers of

the General Assembly specifically. It is concerned about the

powers of church courts, and only peculiarly about the Assembly

when it is contemplated as the supreme court in a correlated

series of courts. The argument of the Synod is, that because

Synods and Councils may frame symbols of faith, etc., therefore,

not the General Assembly specifically, but, generally, church

courts may frame symbols of faith, etc.
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Now, further, if the Assembly cannot frame symbols of fiiith,

etc., because its powers are limited by the Constitution, neither,

for the same reason, can even Presbyteries discharge that func-

tion. For, according to the Constitution, the Assembly must

first act before the Presbyteries can. The truth is, that the

powers of all the courts check and limit each other, so that in so

important a matter as framing or revising a Constitution there

must be, to some extent, concurrent action. This the Constitu-

tion provides for, and so what is true of Synods and Councils,

although not true, under our system, of any one court, is true,

under that system, of the courts. The Synod's argument, then,

is not : Synods and Councils have power to frame symbols of

faith, etc.; therefore the General Asseuibly has power to do the

same. It is: Synods and Councils have power to frame symbols

of faith, etc. ; therefore church courts have power to do the same.

And if that argument be not valid, how did tve get our syml)ols

of faith, etc.? How would we ever revise and amend our Con-

stitution? We have no Synods and Councils but our church

courts. The Church of Scotland adopted the Westminster stan-

dards by her courts. The American Presbyterian Church did

the same thing, and amended those standards. Where was the

. unchanging work of an initial Council, such as my brother's argu-

ment demands, when he says that " what a Synod or Council did at

first may not be done again " ? But if our courts have these powers

when not sitting in a judicial capacity, but deliberating upon

propositions and forming in thesi decisions, the statement of the

last Assembly needs to be changed. To say that courts discharge

an advisory function in framing a constitution could be matched

only by saying that they perform a judicial function in framing

a constitution.

(2.) My brother charges the argument of the Synod, in its

seventh reason, with the logical fallacy of equivocation, in em-

ploying an ambiguous middle. It uses the terms, Synods and

Councils^ in a double sense. In reply, I would show by a simple

statement of the Synod's argument that the charge is not well

founded. The argument formally stated is : Synods and Coun-
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oils are possessed of the power to determine controversies, decide

cases of conscience, etc.

;

Our church courts are Sj'nods and Councils;

Therefore, our church courts are possessed of this power. -

Now, the middle term }iere is Synods and Councils. Is this

an ambiguous middle ? Why, it is the very purpose of the minor

premise to prove that our courts are Synods and Councils. If,

therefore, there bo any defect in the argument, it is in that

preinise, and ray brother's attack is really on the validity of that

premise. But if our courts are not Synods and Councils, we

have no Synods and Councils, and according to our system could

le^ijitimately have none. If the minor premise stand, the Synod's

argument is conclusive ; and the deliverance of the last Assembly

is proved to be out of harmony with our Constitution.

.!

III. The power of the General Assembly.

1. The didactic power of the Church is preeminent; the didactic

function is the most glorious she can discharge. Answer:

Yes. I contend strenuously for the truth of this statement,

but this position makes my brother's argument inconsistent with

itself He defends the deliverance of the last Assetnbly, which,

according to his own admission, in making all in thesi deliverances

of church courts ''only didactic, advisory, and monitory," strips

them of legal authority—a quality which is assigned by that de-

liverance to judicial decisions. But the didactic function is the

chief and most glorious. It follows that the less is superior to

the greater—moral influence more potent than legal, advice para-

mount to law !

2. The definitions of offences are exhaustively given in our

stundards. Church courts cannot add to them by their deliver-

anees. The law of offences is not the standards and interpreta-

tions by the courts superadded to th^ standards— it is the stan-

dards alone.

(1.) This is a misconception which is fundamental, and regu-

lative of the argumentation of the side which my brother repre-

sents. A true interpretation, proceeding by good and necessary

consequences, is not something superadded to the law in the
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standards. The case does not stand thus : the law in the stand-

ards ^?m,s a new and separate element, viz., the interpretation of

the court. But the interpretation, if it involve only necessary

inferences from the law as stated in the standards, is only an un-

folding—a clear development of the matter of the law. It is the

law itself evolved and applied. There are not two stantlards

—

there is really but one. The interpretative office of the courts is

grounded in the possibility, and sometimes in the necessity, of

expounding the general principles of the word as interpreted in

our standards in their application to concrete cases of experience.

What is true of the preacher in wielding the key of doctrine in

his several capacity is true of courts in employing the key of

discipline—wide as well as narrow—in the exercise of their joint

power. If you restrict courts to the mere letter of the Consti-

tution, limit also the minister of the word to the bare reading of

the Scriptures.

(2.) Were the meaning and scope of the law in the standards

always transparently obvious, there Avould be no need of an in-

terpretative function. But they are not always clear in relation

to certain kinds of offence. I have known Sessions to declare

the law in reference to offences, and they have acted legitimately.

Why should not the other Cf)urts, why should not the collective

wisdom of the Church in a General Assembly, discharge the Siime

office ? Once admit the constitutionality of the declarative and

interpretative function as authoritative—and how can it be

denied?—and you concede the authoritativeness of deliverances

which are simply logical inferences from the law, and are there-

fore the law itself. If an interpretation is but a logical deduc-

tion from the law, it is the law, and it is clear as day that it has

the binding force of h»w.

8. The only valid way in which any matter can be carried up

to the higher courts for authoritative settlement is that which in-

volves judicial process. Matters carried up in any other way can

only elicit advice, the end of which is to enlighten the courts or

the individuals asking deliverances, so that their own duty may

be made clear. Answer :

(1.) This is not the law of our Church. The Constitution ex-

\
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pressly provides for the authoritative settlement by the higher

courts of other naatters than those which are carried up in the

wav of judicial process. Our courts are empowered not only to

decide judicial cases, but those also which are not judicial, coming

before them by overture and other non-judicial methods. They

are authorised to "determine controversies of faith and cases of

conscience," "to decide cases of conscience," and the General

Assembly, particularly, "to decide in all controversies respecting

doctrine" as well as "discipline." Either this language must be

understood to apply solely to judicial cases, or advice must be un-

derstood to be determination, decree, decision. The first suppo-

sition cannot be justified by the terms of the Constitution ; the

latter cannot be supported by the accepted meaning of the terms.

(2.) If this view be adopted, our Church would be deprived of

a privilege explicitly guaranteed in her Constitution—that of re-

ferring non-judicial matters to the courts for authoritative de-

cision. A positive right would be destroyed ; and one or both of

these two consequences may be expected to follow : either the

folly of asking a resolution of grave difficulties by mere advice

will drive Presbyterians to abstain from such a course, and the

deliberative function of the courts, apart from the diatactic sphere,

be reduced almost to zero; or judicial cases will be multiplied as

the onlv means of securing authoritative decisions. If these re-

suits should not follow, it would be because Presbyterians would

acquiesce in the conversion of their courts, as deliberative bodies

not acting in the diatactic sphere, into the advisory Associations

of Independent churches.

4. An appeal on this question ought not to be taken to historic

authority or to the opinions of the great men of the past. Calvin,

Gillespie, Cunningham, and others were distinguished leaders, but

they are only to be imitated so far as they followed Christ. So

far as they failed to do this, they should have no weight with us.

All of them sanctioned certain doctrines, and Calvin certain

practices, which we cannot approve. Human authority cannot

be followed. Our standard is the word of God alone, and we

must judge for ourselves. Answer:

(1.) It is urged that Calvin maintained the doctrine that the
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Church has power to inflict civil pains and penalties. He is

misunderstood upon this point. He expressly (?enie(i that power

to the Church, as may be proved from his Institutes. If he ad-

Yocated the infliction of civil penalties, it was in relation to

offences regarded as civil.

(2.) It is true that the great men of our Church in the pask

ought not to be followed so far as they departed from the word.

That statement is just and universally admitted by us. But the

other and eomplemeritary statement, which was omitted, isequully

true and just-—that they ought to be followed so far as they

agreed with the word.

(8.) I have pleaded the consensus of the Presbyterian Church

in favor of the view I uuiintain. I do not hold the doctrine of

Dr. Charles Hocige. that the common consent of the true Church

is an absolutely determining element in settling controversv.

The only ultimate rule is the word of God. But I agree with

Dr. Thornwell, that the common consent of the true Church to a

doct ine furnishes in its favor a venerable and powerful pr(»8ump-

tion—a presumption which the individual who holds the opposite

doctrine cannot lightly set aside, but is bound to rebut. Now the

force of that presumptive evidence is in favor of the' view for

which I contend. That has not been disproved. The case, then,

stan<ls thus : my brother urges the result of private judgment,

minus the consensus of the. Presbyterian Church ; I urge the

result of private judgment, plus that conse^isus. The presump-

tion is clearly against his view, and deserved to be rebutted. But

that has not been done.

5. There is danger of our Church following the evil exmnple of

some other Churches in assuming the power of minute legis-

lation in regard to practices which the word of God does not tre;it

as offences, and thus exercising a tyranny over the conscience

and practice of Christ's people which ought to be defiantly re-

sisted. Afiswcr :

1 hiive admitted this danger. I admit it now. It is one

against which it is always necessary to guard. Had the last

Assembly said nothing more than that the specific deliverances

of the New Orleans Assembly of 1877 ought not to be inter-
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preted as enforcing judicial prosecution against every forni of

danclTjg, I would not, altliough I tliink everj form of dancing

ou"lit to be (liscountenanced in church members, have endeavored

to secure a change of its deliverance. In this matter, as in all

matters, the deliverances of our courts ought to be strictly limited

by the re(juirernenta of our Constitution. But the case would

have been different, had the New Orleans Assembly pronounced

some forms of dancing—wliat is called the round-dance, for ex-

ample—disciplinable offences. In that case I would have ob-

jected, had the last Asserrjbly declared that such a deliverance

could not legitimate judicial prosecution. I believe that it would.

Wl'ile wesliould carefully avoid an illegitimate declaration of the

law touching oflfences in applicatiori to practices which cannot be

proved to be offences by the Scriptures, as interpreted in our

standards, we should, on the other hand, as sedulously guard

against a failure to declare that law in application to practices

which are, like the round-dance, beyond doubt condemnable by

our Constitution. It is better to take hold of some undoubted

ofieiice, than to strike loosely at a class of actions einbracing

some practices which it might be difficult, if not impracticable, to

prove to he offences.

Hut admitting, as I do, the danger adverted to, I repeat it,

there is a greater. It is that which springs from laxity of disci-

pline on the part of church authorities, and license of practice on

the part of church members. A disregard of authority and a

contempt of law are more and more putting our discipline to the

strain. Worldliness is rapidly increasing in the Church. How
shall it be checked ? If a church member, who has been warned

by a faithful Session that he will be disciplined for persistence in

an offence, can find refuge in a neighboring Presbyterian church

which pronounces him guilty of no offence, discipline is practi-

cally at an end. We need .harmony of views and of practice

among all our churches, and that can only be attained by the

firm and decided declaration of our law as to offences, by our

church-courts, especially by the Gener;il Assembly. That remedy

our condition demands. If that be neglected, our discipline will

sink more and more into a dying sfate.
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RKl'LY TO DR. H. M. SMITIl'S 8PKECH.

1. The doctrine of the overturists tends to the establishment

ol a system precisely rtkin to that of the Papacy. An»wer

:

This charge could only be proved by showing th;it that doc-

trine involves the assertion of the infallibility of our clmrch courts.

That cannot he shown. There has been nothing a[)proaching an

assertion of that sort. On the contrary, exactly the op|)()site

view has been explicitly affirmed. The distinction has hoen sig-

nalised between the infallibility of God's word, and the fallihility

of the persons composing the courts which profess to deliver it.

The word is infallible, and therefore when a court utters the word,

the utterance is infallible. But the persons who compose the

court are fallible, and therefore they are liahle to utter that which

is contrary to the word. Did a court always deliver the word, it

would he infallible ; but a court does not always deliver the word,

but soinetin>es the contrary. That fact is at once the result and

the proof of its fallihility. I have contended that no authority

resides in the courts themselves, independent of the word, and

that only those decisions are authoritative which involve neces-

sary inferences from the word. What analogy, then, is there

between this doctrine and that which claims for the Church of

Rome an inherent infallibility conferred hy direct inspiration?

What tendency can there be in a doctrine which maintains the

infallihility and supremacy of the word alone, to establish the

infallibility and supremacy of the Church ? This charge pro-

ceeds upon the supposition that I have assigned authoritativeness

to all the deliverances of our courts. That supposition is ground-

less, and therefore the charge itself is wholly irrelevant.

2. The doctrine of the overturists attributes to the General

Assembly an independent authority to make law. Am^wcr :

(I.) This involves the great mistake of supposing that the

question is in regard to the authoi'itativencss of the Assembly's

deliverances alone. The (piestion is, in regard to the authorita-

tiveness of the deliverances of our church courts. The groimd

maintained is, that a deliverance of any church court which is

consonant to the word of God as interpreted in our standards, is

authoritative, because of God's authority which it represents. A
deliverance of the General Assembly could not be paramount to
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such a deliverance made by a lower court, because, if so, it would

be paramount to God's, word. >
v

i
., ^ '^>o\m-:;'(nnn^'-^^-r,:.-n:^'i-''(i:^f''i

(2.) It is incorrect to say that the overturists ascribe an inde-

pendent authority to the General Assembly. They expressly

maintain that the Assembly, and the other courts as well, have

no authority independent of the word as interpreted in the

standards.

(3.) It is equally erroneous to say that they assign to the Gen-

eral Assembly the authority to make law. They carefully denied

this position, except as to the diatactic sphere; and contended

that the laws made in that sphere have relation only to circum-

stances common to human actions and societies, and possess no

authority over the conscience. Tlicy only affect the practice of

the Church, for the attainment of order. In making deliver-

ances which, as consonant to the word, are authoritative, the

courts do not make laws ; they only deduce good and necessary

conse(j|uenccs from laws already made by God himself. The de-

duction of inferences from existing laws is surely not making laws.

3. According to the doctrine of the overturists, the General

Assembly has the power to build up a vast code of law coordi-

nate with, and independent of, the Constitution ; and the conse-

quence would be that the Constitution would gradually be more

and more hidden behind this mass of deliverances. Answer:

(1.) It must be borne in mind, that the overturists contend

only for the authoritativeness of deliverances which involve good

and necessary consequences from the Constitution.

(2.) This charge, therefore, commits the logical blunder of rep-

resenting necessary inferences from propositions as coordinate

with, and independent of, the propositions from which they are

derived. The fact is, that they are the propositions themselves,

developed and expanded. And how the original enunciations

can be hidden behind necessary inferences which illuminate their

rn(!!ining, it would be very hard to show. It is out of the ques-

tion that deliverances, which are simply necessary consequences

from the Constitution, can form a code of law coordinate wjth

and independent of that from which they are deduced, and the

meaning of which it is their legitimate oflBce to evolve.

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—29.
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• (3.) This charge could only hold good of deliverances which

are not consonant to the Constitution, and the authoritativeness

of such deliverances the overturists persistently deny. It there-

fore falls to the ground.

4. The doctrine of the overturists, if accepted, would render

the Genisral Assembly irresponsible and its acts irreformable.

Answer

:

(1.) Again the mistake is here made of restricting the question

to the deliverances of the General Assembly— an ignoratio elencM.

(2.) Such deliverances as those, for the authoritativeness of

which the overturists contend, viz., such as are strictly conso-

nant to the word of God as interpreted in our standards, do not

need to be reformed—they are, from the nature of the case, irre-

formable. Would my brother demand a power to reform the

word of God? It is only deliverances which are contrary to the

word as interpreted in our Constitution which are reforrnable,

and require to be reformed; and the autlioritativeness of such

deliverances is not only not maintained, but expressly denied.

Of course they ought to be reformed. If the question were—and

it is not—as to the responsibility of the Assembly for such erro-

neous deliverances and the mode in whicli they may be reformed,

as my brother is very able, I need only emph)y his own method

of answering it. First, there is a limitation upon the power of

the Assembly involved in the responsibility of the commissioners

who compose it to their Presbyteries. In this way the power of

the Presbyteries operates as a check to that of the Assembly.

Secondly, another limitation exists in the power of one Assembly

to reverse or modify the acts of a preceding Assembly—a power

invoked by the overturists in the present instance. To these I

add, thirdly, the limitation involved in the inalienable ri<:hts of

revolution and secession. All these considerations destroy the

hypothesis of the irresponsibility of the General Assembly, and

the irreformability of its erroneous acts; and they are as firmly

supported by the overturists as by my brother himself.

.5. Some of the decisions of the General Assembly are wrong;

therefore its deliverances cannot have the force of law. Answer:

The formal statement of this argument will furnish its refuta-

tion : some of the decisions of the Assembly are wrong and con-
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seqnently devoid of legal authority ; therefore all of the decisions-

of the Assembly are ,Avrong and consequently unauthoritative.

From some to all is a non sequitur. Some of the decisions of

conscience are wrong and unauthoritative. It does not therefore

follow that all are. If the argument be: some of the decisions

of tiie Assembly are wrong; therefore, the Assembly itself is des-

titute of authority, I answer: that is disproved which was never

attem[)ted to be proved. My brother is welcome to the credit of

80 conclusive an argument. Certainly, I will not dispute it.

• f). The decisions of General Assemblies are variant and con-

tradictory; consequently, they cannot have the force of law.

(1.) Lot us divide again. If the conclusion be: therefore, As-

semblies have no inherent legal authority in themselves ; that is

iidniitted.

(2.) But if the argument be: the decisions of Assemblies are

variant and contradictory ; therefore no decisions are authorita-

tive, I deny the conclusion. For, first, those decisions which are

thus characterised are those only which are contrary to the word

of God as interpreted in our standards. Such decisions may con—

•

tradict those which are consonant to the Word and the Constitu-

tion, or may contradict each other. What, follows ? Let them

be rejected, as unauthoritative. But, secondly, those decisions

which are consonant to the Word and the Constitution cannot

contradict each other, else God's word would contradict itself.

The inference is clearly illegitimate from the unauthoritativeness

of wronij decisions which contradict those which are riujht and

eacli other, to the unauthoritativeness of right decisions which

are consistent with each other. But it is only for the authorita-

tiveness of the latter that the overturists contend. The argument

is therefore invalid.

7. The deliverance of the Synod of Jerusalem was altogether

peculiar and exceptional; therefore it cannot be pleaded as a pre-

cedent to establish the authoritative force of the deliverances of

our church courts. Answer:
It is sufficient to say that this extraordinary opinion is out of

harmony with the uniform doctrine of Presbyterian writers, and

assails the scriptural foundations of the Presbyterian polity.
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. Being impressed with the idea that the real (iifference between

the two sides was not great, it occurred to the present writer,

while listening to Dr. Girardeau's second speech, to make an

effort at drawing up a paper which should not compromise either

party and yet constitute a common ground where both might

stand together. The brief statement thus hurriedly composed

was shewn to Dr. Girardeau as soon as he left the platform. The

usual recess of twenty minutes occurred at this time, and we

examined it together. He seemed to be favorably impressed with

it on the first reading, but asked for a second and then a third

reading, but though evidently more and more favorable to it each

time that he read it, he would not decide positively to accept it

until it should be seen by Dr. Woodrow. His acceptance of it

was immediate and unhesitating. Returning to Dr. Girardeau

with the paper, he expressed his readiness to adopt it. In con-

sequence of this agreement, Dr. Woodrow considered it unneces-

sary to make any reply to his colleague, and after a few iiitro-

ductory remarks said that if the minority report could be with-

drawn, ho would offer a substitute which he had reason to believe

would reconcile all differences. This being done, lie read the

following paper and moved its adoption :

"The Assonihly mot in Charleston, in virtue of its power to ^ive au-

thoritiitivo interpretations of the Word, declarea

—

"1. Nothinji; is law to ho enforced by judicial prosecution but that

wliieli is contained in the AVord as interpreted in our stancbirds.

"2. The judicial decisions of our courts differ from their in ihesl deliv-

erances in that the former determine, and, when proceeding from our

hij];hcst court, conclude a particular case. But both these kinds of de-

cisions are alike interpretations of the Word by a church court, and l)oth

not only deserve hif>;h consideration, but both must be submitted to, unless

contrary to the Constitution and the Word
; of which there is a rii^ht of

private jndiiJiient bclon!:;inij; to every church court, and also every indi-

vidual church member."

It was immediately seconded by Dr. Girardeau and adopted by

the Assembly. Some surprise was evidently mingled with the

general relief experienced in the body, and a few members seemed

disposed to hesitate about accepting the paper^- It was called by

one prominent member of the Assembly a "compromise paper."

Dr. Woodrow answered immediately, "It is not a compromise
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paper." The rejoinder was, "It is a very singular thing if it is

not. It is offered by the speaker from one pole, and seconded by

the speaker from the other pole." "But," cried out Dr. Girar-

deau, "both having the same axis."

The writer may be permitted to say that he considers the paper

no compronme at all. It is evident that the opposition of Dr.

Girardeau to the liouisville deliverance arose chiefly out of its

discriminating so widely and so absolutely between the judicial

and the in thesi deliverance. This appears throughout all that

he said. It is ecjually evident that if the in thesi deliverance is

not "law to be enforced by judicial process," that language is

too strong to be applied unqualifiedly to the other kind of decision.

And HO Dr. Girardeau might well bo content with the denial by

the Charleston Assembly that the in thesi deliveranc9 is law to

be enforced by discipline, seeing that that high court equally de-

nies tliis of the judicial decision as well. On the other hand,

Dr. Woodrow plainly intimated in his speech that he considered

it unfortunate that the Louisville Assembly had so highly exalted

the judicial deliverance, and certainly what he desired chiefly to

secure was the declaration that nothing is law but the Word, as

interpreted in our standards. When we come to look at the

remainder of the Charleston paper, wc meet what precisely suited

both sides, namely, that both kinds of deliverances are interpre-

tations of the Word by church courts which have authority from

God to interpret his Word and to enforce it by discipline, so that

both kinds deserve high consideration and both must be submitted

to, provided they accord with the Word ; and that, as to this ac-

cordance, every church session and every church member has

inherently and indefeasibly the right of private judgment.

At Charleston, on the first passage of this paper, some of Dr.

Woodrow's supporters said he had given up everything. It was

not very long before some of Dr. Girardeau's sympathisers wrote

to him that he had sacrificed his side to Dr. Woodrow. Calm

reflection will perhaps convince all that neither side was sacrificed,

and that both parties gained all they cared about. The Charles-

ton deliverance secures both order and liberty.

Jno. B. Adger.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

It is unnecessary to repeat the remark that the four incom-

parable lives of Christ are to be found in the New Testament.

The uninspired biogrnphies of our Lord do not put themselves in

competition with the accounts given with absolute adequacy by

the Evangelists, and are not without their own proper place. Of

these purely human narratives the very able work of Geikie' is

rapidly pushing aside, with English readers, the seductive but

provoking book of Canon Farrar. The late Episcopal Bishop of

Maryland was regarded during his life-time, at least by outsiders,

as an exceedinglv IIi<irh-Churchman ; but these discourses'' show

him to have taken moderate ground on certain of the mooted

questions that ordinarily divide the High-Church from the Low-

Church parties. Having despatched the consideration of the

smaller Letters of the Apostle to the Gentiles, Dr. Cowles here^

"enlarges his brief" and essays the treatment of those of greater

extent and compass. Scotland is becoming even more distin-

<;uished of late than England for its contributions towards the

true understanding and appreciation of the ancient classics. The

most finished and splendid of the Greek tragedians'* is brought

out comme ilfaut^ by a University man whose business it is to

teach the Caledonians the lanoruaoje of historic Attica and the

kindred dialects.

We arc glad that the flimsy, unsavory, and we would fain

think libellous, gossip of Madame de R«^musat* is so soon offset

*The Lif? and Words of Christ. By Cunnin<^ham Geikic, D. D. New
edition. 8vo, l,2r)8 pp., cloth, S1.50. I). Appleton & Co., New York.

'^Fifteen Sornions. By Williani Ilollinson Whittinjifham, Fourth Bisliop

of Maryhiud. 12nio, cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

^Tho Longer Fijjistles of Paul, viz., Komans, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinth

ians. By the llev. [lenry Cowles«, D. D. 12ino, cloth, $2. Ibid.

*Sophocle.s. By Lewis Campbell, LL.D., Professor of Greek in the

University of St. Andrews. Beinij; No. 4 of "Classical Writers," edited

by John Richard Green. Kiiiio, cloth, GOo.

^Memoirs of Madame de Rein usat. With an Index. Complete in one

volume. 12mo. 740 pp., Cloth, $2. Ibid.

I'J
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by the celebrated Memoir of Madame Junot,* also done into Eng-

lish; whicli before could only be obtained in octavo. The his-

torical scope is wider in the older work, and the personal view

more favorable and perhaps less prejudiced. Tlie charact*er of

Bonaparte remains as inexhaustible a study as that of Hamlet.

We are opposed to all quaintnesses in book-titles, but there is some-

tiling otherwise winsome in the way our Mediterranean traveller^

puts himself before his readers. The Riviera! what an almost

matchless field does it afford, from Genoa to Niceanil Cannes and

Toulon, not to say Marseilles, to the descriptive artist! And
then we have Corsica, Algiers, and Spain thrown in, without

mulcting us for more volumes. Pioneer literature^ is apt to

be very tolerable reading in an idle hour by the wayside or

elsewhere. •

'

"v
. , ^

We have lutely adverted in these pages to the recognised bio-

graphy of Dickens by Forster. It was eminently desiiable that

another writer should give us a more succinct narrative* and one

less imbued with egotism. We feel like buying Professor Lup-

ton's bookmen theoretic farming. A popular work on this subject

from a man of competent talents, and a specialist in this depart-

ment, has hitherto been much needed. The Constitution'' of

'Memoirs of Napoloon, his Court and Family. By the Duchesse

d'Ahrantes (Madame Junot). New Edition. 2 vols., J2mo, cloth, $3.

I). Appleton & Co., New York.

'^A Search for Winter Sunbeams in the Riiih'a, Corsica, Alf^iers, and

Spain. By Samuel S. Cox. With illustrations. New, cheaper edition*

12ino, cloth, $1.75. Ibid.

^Rocollections and Opinions of an Old Pioneer. By Peter II. Burnett,

the First Governor of the State of California. 12mo, 468, pp., cloth,

$1.50. [fnd.

*A Short III fe of Charles Dickens. With Selections from his Letters*

By Charles II. Jones. "Handy Volume Series." Paper, 35c.; cloth,

6()c. Ibid.

^The Elementary Principles of Scientific Agriculture. By N. T. Lup-

ton, LL.D., Professor of Chemistry in Vanderbilt University. 12mo,

cloth, 45c. Ibid.

*The Constitution of the United States, with Brief Comments; and In*

cidental Comments on the Constitutions of England and France. Edited

by J. T. Champlin, D. D. 16mo, 205 pages, cloth, S-'l. John Allyn,

Boston.
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these associated commonwealths may be studied to-day with the

same sort of interest exactly with which one ponders the Consti-

tution of Rome or of Carthage. Mr. Mallock is one of the most

charming and suggestive writers of our time. In the present

discussion^ he shows conclusively that the logical outcome of

Agnosticism is Pessimism. His remarks towards the end on the

Roman Catholic Church are the most whimsical and disappoint-

ing in the volume. The volume as a whole is (as Lord Cockburn

wrote of the "Noctes") "bright with genius," and displays nn

unusual breadth of discursive reading in contemporaneous litera-

ture, but is vague, ennuyS, and unsatisfying. Mr. Hildreth's

important history^ of the United States became at once u formi-

dable rival to Mr. Bancroft's. We are glad to see it going to

ja new edition. The history of Holland's Grand Pensionary, by

Mr. James Geddes,^ is pronounced worthy of companionship with

the kindre<l publications which have built up the reputation of

Motley. Professor Davis, of the University of Virginia, makes

a creditable appearance before a wide constituency of educated

readers in his analysis of the laws of human thinking.^ -

As the names Johnston and Jackson are particularly famous

in the civic and military annals of America, so is the name

Thompson connected inseparably with the geography and anti-

quities of the eastern coast of the Mediterranean. After "The

Land and the Book," when the author had spent, if we mistake

not, twenty-five or thirty years in Palestine and Syria, we had

"In the Holy Land," by Dr. Andrew Thompson of Glasgow,

^Is Lifo Worth Living ? By W. II. Mallock. "Fitcb's Popular Libra-

ry." 12ino, 180 pp., paper, 350. Geo. W. Fitch, llochester, N, Y.

'The History of the United States. First Series.—From the First Set-

tlement of the Country to the Adoj)tioii of the Federal Constitution.

Second Series.—From the Adoption of the Federal Constitution to the

Knd of the Sixteenth Conjfress. By Richard Ilildreth. New edition.

() vols., 8vo, cloth, $12. Harper k Brothers, New York.

^The History of the Administration of John de Witt, Grand Pensionary

of Holland. By James Geddes. Vol. 1.-1023-1654. With Portrait.

8vo, cloth, $2.50. Ibid.

*The Theory of Thought. A Treatise, on Deductive Logic. By Noah

K. Davis, University of Virginia. 8vo, cloth, $2. Ibid.
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who had merely taken a six months' tour over the country. Now

we have Dr. William, Thomson's ripened experience of nearly a

half century in "Southern Palestine and Jerusalem."^ The

authority of this judicious writer is hardly second to that of

Robinson. It was meet that we should have these well selected

masterpieces^ of the best English writers bound up in a single

crown octavo volume. We have several times commended Mr.

Rolfe's^ appositeness and fine discernment as an interpreter of

him who has been styled some\yhat extravagantly "the high

priest of nature."

There is no denying the learning and capacity of the late Pro-

fessor Murray of the Johns Hopkins University. It was Professor

Murray's father, it will be remembered, who wrote "Kirwan's

Letters." This work on the Psalms* is one of much value, though

not untinctured with the rationalising virus now so prevalent in

Germany and Scotland. Everything that Professor Fisher writes

i8 sober, solid, meritorious, and, so far as his apologetical articles

are concerned, in general orthodox. When he ventures out upon

the mare magnum of theolo;;y proper, it is natural to firwl truces

of the New Haven school with its well-known distinctive pecu-

liarities. Professor Fisher's contributions to our historical knowl-

edge'* arc especially unexceptionable and valuable.. Dr. Macdon-

ald's "St. John"^ is a good book. Even if it Avere not a good

'Southern Palestine and Jerutialein. By Win. M. Thomson, D. D.,

Forty-five Years a Missionary in Syria and Palestine. 140 illustrations

and maps. Square 8vo, cloth, $7.50. (Subscription.) Ibid.

'^Masterpieces of English Literature. Being Typical Selections of Brit-

ish and American Authorship, from Shakespeare to the Present Time:

toiicther with Definitions, Notes, Analyses, and Glossary, as an aid to

Systematic Literary Study. For Use in Ili^h and Normal Schools,

Academies, Seminaries, etc. By Wni. Swinton. "NVith Portraits. Crown
!^vo, cloth. Ibid.

'Henry IV. Shakespeare. Edited by W. J. Rolfe. 2 vols., 12mo,

cloth, ()0c. a volume.

*The Orijj;in and Growth of the Psalms. By Professor T. 0. Murray.
12iijo, 336 pp., cloth, $L50. Charles Scribner's Sons, New York.

H)iscu8sions in History and Theology. By Prof. George P. Fisher,

1). I). 8vo, 570 pp., cloth, %:i. Ibid.

The Life and Writings of St. John. By the Rev. .Tames M. Macdonald,

VOL. XXXI., NO. 3—30.
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book, Dean Flowson's introduction would entitle it to a reudy

dale. The Ilev. Mr. Scribner^ is a pleasing and tender devotional

1^^iter.

Mrs. Terhune in her ^'Loiterings" * has presented us with one

of her most serviceable and enjoyable literary offerings. If she

is a trifle too rancorous in her strictures upon John Bull, she

can fairly plead the lex talionu after Martin ''(yhuzzlewit" and

*'Amcrican Notes." Mr. Stone invites us to a banquet of not

wholly unaccustomed dainties.^ We may safely go to ProfcvSsor

Dawson of Canada for thorough information as to all the recent

"finds" among the fossils.^ The account of the great astronomer

of Italy—whose primitive telescope is still to be seen in Flor-

ence—that is spread before us by Mr. Carlos* is likely to prove

B useful substitute for much of the cheap and worthless, if not

pernicious, matter that is issuing daily from the press. The high

name of Mr. Sayce gives some importance to his elaborate trea-

tise on linguistics.* We are no admirer of books made up of

*'The Beauties' of famous writei*s. No one of our day, however,

could stand the test of selected (]uotations better than George

Eliot,^ and her eminence both in letters and philosophy is not to

be gainsaid. It may be worth noting that Mr. Mallock regards

X). n. Fiditod, with an Introduction by Doan Howson. With maps and

illustrations. Now edition. 8vo, 472 pp., cloth, roducod to $3. Ibid.

'The Saviour's Converts. By the Uov. William Scribner. 12mo, ISS

pp., cloth, $1. Ibid.

'Loiterinivs in l^loasant Places. By Marion Ilarland. 12nu), 443 jip..

cloth, $1.7.5. Ibid.

'Cradle Land of Arts and Creeds; or Nothinii; New under the Sun. By

(\ J. Stone. 8vo, $5. Scribner Si, Welford, New York.

^Fossil Men and their Modern Representatives. By J. W. Dawson.

Illustrated. 12mo, cloth, $.3. Ibid.

''The Sidorial Messen«<;er of Galileo Oalilei. Containing the Oriiiiual

Account of Galileo's Astrononiical Discoveries. A Translation, with In-

troduction and Notes, by Edward Stafford Carlos. Illustrated lOuio.

$2.00. Ibid.

^Introduction to the Science of Lanijjuaijce. By the Rev. Archibald

Henry Sayco. 2 vols., larno post 8vo, cloth, SIO. Ibid.

''Wise, Witty, and Tender Sayings in Prose and Verse. Selected

from the Works of George Eliot. By Alexander Main. 12nio, cloth gilt.

$2.60. Jbid.
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George Eliot as the principal mouth-piece of the current Agnostic

materialism. Our litQrary palate is titillated by fillips from a

new book of ballads.^

After long acquaintance with the work, we do not fear to say

tliiit so far as our information goes "Lippincott's Gazetteer"* is one

of the most valuable and convenient books o'f reference in the

world. Mr. Duff' has hardly done Camoens^ into better English

than that of Mr. William Julius Mickle; but the style may be

regarded as more in consonance with the fashion of writing that

is just now in vogue. Mrs. Mills's merry title* might almost

tempt a truculent critic not to carp at her euinine. Stimulating

rejections on the aim and methods of Providence may be either

clever or dull, either sound or erroneous. Mr. Butts has, we

fancy, set down many things that he thought worth saying in a less

humdrum way than he might have done had it not been his eff'ort

to bo novel.

°

The love feast between Dr. Bellows and Mr. Henry Ward

Beecher, at the Channing anniversary, must have been an edify-

ing spectacle. This,^ as we take it, is Dr. Bellows formal address

on that occasion. Though a hard judgment must be passed on

Dr. Bellows's Socinianism, we may concede that he is an admira-

'A IJalhid Book. By C, K. Sharpe. With colored frontispiece. 12rrio.

liiilf R()xl)ur<?h, $6. Ibid.

^liifipiucott's Gazetteer of the World. A Complete Pronouncing Gazet-

teer, or Geographical Dictionary of the World. Containing notices of

over one hundred and twentyfivo thouHand places, with recent and au-

tlientic information respectinii; the Countries, Islands, Rivers, Mountains,

<IiticH, Towns, etc., in ev(!ry portion of the Globe. New edition,

tlioroii/xhly revised, re-written, and enlarged. Imperial 8vo, library

Hh(!op, iTlO; half turkey, $12 ; half russia, $10. J. B. Lippincott & Co.,

I*liil!i(l(>][)hia.

*Tli(! LuHiud. By Camoens. Translated by Robert French Duff. With

portraits. Royal 8vo, cloth, $6. Ibid.

^Mother Hubbard's Cupboard. A Cook Book. By Mrs. W. T. Mills.

'^vo, 84 pp., boards, 5()c. American News Company.

'',Sii;^;reHtive Thou^^hts on the Purpose and Process of All Thinf/;s.

li^Mio, 81 pp., cloth, 75c. Asa K. Butts, New York.

"William Eilery Channin;i;. By Henry W. Bellows. 8vo, .39 pp., paper,

Hoth, %\. G. P.'l^utnam's Sons, New York.
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ble writer of pure English. The influence of William Ellery

Channing, always pale and cold in comparison with that of

Chalmers, or even that of Coleridge or of Carlyle, is growing less

and less marked as the years glide by. Blanqui's History of

Political Economy in Europe' would be wholesome reading during

vacation for some of our Washington legislators. Its value is

increased by Mr. Wells's sound and moderate introiluction. It

is now actually questioned not only whether the Maid of Lorraine*

was burnt as a witch in the market-place of Rouen on the 81st of

May, five centuries ago and more, but whether she was ever burnt

at all. New interest is given to the romantic figure of La Puce.lU

by Le Page's picture of lier in this year's Salon as a coarse

hard-featured rustic lass; biit on hor face *'the light that i»ever

was on sea or land." Bickcrsteth's fine but monotonous and too

sensuous poem* bids fair to live as long as any of the claimants

to a similar celebrity. Many of these agitating essays* well de-

serve a discriminating perusal.

Professor Plumptre is, it need not be said, one of the most

accomplished scholars of the English Church, and his contribu-

tions to Smith's and the other Bible Dictionaries and Cyclo[)j\cdias

have greatly enlarged the circle of his admiring, though not

always assenting, readers. He is referred to, if we arc not at

fault, as holding the Broad Church views as to future punishment

which have been avowed by Canon Farrar. Dr. Plumptre's

Commentary on the Acts is one of the finest extant, and has given

us a taste of what he can do in that line. Tiie endorsement of
^

his '*Luke" * by Bishop Ellicott is, with possibly one exception,

•IlivStoryof Political Kconomy in Europe. By Jcroino Adolplio Rlanqui.

Translated by Kiiiily G. Howard, With Introduction by David A. Wolls.

8vo, .590 pp., cloth, %?>M. Ibid.

Moan of Arc. By Janet Tuckoy. Sq. lOmo, 224 pp., cloth, $1. J hid.

'Yostorday, To-day, and Forever. A Poem. By E. II. Bickerstctli.

New edition. IGnio, 4G0 pp., cloth, r)()c. Rohort Carter & Brothers.

New York.

*Theoloo;ical Unrest : Discussions in Science and Ileliijjion. Essays l»y

James Anthony Fronde, Professor G. P. Tait, of the University of Edin-

bm-jrh, iind the Rev. E. A. Washburn, D. D. No. 11 of the "Atlas Series

ofE ays." 8vo, 04 pp., pa[)er, 25c. A. S. Barnes & Col, New York.

The Gospel according to St. Luke. With Commentary by E. II.
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the highest he could receive in England. Mr. Winchell is thought

to have written an able but dangerous book^ to prove that God

had created other men before Adam. We accept with gratitude

Mr Carpenter's heart-testimon}'^ to the truth of the religion of

Jesus. VVe stronglj' recommend the noble argument by the illus-

trious and devoted missionary, Alexander Duff.^ That great

Christian scholar, the late Dr. Tayler Lewis, discourses know-

ingly of Bible Psalmody.* ,

We see that Mr. Buckle on his list of the few original books

has justly put down the story of Cervantes as one of the three

grent modern novels. The tinge of immorality that discolors the

original belongs more to the age than the man. To the transla-

tions by Smollett, Jarvis, and others, one more is now added* and

passed through tiie nnirvellously cheap process of the Ameiican

Book Exchange. There is another edition, too, of Milman's

Gibbon f a book that wears better than any coeval writing, unless

it be that of Edmund Burke. Macaulay's superb history'^ is

daily lo.sing reputation for anything like impartial accuracy, but

(if that be possible) it is gaining reputation as an English classic.

IMumptic, D. !>., Prebendary of St. Paul'8, Vicairof Bickley, Professor of

Divinity, Kin^j's College, London. Kdited by C. J. Ellicott, D. D.,l5i»hop

of Gloucester iind Briwtol. Fep. 8vo., 440 pp., cloth extra, Sl.lio. Cas-

8oLI, P<!tter, (Jailpin & Co., New York.

M'roadaniites
; or, A Demonstration of the Existence of Men ))efore

Adam. ]Jy Alexander Winchell. S\o,5'2H pp., cloth, %'d.oi). S. C. Griggs

&, Co., Cliica<io.

'^Tlu? Witness of the Heart to Christ. By the Rev. W. Boyd Carpenter,

rjino, 174 pp., cloth, 75c. A. D. F. Randolph & Co., New York.

'Missions—The Chief End of the Christiain Church. By the Rev. Alex-

ander Duff", D. D. With steel en/^ravin/^. IGmo, 2G2 pp., cloth, $1;

United Presbyterian Board of Publication, Pittsbur/^h.

Miiblo Psalmody. By Tayler Lewis, D. D., and others. IHmo, 64 pp.,

cloth, 3()o. Ibid.

^The Adventures of Don Quixote de la Mancha. By Mi;^uel de Cer-

vantes. Illustrated. IGino, GIG pp., cloth, 50c. American Book Ex-

chanjre, New York.

''Milman's Gibbon's Rome. 5 vols. IGmo, 3,450 pp., cloth, $2.50; half

russia, |5. Ibid.

'Macaulay's History of England. 3 vols. IGmo, 2,135 pp., cloth, $1.50 ;

half ruBsirt, $3. Ibid.
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ARTICLE I.

^

THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL IN ITS TIIEOLOQICAL
RELATIONS.

The question which we considered in our last article in this

Review (April, 1880), was, whether our position that the firsft

sin was not necessitated by an efficacious decree of God is uncal-

vinistic and untrue. We showed that the Supralapsarians them-

selves maintain the distinction between efficacious and permissive

decree in relation to the first sin, and hold that God did not

effect that sin, considered as sin, but permitted it. We next

showed that Calvin was a Sublapsarian, so far as the order of

the divine decrees and the object of predestination are concerned.

But the question occurred, whether he held the view that God

necessitated the first sin by an efficacious decree, and, more par-

ticularly, whether he decreed to effect, and therefore actually

effected, the first sin, regarded as an act or an historical event,

while he permitted man to infuse the evil quality into the act, or

to fail in producing the good quality which ought to have existed.

That was the particular question under discussion when we were

compelled to bring the article to a close, and we now proceed

with its consideration. Having reniarked that we proposed to

adduce and examine the most prominent passages in the writings

of the Reformer which seem to place him on the affirmative of
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this question, we began with those which appear to tench that

God decreed to create man for destruction, and from which tlie

inference has been drawn that Calvin hehl tlie necessitation of

the first sin by divine decree. Having evinced the improbability

of such a construction of tliat chiss of passages, we next take up

those from which the inference might with some phuisibihty be

deduced, that, in Calvin's view, the causal efficiency of God was

implicated in the production of the first sin, considered as an

act or event.

Before quoting Calvin's language, however, we deem it neces-

sary to observe that we have nowhere in his writings discovered

the distinction between an act, as act, which God eflfects, and the

quality or want of quality of the act for wliich man is account-

able, which is fundamental to the doctrine of Supralapsarians and

the advocates of the privative character of sin. The distinction

which* he makes, and which he often uses, is a different one.

Let us explain. An act Tnay be regarded in a twofold aspect

—

as to its matter and its form. The matter, or what is the same

thing, the material cause, of an act, is the act itself; the form,

or the fornud cause, of an act, is that which distinguishes it from

all other acts whose matter is the same, viz., the subjective

inducements leading to, and the end contemplated by, the act

—

in a word, its motive or intention. Now the Supralapsarian and

the maintainer of the privative character of sin hold tfiat tl)e

matter of sin is given by God, but the form by man. Calvin's

distinction, on the other hand is, that the matter is given by

man, but that the form is partly given by man and partly by

God. We shall have occasion to note this difference between

the doctrine which we are considering and that of Calvin as we

proceed. At present we call attention to it for the purpose of

showing that no passages, so far as we know, can be adduced

from the Reformer's writings in which the supralapsarian dis-

tinction between sin as act and as quality is formally affirmed;

in which he maintains that God is the author of sin, considered

as an act, but man, of the sinful quality attached to the act.

The passage, in which he seems most clearly to obliterate the

distinction between the divine effectuation and permission of sin,
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sense as they are demanded by justice. Now unless it can be

shown that this representation of Calvin's views is incorrect, and

that he treated the two cases as the same, involving the same

relation to the decree and providence of God, the passage before

us proves nothing as to the effectuating agency of God in the

production of the first sin. It must, of course, be granted that

there are points of similarity between the cases, points in which

the relation of divine decree and providence to them is the same.

God bounds and governs the sins of the wicked; he orders, dis-

poses, and directs them, so that they accomplish his holy pur-

poses and promote the glory of his name. In like manner he

bounded and governed, ordered, disposed, and directed the first

sin. Both sorts of sin are objects of his fore-ordaining will and

his controlling providence. Concerning this there is no dispute

as to Calvin's doctrine or the faith of the Reformed Church.

But the question now at issue is, whether Calvin taught tlmt the

divine efficiency is exerted in the same way in rehition to the

sins of the wicked and the first sin of Adam. The school whose

views we are canvassing hold that God produces sin considered

as an act, but man tlie evil quality inhering in the act; that is to

say, God produces the sin materially considered, and man the

sin formally considered. The matter is God's, the form man's.

The divine causality is thus made to appear as the immediate

efficient of the matter of sin. Calvin's doctrine, as we have indi-

cated, is different from this. He assigns the matter of sin to

man, and so makes him the immediate efficient of sin, materially

considered. Let us hear him upon this point:

"They will have it that crimes ou;i;ht not to he punished in their au-

thors, hecause they are not eoTimiittcd without the dispensation of God.

r concede more—that thieves and murderers and other evil-doers arc in-

struments of divine providence, boino; employed by the Lord himself to

execute the ju<lfj;ments which he has resolved to inflict. But I deny that

this forms any excuse for their misdeeds. For how? Will they impli-

cate God in the same inicpiity with themselves, or will they cloak their

depravity by his rij^htcousness? They cannot exculpate themselves, for

their own conscience condemns them : they cannot charge God, since

they perceive the whole wickedness in themselves, and nothing in him

save the leji;itimate use of their wickedness. . . . While the matter (wrt-

ieria) and guilt of wickedness belongs to the wicked man,' why should it
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sense as they are demanded by justice. Now unless it can be

shown that this representation of Calvin's views ia incorrect, and

that he treated the two cases as the same, involving the same

relation to the decree and providence of God, the passage before

us proves nothing as to the effectuating agency of God in the

production of the first sin. It must, of course, be granted that

there are points of similarity between the cases, points in which

the relation of divine decree and providence to them is the same.

God bounds and governs the sins of the wicked; he orders, dis-

poses, and directs them, so that they accomplish his holy pur-

poses and promote the glory of his name. In like manner he

bounded and governed, ordered, disposed, and directed the first

sin. Both sorts of sin are objects of his fore-ordaining will and

his controlling providence. Concerning this there is no dispute

as to Calvin's doctrine or the faith of the Reformed Churcli.

But the question now at issue is, whether Calvin taught that the

divine efficiency is exerted in the same way in relation to the

sins of the wicked and the first sin of Adam. The school whose

views we are caavassing hold that God produces sin considered

as an act, but man the evil quality inhering in the act; that is to

say, God produces the sin materially considered, and man the

sin formally considered. The matter is God's, the form man's.

The divine causality is thus made to appear as the immediate

efficient of the matter of sin. Calvin's doctrine, as we have indi-

cated, is different from this. He assigns the matter of sin to

man, and so makes him the immediate efficient of sin, materially

considered. Let us hear him upon this point:

"They will have it that crimes ou<f;ht not to be punished in their au-

thors, because they are not connnitted without the dispensation of God.

I concede more—that thieves and murderers and other evil-doers are in-

strutnents of divine providence, boino- employed by the Lord himself to

execute the judgments which he has resolved to inflict. But I deny that

this forms any excuse for their misdeeds. For how? Will they impli-

cate God in the same inicjuity with themselves, or will they cloak their

depravity by his righteousness? They cannot exculpate themselves, for

their own conscience condemns them : they cannot charge God, since

they perceive the whole wickedness in themselves, and nothing in him

save the legitimate use of their wickedness. . . . While the matter {ma-

teria) and guilt of wickedness belongs to the wicked man,^ why should it
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be thought that God contracts any wickedness in using it at pleasure as

his instrument ?"* ^^ ^

- .; :.^-T;r ..jv
^- ,•)-. .y ^ .?,-.;

. ,y,*E.rv f

,

"Though their perditjon depends on the predestination of God, the

cause and matter of it is in themselves."f

"For though, by the eternal providence of God, man vras formed for

the ctilamity under which he lies, he took the matter of it from himself,

not from God, since the only cause of his destruction was his degenerating

from the purity of his creation into a state of vice and impurity." J

In bis treatise entitled Instructto adversus Libertinos Calvin

professedly discusses the question of the nature of God's agency

in the sins of the wicked. The maxim of the fanatical sect against

whom he wrote was: Deus efficit omnia; and they abused it to

the perpetration of every species of wickedness under the sanc-

tion of the divine name. The question of God's efficiency in

relation to sin was therefore fairly before the Reformer's mind.

He expounds the various modes of operation employed by God

in his administration of the affairs of the world. When he comes

to the question of the mode in which he governs the wicked, and

uses them as his instruments in the accomplishment of his pur-

poses, he says:

"There is a great difference between the work of God and the work of

a wicked man when he uses him as his instrument. For the wicked man
is incited to the perpetration of his crime by his own avarice, or ambition,

or envy, or cruelty, without contemplatino; any other end. Therefore

froii\ that root, that is, the affection of the mind and the end which it

regards, the work takes its quality, and is deservedly judged as evil. But

God has altogether another end in view, namely, that he may exercise

his righteousness in preserving the good ; may exhibit his grace and

goodness towards believers
; but may also chastise the ill-deserving. See

then in what manner we must distinguish between God and men, so that

in one aspect of the same work we may contemplate righteousness, good-

ness, and judgment, and in another the wickedness of the devil and

unbelievers. . . . For all things take their quality from the purpose and

will of the author."
II

When, then, the question of the relation of the divine efficiency

to the sins of the wicked was that which he was professedly dis-

cussing, he did not draw a distinction between sin as an act and

as a quality, and affirm with the Siipralapsarians and the advo-

''Inst., B. I., C. xvii., g 5. f/WcZ., B. III., C. xxiii., g 8. Xlhid^l^.
\\Opp., Amstel., 16G7, p. 385.
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catcs of the privative character of sin, that God is the producer

of sin, as act, and man, of sin, as quality. And this is all the

more noteworthy because the writings of Augustin, who main-

tained that distinction, were familiar to Calvin, and tlie authority

of that ilhistrious father was very fre(iuently invoked by him.

The distinction whicli he makes is one between the formal (juali-

ties of a wicked work which receive their denomination from the

ends contemplated^nian seeking his own gratification in per-

forming it, and God the glory of his name and the good of his

people, in ordaining, goveining, ordering, directing, and using

it. The work of God

—

opus Dei—of which Calvin treats, is the

acts of God concerning the sinful acts of men rather than the

prodij-ction of those sinful acts. But if he did not maintain the

supralapsarian distinction in regard to the sins of the wicked,

much more is it probable that he did not, hold it in reference to

the first sin of Adam.

In that part of his treatise on Eternal Predestination in which

he discusses the subject of Providence, he^ makes a distinction

between the proximate and remote cause of sin^

—

causa propiuqua

and caum remota. The agency of the sinner is the proximate,

that of God the remote, cause. It cannot, we conceive, be gath-

ered from this discrimination that he intended to represent God

as the efficient, though remote, cause of sin. It is true that he

was accustomed to designate sinners as instruments of the execu-

tion of God's will, and a cursory reader might infer from this

language that he held the sinner to be the instrument in the pro-

duction of sin, while God is the real producer. But Calvin's

language implies a distinction between an instrument in the ac-

coniplishment of an en 1, and an instrument in the performance

of an act. God uses the sinner for the former purpose. He

employs both the sinner and his acts for the execution of his

plans. It is not that the human actor is efficiently used in the

production of the humjin act, but the actor and the act are used

for the attainment of the divine end. We do not mean to say

that Calvin denied the exercise of an efficacious influence by God

upon ihe wicked, determining them to the commission of particu-

lar acts of sin. He certainly affirmed, continually and emphati-
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cally, the exertion of such an influence. And tliis leads us to

inquire, Wi»at, precisely, was his doctrine upon this point of the

relation of the divine efficiency to the sins of the wicked?

He tauf^ht, first, that man by the exercise of his free will sinned

against God, and so fixed upon himself a moral necessity of

sinninp;; secondly, that the judicial curse of God, induced by

this wilful transgression, punitively inflicts upon him this neces-

sity of sinning ; thirdly, that God judicially withdraws the Spirit

of his grace from the incorrigibly wicked; fourthly, that the

current of sinful inclination, running thus by a moral and judicial

necessity towards sin in general, is efficaciously determined by

the will of God in certain specific directions. This is done in

two ways: in the first place, God righteously shuts up the sinner,

by the ariangements of his providence, to the commission of

special acts of wickedness to which he is inwardly iujpelled by

his own corrupt nature, so that those acts become necessary. In

the second place, God, by an internal influence upon the mind,

bonds—yZtY.'/xV is Calvin's word—the will of the sinner towards

the perpetration of particular forms of iniquity, so that the general

inclination to sin, for which he is responsible as his own product,

is by the divine power determined in special directions. As these

are the acts of God, as an efficient cause, they are the necessary

results of his eflicacious decree. Under this explanation fall the

sins of Pharaoh in refusing to let Israel go, of Satan and the

human instruments of his malice in persecuting Job, of Shirnei

in cursing David, of the lying spirits and the false prophets in

extending ruinous counsel to Ahab, and of Judas in betraying,

and the Jews and Romans in crucifying, Christ.

This efficacious influence upon those who are already sinners

is not the same as the efficient causation of sin. The wickedness

of th(! sinner is not produced by God ; it is only determined by

him in certain specific directions, for the accomplishment of

definite ends which were eternallv foreordained. The case is

different in regard to the first sin. An efficacious determination,

by a divine influence, of the will of Adam to the commission of

that sin, would have involved the divine production of the sin.

In one case, God finds man a sinner and shuts him up to special

^ t
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manifestations of an existing principle of wickedness ; in the

other, he finds man innocent, and shuts him up to the perform-

ance of an act which originaQs the existence of wickedness.

It deserves, further, to be cofrsidered as lending confirmation

to the view we have given of Calvin's doctrine, that he carefully

distinguished between this efficacious influence of God upon the

wicked, which operates upon wickedness as an existing thing,

having its root in the free causalit}^ of the sinner, and the effica-

cious grace of God, which generates the principle of spirituiil life

and implants holy dispositions in the heart of the regenerate.

In the latter case, we have the efficiency of God immediately pro-

ducing holiness and working in the saint to will and to do holy

acts ; but in the former, such an efficiency producing sin and

working in the sinner to will and to do sinful acts is not asserted

by Calvin. In a word, God is not the principle and cause of sin

as he is the principle and cause of holiness. Evil is to be attributed

to God not as a created corruption, but as a judicial infliction.

The evil of punisliment is God's ; the evil of wickedness, as the

cause of punishment, is man's. Calvin's position is, that the

operation of the divine power upon the sins of the wicked is not

creative, but judicial; and that God uses his righteous jiidgincnts

upon their perpetrators, together with the results which flow from

their infliction, for the accomplishment of his wise and holy ends

in the general administration of his providence.

We are now prepared to estimate the true force of Calvin's

language when, as in the passage cited, he rejects the distinction

between 'Moing and permitting." He justly scouts the notion

of a bare permission, an idle permission

—

otiosa permusio—a mere

inoperative suff'erance of sin, as not to be ascribed to God, who

exercises an efficacious influence in relation to the sins of men.

At the same time, the "doing" which he attributes to God, in

contradistinction from such a permission, although efficacious, is

not the effecting—the causal—production of sin itself.

That this was the Reformer's doctrine concerning the relation

of the divine efficiency to the sins of the wicked, we would fain

believe, is so patent to every careful reader of his works, that we

shall make no labored appeals to them in order to establish the
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fact. If this be conceded, it will be obvious that, up to this point,

wo have not been out of harmony with his teachings as to the -

relation of God's decree to sin. It has been thought necessary to

furnish this exposition, for the purpose of vindicating our claim,

that his views in re^gard to the relation of God's efficient causality

to the sins of the wicked should not be made a gauge of his

position as to its relation to the first sin, and thus of disentangling

the main question of one of its chief embarrassments.

We come now to the real question in dispute: What did Calvin

toiich as to the relation of the divine efficiency to the first sin ?

Did he so eificnciously decree its commission as to render it un-

avoidable and necessary ? Having efficaciously decreed the occur-

rence of the sin, did he efficiently cause its commission? We
have seen that Calvin did not affirm the causal eflficiency of God

in the production of even the sins of the wicked, although they

arc; the result of a moral and judicial necessity. It appears to us

entirely unnecessary, therefore, to discuss the question, whether

he held an efficient production by God of the first sin of a being

previously innocent and under neither an intrinsic nor a judicial

necessity of sinning, which he denied in regard to the sins of the

wicked. It is out of the question that he could consistently have

maintained that view, as it is a fact susceptible of proof from his

writings tliat he did not. But the Supralapsarian contends that

while man was responsible for the evil quality attached to the

first sin, or the absence of the good quality which ought to have

existed, God was the producer of the sin, considered simply as

an act. We have seen, also, that Calvin did not adopt that dis-

tinction. There is, therefore, no necessity to raise the question

wliother he held that God decreed efficaciously to produce the

first sin as an act, and, in pursuance of that decree, providentially

eflected the act. But he did maintain an efficacious operation of

God in relation to specific sins of the wicked which necessitates

the commission of those sins. May he not have maintained a

necessitation, for the same reason, of the first sin? The question,

tlien, which may fairly claim attention is, whether he held that

God, in any way, to use the terms of Twisse, decreed efficaciter

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—2.
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procurare—efficaciously to procure—the occurrence of the first

sin, and so necessitated its commission.

First, he held that God decreed to permit the first sin. This we

have in previous articles proved by quotations from his writings,

and, if it were necessary, could adduce much more evidence of

the same sort. But why endeavor to show that he maintained a

view which even the Supralapsarians universally admit? Surely

he did not go further than they—he did not out-Herod Herod.

Secondly, he held that God did not decree barely, idly, in-

operatively, to permit the first sin. It was not to be a thing of

mere sufferance or toleration. God was not "sitting in a watch-

tower" waiting for the act of man, and suspending hiss decisions

upon its problematical occurrence. The decree was not one of

naked otiose permission.

Thirdly, he held that God willed the occurrence of the first sin.

He says, as we have already seen, that it took place in accordance

with the will of God, because he had the power to prevent it, and

did not. He must, therefore, have willed the occurrence of the

sin in preference to its non-occurrence. j

Now, what was the force of this will ? l)id it necessitate the

commission of the sin, in the sense of efficaciously procuring it?

Calvin's own words must furnish us the light we require upon

these questions. We have already cited the passage in his Com-

mentary in Genesis. The core of it we have just given above.

In that passage he reasons thus: God permitte<l the sin. But

he foreknew that it would occur, unless he prevented it. He did

not will to prevent it, although he might. He therefore willed

the occurrence of the sin ; not positively, by his efficaciously

bringing it to pass, through an influence exerted upon the will of

Adam ; but negatively, by withholding determining grace from

him, which would have secured his standing by preventing the

sin. Now, we submit, that this was indeed God's willing the

occurrence, rather than the non-occurrence of the sin, but it was

not his willing efiicaciously to procure its commission. It is per-

fectly clear that, according to this statement, what God decreed

was non-action, not efficacious action, on his part. He did not

decree to effect, or efficaciously bring to pass, the sin, but simply
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not to prevent it. We cannot see how such a decree could be

construed into a determination to make the sin necessary and

unavoidable, except upon one supposition, to wit, that God did

not furnish Adam with sufficient grace to enable him to stand;

we say not determining grace, for that would have made the sin

impossible, but sufficient grace, so that although the sin was

possible, it might have been avoided. Now, Calvin holds that

Adam was endowed with this suflBcient grace. How, then, could

God's not having communicated determining grace have effica-

ciously necessitated the sin? Determining grace would have

prevented it, and that God did not give; but sufficient grace

could have prevented it, and that God did give. It amounts to

this: God decreed to make Adam's sin possible; consequently,

he did not decree to make it certain, for possible and certain, as

to causal power, though not to knowledge, are inconsistent terms.

But having made the sin possible, and knowing that although

Adnm might not sin if he pleased, he would in fact please to sin,

if the sin were not made impossible by determining grace, God

did not decree to make it impossible. The decree, however, not

to make it impossible is not the same as a decree to make it

necessary.* There are three conceivable suppositions: either

God decreed to make the sin impossible, or he decreed to make

it possible, or he decreed to make it necessary. Calvin's doctrine

is that he decreed to make it possible. If so, it was not his

doctrine that he decreed to make it necessary. Let us hear other

testimonies from Calvin. He quotes, with apffroval, the following

passage from Augustin :

"Nothing comes to pass, except the Almi<^hty wills it to come to pass,

either by perinittin"j; it to come to pass, or by doin^ it himself. It cannot

l»e doubted, that God does well when he permits to come to pass, whatso-

ever evil comes to pass. For he does not permit this except by a righteous

diicision. Although, therefore, evil things, so far as they are evil, are not

good things, nevertheless it is a good thing that there should not only be

good things, but evil things as well. For, except this were a good thing,

that there should be evil things, in no way could they be permitted by an

omnipotent being who is good •, to whom, without doubt, it is as easy to do

what he wills, as it is easy not to permit what he does not will to exist."*

* Conaensus Genevensis, Niemeyer, p. 230.
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"In ordaininti; tho fjill of man, God had the best and most rif.rhteouH end

in view, from which the name of sin is most remote. Albeit I say that he

80 ordained it, yet I will not concede that he was its proper author. That

I may not be tedious, what Augustin teaches I perceive to have Ijcen

entirely fulfilled, that in a wonderful and ineffable manner that was not

done apart from his will, which at the same time was done ajijainst his

will, because it could not have come to pass had he not permitted It.

Nor, assuredly, did he unwillingly permit it, but willingly. The principle

which he there assumes cannot be gjainsayed."*

"Man was placed in such a condition, when he was first created, that

by falling of his own accord, he himself l)ecame the cause to himself of

his own destruction
;

yet, nevertheless, it was, in the admirable counsel

of God, so ordained, that by this voluntary ruin there should he matter of

humility to tho whole human race. Nor, indeed, if it so seemed fit to

God, does it follow that man did not precipitate himself into the fall, s(>e-

in^' that in hiujself he was endowed with a right nature and was formed

in the image of God. ''t

"God foresaw the fall of Adam : lie had the power to prevent it: he did

not will to prevent it. Why did ho not so will ? No other reason cati be

given, except that his will tended in a different way. . . Those whom he

elects God suyiports with invincible fortitude in order to their persever-

ance. Why did he not furnish Adam with the same, if he willed that ho

should stand in safety?"!

FroiTi these passages we collect the fallowing positions as held

by Calvin : First, that there are some things which God decreed

to permit to be done, and some things which he decreed to do

himself. Here is a clear distinction between permissive and effi-

cacious decree. The first sin falls into the category of things

which God permitted to be done, and not into that of things

which he does himself. Secondly, that God was not the author

of the first sin. Consequently, he could not have produced it.

Man was the author, the efficient cause of the sin, and therefore

subjected himself to just punishment for its commission. Thirdly,

God's permission of the sin is not to be opposed to his will

ordaininff its occurrence. But how was God's will concerned in

its occurrence? In this way : he did not will, as he might have

done, to prevent its occurrence, by giving determining grace to

Adam, such as he gives to his elect. But Adam was endowed

* Tldd., p. 208. \Ibid., p. 251.

X De Occul. Dei Procidentia, 0pp. ^ Amstel., 1GC7, p. 63G.
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with sufficient strength to stand. While, therefore, God, fore-

seeing the abuse by Adnm of his natural endowments, did not

eflicaciously decree to prevent it, he must, in that sense, have

willed the sin to occur, rather than not to occur; but he did not

efficaciously decree to effect the sin himself, or efficiently to pro-

cure its commission, and therefore did not himself actually effect

it, or efficiently procure its commission. Fourthly, it must be

added, that Calvin taught that the will of God in regard to the

sin was not passive and inoperative, but was an active will, in the

sen.se that it limited and governed, ordered, directed, and used it

for the promotion of his own most wise and holy purposes. What

God permits to be done, as well as what he does himself, is sub-

ject to the control of his ordaining will.

So far, notwithstanding certain expressions which to the Sub-

laf)S5irian seem to be exaggerated, Calvin's doctrine as to the

relation of the divine efficiency to sin is consistent with itself,

and, v'hen fairly interpreted, sustains our position in regard to

that subject. But we desire to be just in expounding his whole

doctrine, and we are free to say that we have met a few passages

which it is not so easy to adjust to the bulk of his teachings, or to

the view we have maintained. They seem to teach a necessita-

tion of the first sin by the will of God.

"Nor, indeed, is there any probal)iIity in the thin^ itself, viz., that man
ltroii;;lit death upon himself merely by the permission and not by the ordi-

iiiition of God ; as if God hud not determined what he wished the condition

of tli(! chief of his creatures to be. I will not hesitate, therefore, simply to

confess with Au^ustin that the will of God is necessity, and that every-

thiiii!; is necessary which he has willed
;
just as those things will certainly

liiippen, which he has foreseen {J)e Gen. ad Lit., Lib. VI., Cap. 15)."*

"At first blush that saying of Au<i;u8tin seems harsh [De Gen. ad JAt.^

Lil). VI., Cap. 15), that the will of God is the necessity of things; also

what he adds (Cap. 18) for the sake of explanation : that God so framed

iiif((rior causes, that from them that, of which they are causes, might take

[»liic(!, })ut should not be necessary ; yet he has concealed profounder and

roiuote causes in hiiiisclf which render necessary what, so far as inferior

causes are concerned, is only possible."!

There is another passage, upon which we cannot just now lay

- Jmt., B. 11I.,C. XXIII.,|8. t C(m.s. Genec, Niemeyer, p. 305.
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our hands, in which Calvin says, in effect, that what is unneces-

sary, intrinsically considered, that is, so far as man's internal

nature is concerned, is extrinsically necessary, that is, so far as

God's will is involved. ,

We are not perfectly sure of Calvin's meaning in these passages.

We could understand them, and perceive their consistency with

his views as we have already collected thein, if he meant the

necessity of infallibility or logical consequence, or if he meant the

necessitation of specific acts of sin in the case of the wicked by

the efficacious will of God. But wo must admit that, in these

passages, he seems to maintain that the decree of God in some

way rendered the first sin necessary and unavoidable. If this be

his meaning, we must confess that, in this particular respect, our

doctrine is inconsistent with his, and that at this point we must

part with our venerable guide; and we proceed modestly to assign

our reasons for the divergence. There are only two conceivable

suppositions in this case : either, first, that God efficaciously pro-

cured or brought to pass the commission of the first sin ; or,

secondly, that God himself effected that sin.

Let us consider the first supposition : that God efficaciously

procured the commission of the first sin. In the first place, if

this were Calvin's meaning, he is. in this matter, inconsistent

with himself What was his carefully enunciated doctrine as to

the nature of God's decree in relation to the first sin ? It was,

that God decreed not to prevent the sin, although he might have

prevented it, and that, in that sense, he willed it to be, rather

than not to be. Now, to say that he did not prevent it, when he

might have prevented it, is the same thing as to say that he per-

mitted it, when he had the power not to permit it. He did not

unwillingly permit it; he willingly permitted it. But to hold

that God willingly permitted the sin, and efficaciously caused its

commission, is to hold inconsistent positions. We are at liberty

to make our choice between the incongruous alternatives. We
prefer the doctrine cautiously and often stated, that God decreed

to permit the first sin, when he could have prevented it, to that

which is less formally and frequently intimated, namely, that
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God necessitated it by an efficacious determination. We appeal

from Calvin, as Supralapsarian, to Calvin, as Sublapsarian. '

In the second place, let it be remembered that Calvin's elab-

orately established doctrine was, that so far as man's nature at

creation was concerned, so far as his ability to stand and freedom

of will to elect holiness were involved, the first sin was unneces-

sary and avoidable. This even the Supralapsarians concede.

But in the passages last adduced he seems also to teach that, not-

withstanding these intrinsic considerations derived from man's

nature and furniture, God's decree, by an efficacy exerted in the

extrinsic sphere, made the sin necessary and unavoidable. Now,

either this efficacious influence was confined to the sphere ex-

ternal to man's subjectivity, or it was not. The first of these

suppositions appears evidently to be that which Calvin makes.

Let us consider the mode in which, of necessity, it must have

operated. The external means through which its force would

have been exerted were the temptation of the devil, the presenta-

tion of the forbidden fruit, and the correlation of the bodily senses

with that fruit. But, according to Calvin's express admission,

the internal forces of man's nature were adequate to resist the

influence exercised by these external forces. He could have en-

dured temptation, and have been blessed in enduring it. It is,

therefore, upon his principles, impossible to conceive how an

influence proceeding ab extra could have efficaciously procured

the commission of the sin. The will of man which was indued

with strength to stand must have been aff'ected by an efficacious

influence immediately exerted upon it in order to impart efficacy

to the external forces operating upon it. But if the supposed

efficacious influence were confined to the external sphere, then, ex

hypothesis no efficacious influence was exercised in the internal

sphere of man's subjectivity. The distinction between the intrin-

sic avoidablenessof the sin and its extrinsic unavoidablenessisboth

inconceivable and impossible. It involves a contradiction.

If the other alternative be assumed, namely, that the eflBcacious <^

influence which necessitated the sin was not confined to the

external sphere, but, beginning from without, crossed the boun-

dary line of man's subjectivity and operated directly upon his
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nature, it would follow that God gave rtian grace to stand, and

himself by an irresistible force overcame that grace; which

atnounts to this, that God rendered man both able and unable to

stand, which is a flat contradiction. If it be said, that God at

first made man able to stand, and then by an efficacious influonce

exerted upon his nature overcame and destroyed that original

ability, the questions at once arise, Wherefore was the original

ability bestowed, if it was at once to be removed? Where was

the use, what the office, of such ability? It never was called into

exercise. At the first moment of conflict with temptation, when

It tnidit have streni^thened Adam to resist it and to maintain

his integrity, it ceased to exist because extinguished by an effica-

cious influence from God, which determined the will to the com-

mission of the sin. Further, the gifts and calling of God arc

without repentance. If he gave Adam ability to stand, he would

not have taken back that ^ift without a sufficient reason for its

withdrawal. That reason could only have been found in the sin

of Adam. But, according to the supposition we are considering,

the gift of nbility was resumed before the first sin was committed,

inasmuch as it held that he was unable to stand, for the very

reason that God efficaciously determined him to fall. The first

sin was g;rounded in a disability inflicted by God, and therefore

could not possibly have grounded the disability itself. It is but

trifling with the perfections of God—with his immutability at

least—to say that he first communicated to Adam ability to stand,

and then efficaciously neutralised that ability before Adam's first

sin was committed.

We cannot, in view of these considerations, adopt either of the

alternatives mentioned: that an efficacious influence procurin<i;

the commission of the first sin operated purely in the sphere of

external circumstances, or, that it passed out of the external .

sphere into the subjective nature of man, and determined it to

the production of sin. And as these are the only conceivable

modes in which such an efficacious influence could be exerted, we

are obliged to refuse our assent to the position that God's

decree necessitated the first sin by eflRcaciously procuring its

commission.
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We have remarked that the view, apparently maintained by

Calvin, that God by his decree necessitated the first sin involves

two suppositions: either that God efficaciously procured the com-

mission of the sin; or, that he himself effected it. We have

sliown that the first of these suppositions cannot be substantiated;

the second remains to be discussed.

In the two testimonies cited from the Institutes and the treatise

on Eternal Predestination, it will be noticed that Calvin, in

jifTirming that the will of God is necessity, and that as he willed the

occurrence of the first sin it was necessary, appeals for confirma-

tion of that view to the same passage of Augustin. Now it is

well known that the eminent father whose authority he invoked

held that as God is the efficient cause of all things^ he must have

been the efficient cause of sin, since sin is a thing. But in order

to free the divine causality from the taint of moral evil, he adopted

a distinction between sin as an act and sin as a quality of the act.

The act he affirmed to be a simple entity and therefore a good

thing. Consequently God without contracting any taint, imme-

diately effected sin, considered as an act. It follows that the act

was necessary. But inasmuch as a sinful quality is a thing which,

upon his principles, would have to be referred to God's efficiency

for its production, he went further, and, to relieve his theory of

this difficulty, took the ground that sin, considered qualitatively, is

a mere privation. It is nothing positive; it is a defect of a posi-

tively good quality which ought to exist and does not. God's effi-

ciency is, therefore, not implicated in its occurrence. On the other

liand, Augustin, as we have seen, held—and Calvin concurred

with him—that there are some things which God does himself and

Home things which he permits to be done by others. Into the

category of things which he permits to be done by others sin falls.

If sin be not what he here intended to specify, what is there more

than it which God permits to be done by others and does not do

himself? Sin then, is a thing which God does not do himself,

hut permits to be done by others. Now either sin both as act

and quality was a thing which God permitted to be done by others

and did not do himself, or it was not. If it was, sin as an act was

not done by God himself, and his other position is contradicted,

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—3.
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viz., that sin, as an act, is done by God himself. If it was not,

then his meaning is that sin as a quality was permitted to be

done by others. If so, as a thing which is done is an effect which

must have been produced by some efficient cause, sin as a quality

was an effect produced by an efficient cause and an efficient cause

other than God himself ; and that is contradictory to his position

that God is the only efficient cause of all things that are done;

and also to his view that sin is a mere privation, and therefore

not a thing done by an efficient cause. Moreover, if it be said

that sin is not a thing which was done, but merely the privation

of a thing which ought to have been done, it would follow that

sin is nothing, and therefore had no C!iuse. The only method of

avoiding this conclusion is by holding that sin is the effect of a

deficient cause; and that extraordinary hypothesis we shall sub-

ject, as we go on, to a careful examination.

In the course of this discussion it has been remarked that we

have nowhere in his writings encountered the distinction, us for-

mally made by Calvin, between sin considered simply as an act and

sin considered as a quality. But let it be supposed that he acted

under the influence of that distinction as made by Augustine and

with which he must have been acquainted, in consequence of his

familiarity with the works of that great man. Under that sup-

position, the meaning of Calvin, when he says that although the

first sin was not rendered necessary by any reasons intrinsic to

the nature of man, it was necessitated by the fore-ordaining will

of God, was that God decreed to effect the sin, simply as an act,

and hence the occurrence of the sin was necessary ; while it was

in the power of man, so far as his natural endowments were con-

cerned, to avoid producing the evil quality of the sin. We repeat it,

that we are slow to believe that this was Calvin's view; but if it

was, it is, in our judgment, out of harmony with his perspicuously

stated doctrine concerning the nature of the divine decree in re-

lation to the first sin, and concerning the ability of man to have

avoided the commission of that sin, which sprung from the rich

and ample endowments that were concreated with his being. We
are satisfied that our views are in harmony with the general strain

and tenor of his teachings, and that this has been pi-oved by an ap-
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peal to his writings. We Are not bound to follow him in utterances

which are exceptional and incapable of logical adjustment to his

system; and the special tenet in which he appears to follow Au-

gustine we regard as belonging to that category. This tenet is

precisely that of the Supralapsarians; and we embrace the oppor-

tunity to disc^58 it, which is thus afforded us by the legitimate

demands of our argument.

Let it then bo noticed, that it is universally admitted by the

supralapsarian. theologians, that God is not the efficient producer

of sin, as sin. So far as an act or event is evil, it is attributable

to the creature; only so far as it is good, is it efficiently caused

by the Creator. It is their doctrine that God eff"ect8 the act or

event, as simply act or event, and that he permits the evil quality,

or the defect of a good quality, which characterises the act or

event. But inasmuch as the efficacious decree which necessitates

the act or event, necessitates likewise its qualities as inseparable

concomitants, the permission of the latter suf)poses their necessi-

tation. The act or event cannot occur without these accidents,

and therefore the accidents, although in themselves only per-

mitted, are necessitated by virtue of their necessary connexion

with the entity in which they inhere. It is in this way that they

consider permission as equivalent to necessitation. There is no

other way, to our minds, in which the paradox can be expluined,

that, although God only permitted the sin of the first man and of

the angels, as sin, he at the same time made its commission neces-

sary and unavoidable. He did not necessitate it, in itself con-

sidered, but simply as an accident of a necessary act or event.

In what other mode can the extraordinary proposition be under-

stood : God did not efficaciously decree to produce the first sin,

as sin, he only decreed to permit it; but the sin became a neces-

sity in conse(][uence of his decree to permit it—the sin must have

occurred because permitted. The hypothesis is intended to show

how God can be the efficient cause of all things, and yet not be

directly and causally implicated in the production of evil.

Having endeavored to elucidate, as fairly as we could, the

meaning of those who maintain this position, we proceed to evince

its untenableness ; and inasmuch as ecclesiastical history proves
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that Calvinists have been divided upon this question, we shall no

longer appeal to authority, but discuss the matter upon its merits.

1. This hypothesis is contradictory of the fundamental prin-

ciple which it was invented to support, namely, that God is the

efficient cause of all things—beings, acts, and events. Either

the sinful quality of Adam's act in eating the forbidden fruit

—

that which gave the act its denomination as sinful—was something

or it was nothing. If it was something, it must, as an effect,

have had an efficient cause. Either that efficient cause was God

or Adam. If God was the efficient cause, the position is aban-

doned—that God does not effect, but only permits, sin, as sin. If

Adam was the efficient cause, ^he principle is contradicted that

God is the only efficient cause of all things. If, on the otlier

hand, it be said that the sinful quality of Adam's act in eating

the forbidden fruit was nothing, it Avould follow that there was no

sin in that acr, that the act was a good one, although God had

said, Thou shalt not eat of it; that all other sins which took their

origin from this are nothing; and that for nothing the judgments

of God rest upon the race, the scheme of redemption was wrought

out in the blood of Christ, and some men are everlastingly damned.

No, it cannot have been nothing. It must have been something;

and then the principle which makes God the efficient cause of all

things necessitates the position, that he was the efficient cause of

the sinful quality of Adam's act in eating the forbidden fruit.

But the advocates of the hypothesis under consideration deny

that God is the efficient cause of that sinful quality, and contend

that he only permitted it. The hypothesis, consequently,

contradicts their fundamental principle, and is, therefore,

nothing worth.

If it be urged, that the sin of Adam's act was not a positive

quality, but simply the defect of a good quality wliich ought to

have existed, we reply : Either this defect of a good quality was

something or nothing. If it was nothing, as of nothing nothing

can be positively predicated, and from nothing nothing, by crea-

ture power, can be produced, it cannot be affirmed of this defect

that it was damnable, and it would follow that the miseries of

mankind which had their source in nothing are themselves nothing.
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It will not do to say that this first defect of a good quality was

nothino;, and that, therefore, all sin is a chimera. No Supra-

lapsarian would take ground so impious and absurd. If the defect

of a good quality in Adam's act was something, then again we

submit that, according to the principle that God is the efficient

cause of all things, he was the efficient cause of this thing, and

so the position of the advocates of the hypothesis in hand is con-

tradicted, namely, that God did not efficiently produce, but only

permitted, sin, as sin. But if the position, that God only per-

mitted the defect, be still asserted, then there is something of

which God was not the efficient cause, and the principle is given

up, that God is the efficient cause of all things. Either horn of

the dilemma is fatal to the Supralapsarian. -

2. The necessitation of the act by which Adam committed the

first sin would have been the necessitation of the sin, as sin. The

distinction between effectuation and permission, as to that sin, is

destitute of force. There is a distinction between the matter and

the form of an act, and in the light of that distinction certain

acts may be pronounced materially right and formally wrong, or

materially wrong and formally right. Should one strike a man

a fatal blow, intending only to stun him so as to save him from

drowning, the act would be materially wrong, but formally right.

Should one give alms to a beggar in order to elicit applause from

bystanders, the act would be materially right but formally wrong.

It would appear that resort is had to this distinction in the

uflRrmation, that the act of Adam in eating the forbidden fruit

may have been right, as an act, but that the quality of it was

sinful. The wrong motive gave the act a sinful denomination

—

it may, in other words, have been materially right, but formally

wrong. This distinction can only hold good where the matter

itself of an act is not forbidden ; but not where the act, materially

considered, is prohibited. Now, this was the case with the eating

of the forbidden fruit—the act itself, as to the matter of it, was

prohibited: Thou sbalt not eat of it. It is impossible, therefore,

to say of Adam's act in eating of it, that it was materially right

and formally wrong. The truth is, it was both materially and

formally wrong. It was emphatically a wicked deed, in all re-
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spects sinful. Unless, therefore, this distinction is not exhaus-

tive, and there may be a further distinction in the matter itself

of the act, it will follow that if God produced the act, as act, he

produced that which was materially sinful, as a violation of the

divine command. Throw out of account -the sinful quality

—

motive, intention, whatever it may have been—and confine the

agencv of God to the mere matter of the act, and as that was

wrong, the conclusion must be that God did a wrong thing. But

that is contradictory to the position maintained by the supporters

of the hy^pothesis under consideration, viz., that God effects no

sin, as sin.

If it be contended that God's efficient agency must be separated

from Adam's agency in the production of the act, as act, so that

while Adam did what was materially wrong in performing the act,

God did no wrong, we answer: (1.) According to the hypothesis,

the divine agency is the only efficient agency, Adam's simply

instrumental. The act, therefore, inusr be supposed to have been

performed by God mediately through the agency of Adam. If

so, it is impossible to separate the two kinds of agency from ejch

other in the production of the act. The only conceivable differ-

ence is that the divine was efficient and the human instrumental;

and that only serves to show that the real actor was God. It is,

therefore, impossible to prove that the divine and the human

agency were so distinct in the production of the act, that rhey

are susceptible of different predication, to wit, that Adam's was

sinful and God's was hol3^ Thus again are we shut up to tlie

supposition that God produced the sinful act, as sinful, which is

contradictory to the hypothesis. (2.) This is made still more

apparent when we contemplate the nature of the act. What kind

of act was it? A corporeal one— the eating of the forbidden

fruit. As God cannot be conceived as performing the bodily act

of eating, and yet, according to the hypothesis, he was the only

efficient cause of the act, it is necessary to suppose that he pro-

duced the act throutrh the bodilv oro-ans of Adam which alone

were adapted to its performance. Now, attempt the disjunction

of God's agency from Adam's, and what remains to thought as

that which was peculiarly accomplished by the divine agency?
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Nothing. We are, therefore, driven to the conclusion that the

corporeal act of Adam in eating the fruit was efficiently produced

by God, and that wha't is predicable of Adam's act, materially

considered, is predicable of God's. That is to say, we must affirm

that God produced the sinful act, as sinful, which is the contra-

diction to the hypothesis already noticed.

. 3. No mind, unbiassed by a desire to sustain a hypothesis,

would conceive it possible to attribute to God the efficient pro-

duction of Adam's corporeal act in eating the forbidden fruit.

It is not only inconceivable, but, we think, incredible. The doc-

trine, under proper limitations, of a divine concursus with the

bodily acts of creatures is not only conceivable but rational, and

it is delivered to us by the Scriptures. But that is vastly differ-

ent from the tenet that God by his efficient causality performs

corporeal acts. And unless that tenet can be established, the

position of the hypothesis in hand, that God was the efficient

producer of Adam's pliysicai act in eating the forbidden fruit, must

be regarded as alike unphilosophical and unscriptural.

4. Let us return to the distinction made by the advocates of

the hypothesis we are combating, between the effectuation of an

act, as act, and the permission of the sinful quality, positive or

privative, attached to the act. This distinction must involve one

of t wo suppositions : either, that the permitted quality may or may

not exist; or, that it must necessarily exist. If the first of these

suppositions be made, namely, that the sinful quality which is

permitted may or may not exist, the supposition is further pos-

sible that it may not exist. Let us then suppose, that while

Adam's act in eating the forbidden fruit was effected by God and

was tlierefore rendered absolutely necessary, the sinful quality of

the act may not have been infused. The act was necessitated,

the (quality of the act may have been absent. We would then

liave the absurdity of the supposed existence of the act without

a quality which was essential and inseparable. Adam must

have done the act, but may not have been guilty. And yet it

must be admitted that the act itself was a violation of the divine

command—an absurdity upon an absurdity. If the second sup-

position be made, namely, that the permission of the sinful quality
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necessitated its existence in consequence of its connexion, with

the necessitated act, what is that but God's efficacious procure-

ment of the existence of the sinful quality? and how that diifers,

except in words, from the efficient production of that quality, it

passes our ability to see. For if one is shut up by irresistible

power to the infusion of a sinful quality into an act, he is the

mere instrument of that power, and to talk, under those circum-

stances, of his being permitted to infuse the sinful quality, is to

employ language abusively. To speak of one's being permitted to

do a thing, which yet he is compelled to do, is to use terms con-

tradictorily. Adam was permitted to attach a sinful quality to his

act of eating the forbidden fruit, that is, he may or may not have

done so; but at the same time he was necesssitated to attach the

sinful (juality to the act—he could not avoid doing so; this surely

is a contradiction.

The force of these objections to the hypothesis we are consid-

ering must, in the main, have been perceived by the able men

who have supported it, and the question is an interesting one.

How, in the last analysis, did they attempt to resist it? The

answer is to be found in the hypothesis, essential to their scheme,

of the privative character of sin. They held that a good quality

is something positive, an entity w^hich as u real effect demands

an efficient cause for its production. God is that efficient cause.

But a sinful quality is a mere privation of the good quality which

ought to exist but does not. It is nothing positive, no entity

which as a real effect requires an efficient cause for its produc-

tion ; it is a defect of good which demands for its existence noth-

ing more than a deficient cause. The defect of a positive cause

corresponds with the defect of a positive result. Man was the

deficient cause of this privation. This is the view that lies at

the root of their scheme.

A full consideration of this radical postulate of the Supralap-

sarians we do not now propose to undertake. It has already been

partly discussed in the first article of this series on the Freedom

of the Will.* There also we referred to the masterly treatises of

Dr. Julius MUller, in his Christian Doctrine of Sin, and of Dr.

'*SouTiiERN Pre.sbyterian Review, Octobpr, 1878.
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Thornwell, in his Lecture on the State and Nature of Sin, in the

first volume of his Collected Writings, as rendering superfluous

on our part a discussion which would, of necessity, largely con-

sist of a re-statement of their arguments. The same reason

operates upon us now; and as Dr. Thornwell's Writings are, no

doubt, in the hands of most of the readers of this Review, we

would refer to them as presenting what is, in our judgment, a

conclusive refutation of the hypothesis that sin is a mere priva-

tion of good. What, however, we now purpose doing is to sub-

ject to a particular examination the special hypothesis of a de-

ficient ciXMse— causa deficiens—for the existence of sin, under

the conviction that if that assumption can be exploded, the su-

pralapsarian doctrine in regard to the genesis of the first sin will

be deprived of its chief foundijtion stone. We shall not fight a

man of straw. The supposition to be considered is supported, as

furnishing the ultimate philosophical justification of their doc-

trine, by Twisse, by Edwards, and, we take it, by our reviewer

himself

What, then, is a deficient cause? It cannot be a partially

efficient cause which produces a partial effect. For if some effect

were produced by it, the result could not be termed a mere pri-

vation. Something would positively exist as the effect of its

action. But that is contrary to the supposition. A deficient cause,

in the sense in which it is here employed, is the precise oppo^^
of an efficient cause. An efficient cause is one which produces

some effect; a deficient cause is one which produces no effect.

It is simply the absence of an efficient cause, which might have

existed. In the case of Adam, and that is the case with which

we are dealing, if holy dispositions had acted as an instrumental

cause, the grace of God would through them have produced, as

the efficient cause, obedience to the divine command. But as

these causes failed to act, there was no obedience—there was

simply the privation of obedience. No good cause was in opera-

tion, and consequently no good effect was produced. If there

had been in operation an evil efficient cause, a positively evil

effect would have been produced; but then what would become

of the doctrine that the only efficient cause of all things is the

VOL. XXXf., NO. 4—4. .
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divine causality? For, in that case, the evil cause and the divine

efficiency would have been one and the same. And then, also,

the position would have to be abandoned, thnt God did not pro-

duce sin, as sin. It is sufficiently evident that, according to the

hypothesis under consideration, the deficient cause of sin was one

which was neither active nor existent— it was no cause. And

then the question at once occurs, whether the language—sin is

the result of a deficient cause—has any intelligible meaning,

whether it be not a solecism to speak of any kind of effect where

there was no cause to which it could be assigned. For, the great

canon, that there can be no effect without a cause, must be under-

stood to mean not only that every effect which actually exists

must have had a cause—some effect, some cause, but that no effect

can exist without a cause—no cause, no effect. But, if what is

termed sin had no cause for its existence, it would follow

that sin itself had no existence—no cause for sin, no sin.

The cause of sin is nothing; therefore sin is nothing. The argu-

ment is as conclusive as it is short; and the absurdity of the

conclusion is enough to destroy the supposition of a deficient

cause for sin. .• ":; .

'
' . ".•-

;,

;-';^.:"- y.^n'.*-^^ h.^--^'

This reasoning, cogent as it is of itself, receives confirmation

from the fact to which we have already adverted, that the first sin

involved not only a want of conformity to the divine law, but posi-

tive disobedience of its requirement. It will not do to say that

the act of eating the forbidden fruit, as an act, possessed no moral

character. It was the act of eating which was specifically forbid-

den. Adam ate, and therefore was guilty of a positive, overt, pal-

pable infraction of the divine command. No doubt the act of eating,

in general, is indifferent. But this act of eating cannot be reduced

to that category—it was this particular act of eating which God

prohibited. To talk of such a sin having been, as a mere priva-

tion of good, the result of a deficient cause, is'to speak unintelli-

gibly. Here was positive disobedience, not simj)le privation of

obedience. The positive effect demanded a positively existent

and active cause. According to our hypothesis, this disobedience

had no cause !

These difficulties, formidable as they are, are not all which
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block the path of this extraordinary hypothesis—they thicken as

we press our inquiries. What was that efficient cause, the absence

of which was the deficient cause in which the first sin originated?

It is admitted by the Supralapsariana themselves, that God fur-,

nished Adam at his creation with good dispositions, that he im-

planted in his nature, when he formed it, no positive principle of

evil. How, then, did it come to pass, that when there was no

acting cause, springing from his concreated dispositions, which

could produce sin as its effect, the positive cause, existing in his

good dispositions, did not keep him from sinning- and induce

obedience? How was it that this positive cause, which tended

to the production of iioliness, lapsed into a deficient cause in

which sin had its source? This good cause could not have been

counteracted by an evil cause, efficiently impelling the nature of

Adam in the direction of sin, for the existence of such an efficient

cause is denied. How is the gigantic difficulty to be met? The

Supralapsarian boldly answers, that the grace of God was neces-

sary to preserve Adam from sinning, and God withheld that

grace. Grace was an efficient cause adequate to the production

of obedience, but the fact that God withheld it left nothing in

Adam's nature but a deficient cause from which sin necessarily

resulted. Adam, argues Edwards, was constitutionally too weak

to keep from sinning, and God was not pleased to impart to him

the needed strength. Grace alone, argues Twisse, could have

kept him from sinning, and God withheld that grace. Their

language is different, tlieir meaning the same. Their deficient

cause of sin was simply the result of the withholding by God of

his grace, which would have been an efficient cause adequate to

prevent it. And yet they call this the divine permission of sin!

Adam was permitted to do what he could not help doing ! You

may sin, you must sin—these are represented as the same thing!

Look at this matter in another light. According to this hy-

pothesis, sin, proceeding from a deficient cause, was no real thing:

it was merely the privation of the good (|uality which ought to

have existed, the want of the obedience which ought to have been

rendered. God, therefore, who is the efficient cause of real

entities, of positively good things, was not the producer of sin^

—
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he only permitted it. But the advocates of this hypothesis are

obliged to acknowledge, that the privation of the good qunlity

which ought to have existed, the absence of the good conduct

which ought to have been maintained, involved guilt in Adam.

He was on that account obnoxious to punishment. For the pri-

vation of good God condemned him. It seems, then, that the

sin of Adam was something, which was adequate to ground the

damnation of himself and his posterity. This is the express

doctrine of the Supralapsarians—they indignantly reject any

other supposition, viz., that God'did not decree nakedly to damn

man, but to damn him for his siv. Sin, they contend, was con-

ceived in the divine mind as the ground or precedent condition

of condemnation. It seems, then, that this privation of good in-

volved Adam and his descendants in guilt, and exposed them to

"the miseries of this life, the wrath of God, and the pains of hell

forever." Now, how did he contract this fearful guilt ? He

failed, replies the Supralapsarian, to produce the good quality

and the obedience which were due from him. But whv did he

fail? Because, rejoins the Supralapsarian, God permitted him

to fail. Well, it is implied in this that Adam may have stood in

integrity and not failed. No, again responds the Supralapsarian,

he was under the necessity of failing, because God withheld from

him the grace which was requisite to prevent his failing. Now,

we ask, was Adam responsible for the failure? Was he really

guilty in failing? Did he, in thus necessarily failing in conse-

quence of God's withholding the strength which alone could have

enabled him to stand in integrity, expose himself and his whole

posterity to merited punishment ? To answer these questions

affirmatively, is to violate our conceptions of the divine perfections

and our fundamental intuitions of truth, justice, and benevolence.

Adam was no producing cause of sin, he was simply a deficient

cause of the absence of holiness; and this deficient cause was the

result of God's efficient causality ! The Supralapsarians refute

themselves. They link the divine efficiency to the production of

the first sin, as the privation of the good which ought to have

existed. And then they represent man as damnable for not doing

what the divine efficiency prevented !
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Still, further, if sin had its origin in a deficient cause, and was,

therefore, no positive thing, but only the privation of good, one

would naturally conclude that the following consequence would

logically result: that when the sin, thus originating, becomes in

turn a proximate cause—as proximate cause it is universally ad-

mitted to be—it would only be a deficient cause. Springing from

an ultimate deficient cause, it must itself be a proximate deficient

cause ; for the eifect, although becoming in its turn a cause, must

correspond in its nature with the cause from which it arose.

Now, as a deficient cause, according to the Supralapsarians, can

only issue in privative results, it follows that sin, as such a cause,

can only lead to such results. The consequence of sin, therefore,

could only be the privation of happiness, not the positive infliction

of misery. A deficient cause itself, it can only originate priva-

tive results. We submit, that this is a logical conclusion from

the fundamental position of the Supralapsarians; but if so, what

becomes of their doctrine, that sin is the procuring cause of the

miseries of this life, the wrath of God and the eternal pains of

the world to come ? Not only is the favor of God forfeited, but

his displeasure incurred ; not only heaven lost, but hell endured.

These consequences cannot be legitimately deduced from the

ordinary doctrine, that sin, as a want of conformity to the divine

law, as well as a transgression of it, is attended with punitive

results of a positive nature; for that doctrine is that a want of

conformity to God's law is itself a positive evil produced by an

evil efficient cause, and therefore challenges the infliction of posi-

tive punishment. We are dealing with a very diff'erent doctrine,

one which characterises sin as a mere privation of good, and

assigns it to a deficient cause as its source.

But let us not do injustice to the Supralapsarians. They ex-

pressly maintain that sin was the meritorious cause of damnation;

that while God is its efficient cause, in the sense that he inflicts

it, man by his sin deserved it. This is their doctrine. But we

cannot conceive, in consistency with the intuitions of justice and

benevolence, that sin, iyi the first ifistance, could have merited

punishment unless it was avoidable. Twisse and Perkins, as we

bave shown by citations from their writings in the article pre-
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ceding the present, saw this difficulty, and maintained that the

first sin was avoidable; and Twisse went so far as to say that it

was avoidable, whether regarded from the point of view of man's

freedom of will or from that of God's decree. On the other hand,

they strenuously contended that God efficaciously decreed the

first sin, and that, in pursuance of that decree, he effected that

sin, considered as an act; and therefore that the sin was neces-

sary, though as evil it was unnecessarily done by man. The sin

was avoidable, but it was a necessity. It might have been avoided,

but it must have been committed. What contradiction could be

more pronounced ? Nor will it meet the difficulty to say, that

the terms are used in different senses determined by diff'erent

relations. Let us see. If it be said, that the sin was avoidable

contemplated in relation to the intrinsic power of man's free will,

but necessary viewed in relation to God's efficient decree, and so

no contradiction is involved, we answer: the Supralapsarians de-

prive themselves of this explanation, for they hold that God

efficaciouslv decreed to withhold from Adam the iz-race, which

they confess was necessary to empower his will to refrain from

choosing sin. The terms are not used in different senses, and

the contradiction stands in all its force. Adam, by virtue of the

ability conferred by grace, may have avoided the commission of

the first sin; but God, by withholding the grace wdiich conferred

ability, made it necessary that he should commit it; the sin

was avoidable and unavoidable at the same time and in the

same sense.

Still another view of this matter deserves to be pressed. The

Supralapsarians, and the advocates of the hypothesis of the priva-

tive character of sin, fully admit that the good quality, the defect

of which constituted the essence of the first sin, as sin, ought to

have existed. Now this plainly asserts that it was Adam's duty

to produce the requisite good quality. But obligation is, in the first

instance, conditioned by ability. It would have been unjust that

Adam should be required to produce a quality which he had not, as

innocent, the power to produce; and consequently unjust that he

should be punished for the failure to produce what, as he came

from the hand of God, he had no power to produce. We have
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already emphasised the important distinction between an original

and a penal inability. In case an ability to discharge duty at

first exists, and has been wilfully destroyed by an avoidable and

therefore inexcusable act of sin by the moral agent, thet inability

which results as, a penal consequence cannot exempt the sinner

from the pressure of the original obligation. He freely and un-

necessarily disabled himself, and justly bears the retributive

results of not performing the duties which at first he had ability

to discharge and of committing the sins which at first he had the

ability to avoid. This truth, in connexion with the doctrine of

the federal headship of Adam and the just imputation of his guilt

to his seed, constitutes the Calvinistic answer to the cardinal

position of the Arminian, that ability is the measure of obligation.

The Arminian makes the tremendous mistake of putting the

descendants of Adam in the place of Adam—the guilty in the

place of the innocent. His principle is true, in its application to

the first man in innocence. We maintain that, in the first in-

stance, ability conditions obligation. Our conviction of the indis-

pensableness of this principle in the case of Adam, in his integrity,

cannot be affected by the unscriptural doctrine of its applicability

to the case of sinners. We must insist on the truth that Adam
was able to stand, though liable to fall. He ought, inasmuch as

he was able, to have produced the good quality the defect of

which, it is urged by the advocates of the privative character of

sin, constituted the essence of his apostasy from God. But the

supralapsarian supporters of this hypothesis hold that his ability

was not a constitutional and concreated endov/ment. It depended

for its existence upon the positive communications of grace. Now
God, they say, withheld the grace "which created ability. Adam
therefore was destitute of ability by a divine determination. No

grace, no ability; and God deprived him of grace. Where then

was his ability? and how ought he to have done what confessedly

he had no ability to do? Had he, by his conscious act, disabled

himself, we can see how he would have become culpable for not

doing what lie ought to have done. But, according to this view

God disabled him. How then was he to blame? Under such a

supposition, it is idle to talk of moral obligation—to say that
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Adam ought to have produced the good quality, which he could

not have produced, nay, which God prevented him from pro

ducing. And it is worse than idle to attach to such an unavoid-

able failure the condemnation alike of himself and of his whole

posterity. This hypothesis is a speculation of theologians, not

the doctrine of Calvinism as held by the Reformed Church. This

line of argument, too, renders it still more obvious that the su-

pralapsarian position makes God the real efficient of the first sin,

as sin; and so, while it extends their doctri-ne that God is the

sole efficient cause of all things in all its logical development,

contradicts the tenet by which the sweep of that principle is lim-

ited and the divine holiness is sought to be saved, viz., that God

is not the efficient cause of sin, considered as sin.

We have thus subjected to examination the hypothesis—sup-

ported by the splendid names of Twisse and Edwards—of the

origination of sin, as sin, in a deficient cause. If the arguments

employed are valid, the hypothesis has been convicted of insuffi-

ciency; and if so, the main prop has been swept away of the

celebrated doctrine of the privative character of sin.

There remains yet another view, the consideration of which is

necessary to anything like thoroughness in this discussion. Some

of the Supralapsarians take the ground that sin is a real evil, a

positive (juality
;
and that while God efficiently caused the first

sin, as an act, Adam produced the quality of the act, as sin. In

regard to this position we remark, in the first place, that a posi-

tive quality is an effect which demands for its existence a positively

producing—that is, an efficient— cause. It is, therefore, admitted

that the creature may be an efficient cause, which is contradic-

tory to the principle, vital to the supralapsarian hypothesis,

that God is the sole efficient cause of all things. In the second

place, if the evil quality of the first sin was produced by Adam

—

and that is the supposition under consideration—it follows that it

must have been produced by his voluntary act. That he could

have produced the sinful (juality without any act is out of the

question. In that case there could have been no production.

But, upon the principles maintained by those whom we are op-

posing, at least by the reviewer himself, an act has no moral sig-
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nificance except it be grounded in and represents a quality (or

disposition) lying back of it, and preceding it in the order of

thought or production. Now this preceding evil quality which

stamps the significance of the act in question must, according to

the hypothesis we are considering, have been produced by a still

preceding act; and so we would have a regression of act pro-

ducing quality and quality originating act. Either this regression

must he ad infinitum, or it must come to an end ; which is the

same thing as to say that the series must have a beginning. To

suppose that the regression proceeds ad infi,'nititmi is to suppose

an infinite series of relative commencements, which is contradic-

tory to the fundamental assumptions of a Christian theism. If it

be granted tiiat the regression of act and quality comes to an end,

it must be admitted that the terminal point is either an act or a

quality. If an act, the vital principle of the advocates of the

hypothesis under review is abandoned, namely, that an act de-

rives its moral significance and value from a quality preceding it,

in which it originates and which it expresses. If a quality be

the terminal point of the regression, the position against which

we are immediately contending is given up, namely, that man,

not God, produces sinful qualities—that is, that sinful qualities

originate in the acts of man. The Supralapsarian, who holds

this view, is tossed upon the horns of these dilemmas. The posi-

tion that man produced the evil quality inhering in the first sin

is, as far as it goes, an element of the sublapsarian scheme. Its

interjection into that of supralapsarianism is like putting a piece

of new cloth into an old garment—the rent is made worse. Con-

sistency would suggest that those Supralapsarians who hold it

should either relinquish it, and stand up squarely for the sole

efficiency of God in the production of sin, or adopt the sublap-

sarian doctrine as a whole.

Reserving to ourselves a fuller consideration of it, we now take

occasion to advert briefly to the objection, that in denying that

God is the eflBcient cause of sin, we deny that he is the first cause

of all things. God is the first cause of all things in the sense

that he efficiently causes their being, and their power to act.

This is true of the whole creation—inanimate, animal, and intel-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—5.
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ligent. He is the first cause of all human things, in the sense

that he is the efficient cause of man's being and of his power to

act. Now we have distinguished between the existence of man

and his principle of activity on the one hiind, and his sinful acts

on the other. The former we refer to God's efficient causality,

the latter to man's. Considered as to his being and his power to

produce sinful acts, man is related to God as a first cause, and in

this reirard he is, as to his sinful acts, a second cause. His bein«i

and power owe their existence to God's efficiency, and depend

upon it for preservation and continuance. But considered as to

the actual production of sin, man is a first cause, inasmuch as he

efficiently causes— originates—the sinful acts. He is relatively

and subordinately a first cause—a second cause, as to his exist-

ence and power to sin ; a first cause, as to the production of sin

itself General propositions, or propositions couched in general

terms, must be accepted under necessary limitations. The general

proposition, that God is the first cause of all things, is no excep-

tion to this rule. To say that he is the first cause, in the sense

of efficient cause, of all things, including human acts, is to say

that he is the efficient cause of man's first sin, as sin, which is

denied by the Supralapsarians and Deterrainista themselves.

Man, therefore, must be regarded as the efficient—the relatively

and subordinately first—cause of sin. To take any other ground

is to say that sin is nothing, seeing that it is to be assigned to no

producing cause whatsoever; and to affirm that sin had its origin

in a deficient cause is, as we have shown, substantially to affirm

that sin is nothing. In that conclusion no theist can rest. Our

doctrine, therefore, does not involve the denial of the proposition,

taken under proper limitations, that God is the first cause of all

things. The limitations which we have put upon its universality

are demanded alike by a regard for logic and a reverence for

God. He is the first, because efficient, cause of Qwary cause

—

caum caiisarum—but not the first, because efficient, cause of

every act of every cause.

We have thus considered the doctrine of the Supralapsarians

and the maintainors of the privative character of sin, that the first

sin is distinguishable into act and quality; that God effected tiic
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act as good, while man infused the quality as evil ; and that al-

though God only permitted the evil quality, it becanae necessary

in consequence of its' inseparable connexion with the act, which

was the necessary result of efficacious decree. Let us now collect

the results which have been attained by separate lines of argu-

ment, and exhibit them in a recapitulatory statement. In the

first place, we have shown that the distinction, as to the first sin,

between act as good and quality as sinful, is one which cannot be

vindicated ; and that the hypothesis, based upon that distinction,

that God effected the sin as act, but that man was culpable for

the infusion of the evil quality, or the privation of the good

quality which ought to have existed, falls to the ground. In the

second place, we have shown that the hypothesis of the origina-

tion of the first sin in a deficient cause, which was invented to

rid God of the imputation of having efficiently caused it, is in-

capable of proof; but that if it be admitted as a supposition, it

does not relieve the difficulty of the ultimate causation of the sin

by the divine efficiency. In the third place, we have shown that

the distinction between the decree to permit the first sin and a

decree to effect it is, regarded from the supralapsarian point of

view, merely nominal, having no foundation in reality, and that

the doctrine, founded upon it, when brought to the last analysis,

is that God decreed to eff'ect, and so providentially eff'ected, the

first sm. Irj the fourth place, we have shown that the supra-

lapsarian hypothesis concerning the genesis of the first sin being

thus logically reduced from a nominal one of mixed divine eff*ectu-

ation and permission to a real one of simple divine eff'ectuation, it

is impossible to hold the divine eff'ectuation of the first sin without

contradicting the Scripture account of the nature of the first sin-

ful act as itself a violation of law, and admitting, what the Supra-

lapsarians deny, that God eff'ected the sin, considered as sin.

The conclusion from all this is, that the eff'ectuation of the first

sin by God cannot, upon the principles of the Supralapsarians

themselves, be proved, but on the contrary is positively disproved;

and that the dependent consequence must along with it be aban-

doned, that the first sin was necessitated by efficacious decree.

And so, the position, for which we have contended, is estab-
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lished—that the first sin was unnecessitated and avoidable, and

in this way a competent account is furnished of the guilt and

punishment of man, and of the origin of that moral necessity

which now determines him in the direction of sin.

We had hoped to finish this discussion in the present number

of the Review ; but it has grown upon us as we proceeded, and

we must, with the leave of Providence, occupy another article

with answers to special objections which have been offered to our

views, especially the objection that, if the first sin had not been

made certain by an efficacious decree, it could not have been

foreknown.

ARTICLE n.

THE LAW OF iMARRIAGE.

1. The Hebrew Wife ; or the Law of Marriage Examined in

B.elation to the Lawfulness of Polygamy., and to the Extent

of the Laiv of Incest. By S. E. Dwight. New York :

Leavitt, Lord & Co.; Boston: Crocker & Brewster. 183().

1 Vol., 12mo., pp. 189.

^. Inquiry into the Christian Law., as to the lielatiojiships which

Bar Marriage. By William Lindsay, D. D., Professor

of Sacred Languages and Biblical Criticism to the United

Presbyterian Church. London: Janoes Nisbet <fe Co. 187L
1 Vol., 12mo., pp. 226.

8. The British Law of Marriage. New York World.,

9th July, 1880.

In ranking marriage among the sacraments of God's house, the

Roman Catholic hierarchy is not so far astray as they are who

regard marriage as a merely civil contract. And it must be

acknowledged that all Papal countries contrast favorably with tiie

United States in the regard outwardly paid to the sacredness of the

institution, and in the absence of divorce laws, like those that dis-

grace American statute-books. For while the Romish observance

of the true sacraments is semi-idolatrous, the customs of the
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apostate Church are always more reverent and less ofiensive to

Christian people in the administration of baptism and the

eucharist, than the customs of some sects of the Protestant faith.

The educated Presbyterian as really rejects and protests against

the sign of the cross, the addition of salt to the water, and the

doctrine of baptismal regeneration, as against the more outspoken

heresies of Papal rituals. An<l the man who recognises thie

essential sacredness of the man'iage relation, more promptly con-

demns the loose theories of American jurisprudence (as affecting

the marriage compact) than he condemns the profaneness of the

Papal dogma which elevates the marriage rite into the dignity of

a sacrament. Independently of the profaneness^ as manifested

in adding to the sacraments, which God has limited to two, the

error of Popery is, so far as concerns marriage, far more in the

interest of social order and social purity than the flippant legisla-

tion which makes the marriage tie a rope of sand; and this legis-

lation is confined to Protestant and democratic America. The

superior morality of Papal practices in this regard will again

appear later in the discussion.

Concerning the essential sacredness of the marriage relation,

notice, first, the estimate God puts upon it. It was instituted in

Eden, and it is the only human relation that was known to man
before the fall. In the lower creation, there were analogies, such

as the pairing of birds and beasts ; but no argument has ever been

constructed to show that these examples of "mating" were upon

the same plane as the marriage tie. It would be ridiculous to

affix any moral (juality, or any sentimental quality, to the mating

of sparrows or elephants. Yet in all the nations that people the

earth, both sentiment and morality are ever chief factors in human
mating, even among the rudest tribes. Thus the finger of God
is constantly manifested, because the unwritten law, which God
stamped upon human nature at creation, has been operative in

all climes and among all classes, compelling men lo acknowledge

and obey an obligation growing out of the marriage relation, even

where codes and penalties are unknown. So universal a force

couhl not regulate human thought and conduct through tradi-

tional influences or through example. It is a tacit force, but none
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the less potent. It is God's voice, and is powerful, though it be

"a still sm<all voice." '

,

But God has added an audible voice. In the institution of the

relation, as recorded in Genesis, God surrounds it with solemn

formality. "And God said, It is not good that the man should

be alone." Although God had said, "It is good," at each step

in the majestic march of creation, from the first command, " Let

there be light," down to the formation of the highest orders of

animal life; yet now, reaching the last step, perhaps the hist

possible step, beTore God entered into his rest, it seems from the

record that the Creator paused to scrutinise his own handiwork.

It seems that God put the powers of this last creation to the test.

He brought all living organisms before the man "to see what he

would call them," and confirmed the decisions of the man, as he

affixed the names that should stand throughout the ages. Every-

thing about the narrative forbids the conclusion that this long

process of nomination was merely arbitrary. On the contrary,

the idea of superlative wisdom and judgment is all over the record

;

as if to say, God would fiot have confirmed any portion of the

nomination that might have been foolish, frivolous, or faulty.

The highest possible created wisdom was engaged in the work of

giving names to the lower creation. And the account is appar-

ently given for the purpose of showing that "it was not good"

for the man to reign as solitary viceroy; and of showing, further,

that God could not go backward and create the needed help-meet:

she nfiust needs proceed from the man, and thus, by one of the

most sacred and one of the most mysterious of divine paradoxes,

manifest at once her essential equality, and her inevitable sub-

ordination.

The account of the formation (not the creation) of Eve is paren-

thetical—as the story goes on to say that the man concluded his

task of naming by giving her his own name. All the poets of

the ages have exhausted all vocabularies to find names for the

heroines of their songs and stories, calling them after birds and

flowers and fruits. Even the Song of Songs abounds with titles

—

the Rose, the Lily, the Dove ; but the royal name-giver called

lijr Woman—the grand old Saxon name corresponding very
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accurately with the Hebrew title, and indicating most prominently

her wifehood. Her motherhood was indicated in her personal

niiiTie, Eve, suggesting a relation of undoubted sacredness, and

hcd'^ed about by stringent legislation ; but inferior to the first

name, Woman, given in Paradise, under official forms. And this

name, according to the English version, seems to give the basis

for the uniform law of marriage: '•'•therefore shall a man leave

his father and hismotber, and shall cleave unto his wife, and they

shall be one flesh"—that is: Woman, as signifying wifehood,

outranks Eve, as signifying motherhood. Materially, a man is

more really "one flesh" with his mother than with any or all

other beings. He is made of 'her substance. But God ordains

that this material relationship, which no force in nature can abro-

gate or change, shall yield precedence to another relationship,

wherein material identity has no place. Because the material

identity of Adam and Eve, and of the married progeny of the

first pair, is the unavoidable accident of their condition as the

primal pair. Later on, in the inspired history of the race, God,

by his word and providence, forbade this union within certain

lines of propinquity.
...

Thus brought to the legislative side of the topic, notice, first,

that God gives the marriage relation a very prominent place in

the Decalogue.

It is hardly necessary to say that the arrangement of the com-

mandments in their order, from the first to the tenth, was not an

accidental arrangement. If there were no marks of logical

sequence, still, man would be bound to conclude that God had a

se(][uence in his mind when he spake "all these words." Thus :

the first table deals with God's claims upon men ; the second

deals with man's claims upon men. And in both tables the

gradation of turpitude, in violating the specifications of the com-

plete law, is very clearly shown. It is far more flagrant to have

other gods thf.,n to profane the Sabbath ; it is far more flagrant

to kill than to covet. And while the breach of the least of these

commands is fatal, still some sins are more heinous in the sight

of God and man than others. Noting, therefore, the order of the

law of the second table, look for a moment at the divine estimate

of the marriage tie, in this light.
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The last commandment deals with the thought of sin—"Thou
shalt not covet." In the grndation above-n»entioned, the act

comes first, then the word, and finally the thought. And as ex-

pounded by the Divine Teacher, this covert thought or desire is

singled out (Matthew v. 28) with express reference to the relation

nnder discussion. The general law announces, first: "'JMiou

shalt not covet thy neighbor's house"—or household—that is:

thou shalt not desire any of thy neighbor's possessions ; and then

the specifications are added, beginning with "thy neighbor's

wife." There are two or three remarkable texts in the New
Testament that bear upon this point. The first to notice is that

already mentioned in Matthew v". 28, wherein the Lord Christ

asserts that the violation of this tenth command, in this particular

onf^y is a virtual violation of the seventh. It is true that he

previously asserted a similar connexion between the sixth com-

mand and the angry thought or word ; but the anger of man does

not partake of the nature of covetousness. And here, in this

twenty-eighth verse, the Lord narrows it down to a mere look,

coupled with the unholy thought. Why should he not have said:

"If any man look upon the gold of his neighbor, and desire it,

he hath already stolen it in his heart"? The other texts will

perhaps explain. In Romans vii. 7, Paul says, "I had not known

lust {ETTtev/iiav), except the law had said. Thou shalt not covet."

Here, again, the Apostle singles out the first prohibition of the

tenth cojnmandment, and treats its violation as if, by some hideous

necessity, this breach stained the whole Decalogue, as no other

ofl^ence could do. One might lie and not steal, or one might steal

and not murder
;
yet when Paul says, "I had not known sin but

by the law," he selects this solitary, secret. Unholy coveting as

the very obliteration of the entire code. The whole chapter

(Romans vii.) is perhaps constructed with reference to the law of

marriage, to which he refers at the beginning; and if so, how

startling is the passionate wail with which he concludes: "0

wretched man that I am ! who shall deliver me from this filthy,

corrupting corpse?"

The other text, which is more obscure in the English version,

is in 1st Thessalonians iv. 6-8, where Paul, exhorting to sancti-
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fication, and insisting specially upon the law of chastity, says

:

"Let no man go beyond and defraud his brother in this matter!"

And he enforces his exhortation by the remarkable warning that

the Lord Jesus is the special Avenger of this special wrong; that

God the Father, having surrounded the relation with special

sanctions, is he whom the violator despises;' and that God the

Holy Ghost, in his great work of sanctification, specifically guards

the saint in the observance of this law of purity. This is all

clearly implied in the sentence contained in the first eight verses

of this chapter; and there is probably no other case in the Bible

whore the Holy Trinity is thus introduced, as in battle array

against specific sin.

In addition to this distinguishing prohibition in the tenth com-

mandment, God gives one special command—the seventh—which

deals with the marriage relation alone. And throughout both

Testaments, apostasy and idolatry are constantly rebuked as-

quabi violations of the seventh commandment, thus making all

four specifications of the first table take a new significance in

God's sight, from some actual connexion with the seventh. A
human codifier would have selected the fifth, "the commandment

with promise," wherein God demands honor to be rendered to the

father, as the best illustration to be drawn from human relation-

ship to show forth the honor due to God, the great Father. But,

in fact, this fifth command rather enforces the present argument,

because the reverence bespoken for father and mother is really

reverence bespoken for the marriage relation, under which the

subject of this specification was brought into the world. It is no

fanciful interpretation of the moral law, therefore, to say, that

God has made the law of marriage to run through all its precepts

by direct enactment, or by certain implication.

Enough has, perhaps, been said in reference to positive legisla-

tion in the divine word upon this relation, excepting the law of

prohibitions, as contained in the eighteenth chapter of Leviticus.

This law will be examined later ; and in the meantime it is pro-

fitable to notice God's estimate of the marriage tie in its moral

aspects. Because, while the material unity of the pair in Eden

is undoubtedly a parable and a prophecy of the substantial unity

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4
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of Christ and his Church, or rather of the positive union of Christ

and the saint, still, this union is moral, mental, spiritual. It is

not merely or mainly sentimental, as unbelievers assert ; but

there is a certain vital oneness, like the life of the branch and the

life of the vine. And there is of necessity in this unity some-

thing analogous to the marriage bond, because God would not

otherwise have selected this human relation as the one type and

parable of the relation subsisting betwixt Christ and his Bride

—

the Church.

It is in this view of the topic that idolatry and adultery are

constantly put together in the prophetical Scriptures. If there

were not some accordant moral elements in these two highly

divergent relations, a large portion of the book of Isaiah, for ex-

ample, would be utterly meaningless. You cannot be satisfied

with the shallow theory, that God selected this earthly relation as

'the best, on the whole, to typify at once the lordship and the love

of Christ over and for his Church ; and the reciprocal obedience,

fidelity, and love of the Church to and for Christ. If you have

thought to purpose, you will readily answer that God rather made

the earthly relation just what it is, because of the unchangeable

perfection of his own attributes. The Creator of all beings, and

the Legislator for all relations, could not be driven to the selection

of a defective or inappropriate type. It is far safer to conclude

that marriage is thus exalted in the word, purpose, and providence

of God, because of the Headship and Husbandhood of Jehovah

Jesus. Any other course of thinking puts the eflPect for the cause,

and contradicts the foundation postulates of a Calvin istic creed,

logically considered.

The argument would be incomplete without a suggestion of the

indispensable need of the element of sacredness in the marriage

tie for the maintenance of social order. Social life, for which man

was created, demands something more than a mere civil contract,

and when God instituted the relation, he made.no provision for

divorcement. "It was not so at the beginning" (Matthew xix. 8).

Moses added the legal provision, but, as the Lord expounds it, it

was abnormal. God made the twain to be one flesh, and the

hardness of heart consequent upon the fall brought in the Mosaic

V
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law of divorce. Therefore, when the gospel and the new birth

and the sanctifying grace of the Holy Ghost restore the race to

its original moral status, there is also the restoration of the

original marriage law, which abhors divorcement. And so the

the marriage ceremony among all sects always contains the

authoritative words of Christ: " What, therefore, God hath joined

together, let not man put asunder." All history teaches the same

lesson, to wit, that wherever communities have drifted away from

the most decided cognition of this essential sacredness in the

marriage union, such communities have drifted nearer and nearer

to the level of the brutes that perish. The Goth, whose swarming

armies obliterated the Roman Empire, was far nobler than the

corrupt sensualist he conquered, whose highest idea of marriage
.

was based upon the character of the deified lust he worshipped

;

while the Northern Barbarian, amid all his rudeness and ignor-

ance, had this one distinguishing trait: he placed woman in

her true sphere, as the wife to be honored and cherished. His

sword leaped from its scabbard in her defence as promptly as

when his own life was endangered; and he guarded her purity

as sedulously as he guarded his own sacred honor. Doubtless

the great race that dominates the earth to-day, owes much to this

distinguishing characteristic in the "sea robbers" who invaded

England, and who have left to their descendants such names for

inheritance as husband, wife, father, mother, brother, sister, son,

daughter, and household.

If a small part of the foregoing be true, it is evident that mar-

riage is the union of one man and one woman. The law as laid

down in 1 Timothy, in the third chapter, is the natural law, and

was not enacted merely for the government of elders and deacons.

The restriction to "one wife" was only the indispensable element

of the "blamelessness" of those who held official station in God's

house. And unless you enact a special law of morality for each

sex, the prohibition of a plurality of wives is included in the pro-

hibition of a plurality of husbands. A man is no more truly

married to two women at the same time^than a woman is married

to two men—an idea that is abhorrent to humanity. It is true

that the Bible contains many histories of the multiplication of
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#lv^i, by the acknowledged saints of God—Such y Jacob and

David; but there is not on-e word of approval of these wicked

iinions. In the case of Jacob, there was a deliberate fraud prac-

tised upon him by his heathen father-in-law, and there seems to

be a show of excuse for him in his later marriage with the wife

of his choice. But the Word is silent as to the morality of the

case, and nothing is left to the reverent thinker except the clear

utterance of the normal law : "These twain shall be one flesh."

It is not at all likely that any t7'io were ever one flesh in the eye

of God.

Therefore, and in the absence of any positive suggestion in the

Word, men have sometimes reached a conclusion that is rather

sentimental than moral, to wit, that there is no such thing pos-

sible as a second marriage— or, more accurately, as two marriages.

So far as this theory has found expression, in poetry and romance,

there have been cases where the first marriage was not the true

union of heart and sympathy that was secured in the second.

Some such idea is suggested in the question of the Sadducees

—

" Whose wife shallshe be at the resurrection?" This is the more

evident, because—other things being equal—she would certainly

be the wife of the first. But there is no law of sentiment ; and

as the New Testament Scriptures do plainly authorise the mar-

riage of widows, it would be impossible to erect any sentimental

theory into the dignity of positive enactment on the other side.

But the restriction to one wife is intimated in the natural law

under which the primal pair were pronounced one. And if

Adam had maintained his integrity and won immortality for him-

self and his race, it is tolerably certain that God would not have

"built" a second Eve for him, even if she had perished alone in

her sin. This is not a thinkable proposition, however, and is

only suggested for the sake of the argument. So far as the

"sentiment" above referred to is concerned, this much may be

asserted. There are widows and widowers in the world who

recoil with horror from the thought of placing another upon the

throne that was occupied by the departed. And the reason for

this repugnance must rest upon the conviction that the separation

wrought by death is only temporary. And, finally, there is the
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?;er?/ remarkable sentence in 1 Corinthians vii. 40, wherein Paul,

with wonderful caution, and with free admission of the contrary

latv, says : "She is Happier if she so abide, after my judgments

and I think also that I have the Spirit of God." If this man

had been fanatical, or merely *^ sentimental" upon any subject, it

is not probable that the marriage relation, of which he had no

personal experience, would have been that subject. And it is

very remarkable that he should apparently refer to "the Spirit of

God" for endorsement in uttering this warning. ^
^'

Before examining the law of limitations, one other remark is

necessary. After the marriage of one man with one woman, th6

degree of responsibility resting upon the latter is modified by the

authority of the husband. But before such union, the responsi-

bility of the two sexes is precisely the same, under the law of God.

There is no letting down of the requirement, because the woraaii

is the "weaker vessel," and there is no hint throughout the

Scriptures that the soul of the virgin woman has a lower rank in

heaven on account of sex, even supposing sex can be predicated

of souls.^ Therefore, the law of marriage, when it gives specifi-

cations that only affect rwan, necessarily includes, by implication,

the same specifications as addressed to woman. The command,

"Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife," certainly includes

the command, "Tliou shalt not covet thy neighbor's husband."

If this is denied, then the whole of Paul's argument in the seventh

cliapter of Romans is inapplicable to such of God's dear children

as happen to be women ! A short step beyond this absurdity

leads to the denial of souls to women. 'I'hey can be neither sin-

ners nor saints. And all the exhortations of the New Testament

addressed to women are utterly meaningless and idle. If they

have individual souls at all, every jot and tittle of the law that

affects man—that is, mankind—applies with precisely equal

potency to both sexes. This point cannot be too strongly stated.

Every sentence in tlie present argument proceeds upon this basis.

Respecting the law of limitations, there are two preliminary

observations needed. The first and most obvious is the fact that

no bar in the direction of consanguinity could apply to the im-

mediate progeny of Adam and Eve. There were no other men
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and women upon the earth, if the race proceeded from one original

pair. And—parenthetically—the blood relationship subsisting

betwixt Cain and Abel and their sisters was really not so near

a relationship as that subsisting betwixt Adam and Eve. Eve

was not only bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh by marriage,

but was, literally, a portion of his vital organism. And the sub-

sequent marriage of their sons with their daughters Avas the first

possible step towards the divergence which God afterwards made

the subject of positive legislation. In the third generation, the

sons of Cain might lawfully marry the daughters of Abel, as this

relationship (that of first cousins) is nowhere prohibited in the

word of God, even by the most remote implication. On the con-

trary, the only instance in which the Lord gave a formal com-

mand in individual cases, was when he commanded the daughters

of Zelophehad to marry their kinsmen. This brings to view the

second observation.

The command to the surviving brother to marry the widow of

his deceased brother, was a special legislative enactment that was

based precisely upon the plea of the daughters of Zelophehad, to

wit, that the legitimate inheritance of the holy seed to the' allotted

portions of the holy land would otherwise pass out of the families

and tribes to whom God had apportioned them. The first-born

of the progeny of such marriages was treated as though begotten

by the deceased husband, and inherited (under this special enact-

ment) that deceased Jiusband's property. These two exceptions

to the law of limitations are the only exceptions to the accurate

list of prohibitions found in the Bible. And in the case of the

daughters of Zelophehad, there is not the most remote hint that

they married within the limits of consanguinity, even if "fathers'

brothers' sons" is a correct translation. Their case serves to

illustrate the second exception above noted, as the connexion

betwixt the holy seed and the holy land is thus indicated.

The law of prohibitions is contained in the 18th chapter of

Leviticus, and is complete and exhaustive. No argument con-

structed on a lower hypothesis could stand. If God really an-

nounced a law" intended to regulate any relation among men, it

is not credible that he would overlook or omit any phase of such
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relation. The command, "Honor thy father and thy mother,"

is complete and exhaustive, and no mortal of Adam's race can

escape or outgrow its sway. And the command, "Thou shalt not

covet thy neighbor's wife," is complete and exhaustive, and if

women have a moral nature, includes the command, "Thou shalt

not covet thy neighbor's husband." The warning of the Lord

Christ in Matthew v. ^7-32, respecting the sinful desire, and the

sinful divorcement, must have precisely equal application to both

sexes, if women have moral and accountable natures at all. So

the list of prohibitions in Leviticus xviii., although addressed to

men only, must include women in analogous relations. If this

list forbids a son to rnarry his mother, it includes the command to

a mother not to marry her son. Nor is this all. It forbids the

marriage of father and daughter (which is nowhere expressly for^

bidden in Scripture) because their relationship is precisely analo-

gous to that subsisting betwixt mother and son.

This law was not local, ceremonial, or typical, but universal

and permjinent as the commands of the Decalogue. It is as ap-

plicable as they are to all the kindred and tribes of the earth.

It is as binding now as it was when given to Israel. If the 18th

chapter of Leviticus be not our Christian hiw of incest, then we

iiave none, and the most dreadful abominations in marriage are

allowable under the gospel. Here as elsewhere, the distinction is

as manifest and as necessary between the typical that was to be

abolished and the moral that should stand forever. The command

to the Levitical priesthood to marry only within their own tribe

was, first, a tribal ordinance given for specified reasons; and

secondly, a typical law enlarged and augmented in the gospel by

the admonition, "Be ye not unequally yoked \V'ith unbelievers."

The marriage law as it came from Eden was paramount, however,

and the gospel expressly forbids divorcement on account of the

unbelief of either partner. But the gospel does enjoin the saints

to keep within the liniitf^ of the priesthood, for they are all kings

and priests. And the fact that this law in Leviticus xviii. is a

law of universal application is manifest, because no other revela-

tion touching prescribed relationship is found in the Bible.

Moreover, the very unions forbidden in this chapter God charges
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upon the Canaanites, and declares that "their land vomited them

out" because of these specific pollutions. Dr. Lindsay states the

case as follows:

"The conclusion, then, we think, stands impregnable, that the pro-

hibitions embodied in Leviticus xviii. must be viewed as includinff not

merely those cases which are specifically described, but others also, whore

the relationship is exactly the same. Deny this, and you are under the

necessity of admittin<i; some of the most shocking!; marriages which,

it is possible to imagine, Ic has been argued against the extension of

the Mosaic pi'ohibitions to any cases but those specified, that the omis-

sions which strike us as anomalous are to be accounted for on the ground

of the different positions occupied by the two sexes in ancient times.

Things were permitted to the one which wore not permitted to the other;

and, in short, throughout the marriage law of Moses, the feelings of the

male sex only were consulted, and not those of the female at all. Now,

even supposing that this theory fully accounted for all the omissions ob-

servable in Leviticus, which it by no means does, we should still be war-

ranted to conclude, that under the New Dispensation, where male and

female are all one in Christ, the distinction in favor of the stronger sex

had ceased, and that consequently any cases, omitted on account of an-

cient disregard of female feeling, ought now to be supplied in conformity

with the more equal and elevated spirit of the gospel. It could hardly

be maintained that a marriage law was right in our day which professed

to be grounded upon a disregard of female feeling. But this theory does

not even meet the exigencies of the case as it is exhibited in the code of

the Jewish legislator. Will any man maintain that, while a son was

forbidden by Moses to marry his mother, a daughter was left at liberty,

on account of the difference of sex, to be married to her father? But,

unless it was so, the theory is not worth a straw. If it was so, then cer-

tainly the theory is a sound one; but let those who employ it in defence

of marriage with a wife's sister, have the cand6r to acknowledge that it

equally sanctions marriage between a father and his own daughter. On

the other hand, if father and daughter were not allowed, any more than

mother and son, to be united in marriage, then it is undeniable that there

were cases omitted from the Mosaic code which were as really contem-

plated by that law as others that are expressly described, and of course

the ]n'oposed explanation of omissions falls to the ground. But there is

another consideration equally fatal to the theory under review: the

omitted cases, supposed to be left out on the ground of disregard of female

feeling, are not always similarly related to the different sexes, and this

single circumstance overturns the whole hypothesis. Marriage between

a mother and a son is expressly forbidden, but nothing is^said about a

father and a daughter. With regard, however, to the grandparents and
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the grandchildren, whilst there is also one of the two possible combinar

tions left out, it is not the corresponding one, but the reverse. The

<rrandfather and the grawddaughter are expressly forbidden to internaar-

ry, but not a word is uttered against the union of the grandmother and the

grandson. N^ow, why should mother and son in the one case, and grand-

father and granddaughter in the other, be the parties that are specified,

whilst it is father and daughter that are omitted,.in the former case, and

grandmother and grandson that are omitted in the latter? If any greater

consideration be shown for either sex in the one section of the law, the

very same preference is manifested for the other sex in the other. The

only escape out of this labyrinth of perplexity and confusion is the adop-

tion of the principle that a prohibition with regard to one relationship

must be held as applying to another when it is exactly the same in point

of nearness. Admit this principle, and it is at once perceived to be a

matter of indifference which of two similar cases be expressly specified,

for the settlement of either determines the other. But deny this princi-

ple, and then it is impossible to explain why, in the case of parents and

children, mother and son should be mentioned and father and daughter

omitted; whilst in the case of grandparents and grandchildren, the posi-

tion of the cases is just reversed, grandfather and granddaughter being

laid under restriction, but grandmother and grandson left to do as

they please. In addition to these considerations, it is no small argument

in favor of the idea that the analogous cases must be considered as in-

cluded under those actually specified, that this view recommends itself to

the common sense of mankind. A law constructed upon the principle of

forbidding marriage between certain relatives and tolerating it between

others where the propinquity was quite the same, would not command
respect, nor carry along with it the moral convictions of society. This

is apparent from the unhesitating manner in which all persons, whea
their attention is first turned to this subject, reason from the case of a

wife's sister to that of a brother's wife, and vice oersa^ as also from the

^f aunt and nephew to that of uncle and niece. What surprise and

bewilHerment are exhibited when the idea is first suggested, that in one of

each (of (those pairs of cases marriage may be right, whilst in the other it

is wrong^ Every person who has conversed with others to any extent

upon the present aspect of the marriage-law controversy must have ob-

served that the feeling instantly springs up in every mind, that wife's

sister and brother's wife must of course be placed upon the same footing;

and that whatever it be right or wrong for aunt and nephew to do, the

same must also be right or wrong in the case of uncle and niece. The
moral sense of mankind instinctively hurries on to the conclusion that

perfectly analogous relationships should have the same place assigned to

them in a marriage law ; and by deviating from this pjinciple in any civil

code you might enact, you would do violence to-the^moral perceptions of
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society and >reaken the sense of obligation with regard to those connexions

which you did prohibit. Legalise marriage with a wife's sister, and yo»
will not be able to secure respect for the enactment which forbids it with

a brother's wife. Legalise marriage between an tincle and a niece and you

will not be able to avoid abrogating the law which interdicts the union

of aunt and nephew.

"The opposition given by many to the idea that the prohibitions of the

Mosaic law are to be viewed as embracing the relationships which are

quite analogous to those actually specified is so great that it seems as if

they imagined the principle proposed was to widen the circle of prohib-

ited relationships, and to bring remoter connexions under the sweep of

the law, than any mentioned by the Jewish legislator. But that is not

what is meant by the inclusion of cases for which we contend. What we
mean is, not that the law nmy be extended to remoter relationships than any

Moses has mentioned, but that when any given relationship is put under

ban by Moses, we must view the prohibition as extending to another re-

lationship where the nearness of kin is precisely tlie same. When
Moses, for example, forbids nephew and aunt to marry, it is not meant

that we are at liberty to go a step further, and to interdict the union of

cousins: but it is contended that as uncle and niece, and nephew and

aunt, are relationships of the same propinquity, they should both be

viewed as coming under the same law. And not only does this principle,

as we have seen, recommend itself to the common sense of mankind, but

it is also forced upon us by the monstrous conclusions which we are com-

pelled to draw if we set it aside." Pp. 76-81.

It is difficult to conceive of a clearer statement than this.

And no argument can be constructed that will answer it, except

one that is based upon a theory which differentiates the sexes in

the scope of moral obligation. If a woman can be a sinner and

a saint, then a law which forbids marriage betwixt mother and

son on the ground of kinship, must certainly forbid the union of

father and daughter on the same ground. And, therefore, a law

which prohibits the union of brother and brother's wife does cer-

tainly prohibit the union of sister and sister's husband upon the

ground of propinquity. The Levirate law (commanding the mar-

riage of brother and brother's widow), by all the terms of the

enactment, separates the case from all other cases where such

relationship subsists, and by the \oyj force of the enactment con-

firms and endorses and emphasises the universal Xd^^ forbidding

such marriage. It is the solitary exception proving the univer-

sality of the rule. And the reason for this solitary exception is
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explicitly given in the text of the law itself. No man in this

day has ever sought to marry his wife's sister because his deceased

wife left no issue. And no man in this day has ever sought to

marry his brother's widow for the sake of progeny that might

bear his deceased brother's name and inherit his deceased brother's

property. It would be an absurdity in law as well as a disgrace

in morals.

The controversy that has arisen in the Church and also in the

State, touching the limitations of propinquity, affinity, or consan-

guinity, has always been fought on the line of Leviticus xviii.

16-18. No other explicit law (except the Levirate law, which

was special and strictly local) can be found in the Scriptures to

deal with this question in explicit terms. It is true that Paul in

the fifth chapter of 1 Corinthians, deals with another relationship

with summary efficiency; but it is the marriage of a widower with

his dead wife's sister that has provoked all the discussion. The

argument of Mr. Dwight proceeds upon the theory that the words

"a wife to her sister," in the 18th verse of Leviticus xviii., are

really "one wife to another," and is therefore only the prohibition

of bigamy. In proof of this he asserts that the Hebrew words

—

which really mean "a woman to her sister" (isha elacothah)—are

idiomatically employed throughout the Bible to signify "one to

another" ; and that these exact words are used in Exodus xxvi.

3-6 to designate the coupling of the loops and curtains of the

tabernacle— all these being in the feminine gender. ("The He-

brew Wife," pp. 109, 110.) He quotes no less than thirty-four

examples from the Old Testament Scriptures ; and it may be

added that the words are translated "one wife to another"

in the margins of English Bibles in this famous passage of Leviti-

cus xviii. 18.

It is rather remarkable that Dr. Lindsay takes the opposite

view. He says the textual rendering is correct and that the law

of the 18th verse is added to the list as a special warning to the

children of Israel against the sin of Jacob in having Leah and

Rachel. He enforces this view by the very conservative and sat-

isfactory postulate, that the law prohibiting marriage betwixt a

man and his wife's sister is expressly laid down in verse 16,
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where the brother is forbidden marriage with a brother's widow,

Mr. Dwight's doctrine can be better shown by a quotation of the

seven points he claims to have established in his argument:

"1st. Polygamy was expressly prohibited by God in the original hiw of

marriage on account of its immoral tendency ; has been shown to have

been unhiwful to the patriarchs and under the Levitical code ; and is de-

chired by Christ to be adultery.

"2d. The law of incest in expressly forbidding marriage between a

brother^ s w?ye and a husband's hrother ]vLsi as certainly forbid it between

a sister'' s husband and a wife's sister, as in expressly forbidding marriage

between a nephew and an aunt, or between a mother and a son, it forbade

it between an uncle and a niece or between a father and a daughter. If

we deny this, we must also deny that equals are equal.

"3d. The law of incest in expressly forbidding marriage between a man

and his collaterals, of the second degree by aflBnity, declares the propin-

quity between them to be so great as to render marriage between them

unhiwful; and yet this interpretation makes it declare the propinquity

between a man and his wife^s sister a collateral of the first degree, and

of course one degree nearer than they, not to be so great as to render

marriage between them unlawful ; in other words, that the less is greater

than the greater.

"4th. If we deny the unlawfulness of this marriage, we are also com-

pelled to admit that under the Levitical law of incest a man had a right

to marry his own daughter and his own grandmother ; and that these

marriages are now right.

"5th. The reason expressly assigned in the law, why a brother's wife

may not marry a husband's brother after the husbands death is that, on

account of the propinquity, such marriage is "an abomination," and yet the

reason assigned in this interpretation, why a sister'' s husband may not

marry a wife!s sister during the life-time of the wife, that is,|why^he may
not have two sisters for wives at once, when the propinquity is identically

the same, is that it will vex the sister whom he married first! We can-

not charge such trifling on a law of God.

"6th. A minute and careful examination of every passage in the Scrip-

tures, in which the controverted phrase, a man to his brother, or a wom-an

to her sister, occurs, has shown that the words brother and sister in this

phrase have no reference to relationship by blood; and that the phrase

itself denotes uniformly one to another, and in the given passage one

woman to another, or one wife to another.

"7th. The position assumed in the interpretation that it will not vex a

wife to have her husband take another wife, who is not her sister, has been

shown to be not only ridiculously foolish, but certainly and palpably

false." (Pp. 125 to 127.)
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The temptation to quote more largely from this author is re-

sisted because space is limited. Enough is given to shew that

he regards the marriage in question with horror. And it is well

worthy of note that both Dwight and Lindsay (each taking a

different rendering of Leviticus xviii. 18) still reach the same

conclusion because both proceed upon the original law of marriage

as announced by God in Eden.

The editorial from the New York World, dealing with this

topic, shows, first, the platform upon which British "free-think-

ers" stand; and, second, the supposed popular side of the contro-

versy in America. It is very remarkable that the law of God

and the "sentimentjir' idea of marriage are equally conspicuous

by their absence from the discussion:

"The Prince of Wales and the Dukes of Edinburgh and Connaucrht

went together to the House of Peers on the evening of June 25 in order

to vote for Lord Houghton's bill legalising marriage with a deceased

wife's sister. When the bill was'called up for its second reading, the

Prince of Wales presented from the Convention of the Royal and Parlia-

mentary Lurghs of Scotland a petition, numerously signed, in favor of it.

His action was followed by Lord Houghton, who presented in favor of

the bill a huge petition signed by 42, .500 women of Leeds. After this

Lord Houghton, as the promoter of the bill, proceeded to argue for it at .

great length in the presence of nearly all the spiritual peers—every one

of whom, with the exception of the Bishop of Ilipon, voted adversely to

the bill. Lord Beaconsfield voted but did not speak against the measure.

The Duke of Argyll also voted against it, and this conjunction of the

Tory ex-Premier with the Liberal father-in-law of the Queen's daughter

is understood to have represented the sentiments of Her Majesty on the

subject. Lord Houghton spoke at length with characteristic spirit and

earnestness, dwelling particularly on the attitude of the bishops as to

his bill. He said with much significance of tone that he 'gave the first

rank to the ecclesiastical question, because it constituted the real difficulty

which had to be encountered in dealing with this subject. While no one

would regret more than he the absence of the right reverend bench from

the deliberations of the House, there could be no doubt that this measure

would instantaneously become law but for these right reverend prelates.

It should be remembered that if they had the power to reject the bill, they

incurred the responsibility as well. Already the people of England

were beginning to understand that it was the Church of England, as rep-

resented in the House of Lords, that came in between those who were

interested in the passing of the bill and what many of them thought was
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a portion of their public rights in regard to this question. In rude ages

there was a desire to increase the power of the Church by imposing cer-

tain restrictions with regard to marriage. Those rights of restriction,

possessed at the early period of the Church, were confirmed by the State,

but by the side of such rights there was that of dispensation. When the

question of marriage fell out of the hands of the Church into the hands

of the State, there was a necessary change in the order of events. The

consequence was that now, while right reverend prelates asserted

their authority over this question, the enormous Nonconformist bodies of

England claimed that those prelates had no right to impose their views

upon them. , Right reverend prelates might continue their ecclesiastical

legislation as they chose, but they should not impose upon Nonconform-

ists, and upon their civil and religious liberty, an unjust restraint, and

he called upon them to assert by what right they imposed that restraint.'

When the bill came to a division the majority against it was only 11 in a

vote of 191 with 54 pairs absent, and the number of bishops who voted

against it was exactly 11, the Archbishop of York making a twelfth and

the Archbishop of Canterbury being absent. If only six of the prelates

had voted with the Bishop of Ripon, there would have been a majority of

one for the bill. The Bishop of Ripon, the Rev. Robert Bickersteth,

D. D., is the son of the Rev. John Bickersteth—names well and favorably

known to churchmen. He was a surgeon before he took orders, and is a

man of most liberal views. Lord Houghton's defeat is regarded as a

victory, since he succeeded in practically proving the responsibility for

the defeat of the bill upon the prelates. His point that when the eccle-

siastical law was paramount forbidding a widower ^;0 marry his sister-

in-law the prohibition was coupled with the power of dispensation, was

felt to be a telling point. History chronicles many such dispensations.

Now that the Church acts through the State, the prohibition is practically

absolute, so that the prelates, by insisting upon the old theory of the

ecclesiastical law, restrain the civil and religious liberty of their fellow-

subjects more efiectually than their predecessors did ages ago. Now that

the Episcopal bench has been definitely identified as the real obstacle to

the repeal of this special feature in the marriage law of England, therp

can,be no doubt that the advocates of disestablishment will take the

measure up as a party cry, notwithstanding the fact that the extremely

unecclesiastical, not to say unbelieving, Duke of Somerset united with the

bishops against it. The discussion developed a good deal of brilliant

nonsense. Lord Coleridge characterised the bill as a measure for the

abolition of sisters-in-law, and added that if it was passed, its provisions

would designate every man's sistor-in-law as the proper Parliamentary

successor of the wife. Earl Beauchamp deprecated it as tending to abol-

ish the tender title of aunt and creating a presumptive stepmother in

almost every household, to substitute jealousy for affection and suspicion
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for confidence. Lord Beauchamp was shocked also at the 'American-

ism' of the measure, and p;racefiilly observed that if he were asked to

compare the social and dojnestic life of England with America, he would

greatly prefer that of England. In Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Ver-

mont, and Connecticut, during 1877 no less than 1,531 divorces were

granted. The Bishop of Lincoln, who is the patron of eighty livings, de-

clared his solemn conviction, according to the persuasion of universal

Christendom, that this bill was contrary to the divine law as contained

in God's word, but he failed to cite any passages of Holy ,Writ which

sustained this sweeping assertion when he was politely invited so to do

by Earl Granville. The veteran Secretary for Foreign Affairs made the

most effective speech after Lord Houghton's in favor of the bill. He said

in the course of it:

*"As to this bill destroying the sanctity of our present' family rela-

tions, I think there is a little delusion on that point. The noble and
learned Lord talks of the enormous advantage of a man making all the

relations of his wife his own relations. I may be very fond of my wife's

rehitions, but I do not feel that they are all my relations. In the same

way the noble and learned Lord contends, as an argument against my
noble friend behind me, that we are bound to wish to marry our wives'

sisters. For my part I most solemnly declare that I have not the slightest

wish to marry any one of them. But is that a reason for me to debar

those who have excellent reasons for desiring a marriage of that sort?

Is it so perfectly clear that the sister-in-law can enter into a man's house-

hold and take care of his children with complete indifference to all cir-

cumstances merely because the law happens to prevent her marriage with

the widower? I have known recently a case where a lady, moving in

Your Lordship's society—an excellent woman—speaking from her own

personal experience of painful trials to which she had been exposed, de-

precated in the strongest manner intercourse between a young widower

and young sisters in-law. This I must say most positively in regard to

any daughter of mine or young j^ister of mine, that, while I should not

object—if the legal prohibition/were taken away—to their marrying the

man who was the good honest husband of their sister, and thus becoming

the mother of her children to whom all their affections were peculiarly

drawn, I should object in the strongest manner to any such young person

entering into the household of a young widower merely for the sake of

looking after the children, without any question of marriage. Notwith-

standing the remarks of the noble and learned Lord, it is quite clear that

tliis question does not affect the poor. A rich man with a family has

ample means of providing governesses and making other arrangements

for taking care of his children; but in the case of the poor laboring man

who loses his wife, the only person he can take to attend to his children
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is his sister-in-law. In certain parts of the coantry such cases are very

frequent.'

**In the Commons it is understood the bill commands a decisive

majority." N. F. World, July 9, 1880.

The assertion that the popular branch of the British Legisla-

ture is in favor of the repeal of the Marriage Law is simply

gratuitous. There is not the slightest indication furnished by

the House 0/ Commons that a bill to legalise the marriage of a

man with his wife's sister could reach a second reading. There

are not many Bradlaughs in the British Parliament, and except-

ing interested parties, there are very few educated men of note

in England who approve of such incestuous unions. The appeal

made to the example of other Governments is extremely unfair,

inasmuch as such marriages in European States are almost always

prohibited under the general law, but permitted "by dispensation."

And this brings to view the potent argument from the Roman

Catholic rule. The Papal hierarchy does just two things : it

asserts, first, that the law of the Church, which is the law of God,

forbids the marriage of a man and his wife's sister ; and second,

it asserts its authority to set aside the law of God at will, by

dispensation

!

Reasoning from revelation and following the plain deductions

of logic, the case may be thus stated :

,
Monogamy is God's ordained law. It is lawful for one man

to marry one woman. It is the natural law of the race, and if

man had not fallen and brought death into the world, no question

touching dual marriages or second marriages could have arisen.

The Levirate law, commanding the marriage of a man and his

sister-in-law, that is, the widow of his brother, was abnormal, and

all the terms of the law itself reveal its special and local applica-

tion. And it is specially emphatic in that no woman is any-

where commanded to marry her sister's widower under any

circumstances.

The law of incest is universally conceded to be contained in

the eighteenth chapter of Leviticus. And all the prohibitions

therein contained are acknowledged to be of binding force to-day

(not upon the Jews only or mainly, but upon the people of God
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of all tribes), excepting only the inferred prohibition of marriage

between a man and his wife's sister. The prohibition of the

sixteenth verse touches a woman and her husband's brother. The

seventeenth verse forbids the union of a man with his daughter*

in-law, u-pon the ground of kinship^ and the eighteenth verse for-

])ids bigamous union with sisters, where natural kinship does not

bar such union. Because a man, who is lineally descended from

Sbera, with no admixture of Aryan blood, may marry a woman

descended from Japheth, with no admixture of Semitic blood

;

and there is certainly no natural blood relationship to bar his

union with his wife's sister. The same rule applies to the pro-

hibition of a man's marriage with his son's widow, or his

brother's widow.

The table in Leviticus xviii. cannot be literally exhaustive, be-

cause a man is not therein forbidden to marry his own daughter,

while he is forbidden to marry his daughter-in-law. It is there-

fore certain that the table is exemplary, and the whole law is

summed up in the opening prohibition in the sixth verse, where

*' nearness of kin" covers the whole ground; this
a nearness

exemplified in the sixteenth verse, where a man is forbidden to

marry his brother's wife—not naturally akin to him.

The Hebrew phrase that is employed throughout this eighteenth

chapter is not that commonly used to express violations of the

seventh commandment, or ever used to express the lawful marriage

relation. It is never used except to denote a polluting inter-

course ; and its accurate meaning, according to accomplished

Hebraists, is identical with that of the English word "incest."

This word has an idiomatic meaning to English- speaking people,

although its Latin root (incastus) signifies merely unchastity.

Yet the Hebrew phrase, while capable, perhaps, of a modified

senSe, is no more used to signify "marriage" than the English

word "incest" is. Therefore the sixth verse of Leviticus xviii.

is literally, "Thou shalt not commit incest." And this verse is

the key to the whole law that follows, with the exemplary specifi-

cations. In the eighteenth verse, which has become famous in

this controversy, both phrases are used, and a very literal transla-

tion would be, "Thou shalt not marry thy wife's sister, to com-
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mit incest." And it is this very significant fact that leads Dr.

Lindsay to adhere so strenuously to the textual rendering.

No argument that is builded upon God's revealed law would

prove convincing if these considerations fail. And on the other

side, there is positively nothing presented excepting the motives

of economy or convenience. It is said, for example, a man

naturally seeks the aid of his deceased wife's sister, to bring up

her halforphaned children. And if you allow the bereaved man

to marry his sister-in-law, you avert all danger of scandal. And,

a^ain : the aunt of those bereaved children is the fittest of all

Avomen to take a mother's place, if she have the ordinary love for

her departed sister ! It is quite curious to note how these con-

veniences vary with varying circumstances. TKe poor man who

buries his wife cannot aiford to employ a non-related woman to

guard his infant children, and therefore must' have his sister-in-

law. The rich man can employ as many nurses and governesses

as he likes, but the more he employs, the more does he multiply

scandals

!

But the man who is furnished with logical perceptions need

not be swayed by these paltry considerations. The doctrine of

the Confession of Faith, Chap. XXIV., Sec. 4, reads: "The

man may not marry any of his wife's kindred nearer in blood

than he may of his own ; nor the woman of- her husband's kin-

dred nearer in blood than of her own." And this doctrine must

accord with the instinctive apprehension of the man who appre-

hends the scope of God's law of marriage. No man can compre-

hend it. It is like the union of soul and bodv—that is, of the

spiritual and material organisms—which must ever baffle the

scrutiny of science. Man was made in the image of God, and

whether the idea of form is involved or not, the idea of spiritual

likeness is certainly included. And that pecwliar department of

the mental organism, which deals with "sentiment," is certainly

the most inscrutable of all. Perhaps the degree of damage

wrought by the fall may vary, and, perhaps, some men are more

brutalised bv the fall than others. Or, to state the case more

accurately, some men may, by distinguishing grace, retain more

decided marks of the shattered image than others. This God-
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likeness was not utterly destroyed, because all men have still a

native perception of the distinctions between right and wrong.

And while faith is the' product of the new creation in Christ Jesus,

still the saint believes with the same mental organism that he had

as a sinner. The new creation does not destroy ncianly instincts,

or destroy the powers of logic, or contradict the sure deductions

of the natural reason. And, especially, the new life-principle in

Christ does not invade the domain of the sentimental, or obliterate

the postulates which have been secretly stored away in the sacred

chambers of the soul. For— notice—the purest sentiment of the

imagination has been tested in the severest crucible of inexorable

logic ; and while the man who loves his wife with the extrcmest

devotion will not discuss the emotion with you, because it is a

hidden, sacrec? emotion, he will still be profoundly conscious that

the oneness of himself and his wife is as real a unity as his own

separate individuality. And the infallible logic of both mind

and heart makes the wife's sister his sister as really as his own

natural twin sister could be; so that such a man could as well

marry the last as the first. God was not merely rhetorical when

he said

:

• *- ^ -
"No more twain—but one!''

'>"'

The doctrine of the Confession of Faith, which is the organic

law of the Presbyterian Church, is decided upon this question.

It especially forbids marriage betwixt a man and any of his wife's

kindred nearer in blood than his own personal kindred. That is,

he may marry his own sister as soon as his wife's sister. And in

this statement there is included the general doctrine, that affinity

within defined limitations is identical with consanguinity. He
may marry his wife's cousin, because he may marry his own

cousin. The proof-texts cited by the Confession are not those

already quoted in this argument, but are from Leviticus xx. 19,

20; 21 ; which passage not only repeats the prohibition of

Leviticus xviii. 16, but makes the prohibition more emphatic.

In the last scripture (Leviticus xx. 21), there are two expres-

sions—"Thou shalt not take thy brother's wife" (employing the

word that is almost universally used to designate lawful mar-

riage)
; and then giving the reason : "because it is incest"—the

•'i
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Hebrew word having this exact significance. So thus much may

be safely affirmed: the Confession, which is the organic law of

the Church, bases this enactment upon the express law of God,

which says such a marriage is "an unclean thing."

Now, it is quite conceivable that the sister of a deceased wife

may have been an utter stranger to the widower. She may have

been born in another hemisphere, and even her existence may

not have been known to the brother-in-law. There could be no

sentiment in the case. There could be no consanguinity. But

when the widower meets her—after twenty years of widowerhood,

if you choose—and learns her relationship to his dead wife, he

can no more marry her than he could marry his own sister.

And perhaps the man would instinctively recognise this impossi-

bility, if the twenty years of separation had not obliterated the

beloved image of his dead wife from his heart and memory. So

the law of the. Confession, the law of God, and the prompt intui-

tion of man, all accord, and all grow out of the same root, to wit,

the asserrion of God—"no more twain, but one." There is a

time in the life of all the children of God, when thev are in the

gall of bitterness, without God and without hope in the world.

And there comes a time to each one of them, when he passes from

a condition of alienation to a condition of sonship. At one hour

he is an heir of wrath ; at the next hour he is an heir of God.

If he had died yesterday, he would have died under the curse,

and would have begun a life of endless despair. If he die to-day,

his body will "sleep" in assured hope of a glorious resurrection.

So far as human scrutiny can discover, it is the same man in both

conditions. All the elements of body and mind are the same,

yet God can discover a divergence as wide as the distance between

heaven and hell. And this difference is due to the fact of his

union with Christ, and to nothino; else. All those distiniiuishing

graces, such as faith, repentance, hope, and charity, are the pro-

ducts—not the producers—of this union. He that is in Christ,

and only he, is the new creation. Nor is this wide difference

due to a mere decree of God. Paul's argument in Romans viii.

shows the orderly march of God's purpose, culminating in the

''glorified" condition of the saint, through regular stages, all
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gracious, yet suggesting continually a wise reason for each

separate step ; and also suggesting the idea that each step, as
,

well as the completed purpose, was in the nature of the case.

God did not "call" first, and then *' predestinate." He did not

justify, and then call. And, specially, he did all in order that

"Christ might be the first-born among many brethren." So he

ordains that the Church shall be gathered in to be the Bride of

the one Bridegroom. '

The analogy in human marriages is perfect. There is a time

when the predestined husband is no more to the bride than any

other man on the face of the earth. But there comes a time

when all the other men in the world are as nothing in comparison

with him. And while the true husband may never allow the yoke

to become oppressive, there is never a time when the authority

and domination which God ordained is wanting. The marriage

is a true unity, because the habits of thought in the dominating

force become the habits of thought in the wife. And the twain

grow into physical likeness, past all controversy. Any observer

who has given attention to the phenomenon, will recall instances

of such resemblance, where there was no touch of consanguinity.

You will detect the same tone of voice in both, and the same ex-

pression of countenance. And if any ethical topic should be

presented to them separately, you would get the same response

from both. A brother and sister may live in the same house to-

gether, with daily familiar intercourse through forty years; yet

these will not present the same degree of resemblance, albeit

allied by blood, as you can readily discover betwixt husband and

wife. It is no fanciful or sentimental oneness, but an actual

unity, and also a unity that is the natural consequence of the

relation. You cannot tell why twin children will inherit both

physical and mental traits which differentiate them : while one

resembles the father and the other the mother in these special

traits, and still retain the twin resemblance to each other, yet

there is no such identity in their twinship as tlhere is in the union

of their parents. The twins will be twain throughout eternity.

Perhaps the parents will be twain nevermore ! It is not likely

that Adam and Eve bear the same relation to each other in heaven
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that they separately bear to all the rest of God's redeemed chil-

dren in the same blissful household of faith.

The conclusion seems inevitable, that if God has revealed a

law of marriage at all, he has also fixed the limits of affinity as

well as the limits of consanguinity, within which marriage is for-

bidden. In the list of incestuous unions given in Leviticus xviii.

there are many more cases of affinity than of blood relationship.

The law of the Confession of Faith is unmistakable. It forbids

marriage with a dead wife's sister, upon the announced ground

that the relationship is identical with that subsisting betwixt a

man and his own sister. If God's law is loose and unsatisfactory,

if it contradicts the normal instincts of pure humanity, and pro-

hibits that which good men know to be good and commendable,

it is time to throw off' the shackles, and to take native common

sense for a law. When these incestuous marriages were common,

it is said, "Every man did that which was right in his own eyes."

Better go back to this good time than profess to obey the law of

God, while legalising that which he pronounces "confusion and

uncleanness." And the explicit law of the Church had better be

amended by formal authority, if tliese unions are commendable or

even harmless. So long as you allow open violations of this law,

you are merely advising your brethren to hold your opinions

upon an indifferent subject. And the attempt to erect a law of

that sort into the dignity of an enactment which you say is

founded upon God's word, is unbecoming in Calvinists, not to

say in Christians.

We must not close this article without expressing our very high

estimate of both the volumes named in our rubric. The one is

British, and inaccessible to readers generally; the other is out

of print. Both deserve republication. This is no dead but a

living question, and of the profoundest interest and importance.

It cannot much longer fail to attract the notice and attention of

American believers in the revealed morality and religion. We
hope some enterprising publisher in this country Avill give these

and similar books, which are rife in Grreat Britain, the opportunity

of enlightening our people in respect to this subject.
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ARTICLE III. i'','i^ 'i'X

•THE iMIDDLE ADVENT."

Tlie writer is indebted to Dr. Stier for the title which heads

this article. The term "middle" has reference to the second of

tlie three events spoken of by the Lord in two chapters of the

Gospel according to Matthew—the 23th and the 25th ; and its

appropriateness wmU appear as we proceed. A few preliminary

remarks will set forth its meaning more clearly.

Ist. Two, and only two, personal and visible advents of the

Lord are spoken of in Scripture. These are sometimes put in

close connexion, as in Heb. ix. 28, "So Christ was once offered

to bear the sins of many, and unto them that look for him shall

he appear the second time without sin unto salvation." The

first evidently was when he took upon himself our nature, in

order that he might be made an offering for sin. The second,

it is equally evident, will be at the general resurrection and judg-

ment of the last day. This second personal and visible coming

is generally spoken of in the Scriptures in immediate connexion

with these two events.

2nd. In addition to these personal advents, two other events

are mentioned in the Bible, which are so wonderful in themselves,

and so important in their results, that they are expressly desig-

nated the "coming of tlie Son of man." The first was the de-

struction of Jerusalem and the temple, the overthrow of the Jew-

ish commonwealth, and the dispersion of that people thirty-seven

years after these words were spoken. The second is that "com-

ing of the Lord," or "day of the Lord," so often spoken of by

(/lirist /'ind his apostles, for which the Church is to be in a state

of constant preparation ; ever ready, waiting, and watching for

her Lord.

3d. These two advents and the second personal and visible

coming of Christ are the three events spokeri of in these two

chapters. They may all be styled, in the language of Zeller as

given by Stier: "The coming of the Lord" (1) to judge Judaism;

(2) to judge degenerate antichristian Christendom; (3) to judge
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all nations—the final judgment of the world. All which togeth-

er are the coming again of Christ; and in respect of their simi-

larity and diversity are fnost exactly recorded from the lips of

our Lord by St. Matthew : (a) chap. xxiv. 1-28; (b) chap. xxiv.

29 on to XXV. 30; (c) chap. xxv. 31-46."
,

4th. The "middle advent" will not be a personal coming of

Christ. This we may infer from the following facts: (1) Only

two personal comings are spoken of in the Scriptures, and this

cannot be identified with either of them. (2) It is strictly ana-

logous to "the coming of Christ" when Jerusalem was destroyed

and the inhabitants thereof dispersed ; and that we know was not

a personal coming. (3) The sign of the Son of man is to appear

in heaven ; not the Son of man himself, but his sign. But it

may be asked, May not the sign be a warning and premonition

of his coming in person, as was the star of Bethlehem when the

Saviour was born into the world? No, for we are expressly told

that this coming is to be without warnino-; he is to come sud-

denly, as a thief in the night. (4) There is nothing in the repre-

sentations of this event as given in the word of'God that abso-

lutely requires it to be understood as a personal coming. The

latter clause of the 80th verse of chapter xxiv. might appear to

do so in the statement, "Then shall all the tribes of the earth

mourn, and they shall see the Son of man . coming in the clouds

of heaven with power and great glory." May it not be, how-

ever, that they shall see him, not in person, but in his sign,

which shall appear in the manifestations of his power and glory,

in the terrible judgments he shall send upon them ? He was

thus seen in the destruction of Jerusalem, seen by both Jews and

Romans according to the records of their own historians ; seen

so plainly that Titus refused the honor of a crown of victory up-

on the taking of the city, saying that the honor was due*not to

himself but to the gods; and Josephus, the Jewish historian, tes-

tifies that the terrible and unprecedented calamities that befell

his countrymen were direct judgments sent upon them by a just-

ly off*ended God.

With these preliminary remarks, let us now consider the

passage itself, and see if it will bear us out in the views thus ex-

pressed.
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In the first place, notice the question of the disciples. It is

evident that three events were present in their thoughts, and

expressed in their w'ords, "When shall tiiese things be?"

What things ? Why, the destruction of the temple and the deso-

lation of their city, which the Master had just foretold. "And

what shall be the sign of thy coming?" Had the Lord said any-

thing to suggest to their minds the idea that he would come

again? He had. That very day, when foretelling the judg-

ments that were coming upon Jerusalem, he had said of its child-

ren : ""Ye shall not see me henceforth till ye shall say. Blessed

is he that comelh in the name of the Lord." He was coming

again then ; this they clearly understood from his words,. But

there is still a third event included in their question: "and of

the end of the world." It 'is evident, therefore, that these three

events, the destruction of Jerusalem, the reappearing of their Lord,

and the end of the world, were present in their minds. It is fur-

ther evident that they regarded these three events as standing in

some wav in close connexion with one another.

Let us, in the next place, notice the occasion upon which this

question was asked, and the circumstances that drew it forth.

Thus we may get further light upon the subject.

Just two days before that feast of the passover at which time he

was to be betrayed into the hands of his enemies, the Lord was sit-

ting upon the mount of Olives, overlooking Jerusalem, and with

the beautiful temple Herod had built full in view. It was at the

close of an eventful and wearisome day. The opposition of his

enemies was becoming more decided. They had sought that day

to entrap him in his words, and to lead him to commit himself.

He had denounced their wickedness in no measured terms. He
had not only pronounced woes upon them, but had foretold the

utter iliin of their city. Once before, under very different cir-

cumstances, when approaching the city surrounded by a rejoic-

ing multitude, he had wept over it, foretelling the fearful calami-

ties that should befall it, and now he once more repeated the

same ominous words. That evening, as they passed out of the

temple, the disciples remembered his language and called his at-

tention to the magnificence of the temple buildings and the ma-

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—9.
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terial of which they were constructed—huge stones, forty-five

yards in length and of proportionate breadth and thickness.

"Master, see what manner of stones, and what buildings are

here." These words, prompted, it would seem, by a spirit of in-

credulity, only serve to draw from him a reply in which he de-

clares still more plainly the entire destruction of their temple:

"Secst thou these great buildings? there shall not be left one

stone upon another that shall not be thrown down." These words

sank deep into the hearts of the disciples, and filled their souls

with sadness. They were contrary to all their long cherished

views of their Messiah's kingdom. Their fondest hopes clus-

tered around their temple. It was the pride of their nation ; and

under their Messiah's reign they doubted not that it would be-

come the great object of attraction to all the nations of the world.

That it should be thrown down, and so completely demolished

that not one stone should be left upon another, seemed to them

incredible. In their perplexity they embrace the first opportu-

nity for private conversation; and with anxious hearts propound

the question: '"Tell us, when shall these things be? and what

shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?"

The Lord makes no attempt to correct their erroneous views

as to the time of these three events, which they doubtless believed

would be concurrent. He enters into no explanations of that

kind. It would have been useless for him to have done so. With

their crude and mistaken views as to the nature of his kingdom,

they could not have comprehended his meaning. He proceeds

like a wise and skilful.teacher to answer their question fully and

satisfactorily upon all points concerning which they needed to be

enlightened; while at the same time he instructs the Church

during all ages of the world as to those things which most deeply

concern her welfare. Without entering into any unnecessary

explanations as to the time or connexion of these three events,

he proceeds in the most direct manner to answer fully and plain-

ly the threefold question of his disciples.

This, then, we understand to be the key to this passage. The

Lord's words have reference to three events; all of which were

at that time in the future; one of which has since been fulfilled.
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and is now a matter of history; the second of which may possi-

bly now be "near, even at the doors;" but whether near or dis-

tant will, in God's own time, be fully accomplished. To this our

attention Avill now be more particularly directed.

Before considering this, however, we will refer to the first; and

briefly notice the Lord's predictions concerning it, and their won-

derful fulfilment. Certain signs and premonitions were first

mentioned, by means of which the disciples would recognise its

approach. These were the appearance of false Christs, wars and

tumults, famines and pestilences, the falling away of many of the

disciples, and yet the continued spread of the gospel till it reached

all the nations of the world as then known ; and finally the sign

spoken of by Daniel the prophet, the abomination of desolation

standing in the holy place. \Vhen this appeared, the disciples

were to make their escape in haste from Jerusalem ; were to flee

without a moment's delay to a place of safety. Then fearful

calamities and indescribable miseries were to come upon the Jew-

ish nation. The destruction of their capital and the temple was

to be complete. The people were to be dispersed and scattered

abroad, and Jerusalem was to be trodden do-wn of the Gentiles

until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled. These predictions

were uttered about forty years before their fulfilment. It was a

time of profound peace; not a speck of war was visible; not a

sign of impending calamities could be seen. Josephus, who was

an eye-witness to the things he relates, describes accurately the

accomplishment of these predictions. So do the Roman his-

torians of that period. These are unintentional witnesses to

the exact fulfilment of the Lord's words. The signs and pre-

monitions all appeared—the false prophets and false Messiahs;

the signs in the heavens; the wars and tumults; the famines

and pestilences. The disciples recognised the warning sign and

escaped to Pella, and not one of them perished amid the fear-

ful calamities that befell their countrymen. In the impressive

words of the Lord, then was "tribulation such as was not since

the beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be."

Vast multitudes from the adjacent country, upon the approach

of the Roman armies, fled into the city for protection. The
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sword devoured without, while starvation and pestilence raged

within the walls of the city. A mob of half-famished men, mad-

dened by hunger, banded themselves together, and like wolves

ranged through the city in search of food. They were attracted

to a house by the scent of cooked flesh. Here they supposed

were hidden stores secreted for the use of the family. They

forced an entrance and demanded food. Resistance was useless.

The mother brought from its hiding place the half-eaten body of

her own suckling child, of which she had just partaken. Such

were the extremities to which the people were driven. Eleven

hundred thousand of the Jews are estimated to have perished

during this siege. Titus gave positive orders to the army to

spare the temple. Contrary to his commands, and despite all ef-

forts to save it, it was destroyed, totally destroyed. Literally,

not one stone was left upon another; and the ploughshare was

driven through the soil where it had stood in hope of finding

treasures. Thus were fulfilled the Lord's' predictions. From

that time to the present, Jerusalem has been trodden down of the

Gentiles, which is another and striking illustration of the truth-

fulness of the Lord's words. Julian, the Roman Emperor

known as "the Apostate," in his bitter hatred towards Christ

and his religion, resolved that this p*rt at least of the Lord's

prophecy should not be accomplished. He accordingly gave or-

ders that the temple should be rebuilt, and the Jews restored to

their own country. But all the power and wealth of the Roman

Empire were not sufficient to overthrow the words of the despised

Galilean. The temple was never rebuilt, although the attempt

was made. The workmen reported that huge balls of fire burst

forth from the ground, and so scorched and terrified them that

they were compelled to desist. To this day Jerusalem is trodden

of the Gentiles. Nowhere is the Jew more down-trodden

and oppressed; nowhere is he less at home than in his own coun-

try, the home of his forefathers; nowhere is he more cruelly

treated than in the city of David. Such will continue to be the

case until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled. These words,

which are found in Luke xxi. 24, but which are not recorded by

Matthew, we regard as the connecting link between the first and
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second of the events here foretold. It refers to the continued dis-

persion of the Jews, their continued existence without a country

or a nationality until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled; or,

as Paul expresses it (Rom. xi. 25), until the fulness of the Gen-

tiles be come in. ^
This bi'ings us then to the consideration of the second of the

three events, the "middle advent" of the Lord.

Like the first, its approach will be in'dicated by certain signs

and precursors. These tokens, as the Lord describes them, are

:

"The sun shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give her

light, and the stars shall fall from heaven, and the powers of the

heavens shall be shaken." Matt. xxiv. 29. "And there shall

be signs in the sun, and in the moon, and in the stars; and upon

the earth distress of nations, with perplexity ; the sea and the

waves roaring ; men's hearts failing them for fear, and for looking

after those thinf;s which are coming on tfie earth." Luke xxi.

25 and 26. The description of the same as given in the Apoca-

lypse is: "And there were voices, and thunders, and lightnings;

and there w*as a great earthquake, such as was not since men

were upon the earth, so mighty an earthquake and so great."

Such are the descriptions given. Now, what meaning shall

be put upon these words? .Are they to be understood literally

or figuratively 't Let the word of God be its own interpreter.

To select just one instance out of several, we turn to Isa. xiii.

10, lf-5, and we find the identical language in part used : "The

stars of heaven, and the constellations thereof, shall not give

their light; the sun shall be darkened in his going forth, and

the moon shall not cause her light to shine. I will shake the

heavens, and the earth shall remove out of her place, in the

wrath of the Lord of hosts, and in the day of his fierce anger."

This was a prediction of the judgments God would send upon

Babylon. That prediction has been fulfilled. It is only neces-

sary, therefore, to inquire what that fulfilment was, in order that

we may understand the Lord's meaning in the passages we are

now considering. In regard to Babylon, we know that the lan-

guage was figurative. It referred to no literal blotting out of

the sun, or of the moon, or oi' the stars. It had reference to a
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mighty political revolution; the overthrow of its civil govern-

ment ; the subjugation of the people; and the inauguration of

a new dynasty. Thus, then, are we to understand the Saviour's

words. His language is figurative, not literal. The eartlK|uake,

tlie shaking of the heavens, the darkening of tlie lights thereof,

indicate civd and political commotions, mighty revolutions, "dis-

tress of nations." These things are to be looked for. The so-

called Christian nations of the earth are to be mightily shaken
;

shaken in all their interests ; shaken from the lowest strata of

society to the highest ; shaken as they have never before been

shaken since they existed as nations ; for the description of the

earthquake is, that it was a great earthquake and mighty, such

as was not since men were upon the earth. The object of this

shaking, we are told in Ileb. xii. 27, is "the removing of those

thin<]:s that are shaken ; that those thin<is which cannot be

shaken may remain." What those things wdiich cannot be shaken

are, the apostle tells us in the next verse. They are the king-

dom of the Lord ; that ''kingdom which cannot be moved." It

is for its advancement that the nations of the earth are to be

shaken.

The advent itself is next foretold in these words : "And then

shall appear the sign of the Son of man in heaven ; and then

shall all the tribes of the earth mourn, and thev shall see the Son

of man coming in the clouds of heaven with power and great

glory." He is to be seen in the sign ; so we understand these

words to mean. What that sign is to be, the Lord has not told

us, and it is useless for us to conjecture. iMany and very diHer-

ent have been the speculations about it, but they are as useless

as they are various. It is sufficient for us to know that whoever

are livinn; at that time will see it and recoo;nise it. There will

be no uncertainty about it. To those ready and waiting and

looking for their Lord, it will be the most joyful and the most

glorious of all the sights they have ever beheld. To all others

it will be just the reverse: the most fearful and ominous of all

signs they have ever seen. Just as the early disciples recognised

the sign that was to warn them of the Lord's coming to judge

Judaism, so will all Christian nations see and know his sign when

he comes to enter into judgment with them.
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This brings us to the consideration of the next point, which is

the object of this coming. As previously stated, it is to judge

the Christian Church.' This we learn from the general tenor of

the passage, but more especially from the three parables with

which it closes. The term "Christian Church" is here used in

its widest sense. It includes all who bear the name Christian,

ft embraces all those nations among whom Christ's spiritual

kingdom exists ; all people who live under the light of the gospel,

and who have the means of enjoying its blessings. To these

people and nations a very solemn and sacred trust has been com-

mitted. That trust is the spiritual kingdom of the Lord ; that

for which he died ; the dearest object on earth to his heart. Its

interests are intrusted to their keeping. God took it from the

Jewish nation because of their unfaithfulness. Have the Gen-

tile nations been more faithful ? We fear not. We fear that in

the day when God enters into judgment with them, they will be

found just as recreant to their trust as were that people who cru-

cified the Lord of glory. This is a grievous charge ; but when

we cojoe to consider the representation that Christ gives of the

Christian Church as he shall find it at his coming, we will be

compelled to admit its truthfulness, and to acknowledge with

shame that the Christian Church is just as faithless to this trust

as was the Jewish. The same grounds for condemnation that

formerly existed in reference to the one, will be found likewise to

exist in reference to the other. This point will be referred to

again when we come to consider the parables with which the

Lord closes this part of his discourse.

Three especial results will attend or follow this event.

(1) God's ancient covenant people will be gathered back into

Christ's spiritual kingdom, and there united with the truly pious of

the Christian Church. This result is clearly foretold in God's

word. Turn to Rom. xi., and read the 15th and 25-29th verses.

The 15th verse speaks not only of "the casting away of them,"

but likewise of "the receiving of them." It tells us further that

this receiving of them will be a glorious day to the Church ; it

will be as "life from the dead ;" a spiritual resurrection. The

other verses referred to tell us with equal plainness that the
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blindness that has happened to Israel is only for a time, only

until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in ; that then a Deliv-

erer shall come out of Sion, and shall turn away ungodliness

from Jacob ; that God's covenant with them is not annulled; that

they are still beloved for the Father's sake; that the gifts and

calling of God are without change ; that he has never turned

from his purposes of love and mercy to that people. But, say

some, may not the reference here be to spiritual Israel, and not

to the Jewish people ? No; for if so, the Apostle's argument

loses all force and all appropriateness. He is here speaking of

the rejection of the Jews, and the calling of the Gentiles. It

was the Jewish race that was cut off, not spiritual Israel, and the

same who were cut off are again to be restored.

But it is further predicted that they are not only to be brought

into the Christian Church, they are also to be restored to their

nationality and to their own country. See Isa. xi. .11 and 12.

There it is clearly foretold that God shall the second time gather

his people Israel from all nations and from the four corners of the

earth. Two restorations, then, are spoken of. The first was

after the seventy years captivity in Babylon; the second will be

when the fulness of the Gentiles be come in. God's ancient cove-

nant people shall then be brought back to their own land, and

a name and a place shall once more be given them among

the nations of the earth. The dry bones that Isaiah saw in his

vision, scattered through the valley, and separate one from an-

other, shall again be gathered together, a great army of living

men.

(2) Another result shall be the destruction of Antichrist.

This result is alluded to in the three parables with which this

passage closes ; but it is more clearly foretold elsewhere. What

is Anti-Christ ? Let Paul answer. This he does in 2 Thess.

ii. 3, where he describes it as "that man of sin, the son of per-

dition, who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called

God, or that is worshipped ; so that he as God sitteth in the

temple of God, showing himself that he is God." It is something,

then, in the "temple of God." that is in the Church itself, that

opposeth and exalteth itself above God.

,d&.
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The evil thus described finds its full development in that fear-

ful system of superstition, error, and idolatry, the Church

of Rome. It is this' that sitteth in the temple of God, claim-

ing to be that temple, the Church of God; and yet ex-

alteth itself above God, usurping his authority, and claiming

his prerogatives
;

putting aside his word, and substituting for

his truth its own vain and blasphemous doctrines. This is

Antichrist in its full and perfect manifestation; but the spirit

out of which it grew, and of which the Papal Church is the de-

velopment, is by no means confined to Rome. It is found in a

greater or less degree in every branch of the Christian Church.

It is seen in its pride and worldliness ; in its love for earthly

power nnd glory; in its contempt for pure, spiritual religion, and

its admiration for that which is material and sensuous ; in its love

for outward show and ceremony ; in its holding to the form of

godliness, while denying the power thereof. All this must perish,

and along with the Papal system will be destroyed by the bright-

ness of the Lord's coming.

('3) A third result will be the coming of Christ's kingdom in

power and great glory. The Lord says to his disciples : *'When

ye see these things come to pass, know ye that the kingdom of

God is nigh at hand.'V^And again he says to them: "Then look

up and lift up your heads, for your redemption draweth nigh."

In other portions of Scripture this result is predicted in lan-

guage strong and emphatic. The eleventh chapter of Isaiah gives

a beautiful and glowing description of Christ's kingdom as it shall

then be, and concludes with the declaration, "The earth shall

be full of the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the

sea." In Rev. xi. 15, it is declared, "The kingdoms of this

world are become the kingdoms of our Lord and of his Christ,

and he shall reign forever and ever."

Then shall be answered that petition that Christ put into our

lips when he taught us to say : "Thy kingdom come." That

petition the Church has been using for two thousand years. IIow

little have we thought of the full meaning of these words, and of

their glorious accomplishment! That petition of our Lord is

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—10.
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not offered in vain. His kingdom will come in a manner that

has never yet been witnessed upon earth.

The time of the Lord's advent is not revealed to us. We are

only told in general terras that as the budding of the fig-tree

indicates the approach of summer," "so when we see these tilings

coming to pass, we may know that the event is near, even at the

doors." Its approach will be indicated by the fulfilment of the

Lord s predictions. But of the precise time we are not informed.

On the contrary, we are told in language clear and emphatic

:

"Of that day and hour knoweth no man ; no, not the angels

which are in heaven ; neither the Son, but the Father." What

a rebuke are these words to all the vain and useless speculations

as to the exact time of the Lord's coming! How idle for men

to attempt to fix a date Avhich God in his wisdom and sovereignty

has purposely concealed from our sight! How can we hope to

determine that concerning which the Lord uses the strong lan-

guage, that it is not known even to the Son, but to the Father

only?

But though the time is unknown to us, we have the strongest

assurance given us of the certainty of this event. This assur-

ance is given not only in the strong affirmation : "Heaven and

earth shall pass away, but my words shall not pass away;" but,

in addition to that, he gives us a visible proof, a constant witness

to the truthfulness of his words. This evidence is before our

eyes, a standing miracle, a living witness to the certainty of the

Lord's coming. This evidence is given in the continued preser-

vation of the Jewish people ; and is found in the 34th verse of

the 24th chapter of Matthew. This meaning is not brought out

in our version ; but if we adopt the translation of many eminent

scholars, andrea^dit: "This race," or people, "shall not pass

away till all these things be fulfilled," we have the full force and

meaning of our Lord's words. He is here speaking of the cer-

tainty of the fulfilment of his words, and he mentions this as an

evidence of that fjict, that Israel shall not pass away ; that they

shall not be lost or obliterated like other nations ; that though

dispersed and scattered abroad to the four corners of the globe,

yet they shall be wonderfully preserved and perpetuated as a
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nation. They shall not lose their identity, nor be absorbed by the

nations among whom they dwell. This we call a standing miracle.

It i^ contrary to the liistory of all other nations which have thus

been scattered abroad. It is contrary to all natural principles

with which we are acquainted. It justifies the answer given to

Frederick the Great, when he aslced that some convincing evidence

of the truth of Christianity might be given in one word. The

answer was, "The Jews." This wonderful preservation of this

remarkable people cannot be accounted for nor explained away

by the ingenuity of man. This fiict we are all acquainted with.

It confronts us every day of our lives. In every land and nation,

to whatever country we may go, in almost every city and village

we meet the Jew ; and wherever we meet him, he is the same.

There is a wonderful propriety and significance in the use of the

word jEVEci by our Lord. In one sense it is the same "generation."

In his religion the Jew is the same now that he was then. That

generation has perpetuated itself. Through eighteen centuries it

has continued the same. There is no progress, no advancement,

no enlightenment. With the rest of the world in motion, the

Jew has remained stationary. He is now just where he was

when the Lord used these words, and said, "This generation

shall not pass away till all these things be fulfilled."

We are further informed that this advent of the Lord will take

place suddenly. It will bo when men are not expecting it and

are unprepared for it. It will be as the flood came in the days

of Noah, when men were eating and drinking, marrying and

giving in marriage ; living in iancied security and anticipating

no evil. To use the Lords expressive figure, it will be as the

coming of a thief in the night, secretly and without warning.

Il will be when men arc engaged in tlie ordinary duties and avo-

cations of life; when they ai'c in the field and at the mill, seek-

in;: the things of this life with no thou^iht for the future, and,O O O 7 7

in the case of many, with no preparation for the life to come.

Kot only will the world be unprepared for this event, but so

will the Church be likewise. This part of the discourse closes

with three parables, which we may regard as descriptive of the

condition. of the Church as the Lord shall find it at his coming.
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Each of these parables divides the • Church into two distinct

classes. The first is the parable of the faithful and unfaithful

servants. The first class are true to the trust committed to their

keeping. They are faithful to the interests of their Lord, and in

seeking the welfare of his household, and are ready at any time

to give an account of their stewardship. The other class have

lost sight of the Master's coming. They have begun to lord it

over his heritage ; to usurp an authority that is not theirs ; and

to live in open profligacy and wickedness. The latter is the pic-

ture of a corrupt and apostate Church, a Church living in

usurpation of his authority and in open defiiance of his law. Do

we recognise the picture? Is it not a faithful delineation of a

large part of the so-called Christian Church?

The second parable is that of the virgins, five of whom were

wise and five were foolish. This divides the servants described

in the first parable as '"faithful" into two other chisses. Notice,

in one sense they are all faithful. They are all virgins. They

are not corrupted by idolatry,r^hich in the sight of God is as

the sin of fornication. But stiK they are not alike. A part are

wise, and a part are foolish. ^Their folly is found in their state

of unreadiness. Once they thought themselves ready and were

patiently awaiting their Lord's coming. But he tarried longer

than they expected, and now their lamps have gone out, and

their oil is exhausted. This is a representation of the best part

of the Christian Church, that part which remains pure and un-

corrupted and undefiled. Even it is divided into two classes, a

part of which are wise, and a part are foolish. The wise are in

a state of readiness. They are in the full exercise of all their

Christian graces. They shine with a pure and steady light.

They are living witnesses for Christ. They bear unceasing tes-

timony in their lives to the power and presence of the Holy

Spirit. The foolish are in a state of unreadiness. Their love

has grown cold. Their faith is weak. Their hopes are faint.

They manifest no vigor, no activity, no earnestness in their

spiritual life. Of how many in all our churches is this a true

and faithful representation ! What a lack of earnestness, what

a decay of Christian graces, what a want of zeal, what cold-
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ness and lifelessness do we exhibit ! How little are we doing for

the Lord's cause I How many opportunities of improving our

own spiritual condition, and of benefiting and blessing others are

neglected, and slip unimproved through our hands I Oh there

is reason to fear that the lights of many Christians have gone

out, and that the oil of grace in their hearts has been exhausted.

The third parable is that of the talents committed to the ser-

vants. Flere another division is made. Two of the servants

were industrious, improved their talents, and rightly used the

trust committed to their keeping. These represent that class in

Christian lands who recognise and acknowledge the Lord's right

to them and to their services; who say -with sincerity of

heart, We are not our own, we are bought with a price; who

inquire daily, "Lord, whatwouldst thou have me to do." These

are they who recognise themselves as the Lord's servant's ; and

acknowledge that life and time and talent and influence and pro-

perty and all that they f)0ssess are to be used in the service of

God and for his glory.

But there was another servant who was slothful, and hid his

Lord's money. Thus is represented that large class in every

Christian land, who, living under the light of the gospel, and in

the enjoyment of its privileges, have never seriously devoted

themselves to the Lord's service. We are here taught that they

are without excuse for so doing. They may dig in the earth and

hide their talent; they may assert that because they have never

professed the name of Christ, and have never acknowledged

themselves to be his servants, therefore he has no claim upon

them, and that they are under no obligation to serve him. They

are mistaken. They cannot thus escape responsibility. The

Lord is their Master whether they acknowledge him as such or

not. He has committed a sacred trust to their keeping, and will

hold them to a strict account for its use and improvement. It is

useless to cry out against this service. It is useless to denounce

the Lord as a hard master. This does not help the matter. Re-

sponsibilities are not thrown off by a failure on our part to recog-

nise them. We cannot change the fact that we are the Lord's,

and that he has a right to our services. We cannot avoid re-
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sponsibility by failing to acknowledge his claims. We cannot

escape the strict and impartial account to which we will be held

for the use we have made of the talents committed to our keeping.

With these three parables the Lord concludes his words con-

cerning his "middle advent/' Of the third, his final advent, hi&

coming to judge the quick and the dead, it is not our purpose to

speak. This is referred to in the concluding words of the 25th

chapter from the 31st verse to the end. It is the middle advent

for which the Church is now looking and waiting, and which, for

aught we know, may be near, even at the doors. It is this for

which the Ohurch is to be ready, knowing not at what time her

Lord may come. It is this event that is to inaugurate the king-

dom of Christ in our world with such power and glory as has

never yet been witnessed. It is this event for which we are to

pray as John prayed: "Even so, come. Lord Jesus, come quickly."

H. F. HoYT.

./\RTICLE IV.

RE-EXAMINATION OF DR. GIRARDEAU'S VIEWS
OF THE FREEDOM OF THE WILL.

In two numbers of this Review, during the past year, our

esteemed brother. Rev. Dr. Girardeau, published certain views

in reference to the fall of Adam, which the present writer ven-

tured to criticise in these pnges. In the January and April

numbers of this year (1880), Dr. Girardeau responded, in an

excellent spirit of moderation, but with a sensitive an.Kiety to

vindicate his orthodoxy before the Church. He intimates, more-

over, that his articles may be continued. It does not become an

obscure individual to occupy much space in controverting the

opinions of one so eminent for his character and talents, and so

deservedly enjoying the confidence of his brethren. A brief

rejoinder will suffice to justify our position as a fraternal critic,

and to place clearly before the reader the issues between us.
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In the first place, Dr. Girardeau has endeavored to adopt the

fitrategy of Scipio, by carrying the war into Africa. He sets the

writer down as a Sup'ralapsarian, and appears disposed to avail

himself of a common prejudice against this class' of theologians.

Unfortunately for his success, the evidence for this classification

oan be derived from no other source than the single article in

which his opinions were examined, and which was not designed

to expose the views of the writer, but his own. It is a matter of

indifference to the Church whether we sire Supralapsarian qr not.

But it does not follow from the fact that we differ from him on

the points in question, that we an^ Supralapsarian. A large

number of our most distinguished theologians differ from him in

unn)istakable terms, and are, nevertheless, pronounced Sublap-

\8arians.

There are two principal points of issue between us, and they

will be considered separately. First, as to the agreement of Dr.

Girardeau with Calvin and our standards. And, here, let full

justice be done this distinguished brother. He declares, in his

last article, that he does not limit a permissive decree of the

fall to "'a bare permission." Our inference from his argument

was to the effect that, in this very point, he had departed from

the lan<rua2e of Calvin and the Confession of Faith. It is now

clear that, so far from rejecting this doctrine, he is in accord with

it, in his theological views. He believes that the decree of God,

permitting the fall, was more than a mere permission. That he

is here in exact agreement with Calvin, is evident from the words

of the latter, distinctly and repeatedly used in the Institutes.

For example: "For the first man fell because the Lord had de-

termined it was so expedient." (Bk. III., ch. xxiii., sec. viii.)

Again: "Nor should it be thought absurd to affirm that God not

o\\\'^ foresaw the fall of the first man, and the ruin of his pos-

terity in him, but also ah'anged all by the determination of his

own will" (Sec. 7). Again: "Here they recur to the distinction

between will and permission^ and insist that God permits the de-

struction of the impious, but does not will it. But what reason

shall we assign for his permitting it, but because it is his will?

It is not probable, however, that man procured his own destruc-
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tion by the mere permission., and without any appointment of

God, as though God had not determined what he would choose to

be the condition of the principal of his creatures. I shall not

hesitate, therefore, to confess plainly, with Augustin, that the will

of God is the necessity/ of things, and that what he has willed will

necessarily conae to pass ; as those things are really about to hap-

pen which he has foreseen" (Sec. 8).

No reader of this chapter of the Institutes can fail to see that

Calvin utterly rejects the idea of a bare pernaission of the fall

;

but, on the contrary, teaches throughout, that it was the result

of volition^ choice., purpose, on the part of the Almighty. It is

pleasant to know that Dr. Girardeau substantially adopts the

same view. The standards of our Church are equally explicit on

this point: "The almighty power, unsearchable wisdom, and in-

finite goodness of God, so far manifest themselves in his provi-

dence, that it extendeth itself even to the first fall, and all other

sins of angels and men; and that not by a bare permission, but

such as has joined with it a most wise and powerful bounding, and

otherwise ordering and governing them, in a manifold dispensation,

to his own glory" (Conf. of Faith, Ch. V., Sec. 4); "God's decrees

are the wise, free, and holy acts of the counsel of his will, where-

by, from all eternity, he hath, for his own glory, unchangeable/

foreordained whatsoever comes to pass in time, especially concern-

ing angels and men" (Q. 12); "God executeth his decrees in the

works of creation and providence; according to his infallible

foreknowledge, and the free and immutable counsel of his own

will" (Q. 14, L. C.)

It is taken for granted that Dr. Girardeau also adopts this lan-

guage from the Confession and Catechism, and when he avows

his belief that the decree of God concerning the fall was more

than a bare permission, he means to admit that it was, in a com-

plete sense, unchangeably foreordained. Under these circum-

stances, it would be highly unjust to question his orthodoxy on

the subject. So much for his statement of his belief. We have

no wish, whatever, to impeach his theological standing. Let us

rather deal with the consistency of his logic, the coherence of his

argumentation. This it was that arrested our attention at first,
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and excited our painful apprehension. We thought, and still

think, after all he has written, that he has put a dangerous argu-

ment in the mouth of the Anninian, to assail the faith which he

himself reveres.

We still maintain that Dr. Girardeau's course of reasoning on

the point now under consideration, involves a retreat to a bare

permission in God's decree concerning the fall. JT*? thinks differ-

ently; but we are not dealing with his consciousness. That may

be ever so right, and his processes ever so wrong. The question

is, Does he attribute to God anything more than a determination

to let Adam yield to the tempter? We appeal to his own lan-

guage. His argument is directed to this very end, to show the

volition of the divine mind as merely concerned in securing the

free exercise of the will of man. All efficiency in the Avill of God

is expressly excluded. Yet, some sort of efficiency is obviously

implied, or, rather, clearly expressed in the citations we have

made from Calvin and the standards. "The most wise and pow-

erful bounding," that is joined with the permissive decree, cannot

be a limitation of the permission. This would make it less than

a bare permission, instead of more. It is obviously a limitation

of the power of the creature. This, at least, is the interpretation

of Calvin. He leaves not a shadow of doubt upon the subject.

He declares that "God arranged all (pertaining to the fall) by

the determination of his otvn will." "It is not probable that man
procured his own destruction by the mere permission, and with-

out any appointment of God." "The will of God is the necessity/

of things, and what he has willed will necessarily come to pass."

Nor is there any obscurity in the language of the Confession.

It declares that "the power of God extendeth to the first fall, and

that, not by a bare permission." Foreordination is predetermina-

tion. The fall MViis predeft',rmi7ied, and we are surely warranted

in repeating that, in a theological sense, Calvin and our standards

sustain Determinism as rigorously as Edwards himself.

There are but three possible gradations involved in the ques-

tion. 1. A bare permission. 2. A divine efficiency consistent

with free-agency. 3. A divine efficiency incompatible with free-

agency. We challenge the reader to conceive of anything inter-
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mediate between the first and second. Dr. Girardeau repudiates

a bare permission—a ^'nuda permissio" (April Number, p. 331).

Where, then, can he stand ? With us, he rejects the third posi-

tion. If he recoils from the second, we see no possible place for

the sole of bis foot. But it is evident, from his repeated language,

that he does refuse to admit any efficiency in the permissive de-

cree. Here is bis' own statement: "We maintained that God

neither decreed efficiently to produce the sin of Adam, nor effica-

ciously to procure its commission, nor to render it unavoidable

by a concreated necessity of nature ; but that he decreed to per-

mit it; so that, while he did not determine to prevent it, he, in

that sense, willed its occurrence rather than its non-occurrence;

yet so, moreover, that it was committed by a free, that is, by an

unnecessitated and avoidable, decision of man's will."

It will be observed that the only sense in which he admits that

God tvilled the fall of Adam, is, that he determined not to pre-

vent it. In other words, he represents God 'd^apassive spectator

of a transaction independently occurring before him. Now we

challenge the reader to discover in his statement anything but a

bare permission. It plainly represents the Deity as foreseeing

the event certainly occurring in the future, and simply determin-

ing not to prevent it. And, of course, such a determination

would have been vain, seeing the occurrence was so certain as to

baffle any attempt to reverse it. How could even omnipotence

prevent an act already foreseen as certainly transpiring? But

our chief inquiry is whether Dr. Girardeau agrees with Calvin

and our standards. Does Calvin teach anvthino: of the kind?

Surely not, unless he has been guilty of the grossest contradic-

tions in language. He says, with Augustine, "The will of God

is the Tieccssity of things, and what he has willed will nece8f<aril//

come to pass." Now if God willed the fall, it occurred neces-

sarily. Did Calvin hold that God willed the fall only in Dr.

Girardeau's sense of not willing to prevent it? It is impossible

so to interpret him. He declares that "God had determined what

he would choose to be the condition of the principal of his crea-

tures." A determined choice is not a negative thing. It implies

a contemplation of two alternatives, both possible to the eternal
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mind, and the sovereign selection of one. Calvin everywhere

uses language on the subject that is irreconcihible with a merely

passive state of the divine mind. He speaks of ?/;i7/, choice, pur-

pose, appointment, determination, over and over again, in con-

nexion with the fall. If he does not mean that the fall was due,

in some true sense, to the active will of God, his words are full of

Jesuitical deceit.

The pivotal point here, is the order of the operations of the

divine mind. According to Calvin, the decree preceded the fore-

knowledge. Hear him: ''I say, with Augustine, that the Lord

created those who, he certainly foreknew, would fall into destruc-

tion, and that this was actually so because he willed it" (Institutes,

Bk. III., Ch. xxiii., Sec. 5). Here, undoubtedly, the foreknowl-

edge of the event is represented as logically following an act of

the divine will. And more than this, the foreknowledge is based

upon the decree, not as an inference from it, but as neqessarily

conse'juent. How is it possible for the most liberal critic in the

world to reconcile Dr. Girardeau's statement with Calvin ? In

direct opposition to Calvin, he bases the decree upon a fore-

knowledge of tlie event. His own words are before the reader.

According to him, the decree was ''to permit it." What is

meant by "i7.^" Why the fall, an event already before the mind

as ti certain occurrence. Thus the decree of God concerning the

fall is reduced to a mere resolve, thai what is certainly to be may

be. Is Dw Girardeau in accord with Calvin or not?

Let it be noticed that Calvin and Ausjustine affirm that the

event occurred, and was foreknown as certain, ^'•because the Lord

willed it." If the question were asked why Adam fell, Ave have

their answer in these words. And the former expresses himself

thus: "If God s\mp\y foresaw the fates of men, and did not also

dispose and^o; them, by his determination, there would be room

to agitate the question, whether his providence or foresight ren-

dered them at all necessary. But since he foresees future events,

onli/ in consequence of his decree that they shall happen, it is use-

less to contend about foreknowledge, while it is evident that all

things come to pass rather by ordination and decree" (Sec. 6).

Who can doubt, after reading this passage, that Calvin makes
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the decree logically precede the foreknowledge? And who can

fail to discover that, between hira and Augustine^ on one side, and

Dr. Girardeau, on the other, there is a difference of statement on

this great doctrine of the decrees, as vast as the diameter of the

spheres? The former do not teach, like the latter, that the fall

was "fixed" and made certain by the self determination of

Adams will.

Our esteemed brother is right in imputing to us a denial of /i?>

distinction between efficacious and permissive decrees. We mnin-

tain that the permissive decree of our Confession, being rnore

than a hare permission, involves an efficacious determination of

the will of God. We, however, took especial pains to say, that

a distinction might be nnade between the decrees of God, as they

affect brute matter, or rational accountable beings. We under-

stand the permissive decree of the Confession to pertain to tlie

latter class. And we press our point with Dr. Girardeau. If

there is no efficiency in it, it is nothing more than permissive;

and this is in the teeth of Calvin, Augustine, and the Confession.

The brother owes it to himself to define his position, categorically,

between a bare permission and an efficacious decree.

But what right has he to insist that an efficacious decree in

relation to Adam would make God the author of sin ? This is

the gist of his dissent from Calvin's doctrine presented in our

brief citations. Of all writers with whom we are familiar, he

(Dr. Girardeau) is the most emphatic in his opinion concerning

the decree of God in the affairs oifallen man. He not only holds

that this decree efficaciously disposes of their eternal interests,

but goes so far as to introduce external force into the execution

of it. And yet he can see no objection to his doctrine, on the

ground that it makes God the author of sin. He teaches that

an ethcacious decree, in Adam's case, would have destroyed his

free- agency; and yet a /o?'^/^/^^ execution of such a decree, in the

case of his posterity, is perfectly consistent with free agency. We
cite his own words: "We are even prepared to go further than

some advocates of Determinism, and to assert that, besides the

inherent inability of the sinner, without regenerating grace, to

perform spiritual acts, there is an external force^ that is, an ex-
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ternally originated force, operating upon him, which disables him

spiritually." (Apr. No., p. 5.) .; • • ; t :

Whether he is cori'ect or not, in this opinion, we cannot stop

to consider. The language is intensely strong. He has nothing

of Dr. Taylor or Mr. Barnes in his composition. But we press

our point nevertheless. If free agency is unimpaired, even by

the exercise of external force upon the sinner, disabling him from

obedience, why should it be insisted that Adam's free agency

would have been destroyed by an efficacious decree of God con-

cerning the fall ? What principle is involved that creates so vast

a difference ? Dr. Girardeau says the sinner's case is judicial.

Ho is punished with inability and constraint for crime. But if

the destruction of free agency is essentially unjust, how can it be

consistently employed as an instrument of justice? His objection

in reference to Adam is, that equity forbids that an innocent

creature shall be subjected to d< ath by an eflScacious decree. But

does not the same principle forbid a sovereign to restrain a guilty

subject from doing right, and to punish him for doing what he is

forcibly impelled to do ? Our complaint is, that our author, in

opposition to rationalism, accepts the latter doctrine on scriptural

grounds ; but objects to a mysteriously efficacious decree in

Adam's case, on grounds outside of Scripture and purely rational-

istic. For the scriptural narrative does not contain a syllable on

the subject.

His argument is, that it makes God the author of sin. To be

valid, it must be founded in some great law of thought— some

fundamental principle of truth. But if this were granted, the

rationalist might promptly retort, that such a principle must be

comprehensive and universal, and cannot be set aside by our

interpretation of Scripture. No interpretation can be accepted

that contravenes the primary dictates of the reason. We insist

that there is no such dictum of the reason, that an efficacious

decree of God makes him the author of sin. If there were, it

would be equally tenable that the creation of a holy being, know-

ing he would perish, would also involve the Creator in the respon-

sibility. Can Dr. Girardeau rationally defend the character of

God from such an imputation, on las premises? Does he not

%
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make God the author of the sin of Judas, and, instead of denyinor

it, actually vindicate the fact, by teaching that God was just in

the matter? The whole difficulty arises, in our judgment, from

applying a human standard to the acts of a Being, who, from the

nature of the case, is incomprehensible and irresponsible. Calvin

warns us against this very error. We must add a little more of

his testimony :

"They" (his opponents) "say it is nowhere declared, in express terms,

that God decreed Adam should perish by his defection ; as though the

same Tiod, whom the Scripture represents as doin<ii; whatever he pleases,

created the noblest of his creatures without any determinate end. They
maintain that he was possessed o^free choice, that he mi^jht be the author

of his own fate, but that God decreed nothin<»; more than to treat him ac-

cord in <^- to his desert. Jfso weak a scheme as this be received, lohat will

become of God\s omnipotence, hy which he governs all thin^js according

to his secret counsel, independently of every person or thin<; besides?

But, whether they wish it or dread it, predestination exhibits itself in

Adam's posterity. For the loss of salvation by the whole race, through

the n;uilt of our parent, was an fivent that did not happen by nature.

What prevents their acknowledging concerning one man, what they re-

luctantly grant concerning the whole species?"' Bk. III., Ch. VII.,

Sec. VII.)

Does this leave any doubt of Calvin's views? Does he not

denounce Dr. Girardeau's scheme as "a weak one" in advance?

What prevents him from acknowledging concerning one man

what he distinctly grants concerning the whole species? This

question of Calvin shows, beyond a doubt, that he did that which

he censures his opponents for not doing. He includes Adam in

the species, and represents him as subject to the same predestina-

tion. And yet our brother, in all candor, we know, insists that

he and Calvin are at one on this point. Again:

"T inquire again, how it came to pass that the fall of Adam, indepen-

dent of any remedy, should involve so many nations ... in eternal

death, but because such was the will X)f God. ... It is an awful de-

cree, I confess ; but no one can deny that God foreknew the future linal

fate of man before he created him, and that he did foreknow it, because it

was appointed by his own decree." (Sec. VII.)

Does n6t our author deny, in most positive terms, the doctrine

of Calvin which this passage so clearly expresses ? A brief cita-
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tion, from a long discussion, will suffice to prove that he and

Calvin are at direct issue:

"And here we must call attention to a distinction which is too often

overlooked, but which it is necessary to signalise : namely, that between

the foveknowledo;e of an active beincr, as grounded in the divine decree to

produce it, and the foreknowledge of the acts of that being. It must be

acknowledged that God could not have foreknown the existence of Adam,

us an actual being, unless he had decreed to create him, and the certainty

that he would exist as depending upon the execution of that decree.

Otherwise Adam must have remained an object of knowledife only as in

the category of the possible. But God having decreed to create him, and

therefore having foreknown his existence, the question is how he fore-

knew the sin of Adam. Now we have proved, if argument can prove any-

thing, that God neither decreed to produce his sin, nor eflQcaciously to

procure its commission. But he must have foreknown it, else his knowl-

edge is limited and imperfect. That it could not have been, nor can be,

for it is infinite. The foreknowledge of the sin of Adam was not grounded

in a decree which necessitated its commissions^ (Jan., 1879, pp. 75, 76).

We have taken the liberty to italicise some of his expressions.

Let the reader remember that bv "necessitated" Dr. Girardeau

means rendered certain, and insists that the fall was not made

certain by a decree. The main point for which the passage is

quoted is to show that he is in irreconcilable antagonism with

Calvin. He says God did not foreknow the fall because he de-

creed it. Calvin says he did. Is this agreement, or disagreement ?

But we add a few subordinate remarks on the logic of this

passage. He admits that a portion of God's foreknowledge is

grounded in an efficacious decree. We see no necessity for the

distinction. If he would certainly foresee an undetermined act

of Adam's will, he could equally foresee an act of his own with-

out a decree. But we give his language asbove as an example of

faulty reasoning. He says God could not have foreknown the

existence of Adam if he had not decreed it. What, then, becomes

of his laborious argument to show that all God's foreknowledge

is independent of his decree ? He says (p. 75): " But, admitting

that the crucifixion was rendered necessary by an efficacious de-

cree, it would not follow that God's knowledge of its certainty

was grounded in—depended upon—the relation between it and

the decree."' Here he insists that the sin of the crucifixion, con-
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fessedly predestined, was not foreknown because it was decreed
;

and his objection is based upon the intuitive character of all the

divine knowledge; and yet he admits that foreknow^ledge of crea-

tion was dependent upon a decree. All Gods knowledge, then,

is not independent. But the predestined acts of sinful men are

objects of independent foreknowledge. Why may not the fore-

known acts of Adam have been also predestined? We respect-

fully suggest that this is not sound logic. "He knows the opera-

tion of causes, and he knows their effects, but he does not know

the effects because they can only be produced by the causes."

But the creation of Adam was an effect. Therefore, God's cer-

tain foreknowledge of it may have been indepeiident of the pre-

destined cause. And yet he makes it depend upon God's own

decree. Now, if God's decree gave certainty to the crucifixion,

how could his foreknowledge of it be any more independent than

his foreknowledge of the existence of Adam V

Dr. Girardeau does not notice the reasoning from the freedom

of God. Surely that argument was valid. The decree of God

was, by his own admission, efficacious over his own creative act.

Our author's logic is, that an efficacious decree ensuring the fall

would have been destructive of the freedom of Adam. A free

will cannot have its choice in time determined by a decree in

eternity. But if this reasoning were correct, it would destroy

the freedom of the divine act at the time of its occurrence. We
contend that the Creator enjoyed as much freedom of choice when

he performed that act as when he decreed it, and fully as much

as Adam did when he fell. Yet it is undeniable that the eternal

decree made the creation of man a certainty. God's own acts

are unchangeably determined, and are yet the most perfect ex-

amples of freedom.

But the brother maintains that the free action of Adam, being

that of another will, must have been exempt from predestination.

We answer that if Adam's will had been, like God's, unchange-

able, he w'ould have been no less free. This would have ensured

his safety without impairing the liberty of choice. We reject the

doctrine, that confirmation in holiness puts an end to moral free-
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dom. It amounts to a denial of such freedom to God, to elect

angels, and to glorified saints. ;'

What was Calvin,'s view of the freedom of Adam's will in his

state of innocence ? On this subject, Dr. Girardeau has crowded

his articles with quotations which it is impossible for us, in a

moderate space, to notice. It brings us, however, to a consider-

ation of the second issue between us—the psychological aspect of

the question.

Dr. Girardeau complains of our intimation, that he has broached

a new kind of psychology. We simply meant that, according to

him, the mental laws that prevail in fallen men, in spiritual mat-

ters, are inapplicable to the primitive state of man. We under-

stand him to hold that the will of fallen man is hound by his de-

praved affections and his darkened mind, whilst that of unfallen

man was not bound by his existing affections and mental states.

If so, we argued that the will, in the two cases, was differently

related to the other faculties, and a system of mental and moral

philosophy adapted to our present state could not be suited to the

former condition of man. Moreover, he has introduced an ele-

ment of force^ to show that the will of wicked men is doubly

bound. He distinctly admits necessity in the nature of man,

governing his voluntary actions in his present state; that is, he

admits Determinism in all its efficiency. Now, a constitution of

mind in which the will was free from such necessity, must have

been radically changed by the fall, to bring about a necessitated

condition of the will. This is what we termed a novelty in

psychology—an altered relation of the will to the subjective

motives. The one involves free agency ; the other seems to us,

with its element of external force, altogether destructive of it.

But what was Calvin's opinion ? He treats it, as we have

done, as a distinct question from predestination. No matter

whether the will is self determined, or determined by the sub-

jective motives, predestination is a fixed fact in his system, "ex-

tending even to the first fall." In treating of that event, he

recognises a concreated condition in Adam, that rendered him

inferior to what he might have been, if God had seen fit to create

him differently. This inferiority consisted in what he calls a

VOL. x:jxi., NO. 4—12.
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mutable will; and he attributes the fall (under God) to this

peculiarity. We give his own words

:

"In this inten;rity man was endued with free will, by which, if he had
chosen, he mi^ht have obtained eternal life. For here it would be un-

reasonable to introduce the question concerninji; the secret predestination

of God, because we are not discussing what might possibly have happened,

or not, but what was the real nature of man. Adam, therefore, could

have stood, if he would, since he fell merely by his own will : but because

his will was flexible to either side, and he was not endued with constancy to

persevere, therefore he so easily fell. . . . If any object that he was

placed in a dangerous situation, on account of the imbecility of this

faculty, I reply that the station in which he was placed was sufficient to

"deprive him of all excuse. . . . But why he (God) did not sustain

him with the power of perseverance, remains concealed in his mind, but

it is our duty to restrain our investigations within the limit of sobriety.

He had the power, indeed, if?ie chose to exert it ; but he had not the will

to use that power ; for the consequence of this will would have been per-

severance." (Bk. I., C. XV., Sec. VII.)

Let the reader first notice, that Calvin declares that this in-

quiry is not affected by predestination, or predestination by it

—

a truth which he maintains in all its integrity. He sets that

truth aside, as belonging to one sphere, the divine, and confines

himself to another sphere, the limited, the human, the contingent.

And whatever may have been his psychological notions, in an

age when that science was so immature, it is obvious that he

attributes the fall, within the sphere of second causes, to some-

thing wanting in the nature of man. We protest that it is not

fair to infer from the varying phraseology of Calvin, that he held

doctrines in philosophy inconsistent with his theological views.

He says in this paragraph that Adam's nature would have been

more excellent if he had been created with a will confirmed in

holiness. The gift of constancy was denied him for secret reasons

in the mind of the Almighty. Dr. Girardeau insists that the fjill

was not necessitated by Adam's nature. This is true in one

sense, but not in another. No principle implanted in his nature

was, according to Calvin, a cause of his fall ; but a principle not

implanted was, by its absence, a cause of the result. What can

a mutable will mean, but one that would certainly change in the

course of time with changing circumstances ? If Adam's will
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had continued steadfast under a long succession of changes and

temptations, this fact would have indicated the presence of that

very constancy whidh was wanting in his nature. Let the reader

also observe that Calvin introduces an «/, which can have iio place

in the divine sphere. Adam could, indeed, have stood, if he

would, in the language of contingency; but he says expressly

that Adara had not the will to do so. It seems to us indisputable

that he uses the terra will to include the desires and affections of

the soul, and that he means to impute the fall to the changes that

took place in its moral dispositions.

We have quoted from Calvin to the verge of weariness, to

prove that he attributed the fall to the efficacious will of God, as

its first cause. We add one more passage. Explaining what

Augustine means by permission, he says : "He certainly does not

suppose God to remain an idle spectator, determining to permit

anything; there is an intervention of actual volition, if I may be

allowed the expression, which otherwise could never be considered

as a cause.'' He also asserts that Augustine "excludes any con-

tingence dependent on the human will." Now, it is impossible

to escape the conclusion that Calvin, adopting Augustine's views,

attributes the event, permissively decreed, to an actual volition

of God, as the primary cause, and to the will of man as a second

cause; and that he makes the first cause independent of the

second : in other words, he held a deterrninist view of the trans-

action. The same is unquestionably asserted in our standards.

"Unchangeably foreordained whatsoever comes to pass," is an

all-comprehending expression, that admits of no distinction be-

tween existences and acts. "The contingency of second causes

is established," but they are true second causes still, and are due

to the first.

But, at least, it must be conceded that the language of Calvin

represents the fall as predetermined by the will of God, either

through second causes in a succession, or directly, as the result

of the divine volition. Dr. Girardeau must take his choice. Cal-

vin was either a deterrninist of the type of Edwards, or a deter-

rninist of a still higher order. We believe that he, as well as the

Confession, recognised second causes as the media through which
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God executes his decrees. And if he executes his decrees, how

can we understand him as barely permitting them ?

What, then, are the second causes to which these authorities

refer? Dr. Girardeau admits the universal validity of the law of

causality. Volitions, then, are not exceptions, and were not so

even in Adam. What, then, are the causes of specific volitions?

What makes ope right and another wrong ? Surely not the will

itself. This is the doctrine of the author. Adam's will was the

cause of his sin—a doctrine that makes God its original author

as inexorably as any other theory. For God's power was the

cause of the will, and if the will of Adam was the cause of his

sin, God must have been its author by Dr. Girardeau's own logic.

But the term will is only a convenient name for a power to will.

A power to act is not a cause of acting. When a man walks, we

assign no cause for the act by saying he is able to walk. All

men, in such cases, point to a motive as the cause. If the law

of causation is granted, a bad volition must have a bad cause, and

a good volition li good cause» The will cannot be good and bad

at the same time. There must be successive changes in the

causes to account for the changes of the result. But this is

nothing but what we aGBrm of the soul itself—the indivisible unit

of personality. It is this that passes from one state to another.

Our brother, in the ardor of his pursuit, speaks of the- will as if

it were locally or anatomically distinct from the soul. He knows

that it is a function of the ego^ not an essence or an organ, and

that the changes upon which specific volitions depend, are really

changes of the soul. When, therefore, he admits a valid causation

in volition, is it philosophical to contend that the will is its cause?

Ought he not, in accurate language, to consent to our proposition,

that the causes are to be found in the soul? The ego is the true

seat of these causes. And as volitions are specific, the causes

must be specific. When, in Adam's case, a wrong volition oc-

curred, it was clearly due to a diiferent cause from that which

might have led to the opposite alternative. And this .points

directly to a change in the spiritual state of the soul itself— in

other words, to an inevitable determinism. But this our author

cannot tolerate. We complain that he virtually denies that
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volitions are effects. His position is distinctly taken. He denies

that the certainty of Adam's first sinful volition was due to God's

decree, as its first cause, and that it was due to the state of the

soul, as its second cause. God, in apprehending that certainty,

perceived it as occurring without either kind of cause. He ex-

presses himself thus : '''•This causal efficiency in man has its seat

precisely in the wilt.'' This locates it in a mere power of the

soul, rather than the soul itself. ^'Motives, therefore^ are the

final, the will is the efficient cause of voluntary acts'' Here, the

local seat, or, as he elsewhere denominates the will, the "organ"

of volition, is represented as the efficient cause of its own exer-

cises. His representation is, that the will is a sort. of existing

object, endowed with contrary choice, as the eye is the organ of

vision. Of course, we do not understand him as speaking literally.

But we do object to the suggestion, even the most remote, that a

power of the soul may be the only efficient cause of its appropriate

action. We insist that the will has no such existence, but is

merely one of the soul's endowments. How can an object that

has no substantive existence, but is, itself, an endowment of a

substance, be gifted with a power distinct from itself? Only in

the imagination. It is the soul that exercises volition, and it

must be the soul that, according to his own theory soberly stated,

is the only efficient cause of these specific acts. But this amounts

to saying that an existing substance is the only efficient cause of

the acts that spring from it. We recur, then, to the point, Can

the soul be the only efficient cause of specific volitions? Causes

answer the question, Why? Why. then, does a right volition

manifest itself? Our author's reply should be. The soul. Why
does a wrong volition occur? He should still answer, The soul.

Is this logical, or not? He is too sagacious and profound to be

directly guilty of such reasoning; and yet he has been uncon-

sciously betrayed into it by his very ardor. It is evident that if

the will or the soul was the cause of Adam's first sin, and God

the cause of the soul, he was the cause of the cause, and, accord-

ing to him, the author of the sin.

If we reason at all, we are compelled to seek specific causes in

the changed condition of the soul—in other words, in the active
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states of the subject. This is Determinism, and we see no escape

from it. Dr. Girardeau positively denies that states of the soul

are efficient second causes. The will, and the will alone, is the

efficient cause. And thus the question, Why? gets no significant

reply. When we ask why Adam chose to disobey, the only con-

sistent answer is. He willed it. But this is another form for, He
chose it. The answer thus becomes this, "He chose it, because

he chose it." Choice is the sole function of the restricted will,

or rather the will is simply the power of choice. The only answer

possible is in its nature absurd. Dr. Girardeau admits the exist-

ence of motives in Adam's case, but they vfere final, not efficient

causes. Are we not right, therefore, in maintaining that, virtually,

he denies all efficient specific causation in the fall ?

It seems to lis that the difficulty that leads so decided a Cal-

vinist to this strange position, is owing to his rejection of all dis-

tinction in the nature of efficient causes and necessities. Calvin

himself makes such a distinction. He says: " What God decrees

must neeeasarily come to pass, but not by an absolute or natural

necesuty.'' He illustrates it thus: there was no absolute or

natural necessity that the bones of Christ should not be broken;

yet, owing to the decree of God, the breaking of them was im-

possible. The Roman soldier had the natural ability to do it.

but the decree prevented, its exercise.

Whatever form we may give it, there is surely a difference be-

tween a predestined volition and a predestined physical occur-

rence. A physical effect implies entire passivity in the subject,

but a volition implies a concurrent activity. The necessity that

secures certainty in the one case must be different from that of

the other. Let Dr. Girardeau • come down to Calvin's position,

that this involves an inscrutable mystery which human reason

cannot solve. We have two facts: the certainty of the fall from

eternity, the effect of God's decree, and the voluntary character

of the transaction, implying a second cause in the soul of man.

Shall we endeavor to reconcile these facts, rationally, by denying

causal efficiency in both ? Is it not wiser to let them stand in

apparent conflict till the light of eternity shall remove the diffi-

culty ? These efforts are at the expense of both reason and
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Scripture. To eliminate causal efficiency from the decree is to

destroy the decree ; and to eliminate it from the states of the

soul is to destroy second causes.

This theory of a power of contrary choice in the will, is fatal

to the law of causality. No necessity analogous to that of physical

nature is supposed to govern voluntary acts. But we insist that

the certainty of such events is the necessary consequence of a

divine decree, and that the voluntary nature necessarily, yet

freely, concurs with that decree. We have no right to limit the

power of God by denying that he is able to constitute a creature

whose free nature shall certainly work out a career which his

own sovereign will has ordained. There is a difficulty in it which

we have no ambition to explain. In reference to the efficient

second cause, we differ from Dr. Girardeau toto coelo, when he

locates it in the will alone. There is a secondary and'subordinate

causation in the person, but not in the single faculty of the will.

This power in the personal unit—the ego—implies independence

of every other person but God. There can be no independence

of him. He cannot delegate his sovereignty to a creature. But

in relation to other creatures, Adam was the author of his own

destiny. Neither Satan nor Eve was the cause of his defection.

But this by no means implies that his will wa^s independent of

himself, or of his associated faculties. The doctrine of a power

of contrary choice in the will makes our faculty independent of

all the rest. But a faculty is not the residence of power. It is

power. It is unphilosophical to locate power anywhere but in

the substance or unity of the soul. If the will were the seat of

this alleged power, to the exclusion of other faculties, it might

dispose of a man's destiny in spite of the dictates of thought and

feeling. This we have shown to be a fatal schism in the indi-

visible soul. According to our author, the will of Adam had the

power to concur or not with these dictates. He calls motives

"final causes,'" and says: ^"Without the final, the efficient tvould

not produce ; but it is the efficient, not the final, that produces.''

The reader knows that by the efficient he means the will. His

language, therefore, signifies that without motives the will would

not exercise volition ; but it is the will, not the motive, that
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causes the volition. We have shown that this is no cause at all.

He here admits that no case of volition occurs without the pres-

ence of motives. The question is, Can volition occur without an

adequate cause? And as the will is no cause, must not some-

thing else be the cause ? If so, what other cause shall we assign

but the motives themselves ? Now, he claims for the will a power

to do what it nev^r actually does—that is, act against all motive.

He says of Adam :
" He had the power of contrary choice., as an

attribute characteristic of his will, and by an exercise of that

power, which might have been avoided, willed to sin." Again :

"His will, traversing the path of his holy dispositions and ten-

dencies, so far as they were moved, was precisely the organ

through which he determined himself in the commission of this

first sin." Here he recognises no sinful dispositions and tenden-

cies as present, but represents the will of Adam as acting in op-

position to the holy state of his mind and heart. The external

motives which were present had produced no change in his spiritual

frame. There were no internal or subjective motives inciting

him to disobedience. His will acted in opposition to his holy

dispositions, and overcanne them. Where, then, was the cause?

We cannot say a volition was the cause of the volition. But no

other cause than will is even suggested.

Is Dr. Girardeau sure that there were no unholy dispositions

at the moment in Adam's spiritual nature? If there were, the

case is not one of a choice contrary to them. We argue that,

unless the volition "travei'sed his holy dispositions," without a

cause, there were unholy thoughts and tendencies, present in the

mind at the time, that were not traversed by it. This conclusion

is unavoidable; and unless it can be shown that the influence of

the latter was weaker than that of the former, it follows that the

sinful volition was produced,' if caused at all, by the sinful dis-

positions and tendencies. The dilemma is obvious. There is no

escape. Either the subjective motives were the cause, or there

was none.

If the holy dispositions were at the time stronger than the

unholy, as some might suggest, the case is not changed. The

will, without adequate cause, submitted to the minor influence,
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and its volition was efficiently produced by nothing. The only ^

conceivable efficient is a preponderating influence in the motives.

The question wouid not be a serious one, whether the missing

link were in the will or in the soul, but for its theological conse-

quences, which we have no space to discuss. If the highest

reason teaches us that the first sin had its origin in the will, the

argument from analogy must be applicable to Ihe present state

of man. The same reason will insist that all sin now has the

same origin, and it follows, rationally, that we are not responsible

for our sinful frames of mind, until they assume an overt form as

volitions and actions.

Dr. Girardeau triumphantly appeals to Adam's case, as a de-

monstration of his theory on its face. But this is a presumption,

and what he assumes is not susceptible of proof. The presump-

tion is altogether against him, unless his appeal to consciousness

is well taken. Tiiis appeal is peculiarly unfortunate. Sir Wm.
Hamilton, with all his aversion to Dr. Girardeau's Calvinistic

vieAvs, gives tlie matter up. He says a free volition is inconceiv-

able. Dr. Girardeau, on the contrary, holds that, in non-spiritual

actions, the will is always undetermined, even in fallen man, and

that each of us is conscious of the fact. Hamilton appeals to our

moral consciousness of responsibility/, to show that our spiritual

volitions must be free. But our author denies this, and insists

that the will of man, now, is bound by his depraved nature.

Yet he teaches that, in non-spiritual acts, men are conscious of

this power of contrary choice in the will. Now we contend that

this cannot be so. We insist that our conscious freedom extends

to all our actions. A man is no more conscious of freedom in

eating than in blasphemy. We are conscious, all the time, of

acting in accordance with an apparent preponderance of motive,

and the appeal to experience is directly against the theory under

review. Dr. Girardeau admits that a choice contrary to appar-

ent inducements is very unusual. But was an exception ever

known among men? Did any one, except from a blind impulse,

and irrationally, ever do freely what his head and heart opposed?

Did any one ever, in the main, desire to do what his prevalent

disposition at the time urged him not to do ?

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—13.
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If the power exists, it exists under various conditions. Sup-

pose, then, that all the dictates of reason, and all the urgency of

the disposition, combine to induce the adoption of one alternative,

and yet, without motive, the man adopts the other. Under the

theory, the case is possible. But we ask the reader, if that man

would act as rationallv as a doo; in similar circumstances ? ItV CD

would be the act of a madman. The premises must be wrong

that lead to such conclusions.

But the bare statement of the rheory condemns it. It violates

the law of causality almost in terras. That law requires an ante-

cedefit phenomenon for every occurrence. Now the first sinful

volition of Adam, and every non-spiritual volition of our own,

must be a phenomenon in time. Prof. Bowen, indeed, denies

the phenomenal character of volitions, on the ground that they

are not apparent to the senses. But this is a play upon w^ords.

A volition is as truly an historical event as an eclipse. If so, it

must have some causative phenomenon preceding it. This must

in turn, stand related to some antecedent phenomenon as its effect.

Dr. Girardeau cannot controvert this, because, in attributing

volition to the will as its cause, he recognises the distinction of

the terms. But there is no self in will, and no determination

except volition. A self-determination of the will, is simply a

volition. Now here is the phenomenon of volition. Where is

the antecedent phenomenon? There is none discoverable under

the theory, and those writers are more consistent who confess

that volitions are uncaused phenomena.

This difficulty was observed by our author, and he attempts to

overcome it by teaching us that there are "regulative principles

at the root of the will." But this axe, laid at the root of the tree,

effectually cuts it down. For the regulative principles are not zw

the will, but at it. And regulative principles exterior of the will,

if determinative of its volitions, land us in that very determinism

against which we are warned.

If, however, we abandon these exterior regulative principles,

and assign some such property to the will itself, we give that

power a substantive existence. Otherwise no property can attach

to it. The will has no roof, and all that regulates it must be
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found among the laws of our spiritual nature impressed upon the

spiritual essence. They pertain to the suhstance of the soul, and

cannot be distributed'where there are no dimensions.

Where, then, is the causative antecedent of volition, under this

theory? We have sought it in vain. Two opposite effects can-

not proceed from the same antecedent. There must be changes

in the subjective states of the soul, to account for changes of voli-

tion; and Adam's will did not traverse the path of perfectly holy

dispositions and tendencies. Changes in these dispositions took

place first, or else his choice was absolutely without a cause.

Our author interprets the "contingency of second causes,"

which the Confession declares is "established" by fore.ordination,

as equivalent to uncertainty. He says "a contingent event is one

which rnay^ or may not^ be produced by its appropriate cause."

Now we positively deny, with Augustine and Calvin, any contin-

gence in God's decrees dependent upon the will of man. The lan-

guage of the standards clearly implies that the contingency is

limited to "second causes," and does not extend to the "first

cause." The operation of a second cause may be, to human appre-

hension, uncertain ; but surely not to Omniscience. The permis-

sive decree was not adopted with an if in it. This would make

it depend upon the second cause, and thus reverse the order of

causation. The decree did not establish the uncertainty of the

fall to the divine intelligence. It is admitted that the event was

not uncertain to God. The uncertainty, therefore, pertained to

creatures alone. We understand the Confession to mean that

some second causes are made to act by a natural or physical

necessity, otliers freely, as the soul in volition, whose liberty is

thus established. But all this is in the sphere of creation. It

has no reference to the Creator. We cannot comprehend how

anything can be contingent to him. The very definition of a

second cause is that it is an eff"ect of an antecedent phenomenon.

The essential idea of a first cause, is, that it is independent of

everything else. The will of God was not the necessity, or first

cause, of all things, if its exercise depended upon the will of

Adam. We admit the freedom of Adam in the fall, as unneces-

sitated by any other created object, but we utterly reject the
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notion that it was his "will that played the sovereign part, whilst

that of Deity was subordinate.

As we have shown, the phenomenon of Adam's volition was

the eifect of an antecedent phenomenon in the soul, and the latter

also an effect. Every specific difference in the effect, was due to

a specific difference in the cause. If this is denied, causation is

denied. Yet it z« denied, on the ground that it makes God the

author of sin—the old Arminian argument. But specific causa-

tion is a dictum of our nature from which there is no appeal;

and the objection is rationalistic in its tendency, because it rejects

facts for the reason that they appear irreconcilable. How second

causes may be free, and yet the effects of a first cause, may be

ever so incomprehensible; but we have no right to sacrifice the

law of causality in our efforts to reach a solution.

But what about Calvin's doctrine of the freedom of Adam's

will ? After what has been said, we might content ourselves with

his consistency. Dr. Girardeau considers his numerous quota-

tions conclusive against us. But it can be shown that he is mis-

taken. First, however, in reference to the language of our Con-

fession, it may be stated that the cautionary clauses, concerning

libertv and contingencv, were introduced to forestall a rational

inference from the principal doctrine there stated—the doctrine

of foreordination. There was danger that the naked proposition

might, Avithout qualification, be abused to the extent of fatalism.

We fear our brother has done that which it was the intention of

the framers to prevent—only in an opposite direction. He has

used the qualifying clause to overthrow the principal clause. We
arfi|;ue aiijainst him, that althouo;h "no violence is done to the will

of the creatures, and the liberty or contingency of second causes

is not taken away, but rather established," yet God has, "from

eternity, freely and itncliangeahhj ordained whatsoever comes to

pass." If the fall came to pass, it was unchangeably ordained

from eternity. Its certainty was in the decree. Nor can this

phraseology, Avithout torture, be reduced to a bare permission,

Avhich this authority explicitly condemns. The qualifying clause

must, therefore, be interpreted so as not to invalidate free and

unchangeable ordination.
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We may assume, as historically true, that the terms here used

were employed in the sense adopted by Calvin and his contempo-

raries. In what sense, therefore, did Calvin use ivill^ liberty^

contingency, and second causes? We confidently affirm, on the

authority of our quotations, that, in his vocabulary, thesQ, terms

could not mean anythinpr inconsistent with his doctrine of the

efficiency of the divine decrees. The will, for example, included

far more than the simple faculty that produces action. As a

matter of course, he could not use it with the precision of a mod-

ern metaphysician. But Ave have his own analysis of the mental

faculties

:

"Without perplexin*!; ourselves with unnecessary questions, it should

be sufficient for us to know that the understanding is, as it were, the

governor and guide of the soul ; that the will always respects its authority

in its desires. . . . The primitive condition of man was ennobled

with these eminent faculties; he possessed reason, understanding, pru-

dence, and judgment. . . . To these was added choice to direct the

appetites, and regulate all the organic motions; so that the will should

be entirely conformed to the government of reason." Bk. I., Ch. xv.,

Sees. 7,
8.'

Here "desires" are classed with the will. Understanding and

will are the two leaders under whose banners all the fraraers are

marshalled, and each is a comprehensive terra.

But the use of the other terms clearly determines the meaning

he attaches to will. By "liberty" he undoubtedly means free-

dom from all control by creatures—not exemption from the de-

terminative will of God. This has been demonstrated already.

By "contingency" he means uncertainty in the human sphere of

knowledge, and not in the divine. By "second causes" he means

phenomena depending upon one another in succession. These

facts appear frem a careful observation of passages which have

been cited. Now, in the light affiinled by them, we cannot mis-

take his use of the wor(l will. It is, accordin": to him and the

Confession, that power whose acts are second causes, the freedom

of which is established. In other words, they are free in one

sense and necessitated in another. A concurrent, but subordi-

nate, activity in the will, distinguishes its volitions from all physi-

cal effects. Nevertheless, they are inscrutably connected with
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the will of God, which is called the first cause, by a succession of

free second causes.

We are not anxious to prove that Calvin was a determinist

after the type of Edwards. Our aim has rather been to show

that philosophical determinism does not add any intensity to his

scope of God's decrees, as our bfWier would have us believe.

Being resolved to confine ourselves within moderate limits, and

leave to our opponent all the advantage of extensive discussion,

we will be very brief in our remaining remarks. No writer can

connect the fall with the express purpose of God in stronger lan-

guage than that used in the Institutes. That connexion with

the first cause must either be mediate, through second causes, or

immediate, without them. The former is the scheme of Edwards.

The latter, making the first sinful volition the effect of no second

cause, refers it at once to the volition of God.
.
This moves

the determinism back, and merges it in simple predestination.

The avowed aim of Edwards was to introduce free spiritual

activity between the decree and the result, which would exclude

force, and yet account for its certain fulfilment.

But who can assert that Calvin did not hold views similar to

those of Edwards? Allowinf»; for difference of laniz-uaore and

method, their opinions seem to us almost the same. When Calvin

speaks of the sin of Adam being unnecessitated and avoidable, he

evidently speaks from a human stand-point; and surely we may

admit that Adam might have stood, if lie loould, which is his

most common expression. Edwards would have used the same.

It is probable that the same condition is generally to be under-

stood, when unexpressed. But it must be remembered, as we

have shown, that he explains necessity and ability as consistent

with freedom on the part of man and sovereignty on the part of

God. xVccording to him, there is a necessity that is difterent

from that of physical nature, and there is an ability which is sub-

ject to the sovereign will of the Almighty. If wo would under-

stand him, it is necessary to bear these explanations in mind

throughout his Avorks. But whatever may be our opinion of his

philosophical views of volition, one thing remains unquestionable:

If he was not a determinist, after the method of Edwards, he was
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a necessitarian, who made the first sinful volition of Adam depend

immediately upon the will of Gfod.

Before closing, let us add a few remarks upon a matter which

has been too briefly considered. We refer to Dr. Girardeau's

doctrine o^ certainty. It will be remembered that he denies the

objective certainty of the fall from eternity, although he admits

that it was subjectively certain in the foreknowledge of God. He
insists that Adam possessed the power in his will, down to the

moment of its exercise, of determining the event either way. We
understand, then, that he believes that, if God's foreknowledge

were mediate, he could not have foreknown the result. But if he

foresaw the event as certain, there must have been some cause

giving validity to the fact. We contend that assurance of futuri-

tion must have an objective certainty to correspond with it. If

the fall was absolutely uncertain before its occurrence, the only

object of foreknowledge was that of its uncertainty. God intui-

tively foresees the futyre just as it comes to pass. But the fall

came to pass, ex Iiypoihesi, as an event up to that moment uncer-

tain. He could not foreknow it as a certainty, if it was deter-

mined by him as uncertain. Nothing appears to us more absurd

than to represent the Almighty as positively foreseeing that which

he himself has made in its nature uncertain.

According to our author, and directly contrary to Calvin, God

had simply determined or decreed that the fall should be a possi-

ble event, but uncertain, unappointed, unfixed, unnecessitated,

and absolutelv avoidable. Yet he did not know it in this charac-

ter at all. Is it credible?

His argument is founded upon the admitted intuition and

immediate nature of God's knowledge. He infers that it is

always a knowledge of the present—the past and future, as such,

being excluded. But shall we imagine that he has no perception

of space and time? We insist that these conditions of thought

are better known to him than to us. His knowledge is com-

prehensive of all relations. It is a present knowledge, but not a

mere knowledge of the present. He does foreknow the event

before it occurs. If so, he foreknew the fall, not as then taking

place, but as destined to occur. How, then, could he foreknow

it as uncertain or contingent?
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Dr. Girardeau answers the question himself. "What was con-

tingent to Adam was certain to God."

Dr. Girardeau seems to us to have utterly invalidated the fore-

knowledge of God, however little he intended to do so. Ilesa^^sr

*' Considered in relation to its actual occurrence (the event), God's

knowledge of it must, to human thought^ be conceived as fore-

knowledge; and so the Scriptures employ the lerm. But con-

eidered as to its intrinsic nature, as an energy of the <livine

being, knowledge is neither before nor after events ; it is neither

prescience nor memory." We have no space to discuss so vast

a subject, but simply observe that he makes this term of Scrip-

tures a mere adaptation to our faculties, if so, we see no room

for predestination, or decrees, or causation in the universe. An
eternal now blots out all succession, and all phenomena are really

simultaneous. The doctrine points us to the gulf of Nihilism.

Our own statement would be, that there are two distinct

spheres, equally real. In the divine sphere uncertainty cannot

be predicated. Contingency pertains to second causes. Deity

knows no ifs. When he foreordained the fall, by a permissive

decree, he did not simply determine to permit it, if about to

occur; for such language must imply contingency in his decree.

But it is contrary to oar standards to impute contingency to any

but second causes.

We readily cor cede that a permissive decree does not admit of

the exercise of any force analogous to those of the material world.

The expression was, no doubt, adopted for the very purpose of ex-

cluding such a supposition. But it must be apparent that it was

not intended to imply the absence of a specific purpose on the

part of the Almighty. It destroys the decree altoget.her, to make

it conditional upon a foreseen certainty. It puts into the mouth

of Deity a resolve to permit wliat he knows will occur, and thus

renders a decree absolutely useless and irrational.

Our task is done, without any expectation of resuming it. Our

aim has been to expose fallacy, not to detect heresy. We take

leave of the subject with great respect and regard for the eminent

minister whose writings have been examined.

James A. Waddell.
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ARTICLE V.

FROtJDE'S BUNYAN.

Bunyan. By James Anthony Froude. Morley's Series of

English Men of Letters. Harper & Brothers.

It is difficult to understand upon what principle Mr. Froude

has become the biographer of Bunyan. If he solicited the work,

he has exposed himself to the suspicion of an unworthy purpose,

which we would be loth to attribute to him. If the Editor is

responsible for his selection as biographer, then Mr. Morley has

made a mistake not very creditable to him as a literary man, in

assigning the task to the author of Short Studies on Grreat Sub-

jects. From the very nature of the case, readers assume, with-

out further inquiry, that' a biographer is the friend of the person

whose biography he undertakes to write, and that he will be in-

clined to exhibit in the strongest light what is excellent, and

palliate, as far ns possible, the errors which he must admit.

Hardly would a Christian undertake to write the life of Ma-

homet, or a Calvinist edit the works of Swedenborg, unless with

the avowed purpose of antagonism and refutation.

When an author takes for his subject the life and career of

some historical character, it is ordinarily because he admires his

deeds and is in sympathy with his principles of action. This is

well illustrated by Mr. Froude, in the recent Sketch of the Life

of Julius Ccesar. In the first Roman Emperor, Mr. Froude

finds a man after his own heart. He does not attempt to dis-

guise an unbounded admiration of his lofty ambition to make

himself master of the tottering Republic, the comprehensive in-

tellect that perceived clearly the actual opportunity before him,

and the best means of seizing it, his dauntless audacity in moving

forward to his object, the power with which he beat down every

opponent, his merciless humiliation of the Senate and the aris-

tocracy, and the magnificent selfishness with which he concen-

trated in his own hand all the existing force of arms, laws, and

religion. He gazes with astonishment not unmingled with awe,

at the majestic success of his hero, when prostration, wreck, and

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—14. i
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ruin seemed the destiny of all things else, and the inheritance

of the times. Under such influences, he naturally underrates, if

he does not purposely depreciate, Caesar's great contemporaries,

inferior in importance only to him—Pompey, Anthony, Cicero,

Cato, Brutus, and others. So, too, he either positively denies or

mitigates charges against Caesar's character which have been ac-

cepted as true ever since the time of Suetonius. His ambition

he resolves into a patriotic desire to save his country by appro-

priating it to himself. His open demagoguism he justifies as

war against- the corrupt aristocracy ; his insensibility to the

slaughter of a million of men, in order that his triumph might

be secured, he regards as allowable in a great commander ; his

atheism he treats as the candor of advanced philosophy; and, his

sensuality he partly denies and partly pooh-poohs.

^ Now this may not be the best sort of biography, but it at

least possesses the cardinal qualification which we may expect in

every biographer— full sympathy with his subject. Even in ex-

cess this may be subjectively honest. But suppose that a writer

professing to be an admirer of Gen. Washington, giving him due

credit for his military achievements and for his successful civil

administration in the inaugurating, under circumstances of much

difficulty, a form of government novel and to be operated by un-

tried machinery, should allow that the veneration felt for him

by the whole people was unbounded, and has continued for al-

most a century unabated, and that he fully deserved it all, but

should nevertheless assert that he was a mistaken enthusiast for

liberty, was, 'as a rebel against a lawful government, morally

wrong, and that though he was a wise and virtuous civil ruler,

his influence as such has been hurtful to. the best interests of man-

kind, inasmuch as it has given a false temporary prestige tio a

government founded on unsound principles, and destined to fail,

and by its failure to fasten more firmly than ever the bonds of

despotism on the necks of humanity—the incongruity between

the biographer and his subject would be too shocking to be en-

dured.

Now, had such a biography been written by one at heart an

enemy of republican institutions, with the real though unavowed
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purpose of thus advocating any other form of government, this

would hardly be regarded by any fair-minded man as anything

less than literary dislionesty. For the enemies of republican

government might justly quote the book as substantially the

forced concession of a republican, and the true friends and ad-

njirers of Washington would indignantly assail the work not only

as untrue, but as* unfair.

Or, to vary a little the illustration, should Mr. Morley under-

take a. series of the lives of eminent Americans, it would be an

inexcusable blunder to request Jefferson Davis to write the life

of President Lincoln, or Mr. Blaine that of Gen. Hampton.

We have thus indicated what to our mind is a fatal objection,

171 limine^ to this biography of Bunyan by Mr. Froude. To

show that we have not exaggerated its gravity, we quote the fol-

lowing just, and considering who writes them, remarkable, ex-

pressions of Mr. Froude himself, in the very book before us. He
says (page 89) : "No object can be pictured truly, except by a

inind which has sympathy with it. . . . Every charncter, if jus-

tice is to be done to it, must be painted at its best as it appears to

itself; and a man impressed deeply with religious convictions, is

generally incapable of the sympathy which would give him an

insight into what he disapproves and dislikes."

Certainly, the conditions being reversed, this is not less true

of a man without deep religious convictions who undertakes the

biography of Bunyan.

Let us now present some of the evidences of the utj;er want of

sympathy on the part of Mr. Froude with the essential elements

of the character of Bunyan, and the injustice necessarily thence

resulting to the memory of the author of Pilgrim s Progress,

Bunyan's history and his religious character—and his charac-

ter is much mf)re important than his history—has been given to

the world by a number of competent admirers. But no portrait

of him can compare in fidelity, vividness, and interest, with that

which, all unconsciously, he has himself drawn in his own art-

less, genuine, inimitable style, In his Autobiography, under the

title, '-''Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners.'' We quote

here from one of the most truly appreciative of the notices of
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Bunyan that have fallen into our hands. We quote the more

freely, inasmuch as the article in question was published nearly

fifty years ago, and therefore it is to be presumed that tiie ex>

tracts given will be new to most of the readers of the Southern

Presbyterian /Review :

"Bunyan, more than others, was a mind from the people. He worked

^^-^his way out of the ignorance and vice by which he was surrounded,

against much opposition and with scarcely the slightest aid from any of

his fellow- creatures. His genius possessed a faith dictated by his piety,

and one that no other being in the world ever possessed before him.

The light that first broke through his darkness was from heaven. It

found him, even that being who wrote the Pilgrim^ s Progress^ coarse,

^
profane, boisterous, and almost brutal. It shone before him, and with a

single eye he followed it till his native city of Destruction could no longer

be seen in the distance, till his moral deformities fell from him, and his

garments became purity and light. The Spirit of God was his teacher
;

the very discipline of his intellect was a spiritual discipline. The conflicts

that his soul sustained with the powers of darkness, were the very sources

of his intellectual strength. . . . Never was the inward life of any being

depicted with more vehement and l)urning language [than Banyan's in his

Autobiography.] It is an intensely vivid description of the workings of

a mind of the keenest sensibility and most fervid imagination, convinced

of guilt and fully awake to all the dread realities of eternity. . . . Ban-

yan's features of character were naturally strong and good, so far as

unperverted. Yet if he had not been turned toward heaven, he was

likely to make a man of great wickedness. Had he been pursuing his

humble occupation when Matthew, Peter, and John were upon earth, his

was a character of such native elements that he might perhaps have been

chosen as one of their associates in the work of the primitive gospel min-

istry. Our Saviour committed his gospel to unlettered, but not to ig-

norant, men ; and Bunyan, though illiterate, was not ignorant. No man

is so who believes with his heart in him who was the Light of the world,

beholds spiritual realities,. and acts with reference to them.''*

The last two lines of the above quotation may be taken as a

brief summary of Bunyan's religious character. He beheld with

distinct vision spiritualities, and acted with constant reference to

them. It may be added that this realising knowledge of spiritual

things was gained solely from the Scriptures. His theology was

not a systematic creed, accepted from any Church or any teacher;

but the form of belief revealed in Scripture and verified in his

* North American Review, April, 1833.
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personal experience. And yet it is, essentially, just what has

been formulated into their Confessions of Faith by all the evan-

gelical Churches since the Reformation : that man is fallen, and

exposed to the just indignation of God, because of sin, and in

peril of his soul forever; that salvation has been provided and is

freely offered through the atonement of a divine Saviour; that

believers are justified by faith, and their sins forgiven; that the

Holy Spirit regenerates, enlightens, sanctifies, guides, and com-

forts ; that God's providence is over us and near to us; that be-

lievers are, after death, completely blessed ; that the finally im-

penitent are everlastingly punished; that the Scriptures are the

revealed word of God ; that prayer is effectual in all the aspects

of spiritual life. These and their associated doctrines are the

great truths that form the staple of his Autobiography, and the

same upon which rolls his immortal Allegory.

All this is familiar to every one who knows anything about

Bunyan and the most popular religious book in the English lan-

guage, which, together with his other writings, has, as Mr. Froude

affirms, affected the spiritual opinions of the English race in

every part of the world, more powerfully than any book or books

except the Bible. We have introduced it only to signalise the

incongruous relation between Mr. Froude and the subject of his

life—a relation insufficiently expressed by the weak, negative

phrase, "want of syrapnthy."

Mr. Froude we beliej4 does not call himself a Christian, and

certainly we have no disposition to stigmatise him as an unbe-

liever. This much, however, his book allows us to say about

himself: he not only does not believe, but distinctly rejects,

denies, and with undisserabled sneer, flouts at the cardinal doc-

trines of Bunyan's faith and the affirmed facts of his experience.

This shall be exhibited presently, in some special particulars; but

for a brief, general view of the attitude which he assumes to-

wards Bunyan's Christianity, let the following paragraph be

taken. He thus states imperfectly, and therefore unfairly, Bun-

yan's creed

:

''Bunyan had come to realise what was meant by salvation in Christ,

according to the received creed of the contemporary Protestant world.
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The intensity of his emotions arose only from the completeness with which

he believed it. Man had sinned, and by sin was made a servant of the

devil. His redemption was a personal act of the Saviour's toward each

individual sinner. In the Atonement, Christ had before him each sepa-.

rate person whom he desiijjned to save, blottin<i; out his offences however

heinous they mitrht be, and recording in place. of them bis own perfect

obedience. Each reconciled sinner, in return, regarded Christ's suffer-

ings as undergone immediately for himself, and gratitude for that great

deliverance, enabled and obliged him to devote his strength and soul

thenceforward to God's service. In the seventeenth century, all earnest

English Protestants held this belief. In the nineteenth century, .most of

us repeat the phrases of this belief and pretend to hold it. We think we
hold it. We are growing more cautious, perhaps, with our definitions.

We suspect that there may be mysteries in God's nature and methods

which we cannot fully explain. The outlines of ' the scheme of salva-

tion ' are'growing indistinct and we see it through a gathering mist.''

(Page 49.)

Such is a statement of Bunyan's reli<i;ious faith, given in a

tone indicating that the writer considers it a superstition, or at

best an ignorant error. It is added, irrelevantly, so far as

Bunyan is concerned, and recklessly, as a matter of fact, that

only a small portion at present, of those who call themselves

Christians, sincerely receive it; the major part only ^'pretend to

hold It." Then follows what may be taken as an uncalled-for

setting forth, in a way as positive as the subject allows, of Mr.

Froude's own vague theology :

"Yet the essence of it will remain true, whether we recognise it or not.

While man remains man, he will do things which he ought not to do.

lie will leave undone things which he ought to do. To will may be

present with him, l)ut how to perform what he wills, he will never fully

know; and he will still hate ' the body of death' which he feels cling-

ing to him. He will try to do better : when he falls, he will struggle

to his feet again. He will climb and cliinl) on the hill-side, though he

never reaches the top, and knows that he never can reach it. His life

will be a failure, which he will not dare to offer as a fit account of him-

self, or as worthy a serious regard. Yet he will still hope that he will

liot be wholly cast away, when, after his sleep in death, he wakes again."

Now we do not feel at liberty to call Mr. Froude an infidel, a

rationalist, or an agnostic; but we do feel warranted in main-

taining; that a creed which does not reco"rnise Christ is not Chris-

iian. Nor will we argue the question : Which is to be preferred

—
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the theology of "all earnest Protestants of the seventeenth cen-

tury," or this platform of Mr. Froude's, in the nineteenth cen-

tury ? Much less are we disposed to find fault with any writer for

expressing in a proper place and manner any views he may con-

scientiously hold. But we must be allowed to give utterance to

un unbounded astonishment, that Mr. Morley, or Mr. Froude

himself, should ever have thought that holding such opinions, he

had any call to write the life of Bunyan, who was nothing if not

a Christian, and who owes all that he accomplished, and all the

fame he enjoyed during his life, and that has crowned his memory

for two hundred years, solely to the precise fact, that he was a

Christian holding the same form of faith with "all the earnest

Protestants of the seventeenth century."

Mr. Froude may have honestly undertaken and finished this

work unconscious of the incongruity of his relation to it—so

, obtuse sometimes, as to itself, may be an intellect otherwise of

remarkable perspicacity. But if, entertaining hostility to the

faith of Bunyan, he has purposely assumed the mask of his

biographer, in order to assail it the more effectually, a charge

more serious than that of literary dishonesty would lie against

him.

The general statement of his religious s^<af<M.9, presented by Mr.

Froude in the quotation given above, is so often repeated by him

with variations in diiferent passages of his work—in fact so per-

vades it—that to exhibit it to the continuous view of the reader

seems to be a leading object of the biographer. This is especially

noticeable in the tedious, and to those acquainted with Bunyan,

superfluous account given of The Holy War^ mainly as one

would judge, to reach the following incisive criticism directed

against the Allegory, not so much as a work of art, as contain-

ing an unanswerable objection to the Christian system : "Here

lies the real weakness of The Holy War. It may be looked at,

either as the war in the .soul of each sinner that is saved, or as

the war for the deliverance of humanity. Under the first aspect,

it leaves out of sight the large majority of mankind who are not

supposed to be saved, and out of whom, therefore, Diabolus is

not driven at all. Under the other aspect the struggle is still
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unfinished : the last act of the drama has still to be played, and

we know not what the conclusion is to be." And he quotes, with

apparent relish, "the old dilemma which neither intellect nor
imagination has ever dealt with successfully

—

Deu» aut non vult

tollere mala. aut. nequit. Si non vult^ non est bonus ; si nequit,

non est omnipotens."

In introducing the Pilgrim's Progress, which as a work of

artless art he admires, he thus enters his caveat against the- ac-

ceptance of its spiritual significance : "In the midst of changi no-

circumstances, the central question remains the same, What am
I? What is this world in which I appear and disappear like a

bubble? Who made me? And what am I to do ? Some an-

swer or other the mind of man demands and insists on receiving.

Theologian or poet offers, at long intervals, explanations which

are accepted as credible for a time. They wear out, and another

follows, and then another. Bunyan's answer has served average.

English men and women for two hundred years; but no human

being with Bunyan's intellect and Bunyan's sincerity can again

use similar language." Why say, "Bunyan's answer" ? Why
not say plainly what is meant

—

Christianity can no longer he

accepted by men of average intelligence ! that it is worn out and

is waning, to give place to some other form of religion ! Not

even Mr. Froude himself has ever questioned that Bunyan's re-

ligion is Christianity, as revealed in the Scriptures. But the

Bible is not accepted by Mr. Froude as a revelation. He speaks

of it as a book which theologians "call the word of God," and

which, in the time of Bunyan, "was regarded by the best in-

structed men in England as an authentic communication from

God."

"Prayer," he says, "in the eye of reason, is an impertinence."

"The wrath of God" he declares to be "an expression out of

place when we are brought into the presence of metaphysical

law. Wrath corresponds to free will misused. It is senseless

and extravagant when pronounced against actions which men

cannot help, when the faulty action is the necessary consequence

of their nature, and the penalty the necessary consequence of

their action." And in another passage: "It might have been
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thought that since man was born so weak, that it was impossible

for him to do what the law required, consideration would be had

for his infirmity ; tha't it was even dangerous to attribute to the

Almiglity a character so arbitrary as that he would exact an ac-

count from his creatures which the creature's necessary inade-

quacy rendered him incapable of meeting."

Speaking of Bunyan's struggle to know what faith was, and

his temptation presumptuously to test whether he had it, after

quoting his words—"thus was I tossed between the devil and

my own ignorance, and so perplexed, sometimes, that I knew not

what to do"—Mr. Froude says: "Common sense will callth is

disease, and will think impatiently that the young tinker would

have done better to attend to his business."

Conviction of sin, the foundation fact of Bunyan's religious

life, and the staple of Pilgrim 8 Progress^ which is but the alle-

gory of the religious experience of its author, Mr. Froude treats

as a fanaticism, or at best, a superstitious phase of thought

which prevailed among serious men in England in the seven-

teenth century. He gives his own vague rationalistic explana-

tion of the state of mind so denominated, and his contemptuous

feeling for this and like supernaturalisms, is manifest in the coarse

sneer: "Election, conversion, day of grace, coming to Christ,

have been pawed and fingered by unctuous hands for now two

hundred years. The bloom is gone from the flower."

It is not creditable to a writer utterly to misunderstand the

subject he is writing about; to gratuitously insult the religious

sensibilities of his readers, is an offence which does not originate

from ignorance.
,

We have exemplified amply, but by no means exhaustively,

what it is the main object of this article to set forth—the entire

unsuitableness of Mr. Froude for the work he has undertaken.

He has himself supplied us with a concise summary of what we

have said. Speaking of a certain class of persons, he says:

"Any passionate agitation about the state of their souls, they

consider unreal and affected. Such men may be amiable in pri-

vate life, good neighbors and useful citizens, but be their talents

what they may, they could not write a Pilgrim s Progress, or

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4— 15.
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ever reach the Delectable Mountains, or even be conscious that

such mountains exist." It is obvious to add: nor could thej

fairly write the life of Bunyan.

The same deficiency that distinguishes Mr. Froude as a bio-

grapher, impairs his critical estimate o^ thd Piigrim' 8 Progress.

The writer, from whom we have already quoted, furnishes us

with an illustration so beautiful that we cannot refrain from giving

his words

:

"A reader who has never felt that he is a stranijer and pilgrim in a

world of temptations and snares, can see but half the beauty of such

poetry as fills this work, because it cannot make its appeal to his own

experience; for him there is nothinf^ within that tells, more certainly

than any process of judgment or criticism, the truth and sweetness of

the picture ; there is no reflexion of its images, nor interpretation of its

meaning in its own soul. The Christian—the actual Pilgrim—reads it

with another eye. It comes to his heart. Tt is like a painting meant to

he seen by fire-li^ht; the common reader sees it by day. To the Chris-

tian it is a glorious transparency, and the lif^ht that shines throujih it

and ^ives its incidents such lite, its colors such depth, and the whole

scene such a surpassing splendor, is li^ht from Eternity, the meanin*; of

Heaven."* ,
• ,

*

As an exemplification of the unavoidable limitation of Mr.

Froude's critical faculty, when applied to writings of a spiritual

nature, we may observe that he has failed to notice the conclud-

ing sentence (really the concluding one, though a superfluous

paragraph in the nature of a postscript is added) of Bunyan's

vision, which for simplicity, naturalness, comprehensive complete-

ness, and immediate eff"ect upon the mind and heart of the reader,

has no parallel in the Iliad, Odyssey, or ^Eneid. Possibly in a

reversed aspect, some of its coloring is seen in Milton's last lines:

"They, hand in hand, with wanderin*]!; steps and slow,

Throu<2;h Eden took their solitary way."

How, then, could he fail to notice the conclusion of Bunyan's

vision? He has called attention to the picturesqueness and viv-

idness of the opening words: "As I walked through the wilder-

ness of this world, I lighted on a certain place where there was a

den, and I laid me down in that place to sleep, and as I slept I

* North American Review, April, 1833.
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dreamed a dream, and, behold, I saw ^ man, a man clothed in.

rags, standing with his face from his own home, with a book in

his hand and a great burden upon his back." ..,:...'

How could Mr. Froude miss the beauty of this conclusion ?

"Now, just as the gates were opened to let in the men, I looked

in after them, and behold the city shone like the sun ; the streets

also were paved with gold, and in them walked many men with

crowns on their heads, palms in their hands, and golden harps

to sing praises withal. There were also of them that had wings,

and they answered one another without intermission, 'Holy, holy,

holy is the Lord!' And after that, they shut up the gates;

which, tvhen I had seen, I wished myself among them !'*
_,.

And this Mr. Froude has missed simply because he never had

any spiritual discernment of the meaning of these symbols. He
had never comprehended what manner of men true Christians

are, and had never wished to be "among them," either here or

hereafter. He had written the life of Bunyan without under-

standing the man, and had commented upon his immortal volume

without being able to take in its one sole purport.

The dogmatism of Mr. Froude^s manner is as irritatinor to his

readers who differ from him, as the perpetual obtrusion of his

peculiar religious views is painful to the Christian. The lofty

air of superiority constantly assumed by him toward Bunyan,

though unjustifiable and in very bad taste, may be passed by.

He speaks of him in one place as "a poor uneducated village lad

bravely struggling in the theological spider's web." Certainly,

Bunyan was not highly cultured, and Mr. Froude is, and has

written several books more or less important, with a success vari-

ously estimated. Bunyan, too, wrote many books upon subjects

confessedly the most momentous that can engage the mind of

man ; among them, notably, the Pilgrim's Progress, which, by

the consent of all, Mr. Froude included, takes its undisputed

place among the noblest productions of human genius, and has

exercised an influence which cannot be claimed for the writings

of men with whom Mr. Froude would not, of course, compare

himself.

But how shall we tolerate a writer who speaks thus absolutely
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about the three great systems of Christianity (the threefold divi-

sion is Mr. Froude's own), the Catholic, the Protestant, and the

Church of England ?

"Catholic Theology, as a system, is a development of Platonism. The
Platonists had discovered that the seat of moral evil was material sub

stance. . . . Catholic Theology accepted the position and form uhited

an escape from it. The flesh of man was incurably vitiated, and if he

was to be saved, a new body must be prepared for him. This Christ had

done. . . . The natural body was not at once destroyed, but a new

element was introduced into it, by the power of which, assisted by pen-

ance and mortification and the spiritual food of the Eucharist, the grosser

qualities were gradually subdued and the corporal system was changed"

—

with more of the like sort.

"Luther spoke, and over half the Western World, the Catholic Church

collapsed, and a new theory of Christianity had to be constructed out of it."

Then, after giving his view of the Protestant Theology, with

astonishing comments of his own, he proceeds:

"This was the Puritan belief in England in the seventeenth century.

The reason starts at it, but all religion is paradoxical to reason. . . This

belief or the affectation of thi^ belief, continues to bo professed, but with-

out a realisation of its tremendous meaning. . . . The form of words is

repeated by multitudes who do not care to think what they are saying."

Of the Church of England he speaks contemptuously:

"The Church of England is a compromise between the old Theology

and the new. The Bishops have the Apostolical Succession, but many of

them disbelieve that they derive any virtue from it. The clergyman is

either a priest who can absolve men from sins, or he is a minister as in

other Protestant communions. The sacraments are either means of grace,

or mere outward signs. A Christian is either saved by baptism, or saved

by faith, as he pleases to ])elieve. In either case he may be a preacher

of the Church of England. . . . To a man of fervid temperament, sud-

denly convinced of sin, incapable of being satisfied with ambiguous an-

swers to questions which mean life or death to him, the Church of Eng-

land has little to say."

But enough. We have not attempted any refutation of the er-

rors of Mr. Froude. What need? Though uttered in the super-

cilious tone of m^odern sceptical scientism, the objections against

our faith are essentially the same that have been again and again

brought forward, and again and again replied to. But what

Christian heart would not be filled with something deeper than

sadness, if Mr. Froude's estimate of Bunyan and his Book could
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by possibility be true? If rudely disillusionised, we must

henceforth regard as a deluded enthusiast him who for nearly two

centuries the universal Church has prized as the best interpreter

between the word of God and the human heart in its spiritual

experiences ! And if so, we must henceforth treat the Book which

has furnished us with food, next to the heavenly manna, the sweet-

est, as not only in form a dream, but in fact a baseless vision !

And yet, what is a man, however admired, and what is a book,

however precious, in comparison with our Faith ? If Bunyan

was deluded, we have no Christ! \{ Pilgrim's Progress I'i no

more than Mr. Froude represents it, we have no Bible

!

All this, thank God, being impossible, how shall we restrain

our indignation in reading a work which, under the specious guise

of a biography, disseminates errors so pernicious?

The one great event in Bunyan's life, outwardly uneventful,

was his imprisonment in Bedford gaol, originally because of his

religion, and continued for twelve years because he refused to

bind himself not to preach the truth that he believed. The mag-

nitude of this event Mr. Froude curtails, because he is unable to

appreciate the heroic principle which dignifies it into martyrdom.

In conclusion, we would observe, that Ave are not ignorant that

Mr. Froude in some earlier writings (collected into a volume un-

der the title, Short Studies on Great Subjects) has set forth like

views upon religion. He does not, however, there exhibit his

antagonism to evangelical theology either so completely or so ar-

rogantly. The general tone, nevertheless, is the same ; and we

are sorry to add, that instances are to be found of similar mis-

representation so astonishing that we are compelled to attribute

them either to ignorance or disingenuousness. To present but

one instance—having related the almost fatal austerities prac-

tised by Luther under an overwhelming sense of his own Avretch-

edness and sinfulness, he gives us the following paragraph as the

only account of the means by which he obtained relief:

"Stiiupit/- tho prior listened to his accusations of himself in confession.

*My irood fellow,' he said, 'don't be so uneasy. You have committed no

sin of the least consequence. You have not killed anybody, or commit-

ted adultery, or thinp;s of that sort. If you sin to some purpose, it is

rii^ht that you should think about it; but don't make mountains out of

trifles!'
"
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If the statements of the most eminent authors be received,

these were not the effectual words of comfort used by the good

confessor, nor was Luther the man to accept them as sufficient.

Again is it possible that Mr. Froude does not perceive the ut-

ter insufficiency, not to say manifest perversion, of the following

account given by him of the doctrine of Justification by Faith as

propounded by Luther and accepted by his contemporaries. The

sneer at modern Theology we may allow to pass—it is part of

Mr. Froude's manner, to which, by this time, we have become

accustomed. He says

:

"The peculiar doctrine which has passed into Europe under Luther's

name is known as Justification by Faith. Bandied about as a watchword

of party, it has by this time hardened into a formula and has become

barren as the soil of a trodden footpath. As originally proclaimed by

Luther, it coniained the deepest of moral truths ... a perpetual strug-

gle; forever to be falling, yet to rise again, and stumble forward with

eyes turned to heaven; this was the best which would ever come of man.

It was accepted in its imperfection by the infinite grace of God, who pities

mortal weakness, and accepts the intention for the deed ; who, when there

is a sincere desire to serve him, overlooks the shortcomings of infirmity.

. . It was this doctrine—it was this truth, rather (the word doctrine

reminds one of quack medicine) which, quickening in Luther's mind,

gave Europe its new life."

Justification by Faith is, indeed, a life-giving truth and doc-

trine; but it never would have been such, were it what Mr.

Froude understands, or at least describes it as being.

J. T. L. Preston.
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ARTICLE VI.

THE PARABLE OF THE TARES IN THE FIELD.

I

The interpretation of the parable of the tares in the field, and

the closely allied one of the draw-net, has been the subject of

more controversy in the Church than any other of our Lord's para-

bles. "It was a special battle ground," says Drunnraond, "in the

controversy which raged between the Donatists and Augustine"
;

and Trench writes, respecting the words

—

^Hhe field is the world'—
"words few and slight, and seemingly of little inaport, a great

battle has been fought over them
;
greater perhaps than over any

single phrase in the Scriptures, if we except the consecrating

words at the Holy Eucharist;" and adds, "these disputes, though

seemingly gone by, yet are not in fact out of date, since in one

shape or another they continually reappear in the progress of the

Church's development, and in every heart of man" ; and all this

will appear the more strange when we call to mind the fact that

this is one of the few parables of which . our Lord himself has

given us an explicit exposition.

The great difficulty in the interpretation of this parable arises

out of the seeming prohibition of church discipline contained in

the words, "The servants said unto him. Wilt thou that we go

and gather them" (the tares after their true character had become

evident by their fruit) "up ? But he said, Nay, lest while ye

gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them. Let

both grow together until the harvest; and in the time of harvest"

—

which our Lord afterwards defines by "the end of the world"

—

"I will say to the reapers (the angels, verse 41) gather ye to-

gether first the tares, and bind them in bundles to burn them :

but gather the wheat into my barn" ; and the corresponding de-

claration in the parable of the draw-net. How are such declara-

tions as .these to be made to harmonise with the authority given

to the Church of "binding and loosing" (see Matt, xviii. 15-18),

and "trying the spirits whether they are of Ood" (see 1 John iv.

1), and the duty enjoined upon the Church of exercising this
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authority ? It is around this point that the difficulties of inter-

pretation gather.

That the reader may see more distinctly the nature of these

difficulties, we will ask his attention to the different ways in which

different writers have attempted to remove them.

"The Romish expositors, and those who in earlier times wrote in the

interest of Rome, in the words, 'lest ye root up the ivheat with them^ find

a loop-hole wherehy they may escape the prohibition itself. Thus,

Aquinas says, the prohibition is only bindin*^, when bliere exists this

dan<^er of plucking up the wheat tof^ether with the tares ; and Maldonatus,

that in each particular case the householder is to jud^^e whether there be

such dano;er or no. The Pope, he adds, is now the representative of the

householder, and to him the "question is to be put, ''Wilt thou that we go

and gather up the tares' ? And he concludes his exposition with an ex-

hortation to all Catholic princes, that they imitate the zeal of these ser-

vants, and rather, like them, have need to have their eao;erness restrained

than to require to be urged on to the task of rooting out heresies and

heretics." {Trench on the Parables, pp. 84, 85.)

This exposition every Protestant will at once reject, if on no

other ground, on this, that it places the crown which bejongs to

Christ alone, upon the head of the Pope; and authorises him to do

through the agency of a "bloody Mary" or an ignorant bigot such

as Philip of Spain, a work which Christ will intrust to none but

the "holy angels."
—

"

In his exposition of this parable, Drummond writes:

"The householder in possession of the good field in which he has sowed

good seed has his farm servants. When these are first introduced they

are merely asking a question—they are not actually engaged in farm

work, and so they are only called servants. At the close of the parable,

however, they are engaged in field work ; and so they are called Hhe

reapers.^ They are obviously the same parties as are spoken of at first,

but are now named ^the reapers^ from the employment in which they ap-

pear at last engaged. And as our Lord says 'the reapers are the angels,'

we cannot come with propriety to any other conclusion than that these

^servants of the householder^ are angels too. This double reference, indeed,

to these beings in the parable, is in exact accordance with what Scripture

says regarding them. They are, on the one hand, 'ministers (or servants)

of God who do his pleasure'—that is their general designation. They are

likewise 'a flame of fire'—-that is their particular designation when they

are specially sent forth by him to execute his wrath. The ^servants of

the householder'' were made the ^reapers.' The angelic ministers are

made 'a flame of fire.'
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"It is no matter of surprise, when such an interpretation of the 'ser-

vants' in the parable is given, that it should be followed up by certain

views of other parts very cognate to it. Thus, it has been said,~that7the

field is the visible Church ; and that the coming of the servants to the

householder is the surprise and anxiety which ministers of that Church

feel when they behold such noxious things as they are compelled

to do, growing up within the outward fold, as show plainly that they

came from the evil one. Moreover, it is added, that when the servants

ask, ' Wilt thou, then, that we go and gather them upP this is the language

of those who have authority to exercise discipline in the Church of Christ,

and who, if left to themselves, would with unsparing and probably indis-

criminate zeal, seek to cast out, or, in other words, excommunicate from

the fold all that offends.

"It is hardly possible to conceive anything more alien to the whole

bearing of the parable than these matters. ''The field' is not the visible

Church. Our Lord expressly says it is Hhe world ; and yet, with this

clear and emphatic statement, so entirely irreconcilable with the view

just referred to, many fanciful theories have been propounded as deduci-

ble from this parable about the extent and limitation of church-discipline,

and so forth. This parable, indeed, was a special battle-ground in the

early history of the Church, and is frequently introduced in the contro-

versy which raged between the Donatists and Augustine, who opposed

them on the orthodox side. That controversy was very similar to some

modern ones-j-whether it is or is not the duty of the members of the visible

Church to exclude every one from their communion who does not bring

forth the fruits of righteousness ? The Donatists said it was; Augustine

said it was not. The latter adduced this parable in support of his views.

The former evaded the force of it by affirming what is in itself true, that

the field is Hhe world,'' not the Church. But the truth is, the parable

does not help either side. It does, indeed, indirectly prove the Donatists

to have been in error, because it sets forth the state of the Christian

Church during the whole of this dispensation as mingled wheat and tares

;

but it says not a word about the discipline, more or less, which may or

ought to be used in order to purify the visible Church from corrupt mem-
bership, or whether all such discipline should, indeed, be let alone. It is

the attempt to make the ^servants'' in the parable ministers of the Church

on earth which has introduced such confusion into the explanation, and

brought in matters entirely irrelevant to the figure employed.'' [Drum-

mond on the Parables, pp. 374-376.)

On the two points which Drummond makes, viz., (1) That the

field is the world and not the Church, and (2) That the servants

in the first part of the parable are the same with the reapers in

the latter part, i. e.^ the angels., we remark

—
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Drumraond himself cannot carry out consistently the idea that

'"''the field is the world, not the Church," i. e., the worhi as con-

tradistinguished from the Church—for in the very same paragraph

in which he writes, '"The field is not the visible Church ... it is

the world," he writes, the parable "does, indeed, prove the Don-

atists to have been in error, because it sets forth the state of

Christ's Church during the whole of this dispensation as mingled

wheat and tares." Flow, we ask, can a field of mingled wheat

and tares, which represents the world and not the visible Church,

set forth the condition of Christ's Church during the whole of

this dispensation, or during any other period of time? And
again, if the field is the world as contradistinguished from the

Church, what shall we say of the draw-net? Does that represent

the world also? If so, ihen the only truth taught in these two

parables is that the world shall continue to embrace the evil along

with the good through this present dispensation—a truth, indeed,

but not the truth intended to be set forth in these parables.

On his second point, that the servaiiti and tlie reapars are the

same, viz., the angels, we remark, if this interpretation be admit-

ted, then the great lesson of the parable is, that God's permission

of the existence of the evil mingled with the good in this world,

is something so strange that it provokes surprise, if not dissatis-

faction among the angels; as implied in their proposal to go and

gather up the tares: and it involves the inconsistency, that they

who at one time cannot be trusted "to gather up the tares lest they

root up the wheat with them," are the very ones who are after-

wards sent forth to do this very thing.

As an example of the exposition of this parable adopted by the

older Protestant commentators, we give that of Pool :

"The design that Christ had in this parable was to show them, that

thouf»;h he laid a o;ood foundation of a Church in the world, callin<i;

some home to himself, and niakino; them partakers of his effectual <^race,

laying the foundation of his o;o8pel Church in such as took his yoke upon

them : yet in process of time, while those that should succeed him in the

ministry slept (not being as diligent and watchful as they ought to be),

the devil (who is full of envy and malice to men's souls, and is coti-

tinually going about seeking whom he may devour) would sow erroneous

opinions, and find a party, even in the bosom of the Church, who would
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hearken to him, and through their lusts comply with his temptations,

both to errors in doctrine and errors in practice ; and it was his will that

there should be in his visible Church a mixture of good and bad, such

bad ones especially as men could not purge out without a danger of put-

ting out such as were true and sincere; but there would be a time in the

end of the world, when he would come with his fan, and thoroughly purge

his floor, and take to heaven all true and sincere souls, but turn all hypo-

crites into hell." In his exposition "our Saviour saith nothing to that

part of the parable where the tares are said to be sown while men slept;

that was plain and intelligible enough. The devil hath a power to seduce,

persuade, and allure, none to force. If particular persons kept their

watch, as they might, the devil could not by his temptation force them.

If magistrates and ministers kept their watches according to God's pre-

scription, there could not be so much open wickedness in the world as

there is. Neither does our Saviour give us any particular explication of

that part of the parable, verses 28, 29, where the servants say to the

master, ' Wilt thou then that we go and gather them up '? And he said

unto them, N'ay, lest while ye gather up the tares, ye root up also the wheat

with them.'' The Saviour by this teaches us, that every passage in a para-

ble is not to be fitted by something in the explication. It was not the

point that he designed in this parable to instruct them in, how far

church officers might or ought to act in purging the Church; but only,

1. That in the visible Church they must expect a mixture, till the day of

judgment. 2. That in that day he would make a perfect separation.

So as those that would from this passage in the parable conclude, that

all erroneous and loose persons ought to be tolerated in the Church till

the day of judgment, forget the common rule in divinity, that parabolic

divinity is not argumentative." {PooVs Annotations, in loc.)

Here, Pool, admitting that the field of mingled wheat and tares

of this parable, like the draw-net of the other, represents the

visible Church, seeks to get rid of this apparent prohibition of

church discipline: (1) By understanding the fact that our Lord

in his exposition of the parable takes no special notice of verses

28, 29, "The servants said unto him, Wilt thou then that we go

and gather them up ? But he said, Nay ; lest while ye gather up

the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them," to imply that

these verses are not to be regarded as a significant part of the

parable; that they form "a passage in the parable which is not

to be fitted by something in the explication." And yet, with a

strange inconsistency, he makes the words, "But while men

slept, "confessedly treated by our Lord in the same way, signifi-
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cant; and on the strength of this significance, traces the state of

things in the Church, represented by the growing together of the

tares and the wheat, to unfaithfulness on the part of the officers

of the Church—forgetting that under the perfect ministry of our

Lord himself this state of things existed: there was a Judas

among the twelve apostles. And (2) by making the words,

"Nay, lest while ye gather up the tares j^e root up also the wheat

with them," simply a limitation upon the extent of discipline

;

and not, as they evidently are, a reason given for prohibiting

altogether the separation which the servants had proposed to

make— fof letting "both grow together until the harvest."

Of recent Protestant expositions of this parable, that of

Trench is the most carefully prepared we have seen. On the

words, '•^But 2vhile men slept, his enemy canoe and sowed tares,"

he writes:

"Many suppose that these words indicate ne(>;ligence and lack of watch-

fulness on the part of rulers in the Church, vyhereby un<2;odly men creep

in unawares, introducing errors in doctrine and in practice. But 8eein|r

that it is thus indefinitely put, and the servants who should have watched,

if any should have done so, are first designated at a later 8ta<fe of the

history, and then without anything to mark a past omission on their part,

it would seem that the men who slept are not such as should have done

otherwise, but the phrase is equivalent to at night, and means nothing

further (Job xxiii. 15). This enemy seized his opportunity, when all

eyes were closed in sleep, and wrought the secret mischief upon which he

was intent, and having wrought it undetected, withdrew."

On verses 28, 29, he writes:

"No doubt in the further question, ' Wilt thou then that we go and

gather- them upP the temptation to use outward power for the suppression

of error, a temptation which the Church itself has sometimes found it

difficult to resist, finds its voice and utterance. But they were unfit to

be trusted here. Their xeal was but an Elias zeal at the best (Luke ix.

54). They who thus speak have often no better than a Jehu's zeal for

the Lord. And therefore he said 'Nay,' By this prohibition are doubt-

less forbidden all such measures for the excision of heretics and other

offenders as shall leave them no possibility for after repentance or amend-

ment; indeed the prohibition is so clear, so express, so plain, that when-

ever we meet in Church history with something that looks like the carrying

into execution this proposal of the servants, we may suspect, as Bengel

says, that it is not wheat making war on tares, but tares seeking to root
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out wheat. The reason of the prohibition is 2;iven : ^Lest while ye gather

up the tares, ye root up also the wheat with them.^ This might be, either

by rootino; up what were now tares, but hereafter should become wheat

—

children of the wicked one, who, by faith and repentance, should become
children of the kingdom ; or it might happen through the mistake of

the servants, who, with the best intentions, should fail to distinguish be-

tween these and those, leaving the tares and uprooting the wheat. It is

only the Lord himself, the Searcher of hearts, who with absolute cer-

tainty "knoweth them that are his.'"

And in another place Trench adds-:

"There are some, in fear lest arguments should be drawn from this

parable to the prejudice of attempts to revive stricter discipline in the

Church, have sought to escape the cogency of the arguments drawn from

it, observing that in our Lord's explanation no notice is taken of the

proposal made by the servants (verse 28), nor yet of the householder's

reply to this proposal (verse 29). They argue, therefore, that this parable

is not instructive of what the conduct of the servants of a heavenly Lord

ought to be, but merely prophetic of what generally will be the case in

the Church—that this offer of the servants is merely brought in to afford

an opportunity for the master's reply, and tha* the latter is the only sig-

nificant portion. But it is clear that when Christ asserts that it is his

purpose to make a complete and solemn separation at the end, he im-

plicitly forbids, not the exercise, in the meantime, of a godly discipline,

not, where that has become necessary, absolute exclusion from church-

fellowship—but any attempt to anticipate the final irrevocable separation,

of which he has reserved the execution to himself. That shall not take

place till the end of the present dispensation 5 not till the time of the

harvest will the householder command—and then he will give the com-

mand not to the servants, but to the reapers—that the tares be gathered

out from among the wheat. Not till the end of the world will the Son

of Man send forth his servants—nor even then his earthly ministering

servants, but 'his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom all

things that offend, and all which do iniquity''—in the words of Zephaniah

(i. 3), 'the stumbling-blocks of the wicked.'" [Trench on the Parables,

pp. 78, 79, 84, 87, 88.)

With this exposition of Trench most of our best modern com-

mentators, such as Alford, Stier, and Brown, substantially agree;

and, if we mistake not, it comes much nearer to the truth than

the older expositions do, especially on two points, viz.:

1. In interpreting the expression, "while men slept," as simply

equivalent to "in the night time." On this expression Alford

writes: "Not the men belonging to the owner of the field, but
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men generally ; and the expression is used only to designate in

the night time, not to cl'arge the servants with any want of watch-

fulness." (Alford's New Testament, in loc.) And Stier: "What

is decisive as regards the true meaning of our Lord is this, that it

is by no means said : the seroarits slept—these rather show them-

selves as watching and guarding with all laudable zeal. As in-

deed in that period of the Church to which the parable chiefly

points, the apostles certainly did not sleep, but watched and were

zealous for the purity of the Church. ... By this feature of the

parable nothing else is expressed than bt/ night {ixs Job xxxiii. 15)

in darkness and secresy. This is the way of the evil one in all

that he does." (Stier's Words of Jesus, Vol. II., p. 233.)

2. In understanding the prohibition contained in the household-

er's reply to the question, "Wilt thou then that we go and gather

them up?" as "a prohibition forbidding all such measures for the

excision of heretics and other offenders, as shall leave them no

possibility for after repentance or amendment ; as a prohibition

of any attempt to anticipate the final, irrevocable separation, of

which he has reserved the execution to himself." But in what

way this is the teaching of the parable he does not attempt to

show ; and so, does nothing towards removing the grand difficulty

in the way of interpreting the parable.

If we mistake not, the difficulties in the exposition of this para-

ble arise mainly from not adhering strictly to the scriptural idea

of the visible Church, as distinct from the communion of the

Church : and of excommunication, the severest "censure" which

the Church is authorised to inflict as a part of "godly discipline."

The Visible Church, as defined in our Larger Catechism, is

"a society made up of all such as in all ages and places of the

world do profess the true religion, and of their children" (Ans. 62).

From the beginning, the visible Church, like the State, has been

made up of families. Such was unquestionably its constitution

in our Lord's day, organised as it was under the covenant with

Abraham ; and into this Church our Lord and his apostles were

introduced by circumcision when eight days old. And this con-

stitution of the Church is to continue to the end of the present

dispensation. This, we believe, is the true scriptural idea of the

y
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visible Church, and the only idea of it which finds countenance

in the word of God.

As the children of T3elieving parents, as well as others, are

"conceived in sin and shapen in iniquity," the visible Church

must embrace in its numbers maiiy who, for a time at the least,

are unbelievers, are destitute of that personal faith in Christ which

is characteristic of the true children of God. They may be of

the number of the elect, to be afterwards "eifectually called" by

the Spirit, but for the time being they do not diifer in personal

character from other unbelievers.

Besides the visible Church, and within it, our standards ac-

knowledge the existence of a body we are accustomed to speak of

as the communion of the Church, consisting of those alone who

make credible profession of a personal faith in Christ.

"The Church of God, as a visible external institute, is made up of two

chisses of members. This results from the very nature of its organisa-

tion throu^^h families. One class consists of true believers, or those who
profess to be such ; the other of their children who are to be trained for

God, and for that purpose are blessed with pre-eminent advantages. They

are to be retained as pupils until they are converted. If they should

continue impenitent, the Church does not revoke their privileges, but

bears with them as patiently as their Master. They are beloved for the

father's sake. This host of baptized children is, however, the source

from which her strength is continually recruited. The Church contains

a sanctuary and an outer court, and the sanctuary is continually filled

from the outer court." {ThornweW s Works, Vol. IV., p. 333.)

In the administration of a "godly discipline," the highest

"censure" which may be inflicted upon an offender is excommuni-

cation, which is defined in our Book of Discipline, Ch. IV., §4,

as "the excision of an offender from the communion of the Church."

Having in mind the Romish distinction between the excommuni-

catio major, or anathema, which cast the offender out of the

Church, and devoted him to destruction ; and the excommunicatio

minor, which simply excluded from the communion of the Church,

and this for the purpose and with the hope of the reclamation of

the offender, the Presbyterian Church, in common with most

Protestant Churches, disclaims the right to anathematise, or in-

flict the excommunicatio major.
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V

On this subject Calvin writes:

^'Excommunication differs from anathema in this, that the latter, com-

pletely excludino; pardon, dooms and devotes the individual to eternal

destruction ; whereas, the former rebukes and animadverts upon his

manners; and although it also punishes, it is to bring him to salvation

by forewarning him of his future doom. If it succeeds, reconciliation

and restoration to communion are ready to be given. Moreover, anathe-

ma is rarely, if ever, to be used. Hence, though ecclesiastical discipline

does not allow us to be on familiar and intimate terms with excommuni-

cated persons, still we ought to strive, by all possible means, to bring

them to a better mind, and to recover them to the fellowship and unity of

the Church ; as the Apostle also says, 'Yet count him not as an enemy,

but admonish him as a brother' (2 Thess. iii. 15). If this humanity be

not observed, in private as well as public, the danger is that our dis-

cipline shall degenerate into destruction." {CalvMs Institutes^ Book IV.,

Ch. XIL, §10.)

Dr. Thorn well writes :

"The difference between suspension and excommunication is a differ-

ence in degree and not in kind. Excommunication is more solemn in

form, and more permanent and stringent in operation. But in the Pro-

testant Church it never amounts to anathema; it never dissolves the

oincidum by which the person is, through baptism, related to the Church

and the covenant of grace. It never consigns him to hopeless and eternal

perdition. The only case in which the Church would be at liberty to

denounce such a censure would be one in which the party had notoriously

sinned the sin unto death. That is the only crinie which cuts off from

the hope of mercy and the possibility of repentance, and is consequently

the only crime of which the Church, in the exercise of her declarative

power, is competent to say that by it the man is excluded from all the

benefits symbolised in baptism, and has become an alien and an outcast.

But as God has furnished us with no means of knowing when this sin has

been committed, he has virtually debarred us from this species of excom-

munication. The highest censure left us is that of permanent exclusion

from the sacraments." {ThornioelVs Works, Fo?. 7F., jo. 343.)

With this distinction between the visible Church and the com-

munion of that Church in mind, and with the scriptural idea of

excommunication—that it is, as the word imports, an exclusion

from the communion of the Church, and not from the Church itself,

let us turn to the study of the parable.

I. It is generally conceded that by the field of mingled wheat

and tares of this parable, as by the draw-net of the other, we are

y
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to understand the visible Church, as it ever has and ever will

exist in the world. It is irxjiQ that in his exposition our Lord

says, ^^The field is the world.'' This on the one hand. But on

the other, in this same exposition he says, "The Son of Man

shall send forth nis angels, and they shall gather out of his king-

dom all things .that offend, and them which do iniquity" (verse 41);

thus giving to the neld the name of "his kingdom."

Besides this, in the opening sentence of the parable, his words

are, ^''The kingdom of heaven is likened unto a man whicn sowed

good seed in his field, but while men slept, his enemy came arid

sowed tares among the wheat, and went his way" (verses 24, 25).

And in the corresponding parable, " The kingdom of heaven is like

unto a net that was cast into the sea, and gatherea of every kind"

(verse 47). The expressions, "the kingdom of God" and "the

kingdom of heaven," so often used by our Lord, are used to mean :

(L) The reign of Christ in the world ; as in his charge to his

disciples, "Preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at hand"

(Matt. X. 7); (2.) The reign of Christ in the individual soul, as in

the parables of the "hid treasure" and "the pearl" (verses 44-46)

;

(3.) The true invisible Church in the world, as in the parables

of "the mustard seed" and "the leaven" (verses 31-33) ; and

(4.) The visible Church in the world, as is conceded on all hands

to be the case in the parable of the draw-net; but never are they

used to mean the world, as contradistinguished from the Church

—

there would be an obvious impropriety in so using them; nor are

they ever used to mean the communion of the Church, as distinct

from the Church. Hence we conclude that the parable concerns

the visible Church, as it exists in the world. In this visible

Church, where God has given a birth-right membership to those

"conceived in sin and shapen in iniquity," it must be the case

that unbelievers will always be mingled with believers; since

some of those thus introduced, as experience teaches, never be-

come true Christians ; and others, who eventually become very

pillars in the temple of God, for a season, like Paul, labor to

destroy the very doctrine which they afterwards preach.

II. '^The tares are the children of the wicked one ; the enemy

that sowed them is the devil' ' (verses 38, 89). How this can be

VOL. xxxr., NO. 4—17.
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said of such as Simon Magus (see Acts viii. 5-24) is plain enough.

Though he had been baptized by Philip, on a profession of per-,

sonal faith in Christ (verse 13), and so received into the visible

Church, he had been all the time "in the gall of bitterness and

in the bond of iniquity." It was doubtless under a delusion, of

which Satan was the author, he had sought a place in the Church;

Satan's object in this being, not his personal destruction alone,

but to bring reproach upon the Church by the subsequent un-

godly deeds of Simon—deeds sure to be done, sooner or later, by

one whose "heart was not right in the sight of God."

But how can such language be used concerning the children of

believing parents, who, by divine appointment occupy a place in

the Church? To this we reply': (I.) As to the title given them

—

^'children of the wicked ove"—it is a title given in Scripture to

all who are not Christians. "In this the children of God ure

manifest, and the children of the devil : whosoever doeth not

righteousness is not of God, neither he that loveth not his brother"

(1 John iii. 10). And oar Lord applies it to the wicked Jews,

while expressly acknowledging them to be "Abraham's seed,"

i. «., members of the visible Church : "Ye are of your father the

devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do" (John viii. 37,-14).

(2.) In explanation of our Lord's words, "the enemy which

sowed them is the devil," we ask the reader to remark : that the

visible Church, in the wide sense of the term in which it corres-

ponds to "the kingdom of heaven," has existed in the world from

the creation of man : under the covenant of works, as it is called,

before the fall; and under the covenant of grace ever after. This

first covenant, or covenant of works, was "made with Adam as a

public person, not for himself only, but for his posterity" {Larger

Catechism^ Ayis. 2^). And so, the Church under that covenant

had the same constitution it has had ever since, in so hr as the

membership of children is concerned. Had Adam never sinned,

all his posterity would have been born in that same image of God

in which he was created, and so the Church would have contained

none but "the children of the kingdom." The houseliolder sowed

good seed, and good seed only, in his field. Through the temp-

tation of the devil, Adam sinned ; and as a consequence, all his
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descendants are "begotten in his own likeness"—his likeness as

a fallen sinful creature. The original constitution of the Church,

as made up of parents and their children, remains unchanged.

And so it comes, that while it is true that children "conceived in

sin and shapen in iniquity" are in the Church by divine appoint-

ment, it is at the same time true, that they, as sinners, are in

the Church through the agency of Satan; and they may properly

be represented as "tares" sowed at night, by God's great enemy,

the devil.

This language will appear the more appropriate, if we remark

what Alford directs attention to, viz., that this parable refers

"to the whole history of the world from beginning to end—the

coming of sin into the world by the malice of the devil, the mixed

state of mankind, notwithstanding the development of God's pur-

poses by the dispensation of grace, and the final separation of the

good and evil at the end. The very declaration, 'the harvest is

the end of the world,' suggests the original sowing as the be-

ginning of it. Yet this sowing is not in the fact, as in the parable,

one only, but repeated again and again. In the parable the Lord

gathers, as it were, the whole human family into one life-time^ as

they will be gathered into one harvest, and sets that forth as

simultaneous, which has been scattered over ages of time."

{Alford' 8 New Testament^ in loc.)

III. "The servants said unto him. Wilt thou then that we go

and gather them up ? But he said. Nay : lest while ye gather

up the tares ye root up also the wheat with them. Let both grow

together until the harvest." What the servants here propose to

do—dropping the figure of the parable—is to make a final, irre-

vocable separation between the righteous and the wicked; such,

in substance, as the angels shall make at the end of the world
;

such as the Church of Rome claims authority to make when she

denounces the anathema against an offender, and delivers him

over to the civil power to be put to death.

In this parable which our Lord spake, and afterwards ex-

pounded for the especial instruction of his disciples, he expressly

denies such authority to his Church. And he does this for the

reason that, incapable as mere men are of judging infallibly of
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the iiuinan heart, and ignorant as they must be of God's^purposes

of mercy toward such as at any particular time are found in the

ranks of unbelievers—his purposes of mercy, for example, toward

a b)ood-stained Saul of Tarsus—in attempting "to gather up the

tares, they shoul4 root up the wheat also with them. Let both

grow together until the harvest," says he. And then, when all

God's purposes of mercy to individuals shall have been accom-

plished, and when, in the searching light of that day all shall

appear in their true character, "the Son of Man shall send forth

his angels, and they shall gather out of his kingdom al| things

ihat offen(l, and them which do iniquity."

As thus interpreted, the parable contains no prohibition of the

"binding and loosing," and of the "trying the spirits whether

they are of God," enjoined in other scriptures. A "godly dis-

cipline," in tjie judicial sense of that expression, concerns the

communion and not the Church as such ; whilst the parable con-

cerns the visible Church, and not the communion as such.

The important practical lessons taught in the parable are :

1. That t|ie condition of things in the visible Church on earth,

till the "end of the world," shall be such as is fitly represented

\>y a field of mingled wheat and tares : it shall always contain

"the children of the wicked one" along with "the children of the

kingdom." And this necessarily results from the fact that

throughout all this time it is to be made up of families, children

"conceived in sin and shapen in iniquity" entering along with their

believing parents. God, for wise reasons, gave it such a consti-

tution in the beginning, and he never has, and never will, change

its constitution in this particular so long as it is a Church in the

world. "It would argue little love or holy earnestness in the

Christian, if he had not a longing desire to see the Church of his

Saviour a glorious Church without spot or wrinkle. But he must

learn that the desire, righteous and holy as it is in itself, yet is

not to find its fulfilment in this present evil time ; that, on the

contrary, the suffering from false brethren is one of the pressures

upon him, which is meant to wring out from him a more earnesf;

prayer that the kingdom of God may appear" (Trench).

2. "A godly church discipline," such as the Scriptures author-
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ise and enjoin, does not include autliDiity to denounce the anathe-

ma against an oifender. The Church may and ought to keep back

and exclude from her 'communion all who make no credible pro-

fession of personal faitn in Christ, or whose life is inconsistent

with such a profession, even though they paay have been jborn

within her pale. But she may never cast them beyond the reach

of her care, her efforts, and her prayers. The authority Chris^

has given her is "for edific£^tion and not for destruction"

(2 Cor. X. ^). Her excommunication is, just what the term indi-

cates, an exclusion from her communion, and not from the Church

itself. Even in the days of miraculous judgments, and under the

administration of Apostles, it reached no further than "to deliver

such a one to Satan for the destruction ot the flesh, that the

spirit might be saved in the day of the Lord Jesus" (1 Cor. v. 5).

The darkest blood-stains on the pages of the Church's history are

the result of her disregard of this limitation on her authority ''to

bind and loose"—thirty-two thousand persons are said, on good

authority, to have suffered death, in various ways, under the direct

sentence of the Inquisition—so terrible has been the result of

fallible man's assuming to do the work which Christ has assigned

t;o the angels ; to do now the work which Christ has appointed to

be done at "the end of the world."

George D. Armstrong).
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ARTICLE VII.

ONE PHASE OF THE PRAYER QUESTION.

The general question is, Shall sinful, needy, helpless man pray?

1. No, said the ancient atheist; for it is absurd to pray to

Nothing. We cannot adore nothing. If man is a praying animal,

so much the worse for man.

No, echoes the modern atheist , we cannot adore Protoplasm.

And the modern atheist is as self-consistent as the ancient. For

how preposterous any worship on his part would be, appears from

the substitution of his divinity for Jehovah in the noble lyrics of

the Psalmist. While atheists may perhaps advocate a vague de-

votional frame of mind as a good sort of thing, they cannot bring

themselves to say :
''0 come, let us worship and bow down ; let

us kneel before Protoplasm our Maker ; for Protoplasm is our

God ; it is It that hath made us, and not we ourselves. Let the

floods clap their hands, let the hills be glad together before

Protoplasm." '

2. Pantheists may dream of communion with The All, but of

all dreams theirs is the idlest. The All cannot hear our cries;

cannot pity, cannot help, though peradventure it may crush

and destroy.

3. Deists, who believe in the being of a personal, extramundane

God, but reject the Bible, differ among themselves. Some hold

to the duty of prayer, and perhaps, to a limited extent, indulge

in its practice ; but others on various grounds object to it, theo-

retically as well as practically. They say that God is too wise

to make any mistakes in the government of the world, and it is

an act of presumption on our part to attempt to instruct him or

take the reins of government out of his hands; he is immutable,

and we cannot hope, and should not desire, to change his methods

or thwart his plans. This we understand to be the argument of

unbelief, if such paltry stuff deserves to be called an argument.

Others again, and notably Mr. Tyndall, who in his strong

moments may be, at least by courtesy, classed among theists, dis-

tinguish between the objects of prayer. They admit, or rather

r
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they will not deny, that God may answer prayer in the domain

oFSiind, if, indeed, there be such a domain, but not in the charmed

realm of matter.

4. As a matter of course, Christians, accepting the Bible as

the inspired and infallible word of God, pray for blessings tem-

poral as well as spiritual : for health, for prolonged life, for rain

from heaven, and fruitful seasons, fiHing their hearts with food

and gladness. They hold that God is our Father, and will with-

hold no good from them that fear him ; that he knoweth what

we have need of before we ask him, and therefore we should not

din his ears with vain repetitions, as the heathen do ; that he

awakens within us desires for the spiritual blessings which he in-

tends to bestow ; that he knows far better what is good for us

than the wisest of us can possibly know ; that prayer should be

made for things agreeable to his will, and with submission to his

superior wisdom, but also in reliance upon his infinite love.

Hence there is in prayer no impeachment of the divine wisdom

or goodness, but the highest recognition of them both ; and in

regard to the immutability of God's character and purposes, while

there may be metaphysical difficulties in connexion with the sub-

ject, yet they bear no more upon the duty of prayer than upon

the duty of eff"ort in any other line. If his unchangeableness for-

bids us to pray, it forbids us to labor too.

5. Is there no concession, then, that we can make to the prayer-
,

less scientism of the day ? No exhibition of candor, to conciliate

its favorable regards ? May we not show ourselves free from the

shackles of dogmatism, and superior to the low prejudices of party?

Let us choose our ground carefully. There is that great dic-

tum^ that the laws of nature are uniform. The empiricists and

intuitionalists, John Stuart Mill and his opponents, may diff'er as

to the origin of the conviction universally entertained on this

point, and even as to the universality of the conviction itself.

But it is generally considered a safe thing to believe and to say

that the laws of the material world are uniform
;
perhaps even to

pronounce this apothegm to be the grand major premiss of all

induction. Anyhow, the dictum is safe, and perfectly "ew regie."

May we not so use it as to silence the clamors of the students of

fv
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Matter, and yet, by holding firmly to the truth of miracles, de-

fend Christianity?

6. Some years ago the writer was a member of a debating club,

Composed chiefly of professional gentlemen. At one of the meet-

iiigs, a member, who was a Presbyterian minister, set forth the

theory that at the foundation of the world the Almighty had so

arranged all the laws of matter as to answer the prayers of his

people without any new adjustment or ordering of those laws, or

of matter under those laws. The Christian prays for some result

in the physical world. The desired result comes to pass, but it

was foreseen that he would ask for it, and the train was set in

motion away back on the verge of eternity, so as to accomplish

at the right moment the ends wished for. A college president

dissented from this view. An ex-professor of theology exclaimed

with great warmth, "The doctrine is not found in the Reformed

theology"—meaning, of course, the Reformed as distinguished

from the Lutheran theology. The writer of this article remarked,

*'It is a fearful doctrine." This is the phase of the prayer ques-

tion which we propose to discuss, and we begin with a word as to

tiie conduct of the argument.

Ninety or ninety-five of every hundred readers of this Review

ai'e believers in Christianity, and nearly all of these are members

of evangelical churches. It is for them above all that this article

is written. We weary of the,war with unbelief. A while back

and it was Hume and Condillac ; then Lord Herbert of Cher-

bury, and my Lord Bolingbroke, and Mr. Chubb, and Mr. Mor-

gan ; then, passing over into France, it was Vollaire, Diderot,

D'Alembert, and the Encyclopedists generally ; then back again

into Britain and on into America, it was Tom Paine, and now in

England it is Huxley and Tyndall, Tyndall and Huxley, Pro-

toplasm and Joshua, Prayer Tests and Lay Sermons, until we

sigh for relief, and can almost adapt the words which Jean Paul

puts into the mouth of the man who attempted to travel to the

outside of the world- systems, and cry out, "Let me lie down in

the grave and hide me from this persecution, for end I see there

is none." As the elder Hodge has said, it is very trying to see

men calmly endeavor to destroy all our hopes of heaven, and to
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prove our adorable Redeemer to be an impostor. But we have

not to' do at present with them. We write now for God's own

people, who already believe that he hears the cry of the young

raven, much more that of his own suffering children.

In expounding the infinitesimal calculus,, one does not need to

go back to the simplest elements of arithmetic. So in writing

for believers, it is not necessary to discuss the settled question as

to whether God answers prayer for physical blessings. But it

may be useful to the household of faith to consider whether the

foregoing theory is true, or in any way necessary for the con-

firmation of our faith. Is the Church prepared to receive it as

the explication of any part of the doctrine of prayer?

That the theory is no novelty in theological speculation will be

shown in the next section. Indeed, genuine novelties are by no

means so common as some people suppose. Errors long buried

revive again, and old battles often have to be fought over again,

and with very much the same old weapons.

7. Dr. James Buchanan, the able successor of Dr. Chalmers

in the Divinity Chair, New College, Edinburgh, furnishes enough

for our present purpose in his work on ''Modern Atheism." He
mentions four hypothetical solutions of the difficulties urged

against Prayer

:

1st. "That there is the same relation between prayer and the answer

to prayer as between cause and effect in any other sequence of nature. .

... To this solution Dr. Chalmers seems to refer, when he says that 'the

doctrine of the efficacy of prayer but introduces a new sequence to the

notice of the mind, that it may add another law of nature to those which

have formerly been observed.'

"The second hypothetical solution is that of those who hold that while

God, in answering the prayers of men, does not ordinarily disturb the

known or discoverable sequences of the natural world, yet his interference

may be alike real and efficacious though it should take place at a point in

the series of natural causes far removed beyond the limits of our experi-

ence and observation

"The third hypothetical solution is that of those who hold that a divine

answer to prayer may be conveyed through ^Ae 7wwz5^ri/ q/'aw<7eZs

"The fourth hypothetical solution is that of those who hold that God

has so arranged his providence from the beginning as to provide for par-

ticular events as well as for generalresults, and especially to provide an

answer to the prayers of his intelligent creatures."

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—18.
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He then quotes from three distinguished men who seem to have

adopted this last solution. First from Euler, the great mathe-

matician, a most voluminous author, and in his specialty standing

in the rank next to Archimedes, Newton, Leibnitz, and La Place.

"I begin," says Euler in one of his letters to a German Princess, "with

considering an objection which almost all the philosophical systems have

started against prayer. Religion prescribes this as our duty, with an

assurance that God will hear and answer our vows and prayers, provided

they are conformable to the precepts which he hath given us. Philoso-

phy, on the other hand, instructs us that all events take place in strict

conformity to the course of nature, established from the beginning, and

that our prayers can effect no change whatever, unless we pretend to ex-

pect that God should be continually working miracles in compliance with

our prayers. This objection has the greater weight, that religion itself

teaches the doctrine of God's having established the course of all events,

and that nothing can come to pass but what God foresaw from all eternity.

Is it credible, say the objectors, that God should think of altering this

settled course in compliance with any prayers which men might address

to him? But I remark, first, that when God established the course of

the universe, and arranged all the events that must come to pass in it,

he paid attention to all the circumstances which should accompany each

event, and particularly to the dispositions, desires, and prayers of every

intelligent being ; and that the arrangement of all events was disposed in

perfect harmony with all these circumstances. When, therefore, a man

addresses to God a prayer worthy to be heard, that prayer was already

heard from all eternity, and the Father of mercies arranged the world

expressly in favor of that prayer, so that the accomplishment should be a

consequence of the natural course of events. It is thus that God answers

the prayers of men without working a miracle."

This extract from Euler is long, but it presents the case so

fully that its admission is justifiable. It also brings out the

strength of the argument in favor of the theory, and disarms

prejudice by the evident good intention with which it is pervaded.

The second authority is Dr. Wollaston, who says

:

"It is not impossible that such laws of nature, and such a series of

causes and effects, may be ori^nally designed, that not only general pro-

visions maybe made for the several species-of beings, but even ^ar^icM/a?'

caseSj at least many of them, may also be provided for without innovations

or alterations in the course of nature Thus the prayers which

good men offer to the all knowing God, and the neglects of others, may

find fitting effects already forecasted in the course of nature."
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The third authority, Dr. Robert Gordon, delivers nothing

bearing particularly upon the question.

The fourth, Bishop' Warburton, says :

"We should blush to bethought souniiistructed in the nature of prayer

as to fancy that it can work any temporary change in the dispositions of

the Deity, who is 'the same yesterday, to-day, and forever.' Yet we are

not ashamed to maintain that God, in the chain of causes and effects, which

not only sustains each system, but connects them all with one another,

hath 8.0 wonderfully contrived that the temporary endeavors of pious men

shall procure ^ood and avert evil by means of that 'pre-established

harmony' which he hath willed to exist between moral actions and

natural events."

Dr. Buchanan, however, winds up the chapter by saying:

"On the whole, we feel ourselves warranted and even constrained to

conclude, that the theory of 'government by natural law' is defective, in

80 far as it excludes the superintendence and control of God over all the

events of human life, and that neither the existence of second causes nor

the operation of physical laws should diminish our confidence in the care

of Providence and the efficiency of prayer."

So that he does not appear to have been convinced by the

reasonings of Euler and the rest ; as we assuredly are not.

These extracts, however, will serve to place before the reader

the objectionable tenet in the language of its promulgators them-

selves ; exhibited in the exact shade of meaning, and sustained

by the arguments of its defenders.

8. Perhaps no fitter plaice will be reached in the discussion for

a word as to the ill effect of too engrossing a study of the exact

sciences. This is suggested by the mention of the illustrious

Euler. We have long regarded Sir. Wm. Hamilton's diatribe

against the study of mathematics very much as Dr. McCosh seems

to regard it

—

i. e., as, after all, an absurd performance. It was

a brilliant partisan harangue, not a weighty judicial opinion. At

the same time, it must be allowed that a narrow range of thought

will make narrow thinkers. The mind needs a variety of food;

and a one-sided training will develope one-sided men, whether

that training be metaphysical, mathematical, linguistic, or what

is now-a-days termed scientific. Astronomers see a great deal of

the reign of law. The plane of the ecliptic remains parallel to

rV
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itself age after age. If there are any minute deviations, they

merely furnish a new problem to the. student. If the moon is

not precisely where it should be by the tables, the tables are in-

correct—that is all ; and some patient Hansen must hunt about

for an overlooked source of disturbance.* It is never supposed

that the Maker of the heavens has interfered with his workman-

ship. It is easy to see that a mind habituated to such views

would come to think after a while that God never touches the

complicated but perfect mechanism of the heavens and the earth

at any point or for any purpose whatever. We need hardly say

how narrow this view is, but we can see how eminent men may

take a very contracted survey of God's works. They sink a deep

but slender shaft, from whose lowest point they can behold little

of the wealth of the glory of the sky.

It may be thought that Euler was a man of different stamp

;

and in some sense he was. The son of a Swiss clergyman, who

wished him to enter the pulpit, he for a time studied theology

and the oriental tongues. Blessed with a memory like that of

Magliabecchi, Mezzofanti, or Addison Alexander, he forgot

nothing that he had learned in botany, chemistry, history, and

medicine. Strangers were astonished at his information and

erudition. His adopting the hurtful error under consideration,

however, shows how far a fine mind may be warped on other sub-

jects by a too predominating attention to mathematics and physics.

We do not forget his standing up manfully for revealed religion

in the evil days of Voltaire and Frederick of Prussia, or his toiling

away at science during the last seventeen years of his life in

blindness. Only, therefore, with infinite regret, be it stated, that

* The moon is so accessible to obsjervation, and so important to naviga-

tors, that it has been studied from a very early period. Five chief per-

turbations have been eliminated, viz. : Evection, suspected by Hipparchus
;

Variation, thought by some to have been known to Abiil Wefa in the

ninth century ; Parallactic Inequality, Annual Equation, and Secular

Acceleration. To these Hansen has added two inequalities due to the

attraction of Venus. The maximum error in its calculated place is now

only ten seconds. So that in the whole range of science there is hardly

an illustration more pertinent. Bradley's discovery of the Aberration of

Light, however, as a single instance, is unsurpassable.
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his was one of a few high names sustaining a mischievous theory,

A few names can be adduced in favor of almost any vagary.

Everybody knows that'Bishop Warburton taught that the ancient

Jews had no knowledge of a future state. It requires the eon-

sensus of both learned and sound men to give any authoritfy to

an opinion.

9. As to the hypothesis itself, it may be remarked, in the first

place, that it is ofdi/ an hypothesis

—

i. e., a suggested explanation

of certain facts ; one, indeed, of several hypothetical solutions,

The Scriptures bid us pray. The scientist says, It will accom-

plish nothing if you do, for nature is unalterable. By way of

an Irenicum, it is replied, Perhaps God foreseeing what physical

blessings his believing children would ask for, prearranged the

machinery so as to bring out what is wanted just when and as it

is wanted. This, we repeat, is only an hypothesis; and it is very

noticeable that there is not one word of it in all the revelation

which God hath given us. There is positively not one intimation

looking toward such a thing, however needful some may deem it

to the confirmation of the«faith of the Church. Neither do the

Scriptures contain any utterances, from which, by just and sound

inference, any such hypothesis can be deduced. This silence of

S(;ripture is certainly ominous ; for though God's word is not a

text-book in astronomy or geology, in physics or zoology, it does

insist everywhere on the duty of prayer; and it would have been

infinitely easy for some one of the inspired writers to say that

God has thus cunningly devised this mighty frame of nature—if

any of them had only believed it. Aye! there's the rub. What
a help might not such a deliverance have been to weak-kneed

Christians! VVhether it would have promoted the discharge of

the high and solemn duty of prayer, will be considered in due

time. But in regard to the writers of the sixty-six books of Holy

Scripture, we do not for one moment imagine that the hypothesiB

ever entered one of their heads. That is, of course, as a verity,

[f it did, what a felicitous use might not the intellectual Paul

have made of it before those very distinguished Stoics and Epi-

cureans on Mars' Hill ! It seems that the Slite of Athensjcould

not abide the doctrine of^'the resurrection of the dead. Some
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held what would now be called Fatalism ; others, that God had

assigned its laws to nature and then left nature to itself. This

would have been a most opportune opening for the ever concilia-

tory Apostle of the Gentiles. " Why, hvdpeq 'Adr^vaioi,'' he might

have said, "you greatly misunderstand me. I agree with both

of you. I am going to reconcile Zeno and Epicurus. Just see

how neatly I can do it by my hypothesis."

Again, as this hypothesis cannot be proven and is not coun-

tenanced by Scripture, so also it cannot be proven from science.

A general uniformity of the laws of nature, as accepted more or

less fully and intelligently by all men, is the poles apart from the

Epicurean notion that God exercises no control over his works.

But more of this in another section.

10. In the second place, it may be remarked, that this hypothe-

sis is closely akin to Leibnitz's obsolete theory of a " preestab-

Ijshed harmony." This appears to have occurred to Bishop War-

burton, as is shown by the occurrence of the phrase in the above

given extract.

Leibnitz came, as all thinkers soonftr or later come, to the un-

bridged chasm between Matter and Mind. He set out from his

curious, original, and, in some respects, highly erroneous theory

of Monads. God is the highest Monad. A material point is the

lowest. A material point, mark you: not a mathematical point,

which has neither length, breadth, nor thickness, but position

*only ; whereas, a material point has all three dimensions in an

infinitesimal degree, and hence may, alter a fashion, be said to

be unextended. The whole range of monads may be represented

by a continuous line, one of whose ends rests upon the earth,

while the other is lost in the infinite sky. A line representing

an equation that has no discontinuous values. So closely allied

are his mathematical and his metaphysical conceptions. An un-

broken gradation of beings from the infinitesimal, and hence

unseen atom, of which a boundless number constitute a grain of

sand, stretching up through the mineral, the vegetable, the animal,

the spiritual kingdoms, until it ends in the last term of the series

which is the unseen God—such was the conception of the uni-

verse elaborated by this brilliant and daring genius. This scheme,

,
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it will be observed, well nigh obliterates the essential distinction

between Mind and Matter. In fact, it is a species of Monism,

although Leibnitz would have been far from willing to be con-

sidered a Monist in the ordinary sense of the term. It favors the

'Hinuubstancisme'' oi ^^'moiA. and his disciples, yet Leibnitz was

an earnest believer in a personal God.*

One would suppose from this brief exposition that Leibnitz

would have no difficulty with the interaction of mind and matter.

But 80 far from it, he denies such interaction, wholly. A simple

illustration from mechanics will convey our idea of his doctrine.

An ivory ball rolling upon a marble slab may so impinge upon

another ball that the latter shall gooff obliquely at any angle less

than a right angle to the original direction of the first ball. But

this is due to the spherical shape of both balls. Reduce them to

material points, and the only motion the first can communicate to

the second is in the prolongation of the straight line along which

the first was moving when it struck the second. Now, Leibnitz

sometimes defines a monad dynamically

—

i. e., as if it were a

force. The result of a force must conserve the direction of the

force us well as the amount. '"''Lex de conservanda quantitate

directions.'' Hence a spiritual force cannot generate a mechani-

cal effect. The soul cannot originate motion in any one of the

infinitely numerous monads which constitute its body. (He de-

fines the body as " JJne masse composee par une infinitS d'autres

monades qui constituent le corps propre de cette monade centrale.")

Much less, of course, can it originate motion in the infinitude of

monads of which the body is the aggregation. To account, then,

for the phenomena of bodily injuries awakening painful sensa-

tions, and mental conations being immediately followed by the

desired bodily movements, Leibnitz had recourse to his theory of

* Leibnitz thought that he had overthrown Spinozism by his doctrine

of Monads: "Je ne sais comment vous pouvez en tirer quelque Spinosisme
;

au contraire c'est justenient parces monades que le Spinosisme est detruit.

Car il y a autant de substances veritables, et pour ainsi dire de iniroirs

vivans de I'univers toujours subsistans ou d'univers concentres, qu'il y a

de monades, au lieu que, selon Spinosa, il n'j a qu'une seule substance."

(From his Second Letter to Mr. Bourguet, quoted by Ueberweg, Hist, of

Philos., Vol. IL) '
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a preestablished harmony between all the monads. God in the

beginning impressed such laws upon both mind and matter, that,

when the one willed, the other should move, and move not only

when, but as, the mind willed. In other words, if Leibnitz could

not bridge over the chasm, he tunnelled under it, and based the

opposite and corresponding granite cliffs of the canon upon the

eternal rock underlying them both. This is the preestablished

harmony, the harmonia prcestahilita of Leibnitz : '"''Oette admir-

able harmonie preStablie de Vdme et du corpn et rneme de toutes

les monades ou substances simples.'' Nothing less than divine

omnipotence, he held, could accomplish such a work.

Any one can perceive at a glance the remarkable agreement

between this theory of Leibnitz and the hypothetical solution

under consideration. In both there is a synchronism or a near

sequence between the desires of men and the occurrence of phe^

nomena in physical nature. In both, the occurrence of these

phenomena is due to physical laws without any contemporaneous

divine interposition. In both there was in the mind of God an

antecedent regard to the wants or wishes of his rational creatures.

In one minor point they differ, viz., in the hypothetical solution

there is in prayer no conation of the human will, and no syn-

chronous conation of the divine will ; in the theory there is always

a human conation that effectuates nothing. Which of the two

stands on the more absurd ground, our readers may decide. The

theory is obsolete. It fell with the wild, gigantesque doctrine of

Monads, and is as irremediably dead as the scarcely wilder or

more gigantesque doctrines of the ancient Gnosis. Men will as

soon believe in iEons and Demuirges again as in the preestab-

lished harmony ; or in the hypothetical solution either. Espe-

cially will the Church never adopt that solution as a part of her

doctrine or a corroboration of her faith.

IL This conducts, in the third place ^ to a prime reason why

the Church never will accept the- hypothesis. The intuitive con-

viction of a causal connexion between our mental conations and

the immediately following movements of our bodies, can never be

overthrown by artful ratiocinations. Men cannot be made to

disbelieve that they do themselves move their limbs. What! do
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we not move our fingers in writing these successive lines? Leib-

nitz himself no more really and practically believed such nonsense

than Hume and Berkeley did the non-existence of an external

world. Hume owned that, once out of doors, he felt and acted

as other men do. And as long as men ask and receive, seek and

jind^ knock and see the gate opened to them, so long will they

hold to some kind of a causal nexus between the correlated

phenomena.

It is very easy to quibble about this word cause. The word

has been taken in different senses. There are Aristotle's famous

four causes of the statue of Hercules in the temple. There is

again the scholastic distinction of the *^cau8a causans.,'' and the

"•causa sine qua non^'' expressed in un-Ciceronian mediaeval lan-

guage, but sharply discriminating between a producing (causing)

cause and an indispensable condition. And once more John

Stuart Mill synthesizes, and throwing causes proper and indis-

pensable conditions into one category, gives the name of cause

to the whole. Time forbids our dwelling on this, and it is un-

necessary to do so. We all know that what we ask another to do

for us we confessedly do not do ourselves. It is enough if we

honestly retain the phrase, ''''efficacy of prayer^'' and candidly

maintain that prayer obtains the desired blessing. Our Saviour

teaches us to pray in order that we may obtain. If prayer does

not obtain anything, the word of God misleads and deludes us.

Can the Church adopt such a theory? God forbid.

We cordially accept the dictum that our instinctive beliefs are

a quasi revelation from God. To suppose them to be deceptive

is to make the blessed God himself a deceiver, nay more, the pri-

ma,ry and arch deceiver. Hence all right-minded persons refuse

to believe that the Maker of the earth placed fossils in every

geologic period and stratum down to the primitive rocks, just to

induce us to think them the remains of organised substances

when they were not. Going from his works to his word, can any

one imagine that we are taught to ask in order to receive, when

the receiving is, in truth, a mere sequence, and in no proper sense

a result? Does our Maker thus delude us ? And does not every

tyro in philosophy see that this substitution of mere antecedence

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—19.
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and sequence for cause and eifect is really of a piece with Hume's

and Dr. Brown's *denial of causation? And that it is applying

their baneful philosophical heresy to spiritual things ?

We go farther, and maintain that the instinct which leads even

disbelievers in revelation and in prayer to cry to. God in time of

imminent peril, is a wise and true and God-given instinct. It is

wiser tharr^man's folly and truer than Satan's lie.

12. Notice particularly that no man ever asks God to have

done something for him. No man in his senses, and thinking of

what he is saying, will be guilty of such a soleciam. We do not

pray that anything be done in the past! We ask God to 'dct now

^

or in some future time. If any choose to quibble about the

Infinite One's having no relation to time, we need not introduce

Kant or Hamilton or Mansel. It is sufficient that we ask God

to act in the material world now or hereafter, as we ask him now

or hereafter to regenerate an impenitent friend.*

Against the absurd tenet of Leibnitz men are guarded by the

experience of everyday life. There is no bias in the common

mind toward his theory. But the natural man does not love to

pray, and is but too ready to catch at anything that weakens the

sense of obligation to that duty. Let him begin by not praying

for health and harvests, and he will end in not praying at all.

To induce him not to pray for physical blessings, all that is need-

ful is to teach him that the material universe is a vast machine

constructed indeed by the Almighty long ago, but never touched

now by so much as his finger. Whoever thinks of praying that

the hands of a clock shall not at the due time point to twelve?

If a son were to be executed at twelve, and the mother had reason

to believe that a pardon was on the way ; if five minutes' time was

thus a matter of life and death, and she knew that the clock was

too fast; she would beseech the keeper of the clock to set back

the hands. If he would not or could not do this, she might in a

frenzy shriek out her anguish, but she would not address a prayer

to the unfeeling brass and iron up yonder in the tower. Once

* A curious apparent exception, proving the rule, occurs in the Greek,

ij dvpa KEKlEiadu). Let the gate have been shut; i. e., let it be shut and

remain so.
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convince men that the world is only a vast chronometer, whose

wheels were cast and whose spring and balance were fabricated,

however ingeniously, thousands of years ago, and they will cease

to pray that the hands may or may not point to any designated

hour. So that men will either cease to pray for physical bless-

ings, or they will pray inconsistently and illogically, and hence

half-heartedly ; or else they will arise and cast false philosophy

to the winds. /

Before passing to the next head of argument, it may. be as

well to state that Leibnitz himself used the illustration of two

clocks running exactly together. He inquires how their keeping

precisely the same time is to be accounted for, and suggests three

possible answers. Ist. There is a connexion between the works

of the two, so that one determines the rate of the other. Thus

most people suppose that the soul controls the body. 2d. That

some person is employed to keep them together by constant inter-

ference with one or the other. This he conceived to coincide

with the pantheistic Occasionalism of Malebranche, and therefore

by all means to be rejected. 3d. That both clocks were so perfectly

constructed by the maker that they ran exactly together without

any subsequent attention. This last explanation Leibnftz deemed

most worthy of God. "The absolute artist could only create per-

fect works, which do need a constantly renewed rectification."

(Ueberweg II., 110.) It will be remembered that Leibnitz ap-

plied this to the soul and the body of every man, to account for the

raising of our hands, etc., when we will. The general principle

is plausibly stated, but, as we shall attempt to show, is essentially

a narrow and altogether inadequate view.

13. In the fourth place, it is an ill-founded objection to the

common Church doctrine, that it involves the continued and

continual working of miracles. By miracles we are to understand

some suspension or contravention of the laws of nature. This is

given not as a satisfactory definition of the word, but as its mean-

ing when used in this connexion by objectors. In this way we

take it that Euler employed the term in the extract already given.

The objection loses sight of the obvious and most important dis-

tinction between contravention and intervention. Man can inter-
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vene, but cannot contravene. God can do both. They who

accept the Bible a*8 his word, believe that he hns contravened the

laws of nature in many cases; that no facts of history have been

better authenticated than these selfsame contraventions; and

the reasons for them were not only sufficient but cogent. Pro-

testant Christendom, however, apprehends that the great occa-

sion for miraculous displays has passed away; that their per-

petual recurrence is needless and might be even hurtful during

the ordinary progress of affairs; hut that at the close of the pres-

ent system of things, if not before, a power and a wisdom greater

than appertain to men or angels, will again make extraordinary

exhibitions on the earth. Meanwhile, why may not God in some

way intervene in the realm of nature ? Every Christian holds

that he perpetually intervenes in the spiritual domain. He
quickens dead souls: he sanctifies the impure and imperfect; and

these works are not denominated miracles. Yet they certainly

are inrerventions. The 'spiritual world, then, is not in such a

state as to render the intervention of God unnecessary. Quite

the reverse. And if he can intervene in the higher realm with-

out any contravention of its laws or any derangement of its deli-

cate adjustments, why not in the lower kingdom of matter also?

And if man is permitted to intervene and produce effects that

never would have been produced without his agency, why may

not God do the same by his own hand, or, as some profound

thinkers have suggested, by the ministry of angels? Of all men

our scientists ought to have least to say against interventions.

For while geology, geography, astronomy, anatomy, and in part

botany and physiology, are only sciences of what has been and is,

chemistry finds its chief utility in the production of new com-

pounds. It analyses, it recombines, it seeks for not only the

unknown, but the hitherto unrealised. This is the glory and the

charm of chemistry, and, we may add, of physics too, in which,

however, the procedure lies mostly in the visible collocation of

matter.

But we must not confine our attention to the laboratory. We
emphasise the great and broad trtith, that human life is main-

tained by a series of interventions. Our crops,, our houses, our

\
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food and raiment, in a word, everything needed for the support

of life, is obtained by intervention in consistenceVith and by the

aid of LAW. This is precisely the theatre in which the Allwise

God has placed man, surrounding him by laws which he cannot

contravene, but may understand and obey; and by forces which

he could not originate and cannot annihilate, but may direct and

jlise. By what sort of stupidity, then, shall the sceptic say

lat in all this vast scene of infinitely varied intervention, the

Author of all shall never intervene? He whose knowledge of all

the laws of his wondrous mechanism is immeasurably superior to

any that man now has or ever will have ? Which leads at once

to the thought, that unless God had made man a far greater being

than he actually is, or else the system of laws and forces, by

which he is environed, very much simpler and less admirable

than it is, there must needs be a region obscure or even wholly

unknown to man, but clear as noonday to the eye of the All-seeing

One. Why shall not he who is not only almighty and allwise,

but also of great compassion and tender mercy, succor our help-

lessness by timely aid, and enrich our poverty by gracious sup-

plies from this part of his vast dominion ? This is a matter well

worth pondering, and one that seems to have escaped the atten-

tion of sceptical scientism.

Another fruitful theme for the meditation of the devout Chris-

tian is the way in which the Son of God acted while on earth.

Nearly all who read this article believe that Jesus of Nazareth was

God manifest in the flesh. From the Gospels we learn that on

occasion he wrought in the domain of nature beside and above

what are denominated nature's laws. He produced wine without

the aid of vegetable life, bread and fishes without the assistance

of either vegetable or animal life; and very probably exerted a

creative power in both miracles. He also originated anew animal

lif ein the dead bodies of Jairus's daughter, of the son of the widow

of Nain, and notably of Lazarus, thus transcending human power

and wisdom, and creating organic life to subdue the rebellious

inorganic forces, as fabled Neptune did the winds of iEolus.

But during thirty years of his life, and in fact through for the

greater part of his ministry of three or four years, he subjected
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himself to the physical laws which he had by his own power

established in the beginning, and accomplished most of his media-

torial work by intervention instead of miracle. His sacrificial

death was not miraculous. Miracle proved that the Intervener

was divine. Miracle convinced ; intervention saved. What we
contend for is that the same gracious Being still intervenes for

us in answer to the cry of his own.

14. In the fifth place, it is an ill-founded objection that we
may not be able to state just how or where the Ruler of all touches

the mechanism. Your watch comes home from the jeweller's, re-

paired, and in running order and keeping good time. To your

untrained eye the works look much as they did before. Perhaps

you can detect no ch^inge in them at all
;
yet a change there must

have been.

On a morning, in the year of grace, 1807, Fulton, surrounded

by a few friends, on his pioneer boat steamed out from the

pier at New York City into the middle of Hudson River.

Ten thousand spectators lined the bank, ready to jeer at him in

case of failure. And failure seriously threatened him, for when

he endeavored to make his little craft head up stream, it refused

to do so. What wjis the matter? What was to be done? His

friends on board could not conceal their chagrin. In great

anxiety Fulton went down to examine the engine, and found

something or other out of position. He set it right, and the gal-

lant little boat wheeled into line, and started on its triumphant

way to 'Albany. Yet it is not likely that any living man can

tell what Fulton did to the machinery. But how absurd to dis-

credit the history of the case on that account. '"Dr. Chalmers

. . . . suggests that in the vast scale of natural sequences, which

constitute one connected chain, the responsive touch from the

finger of the Almighty may be given 'either at a higher or lower

place in the progression,' and that if it be supposed to be 'given

far enough back,' it might originate a new sequence, but without

doing violence to any ascertained law, since it occurs beyond the

reach of our experience and observation." (Modern Atheism,

pp. 294-5.) Dr. Buchanan, while endorsing the conclusiveness

of this answer, amends it by saying "there is no necessity and no
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reason for supposing that the responsive touch can only be given

at a point to which our knowledge does not extend." Number-

less illustrations could be given like the one from Fulton's account.

The following incident occurred to the writer. We were on the

cars one moonlit night long ago, returning to Princeton Theologi-

cal Seminary, when a peculiar oscillatory motion of our car

aroused general attention, and created some alarm. Presently a

passenger arose and walked forward to the front door to see what

was the matter. "Ah, yes," said he, "we have become discon-

nected from the rest of the train. They will find it out pretty

soon, and come back for us." We looked and saw the train

already some distance ahead of us, and getting farther away every

moment. But in a few minutes here it came back, the connexion

was reestablished, and our journey was resumed. Two points

emerge here. 1st. The engineer violated no law of mechanics in

returning to us. The mode of the formation and the expansive

power of steam were not interfered with in the least. If any law

of nature involved in the case had been suspended, he could not

have brought back the train. He worked not against, but by and

through known laws and forces. 2d. Probably no man or woman

in that rear car knew just what the engineer did; yet no one

doubted for an instant that he did something, and indeed the

very thing needed. This belief was rational, and disbelief would

have been irrational.

15. In the sixth place, it is ill-founded to say that the Church

doctrine argues imperfection in God's workmanship. Ht)w this

idea arises may readily be seen from the illustrations just given.

If Fulton's machinery had been perfect and perfectly adjusted, it

would not have needed any readjustment out in the middle of

North River. If the car coupling had been better devised, or

more carefully looked after, the engineer would not have needed

to reverse his engine. Such things are due to the ignorance of

man and the imperfection of all his works. But, as we have

already quoted from Leibnitz, "the Absolute Arti.st could only

create perfect works," etc. We aim to give the full strength of

the objection, and reply, 1st. This is an odd affirmation for a theist

to make. Are there no burning deserts in which wearied travel-

(i^
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lers, parched with raging thirst, lie down in despair and die?

No wastes in temperate zones, producing only the thorn and the

cactus? No immense uninhabitable Siberian plains? No howl-

ing wildernesses the world over? No imperfections, at least to

our eyes, in the vegetable or the aninial world ? Yet has not the

Absolute Artist created them all ? But it may herejoined that on

a wide survey of the whole system of things, many, if not all of

these so-called imperfections, would prove to be no imperfections.

There is weight in this ; for surely a man ill acquainted with any

subject, and judging hastily concerning it, is liable to blunder

exceedingly. For example, it may appear to be an imperfection

in iron that it rusts so easily, while the precious metals are nearly

""fiiee from this defect. But if iron were not oxidisable, it might be

worse for us in the long run. It could not constitute a part of

our soils; and where would be the red corpuscles of blood ?

We do not give in to the atheistic notion that the Almighty

can never create an imperfect work. In one sense gradation

implies imperfection in all but the uppermost rank. Then if one

kind of wood is stronger, more elastic, or more beautiful than

another, the other is imperfect, forsooth, and cannot have been

created by an omniscient and omnipotent God! The human eye,

say recent writers, is not quite achromatic, and it analyses po-

larised light.* So be it. Pray how were these imperfections

discovered except by the eyes of observers ? Then at least the

eye is sufficiently good to discover its own imperfections. But

further, if the human eye did not polarise light, the caviller might

allege that it is very inferior to the eye of the eagle; if it were

made equal to the eagle's eye, still it might not be sufficiently

acute to discern stars of the seventh and lower magnitudes, not

*Fraunhofer discovered that a wire placed at the focus of the object

j»;las8 of a telescope and visible by red li^ht, was not visible by violet

light, even after correcting the distance between the lenses by an amount

equal to the difference in refrangibility of the colors. The further alter-

ation needed is due to a chromatic aberration of the eye. It is a curious

fact that the unavoidable spherical aberration is corrected in the eye by

the iris acting as a diaphragm, i. e., the very expedient resorted to by

opticians. But the iris is infinitely superior to any diaphragm of man's

invention.
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to mention nearly all the nebulae. There is no stopping place.

The Infinite could create nothing less than itself.

2d. The mechanical notion of perfection in God's works is alto-

gether too narrow. This narrowness of survey characterises the

lucubrations of the scientisni of our day. To leave out God from

the universe, and all the higher departments of human nature

from the world, is not the way to arrive at any adequate under,

standing of the world or the universe. The laws and forces of

matter are not. for themselves; they are for man. There are

higher needs in a physical universe than a perfection of mechan-

ism. The grand and complex system of matter has a higher

purpose, a nobler outlook. Where the material arrangements

approach nearest to perfection, in the tropical regions where

winter never comes, where the bread-fruit and the banana grow

almost without man's labor or even supervision, just there man

languishes in indolence. Where human intervention is must dis-

pensed with, or, on the other hand, in the frozen zones where it

accomplishes least, where it is thwarted and well-nigh paralysed,

there man is least advanced. Man is most developed in an arena

not of actualities, bift of capabilities. The instructed Christian

carries this thought farther, even up into the spiritual realm, and

adores the wisdom that has left a field for divine intervention,

in order to educate man in the sublime graces of faith, hope, and

charity. The great God would have us trust in him. He would

have us feel as should the children of the Lord God Almighty.

Of the inexpressible sweetness of this feeling sceptics know noth-

ing. In their madness they may sneer at it. We can only

respond,

"Fools never raise their thoughts so high
;

Like brutes they live ; like brutes they die."

This confiding love to a person cannot be cultivated by prac-

tising a delusion upon us, and by teaching us to ask him to do

now what he is not going to do now. The poor, ignorant Chris-

tian, still adhering to his primitive belief that God hears and

does^ might find prayer a refreshment. Its reflex influence

might be most happy on him. But alas for the enlightened

ones, who have discovered the imperfection of all such schemes

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—20.
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as admit of intervention ! Can they continue to enact a farce ?

Impossible. g; . :; . .;
; .^

;

16. In the seventh place, the hypothetical solution is not Augus-

tinianism, but a caricature thereof. Known unto God are all his

works from the beginning of the world (cTr'aiovof). The thought-

ful Arminian is bound to go with us to this extent, that God's

mind is fully made up as to everything that He himself is to do

throughout eternity. When the fulness of the times comes, then

he acts most freely in executing his holy, wise, apd unchangeable

purpose ; unchangeable, because holy and wise. But this is not

the mechanical outworking of machinery, according to a popular

misconception of the Augustinian doctrine. It is the acting of a

free, intelligent person ; who must have purposes because he is a

person, and if he did not act in pursuance of his purposes, could

not act at all. It will not strengthen or extend Augustinianism

to incorporate into it the foreign and indeed antagonistic element

of the hypothetical solution. Nor will it conciliate and satisfy

unbehef. One demand submitted to, the shout of triumph from

the infidel camp will hardly have died away before another de-

mand is made. Let truth, candor, and absolute justice be main-

tained; but yield an inch !—Never. L. G. Barbour.
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CRITICAL NOTICES..

Lectures on the Origin and Growth of the Psalms. By T. C.

Murray, Associate Professor of the Shemitic Languages at

the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore. New York : Chas.

Scribner's Sons. 12rno, pp. 319. $1.50.

It is a misfortune that the Hebrew Scriptures have received so

little attention as a literature at the hands of English and Ameri-

can scholars. We are, therefore, the more ready to welcome the

contribution which Mr. Murray has made to the literary treat-

ment of a part of that venerable collection of„writings which need

not shrink from a comparison in the best qualities of literature

with the productions of the most highly cultivated peoples of the

past or present.

In the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms, Dr. Addison

Alexander expressed the hope that he might be able to produce

a complete Introdnction to the Psalms, in which he would have

traversed the ground covered by Mr. Murray, and, in addition,

would have given the principles of their exegesis. Unfortunately,

this hope was not fulfilled. In the various Introductions to the

Scriptures accessible to English readers and in the Commentaries

on the Psalms, especially that of Delitzsch, the topics handled by

Mr. Murray are more or less fully treated; but these Lectures

will be found a fresh end attractive discussion of the origin,

growth, and characteristics of our Psalm collection.

Mr. Murray, a son of the Rev. Dr. Nicholas Murray, so well

known as a controversialist, in his Letters to Archbishop Hughes

under the name of ''Kirwan," was Professor of Shemitic Languages

at the Johns Hopkins University, and took high rank in the body

of eminent scholars gathered in this new institution of the higher

learning. After graduating at Williams College and Princeton

Seminary, he spent several years in Germany furnishing himself

with a thorough knowledge of the Hebrew and the cognate lan-

guages, especially Arabic, under the guidance of s^h instructors as

Ewald and Lagarde. His brief career a& a Professor was closed
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by his death in March, 1879, when only twenty-nine years of

age, to the grief of friends, who had become attached to him be-

cause of his simplicity, purity, piety, and warmth of affection,

and to the regret of the scholars of America, who had already

prophesied for him eminence and success in his chosen field of

study. These Lectures, which were concluded just a week before

his death, form the only published memorial of his studies, except

some articles furnished Johnson's Cyclopaedia. He left in manu-

script and well advanced towards completion a work on Hebrew

Synonyms, now deposited in the Library of the Johns Hopkins

University, and two papers on the Early History of the Shemitic

People and on Case-forms in Shemitic. This book is indebted

to the Rev. Dr. Toy for a general supervision in its publication

and for a few explanatory notes. It should be said that these

Lectures were not intended for specialists, but were delivered to

a general audience, not supposed to be acquainted with the

Hebrew.

In the first two Lectures Mr. Murray leads up to his proper

subject by an outline of the early history of the Shemitic people,

and of the history and characteristics of the Hebrew language and

literature, and the collection of the Scriptures in their present

shape. He then enters upon the criticism of the Fsalms, treating

the history of the collection as a whole and the five books which

constitute it, and discussing individual P«alms in more or less

detail. We shall sum up his conclusions in his own words :

"What we call the Psalter is a coUet^tion of the various books of.relii2;ious

song, which grew up around and were compiled for the sake of the wor-

ship of th"e Second Temple between the return under Joshua and Alex-

ander's conquest of Palestine, say during the two centuries between 537

and 837 B. C. The First Book was compiled for the opening worship of

the restored Temple by some priest connected with the early return, who

draws his material exclusively from the service-book of the Solomonic

Temple, 'The Sacred Songs of David.' The Second and Third Books

were prepared by Nehemiah, about a century later, and were part of his

reform in the service. He not only borrows from the service-books af

the older Temple, but also has gathered many other poems, whose beauty

of form or religious expression commended them to him as of value for

sacred soui^. The Fourth Book was compiled by some scholar in con-

nexion with the Temple, about fifty years later, to meet a want for liturgic
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chorals which none of the other books supplied. Finally, toward the

middle of the fourth century, the Temple board who had been charged

with gathering, editing, and regulating the Sacred Books used in the ser-

vice, came to take in hajid the religious song of the Temple. They took the

four books which were already in constant use, added to them a supple-

mental collection of new songs, cast the whole into a single book, giving

to it as a prologue Psalm i., and as a doxology Psalm cl., and introduced

it by their authority into the service of the Temple, where, with unessen-

tial variations, it ever after remained."

Allusiofi is made in the preceding extract to the "Sacred Songs

of David." Mr. Murray interprets Tni as indicating not the

authorship of David, but as an editorial mark to notify us that

the Psalm was drawn from a former collection which he calls the

"Davidic Book." Considerable space is given to the discussion

of this Davidic Book, in the course of which David's character-

istics as a poet and the number of Psalms to be referred to him

are set forth with fulness. Here again Mr. Murray furnishes us

a summary of statement

:

"We saw chat the older book received the title Davidic, from the usage,

so common in the Orient, of naming a collection from the one who inau-

gurates it, or whose contributions form its oldest or most considerable

part; that though the Davidic authorship of each and all of these hymns
has been sharply disputed, it may be shown on grounds as reasonably

assuring hs we can have for any ancient literature, that David wrote

many, perhaps most, of the poems that have been preserved to us from

the service-book which bore his name. On the other hand, we saw that

a number of poems in the Davidic Book so clearly belong to a time sub-

sequent to David, that it cannot have lain before our Psalter-collectors in

the form into which it was cast by him; that they probably used it in the

revised and enlarged shape given it at the reorganisation of the Temple

service in the reign of Hezekiah, and to this last view we showed there

could be no objection, as we possess at least the Proverbs in the shape in

which they were edited by a literary commission which was appointed

by the same king."

It is readily seem that Mr. Murray does not regard th^ In-

scriptions as part of the inspired record, but as having an editorial

origin and editorial authority. The reasons for this view are

given in a Lecture preceding the one from which the above quo-

tation is made.

The most striking features in these Lectures is the acuteness
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of insight and delicacy of taste displayed by the author in his

literary criticisms. Perhaps his remarks on Psalm xlii., which

belongs to the Korahite Songs, and of which Psalm xliii. is but

the concluding part, will best illustrate those qualities ;

"The singer is in exile or* captivity among heathen enemies to whom
his religion is a source of mocking. The situation is in the outlying

spurs of Anti-Lebanon. He hears the Jordan gush seething from its

fountain heads at Baneas and dash roaring down its rocky defile, cataract

calling to cataract, on its way toward Merom. He sees the sunny dome
of Hermon rising before him, but deems it of less beauty than the little

hill of Zion, where rises the city and Temple of his affection. He is one

of the Temple singers, who recalls with fondest recollection the time when

among his bretTlt'en he had led with music and song the festal procession

into the holy place. When the Psalm was written we cannot say, but it

must have been long after the establishment of the Temple and its wor-

ship. If we accept any hypothesis at all, that of Vaihinger is the more

probable, that its author was one of the Levites banished by the usurper

Athaliah. Whoever wrote the Psalm, it marks the highest attainment

of the lyric art among the Shemitic people—some say among any people.

The balance of the rhythm, the exquisite poise of the sentences, the minute

and dainty touch in the setting of the words, give to the song an almost

indescribable beauty. There lies hid under the general name, 'Sons of

Korah,' an artist whose name should be inscribed on the roll of the world's

literature as chief among the masters of pure form."

In addition to the topics already mentioned, Mr. Murray touches

at more or less length on the Anonymous and Vindictive Psalms,

the Epic and Dramatic Poetry of the Hebrews, the Songs of De-

grees, Shemitic Song and Music, the Musical Inscriptions of the

Psalms, the Music of the Second Temple, and other matters of

like interest.

It was our wish to criticise in detail some of the views of Mr.

Murray, but we forbear. We must, of course, dissent from his

theory of Inspiration, which, if not announced clearly, can at

least be gathered from the coloring it imparts to his judgments

on several questions. He was a firm believer in supernatural

inspiration, buc allowed such play to the human element as, in

our opinion, would logically overthrow this belief. His defective

views have, at least, not led him to that radicalism which attempts

to identify itself with the only true scholarship. The general

conservatism of the book is seen in the position taken on David's
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authorship of the Psalms, indicated in the extract made from the

discussion on the Davidic Book, and more particularly in the

attitude assumed to^vurds what are perhaps the two uppermost

questions with Biblical students, the Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch, and the Maccabean authorship of the Psalms. In

regard to the first question Mr. Murray makes this deliverance:

"The fairest summing up of the outcome of the whole discussion is

probably this : that the Mosaic literature in its main lines, its documents,

its genealogies, and its laws, is the product of the great mind who laid

the foundation of the Jewish state ; that it first passed from documentary

to literary shape, after the rise of the Jewish kingdom had given the

order and leisure necessary to literature, and finally was edited after the

exile by those who collected the canon, with annotations on many points

of interest to their time, which in the original were obscure."
"

As regards the second question, Mr. Murray states and refutes

the extreme theory of Justus Olshausen, who maintains that, ex-

cepting perhaps a half-dozen, all the poems of our present Psalm

book are the production of the times of the Maccabees. We shall

quote our author's arguments, which would seem conclusive, and

which will further serve to show what sort of thing confessedly

learned men put forth under the name of "Criticism" :

''If they are Maccabean in origin, how is it that this same collection is

found in the translation of the Septuagint, contemporaneous at the latest

with the Maccabean period, and made by Greek scholars who, if not hos-

tile, were at least indifferent to the Maccabean struggle, and would have

taken as the old Temple melodies no collection of Maccabean hymns, and

whose inscriptions of the Psalms, in the titles, to the early prophets,

show that they were not consciously translating any contemporaneous

songs ?

"How is it that, not fifty years after this Maccabean struggle, when

its memories were still fresh in men's minds, this collection is constantly

spoken of as by David and the men of the older time, without any trace

of reference to the persecution whose scars had not yet been healed?

"Lastly, if we accept as the date of Chronicles the pontificate of the

High Priest Jochanan, toward the close of the Persian period, B. C.

405-359, where it is most generally referred, we shall have convincing

proof against the Maccabean origin of our book, for in 1 Chronicles xvi.

36 we find a cento made up of fragments from Psalms xcvi., cv., cvi., with

certain liturgical notes which could not very well have been borrowed

until the collection had assumed its present shape.

"In a word, could we believe the Psalm Book to be a collection of Mac-
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caDean poems, we should have to resign all confidence in history which

was not coincident with our own personal experience."

Psalms Ixxiv. and Ixxix., Mr. Murray thinks, may be from

this period, but leaves this an open question, in which conclusion

he keeps company with Calvin.

It is a consideration of some value tJiat a competent critic, who

,

cannot be accused of being influenced by the necessities of theo-

logical exposition, of which such complaint is made, decides on

purely literary grounds that the radical theories on these ^o
points of controvci'sy are untenable. It is certainly refreshing

to follow^ Mr. Murray after coming in contact with Mr. Michael

Heilprin in his "Historical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews,"

two volumes of which have issued from the press of the Apple-

tons, and who, if it be possible, out-Kuenen's Kuenen. Without

holding ourselves responsible for the correctness of Mr. Murray's

views, we can commend his Lectures to all who love the songs of

the sweet singers of Israel ; and we have no doubt that he now

unites with those divine poets, whom he loved so well on earth,

in the nobler songs of the Church above. C. R. H.

Faith and Character, By Marvin R. Vincent, D. D., Pastor

of "The Church of the Covenant," New York. New York:
Charles Scribner's Son's, 743 and 745, Broadway. 1880.

12mo, pp. 376.

A book of sermons numbering twenty in all. "The two thoughts

of Faith and Character underlie the whole book. Each sermon

deals either with the relations and bearings of character, or with

the principle of faith in the unseen as its only permanent basis."

These sermons are a fine specimen of the combination of doctrinal

and practical theology. The style is simple and clear, the argu-

ments forcibly presented, the doctrines sound, the practical appli-

cations naturally deduced, and oftentimes pressed home with vigor.

There is no sensationalism about the book, no maudlin sentiment,

but every page exhibits the earnest minister intent on doing good

—

lasting good by faithfully preaching Christ and him crucified.

There iv"' no stiff or artificial arrangement of the thoughts pre-

sented, everything seems to flow easily and naturally. They are
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not pulpit essays upon theological topics, but practical sermons

upon Bible doctrines. It would be an appropriate addition to the

Congregational Library. The man of business pressed with his

secular cares, the invalid, the afflicted and bereaved, they who

have much of this world's goods and they who have little or none,

may each find something 'in this volume to sustain, to comfort,

and to profit. '

In his Preface the author says: -

'

- >

"If it shall do au^ht, within the Church itself, to prick that dangerous

conceit, that emotional raptures, or activity in Church work, or regular

ecclesiastical standing, can be substitutes for solid goodness and for con-

sistency of conduct ; if it shall go to strengthen the emphasis upon the

fact that religion is a development of character, and is not summed up

in the single experience which inaugurates that development; ... if,

above all, it shall help any man to a larger and cleaver view of the divine

Saviour, and shall enable him to discover a new meaning in manhood

and a new dignity and sweetness in duty through their relation to Jesus

Christ, it will not have been written in vain."

The twenty sermons are, classified under two general heads

—

Faith, Character; seven sermons under the former, and thirteen

under the latter. Those on Faith are again subdivided into—

I. Faith in the Unseen. II. Intercourse with the Unseen.

III. Christ the Interpreter of the Unseen. Those on Character

are subdivided into—I. Its Integrity. II. Its Development.

III. Its Risks. IV. Its Independence. V. Its Attitude toward

Men. VI. Its Active Side. VIL Its Eternity.

By way of illustrating the author's style and method, let us take

an extract or two. In the third sermon—"What think ye of

Christ"—

"Now when I say that Christ occupies to-day precisely the same posi-

tion with reference to current thought, I do not merely state an opinion

that the subject is as important now as then ; I state a fact, let it be ac-

counted fur as it may, that a man who thinks at all can hardly be in

contact with nineteenth century civilisation and not be compelled to think

of Christ. All attempts to banish him into the region of remote history

are vain. The age has gotten past other men. Plato, Socrates, CoBsar,

Alexander, Homer, and Virgil—all confessedly great men, are yet in-

stinctively felt to belong to the past. But the age does not get past Christ.

He is as distinctly, yea, more distinctly, a fact of the nineteenth century

VOL. XXXI., NO. 4—21.
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than of the first. In a hundred different ways he appears in the philoso-

phy, the politics, the social science, the statesmanshi^the language, the

ordinary customs of the present. He is historical, but he is more than

historical. He is a memory, but he is also a power, and a growing power
;

and the position of modern society in reference to Christ is very well rep-

resented by Pilate's dilemma when the Savijour was brought before him.

• He could not but respect him 5 he wanted to avoid the responsibility of

dealing with him. He sent him to Herod,\and Herod sent him back, and

he had to dispose of him in some WiiyfTind Pilate never had a harder

question to settle than that which he propounded to Jews, 'What shall I

do then with Jesus of Nazareth, wno is called Christ?' Christ is in the

way of the nineteenth-uj^ntttryr^Ie cannot be waved out of the way, nor

argued out of th^way, nor driven out of the wa^, nor ignored. He must

be confronted and dealt with, no matter how many Pilates desire to wash

their hands ofJhiraN He was a troublesome fact in his own time, but the

trouble has taken on a thousand new forms since that. His own time

dealt with him at last, and thought it had gotten him safely out of the way
;

but the rpsurrection disappointed its hopes, and Christ, being raised from

the dead, has been proving to every succeeding age that he dieth no more.

An age that is annoyed by his presence, and stirred into opposition by his

power, is yet forced to hear with chagrin, the words so dear to his dis-

ciples . 'Lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world.'
"

Take another extract, from the sermon on "Meat or Drudgery,"

John iv. 34

:

"The tendency of religious thought for some years back has been to

expect work. This has grown in part out of the enormous needs which

have forced themselves on the attention of Christians, and partly out of

a reaction from a morbid, self-contemplative, brooding, and speculative

type of piety. In many ways this reaction was healthful. It stimulated the

Church to enterprise and liberality, made her more aggressive, and more

familiar with the world's needs. On the other hand, it tended and ran

to a danfterous extreme. In the vigor and Variety of action, the true

motive power of Christian action fell into the shade. In their zeal to do,

men forgot that out of their hearts were the issues of life, and neglected

to keep their hearts with all diligence. They began to substitute work for

prayer, and sometimes to cajole conscience with the poetic prettiness that

to labor is to pray ! And it came to pass thus that many a man concealed

real spiritual poverty, prayorlessness, uneasiness of conscience, want of

peace with God, under stirring activity in Christian enterprise. Under

cover of this terrible fallacy, legitimate impulses to duty were being

weakened while so-called duty was being done. Men were building repu-

tations for Christian activity upon foundations which were rotting be-

neath them. They were conducting Sunday-schools, and Organising
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societies, and promoting conventions, saying Lord, and Lord, and doing

many wonderful works, when they knew not the secret of the Lord. You
are seeing some of the' fruits of that fallacy now. The tests of these

awful days are probing deeper than men's activities. They are cutting

down into the secret places of character. It is coming to light how much

so-called religious energy wus the result of natural enthusiasm and love

of action, of the instinct of organising and leading, and how ipuch of true

love and faith and solid godly principle."

Once more, we extract from Sermon XIX., "The Multiplied

Oil," 2 Kings iv. 1-7—

•"What shall I do for thee?' But his next words must have seemeid

strange to her : 'What hast thou in the house?' She had told him she

was destitute. She had come to him for aid, and yet he turned back to

her own house, and asked what there was there.

"The opening of that house door is the opening of a familiar truth of

God's administration ; namely, that God in working for men, uses them

and their possessions as far as they will go. Often a man goes to God

for help in abject need, feeling that he has absolutely nothing wherewith

to help himself, and is surprised at being told to go back and look over his

own resources Just so God calls our attention to some little

thing which Ave had not thought worth mentioning among our possessions

and says, 'Use that.' The widow had not thought of paying her debt with

the oil she had in the house. It was not a jar of oil, as we are accus-

tomed to think, but only a little flask, uj^ed for anointing. Probably

there was not half a pine in all, yet the prophet seizes upon this. 'What

hast thou in the house? Only a little flask of oil? That is the very

thing. THnit shall pay thy debt, and save thee thy children.! A flask of

oil was not worth counting in liquidation of the widow's debt; but a flask

of oil and God were good for any amount. And one of our errors is that,

while we, perhaps, see the truth up to this point, we do not see it as a

universal truth. We confine it to the occasional miracles of history
;

whereas these miracles are* only illustrations of the law of God's economy in

all time : that power, consecrated to God, multiplies according to God's rule

and not according to man's. That law is in force just as much now as in

the days of Elisha or of Christ. When there is something to be done,

something for you to do, God says to you, 'What have you to do it with?'

And you are very likely to say. Nothing, absolutely nothing. A very

little money, a very small share of personal influence, a little gift of

tongue or of pen, or possibly only the power to pray ; but these are

nothing. I have nothing fit to do this work. God rebukes you. He tells

you plainly you look at the matter in the wrong way. He says to you,

'Do you call yourself my child ; and do you think you are living under

he n arrow, niggardly economy of men ? Am I^restricted to what men
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author was fo?r many years, and until his Ha^h. in 1878, "an

officer in the Harrisburg (Pa.) National Bank, aruling elder in

call f;reat means to brin^ to pass great results/ Cannot I, wjtio made you

and the world out of nothing, do this work with your little gift, as well

as with something greater? Bring forth your little money. Utter your

little word. Write your little line. Breathe your prayer, and see what

your Father in heaven can do?'
"

J. L. M.

Home Worship : A Series of Topical Prayers for use in the

Family Circle. By the late James W. Weir, of Harris-

burg, Pa. Philadelphia:, Presbyterian Board of Publica-

tion, No. 1,334 Chestnut Sb\eet. 12nio., pp. 318.

This is a profitable book for the family and the closet.
' The

*• spirit of true devotion manifests itself in every page. It is not

intended to be used as a "Prayer Book," but to "guide and help

the reader by suggesting trains of thought and forms of expres-

sion." Used in this way, it cannot be otherwise than useful to

all who engage in prayer—private, social, and public. The

d(^lh in

_ ik, arulin^^

* the Market Square Presbyterian church, and the Superintendent

of its Sunday-school." He seems to have enjoyed in a remark-

able degree the gift of prayer, and to have diligently cultivated

it. "For many years it,was a habit with him, in the intervals of

pressing public business, and after the wearying cares of the day

were over, to refresh his own soul and to cultivate the power of

expression in prayer by committing his prayers to writing.

Prayer was a study to him." Mr. Weir was evidently familiar

not only with the words of Scripture, but also with the words of

the Shorter Catechism ; and these productions of his pen exhibit

how apf/ropriately the very language of our Catechism may be

inter\\;oven with our petitions. If we would learn to pray as he

did, we must cultivate the gift as he did ; not by becoming the

slaves of any set form, or the devotees of any book, but by careful

meditation, by studying the word of God, by committing to

memory the standards of our Church, by relying on the Spirit

who helpeth our infirmities, by writing our own prayers (not

having others to write them for us), by praying—in the closet, in

the family, in the Sabbath-school, in the sanctuary—ever3nvhere.

The table of contents furnishes a pretty full and suggestive
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list of topics, some of which are subjoined

—

e. g.y "The Lord's

Prayer;" "Attributes of God," "Christian Graces;" "Offices of

Christ;" "Creation, !lProvidence, and Redemption ;" "Justifica-

tion, Adoption, and Sanctification ;" "Life, Death, and Eternity."

"Monthly Concert," of which there are five; "Faith, Hope,

and Charity;" "Talents;" "The World, the Flesh, and the

Devil;" "Knowledge, Holiness, and Zeal;" "Trinity;" "Depre-

cations. J. L. M.

A Selection of Spiritual Songs, with Music, for Use in Social

Meetings. Selected and arranged by Rev. Charles S.

Robinson, D. D. Scribner & Co., New York. Fine cloth,

red edges, 8vo., 75 cents. :

-„ ;^
:^^^ Wfr'

Dr. Robinson, under the patronage of the enterprising and

prominent publishing house of Scribner & Co., has been a prolific

compiler of hymn and tune books. There are no less tha« seven

distinct volumes of this character to which his name is attached.

And he certainly fias eminent qualifications for this work, as is

best proved by the unprecedented popularity and widespread use

of his various collections. The special object of these numerous

collections is, of course, different ; and hence the number of them.

One is designed to be a full and comprehensive collection of

hymns and tunes for the regular worship of the great congrega-

tion upon the Sabbath ; another is designed more especially for

the choir, another for the Sabbath-school, and others to meet

peculiar wants.

The volume before us is designed to be a manual specially adapted

for use in prayer- meetings. And the object is certainly a worthy

one. Lively, spirited singing is essential to the interest and suc-

cess of such meetings. To secure this, it is of the utmost im-

portance that a suitable hyran book should be used ; and it is a

great advantage to have appropriate tunes set to the hymns, with

the music printed beside them. The felt necessity of all this has

led to the extensive use in social meetings of the "Gospel

Hymns," issued under the auspices of Moody and Sankey. But

however exce'lent and appropriate these may be for the special

purpose for which they were intended, it can hardly be claimed
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that there is sufficient compass in the range of subjects, or suf-

ficient dignity of expression in many of the hymns and tunes to

render these books suitable for ordinary use in our congregational

prayer- meetings. The tendency of their constant use, we are

persuaded, would be to lower the tone of our worship and make

it too entirely sentimental.

But Dr. Robinson's book, as far as we have been able to judge

from a somewhat cursory examination, admirabl}' meets the wants

of the case. It contains (with the Supplement, selected by Dr.

Stuart Robinson, of Louisville) six hundred hymns, and three

hundred and thirty distinct tunes. Thus the range of subjects,

as well as of music, is amply large. And every hymn has an ap-

propriate tune set to it and printed in full beside it, in the book.

In glancing through it, the following good points struck us

:

1. The hymns appear to be choice. They consist largely of

the standard hymns which are sung in most of our evangelical

churches, with a sufficient sprinkling of the more modern hymns

and songs which are of real merit. But we have observed nothing

that is frivolous or ephemeral in character. 2. The tunes are

good; for the most part such as have proved their excellence by

their popularity. In turning over page after page, Ave have been

pleased and gratified at finding so many of the sweet tunes, old

and new, which nearly everybody loves. 8. The tunes set to the

several hymns seem to be remarkably appropriate to them. This

we regard a very important matter, not only for the value of the

book, but also for the practical use of the hymns. We often wish

that ever}^ hymn we love had its own proper tune, to which it

should always be sung. 4. The hymns are short. They range

usually from.two to five stanzas, none more than five. This, too,

is important, especially in social meetings. Scarcely anything

kills out the spirit of singing more quickly than long hymns. It

is not often the case that more than four stanzas should be sung

under any circumstances. Lastly, the book is printed on fine

paper in large clear type, with an ample index, is neatly and sub-

stantially bound in cloth, and sold at a low price. To any of our

congregations that can afford a separate book for their prayer-

meetings, we would recommend the trial of this. T. H. L.
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A Truh Eepublio. Ey Albert Stickney. New York: Harper
^ * 1 & Bros. 12mo, pp. 271.

We wish everybody would read this book. To say that we

endorse every sentiment and approve every doctrine would be too

much. Still we do approve it in the main, and for one wfjypld be

heartily willing to see these United States enter upon the experi-

ment of amenrling the Constitution according to the suggestions

of this author. There is every evidence of careful study and

matured thought. The titles of Chapters II., III., and IV. are

extremely felicitious in condensing in a single phrase the doctrine

of each chapter—thus bringing it out into bold relief ; p. g.:

"Hereditary Monarchy—The Tyranny of Kings;". "Constitu-

tional Royalty—Unfinished Revolution;" "False Republican-

ism—The Tyranny of Party." Those who frequently express

their admiration for the English Government as far superior to

Republican, would do well to ponder carefully the exposure of

the English system as it is presented in the Third Chapter and

in the Appendix.

In his "Note," which serves instead of a Preface, the author

says, (imongst other good things: .. * ,,

"The iinincnso crrowth of party which we have had in this country ia

Honiething new in history. I do not think its evils have been duly

weighed ; nor do I think its causes have been carefully studied. It has

been too readily assumed that political parties are desirable things in the

State. We speak of the abuses of party government. Is it certain that

party government now has its uses?

•'Party and party rule, as they now €xist with us, are, as I believe,

great evils—evils which naturally and certainly result from certain fea-

tures in our political system.

"In private life w(! find in every profession and euiployment many men
who do their work as well as they know how. We have at times such

men in public life; but, as a rule, our public men do their work, not as

well as they know how, but only as well as the interests of party will

allow them. Many of those men have good intentions, but they are

l^ound in the chains of party. Party controls the selection of our public

servants ; it controls their actions."

Again, in the "Introductory" Chapter:

''We had at first in our public service the best men in the country, and

we had from them their best work. The men we now have in the public
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service are not our best men ; nor do we have from them the best work

that even they can give us But it has already been said that our system

of government is such as necessarily and certainly to keep uto of the public

service our best men, and is such as to make it certain that the men in

our public service will not give us their best work. The main inquiry

here made, then, will be what changes, if any, we need in our political

system, in order to secure in each department of our public service

—

J. Our best men ; 2. Their best work."

Of course it is not attempted in this brief notice and by these

few extracts to do justice to Mr. Stickney's book ; to be appre-

ciated the book must be read. In conclusion we copy a brief

outline of his system as presented in the first part of the Eleventh

Chapter

:

"Let us now see what are the conclusions to which we have been led.

"The chief points which have been h'iere maintained are these : 1. Public

officers mu8t have only one kind of work. There must be no confusion

of legislative and executive administration. 2. Each officer mudt be held

'responsible'—for doing well the work of his own office. No man then

must hold office for life, or for any term of years or days, but only for

'80 long as he does well the work of his office. 3. Each executive officer

must be made responsible to his immediate superior in office. Every

head of an executive office or department must, then, have the power of

appointing and removing all his subordinates in that office or department.

4. There must be one Chief Executive at the head of the executive admin-

istration, who must be held responsible for all that executive administra-

tion. 5. That chief executive must be responsible directly *,o the supreme

assembly. 6. That chief executive must be chosen by the votes of the

whole people through the machinery of an electoral college. 7. There

must be some one power in the State which is supreme over all citizens

and officers. 8. This supreme power must be an assembly, of a reason-

able number of men, chosen by the people. 9. This assembly shall have

the power

—

a. To make all necessary laws. h. To raise and disburse the

people's revenues, c. To create and abolish all officers (except that of chief

executive) and regulate their duties, d. To remove all officers, e. To ap-

point no officers. 10. Aside from this framework of executive officers, and

from this supervisingj||ouncil, is the judiciary—the body of men who dis-

pense justice. As th^ have to pass on the acts of both executive officers

and of this supervising body, let them, too, be elected by the people. Let

them, too, be removable by the legislature, as there is no permanent

body of men with whom that power of removal can be so well left. That

is substantially as it is now arranged.

"This is the statement of all the positions, which it has been attempted
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'%/ ',i:.

to establish in this argument, by an examination of the results of actual

experiments in government mechanics," (

This system is then compared with the "present English sys-

tem." He then enumerates the changes which would be made

in our "present national system" : ")

"1. We abolish the term system. 2. We give to Congress

—

a. All the

legislative povrer. h. None of the appointing power, c. The removing

power, by a two-thirds vote, for any cause in their discretion. 3. We give

the chief executive and his heads of departments

—

a. None of the legisla-

tive power, h. Full appointing and removing power as to executive

officers. 4. We have the electoral college meet, in one place, and make

it the judge of the qualifications and elections of its own members, as the

Houses of Congress now are. 5. In case of a vacancy in the office of

President from any cause, we have the senior head of department act as

President until a successor as chosen." 1

It will be noticed, that in refusing all legislative power to the

chief executive, he is thereby deprived of the veto-power.

"And the question is, whether we will continue an experiment [the

Constitution] which we know has failed, or will try a new experiment

which we think may succeed." J. L. M.

VOL. xxxr., NO. 4—22.
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

We do not mean to confine ourselves this quarter to the issues

which have already found their way to the counters of the book-

sellers, but to refer as well to those which are announced "bv" the

publishers as immediately forthcoming. The most interesting a-c-

count we have met with of the origin of the English and American

Jury is in Green's Short History, of the English People. This is

but one phase of the tnore general subject handled in the little trc^at-

ise of Mr. Abbot.^ The Irish songs and tales of the merry author

of "Molly Bawn" and "Barney O'Reirdon" entitle him to at least a

passihg consideration.^ The question about tiie Banks^ and tlmi,r

relation to the Government of the country, involves^the whole con-

geries of questions about politics and economics. The epistolary

literature of four hundro*! years^ affords an ample and fascinating

theme to one who is apparently worthy to wiilk in the footsteps of

the late Professor Holcombe of the University of Virginia, who has

given himself a wider range than that which circumscribed the

effort of his accomplished predecessor., The splendid success of

Mr. Green in his "Short" history has tempted him to compete

with the more voluminous historians on their own ground.^ So

Benvenuto Cellini not content with his unrivalled fame amonijst

the goldsmiths of Florence and his unmatched skill in chiselling

marvellous figures in gems and in the precious metals, executed his

VJudge and Jury. A Popular Explanation of Leadinj^ Topic^of the

Law of the Land. By Benjamin Vaughn Abbot. 12tno, cloth, ^2. Har-

per & Brothers, New York.*

^Samuel Lover. By Andrew James Symington. 16nio, cloth. Ibid.

''The National Banks. By H. W. Richardson. 32mo, paper, 25c.
;

cloth, 40c. Ibid. » •

^Four Centuries of English Letters. Selections from the Correspon-

dence of One Hundred and Fifty Writers from the Period of the Paston

Letters to the Present Lay. Edited and arranged by W. Baptiste Scoones.

12mo, cloth. Ibid.

^History of the English People. By John Richard Green. Vol. IV.

—

The Revolution, 1683-1760. Modern" England, 1760-1815. With three

maps. 8vo, cloth, §2.50. Ibid.
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great bronze statue of Perseus slaying the sea-monster that now

stands in front of one of the old Florentine palaces. In this walk

he had a number of competitors; in the other he was unique and

alone. Yet as the large work of Cellini is as noble as the small

is exquisite, so may the same thing be said of the twofold work of

Green. There is a sort of aifoctation now with some people of say-

ing much about '^the Christ" ;^ but aside from that, we do not care

fef' invented stories about Jesus, when we have inspired biogra-

phies about our Lord.' We know nothing as to the special claims

of this particular venture. As to the "Plymouth Brethren,"^ as

they are styled, there is much yi^aid pro and con. They have a

very engaging way with theii/but are sadly in error; and many,

of other names, are badlyjarred with rheir stick. The averment

in each particular case that such and such a person is "one of

them,"^ calls for good and solid substantiation. We hail with

'gratitude every new exertion in defence of the blessed Sabbath

of our ancestors and of the Christian Scriptui^s.^ Even in the

South the pressure of the sea against the dikes is becoming day

by day more and more ahirming. The great work on "Sales,"

etc., is that of Mr. Judah P. Benj;irt>in, formerly of Louisiana,

but now the acknowledged leader of the EnglisR bar: but Mr.

Benjamin's work is necessarily of a somewhat insular character.

Mr. Landreth's "Brief Analysis"* is perhaps better suited to this

cjimate, and is apparently less of a professional law-book. ^ Having

had occasion not long ago to say a word about the author of "The

Robbers," it is hardlv desirable that we should savanotlierword.^''"^

^Ben Hor : A Tale of the Christ. By General Lew Wallace. 16mo,

cloth, $1. Ibid.

''The Doctrines of the Plymouth Brethren. By the Rev. Henry Wal-

lace. Presbyterian Board of Publication, Philadelphia.

^The Sabbath Vindicated. By the Rev. R. Armstron<j;. Ibid.

*A Brief Analysis of Sale. By Lucius S. Landreth. Rees, Welsh &
Co., Philadelphia.

.

^Schiller's Complete Works in English. With 56 full-page illustrations.

2 vols., 8vo, 1,282 pp., cloth, $4.50. I/>. Kohler, Philadelphia.

^Schiller's Complete Works in German. 8vo, cloth. Ibid.

''Schiller's Complete Poems in English. Illustrated. Cloth, Si. Ibid.

^Schiller's Complete Poems. German and English on opposite pages.

Illustrated, $2. Ibid.
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We have found much instruction and solace in perusing certain

chapters of Canon Yaughan's exceedingly valuable book about

the religious mystics.^ There is, by the bye, a curious flexibility

in regard to the use of the terms "mysticism" and "rationalism."

No one is prepared to challenge the undeniable learning and vivid

imagination of Renan ; the only things he lacks are trustworthy

judgment, orthodox opinions, and spiritual faith. The farther

off such men keep from the citadel of Christianity (as here^) the

less are their assaults to be regretted. The somewhat flagging

interest in the sage (and god) of Buddhism^ has been generously

reawakened by the superb poem of Edwin Arnold. Buddhism^

is perhaps the nearest approach that heathenism has made to the

ethics of Christianity ; but the interval between the two systems

is like the interval between light and darkness. In its earlier

form Buddhism seems to haue been Pantheistic. Subsequently

it assumed the shape of a very subtle kind of atheism. The

esoteric doctrines are many of them inviting ; but the exoteric

have engendered the most debasing superstitions.

The extraordinary attention now paid to art and to biography is

rewarded by several entirely distinct sets of lives of the great

painters. Those of the Harpers are, we judge, not inferior to

any other series. The great advantage in having these "artist

biographies"^^ is that you then have a complete pictorial represen-

tation of all the most famous of the "old masters," besides other

^Ilours with the Mystics. By C. J. Vaughan. 2 vols., 12mo, cloth,

$7.50. Scribner & Welford, New York.

'^The Hibbert Lectures, 1880. On the Influence, etc., of Rome, on

'Christianity. By Ernest Renan. 8vo, cloth, $4.20. Ibid.

'The Life and Le^nrend of Guadama, the Bud[d]ha of the Burmese.

With Annotations, the Ways to Neibban, and Notice on [sic] the Phon-

gyies, or Burmese Monks. By the Rii^ht Rev. P. Bigandet, Bishop of

Ramatha. Third edition. 2 vols., 8vo, cloth, $8.40. Ibid.

^Chinese Buddhism. A v^olume of Sketches, Historical, Descriptive,

and Critical. By Joseph Edkins. Vol. XVII. of Philosophical Library.

Crown 8vo, 443 pp., $4.50. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.

^Landseer. By Frederick' G. Stephens. ["(Illustrated Biographies of

the Great Artists.) $1.25. Ibid.

^leynolds. By F. S. Pulling, M. A. (Illustrated Biographies of the

Great Artists.) $1.25. Ibid.

/
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celebrated pictures. Macaulay's foetvif- is as much ttwc^errated

by the overweening admirers of Tennyson, as Macaulay's frose

is M'errated by a generation that has forgotten Bolingbroke,

Southey, and Burke. The English poet who has said the most

memorable things after Shakespeare is possibly Milton
;
possibly

Pope; but possibly, too, Wordsworth. The poetry of Words-

worth,^ like the written and spoken prose of Goldsmith (as esti-

mated by Dr. Johnson), is due to an astounding coalition between

''an angel" and "poor poll." What is good in the lake poet is,

however, better than almost anything to be found elsewhere.

The title^ adopted by Mr. Johnson for his satirical critique of

contemporary politics in Europe reminds one of that given to

"The Comedy of Convocation." We question if the book be so

lively and clever.

This work of President Edwards on the (Economy^ of Grace

is not to be confounded with his well known History of Redemp-

tion. It is hardly too much to say no one has ever equalled that

'"prodigy of metaphysical acumen" (as Robert Hall calls him) in

the union of immense dialectical power with profound knowledge

of the human heart. John Owen was far more learned, and had

more practical sagacity, and Augustine possessed a higher order

of genius; but it is probable neither Augustine nor Owen was a

match for Jonathan Edwards in the peculiar conjunction of at-

tributes just referred to. The jovial companions whose exploits

are chronicled by Mr. Stockton^ had a capital time together, and

their journeyings were the occasion of this amusing volume.

^Lays of Ancient Rome. With Ivry and the Armada. By Lord -Mac-

aulay. New edition. With forty beautiful illustrations by J. R. Meguelin,

Post 8vo, cloth, extra gilt. Ihid.

^Wordsworth's Poetical Works. The "Arundel Poet's" edition. With

portrait and illustrations. 8vo, $4.20. Ibid.

''The Political Comedy of' Europe. By Davi(i Johnson. Small post

8vo, cloth, $2.40.

^Observations Concernino- the Scripture (Economy of the Trinity and

Covenant of Redemption. By Jonathan Edwards. With Introduction

and Appendix by Prof. E£!;bert C. Smyth. 12mo, cloth, §1. Charles

Scribner's Sons, New York.

^A Jolly I^ellowship. By Frank R. Stockton. 32mo, cloth, $1.50. Ihid.
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Everything about the land of "the Nihilists" is caught up now

by a wide class of readers. An American array officer would

appear to be the right man to write^ about the army of the great

Slav empire. Professor Bowen has risen into deserved promi-

nence amongst transcontinental thinkers, by reason of his "Logic"

and his "History of Modern Philosophy." A book of literary

and personal reminiscences^ from such a pen is, we need not say^

highly acceptable. The empire founded by Philip and signalised

and spread by Alexander is traced to its beginnings^ by-JMr.

Curteis. ^ y
We are presented with five separate works of which the authors

are apparently learned Israelites. The first is a discussion of

first principles.* The second is a practical help to the study of

the Scriptures,^ and seems to make an appeal to the rationalising

tendencies of the age. The third takes a broad view of the Jew-

ish and the cognate races. ^ The fourth touches a secret spring and'

lets us into the arcana of the Hebrew modes of logic. ^ The fifth

is an account of the regular teachers in the American synagogue.^

We receive all tliese treatises with pleasure, and have no sym-

pathy with the persecuting spirit which would denounce or cast

contempt on all the modern descendants of Jacob.

Hans Christian Andersen's "Marchen" ^^ are inimitable in

^Ariny Life in Russia. By Lieut. F. V. Green, U. S. A. 12mo, cloth,

$1.50. Ibid.

^Gleanings from a Literary Life. By Professor Francis Bowen. 8vo.

cloth, $3. Ibid.

^ilise of the Macedonian Empire. By A. M. Cur1(|is. 16ino, cloth.

•SI. Ibid.

*Essay on Religion, from a Historical and Philosophical Standpoint.

By Morris M. Cohn. Paper, 50c.

^A Guide for Rational Inquiries into the Biblical Writino;s. By the

Rev. Isidor Kali.sch. Cloth, $1.25. Ibid.

*The Semitic Nation. By Dr. D. Chwolsori, Ord. Prof, at the Imperial

IJ^iversity of St. Petersburg. Translated by Eph M. Epstein. M. D.

Paper, 50c. Ibid. . ''

''The Rabbinical Dialectics. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. Cloth, $1. Ibid.

^The American Jewisii Pulpit. Cloth, $2. Il>id.

^"Das Buch der Miirchen." By Andersen,^ Bethstein^ Grimm, etc.

4to. 384 pp., cloth, $3. M. & R. Burgheim, Cincinnati.
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their native German. The stories by Grimm and others are gen-

erally superior in plot and aijffer less by translation. We opine

that Ber Hinkenda Bote^ is after all no lame news-carrier. The

JPlatt deutsch^ is nearer to English than any other of the Teutonic

dialects, and can boast at least one great writer. Then we have

a nosegay of American verse. Dr. Holmes gave us a solemn

and beautiful poem^ on the occasion of the celebration of his sev-

entieth birthday. Hi| theology is very indifferent; bat his liter-

ature is of the best, his pathos and humor are often exquisite, and

his wit and intellectual keenness hard to beat. Mr. Aldrich^is at

times very felicitous in a sort of rich, sensuous style, with faint

reminiscences' now of Keats, now of Herrick. Mr. Fields* (if

this be not some relative and namesake) has hitherto been known

as a publisher, a letter-writer, a magazine editor, and a gossiping

autobiographical e^yist. Mr. Stedman^ has the ability (if he

do not lack thfe will) to write justly of Poe.

;

.

The most,graceful writer of English since Oliver Goldsmith

that we can now call to mind is the author of the Sketch Book

and of Bracebridge Hall.'^ His chief strength does not appear

in his "Columbus" or "Mahomet," much less in his "Washington,"

but in some of his tales and his more transitory essays. This

is said to be an excellent edition. People who think of Holland

as being gross, or dull, would have their eyes opened by going

there. Holland® is the synonym for all that is opulent and luxu-

^Der Hinkende Bote in America, for 1881. 4to, 128 pp., paper, 25c.

Ibid. r

^Plattdeutsc^er Volks Kalenner (for Low Germans) for 1881. 8vo, 128

pp., paper, 25c. Ibid.

^The Iron Gate and other Poems. By Oliver Wendell Holmes. 16mo,

cloth. Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

*Thirty-8ix Lyrics and Twelve Sonnets. By T. B. Aldrich. 16mo,

vellum. Ibid.

^Ballads and other Verses. By James T. Fields. IGm©. Ibid.

^Edirar A. Poe. An Essay. By E. C. Stedman. i6nio, vellum. Ibid.

^Irving's Complete Works. By Washington Irving. Spuyten Duyvil

edition: 12 vols., 12mo, 900 pp. each, cloth, $20. G. P. Putnam & Sons,

New York.

^Holland and its People. By Edmundo de Amicis. Illustrated. 8vo,

Ibid. I
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rious, as well as neat and commodious, in the present advanced

state of material civilisation ;^or all the refinement, the comfort,

thQ splendor, the taste, of substantial worth as well as of aristo-

cratic elegance. La void ! A Japanese classic, or at all events

a Japanese book,^ done into the language of the British islands

and the American mainland ! Our old friend, "good Haroun

Alraschid,"^ like Qoeur de Lion, poses better in romance than in

veracious history; but we never tire of hi^assionate generosity;

and Saladin and the Saracens is a subject worthy of Sir Walter

Scott and John Lockhart. All that is much worth knowmg
about the first experiences^ of the human race is in the Bible.

Frothingham knew something of Parker,* and transcends the

Transcendentalipts ;' but knows no more of "the cradle" than of

the cross -'of the Christ."^

What will come next ? Who would ever have thought to see

Clarke's Commentary^ illustrated by Grustaoe Doref Among
the older class of English exegetes, the two Methodists, Whitby

and Clarke, are unusually full in their quotations from the fathers,

the classics, and the rabbins. Adam Clarke was not only a man

of extensive learning, but of considerable independence and

force of mind. Dord, it need not be said, is a man of original as

well as eccentric and audacious genius, and has had great prac--*

^The Loyal Ronins. Translated from the Japanese by Edw. Grecy and

Shinishiro Saiter. 8vo. Ibid.
*

'^Haroun Alrasohid and Saracen Civilisation. By Prof. E. H. Palmer.

New Plutarch Series. Cloth, $1. Ibid.
-1"

^The Creation and the Early Development of Mankind. By Professor

J. H. Chapin. 12rno. Ibid.

*The Life of Theodore Parker. By the Rev. 0. B. Frothingham. New
edition. 8vo, |2. Ibid. <?

^A Histoty of Transcendentalism in New England. By the Rev. 0. B.

Frothino;ham. New edition. 8vo, $1.75. Ibid.

''The Cradle of the Christ. By the Rev. 0. B. Frothinorham. New
edition, 8vo, $1.50. Ibid.

^Clarke's Commentary on the New Testament. With Marginal Read-

ings and Parallel Texts. With a Commentary and Critical Notes. By
Dr. Adam Clarke. New and enlarged edition. Finely illustrated with

designs by Gustave Dore and other artists. Super royal 8vo, 1,002 pp.,

sheep, |3. J. Fagan & Son, Philadelphia.
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tice in illustrating sacred subjects. For ourselves we prefer to

have our Bibles unadorned in this way. Side by side we find

the two great historians who had their birth in Great Britain.

They were both enemies of Christianity, but both reasonabjy fair

as to their facts: neither of thetn has been accused of making a

dishonest use of his authori ios. Of the two, Huine^ is the author

of the best general history of E igland—jertainlv the best before

Green's. Gibbon^ is the author of the be^L history of the later

Roman Empire, and is (in our judgmeijt) the greatest of modern

historical writi^rs, not excepting Mommsen or CurtiuS. Mr. J.

G. Wood is a reverent believer in tlie Bible and a thorough ex-

pert 4n his cliosen^ department. Lovers of the dairy will be glad

to know how to have one.^ • ^^^

These are two extretne views in relation to Dr. Tanner's fast.'*^

One is that he is an impostor, and has deceived his vigilant and,

we presume, honest observers. The o^her is that he is the apostle

of a new anil important school of hygiene. W>:;~hi)ld to neither

of these views. We take it for granted that Dr. Tanner really

fasted forty days, and re ^•lrd the achievement as a very remark-

able one. For the very reason just fnentioned, we do not sup-

pose that Dr. Tanner's famous exploit has shed much light on

dietetics v^r physiology; although it has afforded new "pvidence.of

the power of the human iv'dl, especially when sustained by pride

of opinion and a sense of injured reputation. The greatest mas-

ter of uninspired eloquence of all time, if we may judge by the

extent and permanence of the impress he has left behind him.

Ulistory of Eno;land. By David Hume, o vols., 12mo, cloth. $5. Ibid.

''Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. By Edward Gibbon. .5 vols.,

12mo, cloth, $.0. Ibid.

•Natural History. By J. G. Wood. Fully illustrated. 12mo, cloth,

$1.75. Ihid.

^Keepinf^ One Cow. Beinu; the experience of a number of practical

writers, in a clear and condensed form, upon the manao;etnent of a sinc^le

Milch €!ow. Illustrated. 12rao, extra cloth, $1. Orange Judd & Co.,

New York.

^Forty Days without Food. Dr. Tanner's Great Fast. By one of his

Watchers. 12mo, 14 pp., paper, 10c. American News Company, New
York.
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was the renowned antagonist of the Macedonian intrigues in

Greece.^ The transient effect of other and even recent speeches

may perhaps have be^n not inferior to that of the Philippics and

the Oration on the Crown. "Christian Sociology" is a pro-

foundly interesting subject, and has just been dealt with at the

hands (not wholly incompetent, we imagine) of Dr. Stuckenberger.^

Books made up of similes, historical parallels, anecdotes, and

what not, are apt to contain some wheat and much cockle. It

was said of Robert Hall that his imagery was indigenous. Those

who import their imagery (and illustrations) are likely to be aided

by this storehouse of materials.* The best way is to find one's

own parallels inter legendum. Undoubtedly the present Prime

Minister of !^gland (though hardly all that Mr. Justin McCarthy

makes him out to be, in his "History of Our Own Times,") is one

of the most commanding figures of the age ; and shows largest as

an orator, financier, and author. The miscellaneous products of

his versatile and wonderfully active brain* must always present

attractions to a great body of his admirers and critics. This new

and valuable work on the rising empire^ of that enlightened po-

tentate Dom Pedro is to be rerJtnved with the warmest satisfac-

tion. The sketches of French littSrateurs that are ofiered us by

Mr. Mauris,^ are of the most entertaining nature. Victor Hugo

^The Philippics of Demosthenes. By Frank B. Tarboli, P,h. D. ]2ino,

lOO pp., cloth, $1.25. Ginn & Heath, Boston.

^Christian Sociology. -By J. H. W. Stuckenberger, D. D. 12mo, 1,380

pp., cloth, $1.50. I. K. Funk & Co., New York.

^Things Old and New. AStj^rehouse of Illustrations. By John Spencer.

To which is added, A Treasury of Similes, by Robert Cawdry. 4to, 1,112

pp., cloth, $5. Ibid.

^Gleanings of Past Years, 1843-79. By the Right Hon. W. E. Glad-

stone, M. P. 7 vols., 16mo, each $1. Charles Scribner's Sons.

^Brazil : The Amazons and the Coast. By Herbert H. Smith. Illus-

trated from Sketches byJ. Wells Champney and others. 1 vol., 8vo, extra

cloth, §5. Ibid.

^French Men of Letters. lUrsonal and Anecdotical Sketches of Victor

Hugo ;
Alfred de Musset ; Thoophile Gautier ; Henri Merger ; Sainte-

Beuve ;
Gerard de Nerval ; Alexander Dumas, Fils ; Emile Augier

; Oc-

tave Fcuillet; Victorien Sardou •, Alphonse Daudet; and Emile Zola.

By Maurice Mauris. Appleton's "New Handy-Volume Series." Paper,

35c.; cloth, 60c. D. Appleton & Co., New York.
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is far enough from being a saint or an angel : but a transition from

Victor Hugo to Emile Zola is the transition from Hyperion to a

satyr. We object to the word "anecdotical," and object to it

chiefly as appearing on a title-page. Those of us who remember

the picturesque flowing brown beard and the liquid pathetic

eyes of the Hungarian patriot Louis Kossuth, particularly those of

us who have heard (or even read) his persuasive language and

really faultless English, would esteem ourselves somewhat the

richer for his recollections of the time of banishment.^

Mr. Heilprin is said to have written in a sofeer and reverential

spirit, and with admirable knowledge and beauty, of the historic

portions of the old Hebrew poetry.^ Trench on "Miracles"^ is

perfectly well known to our readers. We maintain that the theory

of "Miracles" upheld by the lamented author is at fault in not

allowing the Christian miracles to stand solely upon their own

merits, and in subordinating them too much to the evidence de-

ducible from a consideration of "the doctrines" which they sup-

port. We yield to no one in iidmiration of the learning and genius,

as well as the devont spirit, displayed throughout the volume,

and of the unequalled felicity of many of the expositions. Sir

Theodore Martin, who now comes before us with the last volume

of his royal biography,^ is the same who wpwards of twenty years

ago was associated with Aytoun in the "Ballads of Bon-Gaultier,"

the sa!me who translated Horace and who wrote his life for the

• Encyclopaedia Britannica. This is Sir Theodore's crowning

work, and it reflects lustre at once upon the late Prince-Consort,

' ^Memories of My Exile. By Louis Kossuth. Translated from the

original Hungarian by Ferencz Jausz. One volume, crown 8vo, cloth.

Price, $2. Ibid. *

^The Historical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews. Volume's I. and H.

Translated and Critically Examined by Michael Heilprfn, Crown 8vo,

cloth; Price §2 a volume. Ibid.

^Notes on the Miracles of our Lord. By Richard Chevenix Trench,

D. 1). New edition. 12mo. Price reduced to.'?1.25. Uniform in style

and price with new cheap edition of "Notes on the Parables of our Lord."

Ibid.

^The Life of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort. By Sir Theodore

Martin. Fifth and concluding volume. 1 vol., 12mo, cloth. Price, $2.

Volumes 1., IL, HL, and IV., at same price a volume.
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the reigning Queen, and the very accomplished man of letters

who is after all hardly more than its editor.

Professor Bastian's treatise on "the Brain"* is much glorified

in the English journals as the only adequate discussion of the

subject. Professor Bastian, like Dr. Maudsley, is one of the men

that have to be watched, and who are not to be followed blindly.

The best history of philosophy we. ever examined is that of

Schwegeler.^ The astuteness and subtlety of not a few of f^ie com-

ments are undeniable and surprising. The first volume contains

H noble conspectus of ancient classic thought. The critique of

, Spinoza is fhelno^t lucid, the most penetrating, the most jncisive,

the most damaging, since that of Bayle. The method of the work

is rigidly uniform, and could not well be improved. The mas-

terly and profound discussioa of the Jena Profess >r'* FiiTls receive I

the high -and (so fif as we know) un(|ualified endorsement of

President Noah Porter of Yale College. Mr. Spencer is th)ught

to have done nothing better than these essays on > education.^

This we are Mot prepared to dispute. The writings of Herbert

^Spencer make up a wonderful mass of spocialiseil knowledge;

together with a series of logical paralogisjns that take o-ie's breath

away, and a variety of monstrous absurdities, profane vagaries,

doubtful or untenable propositions, hasty inductions,- and glit;er

ing generalities; besides much that is new and vfrfffffme.

*The Brain as an OiTfan of Mind. By II. Charlton Bastian, Professor of

Anatoniy-and Clinical Medicine in the University Colle<i;e, London ; au-

thor of ''Paralysis from Brain Disease." With numerous illustrations.

One volume; 12ino, 708 pa«2;es, cloth. Price, $2..oO. Ibid.

'A History of Philosophy .in Epitome. By Albert Schwe^eler. Trans-

lated from the first edition of the ori^nal German by Julius FI. Seelye.

Revised from the ninth German edition, containing Important Additions

and Modifications, with an Appendix^ containing the History in its more

Prominent Lines of Development since the time of IIeo;el. By Benjan)iri

T.Smith. 12mo, 469 pages,, cloth. Price, $2. Ibid. \
''The Fundamental Concepts of Modern Philosophic Thought, Critically

and HistorictiUy Considered. By Rudolph Eucken, PhT D.,- Professor in

t. Jena. With an Introduction by Noah Porter, President of Yale College.

1 vol., 12mo, 304 pages, cloth. Price, $1.75. Ibid.

^Education : Intellectual, Moral, and Physical. By Herbert Spencer.

A. new cheap edition of Herbert Spencer's famous Essays on Education.

, r vol.j 12mo, pai)er cover. Price, 50c. '
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Mr. Cooley's Cyclopaedia^ has been long before the people, and

is praised in quarters from which we do n*ot coinniQnly look for

deception. It has.be\3n revised and partly rewritten by a Pro-

fessor Tuson. We are willing to believe that it is full of useful

information. The book claims, we see, to be not only "a cyclo-

psedia of receipts," but "a supplement to the pharmacopoeia."

According to our notion, wbj^^a man is pretty well, he had better

"throw physic to the dogs" ;; an (1 when a man is very ill, he (or

his friends for him) had better lose no time in sending for a doc-

tor.^ In other states of the system, intermediate between normal

health and grave indisposition, and indeed'' in any state of the

system, mineral springs, mountain haunts, wintering places, sea-

side resorts, and the like, also^have their uses ; often their inesti-

mable uses. The continent of Eurppe, like our own country, has

many justly famed places of this description,^ to which vast mul-~

titudes annually repair for amendmept^or recreation.

^Cooley's Cyclopaedia of Practical Receipts and Collateral Information

in the Arts, Manufactures, Professions, and Trades, ijicludinfj; Medicine,

Pharmacy, and Domestic Economy. Designed as a Comprehensive Sup-

plement to the Pharmacopoeia, and General Book of Reference for the

Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Sixth edi-

tion. Revised and partly rewritten by Richard V. Tusitn, Professor of

Chemistry and Toxicology in the Royal Veterinary College. Complete in

two vols., 8vo, 1,796 pages. With lUustjS^ons. Price, $9. Ibid. -^

^Watering-Places and Mineral Spring^f Germany ,'7Au8tria, and Swit-

zerland. With Notes on Climatic Resorts and Consunyption, Sanitariums,

Peat, Mud, and Sand Baths, AVhey and Grape Cuites, etc, A Popular

Medical Guide. By Edward Gutman, M. D. With maps and illustra-

tions. 1 vol., 12mo, cloth. Price, $2.50. Ibid. \


